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Introduction 
by Kelley Boylan 

The Macin tosh is one o f the most-if the not the most-straightfo rward and com prehen
sible com puters on the market today. Never the less, il h a r umplex combinatio n o f !>Oft -

. ware and hard wa re, o ne tha t can stymie even a n ex pe rt. Thi~ book hel ps you deal with 
those com plexities, fin d and correct prob lems, and simpl y teaches you more about the 
way a Macintosh is buil t. Thi s book presents technical d e tails and specific how-to infor
ma tio n so tha t you can adapt and ma in ta in you r machine. It h meant for Macophiles 
w ho want to dig in and do it themselves. 

Competence and co n t rol of a si tua lio n !>tart with u nder~la ml i ng, so I he fi r~t th rcc parts 
a re d evoted to Mac fac ts. Pa rt l, "Fact Uase: Macintosh Compu ters & System Software," 
d escribes the Mac itself, what mo dels a re availab le, what mode ls were avai lable. and 
o ffers a rundown of wha t m ight come a long in the fut url'. Tile fi rs t Macintosh was a 
remarkably sim p le mach in e w ith very lit tle memory. not much comput ing power, and 
a lmost no expandability. It was sti ll a competent word processor and drawing tool-the 
first such tool to eas ily com bine both art and text on one ~crel'n for a re latively ~mall 

price-but let's face it, t he re wasn ' t m uch to it. The latest models arc worksta tions ca
pable of rendering p ho to-realis tic, three-dimensional images and outpu tti ng them to 
film. It is possib le to run a small news room o n noth ing l>u t Macs, a nd ma n y graphic arts 
companies use them exclusively. Fo r those who don' t need q uite so much power ami 
expandabili ty, there arc low-end mach ines. They handle the same basic procc<;scs or tex t 
and art, albeit mo re e legantly and colorfully than the first genera t ion. 

Pa rt I, " Fact Base: Macin tosh Computer~ & System Softwa re,'' covers wha t's what and 
how it has changed. Not everyone has the latest equip ment and no t everyone even 
wan ts it. If you need to keep u p with or fincl o ut abo u t o ld e r machines, chapter I, "Macs 
of the Past," g ives you everyth ing you need. If you a rc a ~tudent or home user who needs 
to write short d ocu men ts and crea te simple art, sec chapter I; you ca n easily pick up an 
o ld SE or Mac II for a few hundred dolla rs. Alterna tively, if you ' re a sys tem admin istra tor 
and aren ' t su re if that SE can hand le a high -density drive or not , check chap ter I. (A nd 
an SE can handle the d rive, wit h caveats.) C hapter 2, ''Mac~ of Today," lists the current 
offerings from Apple and how they stack up aga inst one another, wh ich is a dau nti ng 
issue these days. Apple releases a new mach ine every few months. some or which are 
vastly diffe rent from the ir pred ecessors, wh ile others are nearly identical. Chapter :~. 

"Macs o f the Fu ture," takes a look a t wha t m igh t be com ing down the roacl as /\pp lc 
moves tovva rd the la tte r half o f the n ine ties. System sofi\•V<m· has changed a great dea l, 
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from the first System 1.0 to the la test· System 7.1.2; chapter 4, "Overview of System 
Software,'' describes how. 

Part II, "Fact Base: Peripherals," (chapters 5 throug h U ) covers devices o utside the 
Maci ntosh itself: mice, keyboa rds, hard drives, p ri nte rs, m ultimedia equipment, and so 
on. The first Macs didn't p rovide many cho ices, but the current li ne allows fo r tremen
dous expandability, monitors from 12-inch to 37-inch, a nd as Apple moves into multi
med ia, a wealth of MID I, audio, and video cap ture and playback devices. 

Chapter 5, "Connecting Peripherals," con tains the caveats and stra tegies you need to 
connect devices so that they work together properly. Just what those devices may be is 
covered in chapter 6, "Keyboa rds, Mice, and Other Inpu t Devices." The trad itio nal o ne
button mouse isn't the o n ly m ouse anymore. There are three-bu tton mice, track ball s, 
keypads, drawing tablets, and pens, among o the rs. Another po in t o f interacti o n is de
tai led in chapter 7, "Monito rs, " from the plain 9-i nch built-in to larger models with 
many settings. 

Chapter 8, "Hard Disks,'' is abo u t just that-tradi tional Winchester-type media from 
20MB to several gigabytes. "Printers" are in chapter 9, allowing you to brush up o n 
available output m ethodologies, and chapter 10 discusses removable media of a ll types, 
from floppy to CD-ROM. The burgeo ning field of m ulti media is revealed in chapters 12 
and 13, "Multimedia Equipment," and "Voice Recognition Devices and AV Macs," 
respectively. 

Part IIl, "Fact Base: Netwo rks and Communicatio ns," is dedicated to networks and com
munications-getting your machine to talk to someone else's. Agai n , in the early clays, it 
was simple-plug your LocaiTalk connector into another Mac's and you were networked . 
Fortunately for Mac users, networking was bui lt right in to the o perat ing system, allowing 
Macs and people to work together in groups q uickly and pai nlessly. As the machines 
grew more powerful and complex, so did their connectivity, and now users must con
sider Ethernet, Unix, fil e servers, and a wealth of internal boards tha t fit in NuBus and 
PDS slo ts. Connectivity is the catchwo rd of the n ineties, and Apple is moving fast into it. 
Part lll covers the capabilities and uses of those devices. 

Chapter 14, "NuBus and PDS Slo ts," te lls you a ll you need to know about installing and 
configuring interna l boards. C hapter 15, "Moderns," docs t·he same for modems, which 
are generally external (except for some PowerBooks). All thi s plugging in to the wo rld o f 
da ta 's no good if you do n 't have data to plug into, so chapter 16, "Fi le ~ervers, " docu
ments those vast reposi to ries we all rely on. Details o n the wi res that carry the data are in 
chapter 17, "LocaiTalk and Ethernet Networks," and if those networks have to go o u tside 
the Mac world, see chapters 18 ancll9, "Connecting to Un ix and Other Operating Sys
tems," and "Netwo rk Administration and Security." 

After you have bought and configured your Mac, you may o r may no t be happy with t·he 
way it works. Everyone wants h is o r her machine to wo rk just so and do certain th ings; 
and Part IV, "Upgrades," describes the options avai lab le. Is your Mac aging? Should you 
buy a new machine or should you modify the one you have? Check out chapter 20, 
"Buying New or Majo r Upgrades." What about the new processors and ca rds flooding the 
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market? How fast is fas t? See chapter 2 1, "Measuring Performance." How much RAM is 
enough? It's in chapter 22, " RAM: The First Thing To Add. " The latest and grea test up
grade path is, of course, the PowerPC, and that 's in chapter 23, whi le video and accelera
to r optio ns are covered in 24 and 25, "Video Upgrades, " and" Adding Accelerato r Ca rds." 
(A few dollars spent o n either or both of thOse two can make a ma jor difference in the 
way you view your CPU.) 

Naturally, as you upgrade you begin to use new sofhvare packages and push your ma
chine in directions it hasn ' t gone, and that means you' ll need more storage-see chapter 
26, "Adding Internal Disk Drives." Among those capabilities are "Sound and Music," 
detailed in chapter 27. Multipla tfo rm operation has become a real-world, day-to-day 
consideration because the Mac doesn' t live alone anymore, so turn to chapter 28, 
"Multiplatform Operation, " for facts thereon . Then there's the lowly software upgrade
to move to the next version or no t? For help deciding, turn to chapter 29, aptly named 
"Software Upgrades." 

Keeping all that hardware and software up and running is as important as keepi ng your 
car going, and as with a car, it's a lot easier to keep things running smoothly than to wait 
and fix them after they've broken. You wouldn't let your car run out of oil before check
ing it, would you·? Of course no t. Part V, " Preventive Maintenance," describes what to 
do . r:irst, philosophies on how main tenance should and can be clone are in chapter 30, 
" Preventive Maintenance Philosophy and Prac tice," and chapter 31, "Hard Drive Backup 
and Optimization," covers basic main tenance procedures, including backups, optimiz
ing, and rebuild ing the desktop. A few minutes each day o r week o r even month, de
pending on your work style, can save you from permanent data loss and hours of frustra
tion . It's the difference beh\'een changing your oil and rebuild ing your engine. Read 
about how to detect and preven t viruses in chapter 32. 

Someti mes maintenance doesn't work. Sometimes, despite all your hard work, some
thing fails, and Part VI, "Troubleshooting and Repairing," covers what to do if things go 
awry. It is one of the larger sections of the book because it's not just theory and histo ry; 
it con tains descriptions of how to get inside the mach ine and get things done. It de
scribes how to isolate problems and how to fix things ranging from printing problems to 
hard drive errors to floppy d rive fai lures to SCSI conflicts. You name it, it's in there. If 
you're no t familiar with a static strap and the voltage inside a monitor, be prepared to 
learn. Part VI also covers common software fail ures from System 6 and System 7, and 
describes the profusion of sofrnarc ava ilable to let you diagnose and repair what's gone 
wrong. (If you're already having problems, start with this chapter and save the rest fo r 
later. ) 

Specifically, chapter 33, " Problem Isolation, " helps you track clown what failed, why, and 
where. If it's a hardware problem, see chapter 34, "Hardware Troubleshooting," and if it's 
in sofh\'are, chapter 41, "Software Troubleshooting." The most dreaded call to arms for 
any system administrato r is probably the user's cry, " I can ' t print! " Turn to chapter 35, 
"Printing Problems, '' for assistance. Solutions to errors on hard d rives and floppies can be 
found in chapters 36 and 37, " Hard Disk Problems," and " Floppy Drive Problems," and if 
it's a specific as a SCSI error, see chapter 38, "SCSI Problems.'' 



4 Introduction 

Monitors are hazardous to work on, so if you're not comfortable dealing with enough 
voltage to put you flat on your back permanent ly, let the technicians h andle it. If you do 
know your way around a CRT, turn to chapter 39 for assistance, "Mon itor Problems." 
Keyboards and mice aren' t hazardous at all and do suffer a few ailments; they're in chap
ter 40, "Keyboard and Mouse Problems." If ydu know the source of your frustrations is in 
the system software, chapters 41, 42, and 4.3 are devoted to nothing but troubleshooting. 
("Software Troubleshooting," "System 7 Problems," and "System 6 Problems"). 

Naturally, the last section of the book b uedicated to appendices and contains a com
plete list of connectors, pinouts, and error codes. It's much easier to understand a prob
lem when you know what it is. ro r example, everyone knows how annoying it is to have 
a cryptic message like Error · 84 pop up. What does it mean? See appendix A, "Error 
Codes and Common Viruses," to find out. Does your modem cable support hardware 
handshaking? See appendix B, "Apple Parts and Upgrades." 
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Chapter 1 

Macs of the Past 
by Kelley Boylan 

The Macintosh has gone through a veritable swarm of changes in its ten years of exist
ence. The fo llowing pages list its history from the firs t 128K to the Centris 660AV-from 
a simple word processor rated at 0.7 MIPS to a small workstation ra ted at 22 MIPS. 

The following pages present a quick rundown on each machine and its capabilites. They 
tell you when a machine came out and when it left the market, what processor it used 
and at what speed, as well as a pair of standard benchmarks. Speedometer is a popular 
Mac testing tool, and MIPS (Millio ns of Instructions Per Second) is an indication of speed 
used by many platforms. 

The display resolution is in pixels, and for modular Macs that didn't ship with a moni tor 
included, no information is listed. In most cases, 640 x 480 pixel displays were available 
and common, and 8-bi t color depths are usually supported. 

The internal systems list only what was shipped with the machine. In many cases, up
grades were available; an external serial d rive, for example, was available for the early 
Macs, but it had to be bought separately. RAM is another special case-the figures given 
are conservative. Given the continuous rise in RAM SIMM capacities, it's often possible 
to add more RAM than is listed here. 

XL 
More a proto-Mac than a t rue Mac, the XL has oval pixels and a separate monitor, key
board, and CPU. The only storage device ava ilable was an AppleS MB, 10MB, or 20MB 
serial hard drive. Th is machine lacks speed and is not easy to find anymore. 

Overview 
Introduction date 
Discontinuation date 
Processor 
Clock speed 

j anuary, 1985 
February, 1986 
68000 
S M Hz 
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Speedo me te r ra ting 
MIPS rating 
Display reso lutio n 
Colo r depth 
Display size 
System s suppo rted 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max . 
RAM speed 
RAM slo ts 
VRAYf (s tanda rd) 
NuBus slo ts 
PDS slots 
SCSI transfe r ra te 
Power suppl y 
Max imum wa ttage 
Bus width 
rPU 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memo ry cache 

External/Storage Systems 
l-Ia rd drive 

Floppy dr ive 
Floppy drive expansio n 
CD-RO M (from Apple) 
Seria l ports 
ADB po rts 
Sound input 
Sound output 
Network ava ila bil ity 

128K and 512K 

Not applicable 
0.5 (estimated) 
720 X 364 
I bit 
12 inches 
Up to 3.2.0 

1MB 
Not applicable 
None 
Non e 
None 
Non e 
Non e 
U.S. only 
60 
24-bit on ly 
None 
No ne 
161< 
None 

o ne 
None 
None 
None 
Two 
None 
None 
No externa l speake r 
LocalTalk 

The 128K and 5 12 K a re bas ically the same machine, one with an additionai 384K of 
RAM. The only s to rage d evice avai lable besides a 400K flo ppy was an Apple 5 MB, 10MB, 
or 20MB se rial h a rd drive. The drives lack speed and are no t easy to find anymore. See 
figure l. I . 



Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Fig. 1.1 
Macintosh 128K. 

128K and 512K 9 
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Overview 
Introductio n date 
Discontinuation date 
Processor 
Clock speed 
Speedometer rating 
MI PS ra ting 
Display resolution 
Color depth 
VRAM (standard) 
Display size 
Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 
RAM speed 
RAM slots 
Nu13us slots 
PDS slo ts 
SCSI transfer rate 
Power supply 
Maximum wattage 
Bus width 
FPU 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memo ry cache 

External/ Storage Systems 
Hard drive 
rloppy disks readable 
Floppy drive expansion 
CD-ROM (fro m Apple) 
Serial ports 
ADB po rts 
Sound input 
Sound output 
Network availability 

512Ke 

january, 1984 
April, 1986 
68000 
8MJ-Iz 
Not applicable 
0.7 
512 X 342 
1 bit 
None 
9 inches 
Up to 3.3 for the 128K; up to 4.1 for the 512K 

128K and 5 12K 
150 ns 
None 
None 
None 
None 
U.S. only 
60 
24-bit only 
None 
None 
64K 
None 

None 
400K 
One external 400K 
None 
Two 
None 
None 
Mono 
LocaiTa lk 

The 512Ke is a modificatio n of the 512 with the addition o f either an BOOK floppy port 
o r new ROMs. See figu re 1.2. 



Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Fig . 1.2 
tvlacin tos il S 12Ke. 

Overview 
Introductio n date 
Discontinua tio n date 
Processor 
C lock speed 
Speedometer ra ting 
MIPS rating 
Display resolution 
Color depth 
VRAM (standard) 
Display size 
Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 
RAM speed 
RAM slots 
:'-lu Bus slo ts 
PDS slo ts 
SCS I transfe r ra te 
Power supply 
Maximum wattage 
Bus width 
FPU 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memory cache 

April, 1986 
August, 1986 
68000 
8 MHz 
Not applicable 
0.7 
512x342 
I bit 
None 
9 inches 
Thro ug h System 6.0.x 

512K 
150 ns 
None 
None 
None 
No ne 
U.S. only 
60 
24-bit o nl y 
None 
None 
128K 
None 

512Ke 11 
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External/Storage Systems 
Hard d rive 
floppy d isks readab le 
Floppy drive expansion 
CD-ROM (from Apple) 
Serial ports 
ADB ports 
Sound input 
Sound output 
Network avai lability 

Plus 

None 
4001< to 8001< 
One external 
None 
Two 
None 
None 
Mono 
LocalTalk 

One of the longer- lived models, the Mac Plus, was a lmost the VW Beetle of the 
Macintoshes. It was easily upgmded and re la tively simple. To use a version o f the system 
newer than 7.1, you must have /\pple's System Update 3.0 loaded-a bug in newer sys
tem s prevented them fro m working properly o n the Plus. Whi le the Plus is tech nica lly 
able to handle a CD-ROM, most CD-ROM titles require colo r, which is not available on 
the Plus. See figure 1.3. 

Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Fig. 1.3 
Macin tosh Plus. 

Overview 
Introduct ion date 
Discontinuation date 
Processor 
Clock speed 

january, 1986 
October, I 990 
68000 
8 MHz 



Speedometer rating 
MIPS rating 
Display resolution 
Color depth 
VRAM (standard) 
Display size 
Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 
RAM speed 
RAM slots 
NuBus slots 
PDS slots 
SCSI transfer rate 
Power supply 
Maximum wattage 
Bus width 
r:Pu 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memory cache 

External/Storag e Systems 
Hard drive 

SE 

Floppy d isks readable 
r:loppy drive expansion 
CD-ROM (from Apple) 
Seria l ports 
ADB ports 
Sound input 
Sound output 
Network ava ilability 

0.8 
0.7 
512 x342 
1 bit 
None 
9 inches 
All (given sufficient memory) 

1 to 4MB 
150 ns 
4 slots 
None 
None 
1.25 MB per second 
U.S. only 
60 
24-bit on ly 
None 
None 
128K 
None 

Available, external only 
400K to 800K 
One ex ternal avai lable 
Externa l on ly 
Two 
None 
None 
Mono 
LocalTalk 

SE 13 

TheSE was the first expandable Mac, though expansion required special tools. It has a 
slot for an additional card-accelerator, video, and so on-which Apple research found 
went unused most of the time. TheSE introduced the platinum-colored Mac, ADB ports, 
a fan, internal hard drives (not standard but available), and the 1.44MB floppy drive 
capable of reading DOS d isks. It was not available on the first release m odels-they re
quire a replacement SWIM chip. While theSE is technically able to handle a CD-ROM, 
most CD-ROM titles require color, which was not available on theSE. 
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Overview 
Introduction date 
Discontinuatio n date 
Processor 
C lock speed 
Speed o mete r rating 
M l PS rating 
Display resolution 
Colo r depth 
VRAM (s tandard) 
Display size 
Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM m in. and max. 
RAM speed 
RAM slo ts 
NuBus slo ts 
PDS slots 
SCSI transfer ra te 
Power supp ly 
Max imum wattage 
Bus wid th 
FPU 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard d rive 
Floppy disks readable 
Floppy d rive expansion 

CD-ROM (fro m Apple) 
Serial po rts 
ADB ports 
Sound input 
Sound o utput 
Netwo rk availability 

March, 1987 
October, 1990 
68000 
8 MHz 
0 .9 
0.7 
512 X 342 
I bit (8-bit QulckDraw built- in) 
None 
9 inches 
4.0 and u p 

1 to 4MB 
150 ns 
Four 
None 
None 
1.25MB per second 
Interna tio nal 
100 
24-bit on ly 
None 
None 
256K 
None 

In ternal and exte rna l ava ilable 
400K to BOOK, upgradeable to 1.44K 
One inte rnal and one externa l (a to ta l 
of three fl oppy drives) 
None 
Two 
Two 
None 
Mono 
LocalTalk 
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II 
The ll was the first easily-expandable Mac. It broke tradition by having an o pen architec
tu re and a removable case with separa te components fo r the CPU a nd d isplay. With 6 ' 
NuBus slo ts and a 230-wa tt power supply, many were sorry to see iL go-no Mac since 
has had as many NuBus slo ts, and it was two-and-a-ha lf years before ano ther Mac with 
such a po tent power supply was ava ilable. It sh ipped wi th a Toby video card , but o thers 
could be insta lled, giving it fl ex ibility . While Apple claimed the machine was 32-bit 
clean, users had to insta ll Co nnectix \tlode32 software to access more than 8 MB of 
memory. (It was later licensed and given away by Apple.) See figure 1.4. 

Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Fig. 1.4 
Macintosh II. 

Overview 

Introd uctio n date 
Discontinuation date 
Processo r 
Clock speed 
Speedo meter rating 
\t! IPS rating 
Display resolut io n 
Colo r depth 
VRAM (standard) 
Display size 
Systems supported 

March, 1987 
j anuary, 1990 
68020 
16 MHz 
3.4 
2.6 
Card dependen t 
Card dependent (8-bit QuickDraw built-in) 
256K 
Card dependen t 
4 .0.1 and up 
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Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 
RAM speed 
RAM slots 
NuBus slots 
PDS slots 
SCSI transfer rate 
Power supply 
Max imum wattage 
Bus width 
FPU 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard d rive 

llx 

Floppy disks readable 
Floppy drive expansion 
CD-ROM (from Apple) 
Serial ports 
ADI3 ports 
Sound input 
Sound output 
Network ava ilability 

1 to 68MB 
120 ns 
Eight 
Six 
None 
1.25 MB per second 
International 
230 
24-bit (32-bit data bus) 
M C68881 
68851 (optional) 
256K 
None 

Internal and external avai lable 
400K to 800K, upgradeable to 1.44K 
One or two internal, no external 
Ex ternal only 
Two 
Two 
None 
Stereo 
L.ocaiTalk 

The llx brought in the 68030 chip, Apple's long-time workhorse. W ith a bui lt-in MMU 
and FPU, it was able to process da ta considerably faster than the II. While Apple claimed 
the machine was 32-bit clean, users had to install Conncctix Mode32 software to access 
more than 8 MB of memory. (It was later licensed and given away by Apple.) 

Overview 
Introduction date 
Discontinuation date 
Processor 
Clock speed 
Speedometer rating 
M IPS rating 
Display resolu tion 
Color depth 

October, 1988 
October, 1990 
68030 
16 Ml-lz 
3.4 
3.9 
Card dependent 
Card dependent (8-bit QuickDraw buil t-in) 



VRAM (s tandard) 
Display size 
Systems suppo rted 

Internal Systems 
RAM mirL and max. 
RAM speed 
RA\1 slo ts 
Nu Bus slots 
PDS slots 
SCS I transfer ra te 
Power supply 
Ytaxim um wattage 
Bus width 
FPU 
lvllviU 
ROM size 
Memo ry cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard d rive 
Flo ppy disks readable 
Floppy drive expa nsio n 
CD-ROM (from Apple) 
Seria l ports 
ADB po rts 
Sound in put 
Sou nd ou t put 
Network availabi I i ty 

SE/30 

256K 
Ca rel dependent 
6.0.2 and up 

1 to 128MB 
120 ns 
Eight 
Six 
None 
L.25 M B per second 
Inte rnational 
230 
24-bit (32-b it data bus) 
MC68882 
Buil t-in 
256K 
None 

In terna l and externa l ;wailable 
400K to 800 K, upg racleable to 1.44K 
One or two inte rna l, no externa l 
Exte rna l o nly 
Two 
Two 
None 
Stereo 
Loca iTalk 

SE/30 17 

Basically a llx in a small case, the SE/30 is still a pe rennia l favorite. It has all the process
ing power of the la rger Macs of its time (and was a competitor fo r some time) in a case 
tha t ca n be carried under an a irp lane seat. With the additio n of a third-pa rty adapter, it's 
able to display 24-bit color, than ks to built-in color QuickDraw, something no ne of th e 
compact Ytacs had been able to do. It's a good server controller because it requires lit tle 
space, has its own display, and has a slo t fo r an additio nal network card. While Apple 
claimed the machine was 32-bit clea n, users must install Connectix Mode32 software to 
access mo re than 8MB of memo ry. (It was la te r licensed and given away by Apple.) See 
figure 1 .S. 
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Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Fig . 1.5 
Macintosh SE/30. 

Overview 
Introduct ion date 
Discon tinua tion date 
Processor 
Clock speed 
Speedometer ra t ing 
M IPS rating 
Display resolu tio n 
Co lo r d epth 
VRAM (standard) 
Disp lay size 
Systems su pported 

Internal Systems 
RAM m in . and max. 
RAM speed 
ltAM slots 
NuGus slots 
PDS slots 
SCSI t ransfe r rate 
Power supply 
Maximu m wat lage 
Gus width 
FPU 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memory cache 

Jan uary, 1989 
October, 1991 
68030 
16 MHz 
3.6 
3 .9 
512 X 342 
1 b it (8-bit QuickDraw bu ilt-in) 
64K 
9 inches 
6.0.3 and up 

l to 128MB 
120 ns 
Eight 
None 
One 
1.25 MB per second 
Interna tional 
75 
24-bit (32-bit data bus) 
MC68882 
Guilt-in 
256K 
None 



External/Sto rage Systems 
Hard drive 
Floppy disks readable 
r:Jo ppy drive expansion 
CD-ROM (from App le) 
Seria l ports 
ADB ports 
Sound input 
Sound o utput 
Netwo rk ava ilability 

llcx 

Internal and external ava ilable 
1.44K, 800K, and 400K 
One external 
Externa l o n ly 
Two 
Two 
None 
Ste reo 
Loca iTa lk 

llcx 19 

A simplificatio n o f the II series, the ll cx is the same as its predecessors bu t has fewer 
NuBus slots and a less potent power supply. While Apple claimed the machine was 32-bit 
clean, users had to install Connectix Mode32 software to access more than 8 MB of 
memory. (It was later licensed and given away by Apple.) 

Overview 
In t roductio n date 
Discontinuation elate 
Processor 
C lock speed 
Speedometer ratin g 
MIPS rating 
Display reso lution 
Colo r depth 
VRAM (standard) 
Display size 
Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 
RAM speed 
RAM slo ts 
NuBus slots 
PDS slots 
SCSI t ransfe r ra te 
Power supply 
Maxi mum wattage 
Bus width 
FPU 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memory cache 

March , 1989 
March, 1991 
68030 
16 M Hz 
4. L 
3.9 
Card dependent 
Carel dependen t (8-bit Q uickDraw built-in) 
None 
Card dependent 
6.0.3 and up 

1 to 128MB 
120 ns 
Eight 
Three 
None 
·1.25 MB per second 
In tern a tiona! 
90 
24-bi t (32-bit data bus) 
MC68882 
Built-in 
256K 
None 
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External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 
Floppy disks readable 
Floppy drive expansio n 
CD-ROM (from Apple) 
Serial ports 
ADB ports 
Sound input 
Sound output 
Network availability 

llci 

In ternal and external avai lable 
1.44K, 800K, and 400K 
One external 
External only 
Two 
Two 
None 
Stereo 
LocalTalk 

Apple's lo ngest-lasting Mac, the llc i was nearly twice as fast as its predecessors, making 
24-bit color viable (via third-party adapters). It was a standard in business and particu
larly graphics unti l after the 68040 machines arrived thanks to its 32-bit color 
Q uickDraw and speed . While Apple claimed that many o f its earlier machines had 32-bit 
buses, this proved not to be true until the ll ci came out. The advantage is access to more 
than 8MB of RAM. 

Overview 
In troductio n date 
Discontinuation elate 
Processor 
Clock speed 
Speedom eter rating 
MIPS rating 
Display resolutio n 
Color depth 
VRAM (standard) 
Display size 
Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min . and max. 
RAM speed 
RAM slots 
NuBus slots 
PDS slots 
SCSI transfer rate 
Power supply 
Maximum wattage 
Bus width 
FPU 

September, 1989 
February, 1993 
68030 
25 MJ-Iz 
7.8 
6.3 
Card dependent 
Card dependent (32-bit QuickDraw bu il t-in) 
None 
Card dependen t 
6.0.4 and up 

1 to 128MB 
80 ns 
Eight 
Three 
None 
1.25MB per second 
International 
90 
32-bit clean 
MC68882 



MMU 
ROM size 
Memo ry cache 

External/ Storage Systems 
Hard d rive 
Flo ppy d isks readable 
Floppy d rive expa nsio n 
CD-ROM (fro m Apple) 
Seria I po rts 
ADB ports 
Sound in p ut 
Sound outpu t 
Netwo rk ava ilability 

Portable 

Built -in 
5121< 
32 K (optio na l on early mocle ls, standard later) 

Inte rnal and externa l ava ilable 
1 .44 K, 800K, and 400K 
O ne extern <~ I 
Externa l o nl y 
Two 
Two 
I\' one 
Stereo 
Loca iTalk 

Portable 21 

A much-maligned Apple product, the Portable is indeed portable, but it isn 't easy to 
ca rry. The designers were apparen t ly unwilling to give up on any Macintosh standard 
featu res, nor were they adept at reducing the size and mass of the com po nents those 
features required, so it we ighs in at 17 po unds, well over most DOS po rtables o f the t ime. 
It introduced an inte rna l mod em slo t, whi ch was not very useful because most modem 
software looked to the externa l ports. Anothe r caveat, the backlit models available afte r 
Februa ry o f 199 1 can o nly be expa nded to 8MB of RAM. Users love the sharp, clear 
active-matri x d isplay, but few were sorry to see the Po rtable d iscontinued. See figu re 1.6. 

Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Fig. 1.6 
Macintosh Portable. 
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Overview 
Intro ductio n date 
Discontinuation date 
Processor 
Clock speed 
Speedometer rating 
MIPS rati ng 
Display resolution 
Color depth 
VRAM (standard) 
Display size 
Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 
RAM speed 
RAM slots 
NuBus slo ts 
PDS slots 
SCSI transfe r rate 
Power supp ly 
Maximum wattage 
Bus width 
FPU 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 
Floppy disks readable 
Floppy drive expansio n 
CD-ROM (from Apple) 
Serial ports 
ADB ports 
Sound input 
Sound o utput 
Network availabili ty 

September, 1989 
October, 1 99 I 
68000 
\6 MHz 
1.8 
1.3 
640 X 400 
1-bit, active-matrix LCD, backlit in later models 
32K 

10 in ches 
6.0.4 and up 

1 to 9MB 
100 ns 
One 
None 
One 
1.25 \t!B per second 
lntern<ltio nal 
15 
24-bit 
None 
None 
256K 
None 

Internal and externa l available 
1.44K, 800K, ancl 4001< 
One externa l 
External on ly 
Two 
One 
None 
Stereo 
LocaiTalk 
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llfx 
The llfx was the last o f the six-slo t Macs, but it's a bit different from the rest o f the li ne. 
By pushing the 68030's performance to its limi ts, the designers created w hat they called 
"a wicked-fast Mac." It is indeed much fas ter than its predecessors, but it uses an unusual 
a rchitecture, making it an oddball among Macs. Nevertheless, it was popula r w ith 
graphic designers and those requiring the fastest possible processor in the days befo re 
the 68040. See figu re 1.7. 

Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Fig. 1.7 
Macintosh llfx. 

Overview 

Introduction date 
Discontinuation date 
Processor 
Clock speed 
Speedometer rating 
MIPS rating 
Display resolutio n 
Color depth 
VRAM (standard) 
Display size 
Systems supported 

Ma rch, 1990 
Apri l, 1992 
68030 
40 MHz 
9. ] 
10.0 
Card dependent 
Carel dependent (32-bi t Q uickDraw bui lt-in) 
None 
Card dependent 
6.0.5 and up 
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Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 
RAM speed 
RAM slo ts 
NuBus slo ts 
PDS slots 
SCSI transfer ra te 
rower supply 
Max imum wattage 
Bus wid th 
FPU 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memo ry cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 
Flo p py disks readable 
Floppy drive expansio n 
CD-ROM (fro m Apple) 
Seria l po rts 
ADB po rts 
Sound input 
Sound output 
Network availabi li ty 

Classic 

1 to 128 MB 
80 ns 
Eight 
Six 
One 
3.0 MB per second 
In tern a tiona I 
230 
32-b it clean 
MC68882 
Bu il t-in 
512K 
32K 

Internal and external ava ilable 
1.441<, BOOK, and 400K 
One inte rnal 
External o n ly 
Two 
Two 
None 
Stereo 
LocalTalk 

Not unl ike Coca-Cola's Coke Classic®, the Classic is a flash into the past. Designed to be 
inexpensive and simple li ke the original Plus, it was a lso under-powered for its day. Add
ing RAM requ ires a special expansion board. The Classic later became a 68030 machine, 
bu t because of its narrow, 24-bi t da ta path, is much slower than the o n ly other 68030 
compact :VIae, the SE/30. 

Overview 
In troductio n da te 
Discontinuatio n da te 
Processor 
C lock speed 
Speedometer rati ng 
MIPS rat ing 

October, 1990 
September, 1992 
68000 
8 MHZ 
1.0 
0.7 



Display resolu t io n 
Colo r depth 
VRAM (s tandard) 
Display size 
Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM m in. and max. 
RAM speed 
RAM slo ts 
NuBus slots 
PDS slots 
SCSI transfer ra te 
Power supply 
Max imum wattage 
13us width 
r:ru 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 

llsi 

f-loppy disks readable 
f-loppy d rive expa nsio n 
CD- ROM (from Apple) 
Seria l po rts 
ADB po rts 
Sound input 
Sound output 
Network availabi lity 

512x342 
O ne bit 
None 
9 inches 
6.0.6 and u p 

1 to 4MB 
150 ns 
One 
None 
None 
1.25 MB per second 
U.S. o nly 
76 
24-bit o nly 
None 
None 
5 12K 
None 

Inte rnal and external available 
I A4K, 800K, and 400K 
O ne exte rna l 
Ex te rna l o nly 
Two 
O ne 
None 
Mono 
LocaiTalk 

llsi 25 

The I lsi was the firs t p izza-box type enclosure, much smalle r than the usual II or I lei type 
case. It requires NuBus ca rds that have been angled at 90 degrees to fit, tho ugh they a re 
o therwise identica l to a ll other Nul3us cards. It also introduced sound input. In o rd e r to 
avoid cannibalizing !lei sales, the llsi was slowed down, b ut there are pro ducts available 
tha t accelerate the I lsi from 20 to 25 MHz. See figure J .8. 
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Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Fig. 1.8 
Macintosh !lsi. 

Overview 
Introduction date 
Disconti nuation da te 
Processor 
Clock speed 
Speedometer ra ting 
MIPS rati ng 
Display resolu tion 
Color depth 
VRAM (standard) 
Display size 
Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM mi n. and m ax. 
RAM speed 
RAM slots 
NuBus slots 
PDS slots 
SCSI transfer ra te 
Power supply 
Maximum wattage 
Bus width 
FPU 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memory cache 

October, 1990 
March, 1993 
68030 
20MHz 
4.9 
5.0 
Card dependent 
Card dependent (32-bit QuickDraw buil t-in) 
None 
Card dependent 
6.0.6 and up 

One to 65M B 
100 ns 
four 
One 
One (putting a ca rd in either slo t covers the o ther) 
1.25 MB per second 
International 
90 
32-bit clean 
MC68882 (optional) 
Built-in 
512K 
None 



External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 

LC 

Floppy disks readable 
Floppy d rive expansion 
CD-ROM (from Apple) 
Serial ports 
ADB ports 
Sound input 
Sound output 
Network availability 

Internal and external available 
1.44K, BOOK, and 400K 
One external 
External only 
Two 
O ne 
Mono 
Stereo 
LocaiTalk 

Standing for Low Cost, the LC was indeed low cost, bringing back the discontinued 
68020 chip. It requires additional VRAM to handle a 14-inch monito r at 640 x 480 in 
eight-bit colo r, though it could handle a 640 x 480 d isplay in four-bit color. Its release 
also introduced a 12-in ch mon itor. The smaller monitor displays only 512 x 384 pixels 
and causes problems with applications (most ly games) that require 640 x 480 displays. 
See figure 1.9. 

Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Fig. 1.9 
Macintosh LC. 

LC 27 
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Overview 
Introduction date November, 1990 
Discontinuation date March, 1992 
Processor 68020 
Clock speed 16 MHz 
Speedometer rating 3.4 
MIPS rating 2.6 
Display resolution Card dependent 
Color depth Card dependent 
VRAM (standard) 256K 
Display size Card dependent 
Systems supported 6.0.6 and up 

Internal Systems 
RAM min . and max. 2 to 10MB 
RAM speed 100 ns 
RAM slots Two 
NuBus slots None 
PDS slots One 
SCSI transfer rate 1.25 MB per second 
Power supply International 
Maximum wattage so 
Bus wid th 32-bit clean 
FPU MC68881 (optional) 
MMU Non e 
ROM size S12K 
M.emory cache None 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive Internal and external available 
Floppy disks readable 1.44K, BOOK, and 400K 
Floppy drive expansion One internal 
CD-ROM (from Apple) External only 
Serial ports Two 
ADB ports One 
Sound input Mono 
Sound output Mono 
Network availability LocalTalk 
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Classic II 
Basically the same mach ine as the Classic, but with the addition of a 68030 chip, the 
Classic II uses a built-in 9-inch d isplay. 

Overview 
Introduction date 
Discontinuation date 
Proet:ssur 
Clock speed 
Speedometer rating 
MIPS rating 
Display resolutio n 
Color depth 
VRAM (standard) 
Display size 
Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM m in. and max. 
RAM speed 
RAM slots 
NuBus slots 
PDS slo ts 
SCSI transfer rate 
Power supply 
Maximum wattage 
Bus width 
r:ru 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 
Floppy disks readable 
Floppy drive expansion 
CD-ROM (from Apple) 
Serial ports 
ADB ports 
Sound input 
Sound output 
Network availability 

October, 1991 
September, 1993 
68030 
16 MHz 
3.6 
3.9 
512 X 384 
1 bit 
None 
9 inches 
7.0.1 and up 

2 to 10MB 
100 ns 
Two 
None 
None 
1.25 MB per second 
U.S. on ly 
76 
32-bit clean 
MC68882 (optional) 
Built-in 
Sl 2K 
None 

Internal and external available 
1.44K, ~UUK, and 400K 
One external 
External o nly 
Two 
One 
Mono 
Mo no 
LocalTalk 
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Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Fig. 1.10 
Macintosh Quadra 700. 

Quadra 700 
rast and powerful , the Q uadra 700 ushered in an e ra o f near-worksta tion level speed. 
It was also the first tower design, bui lt to stand o n its side. See fi gure 1.1 0. 

Overview 
Introductio n date 
Discontinuatio n date 
Processor 
Clock speed 
Speedo meter rating 
MIPS rating 
Display resolution 
Color depth 
VRAM (standard) 
Display size 
Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max . 
RAM speed 
RAM slo ts 
Nul3us slots 
PDS slots 
SCSI transfer rate 

October, 1991 
March, 1993 
68040 
25 MHz 
21.5 
22.0 
Card dependent 
Card dependen t (32-bit QuickDraw built-in) 
512K 
Card dependent 
7.0.1 and up 

4 to 68MB 
80 ns 
rou r 
Two 
One 
5 .0 MB per second 



Power supply 
Maxim um wattage 
Bus width 
FPU 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memory cache 

External/ Storage Systems 
Hard d rive 
Flo ppy d isks readable 
Flo ppy drive expansio n 
CD-ROM (fro m Apple) 
Serial ports 
ADB po rts 
Sound input 
Sound o u tput 
Network availabil ity 

Quadra 900 

Internatio nal 
130 
32-bit clean 
Built-in 
Built-in 
1024K 
None 

Internal and external available 
1.44K, 800K, and 400K 
None 
External o nly 
Two 
Two 
Mon o 
Stereo 
LocalTalk or Ethernet 

Quadra 900 31 

The Quadra 900 is a slightly faster and much more expandable versio n of the Q uadra 
700. See figure 1.11. 

Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Fig. 1.11 
Macintosh Quadra 900. 
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Overview 
Introduc tion date 
Discontinua ti on da te 
Processor 
C lock speed 
Speedometer ra ting 
M IPS rating 
Display resolutio n 
Co lor d epth 
VRAM (standard) 
Display size 
Systems suppo rted 

Internal Systems 
RAM min . and max. 
RAM speed 
RAM slo ts 
NuBus slots 
PDS slo ts 
SCSI transfe r rate 
Po wer supply 
Maximum wattage 
Bus width 
FPU 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memo ry cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 
rlo ppy disks readable 
Floppy drive expansion 
C D-ROM (fro m Apple) 
Serial ports 
ADB ports 
Sound input 
Sound o utput 
Network availabili ty 

October, 1991 
May, 1992 
68040 
25 MHz 
22.7 
22.0 
Card d ependent 
Card d ependent (32-bit QuickDraw built-in) 
1024K 
Card d ependent 
7 .0.1 and up 

4 to 256 MB 
80 ns 
16 
Five 
O ne 
5.0 MB per second 
Inte rnational 
303 
32-bit clean 
Buil t-in 
Built-in 
1024K 
None 

Internal and exte rnal available 
1.44K, BOOK, and 400K 
None 
Exte rna l on ly 
Two 
One 
Mono 
Stereo 
LocaiTalk or Ethernet 
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PowerBook 100 
The fi rst of the true po rtables, it's hampered by a slow ·processor. The PowerBook 100 was 
nevertheless a roaring success. It was designed by Sony, suffered poor sa les initially, and 
then took off when Apple cleared out its stock at bargain basement prices. See figure 
1.] 2. 

Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Fig. 1.12 
lvlacintosh PowerBook 100. 

Overview 

Introduction date 
Discontinuation date 
Processor 
Clock speed 
Speedometer rating 
MIPS rating 
Display resolution 
Colo r depth 
VRAM (standard) 
Display size 
Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max . 
RAM speed 
RAM slots 
NuBus slots 
PDS slots 

October, 1991 
August, 1992 
68000 
16 MHz 
2.0 
1.5 
640 X 400 
One bit 
32K 
10 inches (passive-matrix LCD) 
6.0.8 and up 

2 to 8 MB 
100 ns 
One 
None 
None 
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SCSI tra nsfer ra te 1.5 MB per second 
Power supply International 
Maximum wattage 17 
Bus width 24-bit 
FPU None 
MMU None 
ROM size 256K 
Memo ry cache None 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive Internal and external 
Floppy disks readable None 
Floppy drive expansion One external 
CD-ROM (from Apple) External only 
Seria! ports One 
ADB ports One 
Sound input None 
Sound output Mono 
Network availability LocalTalk 

PowerBook 140 
The PowerBook 140 is a 68030 versio n o f the first PowerBook. Faster than the PBlOO, but 
still suffering ghosting and submarining problems inherent in passive-matrix LCD pan
els, it was, nevertheless, a remarkably viable machine. See figure 1.13. 

Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Fig. 1.13 
Macintosh Powerl3ook 140. 



Overview 
Introductio n cla t·e 
Discontinuation elate 
Processor 
Clock speed 
Speedometer rating 
MIPS rating 
Display resolution 
Co lor depth 
VRAM (standard) 
Display size 
Systems suppo rted 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 
RAM speed 
RAM slots 
NuBus slo ts 
PDS slots 
SCSI tra nsfer ra te 
Power supply 
Maximum wattage 
Bus width 
FPU 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 
Flo ppy disks readable 
Floppy drive expansion 
CD-ROM (fro m Apple) 
Serial ports 
ADB po rts 
Sound input 
Sound output 
Network availability 

October, 1991 
August, 1992 
68030 
16 MHz 
3.7 
3.9 
640 X 400 
1 bit (32-bit QuickDraw built-in) 
32K 
10 inches (passive-matrix LCD) 
7.0.1 and up 

2 to 8MB 
100 ns 
One 
None 
None 
1.5 MB per second 
lnternation'al 
17 
32-bit clea n 
None 
Bui lt-in 
1024K 
None 

Internal and ex ternal 
1.44K, BOOK, and 400K 
None 
Externa l o nly 
Two 
O ne 
Mono 
Mono 
LocalTalk 

PowerBook 140 35 
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PowerBook 170 
The Powerl3ook 170 was the first o f the active-matrix d isplays, and it's therefore much 
sharper and more responsive than the passive model. See figure 1.14. 

Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Flg.1.14 
Macintosh PowerBook 170. 

Overview 
Introduction date 
Discontinuation date 
Processor 
Clock speed 
Speedometer rating 
MIPS rating 
Display resolution 
Color depth 
VRAM (standard) 
Display size 
Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max . 
RAM speed 
RAM slots 
NuBus slo ts 
PDS slo ts 
SCSI transfer rate 

October, 1991 
October, 1992 
68030 
25 MHz 
6.6 
6.3 
640 X 400 
l bit (32-bit QuickDraw built-in) 
32K 
10 inches (active-matrix LCD) 
7.0. 1 and up 

2 to 8MB 
100 ns 
O ne 
None 
None 
1.5 MB per second 



Power supply 
Maximum wattage 
Bus wid th 
r:ru 
M\1U 
ROM size 
Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard d rive 
r:loppy disks readable 
Happy drive expansion 
CD-ROM (from Apple) 
Serial ports 
ADB ports 
Sound input 
Sound output 
Network ava ilability 

LCII 

In terna tional 
17 
32-bit clean 
MC68882 
Built- in 
1024K 
None 

Internal and external 
1.44K, BOOK, and 400K 
None 
External only 
Two 
One 
Mono 
Stereo 
LocalTalk 

LCII 37 

Like the LC, the LCII requires additional VRAM to h andle a standard 1 4-inch moni tor a t 
640 x 480 pixels and 8-bit color. The LC series and Perfo rma series are, for all practical 
purposes, the same machines. Minor variations were made to market the two devices, 
but they were very mino r. See figure 1.15. 

Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Fig. 1.15 
Macintosh LCil. 
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Overview 
Introductio n date 
Discontinuation d a te 
Processor 
Clock speed 
Speedometer rating 
MIPS rating 
Display resolution 
Colo r depth 
VRAM (standard) 
Display size 
Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min . and max. 
RAM speed 
RAM slots 
Nu Bus slo ts 
PDS slots 
SCSI transfe r rate 
Power supply 
Maximu m wattage 
Bus width 
FPU 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memory cache 

External/ Storage Systems 
Hard d rive 
Floppy disks readable 
Floppy drive expansion 
CD-ROM (fro m Apple) 
Serial porls 
ADB ports 
Souncl input 
Sound output 
Network availability 

March , 1992 
March, 1993 
68030 
16 MHz 
3.8 
3.9 
Card dependent 
Card dependent (8-bit QuickDraw built-in) 
2561< 
Carel dependent 
7.0.1 and up 

4 to 10 tv!B 
100 ns 
Two 
None 
One 
1 .5 MB per second 
International 
50 
32-bH clean 
MC68882 (optiona l) 
Built-in 
5121( 
None 

Internal and externa l ava ilable 
1 .44K, BOOK, and 400K 
None 
Externa l o n ly 
Two 
O ne 
Mono 
Mono 
LocaiTalk 



Pow erBook 145 
The PowerBook 145 is mostly a faster version of the PowerBook 140. 

Overview 
Introduction date 
Discontinuation date 
Processor 
Clock speed 
Speedometer rating 
MIPS rating 
Display resolution 
Color depth 
VRAM (standard) 
Display size 
Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 
RAM speed 
RAM slots 
NuBus slots 
PDS slots 
SCSI transfer rate 
Power supply 
Maximum wattage 
Bus width 
FPU 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memory cache 

External/ Storage Systems 
Hard drive 
Floppy disks readable 
Floppy drive expansion 
CD-ROM (from Apple) 
Serial ports 
ADB ports 
Sound input 
Sound output 
Network availability 

August, 1992 
June, 1993 
68030 
25 MHZ 
5.3 
6.3 
640 X 400 
1 bit (32-bit QuickDraw built-i n) 
32K 
10 inches (passive-matrix LCD) 
7 .0.1 and up 

2 to 8MB 
100 ns 
One 
None 
None 
1.5 MB per second 
In terna tiona! 
17 
32-bit clean 
None 
Built-in 
1024K 
None 

Internal and external 
1.44K, 800K, and 400K 
None 
External only 
Two 
One 
Mono 
Mono 
Loca!Talk 

PowerBook 145 39 
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Performa 200 
The Performa 200 is the same machine as the Classic II and nearly the same as an LCII. It 
shipped with special system softwa re and 2400/9600 (data/fax) modem. The entire LC 
series and Performa series are, for all prac1ical purposes, the sa me machines. Minor varia
tions were made to market them, but they were very minor variations. See figure 1.16. 

\----
~------------------~ 

Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Flg.1 .16 
Macintosh Pcrforma 200. 

Overview 
Introduction date 
Discontinuation elate 
Processor 
Clock speed 
Speedometer rating 
MIPS rating 
Display resolution 
Color depth 
VRAM (standard) 
Display size 
Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 
RAM speed 
RAM slots 

September, 1992 
April, 1993 
68030 
16 Ml-lz 
3.6 
3.9 
S12x384 
One bit 
None 
9 inches 
. 7.0.1 and up 

2 to 10MB 
100 ns 
Two 



NuBus slots 
PDS slots 
SCSI transfer rate 
Po wer supply 
Maximum wattage 
Bus width 
r:ru 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 
Floppy disks readable 
Floppy drive expansion 
CD-ROM (from Apple) 
Serial po rts 
ADB ports 
Sound input 
Sound o utput 
Network avai labili ty 

Performa 400 

None 
None 
1.25 M 1:! per second 
U.S. on ly 
76 
32-bit clean 
MC68882 (optional) 
Built-in 
512K 
Non e 

Internal and external available 
1.44K, 800K, and 400K 
O ne external 
External only 
Two 
One 
Mono 
Mono 
Loca lTa lk 

Performa 400 41 

The Performa 400 was the first Performa/LC to use modular a rrangement with separate 
monitor and CPU. The LC series and Performa series are, for a ll practica l purposes, the 
same machines. Minor varia tions were made to market the two devices, but they were 
very minor. See figure 1.17. 

Overview 
In troduction da te 
Discontinuation date 
Processor 
Clock speed 
Speedometer rating 
MIPS rating 
Display resolution 
Color depth 
VRAM (standard) 
Display size 
Systems supported 

September, 1992 
April, 1993 
68030 
16 MI-Iz 
3.8 
3.9 
Card dependent 
Card dependen t (8-bit color QuickDraw built-in) 
256K 
12 inches 
7 .0.1 and u p 
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Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Fig. 1.17 
Macintosh Performa 400. 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 
RAM speed 
RAM slo ts 
NuBus slots 
PDS slots 
SCSI transfer rate 
Power supply 
Maximum wattage 
Bus width 
FPU 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 
Floppy disks readable 
Floppy drive expansion 
CD-ROM (from Apple) 
Serial ports 
ADB ports 
Sound input 
Sound output 
Network availabili ty 

4 to 10MB 
100 ns 
Two 
None 
One 
1.5MB per second 
Internation al 
so 
32-bit clean 
MC68882 (optional) 
Built-in 
512K 
None 

Internal and external available 
1.44K 
None 
External only 
Two 
One 
Mono 
Mono 
LocalTal k 
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Performa 600 
The Performa 600 is the same mach ine as the llvx. It shipped with special system soft
ware and 2400/9600 (data/ fa x) modem. See figure 1.18. 

Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Fig . 1.18 
Macintosh Performa 600. 

Ove rview 
In troduct ion date 
Discontinuation date 
Processor 
Clock speed 
Speedometer rating 
MIPS ra ting 
Display resolutio n 
Colo r depth 
VRAM (standard) 
Display size 
Systems supported 

Interna l System s 
RAM min. and max. 
RAM speed 
RAM slots 
NuBus slots 
PDS slots 

September, 1992 
October, 1993 
68030 
32 MHz 
5.8 
6.5 
Card dependent 
Ca rd dependent 
2S6K 
Card dependent 
7.1.0 and up 

4 to 68MB 
80 ns 
rour 
Three 
One 
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SCSI transfer rate 
Power supply 
Maximum wat tage 
Bus width 
FPU 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memo ry cache 

External/Storage Systems 
l-Iard d rive 
Floppy disks read able 
Floppy drive expansion 
CD-ROM (from Apple) 
Serial ports 
ADB ports 
Sound input 
Sound output 
Network availability 

PowerBook 160 

1.5 MB per second 
Interna tional 
112 
32-bit clean 
MC68882 (optional) 
Built-in 
1024K 
None (32K cache card optional) 

Internal and exte rna l available 
1.44K, BOOK, and 400K 
None 
Internal available 
Two 
Two 
Mono 
Mono 
LocaiTalk 

With a new VRAM configuratio n, the PowerBook 160 is able to display fou r-bit gray scale 
in ternally or u p to 8-bit color at 832 x 624 pixels on an ex te rnal moni tor. It has 128K for 
the inte rnal video and 512K for the external. See figure 1.19. 

Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Fig. 1.19 
Macintosh PowerBook 160. 



Overview 
Introduction date 
Discontinuation da te 
Processor 
Clock speed 
Speedo meter rating 
MIPS rating 
Display resolu tion 
Colo r depth 

VRAM (standard) 
Display size 

Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and m ax. 
RAM speed 
RAM slots 
NuBus slots 
PDS slots 
SCSI t ransfer ra te 
Power supply 
Maximum wattage 
Bus width 
r:pu 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard d rive 
Flo ppy d isks readable 
Floppy drive expansion 
CD-ROM (from Apple) 
Serial po rts 
AD I3 ports 
Sound input 
Sound o utput 
Netwo rk availability 

October, 1992 
August, 1993 
68030 
25 MHZ 
5.8 
6.3 
640 X 400 

PowerBook 160 45 

4-bit gray scale or up to 8-bit colo r at up to 832 x 624 
o n an external display (32-bit QuickDraw built-in) 
640K 
10 inches (passive-matrix LCD) o r up to 16 inches 
colo r, external 
7.1.0 and up 

4 to 14MB 
80 ns 
One 
None 
None 
1.5 M13 per second 
In ternationa l 
17 
32-bit clean 
None 
Built-in 
1024K 
None 

Internal and external 
l .44K, 800K, and 400K 
None 
External o nly 
Two 
One 
Mono 
Stereo 
Loca iTa lk 
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Duo 210 
The first dockable Mac, the Duo 210 ushered in an era o f very small machines with con
siderable power, though at a p rice. It lacked an internal floppy drive and required an 
adapter to use an ex ternal floppy drive. The user must ca rry cables or to connect to an
other machine or network or carry the floppy adapter. The clock allows the Duo to t ravel 
and then to drop back into its dock and pick up all the attributes of a hil l-sca le desktop 
machine. See figure 1.20. 

Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Fig. 1.20 
Macintosh Duo 210 and docking sta tion. 

Overview 
Introduction date 
Discontinuation date 
Processor 
Clock speed 
Speedometer rating 
MIPS rating 
Display resolution 
Color depth 
VRAM (standard) 
Display size 
Systems supported 

October, 1992 
October, 1993 
68030 
25 MHz 
6.2 
6.3 
640 X 400 
4-bit gray sca le (32-bit QuickDraw buil t-i n) 
S12K 
10 inches (passive-matrix LCD) 
7. 1.0 and up 



Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 
RAM speed 
RAM slo ts 
NuBus slots 
PDS slots 
SCSI t ransfer ra te 
Power supply 
Maximum wattage 
Bus width 
FPU 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memory cache 

External/ Storage Systems 
Hard drive 
Floppy disks readable 
Floppy drive expansion 
CD-ROM (from Apple) 
Serial po rts 
ADB ports 
Sound inpu t 
Sound output 
Network availabili ty 

llvx 

4 to 24MB 
70 ns 
One 
None 
One 
1.5 MB per second 
International 
25 
32-bit clean 
None 
Buil t-in 
1024K 
None 

Interna l and external 
None 
One external (requires adapter) 
External only 
One 
None 
Mono 
Mono 
Loca lTa lk 

llvx 4 7 

The llvx is the same machine as the Performa 600. Its price was cut by a large percentage 
only a few months afte r its release. See figure 1.21. 

Overview 
In troductio n da te 
Discontinuation elate 
Processor 
Clock speed 
Speedometer rating 
MIPS rating 
Display resolution 
Colo r depth 
VRAM (standard) 
Display size 
Systems supported 

October, 1992 
October, J 993 
68030 
32 MHz 
7.5 
7.0 
Card dependent 
Card dependen t 
256K 
Card dependent 
7.1.0 and up 
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Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Fig. 1.21 
Macintosh llvx. 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 
RAM speed 
RAM slo ts 
NuBus slo ts 
PDS slots 
SCSI transfer rate 
Power su pply 
Maximum wattage 
Bus width 
FPU 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard d rive 
Floppy d isks readable 
Floppy d rive expansion 
CD-ROM (from Apple) 
Serial po rts 
ADB ports 
Sound input 

4 to 68MB 
80 n s 
Four 
Three 

O ne 
1.5 MB per second 
Internatio nal 
112 
32-bit clean 
MC68882 bu ilt-in 
Built-in 
1024K 
32K 

In ternal and ex te rnal ava ilable 
1.44K, 800K, and 400K 
None 
Internal avai lable 
Two 
Two 
Mono 



Sound o utput 
Network availabili ty 

II vi 

Mono 
LocaiTalk 

The Ilvi is t he same mach ine as the Perfo rma 600 and llvx but a b it slower. 

Overview 
Introduction date 
Discontinuatio n da te 
Processor 
C lock speed 
Speedometer rating 
Mil'S rating 
Display reso lution 
Colo r depth 
VRAtvl (standard) 
Display size 
Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 
RAM speed 
RAM slots 
NuBus slots 
PDS slots 
SCSI transfer rate 
Power supply 
Maximum wattage 
Bus width 
FPU 
MMU 
ROM size 
\1emo ry cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 
Floppy d isks readable 
Floppy drive expa nsion 
C D-ROM (from Apple) 
Serial po rts 
ADB ports 
Sound input 
Sound output 
Network avai lability 

October, 1992 
February, 1993 
68030 
16 MHz 
4.1 
4.3 
Card dependent 
Card dependent 
256K 
Card dependent 
7 .1.0 and up 

4 to 68MB 
80 ns 
Four 
Three 
One 
l.S MB per second 
Inte rnational 
112 
32-bit clea n 
MC68882 built-in 
Built-in 
1024K 
t\one 

Interna l and external ava ilab le 
1.44K, 800K, and 400K 
None 
In terna l ava ilable 
Two 
Two 
Mono 
Mono 
Loca iTa lk 

llvi 49 
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Color Classic 
The Colo r Class is was a one-shot design intended to keep the co m pact Mac a viable op
tion, but its four large feet and unusual case didn't catch on. It was intended for the 
education market and ca n therefo re emulate a lie with an expansion card. 

Overview 
Introduction date 
Discontinuation date 
Processor 
C lock speed 
Speedometer rating 
Y! IPS ra ting 
Display resolutio n 
Colo r depth 
VRAM (standard) 
Display size 
Systems supported 

Internal Syste~s 
RAM min. and m ax. 
RAM speed 
RAM slo ts 
NuBus slots 
PDS slo ts 
SCSI transfer rate 
Power supply 
Maximum wattage 
Bus width 
FPU 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memory cache 

External/Storage Syste~s 
Hard drive 
Floppy disks readab le 
Floppy drive expansion 
CD-ROM (from Apple) 
Seria l ports 
ADB ports 
Sound input 
Sound output 
Network ava ilability 

f-ebruary, 1993 
May, 1994 
68030 
16 MJ-Jz 
3.8 
3.9 
512 X 384 
8 bit 
256K 
10 inches 
7 .1.0 ancl up 

4 to 10MB 
100 ns 
Two 
None 
One 
1.25 MB per second 
In ternationa I 
,100 
32-bit clean 
MC68882 (optional) 
Built-in 
1024K 
None 

Internal and external avai lable 
1.44K, BOOK, and 400K 
None 
External only 
Two 
Two 
Mono 
\ofono 
LocaiTalk 
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Centris 610 
The Centris 610 was the first of the low-cost 68040s. The base model lacked a built- in 
FPU. See figure 1.22. 

Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Fig. 1.22 
Ccntris 610. 

Overview 
Introduction date 
Discontinuation date 
Processor 
Clock speed 
Speedometer rating 
MIPS rating 
Display resolution 
Color depth 
VRAM (standard) 
Display size 
Systems supported 

February, 1993 
October, 1993 
68040 
20 MHz 
12.7 
17.6 
Ca rd dependent 
Carel dependent (32-bit Quickclraw built-in) 
512K 
Card dependent 
7.1 .0 and up 
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Internal Systems 
RAM m in. and max. 
RAM speed 
RAM slo ts 
NuBus slo ts 
PDS slots 
SCSI t ransfer rate 
Power supply 
Maximum wattage 
Bus width 
FPU 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memo ry cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 
Floppy disks readable 
Floppy drive expansion 
CD-ROM (fro m Apple) 
Seria l ports 
ADB ports 
Sound input 
Sound o utput 
Network availability 

Centris 650 

4 to 68MB 
80 ns 
Two 
One (only with PDS to NuBus adapter) 
One 
5.0 MB per second 
Internatio nal 
86 
32-bit clean 
MC68882 
Built-in 
1024K 
None 

Interna l and ex ternal available 
1.44K, BOOK, and 4001< 
None 
Internal available 
Two 
Two 
Mono 
Stereo 
LocaiTalk o r Ethernet 

The Centris 650 is a faster, more expandable Centris. The speed ratings on the 650 are 
much high er because o f its built-in FPU. (The base model lacked the FPU.) See figure 
1.23. 

Overview 
Introduction date 
Discontin ua tio n date 
Processor 
Clock speed 
Speedometer ra t ing 
MIPS ra ting 
Display resolutio n 
Color depth 
VRAM (s tandard) 
Display size 
Systems supported 

February, 1993 
October, 1993 
68040 
25 M l-lz 
22.8 
22.0 
Ca rd dependent 
Card dependent (32-bit QuickDraw built- in) 
512K 
Card dependent 
7.1.0 and up 



Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Fig. 1.23 
Centris 610 and 650. 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 
RAM speed 
RAM slo ts 
NuBus slots 
PDS slo ts 
SCSI tran sfe r rate 
Power supply 
Maxim um wattage 
Bus width 
FPU 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 
Floppy disks readable 
Floppy drive expansio n 
CD- ROM (from Apple) 
Seria l po rts 

4 to 132MB 
80 ns 
f-our 
Three 
O ne 
5.0 MB pe r second 
Internati on a l 
1 12 
32-bit clean 
MC68882 
Buil t-in 
L024K 
Non e 

Inte rna l and externa l ava ilable 
1.44K, BOOK, and 400K 
Non e 
Inte rnal ava ilable 
Two 

Centris 650 53 
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ADB ports 
Sound inpu t 
Sound output 
Network availability 

Two 
Mono 
Stereo 
Loca iTalk or Ethernet 

PowerBook 165c 
The PowerBook 165c brought color to the PowerBook fami ly. It wasn't great colo r-a 
passive matrix display-but it was colo r. 

Overview 
Introduction date 
Discontinuation da te 
Processor 
Clock speed 
Speedometer ra ting 
MIPS ra ting 
Display resolution 
Colo r depth 
VRAM (standard) 
Display size 

Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and m ax. 
RAM speed 
RAM slots 
NuBus slots 
PDS slots 
SCSI transfer ra te 
Power supply 
Maximum wattage 
Bus width 
foPU 
MMU 
ROM size 
Mem ory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 
foloppy disks readable 
foloppy d rive expansion 
CD-ROM (from Apple) 

February, 1993 
April, 1993 
68030 
33 MHz 
7.3 
8.3 
640 X 400 
8 bit (32-bit QuickDraw buil t-i n) 
768K (256 for in ternal and 512 for external) 
10 inches (passive-ma t-rix LCD in ternal or up to 16 
inches external a t 8 bit) 
7.1.0 and up 

4 to 14MB 
85 ns 
One 
None 
None 
l.S MB per second 
In tern a t iona I 
24 
32-bit clean 
MC68882 buil t-in 
Buil t-in 
1024K 
None 

Internal and external 
1.44K, 8001<, and 400K 
None 
Extern al on ly 



Serial ports 
ADB ports 
Sound input 
Sound output 
Network availabili ty 

Centris 660AV 

Two 
One 
Mono 
Stereo 
LocaiTalk 

Centris 660AV 55 

The Centris 660AV is has buil t-in support for NTSC, PAL, and SECAM video. The AV 
series introduced a 55 MHz AT&T DSP (digital signal processor) and a DAV connector. 
Th e DAV allows use of drive audio and video boards that plug directly into the bus struc
ture. The AV series was the first Mac to handle television-style video right out of the box. 
See figure 1.24. 

Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Fig. 1.24 
Centris 660AV. 

Overview 
Introduction date 
Discontinuation date 
Processor 
Clock speed 

July, 1993 
October, 1993 
68040 
25 MHz 
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Speedometer ra ting 
MIPS rating 
Display resol ution 
Colo r depth 
VRAM (standard) 
Display size 
Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 
RAM speed 
RAM. slots 
NuBus slots 
PDS slots 
SCSI transfer rate 
Power supply 
Maximum wattage 
Bus width 
FPU 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memo ry cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 
Floppy disks readable 
Flo ppy drive expansion 
CD-ROM (fro m Ap ple) 
Seria l ports 
ADB ports 
Sound inpu t 
Sound output 
Network availabili ty 

21.0 
22.0 
Card dependent 
Card dependent (32-bit Quickdraw built-in) 
1024K 
Card dependent 
7.1.0 and up 

8 to 68MB 
70 ns 
Two 
One (on ly wi th PDS to NuBus adapte r) 
One 
5.0 MB per second 
In tern a tiona I 
86 
32-bit c lean 
Built-in 
Buil t-in 
l024K 
None 

Internal and external availab le 
1.44K, BOOK, and 400K 
None 
Internal ava ilable 
Two 
One 
Mono 
Stereo 
LocaiTalk or Ethernet 

Macintosh Quadra 610 DOS Compatible 
A PDS card with an o n-board 25 Ml-lz 80486SX In tel processor enables this Mac to run 
DOS o r Windows. It can even act as a Novell network cl ient. But because it lacks support 
for add-o n souncls cards like a SoundBlas te r, it is useless for many DOS and Windows 
games. On the Mac side, this model is o nly avai lable with a 68LC040, so it lacks an r:PU. 
This model was supplanted by the capabilities of the Power Macs to emulate Windows in 
software. 



Overview 
Introductio n date 
Processor 
Display resolution 
Color depth 
Display size 
Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 
RAM speed and type 
RAM slots 
VRAM (standard) 
NuBus slots 
PDS slots 
SCSI transfer rate 
Power supply 
Maximum wattage 
Bus width 
FPU 
MMU 
ROM size 
Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 
Floppy drive 
Floppy drive expansion 
CD-ROM 
Serial ports 
ADB ports 
Sound input 
Sound output 
Netwo rk availabi lil ty 

Macintosh Quadra 610 DOS Compatible 57 

february, 1994 
25 MHz 68LC040; 25 MHz 80486SX 
Varies 
Varies 
Varies 
System 7. 1; DOS 6; Windows 3.1 

4 to 68 MB; p lus up to 32 MB of RAM for 486SX 
80 ns DRAM SIMM (72-pin) 
One on DOS card; Two o n Mac motherboard 
512K o r 1 MB 
None 
68040 PDS (occupied with 486SX ca rd) 
5MB/sec. 
International 
86 watts 
32-bit 
None 
in 68LC040 
1 MB 
None 

Internal and external 
1.4MB 
None 
Internal and external 
Two 
Two 
Mono 
Stereo 
LocalTalk and Ethernet 



Chapter 2 

Macs of Today 
by Tom Negrino 

Attempting to survey the current Macintosh lineup requires quick reflexes and a con
stant check of the Apple product lists. Throwing caution to the wind, this ch apter tries to 
keep up with the fast pace of innovation . In the past two years, Apple has cranked up the 
product introduction schedule to dizzying speeds, and a given Mac model may only have 
a life as short as a few months to a year. Even when a model remains on the price list, it 
is often quickly superceded by a later model. For example, the Mac LC III was a good deal 
when it debuted in February of 1993, perfect for students and light home office use. just 
eight months later, Apple introduced the Quadra 605, which had the same form factor, 
cost just a couple of hundred dollars more, and was twice as fast. 

The most important change to the curren t Mac lineup is the introduction of the Power 
Macintosh machines, based on the PowerPC 601 RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Com put
ing) processor. The Power Macs come with system software that emulates a 68LC040, so 
that virtually all software written for the 680XO Macs runs without modification at ap
proximately Quadra 605 speeds. Software that has been recompiled for the PowerPC runs 
considerably faster; on Macs that use the 80 MHz 601 chip, speed increases of four to ten 
times are common, especially on floating-point operations. The first vendors to move to 
this recompiled, or native, mode are makers of 3-D rendering software and other prod
ucts that need this floating-po int speed boost. Apple has promised to move the entire 
Macintosh line to the PowerPC processor family within the next two years. 

These Macs are listed in order of their introduction elates. 

Macintosh Quadra 950 
The Quadra 950 is the most expandable Macintosh, with room for four internal SCSI 
devices, 16 RAM slots, one PDS slot (inline with one of th e NuBus slo ts), and five NuBus 
slots. You must remove the huge power supply to access some of the RAM SlMM slo ts. 
The 950 has dual SCSI busses, so you can add a second, external cha in of SCSI peripher
als. Like the Quadra 700 and 900, the 950 supports up to 24-bit color on a 16-inch moni
tor with the maximum 2MB of VRAM. The Workgroup Server 95 is based on this model. 
See figure 2.1. 
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Fig. 2.1 
The Quadra 950's tower design a ncl exce ll ent expanclab ili ty make it a favorite platform for h igh-end 
graphics mavens. 

Overview 
In t roduc tio n elate 

Processor 

Display resolution 

Color depth 

Display size 

Systems su pported 

Internal Systems 
RAM m in. and max. 

RAM speed and type 

RAM slots 

VRAM (standard) 

NuBus slo ts 

PDS slo ts 

SCSI transfer rate 

Power supply 

May, 1992 

33-MHz 68040 

Varies 

Varies 

Varies 

System 7.0.1; A/UX 3.0 

4to256MB 

80 ns DRAM SIMM (30-pin) 

16 

1 YfB 

five 

One 

S MB/sec. 

International 



Maximum wattage 

Bus width 

FPU 

MMU 

ROM size 

Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard d rive 

Floppy drive size 

Floppy drive expa nsio'n 

CD-ROM 

Serial ports 

ADB ports 

Sound input 

Sound output 

Network avai labililty 

303 watts 

32-bit 

in 68040 

in 68040 

1 MB 

None 

Interna l and externa l 

1.4MB 

None 

Internal and externa l 

Two 

One 

Mono 

Stereo 

Loca!Talk and Ethernet 

PowerBook Duo 230 

PowerBook Duo 230 6 1 

The 230 is a faster version of the dockable PowerBook Duo 210. Like all Duos, it requ ires 
a docking adapter to add ADB, SCSI, floppy, o r sound ports. See figure 2.2. 

Overview 

In troduction date 

Processor 

Display resolution 

Color depth 

Display size 

Systems supported 

October, 1992 

33-MHz 68030 

640 X 400 

Four-bit gray scale 

9.1 inches 

System 7.1 and up 
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Fig. 2.2 
The PowerBook Duo 230. 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 

RAM speed and type 

RAM slots 

VRAM (standard) 

NuBus slo ts 

PDS slo ts 

SCSI transfer ra te 

Po wer supply 

Maximum wattage 

Bus width 

FPU 

4 to 24 Mil 

70 ns DRAM card 

O ne 

None 

None 

PDS docking connecto r (1 52-pin), Express Modem slot 

1.5MB/sec. 

r n ternat io na l 

25 watts 

32-bit 

None 



MM U 

ROM size 

Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard d rive 

Flo ppy d rive 

Floppy d rive ex pansion 

CD-ROM 

Serial ports 

ADB ports 

Sound inpu t 

Sound output 

Netwo rk ava ilabililty 

in 68030 

1 MB 

None 

2 .5-in ch d rive 

None 

Via clocki ng adapter 

External 

One 

None 

Via docking adapter 

Via docking adapte r 

LocalTalk 

Workgroup Server 60 

Workgroup Server 60 63 

Designed as a fi le and print server for small-to-medium sized wo rkgro ups (up to 20 si
multaneous users), the AWS 60 co mes with built-in ELherne t and AppleShare 4.0 server 
so ftware pre loaded on the hard d isk. The A WS 60 is based on the Q uadra 610. 

Overview 
Int roduction date 

Processor 

Display resolutio n 

Color depth 

Display size 

Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 

RAM speed a nd type 

RAM slo ts 

VRAM (standard) 

March, 1993 

25-MHz 68040 

Varies 

Varies 

Varies 

System 7.1; A/ UX 3.0 .1 

4 to 68M B 

80 ns DRAM SlMM (72-pin ) 

Two 

5 12 K o r 1 MB 
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NuBus slots 68040 PDS or one 7-inch NuBus 

PDS slots One 

SCSI transfer rate S MB/sec. 

Power supply International 

Maximum wattage 86 watts 

Bus width 32-bit 

FPU in 68040 

MMU in 68040 

ROM size 1MB 

Memory cache None 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive Internal and external 

Floppy drive 1.4MB 

Floppy drive expansion None 

CD-ROM Internal and external 

Serial ports Two 

ADB ports Two 

Sound input Mono 

Sound output Stereo 

Netvmrk availabil ilty LocalTalk and Ethernet 

Workgroup Server 80 
The A WS 80 is built on the Quadra 800 "mini-tower" chassis. It is designed for medium
sized workgroups, where up to 40 simultaneous users may be reading and writing to the 
file server. Like the A WS 60, it comes with AppleShare 4.0 file and print server software 
preinstalled. Some configurations come with a OAT (digital audio tape) backup tape drive 
and Dantz Development Corporation's Retrospect Remote backup software. 

Overview 
Introduction date March, 1993 

Processor 33-MHz 68040 processor 

Display resolution Varies 



Color depth 

Display size 

Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 

RAM speed and type 

RAM slo ts 

VRAM (standard) 

NuBus slots 

PDS slots 

SCSI t ransfer rate 

Power supply 

Maximum wattage 

Bus width 

FPU 

MMU 

ROM size 

Memory cache 

External/ Storage Systems 
Hard drive 

Floppy drive 

Floppy drive expansion 

CD-ROM 

Serial ports 

ADB ports 

Sound input 

Sound output 

Network availabililty 

Varies 

Varies 

System 7.1; A/UX 3.0.1 

8 to 136MB 

60 ns DRAM SIMM (72-pin) 

Four 

S12K or 1MB 

Three 

One 

5MB/sec. 

International 

200 watts 

32-bit 

in 68040 

in 68040 

1MB 

None 

Internal and external 

1.4MB 

None 

Internal and external 

Two 

Two 

Mono 

Stereo 

LocaiTalk and Ethernet 

Workgroup Server 80 65 
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Workgroup Server 95 
Based on the Quadra 950, the A WS 95 can handle la rge (up to 60 simultaneous users) 
workgroups. Designed for top speeds, the AWS 95 has several unusual features for Macin
tosh computers. It uses parity DRAM and it comes with a special PDS card that contains a 
high-speed DMA (Direct Memory Access) SCSI port and a 128K (expandable to 512K) 
Level 2 memory cach e. Between the internal, external, and PDS SCSI chains, the A WS 95 
can handle up to an amazing 20 SCSI devices. The A WS 95's operating system is A/UX, 
Apple 's implemen tatio n o f the mu lti tasking UNIX operating system. System administra
tors who have AWS 95 's will have to lea rn some UNIX to work with the server properly. 
The preinstalled AppleShare Pro is the A/UX version of the file and print server software. 
System software and file server software comes o n a CD-ROM. Dantz Developm ent 
Corporatio n's Retrospect Remo te fo r A/UX backup software is included with configura
tions that include a OAT backup drive. 

Overview 
In troduction date 

Processor 

Display resolutio n 

Colo r depth 

Display size 

Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM m in. and max. 

RAM speed and type 

RAM slots 

VRAM (standard) 

NuBus slots 

PDS slots 

SCSI transfer ra te 

Power supply 

Maximum wattage 

Bus width 

FPU 

MMU 

ROM size 

Memo ry cach e 

March, 1993 

33-MHz 68040 

Varies 

Varies 

Varies 

A/UX 3.1 

16 to 256MB 

80 ns DRAM SIMM (30-pin) 

16 

1MB 

r:our 

O ne (occupied) 

5 MB/sec. 

International 

303 watts 

32-bit 

in 68040 

in 68040 

1 MB 

128K to 512K (on PDS card) 



External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 

Floppy drive 

Floppy drive expansion 

CD-ROM 

Serial ports 

ADB ports 

Sound input 

Sound output 

Network availabililty 

Internal and external 

1.4MB 

None 

In terna l and external 

Two 

One 

Mono 

Stereo 

LocaiTalk and Ethernet 

PowerBook 1458 

PowerBook 145B 67 

This version of the PowerBook 145 was redesigned to lower production costs, but it is 
identical in features and performance to the PowerBook 145. Like many Performa 
computers, it comes with system softwa re preinstallcd on the hard disk, but no system 
software floppy disks. It's the only shi pping all-in-onc PowerBook to lack a video-out 
con nector; you can't hook it up to an external monitor. Now the lowest-priced Apple 
notebook computer (about $1 ,200), the 14513 is one of the two remaining survivors of 
the 100-series PowerBooks (the other is the Powerl3ook 165) . See figu re 2.3. 

Fig. 2.3 
The PowerBook 14513 is the low end of the sh ipping PowerUook line. 
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Overview 
Introductio n date j une, 1993 

Processor 25-MHz 68030 

Display resolution 640 X 400 

Color depth Black and white 

Display size 9.8 inches 

Systems suppo rted System 7.0.1 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 4, 6, or 8MB 

RAM speed and type 1 00 ns PSRAM card 

RAM slo ts One 

VRAM (standard) None 

NuBus slo ts None 

PDS slots None 

SCSI transfer rate l.S MB/sec. 

Power supply International 

Maximum wattage 1 7 watts 

Bus width 32-bit 

FPU None 

MMU in 68030 

ROM size 1MB 

Memory cache None 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 2.5-inch drive and external 

Flo ppy drive 1.4MB 

Floppy drive expan sion None 

CD-ROM External 

Serial ports Two 

ADB ports One 

Sound input Mono 



Sound output 

Network availabililty 

Macintosh Quadra 660AV, Macintosh Centris 660AV 69 

Stereo 

LocaiTalk 

Macintosh Quadra 660AV, Macintosh 
Centris 660AV 
Built in the same form factor as t·he Quadra 610 and billed as a platform for multimedia 
production, the Quadra 660AV incorporates Apple's !\ V Technologies. These include 
composite video and $-video input and output, stereo recording and o utput, and user
independent speech recognition with Apple's PlainTalk software. PlainTalk also lets your 
\.fac talk back to you with text-to-speech capabilities (though it has a very stra nge ac
cent). The 660AV also introduced the GeoPort, a new serial port architecture that allows 
the Mac to connect (via th e optional GcoPort Adapter) to phone lines with the GeoPort 
and Apple's Express Modem software acting as a fax or data modem. The Mac can also 
act like a telephone answering machine with the ApplePhone software. Powering these 
features is a 55 MHz AT&T DSP (Digital Signal Processor) chip on the 660AV's 
motherboard . The 660AV also introduced !he DAV (digita l audio-video) slot, which was 
supposed to a llow for high-speed A/V input. Because it was on ly included v:ith the 
660AV and the compan ion Quad ra 840AV, very few third-party manufacturers supported 
the DAV slot, and futu re products using the slot are unlikely. The Quadra 660AV was 
introduced as the Centris 660AV and underwent a name change when Apple discon tin
ued the Centris name. See figure 2.4. 

Fig. 2.4 
The Quadra 660AV offers a low-cost introduction to Apple's AV Techno logies. 
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Overview 
Introductio n da te 

Processor 

Display resolu tio n 

Color depth 

Display size 

Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM mi n. and max. 

RAM speed and type 

RAM slots 

VRAM (standard) 

NuBus slots 

PDS slo ts 

SCSI transfer ra te 

Power supply 

Maximum wattage 

Bus width 

FPU 

MMU 

ROM size 

Memory cache 

External/ Storage Systems 
Hard d rive 

Floppy drive 

Floppy d rive expansion 

CD-ROM 

Serial ports 

ADB ports 

Special ports 

July, 1993 

25-MHz 68040 

Varies 

Varies 

Varies 

System 7.1 

8 to 68MB 

70 ns DRAM SIMM (72-pln) 

Two 

I Mil 

68040 PDS o r o ne 7-i nch NuBus 

One 

5MB/sec. 

International 

86 watts 

32-bit 

in 68040 

in 68040 

2MB 

None 

Internal and external 

1.4MB 

None 

Internal and external 

Two (one GeoPo rt) 

One 

S-video in and out, composite v ideo in and o ut 



Sound input 

Sound output 

Network ava ilabil ilty 

Stereo 

Stereo 

LocaiTalk and Ethernet 

Macintosh Quadra 840AV 

Macintosh Quadra 840AV 71 

A big bro ther to the Quadra 660AV, the Quadra 840AV is built in the Quadra 800-style 
mini-tower chassis. The 840AV includes the same A V Technologies features as its sibling, 
but with a fas ter 66 MHz DSP chi p. Because of its 40 MHz processor, the 840AV is the 
fastest 68040-basecl Mac. The two AV Macs also were the first Macs to include SCSI Man
ager 4.3 in ROM, which a llows for faste r SCSI transfers. The combination of fas t SCSI and 
fast processor make the 840AV a favori te of desktop video users. The two AV Macs' in ter
nal v ideo are able to display 24-bit color on up to a 17-inch monitor with their full 
com plement of 2MB of VRAM. See figure 2.5. 

Fig. 2.5 
The Quadra 840AV is the fastest 68040·based Macintosh. 

Overview 
In t roduction date 

Processor 

Display resolution 

Color depth 

Display size 

System s supported 

July, 1993 

40-M Hz 68040 

Varies 

Varies 

Varies 

System 7.1 
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Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 

RAM speed and type 

RAM slots 

VRAM (standard) 

NuBus slo ts 

PDS slots 

scsr transfer rate 

Power supply 

Maximum wattage 

Bus width 

FPU 

MMU 

ROM size 

Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 

Floppy drive 

Floppy drive expansion 

CD-ROM 

Serial ports 

AOB ports 

Special ports 

Sound input 

Sound output 

Network availabililty 

PowerBook 165 

8 to 128MB 

60 ns DRAM S!MM (72-pin) 

Four 

1MB 

Three 

One DA V; no 68040 PDS 

5MB/sec. 

Internationa l 

200 watts 

32-bit 

in 68040 

in 68040 

2MB 

None 

Internal and external 

1.4MB 

None 

Internal and external 

Two (one GeoPort) 

One 

S-video in and out, composite video in and out 

Stereo 

Stereo 

LocalTalk and Ethernet 

An upgraded PowerBook 160 with a faster 68030 processor. Advantages over the 
PowerBook 14SB include better speed, a gray-scale display, and a video output port 
that allows the 165 to hook up to an external monito r. 



Overview 
Introductio n date 

Processor 

Display resolution 

Colo r depth 

Display size 

Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 

RAM speed and type 

RAM slots 

VRAM (standard) 

Slots 

PDS slo ts 

SCSI transfer rate 

Power supply 

Maximum wattage 

Bus width 

FPU 

MMU 

ROM size 

Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 

Floppy drive 

Floppy drive expansion 

CD-ROM 

Serial ports 

ADB ports 

August, 199 3 

33-MHz 68030 

640 X 400 

Four-bit gray sca le 

9.8 inches 

System 7.1 

4 to 14MB 

85 ns PSRAM card 

One 

512K 

Modem slot 

None 

1.5 M 13/sec. 

Internatio nal 

17 watts 

32-bit 

None 

in 68030 

1MB 

None 

2.5-inch drive or external 

1.4MB 

None 

External 

Two 

One 

PowerBook 1 65 7 3 
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Sound input 

Sound output 

Network availabililty 

Perform a 410 

Mono 

Stereo 

LocaiTalk 

A Performa 400 with bundled 14-inch diagonal, 0.39-inch dot pitch VGA d isplay and a 
fax-modem; solei through mass merchandisers (such as Wal-Mart) and Apple catalogs. 
Equivalent to a Macintosh LC II. Like the LC II , the Perfo rma 410 has 4MB of RAM sol
dered to the mother boa:rd, and can take 1, 2, or 4MB SIMMs in its two RAM SIMM slo ts. 
However, because of a limited system arch itecture, the 410 o nly recognizes a maximum 
of 10MB of RAM. So if you install two 4 MB SIMMs, you only get a total of 10MB, not 
12MB of RAM. 

Overview 
rntroduction date 

Processor 

Display resolution 
(std. display) 

Color depth 

Display size (std. disp lay) 

Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 

RAM speed and type 

RAM slots 

VRAM (s tandard) 

NuBus slots 

PDS slots 

SCSI transfer rate 

Power supply 

Maximum wattage 

Bus width 

FPU 

MMU 

October, l 993 

16-MHz 68030 

640 X 480 

Varies 

14 inches 

System 7.1P4 

4 to 10MB 

80 ns DRAM SIMM (30-pin) 

Two 

S12K 

None 

One LC slot (96-pin) 

1.5MB/sec. 

International 

SO watts 

32-bit 

None 

in 68030 



ROM size 

Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 

Floppy drive 

Floppy drive expansion 

CD-ROM 

Serial ports 

ADB ports 

Sound input 

Sound output 

Network availabil ilty 

Perform a 460, Perform a 466, Performa 467 7 5 

S12K 

None 

80 MB hard disk 

1.4MB 

None 

External 

Two 

One 

Mono 

Mono 

LocalTalk 

Performa 460, Performa 466, 
Performa 467 
Three almost-identical variations on the theme of the Performa 450 (LC III) with a faster 
33 MHz 68030 processor. The three models differ in size of the included hard disk, in 
bundled productivi ty and utility software, and the bundled monito r. The 460 and 466 
have 120MB and 160MB hard disks respectively, and come with a 14-inch diagonal, 
.39-inch dot pitch VGA monitor. The 467 has a 120MB hard d isk and a slightly better 
14-inch d iagonal, .29-inch dot pitch VGA monitor. All three include a low-end (2400 bps 
data/9600 bps fax) fax modem and fax software. These machines are solei through gen
eral merchandisers such as Wa1-Mart, electronics stores such as Circuit City, and office 
supply stores such as Office Depot. 

Overview 
Introduction date 

Processor 

Display resolution 
(std. d isplay) 

Color depth 

Display size (s td. d isplay) 

Systems supported 

October, 1993 

33-MHz 68030 

640 X 480 

Varies 

14 inches 

System 7.1 P3 
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Internal Systems 
RAM m in. and max. 

RAM speed and type 

RAM slo ts 

VRAM (standard) 

NuBus slots 

PDS slots 

SCSI transfer rate 

Power supply 

Maximum wattage 

Bus width 

FPU 

MMU 

ROM size 

Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 

Floppy drive 

Floppy drive expansion 

CD-ROM 

Serial ports 

ADB ports 

Sound input 

Sound output 

Network availabililty 

4 to 36MB 

80 ns DRAM SIMM (72-pin) 

Two 

512K 

None 

One LC slot (114-pin) 

1.5MB/sec. 

International 

50 watts 

32-bit 

68882 (optional) 

in 68030 

1MB 

None 

120 to 160MB hard disk o r external 

1.4MB 

None 

External 

Two 

One 

Mono 

Mono 

LocalTalk 

Macintosh Quadra 605, Macintosh LC 475, 
Performa 475, Performa 476 
The lowest-cost Macs with a 68040 processor, they use the 68LC040, which lacks a 
floating-point unit (FPU). Ethernet can be added via an expansion card in the PDS slot. 
The Quadra 605 vers ion is packaged for business, the LC 475 for education, and the two 



Macintosh Quadra 605, Macintosh LC 475, Performa 475, Performa 476 77 

Performa configurations are for ho me use. Inte rnally, a ll four machines are identical. The 
Performas come with a fax modem , 14-inch diagonal .29-inch dot pitch VGA monitor, 
and have 160MB (Performa 475) o r 230MB (Performa 476) hard disks. See figure 2.6. 

Fig. 2.6 
The low end of the Quadra line, the Quadra 605 is an excellent choice for home offices, small 
businesses, and college students. 

Overview 
In troductio n date 

Processor 

Display resolution 

Color depth 

Display size 

Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min . and max. 

RAM speed and type 

RAM slots 

VRAM (standard) 

NuBus slots 

October, 1993 

25-MHz 68LC040 

640 x 480 (with stci.Performa display) 

Varies 

14 inches (with std.Performa display) 

System 7.1 (Quadra and LC 475); System 
7. L P3 (Perfo rmas) 

4 to 36MB 

80 ns DRAM SIMM (72-pin) 

One 

5l 2K 

None 
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PDS slots 

SCSI transfer rate 

Power supply 

Maximum wattage 

Bus width 

FPU 

MMU 

ROM size 

Memory cache 

External/ Storage Systems 
Hard drive 

Floppy drive 

Floppy drive expansion 

CD-ROM 

Serial ports 

ADB ports 

Sound input 

Sound output 

Network availabililty 

One LC slot (114-pin) 

5 MB/sec. 

International 

30 watts 

32-bit 

None 

in 68LC040 

1MB 

None 

80 to 230MB hard disk or external 

1.4MB 

None 

External 

Two 

One 

Mono 

Stereo 

LocalTalk 

Macintosh LC 550, Performa 550, 
Performa 5SOCD, Performa 560 
An LC III with a faster processor, built into a one-piece case with a 14-inch Trinitron 
color monitor. This is the machine that the Color Classic should have been. The ma
chine has built-in stereo speakers, a built-in microphone mounted on the front, and can 
accommodate an internal CD-ROM drive as well as a hard disk. The LC version is sold 
only through educational channels. Performa models include bundled productivity soft
ware and are sold through electronics stores and general merchandisers. 

Overview 
Introduction date 

Processor 

Display resolution 

October, 1993 

33-MHz 68030 

640 X 480 
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Color depth 

Display size 

Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. an d max. 

RAM speed and type 

RAM slots 

VRAM (standard) 

NuBus slots 

PDS slots 

SCSI transfer rate 

Power supply 

Maximum wattage 

Bus width 

FPU 

MMU 

ROM size 

Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 

Floppy drive 

Floppy drive expa nsion 

CD-ROM 

Serial ports 

ADB ports 

Sound input 

Sound output 

Network availabil il ty 

Varies 

14 inches 

System 7.1 (LC); System 7.1PS (Performa)· 

4 to 36MB 

80 ns DRAM SIMYI (72-pin) 

One 

512 or 1 MB 

None 

One LC slo t (114-pin) 

1 .S MB/sec. 

International 

60 watts 

32-bit 

68882 (optional) 

in 68030 

l MB 

None 

120 to 160MB hard disk o r external 

1.4MB 

None 

Internal or external 

Two 

Two 

Mono 

Stereo 

LocalTalk 
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Macintosh Quadra 610 
An upgraded Centris 610 with a faster processor and a name change; the Centris name 
was eliminated in favor of Quadra because Apple fou nd consumers confused between the 
two lines based on the 68040 processor. An adapter can be plugged into the 68040 PDS 
slo t, a llowing the Quadra 610 to use NuBus cards, as long as those cards are no longer 
than 7 inches. The Workgroup Server 60 is based on this model. Some configurations 
come with a 68LC040 processor, which lacks an FPU (floating po int unit). See figure 2.7. 

Fig. 2.7 
The Quadra 610 is the lowest-cost Mac that includes built-in Ethernet. 

Overview 
Introduction date 

Processor 

Display resolution 

Colo r depth 

Display size 

Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 

RAM speed and type 

October, 1993 

25-MHz 68040 

Varies 

Varies 

Varies 

System 7.1 ; A/UX 3.0. 1 

4 to 68 MB 

80 ns DRAM SJMM (72-pin) 



RAM slots 

VRAM (standard) 

NuBus slots 

PDS slots 

SCSI tran sfer rate 

Power supply 

Maximum wattage 

Bus width 

FPU 

MMU 

ROM size 

Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard d rive 

Floppy drive 

Floppy d rive expansion 

CD-ROM 

Serial ports 

ADB ports 

Sound input 

Sound output 

Network availabilil ty 

Macintosh Quadra 650 81 

Two 

512K or 1 MB 

68040 PDS or One 7-inch NuBus 

One 

5MB/sec. 

International 

86 watts 

32-bit 

in 68040 on most configurations 

in 68040 

1 MB 

None 

Internal and external 

1.4 MB 

None 

Interna l a nd external 

Two 

One 

Mon o 

Stereo 

LocalTalk and Ethernet 

Macintosh Quadra 650 
An upgraded Centris 650 with a faster processor and a name change. All Quadra 650 
configurat ion s include built-i n Ethernet. See figure 2.8. 
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Fig. 2.8 
The th ree-slot Quadra 650 is an excellen t midrange Mac, and is the lowest member of the line that 
can handle fu ll -sized Nul3us cards. 

Overview 

In troductio n d ate 

Processor 

Display resolu tion 

Colo r dept h 

Display size 

System s supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM m in. and ma x. 

RAM speed a nd type 

RAM slo ts 

VRAM (sta nda rd) 

NuBu s slo ts 

PDS s lo ts 

SCSI tra nsfer ra te 

Po wer su pply 

October, 1993 

33-MJ-Iz 68040 

Va ries 

Va ries 

Varies 

System 7.1; A/UX 3.0.1 

8 to 136 MB 

80 ns DRA M SIMM (72-pin) 

Four 

51 2K o r 1MB 

Three 

O ne 

5MB/sec. 

Inte rnationa l 



Maximum wattage 

Bus width 

FPU 

MMU 

ROM size 

Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 

Floppy drive 

Floppy drive expansion 

CD-ROM 

Serial ports 

ADB ports 

Sound input 

Sound output 

Network availabililty 

Macintosh TV 

112 watts 

32-bit 

in 68040 

in 68040 

1MB 

None 

Internal and external 

1.4MB 

None 

Internal and external 

Two 

Two 

Mono 

Stereo 

LocalTalk and Ethernet 

Macintosh TV 83 

An odd hybrid1 this Mac was apparently produced as a technology showcase. It was a 
combination of a LC 550 with a cable-ready television/ complete with remote control. A 
160 MB hard disk and CD-ROM drive was included/ and video and audio inputs let you 
plug in a VCR or video game machine. Built-in stereo speakers provided clear sound for 
either Mac games or soap operas. Notable also for its nifty black case1 the Macintosh TV 
was sold only in the U.S. See figure 2.9. 

Overview 
Introduction date 

Processor 

Display resolution 

Color depth 

Display size 

Systems supported 

October/ 1993 

32-MHz 68030 

640 X 480 

Varies 

14 inches 

System 7.1 
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Fig. 2.9 
The Macintosh TV's identity crisis was short lived. 

Internal Systems 
RAM min . and max. 

RAM speed and ty pe 

RAM slots 

VRAM (standard) 

NuBus slots 

PDS slots 

SCSI transfe r rate 

Power supply 

Me~ximum wa ttage 

Bus width 

FPU 

MMU 

ROM size 

Memory cache 

S to 8MB 

80 ns DRAM SIMM (72-pin) 

O ne 

512K 

Non e 

None 

1.5 MB/sec. 

Internationa l 

60 wa tts 

32-bit 

No ne 

in 68030 

1 MB 

None 



External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 

Floppy drive 

Floppy drive expansion 

CD-ROM 

Serial ports 

ADB ports 

Special ports 

Sound input 

Sound output 

Network availabililty 

Power Macintosh 61 00/60 85 

160 MB hard disk or external 

1.4MB 

None 

Internal or externa l 

Two 

Two 

RCA video in, RCA R&L in, coaxial video in 

Stereo 

Stereo 

Local Talk 

Power Macintosh 6100/60 
The entry-level machine of the initial PowerPC-based Mac family, the 6100/60 has lim
ited expansion. It uses a PowerPC 601 RISC processor running at 60 MHz, hence the 
"/60" suffix to the name. Instead of using VRAM, it uses motherboard RAM for video 
d isplay. Like all the Power Macs, the 6100/60 also supports MS-DOS and Windows 3.1 
applications when using Insignia Solutions' SoftWindows emulation software. 
SoftWindows requires a Power Mac with at least 16MB of RAM. All Power Macs have two 
GeoPorts and support Apple's PlainTalk speech recognitio n technology, and the 
PowerPC processor is powerful enough so that a separate DSP chip is unnecessary in 
order to use speech commands. All Power Macs include built-in Ethernet. The 6100/60 
and 6100/60AV use the Quadra 610 case design, and logic boa rd upgrades are available 
to upgrade Centris and Quadra 610 to this model. The Workgroup Server 6150 is also 
based on th is model. 

Overview 
Introduction date 

Processor 

Display resolution 

Color depth 

Display size 

Systems supported 

March, 1994 

60-MHz PowerPC 601 

Varies 

Varies 

Varies 

System 7.1.2 
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Internal Systems 
RAM min. and m ax. 

RAM speed and type 

RAM slots 

VRAM (standard) 

NuBus slots 

PDS slots 

SCSI transfer rate 

Power supply 

Maximum wattage 

Bus width 

FPU 

MMU 

ROM size 

Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 

Floppy drive 

Floppy drive expansio n 

CD-ROM 

Serial ports 

ADB ports 

Sound input 

Sound output 

Network availabilil ty 

8 to 72MB 

80 ns DRAM SIMM (72-pin) 

Two 

None 

One 7-inch NuBus (with PDS adapter) 

One 

5MB/sec. 

International 

86 watts 

64-bit 

in Power PC 

in PowerPC 

4MB 

2S6K optional 

Internal and external 

1.4MB 

None 

Internal and external 

Two GeoPort 

One 

Stereo 

Stereo 

LocaiTa lk and Ethernet 

Power Macintosh 6100/60AV 
A Power Mac 6100 with an AV PDS card that provides video-in and video-o ut fea tures. 
You can capture QuickTime movies d irectly from any S-video source. The AV card occu
p ies the lone PDS slot, so this machine cannot use a NuBus card. 



Overview 
In troduction date 

Processor 

Display resolutio n 

Color depth 

Display size 

Systems suppo rted 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 

RAM speed and ty pe 

RAM slots 

VRAM (standard) 

NuBus slots 

PDS slots 

SCSI transfer rate 

Power supply 

Maximum wattage 

Bus width 

FPU 

MMU 

ROM size 

Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 

Floppy drive 

Floppy drive expansion 

CD-ROM 

Seria l ports 

ADB ports 

Special ports 

Power Macintosh 61 00/60AV 87 

March, 1994 

60-MHz PowerPC 601 

Varies 

Varies 

Varies 

System 7 .1.2 

8 to 72MB 

80 ns DRAM SIMM (72-pin) 

Two 

2MB on AV ca rd 

None 

One (occupied with AV card) 

5MB/sec. 

International 

86 watts 

64-bit 

in PowerPC 

in PowerPC 

4MB 

256K optional 

Internal and external 

1.4MB 

None 

Internal and external 

Two GeoPort 

One 

S-video in and o ut 
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Sound input 

Sound output 

Network availabililty 

Stereo 

Stereo 

LocaiTalk and Ethernet 

Power Macintosh 7100/66 
The Power Macintosh 71 00/66 is a mid-range Power Mac, w ith three full-size NuBus 
expansio n slo ts. It's a little faste r than the Power Macintosh 6100/60. This machine uses 
both DRAM and VRAM-based v ideo. The VRAM-based video is mounted on a card in the 
PowerPC 601 PDS slo t, and is faster than the DRAM-based video from the motherboard. 
Both video sources can be used simultaneously, so that you can use two monitors with
out having to purchase a separa te video card. The 7100/66 and 7100/66AV use the 
Quadra 650 case des ign, and logic board upgrades are available to upgrade llvx, Centri s, 
and Quadra 650 machines to this model. 

Overview 
Introduction date 

Processor 

Display resolution 

Color depth 

Display size 

Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min . and max. 

RAM speed and type 

RAM slots 

VRAM (standard) 

Nu l3us slo ts 

PDS slots 

SCSI transfer rate 

Power supply 

Maximum wattage 

Bus width 

FPU 

March, 1994 

66-M Hz PowerPC 601 

Varies 

Varies 

Va ries 

System 7.1.2 

8 to 136 MB 

80 ns DRAM SIMM (72-pin) 

Four 

1 o r 2MB 

Th ree 

601 PDS (occupied with VRAM card) 

5MB/sec. 

International 

112 watts 

64-bit 

in PowerPC 



MMU 

ROM size 

Mem o ry cach e 

External/ Storage Systems 
Hard drive 

r:Jo ppy drive 

Flo p py drive ex pan sio n 

C D-ROM 

Se ria l ports 

ADB ports 

Sou n d in put 

Sound ou tput 

Network availabil il ty 

Power Macintosh 71 00/ 66AV 89 

in Po werPC 

.J MB 

256K optional 

Interna l and ex te rnal 

1.4MB 

None 

In te rna l and ex te rna l 

Two Geo Port 

O ne 

Ste reo 

Stereo 

l.ocaiTalk and Etherne t 

Power Macintosh 7100/ 66AV 
A Po we r Mac 7 100 with a PDS ca rd th at provides S video-in and S video-out features, as 
well as com po site video in and o u t. 

Overview 
In t roduction elate 

Processor 

Display resolutio n 

Colo r depth 

Display size 

Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min . and m ax. 

RAM speed a ncl type 

RAY! s lo ts 

VRAM (stan d ard ) 

Nu Bus slo ts 

March , 1994 

66-MHz PowerPC 601 

Va ries 

Varies 

Varies 

System 7 .1.2 

8to l 36 MB 

80 ns DRAM SIMM (72-pin) 

Four 

2MB 

Three 
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PDS slots 

SCSI transfer rate 

Power supply 

Max imum wattage 

Bus width 

FPU 

MMU 

ROM size 

:vtemory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 

Floppy drive 

Ploppy d rive expansio n 

CD-ROM 

Serial ports 

ADB ports 

Special ports 

Sound in put 

Sound ou tput 

Network avai labililty 

601 PDS (occupied with AV card) 

5MB/sec. 

In ternational 

325 watts 

64-bit 

in PowerPC 

in PowerPC 

4MB 

256K optio nal 

Internal and externa l 

1.4MB 

None 

Internal and external 

Two GeoPort 

One 

S-vicleo in and o ut 

Stereo 

Stereo 

LocalTalk and Ethernet 

Power Macintosh 8100/80 
The high end of the initia l Power Mac family, with su perior sto rage capabil ities and per
formance. About twice as fast as the Power Mac 6100/60. Like the 7100/66, you can run 
two monitors simultaneo usly withou t a sepa ra te video card. The 8100 series comes with 
a 256K Level 2 cache standard. The 8100/80 and 8100/80AV use the Quadra 800 case 
design, and logic board u pgrades arc available to upgrade Q uadra 800 machines to this 
model. The Workgroup Server 81 SO is also based on this model. 

Overview 
Introduction date March, 1994 

Processor 80-MHz PowerPC 601 

Display resolution Varies 



Co lo r depth 

Display size 

Systems suppo rted 

Internal Systems 
RAM min . and max. 

RAM speed and type 

RAM slo ts 

VRAM (standard) 

NuBus slots 

PDS slo ts 

SCSI t ra n sfe r ra te 

Powe r supply 

Maximum wat tage 

Bus width 

FPU 

MMU 

ROM size 

Memo ry cache 

External/ Storage Systems 
Hard drive 

Floppy d rive 

Floppy drive expan sio n 

CD-ROM 

Seria l po rts 

ADB po rts 

Sound input 

Sound o utput 

Netwo rk ava ilabi lil ty 

Power Macintosh 8100/80 91 

Varies 

Varies 

System 7.1.2 

8 to 264MB 

80 ns DRAM SIMM (72-pin) 

Eight 

2 o r 4 M13 

Th ree 

601 PDS (occupied with VRAM card) 

5 MB/sec. 

In terna tio na I 

200 wa tts 

64-b it 

in Powe rPC 

in PowerPC 

4 M13 

256K 

Interna l a nd exte rnal 

1.4 Ml3 

Non e 

In te rna l and external 

Two Geo Po rt 

O ne 

Ste reo 

Ste reo 

LocalTa lk and Eth erne t 
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Power Macintosh 8100/80AV 
A Power Yfac 8100 w it h a PDS card that provides S v ideo-in and S v ideo-out features, a s 
well as composite v ideo i n and out. 

Overview 
Introduction date 

Processor 

Display resolutio n 

Color d epth 

Display size 

Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. a nd max. 

RAM speed and type 

RA\4 slots 

VRAM (standard) 

NuBus slots 

PDS slots 

SCSI transfer rate 

Power supply 

Maximum wattage 

Bus w idth 

FPU 

MMU 

ROM size 

Memory cach e 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard d rive 

Floppy drive 

Floppy d rive expansion 

CD-ROM 

March, 1994 

80-M I-I z PowerPC 601 

Varies 

Varies 

Varies 

Syste m 7.1.2 

8 to 264MB 

80 ns DRAM SIMM (72-pin ) 

Eight 

2 MB 

Three 

601 PDS (occupi ed w it h AV card) 

S MB/sec. 

International 

200 watts 

64-bit 

in PowerPC 

in PowerPC 

4MB 

256K 

Internal and external 

1.4MB 

None 

In ternal and external 



Seria l ports 

ADB ports 

Special ports 

Sound input 

Sound o utput 

Network avai labil ilty 

Macintosh LC 575, Performa 575, Performa 577, Performa 578 93 

Two GeoPo rt 

One 

S-video in and o ut 

Stereo 

Stereo 

LocalTalk and Ethe rne t 

Macintosh LC 575, Performa 575, 
Performa 577, Performa 578 
More Macs wi th built-in 14-inch Tri n itron mon itors, th is ti me based o n the 68 l.C040 
processor. They also have a "commun ica tions slot" o n lhe mothe rboard, leaving the PDS 
slot open fo r an Etherne t ca rcl. The LC 575 is sold in the educatio n ma rket, with the 
Performas intended for home o ffi ces. The Performa versio ns include CD-ROM drives, fax 
modems, and bundled productivity software. Hard d isk sizes vary a mo ng models, from 
160MB (LC 575) to 250MB (Performa 575) to 320MB (Performa 577 and 578). 

Overview 
In troductio n date 

Processor 

Display resolutio n 

Color d epth 

Display size 

Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAY! min. and max. 

RAM speed and type 

RAM slots 

VRAM (standard) 

NuBus slots 

PDS slo ts 

Special slo ts 

SCSI transfer ra te 

Power supply 

April , 1994 

33-Y!Hz 68 LC040 

640 X 480 

Eight o r sixteen b it 

14 inches 

System 7.1 (LC) System 7. LP (Perfo rma) 

5 to 36MB 

80 ns DRAM SIMM (72-pin) 

One 

5 12Kor1MB 

None 

One LC slo t ( 114-pin) 

Communica tions slot 

5 ?viB/sec. 

Internatio na l 
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Maximum wattage 

Bus width 

FPU 

MMU 

ROM size 

Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 

Floppy drive 

Floppy d rive expansion 

CD-ROM 

Serial ports 

ADB po rts 

Sound input 

Sound o utput 

Network availabil ilty 

60 watts 

32-bit 

None 

in 68LC040 

1 M13 

None 

160 to 320 Ml3 hard disk or external 

1.4 M13 

None 

Internal and ex te rnal 

Two 

One 

Mo no 

Stereo 

Loca iTalk 

Workgroup Server 6150 
The Workgroup Server 6150 is based o n the Power Macin tosh 6100, bundled with 
AppleShare 4 .0 .2 server software. It includes bundled RAID software fo r data re liabili ty. 
Because ApplcShare 4.0.2 is running under the 68040 emulator, the AWS 6150 is no 
faster than the AINS 60. This should change o nce AppleShare and the AppleTalk pro tocol 
stack a re rewritten in nat ive PowerPC code. This server incl udes a CD-ROM drive. 

Overview 
In troduction elate 

Processor 

Display resolution 

Color depth 

Display size 

Systems supported 

April, 1994 

60-M Hz PowerPC 601 

Varies 

Varies 

Va ries 

System 7 .1.2 



Internal Systems 
RAM m in. and max. 

RAM speed and type 

RAM slo ts 

VRAM (standard) 

NuBus slots 

PDS slo ts 

SCSI transfer rate 

Power supply 

Maximum wattage 

Bus width 

FPU 

MMU 

ROM size 

Memo ry cache 

External/ Storage Systems 
l-Iard drive 

Floppy d rive 

Flo ppy drive expansion 

CD-ROM 

Serial ports 

ADB ports 

Sound in p ut 

Sound o utp ut 

Network avai labilil ty 

Workgroup Server 8150 95 

8 to 72M B 

80 ns DRAM SIMM (72-pin) 

Two 

!'\one 

One 7-ir !lh NuBus (with PDS adapte r) 

O ne 

S MB/scc. 

I nte rna tio na I 

86 wa tts 

64-bit 

in PowerPC 

in PowerPC 

4MB 

256K 

Inte rna l and exte rna l 

1.4 MB 

None 

Inte rnal o r exte rna l 

Two GeoPort 

One 

Stereo 

Stereo 

LocalTalk and Ethernet 

Workgroup Server 8 150 
Based o n the Power Macintosh 8100, bund led with AppleShare 4.0.2 server software. 
lncludes bundled RAID software for da ta re liability. Becau se App leShare 4 .0 .2 is running 
under the 68040 em ulato r, the AWS 81 SO is no fas ter than the AWS 80. This should 
change once AppleShare and the AppleTalk protocol stack a re rewritten in nat ive 
PowerPC code. Includes a C D-ROM drive and a OAT d rive fo r backup. Also includes 
Re trospect Remote backup software. 
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Overview 
In traduction date Ap ril , 1994 

Processor 80-MHz PowerPC 601 

Display resolution Varies 

Color depth Varies 

Display size Varies 

System s supported System 7.1.2 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max . 8 to 264 \1B 

RAM speed and type 80 ns DRAM SIMM (72-pin) 

RAM slots Eight 

VRAM (standard) Non e 

NuBus slo ts Three 

PDS slo ts 601 PDS 

SCSI tran sfer rate 5MB/sec. 

Power supply International 

Maxi mum wa ttage 200 watts 

Bus width 64-bit 

FPU in PowerPC 

MMU in PowerPC 

ROM size 4MB 

Memory cach e 2561< 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive Inte rnal and ex ternal 

Floppy drive 1.4MB 

Flo ppy d rive expansio n None 

C D-ROM In te rnal or exte rnal 

Seria l ports Two GeoPort 

/\DB ports One 



Sound input 

Sou n cl ou tput 

Netvwrk availabilil ty 

Workgroup Server 9150 97 

Stereo 

Stereo 

LocaiTalk and Ethernet 

Workgroup Server 9150 
A new Power Macintosh using the Quadra 950 tower-style case. The most expandable 
PowerPC-based Mac, with room fo r five inte rna l 3.5-in ch SCSI devices. Two SCSI busses 
a llow for a total of 12 SCSI peripherals, and the re a re fo ur Nu llus slots. The AWS 91 50 is 
bundled with AppleShare 4.0.2 server sortware, and include~ bundled RAID software fo r 
data re liability. Because AppleS ha re 4.0.2 is running under the 68040 emula tor, the AWS 
9150 is no faster than the AWS 95. This should change o nce AppleShare and the 
AppleTalk protoco l stack a re rewritten in native PowerPC cocle . Includ es a C D-ROM cl rive 
and a OAT d rive fo r backup. Also includes Re trospect Remote backup software. 

Overview 
Introduction da te 

Processor 

Display resolu t io n 

Co lo r depth 

Display size 

System s suppo rted 

Internal Systems 
RAM m in. and max. 

RAM speed and type 

RAM slots 

VRAM (stand ard) 

Nu Bus slots 

PDS slo ts 

SCSI transfer rate 

Power supply 

Maximum wat tage 

Bus width 

April, 1994 

80-MHz PowerPC 601 

Varies 

Varies 

Varies 

System 7 .1.2 

16 to 264MB 

80 ns DRAM SIMM (72-pin) 

Eig ht 

None 

r o ur 

One 60 1 PDS 

5 Mil/sec. 

Interna tio nal 

303 watts 

64-bit 

in PowerPC 
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MMU 

ROM size 

Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 

Floppy drive 

Fl oppy dr ive expansion 

CD-ROM 

Serial ports 

ADB ports 

Sound input 

Sound o utpu t 

Network availabililty 

PowerBook 520 

in PowerPC 

4 M13 

5 L2K 

Internal and external 

1.4 Ml3 

None 

Internal 

Two GeoPort 

One 

Stereo 

Stereo 

LocalTalk and Ethernet 

The 500 series of 68LC040-based PowerBooks bring many innovations to the Powerl3ook 
li ne. They are the first Powerl3ooks to have function keys, and the first to use the Apple 
Trackpad, a solid state touchpad that replaces the trackballs found o n prior PowerBooks. 
All the 500 series have built-in Ethernet and two battery bays. The no tebooks run on 
either o ne or two batteries; if you don't mind sacri ficing half your running time, one of 
the battery bays concea ls a 68030 PDS slo t. The same bay can be used instead for a card 
cage that uses Lwo Type II o r one Type Ill PCMCIA expansion cards. The 500 series uses 
new Type Il l NiCad batteries that recharge faster than previous PowerBook batteries. The 
68LC040 processors are o n a daughterboard, a llowing the 500 series PowerBooks to be 
upgraded to PowerPC when the low-power PowerPC 603 chip beco mes available in 1995. 
A built-in m icro phone and stereo speakers round out the feature list. Adding RAM to the 
500 series is fa irly sim ple; all you need to do is lift out the keyboard. Installing the hvo
piece Global Village PowerPort/Mercury modem (a t press time, the o nl y modem avail
able) is another matter. Almost com plete disassembly of the PowerBook is necessary, 
and is probably best left to an Apple dealer. The PowerBoo k 520 is the low end of the 
68LC040-bascd (no FPU) PowerBook 500 series. It uses a passive-matrix gray-scale dis
play. See figure 2.10. 
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Fig. 2.10 
The Powerl3ook 520 is very capable, but comes at a reasonable price (about $2,200). 

Overview 
Introduction date 

Processor 

Display resolution 

Co lo r depth 

Display size 

Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 

RAM speed and type 

RAM slots 

VRAM (standa rd) 

NuBus slots 

PDS slo ts 

SCSI transfer rate 

Power supply 

Maximum wattage 

May, 1994 

25-M Hz 68LC040 

640 X 480 

Four bit gray scale 

9.5 inches 

System 7. 1. L 

4 to 36MB 

70 ns DRAM card 

O ne 

512K 

None 

68030 PDS, modem slo t, PCMCIA (optional) 

1.5MB/sec 

International 

40 watts 
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Bus width 

FPU 

MMU 

ROM size 

Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard dr ive 

f-loppy drive 

r-Ioppy drive expansio n 

C D-ROM 

Seria l ports 

ADB ports 

Sound input 

Sound output 

Network avai labili lty 

PowerBook 520c 

32-bit 

None 

in 68LC0 40 

2 MB 

None 

160MB hard disk or external 

1.4MB 

None 

Exte rna l 

One 

One 

\llo no 

Stereo 

Loca iTalk and Etherne t 

The 520c is similar to PowerBook 520. Its dual-scan eight-bit colo r display is sha rper and 
q u icker than a normal passive-matrix display, but costs less than a higher-quality act ive
matrix. Standard configuratio n for the 520 and S20c is 4 MB of RAM and an internal 160 
MB ha rd disk. See figure 2.11. 

Overview 
Introduction date 

Processor 

Display resolutio n 

Color d epth 

Display size 

Systems supported 

May, 1994 

25-MI-Iz 68l.C040 

640 X 480 

Varies 

9.5 inches 

System 7.1.1 



Fig . 2.11 
The PowcrBook 520c. 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 

RAM speed and type 

RAM slots 

VRAM (sta ndard) 

Nu Bus slots 

PDS slots 

SCSI transfer rate 

Power supply 

Max im um wattage 

Bus width 

r:ru 

MMU 

ROM size 

Memory cache 

PowerBook 520c 101 

4 to36MB 

70 ns DRAM ca rd 

One 

S12K 

None 

68030 PDS, modem slot, PCMCIA (optio nal) 

1.5MB/sec. 

International 

40 watts 

32-bit 

None 

in 68LC040 

2MB 

None 
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External/Storage Systems 
Ha rd drive 

r:Joppy d rive 

Flo ppy d rive expansio n 

CD-ROM 

Serial ports 

ADB ports 

Sound input 

Sound output 

Network availabi lilty 

PowerBook 540 

2.5-inch drive or external 

1.4MB 

None 

Exte rnal 

One 

One 

Mono 

Stereo 

LocalTalk and Ethernet 

The 540 uses a faster, 33-MHz 68LC040 processor and sports a h ig h-quality active matrix 
gray-scale display. It comes standard wi th a 2-1 0 MB hard disk, and with either 4MB or 
12 MB o f RAM. The 12 MB configura tion a lso includes a Global Village PO\·verPort/ 
Mercury Modem, which suppo rts 19, 200 bps cla la transmissio n and 14,440 bp5 fax. 
See figure 2.12. 

Fig. 2.12 
The PowerRook 540's active matri x display makes th is no tebook a pleasure to use on a long plane 
fl ight. 



Overview 
Introd uctio n d a te 

Processor 

Display resolutio n 

Color depth 

Disp lay size 

Systems su pported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 

RAM speed and ty pe 

RAM slots 

VRAM (standard) 

NuBus slots 

PDS slots 

SCSI tra nsfer ra te 

Power supply 

Maxim um wattage 

Bus width 

FPU 

MMU 

ROM size 

Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 

Floppy d rive 

Floppy d rive expansio n 

CD-ROM 

Seria l po rts 

ADB ports 

Sound input 

May, 1994 

33-M Hz 68LC040 

640 X 480 

Six-bit gray scale 

9.5 inches 

System 7.1.1 

4 to 36MB 

70 ns DRAM card 

One 

512K 

None 

PowerBook 540 103 

68030 PDS, modem slot, PCMCIA (optiona l) 

1.5 MB/scc. 

Interna tional 

40 watts 

32-b it 

None 

in 68LC040 

2MB 

None 

2.5-inch d rive or external 

1.4MB 

None 

External 

O ne 

O ne 

Mono 
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Sound o utput 

Network availabililty 

PowerBook 540c 

Stereo 

LocaiTalk ancl Etherne t 

The h igh end of the Po wer3ook 500 series. The 540 c is the fi rst Po werBook with a 
stun n ing full-size active-matrix color d isp lay. Sec fi gu re 2. 1 3. 

Fig. 2.13 
If you can afford the nea r-$5,000 price tug, the Powerl3ook 540c gives you an excellen t color display. 

Overview 

In trod uct io n da te 

Processor 

Display resolution 

Colo r depth 

Display size 

Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min . and max. 

RJ\M speed and type 

May, 1994 

33-MI-Iz 68LC040 

640 x 480 or 
640 X 400 

Varies 

9.5 inches 

System 7 .1.1 

4 to 36MB 

70 ns DRAM card 



RAM slots 

VRA:\.1 (standard) 

NuHus slots 

PDS slots 

SCSI transfer rate 

Power supply 

Maximum waltage 

Bus width 

FPU 

MMU 

ROM size 

Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 

Floppy drive 

Floppy drive expansion 

CD-ROM 

Serial ports 

ADB ports 

Sound input 

Sound output 

Netv.'ork availabililty 

PowerBook Duo 280 

Power Book Duo 280 105 

One 

S12K 

None 

68030 PDS, modem slot, PCMCIA (optional) 

1.5 MB/sec. 

International 

40 watts 

32-bit 

!'\one 

in 68LC040 

2MB 

None 

2.5-inch drive 

1.4MB 

None 

Exlernal 

One 

One 

Mono 

Stereo 

LocaiTalk and Ethernet 

Like the PowerBook Duo 250, with a high-quality aclive mat rix display, but adds a 
68LC040 processor and increased RAM expansion for more power. 

Overview 
Introduction elate 

Processor 

Display resolution 

May, 1994 

33-::vfHz 68LC040 

640 X 400 
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Color depth 

Display size 

Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 

RAM speed and typ e 

RAM slots 

VRAM (standard) 

NuBus slots 

PDS slo ts 

SCS I transfer ra te 

Power supply 

Maximum wattage 

Bus width 

r:ru 
MMU 

ROM size 

Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 

Floppy d rive 

Floppy drive expansion 

CD-ROM 

Serial ports 

ADB ports 

Sound input 

Sound output 

:-.letwork availabililty 

Four-bit gray scale 

9 inches 

System 7.1 

4 to 40MB 

70 ns DRAM card 

One 

None 

None 

PDS docking connector (152-pin), modem slot 

1.5 MB/sec. 

Inte rn ational 

25 watts 

32-bil 

none 

in 68LC040 

L MB 

None 

2.5-inch drive 

None 

None 

Exte rna l via clock 

O ne 

None 

None 

None 

LocaiTalk 
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PowerBook Duo 280c 
A variation on the PowerBook Duo 280, it includes the small active-matrix color display 
featured in the PowerBook 270c and the PowerBook l 80c. 

Overview 
Introduction date 

Processor 

Display resolution 

Color depth 

Display size 

Systems supported 

Internal Systems 
RAM min. and max. 

RAM speed and type 

RAM slots 

VRAM (standard) 

KuBus slots 

PDS slots 

SCSI transfer rate 

Power supply 

Maximum wattage 

Bus width 

FPU 

MMU 

ROM size 

Memory cache 

External/Storage Systems 
Hard drive 

Floppy drive 

Floppy drive expansion 

May, 1994 

33-MHz 68LC040 

640 x 480 or 
640 X 400 

Va ri es 

8.4 inches 

System 7. 1 

4 to 40MB 

70 ns DRAM card 

One 

None 

:-.lone 

PDS docking connector (152-pin), modem slot 

1.5 MB/sec. 

International 

36 watts 

32-bit 

None 

in 68LC040 

1 MB 

None 

2. 5-inch drive 

Kone 

None 
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CD-ROM Exte rnal via dock 

Seria l ports One 

ADB ports None 

Sound input None 

Sound ou tpu t None 

Netwo rk availabilil ty Loca iTalk 



Chapter 3 

Macs of the Future 
by Ken Grey 

This chapter attempts to look into the crystal ball and envision the future of the 
Macintosh . This is not easy to predict wi th any accuracy-the Maci ntosh is one of the 
most volatile and scrutinized products in the jungle of our business economy. Its evolu
tion may create success or failure (in varying degrees) for li tera lly millions of people-the 
stockholders and investors, Apple employees, and owners of Macs worldwide. Its devel
opment happens with a corporate fin ger on the pulse of a daily market, and it can 
change just as quickly as the market fluctuates. 

But we can extrapolate from some ea rly indicators. Even though Apple's plans for the 
future of Macintosh are among the best-kept industry secrets, it's not hard to project its 
functionality in general terms based on what's recently been set in motion by Apple
particularly with AV and Power Mac technologies. It's a sa fe bet that major new lines of 
\1acs-or fami lies-to be announced very soon and on into the future will hold true to 
the "twice as much power, half as much money" trend that we've seen occur in the ten 
years of the Macintosh and the computer industry. 

The Short-Term Future of Macintosh 
To gain ground on ever-faster Intel based systems, Apple has formed an alliance with 
long term competitors IBM and Motoro la, the manufacturer of the CPU chip for all Macs 
up to the Power Mac line. Th at alliance chose the Reduced Instruction Set Computer 
architecture (IUSC) and set about to design and build the next family of CPU chips 
around it for the Macintosh and for IBM computers as well. That alliance produced the 
PowerPC CPU chi[r-a chip that is inexpensive enough for the home user and powerful 
enough for even the most hungry professional computer-intensive applica tions. 

Because Mac fam ilies are grouped around th e CPU chip-and Apple's latest family is 
built around the first generation PowerPC 601 series chip, we can extrapolate that Macs 
not yet introduced will feature the la ter incarnations of the PowerPC IUSC chip. This is 
really the safest bet we ca n speculate. The specific functionality and interface these chips 
will have molded around them- the system software and applications-is anyone's 
guess, though there are many apparent trends that we can pro ject to envision the 
possibilities before us. 
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If indeed Apple does not swerve from its designated PowerPC course, here's what we can 
expect to see beyond the current PowerPC 60 1-based systems currently being sold. 

• PowerPC 604 Based System: Slated to be the successor to the current desktop 
PowerPC Macs using the 601 chip. Designed by Apple, JllM, and Motorola, and 
manufactured by Motorola and IBM, the 604 is expected to go into full production 
by October 1994. Apple has said that it will use the 604 in some second-generation 
Power Macs, expected in early 1995. The 604 will initially be available in a 100 
MHz version, although fas ter and slower versions are planned. The 604 is about 
200 percent as fast at integer ca lculations as the PowerPC 601 chip, according to 
IBM. For floating-point calculations, it is only 120 percent as fas t. The 604 con
sumes 10 watts of power, compared with the 601's 8 watt, and the 68040's 5 watt
remarkable fo r the speed it affords. 

• PowerPC 603 series: The PowerPC 603 series will most likely appear in the fo rm of a 
PowerBook because of the lower power requirements of the 603's design. It is also 
expected to make its way into lower priced Macs that may not need the beefy 
power supplies, bigger fans, and general ly higher tolerances overa ll. 

The PowerPC 603 has several key advantages over o ther PowerPC chips so fa r: 
main ly, it o nly consumes 3 watts max imum and has the unique abi lity to shut 
down and start up again its separate internal execution units when they are not 
being used , without the software knowing it. Th is ingenious power management 
scheme will make it very useful as a laptop CPU. The PPC 603 can execute up to 
three instructions per clock cycle to five separate internal execution units that run 
independently. The 603 features separate SK instruction and data caches. 

• PowerPC 620 series: The fastest PowerPC chip yet announced- the 620 series PowerPC 
chip-is being designed with the workstation market in m ind. With 64-bit data paths 
(the 60ls are 32-bit), the 620 chip will have to wail for the rest of the market to write 
applications that are fast enough to keep the lanes full in the 620. Apple has yet to 
announce any plans for the 620. Developments in the workstation market have a lot 
to do with the 620's place in the Macintosh line. Apple will surely keep a close eye on 
new computers coming from the current RISC workstation leaders-Sun 
Microsystems and Silicon Graphics and use the 620 to challenge them. 

The Long-Term Future of Macintosh 
Apart from the use of t he Power PC chips in future Macintoshes, little else is clear. However, 
Apple has announced several key changes related to the future of the PowerPC Macs: 

• They wi ll switch from the standard NuBus to Intel's much faster and imminently 
preva lent PCI (Peripheral Component Interconnect) bus standard. This bus should 
begin appearing sometime in 1995. Also in the works is another bus design ed by 
Apple called Quickl?ing, which can move data over 200MB a second. An even faster 
bus nicknamed FireWire is rumored, which is said to be capable of moving more 
data even faster than the PCI or the QuickRing bus. 
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• All Macs will eventually include the audio/visua l abilities foun d on the current AV 
models in the en t ire line. This will happen graduall y, with some models containing 
the technology, and some not. 

• Apple wi ll license either all or part of its operati ng system. This might manifest 
itself as a hardware-compatible m achi ne that can run Mac software-a first fo r a 
machine that has Apple's cooperation. This represents perhaps the greatest change 
in the thinking at Apple-licensing its system, o r even opening il to any degree, 
has been a ho tly debated topic. Licensing may help Apple conquer ground in the 
PC market, or it may cause Apple to lose the ground it has gained by watering 
down the development for the Mac. 

Even more theoretical is the shape of Apple's user interface-the way the computer inter
acts with its ''look and feel"- of the future. But we can extrapolate its course based on 
what these PowerPC technologies are good at: namely, real-time, information streaming 
translation-speech and handwriting recognition. These two technologies are sure to 
play a prom inent role in the ongoing developmen t o f the Mac's user interface and sys
tem software. 

Industry indicators point to a "bulletproof" speech and handwriting recognition inter
face as the next step fo r the RISC Macs and beyond- the mouse will be supplemented 
with a digital pen and a microphone. One day, users wi ll complain of suffering from 
tired vocal cords rather than carpal tunnel syndrome. Because the Mac was the first com
mercially available computer wi th a graphica l user in terface-subsequently the most 
copied computer interface in history-its logical evolution is one of continued ease of 
use, and more speed and accuracy in doing so. The only easier thing may be a telepathic 
machine-but we'll leave that to the sci-fi crowd fo r now. 

To achieve such power, the Mac will further undergo board level archi tecture changes 
that we are just beginning to see put in place. One technology that will evolve as the 
Mac's power needs increase wi ll be mult iprocessing-stringing several CPU chips to
gether, each with a specific job. The necessity of multiprocessing Macs m oves ever closer 
because the limit of possible transistors capable on board the individua l CPU chips is 
eclipsed by inevitable dimin ish ing retu rns-specifically, too many transistors sho rten the 
life of the entire chip because of the heat they generate. We have already seen multipro
cessing work-AV Macintoshes are the first Macs to employ this technology with DSP 
processors that work separately from the 68040 CPU . 

Apart from the CPU and system software, the changes in the physical shape of the com
puter are morphing before our eyes. Mon ito rs will become flatter panel colo r mon ito rs 
that use li ttle energy, and have ecologically sound energy efficient designs. They will 
utilize intelligen t sleep modes and LCD screen technology-far safer than CRT monitors 
in terms of radiation and radio frequen cy emissions. Even further down the line, we 
might see a v irtual reali ty goggle for personal computer usage that has a "heads-up" 
display projected directly on the retina of the eye via a safe laser. 
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Keyboards and input devices I•Vill be increasing ly supplemented by speech recognition 
software and microphones that learn how you ta lk in order to interact with you, instead 
of the other way around. 

CPUs will become increasingly smaller and modular; hard drives on credit cards wil l 
make our current d isk arrays look clumsy. The long li fe of op tica l storage will keep tech
no logy developing; it will become increasingly fas ter, and may supplant magnetic media 
as the ma in access read/wri te on-line storage. 

Consumer, home, office, and recreational computers wi ll merge to produce computer 
stations that can interact with you intell igen tly, allow enhanced real-time creativ ity, and 
be indispensable as a walking office with unlimited com munications in all electronic 
forms. Every form of co mmunication, creativity, and electronic function that takes place 
in our li ves will have the abili ty to be contoured o r controlled by your Mac, which may 
be on a belt pack with a head mounted moni tor, microp hone and antenna. Offices will 
look more and more li ke excuses to be around other people in the flesh; your office will 
be worn on your h·ead. 

In its ten years of existence, Macs have indeed changed a misconception regard ing com
puters-the more difficult and archaic a computer was to work with, the more powerful 
it was perceived. It has indeed been proved the o ther way around-that a com puter with 
a friend lier interface needs to be inheren t ly more powerful. Raw computing speed is 
useless if you cannot work quickly with it and if you ca nno t connect easily with o thers 
who are doing so. So the lea rning curve has shifted-now it is t he computer that must 
deal with a user who won' t need to learn the computer's language-who may in terface 
instead using speech or handwriting. It takes more innate processing power to support 
both a soph isticated real-time interface (speech and handwriting translation) along with 
the computing power to crunch the data you so elegantly access and manipulate. 

Macintosh is leading the way toward making a computer anyone who can talk and write 
can usc. Think about how this will change hmv we th ink about the term computer educa
tioll- soon it will mean just what it says: actually teaching computers hu man speech and 
reason, ra ther than teach ing humans computer language and reason. By making com
puters easier to use and access, we can put them into the hands of people who may not 
possess the computer t raini ng and experience required to operate one now. 

vVith a ll th is Power PC muscle comes other wonderful abili ties not yet seen on a desktop 
computer fo r a wide consumer market: real-time, full-screen video ed iting in full colo r; 
realistic 3-D modeling and rendering in real t ime-when it now takes hou rs and even 
full days; working with huge art and mu sic files in real-time; telecommun ications fast 
enough to transmit video and speech in teractively for te lecon ferencing and just plain 
chatting with your fr iends across the world. And this is not pie-in-the-sky technology
it exists; once the question of its marketabili ty is absolved, it will be everywhere. That 
rea l-time interactivity-the gasoline pumps on the in formation superhighway-will be 
possible in ways that wi ll foster interconnectivi ty no t even conceived yet. Hyper-rea listic 
games wi ll be in every arcade; home shopping will become a v irtual experience; movies 
will play with endi ngs based on your moods. Going on- line will be a visual experience, 
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maybe more personal than going o ut to a shopping mall , not to mention the alternative 
interpersonal uses tha t a re sta rt ing t·o evolve-the virtual sex experience. All this and 
more can be found among the visions o f the next generation of Macintosh builders, 
users, and d reamers. 



Chapter4 

Overview of 
System Software 
by Kelley Boylan 

The essence of the Mac are the System and the Finder, which have gone through evolu
tiona ry changes since the Mac's introduction in 1984. It was a grounclbrea king interface, 
developed origina lly at PARC Research , and when the first Mac version came out, it was 
actually a prerelease, System 0.97. It wasn ' t the first o r last time a buggy system came ou t 
o f Apple, but by keeping up with what's happened and having an idea about how things 
work now, you' ll be better p repared to deal with problems. 

This chapter is Jess how-to than '"'hat is. Herei n are descriptions of the va riations be
tween System 6, 7, and versions thereafter so you ca n keep up with what's happened 
over the course of the last few years. System 7 was a major rewrite, so if you' re still using 
System 6, the following pages will give you a qu ick leg up on the upgrade, should you 
decided to make it. 

System History 
The following table is a quick run-down of the evolutio n of the Macintosh System and 
Finder. 

Table 4.1 System History 

Year History 

1983 System 0.97, a pre-release of the original System. Familiar components like the 
Shutdown command didn' t yet exist, and CDEVs, I NITs, and extensions weren't 
even glimmers in the eyes of programmers. 

1984 System 1.0 and Finder 1.1, released with the 128K. 

System 2.0 and Finder 1.1 g, released with the 128K and the 512K. 

System 2.0 and Finder 4.1 , an updated Finder for 

(continues) 
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Table 4.1 Continued 

Year 

1985 

1986 

1986-1987 

1988 

1989 

1990 

1991 

1992 

1994 

History 

the 512K. 

System 3.0 (179K) and Finder 5.0 (55K), released with the Plus and considered 
unstable by most. The Shutdown command arrives . 

System 3.1 and Finder 5.2, an update for Plus. Still unstable. 

System 3.2 (186K) and Finder 5.3 (55K), the most stable and widely-used System 
and Finder combination. 

System 3.3 and Finder 5.4, a slightly updated version of System 3.2 and 
Finder 5.3. 

System 4.1 (311 K) and Finder 5.5 (78K), released with SE & Mac II . It wasn't 
particularly stable. I NITs and CDEVs in the system folder. 

System 4.2 (312K) and Finder 6.0 (97K), also referred to as System Release 5.0. It 
ushered in the use of CDEVs and I NITs. The last version where Switcher, a proto
MultiFinder, still functions. 

System 6.0 (361 K) and Finder 6.1 (1 03K), the first System 6 release and re
now ned for its instability. It did introduce MultiFinder and stable color for the 
Mac II. 4.1 's "extensions" won't work anymore, but 6.0 introduced startup 
documents, the beginnings of I NITs, CDEVs, and extensions. 6 also has modular 
control panel instead of a single window. 
System 6.0.1 and Finder 6.1.1, a bug-fix update, released with the llx. 
System 6.0.2 (245K) and Finder 6. 1.2 (1 07K), mostly a bug-fix. 
System 6.0.3 (246K) and Finder 6. 1. 3 (1 07K), released with the SE and the SE/30 
and known as the first stable version of System 6.0.x 
System 6.0.4 (279K) and Finder 6.1.4 (1 07K), released with the llci and the 
Portable. 

System 6.0.5 (328K) and Finder 6.1.5 (1 07K), released with the llfx. 

System 6.0.6 and Finder 6.1.6, released with the Classic, the LC, and the llsi. It 
was so unstable that Apple almost simultaneously released 6.0.7. 

System 6.0.7 (490K) and Finder 6.1.7 (107K), a bug fix for the ill-fated 6.1 .6. 
System 6.0.8 and Finder 6.1.8 were updates to 6.0.7 to make System 6.0.x 
compatible with System 7. 

System 7.0 and Finder 7.0, the first major rewrite of Mac System in years. Its size 
and those hereafter depend on how many features are installed. 
System 7.0.1 and Finder 7.0. 1, an upgrade of 7.0. 
System 7.0. 1 P and Finder 7.0. 1 P, a smaller version of System 7 for Performas. 

System 7.1 and Finder 7. 1, an almost-major upgrade of System 7.0. 
System 7.1 P and Finder 7.1 P, a smaller version of System 7.1 for Performas. 

System 7.1.2 and Finder 7.1.2, a rewrite of System 7.1 for the Power Macs. 
7.1.1 is System 7 Pro, described below. 
7.1.2 does not include System 7 Pro; it's only a modification of 7.1 for use with 
the Power Macs. 
7.5 is unreleased and should be out by late summer of 1994. 

System 6.0.x 
While System 7 is the system rlu jour, there are reasons to stick with System 6.0.x (if you 
have an older Mac-more recent models require System 7). System 6 is faster, smalle r, 
and requires less RAM and less hard d rive space. A mi nimal system insta llation fits easily 
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on a floppy, so you can carry your favorite system with a few modifications and a few 
disk utilities in a shirt pocket. System 7 won' t fi t on a floppy without some effort, and 
squeezing on utilities with the System is even tougher; it ships on CD-ROM with some 
configurations. If you are a fair ly casual user and don't feel the need to be on the cutting 
edge, sticki ng with System 6 vwn 't cause you any problems in the short run. As more 
applications require System 7, you' ll eventually want to upgrade, but it's not critical yet. 

Multi finder is optional; you can turn it o n or off. This can be very handy if you're short 
on RAM because System 6 only needs o ne megabyte, though so little RAM may limit the 
applications you can run. Looking the o ther direction, toward System 4.1, System 6 has a 
modular control panel rather than a single, unified control panel. 

Tip 

Be aware that memory is not dynamically allocated in System 6 the way it is in System 7. It you 
have more than 5 MB of RAM, you'll want to use a utility like Heapfixer (from what was CE Soft
ware) to increase the amount of RAM allocated to the system heap. This makes 68020 and 68030 
Macs run considerably faster. Heaptool is a similar utility that sets a specific amou11t of RAM aside 
for use by the system. 

System 6 keeps its Trash Can empty by emptying it fo r you whenever you start a new 
application or shut down the machine. In some ways this is good-you' ll never overload 
your hard drive accidentally by forgetting to empty the trash-but it can be a hazard if 
you throw something away accidentally o r decide later that you need it back. 

If you want to stay \•.rith System 6 but would like to have the features available in System 
7, there are many third-party util it ies that can do just that fo r you. They are, however, 
beyond the scope of this chapter. 

Because Systems 6 and 7 define themselves by their differences, the following section 
covers parts of both. 

System 7.0 
The differences between System 4. 1 and System 6 are minor relative to the changes be
tween 6 and 7. System 7 has many, many new featu res, some of which are simple, some 
of which are remarkably complex . This chapter will outline the changes between 6 and 7 
and discuss what features were introduced, as well as offer a few tips for handling them. 
for a full description of how to effectively use all these fea tures, see Using the Mncintosll, 
published by Que. 

System 7's Application Compatibility Checker 
Apple released a special tool specifically so that users could ascerta in if their applications 
were up-to-date with System 6. The Compatibility Checker was little more than a 
Hypercard database with data supplied by software vendors. If the vendor recommends 
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versio n 1.2 instead o f 1.1, the Compatibility Checker will say that the application needs 
to be upgraded. Mo re often than not, the applicatio n works fine and the upgrade is 
unnecessary (good for the vendo r's sales, not so good for your pocketbook). The true test 
o f a System 6 applica tio n under System 7 is to run it. Features like Publi sh and Subscribe 
may not be available, bu t that doesn 't ru in the applicat io n 's usefulness. 

Features in System 7 
System 7 brings Apple and the Macintosh new fea tures and fun ctions tha t didn't exist 
before and that are still being integrated into people's work styles. 

Multitasking and Who's on Top. System 7 implements Multir:inder all the t ime. If 
you' re short on memory, this can be a problem (System 7 needs 2 MB to run), bu t hav ing 
Multi Pinder does make the Mac mo re productive. It a lso makes it more confusing. Appli
catio ns that don' t have open windows are, in effect, invisible-you see righ t through 
them and to the application or desktop behind. To help clear up the confusio n, Apple 
has im plemented the Hide command under the applicatio n icon in the upper-righ t 
corner of the desktop. With it you can h ide the currently active applicatio n, making it 
d isappear from v iew entirely, o r you can hide applicatio ns running in the background, 
uncluttering the view. 

Fig. 4.1 
Having YtultiFinder always active provides access to several applica tions at once. 

A q uick shortcu t to the desktop is option+clicking o n any part o f it. That automatically 
hides the cu rrent fo regro und application and bri ngs you to the deskto p. 

Balloon Help. Never widely used , balloo n help was an all'empt by Apple to answer other 
platforms' in-depth help features. It consisted o f little m o re than a single, small balloon 
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with a sentence o r tvvo describ ing the selected item, which isn't particularly usefu l for 
helping a user set up a complex process like Fi le Sharing o r Publish and Subscribe. It's 
ava ilable via the Show Bal loons command under the menu bar icon with the question 
mark. 

;i File Edit IIICW I ol~l·l Spcclo l 

Fig. 4.2 
Balloon help can be turned on and off via the Question Mark icon in the menu bar. 

Icon and Window Control {Sorting, Viewing, Selecting, Naming, and Image). 
Tired of a parti cular icon on a file? Changing it is now as simple as a few keystrokes. If 
you do a Get Info on a fi le, you'll find that its icon can be selected, copied, and pasted as 
a PICT, so any fil e can have any icon. No more using RcsEdit to make modifications. You 
can create the PlCT in any application that supports the format, such as Adobe 
Pho toshop, and it will be sca led to fit the icon. Third parties have created ent ire libraries 
of interest ing icons (sec fig. 4.3). 

Changing an icon's name is a different process from that o f System 6. In 7, you m ust 
click the name of the icon and wait a m oment o r tvvo for it to highlight, a pause that 
may throw a few users accustomed to just cl icking and typing. On the upside, it's now 
possible to start a file name with a space, pushing it up to the top o f an alphabetical 
listing. 

More views are available under System 7. Files can be listed with a label that is a specific 
color and title (as set under the Label menu), whether it be "Work in Progress" o r "Mis
cellaneous Material.'' System 6 only allowed fo r single colo rs. 

Wh en you've selected View by Name under the View menu, you can drag a box around 
the files you wan t to select instead of Shift+clicking them, as per System 6, and folders 
ca n be opened wi thin their own windows. Each folder has a triangle to its left; clicking 
that triangle lists everything within that fo lder, and it is the same with subfolders. 
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Pressing the Command key a nd clicking in the title bar of a w indow pops up a ha ndy 
list-the abso lute path fro m the hard drive to the current w indo w. If you want to move 
up to a higher-level window, just scro ll up to it and let go (see fig. 4.4). 

Fig. 4.3 
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Get Info now provides access to the icon you see on the desktop, a nd cha nging tha t icon is as 
simple as a copy and paste. 

Fig. 4.4 
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List views arc h ie rarchica l in System 7. Shown here with the Command button mouse cli ck held is 
the path rrom the d rive tO the Open ro ldcr that is <IV<liJabiC. 
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Via the Views Control Panel, you can customize what in formation is listed in your 
Finder windows, whether you want to know all the d isk in formation or just the number 
of icons in the window, as shown in fig 4.5. You can also decide what fonts to display on 
your desktop and have more choices in icon views than were available in System 6. 

;o File Edit llleuo Lobel Spcclol 

Fig. 4.5 
The Views Control Panel, where you can customize your Finder windows with numerous settings. 

Flexible Trash. System 6 automatically empties the trash with every new application 
started or at system shutdown. System 7 keeps the trash in the Trash Can until you 
empty il, which is done via the Special men u in the menu bar. Another handy feature is 
a relocatablc Trash Can. In earlier versions, it zipped right back to its home location in 
the lower right corner of the desktop with each shutdown, but under System 7 it stays 
where you put it. (The same is not true of the hard drive icon; the Finder still puts it in 
the same place on the desktop with each shutdown.) 

Aliases. Under all previous Systems, a file was a fi le was a file, and where you put it was 
where it was. System 7 implemented the nlins, a small pointer (about 4K) to its original, 
whether it be a file, an application o r a folder, making it possible for any of them to be, 
in effect, in two o r three o r four places at once. If an application needs to be in a folder 
with its auxiliary files, an alias of that application ca n go into a folder full of project files 
or even your Apple Menu fo r easy access. Opening the alias is just like double-clicking 
the o riginal. 
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If you're trying to keep track of files on other volumes, make an alias of the file. When you try to 

open the alias, the Finder w ill prompt you to insert the appropriate disk or mount the appropriate 
network volume. 

Lost track of a file? Get Info on the alias and click Find Original. 

While the alias can keep track o f the file to which it's connected, it can't keep track o f the file being 

thrown away. That means you can end up with unattached aliases on your machine, and trying to 

open them will get you a dialog box that says The command could not be completed, because the 

original could not be found. 

No More Font/ DA Mover. Installing items into your Apple Menu is much simpler 
thanks to the advent of the Apple Menu Items Fo lde r. j ust d ro p files, applications, and 
a liases into t he Apple Menu Items folder (it's inside the System Fo lder), and those items 
appear in the Apple Men u. No Fon t/DA Mover and no restart required . They also main
ta in their icon info rmation, so you can tell what sort of fi le o r application you're open
ing with the Apple Menu (see figs. 4 .6 and 4.7) . 

Fig. 4 .6 
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Under System 6, desk accessories were just names, but under 7, they retain their icons. 
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Fig. 4.7 
Adding and removing Apple Menu items is as simple as dropping them into or taking them out of 
the Apple Menu Items fo lder i n the System Folder. 

Tip 

If you're using a third-party application to give your Apple Menu a hierarchical structure, just 
dropping a new file into an Apple Menu Items subfolder may not be enough. The fi le may take a 
while to show up, so if you want immediate access, manually open the folder that contains the 
new file. That w ill update it and make the item available from the Apple Menu. 

The System itself has become a glo ri fied suitcase that ca n be opened and closed. just 
dropping keyboard layouts and sounds into the System Folder au tomatically puts them 
in the System rile (see figs. 4.8 and 4.9). 

Keyboard Shortcuts. A number of other platforms have keyboard equivalents for nearly 
everything, and \·vith System 7, Mac users have access to keyboard equivalents at the 
Desktop level. Typing the first character o r two of a file selects it. (Type fast to select fil es 
with long names that arc similar to other fi le names.) The arrow keys select icons in the 
d irection of the arrow, and ~+arrow opens the item. Adding the Option key opens o r 
closes the fo lder selected (depend ing on whether it's the up o r down arrow), and the Tab 
key takes you th rough the Desktop fil es in alphabetical order. All this means that you 
can keep your hands on the keyboard and not switch back ancl forth between it and the 
mouse. 
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Fig. 4 .8 
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Fig. 4.9 
And if you want to remove keyboard layouts o r sounds, just o pen the Sys tem and take them out. 
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Find Command. Finder can finally find. It's no t quite as powerful as some of the third
party tools ava ilable to do the same thing, but the Find Command (under the File menu) 
finds fi les on mounted volumes and opens the folders where th ey reside. It searches 
based on name, date, size, label, or even comments a t your discretion (see fi g. 4.10). 
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Fig. 4.10 
The Finder has finally leilrned to find ancl can search based on a considerable number of cri teria. 

New System Subfolders (Extensions and Control Panel Info). The m ass of LN!Ts, 
CDEVs, preferences, and tempo rary files in System 6 has been corra lled by the addition 
of fo lders for Control Panels and Extensions (formerly I NITs), Preferences, Apple Menu 
Items, and f-onts (System 7.1 ). Desk accessories, once installed in the system, are now in 
the Apple Menu Items fo lder and are double-clickable icons, mini-applications unto 
themselves. The single General Contro ls control panel has been joined by a folder full of 
contro l panels. 

Tip 

If you have problems with an extension or extensions, you can turn them all off by holding down 
the Shift key at startup. It's an ali-or-nothing solution, so having a third-party extension controller 
like !nit-Picker or Extension Manager is a good idea. The Shift key, however, allows you to turn 
them all off, including third-party tools. 
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Memory Control. Thi rd-party extensions were req uired for the Mac to use virtual 
memory, which is basically pseudo-RAM stored on d isk. It's convenient for opening large 
fi les o r applicatio ns for w hich you lack the real RAM, but it's not a perfect substitute. 
Don 't set v irtual memo ry higher than real memo ry; e.g., if you have 4MB of real RAM, 
do n' t give yourself mo re than 4MB of v irtual RAM. The functio n is at least built in to the 
operating system. 

Alternatively, you can use your real RAM as a storage device. Because RAM is so much 
faster than a hard d rive, applications stored on it wi ll come up and operate much more 
q u ickly. Idea lly, an effective RAM d isk sho uld hold a System Folder and your most-used 
applications, and have a little room left over. Obvio usly, not many have enoug h RAM 
for that, but if you do, it can make your machine fl y. PowerBooks also benefi t greatly 
fro m a RAM d isk because it uses much less power tha n the hard d rive, and the arrange
men t need no t be ideal. If you can fi t your open documents and perh aps an application, 
you' ll save considerable wea r and tear on your batteries. 

Publish and Subscribe and File Sharing. AppleShme was the o nly way under System 6 
for Macs to share their data. System 7 implements Publish and Subscribe, which allows 
you to give others access to your data and vice versa, and File Sharing. In Publish and 
Subscribe, if you 're creating a report that requires data fro m a person in another depart
ment, that person publishes the data, you subscribe, and when the publisher updates h is 
o r her data, it's aut o mat ically updated in your document. Publish and Subscribe works 
w ithin o ne machine as well, so you can change the artwork in o ne application and have 
that update the artwo rk in a final report in another application . No more cutting and 
pasting and ho ping the right version made it to the fi nal cut. 

File sharing is just that-you have access to another person's data, and they have access 
to yours. (In System 7 th is is a bit hazardous, as the default is everything for everyone, 
but that changed in System 7.1.) r:i le sharing allows you to mount other peoples' hard 
d rives to your machine as if those d rives were connected d irectly to it. 

True Type Fonts. For a while it was thought that TrueType would give Adobe Postscript 
fonts a run for th eir mo ney, but in the end they have come to coexist in relative peace. 
They' re fully scaleable o n any mach ine that's running System 7 o r the TrueType !NIT, so 
there's no need to have a Postscrip t printer or a copy o f Adobe Type Manager to keep 
your fon ts smooth at odd sizes, both on paper and o n-screen. If you ' re still using System 
6, the TrueType INIT is available free from Apple (see fig. 4.11). 

Stationery Pad. The stationary pad is somewhat more esoteric capabi li ty. With System 
7, it's possible to make any document into a p iece of statio nery. Once saved as sta tio nery 
(via the Save d ialog box), reopening the file creates a new document with the previo usly 
saved material already in it, just like a le tterhead. When you save the file, you 're 
prompted for a new file name, and the o rigina l sta tio nery file is left unchanged. Very 
handy for creating stationery. 

Desktop Pattern Control . You' ll be able to save those works o f art that decorate your 
desktop if you like. After creating a new desktop pattern in the General Contro l Panel, 
just double-cl ick the miniatu re desktop and it wi ll be avai lable forever. 
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Double·clicking a TrueType font opens a sample of text with a rather peculiar phrase that, despite its 
oddity, demonstrates every letter of the alphabet. 

Color PICT Screen Shots. The ever-popu lar screen shot (done v ia ~+Shift+3) creates a 
color PICT file, not a bitmap as prior Systems did, and you can open that PI CT in any 
PI CT-compatible application o r with TeachText. As a PlCT, it ca n be scaled and modified 
much more cleanly than a bitmap. 

Apple Events. Only recen tly being used, Apple Even ts allows applica tio ns to interact so 
that a word-processing application can use a statistical applicatio n to do its number 
crunching. It gives applications a high-level pa th through which to communicate. 

System 7.1 
System 7. 1 is little more than a bug fi x and minor upgrade to System 7, with the excep
tio n o f the fo nts folder, which was a new feature. It brought in a newer version o f 
Q uickTime ( 1.5) and dropped EtherTalk Phase 1 and Data Access Language. The most 
important bug fix was probably repairing problem s with disappearing files in System 7. 

Enablers 
Enablers were Apple's way to create a gradual upgrade path after System 7.1 (September 
1992). Each enabler is a minor change in th e system software dedicated to a Mac or series 
of Macs. While it allows the system to grow a nd change, it a lso makes system software 
specific to each machine. Gone a re the clays when you could borrow a system folder 
from a d iffe rent machine or use the sam e system fo lder for genera tion afte r generation of 
hardware. 
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Where Enablers Go and Come From. Each machine must have its enabler in the Sys
tem Folder but not inside any o ther folder inside the System Folder, and while it's fine to 
have several , you must have at least the enabler dedicated to your machine. No enabler, 
no boot. To obtain enablers, dial 1-800-769-2775 o r see an Apple autho rized dealer. If 
yo u have access to the Internet, yo u can ftp to ftp.austin .apple.com/Apple.Support.Area. 

When the enablers were first re leased, there was no rhyme o r reason to their names and 
numbers. This has since changed, and new enablers have logical names like PowerBook 
Duo Enabler. You can rename your Enablers if you'd like. 

The Plus, SE, SE/30, Classic, Classic II, LC, LC II , Mac II , llx , llcx, llsi, llci, llfx, PB 100/ 
140/145/170, Quadra 700, 900, and 950 do not need a System Enabler. The fo llowing 
table will te ll you what Enabler you need, if you need one. The Performa 200, 400, 405, 
430, and 410 don ' t require enablers. 

Table 4.2 Which Enabler to Use 

Version 
Macintosh System Enabler (as of 5 / 28/94) 

Macintosh Centris 61 0 System Enabler 040 1.1 

Macintosh Centris 650 System Enabler 040 1.1 

Macintosh Centris 660AV System Enabler 088 1.1 

Macintosh Color Classic System Enabler 401 1.0.5 

Macintosh llvi System Enabler 001 1.0 .1 

Macintosh llvx System Enabler 001 1.0.1 

Macintosh LC Ill System Enabler 003 1.0 

Macintosh LC 475 System Enabler 065 1 .1 

Macintosh LC 520 System Enabler 403 1.0.1 

Macintosh PowerBook 160 System Enabler 1 31 • 1.0.3 

Macintosh PowerBook 165c System Enabler 1 31* 1.0.3 

Macintosh PowerBook 180 System Enabler 1 31 * 1.0.3 

Macintosh PowerBook 1 SOc System Enabler 1 31 * 1.0.3 

Macintosh PowerBook Duo 21 0 PowerBook Duo Enabler 1.0 

Macintosh PowerBook Duo 230 PowerBook Duo Enabler 1.0 

Macintosh PowerBook Duo 250 PowerBook Duo Enabler 1.0 

Macintosh PowerBook Duo 270c PowerBook Duo Enabler 1.0 

Macintosh Quadra 605 System Enabler 065 1.1 

Macintosh Quadra 610 System Enabler 040 1.1 

Macintosh Quadra 650 System Enabler 040 1.1 

Macintosh Quadra 660AV System Enabler 088 1.1 

Macintosh Quadra 800 System Enabler 040 1.1 

Macintosh Quadra 840AV System Enabler 088 1.1 
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Version 
Macintosh System Enabler (as of 5/28/94) 

Performa 600 System Enabler 304 1.0.1 

Perrorma 450, 460, 466/7 System Enabler 308 1.0 

Periorma 475, 476, 550 System Enabler 364 1 .1 

·system Enabler 131 replaces System Enabler 111 and System E11abler 121 
The Per(orma 200, 400, 405, 430 & 410 rlo11 't need an Enabler. 

Enabler History. The fo llowing is a brief history of the System Enabler so you ca n find 
out how o ld or how new your particular Enabler might be. It is important to keep the 
la test a t least avai lable. As software changes, so must the Enablers, and an o lder one 
might cause problem s. A newer one might too, so it's a good idea to know what you 
have. 

Table 4.3 Enabler History 

Enabler Version Notes 

PowerBook Duo Enabler 1.0 First release, replaces System Enabler 201. 

System Enabler 001 1.0 First release. 
1.0.1 Improved support for high speed seria l 

communications and improved accuracy of 
the system clock. Also addressed a rare 
problem where floppies may not be ejected 
properly at shutdown. 

System Enabler 003 1.0 First release. 

System Enabler 040 1.0 First release. 
1 .1 Added support for Quadra 610 and Quadra 

650. 

System Enabler 065 1.0 First release. 

System Enabler 088 1.0 First release. 
1 .0.1 Required for System 7 Pro 7 .1.1 support. 

System Enabler 131 1.0 First release to support the PowerBook 180c. 
Replaced System Enabler 121 (supporting 
165c) and System Enabler 111 (supporting 
160 & 180). 

1.0.2 Corrected a problem involving the serial 
driver. If a serial driver is open but not 
transmitting and the PowerBook goes to 
sleep, a serial port transmission caused a 
crash. 

1.0.3 Added support for the PowerBook 165. 

System Enabler 401 1.0.4 First release. 
1.0.5 Fixed erratic mouse movement with Apple II 

mouse based applications running on an 
Apple lie card in the PDS slot. 

System Enabler 403 1.0 First release. 
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Enabler Details. If you need to put system software on a machine that requires an 
enabler, but you don' t have the Install Me First disk, do the following: 

1. Boot the machine from a Di sk Tools disk with the proper enabler. Create a folder 
on your hard drive named System Folder. Copy the enabler into the new System 
Folder. 

2. Add the proper enabler to a standard System 7.1 Install 1 di sk. Reboot from this 
customized System 7.1 lnstall 1 disk. Proceed with the insta llation and install Sys
tem Software for any Macintosh. You will not see the custom options for the 
enabler dependent machine. 

The first step is necessary because the standard Installer Script does no t copy the enabler 
into the new System Folder. 

System 7.1 Features 
There isn't much difference between System 7 and System 7.1-mostly a few bug fixes 
and the addHion of the Fonts folder in the System folder. 

Fonts Folder. The Fonts fo lder h elps cut the size of the System file, allowing the ma
chine to run a little faster and making it easier to keep up with your insta lled fonts. To 
use it, simply drop the fonts you plan to use in the Fonts folder and start whatever appli
cations you want to use. If you're using a lot of Adobe Postscript fonts and Suitcase 2.x, 
you'll need to put the bi tmaps in a folder inside the Fonts folder. Also, because of certain 
limitations, if you have more than 128 font suitcases, you need to use Suitcase 2.x or 
Font/DA Mover-the former to open only those fonts you want to use, and/or the latter 
to combine suitcases so that the tota l is fewer than 128. 

WorldScript. WorldScript allows programmers to create applications by using more 
than the standard ASCII character set, such as Chinese and japanese, which have thou
sands of individual characters. 

Guest Access Limitations. When System 7 was released, it also released File Sharing, a 
very handy feature, but H was released with a vengeance. When a user turns on file shar
ing under System 7, the default is unlimited access to everyone everywhere who logs on 
as a guest. 7.1 disables guest access until it is explicitly turned on by the person who is 
sharing his or her files. 

System 7 Pro 
System 7 Pro is the sa me software as System 7, but with featmes and functions that many 
people may not need. It includes functions businesses are more likely to use, like 
AppleScript, AOCE, QuickTime, and PowerTa lk. It's mostly a packaging variation . System 
7 Pro comes with all the extras and costs more, while System 7 is a stripped-down ver
sion fo r less money. 
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PowerTalk 
PowerTalk is the clien t side of Apple's Open Co llaborative Environment (AOCE). It ships 
with five extensions and one control panei- AppleTalk Service, Catalogs, Mailbox, 
PowerTalk, PowerTa lk Manager, and PowerTa lk Setup. It also includes the AppleMail 
application and a digital signature function. PowerTalk provides a Catalogs icon on the 
desktop that contains a hierarchica l, windowed icon view of the network similar to the 
f-inder, and it replaces the Alias Manager, adding the abili ty to create aliases of nenvork 
entities. 

For security, PowerTalk includes the Key Chain, wh ich ho lds your passwords. When you 
enter a password, PowerTa lk asks whether you want to save it in your Key Chain, so file 
sharing dialogs are rarer thanks to it. You must re-enter your meta-password after each 
shutdown and double-cl ick an alias to access the appropriate server(s). There's an option 
to lock your Key Chain after a set num ber of minutes as a security measure. 

Catalogs. Catalogs co ntain free-fo rm Info Cards, and almost anything can be aliased, 
and then d ragged and dropped. A basic business card template a l.lows you to maintain a 
list of addresses and personal info rmation. You can add a new mail add ress to a business 
card by simply dragging the address from a list in a public catalog on a server and d rop
ping it on the appropriate business ca rd. The Browser even supports sorting by several 
languages. 

Mall. The mail featu re of PowerTalk is des igned to be tl1e in-box for everyone, taking 
mail from nearly any E-mail service. Networked users can send files to each other by 
dropping file icons onto the appropriate Catalog en tries, and, if a recipient's Mac is not 
on, the file stays on the server and wai ts to be forwarded. The in box includes sorting 
and filtering features. The AppleTalk-based PowerTalk Mail Server handles up to 8000 
messages per hour and includes options for message encryption and authentication. It 
ca n even handle server-based gateways. f. ina lly, if several people share a single machine, 
PowerTalk allows the crea tion of a v isito r's mai lbox for multiple mailboxes o n a single 
desktop. 

Key Chain. The Key Chain provides quick access to many password-pro tected servers (or 
services) via one password entered at log on. You create a key for each service, and each 
key contains account info rmation, specia lized settings, and an encrypted password . After 
a single setup, you attach th e key to the Key Chain and you're done-the system auto
matically connects to the protected service when asked. You ca n lock the Key Chain via 
command or by doing nothing. After a set period, the se rvice automatically locks, and 
locked services are au tomatically hidden. 

In o rder to accommodate traveling users, there's a menu item ca lled , " l am at. .. " that you 
can use to tell the system you're at the lake house, on the boat, o r in your office. The 
system then configures which services should be ava ilable and sets your modem, 
Ethernet, and so on so that connections to avai lable media are always up and running. 

PowerTalk servers can be trusted parties in an authenticated communication-net traffic 
is encrypted via the RC4 algorithm designed by RSA (a company). The traffic is delivered 
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by ASDSP (Apple Secure Datastream Protocol), which itse lf adds ten percent to the net
work overhead. To elect ron ically sign a document, just drop it on a Signer icon, and a 
prom pt fo r your signatu re code pops up. 

AppleScrlpt 
AppleScript is an extensio n and a system-software-level scriptin g language that can build 
custo mized scripts to automate processes. What's it for? Well , you can automatically 
genera te one document t hat, in effect, creates itself by calling o n other, scrip table appli
cations like FileMaker Pro, Microsoft Excel, and QuarkXPress. The script gathers data 
from each application, processes it in another, and presen ts it in yet another based o n an 
event, locally o r over a network. It can di rectly record your actio ns in particular applica
t ions, making scrip ting considerably easier, and it incl udes an interface processor and 
support fo r multiple d ialects in no n-English languages. 

Upgrading Your System Software 
Now that the bits and pieces have been outlined, there are a few caveats and notes you 
sho uld know abou t before making the upgrade. Fi rst and forem ost, make a backup of 
your existing system, everythi ng from the System file itself through the lowliest utility. 
Not all System 6 o r previous applicatio ns are com pat ib le wi th System 7, nor is Apple's 
Compatibility Checker the defin itive wo rd on w hat does and doesn't work. It con tains 
ma ny application s in its da tabase, but if you use a specia lized vertical applica tion or just 
happen to have a utility that isn't listed, the Compatibil ity Checker won't be able to 
warn you. If that application o r utility is cen tra l to your computing li fe and doesn't 
work, you may want to go back to your backed up configuration and wai t for the appli
cation or u til ity to be updated. If it won't be updated, you' ll at least be able to shop for a 
reasonable facsi mile. 

From System 6 to System 7 
The largest change is fro m System 6 to 7, which sh ips with and uses the fo llowing com 
ponents: 

• Five n ew con tro l panels-General Controls, Date and Time, Numbers, Text, and 
Power Book. 

• Fon ts folder. 

• Disk First Aid 7.1. 

• System 7 Tune-u p 3.0. 

• QuickTime 1.6.1. 

\Nhen you move from System 6 to System 7, you'll need to upgrade AppleShare File 
Server 3.0 to 3.0.1. MacTCP wi ll need to be upgraded from version 1.1 to 1.1.1. 

Ideally, you sho uld use Upda te 3.0 with System 7.1, bu t if you're using an older system 
o r don' t p lan to upgrade to the latest System 7.l.x, the fo llowing topics describe the 
system updates you' ll need (or that you may already have). 
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Software Utility Update 1.0.1 
If for some reason you' re not moving all the way to System 7.1, System 7.0.1 needs 
Tuneup 1.0 .1 to work properly and decrease the chances of a random crash. It consists of 
the fo llowing: 

• System update file 

• Disk f-irst Aid versio n 7.2 

• MacCheck u tili ty program 

Hardware System Update 1.0 
Hardware System Upda te 1.0 requires System 7.1 and shou ld o nly be used by those expe
riencing specific problems. lt is avai lable from Apple, and only o n a 1.44K, disk because 
it's only useful on machines that have that drive. It addresses the following: 

• Fine-tunes system clock in the LC, LC ll, !lsi, llvx, llv i, Classic II , Quadras 900 and 
950. 

• Fixes floppy disk e ject problems in the IIsi, IIc i, llvx, ll vi, and Quadras 700 and 
950. 

• Updates Memory control panel to version 7.1. 1. , improving perfo rmance in low 
m emo ry condi tio ns on the llvx, !! vi, PowerBooks, and Quadras . . 

• Improves serial-port co m munications on the LC, LC II, !lsi, llvx, llvi, Classic II, and 
Quadras 900 and 950. 

• Corrects sound input pro blems on Colo r Class ic, which could fail afte r quitting 
Apple File Exchange. 

• Corrects possible SCSI fai lures on ll vx, ll vi, and LC III. 

• It consists of the fo llowing compo nents: 

System update f ile 

I-1 D SC (h ard d rive) setup vers io n 7.2 (allows you to format Apple one and 
two gigabyte drives) 

Disk First Aid 7.2 (improving on 7.1.1 's interface) 

MacCheck 1 .0.3 

System Update 2.0.1 
Software Uti lity Update 2.0 supersedes 1.0.1, requires System 7.1 o r 7 Pro, and incl udes 
those items from Hardware System Update 1.0 and 2.0. It will be rolled into System 7 
Pro, and includes the fo llowin g: 

• System update fi le (improving font memory management) 

• HD SC versio n 7.2.2 (hard disk utility) 
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• AutoRemounter version 1.2 (which cuts network traffic) 

• Disk rirst Aid 7.2 (improving o n 7.l.l's interface) 

• System enabler 13 1 versio n 1.0.3 for Power Books 160, 165, 1 65c, and 180 (allows 
fo r better 12-inch monito r suppo rt) 

System Update 3.0 
System Update 3.0 rolls a ll updates previous in to a single package and includes a number 
o f utilities and tools a long with a system software update. Not o n ly does it fix and tune 
new machines, it helps machines a ll the way back to the Mac Plus, provided they're 
running System 7.x. It in cludes the fo llowing fi xes and enhancements: 

• Improves overall speed and rel iability 

• Fixes Unexpectedly quit errors that can occur when you're opening an application 
across a ne twork 

• Improves re liabi li ty fo r systems that suffered a power loss o r serious crash that 
could preven t them fro m res tarting 

• Prevents PowerBooks from t ry ing to spin up a hard drive w hen the system o nly 
needs to warn there are ten seconds of battery power left 

• Allows Plus users to use system software newer than 7.1 (yo u must also dele te the 
f- inder Preferences file from the Preferences folder and res ta rt) 

• Fixes the About This Macintosh box so the memo ry usage line is not drawn outside 
of the box's bounds 

• Prevents po tential fi le/media corruptio n that can occur when a file that is on a 
remote volume and the con nection to tha t volume fa ils. W hen the remo te volume 
is lost, its icon will be dimmed on the desktop. Attempts to o pen items o n the lost 
volume will cause an access privilege error. Save it to a d ifferent vo lume. Tore
connect , close the file you were working with, and drag the lost volume's icon to 
the Trash. 

• Increases re liability of remo te file savin g when a client is running System 7.1 or 
g reater and the server is running a pre-7.0 system and using pre-3.0 AppleShare. 

• Fixes problems with disca rding fo lders o n an AppleSh are volume. 

• Prevents hang if a CD-ROM disk is inserted when file sharing is o n and a la rge file 
is being transferred in th e Power Macs, Quacl ra 840AV, and 660AV. 

• Prevents crashes when mo re than 20 volumes are mounted . 

• Updates the Easy Access contro l panel to versio n 7.2. This new versio n allows 
Sticky Keys to rema in active after waking up if it was ac tive when the PowerBook o r 
Portable went to sleep. Also, Easy Access now remembers whether sticky keys, 
mouse keys, and slow keys were o n or off be tween restarts. 
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The package is a large one, shipping on two 1.44K disks (or one BOOK, for earlier ma
chines). On those disks are the following items: 

• SimpleText version 1.0 (allows multiple documents, and multiple fonts, sizes, and 
styles) 

• HD SC Setup version 7.3.1 (fixes a problem version 7.3 has when run on Macintosh 
models tha t do not support virtual memory) 

• Memory control panel version 7.3 (prevents possible crash during boot if RAM disk 
was set too large and now opens wi th 32-bit addressing on) 

• System Update 3.0 

• Record Button vers ion 1.0 

• Sound Manager version 3.0 

• Easy Access control panel version 7.2 

• Sound control panel version 8.0.1 

• Power Book control panel version 7 .3. 1 

• PowerBook Setup control panel version 7.3.1 

• PowerBook Display control panel to version 1..1 

• Battery desk accessory version 7 .1.1 (for better support of the Duo 230) 

• TV Setup control panel to version 1.0.1 (supports HRC cable systems and fixes a 
problem that caused the screen to darken after returning from TV mode) 

• Screen control pan el to version 1.0.4 (corrects a problem on the LC 575) 

• PC Setup control panel version 1.0.2 (fixes problems with Macintosh DOS Compat
ibility Card on a single 14-inch display and the PC is in the foregrou nd; make sure 
the "Fade Screenn is selected-switchi ng to the Mac will be slower, but th e video 
interference will disappear) 

• System Enabler 003 version 1.1 (for use with the LC III) 

• System Enabler 040 version 1.1 (for use with the Quadra 610, 650, and 800 and the 
Centris 610 and 650) 

• System Enabler 065 version 1.2 (for use with the Quadra 605, LC475, and LC57S) 

• System Enabler 088 version 1.2 (for use with the Quadra 840AV and 660AV; fixes 
serial communication problems and improves Resource Manager) 

• System Enabler 403 version 1.0.2 (for use with the Color Classic II, LC520, and 
LC550) 

• Power Book Duo Enabler version 1.0 (for use with the PowerBook Duo 210, 230, 
250, and 270c; allows use of type II batteries and incorporates the Duo Battery 
Patch for all PowerBook Duo models except the Duo 270c, (which doesn't need it) 
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• PowerPC Enabler version 1.0.1 (for use with the Powe r Macintosh 6100, 7100, and 
8100; fixes problem with large monito rs connected to the AV video card, improves 
Energy Star compatibili ty, updates Com mun ications Toolbox, fixes memory ma n
ager problem, improves serial po rt performance, im proves video quality of High 
Perfo rmance Video card, and preserves the Playthrough and CD Audio In settings 
in the Sound Control panel across reboots. The PowerPC Enabler also supersedes 
the fi les "!TYC" a nd "! PowerAV Update," and the Installer will delete them) 

• PowerPC Upgrade Card Enabler version ] .0 .1 (fo r use with the PowerPC Upgrade 
Card in Centris 610 and 650 and Quadra 610, 650, 700, 800, 900, and 950; fixes an 
occasional m emory manager problem) 

If you are using only the 800K d iskette on an older machine, the following files are in
cluded: 

• System Update 3.0 

• Record l3utton version 1.0 

• Sound Manager version 3.0 

• Easy Access version 7.2 

• Mem ory control panel version 7.3 (prevent·s possible crash during boot if RAM disk 
was set too large an d now opens with 32-bit addressing on) 

• Sound version 8.0.1 

• Keyboa rd resou rces version J .0 .3 

• Serial resources (for grayshare) 

• StandardFile resources version 1.0 

• HD SC Setup versio n 7.3.1. (fixes a problem in version 7.3 when run on Macintosh 
models do no t support virtual memory) 

• Disk First Aid 7.2 (im proving o n 7.1.1's in terface) 

System 7.5 
System 7.5 is reputed to be a full rewrite o f System 7 and should be out sometime late in 
the summer of '94. The changes are li kely be cosmetic, bu t Apple m ay, over the next two 
years, create a microkernel-based version of the System , thereby providing a level of 
mem ory pro tect ion and pre-emptive mu lt itasking. 

The Microkernel 
The Mac does not support pre-emptive multitasking, which lets the operating system 
(OS) take ca re of which applica tions receive time on the CPU. A pre-em ptive 
mul titasking operating system contro ls which applica tions must give up control of the 
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CPU and when, so that no one application has too much processor time. The current 
Mac OS relies on co-operative multitasking. It's up to programmers to write applications 
that give up control, as per Apple guidelines. Most applications do, but occasionally they 
don 't, either from inefficient code or unanticipated circumstances, and that has its own 
hazard because of a lack of memory protection. There are no real barriers to what system 
memory an app.l ication can access, making it fa irly easy for a single erro r to crash every
thing. 

A microkernel isn't, by definition, pre-em ptive mu ltitasking and memory protection, but 
it's a popular way to implement them. The idea is to move the core of the operating 
system away from the rest of the active processes so that no thing can interfere with any
thing else. That way, a single crash is just that, a single crash. Unfortunately, modern 
appl icat ions are designed to use shared memory, and wi thout it many would fa il, so 
Apple is trying to bridge the gap. 

Apple hopes OpenDoc itself will be a stepping stone to Taligent technology. (Taligent 
uses an IBM re-engineered version of Carnegie-Mellon 's microkernel.) For the moment, 
Apple will use its own microkernel. It researched o ther microkernels and decided they 
were too large, too generic, and not sufficiently specific to Mac requirements, according 
to Guerino De Luca, VP of marketing at Applesoft. 

System 7 .5 Features 
System 7.5 probably will no t be that different from 7. 1, but Apple has worked hard 
on the graphical user interface, add ing fea tures that were o riginally th ird-party Finder 
extensions and providing things like simplified printing and a help system. There will be 
no variations like Finder versus Finder-Pro. Everything comes in one package, and that 
package will be available for both 680x0-based and Power Macs. What follows are fea
tures in the current beta version: 

• The Apple menu can now contain hierarchical items. Two exa mples are items that 
record the most-recently-used documents and the most-recently-used applications. 

• Windows can be shrunk so that only their title bars show. 

• Instead of using the Chooser, the Print dia log box has a pop-up menu of avai lable 
printers. Printer icons can also sit o n the desktop for drag-and-drop printing. 

• A printer-type PPD will output a fil e that can be opened on any other Mac and 
read, whether that machine has the same applications o r fonts as the creating 
mach ine. 

• Elements can be dragged from the desktop straigh t into documents. 

• PowerTalk mail-enabling middleware is standa rd. Everyone gets an E-mail client 
and unified mailbox. Existing applicat ions are automatically mail enabled. 

• Mac TCP bundled as standard. 

• AppleScript is standard. This makes it possible to write routin es to automate 
actions, both in the Finder and AppleScript-aware applicat ions. 
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• Threads Ma nager is standard, which has been shipping to developers for several 
months and allows them to write multithreaded applications. 

The new Help system uses context-sensitive help. It can demonstrate how to do things, a 
far cry from the small balloon. For example, i.f you want to know how to turn on file 
sharing, the help system will draw a ring around the Apple menu . If you pause for too 
long, the menu will open itself \•Vith the Control Panel item highlighted, and so on, until 
the task is done. 

Summary 
From the very beginnings, where a System, Finder, and an application or lwo could fit 
on a single, 400K floppy to the latest, greatest System and Finder that ships on CD-ROM, 
the Mac operating system is still essentially the same. Some say it needs an overhaul; 
o thers decry any changes at al l. It has become much more powerful either way, and if 
you're moving from an o lder System to a newer one, particu larly up to System 7, be pre
pared to learn a few featu res. System 7 is far and beyond the most powerful System to 
date, but it's no t necessarily the easies t to handle. 
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Chapter 5 

Connecting Peripherals 
by Ken Grey 

Adding a peripheral device to a Mac demonstrates what is truly great about th is machine; 
users need to know little or nothing abou t RAM allocation, drivers, or adapters. In devel
opi ng the Macintosh, Apple has made great headway towards a computer that is nearly a 
plug-n-play machine. Compared to many other computers and platfo rms, Macintosh 
computers have relatively few confusing details-there are no commands to be remem
bered , Mac software drivers install themselves, hardware cases and cable ends have 
matching logos for foolproof connecting, and allocation is set automatically in RAM. 
As with many other facets concerning the Mac, Apple has gone to great lengths to keep 
fro m intimidating their customers. 

Overview 
In synch with the same ease-of-use ph ilosophy that helped create Apple's friendly object
oriented Graphical User Interface (GUI), connecting a peripheral to your Mac system is 
also a user-friendly, icon-driven experience. Both the Mac's input ports and cable plug 
ends have small generic icons that enable you to quickly figure out what goes into 
where. 

Generic cables may not have a symbol at the end of the plug. For faster system setups, 
savvy users add a sticky dot label, marking it with the same icon as the input port used 
on the Mac. Refer to table 5.1 to find out what input port is used as well as to find other 
input information. 

For the most part, you can master the process of adding a Mac peripheral armed only 
with common sense, a few simple tools, good eyesight, patience, good lighting, and a 
basic-level knowledge of electricity. 
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Fig. 5 .1 
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The desktop bus connecto r connects your keyboard and mouse/trackball to your Mac. 

Fig. 5.2 
The Ethernet cable uses an Rj-45 connector. 
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Fig. 5.3 
Plug a no rmal Rj- 11 phone cable into the modem or GeoPorl. 

Fig. 5.4 
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The Mac microphone uses a standard miniplug jack, usually on the back of the Mac. 
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Table 5.1 Input Capabilities of Desktop Macintosh Models 

<!s 8 0 

Model Modem Printer Monitor 

Plus/SE/SE30 • • n/a 

Mac 11/ llx • • 2 

Mac llfx • • 2 

Classic/11 • • n/a 

Color Classic • • n/a 

LC/ 11/ 111/475 • • • 
llsi • • • 
llcx/llci • • • 
llvi/llvx • • • 
Centris 610 • • • 
Centris 650 • • • 
Quadra 660AV • • • 
Quadra 605 • • • 
Quadra 610 • • • 
Quadra 650 • • • 
Quadra 700 • • • 
Quadra BOO • • • 
Quadra 840AV • • • 
Quadra 900/950 • • • 
Power Mac 6100 • • • 
Power Mac 71 00 • • 2 

Power Mac 8100 • • 2 

Safety and Work Environment 
Considerations 

:- ::- <7 
ADB SCSI 

n/a • 

• • 
• • 
• • 
2 • 

• • 
• • 
2 • 

2 • 

2 • 

2 • 
2 • 

• 
2 • 
2 • 
2 • 
2 • 

• 
• 

• • 
• • 
• • 

The most basic tenet of any electrical area environmenta l con figuring is to keep electric
ity in the wire, going around and around exactly as it should. Having it go where it 
shouldn' t can be a disaster. A nu mber of things can make electricity go awry, but you 
can avoid these mistakes in many ways. 

To start, keep all liquids away from electronics-especially when you are upgrading o r 
repairing. During this time, you ca n come into direct contact \·vith enough voltage to 
damage yourself and new equipment. Liquid and electronics just don ' t mix. Highly con
ductive, liquid can fry whatever it touches-which could be a new scanner or a hard 
drive; or you could get a shock you'll remember for days. During upgrading, repai ring, or 
just during daily usage, keep beverages and liquids well away from your electrical de
vices. A fifty-cent cola will never equal a thousand-dollar motherboard, an expensive 
hard drive, or a print engine. 
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<-··> .2. t& 
Ethernet Audio In Video GeoPort NuBus/PDS Slot 

n/a n/a n/a n/a 1 PDS (SE30 only) 

opt n/a n/a n/a 6 NuBus 

opt n/a n/a n/a 6 NuBus 

n/a • n/a n/a n/a 

opt • n/a n/a LC PDS 

opt • n/a n/a LC PDS 

opt n/a n/a n/a PDS or NuBus 

opt n/a n/a n/a 3 NuBus 

opt • n/a n/a 3 NuBus & 1 PDS 

opt • n/a n/a 1 NuBus or 1 PDS 

opt • n/a n/a 3 NuBus, 1 PDS 

• • • • 1 NuBus 

opt • n/a n/a 1 PDS 

opt • n/a n/a 1 NuBus or 1 PDS 

• • n/a n/a 3 NuBus & 1 PDS 

• • n/ a n/a 2 NuBus & 1 PDS 

• • n/a n/a 3 NuBus & 1 PDS 

• • • • 3 NuBus 

• • n/a n/a 6 NuBus, 1 PDS 

• • • • 1 NuBus 

• • • • 3 NuBus 

• • • • 3 NuBus 

Always work in an even ly lit area; fluorescents do well in this kind of situation. Remem
ber that fluorescents cycle at 60 Hz; if you intend to light your office with fluorescents, 
avoid getting a monitor with the same refresh rate, as this wi ll cause no ticeable flicker 
(refresh and scan rates measure the speed that your monito r draws the screen from top to 
bottom- and the frequency of the pulse your fluorescent lamp needs to remain at a per
ceivecl "constant" illumination). 

Avoid excessive environmental moisture and dust, ancl keep the room at a comfortably 
cool temperature with a source of fresh air available. r:Juorescents also help to reduce the 
temperature because they employ charged particle gas that generates litte heat, ancl not 
hot filaments like a stanclarcl bulb docs. Fresh ai r in the room keeps static electricity to a 
minim um. Though static doesn' t usually cause catast roph ic damage to the computer 
itself, it can create gremlins- inexplicable events that ruin floppies, or cause your ma
chine to lock up. Be careful of open windows; they can introduce moisture into the 
room, so keep your eye on the barometer and the sky; either install screens or keep the 
Mac away from windows to prevent weather damage. 
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Tobacco smoke is also something to keep away from electronics. If you must smoke, get a 
smoke-eating ash tray or at least a fan. Smoke may no t kill your computer, but you may 
have a hard time reselling yellow, tobacco-reeking equipment. Nearly impossible to clean 
once stained, the platinum and beige plastic casings on Macs and peripherals are notori
ous for attracting dirt and for staining quickly. 

The tars and resins from smoke collect on your electron ics and facilitate air particles to 
collect on the insides of your computer, which will degrade performance. Dust and par
ticles contain amounts of conductive material and liquid, and even live microorgan
isms-all of which conduct electri city. 

Consumer level air filtration devices and nega tive ion generators are of marginal use; 
they basically move the air around, remove small amounts of debris, o r cause dust to fa ll 
to the floor-and on your equipment. For a more in-depth look at workspace d isaster 
prevention see chapter 30, "Preventive Maintenance Philosophy and Practice." 

Connection Problem Areas 
Before working with hardware, be sure to inspect the cable end and input for any wear 
and bent pins. Make sure the plugs and inputs are free of debris, have no chipped or bent 
inputs, worn or cracked sleeves, or discolo ra tion . Most Mac specific cables have an ex
truded D-shaped molded end that corresponds to the same shape input, which makes it 
quite a bit easier to find the angle of insertion and cable sealing to prevent bent pins and 
possible bad connections. 

The meta l pins on the inside of Mac cables are hair-t hin and wi ll bend easily. Luckily, 
they are made from soft alloys and ca n be straightened with thin needle-nose pliers 
should you bend one. 

Assuming your software drivers (if any) have been loaded into the system folder, proceed 
to connect your device. 

1. Install software drivers from the floppies included with the peripheral. Look for a 
teach text file that may contain the latest bugs and conflicts for the device, o r any 
problem-usually marked READ ME FIRST. 

2. Power down the Mac, but leave it plugged in for ground ing purposes. 

3. Determine the correct angle of insertion of the cable to the input on the peripheral 
device. 

4. Gently push the cable into the connectors on the peripheral, feeling for a positive 
seat, o r signs of resistance. Don' t force; feel. 

5. lf you do feel resistance, check your angle again, and inspect the plug and input for 
damage. 
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6. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for plugging the cable into the Mac. 

7. Plug in the power cable of the new device and turn it on. 

8. Turn on the Mac, a nd check your peripheral. Since you've already installed your 
device d river, it shou ld be avai lable where you need it-whether it's fro m within a 
backup program trying to locate the tape drive, your paint application looking for a 
scanner, o r from your desktop fo r CD-ROM or d rive icons. 

Additionally, d istributing the wa ll outlet power among your larger peripherals is a good 
st rategy to avoid overloading any electrical circuits in your workspace. Ideally, your setup 
will contain a qua li ty power conditioner/ uninterruptible power supply (UPS) that "cleans 
up" the power coming th rough the walls in to your devices-and will fil ter out or "condi
tion " the power-eliminating harmful voltage spikes, surges, and uneven power. Found 
for under $500, they can solve many of the riddles that get attributed to hardware 
gremlin s. If a UPS is beyond your reach, try to keep your power hungry peripherals bro
ken up over severa l d ifferent circuits; run extensions from other outlets. Loaded circuits 
add to the problems already commonly found in the raw power stream found in office or 
home outlets. At the very least use surge pro tected power strips that have "toggle" (on/ 
off) fuses that trip instead of blowing out your Mac. For a more in-depth d iscussion of 
power, see chapter 30, "Preventive Maintenance Philosophy and Practice." 

Cable Strategies 
Cables arc a necessary evil in computing. And adding peri pherals means more cables
and with more cables comes more mess, more voltage, and more chances fo r problems. 
Though a few companies have made attempts at wireless peripherals, such as mice and 
tablet stylus pens, there are no a ll-in-one wireless solutions for a range of Macintosh 
peripheral devices. 

Cables represent the weak link in man y systems, and are an expensive afterthought 
when putting a system together for many new users; however, cables should not be dealt 
with lightly. Here are a few guidelines to follow: 

• Get the best quality cables you can afford. 

• Keep the cables as sho rt as possible. 

• Stick with straight, smooth cables. 

• Stay away from using coiled phone cord style cables (commonly used fo r key
boards) which invite tangles with all your other cables. 

Many cities have small businesses that ca n make cabling to your length spec by using 
copper instead of a cheaper a lloy that ma ny consumer cables possess. Custom made 
cables are often thicker gauge vvith better shielding that is hand assembled and checked, 
and many have go ld-plated hardware (gold is highly conductive). These custom-made 
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cables take a few days to make, but you will receive quali ty connectors for not m uch 
more than you would pay in a computer store fo r sometimes shoddily constructed 
generic cables that have been marked up considerably. 

Cable Routing 
You can keep your cables well-organized and away from each o ther wi th a cable run. 
Taped down, routed through tubing, or shield-wrapped and snaked, a cable run is a prac
tical and cheap way of keeping your cables untangled and making your system look 
more professional. Another benefit of insta ll ing a cable run is that it keeps your wires 
from moving against each o ther, o r getting jam med and to rn enough to begin your sig
nal straying from its designated path down the wire. A well thought-out cable run wi ll 
also protect your cabling from any tangling and o ther poten tial hazards such as gnawing 
pets, foot traffic, and environmental moisture. 

If you need a cable run, you can put one together using inexpensive items from any 
hardware and automotive sto re. Cable runs created from spark plug wire directors, zip 
ties, or lengths of closed cell pipe insulation all keep your cables running uniform ly. You 
can accomplish many ingenious combinations of cable consolidation from inexpensive 
and commonly found items. 

Of the several large mail order catalogs where you can find almost any cable, cable acces
sory, or routing product, the Markertek Video and Audio Supply Catalog (1-800-522-
2025) is perhaps the most exhaustive and cost effective. 

Tables and Supports 
Many users don't think of their desks as intricate peripherals to their setup. Many com
puter owners get by with a work table at keyboard/ mouse h eight, makeshift shelving fo r 
peripherals, and the floor. 

However, having the proper furniture will fix many basic problems that can have a 
monumental effect on your working relationship with your computer-ergonomics. 
An ergonomic desk (see fig. 5.5) can fix improper position and angle of the Iuonilor, 
flexibly gauge the correct proximity of the keyboard and mouse to you, as well as 
elegantly incorporating a cable run or even power. Environmental factors wi thin the 
workspace can be the easiest and cheapest ways to quickly and reliably nullify a 
po tentia lly hazardous situation regarding your own workspace well-being. 
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Fig. 5.5 
Anth ro Carl Computer Desk. 

Though there are many different computer desks, a n excellen t choice is ScanCo's (800-
722-6263) MacTables. They are ergonomic solutions for specific Apple models made by 
hand using real wood and not veneered plywood and particle boa rd found in many 
cheaper computer desks. Another good bet is the Anthro Corp. (503-241 -711 3) Anthro 
Cart li ne of computer furniture which has more than forty accessories to custo mize it fo r 
your setup. A multitude of com puter furniture is ava ilable now; you only have to imag
ine your configuration and it is p robably sold somewhere nea r you-check the Yellow 
Pages under [im1iture. Don't be surprised to find that most furniture companies and fur
niture makers all fea ture computer furniture. Find anyth in g from a high ly-integrated, 
rolling single-person desk with built-in cable rou ting, sliding keyboard rack with a swing
ing printer tray and monitor shelf, a ll the way to an electrica lly grou nded, modular, 
triangular, polymer-extruded, multi-user group workstation hub. Definitely a step up 
from a door on tv-•o filing cabinets! 

Depending on you r computer, you will want to pick a desk that your computer fits into. 
A floor standing Mac like the Quadra 950 might lead you to buy a smaller desk with a 
floor level shelf to ho ld a tower CPU . 

If security is an issue, some desks have integrated steel loops to attach m etal wire securi ty 
cables and padlocks fo r secu ring your system to the desk. Some desks even have inte
g rated power strips and small strip lights under the desk to illuminate your wiring. 
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Ideally, try to keep the center of gravity as low as possible, and stay away from precarious 
shelves. Don't place heavier peripherals on lighter ones, stack or place monito rs too close 
together. 

Device Proximity Problems 
Certain peripherals can be fu ssy and problematic when placed near others of the same or 
different kinds of peripherals. Mon ito rs are particula rly fussy, particularly to the place
ment of poorly or non shielded devices nearby that contain fans or generate magnetism. 
Moni to rs displaying picture waviness should be moved away from other monito rs and 
nearby peripherals to determ ine if they are causing the problem. Sometimes radio fre
quencies generated by any nearby outdoor radio towers can be strong enough to affect 
your monitor's picture stabili ty. Even having the moni tor plugged into a power strip 
with a decent-sized room fan can sometimes affect the picture. This m ight be the fau lt of 
th inly insulated monitor cables. Shields made by the No-Rad company, designed to cut 
ELF, are rumored to help prevent monitor picture inconsistencies due to emitted radio 
and low frequ ency emissions. 

An inexpensive collar of Ferrite metal beads can be purchased in most computer or elec
tronics stores to clip onto the neck of the cable ncar the mon ito r, which will help to 
eliminate any line RF in either d irection. 

Before you tip any devices (such as hard drives) on their sides, make sure you don' t block 
any stategic air input hole o r face the air intake directly into the back of other devices 
that may be eliminating hot o r positively charged stale air. 

Scanners and external hard disks generate a decent amount of heat and need fresh air for 
cooling. Give them 3 to 6 inches at least for healthy operation . Keep them out of the sun 
and away from each other. 

Earthquake Proofing 
Keeping your system from fa ll ing to the floor in case of an earthquake is a common ob
jective for most California computer users. Other parts of the country who may not have 
ea rthquakes might consider the ravages of possible slammed doors, careless table bumps, 
rampaging kids, cavorting pets, and any kind of foot traffic. While no t as te rri fying as a 
rea l ea rthquake, they can be just as harmful to unsecured computers. 

Some users also employ the trick of leaving their SCSI devices plugged in but not screwed 
in (many SCSI cables have thumb-tighten end screws which secure the cable to the com
puter). In case of an earthquake (or o ther horizonta lly disabling event), having your Mac 
cables plugged in but not screw-tightened keeps the device from dragging any peripher
als to the floor with it. 

Use the low center of gravity approach, and keep your CPU as close to the floor as pos
sible. Don't put it where something heavy can fa ll on it. 
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Use lots of Velcro on the feet and undersides of your peripherals, keyboards, and d rives; 
look for rolls of Velcro in fabric stores. Velcro is not very expensive, but it offers flexible 
protection for jarring and rolling, and is faster and much less expensive than specialty 
shelving where drilling and bolting is involved. 

Tools 
Though insta lling Macintosh external peripherals doesn't usually require any tools, it's 
good to have them ready fo r that unexpected fix that might shut you down for days 
because you don't have the right tool. 

While it's probably not necessary to go out and buy a professional computer repair tool 
kit fo r install ing peripherals, you might want to at least find out if there are specialty 
tools for your particular Mac. 

In tegrated, Zero- Footprint (ZFP) Macs (128/512/Pius/SE/Ciassics) and PowerBooks require 
a specialty star head Torx-15 d river tool. PowerBooks require #8 and #10 Torx Drivers 
(except PBJOO). Mac Plus, SE, and Classics require a mini "jaws-of-li fe" tool ca lled a Mac 
Cmcker (most mail order RAM houses sell them and may even include them). Markertek 
also sells a tool kit for opening integrated Macs. A large, tweezer-like RAM-puller too l will 
come in handy for memory switch outs-but be sure to determine if the RAM you have 
is 36-pin SIMMs or 72-pin lo nger SIMMs. An an t istatic st rap will prevent you from con
ducting any electricity to your devices and is either free with memory upgrades, o r can 
be found cheaply in any electronics store o r catalog- though you absolutely must leave 
the Mac plugged into the wall for the grounding strap to work; otherwise the Mac's dis
charge of power can actually d ischarge through you with the grounding strap on. 

O ne repair and upgrade secret is a special conductive contact-enhancing liquid called 
Tweek that comes in a sma ll squeeze bo ttle. Wh en applied to cable ends and plugs, it 
actually increases connective surface area. Look for it in electron ics magazines, stores, 
and cata logs. Cans of com pressed air to clean the inside of the Mac are also recom
mended-be sure to have lots o f ventilatio n before doing this; and wear o ld clo thes. A 
small handyvac vacuum is good to have around for these chores, as well as to clean your 
keyboard. 

A decent set o f small jewelry- repair screwdrivers and hex wrenches comes in handy fo r 
those tiny, nonuniform screw sizes used on many periphera l enclosures. An assorted set 
of regular sized straigh t-edge and Phillips end drivers will be used more than your other 
tools. Sea rs is a great place to fi nd qual ity tools. 

If you're setting up a comprehensive repair workbench, you 're going to need a lo t more 
things, p rimarily a good soldering iron, voltmeter, Torx drivers, a large grounded work 
surface, point and ambien t lights, good ventilation, and a wide assortment of tools, elec
tronic test equipment, and diagn ostic machines. 
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SCSI Primer 
Apple was the first large company to initially pick the Small Computer System Interface 
(SCSI) protocol as its bus standard for peripherals. Prio r to 1986, devices had to be con
nected to a much slower serial device input that can on ly talk to one device. Picking 
SCSI was a critical endorsement by Apple that shifted and solidi fied the entire periphera l 
market. 

Fig. 5.6 
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A 25 pin SCSI cable has a male 25-pin D connector with thumb screws to keep it secure. 

Today SCSI is exclusively at the fo refront of a ll major cut ting-edge storage and peripheral 
device technologies such as sca nners, optica l, magn eto, DAT, and CD ROM storage. With 
SCSI, every Mac ca n use the same SCSI device- even the low end Macs that have a SCSI 
port. 
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Fig. 5.7 
A 50 pin SCSI cOJblc hils a slotted centronics-type connector with slots to snOJp the retaining clips 
into. 

Chaining SCSI Peripherals 
SCSI devices can be daisy-cha ined, allowing o ne Mac SCSI port to connect five total ex
te rna l SCSI peripheral d evices. Though there are a to tal of seven SCSI address n u mbers, 
two are taken because the Mac sees itself as a SCSI device (and defau lts to SCSI 6), and 
the in terna l ha rd drive counts as the o the r (usua lly ass igned to SCSI #0) . You m ust assign 
a un ique SCS I ID numbe.r to each of the o ther devices, between o ne and five. Most SCSI 
perip herals have a SCSI number select ion switch wi th a n u merica l reader o n the back 
where you ca n set the number by p ush ing an up or down b utto n . 

If you r device d oes no t have a switche r, you can set the SCS I ID number by install ing 
small black j11111pers (a 1 mm sized m eta l bridge with a plas tic jacke t), which fit over one 
o f th ree sets o f adjacent but u nconnected p ins on the con trolle r board of the d rive o r 
device. Devices witho ut a ha rdware switcher usua lly sup ply a d iagram showing where 
the ID switching p ins a re located o n its motherboa rd. As a last resort, technical support 
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at the manufacturer can help you quickly locate the pi ns by giving you the alpha
numeric code found next to the matched sets o f pins on the motherboard, such as 
"lU, R2, and R3." 

Most SCSI devices are configured so that with no jumpers installed, the SCSI will set the 
device to SCSI ID #0. To configure your device for numbers 1-5, assign a number 1 to th e 
first pin se t, 2 to the second, and 4 to the last. If you add the numbers for only the jump
ers used, you will arrive a t the ID#. These settings may be different for your device, but 
the spec sheets included with each device detail the location of the SCSI pins and the 
jumper/SCSI ID correla tion. If you have the same SCSI ID number set to two devices, one 
or both of them wi ll be invisible, or make your hard drive invisible, in which case you 
wil l get a blinking question mark when you restart. 

Completing a SCSI Chain 

With its peer-to-peer nature, SCSI devices aren 't supposed to care where they belong in 
the ID number scheme, but you may run into certain devices that prefer to be at the 
beginning o r the end of the physical SCSI chain. Since Apple sends out their CPUs with 
the in ternal drive set to SCSI ID #0, it is recommend ed that the internal hard disk in 
your Mac be set the same. Some external devices only have one actual SCSI input, not 
two (which is necessary for daisy-chaining). Th ese one input devices are often internally 
term inated, mea nt to be last in the SCSI chain. If they are no t internally terminated, you 
may requi re a line Lerminalo r-an in-line, double-ended SCSI plug that fits into the lone 
input of the device. 

If you've just: insta lled a SCSI device, and find upon restarting the Mac that you get a 
blinking question mark, it could indicate that the SCSI chain is incomplete, and your 
Mac can 't find the SCSI hard drive your system software needs in o rder to boot the Mac. 
If a diagnostic SCSI cable with built-in LED indicato rs reveals erra tic behavio r on your 
SCSI line; restarting is unnecessary (see fig. 5 .8 later in this section). If you find the blink
ing question mark even after the drive has been termina ted (and unique IDs were set fo r 
the device), il could m ean your d rive is damaged or your system software is corrupted 
(though the latter is less likely to be the problem when you are setting SCS I IDs and 
termination). 

The SCSI spec is rlevice inrlepenrlent; t hat is, it masks the internal operation of a peripheral 
from other peripherals and the Mac itself by treating them as logica l rather than as 
physical. All devices on the SCSI bus are treated as equals in terms of their capabili ty to 
communicate directly with o ther devices on the bus- making the interface truly peer-to
peer. 

Software Drivers 
Though SCSI allows open compatibility with o ther devices, many SCSI peripherals have 
softwa re d rivers that must be loaded into the Mac System before the peripheral can be 
recogn ized and used. The drivers communicate with the Mac's on-board SCSI Manager
th e software traffic cop that a llows your Mac to talk to the SCSI device. Keep your 
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peripheral drivers current. Keep your warranty ca rds in a file by your Mac. If you have a 
modem, many companies offer a direct line fo r users to upgrade to the latest drivers as 
soon as they' re released, and sometimes even before, to test them out. Be forewarned 
that loading anything into the system-pa rticularly freeware o r third-party softwa re 
!NITs and CDEVs that less adept programmers have written-can create incompatibili ty 
problems with your o ther folder members. The Mac could crash, or run differen t ly. You 
can prevent most problems by having the latest system software and the latest peripheral 
d rivers. If your Mac is acting funny, pull out the most recent system addition, restart, try 
to duplica te the problem , and remove the bad software. 

Termination and SCSI Cable Length 
SCSI termination is the source of many problems with the Mac's operation. Poorly tenni
nated :'vfacs display inexplicable erro rs such as write crashes, signal noise, failu re to 
mount a drive o r boo t the system, and generally erratic operation. Remember that be
cause you are chaining devices together, the Mac needs to see a logical end to the chain, 
it does so using a ter111inator resistor at the beginning and end of the line that te lls the 
Mac where the bus begins and ends. The Mac's motherboard SCSI input is terminated; a ll 
you need to remember is to have a SCS I terminato r a t the end of the chained SCSI bus. 

External hardware term inato r plugs look like SCSI cable ends without the cable, and are 
plugged into the open SCSI port on the last device in the SCSI line. 

One of the best SCSI external terminators ava ilable is built by Grani te Digital (510-
471-6442), the SCSivue Diagnostic Terminator. The SCSivue is wel l built, with gold 
connectors and heavier shielding than generic terminators, with the added innovation 
of having LED status indicator lights that show you any connection problems o r erratic 
SCSI behavior at the end of the line. This indicator takes much of the guesswork out of 
solving SCSI problems (see fig. 5.8). 

Total cable length should stay under three meters (roughly ten feet) to steer clear of any 
SCSI termination problems; any longer and truly active terminatio n power will become 
necessary for the SCSI chain, because the longer the cables, the m ore termination powe r 
is required. The only available system that adds externa lly powered active termination is 
APS Technology's (1-800-677-3294) SCSI Sentry terminator. It pulls AC power into the 
line rather than from th e potentially more erratic Mac o r peripheral power supply. 

SCSI Problematic Macs 
Both the Mac Plus and Mac Ilfx are exceptions to the standard Macintosh SCSI spec. The 
Mac Plus does no t feature in ternal termination. According to Apple, termination must be 
supplied on the first and last device in the line, rather than just on the last device in the 
line. 
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Fig. 5.8 
SCSI vue SCSI Terminato r from Gra nite Digita l (51 0-4 71-6442). 

The llfx is more problematic. Assum ing you have an internal hard d rive that can supply 
term ination at the begin ning of the SCSI chain, you must then add a specially config
ured Terminato r Ilfx exte rnal term inator (sold by Apple) tha t is wired for the fx's 
peculiar hand ling of SCSI. The T2 is used at the end of a llfx SCSI chain li ke any nor
mally configured external termi nato r- and looks exactly the same as a regular SCSI ter
m inato r, except that it is b lack rather than platinum colo red. 

If your llfx has no internal d rive, you need to in stall an internal SCSI Termi nation block. 
This internal block is a "pass-through" internal SCSI plug that fi ts the interna l SCSI in put 
on the fx 's motherboa rd and provides in ternal capacitors that begin the li ne termina
t ion. 
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Keyboards, Mice, and Other 
Input Devices 
by Steve Birchall 

This chapter covers most types of input devices. Some types of devices that are not cov
ered here have their own chapters, such as data acq uisition and process control devices. 
Also look in the multi media and m usic chapters for o ther specialized devices. Here, you 
find information on keyboards, mice, trackballs, joyst icks, touch screens, bar code read
ers, graph ics tablets, pen input, and voice input devices. This chapter also takes a look at 
some of the esoteric, if not bizarre, input devices available. r:i nally, th is chapter examines 
some alternative input devices from the standpoint of the physically challenged (an area 
where the Mac really shines). 

Technical Terms 
As you read through this chapter, you encounter various tech nica l terms. The following 
list explains them: 

ADB (Apple Desktop Bus) 
The Apple Desktop Bus is a serial in te rface des igned fo r connecting input devices to the 
Mac. Pass-through connecto rs o,n each device (if present) enable you to chain severa l 
devices together. The ADB ha ndles both data signals and the electrical power supply. 
Nearly all types of input devices conform to the ADB standard, except graphics tablets, 
which require a faster data rate than the ADB port. 

Carpal Tunnel Syndrome 
The most common repeti t ive stress in jury affecting the han d, carpal tun nel syndrome 
results fro m bendi ng the wri st l•vhile typing. Pain ca n extend from the fingers to the 
shoulders, but usually is most no ticeable in the wrist. Failure to seek medical attention 
can increase the severity and the long-term effects. 

Chording Keyboard 
Chording keyboards use on ly a few keys or buttons to enter alphanumeric characters, 
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instead of a separate key for each characte r. You press combinatio ns of keys (li ke playing 
chords on the piano) to enter letters and numbers. 

Dvorak Keyboard 
An alternative arrangement o f the keys on a typewriter o r computer keyboa rd, this lay
out faci litates rapid data entry. 

Ergonomics 
Ergonomics, o r "human engineering," seeks to find designs and interfaces that both 
enhance productivity and decrease disco mfort and injury that result from using any 
manufactured item. 

Graphics Tablet 
Graphics tablets offer an effici ent means of creating illustratio ns o n a computer. You 
simply draw o n the surface of the tablet with a stylus. The tablet contains a grid that 
senses where the stylus moves and translates the data in to screen positions. 

Home Keys 
On a QWERTY keyboard, the 0 and I< keys are the home keys for touch typing. Fre
quently, they have little bumps o n them so that the typist ca n find them by touch. 

Joystick 
j oysticks arc most frequently used for playing computer ga mes and for operating flight 
simulators. They look similar to the steering contro l found in airplanes. They move the 
cursor around the screen by means of a vertical handle, instead of by means of a ro lling 
ball. Usually, joysticks have one or more buttons for activa ting various game functio ns. 

Mouse 
The mouse, o r poi nting device, allows you to m ove the cu rsor around the screen and to 
select various items. It uses a rolling ba ll on the botto m, and an optical sensor to de ter
mine relative position. The button p rovides a means of selecting the item where you 
have placed the cursor. 

Parallel Port 
A parallel port provides a means o f sending and receiv ing data, using one wire for every 
bit in the data by te. 

Pressure-Sensitive Pen 
Some graphics tabl ets offer a pressure sensitive stylus, which mimics the behavio r o f a 
pen, brush, or penci l on a surface. By pressing harder, you can make the stro ke width 
w ider o r change the color, and so o n . 

QWERTY Keyboard 
The standard arrangement of keys o n a typewriter o r computer keyboard, this is the fa
miliar layout for touch typing. Originally developed fo r use on the early typewriters, its 
purpose was to slow the typing rate to prevent the mechanism from jamming. It is 
named QWERTY because of the order of the first few keys in the to p row. 
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Repetitive Stress Injuries 
Repetitive stress injuries result from perfo rming the sa me action(s) over and over, with 
little or no variation . They are not unique to computer use, but also are commo n among 
musicians, athletes, and assembly line workers. 

Trackball 
Trackba lls offer an alternative way of moving the cursor around the screen . You ro ll the 
trackball in the desired direction, and the cursor moves accordingly. Trackballs also have 
one or more buttons. 

Serial Port 
A serial port provides a mea ns o f transmitting and receiving data over a single pair of 
wires. The communication protocol sends the data one byte at a time, in a prescribed 
o rder. 

Touch Screen 
Touch screens offer an immediately apparent way of con tro lling a computer. The trans
parent screen, with embedded sensors, fits over the computer monito r so the user can 
sim ply touch the on-screen button to activa te a command, o r d rag an object from one 
place to another. 

Overview of Keyboards and Numeric 
Keypads 
Most computer users input data and commands through the keyboard. That's fa r better 
than the original way (punched cards and tape), but it turns the desktop computer into 
an elaborate elect ron ic typewriter. Many o ther input methods are available, but the key
board remains king. Taste in keyboards is h igh ly personal, with no common agreem ent 
on which is the bes t. Some people are concerned with compactness because they don't 
want to give up desk space. Others want big keyboards bristling with lo ts of keys and 
LEOs. Touch typists have particular preferences about the mechanical resistance of the 
keys and the overall layout and dimensions. The little bumps on the D and K keys arc for 
them. These bumps on the home keys are what keep their hands in the right places. In 
o ther situations (retai l and industrial), you need waterproof and dustproof keyboa rds. 

Alternative Keyboard Layouts 
Alternative keyboard layouts are possible on the Mac. For use in other countries, Apple 
provides system extensions that provide special symbols unique to various languages. If 
you do business in ternationally, you may want to buy these foreign language keyboard 
drivers. Also, you ca n change the standard o rder o f the keys (often ca lled QWERTY). In 
the ea rly days of the ty pewriter, engineers had to find a way to make people type more 
slowly to keep the keys from jamming. The QWERTY layout was the solut ion, and we're 
more or less stuck with it because that's what everyone knows and has learned. Several 
more efficient systems have been developed since then, and the Dvorak layout is the best 
known of them . It puts the alphanumeric keys in to an o rder that promotes faster typing. 
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You can change your Apple keyboard from QWERTY to Dvorak with a system extension 
that Apple sells. You also have to take the caps off the keys and put them back on in the 
Dvorak arrangement (no t the same as using the Key Caps desk accessory) . 

Still ano ther approach to alphanumeric input is the chording kerboard. These strange
looking devices usually are curved to fit the hand and have a button fo r each finger. You 
use the buttons in various combinations (like playing chords on the piano) to enter all 
the letters of the a lphabet. You have to spend some time learning to use o ne of these 
alternative keyboards, bu t you can enter data extremely quickly with them. Court ste
nographers use similar devices because of their speed capabilities. Moreover, cho rd ing 
keyboards can be useful fo r people with disabili t ies. 

If your work invo lves extensive numeric entry, you should have a numeric keypad. The 
typewriter-style row of n umbers across the top of keyboards frust rates most people. Many 
keyboards have a numeric keypad built in, bu t you can buy one as a separate Apple Desk
top Bus (ADB) accessory. 

Keyboard Accessories 
Keyboard accessories can protect your equipment. Many companies make nylon dust 
covers. Hard covers are useful in environments with pets a nd small children (such as 
home offices) to preven t damage from falling objects and spilled liquids. For retail 
(especially point o f sale with food handling) and indust rial use, tough plastic skins keep 
dust and liquids out without keeping you from pressing the keys. 

Note 

Take care to place your keyboard at a comfortable height. Long hours o f typing can lead to carpal 
tunnel syndrome if your hands and wrists are at uncomforta ble angles. Ideally, your hands and 
wrists should be flat, not bent. Most keyboards have a height adjustment, but you should keep the 
back down, not up. Wrist rests are an essential accessory. Look for one that is soft and that raises 
the wrist up to as flat an angle as possible. 

Selected Keyboards 
The following keyboards from Apple and third-party vendors represent a cross-section of 
those ava ilable. Ergonomic considerations will mo tivate your cho ice far more than the 
number of keys on the panel. 

ADB Industrial Keyboard 
Made rugged to survive in facto ry environments, this keyboard is a good cho ice fo r those 
who are developing Mac-based industrial, laboratory, or assembly line system s. 



$480 SRP 
Business Technology Manufacturing 
42-20 235th St. 
Douglaston, NY 11363 
(718) 229-8080 Voice 

Apple Keyboard II 
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Apple's basic keyboard occupies a small amount of desktop space. It includes the nu
meric keypad and cursor control keys, but lacks the function keys and other goodies on 
the extended keyboard. 

$85 SRP 
Apple Computer 

Apple Extended Keyboard II 

The Extended Keyboard II has all standard keys plus function keys, arrow keys, a numeric 
keypad, and other special keys (often useful when you're connected to a DOS machine or 
a mainframe and need special characters). The II model has a fla tter p rofile, along with a 
height ad justment, to reduce strain on the wri st. 

S 185 SRP 
Apple Computer 

Apple Adjustable Keyboard 

The Adjustable Keyboard allows you to split the keyboard into various segments and to 
ad just the angles and placements of each segment relative to each o ther segment. The 
main section splits in the middle, and the two halves pivot apart. No sing le position is 
ideal; you can change this keyboard's arrangement whenever you feel the need. Bui lt-in 
wrist pads help to relieve strain. The numeric keypad detaches completely, and all the 
function keys are on this segment. The Adju stable Keyboa rd has all the keys of the Ex
tended Keyboard, plus aud io input contro ls for using the built-in micropho ne on recent 
Macs. 

$185 SRP 
Apple Computer 

Kensington Notebook KeyPad 

PowerBook users who do lots of numerica l entry might want to buy Kensington's Note
book KeyPad because the PowerBook keyboard does not include a numeric keypad. The 
Notebook KeyPad requires an ADB port; it does not work on a Duo without a Dock. 

$119.95 SRP, $149.95 SRP wi th Adding Machine software 
Kensington Microware 
2855 Campus Blvd. 
San Mateo, CA 94403 
(415) 572-2700 Voice 
(415) 572-9675 Fax 
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Keyboard Deluxe 
For all ADB Macs, the Keyboard Deluxe offers a full 105-key extended keyboard. Legs on 
the back provide three height adjustments. The Membrane model uses a membrane-like 
mechanism for quiet soft-touch operation . The Tactile model satisfies touch typists who 
wan t mechanical spring-loaded switches and an audible click. 

$89.95 Membrane model, $129.95 Tactile model 
MicroS peed 

Mac-101E Enhanced Keyboard 
Similar to the Apple extended keyboards, the Mac-101 E offers all the same keys an d indi
cator LEOs. It has a d ifferent contour for the key tops, wh ich many people fi nd more 
comfortable, and it has more of the tact ile feedback some p refer. 

$169 SRP 
Datadesk International 
9524 SW Tualatin-Sherwood Rd. 
Tualatin, OR 97062 
(503) 692-9600 Voice 
(503) 691-1101 Fax 

Fig. 6 .1 
The Mac-101E offers tactile feedback and contoured keycaps. 

MacPro Plus 
An extended keyboard, it has an optional trackball fo r greater convenience. 

$179 SRP, $249 TrakPro SRP 
KeyTronic 
PO Box 14687 
Spokane, WA 99124 



(509) 928-8000 Voice 
(509) 927-5224 r-ax 

Overview of the Mouse 
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The mouse, or pointing device, has been o ne of the Mac's more distinctive features 
throughout its history. Researchers at the Xerox PARC o riginally developed the con cept 
of a pointing device, a nd the Apple Lisa computer was the first commercial application 
of the principle. Since then, the mouse has swept through the personal computer indus
try as the best way to move the cursor around the screen, to select items, and to move 
them around. Apple has always used a single button, though others boast several but
tons. 

In the beginning, Apple used a dedicated serial port for the mouse. Because it accommo
dated only one mouse but no other devices, Apple changed over to a more flexible serial 
port, beginn ing with theSE called the Apple Desktop B11s. The ADB accommodates several 
related input devices at the sa me time (the mouse, keyboard, graphics tablet, and 
t rackball, for instance). The ADB does not provide much power, so you have to limit the 
number of ADB devices and avoid those with re latively large power requirements. 
Generally, you can connect five or six ADB devices with no loss of power. All input de
vices now use the ADB port; if you have a pre-SE Mac, finding input devices for the old 
serial mouse port is becom ing increasingly difficult. Some input devices, such as graphics 
tablets require their own serial port connection. 

Care and Feeding 
In dai ly use, the mouse bal l picks up d ir t particles and gets sticky and unreliable. To 
avoid this, use a mouse pad. They' re inexpensive (often given away as advertis ing items), 
and besides keeping contam ination out of the works, they provide a better rolling sur
face. Choose one with some nice photo or graph ic image, and it wi ll brighten up your 
working environment. 

Even a mouse pad can't keep all dirt out of the ro ller. Periodically, you need to open the 
mouse up and clean it (see your Apple manual for instructions). You can buy mouse 
cleaning kits with swabs and fluid at most computer shops. 

tor your own comfort, you might want to raise the mouse an inch o r so off the desktop. 
Many people sim ply put a book under the mouse pad. This helps to keep your wrist at a 
fl atter angle with your arm. Too much bending of the wrist can create conditions for 
development of carpal tunnel syndrome. Also, consider using a wrist rest for your mouse 
as well as for your keyboa rd. 

Mouse Accessories 
Mouse accessories are g reat impulse items at computer shows. You can buy a mouse suit, 
with wh iskers and ears, or a racing car shell to dress up your mouse. Super-fast ball bear
ing suspensions and Teflon sliders can soup up performance. All these wh imsical items, 
though of dubious value in improving performance, certainly make using your Mac 
more fun. 
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Selected Mice 
What are the differences among mice? You can find hundreds of third-party mice on th e 
market, some with higher resolution, extra buttons, or well-conceived ergon omics. Alter
natives such as Felix (pseudo-joystick) and the Unmouse (quasi-touch screen) offer differ
ent approaches to moving the cursor. The survey below points out some of the more 
interesting variations. 

Apple Desktop Bus Mouse II 
Apple has gone through several generations of mouse design. Th e original serial mouse 
was rather square and tal l. At the time of the ADB introduction, Apple brought out the 
Desktop Bus Mouse, a low-profile version shaped to fit the hand more easily. The newest 
design, Desktop Bus Mouse II, has softer, more rounded contours than previous models, 
and a larger button. 

$75 SRP 
Apple Computer 

A3 Mouse 
Boasting three programmable buttons, and a 300 dpi optical tracking mechanism , the A3 
Mouse has better resolution than a conventional mouse, p lus g reater convenience of use. 
It's helpful for desktop publishing, and graphics, where accurate position ing is essen t ial. 

Felix 

$134.95 SRP 
Mouse Systems 
47505 Seabridge Dr. 
Fremont, CA 94538 
(510) 656-1117 Voice 
(510) 656-4409 Fax 

r:elix looks something like a joystick, with a pen-like control mounted on a base. You 
move the pen pointer around the base to move the curso r. This gives Felix a natural 
feeling, using the same m uscles you use in handwriting. 

$118 SRP 
Altra 
520 W. Cedar St. 
Rawlins, WY 82301 
(307) 328-1342 Voice 
(307) 328-1346 Fax 
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Fig. 6.2 
Felix allows you to move the pointer a round the screen while keeping your hand in a more natura l 
ha ndwrit ing position. 
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Fig. 6 .3 
Kidz Mouse looks like a mouse, with the ea rs as the buttons. 

Kldz Mouse 
Kidz Mouse not only makes using the Mac more fun but also fits the hands of youngsters 
more comfortably than adult-size mice do. It really looks like a little mouse, and the two 
ears are the buttons. 

$59 SRP 
Logitech 

MouseMan 
MouseMan is curved to fH the contours of the human hand. Choose either the right o r 
left-handed version for ultimate comfort. 

$129 SRP 
Logitech 
6505 Kaiser Dr. 
Fremont, CA 94555 
(510) 795-8500 Voice 
(5 10) 792-8901 Fax 

UnMouse 
UnMouse, an intriguing twist on the principle of the touch screen, replaces your mouse 
with a touch-sensitive ADB tablet. It lets you select objects by tapping your finger rather 
than by clicking the mouse. You move objects by dragging them with your fingertip. 
UnMouse also gives you 16 on-screen function keys for executing macros. It has one 
million touch points, so it functions as a mini graphics tablet fo r making rough sketches. 

$199 SRP 
MicroTouch Systems 
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Fig. 6.4 
The Logitech MouseMan's contours fit the hand. Choose left or right-handed model as appropria te. 
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Fig. 6 .5 
The UnMousc uses a touch -pad approach . 

Trackballs 
Trackba lls offer som e advantages over the mo use, and were amo ng the first a lte rnatives. 
Essentially, a trackball is no thing mo re than an upside-down mouse (see fi g. 6.6). They're 
a great asset for playing many computer ga mes because o f their speed . Also, trackball s 
make many common o pera tions in pa int a nd d rawing program s easier, and usually pro
vide higher resolution than a m ouse p rovides. 

One impo rtan t aspect of using a trackball rather than a mouse is that your hand stays in 
one positio n. This can be bo th good and bad . If you experience shoulder pains fro m 
moving the mo use around, a trackba ll can provide welco me re lief. On the o ther hand, 
that b it of movement helps to exercise the arm a nd shoulder. Leaving the hand in o ne 
positio n on the trackba ll for extended periods o f time (such as when you scro ll through a 
series of database records d uring pru ning and updating o peratio ns) can create idea l con
ditio ns fo r carpal tunnel syndrome. The best approach is to switch between mouse and 
trackball to p rovide physical re lief and variety of movement. 

Selected Trackballs 
Trackballs add convenience in many situa tio ns, particularly when you're working with 
graphics applicatio ns. You can thin k o f a trackball as an ups ide-down mouse. 
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Fig. 6 .6 
A trackball can be an auractive alternative to a mouse. 

HyperTrac 
HyperTrac o ffers flexible software for its three buttons. You can assign keyboard sho rt
cuts and menu commands to any o f tile keys a m i their combinatio ns with the Shift, Alt, 
o r Control keys to execute frequently used functions. The HyperTrac softwa re senses 
which applicatio n is in the active w indow and changes its command set auto matically. 

$129 .95 SRP 
MicroS peed 
5005 Brandin Ct. 
Fremont, CA 94538 
(510) 490-1404 Voice 
(510) 490-1665 fax 

MVP Mouse 
Despite its name, the MVP Mouse actually is a t rackball with three buttons. Its Control 
Panel le ts you choose from a library o f dozens o f button commands and assign any key
boa rd command key function to the butto ns. Resolution o f 200 dpi makes positio n ing 
the cursor more accurate than doing so with the mo use. The optio nal Foot Switch be
comes a fourth butto n and extends the number o f programmable command key combi
natio ns. If you do high ly repetitive tasks in word processing or database entry, MVP 
Mouse can save time and effo rt. 

$149.95 SRP, $29.95 SRP Foot Switch 
Curtis Manufacturing 
30 Fitzgerald Dr. 
j affrey, NH 03452 
(603) 532-4123 Voice 
(603) 532-4116 rax 
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Stingray 

Stingray looks similar to the fish, with a trackball mounted on the raised center panel. 
The two buttons are the wings of the stingray (Click and Click-Lock). Designed to fit the 
natural arch of the hand, it's comfortable to use, though the trackball doesn't spin as 
freely as others do. 

$99.95 SRP 
CoStar 
100 Field Po int Rd. 
Greenwich, CT 06830 
(203) 661-9700 Voice 
(203) 661- 1540 Fax 

Trackman 

Curved, in the same style as the Logitech mouse, TrackMan puts a trackball just under 
your t~umb so the mouse button is at your fi ngertips. 

$99 SRP 
Logitech 

TrakMate 
This trackball sports a built-in wrist pad plus four buttons. 

$149 SRP 
Key Tronic 

Turbo Mouse 4 .0 
One of the mo re popular trackballs, Turbo Mouse has two buttons (Click and Click
Lock). C lick-Lock makes moving graphic objects easy. You can program it via the Con
trol Panel so that holding the two buttons simultaneously carries out one of seven com
mands (Close, Save, Print, and so on). Kensington also sells various trackballs in several 
colors and styles (including an eigh t-ball). 

$169.95 SRP 
Kensingto n Microware 

Joysticks 
joysticks enhance the fun when you play action games or sit in the cockpit of a flight 
simulator. Similar to the mouse or a trackball, they move the cursor around and let you 
fire weapons. Typically, joysticks are ADB devices. 

Selected Joysticks 
Many companies make joysticks, but finding a good joystick is difficult. Ruggedness is 
a key facto r for uninhibited game play, so stay away from cheapies. The number of 
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buttons, where they' re located, and whether they are programmabl e are all important. 
The prime factors are ease of control and rapidity of fir ing; try it before you buy it. The 
following highlights some of the better, well-knovm models. 

Gravis.Game Pad 

The Gravis Game Pad has a joystick (with a detachable handle), plus four color-coded 
programmable buttons. 

$40.00 SRP 
Advanced Gravis Computer Technology 
3750 N. Fraser Way 
Burnaby, BC, Canada V5J 5E9 
(604) 431-5020 Voice 
(604) 431-1 184 Fax 

MouseStlck II 

The MouseStick II uses optical sensing to provide smooth contro l with up to 1200 lines 
of resolution. It comes with customized contro l settings for many popular games, and 
you can create your own custom settings. MouseStick II has five independent user
definable l;>uttons, p lus a full-size padded handle with adjustable tension. 

Fig. 6.7 
Gravis' MouseStick II uses o ptical sensing for increased sensitivity. 
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$99.95 SRP 
Advanced Gravis Com puter Technology 
3750 N. Fraser Way 
Burnaby, BC, Ca nada V5J 5E9 
(604) 431-5020 Voice 
(604) 431-1184 Fax 

Thunderstick 
Thunderstick o ffers dua l thumb but to ns on the comfo rtable hand le, and x a nd y axis 
centering ad justments. It makes aerial simula tio ns and arcade games exciting. 

$89.95 SRP 
Kraft 
450 West Califo rnia Ave. 
Vista, CA 92038 
(619) 724-7146 Voice 
(619) 94 J-1 770 Fax 

QueStlck 
QueStick uses a custom Motoro la chip o n-board to accommodate game-specific control 
sets. It has a special ADB address assigned by Apple to avoid conflic ts with the mo use 
(which yo u can leave con nected). The QuePrefs Co ntro l Panel allows you to assign spe
cific functions to the con trols (tvvo bu ttons and a switch) fo r each game and player. Or 
you can select a QueSet from the library of game sets fo r many po pular games. QueStick 
also prov ides keyst roke emulatio n fo r games that work bet te r with keystro kes than with 
fi ring butto ns. The jo ystick handle is contoured to fi t yo ur hand comfortably, and trim 
pads a ll.ow you to center it precisely. The Power On LED changes colo r when you press 
any bu tto n . Cushioned feet preven t sli pping and help to avoid marring your table tops. 

$75 SRP 
MicroQue 
52 11 Green pine Dr. 
Murray, UT 84123 
(801) 263-1883 Voice 
(801) 263-2886 Fax 

Graphics Tablets 
If you do serio us graphics work, you migh t need a graphics table t. True eno ugh, you can 
draw and pa int with the mo use, but not with the degree o f contro l that a tablet p rovides. 
Fo r those who have h igh ly developed ski lls with pen and in k, brushes and pain t, the 
tablet b rings back the familiar feedback of working with those real-world too ls. Table ts 
serve as an alte rnat ive to the mouse fo r use in any applicatio n. Fo r example, editing a 
sp readsheet o r a database is easier if you can tap direct ly on the cell o r field you want to 
change and no t have to slide the curso r all over the screen. Complex applicat ions, from 
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DTP to CAD, often have special palettes and fun ction keys. Tapping on them directly 
saves time. Tablets also can be helpful for people entering music into a notation appli ca
tio n via its note palette. Tablets typically are serial devices, because the ADB port is not 
fast enough to handle the amount of data they can generate. A few tablets, especially in 
the low-end range, are beginning to appear as ADB models. 

Fig. 6.8 
QucStick allows qu ick customization fo r controls and buttons. 

The main differen ce among tablets is the size of the working area. Bigger tablets are more 
expensive. Smaller tablets seem m ore comfortable if you like to ho ld them in your lap as 
you would a sketch pad. Resolution (how many divisions per square inch) makes a differ
ence. If you create finely detailed illustrations or complex CAD documents, you need the 
more expensive models with high er resolution. The down side is that the amount of data 
increases and slows down the screen display. 

Pressure-sensitive pens make the electronic tools operate more like rea l world too ls. Press 
down on a brush, and the stroke widens. Press lightly on a watercolo r brush for a tiny 
d rop of color. Nearly a ll major graphics applications now support pressure-sensitive pens. 
Also, most pens arc now cord less because most users do not put up with the inconve
nience of a cord. Many pens do not require batteries, which usua lly means that all the 
position and pressure sensing takes place on the tablet. 

Tablets have been serial port devices, but some manufacturers are moving toward the 
ADB port. The problem is speed-ADB is slower than printer and modem serial ports. 
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Table ts a lso tend to draw mo re power than most ADI3 devices; you must be careful about 
the number o f ADI3 devices on the chain . 

You need a fast Mac (at least a llci, if you work in 24-bil color). Slower Macs take longer 
to display what you draw, and can destroy that feeling of im mediacy. However, smaller 
tablets lessen the problem. 

Selected Graphics Tablets 
Graphics tablets allow artists to use a more natu ra l and fa milia r way of inputting design s. 
Drawing with a pen makes a traditiona lly trained artist fee l at ho me. 

ArtZ 
Small and inexpensive, Wacom's ArtZ enables you to create Mac graphics in the tradi
t ional ways. This lap-size entry-level tablet gives you the feel o f working with a sketch 
pad and pencil, on a 6-by-8-inch working area. The battery- less, cord less pen doesn ' t 
remind you that it's all e lectro nic. It also senses 120 levels of pressure to simulate real
world tools such as pens, pencils, crayons, paintbrushes, pastels, and markers. ArtZ over
comes the speed limitation of ADI3, with a tracking speed of 140 dpi. 

$449 SRP 
Wacom Technology 
SOl SE Columbia Shores 131vd., Su ite 300 
Vancouver, WA 98661 
(206) 750-8882 Voice 
(206) 750-8924 r:ax 

Fig. 6.9 
ArtZ uses a cord less pen and tablet to simulate traditional drawing. 
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Drawing Slate 
CalComp tablets were developed for CAD applications at Lockheed. Engineers li ked them 
so much the company formed a consumer division to market them as computer periph
erals. They range from entry-level to mid-performance, and are available in various sizes. 

$395 to $795 SRP 
CalComp Digitizer Division 
14555 N. 82nd St. 
Scottsdale, AZ 85260 
(714) 821-2000 Voice 
(714) 821-2832 Fax 1 

Microgrid 
Definitely for high-end users, the Microgrid tablets offer the working area, resolution, 
and other features that professional illustrators, desktop publishers, and users of CAD 
applications need. 

$3299 (17 x 24 inches) to $5499 (44 x 60 inches) SRP, opaque 
$7499 (36 x 48 inches) to $8699 (44 x 60 inches) SRP, backlit 
Summagraphics 
60 Silvermine Rd. 
Seymour, CT 06483 
(203) 881-5400 Voice 
(203) 881-5367 Fax 

SummaSketch FX 
The SummaSketch FX tablets offer 2549 dpi resolution with 0.010 inch accuracy. The 
pressure-sensitive cordless pen has 256 levels and 3 buttons. Four or 16-button cursors 
are also available. 

$649 (12 x 12 inches), $1149 (18 x 12 inches) SRP 
Summagraphics 

Wacom Tablets 
Wacom tablets are available in various sizes, with high resolution suitable for illustration 
and CAD work. Their library o f pressure-sensitive pen drivers covers nearly every applica
tion that supports them. Some offer an electrostatic clamp that securely holds down a 
drawing you trace on the tablet. 

$449 to $3995 SRP 
Wacom 
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Touch Screens 
Touch screens behave li.ke graph ics tablets, except that your finger is the pen, and the 
touch screens arc transparen t, so that you ca n sec the screen beneath them. They' re use
ful for self- running demos (especial ly HyperCard-based demos), and public information 
kiosks because they perm it people to operate the computer simply by tapping buttons 
on-screen. Touch screens can replace the keyboard and mouse completely in these situa
tions o r can compl emen t them in offi ce and home use. Nearly all are ADB devices, and 
are completely compatible with the Mac and its applica tions. 

Fig. 6.10 
Touch screens permit the user to interact directly with the screen image. 

The great attract ion of touch screens is th eir directness ancl imm ediacy. In this respect, 
they surpass the mouse as a pointing device. The downside is that they requi re the user 
to be with in arm's reach of the CRT screen and to place a finger o nto the surface. The 
problems of radiation and electromagnetic fields become much g reater the closer to the 
source you are. Fo r casual, occasional use at a kiosk, th is probably is not significant. ror 
continual da ily use at home o r in the office, a touch screen might not be a good idea. 
Using a touch screen on an LCD screen avoids this problem. 

Selected Touch Screens 
Touch screens enable you to crea te interactive info rmation kiosks and store demos. The 
direct user response of a touch screen ("To select an item, please tap the button on the 
screen") makes them ideal for situations involving the general public. 
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DuaiTouch 
Place the DuaiTouch overlay on your mon ito r and you have touch screen capabilities. 
It 's ADB compat ib le and includes driver soft ware. Use it to com plem en t or replace the 
keyboard and mouse. 

S995 SRP 
DuaiTouch Technology 
38917 20th St. E, Suite 701-G 
Palmda le, CA 93550 
(805) 274-9687 Voice 
(805) 274-4258 Fax 

Edmark TouchWindow 
A low-cost way to implemen t touch screens, the Ed mark Touch W indow is an ADB 
device . 

S335 SRP 
Ed mark 
6727 l 85 th Ave. NE 
PO Box 3218 
Redmond, WA 98073 
(206) 556-8484 Voice 
(206) 556-8998 Fax 

Elographics Touchscreen 
The Elographics Touchscreen uses a clear glass panel w ith thei r lntelliTouch surface 
acoustic wave sensing device. Fast response (less than 22 ms) and high resolu t ion 
(greater than 900 touch points per square inch) make this ADB device ideal for kiosk 
applications. 

$290 SRP 
Elograph ics 
LOS Randolph Rd. 
Oak Ridge, TN 3 7830 
(615) 482-4100 Voice 
(615) 482-4943 Fax 

Mac 'n' Touch 
Install M ac ' n' Touch over your mon itor's screen as i f i t were a glare fi l ter. Plug it into the 
ADB port, and you have a touch screen system . It 's usefu l for self-running in-store demos 
or kiosks, and eliminates the need fo r a mouse. Users simply tap lhe on-screen button, or 
move an ob ject across the screen with a fingertip. 

No prices avai lable 
MicroTouch Systems 
300 Griffin Park 
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Methuen, MA 01844 
(508) 659-9000 Voice 
(508) 659-9100 Fax 

SmartTouch 17 
The SmartTouch 17 has a factory insta lled touch screen on a 17-inch SuperMac color 
monitor. 

S2999, S499 interface kit SRP 
SuperMac TechnoiQb'Y 
215 Moffett Park Dr. 
Sunnyvale, CA 94089 
(408) 541-6100 Voice 
(800) 541-7680 Fax-back info system 

Touch Monitors 
TouchMonitors have factory installed touch screens. They are available in 14, 1 7, and 
19-inch monitor sizes, with either the Intell iTouch surface acoustic wave sensor or the 
AccuTouch resistive sensor. 

$970 to $2800 plus controller SRP 
Elographics 
lOS Randolph Rd. 
Oak Ridge, TN 37830 
(515) 482-4100 Voice 
(615) 482-4943 Fax 

Pen/Handwriting Devices 
Pen input arouses strong feeli ngs pro and con. Some people truly en joy the convenience; 
o thers ca n't imagine why anyone would want pen input. These devices will never replace 
the keyboard, but they have a place, along with voice input and bar code readers. If you 
don't think so, check out what the UPS and Federal Express drivers carry with them (or 
a t least watch the ads o n TV). These pen input no tebooks capture an d transmit informa
tion for the package tracking system, so that the company ca n tell you precisely where 
your package is at any g iven moment. Some systems even digitize your signature, with 
time and date stamping. That system is fa r better than paper and pencil , and something 
that a keyboard-based device would make harder, rather than less difficult. So far, the 
Windows market has seen more activity with pen input hardware and software than 
the Mac m arket has. All Windows systems use single-character recognition software 
rather than word recognition software. It's slower, both fo r inputting and for recogniz
ing, but has advantages for numerica l entry. 

What can you do with pen input for the Mac? Consider a nurse checking on patien ts. He 
or she can write down the vita l signs by filling out a series of electronic forms on a tablet. 
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When finished, the nurse p lugs the table t into a docki ng station, which downloads a ll 
the da ta. Docto rs can access the database at their convenience (from a computer con
nected to the system, o r v ia modem) for the latest in formatio n o n each pat ien t. In the 
business wo rld, a salesman making field calls can fill out an electronic order form and 
send it back to the o ffice via modem. The form itself does a ll the calcu latio ns, and with 
no errors resul ting fro m da ta re-entry. Shippi ng ca n take place w ithi n minutes if neces
sary. All these and ma ny similar practi cal applica tio ns o f pen input are possible on the 
Mac, if you have the imaginatio n to apply the concept. 

Pen Input Systems 
Pen in put systems use some form of a graphics table t o r to uch screen to enable you to 
en ter da ta by writing it o r drawing it. Generally, they go one step furth er with software 
th at converts your graphical input into wo rd processor text and neater drawings (real 
circles, boxes, and st ra ight lines instead o f approx imatio ns). 

Mac:Handwrlter 
MacHandwri ter wo rks a t the level of b lock prin ting of individual characters o n a grid. It 
does not recognize cursive handwriting and en tire words, as does the MessagePad, but 
understands ind ivid ua l letters. For tasks such as filling o ut fo rms, taking sales orders, 
entering data into medica l records, o r taking invento ry, MacHandwriter often works 
better than a keyboard . You ca n a lso use it as a sta ndard graphics table t. One o f the mo re 
successful products in the W indows market, MacHandwri ter is now available in a \tlac 
version. The package includes a cord less pen and ADB table t plus the recogni tion soft
ware. 

$399 SRP 
Communicatio ns Inte ll igence 
275 Sho reline Dr. 
Redwood Shores, CA 94065 
(415) 802-7888 Voice 
(415) 802-7777 Fax 

MessagePad 110 

Most people haven't thought about the MessagePad as an alternative input device for the 
Mac. But w ith the Connection Kit, you have a d irect route into your desktop Mac o r 
PowerBoo k. Usc the Message Pad to take handwritten no tes wh ile you're o n the pho ne, 
to jot down random flashes of thought, o r to make q uick sketches of great ideas. Later, 
download the da ta files to your Mac and use your regular applicatio ns to flesh out your 
ideas. You won't be starting from scratch . And you wo n ' t have a wall fu ll o f unrelated 
little yellow sticky no tes. Think o f the MessagePad as a portable Mac input device with 
handwriting recognit ion and temporary data sto rage. In a way, PowerBooks also tend to 
behave like th is. 

$599 SRP 
Apple Computer 
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Fig. 6.11 
The MacHandwritcr can recognize i ndiv idual handwri tten block letters. 

Bar Code and Magnetic Stripe Readers 
Bar codes solve many problems, but we tend to forget about them in the personal com
puter arena. Supermarket checkouts leave the impression that bar codes requ ire big, ex
pensive hardware. This largely untapped area ca n increase productivity and effi ciency for 
you as well as for rortune 500 compan ies. To print bar codes, you generally need the 
reso lution of a laser printer, but ded icated mailing label printers from CoStar and Seiko 
can print postal bar codes successfu lly with thermal printing technology. 

A bar code represents an identification number fo r an item with the familiar patterns of 
lines and spaces. After the bar code reader decodes the number, the computer looks up 
the corresponding item in its database. At that po int, you have access to all information 
about that item. In .the supermarket, the decoded product iden tification number triggers 
the computer to enter the price into the cash register. At the same time, it deducts the 
item from the store's inven tory. This kind of system works well fo r small businesses that 
deal with many individual items, such as video ren tal shops. By extension, it works fo r 
tracking files in a large office, tracking patient records in a hospital, or for a mai l o rder 
operation. 
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The key to the usefulness o f bar codes is that t hey trigger the release of information . Bar 
code readers s imply autom ate entry o f the 10 numbe r. You can do the same thi ng by 
typing numbers on a keyboard, o r even by using a voice recognition system. Many fo r
mats are in commo n use, each adapted for the need s o f t h at particular industry. Th e best 
known is the Un iversal Product Code (UPC) found on a lmost all reta il items. The Postal 
Service uses its own bar codes. Various fo rmats, including three o f nine and two o f five, 
are suitable for vertical applications developers. 

Bar codes can do interesting things. For example, a bar code can trigger the compute r to 
turn off the lights through an X-10 control sys tem, o r change the channel on the TV 
th ro ugh an infra red transmitter. just point a bar code reader at the appropr.iate code on a 
laser printed list, and the ~ac executes the command for you. You can activate macros 
that way-and log on to an o n-line service, check your mail, and log off, just by swiping 
a light pen across a bar code with a descri ptive nam e printed n ex t to it. 

Closely re lated to ba r codes a re the magnetic stripes o n the backs of c redit cards and 
ATM cards. The adva ntage o f magnet ic stripes is that you can change and update th e 
information s tored o n the ca rds. Ba r code and m agn etic stripe readers ty pically a re serial 
port o r ADB d evices. 

Selected Bar Code and Magnetic Stripe 
Readers 
Bar code and magnetic stripe readers o ffer a powerful way to automate da ta entry. We all 
know about bar code applications in supermarke ts, for looking up prices and decre
m enting the inventory. ~any video rental sh ops use them fo r looking up customer data 
and tracking rentals and re turns. Any business that dea ls with la rge numbe rs of ind i
vidual objects can benefit from bar code tracking. Magnetic stripes can sto re a fair 
amount o f data-and you ca n change that data whenever necessary. They are especially 
usefu l for pseudo-money systems (a musement park rides, mass transit, and so on ). In 
these applications, the end-user "buys" a certain amo unt of money and "spends" it by 
sliding the card th rough a reader, which u pdates the data o n the card. 

Bar Code Reader 

Th e Synex Bar Code Reader translates bar cod es (U PC, Code 39, EAN, Codabar, and 2 of 
S) direc tly into Mac data with its on-board firmware. An ADB d evice, it requires no ex te r
nal power supply or driver software, and is m ade rugged fo r indu strial applica tio n s. 
Synex a lso sells software for p rin ting postal bar codes. 

S279 SRP 
Synex 
692 lOth St. 
Brooklyn, NY 11215 
(718) 499-6293 Voice 
(718) 768-3997 Fax 
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DataDeslgns 
DataDesigns offers many products, including combination magnetic stripe and bar code 
readers. 

8269 Fredericksburg Rd. 
San An tonio, TX 78229 
(210) 697-0780 Voice 

DuraWand 
Dura Wand is a portable, pen-like bar code reader for the Mac. 

$859 SRP with softv.rare 
Videx 
1105 NE Circ le Blvd. 
Corvallis, OR 97330 
(503) 758-0521 Voice 
(503) 752-5285 rax 

Fig. 6.12 
Dura Wand portable bar code reader. 

OmniWand 
OmniWand lets you take your bar code reader away from the Mac, collect data, store it, 
a nd download it into the Mac later. It has a lighnveigh t but durable cast metal case, a 
choice of input mod ules, and a serial interface. 

$1235 SRP 
Videx 
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Percon Series 20 
A standard bar code reader with light pen and cable, it also reads magnetic stripe cards. 

$605 SRP 
Percon 
1720 Willow Creek Circle, Suite 530 
Eugene, OR 97402 
(503) 344-1189 Voice 
(503) 344-1399 Fax 

TPS Bar code and Magnetic Stripe Readers 
TPS makes a variety of bar code readers. The TPS magnetic stripe readers also can record 
and verify data stored on the cards. 

$369 to $2795 SRP 
TPS Electronics 
2495 Old Middlefield Way 
Mountain View, CA 94043 
(415) 988-0141 Voice 
( 41 S) 988-0289 Fax 

Alternative Input Devices 
The input devices in this section represent some of the more imaginative ways that 
people have found to inpu t da~a and operate computers. Nonetheless, these are useful 
devices, and in the right circumstances, may be the most plausible input devices. The 
chording keyboard solves problems for people who use the phone constantly, or suffer 
from carpa l tu nnel syndrome. The jabra combinatio n mkrophone and earph one pro
vides a degree of privacy when you speak to your Mac or use it as a telephone. Voice 
input and contro l has become a rapidly growing field of interest since the introduction 
of the AV Macs and the Power Macs. Brainwave contro l probably has no applications in 
the business world, but p resents exciting opportunities for the arts. For those working 
with virtual reali ty applications, 3-0 imaging, musical performance, dance, or architec
tura l walkthroughs, a glove or a sock fitted with mot·ion sensors will do the job of ma
nipulating objects in space. As strange and esoteric as these input devices may seem, they 
all deserve serious consideratio n. Many of them are even more useful in vertical applica
tions for the physica lly challenged. 

Selected Alternative Input Devices 
Though these alternative input devices may seem strange at first, they all have practical 
uses. In many cases, if you need them, you can't get along without them. 
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The Bat 
The Bat takes a to ta lly uno rthodox approach to the process of en tering alpha numeric 
characters. Often called clwrrli11g keybonrds, The Bat a nd similar input devices require you 
to press combinatio ns of keys, as if you are playing cho rds o n the p iano. The Bat has 
o nly seven keys that you punch in va rious combinations to produce all characters ava il
able on the extended-type keyboards, including command, opti<:m, and contro l keys. 
Your hand fits comfo rtably o n the cu rved dev ice with its bui lt-in wrist rest. Yo ur four 
fingers rest over th e fo ur home keys, and your thumb accesses the th ree th umb buttons. 
Most people can lea rn the alphabet in about an hou r or two, and soon work up to speeds 
of 25 to 30 wo rds per m inute. Macros can increase entry convenience, just as word pro
cessors o ffer autom atic typing of com mon ly used words and phrases. One unit is su ffi
cient (either the right or left-handed model), though some users prefer to have both 
available fo r added convenience. The Bat works well when ever yo u have only o ne hand 
free and the o ther is operating another keyboard, or the mo use, or a graphics tablet. 
Musicians entering MIDI da ta, telephone sa les staff, desktop publishers, PowerBook users 
o n a crowded p lane, and o thers ca n appreciate the convenience o f a one-handed key
board alternative. The Bat a lso serves the needs of many d isabled people. 

$495 dual, $295 sin gle (choose right or left hand model) SRP 
Jnfogrip 
1145 Eugenia Pl., Sui te 201 
Carpinteria, CA 93013 
(800) 397-0921 Voice 
(805) 566-1 079 Fax 

DataGiove Model 4 
Slip o n the DataGiove, and the cursor follows every movement of your hand. It's strictly 
fo r big spenders, but it has applica tio ns in virtual reality software, 3-0 modeling, archi
tectu ra l walkth roughs, and enterta inment p rograms. At the MIT Media Lab, cellist Yo-Yo 
Ma has played several of Tod Mac hover's compositio ns using a DataG love to generate 
MIDI data about hand positio n and notes. 

$9750 SRP 
VPL Research 
3977 E. Bayshore Rd. 
Palo Alto, CA 94303 
(415) 988-2550 Voice 
(415) 988-2557 r:ax 

Interactive Brainwave Visual Analyzer 
The Interactive Brainwave Visual Analyzer picks up the electrical activ ity o f the b ra in, 
amplifies it, and sends i t to your Mac. The software can analyze it and presen t the results 
as an on-screen graph. You can use it for biofeedback. The software also can use these 
signals to con t rol o ther devices, most notably MIDI equipmen t. Com poser Alvi n Lucier 
was the pio neer in the 1960s, with a com positio n using only his brain waves to contro l 
electronic musica l instruments. 



$1295 SRP, one channel; $2295 two channel 
Psychic Lab 
249 E. 48th St. #150 
New York, NY 10017 
(212) 754-4282 Voice 
(212) 759-5080 Fax 

Fig. 6.13 
The Bat chord ing keyboard. 
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Fig. 6 .14 
The Interactive Brainwave Visual Analyzer can be used for biofeedback o r controll ing devices. 

Jabra Ear PHONE 
Developed especially for the AV Macs, the jabra Ear PHONE combines a microphone 
with an earphone-and the entire device fits into your car. The t iny mike picks up your 
voice from vocal sounds present in the ear and the skull. Its essential advantage is that 
you have only one unobtrusive unit to wear while you work, and it does not force you to 
speak loudly as do traditional headsets. When you use the AV Mac as a telephone, you 
can speak quietly and relatively privately when the phone rings without leaving the Mac. 
Includes dialing software and a Telephone Tool Extension. 

$169 SRP 
j abra 
9191 Towne Centre, Suite 330 
San Diego, CA 92122 
(619) 622-9800 Voice 
(619) 622-0353 Fax 

PowerSecretary 
PowerSecretary translates spoken words in to word processor text, using Apple's new 
PlainTalk softwa re. It first recognizes the spoken sounds (phonemes) and converts them 
to the most likely letters and combinations. Then, using a 120,000 word d ictionary, it 
finds the correct words and displays them in your document at rates up to 45 words per 
minute. PowerSecretary takes dictation within most applications that include text and 
numbers, such as spreadsheets and databases, and vertical applications in the medical 
and legal fields. PowerSecretary adapts itself to each user, and improves efficiency when
ever users need hands-free entry. It also serves as a voice control system, in the same way 
that the company's Voice Navigator does. 
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Note 

PowerSecretary runs only on 68040-based Macs (a PowerPC native-mode version is in the works}, 
and requires a 16-bit sound card (except on AV models, which already have one). The sound card 
can be one of the better quality cards used for digital audio recording and editing, though a less 
expensive one (under $300) works just as well for this purpose. 

$2495 SRP plus I 6-bit sound card 
Articulate Systems 
600 W. Cummings Park, Suite 4500 
Woburn, MA 01801 
(617) 935-5656 Voice 
(617) 935-0490 Fax 

Fig. 6 .15 
The j abra Ear PI-lONE combines an ear phone and microphone in one small package. 

Voice Navigator II 

Voice Navigator II allows you to operate your Mac with voice commands. After it learns 
your particular vocal inflect ions, it executes any menu item, Finder fu nctio n, application 
command, or keyboard shortcut. It's a ll done with software, bu t the package includes a 
good super-d irectional microphone. 

$699 SRP 
Articu late Systems 
600 W. Cummings Park, Suite 4500 
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Woburn, MA 01801 
(617) 935-5656 Voice 
(617) 935-0490 Fax 

Options for the Physically and Cognitively 
Challenged 
If you've ever suffered a temporary disability such as a sprained wrist or carpal tunnel 
syndrome, you've undoubtedly been thankful fo r Apple's Easy Access Control Panel 
when you need to ty pe, but have the use of only one hand. Also, Apple's mail order 
division, The Apple Catalog, has a section featuring products for the disabled. Fortunately, 
the Mac offers many possibili ties for adapting to special needs, both short term and per
manent. 

Many standard alternative input devices open doors to the physically challenged. just 
use your imagination, and you may be able to adapt one for a particular person. Also, 
some companies make specially designed input devices, but you wi ll need to seek them 
out. They rarely advertise in computer magazines, nor do they exhibit at computer 
shows. However, the larger user groups (Boston Computer Society, Berkeley Mac Users 
Group) often have special interest g roups devoted to this issue. If you don't live within 
traveling distance, you should join one of their on-line services to find out what's cu r
rently available. 

Alternative keyboards and mice, touch pads, and voice input and control all play a role 
in making computers more accessible to the physically and cognitively challenged. By 
extension, computers provide a means for many disabled people to communicate with 
the world. Speech synthesis enables them to hold conversations and to talk on the 
phone. To speed up and simplify the conversational exchange, word predictive sofhvare 
guesses and suggests frequent sequences of words. 

Bar code readers can cause the Mac to speak by allowing easy access to a database of the 
commonly used words and phrases of daily life. An individual can point the bar code 
reader at a printed sheet with the code next to each phrase and the Mac either types it 
automatically, or can speak it. Panasonic uses a similar system for programming VCRs. 
Another way to use bar codes would be to turn lights on and off, o r to operate appliances 
through the X-10 contro l system. 

Selected Devices for the Physically and 
Cognitively Challenged 
Many of these devices have been described earlier in the chapter, but need a fresh look 
from the standpoint of helping the physically and cognitively challenged. In addition, 
many developers have extended th e Mac interface with hardware and software especially 
for this market. 
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The Bat 
The Bat solves problems fo r many people with permanent and tempo rary disabilities. 
It's sm all and lightweight, and req uires o nly o ne hand to operate, so you can place it in 
many locations where a full keyboard is impractical, such as o n-board a wheelchair. See 
the descriptio n above fo r general product information. 

S495 dual , S295 single (choose right or left hand model) SRP 
lnfogrip 
1145 Eugenia Pl., Suite 201 
Carpinteria, CA 93013 
(800) 397-0921 Voice 
(805) 566-1079 Fax 

Headmaster Plus 

Headmaster Plus substitu tes fo r the mouse. This head-mounted pointer helps those who 
ca nnot use their hands to contro l the Mac. A breath-activated puff switch clicks the 
mouse button. Headmaster Plus works with software tha t pu ts a keyboard on-screen so 
that users can po int to le tters and type them in. Wo rd predict io n algorithms speed up 
typing, and speech synthesis software can read the words aloud . 

Fig. 6.16 
The Headmaster Plus provides mouse control for the physica lly challenged. 

$ 1195 SRP, Remote adapter $495 
Prentke Ro mich 
I 022 Hey! Rd. 
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Wooster, OH 44691 
(800) 262-1984 Voice 
(216) 263-4829 Fax 

Ke:nx 

Ke:nx (pronounced connects) provides many types of alternative computer access with a 
package of hardware and software functions for the disabled. You plug the input device 
in to the Ke: nx controller box, and the software takes over to open menus, launch appli 
cations, and so on. The company offers over 100 hardware and software products. 

$780 SRP 
Don j ohnston, Inc. 
1000 N. Rand Rd., Bldg. 11 5 
PO Box 639 
Wauconda, IL 60084 
(708) 526-2682 Voice 
(708) 562-4177 Fax 

PowerSecretary 

PowerSecreta ry transcribes spoken words into computer data. I t provides computer access 
for those unable to operate a keyboard. 

Note 

PowerSecretary runs only on 68040-based Macs and requires a 16-bit sound card (about $300). 

$2495 SRP plus 16-b it sound card 
Articulate Systems 
600 W. Cummings Park, Suite 4500 
Woburn, MA 01801 
(617) 935-5656 Voice 
(61 7) 935-0490 Fax 

Unicorn Keyboards 

lntelliTools makes a variety of input devices for the d isabled, such as alternative 
keyboards. 

$250 to $315 SRP 
lntelliTools 
5221 Central Ave., Suite 205 
Richmond, CA 94804 
(510) 528-0670 Voice 
(5 10) 528-2225 Fax 



Chapter 7 

Monitors 
by Ken Grey 

Though casual users will not sit in front of their mon itors for many hours every day, 
those who do will appreciate th e research put into finding the best display solution
and end up with the right monitor fo r the job. 

Sometimes the best-looking monitors in the store can be the worst for the job- for ex
ample, a brigh t picture tube may look good, but wil l display inaccurate and unrealistic 
images that look nothing like the printed results- and wi ll even cause eye strain. 

Technical Terms 
Adding a new or additional monitor to your Mac system is relatively painless, but man y 
of the terms used to judge monitors, as well as information converging from the print 
and video industries, can be con fusing. It is important to lea rn the lingo of the monitor 
market, and learn about possible pitfa lls regarding incompatibility and proper usage for a 
variety of different models and classes of moni tor. 

Image Size and Resolution 
Knowing the image size and resolution of a Macintosh monitor is one of the best ways to 
determine that computer's depth of functio nali ty. A nine-inch, one-bit resolution 
(monochrome) screen such as that found on a Plus, SE, or Classic would not be the cor
rect choice for working on 3-D color animation or four-color publishing; a small screen 
wi th sim ple resolution works just fine for word processing, telecommunications, or per
sonal fi nances. 

Image size and resolution work around the tenet of WYSIWYG (pronounced 
"WizzyWig"), or "What-You-See-Is-Wh at-You-Get. " WYSIWYG refers to what you get out 
of your printer versus what your monitor displays on-screen. WYSIWYG can refer to size 
as well as to color, and to the sharpness of the on-screen and printed image. · 

Because monitor resolution is measured in dots (pixels) per inch (dpi), an exa mple of 
resolution and image size on a 13-inch Mac moni tor, 640 pixels across and 480 pixels 
down, equals a resolution of 72 dpi and is considered WYSIWYG image size. 
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Aspect Ratio 
The aspect ra tio of a g iven monito r is measured in nu mber of pixels wide by number of 
pixels high. For instance, the Applecolo r 13-inch monito r's aspect ratio is 640 x 480 
pixels, or 72 dpi. You migh t think that a higher aspect ra tio means better visual quali ty. 
However, a monitor displaying a h igher aspect ratio on the same 13-inch display does 
not make a sharper image-just mo re working area. It is the same as opening a camera 
lens wider; you can see m ore, but at smaller sizes. A high aspect ratio can come in handy 
in some applications, such as desktop publishing, where looki ng at di fferent views of a 
page is crucial to its design. 

Refresh Rate 
The refresh ra te is the speed at which the electron gun inside the mon ito r draws the 
screen-quickly scanning a beam sequentially from top to bottom. The faster the elec
tron gun can write, the more stable and fli cker-free your screen appears, and the higher 
your screen refresh rate is. Poor quality monitors have lower refresh ra tings. A no ticeable 
fli cker, like that o f a fluorescent ligh t, will become more noticeable, and will make work
ing in front o f a poor quality monito r increasingly hard on your eyes. 

Dot Pitch 
Dot pitch is the space between the pixels making up the tiny points o f light in rows 
across and down the screen. Smaller do ts means that your monito r displays more de
ta iled and sharper images- if the monito r is calibrated correctly. Most quality monitors 
have a do t pitch of 0.28 m m or less. A low clot pitch rating is necessary for fin e detail 
work wi th images and stringent CAD/CAM, where accuracy is very importan t. Because 
smaller pixels can be moved more densely together, a higher degree of detail can be 
achieved on-screen. Poor dot· pitch ratings, in the high 30 and even 40+ mm range are 
not recommended fo r exacting work. 

EnergyStar Rating 
Low power consum ption is a key consideration when evaluating monito rs. Less power 
means less energy consumed- which saves money on electricity. The EPA's new 
EnergyStar rating o f equip ment that requires less than l S watts o f power is the latest 
stamp of po litica lly-correct hardware usage (see fig. 7.1). Few monitors actually meet the 
standard unless they go in to a sleep mode during inactive periods. Software such as Dis
play Power Management Signaling from NEC induces this mode. 

Fig. 7.1 
EnergyStar logo. 

EPA POLLUTION PREVENTER 
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Magnetic and Electrical Emissions 
Regulatory approva l status from a number of different factions (such as the Federal Com
munications Commission, Environmental Protection Agency, and a host of other watch
dog groups) reminds us that in addition to light, physically harmful Vel)' Low Frequency 
(VLF) radiation and Extrenwly Low Frequency (ELF) radiation is coming from the screen as 
well. So along with the standard UL (Underwriters Laboratories) approval of electrica l 
appliance safety, we have new ecologically minded Swedish and MPR II guidelines that 
regulate these ELF and VLF emissions, and ma ny other regulato ry factions measuring 
potentially dangerous electromagnetic emissions. Though these guidelines are usually 
not the first thing to which a consumer's attention is drawn, it is a sub ject that has re
ceived a lot of press attention recently. Consequently, many companies have begun to 
take responsibility fo r manufacturing quali ty monitors that are more than adequately 
shielded and that require less power. 

For monitor awareness, other considerations should include Radio Frequency (RF) emis
sions regulated by the FCC. RF shielding and emissions are rated into class A, for sales to 
commercial sites, and class B (a higher rating), wh ich is permitted for resident ial usage. 
Most Macintosh 1,11onitors sold are only class A approved, meaning that if you take the 
monitor home, you are responsible for d isrupting your neighbor's television reception or 
ham radio setup-not the government or the company tha t sold you the monito r. 

If you use your monitor at home, keep it far away from your television, as the combined 
RF of the two different monitors creates a swimming effect on your Mac monitors that 
can eventually harm it-and that will quickly make you feel dizzy or seasick. 

Understanding Monitors 
Monitors come in breeds and hybrids, like flora or fau na. From the simple Mac 
Plus monochrome 9-inch monito r to a 37-inch monster 24-bit multisync, the market is 
chock-full of singular and multifunction displays that can custom fit your job, your bud
get, and your eyes. Although monitors are not usually built to fulfill only one function, 
some are more capable than others in meeting the needs and demands of certain profes
sional ni.ches. 

Color publishing is one of those specific niches where monitors are built to fit the de
mands of the professional print world. Access to d isplay configuration is crucial for ex
acting color work-so choosing a lower end monitor that m ight on ly have a brightness 
knob and on/off switch may impede professiona l results when final print time is at 
hand. Many high-end color publishing monitoring systems (such as the SuperMac 
PressView system described later in this chapter) come with hardware calibrators that 
measure and adjust the screen color and many display confi&ruration automatically. 
These ca librators compensate for room light, screen angle, and even paper texture. 
Manufacturers strive for nearly perfect WYSIWYG results, to keep the display and the 
printed output as similar as possible. 
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The engineering field is another professional niche that requires special purpose moni
tors. Sharp and bright contrast, low flicker, and large screen sizes are necessary to accu
rately display thin lines on blueprints and spec charts. For engineering, high-resolution 
monochrome and gray-scale displays fit the bill without the added cost and machine 
power needed to reproduce color. The Sigma MultiMode 150, described later in this 
chapter, is an example of this kind of monitor. 

Multisync or Multiscan Monitors 
Multisync, autosync, and multiscan refer to monitors that have the capability to draw 
the screen at different aspect ratios based on internal Mac hardware capabilities. For 
instance, a multisync monitor can give you the correct WYSIWYG on your 16-inch or 
17-inch monitor at 832 x 684 pixels-or switch to a 640 x 480 pixel aspect ratio. Since 
640 x 480 is the standard 13-inch screen aspect ratio, it actually blows everything up 
larger, spread over the full 17 inches of picture tube. Remember this if your eyesight is 
suffering or if you are planning to give a presentation to a room of people sitting fur ther 
away. 

Some monitors can sync to several different aspect ratios, blowing the picture up or 
down considerably. If the hardware and software is available to do so, a multisync moni
tor can usually switch on-the-fly (without restarting) to a higher density setting like the 
Apple standard 832 x 684 pixel aspect ratio for 16- and 17-inch monitors. This monitor 
can even draw screens with aspect ratios found on larger monitors. One trade-off is that 
the picture size shrinks as the aspect ratios exceed the WYSIWYG aspect ratio of that 
particular multisync monitor. 

Since multisyncs can be bought outside the Mac-exclusive sales community, Mac owners 
looking to buy one can find very good prices in the larger and more competitive PC/ 
Windows market. This makes them roughly the same price as single-sync monitors made 
specifically for Macs. Often, the multisync model was meant for a PC machine, and will 
require lnline or "pass-through" plug adapters needed to reconfigure the monitor's 
pinouts to fit the Macs; check with your vendor for plug adapters that fit your particular 
brand of monitor. Most computer stores that carry Macintoshes have these inexpensive 
little line adapters. 

There a re also adapters that allow you to select aspect ratios by setting dip-switches on 
the plug itself-handy if you have a multisync monitor, but no "switch-on-the-fly" 
software. 

Non-Macintosh Monitors 
just as multisync/multiscan monitors have migrated from PC machines to Mac display 
capabilities, so have VGA and Super VGA monitors-once made exclusively for PC and 
workstation computers. If the VGA or SVGA monitor outputs the same aspect ratio that 
your Mac's on-board display circuitry or NuBus board is capable of generating, all you 
need is a simple cable adapter to use VGA and SVGA monitors on the Macintosh. For the 
same reasons that were mentioned for the multisync market, you can get excellent qual
ity for less money. One of the best places to find very inexpensive VGA and SVGA moni
tors is in Computer Shopper Magazine, which you can buy at most large newsstands. As 
big as a tabloid-sized phone book, Computer Shopper Magazine is filled with hundreds of 
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dealers hawking PC peripherals. These dealers can tell you which cable-end adapter you 
need for their particular VGA/SVGA model so that you can run it from your Macintosh. 

NTSC Monitors 
NTSC monitors are no t recommended as your main computer display because they are 
i11terlaced-that is, the horizontal lines are drawn sequentially. The even horizonta l lines 
(2, 4, 6, and so on) are drawn in the first field, and the odd lines (1, 3, S, and so on) are 
drawn in the next field, a ll within the span of 1/30 second. Both fields display so quickly 
( J /60 per second) that they appear to be one image. The refresh rates are half that of 
non-interlaced monito rs, making the pictu re hard on the eyes and no t recommended for 
detailed work. 

NTSC monitor technology is rela tively o ld, dating back to the 1940s. Throughput band
width was so constricted that it had to be split between separa te fields of odd and even 
lines to get it to the viewer. Each band width sent down the line one after another, sepa
rately, both writing to the screen so quickly that the eye perceives both fields as a single 
image. Computer (or noninterlaced) displays write an entire frame rather than individual 
fields of information, making the display sharper and more fli cker free. 

Animators and desktop video creators, who eventually "print to tape" Macintosh-based 
art , animation, and video, need to switch frequently between the computer monito r and 
an NTSC monitor. This switch frequency ensures that no size, m ovement, and colo r 
d iscrepancies occur between the two output modes. 

Currently, most NTSC output color boards for the Macintosh output RCA, composi te, 
and S-Video signals. Compatible with many consumer televisions and higher end 
pro.wmer gear- meant fo r both the hobbyist and th e video professiona l. 

NTSC monitors \•Vith the hardware capability to switch from overscan to underscan are 
well-suited for desktop video professionals and animators. 0 11erscan refers to the ten
dency of the NTSC screen display to fa ll o ff the perceived edge of the picture tube; 
tuulerscall moves the entire display to the center of a sma ller aspect ratio screen so that 
the entire image is visible. 

Radius ' VideoVision and RasterOps Mediat ime boards both have the ca pability to use 
NTSC-interlaccd displays right nex t to your primary nonintcrlaced mon itor, and can 
perform overscan, underscan, and many ot her color configurations. 

Apple Monitors 
Most folks buy monito rs at the time of the CPU purchase, and Apple Mac dealers usually 
sell Apple monitors with CPUs. Many Apple monitors feature high-quality Sony 
Trini tron picture tubes, and have set the standard fo r picture q uality. Although they are 
not usually feature-laden displays, the Apple monito r line is beginning to feature basi
call y configured multisync monito rs. Apple monitors are well-built, not overpriced, and 
cover the spectrum of sizes from 12-inch to 21-inch monitors. See table 7.1 for informa
tion about Macin tosh displays. 
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Table 7.1 Macintosh Display Configurations 

Macintosh Apple ColorPius Macintosh 
Portrait Dlplay 14" Display Color Display 
(15") (14") 

Part n umber M0404 M 2346LL/A M 1198LL/B 

Pixels 640 by 870 640 by 480 640 by 480 

Resolution 80 dpi 68 dpi 68 dpi 

Screen refresh rate 75 Hz 66.7 Hz 66.7 Hz 

Dot pitch 80 dpi 0.28 mm 0.26 mm 

Macintosh LC & LC II 
w/256K VRAM SIMM 16 colors 16 colors 
w/51 2K VRAM SIMM 
(768K total) 256 colors 256 colors 

Macintosh LC Ill 
w/51 2K soldered on 16 grays 256 colors 256 colors 
w/256K VRAM 
SIMM (768K total) 256 grays 32,768 colors 32,768 colors 

Macintosh LC 475 & 
Quad ra 605 w/ two 256K 
VRAM SIMMs (51 2K total) 16 grays 256 colors 256 colors 
w/ two 51 2K VRAM SIMMs 
(1 ,024K total) replaces two 
256K SIMMs 256 grays 32,768 colors 32,768 colors 

Macintosh llcx, II, llx, & llfx 
w/Macintosh Display Card 
8•24 256 grays 16.7 million colors 16.7 million colors 

Macintosh llsi & llci 16 grays 256 colors 256 colors 
w/Macintosh Display Card 8• 24 256 grays 16.7 mill ion colors 16.7 million colors 

Macintosh llvx w/two 
Macintosh 256K VRAM SIMMs 
(512K total) 256 colors 256 colors 
w/two 512K VRAM SIM Ms 
(1 ,024K total) replaces two 
256K SIMMs 32,7 68 colors 32,768 colors 
w/Macintosh Display Card 8•24 256 grays 16.7 million colors 16.7 million colors 

Macinto sh Centris 610, 650, 
Quadra 610, & 650 w/5 12K 
soldered on 16 grays 256 colors 256 colors 
w/Macintosh VRAM Expansion 
Kit (1 ,024K total) 256 grays 32,768 colors 32,768 colors 

Macintosh Quadra 660AV 
w/1 ,024K soldered on 256 grays 32,768 colors 32,768 colors 

Macintosh Quadra 700 
w/51 2K soldered on 16 grays 256 colors 256 colors 
w/Macintosh VRAM Expansion 
Kit (1 ,024K total) 256 grays 256 colors 256 colors 
w/three Macintosh VRAM 
Expansion Kits (2,048K total) 256 grays 16.7 mi llion colors 16.7 million colors 

Macintosh Quadra 800 
w/5 12K soldered on 16 grays 256 colors 256 colors 
w/Macintosh VRAM Expansion 
Kit (1 ,024K total) 256 grays 32, 768 colors 32,768 colors 
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Apple Audio- Macintosh 16" Macintosh 21" Apple Apple 
Vision 14 Color Display Color Display Perform a Perform a 
Display (14") (17") Display Plus Display 

M5814LL/A M1 044Z/A M5812LL/A 

640 by 480 832 by 624 1 '152 by 870 640 by 480 640 by 480 

68 dpi 7o dei 79 dei 68 dei 68 dei 

66.7 Hz 75 Hz 75Hz 66.7 Hz 66.7 Hz 

0.26 mm 0.26 mm 0.26 mm H x 0.29 mm V 0.39 mm 0.29 mm 

16 colors 16 colors 16 colors 

256 colors 256 colors 256 colors 

256 colors 256 colors 256 colors 256 colors 

32,768 colors 256 colors 32,768 colors 32,768 colors 

256 colors 256 colors 16 colors 256 colors 256 colors 

32,768 colors 32,768 colors 256 colors 32,768 colors 32,768 colors 

16.7 million colors 256 colors 256 colors 16.7 million colors 16.7 million colors 

256 colors 256 colors 256 colors 
16.7 million colors 256 colors 256 colors 16.7 million colors 16.7 million colors 

256 colors 256 colors 256 colors 

32,768 colors 32,768 colors 32,768 colors 
16.7 million colors 256 colors 256 colors 16.7 million colors 16.7 million colors 

256 colors 256 colors 16 colors 256 colors 256 colors 

32,768 colors 32,768 colors 256 culur~ 32,768 colors 32,768 colors 

32,768 colors 32,768 colors 256 colors 32,768 colors 32,768 colors 

256 colors 256 colors 16 colors 256 colors 256 colors 

256 colors 256 colors 256 colors 256 colors 256 colors 

16.7 million colors 16.7 million colors 256 colors 16.7 million colors 16.7 million colors 

256 colors 256 colors 16 colors 256 colors 256 colors 

32,768 colors 32,768 colors 256 colors 32,768 colors 32,768 colors 

(continues) 
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Table 7.1 Continued 

Macintosh Apple ColorPius Macintosh 
Portrait Dlplay 14" Display Color Display 
(15"} (14"} 

Mac:lntosh Quadra 840AV, 900, 
&: 950 w/1 ,024K soldered on 256 g rays 32,768 colors 32,768 colo rs 
w/two Macintosh VRAM 
f.xpansion Kits (2,048K total) 256 grays 16.7 mill ion colors 16.7 million colors 

Macintosh Performa 400, 410, 
&: 430 w/512K VRAM SIMM 256 colors 256 colors 

Mac:lntosh Performa 405 
w/256K VRAM SIMM 16 colors 16 colo rs 
w/512K VRAM SIM M (5 12K 
total) replaces 256K SIMM 256 colo rs 256 colors 

Macintosh Performa 450, 460, 
466, &: 467 w/512K soldered on 16 grays 256 colors 256 colors 
w/256K VRAM SIMM (768K total) 256 grays 32,768 colors 32,768 colors 

Macintosh Performa 475 &: 476 
w/two 256K VRAM SIMMs 
(51 2K total) 256 grays 16 grays 256 colors 
w/two 512K VRAM SIMMs 
(1 ,024K tota l) replaces two 
256K SIMMs 256 grays 256 colors 32,768 colors 

Macintosh Performa 600 w/two 
256K VRAM SIMMs (51 2K to tal) 256 colo rs 256 co lors 
w/two 512K VRAM SIMMs 
(1 ,024K total) replaces two 
256K SIMMs 32,768 colors 32,768 colors 
w/Macintosh Display Card 8•24 256 grays 16.7 million colo rs 16. 7 million colors 

Macintosh Performa 600CD 
w/two 51 2K VRAM SIMMs 
(1 ,024K total) 32,768 colors 32,768 colors 
w/Macin tosh Display Card 8• 24 256 grays 16.7 m illion colors 16.7 million colors 

PowerBook 180c, 165c, 165, 
160, &: 180 16 grays 256 colors 256 colors 

PowerBook Duo 210, 230, 250 
&: 270c w/Duo Dock o r 
MiniDock 512K soldered on 16 grays 256 colors 256 colors 
w/Duo Dock & 512K VRAM 
SIMM 256 g rays 32,768 colors 32,768 colo rs 

Apple AudloVIslon 14-lnch Display 
Features : Built-in s te reo speakers a n d m ic ro pho n e ; ti lt/swive l b ase; inputs fo r ADB; 

audio inputs 

Descrit>tion: The firs t in a n ew class o f d isplays, th e Apple Aud io Visio n monito r fea

tures on-board ste reo sound tha t is unexpectedly good . Ergonomically design ed w il·h 

ADB and sound in p u t plu gs in the s ide pan e l, t h e Audio Visio n is an excellent firs t s tep 

toward the future of M acintosh displays tha t wi ll s tro n gly utilize sound and v is io n (see 

fig. 7.2). 
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Apple Audio- Macintosh 16" Macintosh 21" Apple Apple 
Vision 14 Color Display Color Display Perform a Perform a 
Display (14") (17") Display Plus Display 

32,768 colors 32,768 colors 256 colors 32,768 colors 32,768 colors 

16.7 mi llion colors 16.7 million colors 32,768 colors 16.7 million colors 1 6.7 million colors 

256 colors 16 colors 256 colors 256 colors 

16 colors 16 colors 16 colors 

256 colors 256 colors 256 colors 256 colors 

256 colors 16 colors 256 colors 256 colors 
32,768 colors 256 colors 32,768 colors 32,768 colors 

256 colors 16 colors 256 colors 256 colors 

32,768 colors 256 colors 32,768 colors 32,768 colors 

256 colors 16 colors 256 colors 256 colors 

3 2,7 68 colors 32,7 68 colors 32,768 colors 32,768 colors 
16.7 million colors 256 colors 256 colors 16.7 million colors 16.7 million colors 

32,768 colors 32,768 colors 32,768 colors 32,768 colors 
16.7 million colors 256 colors 256 colors 16.7 million colors 1 6.7 million colors 

256 colors 256 colors 256 colors 256 colors 

256 colors 256 colors 256 colors 256 colors 

32,768 colors 32,768 colors 32,768 colors 32,768 colors 

One drawback to the pioneering Audio Vision moni tor is tha t it may be uncomfortably 
small for multimedia work, wh ich may require another monitor just to hold floating 
menus, palettes, and drag-around tool boxes; a 16-inch display would be a more ideal 
size for multimedia work. 

In favor of the 14-inch Audio Visio n is the crisp Sony Trini t ron picture tube and its flat, 
high con trast screen . A buil t-in microphone is sculpted into th e center of th e chassis 
around the screen, helping make this "Star Trekkish"-looking monitor in to th e current 
bells-and-whistles leader of all Apple d isplays. 
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Courtesy ol Apple Computer, Inc. 

Fig. 7.2 
Apple AudioVision monitor. 

Compatibility/Requirements: All colo r-capable Macintosh models and colo r/gray
scale generating PowerBooks with a variety of colo r depths depending on hardware card 
o r VRAM installed. See table 7.1 for more details. 

Size/Resolution: l4-inch screen; 640 x 480 pixels/ 70 d pi 

Screen Refresh Uate: 66.7 Hz 

Dot Pitch: 26 mm 

Regulatory Approval: EnergyStar ra ted 

Macintosh 16-lnch Color Display 
Features: Tilt/swivel base; ADB output, microphone; headphone/external spea ker 
outputs 

DescriJJtion: The Macin tosh 16-inch monito r displays h igh-quality color utilizing a 
Sony Trinitro n picture tube with a fla t, high-contrast screen. Like the Audio Vision 14-
inch monitor, the 1 6-inch m on itor features ADU and sound input/output plugs on-board 
(but no speakers o r microphone). An effec tive antigla re/antista tic monito r coating keeps 
reflection down and dust off. 
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Compatibility/Requirements: All color-capable Macintosh models and color/gray
scale generating PowerBooks with a variety of color depths depending on hardware card 
o r VRAM installed. Sec table 7.1 for more details. 

Image Size/Resolution: 832 x 624 pixels/ 70 dpi 

Screen Refresh Rate: 75 Hz 

Dot Pitch: 0.26 mm 

Regulatory Approval: Swedac and MPR ll rated for low frequency magnetic emissions 

Macintosh 14-lnch Color Display 
Features: Tilt/swivel base; automatic degaussing 

Description: The Macintosh 14-inch colo r display monitor uti lizes the same Trin itron 
picture tube as its workhorse predecessor, the Applecolor 13-inch monito r-and does so 
with 40 percent more energy efficiency and SO percent more brightness than the older 
13-inch mo nito r. High-contrast glass helps keep its picture among the consistently best
rated small monitors available for the Macintosh. 

Compatibility/Requirements: All colo r-capable/NuBus equipped Macintosh m odels 
and colo r/gray-scale generating PowerBooks with appropriate VRAM or Color display 
board. 

Image Size/Resolution: 640 x 480 pixels/70 dpi 

Screen Refresh Rate: 66.7 Hz 

Dot Pitch: 0.26 mm 

Regulatory Af,proval: Swedac and MPR II rated for low frequen cy magnetic and elec
trical emissions; ISO 9241 compliant ergonomic design 

Macintosh 14-lnch Color Plus Display 
Features: Tilt/swivel base; automatic degaussing 

Description: This monitor utilizes a shadow mask display technology rather than 
the brigh ter Trinitron picture tube. While lacking the crispness of the more expensive 
14-inch d isplay, the Colo r Plus is the budget cho ice for those Mac users need ing inex
pensive, adequate colo r, and is compatible with all color-capable Macs and most 8- and 
24-bit video cards for the Mac. 

Compatibility / Requirements: All color-capable Macintosh models and color/gray
scale generating PowerBooks with a variety of color depths depending on hardware card 
o r VRAM installed. See table 7.1. 

Image Size/Resolution: 640 x 480 pixels/70 dpi 

Screen Refresh Rate: 67 Hz 

Dot Pitch: 0.28 mm 
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Regulatory Approval: Swedac and MPR l1 rated for low-frequency magnetic and elec
trical emissions. ISO 9241 compliant design. 

Apple Multiple Scan 20 Display 
Features: Tilt/swivel base; automatic degaussing 

Description: The Apple Multiple Scan 20 Display utilizes a 20-inch Trinitron picture 
tube for crisply contrasted color-and lots of it. The only multisync monitor from Apple, 
the Apple Multiple Scan 20 also features a h igh-quality, antistatic, antiglare bonded 
panel, and has digital controls that control brightness, contrast, horizontal and vertical 
size and centering, convergence, ro tation , pincushion, white point, and power. Also IBM 
PC compatible with a plug adapter, the AMS 20 has the capability to switch resolutions 
on-the-fly. 

Compatibility/Requirements: Quadra; Centris Macintoshes; or any Mac running 
24AC Display card from Apple; plug-and-play compatible with DOS/Windows/IBM PC 
machines using supplied adapter. See table 7.1. 

Image Size/Resolution: 640 x 480 pixels; 832 x 624 pixels; 1024 x 768 pixels; 1152 x 
870 pixels; 1280 x 1024 pixels 

Screen Refresb Rate: 67Hz at 640 x 480 pixels; all other resolutions at 75 Hz 

Dot Pitch: 0.31 mm 

Regulatory Approval: MPR II rated for low-frequency magnetic and electrical emis
sions; EPA EnergyStar compliant (while in Energy Saver mode) 

Macintosh 21-lnch Display 
Features: Tilt/swivel base; automatic degaussing; antiglare screen; ADB; microphone; 
on-board sound outputs 

Dcscri1Jtion: The Macintosh 21 -inch display util izes a 21-inch CRT, flat face plate and 
gray filter glass and relatively small 0.26 mm dot pitch, and features easy-to-reach ADB 
and sound ports on-board. Whi le not a Trinitron monitor, the 21-inch display can 
sharply display two entire 8 1/2-by-11-inch pages of color text and graphics side by side 
in sharp focus. Also Swedac MPR-2 compliant rated for low-frequency emissions. 

Compatibility/Requirements: All color capable Macs except LC/LCII/LCIII, llsi, IIVX 
(unless 8/24 card is installed). See table 7.1. 

Image Size/Resolution: 1152 x 870 79 dpi 

Screen Refresh Rate: 75 Hz 

Dot Pitch: 0.26 mm 

Regulatory Approval: MPR II rated for low-frequency magnetic and electrical emis
sions; EPA EnergyStar compliant (while in Energy Saver mode) 
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Macintosh Portrait Display 
Features: Antiglare screen; ADB plug on-board 

Description: Though beginning to show its age, the Portrait Display allows one full 
8 1/2-by-11-inch page to be displayed in monochrome, and that's all you may ever need 
if you produce flyers or one full page at a time at your desktop. Portrait displays are work
horses in the journalism world. You probably can find a used one at a very low price. 

Compatibility: Color Macs except for LC/LCII; IIVX on-board video; Performa 400/ 
410/430/405/600 on-board video. See table 7.1 for more details. 

Image Size/Resolution: 640 x 870 pixels/80 dpi 

Screen Refresh Rate: 75 Hz 

Dot Pitch: 0.29 mm 

Regulatory Ap1Jroval: MPR II rated for low-frequency magnetic and electrical 
emissions 

Macintosh 12-lnch RGB Display 
Features: Tilt/swivel base; brightness and contrast controls 

Description: The Macintosh 12-inch RGB display utilizes a shadow mask display tech
nology rather than a brighter Trinitron picture tube. The 12-inch monitor is the lowest 
priced color monitor available from Apple, and provides Mac users needing adequate 
color a very affordable solution. 

Compatibility/Refluirements: All color-capable Macintosh models and color/gray
scale generating PowerBooks with a variety of color depths depending on hardware card 
or VRAM installed. See table 7.1 for more details. 

Image Size/Resolution: 512 x 384 pixels/64 dpi 

Screen Refresh Rate: 60 Hz 

Dot I•itch: 0.28 mm 

Regulatory ApJJroval: Swedac and MPR II rated for low-frequency magnetic and elec
trical emissions 

Macintosh 12-lnch Monochrome Display 
Features: Antiglare screen; brightness and contrast contro ls 

Description: The Macintosh 12-inch monochrome display represents the lowest priced 
monitor available from Apple. Though it isn't a good choice as a graphics, publishing, or 
multimedia monitor, it is useful as a second "tools screen" monitor in many Mac setups. 
Though the 12-inch monitor is the least expensive of the line, it is a quality mono
chrome display, offering sharp contrast with its Page White phosphor screen and dark 
g lass. 
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Compatibility/ Requirem ents: All NuBus-equipped Macin tosh model PowerBooks 
using either on-board video or one-bit display card 

Image Size/Resolution: 640 x 480 pixels/76 dpi 

Screen Refresh Rate: 35 Hz 

Dot Pitch: 0.28 m m 

Regulatory Approval: Swedac and MPR II rated fo r low-frequency magnetic and 
electrica l emissions 

Third-Party Monitors 
Over a dozen companies offer :\lfacintosh displays in several sizes; if you are buying or 
recommending a monitor, you have your work cut out for you. Keep your eyes on the 
magazine reviews, get opinions from your local experts, and go a nd try them ou t if you 
can. Call the companies and ask them about competing models, and cross reference the 
comments. 

The following moni tors are a cross-section of the best d isplays chosen from several third
party vendors that make good alternatives to the Apple monito rs in the same class, or 
have exceptional features for sp ecialty applications that the Apple monitors do not have. 

Radius PreclsionColor Pivot 
Features: Multisync; capability to physically turn display on its side and have picture 
remain o riented; lilt/swivel base; separate horizontal and vertical centering 

Descri(Jtion: The Radius Pivot line of d isplays are unique in the world of monito rs 
because they can be used in both portra it and landscape orientations simply by tilting 
the monitor over from long to wide; the picture automatically switches modes. The 
PrecisionColor Pivot is a m ultisync and features Radius' acclaimed switch-on-the-fly 
Dynamic Desktop mon itor control software. Its an tireflect ive Sil ica Glass coating helps 
provide better focus, clarity, and brightness. Aside from its unique swivel capabili ty, the 
PrecisionColor Pivot's p icture ra nks among the best o f the small monito rs ava ilable for 
the Macintosh. Along wit h Radius' worry-free wa rran ty featuring overnight delivery and 
on-site replacemen t, the Pivot is on~ of the best buys and-literally-t·he most 
flexible monitor for the Mac (see fig. 7.3). 

Compatibility/ Requirements: Color capable Macs and PowerBooks with appropriate 
VR4.M o r colo r d isplay card installed 

Image Size/Resolution : 640 x 480 pixels, 864 x 640 pixels, 1024 x 768 pixels/81 dpi 

Screen Refresh Rate: 72 Hz at 864 x 640 pixels (decreases as the screen sizes increases) 

Dot Pitch: 0.28 mm 
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Fig. 7.3 
Radius PrecisionColor Pivot. 

Regulatory Approval: Swedac and MPR II rated fo r low frequency magnetic and elec
trical emissions. ISO 9241 compliant ergonomic design. UL, CSA, TUV; FCC Class B; 
Canadien DOC B. 

Philips Brilliance 1720 17-lnch Color Display 
Features: Microprocessor controlled fixed-mode frequencies and on-board memory of 
user settings; on-board LCD display window; tilt/swivel base; separa te horizontal and 
vertical sync 

Description: The Philips Bri lliance line of displays feature workstation level perfor
mance for a var iety of professional level colo r uses. The Brilliance 1720's wide array of 
on-board electronics autosyncs to nine separate display resolutions, including VGA, 
SuperVGA and all Mac resolutions. Unusually high refresh rates (for exa mple 76Hz in 
1280 x 1024 pixel aspect ratio) makes it exceptional ly flicker-free. AGRAS (antiglare, 
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a ntireflection, and an tistatic) tube coating, EBU tube phosphors, and 0.27 mm dot pitch 
provide a sharp and exceptionally bright display. Unique to the Brilliance monitor series 
is an on-boa rd LCD display panel for clear identification of selected modes and ad just
men t configuration, which features an auto shut-off after making ad justments to mini
mize d istraction . See figure 7.4. 

Compatibility/Requirements: Color-ca pable Macs and PowerBooks with appropriate 
VRAM and hardware; DOS/Windows/IBM PC, Workstations and X-Terminals 

Fig. 7.4 
Philips Brilliance 1720 l 7-inch color display. 

Image Size/Resolution: Maxim um resolution of 1600 x 1280 pixels, with optimum 
resolution occurring at 1280 x 1024 pixels; capable of VGA 640 x 480 pixels, 640 x 400 
pi xels; SVGA 800 x 600 pixels; Quad r<l 832 x 624 pixels; XGA 1024 x 768 pixels; 1280 x 
1024 pixels. 

Screen Refresh Rate: 60Hz, 67 Hz, 70 Hz, 72 Hz, 73 Hz, 75 Hz, 76 Hz, 87 Hz depend
ing on resolution 

Dot Pitch: 0.27 mm 

Regulatory Approval: s-.,redac and MPR II rated for low-frequency magnetic and elec
trical emissions. ISO 9241 compliant ergonomic design. 
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NEC Multi Sync 4FGe 1 5-lnch Color Display 
Features: AccuColor control system; 12 user-controllable digital configura tion available 
from front panel; ti lt/swivel base 

Description: The 4foGe is a good alternative to the Apple 14-inch m o ni tor line, and 
carries some of the latest cutting-edge techno logy available for an accurate and high
quality colo r display. Stacking up favorably against trad ition al Trinitron-based mon ito rs, 
the NEC 4foGe's Invar a lloy shadow mask a llows more light to be processed with less 
heat, givi ng a h igher contrast and brighter image than other mo ni tors in its class. NEC 
uses Radius' switch-on-the-fly software for its multisync monitors, as well as the innova
tive NEC AccuColor system, which a llows individual adjustment of the degree o f color 
from each of the three RG B color guns. Another in novation is NEC's Intelligent Power 
Manager software, which automatically places the monito r into a low-energy sleep mode 
during low-usage periods. The sleek, attractive outer shell design of the NEC moni tors 
comes from frogdesignTM, the same company that designs the Macintosh, NeXT comput
ers, and many other innovative, award-winn ing industrial design products . NEC mon i
to rs are also fully compatible with Powerlvlacs with a free cable supplied from NEC. See 
figure 7.5. 

Fig. 7.5 · · 
1EC MultiSync 4FGe 15-inch color display. 
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Compatibility /Requirements: All colo r-capable Macintoshes and colo r/gray-scale 
PowerBooks with appropriate VRAM or display board 

Image Size/Resolution: Optimum resolu tion occu rring at I 024 x 768 pixels; capable 
o f 640 x 480 pixels, 832 x 624 pixels, 1024 x 768 pixels 

Screen Refresh Rute: 75 Hz 

Dot Pitch: 0.28 mm 

Regulatory AJ•proval: Swcdac and MPR II rated for low-freq uency magnetic and elec
trical emissio ns. Reduced Magnetic Fie ld techno logy; ISO 9241 compliant ergo nom ic 
design. 

Sigma MultiMode 150 19-lnch Gray-scale Monitor 

Features: Tilt/swivel base; block-mode transfer; Swedac and MPR II rated for low
frequency magnetic and electrical emissio ns 

Description: Many industria l desig ners do not need the niceties of color. Gray-scale 
monitors and monochromes require less power, which means that they throw less dan
gerous emissio ns, las t longer, and are cheaper Lo run . Highly recommended is the Sigma 
Design s Multimode 150 19-inch high-resolutio n gray-sca le display. With the highest 
refresh ra tes and maximu m resolution of any gray-scale monito r for the Macintosh, the 
Multi mode 150 meets the needs of engineers working with hig hly deta iled and p remium 
quality graphics. The Sigma also features on-the-fly resolutio n switching, hardware pan 
and zoom, and b lock- transfer mode; the latter a llows it to utilize QuickDraw accelera
t ion. Th is wide array of features makes the Sigma 150 an excellent cho ice fo r exacting 
gray-scale work. See figure 7 .6. 

Fig. 7.6 
Sigma Mutti Mode I 50 19-inch gray-scale monitor. 
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Compatibility/Requirements: Any Mac with on-board video or NuBus-capable Mac 
with appropriate display card (such as Apple 4/8 or 8/24 card) 

Image Size/ Resolution: Optimum resolution occurring at 2048 x 1536 pixels; capab.le 
of syncing to 2048 x 1536 pixels/1 SO dpi, 1664 x 1200 pixels/120 dpi, 1280 x 960 pixels/ 
92 dpi, 832 x 600 pixels/60 dpi, 640 x 480 pixels/46 dpi, 512 x 384 dpi 

Screen Refresh Rate: 76 Hz to 116 Hz over range of resolutions 

Dot Pitch: 0.28 mm 

SuperMac PressView 21 Display System 
Features: Tilt/swivel base; block-mode transfer; EBU phosphors; lnvar shadmv m ask; 
ADB serial input; display hood; ColorMa tch software; and Tri-st imulus colorimeter ca li
bration hardware 

Description: The PressView 21 Display System from SuperMac o ffers high end, profes
sional performance and quality for color publishing chores. The Pressview 21 comes 
complete with SuperMatch Display Calibrator Pro (see fig. 7.7). It also includes a colorim
eter, a device that attaches to the screen for fine WYSIWYG calibration or accurate color 
matching and proofing. The colorimeter is used in conjunction with the included 
ColorMatch software to accurately control every aspect of color, such as white point, 
gamma, brightness, and contrast. PictureShape geometry controls let you adjust screen 
sizing, position and distortion. This display system provides the highest degree of color 
accuracy avai lable, across the widest va riety of color match ing systems such as Apple 
ColorSync, Agfa FotoFiow, EFI EficColor, and KEPS PRECISION. A d isplay hood is also 
included to prevent overhead lighting from interfering with work. Direct adjustment of 
the indiv idual RGB color guns, password protection of display configuration, and inte
grated cal ibration add to this professional color display system. 

Compatibility/Retluiremeu ts: All color-capable Macintosh m odels and color/gray
scale generating Power Books w ith a variety of color depths depending on hardware card 
or VRAM installed 

Image Size/Resolution: 640 x 480 pixels, 800 x 600 pixel s, 832 x 624 pixels, I 024 x 
768 pixels, 11 52 x 870 pixels, 1360 x 1024 pixels wi th varying dpis depending on size 

Dot Pitch: 0.28 mm 

Screen Refresh Ra te: 75 Hz 

Regulatory Approval: Swedac and M PR II ra ted for low-frequency magnetic and 
electrical emissions 
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Fig. 7.7 
SuperMac PressView 21 Display System. 

Virtual Vision NTSC Monitor 
The Virtual Vision monitor is for those of you who are using a Mac to produce Desktop 
Video o r animation to ap pear on television. You alsu nt:ed Lhe appropriate card with an 
NTSC converter and output to switch in and out of noninterlaced to interlaced mode. 

Available from Virtual Vision (1-800-758-7060), this interesting device (coined personal 
entertai11111ent eyeware) is basically a pair of stylish wrapa round, clark but transparent eye
glasses outfitted with a small heads up d isplay NTSC monitor actually inside the glasses
with v irtual screen size in excess of 60 inches across. Stereo sound, and strategically 
placed in the ear headphone speakers on the arms of the eyeglasses, keeps you aurally 
aware in a big way. The on-board TV tuner with anten na has outstanding reception and 
is smaller and ligh ter than a camcorder battery. See figure 7.8. 

Deluxe models have RCA inputs for stereo audio and video inputs right on the portable 
power supply. These inputs make the monitor flexible fo r desktop video usage as well as 
heads up camcorder shooting and eliminates the need to look through the camera eye
piece to record. It defin itely takes some getting used to and causes a mi ld form of motion 
platform imbalance after you take them off-but on ly if you move around with them on. 
They attract a lot of attention, wh ich can be an added factor if you're out shooting video 
for your next multimedia pro ject. (Tip: Carry business cards.) 

Compatibility/Requirements: Any Nunus Macintosh equipped with an NTSC 
converter that has an RCA video output 
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Fig. 7 .8 
Virtual Vision NTSC monitor. 



Chapter 8 

Hard Disks 
by Ken Grey 

Hard disks, also known as fixed disk drives and hard drives, have become the single most 
popular peripheral for Macintosh, as well as the direct-access storage media of choice for 
this and other micro-, min i- and even supercomputers. Although other storage media 
might have advantages-erasable CD-ROM will hold information reliably ten times 
longer; a OAT (Digital Audio Tape) drive is unmatched for its cost per megabyte, and 
RAM hard drives are a hundred times faster-the balance of most computer user's storage 
needs are met with hard drives. 

Wheth er this popularity is due to the hard drive's relatively long storage reliability, de
cent speed, or low cost per megabyte, the hard drive is so prevalent that it is sometimes 
thought of as simply just a part of the computer. It is not. The computer does not need a 
hard drive to operate-other media can act as boatable storage for the Mac, making hard 
drives a true peripheral. Among Mac users, however, the hard disk is the storage media of 
choice. 

Hard disks are just that-hard disks made of machined aluminum, glass, or ceramic, 
about 1/8 inch thick that are contained in a sealed drive mechanism. Ca lled platters, 
these disks are covered with a coating that is magnetized by the drive's actuator head. 
Older disks are coated with an oxidized iron particulate, but many new high perfor
mance drives use a much thinner metal plating, or thill-film media that allows bits to be 
packed tighter for more storage possible and faster access time per disk. 

The hard drive is often compared to a phonograph, because of its spinning p latter that 
holds information, and a stylus that retrieves that information. The stylus on a hard 
drive is an electromagnet at the end of a read/write armature that can create or find in
formation on the spinning platters. 

Generally, the larger capacity the drive, the more platters it will contain, although higher 
density platters and data compression are slowing that trend. All platters rotate on the 
same spindle, and each platter has its own armature stylus. As the platters spin, they 
create a very thin air cushion upon which the read/write head floats as it seeks across the 
drive surface. This gap is so thin it is measured in microns, or millionths of a meter. 
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Each platter is broken up into tracks. These tracks form concentric circles that emanate 
from the hub of the platter to the perimeter. As information is sent by the drive control
ler, it passes through the armature, magnetizing the particles on the platter tracks, form
ing binary patterns, or bits. t\ 11 your computer's stored information is made up of these 
bits. 

A hard disk stays magnetized even when it is not plugged in, and like a phonograph, it 
records a lasting (but erasable) impression that can be read again when you need to ac
cess it. 

Technical Terms 
The technica l terms defined below should bring you up to speed on many terms used to 
describe hard drives. 

Bus 
The connections (wires, etc.) over which electrical signals are transmitted . Drives 
described below use the Mac's SCSI bus; some SCSI accelerator cards use the Mac's 
NuBus. 

Megabyte/Gigabyte 
A megabyte is 1000 bytes of information , the most common measuring stick of hard 
drive capacity. Larger drives are measured in gigabytes-1000 megabytes equals one 
gigabyte. 

SCSI 
Small Computer System Interface, a specification standard for how computers and pe
ripherals communicate, and Apple's primary hard drive bus interface. 

RAID 
Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks. 

Drivers 
The software that translates the Macintosh system requests into SCSI commands to the 
hard drive. 

Platters 
The spinning disk(s) within the hard drive mechanism used to hold information. 

Tracks 
The Magnetic grooves where the information is stored on the platters. 

Sector 
The subdivision of tracks that are created during format ting. Sector size is created to 
work with your individua l Mac's native ability to read a certain amount of data at a time; 
in many cases S 12 bytes is the sector size for Macs. 
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Actuator 
The moto r that moves the read/ write head over the platters. Vo ice coil actuato rs are used 
in better drives; cheaper drives often have a clumsier actuator based on a Stepper moto r, 
which cannot provide the fine contro l of a voice coil actuator. 

Controller 
The electronics on the hard drive that provide the circuitry to a llow it to process data 
independently of the Mac's CPU, controll ing the spindle motor's spin up and speed, as 
well as actuato r movement and some housekeeping utilities. 

Termination 
In regard to SCSI, term ination is the physical closing off of a circuit to dampen signal 
reson ance to keep lines free of perfo rmance quelling echo back down the SCS I line. Ter
mination also matches the impedance of the lines-crucial for daisy chaining mult ip le 
devices with the increased cable length that needs to be fill ed. 

Latency Time 
This measuremen t of drive speed is the ti me it takes for the spinning platters to move 
the specific platter to the read/write head. Some d rive m anufacturers now h ave two ac
tuators-each mounted on opposi te sides of the platter to ha lf the t ime it takes the plat
ter to get to the read/write head . 

Seek Time 
This is the time it takes fo r the read/write head to locate the appropriate secto r on the 
spinning platter where the info rmation is. 

Spindle Speed 
This measurement helps users determine thei r drive's overall speed. The spindle that 
spins the platters is turned by a brushless de (direct current) mo tor-much like the moto r 
on your audio turntable. These mo tors spin the disks in revolutio11s per mi11ute (RP.\-1). The 
more RPMs the moto r can tu rn, the fas ter the latency tim e. Be aware that the faster the 
spindle speed, the more no isy and ho t the mechanism will be-and the grea ter the 
chance fo r drive erro r. 

Common spindle speeds found on average perfo rmance hard drives arc 3600 and 4800 
RPMs; high-end drives are built to spin at 5400 RPMs and even 7200 RPMs. 

Command Overhead 
This is a measurement o f the time it takes fo r the computer's command to be interpreted 
and acted upon by the contro ller. 

Understanding Hard Drives 
Because Apple does no t m ake the ac tual d rive mechanisms, sell external hard d rives, o r 
contro l the technology going into ha rd d rives, it is a wide-open, third-party market. And 
like any thriving third-party market, fierce competition among vendors keeps the tech
nology ever-growing, while prices stead ily drop. Apple's endorsemen t of SCSI as its main 
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bus for storage- and the hard d rive as its primary sto rage device
needed to start and keep this market developing. 

Drives are not just plain "storage" a nymore; they are a way to get 
puter jobs clone correctly. The wrong disk drives can ru in efforts t 
computing goals. A server requires large reliable systems, or it req 
fault-tolerant disk mirrming. Or if a video-editing workstatio n is 
sustained throughput level is more important than access speed. 
looking for an internal drive will simply need a physically slendtt, " · ·' ·,Jw ... -.. --·- - _ ..... 
fits a laptop's inner confines-the size, low heat, and power requiremen ts are the key 
facto rs. Many veteran users simply want to maintain access to a large number of applica
tions and files, having grown beyond the single internal drive. They need quickly acces
sible, rewritable storage ra ther than specialized drive features. 

Consequently, the market for SCSI hard drives is quite large-hard drives from 20 YfB to 
9G (9000MB) are available, each with its own set of features, speed, rel iabil ity, and 
quirks. But each one wiJJ run just fine off the Macintosh you have in front of you (unless 
you own a Mac 512 or 128, which do not have SCSI ports). Also note that with the 
presen t system software, the Macintosh cannot address sto rage partitions larger than 2 
gigabytes contiguously-drives larger than 9G are partitioned and appear as individual 
drives (or volumes) on your Mac's desktop. This limit will be doubled in the next incarna
tion of System software, and most likely raised to much higher limits as digital video and 
large volume transfers become more and more preva lent. 

The need for faster, less expensive, and higher-quali ty hard drives is being created by the 
new generations of super-fas t Apple models such as the 840AV and Power Macs, which 
allow the level of speed necessary to work with large server configurations, mult imed ia 
applications, color image processing, video, and other storage-intensive, speed-thirsty 
applications. 

Like the crus they plug into, hard d rives are constantly increasing in speed and steadily 
decreasing in cost. 

Speed 
The difference between a popular hard drive li ne and a dead end one is determined by 
three very basic factors: speed, reliability, and price- in that o rder. Speed, for hard drives 
and other peripherals, equals efficiency, and means the latest technology was probably 
built into the drive. 

To put the relative speed of hard drives in perspective, a decent one will access informa
tion 10 times faster than a floppy disk, but nearly 100 tim es slower than RAM . Hard 
d rive access speed-the time it takes your computer to show you \•vhat you asked for- is 
always being decreased as the technology becomes more refin ed and the competi tion 
gets more crowded. 

Overall drive speed measure is the combination of spindle speed, seek time, and latency 
time-each li ke a leg in a relay race, where any slow leg can cause the overall speed of 
the drive to lag. 

,, ... ,. ... 
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The combination of these speed measurements gives an overall profile of the drive as 
fast, average, or slow. Generally, it is a safe bet to say that newer drives are faster than 
older drives because even the lower-end model lines from drive manufacturers have to 
compete and benefit from the trickle down of technology from their higher-end siblings. 

Internal and External Hard Drives 
The SCSI hard drive is a contained mechanism that plugs into a power and a SCSI port 
either internally-in one of the Mac's allo tted drive bays, or externally, into a box that 
contains a power supply and internal SCSI connector and an empty space where the 
hard drive sits (see fig. 8.1 fo r a cutaway look at an in ternal d rive mechanism). Once the 
drive is instal led in the external enclosure-through the same procedure as plugging it 
into the inside of the Mac-that external box then plugs into the SCSI port of either the 
Mac, or is daisy-chained from another SCSI device connected to the Mac (see chapter S 
for more on connecting SCSI peripheral devices). 

External devices will always cost more money than their internal counterparts-enclo
sures, power supply, shield ing, and cooling add up to rough ly an extra hundred dollars 
for an external device as opposed to an internal o ne that piggyback's the Mac compo
nents. 

Fig. 8.1 
Cutaway of a hard d rive. 
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Most external drive vendors do not actually manufactu re the drive mechanisms they sell; 
instead they simply buy the mechanisms from a small handful of hard drive manufactur
ers-such as Seagate, Quantum, Micropolis, o r DEC-and place them in exte rnal enclo 
sures with the ir own compa ny name on them. This cou ld be important to note when 
you read the fin e print on hard drive warranties where it might say that th e manufac
turer is responsible for fulfilling the warran ty on the drive. 

This is not to say that a ll external drive enclosures are the same; the quality va ries 
widely. For the same reason that a foerrari engine is not dropped into a Pinto chassis, an 
expensive, high -tech drive mechanism that ho lds all your d ata should be insta lled in a 
hig h-quality external enclosure, complete with the best shielding and internal compo
nents, and connected to your Mac with the best cables available (see chapte r 5, "Con
necting Pe ripherals," for a discussion of cables and terminators). 

You should look for the following e lements in an external enclosure: 

• Full-Metal RF/EMI (radio (req11e11cy & electromagnetic) shielding. Many poor quality 
drives use a me tal paint o n the enclosures. Using this paint is a poor, cheap way to 
attempt to sh ie ld. Seek out enclosures with a full metal jacket instead. 

• Quality power supply. Does it have an on-board fuse and a surge suppresser? The 
more wattage the better. 

• Switclmble active tennination. Only a few companies offer this feature on thei r exter
nal enclosures, but it is an excellent attribute. Switchable active termina tio n sup
plies termination power o n its own rather than relying on the Mac's power supply 
to push it down the line into the drive through SCSI. Termination problems can be 
minimized here-terminating your guesswork about previously invisible pro blems. 

• Decent fan cooling. Look for a drive with a removable d ust screen that you can clean 
and replace. 

The best enclosures with a ll the features expla ined above and more are available from 
APS Techno logies, one o f the la rger th ird-party drive reselle rs. 

External enclosures come in many d ifferent shapes and sizes as well. Portable external 
drives in enc losures from Libe rty Systems (408-983-1127) are the sma llest in the indus
try, no t much bigger than the mechanism itself. Though the ir smallest drives don't have 
fans to cool them, their portab ili ty is renowned. 

Zero-Footprint drive enclosllres (or enclosures with that can fit underneath an integrated 
Mac Plus/Classic/SE lines without any extra footprint) are the same color as those Macs 
as well, for fashio n -conscio us users. W hen purchasing an external drive enclosure, most 
companies will offer just about any shape you require, at no extra charge. 

Physical versus Storage Size 
The physical size (as o pposed to the storage capacity) of hard drives is based on the d iam
eter of the platter inside the drive mechanism itself. The hard drive mechanisms fall into 
three general drive measurements: 
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• 2.5 in ell (also known as 1/3 Height or Low-Profile drives). Flatter than a pack of ciga
rettes, these drives go into PowerBooks and o ther tight places where power require
ments are low, and heat must be kept to a minimum. 

• 3.5 inch (also known as lwlf-lleigllt or internal-sized drives). The size most often found 
inside of Macs and external enclosures. Half-height d rives have the best power-to
weight ratio of all sizes and are the most widely available, which can be attributed 
to the enhancement of spindle speed tolera nces and better platter coatings. Such 
features make these drives faster, with more storage capabilities than the full-heigh t 
drives they replace. 

• 5.25 inc/1 (also known as Full-Height or Wincl1ester drives). Seldom found in Macs 
anymo re, the full-height drives pull too much power, generate too much heat, and 
take up too much space to be a forwa rd-looking ch oice fo r new desktop computers, 
although the Mac II , IIX, Il fx, and Quad ra 900/950 can all utilize fu ll-height drives. 

Users who are upgrad ing need only be concerned about the physical size of the d rive if 
it's going to be mou nted inside the Macintosh; externally, the drives are hidden away in 
their own enclosures. Regard less of the size of the hard drive, they plug into the Mac the 
same way, and for all intents and purposes are dealt with ali ke by the Macin tosh. 

RAID Disk Arrays 

Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks (RAID) techno logy was developed to (among other 
things) increase performance by using normal existing drive techno logy rather than by 
making the one Single Large Expensive Drive (S LED) drive faster. RAID systems can coordi
nate severa l li nked drives to read/write in pam/lei-effectively doubling the access and 
latency speed of either drive. To accom plish this, the CPU must d istribute data to two 
individual drives through two separate SCSI busses. This allows it to write twice the nor
mal amount of data in the same time as one drive-making reads twice as fast as well. 
RAID arrays can be set up to perform disk mirroring which is a lso called a fault tolerant 
setup that basica lly writes the same data to two different drives; should either drive 
crash, the data is safe and a new drive can replace the o ld drive. 

At least two drives are required for an array setup, although more can be added. Two 
SCSI inputs are required on the Mac itself-currently the on ly Macs that have two on
board SCSI bus controllers are the Quadra 900/950, and the Power Macintosh 8100AV, 
both internally. If a second SCSI input is required for your system, an additional NuBus 
SCSI d river card can be added so the two drives can be run off individual busses. 

RAID has five possible implementation levels. Each performs a specific kind of task: 

• RAID Level Zero (also known as formatting with Data Striping). Reads and wri tes 
data in parallel to matched drives on the line in user-specified chunks called seg
ments. Level Zero RAID drive setups are usua lly expensive, but they represent the 
highest possible performance for SCSI of any Mac configuration. Mac users who 
require the fastest SCSI throughput available should take a hard look at a RAID 
Level Zero Disk Array. 
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• RAID Levell-5. Levels 1-S perform disk mirroring as well as combinations of strip
ing and mirroring in different configurations. 

For our purposes, Level Zero is the most important to Mac users, who may find RAID 
Levels 1-S of li ttle use because they rely on matched sets of hard d rives as backup sys
tems rather than rely on more cost-effective backup systems available, such as OAT. 

Disk Problems 
There are h'\IO general kinds of hard drive problems: software and hardware crash es. 

Software crashes do not compromise the d isk's physical integrity or firm ware (the d rive's 
on-board circuitry and mechanics), and any lost data can usually be recovered using a 
disk utility program. Many times software crashes ca n be attributed to viruses or SCSI 
address o r termination problems, which can be solved by changing cables, or SCSI ID 
numbers, or with recovery and anti virus programs. 

Hardware crashes are among the most fea red situations with which a computer user can 
be faced. Usually th rough no fau lt of your own, a drive will inexplicably crash irrecover
ably. This phenomenon is also known as die, go down, c/1eck out, eat it, suck your life 
away-all phrases meant to be spat out bitterly over mixed drinks. They say there are h'\lo 
kinds of d rives: those that crash, and those that have crashed. Be prepared-back up! 

But a drive fa ilure WILL happen eventually. That's why drive manufacturers have a 
MTBF rating for each d rive, which stands fo r an estimated Mean Time Before Failure for 
that particular drive. Though they do not automatically stop working after a certain 
amount of hours in operat ion, the MTBF rating is more of a general "guesstimate" of a 
drive's li fe span based o n the reliabil ity of its own parts. 

While no one cause is prevalent, hard crashes can usually be traced back to a few particu
lar areas: 

• Damaged drive controller. A part of the controllers assembly fai ls to perform. Your 
data may be intact, but there is no way to read the disks-you cannot simply open 
the case and replace it. (Well, you could if you were in a "clean" room with 
microparticulate clothing and breathers, but not everyone has access to these kinds 
of faci li ties.) Environmental facto rs, voltage spikes, and sta tic electricity ca n blow 
out the delicate capacitors and on-board electronics found on the controller. 

• Spindle fa ilure. This main moving part is central to the drive's existence. When its 
lubricant is gone, the spindle will grind as the drive spins, telling you to back up 
your data and to get rid of the drive while you can. Sometimes the problem can be 
too much lubricant, which will cause stiction-a condit ion where the drive platters 
refuse to spin witho ut some kind of push- usua lly a good shake will get the drive 
started, but will eventually ki ll the drive (and it looks rather silly to cl ients, like 
kicking your TV when guests are over). 
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• Erratic platter movement (heart crash). This kind of crash is caused by the platters 
wobbling as they spin , like a poorly loaded washing machine. The actuator head 
will begin contacting the platter, finally damaging it by coming into direct contact 
with it, scratching the platter and destroying both the read /write head, the platter, 
and all the information contained there. It is the same sound as fingers on a chalk
board-unmistakable and shrill, and you will not soon forget it, especially if this 
drive was your mai n source of storage. 

Data on these drives is going nowhere but in the garbage, unless you decide that your 
data is worth spending a lot of mo ney on to recover; then you can have the platters 
removed and placed in a new drive mechanism where they can be read. 

Other less destructive hardware crashes can be attributed to media errors-bad sectors of 
the platters that cannot be successfully charted by the Mac and the drive controller. 
Software utilities, such as Hard Disk Toolkit from FWB Technologies or Anubis from 
Charismac can format the drive around the bad sectors. All new drives should be tested 
fo r bad sectors, and if more than a few bad sectors are found, the drive(s) should be 
returned . 

There is no real way to foresee or prevent a ma jor hardware crash . The best you can do is 
back up your drive regularly, and keep your warranty information a t hand fo r your drive. 
Many drives feature excellent warranties of three and even five years for hardware 
fa ilure. 

Model Section 
The SCSI hard drive models described in this section are recommended choices in their 
respective classes, for a variety of uses and Mac models. This section does not attempt to 
detail every drive model from every company offering either internal or external drives; 
but rather, is meant as an insider's choice section describing models that make an excel
lent choice in thei r price range, for performance level, fo rm, reliability, or o ther factors. 

Quantum ProDrlve LPS 170 S 
The ProDrive 1705 is targeted at entry- level Mac users and has a very good performance 
per dollar ratio. A single platter, SCSI-2 mechanism, the ProDrive is Energy Star compli
ant, and has improved acoustics to reduce noise levels coming from the drives. The 
ProDrive 170 uses a custom ASIC, which performs on-the-fly error correction . Combined 
with a controller that performs extensive self-testing, the Prodrive 170 has excellent 
reliability. Relatively high throughput rates in the ProDrive 170 are achieved by use of 
Direct Memory Access (DMA) compatibility. 

Form Factor: 3.5 inch half-height 

Formatted Capacity: 170 MB 

Average Seek Time: 14 ms 

Average Latency: 8.3 ms 

Spindle Speed: 3600 RPM 

MTBF (Mean Time Before 
Failure): 300,000 hours 
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Quantum Daytona 256 S 

Quantum's Daytona series o f drives are aimed at PowerBook users who are looking for 
h igher perfo rmance than the stock Apple drives. The Dayto na 256 S/AT rates high marks 
in reliabili ty due to its un ique SlwckLock SJIStem that keeps the platters intact even at 300 
G's fo r sho rt duration , non o peratio nal shocks. O n-the-ny error correction thro ugh a 
custo m ASIC ch ip is used to maintai n data integrity even at h igh throughpu t rates. 
PowerBook users wi ll apprecia te the measures taken to preserve battery power. The 
Daytona's firmware accumula tes write req uests in buffer m emo ry rather than di rectly 
onto the d isk. This feature goes into effect when the Daytona is in standby mode under 
battery power. 

Form Factor: 2.5 inch low-pro file 

Formatted Capacity: 256MB 

Average Seek Time: 17 ms 

Average Latency: 6.7 m s 

Spindle Speed: 4,500 RPM 

MTBF (Mean Time Before Failure): 350,000 ho urs 

Warranty: 1 year (th rough authorized dealer) 

FWB PocketHammer 530FMF 
The FWB Pocket J-Iammer 530FMF (Fast Med ia Fo rmat) external hard drive takes up a 3 x 
9-inch space so that it is mo vable; increased shock m ounting makes it even mo re capable 
as a totable d rive. I;WB hard d rive internals are picked from the best in the industry, and 
tested and tuned fo r op timum th roughput. FWB's excellent Hard Disk Toolkit softwa re is 
included with the drives. Excellent tech support, 2 yea r warra n ty, and long MTBF makes 
the FWB PocketHammer 530FMF an excellen t cho ice in a fas t, reliable, mid-sized exter
nal hard drive. 

Form Factor: External h alf height single mechanism 

Formatted Capacity: 500MB 

Average Seck Tunc: 9.5 ms 

Average Latency: 5.3 ms 

Spindle Speed: 5,400 RPM 

MTBF (Mean Time Before Failure): 500,000 ho urs 

Micropolls 2210AV 

The 2210AV is the first true aud io/video d rive buil t fo r the Macintosh. Unlike standard 
no n-AV drives, the Micro po lis AV line of drives were the first to ensure a "worst-case" 
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data rate performance that ensures predictable delivery of data. The AV line excels a t 
uninterrupted reads and contiguous writes. Normal drives are set up to use a thermal 
recnlibration routine that interrupts the data stream momen tarily. Thermal 
recalibration-or "t-cal"-compensates fo r temperature fluctuation inside drives as they 
heat up. Thermal recalibration takes up to 500 ms to perform, stealing the attention of 
the drive long enough to drop a fra me in a video, or to hiccup audio playback. The A V 
drives can sustain uninterru pted data throughput due to its embedded servo technology, 
which keeps the "map" of the drive sectors intermingled with the information instead of 
in one corner o f the drive, thus eliminating the need for thermal recalibration. 

Other outstanding features are the AV's read-ahead and write-behi nd caching, tagged 
command queuing, and on-track de-Gaussing. 

Quiet, fast, and useful for multimedia, the 2210AV is also a bargain, and can be found for 
under a dollar per megabyte through many mail-order houses. One last note: it is the 
only drive with a pink ch assis, proving that drives are becoming more than just storage. 

Form Factor: 3.5 inch half-height 

Formatted Capacity: 1 G 

Average Seek Time: 23 ms 

Average Latency: 11 ms 

Spindle Speed: 5400 RPM 

MTBF (Mean Time Before Failure): 300,000 hours 

Warranty: 5 yea rs (through authorized dealers) 

Seagate Barracuda II 
The Seagate Barracuda II was the first commercially available drive with a double-speed 
spindle (see fig. 8.2). It also has a ro tation speed of 7200 RPM, and hardware technology 
taken from the fa st and reliable Elite series from Seagate. The Barracuda II is a single d rive 
that runs nearly as fast as a disk array, all by itself. It's fairly no isy and runs a bit hot, but 
the drive is solidly constructed. Seaga te's reputation for making large, fast, and reliable 
drives will most likely overcome any initial doubts that this is the drive to have for 
speed-hungry computing. 

Form Factor: 3.5 inch ha lf-height 

Formatted Capacity: 2020G 

Average Seck Time: 8 ms 

Average Latency: n/a 

Spindle Speed: 7200 RPM 

MTBF (Mean Time Before Failure): n/a 

Warranty: n/a 
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Fig. 8.2 
Seagate Barracuda II In ternal Hard Drive. 

Quantum Grand Prix 4280 S 

Th is drive is about sheer performance: its read/wri te numbers, low latency, fast spindle 
speed, lack of the rmal recal ibratio n, and ex traordinar il y low cost (just over fifty cents a 
megaby te) all contribute to wha t m<'ly become the most popu la r large d rive for the Mac. 
The Grand Prix's worksta tio n- level performance can be effective ly used in situa tio ns like 
p repress, CAD/CAM and A/V work, where uninterrupted data fl ow, and throughput are 
key. Even with all that speed, the Grand Prix has an un usua lly high MTBr- (Mean Time 
Before r-ailu rc~) o f 800,000 ho u rs. Even without a ll of its new lechnology-P I~ML read 
channels, va riable sector sizes, Optimized Reordering Command Algorithm (ORCA) firm
ware, and write strea m ing-the drive would be a bargain based sole ly on its price per 
megabyte. Servers, array co nfigura tio ns, and o ther high-volume sto rage situa tions where 
speed and reliability a rc key factors a rc embraci ng the Grand Prix line of drives (see fig. 
8 .3). 

Form Factor: 3.5 inch half-he igh t 

Formatted Cat,acity: 4280G 

Average Seck Time: 8.6 ms 

Average Latency: 4. 17 ms 

Spindle Speed: 7200 RPM 

MTBF (Mean Time Before Failure): 800,000 hours 

Warranty: S years (through au thorized dealers) 
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Fig. 8.3 
Quantum Grand Prix 4280 SHard Drive. 

Mlcronet Raven 040 Disk Array 

The Micronet Raven inte rnal a rrays for the Quad ra 900/950 series work with that particu
la r Mac's o n-boa rd capability to handle dual SCSI busses; each o f the drives plugs into its 
own separate port without the addit ion of a SCSI ca rd o n the NuBus (see fig. 8.4). Even 
though the la test SCSI Ma nager with DMA (Direct Memory Access) can not be utilized on 
the 900/950, the a rray makes good use o f drive speed from d ual Barracuda II d rives run
ning in parallel. With half the access time of a single Barracuda, and a 7 MB per second 
through put level, the Rav~n is plenty fast, and is fu lly upgradable to Power Macintosh 
Systems. 

Form Factor: Dual 3.5 inch half-height 

Formatted CaJ>acity: 4074G 

Average Seek Time: 4 ms 

Average Latency: n /a 

SJ>indle Speed: Synch ronized a t 7200 RPM 

MTBF (Mean Time Before Failure): ] 00,000 ho urs 

Warranty: 5 years (thro ugh authorized deale rs) 
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Fig. 8.4 
Cutaway/internal shot of a rray within the Quadra 950. 



Chapter 9 

Printers 
by Ken Grey 

Choosing a printer for a Macintosh setup can be daunting because of the number of 
different categories and the large range of models in each category. r:or example, just 
focusing on inkjet printers can lead you from a portable monochrome printer for $300 
all the way up to a large format color inkjet that prints billboards and can set you back 
$30,000 and more. 

Assessing your needs now and in the future is your best approach to finding the right 
printer. If you want to print letters with your color logo on the letterhead, you might 
have the letterhead printed traditionally and get a cheaper monochrome printer to add 
your text to the preprinted letterhead. This method would be cost effective because a 
monochrome printer with a lower maintenance curve and consumables cost will eventu
ally earn its way past the color cost for the letterhead. 

Printers have a way o f paying for themselves; they can last a lot longer than your other 
peripherals because their moving parts are often replaced as part of the duty cycle. Even 
that old dot matrix impact printer is still useful for producing triplicate receipts where 
striking through carbon paper is really the only trick you need. 

The printer you choose will be determined by the job you need to do; there is no one do
it-all printer. For instance, you can print your letters on a dye sublimation printer-if 
you don't mind paying three do.llars a page for the specia l paper. A laser printer at a fifth 
the cost of that dye sublimation printer will do a much better and faster job on your 
letters. 

For many users, choosing a printer is really a question of a do llar amount, and this is 
where your research will be a valuable resource. Buying a used printer can be a wise and 
frugal decision. With the addition of new ink o r toner, a used printer is as good as new
but without the new cost. 

Technical Terms 
A whole set of terms is applicable to all printers, regardless o f job and cost. Knowing 
what the terms mean can help make the difference in your upgrade decision. 
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Dot Matrix 
Dot matrix printers take page description instructions from the Mac and use an impact 
head and ink ribbon to shuffle back and forth across the page, line by line, dot by dot, 
impacting the ink ribbon and the paper. 

Inkjet 
Inkjet printers work just like their name implies: ink is jetted, or sprayed, in small dots as 
a fast-traveling print head draws in both directions. 

Hot Switching 
A printer that features hot switcl1ing ability can print from multiple platforms simul ta
neously, intelligently spooling the incoming jobs and automa tically switching the in put 
languages to match the page description language incoming. 

Laser Printer 
Laser-print technology actually uses a laser that reads the data stream from the print 
description source-the PostScri pt or QuickDraw bytes streaming from the print control
ler-and "etches" an electrostatic image on a spinning metal drum that attracts and 
applies the positively charged dry black toner, transferring it to your paper as it is rolled 
under the rotating drum. From there, the paper makes its way under a hot fuser that 
dries and permanently solidifies the toner on the page. 

Thermal Wax Printer 
A thermal wax printer is similiar to an inkjet printer but uses melted black or colored 
dyed wax as the media. Un like inkjets, thermal wax printed pages don't smear or soak a 
page. 

Dye Sublimation 
Dye submlimation printing is the most accurate continous tone color reproduction 
printing available for the Mac. Mixed color dye is printed on pricier special paper, aver
age cost per page can exceed $3 to $5, but the results are near-photographic. 

lmagesetter 
Imagesetters are high-density Postscript printers that can print at resolutions upwards of 
5000+ dots per inch. Photosensitive paper film is etched with laser light and develops 
like a picture. lmagesetters are the prepress link to the Macintosh, as most professiona l 
color publishing done on the Mac is sent to imagesetters for highest black-and-white 
resolution, or to produce color-separated halftone for traditional 4-color print reproduc
tion. 

Resolution 
Your printer's particular resolution directly impacts the quality of your documents and 
artwork. Resolution is measured in dots per inch (dpi), horizontally and vert ically. 
High er resolution printers usually cost more because of the increased memory storage 
necessary to hold the higher resolution images, as well as the increased consumables. For 
instance, a 600 x 600 dpi laser will use twice the toner that a 300 x 300 dpi laser will use 
(see fig. 9.1). 

lt is simple: the higher the horizontal and vertical resolution, the sharper your text will 
look, and the smoother and more realistic your artwork will be. 



Fig. 9.1 

Ideal Character 
Shape 

Actual Printed 
Image 

600 dpi X 600 dpi 

Note jagged edges 
on curves that should 

be smooth. 

How high resolution improves text. 

Speed 
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1200 dpi X 1200 dpi 

Higher resolution yields smoother 
curves and more accurate stroke widths. 

The result is improved text quality. 

As with all Mac peripherals, the issue of speed is right up there with price and reliability 
as a main factor when decid ing on the right model. However, speed is relative to a par
ticular kind of printing technology. Certain kinds of printers are inherently slower than 
others-a PostScript color inkjet wi ll be slower than a monochrome QuickDraw laser. 
Speed estimates for lasers and inkjets-and most business and personal printers- is mea
sured in pages per minute (ppm). Large format printers and plotters are sometimes mea
sured in inches and even yards per hour. It's usually a safe bet to guess that if your 
printer costs more than the rest of its class, it will be faster, a nd that color printers are 
slower than monochrome printers by a factor of four. 

PostScript and QulckDraw 
Both PostScript and QuickDraw are page description languages used by the software from 
which you are hoping to output. The file is then interpreted by the printer-but only if 
it's been designed with the on-board abili ty to read those languages. PostScript is li
censed by Adobe Corporation to software and hardware companies; QuickDraw is the 
Mac's built-in, or native page description, language. 

PostScript-capable Macintosh printers ca n read QuickDraw, but not the other way 
around. Softvvare like Adobe Illustrator and FreeHand are PostScript software packages 
that work with PostScript printers or machines running a clone of the PostScript inter
preter language. 

Adobe licensing costs and the larger memory needed by on-board printers will affect the 
price of your printer-which will always be higher than a QuickDraw-only printer. 
PostScript is used throughout the high-end publishing and printing realm. Having a 
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PostScript p rinter is one o f the keys to an initial proofing system that will help you in 
prepress. By looking at laser p roofs, you can discover print anomalies before you take 
your fi les to a service bureau for expensive high-resolution imagesetter ou tpu t. 

Networking 

Here is where you can see your printer dollar in action: spending more money on a 
prin ter vir tually ensures you a wider variety of connection capabi lities, from low speed 
LocaiTalk to fast Ethernet, RS-422 po rts fo r PCs, as well as a Small Computer System 
In terface (SCSI) po rt to a t tach a hard d rive that can keep all the fon ts you need avai lable 
immediately without having to upload them from the Mac. Generally, the more expen
sive Macintosh PostScript printers wi ll have on-board inputs fo r PC/ DOS/Windows 
machines. 

Duty Cycles 

Maintenance of a given p rin te r- ink/toner/wax refi lls and replacement, periodic part and 
prin t head replacem ent, n ecessary cleaning of in ternal parts, or paper tray refills-are 
considered duty cycles. Obviously, printers that can be cleaned a nd serviced by the user 
are preferable to prin ters that requi re service from an au thorized service center. 

Duty cycles are li ke gas m ileage. Some of the sleekest, fastest cars are the worst gas hogs 
and are difficult to main tain without special knowledge o r a lo t o f money. Same with a 
printer-the fastest, most vivid, most realistic, o r biggest fo rmat prin ters are fussy, media 
intensive, and require special techn icians to maintain them. 

Monochrome inkjet printers are among the easiest to ma in tain. When the ink runs out, 
pop the cover, pop th e old cartridge out, pop the new o ne in, close the cover, and you' re 
ready to go. At the o ther end of the service spectru m, some Dye Subli mation printers can 
only print a hundred pages before they need new media. 

Shopping for a Printer 
When shopping fo r a new prin ter, always be aware of what the competi tion is do ing. For 
instance, if you li ke an Apple model prin ter, chances are that Hewlett-Packard is p laying 
leap frog with App le by moving to higher resolu tion, less expensively-and someone is 
probably righ t on HP's scen t, working hard to pu t out higher performance at lower cost. 
If you can afford to impulse buy, st ick to the big players: Apple, Hewlett-Packard, QMS, 
or GCC- because if your little prin ter company (with the flashy ads and speed/ reso lu
tion/ price claims) goes out o f business, you could be left with a dead-end peripheral. 

If you really are h unting barga ins and warran ty is not a huge issue, check out America 
O nline's Classifiecls for some of the heaviest trafficking o f used Mac pr.in ters. The usual 
common sense warnings apply here, however: know what you are getting and with 
whom you are dealing. Get their home phones and any on-line references, an d ask for 
sh ipping confirmation numbers. It will behoove all penny-pinchers to check out used 
prices here-sometimes you can even tell if a new prin ter you are interested in is actually 
a dud by E-mailing fo lks with them for sale and impartia lly asking them about the unit. 
People can be surprisingly frank on-line, and will o ften flare about how awful o r great a 
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given printer is, which is infinitely more valuable than the sales materials you get at a 
trade show or from a dea ler. 

Printing Methods/Model Section 
The following sections briefly explain the way a page is written by each type of printing 
technology for the Mac; profile recommended printer models at the low and high end of 
that particular technology; and give specifi ca tions of other models in that category for 
the most popular types of Macintosh printers. 

Printer Categories 
The following sections cover the spectrum of Mac printers by category. Find the color 
printers from each category in their own section. Here's the breakdown: 

• Dot Matrix 

• lnkjets 

• Person al and Workgroup Lasers 

• Portables 

• Color Printers: Dye Sublimation, Inkjet, Laser, and Thermal Wax 

• lmagesetters/Large Format 

Dot Matrix Overview 
Dot matrix printers were the first kind of printers available for computers and are the 
missing link between typewriters and Macintoshes. Dot matrix printers take page de
scription instructions from the Mac and use an impact head and ink ribbon to shuffle 
back and forth across the page, line by line, dot by dot, impacting the ink ribbon and the 
paper. These printers are slow, noisy, and of low quality, but are the most inexpensive of 
all printers. They are also the least expensive to maintain; they use very inexpensive 
print ribbons available from most office supply stores. 

If you do payrolls using triplica te checks, print receipts using carbon paper forms, or 
need sheet feeding, the dot matrix printer is the only way to go. 

Apple lmageWrlter II 
The first type of printer sold by Apple for the Macintosh was the dot matrix lmageWrlter, 
and even today the same printer is compatible with every Macintosh sold. Slower than 
even the slowest inkjet, with poor resolution, the o nly ace in the hole for the venerable 
lmageWriter is that it can be used as only a dot matrix can-on carbon forms, and with 
tractor-fed forms. This need is the only thing keeping these printers on the market. An 
optional LocaiTalk interface allows nehvorking, and its three separate resolutions allow 
somewhat faster operation in basic draft mode. 
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Method: Impact Dot Matrix 

Media: Fabric in k ribbon 

Speed: 2 ppm, draft; 1/2 ppm , Near Letter Quali ty 

Maximum dpi: 160 

Paper Format: Cut sheet or fa nfold continuous (tracto r feed) 

Interface: Serial Din cable 

Inkjet Overview 
Compared to lasers wi th t he sa me resolution, inkjets are a bargain. However, the prob
lem with this technology is that ink will absorb into the paper slightly, spreading out 
unevenly from its ini tial impact with the paper. For this reason, inkjet printers are fin
icky with paper, liking coated o r even synthetics as opposed to more absorbent cotton 
and light weave paper stocks that absorb too much ink and decrease the resolution. Large 
black areas will soak a page with wet in k, which can dry unevenly and not qui te black, 
and ruin the tex ture of the page. Savvy inkjet owners have taken to photocopying the 
in kjet-printed page using a slight reduction, which delivers the appearance of a nice 
resolution laser p rint with truer blacks and uniform paper texture. 

Inkjet p rinters are fa irly slow (2-6 ppm) and mostly PostScri pt-incom patible. However, 
inkjets are easy to maintain, ligh tweight, quiet, inexpensive, and most are LocalTalk 
networkable right out of the box. And you can refill the ink cartridges yourself in most 
cases with either a refill kit, o r wi th a syringe and water-based black in k, o r even some 
more ecological soy inks. Note that if your cartridge has run dry, the small sponge inside 
the cart ridge o r the prin t head may have dried out and become unusable after a stretch 
of inactivity. Depending on your usage, m ost ink cartridges wi ll go for months without 
needing a change and will cost between fifteen and forty do llars. See table 9.1 for specifi
cations of several inkjet printers. 

Table 9 .1 Inkjet Printer Specifications 

Apple GCC Hewlett-
Computer Technologies Packard 

Product StyleWriter II WideWriter 360 DeskWriter 

Phone 408-996-1010 617-275-5800 no 

Toll-free phone no 800-422-7777 800-752-0900 

List price 359 $1 699 $399 

Maximum speed 2 4 3 
(in pages per minute) 

Resolution 360 360 300 
(in dots per inch) 



Paper capacity 
( in sheets) 

Number of 
fonts included 

Warranty period 
(in years) 

Apple StyleWrlter II 

Apple 
Computer 

100 

39 
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GCC Hewlett-
Technologies Packard 

75 100 

21 4 

3 

Apple 's StyleWriter II is a hugely popular prin ter for reasons other than that it is Apple's 
most inexpensive printer- it is small and quiet, and the print is good enough for most 
personal prin ter needs. With its "G rayshare" software, the StyleWriter becomes not on ly 
a true gray-scale ou tput device, but a networkable one as well-albeit using a host Mac as 
the cen ter of the hub, no t a StyleWriter. The StyleWriter II, without an on-board page 
processing unit, takes its page descri ptio n finished from the Mac to which it is a t
tached-the faster your Mac, the fa ster your printing. The StyleWriter's service cycle is 
five hundred pages before a twenty do llar in k refil l cartridge is requ ired. If you are print
ing lots of graphics, however, you will need a refi ll considerably sooner. 

Method: Thermal Inkjet 

Media: Water-based ink 

Speed: 2 ppm 

Maximum dpi: 360 

Paper Format: 8 1/2-by-11-inch standard paper 

Interface: LocalTalk/Serial Din cable 

Hewlett-Packard DeskWrlter 

The StyleWriter ll 's main competito r, He\·vlett-Packard's remarkable DeskWriter, has 
become the best-selling inkjet printer in the world (see fig. 9.2). It's the one to beat in 
the inkjet market fo r good reasons- transparent use with the Mac, low price, compatibil
ity, liP's excellent support, and nearly maintenance-free o peration. 

Interestingly enough, the DeskWriter is no t a gray-scale device. However, its 300 dpi 
d ithered simulation of grayscale actually looks better than the Style Wri ter's output using 
its Grayshare printer driver at 360 dpi. The DeskWriter can be Loca iTalk networked, o r 
just connected at the serial po rt. Duty cycle fo r the DeskWriter is just as forgiving as the 
StyleWri ter's, with perhaps more option s for refilling and recycling the cartridges. Al
though not as small as th e StyleWriter !1, the DeskWriter also has less things tenuously 
a ttached and feels less de licate than Apple's printer. The DeskWriter is ligh t enough at 
fourteen pounds to carry easily under one arm. 

233 
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Fig. 9 .2 
Hewlett-Packard DcskWri ter. 

Method: Thermal In kjet 

Media: Water-based ink 

Speed: 2 ppm 

Maximum dpi: 360 

Paper Format: 8 1/2-by-ll-inch standard paper 

lntcrfa<:c: LocalTalk/Serial Din cable 

Laser Printer Overview 
Laser prin ters make up the wide cen te r of the Macintosh printer market. You ca n 
choose from many different models. Dozens of manufacturers turn out laser p rin ters 
for personaJ and business use, and every niche in between. This is most evident when 
examining the d ifference in m odels at the low and high end- from the basic non
PostScript models at $600 to 1 7 ppm, PostScript-ready, 600 dpi monsters that sort, 
staple, and clear paper jams by themselves. 

Laser-print technology actually uses a laser that reads the data stream from the print 
description source-the PostScript or QuickDraw bytes streaming from the print control
ler-and ''etches" an elect rostatic image on a spinning metal d rum that attracts and 
applies the positively charged dry black toner, transferring it to your paper as it is rolled 
under the rotating drum. From there, the paper makes its way under a hot fuser that 
dries and permanent ly solid ifi es the toner on the page. 
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There are two main classes of laser printer: the personal laser printer and the business, 
or workgroup, printer. Personal printers are those machines that are p riced just above 
inkje ts-5600-52000 depending o n features such as ho rizontal/vertical resolution, net
working capabili ty, o n-boa rd RAM, PostScri pt and DOS/Wi ndows support, and, of 
course, speed. Personal lasers are aim ed a t th e light print requirements of an individual 
or even a sma ll business. Busi ness laser printers are mea nt for larger groups and a grea ter 
workload, and usua lly have on -board PostScript, simultaneous connection to ma ny di f
feren t platforms, as well as la rge paper feeders, and higher-tolerance print engines tha t 
last lo nger and require less attentio n. And , of course, these p rinters a re more expensive
anywhere fro m $2500-$ 12,000. Duty cycles va ry fro m prin ter to printer, but will be 
propo rtionately mo re expensive for the workgroup lasers because of their h igher load 
tolerance and larger to ner needs. See table 9.2 fo r specifications of severa l laser printers. 

Table 9 .2 Personal and Workgroup Laser Printer Specifications 

Processor 
List Imaging clock 

Phone Price language rate 

Apple 408/996-1010 $1179 Adobe PS AMD 29000 
Computer Level 2 RISC/ 
Personal 16MHz 
LaserWriter NTR 

Apple 408/996-1 010 $689 QuickDraw NA 
Computer 
Personal 
LaserWriter 300 

Apple 408/996-1 01 0 $839 QuickDraw NA 
Computer 
LaserWriter 
Select 300 

Apple 408/996-1010 $1079 Adobe PS AMD 29205 
Computer Level 1 RISC/ 
LaserWriter 16MHz 
Select 310 

Digital Equipment 508/493-51 1 1 $999 Adobe PS 68000/ 
Corporation 800/344-4825 Level 2 16M Hz 
DECiaser 1 152 

CCC Technologies 617/275-5800 $659 QuickDraw NA 
PLP II 800/422-7777 

CCC Technologies 617/275-5800 $879 Adobe PS 68000/ 
BLP Elite' 800/ 422-7777 Level 1 16.67MHz 

CCC Technologies 
BLP Eclipse2 

Lexmark 606/232-2000 $1599 Clone PS AMD 
LaserPrinter 800/ 358-5835 Level 1 29200/ 
4039-1 OR 16MHz 

Lexmark 606/232-2000 $1999 Clone PS AMD 
LaserPrinter 800/358-5835 Level 1 29200/ 
4039-1 2R 16MHz 

(continues) 
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Table 9.2 Continued 

Processor 
List Imaging clock 

Phone Price language rate 

NEC 508/ 264-8000 Adobe PS 68000/ 
Silent Writer 800/ 388-8888 Level 2 16.7MHz 
Model95F 

NewGen Systems 714/641-8600 $1595 Clone PS Weitek 
Corporation 800/756-0556 Level 1 8220 
TurboPS/300pz RISC/ 

16MHz 

NewGen Systems 714/641-8600 $1995 Clone PS Weitek 
Corporation 800/ 756-0556 Level 1 8220 
TurboPS/400pl RISC/ 

16MHz 

Okidata 609/ 235-2600 $1999 Adobe PS 68000/ 
OL850 800/654-3282 Level 1 12.5MHz 

QMS 205/633-4300 $1595 Adobe PS 68020/ 
PS-41 0 800/631-2692 Level 1 16MHz 

QMS 205/633-4300 $1995 Clone PS 68020/ 
420 Print System 800/631-2692 Level 2 20M Hz 

Samsung 201 /229-4000 $1995 Adobe PS Intel 
Electronics 800/466-0262 Level 1 i960/ 
America 16M Hz 
Finale 8000 

Texas 800/527-3500 $11 99 Adobe PS 68000/ 
Instruments Level 1 16MHz 
MicroLaser 
Plus PS17 

Texas 800/527-3500 $999 Adobe PS 68000/ 
Instruments Level 1 16MHz 
MicroWriter PS23 

Texas 800/527-3500 $1599 Adobe PS Weitek 
Instruments Level 2 8220 RISC 
MicroLaser Turbo /16MHz 

True Type RAM Standard 
Num ber of rasterlzer mode l/ SIMMS for 
fonts provided built-In maximum RAM upgrade 

Personal 64 Yes 3MB/ 4MB Yes 
LaserWriter NTR 

Personal 39 NA 512K/512K NA 
LaserWriter 300 

LaserWriter 39 NA 512K/5 M B Yes 
Select 300 
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True Type RAM Standard 
Number of rasterizer model/ SIMMS for 
fonts provided built-in maximum RAM upgrade 

LaserWriter 13 No 1.5 MB/ 5.5 M B Yes 
Select 310 

DECiaser 11 52 17 No 2MB/4MB Yes 

PLP II 21 No 1 MB/1MB Yes 

BLP Eli te 17 No 2 MB/4 MB No 

BLP Eclipse 17 Yes 2 MB/ 6 M B No 

LaserPrinter 39 No 2 MB/1 6 M B Yes 
4039-1 0R 

LaserPrinter 39 No 4MB/ 16MB Yes 
4039-12R 

SilentWriter 35 No 2 MB/5MB N o 
Modei 95F 

TurboPS/300p 35 Yes 3MB/16 M B No 

TurboPS/400p 35 Yes 4MB/ 16 M B No 

OL850 65 No 2MB/6MB No 

PS-41 0 45 No 2 MB/6MB N o 

420 Print 39 No 6 MB/ 10MB Yes 
S stem 

Finale 8000 35 No 2MB/18 MB N o 

Microlaser 17 No .5 M B/ 4.5 MB No 
Plus PS17 

MicroWriter 23 No 2 MB/ 4.5 MB N o 
PS23 

Micro l aser 35 No 2.5 MB/1 0.5 M B N o 
Turbo 

Print engine/ 
SCSI port Other Addt. maximum 
for font controller software speed (In 
hard disk upgrades included pages/min.) 

Personal No N o N o Canon LX/4 
LaserWriter NTR 

Personal No No N o Canon/4 
LaserWriter 300 

LaserWriter No PostScript No Fuji-
Select 300 ($399) Xerox/5 

LaserWriter No No No Fuji-
Select 310 Xerox/5 

(continues) 
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Table 9.2 Continued 

Print engine/ 
SCSI port Other Addt. maximum 
for font controller software speed (In 
hard disk upgrades included pages/ min.) 

DECiaser 1152 No No No Canon LX/4 

PLP II No PostScript No Oki OL-400/4 

BLP Elite No No No Oke OL-400/4 

BLP Eclipse No No No Oki Ol-400/4 

l aserPrinter No No No lexmark/ 10 
4039-1 0R 

laserPrinter No No No lexmark/12 
4039-12R 

SilentWriter No No No Minolta/6 
Modei95F 

TurboPS/300p optional No No Canon LX/ 4 

TurboPS/400p optional No No Canon LX/4 

OL850 No No Adobe Type Oki OL-800/ 8 
Mana er 

Pl-41 0 No No No Canon LX/4 

420 Print No No No Canon LX/4 
S stem 

Finale 8000 No 1200 dpi No Samsung/8 
$995 

Micro l aser No No Sharp/ 9 
Plus PS17 

Micro Writer No No Samsung/5 
PS23 

Micro l aser No No Sharp/9 
Turbo 

Resolution Paper capacity 
(dots/Inch) (first tray I 
/Resolution second tray) Paper sizes 
enhancement in sheets supported 

Personal 300x300/No 70/250 opt. letter, I ega I, A4 
l aserWriter NTR executive envelopes 

Personal 300x300/Yes 100/No letter, legal, A4, 
LaserWriter 300 executive envelopes 

LaserWriter 300x300/Yes 250/500, 30 letter, legal, A4 
Select 300 envelopes opt. executive envelopes 
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Resolution Paper capacity 
(dots/Inch} (first tray/ 
/Resolution second tray) Paper sizes 
enhancement in sheets supported 

LaserWriter 300x300/No 250/500, 30 letter, legal, A4 
Select 310 envelopes opt. executive envelopes 

DECiaser 1152 300x300/Yes 70/250 letter, legal, A4 
executive envelopes 

PLP II 300x300/ No 250/200 letter, legal, A4,B5 

BLP Elite 300x300/No 250P letter, legal, A4, B5 

BLP Eclipse 300x300/ No 250P letter, legal, A4, B5 

LaserPrinter 600x600/Yes 200/600 opt. letter, legal, 
4039-10R A4, B5, envelopes 

LaserPrinter 600x600/Yes 200/600 opt. letter, legal, 
A4, B5, envelopes 

Silent Writer 300x300/Yes 250/250 opt. letter, legal, A4, A3 

TurboPS/300p 300x300/opt. 70/250 opt. letter, legal, A4 

TurboPS/400p 400x400/Yes 70/250 opt. letter, legal, A4 

OL850 300x300/Yes 200/200 opt. letter, legal, A4, 
executive 

PL-41 0 300x300/No 70/250 opt. letter, legal, 
A4, 85 executive 

420 Print System 600x600/ No 70/250 opt. letter, legal, 
A4, 85 executive 

Finale 8000 300x300/ No 250/250 letter, legal, A4 
executive 

microlaser 300x300/ No 250/500 opt. letter, legal A4, 85, 
envelopes invoice 

microWriter PS23 300x300/No 250/500 opt. letter, legal, A4, 85, 
envelo es 

micro laser Turbo 300x300/ No 250/500 opt. letter, legal, A4, 85, 
executive 

lAn 8-ppm version is available (or $1349. 
2Tlle 8-ppm version, $1799, also includes resolution enhancement. 
3Tlle TurboPS/660p, with a (aster controller and 600 x 600-dpi resolution, also sells (or $1995. 
4No list price; check with dealer. 
SCompany did not supply i11(om zation. 
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Workgroup/Business Laser Chart 

Maximum Engine 
Phone List Speed (In ppm) 

LaserWriter 408/996-1 010 $2529 8 
Pro 630 800/776-2333 

LaserWri ler 408/996-1010 $4899 20 
Pro 810 800/776-2333 

PageMarq 20 71 3/378-8820 $3599A 20 
800/345-1518 

LZR2080 818/887-8000 $4995-$5495 20 
800/ 334-3174 

Eclipse 8 617/275-5800 $1799 8 
800/ 422-7777 

SelectPress 600 617/275-5800 $4499 8 
800/ 422-7777 

Laser)et4M 800/752-0900 $2399 8 

Laser)et4si MX 800/752-0900 $5499 17 

Unity 1200XL-O 612/944-9330 $8995 8 
800/950-6868 

IBM 4039 16L 800/426-2468 $3399 16 

Turbo PS/6608 714/641-8600 $4995 8 
800/756-0556 

Okidata OL850 609/235-2600 $1999 8 
800/654-3282 

860 Print System 205/639-4400 $4595 8 
800/523-2696 

1 725 Print System 205/639-4400 $4999 17 
800/523-2696 

Microl aser 800/527-3500 $2198 8 
Pro 600 

Microlaser XI 800/527-3500 $3649 16 
Turbo 

Best 
Engine Resolution PostScript 
Manufacturer (In dpl) Level 

LaserWriter Canon 600x600 2 
Pro 630 

LaserWriter Fuji/Xerox 800x800 2 
Pro 810 

PageMarq 20 Fuji/Xerox 800x400 2 

LZR2080 Fuji/Xerox 800x800 2 

Eclipse 8 Okidata 300x300 2 

SelectPress 600 Toshiba 600x600 2 

Laser)et 4M Canon 600x600 2 

Laser)et 4si M X Canon 600x600 2 
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Best 
Engine Resolution PostScript 
Manufacturer (in dpi) Level 

Unity 1200XL-O Toshiba 1200x12008 

IBM 4039 16L Lexmark 600x600 

Turbo PS/6608 Canon 600x600' 

Okidata OL850 Oki Electric 300x300 

860 Print System Canon 600x600 2 

1 725 Print System Canon 600x600 2 

Microlaser Sharp 600x600 2 
Pro 600 

Microlaser XI Sharp 300x300 2 
Turbo 

Manufacturer RAM 
of Postscript True Type (base model/ 
Interpreter Rasterizer maximum) 

LaserWriter Adobe Yes 8 MB/32 MB 
Pro 630 

LaserWriter Adobe Yes 8MB/1 6MB 
Pro 810 

PageMarq 20 Adobe Yes 4MB/20MB 

LZR2080 Adobe No 8 MB/ 32 MB 

Eclipse 8 Phoenix Yes 2 MB/6 MB 
Technolo 

SelectPress 600 Phoenix Yes 8MB/16MB 
Technolo 

Laser)et 4M Adobe No 6 MB/32MB 

Laser)et 4si MX Adobe No 10MB/26MB 

Unity 1200XL-O Microsoft Yes 32 MB/48MB 

IBM 4039 16L Phoenix No 4 MB/16 MB 
Technolo 

Turbo PS/6608 Weitek No 12MB/ 96MB 

Okidata OL850 Adobe No 2 MB/4MB 

860 Print System QM S No 12 MB/ 32 MB 

1 725 Print System QMS No 8MB/ 32 MB 

Microl aser Adobe Yes 6 MB/22 MB 
Pro 600 

Microlaser XI Adobe No 2.5 MB/1 0.5 MB 
Turbo 
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Workgroup/Business Laser Chart Continued 

All Ports Active/ SCSI Port for 
Emulation Font Hard 
Switching Drive EtherNet 

LaserWriter Yes/Yes Yes built in 
Pro 630 

LaserWriter Yes/Yes Yes built in 
Pro B1 0 

PageMarq 20 Yes/Yes Yes (built in) built in 

LZR20BO Yes/Yes Yes optional 

Eclipse B Yes/No No built in 

SelectPress 600 Yes/No Yes (built in) built in 

Laserjet 4M Yes/Yes No optional 

Laserjet 4si MX Yes/Yes No built in 

Unity 1200XL-O Yes/Yes Yes buill in 

IBM 4039 16L Yes/Yes No optional 

Turbo PS/660B Yes/Yes Yes optional 

Okidata OLB50 Yes/Yes0 No No 

B60 Print System Yes/Yes Yes optional 

1725 Print System Yes/Yes Yes optional 

Micro l aser Yes/Yes No optional 
Pro 600 

Microlaser XI Yes/Yes No optional 
Turbo 

Standard Paper Tray Maximum Paper 
Capacity (In sheets) Size (In Inches) 

LaserWriter Pro 630 250 B.5x14 

LaserWriter Pro B1 0 3 trays (250 each) 11 x17 

PageMarq 20 3 trays (500 each) ll x17 

LZR20BO 3 trays (250 each) ll x17 

Eclipse B 250 B.5x14 

SelectPress 600 250 11 x17 

Laserjet 4M 2 trays (1 00/250) B.5x14 

Laserjet 4si M X 2 trays (500 each) B.5x14 

Unity 1200XL-O 250 12x19.5 

IBM 403916L 500 B.5x14 

Turbo PS/660B 250 11 x17 

Okidata OLB50 200 B.5x1 4 

B60 Print System 2 trays (250/1 00) 11 x17 

1725 Print System 2 trays (500 each) B.5x14 

Microlaser Pro 600 500 B.5x14 

Microlaser XI Turbo 200 B.5x14 



A Estimated street price, base configuration. 
BMmmfacturer's claim. 
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CUpgradable to 1200 by 600 dpi for accuracy of the company's support technicians. Macworld uses a point 
system, including bonuses and demerits, to derive tire final rating. Ratings are for companies, not individual 
products, S649. 
DAccomplislred by software. 

Apple LaserWriter Select 320 

Th e Apple LaserWriter 320 is a personal laser that can hold up to the rigors of small 
workgroups-and it's fast enough to do it over a standard LocalTalk n etwork. With full 
support of PostScript Level 2 and Apple's FinePrint resolution enhancement as a standard 
feature, the 320 outputs excellent quali ty, including detailed text and graphics. At 15.4 
pounds, it is actually lighter than an lmageWriter, and has roughly the same size "foot
print." Street prices well under $1000 make this pri nter a steal. 

Type: Personal Laser Printer 

Method: Laser 

Media: Dry toner 

Speed : 4 ppm 

Languages: PostScript Level 2 

Maximum dpi: 300 

Paper Format: Letter, legal, executive, A4, envelopes 

Interface: LocalTalk seria l cable 

RAM (Base/ Max.): 2 MB/4 MB 

Number of fonts: 35 PostScript, 35 Intelli font, 10 TrueType 

Hewlett-Packard 4MP 

The HP Laserjet 4MP is a direct descendent of the hugely popular 4MP Laserjet (see fig. 
9.3). Like the 4M, the 4MP does everything well. Closer in performance to a workgroup 
printer, and at a street price around $1400, the 4MP is priced closer to a personal printer 
with half the performance. Its 600 dpi prin t engine, combined with HP's Microfine toner 
and RET (HP's resolution enha ncement technology), make output look sharp and 
clean-and nea rly typeset. A host of inputs, including LocalTalk and serial and parallel 
(PC) inputs, make the MP imminently netv.rorkable. If you have both a Mac and PC, the 
"hot switching" feature allO\·vs seamless switching for multiplatform usage. The 20 MHz 
ruse processor and cache on-board give you the speed necessary to print 4 pages per 
minute at the highest resolution. HP seems nearly fanatical about recycling and energy 
savings; most of its Mac line is EnergyStar compliant (consuming less than 15 watts in 
Powersaver mode), and toner refill ing and cartridge recycling is encouraged. 
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Type: Personal/Entry Level Business Laser Prin ter 

Method: Laser 

Media: Microfine toner 

Speed: 4 ppm 

Languages: PostScript Level 2, PCL 5 

Maximum dpi: 600 

Paper Format: Letter, lega l, executive, A4, envelopes, mailing labels, postca rds, 
3-by-5-inch index cards 

Interface: LocalTalk, Serial, BiTronics parallel 

RAM (Base/Max.): 6 MB/22 MB 

Number of fonts: 80 Scalable 

Fig. 9.3 
Hewlett·Packard Laserjet 4MP Printer. 

Apple LaserWriter Pro 810 
The Apple Laser Writer Pro 8 10 is Apple's flagship performance printer o f the moment, 
with capabilities beyond anything Apple has offered previously. A true workgroup laser, 
the 810 can withstand the o nslaught of multipl e users on differen t p latforms printing all 
day. At 400 dpi-standard mode-and fu ll support of PostScript Level 2, and Apple's 
FinePrint resolutio n enhancement as a standard feature, the Pro 810 outputs excellent 
quality, including detailed text and graphics. The 810 has o n-board send-and- receive 
fax capabilit ies with the addition of a special plug-in cartridge available from Apple. 
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A 600,000-page duty cycle is very respectable for a drum change and check up, and the 
large toner cartridges will print 11 ,000 pages before needing replacement. Three 250-
page paper cartridges ensure a lower attention level as well. 

Type: Workgroup Laser Printer 

Method: Laser 

Media: Dry toner 

Speed: 20 ppm 

Languages: PostScript Level 2, PCL 4+ 

Maximum dpi: 400 defau lt; capable of 800 

Paper Format: Tabloid, letter, legal, executive, A4, envelopes, transparencies 

Interface: LocalTalk, TCP/lP, NetWare lPX, Digi tal LAT 

RAM (Base/Max.): 8 MB/32 MB 

Number of fonts: 64 Scalable 

QMS 860 Plus 
The QMS 860 Plus is a graphics powerhouse that can support multiplatform workgroups 
that need imagesetter-like quality (see fig. 9.4). This laser is worthy of Apple's competi
tion. As the underdog in this market, QMS has to try harder, and their efforts tmvard a 
small printer with big features are commendable. The 860 Plus has advanced support for 
simultaneous multiple users on different platforms-including DEC, PCs, UNIX, and IBM 
mainframes, along with Macintosh. At 1200 x 600 dpi-standard mode-the 860 Plus 
Print System 810 outputs excellent quality, includ ing detai led text and graphics. A 
600,000-page duty cycle is equally respectable as Apple's 810 for an engine lifetime. The 
toner cartridges print 6,000 pages before needing replacement. One 250-page paper car
tridge and a 100-shcet mult ipurpose tray are not up to snuff with other workgroup print
ers, but if used as a workgroup's best printer source, many jobs can be sent as final proofs 
to the 860. 

Type: Workgroup Laser Printer 

Method: Laser 

Media: Dry toner 

Speed: 20 ppm 

Languages: PostScript Level 2, PCL 4+, ESP (auto emulation sensing/switching) 

Maximum dpi: 1200 x 600 defau lt 

Paper Format: Tabloid, letter, legal, executive, A4, envelopes, transparencies 
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Interface: LocalTalk, TCP/lP, NetWare IPX, Digita l LAT, Centronics Parallel, EtherTalk 

RAM (base/max.): 24 MB/32 :viB 

Number of fonts: 39 Scalable 

Fig. 9.4 
QtviS 860 Plus Printer. 

Portable Printer Overview 
Fueled by the success of Apple's PowerBook line of laptop computers, the new Portable 
printer market is prod ucing excellent solutions fo r any Mac system on the go
PowerBook or not. 

The portable models available for the Mac use e ither inkjet o r thermal wax transfer print
ing. Thermal wax doesn' t smear when wet, o r mottle when printing large black a reas; 
cartridges are somewhat more expensive and don't last as long as inkje t cartridges
usua lly 20-1 SO pages per cartridge. All are capable of running on rechargeable batteries. 
Portables have relat ively sho rt duty cycles for media replacement, and fewe r possible 
prints per cartridge. See table 9.3 for informatio n about severa l portable models. 
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Table 9.3 Specifications of Portable Models 

Product 

Phone 

Toll-free phone 

List price 

Maximum speed 
(in pages per 
minute) 

Resolution 
(in dots per inch) 

Paper capacity 
(in sheets) 

Number of 
fonts included 

Warranty period 
(in years) 

Apple Eastman 
Compute r Kodak 

Portable Kodak 
StyleWriter Diconix 701 

408-996-1 01 0 716-724-4000 

no 800-344-0006 

$449 $479 

3 

360 300 

1 (1 00-sheet tray 30 
optional) 

0 4 

3 

Apple Portable StyleWrlter 

GCC Mannesmann 
Technologies Tally 

WriteMovell MobileWriter PS 

617-275-5800 206-251-5500 

800-422-7777 800-843-1347 

$599 $999 

NA 6 

360 300 

80 

0 35 

Apple 's Po rtable StyleWri ter is small and quiet, and the print is good enough for most 
personal prin ter needs (see fig. 9.5). At 4.5 pounds and less than two inches high, it fits 
inside a b riefcase with no problem. Like the StyleWriter II, the portable lacks an on-board 
page-processing un it- the faster your Mac, the faster your prin t ing. The Portab le 
StyleWri ter uses rechargeable N i-cad batte ries like a camcorder. An automatic sheet 
feeder is optional; unfortunately, PostScript compatibil ity is not. The Portable 
StyleWri ter's service cycle is five hundred pages befo re a $19 in k refi ll ca rtridge is re
quired. 

Method: In kje t 

Media: Water-based ink 

Speed: 1.5 ppm (in fas t mode) 

Maximum dpi: 360 

Paper Format: Single 8 1/2-by-l l -inch standard paper 

Interface: RS-422 Serial port 

Mannesmann Tally MoblleWrlterPS 
The Mo bileWri terPS fro m Mannesmann Tally is the o n ly po rtable that is no t o nly a 
fu lly-featured PostScrip t p rin ter, but its 6-page-per-min ute processing speed is better than 
most personal printers (see fig. 9.6). LocalTalk is bui lt-in- unl ike an y o ther portable. 
Although a t 8 .3 pounds and $999 list price, it is twice as h eavy and tw ice as expensive as 
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th e Portable StyleWriter; it nonetheless offers traveli ng com puter users professional qua l
ity options not found on other portable models. 

Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Fig. 9.5 
Apple Portable StylcWritcr. 

Method: Thermal wax transfer 

Speed: 6 ppm 

Maximum dpi: 300 x 300 

PatJer Format: 8 1/2-by-l l -inch, lega l, A4 

Interface: LocaiTalk and Centronics Para llel 

Overview of Color Printers: Dye 
Sublimation, Ink, Laser, and Thermal Wax 
From the po rtable to the industrial, color Macintosh printers come in many form s. This 
color printer section covers models that are within the reach of an individual o r small 
business. Even in thi s th inner niche, the range is growing wider by the week. You can 
find m odels outputting t he same wide range of quali ty using color laser, color inkjets, 
thermal wax, and dye subli mation media. Unl ike monochrome black-only printers, a 
colo r Mac printer's speed is measured in min utes per page ra ther th an pages per minute. 
Generally, it takes four times as long to print a color page than a black-only page, be
cause the Mac needs to process the page description, which is roughly four times larger; 
o n top of this, the prin ter must make separate colo r passes over the page laying down the 
"dither" pat tern that combines primary colo r dots to foo l the eye into seeing other 
shades. 
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Fig. 9.6 
Manncsmann Tally MobilcWriterPS. 

Colo r printing o n plain paper is problema ti c on most devices, and impossible on d ye 
sublimation printers that require special coated pa per. Using plain paper in the liquid 
in kjet models looks splo tchy, because o f expected ink absorption and the actual sat ura
tion that makes the page buckle. Solid ink printers can be the righ t solut-ion, but are not 
affo rdable to most individua ls. 

Like most Mac peripherals, getti ng the best takes the most money and maintenance o n 
the user's part. In this case, dye sublimation printers have photographic quali ty, but each 
print works o u t to be around five dolla rs a piece-this is not the kind of machine to 
which you send fifty proofs befo re you get o ne right. 

Business graphics users who need to create more eye-catching pie charts and cruder 
graphics may be impressed with the new generation of inkje t colo r printers for the per
sonal user. While pho tograph ic quality is forsaken o n these printers, lower maintenance, 
better speed, and plain paper capability is achieved. See table 9.4 for in formation about 
seve ra l colo r printers. 
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Table 9.4 Color Printer Specifications 

Product Company Phone Price 

Apple Color Apple Computer 408/996-101 0 $2349 
Printer 800/776-2333 

HS-1 PS Brother 908/356-8880 $9995 
International 800/284-4 35 7 

Canon BjC-820 Canon Computer 714/438-3000 $2995 
Systems 800/848-4123 

CJ- 1 0 Color . Canon Computer 714/438-3000 $9695 
Bubble-jet Copier Systems 800/848-4123 
with IPU 

Jolt PS Data products 818/887-8000 $6695 
Corporation 800/776-7788 

HP DeskWriter C Hewlett- 800/752-0900 $779 
Packard 

HP DeskWriter 550C Hewlett- 800/752-0900 $1099 
Packard 

HP Paint)et XL300 Hewlett- 800/752-0900 $3495 
Packard 

HP Paint)et Hewlett- 800/752-0900 $4995 
Xl300-PS Packard 

IBM 4079 Color Lexmark 606/232-2000 $3495 
)etprinter PS International 800/853-6100 

Phaser Ill PXi Tektronix 503/682-7377 $9995 
Color Printer 800/853-6100 

Page- Standard Ports/ 
Description Optional Ports/ 

Product Language All Active 

Apple Color QuickDraw SCSI/none/NA 
Printer 

HS-1 PS BR-Script Levell L, P, S/ none/yes 

Canon BJC-820 QuickDraw P, SCSI/none/yes 

CJ-1 0 Color QuickDraw SCSI/ none/none 
Bubble-jet Copier 
with IPU 

j olt PS Adobe level 2 l , P, S/none/yes 

HP DeskWriter C QuickDraw l , S/none/yes 

HP DeskWriter 550C QuickDraw L, S/none/yes 

HP Paint)et Xl300 QuickDraw l , P, S/1 /yes 

HP Pain tjet Adobe Level 2 L, P, S/1 /yes 
XL300-PS 

IBM 4079 Color PhoenixPage Level 2 L, P, S/none/yes 
jet rinter PS 

Phaser Ill PXi Adobe Level2 l , P, $/ Ethernet, 
Color Printer Token Ring/yes 
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RAM Resolution 
Emulations/ (base model/ (In dots 

Product Autosensing maximum) per inch) 

Apple Color NA/ NA NA/NA 360 
Printer 

HS-1 PS HPGL, PCI.4/yes 10MB/26MB 300 

Canon BJC-820 Epson LQ-2550/ no NA/NA 360 

C)-10 Color NA/ NA NA/ NA 400 
Bubble-jet Copier 
w ith IPU 

jolt PS HPGL, PCL4/ no 6MB/1 0MB 300 

HP DeskWriter C NA/NA NA/ NA 300 

HP DeskWriter 550C NA/NA NA/NA 300 

HP Paintjet XL300 NA/ NA 2MB/ 18MB 300 

HP Paintjet HPGL/2, PCL5/yes 6 MB/18MB 300 
XL300-PS 

IBM 4079 Color HPGL/yes 4MB/16MB 360 
jetprinter PS 

Phaser Ill PXi HPGL/no 10MB/22MB 300 
Color Printer 

Number of Tray Capacity 
Product Fonts Paper Sizes (in sheets) 

Apple Color 64 A, A3, A4, lg l, B 100 

Printer 

HS-1 PS 35 A, lgl 100 

Canon BjC-820 3 A, A3, A4, lg l, B 100 

Cj-10 Color 0 A 90 
Bubble-jet Copier 
with IPU 

jolt PS 39 A, A4, lgl, B 200 

HP DeskWriter C 13 A, A4, lgl, B 100 

HP DeskWriter 550C 35 A, A4, lgl, B 100 

HP Paintjet XL300 35 A, A4, AB, lgl, B, B4 200 

HP Paintjet 35 A, A4, AB, lgl, B, B4 200 
XL300-PS 

IBM 4079 Color 35 A, A3, A4, lgl, B 100 
jetprinter PS 

Phaser Ill PXi 39 2 200 
Color Printer 

1J-IP Paint}et XL300 accepts any o(11111nerous l-IP }etDirect network boards; adapters are available for 
EtilerNel, Unix (fCP/IP), Token Ring, and others. 
2The Plwser II PXi cm1 accept any size from -1 by 6 inches to 12 !Jy 18 inches. 
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Color Thermal Wax Printer Specifications 

Product Company Phone Price 

HT-500PS Brother Inter. 908/356-8880 $4995 
Corporation 800/284-4357 

ColorMaster Plus1 CaiComp 717/821-2000 $4995 
800/932-1212 

SpectraStar Q1 02 General 510/524-3950 $4999 
Parametrics Corp. 800/223-0999 

ColorStream/ Pius M itsubishi 914/997-4999 $7950 
International 

Colormate PS N EC Technolog ies 508/264-8000 $6299 
Model 803 800/632-4636 

G5241-PS1 Oce Graphics 415/964-7900 $6990 
800/545-5445 

EPL-8543 Panasonic 201 /392-4932 $6295 
Communications 800/742-8086 

ColorScript 2101 QMS 205/633-4300 $4995 
800/777-7782 

CB8000X RGB Technology 703/834-1500 $5995 

Personal Color- Seiko 408/922-5800 $2999 
Point PSE Instruments 800/888-0817 

ColorPoint PSX Seiko 408/922-5800 $5999 
Model 41 800/888-0817 

Phaser 200e Tektronix 503/853-6100 $3695 
Color Printer 800/85 3-61 00 

Phaser 200i Tektronix 503/853-6100 $5995 
Color Printer 800/853-6100 

Page-Description Emulations/ 
Product Language Autosensing 

HT-500PS BR-Script Level 1 HPGL, PCL4/yes 

ColorMaster Plus PhoenixPage Level 1 none/NA 

Spectra Star Q1 0 Pipel ine PowerPage HPGL, Targa, 
Level 2 M its G370/ no 

ColorStream/Pius PowerPage Level 2 HPGL/yes 

ColorMate PS Adobe Level 1 none/NA 
Model 80 

G5241-PS Adobe Level 1 none/NA 

EPL-8543 Quick Draw none/NA 

ColorScript 210 QMA Level 2 HPGL/yes 

CB8000X PhoenixPage Level 2 HPGL/yes 

Personal Color- PhoenixPage Level 1 HPGL/yes 
Point PSE 

ColorPoint PSX PhoenixPage Level 1 HPGL/yes 
Model 4 
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Page-Description Emulations/ 
Product Language Autosenslng 

Phaser 200e Adobe Level 2 HPGL/ no 
Color Printer 

Phaser 200i Adobe Level 2 HPGL/ no 
Color Printer 

Standard Ports/ 
Processor/ Optional Ports/ 

Product Clock Rate All Active 

HT-500PS 3401 0/ 60MHz L, P, S/none/yes 

ColorMaster Plus i960/ 16MHz L, P, S/none/yes 

SpectraStar Ql 0 i960/ 20MHz L, P, S/none/yes 

ColorStream/ Pius AMD29000/16MHz L, P, S, SCSI/Ethernet/yes 

ColorMate PS 68020/16MHz L, P, S/none/no 
Model SO 

G5241-PS 68020/16MHz L, P, S/none/no 

EPL-8543 none/ NA P/none/none 

ColorScript 21 0 i960/ 25MHz L, P, $/Ethernet, Novell NetWare, 
token ring/yes 

CB8000X i960/ 25MHz L, P, S/ Ethernet/yes 

Personal Color- i960/16MHz L, P, $/Ethernet, 
Point PSE Novell NetWare/yes 

ColorPoint PSX i960/25MHz L, P, $/Ethernet, 
Model4 Novell NetWare/yes 

Phaser 200e AMD29000/ 16MHz L, P, S/ token 
Color Printer ring/yes 

Phaser 200i AMD29000/24MHz L, P, $/ Ethernet, 
Color Printer token ring/no 

RAM (base model/ Internal Hard Drive/ 
Product maximum) SCSI Port 

HT-500PS 5 MB/21 MB no/yes 

ColorMaster Plus 6MB/34MB no/yes 

SpectraStar Ql 0 10MB/10MB no/ no 

ColorStream/ Pius 14MB/38MB no/yes 

ColorMate PS 8MB/8MB no/yes 
Model SO 

G5241-PS 4MB/8MB no/yes 

EPL-8543 3MB/ 8MB no/ no 

ColorScript 210 8MB/32MB no/yes 

CB8000X 10MB/34MB no/yes 

(continues) 
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Color Thermal Wax Printer Specifications Continued 

RAM (base model/ Internal Hard Drive/ 
Product maximum) SCSI Port 

Personal Color- 5 MB/21 MB no/optional 
Point PSE 

ColorPoint PSX 10MB/34MB no/yes 
Model4 

Phaser 200e 4MB/8MB no/no 
Color Printer 

Phaser 200i 6MB/14MB no/yes 
Color Printer 

Number Resolution 
Product of Fonts Paper Sizes (in dots per inch) 

HT-500PS 35 A, lgl 300 

ColorMaster Plus 35 A 300 

Spectra Star Q1 0 52 A, A4, lg l, SA4 300 

ColorStream/Pius 35 A, B,SB 300 

ColorMate PS 35 A,A4, lgl 300 
Model80 

G5241 -PS 35 A, SA 300 

EPL-8543 0 A 203 

ColorScript 210 65 A, A4, SA4, lgl 300 

CB8000X 39 A, A4, SA 300 

Personal Color- 17 A, lgl, A4, A4 lg l, 84 300 
Point PSE 

ColorPoint PSX 39 A,A4, SA 300 
Model4 

Phaser 200e 17 A,A4 300 
Color Printer 

Phaser 200i 39 A,A4 300 
Color Printer 

Product Paper Feed Supports Plain Paper 

HT-500PS 1 00-sheet tray no 

ColorMaster Plus 1 00-sheet tray no 

SpectraStar Q1 0 1 00-sheet tray no 

ColorStream/Pius 1 00-sheet tray no 

ColorMate PS 1 00-sheet tray yes 
Model SO 

G5241 -PS 1 00-sheet tray no 

EPL-8543 roll no 

ColorScript 21 0 50-sheet tray yes 
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Product Paper Feed Supports Plain Paper 

CB8000X roll no 

Personal Color- 1 00-sheet tray yes 
Point PSE 

ColorPoint PSX roll no 
Model 4 

Phaser 200e 1 00-sheet tray yes 
Color Printer 

Phaser 200i 1 00-sheet tray yes 
Color Printer (200-sheet tray optional) 

Color Dye Sublimation Specification Chart 

Product Company Phone Price 

3M Rainbow 3M Company 612/ 736-3481 $19,500 
800/ 362-3455 

Kodak XL T 7720 Eastman Kodak 716/781-9264 $24,895 
Digital Continuous Company 800/445-6325 

ColorTone GCC Technologies 617/275-5800 $10,999 
800/422-7777 

S3600-30U1 M itsubishi 800/733-8439 $12,995 
Inter. Corp. 

ColorStream/DS Mitsubishi 914/997-4999 $9950 
Inter. Corp. 

CP-3000D Full Nikon Electric 516/54 7-4355 $6995 
Color Printer Imaging 800/526-4566 

RasterOps RasterOps 408/922-5800 $9999 
CorrectPrint 300i Corp. 800/ 729-2050 

Professional Seiko lnstru- 408/922-5800 $9999 
ColorPoint PSH ments USA 800/888-0817 

JX-7000 Seiko Electro- 201/529-9593 $7500 
nics Corp. 800/ 237-4277 

JX-7000PS Seiko Electro- 201 /529-9593 $9995 
nics Corp. 800/237-4277 

UP-D7000 Digital Sony Corp. 201 /930-6476 $8995 
Color Printer of America 800/472-7669 

Phaser IISD Tektronix 503/682-7377 $9995 
Color Printer 800/853-6100 

Standard Ports/ RAM 
Optional Ports/ (base model/ 

Product All Active maximum) 

3M Rainbow SCSI/2/NA 8MB/8MB 

Kodak XLT 7720 SCSI/none/NA 12 MB/12 MB 
Digital Continuous 

(continues) 
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Color Thermal Wax Printer Specifications Continued 

Standard Ports/ RAM 
Optional Ports/ (base model/ 

Product All Active maximum) 

ColorTone Ethernet, LocaiTalk, 16MB/64MB 
Parallel, Seria i/NA/yes 

S3600-30U1 Loca iTalk, Parallel, 46MB/74MB 
Seriai/Ethernet/yes 

ColorStream/DS LocaiTalk, Parallel, 14 MB/38MB 
Seriai/Ethernet/yes 

CP-3000D Full GPIB, Parallel, SCSI/NA/ no 4MB/4MB 
Color Printer 

RasterOps Ethernet, LocaiTalk, 36MB/ 48MB 
CorrectPrint 300i Seriai / NA/no 

Professional LocaiTalk, Parallel, 16 MB/64 MB 
ColorPoint PSH Serial, SCIS/Ethernet, 

Novell NetWare/yes 

JX-7000 SCSI/ NA/NA 8MB/32MB 

JX-7000PS Ethernet, Loca iTalk, 16MB/48MB 
Seriai/ NA/no 

UP-07000 Digital SCSI/NA/NA 9.4 MB/9.4 MB 
Color Printer 

Phaser IISD LocaiTalk, Parallel, 16MB/64MB 
Color Printer Seriai/Ethernet/yes 

Resolution Page 
(base model/ (In dots 

Product maximum) per inch) 

3M Rainbow 300 Adobe Level 1 (CPS!) 

Kodak XLT 7720 203 QuickDraw 
Digital Continuous 

Color Tone 300 PhoenixPage Level 1 3 

S3600-30U1 300 PowerPage Level 1 

ColorStream/DS 300 Pipeline PowerPage 

CP-3000D Full 203 QuickDraw 
Color Printer 

RasterOps 300 RIPS Level 1 
CorrectPrint 300i 

Professional 300 Seiko Page Level 1 
ColorPoint PSH 

JX-7000 300 QuickDraw 

JX-7000PS 300 PhoenixPage Level 1 

UP-D7000 Digital 163 QuickDraw 
Color Printer 

Phaser IISD 300 Adobe Level 2 
Color Printer 
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SCSI Port 
Processor/ for Font Number of 

Product Clock Rate Storage Fonts 

3M Rainbow NA/NA NA 13 

Kodak XL T 7720 varies/varies NA 0 
Digital Continuous 

Color Tone AMD29000/ yes 35 
25M Hz 

S3600-30U l AMD29000/ yes 35 
20M Hz 

ColorStream/DS AMD29050/ yes 35 
25M Hz 

CP-3000D Full 68020/l6MHz no 0 
Color Printer 

RasterOps LSI R33000/ yes 35 
CorrectPrint 300i 33M Hz 

Professional Weitek 8220/ yes 39 
ColorPoint PSH 25M Hz 

)X-7000 NA/NA no 0 

)X-7000PS not disclosed/ yes 35 
33M Hz 

UP-D7000 Digital varies/varies no 0 
Color Printer 

Phaser IISD AMD29000/ yes 39 
Color Printer 24M Hz 

Text 
Product Antialiaslng Paper sizes 

3M Rainbow no SB,A,A4 

Kodak XLT 7720 yes A, A4, ll xll 
Digital Continuous 

ColorTone yes A, A4, lgl, SA4 

S3600-30Ul yes A, A4, lgl, SA4 

ColorStream/DS yes A, SA 

CP-3000D Full no AS 
Color Printer 

RasterOps yes A, A4, lgl, SA4 
CorrectPrint 300i 

Professional yes A, A4, lgl, A4 lgl, Br 
ColorPoint PSH 

)X-7000 no A 

)X-7000PS no A, lgl 

UP-D7000 Digital yes A,A4 
Color Printer 

Phaser IISD no A, A4, lgl, SA4 
Color Printer 
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Fargo Primera Dye-Sub/Thermal Wax Color Printer 
This unique new mach ine from barnstorming newcomer Fargo Electronics brings wax 
thermal and photo-quali ty dye-sublimatio n printers to the masses at prices unhea rd of 
for a dye sublimation prin ter (see fig. 9.7). Proofs can be output from it in thermal wax at 
45 cents per copy; then, with a paper and ribbon change, a dye subfinal print can be 
printed. The Primera outputs a t a respectable 203 dpi and average printed time for a 
colo r page is 2 1/2 minutes. Unfortunate ly, the Primera only prints 80 prints per ro ll for 
full color prints; at this price, it is worth it. Printing text is typica l for any dye-sub or wax 
thermal printer-it looks b lurry. At on ly fifteen pounds, this is a true personal printer. Its 
price point and high perfo rmance wi ll make this a hugely popular printer. 

Fig. 9.7 
f-argo Primera color printer. 

Method: Thermal wax tra nsfer/Dye Sublimation 

Speed: 2.5 mpp 

Maximum dpi: 203 

Paper Format: 8 1/2-by-11-inch, legal, A4 

Interface: Centronics Parallel; Optional Mac interface kit 

Hewlett-Packard DeskJet 1200c/ps 
HP's color o ffi ce-printing so lu tion might be the o ne for you at home as well. Hig h
quality color dithering gives the inkje t uncharacteristic, to ner-like output that does well 
at keeping your pages from getting soaked with ink even when printing full color pages. 
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Low cost per page, fu lllevel-2 PostScript, full Pan tone-certified color PCL 5-language 
support, and expandabili ty to 26 MB of RAM on-board lend the 1200c/ps the versatili ty 
and quali ty color with which you can grow. 

Method: Liquid Inkjet 

Speed: 2 mpp 

Maximum dpi: 300 x 300 (color); 600 x 300 (black-a nd-white) 

Paper Format: 8 l /2-by-11-inch, legal, A4 

Interface: LocalTalk, Centronics Para llel 

SuperMac ProoWosltlve Family 
SuperMac's ProofPositive line, with one- and two-page sublimation printers, contains 
serious proof systems that work in conjunction with the EFI color matching system. 
PipeLine buffer architecture makes background printing more viable, freeing up the host 
computer faster than standard buffering methods. Dual engine speeds-one for "quick n ' 
dirty," and one for slow and high quali ty-a re standa rd. The ProofPositive line is also 
designed with the Power Mac in mind because of its CPSI RIP image-processing engine 
that is software based and able to tap into the 600 percent claim ed boost in perfo rmance 
using a Power Mac. Windows drivers make this printer seam lessly compatible with DOS 
machines. 

Method: Dye Sublimation 

Speed: 4 mpp 

Maximum dpi: 300 x 300 

Paper Format: 81/2-by-11 inch, legal, A4, fu ll bleed 

Interface: LocaiTalk, Ethernet 

Seiko Personal ColorPoint PSE 
A fin e and relatively inexpensive cho ice fo r a high-quali ty thermal wax printer, the Per
sonal ColorPoint easi ly puts PostScript colo r printing power easil y within reach of the 
business g raphics user or desktop publisher needing presentation overheads and hand
outs, or decent proo fs for colo r publishing (see fig. 9.8). With better qual ity than inkjets 
and at twice the speed, the therma l wax machine is up to six tim es cheaper to opera te · 
than colo r inkjets. The ColorPoint is the only color printer in this class tha t supports B-4 
page size and delivers a full letter-size bleed (this req ui res 10MB of RAM). 
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Fig. 9.8 
Seiko Personal ColorPoint PS£. 

Method: Therma l Wax transfer 

S1Jccd: 3 mpp 

Maximum dpi: 300 x 300 

Paper Format: 8 1/2-by-11-inch, legal, A4, B4 

Interface: Loca lTalk, Cen tronics 

lmagesetters/Large Format Printing 
Overview 
Wh ile printing machines running up into five and six figures cannot really be conside red 
upgrades, it is helpful to know what is at the apex of a given performance curve, to see 
the bigger pic ture of you r own machine's performance, and maybe to have something to 
which to compare your pe rsonal color printer's ou tput. t\o thing is more satisfying than 
getting a five do llar print that has nea rly the same quali ty as a fully separated four color 
traditional print job. 

The highest end colo r output available directly from the Mac is found in the Iris line of 
printers from SciTex . Iris printe rs- as big as washing mach ines-have resolutions run
n ing into the 1800 dpi range, print as quickly as regular ink jets, and cost as much per 
page as dye-sublimation printers. If you want one in your ho me or office, expect to pay 
upwards of $60,000 for most models. If you in tend to achieve the most realistic color 
archive quali ty and long-lasting matched p rint o n things like silk, watercolor paper, or 
ne\•vsprint, the Iris line will suit you just fine. 
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A less expensive prin ter at a $30,000 entry level model, the LaserMaster DisplayMaker 
Pro is suitable for printing signage and posters continuously al 36 inches wide in near 
photographic quality. f-ull PostScript Level 2 and 1-lP GL/2 page description languages arc 
supported, as well as the TruMatch swatching colo r match system. 

Any mention of large format output would not be complete without a tip of the hat to a 
Linotronic 330 lmagesetter. With resolutions exceeding 3000 dpi , the venerable Uno has 
been a workhorse in the prepress industry. The 330 also has precision transports, the 
latest PostScript Raslerizing engine, and on-board d isk storage capability for a huge 
va riety of fonts. While the Linotronic doesn ' t output color, it is used for printing the 
negative 4-color CMYI< film-negative separations used in traditional printing-still the 
only way to produce volu me color inexpen sively. 



Chapter 10 

Removable Media 
by Ken Grey 

When you don't need the fast access speed of a hard drive but want to keep all your files 
and applications accessible, it's t ime to investigate removable media systems. Expandable 
and with lower cost capacity than fixed drives, removables also offer varied levels of 
security and portability. Expandability, cost, security, and portability are all factors you 
should consider when choosing an off-l ine storage system. 

CD-ROM is an exception to the removable media showcased here; it is not yet a widely 
accepted storage medium, but is popular for its read-only mechanisms that allow access 
to CD-ROM software titles. These single disks, often with on e large interactive game, 
book, learning experience or o therwise colorful and clever work-the title- are written 
using a CD-ROM writing unit. These units are twenty times more expensive than a CD
ROM reader unit, hence the disparity in market share for each. At five thousand dollars 
minimum for a CD writer unit, most users opt for the reader unit, which is hugely useful 
for accessing the massively expanding CD-ROM titles market. These units are inexpen
sive and getting fas ter by the minute. Adding a CD-ROM reader unit to your Macintosh 
is a worthwhi le investment for the entertainment, education, multimedia, and children's 
software available. 

However, though the CD "writers" are a vertical market, they have d ropped sign ificantly 
in price and are adding features. CD writers are beginning to find their place in compa
nies who develop their CO-ROM's for market, or perhaps in companies who create inter
active training for their em ployees, and in service bureaus who may fea ture Photo-CO 
writers. 

Regardless of the make and model backup unit you choose, be aware tha t internal 
mechanisms are less expensive, usually by $100 or more. Also of importance is knowing 
that not one but several compan ies can be involved in your backup unit purchase. The 
first is the company that makes the internal mechanism that actually stores your infor
mation-usually Sony, Toshiba, and so on. The second is the compan y that wrote the 
software that actually performs the backup- most popular is Danz Corp. Retrospect soft
ware. Finally, the reseller-the company that glues their name on the chassis containing 
the mechanism is yet another company. Because they are different companies, they may 
have different warranties and different technical support numbers. The better of the 
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resellers will deal with the returns; others won't and worse, will charge you a 10 percent 
res tocking fee to re tu rn a unit as you debate with them on it s state of disrepair. 

Also be aware that, like hard drives and the computers them selves, removables continu
o usly leap in speed and d iminish in p rice. 

This chapter to uches on Lhe techno logy with in each kind o r removable, and recom
m ends standout models. W hichever model you choose, rea lize that each particular kind 
of removable has its charms and its drawbacks; examine you r own needs and budget and 
choose wisely. 

Unless otherwise sta ted, each of the backup devices described in the following sections 
are fully Mac compatible SCS I devices, and feature two 50-pin SCSI ports. Each is com
patible with every Macin tosh model with a SCSI po rt. Any deviatio n fro m this setup is 
explained in the descriptio n o f the va rious d rives. Unless o therwise explained, each will 
require a 25- to 50-pin SCSI cable to be connected directly to the Mac, and a 50 to 50 pin 
SCSI cable to be connected to o ther external SCSI devices. Finally, each particu lar drive, 
unless otherwise noted, comes with its own formatting and driver software and instruc
tions. 

Technical Terms 
This section give brief definitions of terms used th roughout the chapter and describes 
backup methods used. 

SyQuest 
Removable media drive ca rtridge designed by SyQuest Inc. which uses a spinning magne
tized platter read by a drive head much like a fixed, nonremo vable d rive. 

Bernoulli 
Iomega Co. 's Bernoulli d rives use ca rtridges th at contain a pair of flexib le p lastic disks 
coated with a magnetical ly sensitive metal a lloy. Like hard drives, a cush ion of air is 
created as the disks spin between the disk surface and the read/write armature, keeping 
them within micro ns of each other accurately enough to consistently read and write 
magnetic signatures on the spinning disks-witho ut actually touching. This vacuum-like 
ai r cushion technology is called the Bemoulli Effect. 

Magneto Optical 
AKA 'MO' drives. Magneto Opticals a re e rasable, "write many, read many" optica l drives. 
A MO writes data in t\·vo passes; using a laser to charge and then selectively positio n the 
secto rs to refl ect a laser during the read process in a forward o r reverse direction to indi
cate binary code. 

Floptical 
rtoptical disks consist of a spinning platter w ith concentric positioning tracks that allow 
a laser to illuminate through, al lowing it to accurately track and position the read/write 
head over that concentric zone's magnetic fie ld signature. 
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DAT and 8MM 
Digital Audio Tape. Refers to the helica n scan based tape backup devices. Becoming 
hugely popular because of increasing speed, very low cost per megabyte (nea rly a penny 
a megabyte) and innovative software that allows a OAT to be accessed like a hard drive 
volume from the desktop. 

8MM backups record with the same helican scan method that OATs use-only the tapes 
have twice the diameter. 

SuperFioppy 
1.44 MB floppy disk drive. 

CD-ROM and CO-Writer 

Compact Disc Read-On ly Memory drives use a low intensity laser to read a compact disc 
made from glass substrate that has been written with a much more expensive CO-Writer 
device that contains a high intensity laser that "burns" pits into the glass. 

Removable Hard Drive Storage 
All the convenience o f a removable wi th the speed of fixed hard drives. Units have com
partmentalized spaces to install prepared bare hard drives that have been housed to fit 
the removable drive chassis. The "ca rtridged" drives can be ejected just like a floppy. 

On-line and Near-line Storage 
On-line storage refers to mountable, fas t random access devices such as fi xed hard drives, 
and Syquest and Bernoulli drives that mount like a regular hard drive volume on your 
desktop. 

Near-line sto rage is a new term which refers to OAT, 8MM and Data Cassette ca rtridges 
that can be mounted to the desktop using software such as Optima Corp.'s DeskTape. 
Lacking the speed of on-line devices but possessing the easier mountable interface, near
line storage is the newest kind of inexpensive sto rage. 

Syquest Technology Overview 
One of the oldest fo rms of Mac on-line storage, Syquest has become a household name 
for Mac users-instead of magnetic re111ovnble cartridge drives, you hear SyQuest. Syq uest 
tecl1nology is similar to a fixed hard d isk except that the platter holding information is 
removable. Syquests come in several capacities-44, 88, and newer 105 and 270 mega
byte capacities. Syquest is one of the most reliable systems because the bugs were worked 
ou t of it long ago and a standing market has witnessed their reliabili ty. Syquest is consid
ered on-line rando111 access storage because the Mac can be booted from it as a startup disk. 
It is randomly accessible as are hard d rives, where one piece of information stored can be 
brought up just as quickly as another (unlike streaming storage or tape, which must wind 
a tape to the location of your information-linear access storage). 
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Because this type of storage mechanism is not new and cutting-edge technology, the 
market is mature and you can find the mechanisms priced very competitively. Be sure to 
shop around. Syquest ca rt ridges ca n be problematic; they are expensive and susceptible 
to magnetic fields, impact, and dust. They are almost as fast as hard drives, however, but 
capacities are more limited. 

APS SQ 3270 
Aside from the having the h ighest storage capacity of all Syquest drives, the APS SQ 3270 
is housed in the industry's best external enclosu re-the SR 2000. The highlights of these 
enclosures are digita l active termination, fully shielded steel construction, and top rated 
power supply. Achieving I. 7MB/second transfer rates, the SQ 3270 has higher perfor
mance than many fixed hard drives. Though costing nearly a hund red dollars or more 
than competition with the same performance, APS's excellent company support, superior 
enclosures, and ergonomic, stylish design more than compensate. 

Kind: Syquest 

Capacity: 270MB 

Access Time: 13.5 rns 

Interface: SCSI-2 

Fig. 10.1 
PLI Infini ty R8/RW44. 
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PLI Infinity 88/RW44 

Peripheral Land Incorporated 's (S10-6S7-2211) line of Syquest and o ther removable 
drives have gained a growing following for their re liability, fast mechanism s, excellent 
company support, and innovative new technology. The 88/RW44 is an excellent choice 
in a Syquest because of its ability to read and write bo th 88MB and 44MB Syquest car
tridges. It has a MTBF (Mean Time Between Failure) of 60,000 hours, a sustained da ta 
transfer of 600K/sec and a two year warranty. See figure 10.1. 

Kind: Syquest 

Capacity: 88MB 

Access Time: 20 m s 

Interface: Single-ended SCSI-2 

Bernoulli Overview 
Bernoulli d rives are towards the faster end of the removables, and the cartridges are also 
toward the high end in regards to cost per megabyte, average market price is $3.50 per 
megabyte currently, but is dropping. Bernoulli cartridges are susceptible to dust and 
magnetic fields as are Syquest cartridges. These drives are perfect for users who need a 
removable solution for backups that stay on-site. 

Liberty Systems 50 Series 105 M Syquest Drive 
The Liberty Systems Syques t 10S MB d rive has above average capacity, and unbelievably 
compact dimensions-just 1.8 x 4 x 7 inches. Though no t much larger than an internal 
Syquest mechanism, the external Liberty SO Series enclosure has an on-board power 
supply and SCSI in and out ports-and switchable active termination . This Syquest can 
also be o rdered with an internal rechargeable bat te ry. With its po rtable size, on-board 
battery, and low 2.1 lb weight, the SO Series Syquest deserves serious consideration as a 
totable PowerBook backup system. 

Kind: Syquest 

Capacity: 1 OS MB 

Access Time: 14.S ms 

Interface: SCSI-2 

IoMega Bernoulli Drive 

Iomega has received mo re awards than any other com pany in the storage industry. Their 
latest flagship product fo r the Macintosh is the Bernoull i Multidisk 1 SO. It is also the 
largest capacity Bernoulli drive yet released-150MB. It's also the only downward com
pat ible Bernoulli drive, capable of reading 90 ~fB and 44 MB. Additionally, the d rive 
features multiple capacities in 35 MB, 6S MB, lOS MB, and ISO MB. The cartridges are 
tested to withstand a lOOOG drop from up to 8 feet without damage. Compared to it's 
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competition-Magn eto Optical d rives-the Multidisk has higher capacity (150MB vs. 
128 M B) and fas ter read/wri te speeds by nearly a factor of two. 

Kind: Bernoulli Rem ovable Magneti c Cartridge 

Capacity: 35 MB, 65 MB, lOS MB, and 150MB 

Access Time: 18 ms 

Interface: SCSI-2 

Optical Technology Overview 
Optical, or Magneto-O ptical drives are popular fo r users needing to reliably keep lots of 
data on-line a t a budget cost fo r the storage media. Though the drives themselves tend to 
be more costly than magnetic Syquest, Bernoulli , floptical and even hard d rives of the 
sam e ca paci ty, Magneto-O ptical (MO) d rives are a good economical cho ice when you 
accumulate lots o f in forma tion and need someplace to sto re it-fo r a hundred or more 
years reliably. Magneto-Optical d rives use optical disks tha t arc ten times more reliable 
than magnetic media; the disks are no t suscepti ble to dust and magn etism; and they are 
relatively inexpensive a t 25 cents a megabyte. 

Magneto-Optical d isks come in four d ifferen t capacities: 128 MB 1 1 /2-inch disks, 
230M B, 650 MV and l G+ S 1/4-inch platters, each costing approximately $70, $190, and 
$290 respectively. All MO drives are bootable/ra ndom-access devices. 

APS 128MO 

The APS Magneto-Optical drive is one of the best available. It has a speedy mechanism 
that is capable of 700K/sec sustained wri tes at 35 ms access time. APS gave much atten
tion to the d rive's enclosure-the acclaimed SR 2000 small footprin t box, which is per
haps the best in the industry. The drive, cu rrent ly priced under $800, is consistently 
among t he highest ra ted of the MO devices on the market. It should not be overlooked 
if you need small, highly t ransportable media (sec fig. 10.2). 

Kind: Magneto-Optical/3 1/2-inch 

Capacity: 128 M B 

Access Time: 35 ms 

Interface: SCSI-2 



Fig. 10.2 
APS 128MO. 

Mlc:ronet Tahiti Ill 1300 
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Micronet's largest optical drive, the 1300 Tahiti III, is highly useful as a reliable and 
transportable storage device offering the fastest speed in the industry-fast enough to 
work with files directly from the drive itself. This drive is capable of reading and writing 
to the other lower capacity models offered by Micronet and other 5 1/4-inch opticals. 
Other fea tures of the Micronet drive are optimized device drivers, universal input power 
supply, double-shielded cables, 24-hour technical support, and on-site service. See figure 
10.3. 

Kind: Magneto-Optical/5 1/4-inch 

Capacity: 11 56 MB 

Access Time: 18 ms 

Interface: SCSI-2 
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Fig. 10.3 
Micronet Tahiti Ill 1300. 

Floptical Drives 
Floptical, o r Optical/Floppy, drives are a hybrid of the magnetic floppy disk drive in 
every Mac, and new optical technology. Flopticals access da ta about twice as slowly as a 
Syquest. The devices themselves are inexpensive, at street prices ranging from $400 and 
up-but the relatively high media cost-about $1.50 per megabyte-is higher than many 
hard drives available now. r:lopticals have failed to make the kind of inroads in to the 
Mac community that Syquest and Bernoulli drives have, which makes it tough to justify 
the purchase of a unit because of its specialized media. 

Liberty 50 Series Floptical Drive 
The Liberty 50 Series Flop tical can back up the equ ivalent of 14 high density floppy 
disks, or 26 double-density disks all on one t hin 3 1/2-inch removable floptical. Its tiny 
footprint at 1.8 x 4 x 7 inches makes it nearly as portable as the thin disks it uses. The 
MTBF is the highest in the industry at 30,000 hours. An optiona l in ternal battery and 
recharger allow 3+ hours of non-AC usage. The small size and reliabil ity of floptical 
media make it perfect for PowerBook owners on the go. 

Kind: Floptical/3 1/2- inch 

Capacity: 20MB 

Access Time: 65 m s 

Interface: Dual 50 pin m ini SCSI-2 
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DAT and Tape Backup Overview 
Tape backup subsystems have been around far longer than the Maci ntosh itself and 
come in a variety of differen t capacities. 

• Data Cassette: (1/8-inch tape) Derived from audio cassette technology, this 
backup system uses the data equivalent of audio tapes to write backup da ta from 
the Mac. Cassette length determ ines overall capacity, which vary from 150MB to 
600MB. These tape drives, li ke most of the nonhelican scan based devices, have 
fixed read/write heads that a tape ro lls over, which has been proven to be ineffi
cient in the face of OAT a nd 8m m tape sto rage. 

• DC2000: (1/4-in ch tape) The first tape mechanism for the Macintosh; though 
Apple has discontinued the sluggish DC2000, third-party manufacturers are bring
ing out new and im proved designs lowering prices and enhancing performance 
and sto rage capacity, which is now 120MB. 

• DC6000: (1/4-inch tape) A true streaming tape backup system, the DC6000 can 
sto re 60M B to over lG; o ther tape backup systems are faster, cheaper, and more 
common, so the 6000's reach is moderate. 

• 8MM: 8 mm tape mechanisms use helical-scan technology to write informatio n to 
tape-the same technology fou nd in camcorders and VCRs. Helican scan devices 
can back up more data per tape than fi xed-head tape backup sysLems b~cause the 
tape can roll slower-as the head is so efficient at writing dense data. 8 mm tapes 
are very fast as tape retrieval backup systems go-swift enough to play low 
QuickTime movies directly from tape. They are expensive mechanisms, however, 
which prevents them from being com petitive with OAT. 

• DAT: (4MBM Digital Audio Tape) The OAT, the most accessible of the helican scan 
makes, is fas t becoming the most popular of the tape backup systems-no doubt 
due to: one cent per megabyte media price; fast , inexpensive, and reliable mecha
nisms priced well under seven hundred dollars; and their wide usage in the Mac 
service bureau community. OAT operating system software from Optima Tech nolo
gies (714-476-0515) ca lled DeskTape, actually t reats your OAT system just like a 
mountable hard drive that appears right on your desktop-and is mounted at 
startup just like your hard d rive. The only difference between a OeskTape volume 
and a normal, fixed harq drive volume is nonrandom access of the OAT mecha
nisms, which is slower to retrieve the information; but reads/writes happen nearly 
as fast as a hard d isk. DeskTape is a quick way to mount up to 2G on DDS (digi tal 
data sto rage OAT tape)-make sure you don't use normal audio OAT tape which is 
inferio r and unreliable for data storage. 
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TecMar QT/DAT 4 

TecMar's (1-800-4-BACKUP) QT/DAT4 are highly recommended drives. These h illy fea
tured devices come with TecMar's excellent OAT backup software, 25/50 SCSI cable, 
blank tape and even a cleaning kit for the drive . The small external case, fully switchable 
power supply, exclusive LED drive status display and automatic log in/log out are just a 
few of t he features on the QT/4; these features, combined with TecMar's two year war
ranty and unlimited to ll-free technical support, make this drive an excellent cho ice in 
a OAT system. 

Kind: 4 mm OAT 

Capacity: 4G 

Access Time: 30 seconds 

Interface: SCSI-2 

Floppy Drives 
If you own a Mac, you already own a floppy disk d rive. Curren t Mac models use 3 1/2-
inch , 1.4MB mechanisms; o lder Macs have the 800K and even the original 400K drives. 
The 1.4MB or l-ID (h igh-density) models can read the older, smaller capacity models, but 
no t vice-versa. rtoppy d rives arc not recommended for backups at all, especially when 
you begin to backup more than ten megabytes a t a time-after ten floppy disks, you run 
the risk of a bad floppy ruining a contiguous backu p. Floppies are the most unreliable 
backup device fo r the Mac, with the lowest perfo rmance of any backup drive. At nea rly 
one dollar per megabyte, the on ly reason you own one is beca use it was given to you 
wi th the Mac and they are necessary because new software arrives on them. Conse
quently, the market fo r floppy d isk drives is much smaller than the market for other 
peripherals. 

PLI SuperFioppy 

The PLI SuperFloppy is a good cho ice if you wan t to add o r replace a Macintosh floppy 
drive. Features include a 300K burst transfer rate, downwardly compatible to support 
both 800K Mac and 720K DOS floppies. PLI 's easy to reach support and two year war
ranty are a leap beyond Apple's. 

Kind: Floppy 3 l /2-inch 

Capacity: 1.44MB 

Access Tirne: 94 ms 

Interface: SCSI-2 (25 pin) 
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Removable Hard Drive Technology 
Overview 
Rather than coming up with some sort of rem ovable to match the superior speed and 
price/perfo rmance ratio of fixed hard drives (whose prices are dropping rapidly), some 
companies are now selling systems that allow entire hard drive mechanisms to be easi ly 
and modularly installed. The systems usually consist of a power supply and modular base 
that can ut ilize internal drives stacked above it that have been retrofitted in to an encap
sulated ''plug-n-play" case. Unfortunately, you must buy the encapsulated mechanism s 
to use them on each separate system which offsets the price/performance ratio some
what. New storage is "stacked" until you r SCSI 10 numbers are filled up. Though fina l 
cost is higher than most other forms of removable-and certa inly more than that of 
simply buying external drives and stacking them you rself- the combined speed and the 
ease of use factor is very alluring. This can be attributed to the preparation the drives 
undergo during their re trofit: power and data connectors are conso lidated, the drive is 
formatted and ready to be plugged in. 

As hard drives continue to d rop in price, we will see many removable drive systems ap
pear. If you keep a lot of data on hand that needs highest avai lable throughput and ran
dom access, removables might be fo r you. 

Mlcronet MicroData Shuttle 

In tended fo r corporate users shuttli ng large graphic and disk intensive applications 
between workstations, the MicroData Shutt le utilizes removable "canisters" that contain 
one of several very fast interna l drive mechanisms. Micronet offers 518MB, l 186MB, 
350 MB, and 2037MB capacities. Once the canister is inserted into the front drawer of 
the machine, a low insertion force connector mates the canister to the SCSI/Power con
nector inside the MicroData Shuttle. From there it runs exactly the same as any external 
hard d rive-with the same speedy access/seek times and throughput levels. 

Kind: Removable Hard Drive System 

Sustained Read rate: Up to 3.8 MB/sec. 

Access Time: as low as 8.0 ms 

Interface: Externally Terminated SCSI-2 (25 pin) 

Micropolis Microdisk AV L T 

This stackable system from Micropo lis uses their embedded SCSI 2200 series of AV drives 
optimized for digital audio and video. Don't confuse this system with a RAID disk array, 
however; the Microdisk AV LT system is basically a very ergonomically designed external 
drive setup, with its major difference being that data cables run internally between 
stacked individual drive mechanisms that have their own power supply. 

Kind: Removable Hard Drive Tower System 

Maximum Sustained Read rate: 4.3 MB/sec. 
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Access Time: 10 m s 

Interface: Externally Terminated SCSI-2 (25 pin) 

CD-ROM Overview 
CD-ROM, Compact Disk Read-Only Memory, is, by its own defin ition, a removable me
dium bu t not a backup system. CD-ROM readers are getting so inexpensive and so fast 
that Mac users almost can't afford to be without one now. External, double-speed CD
ROM readers can now be found sold for under $100 presently in the mai l o rder discount 
houses. The titles market for CD-ROM has been booming-~md adding value to your 
system every time you buy a new litle. Perhaps it is for this reason that Apple has been 
selling internal and externa l CD-ROM uni ts at near cost p rices. 

Costing fa r more than the dro ne read-only units, the "CD W riter" unit uses a precision 
high intensity laser to e tch the glass disc's subst ra te so it reflects light in a forwa rd o r 
reverse direction and is read by the reader as binary code. Though very expensive CD
ROM writer units a re becoming more affordable every year, their high cost makes them 
impractical as backu p unit but nearly invaluable to multimedia producers who need to 
show demos or create masters of their interactive works. With a high five-tho usand dol
la r minimum cost for an ent ry level CD-ROM writer, it's no wonder they aren't on the 
shelves at Sears yet. 

NEC Multlspln 4x Pro CD-ROM 

The "4X" means four ti mes as fast as the average CD-ROM mechanism, making th is the 
fastest reading CD-ROM available on the market. Users desiring the smoothest digital 
animation and video p layback will take a hard look at this drive. The innovative de
sign-part of NEC's ErgoDesign philosophy is stylish and functional. Auto matic lens 
cleaning, double dust doors, a fu ll set of audio con tro l bu tton s, and a 3-mode LCD front 
panel d isplay ro und ou t this speedy and fu lly fea tured CD-ROM reader. 

Kind: CD-ROM reader 

Sustained Read rate: 600K/sec. 

Access Time: 180 ms 

Interface: SCSI-2 (25 pin) 
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Mlcronet CD Writer System 

The Micro net CO-Writer uni t suppo rts several formats; ISO 9660, Hi-Sierra, Apple HFS, 
and mul tisession Orange Book file fo rmats. The CO-Writer system offers a complete SCSI 
da ta arch ival system and is a cost effective med ium fo r d istribution of la rge g raphics files, 
font libra ries and large applicatio ns. Micro net's o ne year o n-site warran ty an d excellen t 
suppo rt make them a cri t ical cho ice fo r choosing a professional level device like th is CO
Write r. The Micronet CO-Writer unil comes with a CO-Caddy, da ta and power supplies, 
and a blank disk. 

Kind: CD-ROM Wri ter 

Sustained Rea d rate: n /a 

Access Time: n/a 



Chapter 11 

Scanners and Electronic 
Cameras 
by Steve Birchall 

Scanners and electronic cameras enable you to input graphics d irectly into your Mac. 
Scanners are useful fo r acquiring printed images, while electronic cameras are useful for 
capturing real-world, three-di mensional images. You can choose from among various 
types of scanners, depending on your budget and needs. Handheld scanners are small 
and portable, but difficul t to use. Flatbed scanners offer convenience and good perfor
mance. Drum scanners usually belong in service bureaus because of their cost and their 
lengthy learning curve, but they provide the h ighest quality possible fo r high-end, 
four-color printing. A few models are migrating down to the desktop level. Still, v ideo 
cameras a llow you to capture images on location, just like ordinary cam eras, and to 
download electronic data files di rectly into your Mac. 

Technical Terms 
As you explore the world of scanners and ca meras, you will encounter several technica l 
terms. You may refer to the fo llowing explanations if you are no t su re of their meanings. 

CCD 
Charge Coupled Devices perfo rm va rious electronic tasks. They are the sensing devices 
most commonly used in fla tbed sca nners, and convert light energy into electrical energy. 
They were used in the early digital delay lines for audio because they could retain a 
charge (a digital "on") for a brief period of t ime. 

CMYK 
In four-color printing, the three primary colo rs are not the familiar red, green, and blue, 
but (C)yan, (M)agenta, and (Y)ellow, with Blac(K) added fo r convenience in printing . 
text. The distinction between RGB and CM YK is important because light reflected from a 
printed page is not the same as light emanating from a video m onitor. For example, 
when you see a reel area on a printed page, the ink absorbs all colors except red, and 
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reflects only red light. But, when the light comes direct ly from a mon itor, you see only 
the actual color of the light it produces. As a consequence, the color separator must pro
duce transparencies containing the shades of cyan, magenta, and yellow. When printed 
with ink on paper, these tolo rs mix together to produce the origina l colors as reflected 
ligh t. 

Drum Scanner 
Drum sca nners use a rapid ly spinning d rum wi th the art work wrapped around it, and 
a scanning head that moves down the length of the drum. Generally, they use photo
mul tiplier tubes (PMTs), which have a greater range o f intensity values than other 
sensing devices. Because of the use of PMTs, and the fact that the sensing head can be 
within m illi meters of the artwork, drum scanners generally provide the highest quali ty 
image. 

Flatbed Scanner 
Flatbed scanners l0ok like the typical o ffice copy machine. After you place the artwork 
o n a fl at glass plate and close the cover, a scanning head moves down the page. Some 
color scanners make three passes, each time wi th a different color filter, whi le o thers 
make only a single pass, capturing all three colo rs at once. Neither design is inherently 
superior nor necessa rily faste r than the other. 

Handheld Scanner 
Handh eld scanners are sma ll, portable devices, usua lly about half the width of a letter 
size page. They use moto rized rubber wheels to move down the page, but require assis
tance from the operator to keep them at right angles with the margin. 

OCR 
OCR, o r Optical Character Recognition softv.rare translates a scanned image of a printed 
page into word processor text. 

Optical Resolution 
The optical resolution of a scanner is a measure of how many dots per inch (dpi) it actu
a lly can capture. Through software interpolation, sca nners can offer still greater resolu
tion, but the better the optical resolution the better the interpo lated resolut ion. 

Photo CD 
Kodak's Pho to CD format stores traditional photographs on special-format CO-ROMs. 
These d iscs are readable in nearly all CD-ROM drives, and in many audio CD players that 
are Photo CD-compatible. You simply request that the processing lab supply the "prints" 
in CD-ROM format, and can view them on your computer moni tor o r on an ordinary TV 
set. The images are sto red in fi ve d ifferent resolutions to accommodate a variety of 
needs. 

Photodiode 
Photodiodes convert ligh t energy into electrical energy, and are used in some high-end 
fl atbed scanners. Their perfo rmance lies somewhere between CCDs and PMTs. 
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Pixe l 
A pixel, o r "picture element," is the smallest dot of information tha t a given monitor o r 
scanner can accommodate. If you can d isplay an image wi th m ore pixels on a mon itor, 
you can achieve higher resolution . 

PMT 
Pho tomultiplier tubes (PMTs) are the sensing devices typically used o n h igh-end d rum 
scanners. They offer greater dynamic range (more shades o f colo r) than o ther sensing 
devices. 

RGB 

When working with ligh t, the three primary colo rs are (R)ed, (G)reen, and (B) Iue. Thus 
colo r monitors are RGB devices. (See CMYK above). 

Understanding Scanners 
Sca nners and cam eras enable you to in put images into your Mac. The level of perfor
mance you need for acquiring and editing images requires a faster Mac with much more 
RAM and d isk storage space than fo r typical office work. This chapter o ffers some ~:,ouide
lines for how m uch upgrading is appropriate. The chapter examines various types of 
scanners available, the Pho to CD option, and the standard software fo r scanners. This 
chapter also looks at st ill v ideo cameras, and capture boards. 

Scanner Options 
When shopping for a scanner, th ink not only about what you will do with the scanner, 
bu t also about what you will do with the scanned images it generates. Wi ll you use them 
on ly for on-screen reference, or laser printer output, or in typesetter ou tput? Do you plan 
to use them in prin ted publi cations, or in mu ltimedia presentatio ns? W hat about Optical 
Character Recogni tion (OCR)? W hat is appropriate for your needs depends more on what 
you wan t to do with the images than on the ki nds of images you wan t to capture. 

You can choose from handheld, fla tbed, and drum scanners a ll designed fo r desktop use 
with the Mac. Nothing beats the handheld models for convenience, especia lly for scan
ning text and numerical data in columns, and sma ll images. Fo r la rger documents, and 
fo r uses requiring reso lution greater tha n 400 dpi, with 24-bil colo r depth, the fla tbed 
models work well. The desktop d rum sca nners IJridge the gap between in-house produc
tion departmen ts and service burea us, but their cost and learning curve make them vi
able o nly fo r compan ies doing a h igh volume of scan ning and colo r sepa ration work. 

In addi tion, you should consider the options available for h igh end scanning at service 
bureaus. In fact, if you work only with photographs, you can usc the Kodak Photo CD 
system and completely avoid the scanner. In other situations, you m ay ask your colo r 
separation service to provide you with a h igh resolu tion scan (usually via SyQuest ca r
t ridge), so that you can do your own colo r correction, resizing, croppi ng, and retouchi ng. 
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Shopping for Scanners 
Resolution separates scanners more than any other facto r. You have to distinguish be
tween optical resolution and interpo lated resolution when evaluating any scanner. Opti
cal resolu tion is the more meaningful number, because that's what the scanner actually 
captures. True enough, software algorithms can boost that resolution through interpola
ti on. But the clarity-and accuracy-of a "600 dpi resolution" scan are no t the sa me 
when you start with an optical reso lution of 300 dpi and interpo late it to approximate 
what a scanner with 600 dpi optical resolution can do. (A scanner with 600 dpi optical 
resolution ca n interpo late to 1200 dpi). Be sure you know which figures you are eva luat
ing because many sales people are uncertain on this po int. The clarity of the scanned 
image also depends on the quality of the optical system , and o n the transport mecha
nism for the scanning head. The most effective way to com pare scanners is to scan the 
same image on several d ifferent brands and see what the results look like. 

Another factor that distinguishes o ne scanner from another is the software that come~ 
bundled with it and the pri ce for th e package. Nearly all include Photoshop image edi t
ing software, bul sometimes it 's th e full version, and other times it's the Light Edition 
(LE). Look for the plug-in module to interface the scanner and Photoshop. 

RAM and Disk Space. Be prepared to put as much RAM into your Mac as possible. Scan
ner files are large-a letter size page can take up to one megabyte as a TI Ff. fil e. ror 24-bit 
co lor at 300 dpi, il will be one megabyte for each of the th ree passes. If you need to have 
more than o ne document open at the same time, the RAM requirements escalate dra
matically. Virtual memory relieves some of the problem, but it is slower than RAM. Also, 
your image editing applica tion will be large, and you probably will want to have your 
page layout application open also. The following table shows some typical examples of 
scanned photographs. All are intended for output on an imagesetter a t 1270, scanned at 
266 dpi actual size with a 133 lpi screen: 

Size of Original TIFF LZW (Compressed) 

3x5 3.44 MB 2.1 MB 

4x6 4.6 MB 3.1 MB 

5x7 7.1 MB 4.6 MB 

Obviously, you need comparable amounts o f hard drive storage space to hand le the files 
you create with your scanner. SyQuest cartridges are lhe accepted medium for movi ng 
files between you and serv ice bureaus. For your active library o f images, you need one or 
more high capacity hard drives, or possibly an optica l d rive. Fo r long-term storage, tape 
backup is relatively inexpensive. 

ror efficiency in ed iting, you must have the fastest Mac you can afford, preferably outfit
ted with plenty of video RAM and video display accelerato rs. Dedicated image processing 
cards (such as SuperMac's ThunderS torm or DayStar's Charger accelerator) are useful also. 
You can work on a slower Mac, but when you get down to the performance level o f a 
llcx, the slowness becomes frustrating. 
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Photo CD. Kodak's Photo CD format allows you to skip the scanning process entirely. 
You simply take 35 mm photos and send them to a Photo CD processing lab. Th ey come 
back to you not as prints but as scanned data files on a CD-ROM disc. You can access 
them on the Mac by usi ng a CD-ROM drive. Also, you ca n view them on a TV set with 
audio CD players that are Photo CD compatible. The images are stored in five different 
resolutions on the Pho to CD disc, so that you ca n use a low resolution image (smaller 
data file) for placement, colo r correction and retouch ing, and send the highest resolution 
version for color separation and printing. 

Photo CD works better for video-based work than for printing. It was conceived as a 
consumer med ium for viewing on a TV set rather than as a means for acquiring images 
for fou r-colo r printing. As a resul t, Photo CD images work well in desktop video and 
mul timedia applications, but requi re careful color correctio n to use for printing. The 
Photo CD scanners at the processing labs use a YCC format which stores data about hue, 
saturation, and brightness, so you must convert Photo CD files to CMYK forma t for four
color separations suitable for printing. Moreover, you may find yourself spending a lot of 
time correcting problems such as low contrast, washed out highlights, and a yellow em
phasis. If you work with Photo CD images extensively, you should invest in software that 
addresses these problems directly, such as Photolmpress from Purup and ColorExtreme 
from Human Software. Both are avai lable from the PrePress Direct Catalog, (800)443-
6600. 

Ofoto. If you have a flatbed scanner, you must own a copy of Ofoto. It's the best scan
ning software available for the Mac because it automates most of the tedious setup work 
that you must do before scanning an image. You can throw an image into your flatbed 
scanner, cl ick a button, and Ofoto returns a perfect scan most of the t ime.' If no t, you can 
make a few ad justments with its on-screen controls, and fix it. Ofoto does what a human 
operator normally does, but faster and more accurately. First, it makes a low resolution 
prescan to check the overall range of values for brightness, contrast, and so on. After 
finding out what it needs to know, Ofoto makes the actual scan, with optimized settings 
and high resolution. You don't even need to align the original with the edge of the scan
ning area, because Ofoto automatically ro tates the image. 

Most remarkably, Ofoto closes the loop from the original scanned image to fina l printed 
page, for each specific scanner, printer, or press. It automatically makes all ad justments 
and color corrections to compensate for errors in the chain so that the final output looks 
like the origina l. Simply print u ut its calibration page on the particular prin ter, copy 
machine, or fax mach ine you will use. For four-color printing, make your electron ic 
separations of the calibration page, send them to your typesetting service bureau, and ask 
your printer to run the calibration page on the unused portion of a large sheet on the 
next job you take to them. When you scan the actual printed page, Ofoto closes the loop 
and creates a preferen ces fil e for that device or chain of devices. The next time you scan 
a photo to print on, for example, your laser printer, select the preference file and you 
will notice improved quality on photos. Select the preferences for "j oe's Fax Machine" 
and you can send him a laser printout corrected for the anomalies of joe's fax machine. 
Best of all, select the preferences for the Heidelberg press at Friend ly Printing, and your 
four-color work will look amazing. 
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Photoshop, Kai's Power Tools, and Accelerators. Photoshop is the editing applica
tion of choice. Nearly every scanner includes it and a plug-in module for that model. 
With Photoshop, you can retouch photos and other images with the software equiva
lents of all the darkroom tricks. You can punch up a purple, or play down a gray, adjust 
the contrast and brightness. You can fix many kinds of problems by copying a color and 
texture into a pain t tool and brushing it over a similar area. For example, if a strand of 
hair is sticking .out of a person 's face, you can brush it out with a sample of background 
color, or a sample of skin color if it's over the face. You can paste another person into a 
photo and it will look as if they were both present when the photo was taken. You can 
make two-faced, five-legged cows if you want to. Photoshop also has an extensive library 
of filters, both for improving photos and for creating special effects. After you've made 
all the changes, it will create four-color CMYK separations, complete with control over 
parameters such as undercolor removal, gray component replacement, undercolor addi
tion, and ink density that previously were the province of prepress shops. 

Kai's Power Tools adds n umerous special effects and filters to Photoshop. Fractals, 
spherizing, intensity sharpening, color sharpening, gradient patterns are among its capa
bilities. The CD-ROM version has additional expert modes and filters, power tips, and 
how-to tutorials. 

You will develop a need for special-purpose accelerators if you perform image editing 
frequently. The calculations involved in applying Photoshop filters can tie up your Mac 
for long periods of time. The fas ter your Mac, the better, but anything less than a Ilci can 
be annoying. Accelerator cards tha t replace the CPU with a faster chip are only a partial 
answer, as are video display accelerators. Both are important if you want faster perfor
mance., Dedicated graphics accelerators are also useful. For example, SuperMac's 
ThunderStorm accelerator off-loads the number-crunching tasks to two dedicated Digital 
Signal Processing (DSP) chips. DayStar's Charger does similar things. 

Cataloging Your Graphics. Scanner users quickly acquire enormous libraries of images. 
Organizing them is a problem, because you end up with file names such as Bird, Bird2, 
and Bird On Tree. A better way to keep track of all types of graphic images is with a picto
rial database. It catalogs the images by file name plus any keywords you assign to them. 
To find all the bird images with the d1aracteristics you need (birds in flight, or flocks, or 
only the blue ones), just search on those criteria. The software displays all images from 
the Find command as miniaturized (thumbnail) sketches, the on-screen equivalent of a 
light table. That clisplay simpliflt:s tht: process of finding that vulture you need to illus
trate a story on financi al misfortune because you can identify an image instantly. One of 
the more versatile databases, Aldus Fetch, catalogs scanned images, Photo COs, clip art, 
drawings, and QuickTime movies. You can catalog an image with a drag-and-drop opera
tion. It stores the index and thumbnails in a common pictorial database. It searches for 
them on your hard disks, floppies, Photo COs, and CO-ROMs and is compatible with 
many DTP and editing application s. A newer product, Kudo Image Browser, by lmspace, 
adds AppleScript capability so that you can automate image placement into catalogs, and 
perform oth er repetitive operations. 
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OCR Software. Optica l Character Recognition software turns scans of prin ted tex t and/ 
o r numbers into computer characters. The early OC R software merely generated basic 
ASCII characters, and made many spelling errors that took time to correct, even with a 
spelling checker. In 1988, Caere introduced Omni Page, the first usable OCR software fo r 
the Mac, fo r just under $1000. It understood the things that are important to Mac us
ers-italics and boldface, po int sizes, special characters, and even typefaces. OmniPage 
also was able to separate graph ics from text, fo llow text wrapped around graph ics, and 
understand m ult iple columns. It pushed the error rate to 5 percent, which was a remark
able achievem en t in its time. Later versions are st ill better, and less expensive. In 1990, 
Caere put the software into ROM and mounted it on a handheld scan ner which can 
output fo rmatted text d irect ly in to a word processor, spreadsheet, o r da tabase. That pack
age re tailed fo r under $695. 

In 1994, Xerox in troduced TextBridge-fo r now, the most error-free OCR software avail
able. It typically sells fo r less than $100. At that price, it should be in the software library 
of everyone who has a scanner. It's useful fo r input ting lists of names a nd add resses, 
colu mnar financial data, and other tedious tasks around the office. Ano ther potential use 
is for research pro jects. You can m im ic the conven ience o f an on-line da tabase search
using your own library of printed materials. Scan and OCR all those articles and papers 
you need to read, and use the Find com mand in a word processor o r database manager to 
search fo r references to keywo rds. If you do business with the government, you can scan 
and OCR portions of th e Federa l Register every day to check for changes in the laws and 
regulations affecting your com pany. OCR has reached the price and performance level to 
make it a tool everyone can use to increase product iv ity. 

Scanners and Ethics 
Handheld scanners pose significan t e thical and legal questions because they are so easy 
to use casually. Flatbed scan ners with document feeders and OCR softwa re are even more 
dangerous. Fo r example, you can capture a cartoon out o f the paper and send il by E
mail to a friend. O r, you can scan a m agazine article, run it th rough OCR software, and 
pass it on to a co lleague. Bo th of these situations fa ll under the fn ir use doctrine, as long 
as you give cred it. Fair usc a ll ows you to scan the cartoon and the a rticle to keep in your 
personal reference library in much the same way you make pho tocopies. You also can 
pass on a copy o r two to friends and quo te brief passages in a review. 

However, the temptation to steal copyrigh ted material leads many people in to lega l 
trouble. If you use that cartoon in the company newsletter, o r copy and pas te that 
magazine article into a docume nt as if it were your own writing, you are violating the 
copyright laws. Large-scale d ist ribution, whether free or for-profit, is another situat ion 
you want to avo id because tha t amounts to publishing copyrighted material. O btaining 
permission to use copyrigh ted materials usually involves a sim ple phone call-but you 
m ust make that call . In all cases, you should give p roper credit to the au thor o r artist 
and the copyright owner. After a ll, you would expect the same fair t reatmen t fo r your 
own efforts. 
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Handheld Scanners 
In the past, when flatbed scanners were relatively scarce and expensive, handheld mod
els were popular. In fact, the progenitor was Thunderware's ThunderScan, which used 
the o ld Apple lmage\Nriter dot matrix printer. Th is clever design put an optical sen sor 
into a surrogate ribbon cartridge for the ImageWri ter and took advantage of the printer's 
mechanism to move the scanning device across the pa per and to advance the paper. The 
next step in development was to put the sensor in to a handheld package, and add a light 
source, a motor, a nd little rubber wheels to push it down the page. They work fairl y well, 
but keeping them at a perfect right angle to the edge of the o riginal is tricky. That's one 
reason why they only sca n an area four inches wide. Some come with a plastic guide, 
and devices such as The Tray are beginning to appear in the sto res. 

Most handheld scanners scan an area about ha lf the width of a page, a nd provide 8-bit 
gray scale and 400 dpi resolutio n. Some color models have appeared, but seem to have 
disappeared (in favor of flatbed models). Differences in optical qual ity and in the motor 
and drive mechanism affect the clarity of the image. Most handheld scanners use the 
seria l port. The operating software allows you to stitch the two halves of an 8 1/2-by-1 1-
inch page together. Most come with entry-level OCR and/or image editing applications. 

Flatbed Scanners 
Flatbed scanners have gained widespread popu larity as the ideal desktop device for in
putting text and graphics. They are far superio r to handhe ld sca nners because they pro
vide controlled condition s for the scanner to move the sensing device down the page, at 
a precise rate without losing alignment. This becomes even more important for three
pass colo r scanning, because all three sca ns must be identical except for the color data 
when the images go to the printing press. 

You can thin k of a flatbed scanner as a copy machine without a printer. Your laser 
printer becomes the output device. The advantage is that you can use your Mac to edit 
the image before you print it. For a simple page copying operation, that means you can 
adjust the contrast, brigh tness, gamma curve, a nd other parameters in order to print a 
satisfactory copy from difficult origina ls, especia lly photos. With the Mac and appropri
ate software, you ca n crop and resize the image, and then place it in a document along 
with text and other graph ics. 

Differences among flatbed scan ners are diminishing. All flatbed scanners use CCD sen
sors, so their basic performance is similar. Beca use of the amount of data they generate, 
flatbed scanners typically are SCS I devices. Nearly all offer 24-bit color, 300 dpi resolu
tion, come bundled with operating and editing software, and sell for about $1000. Al
most no scanners lack 24-bit colo r capabili ty. A few are reach ing into greater color 
depths, and this trend will be an area of increasing competition. Some use a single-pass 
method for sensing the levels of the three prim ary colors (either RGB or CMY), while 
others scan the image once for each color. Single-pass scan ners are not necessarily faster 
than triple-pass models. 

One of the first questions to ask is about the light source. Is it a full spectrum source, or 
just an ordinary bulb with the right wattage? Does the scanner use the same light source 
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for each pass, with color filters, or does the system use three different light sources? As 
the sources age, their intensities relative to each o ther change, causing inconsistencies in 
the scanned values. If so, can you adjust their output periodically? How sharp are the 
scanned images? The overall clarity of the optical system affects the quality of the 
scanned image, just as it does with a camera. Another factor is the stead iness of the 
mechanism. The quality of the motors which move the scanning mechanism down the 
page, the smoothness of the bearings, and the accuracy of the guide t racks affect the 
clarity. Tiny amounts of jittering can blur the image. 

Accessories and Software 
Many manufacturers offer automatic document feeders as optional accessories. These 
accessories are especially useful for OCR work involving long documents. Transparency 
adapters are more useful for most people. These devices hold small objects such as 
35 mm slides firmly in position. 

Photoshop dominates the Mac market as the preferred editing software. Therefore, most 
scanner manufacturers bundle it with their hardware. Bundling actually helps to keep 
prices down because the scanner companies don't have to develop their own software. 
Because of the modular nature of Pho toshop, the scanner company simply needs to 
supply a Photoshop plug-in which interfaces the hardware and the software. This also 
makes using the sca nner much simpler for you. 

Drum Scanners 
Generally speaking, drum scanners belong at a printing company or a specialized color 
separation shop. Unless you or a person on your staff knows how to operate a drum 
scanner, you will get better results by going to a professional color separato r. Moreover, 
you need to be doing a high volume of in -house work to make a drum scanner a feasible 
investment. The adva ntage is that you have close control over the entire process. 

In most cases involving high quality four-color printing, you wil l make a scan on a 
flatbed to use for placement on your layout and go to a separation shop for the final 
high quali ty drum scan. You will need wo rk of this level fo r pro jects such as coffee table 
books, fashion magazines, posters, or product packaging. 

Drum scanners use photomultiplier tubes to ampli fy the light before it reaches the sens
ing device, which is of higher quality than in desktop models. This enables them to mea
sure a \·Vider dynamic range of intensity levels, and they generate 12 bits rather than 8 
bits for each of the three colors. As a result, d rum scanners capture more subtleties of 
detail in highlights and shadows. You must be able to wrap the original around the drum 
(not always possible), which spins at a high rate while the scan ning head moves down 
the length of the drum . Better optical systems on these machines provide sharper, clearer 
images, and you can enlarge small o riginals without encountering fuzziness. Another 
advantage of the drum scanner is that the scanning head can be within millimeters of 
the surface (not separated by a sheet of glass, as in flatbeds). The high speed of the ro
tating drum permits use of a stro nger, more focused light beam without damaging the 
original. 
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Sc~nner Models by Type 
Scanners are amo ng the more popula r Mac periphera ls. As the fie ld has expanded, prices 
have come down, and optio na l features have become standard. At first, handheld scan
ners were the big sellers, but flatbeds are replacing them. Tho ug h convenient, the 
handheld models are difficult to use and lack the refinements of the flatbed models. 
Drum scan ners typically belong in pre-press shops, though some models are making the 
downward migra tio n to the desktop. 

Selected Handheld Scan ners 
The following are representatio ns of some o f the most well-known and re liable ha ndheld 
scanners. Shades of gray, re lative p rice, and resolutio n should a ll drive your purchase 
decision . 

ScanMan Model 32. ScanMan senses 32 shades of g ray, making it suitable for sca nning 
photos and li ne a rt. Its ha rdware resol ution is adjustable from 100 to 400 dpi, and its 
scann ing width is 4.2 inches. A plug-in modu le for Digital Darkroom simplifies opera
tion. Also comes bundled with Catch Word Pro OCR software instead of Digital Dark
room. See figure 11.1 . 

$599 with Digital Darkroom SRP 
Logitech 
6505 Kaiser Dr. 
r:remont, CA 94555 
(5 10)795-8500 Voice 
(5 1 0)792-890 I r:ax 

OmniScan. A hand-held sca nner wi th the OCR software bui lt-in, OmniScan inputs for
m atted text from p rinted pages directly in to your applica tions. OmniScan software a lso 
sends and receives faxes. See figure ll.2. 

$595 SRP 
Cae re 
100 Cooper C t. 
Los Ga tos, CA 95030 
(408)395-7000 Voice 
(408)354-2743 Fax 

LlghtnlngScan 400. Ligh tningScan 400 offers 400 d p i optical resolu tion. It includes 
ThunderWorks sca nning a nd editing software, Olduva i's Read-It! OCR software, and 
SnapGu ide, a snap-on plast ic scann ing guide. 

$399 SRP 
Thunde rware 
21 Ontario Way 
Orinda, CA 94563 
(800)628-0693 Voice 
(5 10)254-3047 Fax 



Fig. 11.1 
ScanMan Model 32. 

Fig. 11.2 
OmniScan. 
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LightnlngScan Portable. A battery powered scanner, especially for PowerBook and Duo 
users, it weighs only one pound and connects to the serial port. It has 400 dpi resolution, 
and includes charger, ThunderWorks, SnapGuide, and Read-It!. 

$449 SRP 
Thunderware 

The Tray. This simple plastic device turns your hand-held scanner into something more 
like a flatbed scanner. It has a tray frame to hold the document, with guides for the slid
ing ho lder. Place your scanner on the ho lder, and it g lides smoothly down the docu
ment, with improved alignment. 

$39.95 SRP 
Tiger Software 
(800)666-2562 

Selected Flatbed Scanners. The fo llowing are representations of some of the most well
known and reliable flatbed scanners. Shades of gray o r levels of colo r, rela tive price, 
scanning surface area, and resolution should all drive your purchase decision. 

Apple OneScanner. The OneScanner, with 8-bit (256 shades) gray scale and 300 dpi 
resolution, offt::rs ell try-level performance. Includes Ofoto. 

Apple OneScanner 
$859 SRP 
Apple Computer 

Apple Color OneScanner. The Color OneScanner delivers fast one-pass 24-bit 
colorscanning with 75 to 1200 dpi resolution. Includes Ofoto. 

S 11 79 SRP 
Apple Computer 

HP ScanJet lie. The Scanjet llc o ffers 24-bit colo r, 400 dpi optical reso lution, and single
pass scanning. Printer calibration m atches scanned image colo rs to a wide variety of 
color printers. A 300 dpi, 8-bit version, the Scanjet li p, is ava ilable for S879 SRP. 

$1599 SRP, Document Feeder $695 SRP 
Hewlett-Packard 
PO Box 58059, MS #511L-Sj 
Santa Clara, CA 95051 
(800) 752-0900 Voice 
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Epson ES-800C. The Epson ES-800C sca ns 24-bit color with a single pass at up to 800 dpi 
resolution, interpolated to 1600 dpi. A package with the ES-600C (600 dpi resolution), 
and Photoshop 2.5 LE is available for $999 SRP. 

$1649 SRP with Photoshop 2.5, Kai's Power Tools, SCSI cable 
Epson America 
20770 Madrona Dr. 
Torrance, CA 90503 
(310)782-0770 Voice 
(31 0) 782-4235 Fax 

Microtek ScanMaker MS-IISP. With optical resolutions of 300 to 600 dpi, the MS-IISP 
ca n produce interpolated resolution up to 1200 x 1200 dpi . It operates with 24-bit color 
depth, switchable to 8-bit gray scale, 4-bit OCR, and 1-bit line art depths for greater 
convenience. Includes a color calibration application, and Photoshop 2.5 LE. See 
figure 11.3. 

$789 SRP 
Microtek Lab 
3715 Doolitle St. 
Redondo, CA 90278 
(310)297-5000 Voice 
(310)297-5050 Fax 

Mlcrotek ScanMaker Ill. This new flatbed scanner pushes performance levels into 
36-bit color depth (billions of colors), with optical resolution of 600 x 1200 dpi (interpo
lated to 2400 x 2400 dpi). The advantages of its expanded dynamic range include 
smoother color gradations, denser color values, and increased deta il in shadow and 
highlight areas. Comes with full version of Photoshop and plug-in module. 

$3500 SRP 
Microtek 

Sllverscanner. Silverscanner scans in 24-bit color at 300 dpi, interpolated to 600 dpi. 

$1499 to $2099 SRP with Photoshop 
LaCie 
8700 SW Creekside Pl. 
Beaverton, OR 97005 
(503)520-9000 Voice 
(503)520-9100 Fax 
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Fig. 11.3 
Micro tek Scan Maker \-iS-liSP. 

UMAX UC1260. The UC1260 has an optical resolution of 600 x 1200 dpi, and interpo
la ted resolution of up to 2400 x 2400 dpi, a t 24-bit color depth. UMAX scanners are 
th ree-pass machines, but still fast. A single light source with three fil ters maintains con
sistent intensity on all t luee passes. It comes with Pho toshop 2.5 and a plug-in module. 
Other models above and below it in perfo rmance are available (the 1200 SE has 30-bit 
colo r depth). Transparency adapters ($895 SRP) and document feeders ($495 SRP) are 
optional. See figure 11.4. 

$2495 SRP wi th Pho toshop 2.5 and plug-in module 
UMAX Tech nologies 
3353 Ga teway Blvd 
Fremont, CA 94538 
(5 10)651-8883 Voice 
(510)65 1-8834 Fax 

UMAX UC 630 LE. The UC 630 LE is one of the more popular scanners for its quality 
and low price. It has an optica l resolution of 600 x 300 dpi, at 24-bit colo r depth, and 
comes with Photoshop 2.5 LE and a plug-in modu le. lt uses the same optional transpar
ency adapter and document feeder as the UC1200. 

$999 SRP with Pho toshop LE 
UMAX Technologies 
3353 Gateway Blvd 
Fremon t, CA 94538 
(510)651-8883 Voice 
(510)65 1-8834 Fax 



Fig. 11.4 
UMAX UC I260 

Slide Scanners 
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These special-purpose scanners arc op t imized for the specia l needs of those who scan 
many slides. Man y flatbed scanners have o ptiona l transparency adapters, but dedica ted 
slide scanners a re mo re efficient fo r high volumes. 

Nikon Coolscan. Coolscan uses three LED light sources (RGB) to minimize heat buildup. 
An in ternal version that fits into a vacan t d isk drive bay is ava ilable for the Mac II. It 
accepts both mounted 35 mm slides and fil mstrips, and captures 24-bit RGB color with 
resolutio n up to 2700 dpi. See figure I 1.5. 

$2300 in te rnal version, $2600 external version SRP 
Niko n Electronic Imaging 
1300 Walt Whitman Rd. 
Melville, NY 11 747 
(5 16)54 7-4355 Voice 
(5 16)547-0305 Fax 

Microtek ScanMaker 3ST. The Scan:vlaker 35-T o ffers 24-bit colo r with maximum reso
lu tion of 1828 d pi . It accepts 35 mm slides or portrait o r landscape o rientatio n, and film 
strips. It comes with Photoshop LE a nd a plug-in module. 

$ 1999 S I~P 

Micro tek 
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Selected Drum Scanners 
Drum scanners use higher quality sensors and optical systems than typical flatbeds to 
capture a wider range of co lo rs (12 bits instead of 8 bits) with a better signal-to-noise 
ratio. They require a skilled operator and are practica l only fo r high volume production 
departments. 

Fig. 11 .5 
Nikon CoolScan. 

ColorGetter. The ColorGetter hand les both transmissive and reflective originals ra nging 
in size from 35 mm slides to 1 4-inch photos. It sca ns in a single pass with 2000 scan 
lines per inch (another model works at 4000 lpi), with 12 bits per colo r (instead of the 8 
bits of flatbeds). The extra 4 bits capture a wider range of intensity values. The 
ColorGetter fits on a desktop, and requi res at least a Mac II or faster, with large amounts 
of RAM and disk storage. 

$47,450 SRP 
Optronics 
7 Stuart Rd. 
Chelmsford, MA 01824 
(508)256-45 11 Voice 
(508)256-1872 Fax 

Crosfle ld Magnascan Plus. The Magnascan Plus has interchangeable drums to accom
modate originals of various sizes. It can produce scans of the highest levels of quali ty, but 
requires knowledge and experience in printing technology. It connects to a Mac llfx or 
Quadra with large amounts of RAM and disk space. 

$99,000 SRP 
Du Pont Printing and Publishing 
Barley Mill Plaza 18-1130 
PO Box 80018 
Wilm ington, DE 19800 
(800)538-7668 Voice 
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ScanMate Magic. This entry-level desktop drum scanner delivers the extended dynamic 
range of drum scanners (12 bits per colo r), and connects to your Mac via SCSl. Un like 
most drum scanners, its sensing device is a photodiode, a less expensive, solid state ver
sion o f the photomultiplier tube. It o ffers 2000 dpi resolution with a scanning area of 
10-by-12 1/2-inches, plus a Photoshop plug-in. 

$13,000 
Scan View 
(Available from PrePress Direct) 

Cameras 
With an electronic camera, you can input images without taking a tradi t ional pho to
graph, processing the photo, and scanning the print o r negative. You can use either a 
still video camera connected to your Mac fo r instant electronic photography, o r a home 
video camera connected to a frame grabber (video capture board). For moving images 
such as QuickTime movies, you need to use a real-time video capture board with your 
video camera. 

Still Video Cameras 
Still video cameras substi tute an electronic sensor for the film . They store the image in 
memory o r on floppy disk, for transmission to your computer. You can think of them as 
video cameras that take still pictures, o r you can think of them as a substitute for the 
traditional process of pho tographing, processing, scanning, separating, and print ing. 
They are instant, no wa iting cameras, and they bypass the darkroom and its chemicals. 
One significant advantage is that they can transmit pictures via modem, and ma ny news 
organizations use still video cameras for this reason. They ra nge in price and perfo r
mance from snapshot quality to high-end professional models. 

Video Cameras and Camcorders 
Video cameras span the range from inexpensive low resolutio n devices for QuickTime
based videoconferencing to home video-s tyle camcorders to network level performance. 
If you have the right interface card, you ca n use any of them on your Mac, depending on 
your needs. For broadcast quality work, you must invest in professional quali ty equip
ment; VHS, Beta, and 8 mm recorders do not have enough resolution and color accuracy. 
Th ink about all the home video you've seen on the news and America 's Favorite Home 
Videos, and you' ll realize that trying to use this level of equipment fo r broadcast is not 
going to wo rk. You' ll need to use the standard 3/4-inch video decks, and cameras with 
adequate optics and resolution. 

With that understood, the good news is that you can use home video camcorders quite 
effectively for most desktop video production s, multimedia presentations, and for demo 
and training materials. The big question is whether to choose VI-IS, Beta, o r 8 mm 
formats. To a large extent, this depends on what you're already using. If you' re starting 
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fresh, head for the 8 mm fo rmat, because it delivers the best quali ty, especially the I-li-8 
varie ty. The ubiquitous VI-IS fo rmat also has a camcorder version, VHS-C, but the record
ing time is limited to 20 m inutes. Beta, despile its superior picture qua lity, has no t sur
vived in the market, and the equipment is becoming more difficult to find as time 
passes. The 8 mm fo rmat has taken over its market niche. 

The quality of the optical system is an important, but often overlooked facto r in choos
ing a camcorder. As with 35 mm cameras, the lenses make all the difference, and you 
basically get what you pay fo r in th is area. Also, you may want a camcorder that allows 
you to change to a wide-a ngle o r a closeup lens. Th e viewfinder usually is a t iny black
and-white screen, which can be difficult and frustrating to use. Sha rp has put a colo r 
LCD screen (about 3 inches d iagona lly) on the back, so you can hold the camcorder in 
front o f you and see both the video image and the real image. Holding a small, light
weight camcorder steady ca n be difficult. Tripods and monopods are helpful. Many com
pa nies are beginning to offer image stabilizer circuits to reduce ji tters. The pros use a 
device called a Steadicam, which has spinning gyros to keep the ca mera steady, while 
a llowing slow movement without shaking. A home version, the Steadicam Jr. is avai l
able, and is especially helpfu l fo r taping live action even ts such as concerts, theatre, 
dance, and sports. 

Desktop-Video Production Packages 
The three ma jor players in the hardware market, SuperMac, Radius, and RasterOps offer 
their capture boards with a suite of third party software. These packages save money and 
give you the ability to produce desktop video on your Mac. 

Selected Still Video Cameras 
Still video cameras enable you to input images d irectl y into you r Mac without scanning. 
They range from simple, inexpensive models, such as the Apple QuickTake, to the expen
sive, high resolution d igi tal camera backs for professional-level camera bodies. 

Apple QulckTake 100 
Apple's entry-level digital camera, the QuickTake 100, enables you to take snapshots and 
download them into your Mac. Businesses ca n use the digi ta l still photos for newsletters, 
ad layouts, catalogs, and employee 10 ca rds. Individuals can prin t the pho tos in le tters, 
or send them by E-mail to other computer users in the family. It weighs one pound, 
stores 32 pho tos in 24-bit colo r in its on-board memory, and comes with serial cable and 
accessories. 

$749 SRP 
Apple Computer 

Canon RC-360 
The RC-360 sto res up to 50 images, with 24-bit colo r depth, and 400 horizontal lines of 
resolutio n, on a two-inch floppy disk. You can view them o n any standard NTSC device 
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(TV, VCR, projector, etc.). To input them to a Mac, you need a video capture board. An 
optional adapter allows you to capture images from existing slides and prints. Ca non's 
NuBus Computer Imaging Kit ($2600 SRP) includes a frame grabber card and software. 
The camera provides a Macro switch to take shots of objects only 10.6 inches away. The 
continuous shooting setting takes three images per second (great for action shots). 

$1665 SRP 
Canon USA 
Still Video Division 
One Canon Plaza 
Lake Success, NY 11042 
(516)488-6700 Voice 
(5 16)328-5959 Fax 

Canon RC-570 
The RC-570 adds a 3x power zoom to the RC-360. Options include a wide angle lens and 
a flash adapter. With the NuBus capture board and sofu.vare, the SRP is $4850. 

$3773 SRP 
Canon 

Dycam Model 3 
A snapshot camera with buil t-in flash, automatic focus and exposure, the Model 3 takes 
up to 32 gray-scale images and stores them in its memory. Resolution is 496 x 465 pixels, 
with 256 shades of gray (8-bit depth). Connects to the serial port for downloading. The 
Model 4 ($1495 SRP) offers 24-bit color. See figure 11.6. 

$895 SRP 
Dycam 
9588 Topanga Canyon Blvd. 
Chatsworth, CA 91311 
(818)998-8008 Voice 
(818)998-7951 Fax 

Kodak Professional DCS 200 

Combining the Nikon 8008s camera body \·Vith a Kodak image sensor, the DCS-200 del iv
ers the high resolution that you no rmally expect from fi lm, making it suitable for maga
zines and newspapers. It has a resolution of 1.54 million pixels, and requires no fra me 
grabber. You can choose either black-and-white or color models. Both have options for 
on-board storage or direct SCSI output. The popular Nikon SLR camera body provides 
auto exposure and auto focus, and it accepts all the lenses and accessories available for 
the 8008s. 
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Fig. 11 .6 
Dycam ~lode! 3. 

$9995 SRP 
Eastman Kodak 
Pro fessio nal im aging 
343 State St. 
Rochester, NY 14650 
(716)724-4000 Voice 
(800)242-2424 ext. 77 Sales 
(716) 724-9261 Fax 
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Leaf Digital Camera Back 
Offering ul tra-high resoluli on suitable fo r magazines and cata logs, the Leaf Digital Cam
era Back is available for 1-lasselblad and Mamiya, and 4-by-5-inch forma t cameras. It con
nects to the SCSI port of a llfx, Q uadra, or better, with 64 MJ3 RAM. 

$35,000 SRP 
Leaf Systems 
250 Turn pike Rd . 
Southboro, MA 0 1 772 
(508)460-8300 Voice 
(508)460-8304 Fax 

Selected Video Cameras 
Video cameras enable you to input live moving images, which you can use in various 
ways. With QuickTime compression, you can attach QuickTime movies to various docu
ments, including E-mail, creating a form of video E-mail. 

FlexCam 

Designed fo r desktop videoconferencing and multimedia applications, the FlexCam in
cludes a microphone alon g with the colo r CCD ca mera. You ca n ad just its position with 
the flexible gooseneck. See figure 11.7. 

5595 SRP 
Video Labs 
5270 W. 84th St. 
Minneapolis, MN 55437 
(612)897-1 995 Voice 
(612)897-3597 Fax 

Selected Video Capture Boards 
Video capture boards (or frame grabbers) take all the information from a single frame of 
video and digitize it. Fo r about $500 o r less, you can get one that works well for images 
from still video cameras, o r for single frames from video sources. These devices o ffer up 
to 24-bit color. At the $1000 level, they work in real t ime, capturing 30 frames every 
second. For $2000, you can find more sophisticated frame g rabbers, with digital audio 
on-board, and the abi li ty to use SMPTE Time Code (a requirement"for broadcast quality 
production, and a convenience for synchronizing multiple audio and video decks). 

Truevision Bravado24 

In tended for multimedia work, the Bravado24 offers 24-bit per p ixel digi tal video, along 
with CO-quality d igital audio. You can capture and display rea l time video in a window 
up to 640 x 480 pixels. You can sto re individual frames on disk, or as Qu ickTime movies . 
An optional video com pression board is available ($2195 SRP). 
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$1995 SRP 
Truevision 
7340 Shadeland Station 
Indianapolis, IN 46256 
(317)841-0332 Voice 
(31 7)576-7768 Fax 

Fig. 11.7 
FlexCam . 
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Canon FV-540 
The capture hardwa re for the Canon still video cameras is ava ilable separately. It con
nects to the SCSI port and has a resolution of 640 x 480 pixels with 24-bit colo r. 
Pho toshop plug-in is available. 

$2620 SRP 
Canon 

ComputerEyes/Pro 
ComputerEyes/Pro captures a single frame in a video signal (composite o r S-Video) and 
converts it to a Mac g raphics file (TIFF, PIC r , Mac Paint). This NuBus card with software 
package supports 24-bit colo r, 8-bit gray scale, and 1-bit black-and-white formats. One 
of the fi rst frame grabbers on the market, Com pu terEyes has stood the test o f ti me. It's 
a g reat low-cost way to in put an image from a camcorder o r still video camera. See figure 
11.8. 

$399.95 SRP 
Digital Vision 
270 Bridge St. 
Dedham, MA 02026 
(617)329-5400 Voice 
(6 L 7)329-6286 Fax 

ComputerEyes/ RT 
Com puterEyes/RT operates in rea l li me, capturing one frame every 1/30 second . It grabs 
the frames with 8-bit o r 24-bit color depth, and 640 x 480 pixels, making it ideal fo r 
QuickTime movies from your camcorder. It connects to the SCSI po rt and includes a 
Photoshop plug-in. 

$599.95 SRP 
Digital Vision 

Quicklmage 24 

The Quicklmage 24 captures 24-biL color o r 8-bit gray scale images from video sources, 
with 640 x 480 pixels resolution . It works with any Mac m onito r and d isplay card, and 
automatically switches formats (com posite o r S-Vicleo, NTSC or PAL). 

$495 SRP 
Mass Microsystem s 
810 W. Maude Ave. 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
(408)522-1200 Voice 
(408)733-5499 Fax 
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Fig. 11 .8 
Computer Eyes/Pro. 

MacVIsion Color VIdeo Digitizer 
The MacVision digitizer co nnects to the SCSI po rt and accepts images from sources such 
as camcorders and still video cameras, in com posite or S-Video format. Plug-in modules 
for Photoshop and Digital Darkroom are available. 

$599 SRP 
Koala Acquisition s 
PO Box 1924 
Morgan Hill, CA 95038 
(408)776-8181 Voice 
(408)776-8187 Fax 

Radius VideoVIslon 
Video Vision captures signals from video sources and converts them to QuickTime mov
ies, or to sti ll images. Fo r convenience, it includes an external connecto r panel for all 
necessary audio and video connections to external equipment. The VideoVision NuBus 
card supports 24-bit color and 8-bi t gray scale at 30 fps. You can edi t captured images 
with Premiere or Videosho p, then merge audio and video with Action, Persuasion, or 
PowerPoint to crea te QuickTim e movies, and output the results to a VCR. See figure 11.9 . 

$1999 SRP 
Radius 
1710 Fortune Dr. 
San jose, CA 95131 
(408)434-1010 Voice 
(408)434-6437 Fax 
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RasterOps MedlaTime 
MediaTime captures 24-bit, 30 fps video, with 16-bit d igital audio, from composite and 
S-video sources. It also captures still frames. MediaTime outputs RGB in NTSC and PAL 
formats, and works with the optional Video Expander II to output composite signals for 
VCRs and monitors. See figure 11.10. 

$1999 SRP 
RasterOps 
2500 Walsh Ave. 
Sanla Clara, CA 95051 
(408)562-4200 Voice 
(408)562-4065 Fax 

Fig. 11 .9 
Radius VideoVision . 
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Fig. 11.10 
RasterOps MediaTime. 

Selected Desktop-Video Production 
Packages 
The three major players in the hardware market, SuperMac, Radius, and RasterOps, offer 
their capture boards with a suite of third party software. These packages save money and 
give you the abil ity to produce desktop video on your Mac. 

Digital Film 
Digita l Film provides com ple te facilities fo r capturing video, and converting it to 
QuickTime movies at 30 fps. The Digita l Film system plays it back from the hard disk at 
the same 30 fps rate, and you can record that output d irectly o nto a VC R. It also supports 
two channels of digital audio, synchro nized with SMPTE Time Code. Along with the 
NuBus card, the package includes Adobe Premiere, CoSa After Effects, Diaquest DQ
TimeCoder, and MacroMedia Director. 

$3999 SRP 
SuperMac Techno logy 
215 Moffe tt Park Dr. 
Sunnyvale, CA 94089 
(408)541-6100 Voice 

Radius VideoVIslon Studio 
The VideoVision Studio includes the Rad ius VideoVisio n NuBus card and external con
nector strip, along with Premiere, and VideoFusion. The entire package constitutes a 
deskto p-video production studio , complete with SM PTE Time Code synchronization to 
exte rnal equ ipment. 

$4499 SRP 
Radius 
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RasterOps MoviePak2 Pro Suite 
RasterOps's desktop-video productio n suite includes the MediaMate board, p lus the 
MoviePak2 daughtercard (60 fpsjPEG video compression/expansion), the 24XLTV (full 
motion display adapter), and the Video Expander II (composite video encoder). The 
package includes Premiere (with Export-to-Video plug-in), DiskExpress, Abbate VTK Pro 
plug-in, and :vfediaGrabbcr software. 

54999 SRP 
RasterOps 



Chapter 12 

Multimedia lEquipment 
by Steve Birchall 

Beginning with an overview of multimedia and the demands on the producer, th is 
chapter includes suggestions for structuring various kinds of multimedia presentations, 
including interactive projects. It discusses what levels of audio and video quality are 
possible on th e Mac, and their p rice levels. Finally, a survey of hardware and software 
for multimedia explo res the range of possibilities available. 

Technical Terms 
Multimedia productions require knowledge of many different fields. The following tech
nical terms will provide you with a general background for eva luating hardware and 
software in the field of multirnediCJ . 

Composite Video 
In broadcast television signa ls, the transm itter bund les many different components into 
a composite signal. The composite video signal mCJy include monophonic audio, stereo 
audio, black and white, and color information . Home video recorders may provide sepa
rate signals for inten sity of each colo r (S-V ideo), and computers frequently output red, 
green, and blue separately. 

Edit Decision List 
Video editing systems which permit random access editing allow the user to create an 
Edit Decision List (EDL). This set of instructions te lls the computer where to enter and 
exi t each video clip as it assembles a complete program or segment of one. 

Interactive Media 
Interactive media permit the user to make choices about the o rder and content of a pre
sentation. Interactive instructional materia ls perm it a user to branch off to ask for more 
detailed explanations, o r to seek advanced o r remedial work. Interactive entertainment 
presentations allow users to make choices about plot lines, character development, and 
so on. 
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Kiosk 
A kiosk provides info rm ation to the genera l public through an interactive program. 
Touch screens are frequently used to al low browsers to touch an area of the screen to 
activate a command or ask for info rmation on a particular subject. Kiosks are popular for 
providing directories o f hotel services, tourist info rmation, and directions to local po ints 
of interest, as well as for demonstrating products in stores. 

NTSC 
NTSC stands for National Television Standards Commit tee, an industry group that evalu
ated the various systems proposed fo r colo r television in the 1950s. The system they 
recommended to the FCC, and which that group ult imate ly approved, is called the NTSC 
format. NTSC is the system used in the U.S. and j apan. 

PAL 
PAL is the color broadcast format widely used in Europe. The primary difference from the 
American format is that it operates at SO Hz, ra ther than 60Hz. As a result, it has a more 
noticeable flicker. 

Quick Time 
QuickTime is Apple Computer's format for video compression and playback. It also 
accommodates multiple digital aud io tracks. 

SECAM 
SECAM is the colo r video format used in France and Russia. It provides the best picture 
quality of the three standards (NTSC, PAL, and SECAM), but requires rela tively expensive 
video switchers because it uses time delay. 

SMPTE Time Code 
Developed by the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, SMPTE Time Code 
allows you to synchronize multip le audio, video, and film devices with a high degree of 
precision. It records a continuous series of tim ing pulses on the tape o r fi lm on each 
device, with absolute address ing, so that you can ask a deck to fast forward to a speci fic 
p lace on the tape o r film. 

Overview of Multimedia: A Collaborative 
Art 
Compu ters empower us to do amazing things. An individual, sitting in front of a Mac, 
can create a complete video production, from start to finish . You can do anything from a 
30-second TV ad to a feature-length movie, and you ca n do it alone. Without doubt, this 
is one of the greatest technological breakth roughs in the arts. Like desktop publishing, 
which empowered one person working alone to produce anyth ing from a business ca rd 
to a book, multimedia com puting provides an unprecedented degree of artistic freedom 
and personal control over every detail. like desktop publishing, it demands a wide range 
of skills. Not many people have sufficient knowledge and ability in all o f the areas 
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needed fo r desktop publishing. For multimedia production, the demands on the indi
vidual become so diverse tha t only the ra rest gen ius possesses them all. 

So, what are the rest of us supposed to do? Deskto p publi shing demands skil ls in writing, 
editing, graphics, pho tography, printing, and computers. Mul timedia production asks for 
all of those abil ities, along with music and sound, an imatio n, lighting, set design, cos
tuming, makeup, acting, d irecting, special effects, audio and video editing, a nd on and 
o n without limit. Alo ng with the freedom and the opportuni ty to do all these things 
comes the responsibility and challenge to do each o ne of them, and all of them, pro p
erly. Who among us can synthesize a ll the specialized skills involved in mult imedia pro
d uction? Even if such an individual existed, would we like the artist ic resul ts·? 

The lesson we have learned over the centuries fro m other mul timedia arts is that a diver
sity of personali ties makes the production mo re in teresting. In the theatre, the one-man 
show is an anomaly. vVe prefer to see a p lay written by one person, acted by o thers, eli
reeled by another, with contributio ns fro m set designers, sound a nd lighting designers, 
costumers, and makeup a rtists. The convergence o f a ll these creative and perform ing 
personali ties into a unified presentation is what makes thea tre, opera, ballet, film, televi
sion-and multimedia computing-fascinating. The decisions the producer makes when 
choosing the cast and crew make a signi ficant difference in the effect o f the show. If 
Robert Redford and jane ronda play the lead roles, the production wi ll not be the same 
as it would be if Sting and Madonna p layed them. If you plan to do mul timedia, expect 
to seek contribution s from other people. Even tho ugh you may be the majo r driving 
force behind a productio n, you truly can ' t do it all alone. Organize and manage the work 
o f o thers, and make your own contributio ns alo ng the way, but never forget that you are 
working in a collaborative art. 

More Than Pictures with Sound 

At its simplest level, multi media computing can be a slide show with narratio n . Add 
some transitio nal effects between the slides, some music and sound effects, and you're 
ho me free. Premi ere offers the tools to crea te that kind of mu ltimedia p resentation. But 
don ' t sell yourself sho rt. Bo th you and your Mac have more capabilities for ex pressing 
thoughts. What med ia are avai lable to you? Consider this sho rt list and you ' ll begin to 
sec that the universe may be much bigger than you though t: 

• Words and numbers 

• Text documents 

• Outli ne 

• Bullet charts 

• Spreadsheets 

• Database reports 

• Graphics 

• Paint and draw documents 

• Clip art 
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• Scanned images 

• Captured video frames 

• Snapsho ts from dig ital ca meras 

• Moving images 

• Animatio ns 

• Q uickTime movies 

• Clip videos 

• Live video via LAN and phone 

• Music and sound 

• Sampled sound effects 

• Digitized musical perfo rmances 

• Digitized narration 

• Excerpts from in terviews 

• MIDI sequences 

• Clip music and sound effects 

• Live audio via LAN and phone 

Types of Projects 
Multimedia projects span the gamut from si mple to complex, from highly personal expe
riences to theatrical presentations. f or example, you could design a multimedia presen ta
tion specifica lly for viewing by one person sitti ng at a Mac with a color monitor, a pair o f 
small speakers or headphones, and a CD-ROM drive. Multimedia games and in teractive 
entertainmen t software, along with train ing and inst ructiona l m aterials, often fa ll in to 
this personal viewing category. Info rmation kiosks and in-sto re demos also tend to be for 
one or two people at a time. 

What everyone usually th inks of when you say the word mu/U111edia is the standard slide 
show with narration used by sales people since the begin n ing of t ime. Teachers armed 
with chalk and blackboards are using a from of multimedia too. What's importan t to 
understand about these presentations for small groups is that you have a complex set of 
social interactions t·aking place during the presentation. Make it work for you by involv
ing the audience as much as possible. When you are designing multimedia p resentations 
fo r small groups, keep in m ind the fact that you have a bunch of living, b reathing 
human beings in front of you. With some imagination, you can make that group an 
integral part of your presentation. 

Developing p rogram materials and advertising for broadcast involves a d ifferent set o f 
issues. Communi ca ting to a mass audience means fi nding com mon ground. Broadcasters 
have an acronym for their basic rule of thumb: KISS, o r Keep It Simple, Stupid. That's not 
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an insult to the viewers, but a recognition of the overwhelming need to make the 
message clear, and to express it clearly. The topics you select, and the way you treat 
them, make all the d ifference in success o r fa ilure. Find ing those shared experiences and 
those basic elem ents of human behavior can be the greatest artistic cha llenge you face. 
However, don' t confuse this search fo r commonali ty with appealing to the lowest com
mon denominator of human behavio r. When you appeal to the best in human nature, 
the power of your message increases. 

Interactive versus Linear Projects 
Multimedia pro jects can take the traditional format of m ovies, theatre, and television-a 
logical, linear progression from opening ideas and characters, th rough conflict and devel
opment and final resolution. But, the computer makes in teractive m ultimedia projects 
possible, too. Developing nonlinea r presen tation s requires a completely different way of 
thinking about your materials. 

Interactive instructional p rograms are easy to conce ptualize. To offer the user more infor
mation on a particular po int, you provide a way to jump to another section which has 
that information. HyperCard stacks are a good way of implem enting this approach. Voy
ager and Warner New Media have bo th released many interactive CD-ROM titles, par
ticularly in the area of music. They are inva luable examples for anyone working in this 
field. Voyager commissioned electronic music com poser Mo rton Subotnick to create the 
first interactive multimedia work fo r CD-ROM, called All My Hummingbirds Have Alibis. 
More recently, Peter Gabriel has released an interactive CD-ROM. Even Mozart tried his 
hand at interactivi ty, with a modular minuet. He composed a set o f musical segments so 
they would all fit together in various ways. You throw dice to select the order of the 
phrases. 

Dramatic works with interactive features present many problems. The interactive v ideo
d isc, lvfurder ~ Anyone? used a murder mystery plo t, and every character was a potential 
murder suspect in each of the possible story lines. By making decisions about what you 
want to happen next, you can jump to the section of the d isc wi th that scene acted out. 
The problem with all these ambiguous characters is that they all seem equally sleazy. 
Paul Hindemith composed an interactive opera for children, We Build n City, which g ives 
the audience the opportunity to make cho ices about the story, a nd a collection of alter
nat ive scenes to carry out the choices. 

What's Possible on the Mac-and What's Not 
Can you create broadcast quali ty video and aud io on the Mac? Yes, if you are willing to 
spend the money. The m ost direct way is to use the Mac as a contro ller for a bank of 
audio and video decks, a ll synchronized wi th SMPTE Time Code. If you use the same 
ca liber of tape decks the broadcasters use, you' ll get the same results. Many TV shows are 
ed ited on such systems because of their speed. The ed iting software crea tes an Edit Deci
sion List, which is the set of instructions the Mac uses fo r finding the exact frame to start 
and end each segment as it assembles the finished tape, com plete with wipes, d issolves, 
and o ther effects. In these systems, the video never enters the Mac, but stays in the 
external processing devices and tape decks. 
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Ano ther approach is to d igitize the audio and video, store it on a hard disk, and edit it by 
the familiar cut-and-paste method. Because you have to compress the video to make it fit 
o nto a hard disk, the picture quality suffers to some degree. Compression algorithms a re 
improving rapidly, bu t they haven't reached the point that they can provide broadcast 
qual ity. Data Translation 's Media 100, and Avid's Media Composer are knocking o n the 
door to that world with QuickTime-based video compression ha rdware. At present, they 
work well for short segments, but not for program-length mate ria ls. 

At a more modest level, both in price and performance, RasterOps, Radius, and Super
Mac a ll have QuickTime ha rdware and software bundles that output video at 60 fie lds 
and 30 fram es per second . The only li m itation is the loss of picture quali ty from the 
compression-decompression process. However, the q ual ity, which resembles what the 
bes t home video VHS equ ipment produces, is more than acceptable for corpora te video, 
tra ining and instructiona l materia ls, CO-ROM-based en te rtainment and educational 
software, and simila r p ro jects. That in itself is a great step forward, and opens many 
doors to many people. In add ition to edi ting software, many special effects applica tions, 
the video equivalen ts of Photoshop, a llow you to create stunning multimedia productions. 

As well, QuickTime a llows anybody to experim ent with d igitized aud io and video, and to 
c rea te short movie clips at low cost. You need a vid eo capture card and ed iting software, 
and of course a camcord e r. On the p layback side, the Mac is an attractive platform for 
multimedia. All Macs since the introduction of the I lsi and LC come with basic d igital 
audio record ing softwa re (22 kHz, 8-bit), a microphone, a speaker, an audio output (for 
headphones o r connection to a stereo system), a port for a MIDI interface, and System
level suppo rt for digita l movies (QuickTime). PC users usually must buy all of these as 
extra-cost optio ns, so you can never count o n a PC user having any particular configura
t ion. On the Mac, a ll these multimedia functio ns are part of the basic platform. 

Speakers and Headphones 
The built-i n speakers o n the Macs play System beeps satisfactori ly. If you want to hea r 
music, narration, or sound effects, you need an external speaker. Headphones are an
o the r good solutio n , and have the advantage of priva te listening so that you don't 
d isturb others. When you ta lk about externa l speake rs, mos t people th ink abou t sm all , 
self-amplified desktop systems. However, you can connect the Mac's audio o utput to 
your ste reo system and use true high-fi delity speakers. The Startup sound is startling the 
firs t time you hear it o n b ig speakers. The real reason to use music-qua lity speakers is to 
give mul timedia productio ns the fu ll impact they deserve. The preva iling use of inad
equate audio and v ideo monitors is o ne reason why man y people sti ll think multimedia 
is a bunch of hokum . Don' t cripple the com municative power of your own productions 
by playing them back o n puny little "mul timedia speake rs." Afte r spending megabucks 
on a 24-bit color mo nitor and video capture board, you won't kill your budget by 
spending $200 to $300 o n a pa ir of speakers. 

Regrettably, most of the self-amplified, small footprint are not high -fidelity products. 
They are often li ttle more than the resul t of someone dumping cheap components into 
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a small cabinet and saying, "Hey, that doesn't sound too bad at a ll !" Don' t waste your 
money on this level o f eq ui pment. Go shopping at an audio dea ler and look for the 
self-ampli fied speakers sold as accessories for portable CD players, made by a speaker 
manufacturer with a recognizable domestic brand name (American man ufacturers lead 
the world in speaker technology). Above all , listen to them. Take along som e COs. Check 
the bass response (always weak in a small cabinet), the midrange (voice clari ty), and the 
h ighs (shattered or clean). If you intend to place the speakers close to your v ideo moni
tor, look for speakers with magnet ic shielding, so they won't distort the picture on-screen . 

Selected Speakers 
The range of speakers that you can use for multimedia is extensive. Moreover, taste in 
speakers is h ighly individual. The speakers in the following survey represent only a 
brief sample. 

AppleDesign Powered Speakers 
These inexpensive self-powered speakers offer medium-level performa nce. They are sui t
able for use by only one or two people because they are high ly d irectional. That means 
one person can listen at a relatively low volume level without d isturbing o thers in the 
office because the sound is aimed d irectly at the computer user. 

$179 SRP 
Apple Computer 

Apple AudioVision 14 Display 
Designed to complement the AV-configu red Quadras and Power Macs, the moni tor com
bines a stereo pair of speakers, m icrophone, and 14-inch color d isplay in a single unit. It 
also works with other Macs, and provides mid level perform ance suitable for end-user 
multimedia presen tations with one or two viewers. The limitations of screen and speaker 
size make it difficult to use for serious production work, but fo r many personal desktop 
video projects, it puts everything together. 

$729 SRP 
Apple Computer 

Altec Lansing ACS300 
Altec's engineers found some interesti ng solutions to the design tradeoffs amo ng size, 
q uality, power handling and output, and frequency response. They use a DSP chip to 
flatten and extend the frequency response and to mi nim ize distortion when the signal 
starts to exceed the driver's power handling capacity. An audio mixer allows you to ad
just the level o f the Mac Syst~m beeps relative to the sounds fro m the multimed ia pre
sen ta tion. That's a neat touch , because you need to hear those sounds occasio nally when 
you operate Mac software, but you don't wan t them to intrude o n the presentation . It's 
also great if you listen to audio discs on your CD-ROM drive while working in a word 
processor. They have a small footprint clamshell design so you can put them on your 
desktop, or even hang them on the wall . They have enough outpu t power to use in small 
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rooms. The optional subwoofer extends the bass response down to about 60 liz, and you 
can place it anywhere in the room. See figure 12.1. 

$300/pair, powered subwoofer $100 additio nal SRP 
Altec Lansing Multimedia 
PO Box 277 
Milford, PA 18337 
(717)296-4434 Voice 
(717)296-2213 Fax 

Fig. 12.1 
Altec Lansing AC$300. 

Boston Acoustics HDSv 
A small, but good-sound ing speaker, th is is a real high-fideli ty product from a respected 
speaker manufacture r. Avid has been packaging the HDSv in ma ny of its editing systems. 
It uses a 5.25-inch copo lymer woofer, a 0 .75-inch do me tweeter, and a thoughtfully de
signed crossover to provide clean , accurat e sound from 55 liz to 20 kHz± 3 dB. With a 
sensitiv ity o f 89 dB (1 watt at 1 meter), it can provide suffi cient playback levels fo r small 
and medium-sized rooms. It requires an extern al amplifie r, bu t anything up to 50 watts 
is fine. The HDSv has magnetic shielding so that you can place it near a mo ni to r. See 
figure 1 2.2. 

$170/pair SRP 
Boston Acoustics 
70 Broadway 
Lynnfield, MA 0 1940 
(617)5 92-9000 Voice 
(617)592-6148 Fax 
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Fig. 12.2 
Boston Acoustics HDSv. 

Integrated QuickTime Editing Systems 
Most of these were covered in chapter 11, "Scanners and Electronic Cameras, " from the 
standpoint of the video capture boards. In this chapter, we look at them as multimedia 
production tools. 

The three major players in Mac monitors (Radius, SuperMac, and RasterOps), all have 
products in this category. Based on their video capture boards, and including thei r own 
and third-party software, all three packages sell for about $4000. Competition is keen 
among them, so features and prices change frequently. Look for output and capture rates 
of 60 fi elds per second, not just 30 frames per second. Both specifications are important 
because the standard TV picture is interlaced. The beam " paints" every other line of the 
picture and then goes back to paint the o ther lines. Thus, while the full picture has 30 
frames per second, it is subdivided into 60 fields per second. The resolution (preferably at 
least 640 x 480 pixels) and the color depth are important factors, as are the size of the 
monitor supported at various resolutions and the color depths. Not quite broadcast qual
ity, they are acceptable for creating in-house training videos, marketing materials, and 
self-running demos. 

Some souped up packages offer accelerated SCSI cards, digital audio, and more elaborate 
editing and special effects software. Avid's Media Suite Pro is an example of this level of 
corporate video system. Costs range between $10,000 and $20,000, depending on how 
fancy your productio n concepts are. 

At the extreme high end, you' ll find the Mac-based video editing systems used in broad
cast video production. If you are making television programs, ads, or infomercials, you 
must either own the equipment or rent time at a studio. Expect to pay up to $100,000 
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fo r a fully functioning array of hardware and software. In Hollywood, producers consider 
this a bargain because the previous generation of video editing equipment started at 
$500,000. Avid's Media Composer and Data Translation's Media 100 are two leading 
Mac-based products. 

Somewhere between entry-level and professional-grade systems are those for desktop
video editing. In other words, these systems allow you to create and edit your own 
QuickTime movies and multimedia p resentations. SuperMac's VideoSpigot capture card 
and Adobe's Premiere are a popular combination of products in th is category, and you 
can keep the cost clown to about $1000 if you already own a camcorder. 

Selected Integrated Systems: Corporate 
Video 
These packages include a video capture board and editing software for QuickTime mov
ies. The competition among the various companies has been keen. After the most recent 
rounds of upgrades, nearly all offer full-frame, full-motion, 60 fields per second perfor
mance. 

DlgltaiFIIm Deluxe 1.5 
With this latest version of DigitalFilm, SuperMac has upgraded the performance to full
frame, full-motion, 60 fields per second, 30 frames per second digital video. It supports 
color monitors up to 17 inches at 24-bit color depth. At the 60 fields/sec rate, it records a 
screen size of 320 x 240 pixels. It captures full-motion video, but not still frames. For full
fram e recording, you' ll need a SCSJ-2 adapter, a Quadra 840AV or better, and 64MB of 
RAM. The package includes Premiere 3.0, After Effects 1.0, DQ-TimeCoder, DiskExpress 
II, and a coupon for MacroMedia Director. 

$3799 SRP 
SuperMac Technology 
215 Moffett Pa rk Dr. 
Sunnyvale, CA 94089 
(408)541-6100 Voice 

Media Suit e Pro 
The Media Suite Pro package uses the Truevision NuVista+ ]PEG compression/decompres
sion video capture card, Oigidesign's Audiomedia II digital audio card, and ATTO's 
Silicon Express SCSI-2 card. The on-line editing software offers the same interface as the 
high -end Media Composer, but without the elaborate range of functions. An optional 
EDL (Edit Decision List) module ($995 SRP) perm its you to do offl ine editing. See figure 
12.3. 

$9995 SRP 
Avid Technology 
Metropolitan Technology Park West 



One Park West 
Tewksbury, MA 01876 
(508)640-6789 Voice 
(508)640-1366 Fax 

Fig. 12.3 
Media Suite Pro . 

MovlePak2 Pro Suite 
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RasterOps provides full-motion 24-bit video on 21-inch moni to rs in this latest version of 
Movie Pak2. Th is QuickTime-based system captures and outputs 640 x 480 pixels images 
at 60 field s per second, and offers SMP'f E Time Code and device contro l. The RGB in put 
and NTSC/PAL outputs are bu il t-in, and the timing adjustments o n the NTSC encoder 
make it especially suitable fo r studio use. It wo rks with MediaTime, o r third-party d igital 
audio cards. Softwa re in cludes Premiere and Photoshop plug-in. 

$4199SRP 
RasterOps 
2500 Walsh Ave. 
San ta Clara, CA 95051 
(408)562-4200 Voice 
( 408)562-4065 Fax 

VldeoVIslon Studio 

Video Vision Studio brings full-motion, full -screen QuickTime-based video with 640 x 
480 pixels resolution and 60 fields per second to the Quadra and faster Macs. It works 
with Digidesign's Aud iomedia cards if you need CO-quality audi o. 
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$4499 SRP 
Radius 
1710 Fortune Dr. 
San jose, CA 95131 
(408)434-1010 Voice 
(408)434-6437 Fax 

Selected Integrated Systems: Broadcast 
Video 
This field is beginning to see quite a lot of activity, as the broadcast-quali ty systems are 
beginning to migrate downward to the Mac platform. Some use video compression, but 
o thers use external tape decks as th e sources for off-line editing. 

Media 100 
The Media 100 system includes two NuBus cards. The video card is for digitizing video 
signals, applying compression and decompression , and formatting NTSC composite sig
nals. The audio card han dles four channels of 16-bit, 44.1 kHz d igital audio. Two cables 
interconnect the two cards. :'vtedia 100 requires a Quadra 800 or better with 32MB of 
RAM, and large hard disks with at least 11 ms access time and 3.5 MB/sec sustained data 
transfer rate. Though it's QuickTime-based, Media 100 uses proprietary compression 
routines to boost picture quality to a level sufficient fo r short segments on broadcast 
programs. Th e on-line, nonlinear editing software allows you to access and position 
audio o r video clips, cha nge and rea rrange them, and synchronize them. You can control 
VTRs using SM PTE Time Code, o r output Edi t Decision Lists. For special effects, the FX 
option accesses Adobe Premiere effects. 

$11 ,995 SRP 
Data Translation 
100 Locke Dr. 
Marlboro, MA 01 7752 
(508)460-1600 Voice 
(508)481-8627 Fax 

Media Composer 400s 
The Media Composer series o ffers a modular approach to building an off-line audio and 
video edit ing system. At entry level, the 400s supports o nly 30 fps, low-resolution video; 
you must purchase the higher-resolution video compression module (AVR2) to bring it 
up to broadcast standards. Other modules offer such features as 24-track digital audio. 
From here on, Avid's line of modulor products becomes complex and expensive. Basic 
systems range from $50,000 to ove r $90,000. 

$14,995 SRP 
Avid Technology 
Metropolitan Tech nology Park West 
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Tewksbury, MA 01876 
(508)640-6789 Voice 
(508)640-1366 Fax 

Multimedia Software 
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Editing and special effects are the majo r categories in multimedia software. Also, some 
applications, such as Producer Pro and Director, fa ll into the category of "multimedia 
authoring tools. " They allow you to merge as many different kinds of media as you 
can put into digita l form and into your Mac, and then ma ke the entire presentation 
interactive. 

Selected Multimedia Software 
The fo llowing are the generally recognized software tools for multimedia. 

After Effects 2.0 
After Effects provides an extensive collectio n of QuickTime editing and special effects. 
It uses a key-frame approach, plus independently controllable multiple layers, to build 
complex images. The number-crunching required to create these effects can take several 
minutes, or several hours, even on a fast Mac, so it is not suitable fo r fast-turnaround 
production work. 

S1995SRP 
CoS a 
14 Imperial Pl. , Suite 203 
Providence, Rl 02903 
(401)831-2672 Voice 
(401)831-2675 Fax 

Action! 
Streamlined for business users, Action! merges animation, sound, video, text, and graph
ics. For those who don' t know all the details o f multimedia production but need to 
create presentations and demos in a hurry, Action! is a good choice. 

5299 SRP 
Macromedia 
600 Townsend St. 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
( 415)252-2000 Voice 
(415)626-0554 Fax 
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Director 3.1.3 

W ith Director, you can in tegra te a ll the med ia types possib le in to a finished multimedia 
presentation. Audio, video, computer graphics, 3D renderings, QuickTime movies, and 
text all fit together in perfect synchroniza tio n. In additio n, you can add buttons and 
scripts to make them interactive. Includes a license-free Player utility which you can 
distribute with your prod uctio ns. 

600 Townsend St. 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
(415)252-2000 Voice 
( 415)626-0554 Fax 

HyperCard 2.2 
HyperCard, the old standby, has its limitations, but it a lso has its uses. Color, and 
QuickTime support, along with its easy interactivity make HyperCard a good choice 
for kiosks and in-store demos. Check with your loca l Apple dealer for pricing and 
availability. 

Producer Pro 

Producer Pro provides the tools for c reating interactive mu ltimedia presentations such as 
information kiosks, training materia ls, and in-sto re demos. It le ts you combi ne anima
tion, video, audio, and graph ics, with time-line contro l over their placemen t. It also 
faci litates try ing out many possib le branchjng paths to improve the flow of interactive 
productio ns. Producer Pro requires at least a 68040-based Mac with 12 \tfB of RAM. 

$1495 SRP 
Passpo rt Designs 
100 Sto ne Pine Rd. 
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019 
{415)726-0280 Voice 
(415)726-2254 Fax 

Premiere 3.0 
One of the ma jor mu ltimedia applicat ions, Premiere a llows you to combine audio , 
v ideo, an imatio n, scanned images, and computer graphics. Noted for 'its special effects, 
Premiere o ffers wipes, disso lves, fades, zooms, and page turns be tween slides and scenes . 
It works with Pho toshop filters, and also allows you to superim pose text, graphics, and 
other video clips. See figu re 12.4. 

$695 standard versio n, $795 Deluxe CD-RO\tl Editio n SRP 
Adobe Systems 
1585 Charleston Rd . 
PO Box 7900 
Mountain View, CA 94039 
{415)961-4400 Voice 
(415)961-3769 Fax 



Fig. 12.4 
Premiere 3.0. 
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This en try-level QuickTime edito r runs o n any LC o r faster Mac. QuickFiix! offers begin
ners an easy way to digiti ze and edit sound and video, add special effects, and create 
titles. See figure 1 2 .5. 

$149 SRP 
Videofusion 
1 722 Indian Wood Circle, Suite H 
Maumee, OH 43537 
(419)891-1090 Voice 
(41 9)891-9673 Fax 

VldeoFusion 
VideoFusio n brings extensive QuickTime editing and specia l effects capabilities to the 
deskto p. Transitio ns, blending and colorizing, perspective tra nsformatio ns, d ynamic 
mo rphing, flex warping, time-vary ing filters, colo r cycling, and overlay (both graphics 
and video) are amo ng its numerous features. See figure 12.6. 

$649 SRP 
Videofusio n 
1722 Indian Wood Circle, Suite H 
Maumee, OH 43537 
(419)891-1090 Voice 
( 419)891-9673 Fax 
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Fig . 12.5 
QuickFiix! 

Fig. 12.6 
VideoFusion. 

VideoMaker+ 
VideoMaker+ is the software fo r crea ting overlay effect s with Truevision 's NuVista+ 
captu re card. It uses an on-screen T-bar video switcher so o ld hands feel a t ho me. 
Chro makey, color key, lumina nce key, video input switch ing, and overlay keying are 
among its capabilities. 



$295 SRP 
Truevision 
7340 Shadeland Station 
Indianapo lis, IN 46256 
(317)841-0332 Voice 
(317)576-7768 Fax 

VldeoScript 
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VicleoScript works with Truevision's NuVista+ card to create transition effects at 16-bit/ 
pixel resolution. The library of 28 transition effects includes dissolves, wipes, fades, 
blends, pushes, and revea ls. You can overl ay text over Ji ve video and blend computer 
graphics with live video using the full range of transparency percentages. 

$195 SRP 
Truevision 
(see above) 

VideoShop 2.0 
VideoShop offers a wide range of frame-accurate editing functions and over 200 specia l 
effects fo r QuickTime movies. It supports third-party captu re boards and digital audio, 
and converts PlCT, PICS, Pho to CD, AIFF, Text, and Audio CD ftles into QuickTime format. 

$499 SRP 
Avid Tech nology 
Metropolitan Tech no logy Park West 
One Park West 
Tewksbury, MA 01876 
(508)640-6789 Voice 
(508)640-1366 Fax 

VldeoToolklt 2.0 

VideoToolkit solves the problem of operating a gro up of camcorders and VCRs during 
video editing. It can control them thro ug h their infrared remote control inputs (a nd 
includes an infrared transmitter). It also can operate decks equipped with serial ports 
(such as the Sony Vdeck). The editing/loggi ng software simplifies the assembly of home 
videos from multiple sources. With a capture card it does the sa me fo r QuickTime 
movies. See figure 12.7. 

$279 SRP 
Abbate Video 
14 Ross Ave., 3rd Fl oor 
Millis, MA 02054 
(508)376-3 712 Voice 
(508)376-3 714 Fax 
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Fig. 12.7 
Video Toolkit 2.0. 



Chapter 13 

Voice Recognition Devices 
and AV Macs 
by Ken Grey 

Apple's Audio/Video o r AV Macin tosh models set a high mark for the in tegration of 
computing with sound, video, voice recogn itio n, and related technologies tha t arc 
capable of exotic telephone duties and teleconferencing (see figs. 13.1 and 13.2). History 
may mark them as the first commercially ava ilable, low-cost computers that began inte
grat ing other home, office, an d crea tive technologies as standard fea tures. 

Fig. 13.1 
The Apple 840A V Mac. 
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Fig. 13.2 
The Apple 6601\ V Mac. 

Aside from their status as the most full y featured Macs, the Centris/Quadra 660AV and 
the Quadra 840A V CPU speeds are the fastest avai lable o f all pre-Power PC Macs; users 
not interested in the more esoteric of the new technologies can still do their standard 
Mac chores in the quickest fashi on possible. The following table gives the processor 
speed of both the CPU and the separate real-time processor bus unique to the AV Macs. 

Table 13.1 660AV and 840AV Processor Speed 

660AV 840AV 

Processor Speed: 25 MHz 68040 40 MHz 68040 

AV Processor Speed: 55 MHz AT&T 3210 66 MHz AT&T 3210 

Technical Terms 
The following terms will help you to understand the new technologies found on the AV 
Macs and elucidate confusing terms in regard to their capabilities. 

AV 

Audio/Video, or Audio/Visual. 

CPU 
Central Processing Unit, or main chip found on the computers processor. In the case of 
AV Macs, the 68040 and the PowerPC 601 are the CPU. 
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RISC 
Or Reduced Instruction Set Computer. Power Macs use a !USC chip for the CPU, which 
ca n execute far faste r than the standa rd CISC (Com plex Instruction Set Computer) chip 
found on pre-Power Macs. 

Interlaced and Noninterlaced 
In reference to the d isplay method used by the mon itor, Interlaced is used on NTSC 
monito rs (televisions and standard television technology) and wri tes 60 separate "fields" 
per second to the screen in a n odd/even sequence; each field contains the odd (fo llowed 
by the even) lines, which, when combined, make a full fra me. Noninterlaced displays 
found on computers a nd computer-related devices d isplay 30 full -s ized frames per 
second. 

Telephony 
The overall telephone features that a com puter can enhance or manipulate. 

Multi-Processing 
Technology utilized by AV Macs to process events apart from th e ma in CPU chip; in th e 
case of AVs, Apple has used a ch ipset from AT&T and another from Philips electronics to 
process speech, video, and telephone. 

DSP 
Digita l Signal Processor chipset that can process incoming signals in real time apart from 
the A V's on-board CPU. 

Real-Time Processing 
As it happens. A processor such as the DSP mentioned earlier that processes in real time 
ca n effectively perform an operation with no waiting involved . 

Sync 
Or Synchron ize. Describes a device's abil ity to conform to an incoming signal and pro
cess it correctly. 

Plain Talk 
Apple technology that was written to understand speech as an input device. Will per
fo rm functio ns based on speech, i.e. saying "Open" will execute a macro that goes to 
the fi le menu and pulls down "Open" for you instead of you having to use a mouse or 
keyboard command equivalent. 

TTS 
Or "Text-to-Speech " translatio n. 'ITS functions on the AVs have the ability to vocalize 
wri tten text through the Mac speaker. 

Sample 
A d igitized sound sampled with an analog to d igi tal converter device such as that found 
on-board the A V Macs. 
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SR 
Or Speech Recognition techno logy found o n the A V Macs. 

Macro 
A short executio n script t riggered by an inpu t functio n; i.e. speech recognition. 

Special Capabilities of the AV Macs 
The AV (Audio-Video) line of Macs-the Q uad ra 660A V, Quadra 840AV, and Power Macs 
with the AV opt ion installed-are unique mult i-processing Y1acs buil t for futurist ic me
d ia applicatio ns. Each have o n-boa rd processors apar t from the CPU tha t can actually 
work simultaneously but individually from the main processor; we can say that the AV 
Macs are the first to be t ruly m ultitasking. AVs were built to handle real t ime info rma
tio n-sound, video, speech, and te lepho ne da ta, witho ut ro bbing the CPU of its duties. 
Industry insiders say that it is o nly a matter o f time before all Macs have some kind of 
A V processing o n-board. 

DSP Overview 
Apart from the fastest no n-RISC processor (RISC, o r Reduced Inst ruct ion Set Computer 
used o n PmverPC Macs), the AV Mac's rea l power lies in the o n-boa rd AT&T 321 0 DSP 
(Digital Signal Processor) chip, which ca n crunch da ta in real time apart fro m the Mac's 
own CPU. Th e LJSP ch ip can process separately because it runs its ow n opera ting sys
tem-the Apple Real Time Archi tecture (ARTA). The d igita l signal processor o n-boa rd the 
AVs is th e same chip featured o n most third-party 16-b it-capable NuBus boards tha t per
form CO-quality audio reco rding and ed iti ng and adeq uate v ideo captu re. 

CD-Quallty Audio 
Gone are the days when performing 16-bit , CO-quality sound edi ting req ui red expensive 
boards and proprietary software. Professio nal-quali ty music editing is o ne of the standard 
capabili t ies offered by the AT&T chip o n the AVs. All you need to do is pick the right 
softw are and plug an audio source into the micro phone jack o n the back o f the Mac. 
Check out Alaska So ftware's DigiTrax (1-800-500-3320). 

O ne of the fi rst digita l aud io software programs to offer fu ll AV support, DigiTrax does a 
g reat job o f working with sound in six tracks, each wilh up to a 48 I<Hz band wi th 16-bit 
aud io quality- using just the AV o n-board DSP ch ip. (Digitrax also works with add-in 
boards that fea tu re the AT&T ch ip, such as the Spectral In novatio ns NuMedia card .) 
Dig iTrax and o ther software such as OSC's Deck software can perfo rm visual waveform 
editing, cut, copy, and paste, and rud imen tary effects-all in real time- all withou t an 
add-o n board when running o n an AV Mac. QuickTime movies can be synced to au to 
matically "chase" the aud io t racks to perfo rm sound track editing fo r v ideo, and the au
cl io track of the imported QuickTime file can be used, edited , o r th rown away. 
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Though Digi trax and Deck are serious, professional features of the A Vs, the problem of 
necessary storage capability comes into question when you realize that it may take up to 
30MB a minute for six tracks of high-quality audio. Although this is miniscule compared 
to what video requires, it's a serious consideration for starving musicians hoping to pick 
up a budget audio editing system. With most multimedia applications, too much 
memory or storage is never a problem. 

Plain Talk 
In the span of 20 years, commercially available computers have gone from being calcula
tors to actually talking with us, and working with our voice commands, as in the case of 
the Macintosh AV computers. Computing will never be the same. 

Apple's PlainTalk works using two components: TTS, or Text-To-Speech, which vocalizes 
your written documents back to you; and SR, or Speech Recognition, which allows vocal 
control of user-defined Mac functions through voice-activa ted scripts. 

Text-To-Speech. TIS, or Text-To-Speech, is relatively straightforwa rd and has been seen 
in other Mac Software for several years in Jess polished forms such as Talking Moose and 
other utilities that can read your typing back to you. The AV series DSP architecture isn't 
necessary to run TIS. The practical applications of TIS-for exa mple, tackling most spell
ing, spacing and meter-are amusing but are outweighed by RAM requirements. The 
voice samples alone take up 5 MB by themselves; the extension itself is another full 
megabyte. Because TIS only works through the latest versions of Teach text, users in 
short supply of RAM will simply not load it. Some high-tech users may find it useful as a 
proofreading tool; low-tech writers wi ll stick to the standard and cheaper red-pen 
method. 

Speech Recognition (SR). PlainTalk's SR module is where the real gawking begins. 
People see you talking to your Mac, and it talks back to you, based on voice commands. 
Unlike TIS, Speech Recognition can take place only on an AV-equipped Mac. It's written 
so that users can speak in conversational tones rather than unnatural vocalization filled 
with strange pauses to allow the computer to catch up. 

As good as this sofhvare is, consistent and accurate recognition is rare with Apple's uni
directional PlainTalk Microphone, which is included with the AVs. Power users will find 
better microphones, such as the JABRA EarPHONE (619-622-0764). The JABRA 
EarPHONE actually works with the resonance of the speaker's head instead of projected 
sound waves, which can be fouled with crosstalk and other noises in the room. As the 
speaker talks, the sku ll arou nd the mouth resonates and the ]a bra device actually senses 
these vibrations-which probably makes it the most space-age of input devices yet de
vised for the Mac. The ] a bra EarPHONE is the only product Apple endorsed as an up
grade for their own microphone (see fig. 13.3). 
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Fig. 13.3 
Jabra EarPHONE. 

The EarPHONE supports other functions that are AV-capable, such as te lephony. The 
j abra EarPHONE can be used as a phone receiver and voice input system, as well as a 
voice-activated speed dialer that allows 20 previously stored phone numbers to be acti
vated when you say the password associated with each. 

When the PlainTalk SR module hears the command Quit, Find, Cut, and so on, it sends 
a message to begin a macro, or script, that executes the command . Both the native 
AppleScript/AppleEvents and the latest incarnations of QuicKeysTM can handle the execu
tion and scripting duties. 

For more than the simple menu comma nds, Apple has included a Speech Macro Editor 
into the SR module that can be fruitful but frustrating. Although the Speech Macro Edi
tor can perform intricate Stringed executions, it's closer to writing programming code 
than writing a QuicKeys Macro. For this reason, Apple included a folder of Speakable 
Items to the Apple menu, which has 16 on-board operations, such as Print, Open, and so 
on . Apple recommends keeping the tota l number of commands under 30; after 30 com
mands, speech recognition begins slowing down. 

Video Capture 
Another first for the AV Macs is the ability to capture video without additional hardware. 
Another new chip on-board the AV Mac handles the video in and out chores. (This same 
chip is found on the popular VideoSpigot board from SuperMac.) The Macintosh AVs 
have both RCA and S-Video inputs on them, wh ich cover most of the output capabilities 
of consumer cameras and VCRs. However, any pro-level input would be wasted on the 
AV's on-board video capabili ties. 
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Although it's amazing for a computer to have video at all, the professional video com
munity will no t make much use of the AV's on-board video. Don't be confused by 
Apple's claim of "full motion video" for the AVs. Although it will transfer incoming 
video signals directly to the Mac's moni to r, an amazing trick in and of itself, capturing 
video is another story altogether. Full-screen /full-motion /full-colo r video ca pture and 
output takes more than just a chip. Enormously enhanced throughput capabil ities are 
required, along with extremely fast hard disks, accelerated SCSI, disk arrays, and ad
vanced hardware compression. Now Apple just started marketing a professional solution 
that uses video capture hardware from Radius on a non-AV Quadra 950. 

But it is a good start. Apple's own built-in Touchstone technology can input and display 
"flicker- free" v ideo. Touchstone is built around a convolution algorithm, which creates 
an interlaced signal like those found on standard televisions and video equipment. This 
in terlaced signal is created from a non-interlaced signal, such as those generated by the 
Mac and other computers, staying within the rules of the o lder interlaced technology 
and avoiding the annoying flicker created by one-pixel lines or contrasting colors. 
Touchstone is also licensed by Radius Co. for its Video Vision line of display/capture 
boards. 

The software interface Apple supplies to utilize the video capture ability on the AVs is 
called FusionRecorder-an OEM bundle from VideoFusion Inc. This bundled application 
can also be used as a front end for audio capture. Fusion Recorder is nothing more than a 
fl oating window with a record and a stop button on it. Any Quicktime-capable applica
tion can make use of the clips after you've captured them. 

Another interesting piece of software that uti lizes the on-board video capabilities is 
a bund led application called ESoF2F, from an English company ca lled The Electronic 
Studio. ESoF2F allows AV owners who attach a v ideo camera the ability to perform 
videoconferencing over a network-preferably a high-speed EtherNet network. 

ESoF2F also supports AppleTalk and even the rare but extremely fast ISDN line. Of 
course, someone needs to be equipped with the same equipment on the other end, but 
the cash outlay for this kind of system is very low compared to existing solutions that 
may run more than S3,000-S,OOO for hardware. High-speed networks are preferable 
because the rate of transfer directly correlates to the quality o f the v ideo sent. At best, it 
wi ll match the playback quality of the AV itself; however, at worst case, video rates can 
go as low as severa l minutes per fra me with t inny 4-bit noncontiguous sound. 

GeoPort 
Because the DSP chip on the AV is made to support a continuous stream of incoming 
data from your mouth, network, o r tape deck, it's natural that Apple would develop a 
way to use it for telephone duties. Apple's l.atest technology gambit, found only on the 
AV Macs, is called GeoPort; it is meant to make your phone just a nother part of the Mac 
(see figure 13.4). 
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Fig. 13.4 
Apple GeoPort Telecom Adapter. 

The actual GeoPort is an input that closely resembles a basic serial port; however, it has 
the important addition of another pin that ca rries power to an external con verter box 
sold by Apple. This box handles the incoming and outgoing pho ne signals. 

To plug into GeoPort, Apple came up with something called the GeoPort Telecom Adapter 
or Phone Pod, which looks similar to an ADB mouse with incoming and outgoing phone 
jacks on the back. The Phone Pod, basically an analog-to-digital converter (and vice 
versa), allows the AV Macs to perform fax/modem duties in and out at a respectable 9600 
baud rate. It can be set even higher reliably, although Apple doesn't recommend it. The 
modem works just like any regular serial modem, and uses Apple's Express Fax/Modem 
software as its front end . 

Apple hopes that the thi rd-party market will catch on for more GeoPort-related products 
that can synchronize to different phone protocols, higher modem speeds, and esoteric 
telephony such as advanced voice mail routing. So far, the market has been slow to re
spond. 

The bundled ApplePhone software makes good use of the Phone Pod right out of the 
box and turns your AV into a capable phone-answering machine and speakerph one. 
ApplePhone is pure Macintosh-easy to use, with a large and colorful operation screen 
sporting the same buttons found on any real phone and answering machine, right down 
to the blinking red lights and the volume controls for recording and playing messages. 

AV Monitor 
Apple's AudioVision 14 rtwnitor is another ambitious landmark. It's probably the most 
feature-laden monitor ever sold by a computer company- and probably any monitor 
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maker as well. The Aud ioVisio n 14-inch mon itor (also covered in Chapter 7, "Moni
tors,") features the industry standard Sony Trinitron mo n itor, wh ich is tack sh arp but 
perhaps a bit sm all fo r m ultimedia work. 

Users can now plug keyboards and mice into the mon itor by way o f the o n-board ADB 
port, and can put the CPU in another room if desi red. The monitor also features on
board S-Video in (hig her quali ty video that separates the luminance and chrom inance 
signals for a sharper picture), and stereo audio RCA in and out. The Aud io Vision mon ito r 
has an in tegrated cable "snake" that ~tarts witli an IDC connector (I n tegrated Desktop 
Connecto r) tha t carries the audio, video, and ADB sign als to the Mac as o ne cable, and 
then splits in to its va rious cable ends when reaching the Mac. 

The Aud ioVision's o n-board speaker system is a lso groundbreaking. Dual 2.5-inch 
m idrange/tweeters set up to make the stereo image "sweet spot" right where the Mac 
user is supposed to be-between 17 and 24 inches from the center of the screen. A bass 
reflex system is a lso o n board, giving the speakers a richer-than-expected clarity and 
depth . Apple also bu ilt in to the AudioVision an active equalizatio n circui t ry that con
tours the bass and treble frequencies based o n volu me. 

The unid irectio nal Micropho ne, set in to the top center of the frame above the screen, 
can work as a receiver fo r the speakerphone if a GeoPo rt Telecom Adapter is installed, 
or requires other mi ke duties. Finally, the buttons on the fron t pa nel a llow easy access 
to brightness, con t rast, mute microphone o n /off, and volume contro ls. 

It's not hard to th ink that the Apple design engineers took a hard look at the NeXT Com
pu te r Company's mon itor w hen conceiving the AudioV isio n 14-inch. With its in tegrated 
cabling, sharp picture and space-age, ergonom ic des ign, the NeXT monito r, which is 
a lmost seven years o ld, still stands as o ne of the fi nest designs yet seen for any com puter 
mo ni tor and was ahead of its time. 
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Chapter 14 

NuBus and PDS Slots ----~ 
by Jeff Roback 

Despite the amazing range of activities you can perform with a Macintosh, some tasks 
require additio nal hardware. While the early Macintosh .models, by design, provided 
little in the way of expandability, most recent Macin tosh models include PDS or NuBus 
slots that provide great expandabi lity. 

Technical Terms 
Of all the methods of expanding a Maci ntosh, NuBus and PDS slots are probably Lhe 
most d ifficult to understand. Therefore, before delving into the world of NuBus and PDS 
slo ts, it is important to understand some of the language surrounding this technology. 

NuBus 

NuBus is the most common type of expa nsion slot used on the Mac. Because NuBus 
cards use a standard set of commands to communicate with the computer, NuBus cards 
generally work in any Macintosh model that has a NuBus slo t. 

PDS 

PDS is an alternative form of expansion slot available in many Macs. PDS cards connect 
directly to the CPU in the Mac they are attached to, instead of issuing a standard set of 
commands though a standard interface as does the NuBus. Because of this direct connec
tion, PDS cards must be designed for the Mac they are used on. 

NuBus '90 
NuBus '90 is an upwardly compatible redesign of the NuBus interface. Increased speed 
and more versati le power handling are some of Nu Bus '90s many new features. 

PCI 
PCJ is an open sta ndard fo r expansion cards jointly developed by over 150 companies. 
The PCl standard is becoming very popu lar on Intel (x86) platforms because it o ffers 
very high speeds (greater than NuBus or NuBus '90) with low power requirements. 
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Understanding NuBus and PDS 
NuBus and PDS cards enable you to expand your Macintosh by adding features that your 
built-in hardware canno t support. Common uses for PDS and NuBus cards include high 
performance SCSl, additional network connections, complex video display and digitiza
tion, and perfo rmance acceleration. 

While both NuBus and PDS are similar in concept-a slot in which you place a card to 
add features-NuBus cards ta lk to the computer v ia a well-defined and standard ized 
pathway, whi le PDS cards operate by integrating themselves directly into the processor's 
operations. Because PDS cards are fo rced to operate with in the arch itecture of the proces
sor to which they are attached, a different type of PDS card is required for each 
Macintosh, and they cannot engage in as wide a range of applications as can NuBus 
cards. 

Each Macintosh model has differing configurations of NuB us and PDS slots . The NuB us 
interface is generally used in larger, more powerful computers, whi le the PDS is used 
most often in com pact, low power models. The Macintosh SE, SE/30, and Color Classic 
have only a PDS slot. The Macintosh II, Ilx, llcx and !lei only have NuBus slo ts. The 
Macintosh Ilsi, ll fx, Quadra/Centris 610 and 650, Quadra 700, 800, 900, and 950 feature 
both PDS and NuBus slots. The Macintosh Classic, Classic II , and PowerBook computers 
include neither NuBus nor PDS expansion . See chapters l and 2 ("Macs of the Past" and 
"Macs of Today") for deta ils about the exact slo t configurations of each Mac. 

History of Macintosh Expansion 
Early Maci ntosh computers offered little in the way of hardware expansion. The 128K 
and 5 12K Macintosh models offered expansion on ly through two slow serial ports, the 
modem and printer ports. With the introduction of the Macintosh Plus, the use of the 
SCSI bus was introduced. Whi le the SCSI bus provided much faster communication than 
the serial ports, it wasn't nea rly powerful en :.m gh to sa tisfy the demanding needs of h igh 
performance network an d video expansion . 

In 1987, Apple released the first Macintosh computers that enabled internal expansion. 
The Macintosh SE featured a PDS, allowing direct connection to the microprocessor. The 
Macintosh II computer made use of a new industry standard, NuBus, to provide six versa
tile expansion slots. Sin ce 1987, PDS o r NuBus slo ts have appeared in nearly every 
Macintosh. 

NuBus 
The NuBus standard was developed by Texas Instruments and customized by Apple for 
use in Macintosh computers. NuBus provides general purpose, high-speed communica
tion with the computer, a llowing for the addit ion of va rious peripherals. 

The major advantage of NuBus is its standard design and interface (see fig. 14.1). This 
standardization enables NuBus cards to work across multiple Macintosh models and 
enables your Mac to negotiate the technical needs of the cards, thus removing the need 
to set large numbers of jumper switches on the card during installation. 
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Fig. 14.1 
Nul3us cards use the Euro-DIN 96-pin connector. 
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Standard NuBus. The standard NuBus card ta lks to the computer by using a processor
independent N 32-bit-wide pathway. All NuBus cards use Euro-DlN 96-pin connectors, 
IEEE 1196 standa rd. The patent for NuBus is owned by its designer, Texas Instruments. 

NuBus '90. In 1989, Apple and several other vendors began to expand the NuBus stan
dard. The upgraded standard is known as NuBus '90. Fea tures o f the new standard in
clude faster transfers between the computer and cards, power to cards when the machine 
is o ff, and compatibil ity with existing NuBus cards. 

Partial implementat io ns of NuBus '9q were seen in Macintoshcs starting with the Quadra 
900. Comple te im plementation began appearing with the Power Macintosh computers. 

NuBus and Power Macintosh. According to Apple, the performance of NuBus on the 
Power Macintosh compu ters is better than NuBus performance on any other Macintosh 
except the Quadra 840AV. NuBus performance on the Quadra 840AV is approximately 
equal to NuBus performance on a Power Macin tosh. While mos t existing NuBus cards 
work unchanged in a Power Mac, existing cards that depend upon certain features of the 
68000 processor family need updated drivers to operate correctly. 

Note 

PDS cards designed for p revious Macintosh models do not work in Powe r Macs because of their 
processor dependence. 

PDS 
PDS is an alte rnate fo rm of expansion slo t avai lable in many Macs. PDS slots are typically 
used in the more compact Mac models, such as the Classic line. Rather than issue a stan
dard set of commands th rough a standard interface like NuBus does, PDS cards connect 
directly to the CPU in the Mac to which they a re attached. Beca use of th is d irect connec
tion, PDS cards must be des igned for the Mac wi th which they will be used. 

Caution 

Even though some Macintosh computers have the same physical connectors, they are not the 
same electronically. Make sure you check with your card 's manufacturer before installing a PDS. 
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68000 and 68020 PDS 

A similar PDS interface is used on the Macin tosh SE, Macintosh Portable, and Macintosh 
LC. These three models use a 96-pin connector fo r PDS cards that is physically identical, 
but is not electrically identical. Beca use of the electrical d ifferences, PDS cards fo r these 
three Macintosh models are not interchangeable. 

68030 PDS 

The SE/30, llfx and llsi a ll use 120-pin connectors for the PDS (see fi g. 14.2). The elec
tron ic configurat ions of these cards have some electrical compatibili ty, but some signals 
are still specific to each computer. Check with the manufacturer of each card before 
assuming compatibili ty. 

The 68030 PDS in the LC II and the LC III uses the same 96-pin connector which the 
68020 LC uses. The PDSs among all three LC models are elect rically and physica lly iden
tical. 

68040 PDS 

The non-AV Quadra and Centris computers use an 040 PDS which uses a 140-pin con
necto r. Because the 040 PDS has a d iffe rent physical and electrica l arrangement than 
previous cards, it isn 't compatible with non-Quadra/Centris models. 

Note 

The AV Macintosh models (Centris/Quadra 660AV/840AV) do not have PDS connectors. 

Installing NuBus & PDS cards 
Because NuBus cards are installed inside your Macintosh, all standard precaution s about 
opening the case apply. Make sure you carefully read and understand chapter 34, "Hard
ware Troubleshooting," before opening your Macintosh to install a NuBus o r PDS card. 

After you've opened the case, install the NuBus or PDS card by gently seating the card 
into its socket. If your card has an external jack (such as a network connection), remove 
the cover plate on the back of your Mac. 

The Future 
While NuBus has proven to be a reliable and useful addi tion to the Macintosh, the 
emerging PC! (Periphera l Com ponent In terconnect) standard has caught the attention of 
Apple. PCI fea tures higher speeds and lower electrical requirements than NuBus and is 
fasl becoming the standard in the In tel (x86) based computers. 

Apple has announced plans to include PC! bus slots in future Macintosh models. How
ever, because of the large number of Macs with NuBus slo ts and the large number of 
Nu Bus cards ava ilable, NuBus will probably remain in use for quite some time. 
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Fig. 14.2 
The 68030 PDS uses a Euro-DIN 120-pin connector. 
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Chapter 15 

Modems 
by Jeff Roback 

Modems allow computers to talk over phone lines by converting the computer's digital 
signals to analog signals that can be transmitted over the analog telephone lines. Adding 
a modem to your computer gives you access to a vast amount of information. Airline 
schedules, magazines, your office's E-mail system, and even matchmaking databases can 
suddenly be at your fingertips from anywhere in the world. 

Macintosh modems consist of a small device which sits outside or (if you have a 
PowerBook) inside your computer. The key differences between modems are how fast 
they communicate, the software which runs them, and how they connect to your 
computer. 

Technical Terms 
Because modems transmit information, most of the technical terms involving modems 
describe ways of collecting, transmitting, and receiving data. 

BPS (bits per sec:ond) 
Because the whole point of a modem is to send information, the speed at which your 
modem communicates determines how much you can get done and how quickly. The 
rate at which the modem's speed is measured is bps: bits per second (the number of Os 
and l s that go across the phone line per second). 

In real world terms, a l OOK spreadsheet file would take about seven minutes to send at 
2,400 bps, but at 14,400 bps the same fi le could be sen t in one minute. Because most on
line services charge by the minute (and your local phone company certain ly does), a 
faster modem can help cut down on your on-line bills. 

Note 

The term "baud" used to be used to describe modem speed, but for technical reasons is no longer 
accurate. Use "bps" to describe modem speed . 
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On-Line/Off-Line 
The term on-li11e refers to the state of your modem once it's connected to another mo
dem. Off-line is the state of your modem when it's not connected to another computer. 

Modulation Protocols 
The speed at which your modem can communicate is described by morlulntio11 protocols. 
Some protocols are designed by specific modem manufacturers, while others are an in
dustry standard and compatible across modems. See table 15. 1 for an overvie\\' of the 
most common modulation protocols. 

Table 15.1 Modulation Protocols 

Protocol Speed Comments 

Bell103 300 bps U.S. standard 

Beii212A 1,200 bps U.S. standard 

V.22 1,200 bps Standard outside U.S. 

V.22 bis 2,400 bps International standard 

V.32 9,600 & 4,800 bps International standard 

V.32 bis 14,400 bps International standard 

U.S. Robotics HST 9,600/14,400/16,800 U.S. Robotics modems only 

Telebit PEP 14,400 Telebit modems only 

Hayes Express 96 9,600 Hayes modems only 

V .fast/V. terbo/V. 34 19,200-24,000 bps Proprietary/not yet finalized 

Error Correction 
Error correction in sures th at random static on the telephon e line doesn' t interfere with 
your communications. The correction circuits constantly monitor your communica tions 
looking for errors. When these circui ts detect an error in transmission, they ask the re
mote modem to resend information. 

The type of correction a modem supports is described by its correction protocols. See 
table 15.2 for a description of error correction protocols. 

Table 15.2 Error Correction Protocols 

Protocol Comments 

MNP4 Basic error control 

V.42 More advanced error control (includes MNP 4) 

MNP 10 Designed for cellular modems 

Data Compression 
Data compression allows a modem to compress the data going through the modem in a 
manner similar to compression utilities used with a hard disk. This effectively speeds up 
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transmission of data, by reducing the amount of Is and Os your computer actually has to 
send for a given file. Note that the use of data compression protocols requires use of error 
correction protocols. 

The types of compression a modem supports are described by its compression protocols. 
See table 15.3 for an overview of compression protocols. 

Table 15.3 Data Compression Protocols 

Protocol Comments 

MNP5 max. compression 2:1. (requires MNP 4) 

CCITT V.42bis max. compression 4:1. (requires V.42) 

Negotiation 
Two modems can on ly ta lk to each other using speed, correction, and compression pro
tocols that they share. Immediately upon connection, modems "negotiate" with each 
other to determine the h ighest speed and best error correction and compression proto
cols that they share. 

If you have trouble getting your modem to connect with a particular remote modem, check your 
modem manual for ways to disable auto-negotiation and to force a particular speed and/or correc
tion protocol that you know both sides share. 

AT commands 
Modems speak to your computer using their own language. The w6rds in this language 
are based on the "Hayes standard" which consists of li nes of commands which begin 
with the letters AT (for attention). While basic commands are standard across modems 
(see table 15.4), more advanced commands such as error control , data compression, and 
selection of high speeds are specific to each manufacturer. Check your modem manuals 
for details about your modem's special commands. 

Tip 

Many manufacturers provide a list of the proper commands to use with various software packages. 
Check your modem documentation for details. 
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Table 15.4 Basic AT Commands 

Command Function Comments 

A Answer phone 

DT n Tone Dial n = number to dial, use commas for pauses 

DP n Pulse Dial n = number to dial, use commas for pauses 

Hn Hook H0 hangs up, H1 answers phone 

Mn Speaker M0 turns off, M1 turns on 

z Reset Sets modem to power-on settings 

+++ Command Returns modem to command state 

0 On-Line Returns to on-line (opposite of+++) 

S0= n Answer Rings Sets ring II to answer phone 

S7= n Wait t ime Time to wait for remote modem 

Preface each commanrlwitll AT. 
You may com/Jim multiple con111Wnds into one conmrmrrl (e.g., AT M0 DT 1234) . For Example, to rlisa/Jie 
call waiting, preface tile mrmber JIOII're rlialins with *70, (e.g., A TOT * 70, 555 · 1212). 

Fortunately, most modem software can ei ther automatically sense the type of modem 
you have or wi ll ask you what model of modem and ca n then provide the necessary AT 
comma nds automatically. 

Transfer Protocols 
File transfer pro tocols insure reliabili ty and maximize transmission speed. Older Proto
cols send tcx.t files at full speed ignoring errors. Newer protocols hand le erro r correction , 
and allow you to specify m ultiple files to be sent or received in a given session. The addi
tion of MncBinmy to any protocol allows Mac specific file information (such as icons) to 
be transmitted. See table 15.5. 

If you've got an error correcting modem and the computer you' re calling supports it, 
ZMODEM is the protocol of choice. Zmodem's ability to resume interrupted transfers is 
priceless. If ZMODEM isn't ava ilable, try YMODEM-G. If you don't have an erro r correct
ing modem, use YMODEM or XMODEM-1 1<. 

Table 15.5 File Transfer Protocols 

Protocol Speed Error Correction Comments 

ASCII Fast None Text only 

XMODEM Slow Simple Checksum Most widely used 

XMODEM-l K Medium CRC Sometimes called YMODEM 

YMODEM M edium CRC XMODEM-1 X with batch transfer 

YMODEM-G Fast none Use only with error correcting 
modem 

ZMODEM Fast none Use only with error correcting 
modem. Allows canceled 
download to be restarted. 
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Hardware Handshaking 
Modems use a process called Flow control to control the speed at which your Mac sends 
out data. Because Macs ca n send informa tion fas ter than the modem ca n transmit it, 
flow control prevents loss of data. 

Older, slower modems used special characters to tell the computer to stop and resume 
transmissions, but today's 9,600 and 14,400 modems need to do this using special wires 
within the modem cable. To allow your computer and modem to initiate this type of 
intimate conversation, the cable which connects your Mac to your computer must be a 
hardware handshaking cable. Most high speed modem packages include a hardware hand
shaking cable, but if your package doesn't mention this specifically, check with your 
manufacturer. 

Understanding Modems 
Computers talk using binary language-Is and Os. Unfortunately, telephone lines trans
mit data by using analog signals. Thus, to allow computers to talk over phone lines, a 
modem needs to convert the digital signals to something that can be transferred over an 
analog phone line. 

Brief History 

The first commonly used modems, known as acoustic modems, used a very direct ap
proach to connecting computers to the telephone. First, you'd use your normal tele
phone to dial the computer you wanted to talk to. Next, you'd wait for a high pitched 
tone (similar to a fax machine's tone), at which point you'd insert the phone into suc
tion cups designed to hold the headset (these modems are fairly visual and are often used 
in movies and television). These modems were limited in the quality, and therefore 
speed, of con nection. 

The next step in the evolution of modems was direct connect modems. These plug di
rectly into your telephone line, allowing you to be free of room noise and allowing the 
modem to dial for you. As technology improved, modems (as with all computers) were 
able to provide faster communication at a lower price. While today's modems seem in
credibly fast by the standards of five years ago, the same will undoubtedly be true in 
another few years. 

Tip 

Now that people on the move with PowerBooks need to stay connected, acoustic couplers are 
used to connect direct connect modems to the phone line in a manner similar to the way acoustic 
modems were used. 

Choosing Your Modem. When choosing a modem, you will find that modem prices 
increase proportionally to the speed at which th ey transmit. Within each class of 
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modem, features such as bund led software and cables distinguish the individual 
modems. 

Generally, the modems with fas ter protocols include support for all the slower protocols. 
By picking a fast modem, you're generally assured of being able to connect to older mo
dems (albeit at slower speeds) . It is best to buy the fas test possible modem you can afford 
because modem technology moves so quickly that if you buy a low-end modem, you'll 
quickly be behind the rest of the industry. 

After choosing the speed, you need to decide about error correct ion and/or compression. 
Erro r correction can be quite helpful, particularly if you have noisy phone lines. Data 
com pression isn' t as important, particularly if you will use the modem mostly with com
mercial services such as Com puServe or America On-line because most fi les available on 
these services are already com pressed. If you're using t he modem to d ial into your office 
network (see chapter 17, "LocalTalk & EtherNet Networks," fo r more details about Apple 
Remote Access), compression isn ' t an issue at all because the remo te access software 
turns off error com pression a nd error correction . 

Modem manufacturers often advert ise their modems as having speeds of 38,400 or 
57,600 bps. These speeds, however, assume ideal compression conditions and don' t accu
rately represent th e actual speed of the modem. The speed is usually reduced by line 
noise or files that don' t compress well. Use the pro tocols listed earlier for the most accu
rate speed comparisons. 

Connecting to the Telephone Line 
Modems conn ect to the phone line using a sta ndard modular phone cord, sim ilar to the 
way an answering machine is connected. 

Caution 

Modems require an ANALOG telephone line. If your telephone has more than two telephone lines, 
conferencing, or any other PBX-type features, it's likely that you have a DIGITAL telephone line. 
Check with your telephone department if you're not sure-plugging a modem into a digital phone 
jack can destroy it. 

Fortunately, several companies make digital to analog converters to allow you to hook up a mo
dem to a digital phone line. Ask your modem vendor for details. 

Going On-line 
Commercial on-line services are nation-wide computer netv.rorks that allow you to ex
change messages and files wi th other computer users around the world. They have dia l
in numbers local to most ma jor cit ies, and charge you one-time sign-up fees plus an 
hourly fee fo r the amoun t of t ime spent on-line. 
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Private on-line services are set up by individuals, users groups, or companies either for 
recreation or profit. They consist of a single computer system, with telephone numbers 
in the area in which the system is located. While these types of services have a smaller 
number of callers and available files, they are often free. 

The Future 
As technology advances, modems and telecommunications will no doubt benefit. As of 
this writing, the V.rast standard (probably to be named V.34) is about to be finalized, 
making 24,000 bps communication com monplace. In addition, as ISDN (digital net
works) become more common, the need fo r modems may disappear entirely. 

External Modems 
External modems are separate units that connect to your Mac's modem port via a special 
cable provided with the modem (see fig. 15.1). If your modem didn ' t come with a Mac 
cable, check with any of the big Mac mai l-order houses to order one. 
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Fig. 15.1 
An external modem connects to your Macintosh via the serial port using a special cable. 
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Note 

All modem cables are not created equall Most Macs can send data faster than the modem is able 

to accept. To deal with this, the modem has a buffer (similar to your computer's RAM) that stores 
the data when the modem can't send it out fast enough. 

When the modem buffer is full (perhaps because the error correction circuits had to resend some
thing several limes), the modem needs a way to tell the computer to slow down. This is ca lled flow 
control. 

Older, slower modems were able to do this by using software, but today's 9,600 and 14,400 
modems do this by connecting to your Macintosh with a special type of modem cable known as a 
hardware handshaking cable. If the cable that came w ith your modem isn't a hardware handshak

ing cable (it should specify), get one. It could save you hours of frustration. 

PowerBook Modems 
Sta ndard PowerBook modems are nearly identical to exte rnal modems; they' re just lots 
smaller and lack the speaker and LEOs normally found on the externa l models. 

Apple's PowerBook modems, known as the express modems, are somewhat different than 
standard modems. The express modems force the computer do to some of the processing 
work normally done by the modem hardware. The advantage of this setup is that the 
modem hardware is less complex, resulting in a lower p riced modem. The drawback of 
this setup is that the m aximum speed of the m odem is somewhat reduced, and some 
software doesn 't work properly because the modem isn't behaving qui te as expected . As 
wi th all tradcoffs, each user must decide if the price savings outweigh the drawbacks in 
compatibility and speed. 

Installation 
PowerBook modems connect to the Mac directly, by get ting installed inside the 
PowerBook's case (see fig. 15.2). Install ing a modem into a PowerBook is a fairl y straight
forward process. Once you've got the PowerBook case open, the modem simply plugs 
into the specially designed modem connecto r located ncar the back panel (see fig. 15 .3). 

Caution 

While most PowerBook modems come with instructions on how to install the modem yourself, 
opening your PowerBook's case voids your warranty and puts your PowerBook in jeopardy. 

If you're uneasy about opening the PowerBook case, let your local Apple Dealer do it for you. The 

cost isn ' t much compared to the anxiety and repair bill caused by a broken PowerBook! 
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Fig. 15.2 
A PowerBook modem installs completely inside your PowerBook's case. 

Note 

The PowerBook's internal modem connector includes the necessary wiring to provide for hardware 
handshaking. 

Once installed, the only evidence of the modem is a phone jack on the outside of the 
PowerBook, right next to the SCSI port. The modem powers on and off a utomatica lly 
to save battery power. You simply plug in to the phone line and dia l. 

GeoPort. Apple's new AV Macs (the Quadra and Cen tris 660AV /840AV) include a new 
connector called the GeoPort . This new technology takes advantage of the Digital Signal 
Processing chips in the AV computers that enable the Mac to act as a modem. To use the 
GeoPort, you simply use a GeoPort Telecom Adapter to plug your te lephone line straight 
in to the GeoPort of the Mac (see fig. J 5.3). The GeoPort takes the place of the modem 
port that is found in other Macs. This new port maintains the fun ction ali ty of the old 
modem port-you can still connect a modem to this port as you can with any o ther Mac. 

In addition to using the Mac as a modem, thi s new technology allows your Mac to act as 
a telephone an swering machine. 
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Fig. 15.3 
The Apple GeoPort Telecom Adapter le ts you r Mac act as the modem, allowing the computer to be 
connected directly to the phone line. 

Modem Software 
Like every other piece of hardware, a modem needs software to tell the computer how to 
understand it and to allow you to control it. The most basic software is known as a termi

nal emulation program, or a dumb ter111 inal program. This type of software fo rces you to deal 
with technical details of modem communication . MOI"e advanced software hides the 
modem from you, letting you say what you want to do and letting the computer and the 
modem negotiate the proper commands. 

One of the issues that arises when using modem software is modem versus computer 
speeds. In your commu nication with a remote compu ter, you are interested in two 
speeds: the speed at which your computer talks to your m odem, and the speed at which 
your modem tal ks to the remo te computer. 

If you have a data compression modem (MNP 5 or V.42bis), your modem can probably 
accept data fas ter than the speed at which it's transmitting (see the earli er note on hard
ware handshaking cables). To maximize its performance, you should use your communi
cations software to set the speed your com puter talks to the modem faster than the speed 
at which your modem talks to the remote computer. Use table 15.6 to pick the best 
computer speed. 

Table 15.6 Ideal Modem Speeds 

Modem Speed Software Speed 

14,400 bps 38,400 bps 

9,600 bps 19,200 bps 

2,400 bps 4,800 bps 
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Some older Macs can't keep up when software sets the modem port to speeds faster than 
the modem is operating. If you have trouble, try changing the settings of your software 
to select a modem port speed to the actual speed of the modem. 

Apple Remote Access. A huge advance in networking is provided by the introduction 
of Apple's Apple Remo te Access, usually called ARA. 

Overview. Essentially, ARA allows you to call into a network by using a modem-simu
lating to your computer and the remote computers that you are physically connected to 
the remote network. During an ARA connection, a ll network services, including E-mail, 
printers, and servers, are available to you exactly as they would be if you were in the 
office. 

Setting Up ARA. To use Apple Remote Access, you must have modem s on both ends of 
the connection. Note that an ARA connection is nowhere near the speed of a standard 
network connect ion; it's best to use the fastes t modem you can . 

Next, you must choose a computer a t the o ffice to be the Remote Access Sen,er. This ma
chine will answer the modem and help your computer simulate its presence there. Apple 
recently released a m ultipart server, which allows one Mac to handle several phone lines 
and control several remote com munications si multaneously. 

Fax Modems 
The addition of r:ax capability to your modem allows your Mac to act as a fax machine, 
sending anything you've got on-screen as if you had printed it out, or receiving fa xes 
and displaying them on-screen. Nearly every modem currently being sold (both ex ternal 
and PowerBook models) now include fax capabilities. 

Fax Hardware and Software 
To use your fax modem, you'll need Fax Software. This software is nearly always included 
with the modem. If you don't like the software that came with it, you can purchase addi
tional softwa re from third-party ma nufacturers. 

Interface 
While the interface is different with each package, each operates similarly. When you 
have a documen t on-screen which you would normal print, you select the menu option, 
Fax. r:rom this menu, you select the number to send it to and pick a cover page. Sit back 
a nd watch. The remote fax machine won' t know the fax came from the computer in
stead of a regular fax. See figure 15.4. 

To receive faxes, you just set up your computer and software appropriately. vVhen the 
phone rings, your modem answers, and the fax software (depending on how you've set 
it) jumps in and receives the fax to a file o n your disk. After receiving it, you can di splay 
it on-screen or print out your fax. The person who sent you the fax also has no idea that 
a computer received the fax . 
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Fax software makes sending a fax as easy as prin ting. 

Normally, the fa xes you receive are converted to graphic fil es. Because the files you re
ceive are graphical, you can't open them as you would a memo that was faxed to you in 
a word processor: you can only modify the fax as you would any o ther graphic, using 
graphic software such as Photoshop. Fax software that includes OCR allows you to take 
the extra step of converting the received graphic files back to text that the computer can 
read (and thus open with a word processor). 

Uses 
While Fax Modems can be a very useful add ition to your office they probably can 't re
place your Fax machine because they can' t send a pre-printed piece of paper. Fox ex
ample, if your receive a contract in the mail that you'd like to fax to your lawyer, a fax 
modem won't help. For this, a standard fax machine is ideal. However, fo r documents 
you've created on the computer and were planning o n printing out and then faxing, 
sending them fro m the computer saves you time and paper. 

Tip 

A fax modem in a PowerSook is also useful for sending and receiving faxes from hotel rooms while 

traveling. 

Selected Modems 
Consult tabl e 15.6 for specifications about the particular modem you have o r are inter
ested in buying. 
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Table 15.6 Specifications of Selected Modems 

Top Top 
data Fax Special 

Manufacturer Model Style speed Speed Features 

Supra 288PB PowerBook V.fast 14,400 bps 
100 series 

V.32bis External V.32bis 14,400 bps Upgradable to 
voicemail 
capabilities. 

144LC External V.32bis 14,400 bps 
14.4 PB PowerBook V.32bis 14,400 bps 

100 series 

Prometheus Ultima External V.32 bis 14,400 bps Has voicemail 
Home Office capabilities. 
Ultima Home PowerBook V.32 bis 14,400 bps Has voicemail 
Office for 100 series capabilities. 
Powerbook 
Pro modem External V.32bis 14,400 bps 
14.4 E 
Pro modem PowerBook V.32bis 14,400 bps 
14.4i 100 series 
Pro modem PowerBook V.32bis 14,400bps 
144e 100 series 

Zoom VFX 28.8 External V.fast 14,400 bps 
VFX V.32bis External V.32 bis 14,400 bps 
PKT 14.4 External V.32bis 14,400 bps Compact 

modem 
designed for 
portable use. 

Pocket14.4 External V.32 bis 14,400 bps 
14.4 Internal PowerBook V.32 bis 14,400 bps 
PowerBook 100 series 
VFX 14.4V external V.32 bis 14,400 bps Has voicemail 
voice capabilities. 

Hayes Accura 144 External V.32 bis 14,400 bps 
+Fax 144 
Optima 144 External V.32 bis 14,400 bps Compact 
+Fax 144 modem 
Pocket Ed ition designed for 

portab le use. 
Accura 96 External V.32 9,600 bps 
+Fax 96 
Accura 2400 External V.22 bis (none) 

Global Village Teleport External V.32 terbo 14,400 bps 
Mercury 
Power Port PowerBook V.32 terbo 14,400 bps Bundled with 
Mercury 100 series certain models 

of PowerBook 
500 series. 

PowerPort PowerBook V.32 terbo 14,400 bps Apple includes 
Mercury for 500 series this modem 
PowerBook with selected 
500 PBK 500 

models in the 
United States. 

(continues) 
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Table 15.6 Specifications of Selected Modems 

Top Top 
data Fax Special 

Manufacturer Model Style speed Speed Features 

PowerPort PowerBook V.32 terbo 14,400 bps Only 3rd party 
Mercury for Duo DUO modem 
PowerBook available. 
Duo 
Teleport Gold External V.32bis 14,400bps 
Pow erPort PowerBook V.32bis 14,400 bps 
Gold 100 series 
TelePort External V.32 9,600 bps 
Silver 
PowerPort PowerBook V.32 9,600 bps 
Silver 100 series 
TelePort External V.22 bis 9,600 bps 
Bronze 
PowerPort PowerBook V.22 bis 9,600 bps 
Bronze 100 series 

Apple PowerBook PowerBook V.32 bis 9,600 bps 
Express 
Modem 
PowerBook PowerBook V.32 bis 9,600 bps 
Express Duo 
Modem 
for Duo 



Chapter 16 

File Servers 
by Jeff Roback 

A computer network a llows people to share the same in fo rmation and equipment. After 
physically jo ining the com puters thro ugh network cabli ng, the computers must then be 
config ured to provide shared services. Sec chapter 17, "LocalTalk and Ethernet Net
works," fo r mo re in fo rm atio n abo u t the hardware invo lved in setting up networks. 

Practically spea ki ng, a server is an y device that provides a service to m ul tiple users 
thro ugho u t a network. In this chapter we d iscuss the vario us types of servers and the 
services that they provide. 

Technical Terms Explained 
Vocabulary in the area of servers has q u ite a bit of overlap wi th general networking vo
cabulary (see chapter 17 for definitio ns o f commo n network vocabulary). In th is sectio n, 
we cover techn ical te rms that refer speci fi cally to servers. 

Client 
Each computer that connects to the server and receives a service is referred to as a clien t 
of tha t server. 

File Server 
The fil e server is the most commo n type of server. In fact, when people refer to a server, 
they're usually speaking of a file server. A fi le server appears to each o f its users (cl ients) 
as a hard d isk that is a tt ached to each computer on the network. Users usually don ' t 
wa nt to share everything they create, so file servers provide a variety o f access con trols, 
letting certain users and g ro ups access cer tain fo lders and files within the server. 

AppleShare 

Apple's fil e server software is called ApplcShare and requ ires a dedicated Macintosh. 
AppleShare is cu rren tly ava ilable in three versions: AppleShare 3.0, AppleShare 4.0 
and AppleShare Pro. Each versio n is mo re powerful than the previo us o ne, but requires 
mo re expensive hardware. 
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Personal File Sharing 

System 7's Personal File Sharing allows the sharing of files without having to set aside a 
computer to act as the file server. In this type of setup, multiple users on the network 
share part of their hard disk. 

Personal File Shar ing is a g reat aid to small offices that don' t have the resources or the 
demand to warrant dedicating an en t ire computer to file serving. Of course, this low cost 
doesn't come without its price: Personal file sharing is significantly slower than a dedi
cated server, and each personal fi le server can connect to a maximum of ten clien ts. 

NetWare 

The most common non-Maci ntosh server software is Novell's NetWare 3.0 and 4.0. 
Net Ware req uires an ln tel-based PC to run (286, 386, 486, and so on), but provides out
standing performance. When a limi ted number of users are connected to the server at 
one time, the AppleShare line compares favorably with Novell servers. As the amount 
of usage goes up, however, the Novell servers show drama lica lly better perfo rmance. 

Unfortunately, most o f the setup and maintenance of Net Ware servers must be done 
from a DOS based mach ine with a non-Mac interface. 

E-mail Server 

An E-mail server is a specia lized type of server designed to handle E-mail communica
t ion. Som e E-mail servers can be run on the same Macintosh that runs the file server 
software, while others requi re a ded icated Macintosh. 

Calendar Servers 

Calendar servers collect information from individual users' calendars and merge them 
into a department-wide calendar. This type of server generally does not require a 
dedicated Macintosh. 

Print Server 

Normally, a printer can only handle on e print job at a time. Thus, when people try to 
print to the sa me printer, each has to wait for a turn . A print server acts like a bottomless 
printer-pit, capturing prin t jobs from every users as fast as they ca n send them. It then 
sends the print jobs one by one to the printer. 

Database Server 
Database servers collect and distribute database information to clien ts on the network, 
automatically updating and reconcil ing changes that each user makes to the data. 

Understanding Servers 
A server can be an inva luable asset to a computer network. It's importan t to choose the 
right server fo r your network and to get the most speed you can from it. If the file server 
becomes overburdened, its speed will be unacceptable and prevent its effective use. 
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Choosing a Server 
l3oth the hardware and the software used to run your server are important. To see accept
able performance with any type o f server, you should use the fa stest Macintosh you can 
afford. In addi t ion, because file servers are sub ject to such heavy use, you probably 
shouldn't consider models slower than an SE/30 for file serving. 

Wh ile System 7's personal file sharing is an excellent introduction to file serving, users 
q uickly reach its lO-uscr maximum and are frustrated by its low performance. 
AppleShare 3.0 is a logical place to expand from personal file sharing. As you reach the 
limits of AppleShare 3.0, or if you need to handle a larger volume immediately, you can 
migrate to AppleSha rc 4.0 or AppleShare Pro. 

Table 16.1 AppleShare Software Overview 

System 7 
File AppleShare AppleShare AppleShare 
Sharing 3 .0 4.0 Pro 

Relative 
Performance 0.5 2-3 4 

Includes 
Print Server No Yes Yes Yes 

Maximum # 
of active users 5 15 30 50 

Maximum #of 
users allowed 10 120 150 200 

Hardware 
Required Mac w ith Mac with 68040 Workgroup 

4MB RAM, 4MB RAM, based Mac Server 95 
running running (except AV 
System 7 System 7 models), w ith 

8MB RAM 

lll{ormatioll take11 from Apple's " AppleS/mre Soflwnre" per(ormn11ce /Jrief 

Note 

Whi le AppleShare 3.0 can be run on any Mac that can run System 7 and AppleShare 4.0 can run 

on any 68040 Mac (except the AV series), AppleShare Pro requires a Workgroup Server 95 CPU. 

Maximizing Server Speed 
As usage o f you r server grows, performance will decrease. Fortunately, like all computers, 
Server speed can be increased by using fas ter hard disks and faster processors. In addi
tion, switching from LocaiTalk to Ethernet wi ll prov ide a very noticeable increase in the 
speed of server services. See chapter 17, "LocalTalk and Ethernet Networks." 
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Note that several of a particular server's built-in maximum configurations, such as the 
maximum number of users, are a function of the software being used. Expanding beyond 
your server software's built-in limits generally requires upgrading to a different version o r 
switching to a different software package. 

Apple Workgroup Servers 
Virtually any Macintosh can be used as file server, with the exact requirements deter
mined by the version fil e server software (generally AppleShare). In an effort to simplify 
the selection and setup of file servers, Apple crea ted the Workgroup Server line in mid-
1993. These servers consist of packages bundling a Macintosh Quadra configured as 
appropriate fo r light to heavy server use with AppleShare software. 

Note that the Workgroup Servers 60 and 80 don ' t represent unique combinations of 
equipment; you can create the equivalent setup by buying a similarly configured Quadra 
610 or 650 and running AppleShare 4.0. Therefore, the WGS 60 and 80 have identical 
configuration and compa tibility issues wi th the machines upon which they' re based: the 
Quadra 610 and 650, respectively. The Workgroup Server 95, because of its addition of 
A/UX and AppleShare Pro does add unique features no t ava ilable in any standard 
Macintosh con figuration . 

Workgroup Server 60 
This server is identical to a Quadra 610 running AppleShare 4.0. 

Table 16.2 Workgroup Server 60 

Feature 

CPU* 

FPU* 

Operating System 

RAM 

Slots 

Hard Disk 

Network 

Server Software 

SCSI devices 

Specifications 

68040 at 25 M Hz 

Built-in 

System 7 

8 MB installed, expandable to 68 MB 
(72 pin SIMM) 

One NuB us slot ( 7 inch) 

230 MB or 500 MB 

Built-in Loca iTalk and Ethernet 

AppleShare 4.0 

Maximum of 7, including Hard Disk 

•Models before October 1993 lwd a 68030 at 20 MHz a11d lacked a floating point unit. 

Workgroup Server 80 
This server is identical to a Quadra 800 running AppleShare 4.0 in all ways except the 
front nameplate. 
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Table 16.3 Workgroup Server 80 

Feature 

CPU 

FPU 

Operating System 

RAM 

Slots 

Hard Disk 

Network 

Server Software 

SCSI Devices 

Wo rkgroup Server 95 

Specifications 

68040 at 33 MHz 

Built-in 

System 7 

8 or 16 MB installed, 
expandable to 1 36 MB 
(72 in SIMM) 

Three NuBus slots, one 040 PDS slot 

500 M B or 1 GB 

Built-in LocaiTalk and Ethernet 

AppleShare 4.0 

Maximum 7 

This model is based on the Quadra 950, but un like the other Apple Workgroup Server 
models, it uses Apple's version of UNIX, A/ UX instead of System 7 as its operating 
system. 

Because this server requires the use of A/UX, it is sign ificantly mo re d ifficu lt to set up 
and maintain than are the o ther Wo rkgroup Servers of the other versio ns of AppleShare. 
The added power of the UNIX operating system allows the WGS 95 to supp01t many 
mo re users with bet te r performance than the other WGS models. 

Table 16.4 Workgroup Server 95 

Feature 

CPU 

FPU 

Operating System 

RAM 

Slots 

Hard Disk 

N etwork 

Server Software 

SCSI Devices 

Specifications 

68040 at 33 MHz 

Built-in 

A/UX 3.01 

16, 32, or 48 MB installed, 
expandable to 256 M B 
(30 in SIM M) 

Five NuBus slots, one 040 PDS slot 
(included card occupies one PDS 
and one NuBus slot) 

230, 1 GB, or 2GB 

Built-in LocaiTalk and Ethernet 
Includes TCP/ IP networking Software 

AppleShare Pro 

Maximum 20 

While A/UX allows h igher performance and mo re flexibili ty, several applications and 
util ities have d ifficulty running properly o n th is server. Fortunately, Apple released sev
eral maintenance updates to deal with incompatibili ty issues. 
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Recent Models 
In April 1994, Apple announced the Workgroup Server 6150, 8150, and 9150. These new 
servers are similar to the Workgroup Server 60 and 80 models, but are based upon the 
PowerPC 601 processor in stead of the 68040 processor. As with o ther PowerPC 
Macintosh models (see chapter 2, "Macs of Today," for details about Power Macs) these 
new servers offer the potential of two to fou r times the performance of current 6080x0 
Macintosh computers-when runn ing software specifica lly written for PowerPC. 

The PowerPC Workgroup Servers run current AppleShare software (see no te on versions 
required fo r Power Macs) in emulation mode (see chapter 4, "Overview of System Soft
ware," for deta ils about emulation mode versus native mode PowerPC software), they 
don' t show the d ramatic speed increases associated wi th PowerPC. Currently, Apple re
ports that the speed of PowerPC servers is roughly com parable to the 68040 Workgroup 
Server line. Therefore, the 68040 Workgroup Server 60/80/95 servers curren tly represen t 
the best price/performance value. As native PowerPC server software becomes available, 
the scales will begin to tip in favor of the PowerPC models. 

Note 

The new Workgroup Server models, as with all PowerPC based Macs, Require Apple Share 4.0.2 or 
later to perform File Sharing. AppleShare 3.0, AppleShare Pro, versions of AppleShare 4.0 before 

the 4.0.2 revision will not o perate properly. 

To provide native PowerPC perfo rmance wi th the Workgroup Servers, Novell and Apple 
announced plans to rewrite the widely used NetWare 4 fo r the PowerPC processor. Apple 
has announced tha t this PowerPC NetWare software wil l be released in late 1994. The 
release of this software will allow the PowerPC based Workgroup Servers to provide a 
significant performance boost over the current 68040 models running AppleShare. Of 
course, as with all unreleased software, it's unwise to make firm decisions based upon 
announced but undressed products. 

Table 16.5 PowerPC Workgroup Server Overview 

Server 6150 Server 8150 Server 9150 

Processor 60 MHz PowerPC 601 80 M Hz PowerPC 601 80 MHz PowerPC 601 
w/256K second- w/256K second- w/256K second-
level memory cache level memory cache level memory cache 

Memory 8 MB included 16 M B included 16 MB included 
Maximum 72 MB Maximum 264 MB Maximum 256 M B 

File server 
software AppleShare 4.0 AppleShare 4.0 AppleShare 4.0 



Chapter 17 

LocaiTalk and Ethernet 
Networks 
by Jeff Roback 

Networking is the interconnection of computers to all ow pooling of resources and shar
ing of information. Once considered a luxury, today computer networks are common
place, if not a requirement fo r business applica tions. 

In this chapter, we explore the uses, terminology, and methods of n etworking your 
Macintosh . Ou r focus is on practical applications of networking rather than theoretica l 
and technical aspects of networki ng protocols and sta ndards. If you find you need more 
details about a topic covered here, several excellent books are ava ilable that discuss each 
topic in grueling detail. 

Technical Terms 
Network terminology can be very confusing. However, once you've grasped the basic 
vocabulary explained below, you should be ready to understand the concepts of net
working. 

Local Area Network (LAN) 
A group of computers, printers, and other computer devices in one location that are 
connected are referred to as a LAN. 

Wide Area Network (WAN) 
ro r computers to communica te over grea t d istances, a WAN must be formed. A WAN is 
general ly composed of several LANs connected by some fo rm of lo ng distance communi
cation. 
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Internetwork 
When a large number of LANs are connected, but they don't cover large geographical 
distances (like a WAN), they are referred to as an internetw·ork. 

Note that this is completely different from the much publicized network the Intern et, 
which is actually a WAN. 

Protocol 
The languages that computers use to speak to each other are referred to as protocols. 

Node 
An individual device (computer, printer, network modem, and so on) on a network is 
referred to as a network node. 

Packet 
The individual pieces of data being sent between computers on a network are referred to 
as packets. 

Network Protocol 
The network protocol is the main series of rules that the computers agree to use while 
speaking to each other. 

OSI 
The OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) is a seven layer conceptual model of network 
protocols developed by the International Standards Organization. 

Data Link 
The data link is a subdivision of the network protocol that provides details about how 
and at what speed computers will communicate. LocalTalk and Ethernet are common 
data links used on the Macintosh. 

Transmission Medium 
The transmission medium is the physical means by which the network signals are sent 
between computers on a network. 

PhoneNET 
PhoneNET is the networking scheme that uses unshielded twisted pair wiring to connect 
Macs with LocaiTalk as the data link. 

Topology 
The method of physically laying out network cables is known as the topology. Common 
topologies are bus, passive star, and active star. Not all topologies can be used with all 
transmission media or da ta links. 
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Understanding Networks 
Networking is perhaps one of the most complicated and least understood areas within 
the field of personal computers. Fortuna tely, the way computers speak on a network can 
be fair ly easily understood by thi nking of in tercomputer comm unication in terms of a 
human conversation. 

Networking Overview 

For two computers to communicate, they must have many things in common. First, a 
common language (protocol) is chosen . Then each computer is given a name (node#). 
The mult iple members in one location are jo ined into a communi ty, which is assigned a 
name (network #). Communication takes place via several independent messages (pack
ets). To send a message, th e sender must simply label the message with his address (node 
& network II} and the address of the recipient. 

History of Mac Networking 
When the Mac was introduced in 1984, networking among personal computers wasn't 
very common. Despite the trend not to include networking equipment with personal 
computers, Apple decided to include the basic software and hardware necessary for net
working in every Macintosh. Connecting Macs and laser printers to a network only re
quired spending about $150 per computer to buy Apple's LocalTalk locking connectors. 
Since people who owned a Macintosh already had most of what was needed for a net
work, Maci ntosh computers were primed to become leaders in expanding the role of 
networks in desktop computing. 

Because of the absence of network-awa re software, as well as a lack of widespread net
work knowledge, net\-vorks weren' t terribly common in the early days of the Macintosh. 
In the few networks that did exist, the main function of the network was equipment 
sharing. Of course, at this time LaserWriters were very expensive (upwards of $6,000), 
and the cost savings of having mul ti ple computers usi ng one laser printer alone could 
justify the existence of a network. 

The true revolution in Mac networking came with the introduction of Farallon's 
PhoneNET connector. These connectors allowed Macintosh computers to be connected 
by using unshielded t\~'isted pair wires, including the types frequently al ready in place 
for telephone systems. The PhoneNET adapters were also significantly less expensive 
than Apple's LocalTalk connectors (S50 versus Apple's $150). Th is low cost and the capa
bility to use existing wiring led to PhoneNET becoming the standard for LocalTalk con
nections. 

(See " Loca!Talk wi th Twisted Pair" for a more technica l d iscussion of the difference 
between Loca lTalk and PhoneNET.) 

Today, most computers are involved in networks. In addition to the basic tools that have 
always been incorporated into Macs, many new higher performance hardware and soft
ware connections such as Ethernet are available o r even buil t into Macintosh computers. 
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Network com munication is accomplished through a set of rules known as protocols. 
Unfortunately, each task that each type of computer perfo rms has its own set of proto
cols. To aid in understanding the vast proliferation of network protocols, the Interna
tional Standards Organ ization (ISO) created a general model of protocols called the OSI 
(Open Systems Interconnection). (Yes, the ISO created the OS! to simplify terminology). 

The OSl separates network protocols into seven conceptua l layers. Apple simplifies the 
OS! model by describing protocols as belonging to one of three layers. Since a detai led 
discussion of the various protocols and their placemen t within the various layers is be
yond the scope of this book, we present a simple but understandable overview of net
working terms. 

For our purposes, Macintosh networking term ino logy can be separated into the follow
ing areas: 

Network protocol (AppleTalk) 

Data link (LocalTalk, Ethernet, or token ring) 

Transmission medium (twisted pair, thin coax, thick coax, o r fiber-optic) 

Network Protocol 
The network pro tocol is the main series of ru les that computers agree to use while speak
ing to each other. This is simila r to two humans choosing the same language before initi
ating a conversation. 

On the Macintosh, the built-in pro tocol is AppleTa lk. 

Note 

The Apple Talk protocol isn' t specific to any type of cabling or computer; it is a series of rules that 
Apple designed and included in every Macintosh. Farallon's PhoneNET PC and Novell's NetWare 

for Mac products allow DOS compatible computers to speak Apple Talk. 

Understanding Data Links 
The data link is a subdivision of the network protocol's ru les that provides deta ils about 
how and at what speed computers ca n communicate. In human terms, the data link is 
similar to the dialect of a given language. 

LocaiTalk. LocalTalk is the data link originally defi ned by Apple and included in all 
Macintosh computers. Because LocaiTalk is very inexpensive to set up and easy to 
maintain, it has become th e most common data li nk for Macintosh networking. Unfor
tunately, it's fa irly slow (230.4K bps}, it isn't widely supported on other computer 
platforms, and each LocalTalk network can only support about 32 devices. 
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Ethernet. Ethernet is quickly becoming the standard network data link across a variety 
of pro tocols and computer platforms. The main fea tures of Ethernet are h igh speed com
m unications (10 MB bps) and support of up to 1,024 devices per network. 

Ethernet support for the Macintosh fi rst appeared as cards for NuBus and PDS slots, bu t 
many newer Macs have support built in . 

Apple calls Ethernet running under AppleTal k EtherTalk. 

Token Ring. Token ring is primarily used to connect personal computer networks to 
IBM mainframes. While it provides high speed and effective processi ng in high traffic 
networks, it's expensive to implement on the Macintosh ($600 to $1000/Mac) and 
provides few benefits not available with Ethernet. 

Apple calls token ring run ning under AppleTalk, "TokenTalk. " 

Token ring isn ' t commonly used with the Macintosh, so we won' t discuss it further here. 

Understanding Transmission Mediums 
The transmission medium defines the physical cabling that carries the data link's mes
sage. In human terms, this resembles choosing between mail, fax, or telepho ne to deliver 
a message. 

Twisted Pair. Twisted pair wiring is an inexpen sive, reliable, and easy to install means 
of connecting computers (see fig. 17 .1). Both LocalTalk and Ethernet support twisted pai r 
as a method o f physically connecting th e network, however, each kind requires slightly 
d ifferent wiring and slightly di fferent connectors. 

The major drawback of twisted pair is that the signals are no t well protected from elec
tro magnetic interference o r physical damage. Because of these liabilities, twisted pair 
may not be appropriate in certain industrial or long-di stance outdoor app lica tion s. 

locaiTalk with Twisted Pair. Twisted pair is the 0111y type of transmission medium 
LocalTalk supports. LocalTalk communications are possible using both shielded and 
unshielded tw isted pair cabling. 

To connect Macs under LocalTalk with shielded twisted pair wiring, you must use 
Apple's LocalTalk locking connecto rs (see fig. 1 7.2). Because of their high cost, as well as 
the higher cost of the shielded wiring, this type of scheme is ra rely used. 
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Fig.17.1 
Twisted pair cable is the most common kind o r Macintosh network cabling. 

Connector Barrel connector 

Fig. 17.2 
Apple's LocaiTalk locking con necto rs connector sits betwee n shicldccltwistecl pair wiring and the 
Macin tosh . 

Unshielded twisted pair is by far the most common method of connecting Macintosh 
computers to LocaiTalk. Th is type of network scheme was developed and patented by 
Farallon and is known as PhoncNET (see fig. 17.3). 
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Fig. 17.3 
The PhoneNET connector a llows LocalTalk communication over standard telephone wires. 

PhoneNET uses standa rd RJ-11 con nectors between the wiring and the PhoneNET 
adapter (see fig. 17.4). 

Fig. 17.4 
PhoneNET adapters use standard RJ-11 plugs to unshielded twisted pair cable. 
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Note 

The term LocaiTa lk has two separate meanings: a type of data link and a type of physical connec

tion used by the LocaiTalk data link. 

Thus, when the LocaiTalk d ata link uses shielded twisted pair as a transmission medium, the result

ing network is, confusingly, called LocaiTalk. (A LocaiTalk type LocaiTalk network.) 

By comparison, when the LocaiTalk data link uses unshielded twisted pair as a transmission 

medium, the resulting network is called PhoneNET. (A PhoneN ET type LocaiTalk network.) 

Ethernet with Twisted Pa ir. Ethernet can also use twisted pair wiring, bu t it requires 
the unshielded varie ty. The q uality of unshielded tw isted pair wiring required for 
Ethernet is somewhat higher than the q uali ty wire needed for telepho ne and PhoneNET 
applications, so it's no t always possible to reuse exist ing telephone wires for unshielded 
twisted pair Ethernet insta llatio ns. 

Ethernet running o n unsh ielded twisted pair is referred to as l OBnse-T. Rj -45 connectors 
are used between the wiring and the 10Base-T adapter (see fig. 17.5 and fig. 17.6). 

Fig. 17.5 
An Ethernet adapter allows you to connect your Mac to an Ethernet netwo rk. 
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Fig. 17.6 
lOBase-T networks use RJ -45 jacks to connect the cable to the Ethernet ada pter. 

Thin Coaxial. Thin coax ial cab le is sim ilar to the cable used to con nect cable te levisio n 
(see fig. 17.7 and fig. 17.8). However, it's no t exactly the same and it is not illterclumge
nble! Of th e listed da ta p rotocols, o nl y Ethernet supports th in coaxial cabling. 

Ethe rnet runni ng on thin coax ial ca ble is generally referred to as tl1in Ethernet or tflinnet. 

Coaxial cabling is mo re expensive to purchase and insta ll than twisted pair wiring, but it 
is much mo re resistan t to e lectromagnetic and physica l interferences. 

Inner insulation 

Outer ground wire 

Fig. 17.7 
Coax ial c:Jblc provides more resista nce to physical a nd electromagne tic in terference than twisted 
pai r cable. 
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Fig. 17.8 
Thin coaxia l cable uses a BNC con necto r between the cable and the network adapter. 

Thick Coaxial. Thick coaxial cable is also used o nly by Etherne t, and is referred to as 
thick etilemet or thicknet (see fig. 17 .9). It offers much better shie lding from electronic 
interference and can provide lo ng d istance connec tio ns. Unfo rtunately, it is also quite 
unwieldy and expen sive to insta ll . 

Fig. 17.9 

\AUi poMo. 
tOBaseS 
transceiver 
cable 

\ T ransceiver 
cable connector 

Ethernet running over thick coaxia l cable uses the AU I port to connect the cable and the compute r's 
adapter. 
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Fiber-Optic. f-iber-optic cable is a re latively new type o f cabling. It sends messages using 
pulses of light instead of the electro magnetic signals used by other types o f transmission 
media (see fi g. 17 .J 0 and fig. 17.11 ). Because its communicatio ns arc based o n light, 
f-iber-opti c cabling is immune to electro magnetic interference and ca n be used over qu ite 
lo ng distances. Unfortu nately, this type of cabling is quite expensive ancl di fficult to 
install, so it's currently not widely used in Macintosh insta llatio ns. 

Glass core 

Inner insulation 

Fig. 17.10 
Fiber-optic cable uses light to carry its signal. 

Fig. 17.11 
Fiber-optic connectors and cables are unl ike other network connectors because they must be 
designed to precisely con t ro l the entry and exit of light. 
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Understanding Topologies 
The physical layout of the network cables is known as the topology. 1N hile topologies are 
technically independent of data links and transmission mediums, each transmission 
medium only supports specific topologies. 

Bus. The bus is the simplest type of network, and the type of network most Mac users arc 
fami liar with. It consists o f computers being "chai ned" together, with wires starting on 
one computer, meeting the next, and so on until the end (see fig. 17.12). This type of 
setup is used with PhoneNET and thin ethernet. 

"BUS" TOPOLOGY 

Fig. 17.12 
The bus topolo&'Y is ideal for computer installations with multiple computers in the same room. 

The advantage of this setup is the ease of set up- particularly in a room with mul t iple 
computers (like a compu ter lab). The drawback of this type of topology is that, just like a 
string of Christmas light s, if the chain is broken anywhere, everyon e is d isconnected. 

Star. The main alternative to a bus is a star configuration. In this setup, a ll computers 
are connected to a central location (see fig. 17.13 and fig. 17.14). This topology can be 
expensive to install because each computer must have a cable running directly to the 
center of the network. The major advantage of th is topology is that a problem with any 
one cable only affects the computer directly connected to that cable. 

Passive Star. A passive star is formed when each of the star's cables are d irectly con
nected together at the center. This type of setup can be somewhat unreliable and isn't 
practical with more than four "arms" to the star. 

This type of topology can only be used with PhoneNET. The mai n benefit of this type of 
network is that it p repares you to move to an active star network. 

Active Star. An active star uses a piece of hardware called a 1mb at the center o f the 
star. The hub amplifies the signals each computer sends, a llowing for more compu ters to 
be connected over much longer distances. 

This type of topology can be used with Ethernet and PhoneNET. 
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"STAR" TOPOLOGY 

PASSIVE 

Fig. 17.13 
The passive star topology can be effecti ve with a small number of compute rs stretched over long 
distances. 

ACTIVE 

Fig. 17.14 
The active star is the ne twork topo logy that is most reliable and easiest to maintain. 

Cross Platform Networks 
Establishing a connection between :\-facintosh and DOS/Windows networks requires 
both a physical connectio n of the computers as well as appropriate software to allow the 
computers to understand each o ther's netvvork protocols. 

The Physical Connection. Macs and PCs can be connected by using any of the data link 
and transmission media discussed above. The choice of which to use depends upon your 
existing network; no t all combinations of server software and hardware are compatible. 

LocaiTalk. If your current net\-vork consists of a large number of Macs connected by 
PhoneNET and you wan t to add iso lated PCs to the net\·vork, the best solution is to con
nect them directly to the LocaiTalk network by using Farallon's PhoneNET PC card. 

Ethernet. If the existing Mac netvvork is already Ethernet based, or you want to con nect 
isolated Macs to an ex isting PC Ethernet net\-vork, you need simply use compatible 
Ethernet physical connections (twisted pair, thinnet, or thicknet). 
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Software. After the Macs and PCs are physically connected, software is necessary to 
perform the appropriate language translations. 

Without appropriate software, hardware connection between a PC compatible and 
Macintosh is virtually useless. Unless the computers are speaking the same language, no 
communication can take place. 

Integrating PCs into a Mac Environment. In the situation of a small number of 
isolated PCs, the best method of translation is to allow the PCs to speak AppleTalk di
rectly. Farallon's PhoneNET PC softwa re accomplishes this by allowing PCs to read files 
from AppleShare servers, and to print to AppleTa lk prin ters. 

Integrating Macs into a PC Environment. When a Mac must be connected to a 
large number of PCs that are already connected as a network with a central server, the 
best solu tion is to add appropriate software so that language translation occurs at the 
server. For example, add ing Novell's NetWare fo r the Mac extensions to a NetWare server 
allows the server to speak bo th AppleTalk (for the Macs) and 1 PX (for the PCs). Therefore, 
files stored on the server can be read by both platfo rms. 

Understanding lnternetworking Requirements and Hardware 
Connecting multiple small networks together in one location crea tes a group entity re
ferred to as an in ternetwork. While a detailed discussion of internetworking is beyond 
the scope of this chapter, we cover a few of the highlights here so that you are familiar 
with the terminology. 

Repeaters. As network cabling stretches over long distances, the signals degrade. Be
cause of this signal degradation , unass isted network cables cannot work reliably beyon d 
certain lengths. In situations where a small number of computers must be connected 
over long distances, repeaters ca n be strategically placed at appropriate intervals to am
plify the network signal, a llowing extension of the network over longer distances. 

Bridges. Bridges fun ctio n in a fairly similar manner to repea ters. However, in addition 
to boosting the signal level, bridges are semi-intelligent devices that can look at each 
message they receive and deci.de which side of the bridge a message is addressed to. By 
analyzing each message, bridges only let messages cross tha t are intended for a computer 
on the opposite side. This type of device is very usefu l when slower connections, such as 
telephone lines, are used between networks. 

Routers. In a large network, there are often several paths by which a message ca n arrive 
at the destination. Without some form of navigation, messages would randomly take 
differing routes depending upon flu ctuating electronic conditions. 

The use of routers keeps messages nowing properly in a la rge network. Routers are highly 
intelligent devices that know the overall layout of your network. These devices intercept 
each message on the network and decide the best path for the message to travel based 
upon the message's destination. 
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When to Set Up a Network 
While PC-based platforms require the add it ion of expensive and difficult-to-use hardware 
and softwa re, networking on the Macintosh is actually quite easy and inexpensive. Gen
erally, Macintosh users begin with the built-in LocalTal k networking, and expand to 
Ethernet as their needs (and budget) ex pand. See "Choosing the Da ta Link" in this chap
ter fo r a detailed discussion of Ethernet versus LocalTalk. 

There are several advan tages to netvmrking your Macintosh. Computer netv.rorks allow 
people to accomplish more with their computers than they could with just the sum of its 
parts. 

Device Sharing. The most obvio us advantage of a network is the abili ty to share expen
sive equipment. A single laser p rin ter can be used by many people, effect ively drivi ng its 
cost down. Also, o ther items such as modems and fax modems can be used by everyone, 
without needing to purchase one for each user. 

Information Sharing. Networks allow computer users to pool their in formation, lead
ing to better communica tion. Usuall y, one computer ca lled the server is in charge of 
collecting and d istributing info rmation. The computers used to connect to the servers are 
called clients. There are several types of servers, each of which hand les specific tasks. 

Setting Up the LAN 
LAN stands for Local Area Network: It's what you have once all your computers are con
nected . After you 've picked your equipment, network type, and cabling layout, you' re 
ready to set up the network. There arc several steps, including hardware, software, and so 
on. 

Choosing The Data Link (LocaiTalk versus Ethernet). The most important choice 
you make in setting up the network is the da ta link. Your most obvious cho ices are be
tween LocaiTalk and Ethernet. 

In deciding between LocaiTalk and Ethernet, speed versus cost is the primary issue. 
Ethernet is always preferable, but the cost of Ethernet ca n't always justify the additional 
cost o f installa tion. 

LocaJTalk. The main advantages of LocaiTalk arc its low cost and case of maintenance. 
Because LocalTalk is built into every Mac, no additional majo r hardware is needed to 
connect Macs to LocaiTalk; you only need the connectors as appropria te to your topol
ogy and physical layer (sec ''Understand ing Transmission Mediums" for your options). 
Unfortunately, LocaiTalk is fa irly slow, and on ly supports a maximum of 254 nodes. 

Ethernet. Because of its high speed and the constantly decreasing price of adapters, 
Ethernet is quickly beco ming the standa rd for Macintosh networks. Despite the signifi
can t price decreases, Ethernet is still signi fican tly more expensive to implement than 
PhoneNET. 
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Setting up Network Services. Before adding clients to your network, the network ser
vices should be established. 

Printers. AppleTalk printers (for exa mple, Apple's LaserWriters) au tomatically sense 
that they're conn ected to a network and broadcast to all connected computers appropri
ately. 

Servers. To make shared files avai lable to everyone on the network, you need to set up a 
file server. If your network will be composed of only a few people, you can use the Per
sonal File Sharing bui lt in to System 7, using one of the client computers on your net
work as a server. If many users will be accessing the files, then you will need to use a 
dedicated computer with dedica ted server software. See chapter 16, "File Servers," for 
m ore deta ils about server hardware. 

Other Services. If you're going to provide o ther services, now is a good time to insta ll 
them. Items such as Mail, Calendars, and so on should be installed according to the 
manufacturer's instructions. 

Adding Client Computers. Once your services are in place, you ' ll want to connect the 
client Macs. Before you start, you need to make sure App leTalk is on . From each com
puter, select Chooser from the Apple menu. Make sure AppleTalk is active, then restart 
your computer (see fig. 17.15). 

=i:j . Chooser 

~ ~ 
Q 

AppltShart LanrWntt r 8 

co AppleTelk ® Active 
<}Jneclive 7.3 

Fig. 17.15 
Turning AppleTalk on in the Chooser allows a Macintosh to communicate over a network. 

LocalTalk. Con necting Macs to LocalTalk is fa irly easy. just connect a PhoneNET 
adapter to the printer port of your com puter and connect sta ndard phone wire between 
your PhoneNET boxes. 
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Etbernet. Ethernet is a bit more complicated to install. Older Macs that don't have 
buil t-in Ethernet support need either an add-in card or a SCSI adapter to connect. Newer 
Macs have Ethernet support built-in, but need the appropriate transceiver for your trans
mission medium. 

You also need to install the Ethernet driver that carne with your adapter. Finally, open 
the Network control panel, and select EtherTalk (see fig. 17 .16). 

Fig. 17.16 

Network 
AppleTalk Connection : 

LocalTalk 
Built In 

Current Zone : < No zones available > 

Apple Talk Ver s ion : 58. 1 .2 
Loca 1T a lk Ver s ion : 58. 1 .2 

3.0.2 

Selecting EtherTalk in the Network control panel gives a Macintosh access to an Ethernet network. 

Using the Network. Now that you're connected, you're ready to use the network. Most 
access to the network is through the Chooser item on the Apple menu. 

Printers. To see laser printers, click the Laser Printer icon . To look at servers, click the 
AppleShare icon. Your E-mail or Calendar software will have addi tional software to allow 
you to connect to the server (see fig. 17.17). 

Servers. Connection to file servers is also accomplished through the Chooser. Clicking 
the Server icon presents a list of servers found on the network. By entering your name 
and password you are able to access files stored on the file servers (see fig. 1 7.18). 

For more details about servers, sec Chapter 16, " Fi le Servers." 
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:o Chooser 

~ _IL ~ Se lect a PostScr ipt Pr inter: 

~ Loud-Mout h 0 
AppleShare 
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~ Setup ... 
JJ Bilek ground Pr inting 
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0 Inactive 

Fig. 17.17 
Laser printers and fil e servers can be accessed th rough the Chooser. 

Connect to the file seruer "Recounting " as: 

Q GU(~~ t 
® Registered User 

Name: !Jeff Roback: 

7.3 

Pass word: "-11 ___ _. (Two - way Scrambled) 

Cancel (Set Password) n OK 

v3.5 

Fig. 17.18 
After choosing a fi le server from the Chooser, you must log in with your name and password. 

Selected Network Hardware 
The following sectio ns outline common hardware used in a network setup. You may find 
that you need a lo t of the following or very lit tle; your network topology will drive most 
of your hardware needs. 
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Hubs 
Network Hubs are used to form an active star topology. (See "Understanding Topologies" 
for details about active sta rs.) Of the network types we have discussed, only l OBase-T 
Ethernet and PhoneNET LocaiTalk support the active star. 

LocaiTalk . LocaiTalk hubs are used to convert passive star o r bus PhoneNET type net
works to active star PhoneNET networks. The various hubs differ in their price and the 
number of ports they provide. 

PhoncNET StarControllcr. This hu b is made by Fa rallon, the in ventor of PhoneNET. 
These hubs are available in 12 and 24 port models. 

Tech Works TcchStar. The TechStar is similar in design to the StarController. It pro
vides 16 LocaiTalk ports to which up to 64 network nodes can be connected. Similar 
units are sold under different names by Focus Enhancements and the Black Box Catalog. 

Ethernet. Ethernet hubs are required to form a 10Base-T network. The listed hubs di ffer 
mainly in price and how many ports they provide. 

Asante 1 OT hub 
This hub is offered in bo th an 8 and 12 port configuration. 

TechWorks HubWorks-8 
This is a typical mid-sized hub, featuring eight lOBase-T ports. 

Sonic Systems Hubllte 
This lov,r cost lOBase-T hub is designed to be used by small workgroups o r to extend 
existing workgroups. It has five 10Base-T ports. 

Network Connectors 
To attach a Mac or other periphera l to any network a network adapter is required. The 
cho ice of adapter is ma in ly dependent upon your data link: LocalTa lk or Ethernet. 

LocaiTalk. Because support for LocalTalk is built into every Macintosh, LocalTalk adapt
ers arc rela tively inexpensive. The type of aclapler yuu ll t:!t:!U is t.lependent upon whether 
you choose LocaiTalk or PhoneNET for your physical connection. (See "LocalTalk with 
Twisted Pair" for a discussion o f the two). 

PhoncNET Connectors. These types of adapters, known as PhoneNET adapters, are 
used to connect Macs together using RJ-1 1 cables (standard telephone wiring). Th is is the 
most com mo n method o r attaching Macs to Loca iTalk. Iden tically fun ctioning models 
are made by Apple, Farallon, TechWorks, f-ocus, and many o ther manufacturers. 
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Apple LocaiTalk Locking Connector. These connecto rs are used to connect Macs to 
Loca iTalk v ia shielded tw isted pa ir wiring. As mentio ned under "LocalTalk with Twisted 
Pair", this type o f setup isn 't commonly used. Only Apple makes these connectors. 

Ethernet. Ethernet adap ters come in two va rieties: those for Macs with bu ilt-in Ethernet 
support and those fo r Macs without built-in support. (See cha pters 1 and 2 for detai ls o f 
which \tfacs h ave buill-in Ethernet.) Because adapters for Macs wi thout built-in Ethernet 
need to provide a ll of the hardware for the Ethernet connectio n, they are mo re expensive 
than adapters fo r Macs with bui lt-in Ethernel suppo rt. 

With each type o f Ethernet adapter, you musl select the model that is appropria te to 
your Ethernet transm issio n mediu m {lOBase-T, thi nnet, o r thicknet). 

AAUI. Macs with bui lt- in Ethernet suppo rt have an AAU I po rt. 

These type of connectors are made (with o nly cosmetic d ifferences between them) by 
Apple, Asante Techno logies, Dayna Comm unicatio ns, and ma ny o ther man ufacturers. 

Add-in Card. Macs that do n ' t have built-in Ethernet suppo rt but do have free Nu Bus 
o r PDS slo ts (See chapte r 14, "NuBus and PDS slo ts") can be co nnected to Ethernet via 
a buil t-in card. Macs with these cards instal led act nearly iden tica l to a Mac with an 
AAUI-typc adnpter. These adapters a re made by Apple, Asante Techno logies, Dayna 
Communica tio ns, and many other manufacturers. 

SCSI. Macs that don't have NuBus o r PDS slots (PowerBooks, fo r example) or Macs that 
don 't have an empty PDS o r NuBus slot can connect to Ethernet by using special adapt
ers that a ttach to the Mac thro ugh the SCSI port. These adapters offer good performa nce, 
tho ugh no t qui te to the level a NuBus, PDS, o r AAU I adapter would . These type adapters 
a re made by Asa n te Technologies, Dayna Communications, and o ther manufacturers. 
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Connecting to UNIX and 
Other Operating Systems 
by Jeff Roback 

Connecting the Macintosh to other computing environments involves the same basic 
networking concepts that were discussed in chapter 17, "Loca!Talk & Ethernet Net
works." To briefly recount, connections between any two computers depend upon bo th 
a physical connection and a common language to be spoken once the communication 
path is established. 

In this chapter, we'll discuss some of the ma jo r connectivity issues surrounding two 
ma jo r computing environments to which you can connect a Macintosh : UNIX systems 
and IBM mainframes. Connecting to these two platforms is fair ly similar conceptually, 
but each type of connection requires a specific configuration of hardware and software. 

Technical Terms Explained 
The UNIX and m ainframe environments have thei r own unique technica l languages, 
and thus the terms involved with connecting to these platfo rms will be unfamiliar to 
most Macintosh users. In this section, we' ll bri efly review the major terms. 

Apple Talk 
Apple's networking pro tocol that is included in all Macintosh computers. See chapter 17, 
"Loca!Talk & Ethernet Networks" fo r detai ls on AppleTalk. 

UNIX 
A universal operating system designed in the early 1970s at AT&T. Because this operating 
system is available fo r nearly every computer platform, it is known as the universal com
puter language. 

A/UX 
Apple's version of UN IX is known as A/UX. Note that A/ UX has fa irly powerful hardware 
requirements: See the A/UX section of this chapter for deta ils about which Macs can run 
A/UX. 
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SNA 
SNA, System Network Ar.chitecture, is IBM's mainframe network protocol. Conceptually, 
this is similar to AppleTalk, Apple's network protocol for Macintosh computers. (See 
chapter 17 for a detailed discussion of AppleTalk.) 

3270 Terminal 

These are the computer terminals which IBM originally designed to access its mainframe 
series. 

Gateway 
A gateway is a language translator that sits between two types of computer networks and 
passes messages between two computers that speak different languages. 

SNA•ps Gateway 
SNA•ps is Apple's IBM mainframe to Macintosh gateway. This product runs on a Macin
tosh that is connected to both a Macintosh network and to an IBM mainframe, translat
ing messages between the two sides between AppleTalk and SNA. 

TCP/IP 
This network protocol is most commonly used by UNIX computer systems. This is simi
lar to the AppleTalk protocol used by Macintosh computers and the SNA protocol used 
by IBM mainframes. 

Mainframes 
While Macs and mainframes have coexisted in corporate environments since the Mac's 
debut in 1984, IBM d id not officially acknowledge the Mac as an appropriate method of 
connection to its mainframes until 1991. 

Mainframe communication occurs through IBM's System Network Architecture (SNA) 
protocol set, which is roughly analogous to Apple's AppleTalk network protocol set. As 
with the other connections we've discussed, both a physical and a software connection 
are necessary. 

Physical Connection 
Physical connection to an IBM mainframe can be done either through a direct connec
tion to the mainframe or through a network connection. 

Direct Connection. The direct connection is the original method used to connect IBM's 
3270 terminals to a main frame. This method requires modems or coaxial cable to con
nect the remote computer directly to one of the mainframe's cluster controller ports. 
While this method provides good speed and quick setup, it is quite expensive to imple
ment. Because of th e high cost, thls method is usefu l on ly when a small number of Macs 
need to be connected to an existing network with available connections. 
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To use the direct connection method, a card must be added to the Macintosh to support 
either a serial conn ection o r a coaxial cable connection. Note that the coax cable connec
tion used for mainframe connectivity is no t the same as coax cable connection used with 
thin Ethernet and the serial connection is not the same as standa rd Macintosh modem/ 
printer serial ports connection. 

Coax/Twi nax Card 
Apple Compu ter, Inc. 
20525 Mariani Ave. 
Cupertino, CA 95014 

(800) 776-2333 

Apple Serial NB Card 
Apple Computer, Inc. 
20525 Mariani Ave. 
Cupertino, CA 95014 

(800) 776-2333 

LAN Connection. A versatile method of connecting Macs to a ma inframe is to use a LAN 
connection. In this scenario, a group of Macs are already connected together into a net
work, so only one connection between the Mac network and the mainframe is necessary 
to give all the Macs access to the mainframe's services. 

Direct LAN Connection. If the Macintosh network is using a data link that is supported 
by the mainframe, most commonly Token Ring, then simply adding the Macintosh net
work to the mainframe's network connections provides the necessary physica l connec
tion. (See chapter 17 for deta ils about data links.) Of course, after the physical connec
tion is made, software that speaks SNA must be added. 

Token Rjng 4/16 NB Card 
Apple Computer, Inc. 
20525 Mariani Ave. 
Cupertino, CA 95014 

(800) 776-2333 

LAN Gateway. If the Macs that need to be connected to the mainframe aren't running 
on a network data link that is supported by the mainframe, a gateway can be used. The 
gateway sits between the two networks, acting as a translato r between the two data-links 
and network pro tocols. 

One such product is WaiiData's SNA•ps ga teway software (previously sold by Apple). 
This product is installed on a Macintosh that has both a connection to the Mac network 
(LocalTalk or Ethernet) and a direct connection to the mainframe. This Mac then acts as 
a translator, intercepting messages between the two incompatible nen.Yorks. 
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SNA• ps gateway 
Wa llData 
17769 N.E. 78th Place 
Redman, WA 98052 

(800) 755-9255 

10 user $1495, 35 user $2995, 70 user $4495 

Software Connection. IBM origina lly designed its mainframes to communicate with 
users via the text-based 3270 "dumb" terminals. While the Macintosh provides several 
methods for com municating with the mainframe, each method must essentially con
vince the mainframe that it is talking to one of its 3270 terminals. Therefore, each main
frame connectivity solution differs in how the mainframe's messages are displayed on 
the Macintosh. 

3270 Emulation. The most common method Macs use to communicate with main
frames is to emulate the 3270 terminals which the mainframe expects to be dealing with . 
With 3270 terminal emulation software, such as WallData's SNA•ps 3270, a Macintosh 
user is presented with a window which simulates the d isplay of a 3270 terminal. Fortu
nately, emulation softwa re all ows the use of some of the typical Mac interface features 
such as defini tion of keyboard macros and reassigning of keystrokes, but gives a predomi
n ately text-based interface. 

SNA•ps 3270 
WallData 
17769 N.E. 78th Place 
Redman, WA 98052 

(800) 755-9255 

$125.00 

Mac Front-end Software. If a developer wishes to maintain the standard Mac inter
face yet communicate with a mainframe, custom software must be written . Front end 
software is specifically '"''ritten to present a Macintosh interface on the Mac side, while 
invisibly con verting these actions and the mainframe's responses to and fro m the 
equivalents of 3720 terminal actions. 

UNIX 
UNIX is an operating system supported on n early every com puter platform from main
frames to personal computers. 1t was developed in the 1970s at AT&T as a development 
environment for telecommunication systems. Since then, it has had major additions 
made by UC Berkeley, the Department of Defense, and most recently Sun. Today, UNIX 
based workstations are commonly used in engin eering and o ther scientific applications. 
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UNIX: The Physical Connection 
As with most Macintosh and PC computer networks, Ethernet is the most common 
method of con nection between UNIX computers. If the UNIX network you need to con
nect to is running over Ethernet, you need only add your Mac to the network to connect 
to the UNIX network. (See chapter 17 for details about how to add a Mac to Ethernet.) 

The Software Connection to UNIX 

The main ro le of the software connection is to resolve the fact that the two computers 
are speaking different languages (the Mac AppleTalk and the UNIX machine TCP/ IP). 
This translation need no t be performed at both ends of the communication : as long as 
one computer can speak in a language the other can understand, communication can 
proceed. 

Teach the UNIX Computer To Speak to the Mac. By adding software to the UNIX 
computer so that it ca n speak in the Mac's native network Language (AppleTalk), an 
unmodified Macintosh can speak to a UNIX machine (assuming the physical connection 
is in place). Generally, this type of setup is used to allow a UNIX file or print server to 
become available to the Macintosh . Because the UNIX server wi ll be using native 
Macintosh protocols, the file o r printer server will 
appear in the M.acintosh Ch ooser as would any o ther Macintosh file or print server. 
See chapter 16, "File Servers." 

Products that perform this task are K-Ashare/K-spool by Xinet and PacerShare by Pacer 
Software. 

K-ASHARE 
Xi net 
2560 9th St. , Ste 312 
Berkeley, CA 94710 

(510) 845-0555 

$595 to $4,495 based on number of concurrent sessions. 

K-Spool 
Xinet 
2560 9th St., Ste 312 
Berkeley, CA 94710 

(510) 845-0555 

$895 
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PacerShare 
Pacer Software, Inc. 
7911 Herschel Ave. 
La jolla, CA 92037 

(800) 722-3 702 

$5,000 per host computer 

Teaching the Mac To Speak TCP/IP. MacTCP, a part of Apple's TCP/IP Connection for 
Macintosh, allows Macin tosh programs to speak using the TCP/IP protocol language. 
This, used in combination with a program written specifically to make use of the 
MacTCP additions, allows Mac users to interact with an unmodified UNIX-TCP/IP net
work service. 

TCP/IP Connection for Macintosh 
Apple Computer, Inc. 
20525 Mariani Ave. 
Cupertino, CA 95014 

(800) 776-2333 

Note that to use MacTCP, you need software that was specifically written to take advan
tage of it: mainstream Macintosh applications completely ignore the added language 
capabili ty of MacTCP. 

Teach the Mac To Run UNIX Directly. Apple's add-on A/UX software allows the Mac to 
run UNIX software directly. This is accomplish ed by replacing the standard Macintosh 
operating system with a hybrid of both Apple's System 7 and the UNIX operating sys
tems. Because the resulting Macintosh has both the UNIX and System 7 operating sys
tems, the computer can run both Macintosh and UNIX software. Once A/UX is running, 
the Mac speaks TCP/IP in ternally and it can successfully communicate with other UNIX 
machines. 

A/UX CD-ROM Product v 3.0.1 
Apple Computer, Inc. 
20525 Mariani Ave. 
Cupertino, CA 95014 

(800) 776-2333 

Supported Macs. A/UX requires fairly powerful hardware to run: at least a 68020 with 
PMMU, 8MB of ram and 160MB of free hard disk space are required. According to 
Apple, the following Macs support A/UX: 



Mac SE/30 

Mac II (with PMMU) 

Mac Ilx 

Mac Ilcx 

Mac Ilci 

Mac Ilfx 

Mac IIsi 

Mac Centris 610 (with third-party FPU) 

Centris 650 (With fPU) 

Quadra 610, 650, 700, 800, 900, 950 
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Installation. A/UX is installed from its CD using Apple's standard installer program. 
This installer program copies all necessary software to your computer and sets up a pro
tected area (partition) of your hard disk to store the UNIX files. 

Upon complete installation, you'll see a A/UX icon on your desktop. When you run 
A/UX, the UNIX partitio n will mount, and finally A/UX wi ll load and ask you for a 
name and password, as is standard with UN IX systems. 



Chapter 19 

Network Administratior-1 
and Security 
by Jeff Roback 

The network administ ra to r is the person responsible for ensuring that each computer on 
the network can commun icate properly with other network devices. In addition, the 
network administ ra to r must make sure that no portion of the network becomes acces
sible to unauthorized users. 

Effective network administration couples the use of well-thought-out network policies 
with informed choices about the types of hardware and software that should be used. 
This chapter focuses on the issues of network policies, network security, as well as the 
tools that help with these tasks. (See chapters 16 and 17 for deta ils about the hardware 
and software that form the network itself.) 

Network Policies 
During the planning stage of network management, the network administrator must 
make policy decisions about how the network will run, and must set gu idelines for 
network users to follow. 

Note 

In a network environment, users typically assume that the administrator w ill be responsible for all 

elements of computer maintenance. Therefore, when designing your network policies, it's very 
important to clearly describe which areas of maintenance you will not be performing and that you 
w ill expect users to perform some maintenance on their own. 
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Passwords 
Passwords are involved with nearly every step of n etwork usage. As the administra tor, 
you should communica te guidelines to your users to help them in their cho ice of pass
words. Ideally, each user's password is one that they wi ll never forget, but one that other 
people wouldn' t associate with them. Obvious passwords such as social security num
bers, birth dates, and chi ldren 's names are poor choices, as they are probably the first 
guesses an educated intruder would make. After choosing, users should be encouraged to 
commit their passwords to m emory so that they wi ll not need to write them down. 

Your password po licy should also specify if the users are requi red, asked, o r even allowed 
to change their password . A network that requires its users to frequently change their 
passwords is the m ost secure, but also will probably be one where users will often forget 
their passwords. 

Caution 

Some security systems allow the network administrator access when a user has forgotten his pass

word while others become completely inaccessible w hen a user forgets his password! 

Auto-Login 
Many software packages designed for use in network enviro nments have features to al
low each user's computers to remember that user's password fo r subsequent usage of that 
program. These fea tures a re popular because upon sta rtup the user's computer automati
cally logs into fi le servers and E-mail systems, saving the user time and frustration. A 
drawback of these fea tures is that they disable login security, a llowing unrestricted access 
as long as the machine in question can be accessed. 

Note 

Combining Auto-login features w ith User station security provides a good balance of network 

security and ease of use. 

Backup 
While backups will be d iscussed in detail chapter 31, it is im portant to note that each 
user has access to only a portio n of most shared data (such as databases, file servers, or 
E-mail systems); the n etwork administrator must take responsibili ty for backing up all 
shared data. 

Software Licenses 
One of the most d ifficult tasks for the network manager is to ensure compliance with 
soft\·vare licenses. Each software package purchased has varying rules regarding where 
and how it may be distribu ted to the various users on the network. Generally, one copy 
of the software must be purchased fo r each person who wi ll use the software. 
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To ensure compliance with all software licenses, the network administrator can either 
carefully restrict distribution of software, closely monitor each user's station, or develop 
guidelines for users to follow. The tools section of this chapter lists some of the software 
packages available to aid in this task. 

Software Updates 
One of the most onerous tasks a network manager faces is to provide users the most 
current version of the various software packages. When a large number of machines must 
be updated, simply running install disks on each machine is not an effective means of 
distribution. 

To maintain consistency within an organization, the network manager needs to decide 
when, and to whom each update will be distributed. Once the updates are completed, 
the manager can use network station analysis tools to ensure that the appropriate people 
received the updates they needed. 

See ''Tools for Network Maintenence" at the end of this chapter for details about the 
software available for these tasks. 

Network Security 
In the simplest sense, network security schemes are designed to hide data and resources 
from users that are not authorized to access them. While it would seem one couldn't 
have too much security, this si tuation bears closer inspection. As you further protect 
your data, the chance of it becoming unrecoverable increases. Each form of computer 
security has a different compromise between security and accessibility; you must weigh 
your need for security against the potential for data loss. 

Tip 

The best way to maintaih a high assurance of data accessibility while continuing to provide a high 
level of security is to perform thorough and frequent backups of all system information. 

User Station Security 
At the individual user's computer, your security concerns are the user's data, as well as 
the information and resources to which this user's computer has access. 

Inactive User Security. Inactive user security protects the system from unauthorized 
entry when a user temporarily leaves the computer. This type of security is most com
monly a part of a screen saver package that clears the display on the monitor after a set 
period of inactivity. 

The downside of this type of security is that by restarting the computer, the security is 
reset, leaving the computer vulnerable to entry. Fortunately, this hole is easily plugged 
by adding the next class of software: Startup user security. 
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Tip 

While screen savers that are application based (such as Dark Side of the Mac) use less memory and 
suffer few compatibility troubles, they are less secure than applications that are extensions or 
control panels (such as After Dark). 

Startup User Security. Startup user security is designed to prevent unauthorized users 
from starting up a computer from a resting state. As with idle user security, sta rtup secu
rity depends upon the use of a password to identify the proper owner of the equipment. 
Startup security is generally implemented through special features of a hard disk 
formatter or utility software (such as DiskLock by fifth Generation Systems). 

Caution 

Startup security protects the system at a low level of the computer's operations, the hard disk 
driver. Because these changes are so basic to the system's operation, if a user forgets the password 
or if the protection software itself becomes damaged, it can become impossible to recover the 
information stored on the computer! 

Server Security 
The computer serving as a file, mail, database, or other type of server holds the data that 
all users share. While each individual's computers can only access the data that the 
server allows, the server itself must have access to all the data. Therefore, all data is acces
sible to anyone who can gain p hysical access to the server. Accordingly, it is important to 
make use of the previously mentioned user security types on a server, as well as to use 
good physical security, such as locked doors or even an alarm system, on the room 
which contains the server. 

Network Maintenance 
Network maintenance is the ongoing support of users and computers on your network. 
This task will be made much easier if you've established and discussed a thorough net
work policy statement with your users. 

Types of Maintenance 
While the physical wiring and configuration of the network wi ll require occasional 
maintenance, much of your work wi ll involve maintaining the netw·ork software that 
you install. 
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File Server Maintenance 
Because a nonfunctioning file server separa tes a user and their data, it is important to 
consistently maintain them. The main task of file server main tenance is to change the 
server's in ternal list of users to match the physical and employee con figurations of the 
com pany. In addition, the person maintain ing the file server needs to make sure that 
the server operates efficiently a nd that it has suffici ent sto rage resources. 

E-mail Maintenance 
E-mail ma intenance is simila r to fil e server ma intenance. The ma in task is to keep the 
E-mail server's listing of users current. In addition, you' ll probably need to perform peri
od ic diagnostics and cleanu ps of the mail fi les, as required by the software you're using. 

Backup Maintenance 
If you' re using a network-wide backup scheme, you need to periodically check on this 
machine to ensure that it's actually backing up the items it thinks it is, and that it always 
has sufficient backup medium to perform the backups as scheduled. 

If you choose no t to perfo rm backups centrally, you should periodica lly check to ensure 
that users are performing their own backups. See chapter 3 l , "Hard Drive Backup and 
Optimization, '' fo r more deta ils about backups. 

Wiring Maintenance. Network wiring doesn' t require frequen t maintena nce. While 
wiring is often the first sou rce of blame for network problems, if properly installed, it is 
rarely the actual cause of problems. It 's a good idea to check the valid ity of the wiring 
periodica lly when it is worki ng to spot in termittent con nections and so that you will 
recognize any d ifferences o nce th ings stop working properly. 

Testing of network wiring is done with software that sends short messages (" pings") to 
d ifferent spots on the network, and t imes the amount of time a reply takes. Periodic 
quick checks around the network to look fo r inappropriately lo ng response times will 
give you a good idea of the overall status of your wiring condition and can rule out wir
ing conditions as the source of network troubles. See the section "Too ls fo r Network 
Maintenance" later in th is cha pter fo r examples of software tha t perform this function. 

Because network wiring can be one of the most difficult and most frustrating things to trouble
shoot after it's installed, it makes a great deal of sense to plan carefu lly and to use high quality 
network wiring. 
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Tools for Network Maintenance 
Performing the setup and maintenance we've described in this chapter would seem to be 
an insurmountable task. Fortunately, many software tools are available to the adminis
trator to ease the tasks of network maintenance. The major advan tage these tools provide 
is the abili ty to perform maintenance tasks from a variety of locations on (and off) the 
network. 

File Server Maintenance 

Several tools are available to provide file server maintenance. The most obvious ones are 
included with your file server package. AppleShare, fo r example, makes use of the 
"AppleShare Admin" softwa re to perform updates to user lists and access privileges. 
Third-party software too ls such as GraceLan Server Manager or Sonic System's Server 
Sentry allow you to perform similar tasks, but add the abili ty to perform these tasks from 
any computer on the network: thus allmving you to configure multiple file servers from 
one physical location. 

Network Inspection Tools 
Software to test network integrity is quite helpful when major network failures occur. 
Typical examples are GraceLan Network manager and Sonic System's Radar, and Apple's 
Inter• Poll. These tools use test signals to show you how quickly and accurately each 
computer on the network can send and receive messages. In add ition, these packages can 
give you information about the hardware in use at each network station. 

In ter• Poll 
Apple Computer, Inc. 
20525 Mariani Ave. 
Cupertino, CA 95014 

(800) 776-2333 

recently discontinued 

GraceLan Network Manager 
Technology Works 
4030 Braker Ln. W Ste 350 
Austin, TX 78759 

(800) 688-7 466 

$795 retail 

Radar 4.0 
Sonic Systems, Inc. 
1150 Kifer Rd, #201 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

(800) 437-1518 

$499 retail 
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Software Update Tools 
When many users need updates of com mon software packages, programs such as 
GraceLan Update Manager o r Radar can be im mensely helpful. These packages allow t he 
network administrator to prepare and perfo rm updates to a ll sta tions from one cen tral 
location. 

GraceLan Update Manager 
Technology Works 
4030 Braker Ln. W Ste 350 
Aust in , TX 78759 

(800)688-7 466 

$495 retail 

Remote Access 
Apple's Remote Access (ARA) isn 't a network management tool itself: it is software that 
uses modems to trick your computer and a remote network into thinking you're physi
cally connected. Combining ARA with any of the above tools allows you to perform 
some network ad min istration tasks from vi rtually anywhere. See chapter I S, "Modems," 
for deta ils about ARA. 

Caution 

Don't use Apple Remote Access connections to perform network configuration changes that could 
affect the network status of the machine controlling the ARA connection. You could be rudely 
disconnected In the middle of your changes and be unable to reconnect! 
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Chapter 20 

Buy New or Major Up 
by Jack McShea 

At some point in the ownership of a Macintosh system, the owner or manager will have 
to address the issue of whether to upgrade an old Mac or replace it with a new model. 
In most cases the decision to upgrade a system is based largely on money: is the expense 
involved in the upgrade or replacement worth the increased performance and/or features 
inherent in the new (improved) Mac? In many cases an upgrade might be inexpensive, 
such as when adding VRAM or a small amount of RAM. In other cases it is not. Clearly 
the decision to do a ROM and FDHD (floppy drive, high density) upgrade on a Mac II is 
in the second, more difficult, category. Keep in mind that system-wide logic board up
grades offered by Apple to convert machines to higher levels within the product line 
often include certain advantages in compatibility and added functional specifications 
due to the new ROMs that come along with the upgrade. In cases where an accelerator or 
partial upgrade is concerned, no ROM features can be included with this enhancement. 

The next point to address is whether to buy one of Apple's system upgrades; that is, 
to convert the old Mac to a newer, speedier model, or employ one of many excellent 
third-party accelerator boards to enhance the performance of the system. Additionally 
the user might consider adding more RAM, video upgrades, and SCSI acceleration to a 
Mac system to further enhance its speed. 

This chapter addresses the issue of upgrading a Macintosh by way of Apple-designed 
system conversions or Logic Board Upgrades (LBU). These upgrades are furnished by 
Apple Dealers as upgrade paths for owners who desire more performance from their ex
isting Macintosh models while extending their investments in their current hardware. 
The net effect of these upgrades is to convert a (lower level) Macintosh to a higher one 
within the Macintosh product line. Examples of this kind of upgrade follow with candi
date Macs and upgrade kits that apply to them. Other options like the addition of RAM, 
video cards, and CPU accelerators are addressed in other chapters. 
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Legal and Accounting Issues 
Before undertakjng any upgrade of the Macintosh, or its components, it migh t be im por
tant to inquire about the warranty risk associated with the upgrade and any financial 
advantage (or d isadvantage) of pursuing that option . The next section discusses these 
factors and addresses some typical examples as illustrations. 

Opening the Case Voids Warranty 
As all of lhe upgrades described in lhis section involve the conversion of one (kind of) 
Macintosh to another, they necessarily requi re partial or complete d isassembly of the 
computer to accomplish the task. As such, an Apple Certified Technicia n is requi red to 
perform these upgrades in order to pro tect any warranty on the computer and invest the 
new wa rran ty on the parts installed. Please consult a local Apple Dealer for information 
on the installation of these logic board upgrades. Some third-party vendors offer these 
upgrades from reclaimed parts, but they will certainly not be honored by Apple as war
ranty items. 

Depreciation of Computer Hardware 
In addressing the problem of upgrading a Macintosh, the business user has a more com
plicated situation to wrestle with than the personal user. When should the Mac be re
tired, and should it be sold outright or traded-in for a new one? How can I depreciate the 
unit? Does it pay to upgrade first and extend the li fe of the system before trading it in for 
a new one? These questio ns will be addressed in the section that fo llows. Please keep in 
mind that the d iscussion is not necessarily a deta iled treatment of tax law or your tax 
situation. Please consult a qualified accountant o r CPA for advice specific to your situa
tion and the current tax la ws. 

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has taken a big bite out of possible deductions for 
personal computers used in the home, and this should not be considered a frivolous 
deduction. In fact, under t he current stringent guidelines few people qualify fo r tax de
ductions who are not runn ing a business o r are required by their employer to have and 
operate a computer as part of their jobs. 

In o rder to depreciate the cost of personal computer equipment, it must be acquired and 
used for the purposes of tbe business or for the conven ience of the employer. If own ed 
personally as an employee, it must be required by the employer as a requirement of the 
job and must be shown to benefit the employer and not just make your li fe easier or 
more enjoyable. 

These basic tests apply on ly to an employee's use of a personal computer. If the com
puter is used 100 percent of the time in a business, and if the expenses are reasonable 
and ordinary, the expenses are deductible. Please consult a qualified accountant or CPA 
for an analysis of your situation to assess if you quali fy for a deduction and to predict the 
amount of the deduction. 
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Section 179 Deduction 
As with all equipment purchased to aid the running of a business, an expense may be 
deducted under Section 179 of the tax code for amounts up to $17,500 (curren tly). Tha t 
is, you may write-off up to $17,500 in expenses fo r business equipment immediately 
without the need to depreciate the cost over the required five-year period. Once again, 
the requi rement to take this deduction requires that the equipment be used exclusively 
for business at a regular business es tablishment or a qualified home office. If the com
puter is no t used exclusively for business, then the percentage of business use may be 
deducted as an expense. Consult an accountant for details. 

Given that the cost of personal com puter equipment (and especially Macintoshes) has 
decreased dramatically in the recent past, the Section 179 deduction is the simplest and 
possibly the most popu lar deduction method to be taken for standard office equipmen t 
like a new Macintosh. It is a one-time write-off for the entire amount and requires no 
complicated depreciation schedule or bookkeeping. Adequate records of purchase and 
ownership are required. 

Depreciating Computer Equipment on a Schedule 
In cases where the financia l structure and organization of the company are more com
plex, a proper depreciation of the computer equipment may be required. Fo llowing are 
three situations concerning the upgrade of a Macintosh system. These scenarios are given 
as illustratio ns of how the financial aspects of the upgrade may behave, not as illustra
tions of specific detailed scenarios by which to guide your li fe o r business. 

Scenario 1: Buy a Mac and Trade-In After 5 Years for New Model. One common 
situation in business ownership of a Macintosh invo lves trading-in an old Mac for a new 
one. Under the curren t tax guidelines, the exchange of business or investment property 
for similar business o r investment property is allowed as a nontaxable exchange. Tha t is, 
if you trade the o ld Mac in (presumably fo r a discount on the new system), the amount 
gained in the trade-in is not taxable. This is referred to as like kind exclwnge and is not the 
same thing as selling the system outright and applying the money gained toward the 
purchase of a new Macintosh . 

Refer to table 20.1 for how the basis remaining in the system changes with time. In th is 
scenario, we are con sidering a group of five Macs purchased for use in a small company. 
Notice the trade-in value of $900 per system for the o ld systems is applied to the cost of 
the new systems and results in a net cost of $20,500. 

Table 20.1 Depredation Schedule for Five Systems for Five Years 

Invoice Cost: $25,000 

Trade-in value: $4,500 

Asset value: $20,500 
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Table 20.1 Continued 

De pre- De pre- Total 
dation elation Total Basis Deprec'd 

Year 0/o s Dep $ Basis$ 0/o 0/o 

year 1 20.00 4,100.00 4,100.00 16,400.00 65.60 34.40 
(half yr) 

year 2 32.00 6,560.00 10,660.00 9,840.00 39.36 60.64 

year 3 19.20 3,936.00 14,596.00 5,904.00 23.62 76.38 

year 4 11.52 2,361.60 16,957.60 3,542.40 14.17 85.83 

year 5 11 .52 2,361.60 19,319.20 1,180.80 4.72 95.28 

year 6 5.76 1,180.80 20,500.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 
(half yr) 

Total 100.00 20,500.00 

Because of the half-year convention used in calculating the first and last years in the five
year depreciation, the actual period of depreciation is over six years. Basis refers to the 
value remaining in the asset after the depreciation expense is deducted from the cost. 
Thus, after four years, the Macintosh system has a basis of $3542.40 remaining in it for 
the owner. At the end of t he depreciation schedule the basis is zero. 

Keep an eye on the basis left in the computer as an index of when to upgrade. If the 
owner of this system decides to trade the system in after three years (as many are 
tempted to do because of rapid expansion in the Macintosh line), he will have to apply 
the remaining basis to the cost of the new system for the depreciation of the new system. 
In most cases it is advisable to wait until the fifth year before retiring a system. The situa
tion wherein the Macs are traded after two years of use is outlined next. 

Scenario II: Buy a Mac and Trade-In After 2 Years for New Model. Most power users 
go for this scenario. With the rapid advance of Macintosh systems, the ideal system of 
n-vo years ago is impossible to tolerate and an upgrade to a new, faster system is required. 

In the first part of this illustration, we assume that new Macs are purchased as a group 
with no other equipment offered in trade. There is no residual basis to transfer to the 
purchase because no other eq uipment is involved. 

Luckily, at the t ime of the system upgrade the dealer offers a hefty t rade-in for the old 
system to offset the cost. The total outlay for the fina l systems is $63,867 compared to an 
initial investment of $25,000. 

Table 20.2 Depreciation Schedule for Five Systems with Major Upgrades 

Purchase of Original Equipment 

Invoice Cost: $25,000 

Asset value: $25,000 
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De pre- Depre- Total 
elation elation Total Basis Deprec'd 

Year 0/o $ Dep $ Basis$ 0/o 0/o 

year 1 20.00 5,000.00 5,000.00 20,000.00 80.00 20.00 
(half yr) 

~ear 2 32.00 8,000.00 13,000.00 12,000.00 48.00 52.00 

~ear 3 19.20 4,800.00 17,800.00 7,200.00 28.80 71.20 

~ear 4 11.52 2,880.00 20,680.00 4,320.00 17.28 82.72 

~ear 5 11.52 2,880.00 23,560.00 1,440.00 5.76 94.24 

yea r 6 5.76 1,440.00 25,000.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 
(half yr) 

Total 100.00 $25,000.00 

Upgrade of Previous System After Two Years of Use 

Invoice Cost: $40,000 

Trade-in va lue: $8,333 

Basis from old: $12,000 

Final cost: $43,667 

Total outlay: $68,667 

De pre- De pre- Total 
elation elation Total Basis Deprec'd 

Year 0/o $ Dep $ Basis$ 0/o OJo 

yea r 1 20.00 8,733 .33 8,733.33 34,933.33 80.00 20.00 
(half yr) 

~ea r 2 32.00 13,973.33 22,706.67 20,960.00 48.00 52.00 

~ear 3 19.20 8,384.00 31,090.67 12,576.00 28.80 71.20 

~ear 4 11 .52 5,030.40 36,121.07 7,545.60 17.28 82.72 

~ear 5 11.52 5,030.40 41 ,151.47 2,515.20 5.76 94.24 

~ear 6 5.76 2,515.20 43,666.67 0.00 0.00 100.00 

(half yr) 

Total 100.00 $43,667.00 

Scenario Ill: Buy a Mac, Upgrade, and Trade-In After 5 Years. In this situation, we 

o utline the case where the ovmer of a small company decides to upgrade a group of five 
Macs w ith either a logic board upgrade or some other kind of inte rim upgrade, before 
finally retiring the group in a purchase of new Macs. 
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At the start, each system is valued at $5,000. At the second year, an upgrade of $1,200 
per Mac is applied to the five systems. The existing basis at that time is $12,000 for the 
collection. This is added to the upgrade value of $6,000, resulting in a new basis of 
$18,000. The total cash outlay for the system with the upgrade is now $31,000, an in
crease of cost of 24 percent over the initial price of the system. 

This upgrade carries the new Macs another two years until it is once again decided that 
new machines are caHed for. The five Macs are retired at a trade-in value of $1,400 each, 
carrying over an old basis of $8,640 from the previous schedule. The resulting value is 
$41,640. The total cash outlay so far on these Macs is $64,000, more than two times the 
value of the original system. 

Table 20.3 Depreciation Schedule for Five Systems with Upgrades and 
Trade-ins 

Buy 5 New Macs 

Invoice Cost: $25,000 

Asset value: $25,000 

De pre- De pre- Total 
dation dation Total Basis Deprec'd 

Year OJo s Dep $ Basis S OJo OJo 

year 1 20.00 5,000.00 5,000.00 20,000.00 80.00 20.00 
(half r) 

year 2 32.00 8,000.00 13,000.00 12,000.00 48.00 52.00 

year 3 19 .20 4,800.00 17,800.00 7,200.00 28.80 71.20 

year 4 11 .52 2,880.00 20,680.00 4,320.00 17.28 82.72 

year 5 11 .52 2,880.00 23,560.00 1,440.00 5.76 94.24 

year 6 5.76 1,440.00 25,000.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 
(half r) 

Total 100.00 $25,000.00 

Add 5 Upgrades to Previous Systems 

Invoice Cost of Upgrade: $6,000 

Basis from old $12,000 

New Basis: $18,000 

Total Outlay: $31,000 

De pre- De pre- Total 
dation dation Total Basis Deprec'd 

Year OJo $ Dep $ Basis$ OJo OJo 

year 1 20.00 3,600.00 3,600.00 1,4400.00 80.00 20.00 
(half r) 

year 2 32.00 5,760.00 9,360.00 8,640.00 48.00 52.00 

yea r 3 19.20 3,456.00 12,816.00 5,184.00 28.80 71.20 
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De pre- De pre- Total 
dation dation Total Basis Deprec'd 

Year 0/o s Dep S Basis S 0/o 0/o 

year 4 11.52 2,073.60 14,889.60 3,110.40 17.28 82.72 

year 5 11.52 2,073.60 16,963.20 1,036.80 5.76 94.24 

year 6 5.76 1,036.80 18,000.00 0.00 0.0 100.00 
(half yr) 

Total 100.00 $18,000.00 

Retire previous systems and upgrade to 5 new Macs 

Invoice Cost: $40,000 

Basis from old: $8,640 

Trade-in value: $7,000 

Final cost: $41,640 

Total Outlay: $64,000 

Depre- Depre- Total 
elation dation Total Basis Deprec'd 

Year 0/o $ Dep $ Basis$ 0/o 0/o 

year 1 20.00 8,328.00 8,328.00 33,312.00 80.00 20.00 
(half yr) 

year 2 32.00 13,324.80 21,652.80 19,987.20 48.00 52.00 

yea r 3 19.20 7,994.88 29,647.68 11,992.32 28.80 71.20 

year 4 11.52 4,796.93 34,444.61 7,195.39 17.28 82.72 

year 5 11.52 4,796.93 39,241.54 2,398.46 5.76 94.24 

year 6 5.76 2,398.46 41,640.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 
(half yr) 

As illustrated in these exa mples, the true cost of ownership can be greatly inflated if 
upgrades are undertaken at the wrong time or to the wrong degree. Thi s leads many to 
conclude that it is wisest to purchase the most Mac possible at the start to extend the life 
of the system. In other words, if the buyer of these systems had chosen to 11 buy-up" at 
the start and purchased better systems than might have been originally needed, the over
all useful li fe of the purchase might have been extended, thereby eliminating the need 
for the interim upgrade altogether. 

On the other hand, the interim upgrade can provide considerable performance boosts to 
older systems (see chapter 25, "Adding Accelerator Cards") that allow currently owned 
Macs to be used unti l the price of advanced systems comes down to more approachable 
levels. 

Cost Accounting of Time Saved Due to Upgrade vs. Upgrade Cost. Another aspect 
concerning the upgrade of Macintosh systems that directly affects business is whether 
the cost of the proposed upgrade can be recovered through the increased performance 
gained by the new system. Tab le 20.4 illustrates a kind of analysis that the buyer may 
want to undertake in order to assess the practicality of a major upgrade. 

405 
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Table 20.4 Upgrade Cost Benefits and Time Savings 
I 

Mac hrs %WP %WP %SS %SS %Graphics 
Basic System per day small long simple complex simple 

Clerical use 6 50 

Basic business 4 50 50 50 

Adv business 6 20 20 20 

Basic GA 4 5 40 

AdvGA 6 5 20 

Basic DTP 4 40 30 25 

Adv DTP 6 10 70 10 

Basic tech 4 20 5 5 5 5 

Adv tech 6 10 5 5 5 5 

' Major upgrade 50 

Net Gain 5 25 5 10 20 

Time saved (hrs) 

Basic clerical use 0.150 0.000 0.1 50 0.000 0.000 

Basic business 0.100 0.000 0.000 0.200 0.000 

Adv business 0.060 0.000 0.060 0.1 20 0.000 

Basic GA O.QlO 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.320 

AdvGA O.D15 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.240 

Basic DTP O.OBO 0.300 0.000 0.000 0.200 

Adv DTP 0.030 1.050 0.000 0.000 0.120 

Basic tech 0.040 0.050 0.020 0.020 0.040 

Adv tech 0.030 0.075 0.015 0.030 0.060 

Time 
Totals Saved S hr $day $ yr 

Basic clerical use 0.300 30 9.00 3,069.00 

Basic business 0.300 40 12.00 4,092.00 

Adv business 1.040 50 52.00 17,732.00 

Basic GA 1.063 30 31.90 10,877.90 

AdvGA 1.755 60 105.30 35,907.30 

Basic DTP 0.647 30 19.40 6,615.40 

Adv DTP 1.400 60 84.00 28,644.00 

Basic tech 0.877 40 35.07 11,957.73 

Adv tech 1.570 80 125.60 42,829.60 
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%Graphics %DB %DB Other 
Basic System complex simple complex special Total 

Clerical use 100 

Basic business 100 

Adv business 40 100 

Basic GA 55 100 

AdvGA 75 100 

Basic DTP 5 100 

Adv DTP 10 100 

Basic tech 5 50 100 

Adv tech 5 65 100 

Major u grade 

Net Gain 33 20 33 33 

Time saved (hrs) hours mins 

Basic clerical use 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.300 18.0 

Basic business 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.300 18.0 

Adv business 0.000 0.000 0.800 0.000 1.040 62.4 

Basic GA 0.733 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.063 63.8 

Ad vGA 1.500 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.755 105.3 

Basic DTP 0.067 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.647 38.8 

Adv DTP 0.200 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.400 84.0 

Basic tech 0.000 0.040 0.000 0.667 0.877 52.6 

Adv tech 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.300 1.570 94.2 
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In the previous illustration, n ine d ifferen t fictitious Macin tosh users are presen ted along 
with an esti mate of the num ber of hours they spend on their Macs and the tasks they 
employ in an average day. The reader may design h is o r her own chart and weigh the 
usage appropriate ly for specific usage in his o r her organization. 

In this example, a basic clerical employee uses his Macintosh exclusively for light word 
processing and simple spreadsheets. This m igh t cover such situations as short letters, 
memos, E-mai l, and some expense repo rts. Other users in the company press their Macs 
harder on tasks like long documen t preparations, annual reports, retouching photos, and 
CAD, and as such are en tered d ifferen tly in lhe table for other applications. 

Next, a value for (or degree of) the proposed upgrade is assigned to the system. In this 
case we have selected a 50 percen t upgrade; that is, the performance of the system is 
increased 1.5 times over the baseline to see what savings will result. A net gain or net 
benefit facto r is then assigned to each d ifferent computer task or application. Here we 
assume that a SO percent increase in overall system performance will be translated to 
some other (lesser) facto r in actual net efficiency o r productiv ity in the workplace. In this 
instance it is assumed that light applications of the Macintosh will not benefit as greatly 
from a major upgrade as the heavier applications. The reader is invited to make assess
men ts of the benefits gained by part icular employees in h is o r her own situation and 
substitute them in the cha rt. 

Based on t11ese numbers, estimates o f ti me saved per Macintosh workday are generated. 
In the case fo r the basic clerical employee, 18 minutes per day are saved, whereas for the 
h igh-end graphics and engineering users, more than an hour a day can be reclaimed by 

Table 20.5 Comparison of Performance and Costs for Apple LBUs ' 

Baseline Upgrade 
Model Disk CPU Fl. Pt. Video Model 

128k Mac Plus 

512k Mac Plus 

512Ke Mac Plus 

SE 2.5 0.8 0.6 SE/30 

Classic 2.5 0.8 0.6 6 Classic II 

LC LC Ill 

LC II (P400 ... ) 7.6 3.8 4.7 5 

Mac II 6.5 5.4 68 5 Mac llfx 

Mac llx Mac llfx 

Mac llcx Mac llci 

Mac llci 10.7 8.3 129 9 Quadra 650 

Mac llci 10.7 8.3 129 9 Quadra 700 

LC 520 Mac llvx 

Mac llvx(P600) 10.2 7.3 151 9 Quadra 650 
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going to the faster Macintosh system. Depending on the value o f the billable hours for 
these employees, the savings or gains to a n employer can be considerable. If these sav
ings can be directly transferred to more jobs processed by the employer, the cost of the 
upgrade can be recaptured d irectly in a short lime. 

Performance Considerations 
Table 20.5 is a resuntt! of the possible upgrade paths and options present for desktop 
Macintosh systems. Along with th e upgrades offered by Apple, many third-party manu
facturers offer their own accelerator or upgrade kits to enhan ce the performance of older 
systems. In this chapter we address only the logic board upgrades (LBU) provided by 
Apple. These allow the user to convert an older Mac to a speedier and more capable 
model. We will address the o ther upgrade options in subsequent chapters. 

The overall performance figures given for each Macintosh use the Macintosh Classic as a 
reference po int o r a value of 1 for comparisons. In this case, a Mac Plus is considered to 
be 80 percent the performer of a Classic, while the Centris 650 is roughly 10.6 times 
faster. A table o f conversion ki ts and logic board upgrades fo llows. Not all possible up
grades are still offered by Apple. Those o ffered by thi rd-party vendo rs are marked. The 
buyer interested in these upgrades should compare the price of the LBU to the cost of a 
new Macintosh. Given that the street price of a Quadra 605 is curren tly below $990, the 
att ractiveness of the upgrades fo r the end systems has diminished markedly in recent 
months. 

Cost of 
Disk CPU Fl. Pt. Video Upgrade Vendor 

$100 Shreve Systems 

$100 Shreve Systems 

$100 Shreve Systems 

$400 Shreve Systems 

7.6 3.8 4.6 5.8 $700 Apple 

10 10 10 10 $1,700 Apple 

10 10 10 10 $1,700 Apple 

9.2 18 240 8 $1,299 

9.2 18 240 8 $1,299 

10.7 8.3 129 9 $400 

18.2 42 406 23 $1,400 Shreve Systems 

Apple 

10.2 7.3 151 9 A le 

18.2 42 406 23 Apple 

(continues) 
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Table 20.5 Continued : 

Baseline 
Model 

Cenlris 610 

Cenlris 650 

Centris 660AV 

Quadra 610 

Quadra 650 

Quadra 660AV 

Quadra 800 

Quadra 840AV 

Quadra 900 

Quadra 950 

Disk 

16 

18.4 

18.2 

16 

19 

19 

16 

Technology Issues 

CPU 

32 

31 

42 

32 

42 

49 

41 

Fl. Pt. VIdeo 

30 7 22 

307 18 

406 23 

307 22 

410 25 

476 30 

400 27 

Upgrade 
Model 

61 00/60 

7100/ 66 

6100/60AV 

6100/60 

7100/ 66 

6100/60AV 

8100/80 

8100/80AV 

Quadra 950 

A description o f the upgrade paths fo r various Macintosh m odels is given below. Keep 
in mind that not a ll LBUs arc currently ava ilable, and the buyer may have to go the 
third-party route to effect his upgrade. Where possible, model numbers for Apple up
g rades are given. Consul t a local Apple Dealer for mo re info rmatio n on these upgrades 
a nd current pricing. Refer to the tables given previously fo r a listing of which particular 
Macs have upgrade optio ns to other models and what th e resulting performance and 
features benefits sho uld be. In many cases the benefits o f the upgrade are more than just 
speed . Expanded fea tu res like buil t-in video, colo r, maximum RAM, and built-in ethernet 
are such examples. A sho rt listing o f logic board upgrades is given in table 20.5 . 

Upgrades for the 128K, 512K, and the 512Ke Macs 
Although once faithful a nd trusty companions to ho me and o ffi ce Macintosh users, the 
early pre-Mac Plus models are not as com mon today as cand idates for upgrades as they 
o nce were. Largely replaced by fas ter Macs, they are o ften still maintained by their (origi
nal) owners fo r sentimen tal reasons and not because of their general utility. In most 
cases the original Apple u pgrades can still be gotten thro ugh local Apple dealers. There 
are sti ll thi rd-party sources o f these upgrades too, a ltho ugh they are less commo n each 
year. 

As far as Apple upgrades are concerned, one optio n fo r a 128K o r 512K Mac is to buy the 
newer 128K ROM and rep lace the o riginal 64K ROM chips. Apple offered a two-part up
g rade to a Mac Plus for these models that included a ROM upgrade and an 800K internal 
fl oppy disk drive. The 512Kc model a lready has the 128K RO Ms and fl oppy drive. 

The o ther pa rt o f the upgrade fTOm Apple involves installing the Macintosh Plus logic 
board which replaces the original logic board. The Mac Plus upgrade will provide a SCSI 
port and 1MB of o n-board RAM as part o f the basic kit. The 128K ROM upgrade must 
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Cost of 
Disk CPU Fl. Pt. Video Upgrade Vendor 

20 11 2 3220 25 $1,600 Apple 

21 166 41 85 34 $2,000 Apple 

20 151 3292 18 $2,000 Apple 

20 11 2 3220 25 $1,600 Apple 

21 166 4185 34 $2,000 Apple 

20 151 3292 18 $1,900 Apple 

22 202 4339 35 $3,000 Apple 

$3,000 Apple 

16 41 400 27 A le 

accompany this upgrade because the SCS I port and floppy d isk req uire the code in the 
new ROMs to operate. Curren t ly a 5 12Ke to Mac Plus upgrade is around $100. 

Upgrades for the Plus, SE, and SE/ 30 

The Mac Plus does not possess any Apple-approved logic board upgrade to any other 
model of Macin tosh. As such, the usual tack to ta ke with a Plus is to add RAM, buy a 
th ird-party accelerator, o r sell the unit outrigh t and apply the mo ney to a new Mac. 
All these options are add ressed in later chapters. 

The Macin tosh SE, on the o ther hand, does have an official Apple upgrade to the SE/30. 
This upgrade is mostly a logic board swap of the origina l 68000 SE logic board with the 
SE/30's 16 MHz 68030 board. Otherwise the uni ts are the sa me, and the official Apple 
upgrade ki t only includes a new bezel fo r the (new converted) SE/30 and metal chass is 
fo r o ld SEs that might need a replacement. Although the SE/30 does support the 
Superd rive d irectly, no drive unit is included in the upgrade kit. The Superdrive must be 
purchased separately to complete the upgrade, if desired, and can be added to theSE 
without an SE/30 logic board if a d rive upgrade is th e only thing needed. Keep in mind 
that because the SE/30 has a d ifferen t expansion slot from theSE, all cards used in theSE 
wi ll have to be replaced wi th SE/30-compatible versions once the upgrade is completed. 
RAM is direct ly transferable to the new SE/30. 

Besides CPU speed, two big advantages that the SE/30 has over theSE a re the wider and 
faster data bus and the support o f color video in its ROM (a PDS video ca rd must be 
used). The SE/30 also supports up to 128M B of RAM compared to 4MB in theSE. 

The o riginal price of the Apple SE/30 upgrade kit was $1,699. Recently the stree t price of 
this upgrade ki t was arou nd $700 and a single SE/30 logic board may be purchased for 
arou nd $400. 

The SE/30 however has no logic boa rd upgrade to any o ther Macin tosh model. See the 
chapters on accelerators and RAM for upgrade options for this Macin tosh . 
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Macintosh Classic to Classic II Upgrade 
The Macintosh Classic can be upgraded to the Classic II by purchasi ng the Classic II LBU. 
The part number is M IS4SLL/A. 

Like the SE-to-SE/30 upgrade, the Classic II has a faster data bus and supports 10MB 
of RAM over the 4MB in the Classic. The Classic II has 2MB of hard-soldered RAM 
on-board; the Classic has 1 MB. Beca use the Classic II uses a 68030, a PMMU is presen t 
for virtual memory. 

Upgrades for the Mac II, llx, and llcx Models 
The original Mac II and flx are still much loved by their owners because of the hefty 
power supply and six NuBus slots they possess. In addition to these options, the II and 
llx have eight 30-pin SIMM slots for memory upgrades. 

The big d ifferences between the Mac II and llx are that the II has a 16 MI-Iz 020 processor 
in contrast to the Il x's 16 MHz 030, and the Mac Il x also has a PMMU and Superdrive 
support built in. 

Apple offered a Mac II to llx conversion kit (origina lly p riced at $2, 199) that involved a 
logic board swap and installation of the Superdrive mechanism. Thi rd-party upgrade kits 
are available fo r the logic board at around $400. The Superdrive upgrade for the Mac II is 
also available at around $250 (ROMs only) not includ ing the cost of the new floppy drive 
mechanism (c. $200). 

Another (less popular) upgrade is ava ilable for the Mac II or llx to the Macintosh llfx 
via a logic board upgrade, and SIMM swap. This is available as an Apple upgrade kit or 
th rough third-party vendors as a logic board upgrade. 

An original Mac II or Jlx is upgraded to a Macintosh Ilfx by changing the logic board, 
adding new (fx-specific) 64-pin SI:\1Ms, and a Superdrive floppy mechanism. There is no 
need to upgrade a Mac fJ to a llx first since the logic board upgrade is a ll-inclusive and 
the other components in the system, li ke the power supply for instance, remain the 
same. 

The Mac Il fx logic board provides a 40 MHz 68030 with fpu and built-in PMMU. A 32K 
static RAM cache is included along with the SWIM controller for the 1.44MB Superdrive. 
The 512K ROM is in a SIMM socket in contrast to o lder Macs that use DIP socketed 
ROMs. Currently the cost of a Ilfx conversion is around $2,200 from Apple. 

The most popular approach to upgrading an original Mac II is to upgrade the floppy 
drive(s) to Superdrive capabi li ty and employ a thircl-pCJrty accelerator fo r the perfor
mance boost. The upgrade procedure for the Superdrive involves ROM and SWIM chip 
replacements on the Mac II logic board and is deta iled elsewhere in the book. 

Upgrade for llcx Model 
The Macintosh llcx has an official Apple upgrade to a Macin tosh llci. As the fo rm factor 
of the two computers is the same, the upgrade is once again a logic board swap. The !lex 
has the Superdrive by default so that upgrade is unnecessary. Things to look out fo r in 
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this upg rade include checking to see if the 30-pin SIMMs being placed in the (new) llci 
are 80 nanoseconds or faster. If the I lei's built-in video is to be used , make sure that the 
fast (80 ns) SIMMs are in SIMM bank A for best resul ts. The upgrade to the ci provides 
the user with a 25 MH z 68030 processor with built-in PMMU and fpu o n board . An 
o n-board 120-pin connector accommoda tes cache cards and accelera tors. Similar to the 
Ilfx, the I lei includes a 5 12K ROM in a SIMM whereas the !lex utilized a 256K ROM 
hard-soldered on the logic boa rd. Currently the cost (from a third-party vendor) o f a 
Macin tosh llci logic board is around $400. 

Macintosh lid Upgrade Path 
There is a discon tinued Apple-approved upg rade o f the Macintosh I lei to the Quadra 700. 
The Quad ra 700 is an 040-based Macintosh that o ffers better than twice the performance 
of the ci. Additio nall y the Quadra 700 sports a much better video system than the ci's. 
See table 20.5 for comparisons. Th ird party upgrades o f the ci to the Quadra 700 are 
available. 

Macintosh llvx Upgrade Path 
Apple has announced an upgrade path for owners of the Macintosh llvx to an 040-based 
system. For owners of this Mac, Apple provides a LBU for the Mac llvx to a Q uadra 650. 
The part number for the upg rade kit is M 1330LL/A. This upgrade kit is a lso applicable to 
the Perfo rma 600 and 600CD models. 

In addition to the 040 upgrade, Apple has prepared another upg rade option for the vx 
owner to the Power Macintosh 7100/66. A resume o f Power Macintosh upg rades and part 
numbers is given later in this chapter. 

Macintosh LC II LBU for the Macintosh LC 
The Macintosh LC is upgradcable to the LC II via LI3 U kit M1710LL/A. This kit includes 
the LC Illogic board (with 4MB RAM installed), System 7.1, documentation, and a new 
cover for the computer. No HyperCa rd is included in the kit. 

Macintosh LC Ill LBU for the Macintosh LC 

All LCs and LC lis are upgradeable to the LC Ill v ia Apple upgrade M1386LL/A. This kit is 
also applicable to the Perfo rma models 400,405,410, and 430. The LC Ill has a 25 MHz 
030 along with a wider and faster data bus. A PMMU is presen t. The coprocessor (FPU) is 
optional. Maximum RAM in a LC Ill is 36MB in contrast to the 10MB limit in the LC 
and LC II. The LC Ill has improved video specificat ions over the LC and LC II as well. 

Upgrade for the LC II and LC Ill Macintoshes 
A Macintosh model LC II or LC Ill may be upgraded to a Macintosh LC 475 with Apple
provided LB U kit .M2139 . This kit can also be used for the Performa models 400, 405, 
410, 430, 450, 460, 466, and 467. Note that there is currently no direct upgrade for a 
Macintosh LC to a Mac LC 475. 

This kit includes: Maci ntosh LC 475 logic board, name badge, Getti ng Started Manual, 
Instal l Me First disk, Disk Tools disk, Agency approval label, Resource Guide, and product 
re turn fo rm. Note that this kit does not include system software. Owners who do not 
have System 7.1 will need to buy it. 
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Performa 400, 405, 410, and 430 to Performa 450 Upgrade 
Performa models 400, 405, 410, and 430 can be upgraded directly to the Pe rforma 450 by 
purchasing the LC Ill LBU kit number Ml386LL/A from an Apple dealer. 

Upgrade for the LC 520 (and Performa 550) 

A LBU kit from Apple converts the Mac LC 520 o r Performa 550 to a LC 575. The Apple 
part number for this kit is M2479LL/A. 

Macintosh Quadra 900 or Quadra 950 Upgrade to the AWS 95 
The Quadra models 900 and 950 have an upgrade kit to the Apple Workgroup Server 95 
v ia Apple part number M6940ZA. This is referred to as the A WS 95 PDS Card Upgrade Kit 
in the Apple parts ca talog. 

Upgrades to the PowerPC 
A number of PowerPC (PPC) upgrades for current Macintosh models are emerging. These 
upgrades are mostly applicable to 040-based Macs although there a re exceptions. A list of 
the currently planned PPC Upgrade Cards and Logic Board Upgrades follows. Consult 
table 20.5 in this chapte r to see if your Mac q ua li fies for a PPC upgrade. These upgrades 
include system software versio n 7, complete setup, learning and reference documenta
tion, and a limited Apple warran ty. 

Power Macintosh Upgrade Card 
Part number M2843LL/A, Power Macintosh Upgrade Carel. This includes all ne<.:c:s:sary 
hardware fo r installation and com plete instructions. A pho tograph of the Apple PPC 
Upgrade Card is shown in figure 20.1. 

Power Macintosh 6100/66 LBU 
Order number M2343LL/A. This kit comes with 8 Ml3 of RAM and a Power Macin tosh 
Display Adapter. 

Power Macintosh 6100/60AV LBU 
Order number M2901LL/A. This kit comes with 8MB of RAM and a cable for $-video to 
composite video. 

Power Macintosh 7100/66 LBU 
Order number M2474LL/A. This kit comes with 8MB of RAM and 1 MB VRAM. 

Power Macintosh 7100/ 66AV LBU 
Order number M2840LL/A. This kit comes with 8MB of RAM, a cable for S-video to 
com posite video, and 2MB of VRAM. 

Power Macintosh 8100/80 LBU 
Order number M2344LL/ A. This kit comes with 8MB of RAM and 2 MB of VRAM. 

Power Macintosh 8100/ 80AV LBU 
Order number M2902LL/A. This kit comes with 8MB of RAM, a cable for 5-video to 
composite video con version, and 2MB of VRAM. 
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Fig. 20.1 
Power Macin tosh Upgrade Carel. 

Internal CD-ROM Upgrades for Power Macintoshes 

In addition to the system upgrades, a number of CD-ROM upgrades apply to the Macin
tosh models with a 5.25-inch drive bay. For example, the Mac ll vx, Centris/Quadra 610, 
Cen tris/Quadra 650, Quadra 800, Quadra 900 and Quadra 950 a ll q ualify. Consul t an 
Apple dealer fo r mo re info rmatio n on specifi c internal CD-ROM upgrade features. 

The AppleCD 300i Plus in te rnal CO-llOM drive kit: o rder Apple part number 
M3152LL/A. 

The adapter kit for Pmver :\lfacintosh 6100/60 or 61 00/60AV: order Apple part num ber 
M2846LL/A. 

The adapter kit for Power Macintosh 7100/66 o r 6100/66AV: o rder Apple part number 
M3126LL/A. 

The adapter kit for Power Macintosh 8100/80 o r 8 1 00/80A V: o rder Apple part number 
M2847LL/A. 

Good Decision-Making Techniques 
In the end , the decision to upgrade a Macintosh system rests o n the outcome of several 
different lines of q uestioning. Somet imes the solutio n is easy as w hen the current system 
clearly lacks a specific feature o r capabi li ty that is needed to com plete clay-to-day tasks. 
O ther times the elusive "speed" questions pop up and the user must assess w hat value 
an extra measure o f time is worth in his or her day. To help eva luate the type and timing 
o f the upgrade, the following sectio n addresses some of th e basic questions surrounding 
upgrades and the timing o f the purchase if a new Mac is required. 
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When To Buy, When To Trade-The Basic Questions 
In the course of deciding when to upgrade and what to upg rade to, the Macintosh user 
or manager shou ld address the fo llowing questions: 

• What am I unable to do now that an upgrade will permit? 

• What are the new features and performance worth? 

• Do I need a complete system upgrade, o r wi ll an enhancement to a specific 
subsystem (Ethernet card, SCS I accelerator, faster hard drive) suffice? 

• What are the advan tages and disadvantages of using an accelerator? 

• What are the advantages and disadvantages of a logic board upgrade? 

• Should I just buy a new Mac (and perhaps sell the o ld)? 

Most of these issues have been addressed in this chapter. We have discussed the possible 
logic board upgrades to Macintosh systems and have tabulated the performance boosts 
and featu res that accompa ny them. The tables presented in this chapter list featu res 
present in Macintosh systems that may be the object o f upgrades for older systems. We 
have also addressed some of the finan cial aspects of upgrad ing, including cost benefits 
derived fro m using fas ter systems in the workplace. Finally, in closing, we mention the 
issue of when to buy and how to time a purchase of a new system. 

When To Buy-Product Life-Cycle 
Recently the rate of new arriva ls o n the Macintosh scene has alerted users to the hazard 
of buying a Macintosh too soon o r without clue need . Mac llvx owners were treated to a 
cathartic drop in price that still has some sha king, and the Centris models are almost a 
footnote in the Macintosh genealogy. 

Consider the h isto ry o f the Mac llci. Revered as the Old Faithful o f mid range Macs, this 
model was o n the p rice lis t from September 1989 to February 1993. After the Mac I lei 
was on the market for a year, there was a marked d ro p in its price to about 85 percent of 
its initial value. The Mac Ilfx was released on or about March 1990. Shortly thereafter, 
the Mac llci price dropped about 20 percent from its previous value. After October 1990 
the price remained reasonably stable, although decaying slightly, until recent times. At 
the time of its discontinuatio n, its street va lue was around $2000 (roughly 30 percent o f 
its o riginal value) and nm.v it can be had for under 51000. 

The behavio r o f the resale price o f a Macintosh provides so me clue to the buyer of what 
to be wary in anticipation of a purchase. Don' t buy too soon: give the model enough 
time to mature, and keep an ear to the ground for upcom ing models and chips that 
might nudge its place in th e li ne-up, as the Il fx did to the llci. Second ly, assuming the 
model is stable, wait for a first price dro p after the excitement of the new release. If the 
model is a winner, it wi ll ho ld its value reasonably well for a time, and then probably 
get nudged out of line by a newer model or be discontinued o utright by Apple while 
demand (and its value) is still high. Keep an eye open fo r upcoming models o r abrupt 
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changes in price that might herald a change in the product li ne, and try to sell befo re the 
value of the system takes too large a hit. 

Recent ly the product li fe-cycles have been so short that strategically timing the buy of 
a new Mac is closely akin to predicting stock o r commodities prices. Many Macintosh 
power users and fanatics are trading in gear every nine mo nths o r so in o rder to remain 
curren t. As a general ru le, avoid buying a new model within the first 90 days of its intro
duction unless you are looking for the bleeding-edge technology and don't mind paying 
the extra for the early lead. 

Look for Macs that have upgrade paths. It appears that Apple has an interest in provid ing 
users with long-term va lue in their inves tments by providing more logic board upgrades 
to new and existing models. As PowerPC is central to the business plan for Apple, most 
modern Macs will be given som e kind of upgrade to the PowerPC chip. O therwise, use 
the following tips to plan your pu rchase fo r long- term value from your Macin tosh 
system. 

Buy-Up for Greatest Long-Term Value 
The opin ion among many long t ime ?viae users is to buy the most computer you 
can afford for long-term va lue. Try to provide yourself and your users with enough 
elbow room in features and perfo rmance to accom modate the expansion in softwa re 
requiremen ts along with futu re hardware and storage needs. 

Plan for the Long-Term 
Software developers are developing their wa res to run on next year's Macs, not on the LC 
Ill. System software is growing at a pace equal to the arrival o f new Macs and is targeted 
at the new machines and new processors, no t those from years past. There is no way to 
avoid having to buy o r upgrade a new Mac, bu t hopefully by choosing your Mac wisely 
you can avoid having to upgrade too soon o r as frequently as those less astu te buyers. 

Mac Models and Upgrades 
Direct your attention to the table of Macin tosh specificatio ns and upgrades included in 
this chapter (see table 20.6). In it you will find a compilatio n of Apple approved upgrades 
along with possible buy-up options. In so me cases, more that one Apple upgrade may 
be possible for a specific model; in most cases, more than o ne buy-up model is avai lable 
if price is no optio n . We have, in most cases, included the nearest neighbo r above the 
model to be upgraded, as a suggestion of which :viae to look at as a possible buy-up 
option . 

Use table 20.6 to cross-check the upgrade against added features and performance and 
try to assess the cost/ performance benefi t o f do ing the complete conversion. Keep in 
mind that, in contrast to o ther upgrades, th ese will resul t in ownership of a completely 
new Macintosh. In many cases, mo re than the speed of the C PU changes. Performance 
of major subsystems like the SCSI port and video system may change as \·Veil and are 
reflected in the data in the table. 
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I 

Table 20.6 Macintosh Specifications and Upgrades 
1 

128K 512K Plus 512Ke 

General S ecs 

Date introduced )an-84 Sep-84 )an-86 Apr-86 

Date discontinued Apr-86 Apr-86 Oct-90 Aug-86 

Product Lifetime 2.25 1.58 4.75 0.33 

Overall perf. 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 
(rei. Classic) 

Effective MIPS rating 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 

Used Price 100 150 350 200 

ProcessorS ecs 

Model 68000 68000 68000 68000 

Clock speed 8 8 8 8 

Data path 8/16 8/16 8/16 8/16 
(s eed/ size) 

Coprocessor none none none none 

PMMU none none none none 

Memo S ecs 

Hard-soldered RAM 128K 512K 0 512K 

Memory cache none none none none 

Maximum RAM 128K 512K 4MB 512K 

No. SIMM sockets n/a n/a 4 n/a 

SIMM type DIP DIP 30-pin DIP 

Minimum RAM 150 150 150 150 
speed (ns) 

Video Specs 

Built-in video mono mono mono mono 

Standard VRAM 0 0 0 0 

Maximum VRAM 0 0 0 0 

VRAM sockets 0 0 0 0 

Standard color B&W B&W B&W B&W 

Maximum colors 0 0 0 0 

Maximum monitor n/a n/a n/a n/a 
size 8-bit 

Maximum monitor n/a n/a n/a n/a 
size 1 6-bit 
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SE SE/30 Classic Classic II (P200) 

General Specs 

Date introduced Mar-87 jan-89 Oct-90 Oct-91 

Date discontinued Oct-90 Oct-91 Sep-92 Sep-93 

Product Lilelime 3.59 2.75 1.92 1.92 

Overall perl. 3.2 1.8 
(rei. Classic) 

Effective MIPS rating 3.9 0.7 3.9 0.7 

Used Price 450 650 450 600 

ProcessorS ecs 

Model 68000 68030 68000 68030 

Clock speed 8 16 8 16 

Data path 8/16 16/32 8/16 16/1 6 
(speed/ size) 

Coprocessor none 68882 none opt. 

PMMU none yes none yes 

Memo S ecs 

Hard-soldered RAM 0 0 1 MB 2MB 

Memory cache 0 0 0 0 

Maximum RAM 4MB 128MB 4MB 10MB 

No. SIMM sockets 4 8 2 on bd. 2 

SIMM type 30-pin 30-pin 30-pin 30-pin 

Minimum RAM 150 120 120 100 
speed (ns) 

Video Specs 

Built-in video mono mono mono mono 

Standard VRAM 0 0 0 0 

Maximum VRAM 0 0 0 0 

VRAM sockets 0 0 0 0 

Standard color B&W B&W B&W B&W 

Maximum colors 0 0 0 0 

Maximum monitor n/ a n/a n/a n/a 
size 8-bit 

Maximum monitor n/ a n/a n/ a n/a 
size 16-bit 

(continues) 
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Table 20.6 Continued 
1 

128K 512K Plus 512Ke 

Slot &. Port S ecs 

NuBus slots 0 0 0 0 

PDS slo t 0 0 0 0 

Cache slot 0 0 0 0 

Sound port 0 0 out 0 

Video ort 

Serial 2 2 2 2 
(RS-232/-422) 

ADB 

Max SCSI 0 0 1.25 0 
transfer (MB/s) 

Networking 

Superdrive No No No No 

Power supply 0/V) 60 60 60 60 

Official Apple LBU Mac Plus Mac Plus none Mac Plus 
kit kit ki t 

Currently offered No No No No 
by A le? 

" Buy-up" or other 512 
upgrade op tions S12Ke 

Color LC II LC Ill 
Classic LC (P400,&c.) (P450) 

General Specs 

Date introduced Feb-93 Nov-90 Mar-92 Feb-93 

Date discontinued Mar-92 Mar-93 

Product Lifetime current 1.33 1.00 current 

Overall perf. 1.7 1.8 1.7 3.6 

(rei. Classic) 

Effective MIPS rating 6.3 3.9 2.6 3.9 

Used Price 700 350 500 600 

Processor S ecs 

Model 68030 68020 68030 68030 

Clock speed 16 16 16 25 

Data path 16/16 16/ 16 16/16 25/32 
(speed/ size) 

Coprocessor optional optional op tional optional 

PMMU yes none yes yes 
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SE SE/30 Classic Classic II (P200) 

Slot&. PortS ecs 

NuBus slots 0 0 0 0 

PDS slot 0 0 

Cache slot 0 0 0 0 

Sound port 0 0 0 2 

Video ort 

Serial 2 2 2 2 
(RS-232/-422) 

ADB 2 2 

Max SCSI trans- 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 
fer (MB/ s) 

Networking 

Superdrive Later mdels Yes Yes Yes 

Power supply (W) 100 75 76 100 

Official Apple LBU SE/30 none Classic none 
II LBU 

Currently offered No No Yes 
b Ap le? 

"Buy-up" or other LCIII LCI II LCIII LCIII 
upgrade options 

II llx llcx llci 

General Specs 

Date introduced Mar-87 Oct-88 Mar-89 Sep-89 

Date discontinued jan-90 Oct-90 Mar-91 Feb-93 

Product Lifetime 2.84 2.00 2.00 3.42 

Overall perf. 2.4 2.9 2.9 4.3 

(rei. Classic) 

Effective M IPS rating 2.6 3.9 3.9 6.3 

Used Price 500 650 550 800 

Processor Specs 

Model 68020 68030 68030 68030 

Clock speed 16 16 16 25 

Data path 16/32 16/32 16/32 25/32 
(s eed/ size) 

Coprocessor 68881 68882 68882 68882 

PMMU option yes yes yes 

(continues) 
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Table 20.6 Continued 

Color LC II LC Ill 
Classic LC (P400,&c.) (P450) 

Memo Specs 

Hard·soldered RAM 4MB 2MB 4MB 4MB 

Memory cache 0 0 0 0 

Maximum RAM 10MB 10MB 10MB 36MB 

No. SIMM sockets 2 2 2 

SIMM type 30-pin 30-pin 30-pin 72-pin 

Minimum RAM 100 100 100 80 
speed (ns) 

Video Specs 

Built-in video color color color color 

Standard VRAM 256K 256K 256K/51 2K 512K 

Maximum VRAM 512K 512K 512K 768K 

VRAM sockets 1 1 

Standard color 256 16 16 256 

Maximum colors 32,768 256 256 32,768 

Maximum monitor n/a 14 inch 14 inch 16 inch 
size 8-bit 

Maximum monitor n/a n/a n/a 14 inch 
size 1 6-bit 

Slot & Port S ecs 

NuBus slots 0 0 0 0 

PDS slot 

Cache slot 0 0 0 0 

Sound ort 2 2 2 

Serial 2 2 2 2 
(RS-2 32/-422) 

ADB 2 

Max SCSI trans- 1.25 1.5 1.5 1.5 
fer (MB/s) 

Networkin 

Superdrive Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Power supply (W) 100 50 50 50 

Officia l Apple LBU none LC Ill LC Il l LC475 
LBU LBU LBU 

Currently offered 
by Ap le? 

Yes Yes Yes 

"Buy-up" or other LCIII LC475 Mac llvx 
upgrade options LBU LC520 
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II llx llcx llci 

Memory Specs 

Hard-soldered RAM 0 0 0 0 

Memory cache 0 0 0 0 

Maximum RAM 68MB 128 MB 128MB 128MB 

No. SIMM sockets 8 8 8 8 

SIMM type 30-pin 30-pin 30-pin 30-pin 

Minimum RAM 120 120 120 BO 
speed (ns) 

Video Specs 

Built-in video No No No color 

Standard VRAM n/a n/a n/a 0 

Maximum VRAM n/a n/a n/a 0 

VRAM sockets 0 0 0 0 

Standard color n/a n/a n/a 256 

Maximum colors n/a n/a n/a 256 

Maximum monitor n/a n/a n/a 14 inch 
size 8-bit 

Maximum monitor n/a n/a n/a n/ a 
size 16-bit 

Slot &. Port Specs 

NuBus slots 6 6 3 3 

PDS slot 0 0 0 

Cache slot 0 0 0 

Sound port 

Video port 

Serial (RS-232/ 2 2 2 2 
-422) 

ADB 2 2 2 2 

Max SCSI trans- 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 
fer (MB/s) 

Networking 

Superdrive option Yes Yes Yes 

Power supply (W) 230 230 230 90 

Official Apple LBU Mac llfx Mac llfx llci, Q 700 
Q700 

Currently offered No No No No 
b A le? 

"Buy-up" or other Q605/ Q610/ Q605/ Q610/Q650/ 
upgrade options Q61 0 Q650/Q800 Q610 Q800 

(continues) 
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Table 20.6 Continued 

llvx Clr 
lis I LC520 (P600) Classic II 

General S ecs 

Date introduced Oct-90 ]un-93 Oct-92 Oct-93 

Date discontinued Mar-93 Oct-93 

Product Lifetime 2.42 current 1.00 current 

Overall perf. 2.9 3.7 4 4.6 
(rei. Classic) 

Effective MIPS 5 6.3 7 8.3 
ratin 

Used Price 600 1650 875 700 

Processor Specs 

Model 68030 68030 68030 68030 

Clock speed 20 25 32 33 

Data path 20/32 25/32 16/32 33/ 32 
(s eed/size) 

Coprocessor option option 68882(opt) option 

PMMU yes yes yes yes 

Memory S ecs 

Hard-soldered RAM 1 4 4 4 

Memory cache 0 0 32k 0 

Maximum RAM 65MB 36MB 68MB 36MB 

No. SIMM sockets 4 4 unknown 

SIMM type 30-pin 30-pin 30-pin unknown 

Minimum RAM 80 80 80 unknown 
speed (ns) 

Videos ecs 

Built-in video color color color unknown 

Standard VRAM 0 0 512K(OK) 512K 

Maximum VRAM 0 256K 1MB 1MB 

VRAM sockets 0 2 1 

Standard color 256 256 256 256 

Maximum colors 256 32,768 32,768 32,768 

Maximum monitor 14 inch 14 inch 14 inch n/a 
size 8-bit 

Maximum monitor n/a n/a 14 inch n/a 
size 1 6-bit 
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LC550 P460 P466 P467 

General Specs 

Date introduced Feb-94 Sep-93 Sep-93 Sep-93 

Date discontinued 

Product Lifetime current 

Overall perf. 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 
(rei. Classic) 

Effective M IPS 
rating 8.3 8.3 8.3 8.3 

Used Price 1075 1200 1200 

Processor Specs 

Model 68030 68030 68030 68030 

Clock speed 33 33 33 33 

Data path 33/32 33/ 32 33/ 32 33/ 32 
(s eed/ size) 

Coprocessor option option option option 

PMMU yes yes yes yes 

Memory Specs 

Hard-soldered RAM 4 4 4 4 

Memory cache 0 0 0 0 

Maximum RAM 36MB 36MB 36MB 36MB 

No. SIMM sockets 1 

SIMM type 72-pin 72-pin 72-pin 72-pin 

Minimum RAM BO 80 80 BO 
s eed (ns) 

Video Specs 

Built-in video color color color color 

Standard VRAM 512K 512K 512K 512K 

Maximum VRAM 768K 1MB 1MB 1 MB 

VRAM sockets 1 1 

Standard color 256 256 256 256 

Maximum colors 32,768 32,768 32,768 32,768 

Maximum monitor 14inch 14 inch 14 inch 14 inch 
size 8-bit 

Maximum monitor 14 inch 14 inch 14 inch 14 inch 
size 16-bit 

(continues) 
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Table 20.6 Continued I 
I 

llvx Clr 
lis I LC520 (P600) Classic II 

Slot & PortS ecs 

NuBus slots 0 0 3 0 

PDS slot 0 

Cilche slot 0 0 0 

Sound port 1 2 2 

Video port built-in 
14 inch 

Serial 2 2 2 2 
(RS-232/-422) 

ADB 2 2 2 2 

Max SCSI trans- 1.25 1.5 1.5 1.25 
fer (MB/s) 

Networkin LT 

Superdrive Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Power supply (W) 90 60 112 100 

Official Apple LBU none 7100/66 none 

Currently offered Yes 
by Ap le? 

" Buy up" or other Q605/ Q610 Mac llvx Q650 
upgrade options 

P550 P560 C610 C650 

General S ecs 

Date introduced Oct-93 Feb-93 Feb-93 

Date discontinued Oct-93 Oct-93 

Product Lifetime 0.66 0.66 

Overall perf. 4.6 7.7 10.6 
(rei. Classic) 

Effective MIPS 
ratin 8.3 17.6 22 

Used Price 1725 875 1200 

ProcessorS ecs 

Model 68030 68040 68040 

Clock speed 33 20 25 

Data path 33/32 20/32 25/32 
(s eed/ size) 

Coprocessor option none yes 

PMMU yes yes yes 
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LC550 P460 P466 P467 

Slot & PortS ecs 

NuBus slots 0 0 0 0 

PDS slot 1 1 1 

Cache slot 0 0 0 0 

Sound port 2 2 2 2 

Video port 

Serial 2 2 2 2 
(RS-232/-422) 

ADB 

Max SCSI trans-
fer (MB/s) 

Networking LT 

Superdrive Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Power supply (W) 60 50 50 50 

Official Apple LBU PPC 

Currently offered TBD 
by Apple? 

" Buy-up" or other 
upgrade options 

C660AV LC475 llfx P475 

General Specs 

Date introduced Jul-93 Oct-93 Mar-90 Oct-93 

Date discontinued Oct-93 Apr-92 

Product Lifetime 0.25 current 2.09 

Overall perf. 10.6 10.6 6.8 10.6 
(rei. Classic) 

Effective MIPS 
ratin 22 22 10 22 

Used Price 1475 1350 11 00 1450 

Processor Specs 

Model 68040 68040 68030 68040 

Clock speed 25 25 40 25 

Data path 25/ 32 25/ 32 40/ 32 25/ 32 
(speed/ size) 

Coprocessor yes none 68882 none 

PMMU yes yes yes yes 

(continues) 
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Table 20.6 Continued 
I 

PSSO P560 C610 (650 

Memo S ecs 

Hard-soldered RAM 4 4 8 

Memory cache 0 8K 8K 

Maximum RAM 36 MB 68MB 136MB 

No. SIMM sockets 1 2 4 

SIMM type 72-pin 72-pin 72-pin 

Minimum RAM 80 80 80 
speed (ns) 

VideoS ecs 

Built-in video color color color 

Standard VRAM 512K 512K 512K 

Maximum VRAM 768K 1MB 1 MB 

VRAM sockets 1 2 2 

Standard color 256 256 256 

Maximum colors 32,768 32,768 32,768 

Maximum monitor 14 inch 21 inch 21 inch 
size B-bit 

Maximum monitor 14 inch 16 inch 16 inch 
size 16-bit 

Slot & PortS ecs 

NuBus slots 0 opt. 0 3 

PDS slot 1 1 1 

Cache slot 0 0 0 

Sound 

1 

Serial 2 2 2 2 
(RS-232/-422) 

ADB 2 2 2 2 

Max SCSI trans- 5 5 
fer (MB/s) 

Networking 

Superdrive Yes Yes Yes 

Power supply (W) 60 86 112 

Official Apple LBU 6100/60 7100/66 
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C660AV LC475 llfx P475 

Memory Specs 

Hard-soldered RAM 4 4 0 4 

Memory cache 8K 8K 32K 8K 

Maximum RAM 68 36 128 36 

No. SIMM sockets 2 8 

SIMM type 72-pin 72-pin 64-pin 72-pin 

Minimum RAM 80 80 80 80 
s eed (ns) 

Video Specs 

Built-in video color color No color 

Standard VRAM 1MB S12K n/a 512K 

Maximum VRAM 1MB 1MB n/a 1 MB 

VRAM sockets 0 2 0 2 

Standard color 256 256 n/a 256 

Maximum colors 32,768 32,768 n/a 32,768 

Maximum monitor 21 inch 21 inch n/a 14 inch 
size 8-bit 

Maximum monitor 16inch 16 inch n/a 14 inch 
size 16-bit 

Slot &: Port Specs 

NuBus slots 1 opt. 0 6 0 

PDS slot 1 1 1 

Cache slot 0 0 0 0 

Sound port 2 2 0 2 

Video port 2 1 0 0 

Serial 2 2 2 2 
(RS-232/-422) 

ADB 2 1 2 

Max SCSI trans- 5 5 3 
fer (MB/ s) 

Networking LT &: EN LT LT 

Superdrive Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Power supply 0N) 86 30 230 30 

Official Apple LBU 6100/60AV none 

(continues) 
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Table 20.6 Continued ' 

PSSO P560 C610 C650 

Currently offered Yes Yes 
by Ap le? 

" Buy-up" or other PPC Upgr PPC Upgr 
upgrade options Card Card 

C660AV LBU Q660AV 
Q650 QSOO 

P476 LC575 Q700 Q605 

General S ecs 

Date introduced Oct-93 Feb-94 Oct-91 Oct-93 

Date discontinued Mar-93 

Product Lifetime current 1.42 current 

Overall perf. 10.6 20 10 10 
(rei. Classic) 

Effective MIPS 
rating 22 29 22 22 

Used Price 1525 1350 725 

Processor Specs 

Model 68040 68040 68040 68040 

Clock speed 25 33 25 25 

Data path 25/32 33/32 25/32 25/32 
(speed/ size) 

Coprocessor none none yes none 

PMMU yes yes yes yes 

M emo S ecs 

Hard-soldered RAM 4 4 4 4 

Memory cache 8K 8K 8K 8K 

Maximum RAM 36 36 64 36 

No. SIMM sockets 4 

SIMM type 72-pin 72-pin 30-pin 72-pin 

Minimum RAM 80 80 80 80 
s eed (ns) 

Video Specs 

Built-in video color color color color 

Standard VRAM 512K 512K 51 2K 512K 

Maximum VRAM 1 MB 1MB 2MB 1MB 

VRAM sockets 2 2 6 2 
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C660AV LC475 llfx P475 

Currently offered Yes 
b Apple? 

"Buy-up" or other 6100/ 60 Q610 
upgrade options Q800 

Q840AV 

Q610 Q610 DOS Q900 Q650 

General Specs 

Date introduced Oct-93 Oct-93 Oct-91 Oct-93 

Date discontinued May-92 

Product Lifetime current current 0.58 current 

Overall perf. 10 10 10 10 
(rei. Classic) 

Effective MIPS 
rating 22 22 22 22 

Used Price 1100 1400 2300 1750 

Processor Specs 

Model 68040 68040 68040 68040 

Clock speed 25 25 25 33 

Data path 25/32 25/32 25/32 33/ 32 
(s eed/ size) 

Coprocessor option none yes yes 

PMMU yes yes yes yes 

Memory S ecs 

Hard-soldered RAM 4 4 0 4 

Memory cache 8K 8K 8K 8K 

Maximum RAM 68 68 256 136 

No. SIMM sockets 2 2 16 4 

SIMM type 72-pin 72-pin 30-pin 72-pin 

Minimum RAM 80 80 80 80 
s eed (ns) 

VideoS ecs 

Built-in video color color color color 

Standard VRAM 512K 512K 1MB 512K 

Maximum VRAM 1MB 1MB 2MB 1MB 

VRAM sockets 2 2 4 2 

(continues) 
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Table 20.6 Continued ' 

P476 LC575 Q700 Q605 

Standard color 256 256 256 256 

Maximum colors 32,768 32,768 16.7 32,768 
million 

Maximum monitor 14 inch 14inch 21 inch 21 inch 
size 8-bit 

Maximum monitor 14 inch 14 inch n/a 16 inch 
size 16-bit 

Slot & Port S ecs 

Nu8us slots 0 0 2 0 

PDS slot 1 1 1 

Cache slot 0 0 0 0 

Sound ort 2 2 2 

Video port 0 0 

Serial 2 2 2 2 
(RS-232/-422) 

ADS 2 2 2 

Max SCSI trans- 5 5 
fer (MB/s) 

Networking LT LT LT & EN LT 

Superdrive Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Power supply (W) 30 60 130 30 

Officia l Apple LBU PPC Upgr Card none 

Currently offered Yes 
b A le? 

"Buy-up" or other Q610 
upgrade options 

Q660AV Q950 Q800 Q840AV 

General S ecs 

Date introduced Oct-93 Oct-91 Feb-93 )ul-93 

Date discon tinued M ay-92 

Product Lifetime current 0.58 current current 

Overall perf. 10 10 13.5 16.5 
(rei. Classic) 

Effective MIPS 
ratin 22 22 29 35 

Used Price 1600 3000 1850 2400 
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Q610 Q610 DOS Q900 Q650 

Standard color 256 256 256 256 

Maximum colors 32,768 32,768 16.7 32,768 
million 

Maximum monitor 21 inch 21 inch 21 inch 21 inch 
size 8-bit 

Maximum monitor 16 inch 16 inch n/a 16 inch 
size 16-bit 

Slot & Port Specs 

NuBus slots 0 0 5 3 

PDS slot 1 1 1 

Cache slot 0 0 0 0 

Sound port 2 

Video port 

Serial 2 2 2 2 
(RS-232/-422) 

ADB 2 2 1 2 

Max SCSI trans- 5 5 5 5 
fer (M B/s) 

Networking LT &. EN LT &. EN LT &. EN LT &. EN 

Superdrive Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Power supply (W) 86 210 303 112 

Official Apple LBU PPC PPC Upgr Card 7100/66 

Currently offered Yes Yes Yes 
b Apple? 

"Buy-up" or other Q950 LBU PPC Upgr 
upgrade options Q660AV LBU Card Q660AV, Q800 

Q660AV LBU Q840AV 
486 DOS card 

6100/60 60AV 7100/ 66 7100/ 66AV 

General S ecs 

Date introduced Apr-94 Apr-94 Apr-94 Apr-94 

Date discontinued 

Product Lifetime current current current current 

Overall perf. 22.5 22.5 
(rei. Classic) 

Effective M IPS 48 48 
rating 

Used Price 

(continues) 
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Table 20.6 Continued I 
Q660AV Q950 Q800 Q840AV 

Processor Specs 

Model 68040 68040 68040 68040 

Clock speed 25 33 33 40 

Data path 25/32 33/ 32 33/32 40/ 32 
(speed/ size) 

Coprocessor yes yes yes yes 

PMMU yes yes yes yes 

Memo Specs 

Hard-soldered RAM 4 0 8 8 

Memory cache 8K 8K 8K 8K 

Maximum RAM 68 256 136 128 

No. SIMM sockets 2 16 4 4 

SIMM type 72-pin 30-pin 72-pin 72-pin 

Minimum RAM 70 80 70 70 
speed (ns) 

VideoS ecs 

Built-in video color color color color 

Standard VRAM 1 MB 1 MB 512K 1MB 

Maximum VRAM 1MB 2MB 1 MB 2MB 

VRAM sockets 0 4 2 4 

Standard color 256 256 256 256 

Maximum colors 32,768 16.7 32,768 16.7 
million million 

Maximum monitor 16 inch 21 inch 21 inch 21 inch 
size 8-bit 

Maximum monitor n/a 19 inch 16 inch 19 inch 
size 16-bit 

Slot & PortS ecs 

NuBus slots 1 w/adapt. 5 3 3 

PDS slot 1 0 

Cache slot 0 0 0 0 

Sound ort 2 

2 

Serial 2 2 2 2 
(RS-232/-422) 

ADB 2 2 2 
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6100/60 60AV 7100/ 66 7100/66AV 

Processor Specs 

Model PPC 601 PPC 601 PPC 601 PPC 601 

Clock speed 60 60 66 66 

Data path 30/64 30/64 33/64 33/64 
(speed/ size) 

Coprocessor none none none none 

PMMU none none none none 

Memory Specs 

Hard-soldered RAM 8 8 8 8 

Memory cache L2, 256K opt. 32K opt. 32K opt. 32K 
opt 

Maximum RAM 72 72 136 136 

No. SIMM sockets 2 2 4 4 

SIMM type 72-pin 72-pin 72-pin 72-pin 

Minimum RAM 80 80 80 80 
s eed (ns) 

Video Specs 

Built-in video color color color 

Standard VRAM 640K DRAM 640K DRAM 640K DRAM 

Maximum VRAM n/a n/a 2 M8 

VRAM sockets n/a n/a 

Standard color 32,768 256 

Maximum colors 32,768 32,768 

Maximum monitor 16 inch 16 inch 
size 8-bit 

Maximum monitor 14 inch 14 inch 
size 16-bit 

Slot & Port Specs 

NuBus slots 1 W/0 PDS 0 3 3 

PDS slot 1 w/o NuBus 0 

Cache slot 1 1 

Sound port 2 2 

Video port 

Serial 2 & Geo 2 & Geo 2 & Geo 2 & Geo 
(RS-232/-422) 

ADB 

(continues) 
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Table 20.6 Continued ' 

Q660AV Q950 Q800 Q840AV 

Max SCSI trans- 5 5 5 5 
fer (MB/s) 

Networking LT & EN LT & EN 

Superdrive Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Power supply f.YV) 86 303 200 200 

Official Apple LBU 6100/ PPC Upgr 8100/80 8100/80AV 
60AV Card 

System Offered Yes Yes Yes Yes 
b Apple? 

" Buy-up" or other 6100/60 PPC Upgr 
upgrade options Q800, Card Q840AV 

Q840AV LBU Q950 

8100/80 8100/80AV 

General Specs 

Date introduced Apr-94 Apr-94 

Date discontinued 

Product Lifetime current current 

Overall perf. 28.4 
(rei. Classic) 

Effective M IPS rating 60 

Used Price 

Processor Specs 

Model PPC 601 PPC 601 

Clock speed 80 80 

Data path 40/64 40/64 
(s eed/ size) 

Coprocessor none none 

PMMU none none 

Memory Specs 

Hard-soldered RAM 8 8 

Memory cache 32K 32K 

Maximum RAM 264 264 

No. SIMM sockets 8 8 

SIMM type 72-pin 72-pin 

Minimum RAM 80 80 
s eed (ns) 



Max SCSI trans
fer (MB/s) 

Networking 

Superdrive 

Power supply (W) 

Official Apple LBU 

Currently offered 
by Apple? 

"Buy-up" or other 
upgrade options 

Video Specs 

Built -in video 

Standard VRAM 

Maximum VRAM 

VRAM sockets 

Standard color 

Maximum colors 

Maximum monitor 
size 8-bit 

Maximum monitor 
size 16-bit 

Slot & Port Specs 

NuBus slots 

PDS slot 

Cache slot 

Sound port 

Video port 

Serial 
(RS-232/ -422) 

ADB 

Max SCSI trans
fer (MB/s) 

Networking 

Superdrive 

Power supply (W) 

6100/60 

LT & EN 

Yes 

210 

8100/80 

color• 

640K DRAM 

4MB 

32,768 

32,768 

16 inch 

14inch 

3 

2 

2 & Geo 

LT & EN 

Yes 

454 
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60AV 7100/66 7100/66AV 

LT & EN LT & EN LT & EN 

Yes Yes Yes 

210 325 325 

8100/80AV 

color• 

640K DRAM 

4MB 

32,768 

32,768 

16 inch 

14 inch 

3 

2 

2 & Geo 

LT & EN 

Yes 

454 

(continues) 
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I 

Table 20.6 Continued 

8100/80 8100/80AV 

Official Apple LBU 

Currently offered 

b Ap le? 

" Buy-up" or other 

upgrade options 



Chapter 21 

Measuring Performance 
by Jack McShea 

Very often in the ownership and maintenance of a Macintosh system, it becomes neces
sary to measure its perfo rmance. Reasons for wanting to know how fast the Mac runs 
range from troubleshooting a problem system for slowdowns to compiling system docu
mentation and assessing the effects of add-ins and modifications on th e system. 

To that end, th is chapter includes a collection of tools that can be employed in the as
sessment of the performance of Macintosh systems. Some o f the tools arc designed to 
specifically exercise the Macintosh and its subsystems in an exact way. Other programs 
mentioned here m igh t be designed witll o ther purposes in mi nd, but are usefu l in assess
ing the speed at which a Mac o r one o f its systems is runn ing. In any case, the reader 
should keep an eye out fo r a measurement too l and methodology that sui ts his needs. 

After insta ll ing a new hard drive, for instance, it might be useful to measure how fast the 
hard drive is and see how it affects the overall performance of the system. 

Another case where measuring perfo rmance is useful is in investiga ting reported slow
downs of users' systems in the field. By using one of the programs described here, the 
interested Mac user can ascertain whether the slowdown is real o r imaginary, and at
tempt to track down the source of the problem. 

Furthermore, by including system benchmarks in documentation fi les on Macs being 
serviced or maintained, som e record of the performance life t ime of the system is on 
hand for future comparisons a nd no tes. 

Probably the most popular use of benchmark data among personal users and buyers of 
computers is to assess how fast a perspect ive upgrade or new Mac is compared to another 
model. All o f the Macintosh bench mark programs allow direct comparison of two or 
more m odels simultaneously so that comparisons can be d rawn between models. Collec
tions of benchmark data (both for new Macs and accelerated un its) are commonly found 
in the public domain on information services like Genie, CompuServe, and America 
On line. 
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The following sections outline some of the currently popular tools for measuring and 
comparing the performance of Macintosh systems. At the end of this chapter, the need 
to construct an individual mission-specific suite of benchmark tests is addressed. 

Software Tools 
The followi ng sections describe several progra ms useful in measuring the performance of 
Macintosh systems and subsystems. Differences in methodology and tests are outlined 
along with a general resume of fea tures and results. Where necessary, sources of the pro
grams are provided for readers interested in obtaining copies for their own use. 

Speedometer 
Speedometer 4.0 by Scott Berfield is the latest re lease of the first (if not the first) 
shareware benchmarking programs for Macintosh co mputers. It is generally regarded as a 
classic in Macintosh shareware and an essential part of every power user's utility collec
tion and documentation tool kit. Version 4.0 has been recompiled for the Power 
Macintoshes and sports several new features over version 3.23. 

The benchmark tests included in Speedometer are a collection of standard tests designed 
to assess the Mac's performance and record it for later reference and comparison. Some 
of the tests are designed to be executed as stand-alones that attempt to completely exer
cise and validate a system or subsystem. Others are intended to be run in conjunction 
with other tests. 

Many of the tests in Speedometer are variations of three commonly used computer 
benchmarks: Whetstones, Dhrystones, and the Sieve of Eratosthenes. The remainder of 
the tests are variations on the tests used in a collection of benchmarks called the 
Stanford Mix. The reader is reminded that the resul ts obtained from Speedometer arc 
only va lid when compa red against other results obtained from Speedometer. The au tho r 
of the program warn: that because of modifications necessary to run the tests in the 
Speedometer environment, the tests are not exactly the same as the standard versions. 

Results of the tests in Speedometer are presented in two ways. The first column-labeled 
ABS.-refers to the time in seconds that the tes t took the Mac to complete. In the cases 
of KWhetstones and Dhrystones, the results are the ac tual number of KWhetstones o r 
Dhrystones per second the machine can execute. 

The second column- labeled RAT-presents a ratio of the performance of the system 
under test versus that from a "standard '' Quadra 605. A Quadra 605 should score 1.0 on 
all tests. Previous versions of Speedometer used the Classic as the reference Macintosh 
and data was normalized to it for compa rison. The higher the number, the better for the 
Mac being tested. Th e average presented is a true mean and is taken as an indication of 
the overall perfo rmance of the system. 

ror quick assessments of the speed of a Macintosh system, the Performance Rating test 
is usually sufficient (see fig. 21.1). ror most practical purposes, the four basic tests of 
processor speed, hard disk, video, and math are all that is required to assess general 
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performance of the Macintosh. In cases where industry-standard tests are required, the 
fu ll test suite includes those as well in the program. 

The full-blown suite can be used to exhaustively test and document the performance of a 
Macintosh and is recommended as a documentary tool fo r anyone wishing to obtain and 
record such information . A summary of the tests is given below. 

Fig. 21 .1 

CPU: 

Graphics: 

6.336 

6.855 

Old PR: 7.035 

Di sk 

Math 

7.693 

9.053 

New PR: 6 .948 

The main screen in Speedometer 4.0 displays the overall assessment of the Macintosh under test. 

Whetstones. The Whetstones test is designed to test the calculation abilities of the com
puter. It is a floating poin t test wi th a special emphasis on the use of transcendental 
functions. Un li ke most of the o ther benchmarks in Speedometer, the results o f this test 
arc not measured in seconds, but in iterations per second. The number of KWhets/sec is 
the main result o f the test . The number of seconds the test took is provided pri marily as 
interesting da ta, as the ratio of the raw performance and time is p rovided as an index 
used to compare results between machines. 

Dhrystones. The Dhrystones test is designed to exercise almost every other part o f the 
system that the Whetstone test does no t address. Its principle focus is on the man ipula
tions of strings of data as a way of testing the speed with which the com puter can access 
and move memory. Like the Whetstones test, the actual results o f this test are presented 
as the number of iterations per second . The author of Speedometer points out th at ac
cord ing to some in the com puter science commun ity, "the Dhrystones test does nothing, 
but it does it very well." 

The Towers of Hanoi. This test solves the fa mous Towers of Hanoi puzzle for a stack of 
14 disks. Its main purpose is to serve as a simple index of raw CPU power. 

Quicksort. This employs a standard QSort algorithm applied to a random array of 5,000 
elements. Its main purpose is to serve as a simple index of raw CPU power. 
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Bubble Sort. This test sorts a random array of 5,000 elements using the standard bubble 
sort technique. This measure of raw CPU power is also a painfully slow way to sort any
thing. 

The Queens Problem. This test exercises the classic Eight Queens Problem 250 times. Its 
main purpose is to serve as a simple index of raw CPU muscle. 

Puzzle. The Puzzle test is derived from the Stanford Mix (a sui te of benchmark tests from 
Stanford University) and has been rewritten for the Mac. In this version, it also uses dy
namically allocated memory. The test is computationally complex, u til izing matrix ma
nipulations and integer multiplication s. The perfo rmance of this test is a good index of 
the CPU's raw speed. 

Permutations. This recursive test is adopted from the Stanford Mix. It calculates a 
10 x 10 matrix in all possible permutations. The performance of this test is a good index 
of the CPU's raw speed. 

Fast Fourier Analysis. This is a real-world test. Fast Fourier Analysis is a recursive calcu
lation that uses a lo t of floating point math in the calculation. It is heavy in addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, and the use of some transcendental functions, but not as 
much as the Whetstones test. 

Floating Point Matrix Multiply. This test perfo rms matrix multiplication of two 40 x 
40 floating point matrixes. Generally used as a tes t of floating point math , it is also an 
index of general CPU performance. 

Integer Matrix Multiply. Th is test perfo rms matrix multiplication of two 40 x 40 inte
ger matrices. It is a test of integer math and general CPU performance. 

The Sieve of Eratosthenes. This test is a standard classical benchmark in which a 
simple repetitive algorithm is used to find all pri me numbers up to 8,190. It is an index 
of the CPU power and its integer math capabili ty. 

Color QulckDraw Tests. The Color QuickDraw Tests are available to machines that 
possess Color QuickDraw in ROM. The same test can be run in each of four basic graph
ics modes-1-bit (monochrome), 2-bi t (four colors), 4-bit (16 colors), and 8-bit (256 col
ors). When selected to run, the Color test module presents a dialog box from which 
test(s) to run are selected . On ly those modes supported by an available video card are 
available, and the current mode will be preselected. This may cause strange effects on the 
desktop and any o ther active programs. If altered for the test, the screen will be set back 
to normal when the test is completed. 

Each test draws a series of em pty and filled geometric shapes. Copies of those shapes are 
moved around the wi ndow and then scrolled out of the way. 

When the tests are com plete, the resul ts will be d isplayed in two columns. The first col
umn-ABS.-is the amount of time (in seconds) to complete the test. The second col
umn- RAT.-is a ratio of the time taken to com plete the tes t versus the time a Mac II 
took with an Apple 8-bi t card to do the same. The higher the RAT. number, the better. 
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Performance Rating Tests. The Performance Rating Tests a re intended to generate a 
value for the perfo rmance of a machine that approximates its real-world behavior. The 
fo ur tests a re run in sequence with ind ividual results displayed. The value determined for 
each tested subsystem is a ratio of the performance of the machine under test to that of a 
Macintosh Class ic. A Classic sho uld score approx imately 1.0 on all fo ur tests. When all 
the tests are complete, a weighted result is generated as the PR (Performa nce Rating) for 
the system under test. The higher the PR, the bette r. 

The CPU Test. The C PU test is a calisthenics workout for basic operations of the proces
sor. The test is written in assembl y language so that behavior at the processor level is 
known. The first part of the test is a Bubble Sort of a 1,024 element array. The array is 
then copied and manipula ted in several ways usi ng various additio ns, subtractio ns, 
ANDs, and ORs. 

The Graphics Test. The Graphics test is similar to the monochrome tes t of the Color 
QuickDraw tests module. The difference here is that the scrolling is done in larger steps. 
The tes t draws a series of empty and filled shapes and copies those shapes around the 
window. It then scrolls the whole image out o f the window. If a color machine is used, 
the screen will be temporari ly set to monochrome d uring this test and will be reset after
wards. 

The Disk Test. The Disk test is desig ned to spo t potential performance problems with 
hard disks. The test crea tes a one megabyte fi le o n disk and proceeds to read and write to 
it in various-sized b locks. All disk access is do ne thro ugh the File Manager and is thus 
similar to that performed by normal applicatio ns. 

This test is good at pointing out fragm entation problems (due to the large size of the test 
fil e). If the fil e has to be crea ted across several discontinuo us parts of the disk, the perfor
mance will be slow. If surprisingly bad results a re o btained from this test, a disk 
optimizer progra m such as Speed Disk, MacTools, or Public Utilities is recommended. 

The Math Test. The Math test exercises both fl oating point and integer math calcula
tions. The breakdown of the exercise is roughly 75 percent integer and 25 percent 
floating point o peratio ns in the test. The floating point operations do not include any 
transcendental functions in this test. 

The Old Performance Rating. The values from each of the four tests are combined 
usi ng the formula below to give a Performance Rating (PR) for a Macintosh under evalua
tion. The PR represen ts a ratio of the performance between the machine under tes t and a 
plain vanilla Macintosh Classic. The formula for the PR is as follows: 

PR = (0.4xCPU) + (0.3xGraphics) + (0.2xDisk) + (O.lxMath) 

That is, CPU perfo rmance is 40 percen t of the overa ll perfo rmance (PR), g raphics is 30 
percent, disk speed is 20 percent, and math performance is 10 percent. If the tester dis
agrees with this formula , o r if it does not represent the reality of the work the Mac is put 
to, the values for each test a re displayed and saved alo ng with the average so that special 
calcula tions of perfo rman ce can be undertaken by the user. O ne strong feature of this 
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program is that all test resul ts can be exported to a text file for import in to a spreadsheet 
o r database. 

The New Performance Rating . As of Version 3.22, there is a New PR calculated (the 
previous PR is called the Old PR) using a formula designed to correct for a mathematical 
calcula tion problem in the formula. The fo rmula used for t he Old PR tends to bias the 
results toward wh ichever value is h ighest. This may present an inaccurate assessment of 
machine performance (PR). If an accelerated Classic has a mill ion times faster math pro
cessor than a standard C lassic, the PR should not be 10000.9! If only 10 percen t of the 
machine's capability is accelerated, then using the formula for the Old PR gives incorrect 
results. 

As a result, the New PR is calculated as follows: 

PR = 1/ (0.4/CPU + 0.3/GRAf + 0.2/DISK + 0.1/MATH) 

Both values are ca lculated and displayed in the PR window, however. The Preferences 
dialog allows the user to choose which value to use for the Analysis Graphs. See 
figure 21.2. 

System Information. In addi t ion to being an excellent source of performance informa
tion, Speedometer can also display the system information o n a Macintosh under inves
tigation . The System Info rmation Window d isplays a variety of inform ation about any 
Mac m nning System 6.05 o r later. The four system areas investigated are hardware infor
mation, graphics information, version information, and miscellaneous information. 

There are four sect ions to the System Information display, each of which can be accessed 
by clicking the appropria te icon (see fig. 21.3}. One piece of info rmation is the sa me on 
each screen: the User Name. 

The first (and defaul t) icon is the Hardware icon . The in formation presen ted in addition 
to the User Name is the fo llowing: 

Computer 

CPU 

FPU 

MMU Typc 

Physical RAM 

Logical RAM 

ROM Version 

ROM Size 

The model of the computer on which the test is 
being run. 

The processor in use. 

The Floa ting Point Uni t type, if one is present. 

The Memory Management Un it type, if one is 
present. 

How much RAM is installed. 

How m uch RAM is accessible (may include 
Virtual Memory). 

The version number of the ROMs. 

The size of the ROMs in kilobytes. 
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Fig. 21.2 
Results of Speedometer test of all systems are displayed in bar-graph fo rmat. 

0 System Information 

User Name: 

Computer: 
CPU: 
FPU: 
MMU Type: 
Physical RAM: 
Logical RAM: 
ROM Uersion: 

PowerBook 160 
MC68030 
No FPU 
MC68030 MMU 
10240K 
10231K 
$067[ 

60 

6 
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ROM Size: 1024K ~ 

Fig. 21 .3 
The System Informa tion Window in Speedometer can be used to determine the inner hardware and 
software features of a Macintosh. 
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The second icon is the Graphics icon. When it is selected, the informa tion presen ted in 
addition to the User Name is the fo llowing: 

QuickDraw Version 

Color Depth 

Screen Size 

Horizontal Resolut ion 

Vertical Resolution 

The version of QuickDraw in use. 

The bit depth o f the active display. 

The size in pixels of the active d isplay. 

The Dots Per Inch of the screen ho rizontally. 

The Do ts Per Inch of the screen vertically. 

The third icon is the Version icon . When it is selected, the information presented in 
addition to the User Name is the following: 

System Version 

Finder Version 

MultiFinder Versio n 

AppleTalk Version 

LaserWriter Version 

Laser Prep Version 

ImageWriter Version 

The version of the System software in use. 

The version of the Finder in use. 

Version of Multi Finder running (if not System 7). 

The vers ion of AppleTalk installed. 

LaserWriter driver version employed. 

LaserWriter prep file in use. 

The version of the lmageWriter d river installed. 

All version info rmation is drawn from in the System Folder, with the exception of 
AppleTalk. The presence of the vers ion in th is window does no t necessari ly indicate that 
the file in question is installed or in use. 

The Miscellaneous icon presents information about some o f the System Ma nagers: 

• Addressing Mode 

• Presence of the Alias Manager 

• Presence of Apple Events 

• Communications Toolbox Version 

• Script Manager Version 

• Time Manager Version 

• Text Edit Version 
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Analysis Reference. The system comparison capabilities of Speedometer are the most 
usefu l and powerful parts of the program. The Ana lysis Window allows you to graph i
e<llly compare the performance of a system with performan ces of o ther systems . In addi
tion, the user can compare the performances of other Macs to each other. Th is can be 
especially usefu l if the user is thinking about buying a new Macintosh or accelerator and 
wants to know how well it will perform. Registered users of Speedometer receive a Ma
chine Record Fi le that contains performance ratings for most of Apple's Macintoshes. 

Speedometer 4.0 is a finely crafted sharewa re program. A registered copy n eeds to be in 
every power users' and MlS worker's toolkit. Shareware impli es that if you like it and use 
it, you have an obligation to pay fo r it. The registration fee is $40, and includes docu
mentation, upgrades, general support (that is no t made ava ilable for nonregistered users), 
and the satisfaction that you are contributing to the furth er growth of a Macintosh clas
sic and the noble tradition of sharewa re. Site licenses are available from the author. 

Speedometer can be obtained from major bulletin board systems like CompuServe, Ge
nie, America Online, and Appl eLink or a local users' group. Send registration and mail 
orders along with $30 to: 

Scott Berfield 
26043 Gushue Street 
Hayward, CA 94544 

An update to version 4.0 from 3.23 is available now to accommodate the new Power 
Macintosh line. The new benchmark-reference Macintosh, replacing the Classic, is the 
Quadra 605. 
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Table 21.1 Speedometer Benchmark Results 

Computer KWhet Dhry Towers QSort 

512Ke 1.006 0.823 0.814 0.834 

Centris 610 31.49 16.29 14.86 13.55 

Centris 650 191 .1 20.39 18.91 17.17 

Classic 1 0.998 

Classic II 6.528 2.542 2.381 3.479 

Color Classic 6.693 2.691 2.496 3.678 

Fatboy 48.44 5.947 5.621 7.054 

II 6.989 3.227 2.915 3.479 

llci 38.95 5.598 4.763 5.597 

I lex 8.49 4.132 3.875 4.153 

llfx 64.72 8.697 7.8 8.728 

I lsi 6.649 5.055 . 4.588 5.255 

llvx 46.18 6.708 5.672 6.866 

llx 8.552 4.132 3.851 4.256 

LC 4.823 2.384 2.363 3.433 

LC II 6.596 2.698 2.496 3.301 

LC Ill 11.86 6.348 6 6.518 

LC PowerCache 33 45.41 6.01 3 5.114 7.253 

LC Transwarp 50/50 39.14 5.468 4.489 7.152 

LC Transwarp 33/33 30.55 4.294 3.649 5.421 

Performa 200 6.507 2.538 2.39 3.238 

Performa 400 6.601 2.679 2.567 3.366 

Performa 405 6.623 2.618 2.381 3.576 

Performa 450 11 .81 6.037 5.831 6.776 

Performa 450 w/fpu 48.35 5.978 5.621 6.959 

Performa 460 13.93 7.583 7.011 9.196 

Perform a 4 7 5 (2nd fastest) 38.77 19.61 18.91 17.17 

Perform a 4 76 (fastest) 39.14 19.61 18.91 1 7.1 7 
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Bubble Queens Puzz. Perm. 

0.866 0.834 0.86 0.81 

14.46 14 .77 17.43 15.91 

18 18.32 21 .72 20.25 

1.001 1.002 

4.602 4.32 4.537 3.57 

4.602 4.361 4.6 3.652 

8.265 7.269 8.892 7.187 

4.09 3.881 3.581 3.276 

7.431 6.273 8.439 4.603 

4.85 4.924 5.076 4.603 

9.418 8 .98 7.934 7.63 

6.044 6.026 6.37 5.355 

8.1 7. 156 8.493 5.355 

4.821 4.924 5.257 4.603 

3.97 3.634 3.6 3.043 

4.628 4.32 4.649 3.664 

7.788 7.762 8.229 7.05 

10 7.508 11 .62 4.622 

11 .1 6.735 22.84 3.868 

7.714 5.204 16.36 3.191 

4.602 4.32 4.732 3.47 

4.655 4.403 4.698 3.581 

4.909 3.914 4.649 3.514 

8 .181 7.269 8.603 7.095 

8.265 7.269 8 .833 7.006 

10.8 9.346 11 .32 8.635 

18.41 19.08 22.08 21 .02 

18.41 19.08 22.08 21.02 
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Table 21.1 Continued 
I 

Computer FFT FPMM MM Sieve 

512Ke 1.022 1.021 0.859 0.822 

Centris 610 22.15 21.34 18.82 16.54 

Centris 650 127.6 120.1 23.53 20.1 

Classic 1.001 0.989 1.001 

Classic II 4.454 4.287 3.885 4.804 

Color Classic 4.462 4.377 3.885 4.829 

Fatboy 25.98 27.49 8.822 11.06 

II 4.618 4.707 3.619 4.649 

llci 19.9 19.25 7.7 7.628 

llcx 5.428 5.483 4.628 5.417 

llfx 35.47 33 .79 8.223 10.5 

llsi 4.377 4.745 5.36 6.796 

llvx 25.14 23 .85 6.776 8.056 

llx 5.471 5.497 4.628 5.386 

LC 3.29 1 3.291 3.635 4.743 

LC II 4.507 4.37 1 3.832 4.804 

LC Ill 8.44 7.759 6.776 8.534 

LC PowerCache 33 21.95 25.44 10.33 10.56 

LC Transwarp 50/50 16.17 16.46 15.13 8.652 

LC Transwarp 33/33 12.82 13.24 10.33 6.723 

Performa 200 4.488 4.256 3.903 4.817 

Performa 400 4.512 4.333 3.903 4.829 

Performa 405 4.385 4.574 4.953 6.821 

Performa 450 7.837 8.338 8.731 11.06 

Performa 450 w/fpu 26.03 26.59 8.642 11.06 

Performa 460 9.215 9.74 11 .45 14.6 

Performa 475 (2nd fastest) 26.38 27.72 24.2 23.36 

Performa 476 (fastest) 26.5 27.96 24.2 23.66 
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BMAve PRGraf PRCPU PRDisk 

0.881 0.928 0.879 0 

18.14 15.99 13.01 2.526 

51.44 20.71 16.32 3.875 

0.999 0.998 1 1.255 

4. 11 6 3.565 3.958 1.831 

4. 194 4.339 4.023 1.908 

14.34 7.049 6.865 2.278 

4.086 4.47 3.392 1.588 

11.34 9.516 6.455 1.96 

5.088 5.559 4.229 1.473 

17.66 7.333 7.688 1.813 

5.552 6.206 5.389 1.178 

13.2 8.042 7.032 2.184 

5.11 5 5.091 4.209 2.094 

3.518 4.316 3.559 1.005 

4. 155 4.373 4.013 1.887 

7.755 7.821 6.892 2.022 

13.82 7.227 9.057 1.749 

11.97 7.214 9.558 1.635 

9.169 6.028 6.811 1.573 

4.105 3.425 4.023 1.885 

4.177 4.501 4.032 1.906 

4.41 4.265 4.004 2.235 

8.131 7.471 6.865 2.362 

14.22 6.987 6.865 2.261 

10.24 9.317 8.917 1.978 

23.06 17.01 16.02 2.603 

23.15 18.85 16.17 3.707 
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Table 21 .1 Continued 

Computer PRMath Old PR NewPR FPUFFT 

512Ke 0.997 0.73 0 0 

Centris 610 25.53 13.06 7.541 0 

Centris 650 102.1 23.73 10.92 10.73 

Classic 0.999 1.05 1.042 0 

Classic II 5.459 3.565 3.197 0 

Color Classic 5.652 3.858 3.436 0 

Fatboy 24.93 7.809 5.191 2.09 

II 5.715 3.587 3.044 1.006 

llci 19.75 7.804 4.985 2.3 

llcx 6.697 4.324 3.342 1.45 

llfx 34.32 9.07 4.852 3.285 

llsi 5.561 4.809 3.223 0 

llvx 25.15 8.177 5.27 2.728 

llx 6.686 4.298 3.782 1.45 

LC 4.155 3.335 2.469 0 

LC II 5.509 3.846 3.42 0 

LC Ill 10.12 6.52 4.874 0 

LC PowerCache 33 21.8 8.321 4.888 3.037 

LC Transwarp 50/50 19.56 8.27 4.743 3.354 

LC Transwarp 33/33 15.46 6.394 4.131 2.333 

Performa 200 5.426 3.556 3.21 0 

Performa 400 5.578 3.902 3.464 0 

Performa 405 5.643 3.892 3.604 0 

Performa 450 10.16 6.476 5.183 0 

Performa 450 w/fpu 24.93 7.787 5.164 2.09 

Performa 460 12.17 7.974 5.365 0 

Performa 4 7 5 (2nd fas test) 31.62 15.19 8.157 0 

Performa 476 (fastest) 31 .76 16.04 10.23 0 
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FPUMM FPUKWhet FPUAve Mono 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 3.89 

10.75 5.6 9.027 5.056 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0.841 

0 0 0 1.1 35 

2.128 1.953 2.057 1.887 

0.938 1.05 0.998 1.208 

2.15 1.75 2.066 2.515 

1.319 1.333 1.367 1.39 

2.828 3 3.038 2.013 

0 0 0 1.629 

2.388 2.21 2.442 2.1 69 

1.323 1.354 1.376 1.389 

0 0 0 1.128 

0 0 0 1.131 

0 0 0 2.013 

2.885 2.153 2.692 1.905 

3.495 2.21 3.128 1.914 

2.429 1.68 2.228 1.583 

0 0 0 0.825 

0 0 0 1.149 

0 0 0 1.1 2 

0 0 0 1.97 

2.097 2 2.062 1.988 

0 0 0 2.299 

0 0 0 4.358 

0 0 0 4.615 
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Table 21 .1 Continued 

Computer 2-blt 4-blt 8 -bit Color Ave 

512Ke 0 0 0 0 

Centris 610 4.173 4.318 4.421 4.2 

Centris 650 5.384 5.554 5.641 5.409 

Classic 0 0 0 0 

Classic II 0 0 0 0.841 

Color Classic 1.223 1.281 1.272 1.228 

Fatboy 1.985 2.13 2.178 2.045 

II 1.261 1.291 1.235 1.249 

llci 2.67 2.744 2.3 11 2.56 

llcx 1.421 0 0 1.406 

llfx 1.934 1.711 1.371 1.757 

llsi 1.777 1.884 1.211 1.625 

llvx 2.268 2.303 2.188 2.232 

llx 1.425 1.416 1.33 1.39 

LC 1.217 1.299 1.329 1.243 

LC II 1.205 1.263 1.26 1.215 

LC Il l 2.153 2.29 2.316 2.193 

LC PowerCache 33 1.83 1.658 1.391 1.696 

LC Transwarp 50/50 1.896 1.768 1.527 1.802 

LC Transwarp 33/33 1.589 1.543 1.387 1.547 

Performa 200 0 0 0 0.825 

Performa 400 1.225 1.282 1.276 1.233 

Performa 405 1.199 1.258 0 1.192 

Performa 450 2.146 2.284 2.307 2.177 

Performa 450 w/fpu 2.109 2.248 2.283 2.157 

Performa 460 2.452 2.608 2.606 2.491 

Performa 4 7 5 (2nd fastest) 4.889 5.083 5.248 4.894 

Performa 476 (fastest) 5.228 5.412 5.539 5.199 
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Table 21.2 More Speedometer Benchmark Results 

Computer KWhet Dhry Towers QSort 

Performa 550 13.3 7.602 7.172 9.196 

Performa 600 9.501 4.324 3.781 5.255 

Performa 600CD 9.361 4.16 3.627 5.852 

Performa 600CD w/fpu 38.77 4.33 3.759 5.988 

Plus 1 .004 0.815 0.806 0.826 

Portable 2.001 2.01 1 1.956 2.011 

PowerBook 1 00 2.06 2.39 2.354 2.351 

PowerBook 140 6.303 4.009 3.804 4.023 

PowerBook 145 8.847 5.765 5.333 5.988 

PowerBook 160 10.51 5.798 5.379 6.13 

PowerBook 165c 57.48 7.894 7.255 8.583 

PowerBook 1 70 43.03 5.82 5.333 5.988 

PowerBook 180 58.71 7.894 7.172 8.583 

PowerBook Duo 210 11.54 6.232 5.831 6.358 

PowerBook Duo 230 13.56 8.435 7.898 8.306 

Quadra 605 37.36 19.61 18.35 16.61 

Quadra 610 195.7 19.74 18.91 17.17 

Quadra 650 256.8 26.54 24.96 23.41 

Quadra 660AV 200.5 19.86 18.91 17.76 

Quadra 700 155 .1 20.26 18.91 17.17 

Quadra 800 256.8 27.01 24.96 22.39 

Quadra 840AV 304 .4 33.47 29.71 27.11 

Quadra 840AV (fastest) 316.1 31.74 29.71 28.61 

Quadra 900 155.1 20.39 18.91 17.17 

Quadra 950 195.7 27.01 24.96 23.41 

SE 0.996 0.998 0.996 1 

SE/30 8.579 4.144 3.9 4.364 

SE/30 - 50MHz 71.47 11 .8 8.666 10.96 

TV 8.885 4.094 3.67 6.204 
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Table 21 .2 Continued 
1 

Computer Bubble Queens Puzz. Perm. 

Performa 550 10.8 9.16 11 .32 8.703 

Performa 600 7.941 7.156 8.229 5.181 

Performa 600CD 8.35 6.273 9.265 5.279 

Performa 600CD w/fpu 7.941 7.046 7.934 5.181 

Plus 0.858 0.825 0.849 0.802 

Portable 2.098 1.991 2.073 1.978 

PowerBook 1 00 2.462 2.373 2.44 2.395 

PowerBook 140 4.709 4.77 5.096 4.528 

PowerBook 145 7.431 7.387 8.03 6.591 

PowerBook 1 60 7.431 7.387 8.079 6.552 

PowerBook 1 65c 9.878 9.956 10.69 8.841 

PowerBook 1 70 7.431 7.387 8.03 6.63 

PowerBook 1 80 10 9.744 10.35 8.912 

PowerBook Duo 21 0 7.641 7.633 8.229 6.71 

PowerBook Duo 230 10.25 10.41 11.04 8.983 

Quadra 605 18 18.32 44.17 20.25 

Quadra 610 18.41 19.08 22.46 21.02 

Quadra 650 24.55 25.44 29.44 27.85 

Quadra 660AV 18.41 19.08 22.84 21.02 

Quadra 700 18 18.32 21.37 19.89 

Quad ra 800 24.55 24.11 28.8 26.52 

Quadra 840AV 30 30.53 34.87 32.76 

Quadra 840AV (fastest) 30 30.53 36.81 33.76 

Quadra 900 18 18.32 21.72 19.89 

Quadra 950 23.82 24.11 28.8 27.17 

SE 0.998 0.97 0.965 0.991 

SE/30 5.159 4.626 5.135 4.74 

SE/30 - 50MHz 15.58 11 .74 16.56 7.9 

TV 8.35 6.361 8.548 5.279 
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FFT FPMM MM Sieve 

8.614 9.253 11.45 14.72 

6.614 5.865 6.669 7.987 

6.07 6.372 9.206 13.35 

20.71 19.08 6.722 7.919 

1.021 1.018 0.853 0.814 

2. 157 2.155 2.016 2.035 

2.256 2.25 2.314 2.436 

4.486 4.142 4.578 5.264 

6.472 5.908 6.942 8.161 

7.511 6.857 7.058 8.197 

31 .23 30.89 9.206 10.87 

22.98 21.92 7 8.161 

31.48 30.17 9.516 10.99 

8.256 7.499 6.83 8.612 

10.29 9.214 9.107 11.47 

27.43 26.05 23.53 19.88 

123.6 127.2 24.2 23.66 

165.4 166.3 30.25 30.64 

123.6 129.7 24 .91 24.59 

126.2 11 5.8 22 .29 18.69 

170.2 158.2 31.37 27.09 

206 190.8 38.5 36.65 

199 209.3 38.5 35.26 

127.6 11 5.8 22.29 19.07 

170.2 154.5 31.37 25.26 

0.997 1.002 0.988 0.997 

5.546 5.675 5.572 6.947 

31.99 26.16 17.65 22.25 

5.639 6.213 9.307 13.35 
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Table 21.2 Continued 

Computer BMAve PRGraf PRCPU PRDisk 

Performa 550 10.11 9.317 8.917 2.355 

Performa 600 6.542 6.552 7.004 2.068 

Performa 600CD 7.264 6.395 7.004 2.052 

Performa 600CD w/fpu 11.28 6.499 6.865 2.057 

Plus 0.874 0.913 0.873 0.655 

Portable 2.04 1.841 2.125 1.122 

PowerBook 1 00 2.34 1.737 2.551 1.41 4 

PowerBook 1 40 4.643 3.914 4.109 1.544 

PowerBook 1 45 6.904 5.13 6.431 1.952 

PowerBook 1 60 7.241 6.446 6.431 1.837 

PowerBook 1 65c 16.9 1.588 8.65 1.801 

PowerBook 1 70 12.48 5.238 6.455 1.792 

PowerBook 1 80 16.96 8.468 8.693 2.581 

PowerBook Duo 210 7.615 6.717 6.837 1.811 

PowerBook Duo 230 9.914 8.577 9.153 1 .71 

Quadra 605 22.11 19.59 16.02 2.206 

Quadra 610 52.59 18.68 16.17 3.243 

Quadra 650 69.3 14.22 21.63 3.552 

Quadra 660AV 53.43 16.86 16.32 4.093 

Quadra 700 47.67 12.22 16.02 1.99 

Quadra 800 68.5 17.45 21.36 3.827 

Quadra 840AV 82.9 22.46 25.44 3.56 

Quadra 840AV (fastest) 84.94 27.76 26.21 4.653 

Quadra 900 47.86 18.85 16.02 2.009 

Quadra 950 63.02 16.79 21.36 1.967 

SE 0.991 0.987 0.991 0.531 

SE/30 5.365 3.799 4.24 1.813 

SE/30 - 50MHz 21.06 12.15 13.73 2.105 

1V 7.158 6.446 7.004 2.43 
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PRMath OldPR NewPR FPUFFT 

11.61 7.993 5.862 0 

8.599 6.04 1 4.735 0 

8.303 5.961 4.683 0 

21.54 7.261 4.848 2.267 

0.993 0.854 0.838 0 

1.944 1.821 1.722 0 

1.996 2.024 1.919 0 

5.463 3.673 3.108 0 

8.006 5.302 4.244 0 

9.09 5.783 4.375 0 

30.06 7.303 2.861 2.875 

22.05 6.71 7 4.249 2.205 

30.01 9.535 6. 163 2.875 

9.908 6. 103 4.471 0 

12.39 7.815 4.909 0 

31.51 15.88 7.456 0 

101.5 22.87 9.666 10.73 

136.2 27.25 10.35 13.42 

102.2 22.63 10.85 10.73 

101.1 20.58 6.624 10.73 

135.9 28.13 11 .25 14.64 

154.7 33.09 11 .64 16.1 

164.2 36.16 14.36 16.1 

101.5 22.62 7.071 10.06 

135.9 27.56 7.196 14.64 

0.995 0.898 0.844 0 

6.883 3.887 3.354 1.463 

24.72 12.03 6.542 4.6 

7.811 6.002 5.031 0 
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Table 21.2 Continued 

Computer FPUMM FPUKWhet FPUAve Mono 

Performa 550 0 0 0 2.34 

Performa 600 0 0 0 1.676 

Performa 600CD 0 0 0 1.654 

Performa 600CD w/fpu 2.193 2.048 2.1 7 1.674 

Plus 0 0 0 0 

Portable 0 0 0 0 

PowerBook 1 00 0 0 0 0 

PowerBook 140 0 0 0 0.962 

PowerBook 145 0 0 0 1.269 

PowerBook 160 0 0 0 1.679 

PowerBook 165c 2.687 2.625 2.729 0.446 

PowerBook 1 70 2.018 2 2.0 74 1.278 

PowerBook 180 2.687 2.625 2.729 2.167 

PowerBook Duo 21 0 0 0 0 1.385 

PowerBook Duo 230 0 0 0 2.16 

Quadra 605 0 0 0 4.844 

Quadra 610 11 .03 5.6 9.1 19 4.457 

Quadra 650 13.87 7.636 11 .64 4.941 

Quadra 660AV 11.32 5.25 9.099 5.109 

Quadra 700 11 .03 5.6 9.11 9 3.445 

Quadra 800 14.33 7.636 12.2 4.572 

Quadra 840AV 17.92 9.333 14.45 6.818 

Quadra 840AV (fastest) 17.92 8.726 14.25 8.053 

Quadra 900 11 .03 5.6 8.896 4.604 

Quadra 950 14.33 7.636 12.2 4.32 

SE 0 0 0 0 

SE/30 1.323 1.333 1.373 0.94 

SE/30 - 50MHz 4.3 3.652 4. 184 3.368 

lV 0 0 0 1.694 
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2-bit 4-blt 8-bit Color Ave 

2.491 2.636 2.705 2.543 

1.807 1.885 1.86 1.807 

1.8 1.876 1.865 1.799 

1.794 1 .883 1.865 1.804 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0.962 

0 0 0 1.269 

1.749 1.745 0 1.724 

0.587 0.764 1.004 0.7 

0 0 0 1.278 

2.204 2.129 0 2.166 

1.854 1.831 0 1.69 

2.253 2.167 0 2.193 

5.17 5.339 5.459 5.27 

4.961 5.168 5.314 4.975 

5.136 5.51 4.886 5.11 8 

5.59 5.599 5.875 5.543 

0 2.94 2.422 2.935 

0 3.683 2.992 3.749 

8.436 7.76 8.124 7.785 

8.406 8.223 8.105 8.197 

4.759 4.733 4.54 4.659 

0 3.452 2.776 3.516 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0.94 

3. 3 3.067 2.636 3.093 

1.896 2.072 2.188 1.963 
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MacBench 
MacBench by Ziff-Davis Publishing Company is Ziff-Oavis' current offering in bench
mark software designed especially fo r the \ ifacintosh. 

MacBench provides the user with four basic tests that measure the performance of 
Macintosh systems: disk, processor, video, and floating point calculations. The disk and 
video tests yield info rmation o n the two Macin tosh subsystems, while processor and 
floating point exercise hvo basic aspects of the computer's calculation processing system. 
The processor test assesses the workings of RAM and central processor together, and the 
test score is taken to reflect this combination. The floating point tests provide an index 
of how well the Macintosh handles floating poi nt calculations. 

Like its predecessor, Speedometer, MacBench ca n be used to evaluate the improvement 
system changes and upgrades have on the performance of a Macintosh o r its subsystems. 
One common applicatio n is to compare results before and after modificati on. Addition
ally, MacBench can be used to compare Macintoshes. 

MacBench attempts to provide real-world results from its tests by mimicking the way 
no rmal users employ their Macs. Although MacBench does not run the actual applica
tions common in most offices, it does exercise Macs in ways that are identical to the 
ac tual operation perfo rmed in these applications. The au th o rs of MacBench have profiled 
several popular Macintosh applications in order to reproduce the most common routines 
used in these programs fo r inclusion in MacBench. Some of the applications profiled in 
this way are Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Word, and Claris FileMaker Pro. 

Subsystem Tests. Each subsystem tested by MacBench invo lves testing several related 
components. 

Three basic test groups co nstitute MacBench's test modules: the disk tests, the processor 
tests, and the video subsystem tests. The core tests performed in these sui tes are a disk 
mix, processor test, fpu test, and video mix tests. Each score received on a test is related 
to the results obtained fro m an LC Il l. The user can also customize tests or record special 
test suites that can be used fo r specifi c purposes. The fo llowing is a brief summary of the 
tests found in MacBench . 

The Processor Subsystem. The processor subsystem test exercises the CPU, RAM, 
RAM cache (if present), and any accelerators in the system. 

The processor test measures the Mac's fundam ental p rocessing power in conjunction 
with its use of RAM. The test is designed to mimic several common tasks that common 
applications use in o rdinary day-to-day operations. Cen tral to the test is a search and sort 
of data read to memory and some in teger math calculations. There are also fl oating po int 
calcu lations using the bu ilt-in floating point routines. 

One important application of this test is to veri fy how effectively a particular model of 
Macintosh uses its CPU in con junction with its RAM. In cases like the 1vlac llsi and Mac 
!lei that use system RAM instead of VRAM, lower scores are expected. Fast processors that 
handle RAM and cache memory will score highest on this test. 
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Resu lt s 

~ 
t1.acS.nehn.1 1 . I 0 so 100 

lo.lolo.lo .l.. . lo.l.o l ,o lo.l.ol. o.l 
Disk Mix scor~ I PowerBook 16 0 C\w'r t nl &js-ttm --

d 10/ 81 
LC Ill 10.000 100.0 

S~stom 7.1 Seq Re~d 1K ki1oby tes I sec I Current System --
CD Run b£J!l 174.208 100.0 

. I Main Tests · I Seq Rud OK kilobyt es / sec I CurrMl S~:~ stff'n --
QpE'n Rtsults. .. LC Ill 573 870 100.0 = - Seq Rood 16 K k:i loby t es I sec I I::J Currtnl Sy s tem --

LC Ill 623.274 100.0 

[I] l>ottinqs ... 
Seq ReJ~d 32k lci loby tes /sec I Currtnt Sysl tm ---

LC Il l 658 627 1000 

t!tlp ... . Seq R .. d 128K ld loby tes / sec I 

CD Curr•nl s~,·~·~ --
J onn """' '"-' 

Fig. 21.4 
The main screen of MacBench 1.1 offers a variety of options for tests that can be tailored to the user. 

The Floating Point Subsystem. The floating point system will also be tested either as 
Apple's built-in FPU emulation software or as the actual hardware FPU run ning in the 
main processor system. 

Floating point calculatio ns in the fo rm of mult iplies, divides, adds, subtracts, and square 
roots are performed here. A hardware FPU is not needed to perform these tests. If no 
hardwa re FPU is found by MacBench, a software version is used. The user can select the 
software version of the test in the Sel tings selection if des ired. 

The Video Subsystem. The video system is tested as the video controller (bui lt-in or 
card) in conjunction with any accelerato rs and a moni tor. 

Keep in mind that the main CPU and RAM inevitably affect the perfo rman ces of all sub
systems in the Macintosh . All subsystems occasionally ta lk to the CPU, and move data to 
and from the system RAM. Video will be affected in the same way. 

The video tes t executes commo n QuickDraw commands and operations found in the 
profi led appl ications. The video mix yields an overall score fo r the Mac's video sub
system and is composed of nine separate tests. As expected, these tests t ransfer screen 
data to and from the monito r, move it around, scroll, and draw common geometric 
shapes. In the same fash ion used fo r o ther tests, the ob jects drawn and the way they are 
d rawn are based on the profiles of the ma jor applications considered in the construction 
of MacBench . The resul ts of the tests are calculated as a weighted harmonic mean of the 
individual results. If the test is run separately, MacBench displays the resul ts as "opera
tions per second'' and no weighting is applied to the results. 

MacBench provides the user with the option of running all the tests in one session, a set 
of selected tes ts o r su ite of tests, a si ngle subsystem test (like the video test), or an indi
vidual test. 
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The authors of the program remind the user that MacBench tests basic subsystems in the 
Macintosh, not actual app lications o r applicatio n code. Changi ng or upgrad ing a 
Macintosh system a lmost never results in the exact performance increase (due to the 
upgrade) being transferred to actual application performance gain. That is, accelerating 
video performance by 50 percent does not result in a SO percent gain in performance in 
applications currently in use on the syst·em. Keep in mind th at: most applications do 
more than display graphics. Thus the performance extracted from an upgrade relates 
directly to the amount of time the applications spend doing things that til..: upgrade 
improves. The effect on so rting a large number of records wi ll be largely unchanged if 
video performa nce is enha nced. If the performance of a sorting operation is inadequate, 
another kind of upgrade is required. 

The Disk Subsystem. Because the hard disk system in a Macintosh is more than a disk 
drive, the authors of MacBench have elected to test the disk controller (whether on the 
motherboard or SCSI card) along with the disk cache and any associated hardware. 

The disk mix is used to provide an index o f the overa ll performance of the hard drive 
system. The d isk mix measures the typical d isk usage found in the profiled applications. 
Essentially, the disk miJ< acts as a large disk-in tensive application that exercises disk ac
tivities. The test employs the Macintosh system File Manager to simulate a real-world 
appl ication. One applicat ion of thi s test recommended by its developers is to assess the 
proper setting for the disk cache in a system. Overall it is a measure of how well a 
Macintosh handles d isk transact ions. 

The individual disk tests read and write blocks of data from a test fi le in a sequential 
process. The sizes of data blocks used in the tests are 1, 8, 16, 32, and 128K. 

System Information Button. MacBench also p rovides basic system data to the tester. 
Using the System Information button on the main screen, MacBench will d isplay infor
mation on the Macintosh model, processor type, FPU, ROM version, addressing mode 
selected, RAM, virtual memory, MMU, system software, and extensions loaded. In addi
tion to this the user can obtain information on video cards, SCSI volumes, and selected 
test settings. If the user elects to publish benchmark data obtained by MacBench, the 
licensing agreement stipula tes that the above info rmation is mandatory in the test file. 

The requirements for run ning MacBench are: 

• Macintosh Plus or greate r 

• System software 7.0 or la ter 

• 4MB RAM 

• Minimum 8MB free hard d rive space; 32MB is optimal 

MacBench will use a hardware FPU if one is available. If no FPU is avai lable, MacBench 
will use a software version of the test to comple te the tests. 
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Specifying Settings for Tests. Test se tt ings are selectable for various individ ual tests via 
the Sett ings bu t ton o r the Settings menu item under the Tests m enu. Settings cannot be 
altered fo r preset (saved) test suites. The selections are as follows: 

• The user ca n specify which hard d rive is used for the hard disk test 

• The user can specify whether the hardware FPU or software versio n is to be used in 
the rru tes ts 

• Specific video cards can be selected for the video tests if more than one is p resent 

MacBench Result s W indow. The MacBench resu lts window presents the following 
info rmation to the user: 

• The name of the tests run 

• The score the Macintosh received on the test. If more than o ne resu lts file is open, 
MacBench disp lays each resu lt file. 

By default MacBench will no rma lize a ll the results to that obta ined fro m an LC Il l. The 
user ca n renormalize a ll the resu lts to any Macintosh fo r which there is data, includ ing 
the one under test. 

Processor 
Curr•nt Syst em 

LC Il l 
IICI 

PB 180 
!Ju~ 
Ouadra 800 
Ouadra 61 0 

Float ing P oint 
Cur"rent Sl,lstem 

LC Il l 
ltci 

PB 180 
!;luadr a 650 
Ouadra 800 
Quadra 6 10 

Vide-o Mix 
Current Syste-m 

LC Ill 
I lei 

PB lBO 

Fig. 2 1.5 

s core-

10 .000 
8.300 

13 .006 
41 700 
42 .8 14 
31 549 

score-

10 000 
129.626 
176.904 
406.552 
4 10 .668 
307.444 

scort!' 

10000 
9 342 
7 388 

23 183 

1 2.5\'0 
" "'"''·431 .9\'0 
!·.-· ............ .,_ ........ ) 43.5% ' 

1'-r; " ....... "''" •'" ''"i 100.0% 
10 1.0% 

.... '44M 75.6CJO 

Macintosh benchmark resul ts gathered using MacBench l . l. Courtesy of Ziff-Davis Benchmark 
O pernt ions. 

The final results obtained fro m the tests are displayed in an a ttrac tive bar-graph display 
window that compares the benchmark's results with the system designated as the 100 
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percent-system. By default MacBench chooses the LC Ill as the 100 percent-system. All 
results are calculated a nd d isplayed as a percentage of the results on fi le for the 100-
percent system. 

The actual score obtained for the Macintosh under test is d isplayed in the second 
column. Note that units for individual tests are differenl than those for "mix" tests. 
Individual disk tests are reported in kilobytes per second, arcs tests are reported as 
arcs-per-second, and so o n. The h igher the numbers, the better. 

Comparing Results to Other Macintoshes. To determine how a particular Macintosh 
compares to another, open a published or saved record fil e from within MacBench and 
display the resu lts. Zi ff-Davis publications li ke MacUser will be publishing reviews of 
Macintosh systems with their MacBench resul ts. 

According to the MacBench license agreemen t, users who wish to publish benchmark 
records of systems must d isclose certain information on the system (s) in the data file. 

According to Ziff-Davis th is data should meet or exceed the following example: 

Achieved a Processor score of 39.3 on the MacBench 1.1 test using an Apple 
Macintosh Quadra 950 \"l ith 32K external RAM cache, WXY Corp. 33-MHz 68040 
XYZ CPU accelerato r, 8MB of RAM, and 80MB hard d isk, Apple Macintosh 21-
inch Color Display using on-board video with 1 MB of VRAM and running at 1152 
x 870 pixels with 256 colors, System 7.1 with JZK System 7.1 disk cache, and with 
the disk compression utility ABC version 1.0 enabled. 

As a general rule the user is expected to provide the following: 

• Identify the exact system unit name, amount of secondary RAM cache, if any, CPU 
accelerator processor speed and type, if any, amount of RAM, hard disk size, and 
size of hardware hard disk cache, if any, of the computer used for the test (e.g. , 
Apple Macintosh Ilci wi th 32K external RAM cache, WXY Corp. 33 MHz 68040 
XYZ CPU accelerato r, 8MB of RAM, and 80MB hard disk or Apple PowerMac-
6100 with 60 MHz PowerPC-601 CPU, 8MB of RAM, and 250 MB hard disk). 

• Identify the exact d isplay name, video card name (or on-board video, if applicable), 
amou nt and type of video RAM, display resolution, and color depth, (e.g., Apple 
Macin tosh 21-inch Color Display using on-boa rd video with 1 MB of VRAM and 
running at 1152 x 870 pixels with 256 colo rs). 

• Identify the operating system version (e.g., System 7.1), size and type of software 
d isk cache, if any (e.g., 32K System 7. 1 disk cache), and any other special condi
tions used to achieve the result (e.g., disk compression utili ty ABC version 1.1 
enabled). 

Please consult the license agreement included with the copy of MacBench for details 
concerning the specific data required for published benchmarks. 
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Getting Copies of Other ZDBOp Benchmarks. Mac Bench is provided free o f charge on 
3 1/2-inch disks. To obtain a copy, send your name, address, phone number, and the 
names of the benchmarks req uired to Ziff-Davis at the address below. Normally bench
marks will a rrive via U.S. mai l in fo ur to six weeks. 

Contacting ZDBOp. If you have comments or questions about MacBench, p lease con
tac t the Ziff-Davis Benchmark Operation (ZDBOp). 

• You can fax your questions and comments directly to MacBench Technical Support 
at the ZD I30p benchmark FAX number (919-380-2879). 

• You can ma il your q uestio ns and comments to ZDI30p at the following address: 

Ziff-Davis Benchmark Operation 
Attn.: MacBench Technical Support 
One Copley Parkway, Suite 510 
Morrisville, NC 27560 

• If you have a modem and communications software, you can use ZiffNet, a Ziff
Davis o n-line service. The ZiffNet forum is a way for you to communicate your 
technica l questions and commen ts to Ziff-Davis. (Yo u can access ZiffNet usi ng 
CompuServe. Com puServe is ava ilable for a fee.) 

MacBench is avai lable o n Zi(fNe t/Mac in both the MacUser Forum and the MacWEEK 
Fo rum as a self-extracting a rchive called MACBEN.SEA. To get a free copy of MacBench, 
just download the fi le MACBEN.SEA fro m one of these forums: 

If you a re using the MacUser r:o rum, type GO MACUSER and download 
YIACBEN.SEA from Library section 3 - MacUser Utilities. 

If you are using the MacWEEK Forum, type GO MACW EEK and do wnload 
MACBEN.SEA from Library section 6- Benchmarking. 

Note 

You can get to the forums if you are a member of CompuServe by typing GO ZMAC at any ! 
prompt and then by typing either GO MACUSER or GO MACWEEK. 
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Table 21.3 MacBench Results for SE, Classic, LC II, and LC Ill. 
Courtesy of Ziff-Davis Benchmark Operations. 

SE Classic LC II 

Disk 
Disk Mix 2.51 7.55 7.66 

Seq Read 1 K 44.57 156.72 167.07 

Seq Read 8K 122.86 330.18 327.46 

Seq Read 16K 138.25 507.94 506.22 

Seq Read 32K 151.09 647.65 645.46 

Seq Read 128K 158.01 748.06 775.39 

Random Read 1 K 11 .54 29.32 29.31 

Random Read 8K 61.94 198.33 198.55 

Random Read 16K 89.75 318.94 316.21 

Random Read 32K 115.49 441.3 442.75 

Random Read 128K 148.6 650.92 684.41 

Seq Write 1 K 46.12 56.45 56.52 

Seq Write 8K 140.26 330.38 329.11 

Seq Write 16K 143.78 440.02 442.33 

Seq Write 32K 149.76 4 79.93 479.56 

Seq Write 128K 153.17 523.96 521.73 

Random Write 1 K 11 .39 30.68 30.96 

Random Write 8K 64.31 206.98 206.13 

Random Write 16K 90.44 315.05 317.82 

Random Write 32K 114.18 391.82 390.4 

Random Write 128K 144.25 496.87 493.22 

Processor 
Processor 0.75 3.77 3.99 

Floating Point 0.58 4.56 4.73 

VIdeo 
Video Mix 1.06 5.77 4.69 

Scroll 8.06 49.93 14.2 

CopyBits Small 122.58 461.27 467.44 

CopyBits Large 9.05 77.65 33.61 

Lines 143 708.24 770.15 

Rectangles 60.07 224.55 1 21.07 

Round Rectangles 31.28 110.12 104.56 

Ovals 13.74 49.32 48.11 

Arcs 15.99 67.95 69.23 

Pictures 0.13 0.74 0.91 

LC Ill 

10 

174.21 

573.87 

623.27 

658.63 

893.1 5 

36.81 

235.71 

384.38 

553.98 

839.53 

55.56 

321.11 

487.22 

649.8 

876.6 

35.89 

230.94 

375.04 

540.73 

827.89 

10 

10 

10 

29.16 

1052.63 

91.18 

1549.69 

254.91 

208.69 

98.65 

134.16 

1 .97 



Table 21 .4 MacBench Results for II, llci, llsi, and llvx. 
Courtesy of Ziff-Davls Benchmark Operations. 

II llcl llsl 

Disk 
Disk Mix 6.53 10.66 9.39 

Seq Read 1 K 55.07 223.63 175.14 

Seq Read 8K 267.21 330.04 328.66 

Seq Read 16K 350.25 753.67 576.29 

Seq Read 32K 432.15 885.02 732.84 

Seq Read 128K 470.55 1027.05 952.72 

Random Read 1 K 27.44 32.25 29.98 

Random Read 8K 162.1 3 222.72 209.19 

Random Read 16K 243.58 354.65 331.42 

Random Read 32K 332.01 525.28 504.98 

Random Read 128K 426.91 853.81 830.21 

Seq Write 1K 54.84 56.41 56.54 

Seq Write 8K 277.61 329.83 328.44 

Seq Write 16K 354.85 503.49 500.1 1 

Seq Write 32K 398.45 678.79 664.79 

Seq Write 128K 420.74 934.44 847.86 

Random Write 1 K 27.14 31.72 30.78 

Random Write 8K 169 .22 223.76 206.61 

Random Write 16K 266.53 368.26 342.27 

Random Write 32K 345.77 540.76 517.19 

Random Write 128K 406.06 863.42 838.28 

Processor 
Processor 5.45 8.3 3.52 

Floating Point 68.39 129.63 3.67 

VIdeo 
Video Mix 4.91 9.34 4.38 

Scroll 13.44 29.08 11.72 

CopyBits Small 629.71 1118.14 504.2 

CopyBits Large 37.25 73.23 40.93 

Lines 1005.73 1614.13 703.58 

Rectangles 127.28 254.57 120.11 

Round Rectangles 109.01 237.06 86.57 

Ovals 51.43 106.94 39.22 

Arcs 67.72 133.67 54.6 

Pictures 1.02 1.75 0.92 
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llvx 

10.24 

315.69 

602.66 

500.21 

684.65 

933.64 

36.48 

226.9 

368.08 

578.55 

875.2 

57.29 

328.23 

492.99 

664.58 

895.13 

38.25 

239.64 

385.32 

560.56 

838.89 

7.37 

151.01 

9.08 

26.31 

1059.93 

59.58 

1666.22 

241.29 

233.67 

110.68 

138.86 

1.82 
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Table 21 .5 MacBench Results for llfx, P200, P400, and P600. 
Courtesy of Zlff-Davis Benchmark Operations. 

llfx P200 P400 

Disk 
Disk Mix 9.17 7.54 7.69 

Seq Read 1 K 163.59 152.86 168.01 

Seq Read 8K 411 .59 328.51 331.85 

Seq Read 16K 422.8 500.66 514.75 

Seq Read 32K 541.66 647.04 654.67 

Seq Read 1 28K 685.91 746.17 760.07 

Random Read 1 K 33.35 29.44 29.78 

Random Read 8K 201.25 196.9 200.76 

Random Read 1 6K 326.75 312.1 320.16 

Random Read 32K 451 .11 450.26 448.93 

Random Read 128K 649.36 647.83 677.14 

Seq Write 1 K 55.54 56.61 56.57 

Seq Write 8K 295.89 324.19 331 .72 

Seq Write 16K 427.11 442.73 444.53 

Seq Write 32K 547.29 4 79.53 490.49 

Seq Write 128K 692.23 526.14 533.72 

Random Write 1 K 37.36 30.69 31.41 

Random Write 8K 21 7.95 204.76 209.44 

Random Write 16K 342.29 31 3.69 318.16 

Random Write 32K 471.82 389.56 403.07 

Random Write 128K 658.08 498.21 504.54 

Processor 
Processor 18.1 9 3.7 3.99 

Floating Point 240.26 4.47 4.74 

VIdeo 
Video Mix 8.03 5.66 4.7 

Scroll 14.28 48.93 14.28 

CopyBits Small 1430.95 451.06 473.18 

CopyBits Large 52.02 76.13 33.79 

Lines 2192.89 694.48 791.1 2 

Rectangles 167.08 218.82 121.96 

Round Rectangles 311 .79 111.3 107.74 

Ovals 157.81 49.61 49.32 

Arcs 250.42 66.5 69.22 

Pictures 3.21 0 .72 0.91 

P600 

10.69 

244.31 

635.73 

546.58 

784.92 

1132.78 

38.93 

245.24 

400.78 

627.48 

1002.65 

57.95 

351.54 

552.01 

775.54 

982.1 7 

40.02 

263.32 

434.87 

654.08 

1016.14 

6.34 

7.05 

7.91 

23.37 

706.43 

54.29 

1096.16 

191.32 

156.08 

72.03 

96.47 

1.64 
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Table 21 .6 MacBench Results for Q610, Q6SO, Q660AV, and Q660AV 2. 

Courtesy of Zlff-Davls Benchmark Operations. 

Q610 Q6SO Q660AV Q660AV 2 

Disk 
Disk Mix 18.42 18.25 16.05 17.49 

Seq Read 1 K 442.79 431.12 348.48 361.85 

Seq Read 8K 1644.9 1621 .94 1542.1 1544.49 

Seq Read 16K 2220.2 2096.75 1978.03 2086.47 

Seq Read 32K 2266.74 2237.64 1989.56 2166.91 

Seq Read 128K 2291.15 2273.19 1999.76 2201.26 

Random Read 1 K 48.54 48.1 48.21 47.06 

Random Read 8K 339.07 333.14 322.27 323.18 

Random Read 16K 584.89 584.35 547.12 568.06 

Random Read 32K 924.34 928.06 871.4 899.53 

Random Read 128K 1677.91 1570.1 1489.15 161 1.61 

Seq Write 1K 68 68.35 67.13 67.75 

Seq Write 8K 452.39 435.44 438.63 448.23 

Seq Write 16K 755.61 752.61 719.26 745.59 

Seq Write 32K 1090.7 1127.33 1057.48 1115.43 

Seq Write 128K 1816.81 1801.33 1633.91 1772.97 

Random Write 1 K 50.84 52.38 50.06 49.87 

Random Write 8K 355.99 357.01 344.96 345.8 

Random Write 16K 615.15 622.97 579.27 604.8 

Random Write 32K 954.78 961.84 901.11 935.8 

Random Write 128K 1702.45 1663.22 1526.9 1638.52 

Processor 
Processor 31.55 41.7 31.79 31.75 

Floating Point 307.44 406.55 307.61 308.49 

VIdeo 
Video Mix 18.47 23.18 22.14 19.06 

Scroll 45.73 57.54 81.53 51.09 

Copy8its Small 2059.45 2218.37 288.89 1933.89 

Copy8its Large 95.86 11 9.7 108.81 92.39 

Lines 4686.71 4349.71 5132.32 4416.37 

Rectangles 441.3 541.49 678.26 407.7 

Round Rectangles 694.57 838.11 729.19 626.92 

Ovals 315.79 395.12 327.31 278.65 

Arcs 478.76 590.51 465.72 420.66 

Pictures 4.35 5.62 4.43 4.37 
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Table 21.7 MacBench Results for Q700, Q800, Q840AV, and Q840AV 2. 

Courtesy of Ziff-Davis Benchmark Operations. 

Q700 Q800 Q840AV Q840AV 2 

Disk 

Disk Mix 11 .04 19.07 19.16 19.14 

Seq Read 1 K 264.89 453.49 457.97 457.7 

Seq Read 8K 323.1 1860.66 1950.01 1949.32 

Seq Read 16K 895 .35 23S7.75 2398.3 2395.32 

Seq Read 32K 930.59 2746.69 2706.76 2706.31 

Seq Read 128K 980.81 3047.05 2983.25 2982.71 

Random Read 1 K 33.13 65.99 65.9 65.16 

Random Read 8K 219.37 452.75 451.05 450.21 

Random Read 16K 349.22 790.58 773.93 783.32 

Random Read 32K 520.31 1237.46 1221.96 1221.23 

Random Read 128K 810.48 2249.85 2221.18 2215.25 

Seq Write 1K 56.37 71.26 71.07 71.06 

Seq Write 8K 324 .57 489.81 488.76 488.81 

Seq Write 16K 485.8 843.95 842.24 841.72 

Seq Write 32K 641 .38 1319.69 1318.42 1318.47 

Seq Write 1 28K 855.47 2286.35 2243.92 2292.43 

Random Write 1 K 31 .79 65.31 68.49 65.51 

Random Write 8K 222.07 45 3.8 469.83 461 .68 

Random Write 16K 359 797.04 810.93 785.73 

Random Write 32K 532.64 1258.08 1283. 11 1270.87 

Random Write 128K 798.15 2246.69 2277.53 2260.88 

Processor 

Processor 30.04 42.81 49.06 49.01 

Floating Poin t 305.28 410.67 476.45 483.42 

VIdeo 

Video Mix 23.17 24.83 30.21 24.24 

Scroll 74.78 60.46 92.98 56.31 

CopyBits Small 2386.19 2738.3 442.31 2395.01 

CopyBits Large 154.01 129.41 143.66 109.82 

Lines 4991 601 3.2 7066.86 5516.97 

Rectangles 640.78 594. 11 874.54 527.96 

Round Rectangles 775.64 923.21 1074 .83 874.66 

Ovals 358.78 420.16 496.1 406.1 

Arcs 513.83 638.28 715.33 628.41 

Pictures 4.2 5.98 6.75 6.5 
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Table 21 .8 MacBench Results for Q950, Q950 #2, 6100, and 6100AV. 

Courtesy of Ziff-Davls Benchmark Operations. 

Q950 Q950 #2 6100 6100AV 

Disk 

Disk Mix 16.62 19.33 19.44 19.74 

Seq Read 1 K 69.4 449.38 286.08 309.43 

Seq Read 8K 464.75 1958.75 1798.96 1828.57 

Seq Read 16K 776.68 2540.94 2528.98 2527.23 

Seq Read 32K 11 69.03 2849 .39 3392.13 3453.99 

Seq Read 128K 1883.65 3045.35 3468.61 3470.82 

Random Read 1 K 64. 11 66.62 56.33 56.93 

Random Read 8K 439.39 458.37 412.9 424.9 

Random Read 16K 721.13 788.15 736.29 747.31 

Random Read 32K 111 8.74 1251.55 1220.86 1216.87 

Random Read 128K 1817.67 2263.37 2353.43 2384.77 

Seq Write 1K 70.03 71.29 35.57 35.75 

Seq Write 8K 464.54 487.96 511 .14 511 .11 

Seq Write 16K 776.05 842.15 890.63 890.73 

Seq Write 32K 1167.45 1318.74 1416.08 1414.98 

Seq Write 128K 1879. 11 2295.32 2537.6 2541.73 

Random Write 1 K 64.34 64.65 36.07 36.6 

Random Write 8K 439.44 456.74 390.73 402.87 

Random Write 1 6K 718.16 782.65 707 723.55 

Random Write 32K 111 3.88 1243.1 11 71.79 1204.97 

Random Write 128K 1843.44 2254.34 2311 .1 2339.9 

Processor 

Processor 40.73 40.71 11 2.62 150.71 

Floating Point 399 399.41 3219.34 3291.5 

VIdeo 
Video Mix 27.23 23.28 25.44 17.93 

Scroll 73.23 58.2 54.56 28.54 

CopyBits Small 2947.8 2343.22 2384.44 3135.43 

CopyBits Large 178.18 105.94 105.89 11 5.06 

Lines 6400.91 5396.61 3646.95 6012.91 

Rectangles 691.24 558.81 519.16 433.71 

Round Rectangles 965.42 855.83 891.61 1069.52 

Ovals 459.6 404.61 386.98 456.52 

Arcs 669.6 616.84 674 .06 767.83 

Pictures 5.7 5.58 8.07 8.64 
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Table 21.9 MacBench Results for 6100/ L2, 7100, 7100AV, and 7100/ L2. 

Courtesy of Ziff-Davis Benchmark Operations. 

6100/L2 7100 7100AV 7100/L2 

Disk 

Disk Mix 22.67 20.71 20.73 21.92 

Seq Read 1 K 392.16 330.47 332.56 422.81 

Seq Read 8K 1989.92 1908.22 1909.45 2008.83 

Seq Read 1 6K 2627.11 2560.4 2563.2 2707.43 

Seq Read 32K 3469.72 3498.99 3494.51 3526.85 

Seq Read 1 28K 3468.98 3527.99 3528.75 3524.2 

Random Read 1 K 60.3 59.69 58.19 61.97 

Random Read 8K 435.56 436.53 435.47 446.77 

Random Read 1 6K 759.86 767.98 776.27 792.34 

Random Read 32K 1258.66 1255.09 1267.72 1284.62 

Random Read 1 28K 2394.53 2423.94 2416.16 2435.74 

Seq Write 1 K 36.13 35.98 35.97 36.42 

Seq Write 8K 51 1 .16 512.65 512.66 512.6 

Seq Write 1 6K 890.41 895.01 894.81 894.86 

Seq Write 32K 1417.61 1426.18 1427.3 1426.49 

Seq Write 1 28K 2537.99 2573.27 2575.7 2573.07 

Random Write 1 K 37.3 38.07 38.26 39.12 

Random Write 8K 411.12 424.85 428.81 430.25 

Random Write 1 6K 738.62 765.25 760.63 774.66 

Random Write 32K 1201.08 1258.08 1260.21 1283.21 

Random Write 128K 2348.03 2406.23 2404.37 2426.54 

Processor 
Processor 180.15 166.05 166.43 202.18 

Floating Point 3395.93 4184.89 4156.23 4338.74 

VIdeo 

Video Mix 30.02 34.11 19.78 35.18 

Scroll 68.4 66.14 31.49 67.96 

CopxBits Small 3499.04 4489.88 3462.73 5409.1 

CopxBits Large 122.86 224.44 127.71 240.21 

Lines 5143.2 7457.94 6701.88 8545.47 

Rectangles 573.09 11 99.16 482.59 1234.77 

Round Rectangles 998.87 1580.96 1183.79 1647.23 

Ovals 415.32 606.46 503.23 621.94 

Arcs 736.15 946.51 848.89 978.09 

Pictures 8.77 9.54 9.53 9.94 
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Table 21 .10 MacBench Results for 8100/ L2, 8100/ L2, PB 145, and PB 160. 

Courtesy of Ziff-Davls Benchmark Operations. 

8100/L2 8100/L2 PB 145 PB 160 

Disk 

Disk Mix 23.1 1 22.91 8.49 8.43 

Seq Read 1 K 425.27 424.53 166.05 167.32 

Seq Read 8K 2200.23 2196.69 529.32 498.87 

Seq Read 16K 2751.07 2748.3 578.3 579.67 

Seq Read 32K 3205.64 3207.83 601 .62 602.83 

Seq Read 128K 3550.55 3551.7 793.13 793.07 

Random Read 1 K 77.39 76.27 32.62 33.41 

Random Read 8K 525.2 532.16 205.21 207.5 

Random Read 16K 923.98 919.21 331.07 333.63 

Random Read 32K 1435.3 1446.07 476.02 476.71 

Random Read 128K 2607.98 2604.67 736.44 731.47 

Seq Write 1K 43.38 43.38 55.02 55.13 

Seq Write 8K 599.55 595.26 306.65 307.17 

Seq Write 16K 1025.92 1025.89 454.11 455.79 

Seq Write 32K 1591 .37 1591 .37 600.1 7 601 .66 

Seq Write 128K 2713.71 2713.71 789.02 783.04 

Random Write 1 K 44.06 44.51 32.44 33.32 

Random Write 8K 536.41 542.37 205.58 205.49 

Random Write 16K 952.89 940.85 328.85 337.95 

Random Write 32K 1509.35 1495.85 475.13 487.29 

Random Write 128K 2626.1 7 2633.24 734.12 739.4 

Processor 

Processor 234.08 233 .85 9.32 9.43 

Floating Point 4470.74 4525.55 7.47 8.57 

VIdeo 

Video Mix 36.54 24.42 9.53 5.73 

Scroll 65.33 38.83 39.63 22.27 

CopyBits Small 5885.02 4985.05 802.74 148.96 

CopyBits Large 233.92 153.97 81.53 5.52 

Lines 9629.22 9059.13 989.47 1472.94 

Rectangles 1271.82 596.82 255.86 304.04 

Round Rectangles 1803.2 151 2.4 1 158.86 194.23 

Ovals 705.54 629.52 74.91 89.29 

Arcs 11 42.63 1065.81 103.64 121.11 

Pictures 11 .95 11.95 1 .61 1.62 
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Table 21 .11 MacBench Results for PB 170, PB 180, Duo 210, and Duo 230. 
Courtesy of Ziff-Davls Benchmark Operations. 

PB 170 PB 180 Duo 210 Duo 230 

Disk 
Disk Mix 7.47 10.42 8.48 8.98 

Seq Read 1 K 176.3 177.57 179.65 199.92 

Seq Read 8K 432.1 506.71 540.09 548.21 

Seq Read 16K 504.19 650.42 584.03 585.46 

Seq Read 32K 5S1.84 739.68 602.83 602.67 

Seq Read 128K 677.01 1003.58 793.45 793.26 

Random Read 1 K 25.59 34.87 33.92 34.1 3 

Random Read 8K 157.7 227.78 212.32 219.41 

Random Read 16K 260.12 382.64 340.94 351.09 

Random Read 32K 421.49 573.51 495.09 50 3.38 

Random Read 128K 617.74 912.35 744.26 745.15 

Seq Write 1 K 52.19 56.1 55.13 55.12 

Seq Write 8K 287.85 339.78 307.08 307.09 

Seq Write 16K 422.98 531.86 455.95 455.55 

Seq Write 32K 560.8 732.61 601.42 601.1 5 

Seq Write 128K 653.65 888.84 792.01 790.6 

Random Write 1 K 30.41 37.19 33.86 34.43 

Random Write 8K 194.19 242.94 207.64 215.82 

Random Write 16K 317.2 406.31 336.55 341.11 

Random Write 32K 458 595.41 486.01 491.04 

Random Write 128K 639.49 876.38 740.8 740.98 

Processor 
Processor 9.34 13.01 10.08 13.76 

Floating Point 127.8 176.9 9.48 12.06 

Vide o 
Video Mix 9.68 7.39 5.92 7.53 

Scroll 41.27 25.66 22.68 25.73 

Copy8its Small 843.11 201.77 153.19 205.96 

CopyBits Large 81.9 7.42 5.68 7.57 

Lines 1057.65 1897.49 1566.92 1951.2 

Rectangles 265.03 382.54 313.79 387.61 

Round Rectangles 161 .5 247.82 211.32 264.38 

Ovals 75.83 114.87 98.27 123.29 

Arcs 104.33 154.8 134.09 170.56 

Pictures 1.6 2.2 1.69 2.27 
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Other Tools 
Altho ugh not specifically design ed to bench mark test the Maci ntosh, several o ther d iag
nostic programs o ffer .limited benchmark tests as part o f their packages. Two of these, 
MacEKG and Snooper, a re d iscussed below as options in measuring performance of 
Macintosh com puters. 

MacEKG 
MacEKG fro m MicroMat SysLems is a hardware d iagnostic applicat ion designed by vet
eran repair technicians a t the MicroMat repa ir faci lity. MacEKG is a control pa nel speci fi 
ca lly designed to test the inner workings of the Maci ntosh in order to catch hardware 
fa ilures early in their development. The program is easy to use and sports ra ther im pres
sive graph ics as well as complete reporting capabilities o n the sta tus of the Macintosh in 
which it is in sta lled . 

Mac EKG is desig ned to give early warnings of hardware problems, but it can also be used 
to warn of system slow-clowns and performa nce degradation clue to fau lty chips o r the 
effects of software o r suboptimal config ura tion. For th is reason, it may be impo rtant to 
managers o f Macin tosh computers to be aware of MacEKG as a tool for assessing the 
perfo rmance of insta lled Macs and w hat affects their performances. 

MacEKG works as an au to matic d iagnostic of the system on which it is installed and tests 
the system o n a regular basis for problems .:md performance . Resul ts are displayed in an 
histo rical bar graph display and changes and warnings ca n be issued by a synthesized 
voice message. MacEKG gives clear and impressive visual indications of the Mac's status 
collect ing resu lts fo r over 100 d ifferent tests of the Macintosh 's subsystems. 

• / (~ comPOnEnTS • / 2~ LOGIC 

• / ~ UJDEO • / :~- mEDIA 

Fig. 21.6 
The performance histogram from MacEKG uses h istorical data collected on the Mac to assess 
varia tions in performance. 
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The design of MacEKG lends itself well to nontechnical users who will benefit especially 
from the graphic and audio summaries. MIS workers and system troubleshooters will 
benefit directly from the detailed summary reports of aU subsystems in their routine 
maintenance and troubleshooting duties. 

Several of the screens present historical histograms of the Mac's performance that are 
especially useful in tracking when a change in a system occurred in an attem pt to isolate 
a cause of a problem. MacEKG will report how the Mac's perfo rmance compares with a 
previous day's figures and announce the finding. 

Simple problems like jerky mouse movements or screen "blin ks" can be linked to 
impending chip failures that MacEKG can isolate. 

Many of the problems that MacEKG will find come from software installed in the system. 
An assessment of how much perfo rmance a favorite extensio n o r screen saver is extract
ing from the system can be made using MacEKG which will also suggest the cause of the 
problem in a report it issues. 

MacEKG traditionally runs at startup when the extension loads, but it can also be run 
from the desktop fo r on-the-spot d iagnosis. All historical data for the systems and su b
systems checked is stored in a file that can be exported in text format for inclusion in a 
spreadsheet or database. 

MacEKG retails for $150.00 and is ava ilable through rnost rn<~il order houses, or d irect 
from: 

MicroMat Computer Systems 
7075 Redwood Blvd. 
Novato, CA 94947 
Phone: ( 415)898-6227 
FAX: (415)897-3901 

Snooper 
Snooper by Maxa is a diagnostic software and hardware combination that provides detec
tion of hidden problems in Macintosh hardware. Its focus is on hardware malfunctions 
and the sources of intermittent problems. Snooper can report on all the details surrou nd
ing the machine on which it is running as well as many of the th ings to which the 
machine is attached. As such it is not a bench mark program but a hardware diagnostic 
system. 

One of the menus provided by Snooper is, however, a benchmark test set. Compared to 
the dedicated bench mark programs already discussed in this chapter, Snooper is light in 
its treatment of benchmark tests. It is, however, fai rly complete in its resume of tests and 
can be used to assess performance if need be. The authors of' the program warn that no 
effo rt has been made to synchronize the benchmarks with "industry standard" ratings. 
That is, no mention of MIPS or the Sieve of Eratosthenes is to be found anywhere. 
Snooper's intention is to determine how much speed is gained from faster CPUs and 
accelerators in everyday process ing. 
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Each of the benchmarks tha t dea ls with the speed of the processor and the machine 
under test is given a raw score based on resul ts of a previously tested stock machine. 
There are five basic benchmarks in Snooper (math, memory, video, CPU, and hard 
d rive), each with a pop-u p menu used to compare resul ts to other Macs. 

Fig. 21.7 

' ' Iest Uelto 
M oth Dcnchmork ... 
Memory Oenthmar t ... 
Uldeo Denchmnrk ... 
CF1U Ocnchmark ... 
llnrd driue Oenchmork .. . 

Although not though t of as a benchmark program, Snooper offers a complete selection of perfor
mance tests. 

Math Benchmarks. This test is actua lly six tests in one, div ided in to three sets of two. 
The first of the pair performs identica l ca lculations using any special features of the Mac 
under test. The others perform the ca lculations as if done on an early Macintosh . 

Integer Math. The first of the m ath tes ts evaluates in teger math perfo rmance on a 
\.faci n tosh. The tests evaluate perfo rmance of the Mac wi th and wi thout special inst ruc
tions issued for 020-, 030-, and 040-based system s. 

Floating Point Math. Floa ting point mat·h involves numbers that are larger tha n al
lowed in the Macintosh integer system, and may also involve fractions a nd decimals. 
The floating poin t bench marks show the performance of a Macintosh on thi s type of 
calculation. It also illustra tes the benefit of an FPU chip, if p resent. 

Function Math. These calculatio ns also involve fl oating po int math but add such fea
tures as calculations using t rigonometric functions like sine, cosine, and tangent. Rarely 
used except in special circum stances, they are most common in scien t ific, engineering, 
modeling, and CAD applications. 

Memory Benchmark. Th is is the most universal o f all bench ma rks in Snooper. Its result 
is largely dependent on the speed of the CPU. Because several Macs use various-sized 
caches, d ifferen t sizes of memory may be moved around at different speeds. The memory 
bench ma rk moves data around in d ifferen t sized pieces to assess any variation in perfor
mance clue to the cach ing. A com parison with o ther models o f Macin tosh is available 
also. 

Video Benchmark. This test exercises the video QuickDraw capabilities of the 
Macintosh. Bo th Macintosh internal video and "generic" (unaccelerated) video card 
benchmarks are provided as an analytica l tool for users. Also included are results of 
popular video cards used in Macin tosh systems. If more than one mo nito r is p resent, 
the o ther monitor can be selected fo r tes t simply by moving the test window to its 
screen befo re testing. 

CPU Benchmark. This test is based on common ly used recursive sorting tests. As with 
the memory test, the facto rs affect ing this test are the speed of the CPU (clock, MHz) and 
how much memory cache is ava ilable. 
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Hard Drive Benchmark. The hard disk test is designed for hard disks, SyQuests, and 
optical cartridges. Unlike CPU tests, there is no industry standard with which to com
pare. Snooper tests the drive with various-sized data blocks to assess the effectiveness of 
hard drive buffers and caches on read and write procedures. 

Another test performed by Snooper is the evaluation of the seek time fo r a drive. This is 
roughly the amount of time taken by the drive to find a piece of data. If a fil e is very 
large or fragmented, or the disk very large, this measure is quite important. 

Fig. 21.8 
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The results of a Snooper seek test o n a hard drive. 

Developing Your Own Compelling Mission-Specific Benchmark Suite 
Partially because the abstract benchmark tests are hard to relate to, and partly because 
there is a need to know exactly how well a particular Macintosh performs in rea l-world 
tasks, it is often desirable to construct a suite of tests that is based on the actual programs 
being run in an application of a Macintosh system. A program like MacBench discussed 
above tries to build reality into the benchmarks by designing the program around pro
files of commonly used applications. In fact, it is more common today to see published 
test results for Macs that include tests from standard benchmark programs and timed 
results from common business and graphics arts applications. Examples of specific appli
cation tests to consider include the following. 

Business Tasks 
WordPerfect 

Find and replace over large document with many occurrences 

Reformat layout of large document 

Convert file fo rmat 

Import Word file 
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ClarisWorks 

Perform horizontal and vertical scro ll over large drawing and paint document 

Open and import large foreign file 

Sort large database using two o r more fields 

Calculate large spreadsheet that uses mixed integer and floating point values 

Find and replace over large document 

Change font in large document 

Microsoft Excel 

Calculate large spreadsheet that uses mixed integer and floating point values 

Scroll through large file 

Open large spreadsheet 

Perform multi-value (key) sort of data over large data set 

FileMaker Pro 

Sort large database by one and more than one fi eld 

Import large file 

Export large file with summary field s 

ACIUS4D 

Perform complex multi-field search on data set 

Write report on data set based on complex search criterion and format 

Publishing Tasks 
Aldus FreeHand 

Change stroke 

Magnify drawing 

PageMaker 

File opens 

Change font 

Scroll lines 
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Photoshop 

Unsharp Mask 

Gaussia n blur 

Change mode, RGB-to-CMYK 

r:rameMaker 4.0 

Generate table of co ntents 

Change fonts 

Rendering 
Painter 

Adjust surface textu re 

Ad just dye con centration 

Change lighting 

Videofusion 

Emboss 

Extract channel 

Choosing a fa vorite p roblem-file or g roup of files is probably how most people will pro
ceed. Programs like QuicKeys, Tempo JL Frontier, and AppleScript can be used to auto
mate the procedures and aid in the measuremen t and repeatability of the tests. Based on 
everyday experience, use your own judgment on what tests to run and compare the 
t imes taken to complete tasks between various computers and setups. 

Keep in mind that if a you are looking for d ifferences between 680x0 Macs and the new 
Power Macs that native applications for the Power Macs will have to be used to accu
rately assess the improvements in the new systems. Many of the programs mentioned 
above are no t yet available in native Power Mac versions, but more appear all the time. 

Summary 
In this chapter, we have visited some of the commonly used tools for benchmark testing 
the Macintosh. Benchmark testing is an im portant method of determining how fas t a 
particular system is, what affects the perfo rmance of a system, and what the major d iffer
ences in perfo rmance are between systems. In a similar fashion benchmark data is often 
used to assess the effects of system upgrades and software modifications. 

The benchmark programs men tioned here are all in the public domai n (although not 
necessarily free) and available to the interested user. From any of these can be derived 
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reliable figures that index the performance of any major subsystem in the Mac or its 
composite performance. 

Several other programs like Snooper and MacEKG were d iscussed as well that, although 
not specifically designed to benchmark test systems, can be used to derive the same kind 
of performance informatio n. These programs may already be in use at a particular site 
thereby eliminating the need for a specia l program if basic information is all that is 
needed. 

With these tools in hand the Macintosh user can begin to archive performance figures 
for va rious systems and configurations and build historical data o n a system. This can be 
used to provide real-world comparisons between systems. With this kind of data in hand, 
the user does no t have to guess at how fast his Mac is or what effect the new super-speed 
drive has on his Macintosh; they can quant ify it with repeatable data and use the tests to 
fu rther tweak their system to peak perfo rmance. 



Chapter 22 

RAM: The First Thing 
To Add 
by Jack McShea 

This chapter shows you how to undertake the most fundamental o f all system upgrades: 
the addition of extra RAM. This involves the selection of the correct SIMMs, installation, 
and possibly the use of other system software to extend the ~vlacintosh system to be able 
to use all the new memory. In some cases, testing the newly installed RAM is a very good 
idea too. 

This chapter also covers several techniques and products that assist in memory manage
ment and that extend the investment in new RAM by expanding the overall effective 
memory available. The chapter also addresses some o f the tools needed to verify a new 
installation or to test RAM in cases where defective SIMMs are suspect. 

You Can't Have Too Much RAM 
Most likely the first upgrade any Macintosh owner wi ll undertake is to increase the RAM 
in the system. Random Access Memo1y (or RAM) is the temporary m emory the com puter 
uses to store information and process data that is loaded from the hard drive when a 
program is launched (executed) and data is created o r manipulated during a work ses
sio n. The analogy of a library is useful here for distinguishing between RAM and hard 
drive space. 

Consider a library building and its stacks of books and reference materia ls as a repository 
or ho lding tank of programs and data (a hard drive). W hen a vis itor goes to the library, 
he ga thers some ma terials o f interest and takes them to a desk o r table and spreads them 
around in a local area so that he can get to them qu ickly and easily while he works . This 
work table is analogous to RAM. The computer ca lls the programs and data from the 
hard drive into RAM, where they are stored and manipulated for a session. 

Computers store most information on magnetic d isks. When the computer n eeds a piece 
of info rmation, it reads the info rmation from the di sk and places its contents in RAM. 
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Only when the da ta is in RAM can the computer work on it. Naturally the more RAM the 
user has at his disposal, the more programs and da ta can be loaded at o ne t ime. Simi
larly, very large documents like 24-bit scanned color images or large databases can be 
accessed and manipu lated quickly if enough RAM is present to accommodate the entire 
file. Furthermo re, Macin tosh is a cooperative mu ltitasking operating system. Th is perm its 
a user to have several programs open and running concurrently as long as there is 
en ough RAM to support the programs and their files. 

just as when the libra ry researcher's mater ials are reshelved when he leaves the lib ra ry, so 
the con tents o f RAM are rep laced on the hard drive upon quitting a program o r closing a 
documen t. When a documen t is saved, lhe conten ts o f tha t fi le are written to disk for 
storage and later retrieval. 

The Macintosh uses dynamic-RAM, o r DRAM, chips to sto re and process data. DRAY! 
(being d ynamic) requires· tha t a refresh signal be sent to the memory o n a regular (peri
odic) basis to refresh the memo ry and retai n its con tents. Ano ther form of R/\M, referred 
to as static-RAM, is used e lsewhere in the newer Macs and does no t require this refresh 
signal. 

The designs of o lder Macs required that the DRAM be refreshed 60 times per second. This 
related to the fact tha t the DRAM was shared with the video circuitry in the Mac that 
n eeded to get refreshed every l /60th of a second for d isplay purposes. The b lock of 
memory the video d isplay refreshed is refe rred to as the screen buffer, which holds screen 
data needed to pa int the next display picture. 

Because of this dependence of the v ideo circui t o n the DRAM, and the regular scanning 
of the picture tube updates, Macintosh sys tems were desig ned to implement t he upda te 
of the screen buffer along with the refresh of the DRAM contents. The des ign reduced 
the complexity of the Ylacin tosh's design but exacted a to ll in performance. Because the 
microprocessor must wait for the video system to finish its screen drawing and painting 
routines befo re it can access RAM, the resulting memo ry access of the system can be slow 
in these Macs. The effects of this DRAM-based d isplay in the Macintosh llsi and I lei can 
be seen clearly by using a program li ke MacBench 1.1 or Speedometer 4.0 to benchmark 
test the performance of the video system. See chapter 21 fo r deta ils and further d iscussio n . 

Later mo dular Macintoshes revised this design . The screen da ta fo rmerly placed in RAM 
is now a llocated to a special kind of memory called video mndo111 access mel/101)' , o r 
VRAM. A video management chip is in charge of updating lhe VRAM every few mill isec
o nds and except fo r interruptio ns from other processes, the CPU is free to access RAM 
whenever it needs it. 

The amount of info rmatio n sto red in a RAM chi p is measured in kilobits (kbi t) or mega
bits (Mbit). Presently the most commo n sizes fo r RAM purchased as upgrades fo r Macs 
are 1-Mbit, 4-Mbit, 8-Mbit , and 16-Mbi t chips. These bits m ust be combined into larger 
8-bit bytes for the Macintosh to use. Thus eight 1-Mbit DRAM chips must be wired to
gether to form a block of MB memo ry commo nl y found and used in Macintosh systems. 
These eig h t chips are soldered together o n a c ircuit board to form a Si11gle l11-li11e Memory 
Module (S lMM). It is the SIMM modu le that is the basic practical unit of the Macintosh 
memory upgrade and the part o rdered and purchased from memo ry producers. 
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Note 

The IBM PC-type computers use a 9-chip version of this SIMM, which can be used in Macintosh 
computers. The ninth chip is disregarded by the Macintosh system and causes no complications. 

Specifications 
Before purchasing SIMMs, several physica l specifica ti ons must be taken into account. 
First, assess the physical size required by the Mac for a SIMM. Several Macs requi re low
profile SIMMs, which stand sho rter than regular SIMMs, to fit in the narrow recesses 
above the logic board within the case. Most newer Macs require low profile SIMMs, and 
if in doubt, they are a safe bet. Low profile SIMMs work in all Macs as long as the speed 
and pin-outs are correct. Composite SIMMs are large value SIMM modules buil t-up of 
many smaller SIMMs. They necessarily occupy more space and are problematic. Avoid 
these SIMMs if possible. 

Memory Speed 
Another important specification needed for every RAM upgrade i!s the RAM access t ime 
(in nanoseconds, ns) or RAM speed. This specification given for each Macintosh states 
the maximum time required for the Mac to successfully read to and write from the 
SIMM. A table of all m emory speeds and o ther specifications for current Macs is given 
below. 

Table 22.1 Macintosh Desktop System RAM Configuration 

RAM Number Physical 
soldered of SIMM Possible RAM Configs Speed 

System on-board sockets SIMM sizes (M) (ns) 

128 128K 0 n/a 128K n/a 

512/512Ke 512K 0 n/a 512K n/ a 

Plus 0 4 256K, 1 MB 1' 2.5, 4 150 

SE 0 4 256K, 1 MB 1, 2, 2.5, 4 150 

SE/30 0 8 256K, 1 MB, 4MB 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 16, 120 
17, 20,32 

Classic 2 256K, 1 MB 1, 2, 2.5, 4 150 

Classic II 2 2 1 MB, 2 MB, 4 MB 2, 4, 6, 10 100 

Color Classic 4 2 1 MB, 2 MB, 4 MB 4, 6, 8, 10 100 

LC 2 2 1 MB, 2 MB, 4 MB 2,4,6, 10 100 

LC II 4 2 1 MB, 2 MB, 4 MB 2,4,6,10 100 

LC Ill 4 1 MB, 2 MB, 4 MB, 4, 5, 6, 8, 80 
8MB, 16MB, 32MB 12, 20, 32 

(continues) 
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Table 22.1 Continued 

RAM Number Physical 
soldered of SIMM Possible RAM Co nflgs Speed 

System on-board sockets SIMM sizes (MB) (ns) 

LC 475 4 1 MB, 2 MB, 4 MB, 4, 5, 6, 8, 80 
8 MBB, 16MB, 32MB 12, 20, 32 

LC 520 4 1 MB, 2 MB, 4 MB, 4, 5, 6, 8, 80 
8 MBB, 16MB, 32 MB 12, 20, 32 

LC 550 4 1 MB, 2 MB, 4 MB, 4 , 5, 6, 8, 80 
8 MBB, 16MB, 32MB 12, 20, 32 

LC 575 4 1 MB, 2 MB, 4 MB, 4 , 5, 6, 8, 80 
8 MBB, 16MB, 32 MB 12, 20, 32 

Performa 200 2 2 1 MB, 2 MB, 4 MB 2, 4, 6,10 100 

Performa 400, 4 2 1 MB, 2 MB, 4 MB 2,4,6, 10 100 
405,410, 430 

Performa 450 4 1 MB, 2 MB, 4 MB, 4, 5, 6, 8, 80 
8 MBB, 16MB, 32 MB 12, 20, 36 

Performa 460, 4 1 MB, 2 MB, 4 MB, 4, 5, 6, 8, 80 
466,467 B MBB, 16MB, 32 MB 12, 20, 36 

Performa 475, 4 1 MB, 2 MB, 4 MB, 4, 5, 6, 8, 80 
476 8 MBB, 16MB, 32 MB 12, 20, 36 

Performa 550 4 1 MB, 2 MB, 4 MB, 4, 5, 6, 8, 80 
8 MBB, 16MB, 32 MB 12, 20, 36 

Performa 600 4 4 256K, 1 MB, 2 MB, 4, 5, 8, 12, 80 
4MB, 16MB 20,68 

Mac TV 4 1MB, 4MB 5, 8 80 

II 0 8 256K, 1 MB, 4 MB 1, 2, 4, 5, 120 
8,17, 20 

llx 0 8 256K, 1 MB, 4 MB 1' 2, 4, 5, 8, 120 
1 6, 1 7, 20, 32 

llcx 0 8 256K, 1 MB, 4 MB 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 120 
16, 1 7, 20, 32 

llci 0 8 256K, 512K, 1 MB, 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 16, 80 
2MB, 4MB 17, 18, 20, 24, 32 

llfx 0 8 1 MB, 4MB 4, 8, 16, 20, 32 80 

llsi 4 256K, 512K, 1MB, 1' 2, 3, 5, 9, 17 100 
2MB, 4MB 

II vi 4 4 256K, 512K, 1 MB, 4, 5, 8, 12, 20, 80 
2 MB, 4 MB, 16 MB 68 

llvx 4 4 256K, 512K, 1 MB, 4, 5, 8, 12, 20, 80 
2 MB, 4 MB, 16 MB 68 

Centris 610 4 2 4 MB, 8 MBB, 16 MB, 4, 8, 12, 20, 36, 80 
32MB 40,44, 52,68 

Centris 650 4 or 8 4 4MB, 8 MBB, 16 MB, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 80 
32MB 24, 28, 32, 36, 40, 

44, 48, 52, 56, 60, 
64, 68, 72, 76, 80 

Centris 660AV 4 2 4MB, 8 MBB, 16 MB, 4, 8, 12, 20, 36, 70 
32MB 40, 44, 52, 68 
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RAM Number Physical 
soldered of SIMM Possible RAM Configs Speed 

System on-board sockets SIMM sizes (MB) (ns) 

Quadra 605 4 1 MB, 2 MB, 4 MB, 4,5,6,8, 12, 80 
8 MBB, 16 MB, 32 MB 20, 36 

Quadra 610 4 2 4MB, 8MB, 16 MB, 4, 8, 1 2, 20, 36, 80 
32 MB 40,44, 52,68 

Quadra 650 8 4 4MB, 8MB, 16MB, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 80 
32MB 28, 32, 36, 40, 44, 

48, 52, 56, 60, 64, 
68, 72, 76, 80, 84, 
88, 92, 96, 104, 
1 08, 1 1 2, 1 20, 136 

Quadra 660AV 4 2 4MB, 8MB, 16MB, 4, 8, 12, 20, 80 
32MB 36,68 

Quadra 700 4 4 1 MB, 4MB 4, 8, 20 80 
Quadra 900 0 16 1MB, 4MB 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 80 

24, 28, 32, 36, 
40, 52, 64 

Quadra 950 0 16 1 MB, 4MB 4, 8, 1 2, 16, 20, 80 
24, 28, 32, 36, 
40, 52, 64 

Quadra 800 8 4 4MB, 8MB, 16MB, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 60 
32MB 28, 32, 36, 40, 

44, 48, 52, 56, 
60, 64, 68, 72, 
76, 80, 84, 88, 
92, 96, 104, 108, 
11 2, 1 20, 136 

Quadra 840AV 0 4 4MB, 8MB, 16MB, 8, 1 6, 32, 64, 1 28 60 
32MB 

Power Macintosh 8 2 4MB, 8MB, 16MB, 8, 1 6, 24, 40, 72 80 
6100/60 32MB 
Power Macintosh 8 4 4MB, 8MB, 16MB, 8, 1 6, 24, 32, 40, 80 
7100/66 32MB 48, 72, 80, 1 36 

Power Macintosh 8 8 4MB, 8MB, 16MB, 8,1 6, 24, 32, 40, 80 
8100/80 32MB 48, 56, 64, 72, 80, 

96, 104, 11 2, 120, 
1 36, 144, 1 52, 1 60, 
168, 176, 184, 200, 
208, 216, 224, 232, 
264 

Apple Workgroup 4 2 4MB, 8MB, 16MB, 4, 8, 12, 20, 36, 80 
Server 60 32MB 40, 52, 68 

Apple Workgroup 8 4 4MB, 8MB, 16MB, 8, 1 2, 1 6, 20, 24, 60 
Server 80 32MB 28, 32, 36, 40, 

44, 48, 52, 56, 
60, 64, 68, 72, 
76, 80, 84, 88, 
92, 96, 1 04, 1 08, 
11 2, 120, 136 

Apple Workgroup 0 16 1 MB, 4MB 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 80 
Server 95 24, 28, 32, 36, 

40,48,52,64 
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General.ly speaking, the faster the Mac, the faste r the memory required. Consult table 
22.1 for de ta ils o f specific machines. Keep in mind that a SIMM rated fas ter than the 
maximum access time req ui red for a particular Mac wi ll work fine . Buy the fastest RAM 
you can afford so that it can be transferred to a newer (faster) machine in the fu ture 
without the need for getting new memory. 

In most cases, the installat io n of RAM can be performed by the user, except for the occa
sio nal complexities involved in the d isasseM iy of some models of Maci.ntosh, the actual 
installation is easy and straightforward. The user should be warned, however, that parts 
in both in the Mac and the SIMM are delicate. Consult qua li fi ed techn icians and install
ers if there is any doubt about the insta llation. Damaged SIMMs and SIMM sockets are 
expensive to repair and rep lace. Most companies that sell SIMM upgrades can provide 
detailed installation instructio ns to gu ide the installer. Read the instructions ca refull y 
and if in doubt, find the appropriate help. 

SIMM Pin-out 
Most o lder Macs use a 30-p in SIMM. The newer Macs o u t now, in cluding the Quadras, 
use a 32-bit SIMM packaged o n a 72-pin SIMM. The Macintosh ll fx uses a different 
variety altogether: a 64-pin SIMM. Make sure that you buy the right kind for the model 
Macintosh you want to upgrade. Consult table 22.1 for details and don't assume th at any 
combinatio n of SIMM values is possible. The Macintosh I lei, for example, does not ac
cept 2MB SIMMs. The upg rade from 8MB goes d irectly to 16 M13, a steep jump in values 
and possibly an expensive upgrade. In contrast, the Macin tosh !lsi goes from S M to 9 
M13 by the additio n of 2 MB SIMMs. 

All desktop Macintosh models introduced since February 1993 use 72-pin SIMM slots for 
their RAM. This type of SIMM is considered (by som e) as an industry standard and is 
widely available for o ther b rands of computers (i.e., 113M PCs and PC clones). Some smart 
users have reported that the PC version of these SIMMs works well in Macintoshes and 
can often be purchased for much less than their Macintosh-ad vertised counterparts. 

The specificatio n for using these SIMMs with Macintosh computers omits the ninth 
parity bit, which is part of the so-called "industry standard." The same applies to 30-p in 
SIMMs that are manufactu red for usc with PCs. 

The ninth parity bit in 72-pin SIMMs installed in Macintosh slots is ignored and should 
not present any problems. However, it is always best to test a type o f SIMM in all banks 
in Macintosh models you intend to use. 

The SIMMs that work in Macintosh models suppo rting 72-pin SIMMs are considered 
industry standard 72-pin SIMMs, bu t not all " ind ustry sta ndard" SIMMs are guaranteed 
to work in these Macintosh systems. In other wo rds, these Macintosh models might 
require the "higher" quali ty SIMMs that meet industry standards. Apple recommends 
that you buy 72-pin fast-paged mode SIMMs of access times of 60 ns or faster (80 ns for 
the Macintosh LC Ill). 
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Rega rding the use of composite SIMMs, Apple does not suppo rt composite SIM Ms for the 
72-pin SIMM fo rm facto r. Composite SIMMs are manufactured using a smaller or o lder 
memory techno logy, such as a 16M B SIMM made of rows of 4MB chi ps. These SIMMs 
are not recommended fo r use in Apple computers. 

Note 

Designations for 32-bit SIMMs from manufacturers and vendors are confusing. Macintosh 72-pin 
SIMMs are specified as follows: 

1 X 32-80/60 

2 X 32-80/60 

4 X 32-80/60 

8 X 32-70/60 

4 MB SIMM, 80 ns or 60 ns 

8MB SIMM, 80 ns or 60 ns 

16 MB SIMM, 80 ns or 60 ns 

32 MB SIMM, 70 ns or 60 ns 

RAM Requirements by Task 
The size o f your workspace o r RAM d ictates how ma ny programs and how much in for
mat io n you can work with a t o ne time. Whether you are working o n a memo, spread
sheet, o r a graphic, it a ll takes up space. The larger the item o r the number of items, the 
more RAM you need. 

Often when working o n a project, a user may have more than o ne program running, o r 
mo re than o ne source o f informatio n a t h<md . Depending o n the task, the user m ay 
employ a word processor, da tabase, spreadsheet, o r E-mail program. If info rmatio n fo r a 
report is in the spreadsheet and enough RAM is not ava ilable, the user has to save the 
report, open the spreadsheet, copy the info rmat io n from the spreadsheet to the Cli p
board, qu it the spreadsheet, launch the report, and paste the informatio n into the repo rt. 
This enti re p rocess ca n be accomplished faster and easier if the com puter has mo re RAM 
and can run a ll the program s at o nce under Multi Finder o r Apple's System 7 operating 
system . 

A piece o f software that every use r is required to run is the operating system . One very 
commo n reason to upgrade m emory is to permit the use o f System 7. To take advantage 
of System 7, a Maci ntosh requires at least 4 MB of RAM for any practical uses. The newer 
versions of System 7 tha t are o u t now, and are due for release, add to th is requirement. It 
is no t uncom mo n to find Macintoshes with fu lly loaded system software occupying over 
5MB. 

Be aware that di fferences ex ist be tween the ways in which System 6.0.x and 7.x use 
memory. Accord ing to Apple, System soft ware 6.0.x is a 24-bit opera ting system . While 
ru nning 6.0.x, the Macintosh is in 24-bi t mode and the address space start ing a t $00 
0000 through $7fo FforF (8MB) is reserved for system RA:\4. The SIMM sockets use the 
en t ire range of $00 0000 thro ug h $7 F Ffo foF, w hich equals 8 M13 o f RAM. 
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Consequently, with 24-bit addressing enabled, installing four 4MB SIMMs would give 
you 8MB of usable RAM. The memory configura tion under "About This Macintosh ... " 
(About the finder with System 6) reports 16MB installed, but 8MB is usable. There
mainder is assigned to the system partition or heap. This extra memory assigned to the 
system is unusable. To access more than 8 MB of memory for program use, 32-bit ad
dressing must be enabled . 

With System 7, you have the option of turning on 32-bit addressing in 32-bit clean ROM 
computers, with the exceptio n of the AV and Power Macintosh models that operate in 
32-bit mode a t all times . This is done v ia the Memory control panel and may require a 
system extensio n if an older Mac is used (MODE32 is required on computers running 
System 7 versions prior to 7.1, or the 32-Bit System Enabler insta lled on computers run
ning 7.1 will enable 32-b it operation). This permits the o perating system to address 
memory above 8MB in those computers that physically support more than 8MB of 
RAM. 

In 32-bit mode, the Macintosh II famil y of computers (which includes the Macintosh SE/ 
30) has the address space starting a t $0000 0000 through S3FFF FFFF (1 gigabyte) re
served for system RAM (see fig. 22.1). NuBus RAM cards may use address $0000 0000 
through S3FFF FFFF to add system RAM . The SIMM sockets use addresses $0000 0000 
through S07FF FFFF, which equals 128MB of RAM. By noti ng the conditions above, 
along with using the Memory Control Panel and MODE32, the user sho uld be able to 
access all the RAM specified for his o r her particular Macin tosh. 
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The Memory control panel is used to activate 32-bit addressing under System 7. 

In general, the benefits of additional RAM are as follows: the user can have multiple 
applica tio ns open at the same time under System 7 (or MultiFinder in System 6), the user 
ca n a llocate more RAM to a particular applica tion in order to exact higher performance 
from the applicatio n and open more (or larger) documen ts, newer versions of favorite 
applicatio ns that require more RAM can be loaded, and a RAM disk may be created for 
top speed and (in the case of PowerBooks) battery power savings. 

Maxing RAM 
No matter how much RAM is installed in a Macintosh, there are tools available to 
the user to optimize the use and management of this precious resource. The software 
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described in the fo llowing sectio n is desig ned to help the user extend and extract every 
last byte of in formatio n from RAM. 

MODE32 and the 32-Bit System Enabler 
As mentio ned in the previo us sectio n, System 7 a llo ws the Macintosh to address more 
than 8MB of RAM. Whether a user can access this RAM depends o n the model Macin
tosh . As it turns out, the ROMs in the o lder Macs, notably Macintosh II, llx, llcx, and SE/ 
30, a re not what is referred to as 32-bit clean . That is, they do n 't allow the Mac to address 
the full 32-bit address and thereby li m it the amount of RAM that can be accessed . The 
p roblem sounded such an alarm in the industry that a fix was developed by Connectix 
Corporatio n, later licensed by Apple, that is now available free via on-line services, users' 
gro ups, and along with many Connectix products. Apple eng ineers later develo ped a 
patch of thei r own called the 32-bit Enabler, wh ich they claim works better. It is recom
mended for use on the m achines mentio ned above. The net result is that o nly with o ne 
of these p roducts can the Macs with "dirt·y ROMs" access mo re than 8 MB of RAM. 

RAM Doubler 
Recen t ly two products have emerged that a llow users and managers with low-memory 
Macs to avoid the t ro uble and expense of a full blown RAM upgrade. RAM Doubler from 
Connectix is one of those products. 

RAM Do ubler provides a unique and inexpensive solutio n to o ut-o f-memory erro rs with
out the insta llation o f any SIMMs by utilizing several RAM tricks to effectively do uble 
the amount of RAM avai lable in any Macin tosh with a P\IIMU insta lled. 

Fo remost amo ng its methods for squeezing mo re RAM o ut o f a Macintosh is dynamic 
re-mapping of RAM contents. That is, RAM Do ubler t·akes charge o f unused memo ry 
allotted to applicatio ns and reallocates it fo r use by o ther applicatio ns. 

In additio n to th is, RAM Do ubler com presses some RAM con tents tha t a re unli kely to be 
called (or used) again. In low-memory situations, RAM Doubler uses som e hard drive 
space as a v irtual memo ry swap area but o nly p laces low prio rity routines and data there, 
reserving the ac tual RAM fo r frequen t ly accessed code. The program runs as an extensio n 
to the operating system a nd requires no setup o r interventio n from the user. 

Double-clicking the insta ller places the RAM Doubler program components in the system 
fo lder and a ll th e user sees upo n restart is a message fro m RAM Doubler in the Welcom e 
to Macintosh banner at boot and twice the RAM he had befo re in "About This Macin
tosh ... ". 

Do n 't expect to dedicate all the ''new RAM" to a single m emo ry hungry applicatio n like 
Photosho p, however. A single applicatio n ca n o n ly have as much RAM given to it as is 
physically present in the system. RAM Doubler docs not work (yet) with more than 128 
MB of physical RAM either. RAM Doubler requires System 7, 32-bit clean applicatio ns, 
and does not run with System 7's Virtual Memory. 

RAM Doubler version 1.0.2 has been extensively tested and is very popular for expanding 
any investment in RAM, large or small , in any Mac with a PMMU (see fig. 22.2). 
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Unfortunately, it does not work with o lder non-PMMU Macs like theSE and PowerBook 
100. There is a small degradation in performance depend ing o n application and user 
work habits, but most repo rts are tha t it is almost unnoticeable. 
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Connectix RAM Doub ler effecti vely doubles the amount of RA:vt in PMMU-basecl Macs. 

Opt iMem 
Along the same lines as RAM Doubler, jump Development Group's OptiMem works as a 
control panel in the system folder to increase the amoun t o f ava ilable RAM in Macintosh 
computers. The main featu re of OptiMem's sys tem is thai un like RAM Double r, which 
requires a PMMU, it works o n 68000-based Macs and allows the user to select which 
applications are affected in the memory optimiza tion and which are left alone. In this 
way programs like ACI US 4D and Now Startup, which will not run along with RAM 
Doubler, ca n sti ll be used. 

OptiMem utilizes a method of recla iming unused RAM allocated to applications by dy
namically resizing the walls o f the memory partitio ns set in the Get Info window for 
every application. OpliMem automatically resizes the memory allocated to an applica
tion to reduce the amount required until more is ca lled for by the program. It cuts down 
on some consequences of low-memory usage like the Finder c losing w indows spontane
ously and applications quitting due to out of memory erro rs . 

One fact often missed in evaluating these products is tha t OptiMe m is no t exclusive of 
RAM Doubler and they ca n be used together if desired. Although they are in the same 
class of programs, as fa r as product area is concerned, they are very d iffe rent approaches 
to common problems in memory usage and accessibility in the Macintosh. The two pro
grams should not be thought of as identical by any means. 

Because OptiMem focuses o n dynamically resizing the memo ry partitio ns and a ids in the 
me mory managemen t of the Macin tosh in a way that RAM Doubler does not, the two 
can be used together to com bine the strengths of both programs. Additio nally, because 
OptiMem actively adjusts the m emory partitions o f applica tions, it is he lpful in resolv ing 
problems of RAM fragmen tation com mor in high-memory Macintoshes (sec fig. 22.3). 
In addition, OptiMem is a smart program and acts to learn about what programs a re 
used, how the computer is used in general, and implements new ways of optimizing 
RAM automatically. OptiMem even warns the use r when he is in a low-memory cond i
tion so that corrective actions can be taken before problems result. O n the whole, 
OptiMem offers a valuable a lterna tive to low-RAM computing. 
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OptiMem used with and without RAM Doubler to manage and make more RAM available to the 
user. 

Getting Inside the Mac 
Opening the case of the Macintosh is one step required in almost every upgrade. A few 
of the newer Macs have the main logic board accessible through a hatch in the back. 
Through this hatch the logic board slides out and is easily serviced, but this is not the 
rule. 

Thus, before attempting the upgrade of any Mac, a few tips on opening and accessing the 
inner parts of the computer are provided. Keep in mind that recent design changes have 
resu lted in a range of va riations in case designs and logic boa rd layouts. Fam iliarize your
self with the layout and case features of your Macintosh before proceeding. This chapter 
has a collection of logic board sketches to help you in this orientation. 

Safety Issues 
Opening any piece of electronics can be dangerous to the electronics and possibly the 
repair person . Don't take any risks. Follow basic safety guidelines for a successful upgrade 
to your Macintosh. 

1. Shut down the computer gracefully (preferably by selecting Shutdown in the 
Special menu). 

2. Turn the computer, and all devices connected to it, off. 

3 . Unplug the Macintosh from its main power connection (wall, surge suppresser, and 
so on) to eliminate any chance that you might connect with the AC wall power. In 
some Macs, the AC plug is exposed in the back of the unit and can be grabbed or 
touched accidentally. 

While working on the Mac, it is important that you are at the same potential as 
the component o n which you are working (see step 6). If a voltage potential exists 
between you and the Mac (or a ci rcuit board), charge will flow from where it is 
concentrated to where it is depleted. This flow of charge may occur as a spark, 
which can damage electronics. 

4. Disconnect all devices connected to the Macintosh. 

5. Place the computer on a clean anti-static work surface. Avoid wearing metal jewelry 
and cloth ing that collects static electricity. Carpeted floors are to be avoided. 
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6. Wear a wrist strap connected to the ground shield o r plane of the chassis o r ci rcuit 
board to discharge sta tic buildup. Touch the power supply case with one hand to 
d issipate excess charge if needed. And don ' t a llow yourself to become disconnected 
from the Mac o r circuit board while working on the unit o r touch anything that 
might be cha rged, electrified, o r at a different potential. If electric tools are to be 
used, select only those with grounded tips and contacts. 

7 . Handle the SIMMs and any other circuit boards by the edge. Avoid touching the 
metal contacts. Avoid the high voltage areas o f the Mac or moni tors. Areas and 
objects around the CRT, video section, and power supply should not be touched or 
probed. 

Compact Macs (AII-In-One Designs) 
Examples of the compact Macs are the Mac Plus, SE, SE/30, and Classic. 

Place the Mac face clown on a work table. Open it by using a T-15 Torx driver with a long 
handle to reach inside the hand ho le at the top of the Mac. Remove the two screws in
side the hand ho le and any on the rear panel. On the Mac Plus there is a screw inside the 
battery hatch on the rear panel. 

Remove the programmers' switch from the side of the Macin tosh. 

Use a case cracker (or spreader) to loosen th e case from around the front bezel. Work the 
spreader carefully and gen tly around the whole seam along the case to prevent cracking 
o r marring the edge. If no case cracker is available, a wide fla t putty knife can often sub
stitute nicely. 

Remove the RF foil shielding from the base of the unit. 

Wear an anti-static wrist strap and attach it to the metal chassis inside the case. If the 
Macintosh is a Mac Plus it may be necessary to discharge the CRT flyback transformer 
befo re attaching the wrist strap. 

In the Mac Plus, the CRT is d ischarged by attaching a 10MB-ohm resistor to the tip of a 
screwdriver and attaching the o ther end to a ground connection. G round one end of the 
resistor by attaching a long wire and clipping it to one end of the resistor and attach it to 
a g round poin t li ke the chassis. Poke the other end that is fixed to the end of the screw
driver under the suction cup where the flyback attaches to the monitor. Make sure you 
are not touching any m etal and ho ld the screwdriver by the plast ic handle. Make con tact 
for about 60 seconds and t he circuit should be discharged. Newer Macs fTom theSE on 
usually have a modifi ed fl yback transfo rmer wi th an integra ted dump resistor that dis
charges the CRT voltage after shutdown . Wait 30 seconds o r so for this to work. Check 
the voltage with a meter if in doubt. 

If you are not sure of this procedure, contact a service center fo r help. This part can be 
dangerous. Some of the newer Macs have an access ha tch in the back that can be opened 
to remove the logic board without having to d isassemble the unit as described above. 
Check first to avoid extra wo rk and trouble. 
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Remove all cables that connect the logic board to the analog board. Th e floppy drive and 
SCSI ribbon cables also need to be removed. It is often a good idea to remove the circular 
connector and wires at the rear of the picture tube too, in case the unit is bum ped while 
working on it. A broken tube is an expensive repa ir. 

Modular Macs 
Most modula r Macs are simple to open. There arc at most several screws at the rear of the 
unit that have to be removed or loosened in o rder to free the lid. In most cases, one 
screw is all it takes. Usually the lids lift righ t off. In the case of the ll si, there are retaining 
tabs that secure the top onto the case that have to be lifted slightly. In the llvx and re
lated models, one screw secures that top and the lid is removed by sliding it fonvard a 
few inches and then up. In other cases like the Quadra 700, 800, and 900, a bit more 
disassembly is required to get access to the SIMiv! sockets. The removal of the hard drive 
bay and the logic board may be required to access the SIMM sockets in some modular 
Maci ntoshes. 

Portable 
The case of the Macintosh Portable is opened by pushing two release tabs at the rear of 
the unit and then li fting up. 

Pow erBooks 
Disassembly of a PowerBook is dependent on the model. 

For the PowerBook 100, remove the battery first. Close th e PowerBook (screen down) a nd 
lay it top down on a table. Remove the screws and rubber tabs from the bo ttom of the 
case. Some screws can be removed with a Phillips screw driver. Flip the unit over and 
release the monitor fasteners before opening the case. The mo nitor should now be free 
and the keyboard able to be lifted out. 

To open a PowerBook 140, 145, ] 60, 165, 165c, 180, o r 180c, remove the battery and 
close the unit. Lay it top down. Using T-8 and T-10 Torx drivers, remove the screws on 
the bottom and the one under th e rear fl ap near the internal modem port. Sepa rate the 
two pieces of the case carefull y. There are very delicate cables inside the case that have to 
be disconnected gently. The case comes apart as a clam-shell fitt ing. Fli p the un it over so 
that the screen is up and open the case. Expert RAM installers do no t have to completely 
remove the top of the PowerBook's case o r disconnect the ribbon cables to install the 
RAM cards. If you separate the case about two inches, you should have enough room to 
install the RAM card. 

Disassembly of the Duos fo llows that fo r the Powerl3ooks above except that after the 
screws are removed from the bottom of the case, flip the unit over and open the screen . 
The keyboard should be loose. Lift the keyboard up and fo ld over gently. The RAM card 
installs in the upper right corner of the of the interio r of the case. 
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Installing RAM 
O n the who le, the installa tio n of extra RAM is a simple matter, o nce you know h ow to 
do it. Beginners may have some problems finding the correct SIMM sockets and may 
confuse them with VRAM sockets common in the newer Macs. Additionally, seating the 
SIMM correctly in the socket o ften p resen ts a cha llenge. 

Several models of SIMM sockets are available and in use at Apple fo r different models of 
Mac. The Mac Plus, fo r example, used an angled all-plast ic socket in which the SIMMs 
are inserted stra ight up and then pushed back into the seated locked position. In con
trast, the Mac II fam ily has more head-room fo r SIMMs ins ide the case and uses a 
straight-up socket in which SIMMs a re inserted at an angle to the socket and then fo lded 
up to lock in to positio n at right angles to the logic board. Many Mac II models use the 
all-p lastic sockets as well. 

A common problem found in insta ll ing SIMMs is that they do not make adequate con
tact with the small fingers o r pins that line the in terior of the socket. A common practice 
among insta llers is to gent ly rock the SIMM back and forth in the socket two or three 
times before locking it in place in order to help seat the SIMM properly a ll the way alo ng 
its edge. Do not push or rock the SIMM with great force, however, as the metallizatio n 
o n the edge connector contacts can g ive way and ruin the SIMM. One source of failu re 
in (cheap) SIMMs, even those installed properly, is from the m etallization o n one or 
more "fingers" e ither oxid izing or being "punched" th rough by the sharp contact in the 
SIMM socket. Addi tio nally, the socket contacts can be bent and moved out o f proper 
alignment, thereby ruining the socket. 

Finally, when locking the SIMM in p lace, guard against the SIMM not seat ing all the way 
back in its socket. Make su re the SIMM locks properly in place with the retaining clip or 
bails. Early SIMM sockets were entirely plastic and pro ne to loose or broken retaining 
cl ips. This was a major source of problems. If an o ld Mac is en countered with all-p lastic 
SIMM sockets, move the bails very slowly and ca refu lly away from the edge of the card 
when installing or removing SIMMs. Modern sockets have metal bails that improve reli
ability markedly. 

A complete listing o f the memory specificatio ns for the Macintosh desktop computers is 
given in table 22.1. Please consult this table for specific configura tions and requirements 
surrounding the upgrade o f a particular desktop Macintosh. 

Compact Macs 
As an aid to the installatio n of RAM in compact Macs, the foll owing notes and sketches 
are provided. Please consult the sketches, no tes, and table 22.1 for information o n where 
SIMM sockets are located and what possible upgrades are available. 

There are some simple ru les that govern nearly every RAM insta llation in a Macintosh 
system: 

1. When fi ll ing a ro w o f SIMM sockets, the row must be either completely full or 
empty. No partia lly filled rows are perm itted. 
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2. Rows must have the same SIMMs in each socket. No mismatching of values or 
speeds is pe rmitted. Al l SIMMs in a row must be the same size (M) and speed (ns). 

3 . When in doubt as to where to place new SIMMs in a mul ti-socketed logic board, 
put the largest SIMMs in the first row o r bank. Yo u will usually be right. 

MacPius 
A stock Macintosh Plus comes w ith 1 MB o f RAM built up hom four 256K SIMMs. 
The maximum RAM for a Plus is 4 Ml3. When insta ll ing a memo ry upgrade in a Plus, 
it is required that the SIMM bank A be fill ed first with the highest va lue SIMMs. See 
figure 22.4. 

W hen installing I MB SIMMs in the Mac Plus, the sizing resistor must be cl ipped or 
d eso ld ered and fo lded back to activa te the use o f the h igher density SIMMs. 

Fig. 22.4 
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Notice the location o f the SllvfM sockets and sizing resistor on the Macintosh Plus logic board. 

SE 
The Macintosh SE compute r can access a maximum of 4MB o f RAM from its logic board. 
The stock SE comes with 1 MB (4 256K SIMMs) in sta lled in the four sockets. SIMM up
grades must be loaded in to sockets J and 2 first, remembering that the h ighest values go 
first. 

Early SEs were made wi th a logic boa rd that possessed a sizing resistor similar to that on 
the Mac Plus. Later the unit was improved to include a resizing cl ip o r jumper on-board. 
Both d esigns are stil l in circu latio n. 

jumpered boards a llow the unit to be upgraded to I MB, 2 Ml3, 2.5 MB, and 4MB of 
RAM. Note that placing the hig hest va lue SIMMs fi rst in socket positio ns 3 and 4 on this 
particular logic board is req uired. 
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Thus, a 2.5 MB upg rade to a jumpered logic board will have two 1 MB SIMMs in sockets 
3 and 4, and two 256K SIMMs in sockets 1 and 2. This orientation is exactly reversed in 
the case of th e resistor board. 

Note 

If the Macintosh SE logic board has a RAM size resistor, SIMM placement is exactly reversed from 
that for the jumpered board. 

To tell the Macintosh how much RAM is installed, it is necessary to either remove the 
RAM size jumper o r c lip th e RAM size resistor o n the logic board. It is a common practice 
to place the unused jumper clip on one o f the header posts so that it will not be m is
p laced and can be used la ter if needed. Cli p o r desolder o ne leg of the sizing resistor and 
fold it out of the way so th at it does not contact the circuit board. Some installe rs cover 
the lead with tape or heat-shrink tubing to insulate it (see fig . 22.5). 
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Fig. 22.5 
Make sure to identify which version of SE logic board is being upgraded to guarantee proper 
placement of the SI:vtMs. 

SE/30 
Alth ough the SE/30 has eight SIMM sockets o n-board, the stock unit comes with 1 MB 
built from four 256K S l~Ms. Fully populated, the SE/30 can access 32 MB of RAM from 
its logic board. 

The SIMM banks must be filled in groups of fo ur with identical SIMMs (see fig. 22.6). 
Note that the SE/30 is one of the Macs that is no t "32-bit clean" and thus requires 
MOD£32 (system <7.1) or the 32-bit enabler (system 7. 1) to access more than .8 MB 
of its RAM. 
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Fig. 22.6 
The SE/30 has eigh t SIMM sockets that must be upgraded in groups of four with m atched SIMMs. 

Classic 
The max imum RAM fo r a Macintosh Class ic is 4 MB. In addi tio n to the 1MB so ldered on 
the logic board, the Classic uses an add itio nal RAM card with two sockets that can ta ke 2 
MB of memo ry. The RAM expansio n card has o ne 1 MB soldered o n-board as well. A 
fully populated Classic has t\oVo 1 MB SIMMs insta lled in the expansion card's sockets, 
to taling 4 MB for the system . .. , 
The Classic also has a memory size jumper that has to be set when upgrades are added 
(see fig. 22. 7). 

Note 

Macintosh Classics do not work well with the two-chip version of the 1 MB SIMMs. For this rea
son, the normal 8-chip SIMM is preferred in all Classic upgrades. 

Classic II 
The Classic II accesses a to tal o f 10MB of RAM when its two SIMM sockets are fi lled with 
4 MB SIMMs. There is 2MB o n-board the logic board from the factory (see fig. 22.8). 

The Classic II is 32-bit clean so that no 32-bi t enabler o r MODE32 is required. Be su re to 
install SIMMs in both slo ts whenever an upgrade is undertaken . 

Color Classic 
The Macintosh Colo r Class ic is desig ned with 2 SIMM sockets and 4MB hard-soldered 
o n the log ic board. Add ing two 4 MB SIMMs brings the un it to its addressable maximum 
RAM of 10MB (even tho ugh 12 MB is physically p resent). See figure 22.9. 

When upgrad ing the Color Classic abide by the sa me ru les used fo r the Classic II : fil l the 
sockets equally a nd completely. 
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Fig. 22.7 
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Fig. 22.8 
The Macintosh Classic II has 2 Mll on-boarcl ancl t\..,.o free sockets for expansion. 

In additio n to the two SIMM sockets, there is an additio nal VRAM socket on the Colo r 
Classic's logic board. A 2S6K VRAM SIMM can be added to boost the VRAM to 512K. 

The color Classic is a 32-bit clean Macintosh. 

Mac TV 
The Macintosh TV possesses a max imum of 8 MB of RAM and is no t upgradeable beyond 
that point. 

Modular Macs 
In this section, we address the RAM upgrades to modular Macs. Use the notes and 
sketches to iden tify im portant featu res in each upgrade. Tables 20.1 and 22.1 are also 
useful for info rmatio n concerning RAM upgrades of modular systems. 
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DRAM SIMM Connectors 

Fig. 22.9 
Even though the Color Classic has 12 MB of RAM physically present in the system, it is ROM-locked 
to address only 10MB of it. 

Mac 11/llx 
The Macintosh II and IIx models are curio us cases that require a special SIMM . Both 
models take a SIMM with a PAL chip o n-board for SIMMs greater than 1 MB in size. 
Vario us configura tio ns of stock machines were shipped from Apple so that many d iffer
ent set-ups are found in the field today (see fig. 22.10). 

When upgrading the Macintosh II computers with SIMMs greater than 1 MB in size, a 
special Apple upgrade (M605 1/C) is required . This is a lso the kit used to upgrade the 
ROMs for an FDHD floppy. 

A particular pro blem with the Macintosh II is that it will not accommodate 4MB SIMMs 
in bank A of its logic board. The total RAM is thus limited to 20MB. Furthermore, these 
Macs are not 32-bit clean, so that MODE32 or the 32-bit enabler is required. In some 
cases a PMMU upgrade is required (fo r the 32-bit enabler). 

According to Apple, there are two different reasons that the Macintosh II and the Macin
tosh llx can ' t support the higher density SIMMs: 

• The Macintosh II ROM startup code doesn ' t understand 4 MB SIMMs and won't 
start up. 

• The Madntosh llx ROM does understand 4 MB SIMMs, but standard 4 MB SIMM s 
won't work o n the Macintosh Ilx. This is because the comm ittee overseeing the 
standard izatio n o f new solid-state devices added an addi tional built-in test mode to 
high-density DRAMs after the llx was developed. Th is test is invoked by a sequence 
o f e lectrica l signals that were igno red by earlier-generation DRAM. The resu lt is 
that the current standard 4MB SIMMs doesn ' t work o n the Macintosh llx. 
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Note 

There are special 4 MB SIMMs available that have a PAL chip that allows their use in the Macintosh 
II and llx. You need to contact the SIMM vendor or manufacturer to see if they have these special 
SIMMs available. 

Fig. 22.10 
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There are several versions of the Macintosh II logic board. Pay close attention to the two banks A 
and B, which carry the larger SIMMs. 

MacLC 
The Macintosh LC can be upgraded to a maximum 10MB of RAM using two free SIMM 
sockets on-board anc! the 2MB of RAM soldered to the logic board. Its maximum addres
sable memory is 10MB even though the physical RAM is 12MB (see fig. 22.11). 

Although no VRAM is provided from the factory, there is one VRAM socket on-board 
that can carry 512K VRAM. 

Mac LC II 
The Macintosh LC II can be upgraded to a maximum 10MB of RAM using two free 
SIMM sockets on-board and the 4MB of RAlvl soldered to the logic board (see fig. 22.12). 
Its maximum addressable memory is 10MB even though the physical RAM is 12 MB. It is 
required tha t the two SIMM sockets be filled with identical SIMMs when upgrading the 
memory. 

The LC II has one VRAM socket with 256K VRAM in it from the factory. There is no 
VRAM on the logic board . A VRAM upgrade to 512K is the maximum for this unit. 
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Fig. 22.11 
The LC can address only 10MB of its 12MB installed RAM. 
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Fig. 22.12 
The LC II logic board has 4 MB on-board and two free SIMM sockets. 
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VRAM 
Connector 

DRAM SIMM 
Connectors 

DRAMSIMM 
Connectors 

The LC III logic boards are available with 2MB and 4MB of on-board RAM. There is on ly 
one SIMM socket, but the unit can be expanded to 36MB (see fig. 22.13). 

As for VRAM, there is S12K on-board along with on e empty socket. Maximum VRAM is 
768K with the use of a 256K VRAM SIMM. 
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Fig. 22.13 
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The LC III can access 36 MB of RAM and requires 80 ns SIMMs. 

LC 475 

0 

0 

The LC 475 comes with 4MB soldered RAM and 1 SIMM socket. It can be expanded to 
36 MB of RAM. 80 ns SIMMs are required (see fig. 22.14). 

There are two VRAM sockets on the LC 475 logic board capable of handling 1MB of 
VRAM (two 512K SIMMs). The LC 475 comes from the factory with two 256K VRAM 
SIMMs installed. These m ust be removed to complete the VRAM upgrade. 

Mac LC 575 
The LC 575 is based on the LC !II. 

Mac LC 520 
The LC 520 is based on the LC Ill. 

Mac llsl 
The Macintosh Ilsi can access 17 MB of RAM using the 1 MB of on-board memory and 
the bank of four 30-pin SIMM sockets. When upgrading, all four sockets must be filled 
with identical SIMMs (see fig. 22.16). The Ilsi uses a RAM-based video system and thus 
has no VRAM socket. 

Mac llcx 
The Macintosh Ilcx has no RAM installed on the logic board but has 8 SIMM sockets that 
can handle up to 32MB (see fig. 22.17). As the unit is not 32-bit clean, MOD£32 or the 
32-bit enabler is required . The SIMMs must be loaded in groups of four in this Macin
tosh. 
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Logic Board Drawing of Mac LCS75. 
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Logic Board Drawing of Mac LCS20. 
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SIMM Connectors 

Fig. 22.16 
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The Macintosh llsi has four 30-pin SIMM sockets that can accommodate 16MB of RAM. Populate 
all four sockets identically. 

Fig. 22.17 
The Mac llcx can be upgraded to 32 MB using the 8 SJMM sockets. 

Mac llcl 
Two versions of the Macin tosh Ifci logic board are in circulation. The one normally en
coun tered does no parity checking of RAM. The second, rarer model was desjgned to do 
parity checking. The way to tell if a logic board has parity checking enabled is to check 
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for the parity chip located to the left o f the SIMM sockets. In the normal case, the pad is 
blank. If parity checking is enabled, the nine chip SIMMs are required. 

Like the Macintosh IJsi, the llci uses a DRAM-based video buffer. The video is placed in 
the bank A SIMMs. 

In contrast to the rules used to upgrade o ther Macs, it is wise to populate the bank A 
sockets last. All upgrades must be made in groups of four, one bank at a time (see fig. 
22.18). 

Fig. 22.18 
The ll ci has two versions of the logic board fo r parity and non-parity RAM. /\del SIMMs to bank B 
sockets first for best resul ts . 

Mac llfx 
The oddest of the lot, the Mac llfx uses a special 64-pin SIMM not found in any other 
Macintosh (see fig. 22.19). The o nly other device that uses SIMMs reseMling (they are 
not the same speed) those found in the llfx is the LaserWriter NTX . 

The llfx has 8 SIMM sockets and no RAM soldered on-board. Maximu m RAM after ex
pansion with 4MB SIMMs is 32MB. One of the major drawbacks of this system is that 
the RAM cannot be used in other Macs. Be aware of this before investing heavi ly in an 
upgrade. 

Mac llvx 
The Macintosh Jl vx, and companion model to the llvi, have 4MB o n-board RAM and 4 
SIMM sockets. They take the older 30-pin SIMMs. They both accept 16 MB SIMMs and 
can accommodate 68MB of RAM. 

The maximum VRAM accepted in the llvx is 1 MB built up from two 5 12K SIMMs in its 
two SIMM sockets (see fig. 22.20). 
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Fig. 22.19 
The Mac Ilfx uses its own special 64-pin SIMM. 

Fig. 22.20 
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The Mac llvx has four 30-pin SIMM sockets and two VRAM sockets. 

Quadra 605 
The low-cost Quadra 605 com es with 4MB installed on the logic board and one 72-pin 
SlMM socket. It can accommodate a 32 MB SlMM (16MB are hard to find) an d th us has 
a maximum RAM amount of 36MB. 

VRAM on the 605 is carried by 2 SIMM sockets tha t can be upgraded to hold 1 MB of 
VRAM. The stock unit comes with two 256K SIMMs, o r 5 12K of VRAM (see fig. 22.21). 
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Fig. 22.21 
The Quadra 605 has only l SIMM socket, and 2 VRAM sockets. 

Quadra/ Centrls 610 

The Centris 610 has 4 M B soldered to the logic board, two SIMM sockets, and any sup
po rted SIMM size can go into any SIMM socket in any o rder. The SIMMs can be accessed 
in partia lly popu lated banks as well (see fig. 22.22). 1 MB, 2MB, and 64MB SIMMs are 
not supported. Composite SIMMs do no t work in the Q610. The two VRAM sockets in 
the Quadra 610 can ho ld up to 512K of VRAM. 
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Fig. 22.22 
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The Quadra 610 uses a flexible memory system that allows partially filled sockets to be accessed. 

Quadra/ Centrls 650 
The Centris 650 logic board is available in two versions fro m Apple. One h as 4 MB on
boa rd; the other is upgraded to 8 M B. Because of the d ifferences in factory RAM, the 
maxi mum RAM in these systems is 132 MB o r 136MB. 

The Quadra 650 is based o n the later Centris 650 set-up and has 8 MB o n-board. The 
maximum is thus 136 MB. 

Composite SIMMs are no t recom mended for the Quadra or Cen t ris 650. 
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The Centris and Quadra 650s perm it SIMMs to be installed into the SIMM sockets in any 
o rder. Partially filled banks are acceptable. 1 MB, 2MB, and 64MB SIMMs are not sup
ported in these Macs, however (see fig. 22.23). 

The Centris and Quadra 650s employ a for m of memory interleaving wherein adjacent 
pairs of SIMMs can be accessed concurrently to boost the perfo rmance of certain kinds 
of operations. The net benefit is around 10 percent for common tasks. 

A maximum of 1 MB of VRAM is possible in a fu lly upgraded Quadra or C:entris 650. 
There are two VRAM sockets in these Macs. Normally two 256K VRAM SIMMs are found 
in the 650s. 

Fig. 22.23 
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The Quadra 650 has 8 Mll on-board and 4 sockets. The Centris 650 can have 4 Mil or 8MB on-board 
and 4 sockets. 

Quadra/Centrls 660AV 
The Quadra and Centris 660AVs use the specia l memory scheme that permits SIMMs to 
be installed in any socket a nd in any order (sec fig. 22.24). Even partially filled banks are 
okay. One deficit is that they do not support 1 MB, 2MB, ~r 64MB SIMMs. Composi te 
SIMMs are not recommended for these Macs. 

Both systems have 4MB insta lled on the logic board and two SIMM sockets. In keeping 
with the modern designs fo r Apple systems, the computers are 32-bit mode-only Macs, 
meaning that there is no option in the Memory control panel to enable 24-bi t 
addressing. 
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The Centris/Quadra 660AV has 1 MB of VRAM hard-soldered o n the logic board and 
cannot be expanded further. 

DRAM Slots 
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0 ~oo c:::J c:::J 
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0 
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Fig. 22.24 
The 660AVs do not accept L Ml3, 2 Ml3, or 64 Ml3 SIMMs, although SIMMs may be insta lled in any 
order in the sockets. 

Quadra 700 
The Quadra 700 has four SIMM sockets and 4 MB installed o n the logic board. Maximum 
RAM is 20 MB. 1 MB and 4 MB SIM Ms are acceptable. The Quadra 700 uses 30-pin 
SIMMs and normal rules fo r filling banks apply. 

The Quadra 700 has an impressive six VItAM sockets that can ho ld up to 2MB of VRAM. 
When upgrading the VRAM o n a Quadra 700, fill the banks o n the inside first and move 
o utward (see fig. 22.25). 

Fig. 22.25 
The Quadra 700 uses the 30·pin SIMMs. Fill the VRAM sockets rrom the inside outward when 
upgrading. 
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Quadra 800 

The Quad ra 800 uses the special memory scheme that permits SIMMs to be installed in 
any socket and in any o rder (see fig. 22.26). Even partially fil led banks are okay. One 
deficit is that it does not support 1 MB, 2M B, o r 64MB SIMMs. 

The Quadra 800 em ploys a form of memory interleaving wherein ad jacent pairs o f 
SIMMs can be accessed concurrently to boost the performance of certa in kinds of opera
t ions. The net benefit is around 10 percent for common tasks. Composi te SIMMs are not 
allowed in these Macs. 

The maximum VRAM of 1 MB is obtained in this system by fil ling the two VRAM sock
ets with 256K SIMMs. 
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Fig. 22.26 
The Quadra 800 can be expanded using any socket in any order. Partially filled sockets are OK. 

Quadra 840AV 
The Quadra 840AV uses the special memory scheme that permits SIMMs to be installed 
in any socket and in any o rder. Even partially filled ban ks are okay. One deficit is tha t it 
does not support 1 MB, 2 MB, o r 64 MB SIMMs. No memory is provided on the logic 
board. 
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The Quadra 840AV employs a form of memory interleaving wherein adjacent pairs of 
SIMMs ca n be accessed concu rrently to boost the performance of certain kinds of opera
tions. The net benefit is a round 10 percent for common tasks. Composite SIMMs are not 
allowed in these Macs. 

A VRAM expansio n of up to 2 Mil is possible on the Q uadra 840AV using the 1 MB on
board and the four VRAM sockets (see fig. 22.27). 
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Fig. 22.27 
A maximum 128MB is possible in the 840AV using the 4 sockets provided. 1 MB o f VRAM can be 
added to the 4 sockets. 

Quadra 900/ 950 
The Quadras 900 and 950 both have 16 SIMM sockets o n their logic boards. There are 
4 SIMM sockets per bank. Upgrades must fill a bank completely (see fig. 22.28). No 
memory is soldered on the logic board and the units accept only 1 MB and 4MB SIMMs. 
Until 16MB SIMMs are acceptable, these Macs can accommodate up to 64MB of RAM. 

Upgrading the VRAM to four 256K SIMMs brings the units to th e maximum 2MB of 
VRAM. 

Power Macintosh 6100/60 
The Power Mac architecture requires that SIMMs be insta lled in identical pairs in each 
pair of sockets. If this ru le is not followed, the Mac wi ll regard the slower (smaller) SIMM 
as equal to the faster (bigger), and crashes will result. 
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Fig. 22.28 
Upgrade the 900 and 950 in groups of 4 SIMMs per ban k. 

According to Apple: 

• Power Macintosh computers use dynamic random-access memory (DRAM) chips, 
the first 8 MB of RAM being soldered to the main logic board. You can expand the 
RAM with 72-pin SIMMs of 80 ns or bette r (for example 60 ns) in pairs o f 4MB, 8 
MB, 16 MI3, o r 32 MB in size. 

For example, you may install two 8 MI3 SIMMs in the fi rst two adjoining slots, an 
addition al two 4 MB SIMMs may be added in the next two adjoining slots, and so 
on. SIMM of the same size and speed must be installed together, in adjacent slots, 
but you ca n insta ll d ifferent size and speed SIMM pairs in the next adjacent slots. 

The use of o ld SIMMs, like those from the Centris models, is compatible with the Power 
Macintosh 6100/60, but a matching pair is required fo r the upgrade. The older Macs have 
a 32-bit wide memory system and the 72-pin SIMM is 32 bits wide. 

The Power Macintosh 6100/60 is a 64-bit wide memory system. This requires two match
ing SIMMs fo r an upgrade (see fig. 22.29). 

If you only install one SIMM, th e machine will boot but it \·viii no t use the memory 
because the full 64-bi ts are not there. 

The same conditions hold true for the 7100 and 8100 MBodels of Power Macintosh. 

16-bit video on 14-inch monitors and 8-bit video on 16-inch monitors is achieved in the 
6100/60 by the use of a DRAM-based video system which is not expandable. 
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Notice that the Power Macs arc 64-bit machines while SllviMs arc 32-bit. 

Power Macintosh 7100/66 

The Power Mac architecture requires that SIMMs be installed in identical pairs in each 
pair of sockets. If this ru le is not followed, the Mac regards the slower (smaller) SlMM as 
equal to the faster (bigger) and crashes result. 

from table 22.1, RAM confi~;,rurations for the 7100 are 8, l 6, 24, 32, 40, 48, 72, 80, and 
136MB. 

According to Apple: 

• Power Macintosh computers use dynamic random-access memo ry (DRAM) chips, 
the first 8MB of RAM being soldered to the main logic board. You can expand the 
RAM with 72-pin SIMMs of 80 ns or better (for example, 60 ns) in pairs of 4MB, 8 
MB, 16MB, or 32MB in size. 

For example, you may install two 8 MB SIMMs in the first two ad joining slots, an 
additiona l two 4MB SIMMs may be added in the next two ad jo ining slots, and so 
on. SIMMs of the same size and speed must be installed together, in adjacent slots, 
but you can install different size and speed SlMM pairs in the next adjacent slo ts. 

The use of o ld SIMMs, li ke those from the Centris models, is compatible with the Power 
Macintosh 7100/66, but a matching pair is requi red for the upgrade. The older Macs have 
a 32-bit wide memory system and the 72-pin SlMM is 32 bits wide. 

The Power Macintosh 7100/66, though, is a 64-bit wide memory system. This requires 
two matching SIMMs for an upgrade (see fig. 22.30). 

If you only install on e SIMM, the machine will boot but it will not use the memory be
cause the fu ll 64-bits are not there. 
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Fig. 22.30 
The 7100 uses a 64-bit system that requires pai rs of 32-bi t SIMMs for an upgrade. 

The use of the PDS VRAM Expansio n Card a llows the 71 00 to have a second video port 
with 1 MB of 32-bit VIU\M. 

Two MB of VRAM can be obtained in the 7100 by adding four SIMMs to the expansion 
card. 

SIMMs used in the 7100 VRAM ex pansion card have two chips o n-board that store 128K 
x 8 bits o f data. 

Note 

The two matched 32-bit SIMMs used in pairs in the Power Macintoshes add their individual densi

ties (MB) to yield the resulting installed memory value for the bank they are in. The sum of the 
banks constitutes the total installed upgrade. For instance, a Power Macintosh 81 00 with four 32 
MB SIMMs installed in two banks w ill have (32 MB + 32 MB) x 2 = 128 MB added to it in addition 

to its on-board RAM. 

Power Macintosh 8100/ 80 
The Power Mac architecture req uires that SIMMs be insta lled in identical pairs in each 
pair of sockets. If this rule is no t fo llowed, the Mac regards the slower (sma ller) SIMM as 
equal to the faster (bigger) and crashes result. 

Possible RAM configurations in the 8100 are found in table 22.1. 
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According to Apple: 

• Power Macintosh computers use dynamic random-access memory (DRAM) chips, 
the first 8MB of RAM being soldered to the main logic board. You can expand the 
RAM with 72-pin SIMMs of 80 ns or better (for example, 60 n s) in pairs of 4 MB, 8 
MB, 16 MB, or 32 MB in size. 

For example, you may install two 8 MB SIMMs in the first two adjoining slots, an 
additional two 4MB SHvfMs may be added in the next two adjoining slots, and so 
on . SIMMs of the same size and speed must be installed together, in ad jacent slo ts, 
but you can install different size and speed SIMM pairs in the next adjacent slots. 

The use of old SIMMs, like those from the Centris models, is compatible with the Power 
Macintosh 6100/60, but a matching pair is required for the upgrade. The older Macs have 
a 32-bit wide memory system and the 72-pin SIMM is 32 bits wide. 

The Power Macintosh 8100/80, though, is a 64-bit wide memory system. This requi res 
two matching SIMMs fo r an upgrade (see fig. 22.31). 

If you only install one SIMM, the machine will boot but it will not use the memory be
cause the full 64 bits are not there. 

DOD 

~~ 

Fig. 22.31 
The 8100 uses a 64-bit system that requires pairs of 32-bit SIMMs for an upgrade. Note that SIMM 
values add to produce the net amount of installed RAM. 

PowerBook and Portable RAM 

A complete listing of the memory specifications for the Macintosh Portables, Power
Books, and Duos is given in the following table. Please consult this table for specific 
configurations and requirements surrounding the upgrade of a Macintosh portable 
computer. 

, 
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Table 22.2 Macintosh Portable/PowerBook RAM Configurations 

Possible 
Expansion 
Card RAM 
Sizes( Sup- #of Min Con- RAM 

Macintosh ported by SIMM RAM flgur- Expansion 
Model Apple) Slots Speed atlon Card 

Macintosh N/A-See 2 lOOns 1MB Soldered to 
Portables· below Motherboard 

2MB Add either 
to 8 RAM and/or 
or 9 PDS Card 

PowerBook 1 00 2MB, 1 OOns 2MB Soldered to 
4 M B, Motherboard 
6MB 4MB Add 2MB 

Expansion 
Card 

6MB Add 4MB 
Expansion 
Card 

8MB Add 6MB 
Expansion 
Card 

PowerBook 2MB, l OOns 2MB Soldered to 
140,145 4MB, Motherboard 

6 MB 4MB Add 2MB 
Expansion 
Card 

6MB Add 4MB 
Expansion 
Card 

8MB Add 6MB 
Expansion 
Card 

PowerBook 2MB, l OOns 
145B 4MB 4MB Soldered to 

Motherboard 
6MB Add 2MB 

Expansion 
Card 

8MB Add 4MB 
Expansion 
Card 

PowerBook 2MB, lOOns 
16o·· 4MB, 4MB Soldered to 

6MB, Motherboard 
8MB, 6MB Add 2MB 
10MB Expansion 

Card 
8MB Add 4MB 

Expansion 
Card 

10MB Add 6MB 
Expansion 
Card 
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Possible 
Expansion 
Card RAM 
Sizes( Sup- #of Min Con- RAM 

Macintosh ported by SIMM RAM figur- Expansion 
Model Apple) Slots Speed atlon Card 

12MB Add 8MB 
Expansion 
Card 

14 MB Add l OMB 
Expansion 
Card 

PowerBook 2MB, lOOns 
165 ... 4MB, 4MB Soldered to 

6MB, Motherboard 
8MB, 6MB Add 2MB 
10MB Expansion 

Card 
8MB Add 4MB 

Expansion 
Card 

10MB Add 6MB 
Expansion 
Card 

12 MB Add 8MB 
Expansion 
Card 

14MB Add lOMB 
Expansion 
Card 

PowerBook 2 M B, 85ns 
165c···· 4MB, 4MB Soldered to 

6MB Motherboard 
6MB Add 2MB 

Expansion 
Card 

8 MB Add 4MB 
Expansion 
Card 

10 MB Add 6MB 
Expansion 
Card 

12MB Add 8MB 
Expansion 
Card 

14MB Add 10MB 
Expansion 
Card 

PowerBook 1 70 2MB, lOOns 2MB Soldered to 
4MB, Motherboard 
6 MB 4MB Add 2MB 

Expansion 
Card 

6MB Add 4MB 
Expansion 
Card 

(continues) 
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Table 22.2 Continued 

Possible 
Expansion 
Card RAM 
Sizes( Sup- #of Min Con- RAM 

Macintosh ported by SIMM RAM flgur- Expansion 
Model Apple) Slots Speed atlon Card 

8MB Add 6MB 
Expansion 
Card 

PowerBook 2MB, 85ns 
180. 4 M B, 4MB Soldered to 

6 M B, Motherboard 
8MB, 6MB Add 2MB 
10MB Expansion 

Card 
8MB Add 4MB 

Expansion 
Card 

10MB Add 6MB 
Expansion 
Card 

12MB Add 8MB 
Expansion 
Card 

14 M B Add lOMB 
Expansion 
Card 

PowerBook 2MB, 85ns 
180C 4MB, 4MB Soldered to 

6 M B, Motherboard 
8 MB, 6MB Add 2MB 
lOMB Expansion 

Card 
8MB Add 4MB 

Expansion 
Card 

10MB Add 6 M8 
Expansion 
Card 

12MB Add 8MB 
Expansion 
Card 

14MB Add 10MB 
Expansion 
Card 

PowerBk Duo 4MB 70ns 4MB Soldered to 
21 o··· to 20MB Motherboard 

8MB Add 4MB 
Expansion 
Card 

12MB Add 8MB 
Expansion 
Card 



Macintosh 
Model 

PowerBk Duo 
230'""" 

PowerBk Duo 
250-

PowerBk Duo 
270c--

Possible 
Expansion 
Card 
Sizes( Sup
ported by 
Apple) 

4MB 

4MB 
to 20MB 

4MB to 
28MB 

# of 
SIMM 
Slots 

Min 
RAM 
Speed 

70ns 

70ns 

70ns 
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RAM 
Con- RAM 
flgur- Expansion 
atlon Card 

4MB Soldered to 
Motherboard 

8MB Add 4MB 
Expansion 
Card 

12MB Add 8MB 
Expansion 
Card 

4MB Soldered to 
Motherboard 

8MB Add 4MB 
Expansion 
Card 

12MB AqahB~B 
Card 

4MB Soldered to 
Motherboard 

8MB Add 4MB 
Expansion 
Card 

12MB Add 8MB 
Expansion 
Card 

* Tile Macintosh Portables have 1 MB of RAM soldered to the main logic board. Tile Original Portable 11ses 
Static RAM a11d tlte Backlit 11ses Pse11do-Static /lAM. Additional RAM can be added by 11sing 1111 expansion 
card tltat can be used in the RAM slot or PDS slot. These expansion cards can have from 1 to 4MB of RAM. 

**Tile PowerBook 160 will access more than 8 M B of memory by using System 7 in 32-bit mode. 

** *Tile PowerBook 165 will access fiiOre tllan B M/3 of memory by using System 7 in 32-bit mode. 

****Tire PowerBook 165c will access more titan 8MB of memory by using System 7 in 32-bitmode. 
Me11wry Expansio11 Cards larger titan 4 MB IIIIlS/ llnve 85 ns fast RAM. 4 MB cards can use 100 ns RAM. 

"Tile PowerBook 180 will access more titan 8MB of memory by 11sing System 7 in 32-bit mode. Memory 
Expansion Cards lctrger titan 4 MB must have BSns (ast RAM. 4 MB cards can use lOOns RAM. 

'"Tile PowerBook 180c will access more than 8 MB of memory by using System 7 in 32-bit mode. Memory 
Expansion Cards larger titan 4 MB nwst have BSns (ast RAM. 4 MB cards can11se lOOns RAM. 

·-"Tile PowerBook Duo 210 will access more titan S MB of memory by using System 7 in 32-bit mode. Tile 
PowerBook Duo 210's memory can be expanded to 24 MB by adding a memory expansion card. The 8 and 
12 lvl B con{ig11mtions are sflown as examples . 

.... Tile PowerBook Duo 230 will access more tflmt 8MB of memory by using System 7 in 32-bit mode. Tile 
PowerBook Duo 230's memory can be expmrded to 24 MB by addi11g a 111emor)' expansion card. Tile 8 and 
12 MB configumtirms are sflow11 as examples. 
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"Tile PowerBook D uo 250 will access more tllan 8MB of memory by ttsing System 7 in 32-bit mode. The 
fJowerBook Duo 2SO's memory can be expanded to 24 MB by adding a memory expansion card. The 8 and 
12 MB configurations are shown as examples. 

--Tire PowerBook Duo 270c will access more than 8 ,\lfB of memory by using System 7 in 32-bit mode. Tire 
PowerBook Duo 270c's memory can be expmrded to 32 M/3 by adding a memory expansion card. Tile 8 and 
12 MB configurations are slrown as examples. 

Portable RAM 
By adding an additional static RAM card to the o riginal Portable, 9MB is avai lable on 
this Macintosh. 1 MB is soldered on the logic board. This is not a 32-bit clean 
Macintosh. 

The backlit Portable can be expanded to 8 MB by using a pseudo-static RAM card along 
with the 1 MB on-board. This unit does not have 32-bit clean ROMs (see fig. 22.32). 

D :[] 
D Drril D 

o ooo Cl 

Do~ D 
D 

Fig. 22.32 
Note that the original Po rtable and backlit Portable have different memory specifications fo r 
upgrades. 

PowerBook 100 
The PowerBook 100 can be expanded to 8 MB of RAM by adding an additional 6 MB to 
the logic board (see fig. 22.33). 

PowerBook 140/145/1458 
The PowerBooks 140, 145, and 145B can be expa nded to 8MB by the addition of a RAM 
card. The 140 and 145 both come wi th 2MB soldered on the logic board. The 145B has 4 
MB on-board (see figure 22.34). 

PowerBook 170 
The PowerBook 170 comes with 2 MB on the logic board and ca n be expanded to 8 MB 
with a RAM card added (see fig. 22.35). 
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Fig. 22.33 
The Powerl3ook 100 takes a RAM module that plugs directly into the ci rcuit board. 

Fig. 22.34 
Note the posi tion of the RAM expansion header on the circuit board. Check that the connector fit is 
tight and that the RAM card is parallel to the circuit board. 

Fig. 22.35 
Note the position of the RAM expansion header on the circuit board. Check that the connector fit is 
tigh t and that the RAM card is parallel to the circuit board. 
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PowerBook 160/165/180 
The PowerBooks 160, 165, and 180 all come with 4MB soldered to the logic board. A 
maximum of 14MB is possible with the addition of a RAM card. The m emory card con
nector is polarized with a key-notch. Do not force the card onto the daughter board. It 
goes in only one way (see fig. 22.36). 

Avoid using RAM cards ra ted at more than 85 ns. The slow memory will add wait states 
to the systems and add a performance penalty of about 10 percent. 

Fig. 22.36 
Note the position of the RAM expansion header on the circu it board . Do not remove the thermally 
conductive pads on some of the ICs in the area during the memory upgrade. 

PowerBook 16Sc/180c 
The PowerBooks 165c and 180c come with 4 MB soldered to the logic board. A maxi
mum of 14MB is achieved in these models by the addition of an extra RAM card. The 
memory card connector is po larized with a key-notch . Do not fo rce the ca rd onto the 
daughter board. It goes in only one way (see fig. 22.37). 

Avoid using RAM cards ra ted at more tha n 85 ns .. The slow memory will add wait sta tes 
to the systems and add a perfo rmance penalty of about 10 percent. 

Duo 210/230 
The Duos 210 and 230 come with 4 MB hard-soldered on their logic boards. Both can be 
expanded using extra RAM ca rds. The 210 and 230 ca n be expanded to 24MB if desired 
(see fig. 22.38). 

Duo 2S0/ 270c 
The Duos 250 and 270c have 4 MB soldered to their logic boards. Extra RAM can be 
added by using an expansion RAM card. The max imum RAM for the 250 is 24MB; that 
fo r the 270c is 32 MB (see fi g. 22.39). 
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Fig. 22.37 
Note the position of the RAM expansion header on the circuit board. Do not remove the thermally 
conductive pads on some of the !Cs in the area during the memory upgrade. 

Fig. 22.38 
Note the position of the RAM expansion header on the circuit board. The header for the internal 
modern may be confused with the RAM connector. 

Fig. 22.39 
Note the position of the RAM expansion header on the circuit board. The header for the internal 
modem may be confused with the RAM connector. 
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VRAM 
A com posite table o f Macintosh VRAM setups and specifi ca tio ns a re g iven in table 22.3 . 
Please consul t t his tab le for in formation regarding sizes o f VRAM SIMMs, number o f 
SIMM socke ts, VRAM configurations, and possible upgrades to desktop Macintosh sys
tems. Consu lt lhe chapte r o n upgrading video in th is book fo r backgro u nd on how 
VRAM affects the video performance of Macintosh systems. 

Table 22.3 Macintosh VRAM Specifications 

On-board VRAM #of Min VRAM Added 
Macintosh (Soldered) SIMM SIMM VRAM Conflg- VRAM #of 
Model VRAM Sizes Slots Speed uration SIMMs x Size 

Modular Macs with VRAM-Based VIdeo 
Macintosh 256K 256K lOOns 256K n/a 
Color Classic 5 12K 1 X 256K 

Macintosh LC OK 256K,512K l OOns 256K 1 X 256K 
512K 1 X 512K 

Macintosh LC II, OK 256K, 512K l OOns 256K 1 X 256K 
Performa 400, 512K 1 X 512K 
405,410,430 

Macintosh LC Ill 512K 256K, 512K 1 OOns 5 12K n/a 
Performa 450 76SK 1 X 256K 

Performa 460, 512K 256K,512K lOOns 512K n/a 
466, 467 76SK 1 X 256K 

Macintosh LC 475, OK 256K, 512K 2 SOns 512K 2 X 256K 
Performa 475, 476 1 MB 2 X 512K 
Quadra 605 

Macintosh LC 520 512K 256K SOns 76SK 1 x 256K 
Performa 550 

Macintosh TV 512K n/a 0 0 5 12K n/a 

Macintosh llvx OK 256K,512K 2 lOOns 5 12K 2 X 256K 
Performa 600 1MB 2 X 512K 

Centr is 610 512K 256K 2 SOns 512K n/a 
Quadra 610 1MB 2 X 256K 

Centris 650 512K 256K 2 SOns 512K n/a 
Quadra 650 1MB 2 X 256K 

Centris 660AV 1 M B n/a 0 n/a 1 MB n/a 
Quadra 660AV 

Quadra 700" 512K 256K, 512K" 6 SOns 512K n/a 
1 MB 2 X 256K or 512K 
2MB 6 x 256K or 512K 

Quadra SOO 512K 256K 2 SOns 512K n/ a 
1MB 2 X 256K 

Quadra S40AV 1MB 256K 4 SOns 1MB n/ a 
2 MB 4 X 256K 

Quadra 900, 950" 1MB 256K, 512K" 4 SOns 1 MB n/ a 
2MB 4 x 256K or 512K 

Macintosh Duo Dock 5 12K 512K 1 OOns 512K n/ a 
1MB 1 X 512K 

·voumoy use 5 I 2K VRAM SIMMs, lmt tlrl' CPU ll'ill only recosnize tllem as 256K SIM,\Ifs. 
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Modular Macs that use DRAM-based video 

Macintosh llci 

Macintosh llsi 

NuBus Macs with no VRAM on-board 

Macintosh SE/30 

Macintosh II 

Macintosh llx 

Macintosh llcx 

Macintosh llfx 

Compact Macs that use DRAM-based video 

Macintosh Plus 

Macintosh SE 

Macintosh Classic 

Performa 200 

Macintosh Classic II 

Table 22.4 Macintosh NuBus Video Cards 

On-board Added 
(Soldered) VRAM Min VRAM VRAM# of 

Macintosh VRAM SIMM #of VRAM Config- SIMMs x 
Video Card Slots Sizes SIMM Speed uration Size 

8•24 GC 2MB Cannot be upgraded 
Display Card 

8•24 Display Card 1MB Cannot be upgraded 

4•8 Display Card 512K 256K 2 1 OOns 512K n/a 
1 MB 2 X 256K 

Mac II Video Card 256K 256K 8 150ns 256K n/a 
512K 8 X 256K 

Mac II HiRes 256K 256K 8 150ns 256K n/ a 
Video Card 512K 8 X 256K 

Mac II Ext HiRes 512K Cannot be upgraded 
Video Card 

Mac II Mono n/a Cannot be upgraded 
Video Card 

2-Page Mono 256K 256K 8 150ns 256K n/ a 
Video Card 512K 8 X 256K 

Mac II Portrait 256K 256K 8 150ns 256K n/a 
Video Card 512K 8 512K 8 X 256K 
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Printer RAM 
Macintosh computers are not the only things that require RAM upgrades. Many pri nters 
also take RAM to help speed large file processing and provide extra room for downloaded 
fonts. This section treats the upgrade of some common Apple printers. Tables 22.4 and 
22.5 of laser printer RAM specifications are provided for future reference. 

Personal LaserWrlter LS 

Right from the factory the Personal LaserWriter LS comes with 512K of RAM, but it can 
be upgraded to 1 MB using an optional Apple upgrade kit (see fig. 22.40). The RAM up
grade is comprised of four 256 x 4 DIP modules that plug into sockets on the LS logic 
board. To signal to the printer that the extra RAM is available, set jumper JP 801 on the 
controller board. The upgrade kit, Apple part number 334-0114, is ava ilable from Apple 
service centers. 

Fig. 22.40 

DRAM 
Sockets 

II II 
DOD D 

JP 801 

D D 

The LS has one memory upgrade to I MB that takes DI P RAM. 

Personal LaserWrlter NT 
Using two 4 MB SIMMs, rated at 120 ns or faster, the LaserWriter NT can hold up to 8 
MB maximum (see fig. 22.41). 

Personal LaserWriter NTR 
The LaserW riter NTR can be expanded to a m aximum of 4MB using th e one SIMM 
socket on-board the logic board and a 2 MB SlMM. Right from the factory the unit has a 
1 MB SIMM installed in the socket providing 3 MB of RAM. One advantage of this design 
is that it will accommodate 72-pin SIMMs rated at 80 n s o r better (see fig . 22.42). 

Personal LaserWriter 320 
The Personal LaserW riter 320 has two options for mem ory upgrades: add ition of a 2MB 
or 6 MB card. The maximum fo r the printer is 8 MB, which, if purchased as part of the 
Apple upgrade kit, includes a Pho tograde 600 dpi upgrade op tion as well. 

\._ 



Fig. 22.41 
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ROM 
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The NT has two SIMM sockets for its maximum 8 MB of RAM. 

RAM 

111111 

Fig. 22.42 

II II 
D D 

D OD D 

Note tha t the NTR will accept 72-p in SIMMs. 

LaserWriter IINTX 

D D 
D D 
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The LaserWriter JJNTX can access 12 MB o f RAM maximum. Direct from the factory it 
has 2 MB installed (fo ur 256K) usin g the socke ts at banks 0 and 1. Unfortunate ly, no 6 
MB upgrade configuration is suppo rted by the printe r (see fig. 22.43). 

laserWriter llf I g 
LaserWriters Ilf and llg are amo ng the most expandable of printers in the line. They 
accommodate SIMMs in sizes from 2561< to 1 MB and 2 MB. Direct from the fac tory the 
llf comes with 4MB insta lled (usually), wh ile the llg usually has 8 MB. There are older 
versio ns o f these printers in c ircula tio n that have 2 MB and 5 MB facto ry RAM setup 
respectively. Consult table 22 .4 a t the end o f this chapter for the available memory up
grades. There a re many possibilities. A no te to the installe r: Ahvays start fi lling bank 0 
first (with highest value SIMMs) in the I If and llg when adding RAM (see fig . 22.44). 
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•• I 

I ·- •• - I - -
I --- 2 0 

Fig. 22.43 
The NTX can address 2MB and 12 MB of RAM but an intermediate value of 6MB is illegal. 

I I 
I 

I 
Fig. 22.44 

---

•• I ·--
Start the RAM upgrade for the llf and llg in bank 0 first. 

LaserWrlter Select 300 

•• - I 
Bank 1 Bank 0 

~~~~ ~~~~ 

The LaserWriter Select 300 can be upgraded to 4.5 MB of RAM by the addition of a 4 MB 
SIMM (see fig. 22.45). An intermediate upgrade to 1.5MB is possible with a 1 MB SIMM. 
The logic board has 5 12K h ard-soldered on-board. 

LaserWrlter Select 310 
The LaserWriter Select 310 can be expanded to a maximum of 5.5 MB by the addition of 
a 4 MB SIMM (see fig. 22.46). On-board RAM is 1.5 MB, hard-soldered. 

LaserWriter Select 360 
The LaserWriter Select 360 can access a maximum of 16MB of RAM. Using the 3MB on
board the urut, the 360 can be upgraded with a 4 MB 72-pin (80 ns) SIMM. The addition 
of a 16MB SIMM in the 360's socket boosts the addressable RAM to 16MB even though 
the physical RAM is greater. Once the 16MB SIMM is in place, the 3 MB on-board is no t 
accessed by the system (see fig. 22.47). 
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A 4.5 MB and 1.5 MB upgrade is available fo r the LaserWriter Select 320. 
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Fig. 22.46 
The Laser Writer Select 3 10 can use a 4 MB SIMM to increase RAM to 5.5 MB. 

LaserWrlter Pro 600/ 630 
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0 

SIMM socket 

0 

DRAM 

The LaserWriter Pro 600 and 630 use the "industry standard" SIMMs (72-pin, SOns) in 
their memory systems. Sizes of 4MB, 8 MB, and 16MB are acceptable. Direct from the 
factory the 600 and 630 have 8 MB insta lled, although there are early units with 4 MB. 
A variety of RAM upgrades are possible. 

The 600 and 630 support 8MB, 16MB, 20MB, and 32MB setups. There are two 72-pin 
SIMM banks with one socket per bank (see fig. 22.48). 
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Fig. 22.47 
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The 360's RAM socket can be used to upgrade the unit to 16 MB. If a 16MB SIMM is used, the 
system disregards the 3 MB of on-board RAM. 

DODD 
Fig. 22.48 

SIMM bank 2 _j I 
SIMM bank 1 

LaserWriter Pro 600 and 630 printers use standard 72-pin SIMMs. 

LaserWrlter Pro 810 
The LaserWriter Pro 810 can accept up to 32 MB of RAM, but only Apple-provided RAM 
cards can be used. There are 8 MB of RAM on the logic board and upgrades are added to 
the three memory banks in values of 4MB and 8 MB. As per Apple specifications, the 
memory configurations shown in the following m ini- table are possible. 
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Total Logic Bank 1 Bank 2 Bank 3 
Memory Board Memory Memory Memory 

8MB 8MB 0 MB 0 MB 0 MB 

12MB 8MB 4MB 0 MB 0 MB 

16MB 8MB 4MB 4MB OMB 

20MB 8MB 4MB 4MB 4MB 

24MB 8MB 8MB 4MB 4MB 

28MB 8MB 8MB 8MB 4MB 

32 MB 8MB 8MB 8MB 8MB 

Note 

When upgrading the RAM in a LaserWriter Pro 81 0, fill the low numbered banks first. The order of 
the 4 MB or 8 MB memory card is unimportant provided the lower banks are filled first. 

The printer driver will have to be brought up-to-date after a RAM upgrade to a laser 
printer. Under LaserWriter driver 8 or higher, open the Chooser and select the Setup 
button for the printer. Select Autosetup o r Configure to refresh the printer's settings. 
Check the new RAM amount by viewing the Printer Info. 

LaserWrlter Pro Memory Upgrade Notes 
A few notes on the upgrade of the LaserWriter Pro series may be useful. First, always fill 
the low-numbered bank(s) before the higher numbered bank(s). If there are two sizes of 
SIMMs in the upgrade, put the the bigger SIMMs in the low-numbered bank (bank 1). 
Although the LaserWriter Pro printers can use 4MB, 8 MB, and 16MB SIMMs, there may 
be problems if one of the SIMMs is double-sided. If a double-sided SIMM is used, it is 
treated as two SIMMs by the controller. The LaserWriter Pro can address on ly two banks 
of memory. Thus, the second socket is unusable, in this case, and is usually left empty. 

Because Apple makes LaserWriter Pro printers with both single- and double-sided 8 MB 
SIMMs in them, the 8MB SIMM must be removed when the system is upgraded. 

535 
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Table 22.5 Quick Reference Chart Apple LaserWriter Configurations 

LaserWrlter 
Model ROM RAM 

LaserWriter 0.5 MB 1.5MB 

LaserWriter Plus 1MB 1.5MB 

LaserWriter II SC 16K 1MB 

LaserWriter liNT 1MB 2MB 

LaserWriter IINTX 1MB 2-12MB 

Personal Laser- 16K 1MB 
Writer SC 

Personal Laser- 1.25MB 2-8 M B1 

Writer NT 

Personal Laser- 2MB 3-4 MB2 

Writer NTR 

Personal Laser- none 512K -
Writer LS 1 MB 3 

Personal Laser- none 512K 
Writer 300 

LaserWriter llf 2MB 2-
32 MBS·6 

LaserWriter llg 2MB 5-
32 MBS·6 

LaserWriter Pro 600 2MB 8 to 
32 MB10 

Processor /Speed 

68000/ 12 MBHz 

68000/ 12 MBHz 

68000/ 7.45 MBHz 

68000/ 11.16 MBHz 

68020/ 16.67 MBHz 

68000/ 7.2 75 MBHz 

68000/12 MBHz 

AMD29005 
RISC/16 MBHz 

Uses Macs 
Processor 

Uses Macs 
Processor 

68030/20 MBHz 

68030/25 MBHz 

68030/25 MBHz 

Page 
Description 

PostScript I 
Diablo 630 

PostScript I 
Diablo 630 

QuickDraw 

PostScript 
Diablo 630 

PostScript / 
Diablo 630 

HP-Laserjet 

QuickDraw 

PostScript I 
Diablo 630 
HP Laserjet 

PostScript 
HP Laserjet 

QuickDraw 

QuickDraw 

PostScript 
Level 2J9 
H P Laserjet II P 

(PCL4+) 

PostScript 
Level 2/9 

HP Laserjet liP 

(PCL4+) 

PostScript 
Level 2/11 

HP Laserjet liP 

(PCL4+) 
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Pages Communicatlo Cassette Minimum 
Per Min Interfaces Capacity Engine Life 

8 LocaiTalk/ 100 pgs 300,000 pgs 
RS-232C 

8 LocaiTalk/ 100 pgs 300,000 pgs 
RS-232C 

8 SCSI, ADB 200 pgs 300,000 pgs 

8 LocaiTalk 200 pgs 300,000 pgs 
RS-232/422 
serial ADB 
(Accesso Port) 

8 LocaiTalk 200 pgs 300,000 pgs 
RS-232/422 
serial ADB 
(Accessory Port) 
SCSI-Ext (Hard 
Disks) 

4 SCSI 250 pgs 150,000 pgs 

4 Loca iTalk 250 pgs 150,000 pgs 
RS-232/ RS-
422 serial 

4 LocalTalk 150,000 pgs 
RS-232/ RS-
422 serial 

4 RS-422 serial 150,000 pgs 

4 RS-422 serial 100 pgs 100,000 pgs 

8 Loca1Talk7 200 pgs 300,000 pgs 

RS-232/422 
serial 
ADB (Acces-
sory Port) 
SCSI - Ext 
Hard Disks 

8 LocalTalk I 200 pgs 300,000 pgs 
EtherNet 8 

RS-232/422 
serial 
ADB (Acces-
sory Port) 
SCSI - Ext 
Hard Disks 

8 Loca1Talk12 250 pgs 450,000 pgs 

RS-232 / RS-
422 serial 
Centronics 
Parallel 

(continues) 
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Table 22.5 Continued 

LaserWrlter 
Model 

LaserWriter Pro 630 

LaserWriter 
Select 30015 

LaserWriter 
Select 310 

LaserWriter 
Select 360 

LaserWriter Pro 81 0 

ROM 

2MB 

none 

2MB 

4MB 

3MB 

RAM 

8 to 
32 MB10 

.5 to 
4.5 Ms•• 
1.5 to 
5.5 MB1'1 

7 to 
16 MB16 

8 to 
32 MB21 

Processor /Speed 

68030/25 MBHz 

none 

AMD Am29205 RISC 

AMD 29200/ 
15 MBHz 

Weitek 8200 

Page 
Description 

PostScript 
Level 2/11 

H P Laserjet II P 

(PCL4+) 

Quick Draw 

PostScript 
Level 1 

PostScript 
Level 2/ 18 

HP Laser]et Ill 

(PCL 5) 

PostScript 
Level 2/ 22 

HP Laserjet liP 

(PCL4+) 

1The Personal LaserWriter NT RAM can be upgraded from 2108MB. The PLW NT has 2 SIMM sockets 
that accept 1 or 4 MB SOns, 30 -pin memory SfMMs. 

2The Personal LaserWriter NTR RAM ca11 be upgraded from 3 to 4 MB by removing the existin.g 1 MB 
S/Mi\11 ami replacin.g it wiL/1 a 2 ,\liB B011s, 72-pin SIMM. 

3T /ie Laser Writer LS comes w ith 5 12K of RAM and is upgradable to 1 MU using a total o( 4- 256K x 4, 
1201/S DRAM chips. (Not avai lable (rom Apple.) 

4 Tiie LaserWriter LS lms a11 optiouol paper feeder that uses the std. Perso11nl LaserWriter paper/euvelope 
cassette (250 sheets max imum). 

5Tiie LascrWriter /If a11dllg use 30-pill, SOns memory SIMMs of 256K, J and 4MB. 

r.Tiie LaserWriter /If a11dllg 1111/St !Je upgraded to at least 8 .lvl/3 of RAM to print PliotoGmdc images 011 full 
legal size paper. 

7TI1e 1-nserWriter If{ can have simultaneous com1eclions to LocaiTalk, RS-232, and /IS-422. 

8The Laser Writer llg can have simultrmeous connections to EtherNet, LocniTalk, /IS-232, and RS-422. 



Pages 
Per Min 

8 

5 

5 

10 

20 

Communlcatlo 
Interfaces 

LocaiTa lk I 
EtherNet 13 

RS-232/RS-
422 serial 
Centronics 
Parallel 
SCSI - lnl or 
Ext Hard 
Disks 

RS-422 serial 

RS-422 serial 
Centronics 
Parallel 

Loca1Talk19 

RS-232/ RS-
422 serial 
Centronics 
Parallel 
Group 3 Fax 
( o t ional)20 

Loca1Talk13 

RS-232/ RS-
422 serial 
Twisted Pair 
EtherNet2' 

Thin Wire 
EtherNeF• 
External SCSI 
Group 3 Fax 
(optional)20 

Cassette 
Capacity 

250 pgs 

250 pgs 

250 pgs 

250 pgs 

250 pgs15 

Minimum 
Engine Life 

450,000 pgs 

150,000 pgs 

150,000 pgs 

300,000 pgs 

600,000 pgs 
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"The LaserWriter II{ and l/g use Fi11ePrint. PhotoGmde, which requires 5MB of memory, g ives ttp to 65 gmy 
levels. 

"'The LaserWriter Pro 600 al/(/ 630 use indtt~lt)' sta11dard 72-pi1180ns memory SIMMs of 4, 8, mtd 16 MB. 

"The LaserWriter Pro 600 and 630 are 600 D l'l priltlers and how FilwPrint and PhotoGmde (witlt 91 gmy 
levels). Yott cannot use PlwtoGmde at 600 01'1. 

'2The LascrWriter Pro 600 can have simttlta11eotts collnections to Loca/Talk n11d US-232/RS-422 serial n11d 
Centronics pam/lei ports. 

t:tThc LaserWriter Pro 630 Cf/11 hove simultnlleotts cotmectiolls to EtherTnlk, Locn/Tnlk, RS-232/RS-422 
serial nnd Cetttro11ics pnmllel ports. 

"The LascrWriter Select 300 uses 30-pinBOns mel/tory SIMMs of I or 4MB; the LaserWriter Select 3/0 
uses 72-pill I0011s memory St.'vfMs of 1 or 4 Mil. 

15The LaserWriter Select 300 uses Fi11el'rint. PftotoGmde, with 91 levels ofgmy, is nvaila/Jle wit/1 a 4MB 
memory 11p,~mde. 
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"·Tile LaserWril.er Select 360 is upgraded with a 72-pin, BOns 16MB (4-M!Jit x 32-bit) SJMM witll 2K !?ow 
refresll (I 1-bit x 11-bit). 

17TIIe LaserWriter Select 360 can only llave a total of 16MB of memory. /{ upgraded to 16MB, it does not 
use tile built-in memory. 

1kTIIe LaserWriter Select 360 prints at 300 or 600 DPl. It uses FinePrint only at 300 Dl'l. 

19Tile LaserWriter Select 360 can have simultaneous connections to LocaiTalk and J?S-232/RS-422 serial 
and Centronics parallel ports. 

20Tile LaserWriter Pro 810 and tile LaserWriter Select 360 can accommodate nn optionnl Group 3 fnx send/ 
receive card. 

2 1Tile Laser..,Vriter Pro 810 uses custom tne1110ry modules of 4 mrd 8MB. 

22The LaserWriter Pro 810 print.s nt 300 nnd400 DPl twtive engiue resolution. It lws controller technology 
tlmt nllows you to use so{twnre to select 600 m1d BOO DPl. 

2•1Tile LaserWriter Pro 810 am have simullaneorts connections to Loca/Talk, EtherNet, nnd RS-232/RS-422 
serial ports. 

24TIIe LnserWriter Pro 810 only lias 011e slot for Ed1erNet interface cards nnd can only accommorlnte one 
type of Etl1erNet nt n time. 

25Tile LaserWriter Pro 810 cmr nccommorlnte tllree 250-pnge pnper cnssettes. 

Table 22.6 Apple LaserWriter Memory Configurations 

LaserWriter RAM RAM Amount 
Model Conf lg 

LaserWriter 2 M B Bank 0: Bank 1: Bank 2: 
IINTX 4 X 256K 4 X 256K Empty 

3MB Bank 0: Bank 1: Bank 2: 
4 X 256K 4 X 256K 4 X 256K 

4MB Bank 0: Bank 1: Bank 2: 
4 X 1 MB Empty Empty 

5 MB Bank 0: Bank 1: Bank 2: 
4 X 1MB 4 X 256K Empty 

8MB Bank 0: Bank 1: Bank 2: 
4 X 1 MB 4 X 1MB Empty 

9MB Bank 0: Bank 1: Bank 2: 
4 X 1 MB 4 X 1 MB 4 X 256K 

12MB Bank 0: Bank 1: Bank 2: 
4 x 1MB 4 x 1 M B 4 X 1MB 

LaserWriter 2MB Bank 0: Bank 1: 
llf 4 x 256K 4 X 256K 

4 M B Bank 0: Bank 1: 
4 X 1 M B Empty 

5MB Bank 0: Bank 1: 
4 x 1 MB 4 X 256K 

8MB Bank 0: Bank 1: 
4 X 1MB 4 X 1 MB 

16 MB Bank 0: Bank 1: 
4 X 4MB Empty 

17 MB Bank 0: Bank 1 : 
4 X 4MB 4 X 256K 
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LaserWriter RAM RAM Amount 
Model Conflg 

20MB Bank 0: Bank 1: 
4 x 4MB 4 X 1MB 

32MB Bank 0: Bank 1: 
4 x4 MB 4 x 4MB 

LaserWriter 5MB Bank 0: Bank 1: 
llg 4 X 1MB 4 x 256K 

8MB Bank 0: Bank 1: 
4 X 1 MB 4 X 1 MB 

16MB Bank 0: Bank 1: 
4 X 4MB Empty 

17MB Bank 0: Bank 1: 
4 x4 MB 4 X 256K 

20MB Bank 0: Bank 1: 
4 X 4MB 4 X 1 MB 

32MB Bank 0: Bank 1: 
4 X 4MB 4 X 4MB 

LaserWriter 8MB Bank 0: Bank 1: 
Pro 600 1 x 4MB 1 x 4MB 

or Bank 0: Bank 1: 
1 X 8MB Empty 

16MB Bank 0: Bank 1: 
1 X 16MB Empty 

20MB Bank 0: Bank 1: 
1 x 16MB 1 X 4MB 

32MB Bank 0: Bank 1: 
1 X 16MB 1 X 16MB 

LaserWriter 8MB Bank 0: Bank 1: 
Pro 630 1 X 4MB 1 X 4MB 

or Bank 0: Bank 1: 
1 x8 MB Empty 

16MB Bank 0: Bank 1: 
1 X 16MB Empty 

20MB Bank 0: Bank 1: 
1 X 16MB 1 X 4MB 

32MB Bank 0: Bank 1: 
1 X 16MB 1 X 16MB 

LaserWriter .5MB Built-in 
Select 300 1.5MB 1 X 1 MB 

4.5 MB 1 X 4MB 

LaserWriter 1.5MB Built-in 
Select 310 2.5 MB 1 X 1 MB 

5.5 MB 1 X 4MB 

LaserWriter 7MB Built-in: Bank 0: 
3MB' 1 X 4MB 

Select 360 16MB Built-in: Bank 0: 
3MB 16MB 

LaserWriter 8MB Bank 1: Bank 2: Bank 3: 
Pro 810 Empty Empty Empty 

12MB Bank 1: Bank 2: Bank 3: 
4MB Empty Empty 

16MB Bank 1: Bank 2: Bank 3: 
8MB Empty Empty 

(continues) 
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Table 22.6 Continued 

LaserWrlter RAM RAM Amount 
Model Conflg 

or Bank 1: Bank 2: Bank 3: 
4MB 4MB Empty 

20MB Bank 1: Bank 2: Bank 3: 
8MB 4 MB Empty 

or Bank 1: Bank 2: Bank 3: 
4MB 4MB 4MB 

24MB Bank 1: Bank 2: Bank 3: 
8MB 8MB Empty 

or Bank 1: Bank 2: Bank 3: 
8MB 4MB 4MB 

28MB Bank 1: Bank 2: Bank 3: 
8MB 8MB 4MB 

32MB Bank 1: Bank 2: Bank 3: 
8MB 8MB 8MB 

'Tile LaserWriter Se/ect360 cau out}' /lave o total of 16 M ll of memory. f{ 11pgraded to 16 Mll, it does 1101 

11se tile b11ilt-iu memory. 

Summary 
Most likely the first upgrade any Macintosh owner will undertake is to increase the RAM 
in the system . This chapter addresses the procedures for upgrading RAM in all its mani
festat ions in the Macintosh, lists the specifications for the SIMM mod ules, and offers 
several tables and figures to the guide the user through the upgrade combinations and 
configurations for curren t Macintosh computers. 

In order to assess the need for more RAM, it is recom mended that the reader consult 
chapter 21, "Measuring Performance," chapter 24, "Video Upgrades," and chapter 12, 
"Multimedia Equipment." 

In addition to system RAM, a table of VRAM setups and specifications are given in table 
22.3. This RAM upgrade is the second most popular memo ry upgrade today given the 
demands of graphics, Pho to CD, multimed ia and 24-bit images on Macintosh display 
systems. 

Finally the memory upgrades for Apple laser printers are discussed. These peripherals a re 
often in need of memory upgrades to boost processing of complex pages, images, and 
fonts. Severa l figures an d tables (tables 22.4 and 22.5) are presented in the chapter to 
help the user sort out the complexities o f laser printer RAM upgrades and possib le con
figurations. Guidelines and notes on upgrades are given as needed for particular printers 
and models. 



Chapter 23 

PowerPC Upgrades 
by Jack McShea 

This chapter addresses the upgrade paths to PowerPC-based systems for owners and users 
of the older 0 x 0-based systems. We will address the various upgrade options available to 
the user along with the benefits and difficulties associated wi th each approach. 

Apple is actively pursuing owners o f t raditional Macintosh systems who qualify for 
PowerPC (PPC) upgrades to make the transitio n to the new architecture. Along with the 
new Power Macintosh models, a number of upgrade kits and upgrade cards are ava ilable 
to Mac owners that allow them to upgrade their systems to full PPC status, or to greatly 
enhance performance for a fraction o t the cost of a new Power Macintosh . In addition to 
the Apple offerings, there are third party options too that have to be considered as inex
pensive routes to PPC computing. 

Understanding Upgrade Options 
The upgrade comes in two approaches: a full logic board upgrade tha t completely trans
fo rms the o lder Macintosh to a new PPC model, o r a user-installed PPC upgrade card that 
plugs into the Mac's logic board and o ffers accelerated performance at a fraction of the 
price of a full upgrade (or new machine). 

At the top of the heap are the full logic board upgrades for owners of the Macintosh llvx, 
II vi, Perfo rma 600, Quadra (or Centris) 610, Quadra (or Centris) 650, Quadra (or Centris) 
660AV, and Quadras 800 and 840AV. Depending on where the model places in the prod
uct line up, a differen t upgrade to a Power Macintosh is provided. Table 23.2 is a listing 
of commonly available upgrades with designated Macs and their upgrades. 

The three tables below (table 23.1, table 23.2, table 23.3) incl ude general operating speci
fi cations on the PPC 601 chip, Apple-supplied upgrade options both in terms of full 
blown logic board kits and upgrade cards, and general clock speed information on the 
Apple Upgrade Card compared to the present 040-based systems. 
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Table 23.1 Power Macintosh Upgrade Specifications 

Microprocessor 

Cache 

Installation 

ROM 

Operating 
environment 

PowerPC 601 
Integrated floating-point p rocessor 
Integrated 32K cache 
Runs at twice the clock speed of host Macintosh 

1 MB on-board level 2 cache 

User installed in the Motorola 68040 processor-direct slo t 

Includes 4 MB Power M acintosh ROM 

Temperatures: 50 to 1 31 degrees F 
(1 0 to 55 degrees C) 
Relative humidity: 5 to 95 percent 
noncondensing 
Maximum altitude: 1 0,000 feet 
(3048 m eters) 

Table 23.2 Macintosh Upgrade Compatibility 

Macintosh Model 

Quadra 900, 950 

Quadra 840AV 

Quadra 800 

Quadra 700 

Quadra/Centris 660AV 

Quadra/Centris 650 

Quadra/Centris 610 

Mac llvx, vi, P600 

6100/60 
6100/60AV 

7100/66 
7100/66AV 

8100/ 80 
8100/80AV 

Upgrade 
Card 

• 

Table 23.3 Power Macintosh Upgrade Card Specifications 

Motorola Upgrade Card 
Macintosh 68040 Speed (MHz) Speed (MHz) 

Quadra 950 33 66 

Quadra 900 25 50 

Quadra 800 33 66 

Quadra 700 25 50 

Quadra 650 33 66 

Quadra 610 25 50 

Centris 610 20 40 
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Logic Board Upgrades 
Any Mac that undergoes the complete logic board upgrade is identical to its correspond
ing Power Macintosh. As shown in table 23.2, a Quadra 610 converts to a 6100/60; a 
Quadra 650 converts to a 7100/66; and a Quadra 800 converts to a Power Macintos h 
8100/80. AV options are also avai lable. 

Keep in mind that RAM purchases are necessary for some owners o f convertible 
Macintoshes. Owners of t he Macintosh llvx, for instance, have to consider this in 
their upgrade decision. The Power Maci n toshes use 72-pin SIMMs. 

The Power Macs use the 72-pin SIMMs, which are now common in Centris and Quadra 
Macintoshes. Owners of Maci ntoshes that use th e o lder 30-pin SIMMs need to buy addi
tional RAM for their Power Macs if they currently run systems with a lot o f mem ory. 

The Power M.acintosh uses 32-bit, 72-pin, SIMMs in pairs also. See the chapter 22, "RAM: 
The First Thing to Add," fo r further information on Power Macintosh memory upgrades. 

Peri pherals and NuBus cards should work with the new system without a hitch (although 
some ROMs on video cards have needed updates from thei r ma nu facturers for the new 
systems). Users o f the 6100/60 requ ire an adapter for 7-inch NuBus cards. 

Retail p ricing of the upgrade kits is curren tly set by Apple at $999 for the 6100/60 logic 
boa rd upgrade ki t; $1499 for the 7100/66 kit; and $1899 for the upgrade to the Power 
Macintosh 8100/80. Street prices vary on these kits. Upgrades for the AV versions cost 
an addit ional $100 to $400, depending on the model chosen . 

The PPC Upgrade Card 
For Mac users who do not qualify for an official PPC conversion , o r who do no t wan t to 
take advantage of a logic board upgrade, a PPC upgrade ca rd is avai lable. Owners of o lder 
Macs such as the Quadras 700 and 900 can take advantage of this upgrade to enhance 
their systems. It appears that every owner of an 040-based Macintosh will have some 
upgrade option to PowerPC from Apple. 

The PPC Upgrade Card is a PDS-based plug-in, and works in nearly every Mac in the 
Quadra and Cen tris lines that has a standard PDS slo t. It has no SIMM socket for its 
own RAM, however. 

In contrast to the full-blown Power Macin tosh upgrade kits, the Power Macintosh 
Upgrade Card is not a full logic boa rd replacemen t. The ca rd option is similar to an accel
erator card upgrade. See chapter 25, "Adding Accelerator Cards," and the references to 
DayStar's Power Pro card la ter in th is chapter. 

The Power Macintosh Upgrade Card adds a Power PC 60 I ch ip t hat runs at twice the 
clock speed of the host system to the Maci n tosh (see fig. 23.1). Actual perfo rmance 
gained from the upgrade depends largely on the software and tasks run on the system, 
but estimates are in the 200 to 300 percent range for actual systems. The retail p rice of 
the upgrade card is about $700. 
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Fig. 23.1 
Power Mac Upgrade Card. 

Benchmark data for standard and converted Macs is given below. Note that the speed 
increase gained by running native applications depends largely on the model of 
Macintosh tested. 

The data presented in table 23.4 is derived from MacBench 1.1 results from Ziff-Davis 
Benchmark Operations. According to the Macl3ench scoring conventions, the LC Ill 
receives a score of 10 on all tests and is the default reference Macintosh for comparisons. 
Table 23.4 has data for Macintosh Quadra and Power Macintosh models. Table 23.5 pre
sents data for the PowerPC Upgrade Card only. 

Table 23.4 Performance Ratings for Common Macs and Their Power 
Macintosh Counterparts 

Disk Floating Overall 
Macintosh Perf. Processor Pt. VIdeo PR 

Classic 2.51 0.75 0.58 1.06 0.94 

Macintosh 10.24 7.37 151.01 9.08 9.30 
llvx, vi 

Performa 600 10.69 6.34 7.05 7.91 7.47 

Quadra 610 18.42 31.55 307.44 18.47 24.94 
Centris 610 

Quadra 650 18.25 41.7 406.55 23.18 29.64 
Centris 650 

Quadra 660AV 16.05 31.79 307.61 22.14 25.69 
Centris 660AV 

Quadra 700 11.04 30.04 305.28 23 .17 22. 37 

Quadra 800 19.07 42.81 410.67 24.83 31 .10 
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Disk Floating Overall 
Macintosh Perf. Processor Pt. Video PR 

Quadra 840AV 19.16 49.06 476.45 30.21 34.80 

Quadra 900 
Quadra 950 16.62 40.73 399 27.23 30.19 

Power Mac 19.44 11 2.62 3219.34 25.44 38.97 
6100/60 

Power Mac 19.74 180.15 3395.93 30.02 44.69 
6100AV/60 

Power Mac 20.71 166.05 4184.89 34.11 47.88 
7100/66 

Power Mac 20.73 166.43 4156.23 19.78 36.71 
7100AV/66 

Power Mac 23.11 234.08 4470.74 36.54 53.78 
8100/80 

Table 23.5 Performance Rating of PowerPC Upgrade Cards 

Floating Video Disk Overall 
Macintosh Processor Pt. Perf. Perf. PR 

Power Mac 240 4525 36 22 52.32 
8100/80 

Power Mac 200 4330 35 20 48.56 
7100/66 L2 

Power Mac 165 4180 33 19 45.32 
7100/66 

Power Mac 175 3435 30 1 7 41.53 
6100/60 L2 

Power Mac 120 3220 25 16 35.89 
6100/60 

Quadra 950+ 165 2000 17 21 33.73 
Upgrade Card 

Quadra 700+ 125 400 22 15 32.87 
Upgrade Card 

Quadra 950 40 310 24 22 31 .33 

Quadra 700 30 140 23 15 24.74 

Upgrade Card Limitations 
What does a n ew Mac o r logic board upgrade have over the Upgrade Card? Firs t, rem em
be r that the Upgrade Card from Apple cannot be installed in every Macintosh. For this 
reason, some n ew use rs are driven to new Macs. 

Second, a full logic board upgrade adds extra fea tures oth er than just speed. Features 
such as extra monitor suppo rt a nd 16-bit sound might be impo rtant t o some buyers. 

547 
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Finally, the performance of the Upgrade Card is limited because it relies on the o ld logic 
board and bus of the host Macintosh. Apple has attempted to minimize this effect by 
including 1 MB of secondary RAM cache on the Upgrade Card, but the design of the 
logic board on a fu ll-fledged Power Macintosh is better optimized for performance and 
yields better results than an accelerated Macintosh with a 601 chip. 

Apple's PowerPC Upgrade Card does not have an expansion slot of its own on-board. 
Once installed, it apparently blocks the NuBus slot in the host Mac. Centris and Quadra 
610 owners have to completely relinquish their slot in the installation of the Upgrade 
Card. 

Because the general effectiveness and simplicity of the upgrade card appeals to owners of 
older Macs, accelerator-ma ker DayStar Digital has licen sed technology from Apple for its 
own PPC upgrade cards. Two PDS cards are planned from DayStar: one that runs at 66 
MHz and another that runs at 80 MHz. Estimated prices are $1200 to $1700 for the 
upgrades. 

As an inveterate builder of accelerator cards, DayStar is well aware of the shortcom ings of 
the Apple designs and has attempted to engineer a higher performance system in their 
PowerPro cards. For instance, the DayStar cards run at a fixed clock speed rega rdless of 
which Mac is hosting the m (in con trast to the clock-doubled cards). This g ives Quadra 
610 owners the option of running an 80 MHz system, in contrast to the Upgrade Card 
that on ly doubles the clock to 50 MI-I z. 

The DayStar cards host their own SIMM sockets on the accelerato r card, so tha t fast ac
cess to RAM is permitted by the 601 without having to go back to the main logic board. 
Currently, four 72-pin sockets are planned for the PowerPro 601 cards, yielding a maxi
mum of 128 MB of RAM with the DayStar system. The PowerPro 601 will also have a slot 
for extra RAM cache. 

The ideal candidates fo r t he DayStar card are specialized users who need to run 040-
em ulated software and native code software side by side in their workstations. The 040 
code is expected to run without a performance degradation typical in the currently em u
lated systems. 

Other PowerPC Upgrade Issues 
Unfortunately, the upgrade to PowerPC may not be complete with just RAM and 
upgrade cards. There are some other important deta ils in the upgrade that must be 
addressed before proceeding with the conversion to PowerPC. 

Upgrading a Macintosh to a new Power PC model requires a major overhaul of the sys
tem. Go into the process with both eyes wide open, keeping in mind that the upgrade 
involves hardware, software, and video card firmware upgrades in most cases. Keep track 
of how much RAM is required in the upgrade, modifications and updates to device driv
ers, system software changes, and general upgrade problems and costs associated with 
switching over to native code software. Without maximizing the system all the way 
around, the Macintosh will not perform reliably at its top speed. 
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Before proceeding with the upgrade, read chapter 21, "Measuring Performance." It's a 
good idea to develop a special group of tests that profiles the kinds of softvvare and tasks 
the user expects to perform on the Macintosh. Use the data provided in this and other 
related chapters of the book to assess the benefits of the upgrade. Run the custom tests 
along with standard ones to get an idea of which upgrade is appropriate for the user. If 
raw processor power is the main driver in the decision, maybe one of the upgrade cards 
is right for you. If the extra fea tures in a new Power Macintosh are important, perhaps 
the logic board upgrade is the solu tion for you. 

Hard-Drive Issues 
One of the most notable changes in the new system concerns the SCSI system and driv
ers. The new ROMs from Apple include a revised SCSI Manager, version 4.3, that requires 
a new driver for top performance. Without this driver upgrade in a converted system, 
expect slow-downs in disk performance. Presently, most of the major drive manufactur
ers have upgraded their drivers. For more information on drivers and current versions, 
consult chapter 8, "Hard Disks." If one of the upgraded commercial hard disk drivers is 
not available, use the Apple HD SC Setup version 7.3 or later to update your drivers on 
Apple-supplied hard drives. For other drives, a commercial formatter is required. 

Video-Card Issues 
High-end users of accelerated video cards are finding problems in switching over the old 
cards to the new Power Macs. Many cards require a ROM upgrade to be compatible with 
the Power Macintosh system. In most cases, this upgrade is free (or at least inexpensive) 
and comes directly from the card's manufacturer. 

If the card's ROM is out of date with the Power Mac, performance slows appreciably 
(perhaps 20 percent of the original speed) . Use one of the benchmark programs discussed 
in this book to measure the video performance of the card in both the old and the new 
Mac. This should tell you if an upgraded ROM is in order. 

Keep in mind that all video/monitor !NITs and CDEVs are also candidates for native code 
upgrades, and this affects system performance as well. 

Upgrade Recommendations 
Below are recommendations for Power Macintosh upgrades of common Mac systems. 
Use these as guidelines to your decision-making. 

Macintosh llvx/vi, Performa 600 
The Apple logic board upgrade kit is the only real choice here for vx owners considering 
the cost of conversion to the Quadra 650 or even a fast accelerator card. The conversion 
kit results in a completely new, modern Power Macintosh. The added performance and 
features of the new Power Mac should make up for the disappointments of vx owners at 
a fraction of the price of a new Power Macintosh. 
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Centrls and Quadra 61 0 
Centris and Quadra 610 owne rs should probably opt fo r the logic board upgrade from 
Apple. The complete conversion to the Power Macintosh 6100/60 is on ly about $300 
more than the Upgrade Card price. The expanded features, better performance, and 
investment poten tial of the 6100 are worth the extra cost. 

Centrls/Quadra 650, Quadra 800 
These owners have the broadest cho ice of the logic board upgrade or the upgrade cards. 
Apple's upgrade ca rd is certainly the budget-conscious so lution, especially fo r the 650 
owners. The decisio n here rests on cost versus performance versus features. Most owners 
o f these Macs are p robably best suited to go the logic board upgrade ro ute. After a ll , the 
650 and 800 are no t en try-level Macs and it is safe to assume that thei r owners will need 
to maintain the same positions in the product line as they had before PowerPC. 

Quadra 700, 900, and 950 
Owners of these Macs can select from either the Apple Upgrade card o r the DayStar 
PowerPro 601 card . If price is no object and perfo rmance is the key feature of the up
grade, the DayStar card is currently the better choice. For acceptable performance at 
an attractive price, the Apple card is the best fit. 

Quadra 660AV, Quadra 840AV 
Assuming that buyers of these Macs are interested in advanced multimedia features, the 
only real cho ice here is to opt fo r the Apple logic board upgrade and try to keep pace 
'"rith the changing standards in AV technology. If performance and com patibility with 
0 x 0 software is the prima ry consideration, the upgrade cards with accelerato rs are cer
ta inly good choices. Beware of software and video card ROM compatibi lity issues with 
the Power Macs fo r the fi rst sho rt while. 

All Other Users 
If an upgrade is in the cards, consider selling your o ld Mac and buying a new one. The 
cost of the new model m ay be greatly decreased by ro lling the proceeds of the sale in to a 
purchase. Depending on the model, the upgrade to a n ew Mac from the sale of an o ld 
one m ay cost less than that paid by the own ers o f "upgradable" Macs discussed above. 

Table 24.6 shows the Apple part num bers and descriptions of the currently available 
Power Macin tosh upgrade options. Also incl uded are part numbers for the CD-ROM 
upgrades and moun ting ki ts. 

Please consult an Authorized Apple Reseller in your area fo r details specific to the conver
sion o r upgrade of your Macin tosh. Remember that in most cases these upgrades are not 
do-it-yourself kits and req uire Apple-certified techn ician s to install, tes t, and invest the 
new warranty. 
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Table 23.6 Power Macintosh Upgrade Information: Apple Upgrades and 

Part Numbers 

Upgrade Option 

Power Macintosh 
Upgrade Card 

Power Macintosh 

Power Macintosh 
61 OOAV/60 Logic 
Board Upgrade 

Power Macintosh 
71 00/66 Logic 
Board Upgrade 

Power Macintosh 
71 OOAV/66 Logic 
Board Upgrade 

Power Macintosh 
81 00/80 Logic 
Board Upgrade 

Power Macintosh 
81 OOAV/80 Logic 
Board Upgrade 

Internal CD-ROM 
Upgrades 

AppleCD 300i Plus 
internal 

Adapter kit for 
6100/60orAV 

Adapter kit for 
7100/66 or AV 

Adapter kit for 
8100/80 or AV 

Order No. 

M2843LL/A 

M2343LL/A 

M2901 LL/A 

M2474LL/A 

M2840LL/A 

M2344LL/A 

M2902LL/A 

Order No. 

M3152LL/A 

M2846LL/A 

M3126LL/A 

M2847LL/A 

Notes 

Includes System 7, complete setup 
learning and reference documentation. 
All necessary hardware and installation 
instructions are included. 

Includes System 7, 6100/60 Logic 
complete setup, learn ing Board Upgrade 
and reference documentation. All 
necessary hardware and installation 
instructions are included. 8 MB RAM and 
video adapter are included. 

Includes System 7, complete setup, 
learning and reference documentation. 
All necessary hardware and installation 
instructions are included. 8 MB RAM 
and S-video to composite video adapter 
are included. 

Includes System 7, complete setup, 
learning an'd reference documentation. 
All instructions are included. 8 MB RAM 
and 1 MB VRAM are included. 

Includes System 7, complete setup, 
learning and reference documentation. 
All necessary hardware and installation 
instructions are included. 8 MB RAM, 2 
MB VRAM, and S-video to composite 
video adapter are included. 

Includes System 7, complete setup, 
learning and reference documentation. 
All necessary hardware and installation 
instructions are included. 8 MB RAM 
and 2 MB VRAM are included. 

Includes System 7, complete setup, 
learning and reference documentation. 
All necessary hardware and installation 
instructions are included. 8 MB RAM, 
2 MB VRAM, and S-video to composite 
video adapter are included. 
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Summary 
In this chapter, we visited the topics relating to the PowerPC upgrades of Macintosh 
computers and compared the hardware options. It is important that the user carefully 
consider the choices in the upgrade before committing to an approach. 

As we have seen, the upgrade to PPC involves the issues of new software for the PowerPC 
chip, new SCSI drivers fo r hard disks and possibly video card ROM upgrades. These are 
required if the exceptional performance of the system is to meet expectations. 

The reader is encouraged to consider the material in chapter 20, "Buy New or Major 
Upgrade"; chapter 21, "Measuring Performance"; chapter 22, "RAM: The First Thing 
to Acid"; chapter 24, "Video Upgrades"; and chapter 25, "Adding Accelerator Cards," 
as background to his ded sion to upgrade to Power Macintosh. 

It is probably a foregone conclusion that the future of Apple is in the PowerPC chip, but 
the time to get into PowerPC may not be right now for you. For this reason, be aware of 
your options and the costs associated with any transition . 



Chapter 24 

Video Upgrades 
by jack McShea 

Macin tosh video is a complica ted matter that involves hardware and software issues as 
far down as the lvlacintosh ROMs and as far up as a third-party v ideo card or monitor. 

ln this chapter we wi ll visit som e of the topics surrounding hmv a Macintosh d raws a 
picture to screen, the uses o f QuickDraw, what video standard s apply to Macintosh sys
tems, and how to adapt Macintosh systems to o ther (fo reign) v ideo d isplay systems like 
the po pular VGA monito rs and NTSC video monito rs and projectio n systems. 

We wi ll also discuss briefly some of the common problems in Maci ntosh video systems 
and their fixes. r:luc tuations in monitors and displays, VRAM problems, problems in 
adapting Macs to o ther display systems, and how to make routine alignment adjust
ments to mon itors are outlined. See chapter 39, "Monito r Problems," for more informa
tion o n tro ubleshoo ting video re la ted and monito r problems. 

Background 
One of the ma jor distinctions between Macintosh and o ther computer systems is that 
everything in Macintosh is a graphic image. Unli ke PCs that may employ one display 
mode for text and another for graphics, the Mac generates only graphics to accommo
date text and images. 

In add ition, the Macintosh uses a reserved b lock of memory to map informatio n held 
there to the screen for di splay. This b it-mapped display technique works for mono
chrome and color displays and re lies on the contents of the screen buffer fo r its info rma
tio n . As the video d isplay systems o n the Mac increase in complex ity, the amount of 
RAM used as a screen buffer grows. The compact Macs li ke the Plus and SE used about 
22K o f RAM to buffer screen contents. Some modern Quadras usc 1 MB to 2MB for their 
colo r displays (see chapter 22 and th e VRAM section in this chapter). 
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Almost everything drawn to the screen of a Macintosh is done so by the ROM routines 
known as QuickDraw. QuickDraw was developed by Apple to aid in the d rawing of tex t, 
graphics, patterns, and colo rs. QuickDraw is the backbone of the Macintosh's d rawing 
and printing abilit ies. Other parts o f the Macintosr systems come into play as well . 
A good example m ight be the interact ion of the Window Manager with the QuickDraw 
software. 

Creating the Display 
The Macintosh display has its picture painted in a manner sim ilar to that used for other 
computers a nd televisio n sets. The screen image is com posed of thousands of do ts ar
ranged over hundreds (or tho usands) o f parallel lines on-screen. This form of display is 
referred to as a mster display because of the way the image is painted on-screen by the 
collection of parallel horizontal sca n lines. The image itself is created on-screen by an 
electron beam that energ izes a phosphor coating on the video tube that glows for a time 
after being h it by the beam. The control of the video sweep (electron beam) is managed 
by the video circuitry in the Macintosh to sca n the scree n from the upper left of the 
display, across the screen to the right, down a pixel repea ting the left to right sweep, and 
ending at the lower righ t corner of the display. At the end of the scan, the v ideo ci rcui try 
returns the beam to the upper left corner and the process begins again to refresh or up
date the display. 

This scan procedure is not identical to that used in television sets. In television sets the 
even-numbered lines are drawn first over th e entire screen, and then the screen is up
dated with the video info rmation for the odd-numbered lines. This method of painting 
alternate sets o f screen information is referred to as interlacing the display. Displays that 
use this technique are re ferred to as interlaced displays. 

The speed at which this scanning takes place is referred to as the fmme mte. The 
Macintosh SE and Classic have a scan ra te of about 1/60 second; that is, they refresh 
the screen 60 times a second. This figure is o ften also referred to as the refresh mte. 
The refresh rate is variable and differs fo r differen t displays. 

Table 24.1 Scan Rates for Some Macintosh Monitors 

Vertical Horizontal 
Model (Hz) (KHz) 

Built-In Monitors 

Macintosh 128K 60.15 22.25 

Macintosh 512K 60.15 22.25 

Macintosh 512Ke 60.15 22.25 

Macintosh Plus 60.15 22.25 

Macintosh SE 60.15 22.25 

Macintosh SE/30 60.1 5 22.25 
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Vertical Horizontal 
Model (Hz) (KHz) 

Built-In Monitors 

Macintosh Classic 60.15 22.25 

Macintosh Classic II 60. 15 22.25 

Macintosh Color Classic 60. 15 24.48 

Macintosh LC 520 66.70 35.00 

Macintosh Monitors 

Apple 21 -inch Color Display 75.00 68.70 

Apple Two-Page Monitor 75.00 68.70 

Apple 16-inch Color Display 75.00 50.00 

Apple Portrait Display 75.00 68.90 

Apple AudioVision 14 Display 66.70 35.00 

Maci ntosh (14-inch) Color Display 66.70 35.00 

Basic (14-inch) Color Monitor 59.94 31.50 

Performa Plus Display 66.70 35.00 

Performa Display 66.70 35.00 

1 3-inch AppleColor High-Res 66.70 35.00 
RGB Monitor 

12-inch Apple High-Res 66.70 35.00 

32-bit QuickDraw 
32-13it QuickDraw is a set o f enhancemen ts to the Color Qu ickDraw routines. 

Of the three basic operat ing modes in Colo r QuickDraw, the standard mode is CLUT 
(Colo r Look Up Table) mode. CLUT can generate 1-, 2-, 4-, and 8-bit colo r values. 
This mode is com monly referred to as indi rect mode. 

The other two Color QuickDraw modes use RGB values instead of look up tables. Mode 
two works with 16-bit colo rs; mode th ree hand les 32-bi t values. r:or mode two, only the 
first IS bits are significant. In mode three, o n ly the first 24 bits a rc significant, hence 
the confusion over 32-bit QuickDraw being 24-bits in rea lity . This mode is common ly 
referred to as d irect mode. 

According to Apple, the key features of 32-Bit QuickDraw are: 

• Support fo r very la rge fram e buffers 

• 32-bit add ressi ng of graphics devices 

• Support fo r direct devices 

• Pixel values directly specify a color for "Direct" devices, so CLUTs are not used 

• Up to 16 millio n colo rs per pixel 
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• Color values contain up to 8 bits for each of the three RGB direct components, 
with: 

8 bits of padd ing, resulting in a maximum of 24 significant bits out of 32 

Extensions to the PICT fil e format 

Support for up to 32 bits per pixel (up to 24 of which are significant) 

32-bit QuickDraw's two RGB frames are encoded as 32-bit direct RGB and 16-bit 
direct RGB. 

32-bit direct RGB value fram e: 

00000000 RRRRRRRR GGGGGGGG BBBBBBBB 

16-bit direct RGB value frame: 

0 RRRRR GGGGG BBBBB 

Hardware Requirements for 32-blt QuickDraw 
The benefits of 32-bi t QuickDraw are somewhat dependent on the video card used in the 
Macintosh system. A direct device video card, when used in a Mac, can access colo r val
ues directly rather than having to receive a CLUT index value. 

The Macintosh operating system also allows 32-bit images to be created off-screen . Thus, 
system s that do no t employ d irect device techniques can still run under 32-bit Quick
Draw. In this way, hardware is not a limiting factor in the d isplay of QuickDraw 
information. 

Software Issues 
32-bit QuickDraw and Color QuickDraw are in no ways incompatible or in conflict. 
Applications that do have problems with 32-bit QuickDraw usually fall in to one o r more 
of the fo llowing traps: 

• Draw directly to the screen 

• Fail to put values in all the necessary fields in the pixmap and new gDevice records 

• Manually clone gDevice pixm aps 

• Assume that a pixmap has a CLUT 

How the Macintosh Video Is Different 
Than VGA, CGA, and EGA 
The Macintosh handles are colo red in differently compared to CGA (Color Graphics 
Array), VGA (Video Graph ics Array), EGA (Enhanced Graphics Array), and other color 
displays. As more Macintosh users compare displays across platforms and often attempt 
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to use PC-type display on Macs, some discussion of the differences is important. Later in 
this chapter we address the wiring and adapter changes necessary to drive a PC-display 
from a Macintosh. 

CGA 
CGA (color g raphic adapter, color graphics array) is the earliest standard for IBM-type 
computers. Able to display only 4 colors at a time from a palette of 16, the maximum 
resolution of the d isplay is 640 x 200. 

PGC 
The PGC (professio nal graphics card) standard was the second to emerge for PCs. It can 
draw 256 out of 4,096 colors, and provides a screen resolution of 640 x 480. PGC died 
out when EGA (see the following section) emerged at a better price/performance ratio. 

EGA 
The EGA (enhanced graphics array) standard can paint 16 colors out of a total of 64, 
while handling a screen resolution of 640 x 480. EGA is a lTL-level signal. 

VGA 
VGA (video graphics array) displays colo r in three possible modes: two colors at 
640 x 480; 16 colors at 640 x 480; and 256 colors at 320 x 200. Total palette size for 
the 16-color and 256-color modes is 262,144 colors. 

MS-DOS Color 
The existence of all the PC video standards often requires that di ffere nt video drivers be 
used for different applications running o n a computer. In the same fashion, five di fferent 
PCs running five different video cards might require different drivers to be installed to 
run the same application. There is also no guarantee that monitor resolutions will be the 
same either. 

The plot thickens when a card has to be relocated to another computer. The installation 
must be repeated. Standards among video card manufacturers are also rather flexible and 
can have an effect here, too. Consistency is no t a hallmark of the PC hardware market
place. 

Macintosh Color 
Macintosh video was designed to provide more consistency, even when changing from 
monochrome display systems to 24-bit color. Video card developers do not need to adapt 
to the application because QuickDraw serves as the liaison between the software and 
hardware. Video drivers as such are unknown in the Macintosh system. 

Geometrically all Macintosh displays are approximately 72 pixels per inch. The d iffer
ences, if there are any, are small across product lines. This provides consistency of 
display area for Macintosh. The pixel size is also very similar across various Macintosh 
displays. This has helped in WYSIWYG applications like typography and graphics, where 
reproduction and comparison of an image across different worksta tions is important and 
must be made identical if possible. A one-inch by one-inch grid displayed on a Mac Plus 
should be the same on a Quadra 840AV. 
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Because QuickDraw is used as the refe rence for drawing images to the Macin tosh screen, 
the manufacturer (name-brand) of the video card bears little o n the geometry of the 
image. With 32-bit QuickDraw, the Macintosh can display photo -realistic images as a 
built-in feature. 

Macintosh Monitors and MS-DOS PCs 
It is unlikely that video cards designed for MS-DOS computers wi ll work with an Apple 
monito r. DOS compute rs use diffe rent t iming than that employed in Apple systems. 
Apple mo nitors a re locked into specific scan rates for Macintosh computers and cannot 
be changed. 

There may be a special video card developed some day fo r such an adaptation, but so far 
no one has seen a marke t for it. The more likely adapta tion is to use a m ul tisynch moni
tor on a Macintosh. 

Macintosh and VGA Monitors 
It is not uncom mon for budget conscio us users o f Macintosh to try to usc a VGA moni
tor on their systems. Most modern Macs can accom mo date the VGA mo nito r. A list of 
Macs known to be able to drive the VGA mo n itor include: 

LC 

LC II 

LC llf 

llvx 

Centris 610 

Centris 650 

Cen tris 660A V 

Quadra 700 

Quadra 800 

Quadra 900 

Quadra 950 

Quadra 840AV 

PowerBook 160 

PowerBook 16Sc 

PowerBook 180 

PowerBook 180c 

PowerBook Duo 210 & 230 (with MiniDock or Duo Dock) 

To con nect a VGA monito r to the Macin tosh , an adapter (cable) is required. Third-party 
cable vendors and most monito r manufacturers have these cables available. It is also 
possib le that skilled e lectronics tech nicians can construct thei r own. Connections for 
such an adapter are shown in the next section , where an example is given. 

VGA monitors fro m different manufacturers may work differently o n the sa me 
Macintosh. It is best to tes t a mo n ito r for compatibili ty with the Macintosh befo re 
making a purchase. 

VGA mo n itors also have d ifferent image quality specifica tio ns. There wi ll be signi ficant 
differences between Apple mo nitors and various VGA monitors. A side-by-side compari
son of the monitors sho uld be done before deciding which monitor to use. Note that a 
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VGA monitor provides a resolution of 640 x 480. The number of colo rs supported 
depends on the amount of VRAM installed in the Macintosh. 

Connecting a VGA Monitor to a Macintosh LC-class Computer 
The Macintosh LC series supports some VGA monitors. There are many different modes/ 
types of VGA timing, however. The following specificatio ns show the VGA characteristics 
supported by the Macintosh LC class machines. 

Screen/Video Parameter Timing 

Dot clock 25.175MHz 

Dot 39.722 nsec 

Full line 31.778 usee 

Line rate 31.469 KHz 

Full frame 16.68 msec 

Frame rate 59.94 Hz 

The wiring diagram for the LC-VGA adapter is shown in the following mini-table. To 
signal that a VGA monitor is connected, con nect pins 7 and 10 together. The wiring of 
the LC always has JD bit 2. Thus, ID# 3 will be grounded, too, and the signal for the VGA 
monitor will be set. 

Macintosh LC 
Connector 
DB-15 VGA 

2 · · · ·- · · · · · · · · · ·- Red Video 

Red Ground ·- ---- --- -- --- 6 

9 ----------- ----- Blue Video ------ ---- --- · 3 

13 - - · - - · · - · · - - · · - · Blue Ground · - · · · - · · - - · · · B 

5 ·· ·- · · ·- · -- · --· - Green Video - - ·- -· · - -· --- 2 

6 · · · - · ·- · · · ·- · · ·- Green Ground · · · · · · · ·- · · · 7 

15 - .. --- .-- - .. - .. . 

12 - .. - .. . . . -- .... -

14 ... - ... . . -- .... -

10 .... .. - . - ..... . 
7 

Hsynch · · · - - · · · · · · · · - - · · - 13 

Vsynch - · · · · · - · · · · · · - · · · · 14 

Synch Ground ······· ·· ·- · 10 

Connect 7 and 10 so the sense 
pin ID will equal VGA 

The number of colors displayed depends on the amount of VRAM in the LC. Sixteen 
colors wi ll be displayed for 256K of VRAM. 256 colors can be d isplayed if SllK of VRAM 
is installed. 

Macintosh Video Overview 
This section should help in understanding the various video signal standards that are at 
work in the video world. Macintosh computers are often interfaced with video devices 
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and peripherals tha t are manufactured to these standa rds. In considering these industry 
standards for video, we present adapters and methods for conn ecting Macs to the video 
devices that utilize these signals and discuss options fo r deriving the proper sign als from 
video cards o r o ther video add-ons. 

The video system designed for Macintosh computers is a variant of the RS-343 standard 
video signa l. The standard RS-343 signal uses a monochrome signal combined with a 
horizontal and vertica l scan contro l signal. Timing is set for a non -interlaced display that 
can accommodate a high resolu tion video display and signal. 

According to Apple, the major variances from the RS-343 standard are: 

• Pin three (3) has a separa te T r L-level synch signal 

• Separate video lines are used to produce RGB colo r 

• The vertical scan rate is changed to 66.67 Hz to reduce screen flicker 

• Red and blue signals have a voltage white level of 1 volt·; green is 1.3 volts 

Pin 5 on the video connecto r has the "green signal," whi ch is an analog composite 
synch. This signal permits the use of a monochrome com posite video signal. 

RS-170 and NTSC Video 
Although largely untrue, RS-1 70 is still regarded by many as the broadcast standard video 
signal for North America. 

RS-170 o riginated in 1957 as the standard for b lack-and-w hite te levision but has since 
been left behi nd as a broadcast standard because of develo pm ents in the medium. 

The Maci n tosh can generate a signal very close to true RS-170 but there are minor devia
tions from the standard. The signal generated by the Mac can be displayed on RS-170 
monito rs but the slight deviations cause problems in some video equipment. 

As a no te to the reader, it is important to realize that NTSC is an outgrowth of RS-170 
video. NTSC is the result o f combining three RS-1 70 signals into one encoded colo r sig
nal. Thus, whi le largely compatible with NTSC equipmen t, RS-170 should not be equated 
with broadcast quality video. f-a ilu re to discern this will lead to difficulties in choosing 
the right equipment. 

NTSC and RS-170 Timing Signals 
The video standard RS-1 70 is used in the U.S. , japan, and several other coun tries fo r 
common video distribution. The RS-1 70 display is Insect on a 15.75 KHz horizontal and 
60Hz vertical interlaced scan. The RS-170 video frame has 525 lines and is updated 60 
times a second . Because it is in terlaced, only the even o r odd li nes are painted to the 
screen at a sing le pass. RS-170, like RS-343, is based on the timing of monochrome sig
nals. Color is handled in these systems by combining th ree signals, each representing 
red, blue, or g reen, onto a single signal line. 
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The RS-170 signal is included in Macintosh video cards to allow Macintoshes to connect 
to large screen video projectors. 

NTSC Video (RS-170a) 
A variant o f the RS-1 70 standard is RS-170a. This v ideo standard is often referred to as 
NTSC (Natio nal Televisio n Sta ndards Committee) video and was developed at the advent 
of broadcast colo r television to accommodate color TV sig nals and programming without 
developing a completely new v ideo system. NTSC signa ls and peripherals are impo rtant 
add-ons to Macintosh systems and find themselves as common tools in the presenter's 
and instructor's toolki t. A good example o f an NTSC device is a television set. The NT"SC 
signal is not a normal part of the Macintosh 's video system but it can be generated from 
avai lable signals. 

At the advent of color television, broadcasters had to figure out a way to include colo r 
info rm atio n o n/in broadcast bandwidths designed fo r black-and-wh ite television. The 
solution was to add a sub-carrier modulated onto the luminan ce signa l. The luminance 
signal controls the b lack and white in the monochro me image. The color signal, or 
chrominance, and an NTSC color encoder is used to perform the sub-carrier modulation 
and mixing o f the colors. 

The NTSC encoder requires ho rizontal synch, vertica l synch, blanking period, and red, 
green, and blue signals in RS-1 70 format. These signals a re available on Apple Macintosh 
ll video cards. 

Macintosh II Video Card Pin-outs 
This section sho uld help in connecting periphera ls and proj ectors to the Macintosh 
video ca rd. For most sta ndard projectors a nd monitors, o nly an interface cable is usually 
required. In some cases the peripheral m ay need signals no t directly supplied by the 
Macin tosh video card . There is another set of signals o n the Apple cards that can be 
accessed for this purpose. 

Any third-party peripheral in tended to connect to a Macintosh must meet the Macintosh 
video capability specificatio ns. Accord ing to Apple, they must have: 

• Minimum bandwidth of 22 MHz 

• Minimum horizontal scan rate of 35 KHz 

• Analog RGI3 video display (for color) 

• Ability to receive a negative-going T fL synch signal 

The pin-out o f the Macintosh DB-1 5 video connecto r has four video signal pins and four 
corresponding ground pins. These are shown below. 
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Pin Pin 
number Name Notes 

1 RED VIDEO GROUND 

2 RED (analog) 

3 CSYNC' (TIL) used by Apple Displays 

4 CSYNC GROUND 

5 GREEN + CSYNC (analog) used for Monochrome; CSYNC 
not used by Apple displays 

6 GREEN CSYNC GROUND 

9 BLUE (analog) 

12 GREEN + CSYNC (analog) not used 

13 BLUE VIDEO GROUND 

*Composite sync/1 (vertical and lw rizontal). 

The Apple High Resolution Monochrome Monitor uses the green video and the compos
ite synch signal lines: pins 3, 4, 5, and 6. 

The Apple Macintosh video cards produce RS-170 and RS-343 video signals. A description 
of the video signals and timings are in the following table. 

Table 24.2 Video Timing and Display Specifications for RS-170 

VIdeo Parameter RS-170/343 Specified Value 

Frequency 35KHz 

Period 1 /35 KHz= 28.5714 microseconds 

Back Porch 96 dots 

Front Porch 64 dots 

S nch 64 dots 

Active video 640 dots 

Frequency 66.67 Hz 

Back Porch 39 horizontal scan lines 

"Front Porch 3 lines 

S nch 3 lines 

Active 480 lines 

Total 525 lines = 15 milliseconds 

L ines are derived from 1/ Scan mte = 1/35 KHz= 28.5714 microseconds. 
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Table 24.3 RS-170 Signal Specifications 

Video Parameter RS-170/ 34 3 Specified Value 

Vertical Even Field Blanked Lines 45 lines 

Video Rise And Fall Times Approx. 5-6 Ns 

Video Signal Black Level 0 Volts 

Video Signal Green+Csyn c Black Level 0.3 Volts 

Video Signal White Level 1 Volt 

If tested at the connecto r without the 75-ohm terminating resistor in a monito r, the 
signals should appear to range 0- 3 volts. 

The signals are for non-in terlaced RS-343 video as used in the Apple High Resolution 
video monitor. Notice tha t the CSYNC signal does not com ply with the RS-343 standard 
and is a lTL signal. 

There are six additional video signals on the con nector J3 on the Apple Macin tosh video 
card. J3 is a bank of 14 ho les located at the top of the card near the video port. 

The J3 signals are given in Apple design documentation as shown in table 24.3. 

Table 24.4 J3 Pin-outs, Apple Video Cards 

Pin No. Function Description 

1 GROUND 

2 GRO UND 

3 GRO UND 

4 EXT PBCLCK (EXTERNAL PIXEL BUS CLOCK) 

5 GRO UN D 

6 CLCK SEL (PIXEL BUS CLOCK SELECl) 

B CBLANK- (COMPOSITE BLANKING SIGNAL) 

9 GROUND 

10 VSYNC (VERTICAL SYNC) 

11 GROUND 

12 HSYNC (HORIZON TAL SYNC) 

13 vee 
14 CLCK_SEL- (PIXEL BUS CLOCK SELECT) 

*Pins I , 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 ore Lied to ground. 

Accord ing to Apple specifications the function of the J3 signals are: 

1. EXT_PBCLK. This sign al is found on pin 4 of the connecto r and is a tri-state clock 
synchronized from a t iming reference on the v ideo card. Its sign aling is tri-stated 
un less an external video device or peripheral is provid ing the pixel clock t iming 
signal. 
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2 . CLK_SEL. This signal is found on pin 6 of the con necto r. Its function is to indicate 
that a d isplay card intends to provide the pixel clock signal. Pin 6 should go to 
logic level HIGH only when pin 14 goes LOW and an interlace bit has been set on 
the display ca rd. 

3. CBLANK-. The pin 8 connection has the composite blanking information for the 
video stream. 

4. VSYNC. Pin 10 of the j 3 con nector has the vertica l syn ch signal for the video 
strea m. The signal flow is in two directions and ca n be controlled via software or 
via a master signal. 

5 . HSYNc-. Pin 12 of the j 3 connector has the horizontal synch signal for the video 
st ream. The signal flow is in two directions and can be controlled via software or 
via a master signal. 

6 . VCC for sign al processing comes from pin 13. Maximu m current drawn from the 
connection is 100 mA. 

7 . CLK_SEL- is on pin 14 of the connector. This is the inverted version of the signal 
found on pin 6. 

Some video peripherals requi re a separate horizonta l and vertical synch signal. These can 
be obtained through ] 3 connections. 

Making a V Ideo Cable 
Often t here is a need to adapt a foreign monito r or video peripheral to a Macintosh, or 
extend the mon ito r's distance from the Mac in the workplace. In these cases, the con
struction of a video cable may be the righ t idea. Even if the construction of the cable is 
undertaken by a professional cable manufacturer, it is sometimes necessary to relay the 
standards to the builders to ensure proper construction and pin-outs. 

Cable with an im pedance of 75 oh ms (RGS9) is required, particularly fo r long distances 
(over 12 feet). As fo r the p in assignments in the connectors, pay close attention to 
grounding each video line, along with the shield, to the appropriate pin on the video 
device and card. Attach ferrite rings or beads to keep radiation within RFI li mi ts (see 
comments on RFI and jitter in displays later in the section titled "Look fo r Other Envi
ronmental Influen ces" in this chapter). 

Overview of Sense Codes and Adapters 
Macintosh computers an d video cards use "sense" codes in the video cable or connector 
to determine what resolution the monitors attached to them are. 

A standard 13- or 14-inch monitor " tells" the Macintosh that it supports 640 x 480, and 
the Mac responds by providing the appropriate sized screen image (resolut ion). 

A Mul tiple scan d isplay is sma rter. It tells the Mac that it can d isplay a range of screen 
sizes (resolutions). The Multiscan monitor can sweep through the resolution steps from 
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640 x 480 up to 1152 x 870 and selects the desired resolution by generating the sense 
codes. 

Older Macintoshes and video cards do no t have programmable display drivers that allow 
resolution switch ing on the fly. A Multiscan monitor connected ~o an older video card or 
Macintosh wi ll simply display 640 x 480 resolution. 

Apple Macintosh CPUs and video cards that fall into this class are: 

Video Cards: 4•8, 8/24, and 8/24GC 

LC, LC II, LC Ill 

Perform a 

Quadra 605 

Power Books 

Duo and Mini Dock 

Macintosh II series 

Sense Adapters 
Sense code cable adapters allow o lder Macs and video cards to display higher resolutions 
on multiple scan displays. The adapters hard-wire a sense code for a particular resolution. 
This te lls the Macintosh that it is hooked to a higher resolution display and is the com
mon technique used to match the resolution of the video card with that o f the monitor. 

Other than using a sense code adapter, the Macintosh can use a programmable video 
card to select the desired resolutio n . The Apple Macintosh Display Card 24AC is such 
a card. The 24AC can even switch resolutio ns o n-the-fly, without restarting. Older 
Macintosh systems work fine with the 24AC card. In addition to the 24AC card, many 
thi rd-party vendors now support resolution switching on the video card on mid-range 
and high-range products. 

Sense Code Adapter Specifications 
The proper adapter is essential for the working of a video ca rd and a large screen moni
tor. Without it the desktop will no t be displayed at the proper size or resolution. In this 
sectio n we present the p in-outs for two adapters used to signal the Macintosh to display 
images for the 832 x 624 and 1152 x 870 screens. The reader can use this data to build 
his own adapter if need be. 

Table 24.5 832 x 624 Adapter- 16-lnch Display 

DB-15M DB-15F Pin Assignments 

RED GND 

2 2 RED VIDEO 

3 3 C SYNC 

(continues) 
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Table 24.5 Continued 

DB-15M DB-1 5F Pin Assignments 

5 5 GREEN VIDEO 

6 6 GREEN GND 

9 9 BLUE VIDEO 

11 11 C & V SYNC GND 

12 12 V SYNC 

13 13 BLUE GND 

14 14 H SYNC GND 

15 15 H SYNC 

SHELL SHELL 

Pi11s 4 & 10 j11mpered togetl1er011 DB-15 male ellfl. 

Table 24.6 1152 x 870 Adapter-21-lnch Display 

DB-15M DB-1SF Pin Assignments 

1 RED GND 

2 2 RED VIDEO 

3 3 C SYNC 

5 5 GREEN VIDEO 

6 6 GREEN GND 

9 9 BLUE VIDEO 

12 12 V SYNC 

13 13 BLUE GND 

14 14 H SYNC GND 

15 15 H SYNC 

1 1 11 C & V SYNC GND 

SHELL SHELL 

PillS 4, 7, 10, 11 j11mpered together 011 DB- 15 male e11d. 

Display and Video Pinouts for the Quadra and Centris Macs 
The Centris and Quadra Macs determine what resolution m onito r is attached by inspect
ing the sta tus o f three sen se pins. The table which fo llows tells how the three pins 
should be wired fo r each of the supported displays. The basic d isplay specifications are 
listed in table 24.2. 

The Quadra and Centris lines should support any displ ay that meets the fo llowing 
specifications. 
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Table 24.7 VIdeo Sense Pin Specification for Quadra/ Centris Macs 

Sense Hor x Band Vert Horlz 
pins Vert Width Refresh Refresh 

Display 10 7 4 (Pixels) (MHz) (Hz) (KHz) 

Apple 21 Color 0 0 0 11 52 X 870 100 75 68.7 

Apple Portrait 0 0 1 640 X 870 57.2832 75 68.9 

12-inch 
AppleColor RGB 0 0 512 X 384 15.6672 60.15 24.48 

Apple 2-Page 0 1152 X 870 100 75 68.7 
Mono 

NTSC 0 0 underscan- 12.2727 59.94 15.7 
512x384 

0 0 overscan- 12.2727 59.94 15.7 
640x480 

12-inch Apple 
High-Res 1 0 640 X 480 30.24 66.7 35.0 
Monochrome 

13-inch 
AppleColor 1 1 0 640 X 480 30.24 66.7 35.0 
High-Res RGB 

Apple 16-inch 
Color Display 832 X 624 57.63 75 49.7 

Portrait Color, 1 0 1 640 X 870 57 .2832 75 68.9 
such as Radius 

"To produce n color NTSC sig11nf, n11 RGR-to-NTSC cu11verter is required. 

Note 

Sense pins 4, 7, and 10 are referred to as MON.ID1 , MON.ID2, and MON.ID3 in the Macintosh 
Quadra pin-out table or SENSEO, SEN SE1, and SENSE2 in pinout tables for the video connectors. 
A sense pin value of 0 means that pin should be grounded to the C&VSYNC.GND signal; a value 
of 1 means do not connect the pin. 

Extended sense codes will be examined if the following sense code is detected: 1 1 1. 

The terms underscan and overscan are used to describe the active video resolution for NTSC and 

PAL modes. Underscan means that the active video area appears in a rectangle centered on~screen 
with a black surrounding area. This ensures that the entire active video area always is displayed on 

all monitors. Overscan utilizes the entire possible video area for NTSC or PAL. However, most 
monitors or televisions will cause some of this video to be lost beyond the edges of the display, so 
the entire image will not be seen. 

The Apple 16-inch Color Display should have pins 4 and 1 0 tied together and pin 7 should be 
unconnected. If used with a Macintosh Display Card, the Apple 16-inch Color Display also requires 
the Macintosh Display Card 4•8, 8/24, or 8/24 GC with revised ROM s. 
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Extended Sense Codes 
Table 24.8 is from the Apple specificatio ns for the extended sense codes. Pay close atten
t ion to the wiring instructions and do not ground or connect p ins in any arrangement 
not shown in the table. 

Note 

For system s that use the extended sense codes, refer to table 24.3 below for detailed specifications. 
Values of 0 mean that the pins should be connected or jumpered together. Values marked as 1 
mean do NOT connect. Under any circumstances, it is not recommended to connect any of these 
lines to ground. 

Table 24.8 Extended Sense Code Specifications 

Display 

16-inch 
Color, 
such as 
E-Machines 

PAL 

Sense Hor x 
pins Vert 

4-10 10-7 7-4 (Pixels) 

0 832 X 624 

Band
width 
(MHz) 

57.2832 

Refresh 
(Hz) 

75 

Scan 

49.7 

PAL has two wiring options using the ex tended sense pin configuration. To produce a color PAL 
signal, an RG8-to-PAL converter is required. 

PAL 
Option 1 0 0 0 underscan- 14.75 50 15.625 

640x480 
overscan- 14.75 50 15.625 
768x576 

PAL 
Option 2 0 underscan- 14.75 50 15.625 

640x480 
overscan- 14.75 50 15.625 
768x576 

This sense code also requires a diode between sense pins 10 and 7, with anode toward pin 7, 
cathode toward pin 10. 

NOTE: 
• The Macintosh Quadra 700 and 900 support PAL Option 1 at up to 8 bpp. 
• The Macintosh Centris 610, 650, and Quadra 800 support PAL Option 1 at up to 16 bpp. 
• The Macintosh Quadra 950 supports PAL Option 1 up to millions of colors. 

VGA 1 0 1 640x480 25.175 59.95 31.47 

Super VGA 0 800 x 600 36 56 35.16 

To enable Super VGA, after configuring and connecting the monitor for VGA, open the monitor's 
control panel and select Options. Choose Super VGA from the dialog and restart your system. 
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Sense Hor x Band-
Display pins Vert width Refresh Scan 

4-10 10-7 7-4 (Pixels) (MHz) (Hz) 

19-inch 
Color 0 1024 X 768 80 75 60. 

No external 
monitor 
(video 
halted) 

Video Pin-outs for Quadra and Centris 
Macs 
The pin-outs for the Q uadra and Centris models of Macintosh are given in table 24.9. 
Use this in fo rmation l'or the constructio n of video ada pters and for t roubleshooting 
problems wi th the video system. 

Table 24.9 The Video Pin-outs for the Quadra and Centris Macs 

Pin Signal Description 

RED.GND Red Video Ground 

2 RED.VID Red Video 

3 CSYNC Composite Synch 

4 MON.ID1 Monitor ID, Bit 1 (also known as SENSEO) 

5 GRN.VID Green Video 

6 GRN.GND Green Video Ground 

7 MON.ID2 Monitor ID, Bit 2 (also known as SENSE1) 

8 nc (no connection) 

9 BLU.VID Blue Video 

10 MON.ID3 Monitor ID, Bit 3 (also known as SENSE2) 

11 C&VSYNC.GND CSYNC & VSYNC Ground 

12 VSYNC Vertical Synch 

13 BLU.GND Blue Video Ground 

14 HSYNC.GND HSYNC Ground 

15 HSYNC Horizontal Synch 

Shell CHASSIS.GND Chassis Ground 

If the monitor is a VGA type, try the following cable pin-outs. A cable wired as fo llows 
may allow many d ifferent b ra nds of VGA monitors to work o n a Macintosh Quadra. Test 
the mo nito r on the Quadra prior to purchase. 
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This common adapter can be used to connect VGA monitors to Macintosh computers. 

Table 24.10 Typical VGA-to-Mac Adapter 

Macintosh Video 
DB-15 

2 ....... . ....... - - . 

9 .... . ..... . ..... . . 

13 . .. - ..... --- .... - . 

5 . -.- ..... --- .. -. - . 

6 

15 .......... -.- - .. • . 

12 .. . ... .... - ..... • . 

14 - .. - ..... . - .. - .. - . 

10 - . ........... - .. -
7 - ... . .... -.- ... . -

Note 

Red Video ·····- · ·· · ·· 

Red Ground ·-··- · ····· 
Blue Video ·-··· ·- -··· 
Blue Ground -········· 

Green Video -·-··-···· 

Green Ground -- -··- ·--
Hsynch .. -. ·.- .... .. - .. 

Vsynch - · ·--- · · ·- ·- ·- · · 
Synch Ground ··· -- ····· 
Connect 7 and 10 so the 
will equal VGA 

VGA Connector 

6 

3 

8 

2 

7 

13 
14 

10 
sense pin ID 

Apple designs its video circuits to run with its own monitors. It is up to the third-party engineers to 
build their monitors according to Apple specifications if they want them to be compatible with 
Apple computers. 

Consult the manufacturer of the monitor in question for details concerning the compliance to the 
Apple standards for a particular model Macintosh. 

In most cases, major manufacturers have complied with the Apple specifications and offer monitors 
that will work w ith all Apple computers. 

Connecting a Mac to an NTSC Device 
Besides having, or wa nting, to connect VGA monito rs to Macs, the o ther normal foreign 
video periphera l that might get connected to the Macintosh is the standard television 
video monitor or projector system. These devices arc popular in conference room s and 
instructional settings. It is often useful to allow the Mac to drive these peripherals as part 
of displays or presentation systems. Below is a short resume of common adapters and 
connectors that can be fashioned to provide this conn ection. The information can also 
be used to troubleshoot bad connections in existing systems and determine faults in 
wiring. 

Many NTSC devices still use the RCA-type connector. Table 24.5 below makes reference 
to this. Using the cable described, many NTSC monitors should work on Macintosh 
Quadra and Centris model computers. Test the monitor first before, if possible. 
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Ad just the RCA-side of the table to whatever type of connector is in use. The sleeve refers 
to the flan ge around the outer edge of the connecto r. This serves as chassis ground in 
most cases. According to Apple tech nical documentation, the card-to-connector wiring 
should follow that shown in table 24.11 fo r connecting Macs to NTSC video gear. 

Table 24.11 Mac-to-NTSC Connection 

Card Connector RCA-Type Phono-Connector 

4 MON. ID1 (sense0) ······: 
7 MON.ID2 (sense1 ) · ·· ···: 

11 C&VSYNC.GND ········ ···: 

5 GRN. VID ················> Tip (signal ) 

Shell CHASS IS.GND ···· · ·······>Sleeve (ground ) 

Grounding pins 4 and 7 to pin 11 signals to the Maci ntosh that an interlaced display is 
attached. Pin 5 carries the black-and-\·vhite signal and connects to the center of the RCA 
jack. The shell of the connector is usually taken as ground and connects directly to the 
connector sleeve. 

Another approach to this problem is to acq uire an NTSC video signal directly from the 
Macintosh. In this case, an RG B-to-NTSC converter is required. These boxes are available 
from third-party vendors such as RasterOps, Truevision, NewTek, and Scion . 

AV Macs and Composite Monitors 
Many schools and instructional settings use the video-out port on the new AV Macs to 
d rive external TV monito rs. A common complain t involves missing the menu bar and 
possibly the right side of the d isplay. 

This is usually caused by the monito r being in overscan mode. For the television, this is 
normal. As mentioned earlier, a portion of the display is off the screen in overscan mode, 
as is normal for television displays. 

The solution is to generate the signal in the underscan mode and send that to the TV 
moni tor. To do th is, open the Monitor con tro l panel and select the lower resolution 
setting of 512 x 384 (via Options). This sets the signal in underscan mode and should 
display the entire image when it is sent to the TV. 

If S-video output is ava ilable, th is should provide a better signal although the difference 
is subtle. Whether the di fference is detectable or no t to the viewer depends g reatly on 
the quality of the monito r. 

Macintosh Display Cards and RGB-to-NTSC Converters 
The conversion of Macintosh screen data to NTSC video can be accomplished by using 
one of th ree basic approaches: 
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• Several manufacturers make video cards that output an NTSC signal. Examples are 
RasterOps, Truevision, Focus, and Orange Micro. 

• Use an RGB-to-NTSC converter. Look to RasterOps and ComputerVideo for RGB-to
NTSC converter boxes that work directly with existing video cards. Truevision also 
has an RGB-to-NTSC converter. The Truevision converter does have problems with 
older Apple video cards. 

• Try a scan converter. Companies like RGB Spectrum build scan converters that 
work with existing video cards and convert the Macintosh output to NTSC. 

The NTSC card houses all the circuitry necessary to convert and send the NTSC signal to 
a destination. They are usually simple to install and normally use an RCA plug to con
nect the Macintosh to a peripheral. Various cards provide a host of options and features 
including video overlay and frame grabbing. 

Companies like TechComm and ComputerVideo have NTSC encoder boxes that seem to 
work well with a variety of video cards. Special cables are sometimes required. 

RasterOps has a number of video expander products that provide both composite and 
S-video (for S VHS, HiBand 8 mm, and ED Beta) outputs. These sometimes require special 
cables too. fn most cases, these devices assume that the signal coming from the Mac is in 
NTSC interlaced mode. 

The best method of conversion from RGB to NTSC is via a scan converter. Although 
more expensive, scan converters are used to create broadcast quality video signals. Scan 
converters not on ly convert the signal, they condition it and remove the screen flicker 
associated with single pixel scan lines. 

Scan converters take the RGB signal directly from the video card, convert it to a buffered 
digital frame, perform their conversions, and reconvert the image to an NTSC signal for 
display. 

Aspect ratio conversion is also performed on the image. Other features of the scan con
verter arc color bar generation, video mixing, freeze frame, and various video transitions. 

NTSC VIdeo Encoding and the Display Card 8/24 
The Display Cards 8/24 use a special cable to set the video output to NTSC format. Oth
erwise, a third-party NTSC converter or encoder is required to convert the RGB signal to 
the NTSC signal. 

For 8-bit video, Apple's convolution algorithm provides one of the best ways to eliminate 
the flicker produced in NTSC system. For 24-bit images, scan converters are more popular 
and effective. 

NTSC Output without a Converter Box 
To configure the Display Card 8/24 in NTSC mode, on ly a cable is required. Most NTSC 
devices have an RCA plug on them for signal connections. 
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According to Apple specifica tions, th e following connections provide NTSC output fro m 
the 8/24 cards. In table 24.12, "Tip" refers to the signal wire at the cen ter of the connec
tor. The sleeve is chassis ground. 

Table 24.12 NTSC video from the 8/24 card 

Card Connector RCA-Type Phono-Connector 

4 MON.ID1 (sense0) ·· : 
7 MON. !02 ( sense1) · · : 

11 C&VSYNC.GND ·-·· · --: 

5 GRN .VI D ················> Tip (signal) 

Shell CHASSI S.GND ··-·· · ··-··-> Sleeve (ground) 

To tell the video card that an in terlaced d isplay is a t tached, ground pins 4 and 7 to 11. 
Pin 5 ca rries the black-and-white signal to the tip of the connecto r. The shell of the video 
card 's connecto r connects to the RCA jack's sleeve. 

'T'o acquire a colo r NTSC signal from any Apple Macin tosh display card, use an RGB-to
NTSC converter as described earlier. If you need colo r from any o ther Macintosh video 
card, try one of the RGB-to-NTSC converters discussed above. 

How to Avoid the Flicker In NTSC V ideo 

Macintosh video displayed on NTSC peripherals often d isplays considerable flicker. 
Recall that because this is a n interlaced display, 1-pixel scan li nes are o ff the screen half 
o f the t ime for each sweep of the raster. This is the basis o f the flicker. 

The flickering is inherent in the NTSC signal processing. A normal image has to have 
information in bo th fields a t all ti mes. There will always be a set o f ho rizontal scan lines 
th at are present in one fi eld o r the o ther. This is no t a problem with the Macintosh . 

To get around the flicker, a scan converter grabs both lines and holds them fo r simulta
neous d isplay. Extended defi n ition TV works the same way. It d isplays both scan fields 
simultaneously so that the 1-pixel fl icker d isappears. 

Another way around th is problem is to use equipment that has a 2-pixel line for an 
image. This is common in te levision studio equipmen t. 

For routine training and presentations, flicker may be apparen t only in a window's title 
bar. A software correction was developed years ago to mask this problem. A system 
extension called NeVR was developed that paints the title bar as a solid image instead of 
in 1-pixel lines, and thereby elim inates the fli cker from the display. 

Simultaneous RGB and NTSC Outputs 
On e useful connection for the Macintosh is to provide simul taneous NTSC and RGB 
outputs fo r TV monitors and p ro jector systems (see fig. 24.1). 
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One partially successful technique involves tapping the RGB signal on the Mac and pass
ing it over to the scan converter. It is only partially successful because it produces a lot of 
interruptions at the NTSC device. 

Fig. 24.1 

------.---------------------------------- Red out 1=.------------------------------ Green out ---c G'F ________________ R_G_B_t_o _____ ~~~ec oo~t 

l= NTSC 
Converter - NTSC out 

Providing simultaneous RGB and NTSC outputs. 

Most video cards do not support the simultaneous Macintosh RGB and NTSC. However, 
some displays and proj ectors are multisynch monitors that can accommodate NTSC 
signal timing and can be used for this purpose. 

If the display device has the capability to synch to the NTSC signal, the Mac's signal can 
go directly to the display device. Composite NTSC is available for nr monitors. This is 
dependent on the fact that both the RGB and the composite are timed according to the 
synch of NTSC (see fig. 24.2). 

- R----
- 0---
- B ---
- Sync --

Fig. 24.2 
NTSC signal t iming. 

RGBto 
NT'SC 
Converter 

Red out 

J ,------- Green out II ii==== Blue out gJJ Sy"' '" (lmC <mmg) 

----------------- NTSC out (Composite) 

There are converters tha t drive the NTSC and RGB devices together with the same image. 
Some third-party video cards and the Apple 8/24 cards provide ,this function. The trick 
is in the video card 's abi li ty to generate NTSC timing to drive the converter. Any RGB 
devices used this way need to synchronize with the NTSC signal from the video card. 

Overview of Macintosh Display Cards 
Apple display cards 4/8 and 8/24 work with all Apple displays and provide a broad 
range of extra video features. Disp lay card 8/24GC is an enhanced version of the 8/24. 
The 8/24GC includes a dedica ted coprocessor on-board for accelerated graphics. 

Display Card 4/8 provides support fo r up to 256 colors or grays on the Apple 14-inch 
monitors. It produces up to 16 grays on the Apple Macin tosh Portrait Display and the 
Apple Two-Page Monochrome Monitor. 
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Display Card 8/24 and 8/24 GC support full 24-bit "true color" reproduction on the 
Apple color monitors. This allows users to d isplay 16.7 millio n colors. The combination 
of true gray scale and true color reproduction lets users display photographic images. 

The Macintosh Display Card 8/24 GC runs on an Am29000 RlSC microprocessor and a 
version of Qu ickDraw that has been optimized for a coprocessor card. The Am29000 and 
the Macintosh CPU work together to accelerate the Q uickDraw processing from 5 to 30 
times depending on the application. As a result, graphics applicatio ns run faster and 
more smooth ly, especially when using fu ll 24-bit color. 

All three cards support RS-170 signa l processing for compatibi lity with interlaced video 
devices. The Macintosh Display Cards 8/24 and 8/24 GC enhance the quality of inter
laced video through the use of Apple Convolution. 

Video Cards and Color Reproduction 
In basic 8-bit v ideo cards, each pixel is represented by an 8-bit color value. The 8-bit 
value is used as an index for a "color look up table" (CLUT) of 256 predefined colors. 
A 24-bit value is derived fro m the table o f 256 preselected colo rs in the basic scheme. The 
24-bit co lor value is composed of 8-bit values for red, green, and blue. Each color is then 
processed through one of the three 8-bit digital to analog converters (DACs) and made 
into a n analog colo r signal that is sent to the screen. 

8-bit images are painted to the screen by a process of colo r approximation. The Colo r 
Manager compares the 24-bit value to the nea rest 8-bit value in the CLUT and chooses 
the best matching color fo r display. The 8-bit index of the neares t match is placed in the 
fra me buffer and is used to paint the display area. 

The quality of rendering g raphics images in 8-bit color is dependent on the values stored 
in the CLUT. Complex images lose deta il in this system if they are drawn with a large 
number of approximated colors. This is a primary reason that scanned and reproduced 
images look d ifferen t from their originals. 

Ano ther p roblem common in 8-bit systems is referred to as colo r blocking. Blocked colors 
are shades of a color that are in terpreted (a nd represented) by the CLUT as being the 
same value o r shade. This effect results in loss o f shading and detail in the image. 

Banding is a different problem, although similar to the blocking described above. In a 
banded image the reproduction appears as though it is made of on ly a few basic colo rs, 
but with the presence o f a great number of variations of those basic colo rs in the image. 
A 256 color CLUT does no t possess enough different colors to handle a very complex 
image. Where one color passes into another in a fine gradatio n, jumps in color occur 
that appear as bands. Each band is the CLUT's best attempt at a colo r match with the 
true va lue. The result is a d ifferent colo r that is actually used to represent the colo r in the 
o riginal. 

To get around these problems, dithering of the color pixels is employed . Dithered colors 
group several p ixels together to produce the illusion of a particular color that does 
no t exist in the CLUT. Given that pixels are small, colo r mixing is performed by the 
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dithering of p ixels o n-screen to make colors that canno t be d rawn by the CLUT d irectly. 
Be warn ed: dithering is an approx imatio n and will no t reprodu ce an exact match with 
the original. 

PAL-Compatible Versions of Macintosh Display Cards 

The Apple Macin tosh d isplay ca rds are ava ilable in PAL video format. To tell if an 8124 
card is a PAL version, check for a "I A" or 11 IB" on the label. 11 IB" is a PAL card; "I A" is 
NTSC. Display Card 8/24GC is PAL compatible. O n other cards, there may be no visible 
difference. 

NTSC o r PAL desig nations are determ ined by sense pin combi natio ns on the video card. 
Check with a local Macin tosh dealer fo r info rmation o n the la test ROM versio ns fo r 
these cards. 

24-Bit Color 
In Apple documen ta tio n, 24-bit color is sometimes referred to as direct color. 24-bit color 
gets around the problems of 8-bit systems by a llowing each com ponent color to possess 
an 8-b it value. 24-bit colo r systems ca n d isplay 16,777,216 RG B combinations tha t are 
no rmally visib le to the h uman eye. 

24-bi t colo r genera tio n does not rely on a CLUT. 24-bil values are generated directly 
from the video firmware o n the video card as th ree 8-bit compo nents of red, b lue, and 
green. Colo r values are fed directly lu the video DAC on the card for p lacement on the 
d isplay screen . 

Gray scale 

Gray scale is produced in the 24-bit system by mixing 8-bit va lues for red, blue, and 
green in equal amounts. Some cards (like the 8124} use o nly the blue signal when d riving 
the la rger monochrome displays in 256 gray levels. 

Monitor Support 

The newer video cards use a p rogrammable pixel clock (1 00 MHz) to accommodate all 
monito rs (up to 2 pages). Pixel depth is a functio n of the a mou nt of VRAM present in 
the system (or o n the d isplay card). Most cards have 5 12K to 1 Ml3 of VRAM on board. 

Apple Convolution Filter 
The flicker caused by in terlaced displays is minimized in cards like the 8/24 by process
ing every pixel with a convol u tion calculation of its value. This convolution averages the 
values of the pixels above and below the scanned p ixel to avoid flickering in the display. 
The calcu latio n is clone by the CLUT DAC chip on board the video card. Convolution 
results in a b lend ing o f the scan lines with the informatio n above and below, thereby 
reducing the flicker. A piece o f the horizontal line remains on-screen during the display 
scan to further stabilize the image. The convolution formula used by Apple is 1:2:1. 
The two represents the active pi xel that is weighted tw ice that of its neighbors. 

The Macintosh Display Card 4/8 does not support the convolu tion filter. The 8124 does 
support the fil ter at up to 8 bits per pixel. Convolut ion is d isabled in the 8/24 if the card 
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is driving a display in 24-bit mode. Fo r interlaced d isplays in 8-bit depth or less, convolu
tion is enabled. Convolut ion is enabled for interlaced displays of 8 bits o r less colo r 
depth. 

Underscan and Overscan 
Interlaced monitors can display a full 640 x 480 display area if the monito r is 
t11tderscm111ed. Underscanning implies that the size of the monitor screen is actually 
larger than the size of the d isplay area. 

Som e display devices, like television monitors, do no t display the full video picture area 
because it actually extends beyond the edge of the screen. This is referred to as overscan. 
The scanned image is actua lly larger than the display area . 

Many video cards li ke the 4/8 and 8/24 provide switchable overscanning of the image to 
guara ntee that the en t ire image is v isible on the monitor. The resultant display is smaller: 
S 12 x 384 pixels is normal. 

Memory Organization 
The heart of the video d isplay process ing is the frame buffer control ler. This custom 
programmable gate array IC performs the address translation that permits cards with 
only 1 MB on board to support 24-bit graphics (a 640 x 480 display needs about 1.2 MB 
VRAM fo r 24-bi t images). To compress the data processed, the 8 bits of data in each pixel 
that do not possess colo r in fo rmation are ignored. This results in a m emory requirement 
of about 900K for a 24-bit image on a 640 x 480 screen . The 8 ignored bits are ca lled the 
alpha channel. The a lpha channel is for special effects . 

Accelerating Graphics 
One technique used to speed the drawing of graphic images is to employ a dedicated 
coprocessor for the screen renderings. This allows the CPU to continue workjng without 
having to worry about the drawing a nd painting of complex screen images. Cards like 
the 8/24 GC use the Am29000 RlSC processor to off-load the image processing from th e 
main CPU. The Am29000 was chosen by Apple designers because it can execute complex 
QuickDraw commands and code directly. 

Inter-Process Communication (IPC) 
To further optimize the acceleration of video imagin.g, some video cards like the Display 
Card 8/24 GC use a fo rm of inter-process communication that intercepts QuickDraw 
calls on the Macintosh and passes them to the video card on board QuickDraw for pro
cessing. This removes the overhead associated with the QuickDraw processing on the 
Macintosh and passes it to the video card. The inter-process communication also allows 
the display card to call specific routines running on the Macintosh to be executed. 

NuBus Data Transfer 
The transfer of large images across the NuBus is the tightest bottleneck in the screen 
rendering system. Typical specifications for data reads and wri tes from the Macintosh to 
the video card are every 1000 ns and 500 ns respect ively. After every 32-bit word is sent, 
the bus con trol m ust be re-arbitra ted. This slows the system appreciably. 
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The whole process of d rawing a screen can be great ly accelerated if small pieces of data 
are read across the bus along with the QuickDraw variables. This is how accelerated video 
cards work. Screen bit-maps can be created on the video card and placed di rectly in to the 
VRAM bu ffer. In most cases the contents of the VRAM frame buffer can be read or writ
ten to at a ra te of about every 66 to 132 nanoseconds (fo r the 8/24GC). Several mega
bytes of DRAM on th e v ideo ca rd ca n be used to warehouse screen da ta that is o ff-screen . 

32-blt QuickDraw Optimized for the Am29000 
Apple engineers have modified several algorithms in QuickDraw to further en hance the 
processing of graphical images on the 8/24 series video cards. Because of this, Display 
Card 8/24 GC accelerates any Macintosh application that uses QuickDraw. Nothing extra 
is required of the application to use the features inherent in this card. The Display Card 
8/24 AC fu rther enhances the speed of graphics processing by up to 30 times with its 
im proved electronics and software. 

Apple Multiple Scan 17 Display 
Multiple sca n technology allows the user to d isplay multiple resolutions with on-the-fly 
switching. The three modes supported by the Multiple Sca n 17 Display are: 640 x 480, 
832 x 624, and 1024 x 768 pixels. 

Users can switch resolutions depending on application s used. ro r example, when work
ing on graphics the user may elect to switch to a lower resolution to edi t pixels given the 
larger pixel size. When working on a page-layout, the user may elect the two-page resolu
tion for the session . 

These monitors cannot be used with the Maci ntosh Display Cards 4/8, 8/24, o r 8/24 GC 
without a thi rd-party adapter. 

Table 24.13 shows the Apple specification s for the video modes supported on each 
Macintosh computer with the Apple Multiple 17 Display. For the colum n labeled "Video 
Available," the following specificatio ns correspond to the numbers under the column 
head: 

1. 640 x 480- 14-inch Display 

2. 832 x 624- 16-inch Display 

3. 1024 x 768- 19-inch Display 

Table 24.13 Resolution Compatibility Table for Macintosh Computers and the 
Multiple Scan 17 Monitor 

Display 
Macintosh Video Available Mode 
Manager (1} (2) (3) Switching? 

Power Mac- 45 Pin conn y y N y 

Power Mac - AV card y y y y 

Power M ac - HPV Lite y y y y 
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Display 
Macintosh VIdeo Available Mode 
Manager (1) (2) (3) Switching? 

Power Mac - HPV y y y y 

Quadra 700 y y N y 

Quadra 900 y y N y 

Quadra 800 y y y y 

Quadra 950 y y y y 

Quadra 660AV y y y y 

Quadra 840AV y y y y 

Quadra 610 y y y y 

Quadra 650 y y y y 

Quadra 605 y y y y 

Centris 610 y y y y 

Centris 650 y y y y 

Mac II ci y N N N 

Mac II si y N N N 

Mac II vx y N N N 

Display Card 24AC y y y y 

8/24 y y N N 

8/24 GC y y N N 

4•8 y y N N 

Mac II ex N N N N/A 

Mac II N N N N/A 

Mac llx N N N N/A 

Mac llfx N N N N /A 

Performa 400 y N N N 

Performa 41 0 y N N N 

Performa 4 30 y N N N 

Performa 405 y N N N 

Performa 450 y y N N 

Performa 460 y y N N 

Performa 466 y y N N 

Performa 467 y y N N 

Performa 475 y y y N 

Performa 476 y y y N 

Performa 600 y N N N 

Performa 600CD y N N N 

PowerBook 1 80 y y N N 

PowerBook 1 SOc y y N N 

PowerBook 165 y y N N 

PowerBook 1 65c y y N N 

(continues) 
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Table 24.13 Continued 

Display 
Macintosh VIdeo Available Mode 
Manager (1) (2) (3) Switching? 

PowerBook 160 y y N N 

PowerBook 1 00 N N N N/A 

PowerBook 140 N N N N/A 

PowerBook 145 N N N N/A 

PowerBook 1 70 N N N N/A 

PowerBook Duo 210 N N N N/A 

PowerBook Duo 230 N N N N/A 

PowerBook Duo 250 N N N N/A 

PowerBook Duo 270C N N N N/A 

Mini Dock y y N N 

DUO DOCK y y N N 

DUO DOCK II y y y y 

Mac LC 475 y y y N 

Mac LC Ill y y N N 

Mac LC y N N N 

Mac LC II y N N N 

Apple Multiple Scan 20 display 
Table 24.14 shows Apple specifications for the video modes supported on each 
Macintosh computer with the Apple Multiple 20 Display. 

Multiple scan technology allows the user to display multiple resolutions with on-the-fly 
switching. The five modes supported by the Multiple Scan 20 Display are: 640 x 480, 832 
x 624, 1024 x 768, 640 x 870, and 11 52 x 870 pixels. 

Users can switch resolutions depending on applications used. For example, when work
ing on graphics the user may elect to switch to a lower resolut ion to edit pixels given the 
larger pixel size. When working on a page-layout, the user may elect the two-page resolu
tion for the session. 

These monito rs cannot be used with the Macintosh Display Cards 4/8, 8/24, or 8/24 GC 
without a third-party adapte r. 

The numbers under "Video Available" in table 24.14 correspond to the following 
displays: 

1. 640 x 480 - 14-inch Display 

2. 832 x 624- 16-inch Display 

3. 1024 x 768 - 19-inch Display 
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4. 1152 x 870 - 21-inch Display 

5. 640 x 870 - Portrait Display 

Table 24.14 Resolution Compatibility Table for Macintosh Computers and the 
Multiple Scan 20 Monitor 

Display 
Manager 

Video Available Mode 
Macintosh (1) (2) (3) (4 ) (5 ) Switching? 

Power Mac - 45 Pin conn y y N N N y 

Power Mac - AV card y y y y y y 

Power Mac - HPV Lite y y y y y y 

Power Mac - HPV y y y y y y 

Quadra 700 y y N y y y 

Quadra 900 y y N y y y 

Quadra 800 y y y y y y 

Quadra 950 y y y y y y 

Quadra 660AV y y y y y y 

Quadra 840AV y y y y y y 

Quadra 610 y y y y y y 

Quadra 650 y y y y y y 

Quadra 605 y y y y y y 

Centris 610 y y y y y y 

Centris 650 y y y y y y 

Mac II ci y N N N y N 

Mac II si y N N N y N 

Mac II vx y N N N N N 

Display Card 24AC y y y y y y 

8/24 y y N y y N 

8/24 GC y y N y y N 

4• 8 y y N y y N 

Mac II ex N N N N N N/A 

Mac II N N N N N N/A 

Mac llx N N N N N N/A 

Mac llfx N N N N N N/ A 

Performa 400 y N N N N N 

Performa 41 0 y N N N N N 

Performa 430 y N N N N N 

Performa 405 y N N N N N 

Performa 450 y y N N y N 

Performa 460 y y N N y N 

(continues) 
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Table 24.14 Continued 

Display 
Manager 

Video Available Mode 
Macintosh (1 ) (2) (3) (4) (5) Switching? 

Performa 466 y y N N y N 

Performa 467 y y N N y N 

Performa 475 y y y y y N 

Performa 476 y y y y y N 

Performa 550 y y N N y N 

Performa 600 y N N N N N 

Performa 600CD y N N N N N 

PowerBook 180 y y N N y N 

PowerBook 180c y y N N y N 

PowerBook 1 65 y y N N y N 

PowerBook 165c y y N N y N 

PowerBook 1 60 y y N N y N 

PowerBook 1 00 N N N N N N/A 

PowerBook 140 N N N N N N/A 

PowerBook 145 N N N N N N/A 

PowerBook 1 70 N N N N N N/A 

PowerBook Duo 210 N N N N N N/A 

PowerBook Duo 230 N N N N N N/A 

PowerBook Duo 250 N N N N N N/A 

PowerBook Duo 270C N N N N N N/A 

MiniDock y y N N y N 

DUO DOCK y y N N y N 

DUO DOCK II y y y y y y 

Mac LC 475 y y y y y N 

Mac LC Ill y y N N y N 

Mac LC y N N N N N 

Mac LC II y N N N N N 

_ Varying Resolution 
QuickDraw does not support display systems that have di fferent dots-per-inch specifica-
tions in drawing images at the same size. Macintosh, and Q uickDraw, assume a display 
resolution of (about) 72 dpi is present (the Apple High Res color display is 69 dpi). This 
means that calibrated geometric shapes (and all images) should reproduce identically 
on different displays and different Macs. A 2-inch by 2-inch square d isplayed on a 
Macintosh Plus should appear the same on a Quadra 840AV with a 21-inch moni tor. 
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Upgrading VRAM 
The most basic video upgrade to undertake on the newer Macs is to add VRAM to the 
system. Specifications for the number of VRAM sockets and the maximum am oun t of 
VRAM are g iven in chapter 20, "Buy New o r Major Upgrade"; chapter 22, "RAM: The 
rirst Thing to Add"; and h ere in th is chapter. In th e fo llowing sections, we address the 
need fo r the VRAM upgrade and assess the amounts of VRAM required to achieve a par
ticular number of colors on standard Macintosh displays. 

A common question at Apple support cen ters concerning VRAM upgrades goes some
thing like this: 

If I can ' t run a 21-inch mon itor in 24-bit using the fu ll 2 MB o f VRAM, and I can 
run a J 6-in ch in 24-bit with only 1 MB of VRAM, then what would I use the fu ll 2 
MB of VRAM fo r? A 19-inch moni tor maybe? 

The bui lt-in video of some Jvlacs (li ke the Quadra 700 and Quadra 900, for example) 
supports 21-inch colo r and monoch rome monito rs to 8-bit depth (256 colors/shades). 
Adding VRAM beyond 1 MB has no effect here. To get greater depth on a 21-inch mon i
tor, a video card is required. 

A 19-inch monito r will work only if it coincidentally has the sa me operating speci fi ca
t ions as another monitor the Mac already supports. 

Table 24.15 should help explain the video expansion opt ions ava ilable from the Macs 
with built-in video. Consult chapter 22 on RAM in this book for more detail on the con
figuration of VRAM in Macintosh com puters. 

Table 24.15 Macintosh Quadra 700 and 900 Built-In Video's Maximum Pixel 
Depths (bits per pixel) as a Function of VRAM 

Display size 512K VRAM 1 MBVRAM 2MBVRAM 

12-inch landscape 
384 x 512, such 8 bpp 24 bpp 24 bpp 
as 12-inch RGB 

12-inch Monochrome 
640 X 480 8 bpp 8 bpp 8 bpp 

1 3-inch RGB and VGA 
480 X 640 8 bpp 8 bpp 24 bpp 

Super VGA 
800 X 600 8 bpp 8 bpp 24 bpp 

15-inch Portrait (b/w) 
640 X 870 4 bpp 8 bpp 8 bpp 

16-inch Color 
832 X 624 8 bpp 8 bpp 24 bpp 

2-Page Display (b/w) 
870 X 11 52 4 bpp 8 bpp 8 bpp 

21-inch Color 
870 X 11 52 4 bpp 8 bpp 8 bpp 

(continues) 
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Table 24.15 Continued 

Display size 512K VRAM 1 MBVRAM 2MB VRAM 

PAL with convolution n.a. 8 bpp 8 bpp 

PAL without 8 bpp 8 bpp 24 bpp* 
convolution 

NTSC with convolution n.a. 8 bpp 8 bpp 

NTSC without 8 bpp 8 bpp 24 bpp 
convolution 

'Assumes proper sc11se codes tire employed 011 I'AL 111011ilor. 

Notice tlwt 512K o( VRAM is the mini11111111 co11{igrtmtion (or the Mar intosll Quadm 700; (or the 900, 1 MB 
is mi11imum. 

Note 

There are two ways to wire a PAL monitor to a Macintosh. Only one way, selected by a set of 

extended sense codes, allows for 24 bits per pixel resolution. 

Apple offers VRAM upgrade kits for use in most Macintosh computers. Altho ugh not 
proprietary in any any, these kits can be purchased from a loca l Apple dealer as upgrade 
parts for Macintosh computers. 

Part num bers for Apple VRAM upgrade kits a re below. Note changes and applicable 
products. 

Part Number Description 

M0517LL/A' Macintosh LC S12K 
VRAM SIMM 

M5951 LL/A' Macintosh VRAM 
Expansion Kit 

M5953LL/A' Macintosh Quadra 
VRAM Expansion Kit 

661-0609" VRAM SIMM, 256K 

*Order tl~rough Finis/Jed Goods. 

• *Order tllruugll Service. 

Exchange Information 

Product 

Macintosh LC only 

Being replaced by 
M5953LL/A 

Macintosh Quadra only 

Use two to upgrade 
Macintosh Display 
Card 4•8 only 

To exchange defective VRAM modules included as o riginal parts in Apple equipment, use 
the service part numbers below. Check with a certified Apple repa ir shop or dealer for 
in formation regard ing the warranty status of specific systems. 
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Part Number Description Product 

661-0609 VRAM SIMM, 256K Macintosh Display Card 4•8 

661 -0649 VRAM SIMM, 512K Macintosh LC only 

661-0722 VRAM SIMM, 256K Macintosh Quadra and LC only 

Note 

Defective 256K VRAM SIMMs found in Apple equipment can be returned for replacement as either 

part number 661-0609 or part number 661 -0722. The service center must specify the part 
numbers. 

Service centers are encouraged to use advanced exchange for these product s. 

Macintosh Cenl"ris and Quadra com puters with 1MB video RAM (VRAM) and set to 
32,000 colors may display a horizontal white line just below the middle of the screen . 
The effect is independent of the mo nito r used. A fa int gray line below the middle of the 
screen is indicative of a Trinitron m onito r. 

The VRAM on the computer should be checked . The Macintosh Cen t ris and Quadra 
series requires VRAM with a speed o f SOns or bette r. 1 OOns VRAM, such as tha t found in 
a Macintosh IIvx, will no t work in these machines. 

Errors Related to VRAM 
The VRAM chips that Apple uses a re supplied by multiple vendo rs. As such, the VRAM 
chips may have d ifferent o perating characteristics. If VRAM SIMMs are used in incompat
ib le prod ucts or incorrectly, e rrors wi ll be reported by the system. Obvious d isp lay prob
lems wi ll be apparen t a lso. 

Severa l common problems related to VRAM are mentio ned in the fo ll owing sections. The 
reader is cautio ned tha t this is not a com prehensive trea tment o f a ll possible e rrors, but a 
summary of some o f the commo n complaints ente red in Apple Tech Support files. 

Macintosh LC 
A few pixels along the left edge of the screen inte rmittently change colors. 

Macintosh Quadra 
O n large screens, pixels drop. 

Macintosh Display Card 4/8 
On startup, the 12-inch and 13-inch displays show o nly 256 colo rs, instead of the mi l
lions the upgrade sho uld provide. The Macintosh a lso sta rts u p in black-and-white mode. 

If the Macintosh is res tarted, the option for mill io ns o f colo rs becomes available. 
However, once you shut clown the Macintosh, the problem recurs on startu p. 
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Monitor Quality 
The measure of the distribution of color and brightness over the surface of the video tube 
is termed the uniformity of the monitor. 

Because the measure of uniformi ty is difficult, it must be undertaken in a laboratory. The 
results are that sligh t imperfections in the monitor appear as hazy patches on-screen. 
There is no fixed pattern of predictable location of th e spots produced on monitors with 
poor uniformity. Usually, however, hazy regions are found at the edges of the display. 

factors in the environment also contribute to variations in displayed color. Stray mag
netic fields from the equipment and lighting fixtures, as well as the earth 's magn etic 
field, affect monitor d isplays. This is true even if the monito r is degaussed regularly or 
automatically. 

Problems relati ng to the uniformity of brightness are similar to those for colo r. When 
viewing a white raster d isplay, the variations in brightness appear as gray patches. 

It is normal for mon itors to ex hibit some color and brightness variances somewhere on
screen. Use a video test program to evaluate the severity of the problem. In cases where 
there is a slight distortion, CRT replacement is not the solution. It is important that users 
understand the limitations of existing designs of large-screen CRTs. 

Dot Pitch Not Applicable for Monochrome Monitors 
The cathode ray tube in every monito r has an electron beam gun that shoots electrons 
through a perforated metal grid, o r grill, to a phosphor coating on the inside of the dis
play area. When the electrons hit the phosphor, the coating emits light over small areas, 
o r spots, called pixels (picture elements). 

Aperture in monitor terms refers to perforations in the grid through which the electrons 
travel before striking the phosphor coating. 

Pitch, or dot pitch, is a measure of the distance between pixels on the screen. If pixels are 
tightly packed, pitch is small. Monitors with smaller dot-pi tch appear sharper. Larger 
dot-pitch monito rs appear "grainy" to the viewer. 

The terms aperture, pitch, and dot pitch are used interchangeably and refer to the d is
tance between pixels. The number of holes (or apertures) in one row of the metal grid 
determines the maxi mum horizontal resolution ava ilable to a CRT. 

Monochrome monitors do not use dot pi tch as a specification. 

Dot pitch is a speci fi ca tion fo r the placement of the red, green and blue dots that make 
up one color pixel. Since a monochrome image is made of only one dot, there is no pitch 
specification. 

Stripe Pitch versus Dot Pitch 
A pixel on a CRT can take the shape of a dot (in the case of a conventional monitor) or a 
stripe (as in the Sony Tri nitron tubes). Because of the two geometries, definition s of pitch 
are made to accommodate the two systems. 
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The conventiona l method of display is to use th ree dots (red, blue, and g reen) arranged 
in a triangular pattern on the tube to create a single color pixel. The stripe technique 
uses a different method wherein three vertical stripes of phosphor are lined up side-by
side on-screen to produce a colo r p ixel. This is common in Trinitro n displays. 

The d istance between pixels is defined as pitch. In the conventional case, it is the dis
tance between like phosphor dots. In the case of the Trini t ron tube, it is a m easure of the 
distance between like phosphor bars. 

Multiple Monitors via NuBus Expander 
Assuming a NuBus slot expander like those available from Second Wave, Inc., are used, 
13-inch monitors can be a ttached to the Macintosh. The expansion chassis uses one slot, 
leaving five free fo r video cards. The NuBus expansion chassis can ho ld eight cards itself. 
Second Wave warns tha t all video cards used in their chassis must be 32-bit clean . 

The specific configuration of the system s employed determines the success of mult iple 
monitors on one Mac. The allocation of system resources in the Macintosh is determined 
by several Managers, like the Memory and Pallet Managers, that might have problems 
when more than 32 monito rs are used at bit depth greater than 8 bits. 

Hardware lim ita tions of the Mac al so intervene. Parameter RAM on the Mac holds infor
mation fo r six NuBus slo ts, and the VIA chips have interrupts for only six slots. 

No NTSC Video Out on LCs 
As we have seen, NTSC video is different from standard composite video in that it is 
based on half-lines of video info rmation that scan in alternating rows down the screen, 
not fu ll lines that increment one line at a time down the screen. 

Macintosh LC-class machines are designed to consider o ne full line across the screen as 
the basic screen unit. To work with NTSC signals, the Mac would need to understand 
and process half-line screen data. In the case of the LCs, this is impossible. 

Cards in the 8/24 series implement NTSC video signals by employing programmable 
logic in their designs. To do this on the LCs' logic board would require several thousands 
more transisto rs in the v ideo ASIC than are currently used. As the LC is meant to be 
a low-cost unit, this further addition to the design is in conflict with one of the basic 
intents of the model. 

Upgrading Video Cards 
Users who have the o lder version of the Maci n tosh Display Card 8/24 can upgrade to the 
new card for use with the new Macintosh 21-inch Color Display and the new 16-inch 
Color Display. 

The upgrade is primari ly a new PAL fo r timing corrections on the new m onito rs. The 
Macintosh Display Card 8/24 is capable of driving the Macintosh 21-inch Colo r Display. 
There is no need to upgrade the ROM to use the Macintosh 21-inch Colo r Display. 

A ROM Upgrade is required to support the new 16-inch Color Display. The original 8/24 
card does not support the 16-inch Color Display. 
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Users who require the selection o f white points in t h eir work a re e ncouraged to get the 
upgrade by o rdering part number 076-0548 through a local Apple certified service cen ter. 

The Need for In-Situ Adjustment 
Aging and movement o f monitors (especia lly shipping) cause the monitors to drift out of 
their factory-set a lignment. Pe riodic adjustments are therefore required to restore the 
uni t to its factory configuration. 

Mon ito r adjustments, whethe r for compact Macs or stand-a lo n e monitors, require t he 
use of a video test progra m like Colo r TPG o r Snooper. Both of these programs produce 
standard test patte rns a n d colors that are used to a lign the display and calibrate colors 
(see fig. 24.3). 

Fig. 24.3 
Programs like ColorTPG can be used to perform basic alignments of monitors. 

Caution 

Be very careful while working inside a monitor. Various components store charges of deadly 
intensity. 

Before proceed ing with th e monitor adjustment, check to see if basic tools are at hand. 
A set of small sc rewdrivers a nd p lastic televis io n tools a re useful. A fl ex ible ru ler or tape 
measure is handy for measuring the screen dimensions. As far as the overall procedure 
for the alignment goes, the process is straightforward: 

1 . Remove the case o r cover from the mon itor. Some models have cover plates over 
the ad justment pots. Check fo r this first before disassembling th e unit. 
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2 . Once you have access to the adjustment pots, adjust the width of the display to the 
monitor's specifications. 

3. Next, ad just the height of the display according to the specifications of the display. 

4. Use a test pattern generator to create a focus pattern and adjust the focus of the 
display. 

5. Replace the cover and screws and make sure there are no leftover parts on the work 
surface. Start the monitor and check that all the adjustments and corrections have 
held with the replacement of the back cover. 

Remove the Cover 
In some cases, the display and alignment con trols are located under a cover plate at the 
rear of the moni tor. In most cases, however, the rear cover must be removed to get access 
to the controls. The cover plate can be easily removed with a small screwdriver to expose 
the controls. If removal of th e cabin et back is required, disassembly of the monitor will 
include removal of the case screws and unfastening of the cover along and around its 
seam with the front bezel. Once open, the chassis will almost always have the adjust
ment pots facing out along the rear of the unit. 

Adjust the Width 
Ad just the brightness control o n the mon itor (if it has one) to the h alf-intensity point 
before correcting the wid th of the display. Also, adjust the contrast control to its maxi
mum setting. When these preliminary adjustments are set, launch the video test software 
tha t will be used to calibrate th e system. 

Figure 24.4 shows the program Color TPG and its T-square window for setting height and 
width of the display . 

• f.ile Edit Screen Sizes Test Potterns AuHiliory Reference SQeciol 
I 
I 
I 

<-------- THIS MEASUREMENT SHOULD BE 7. II INCHES, EHRCn Y -------> 

4 

4 
7 
~ 

I 
1 9-inch M.tcmtosh scrHns disp~ 512 x 342 pixtls .At 72 x 72 pix./in. 
2 Sbndard tnfl\IJ hrs occ~ tht first 512 x 20 plXtls. 

N 3 . Tttle- b.1rs (whtn prtstnt) oceup~ inothtr :512 x 19 pix tls . 
c 4. This VV'Idow is b:~ttd di"'tcth" ...-.dtr tM mtnu bar . It has no UUt bar. 
H :S. This \rindow should musu-t tK.ICtly 7 . II ( 512 I 72) Yl. widt 1hd 

E 4 .47 ( 3 22 I 72) ln. hl9h. 

s 6 . To musur't tht ent irt dispby, musurt fr'om thE- top of tht mtnU bar. 

I 
The- t ntireo display s hould mtuurt 7 . 11 in. wid€> x 4.75 in. hioh . 

I 
Th• dlaQonal should musurt 8.55 (SOR( 7 .11"2 x 4 .75"2)) uubltln. 

I 7. Adjusting to thtst sptoific.aUons .,,,;u usur• that v h.a t you s .. is 
I what \IOU g•t (.also known u 'w'YSIVYG). 
I 
I 
I 
I 

" 
Fig. 24.4 
The T-square window in ColorTPG is used to align width and height o f monitor screens. 
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The T-square window in Color TPG shows what the correct width and heigh t of a display 
screen shou ld be based on the specifications fo r a selected monitor. Custom sizes are 
supported too. Use a flexible ruler or tape measure to measure the horizontal and vertical 
dimen sions of the display and adjust the monitor until the proper settings are obtained. 

Adjust the wid th using o ne of the plastic TV ad justment tools until the d imension 
matches that indicated on the T-square. Use the tape measure to check the width against 
the recommended setti ng. 

Adjust the Height 
After the width has been set, flip the tape over and measure the height of the display 
image. Once again, the T-square will have the proper size displayed on it as a guide. 
Insert the screwdriver o r TV ad justment tool in the height ad jus tment pot a nd match 
the dimension with that shown on the T-square. Confirm your settings with the tape 
measure. 

Adjust the Focus 
The last adjustment to the monito r should be the focus. Clea n the screen first. Use a 
mon ito r test program to display a focus test pat tern on the screen. Color TPG will pro
duce a focus test screen that fills the display with 9- or 12-point characters. This is shown 
in figure 24.5. 

Fig. 24.5 

• [ lie Edit ~creen Sizes r es t Pott erns RuHil iory Re fer ence SJ!eclol 
PQRSTUVUXVZABCOEFGH I JKU1110PQRSTU\IIlXVZRBCOEFGH I JIQ..tttOPQRSTUVIIXVZABCOEFGH I JIQ..NHOPQRSTU 

UIWIZABCOEFGH I JKU1110PQRSTUVIlXVZABCOEFGH I.ACLIINOPQRSTUWXVZABCOEFGH I J I(U1110PQRSTUVIIXYZAB 
OEFGH I J KLIINOPQRSTUVWXVZABCOEFGH I JKLtiNOPQRSTUUI·lXYZABCDEFGH I J IQJ111JPQRSTWilXYZABCOEFGH I 

JKLtiHOPQASTUUHXYZfiBCOEFGH I JKLNNOPQASTUUUXYZABCDEFGH I JKLtltiJPQRSTWWXYZABCDEFGH I JKUINDP 
OASTUVIIXYZABCOEFGH I JKLNitDPQASTUVUXYZABCDEFGH I JKLIIIlOPQASTWWXYZABCOEFGH I JKLtlttOPQASTUUII 
XVZABCDEFGH I JKLNNOPQASTUVICIXYZABCDEFGH I JKLtlltoPQRSTUVUXVZABCOEFGH I JKLNNDPQRSTUVIIXYZABCD 

FGH I JKLIIIIOPQRSTUVUXYZRBCOEFGH I JKU1NOPQRSTW UXYZABCDEFGH I JKLNitOPQRSTUVUXYZABCOEFGH I J K 
t'IIOPORSTUVIIXVZABCDEFGH I JKl.t iNDPQRS TUUIIXYZABCDEFGH I JKLt1NDPORSTUVUXYZABCDEFGH I JKU1NOPOR 
TlMlXVZRBCDEFGH I JIQ..tiiOPQRSTUVIlXVZABCDEFGIII JKLniDPORSTUVIIXYZABCDEFGH I.ACI.tiNOPQRSTUVIIXY 
ABCDEFGH I JKLtttOPQRSTUVIlXVZABCDEFGH I J KU1NOPQRSTUVIIXVZABCDEFGH I JIQ..IINOPQRSTUVIlXVZABCOEF 

>HI J KLNIIOPQRSTWWXVZABCDEFGH I JIQJIIlOPQASTUVIIXYZABCOEFGH I JKLttiOPQRSTUVIIXVZABCDEFGH I JKLM 
tOPQRSTW UXVZABCOEFGH I JKLtlltoPQRSTUVIIXYZABCDEFOH I JKLMIIOPQRSTUVI-IXVZABCDEFGH I JKU11toPQRST 
~~ZABCOEFGH I JKLtltiJPQRSTWWXYZABCDEFGH I J ICLttiOPQRSTUVHXYZABCDEFGH I JKU1110PQRSTWUXYZR 

~~r~~~~~3':~~~~~~~~~~~~~e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
QRSTUUIIXVZABCOEFGH I JKLI11'10PQASTUVHXVZABCOEFGfll JKLtiNOPQRSTUUUXVZRBCOEFGH I JKUINOPQRSTUV 

IXYZABCDEFGH I J KLMIIOPORSTUVIIXYZABCOEFGH I JKUIIIOPQASTUVIIXVZABCOEFGH I JKLIINOPQRSTUVIIXYZABC 
DEFGH I JKLIIIIOPQRSTUVIIXYZABCDEFGH I J KU11toPQASTUVIlXYZABCOEFGH I JKU11tDPQRSTUUUXYZRBCOEFGH I J 
~IIOPQRSTWIIXVZRBCDEFGH I JKLI'I IGPQRSTWIIXYZABCOEFOH I JIQ.. MIIOPQRSTUUIIXYZABCDEFGH I J KLMltOPQ 
~TUVWXVZABCDEFGH I JKLMIIOPQRSTUVIlXYZABCDEFGH I JKLMIIOPQRSTWIIXYZRBCOEFGH I JKLtt tOPQRSTW IIX 
~BCOEFGH I JKU1tlOPQRSTUUIIXYZABCDEFGH I JKLtiNOPQRSTWilXVZRBCDEFGH I JKLtr tOPQRSTUUIIXVZABCDE 

GH I JKLtlllOP(llSTWiiXYZABCDEFGH I JKLtiNDPORSTUVIIXVZABCDEFGH I JKLMltOPQRSTUVI-IXVZABCOEFGH I JKL 
ltOP(llSTUVUXYZABCOEFGH I J KU IIIDPQASTUVUXYZABCOEFGH I JKU11toP(llSTUVIIXYZABCOEFGH I J KLtiNDPORS 

TUVIIXYZABCOEFGH I JKLtiNOPQRSTUVIlXYZRBCOEFGH I JKLMIIOPQASTlMIXYZABCOEFGH I JKLNIIOPQRSTUUilXYZ 
ABCOEFOH I JKL11NOPQRSTUV~XYZABCOEFOH I JKLI'ItOPQRSTUVIIXYZABCOEFGH I JI(U itiOPQRSTUW XYZABCOEFG 
Hi JKLIINOPORSTUVUXY2RECOEFOH I JKLtltiOPORSTUVUXYZABCOEFGH I JKLIIHOPQRSTUtAJXYZABCDEFGHI JKLt\'1 
pPORSTUVI IXYZABCDEFGH I JKLI'IIOPQRSTUUWXVZABCOEFGH I JKLtVtDPQRSTUVIlXVZABCDEFGH I .A<LI1110PQRS!~ 

~~~~~~s~~~~~~~Jer.~~~~~~~~~~~;,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~s~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~ 

A full screen of charac ters is used to focus the display. Compare the focus in the cen ter aga inst the 
corners and edges. 

Look over the d isplay for fuzzy areas that appear out of focus. Pay close attention to the 
corners relative to the cen ter and the focus of the characters along the diagonals. Switch 
between the 9-poin t and 12-point d isplays fo r comparison . Adjust the focus pot at 
the rear of the chassis to balance the focus of the characters across the surface of the 
display. Once the focus is ach ieved, adjust the contrast of the display so that the text 
is accentuated. 
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Replace the Control Panel Cover 
Once all the adjustments discussed above arc effected, replace all the parts removed in 
the first step. 

The adjustment of a compact Mac's moni tor is essentially the same procedure except 
removal of the case is required. 

Compact Mac Video Alignment Aid 
A drawing program and a laser printer can be used to construct an alignment tool for the 
compact Mac monitor. Draw a rectangle that is 7 inches by 4.7 inches using a favorite 
drawing package. 

Print the drawing on the laser p rinter using clear transparency sheets. Trim the sheet so 
tha t the template fits the screen of the compact Mac. The sheet will stick to the screen 
due to static electricity. Adj ust the screen dimensions to match those printed on the 
template. Do not use this template for the Color Classic. It is not the correct size for that 
display. 

Notes, Common Questions, and Problems 
with Macintosh Video 
Apple Technical Support logs many common problems associated with Apple monitors, 
new and o ld. A collection of these popular questions and problems are given below. 
Look over the list fo r systems and configurations that resemble the Macs you work on. 
Chances are that there is something here that rings a bell and can be of use in trouble
shooting systems and setups. 

Macintosh Monitor Noise at Startup 
Many Mac moni tors make a noise at power-up when the degaussing coil is activa ted. The 
sound is simply the coil energizing and is in no way a sign of a problem. 

Compatible Systems with the 12-lnch Display 
Not all Macs support the 12-inch RGB monito r. The Macs that do support the 12-inch 
display are: 

Macintosh Display Card 4•8 and Macintosh Display Card 8/24 

Macintosh Ilci built-in video 

Macintosh Il si built-in video 

Macintosh LC built-in video 

Macintosh LC II built-in video 

Video cards previous to the 8/24 do not support the 12-inch RGB. The Macintosh Dis
play Card 8/24 GC does not work with the Macintosh 12-inch. In fact, the 8/24 GC does 
not work with the 12-inch RGB either. The 8/24 GC was designed for high-end systems 
that are contrary to the intended application of the 12-inch display. 
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Monitors and Geomet ric Distortion 
Variations and distortio ns of monitor images may be caused by changes in the Earth's 
magnetic fie ld from place to place. Such d isto rtio ns include off-center images, distorted 
corners, and til ted scree ns. 

Because of the electromagnetic nature of monitors, a ll are affected to some degree. The 
extent of the distortion depends on the monitor design and the loca tion. Moving the 
monitor may produce pronounced cha nges for better o r worse. 

Use the sugges tions tha t follow t·o assess whether th e mon itor is being influenced by 
environmenta l effects o r is in need of repair. 

Change Location. Move the monitor to ano ther p lace and note changes to the d isplay. 
If changes are linked to the p lace o r position, the enviro n ment is the source of the distor
tion. 

Remove Metal Objects from the Area. Monitors operated in o r around brge metal 
o bjects can suffer from d istortions of the image. Try to relocate the monito r, o r rearrange 
the objects a round the m onitor, unti l the problem is m inim ized. 

Look for Other Environmental Influences. Consider the effects of motors, electric 
appliances, o ther mo nito rs, and too ls in the workplace. If the display jitters, has lines in 
it, or fl ickers, th is may be signs of environmental interference. Often, two monitors sit
ting side by side ca use a jitter. 

Try turning off appliances to see if the effects disappear and the monitor returns to nor
mal. Fluorescent light fix tures are a common source of this kind of problem . Other 
sources are refrigerato rs, coffee makers, copy machines, and power tools. 

Caution 

Do not adjust the monitor to compensate for the effects imposed on it by environmental factors. 
This will lead to the monitor being adjusted for a specific electromagnetic environment and not 
according to factory specifications. If adjustments are made to the set under these conditions, 
relocating the monitor will result in the set being misaligned again. For this reason, alignment 
under these conditions is not recommended by Apple. 

Cause of Visible Lines In Color Monitors 
An apparent defect in some Apple monitors appears when a lig ht-colored background o r 
desktop pattern is displayed. Th e "defect" appears as a very faint ho rizontal gray line that 
extends across the screen just below the middle. Apple 16-inch displays appear to have 
two of these lines. What are they'? 

The thin lines running across the bottom of the display are part of the Sony Trinitron 
design and are not a defect. The 1 4-inch display has one line running across the display 
about two-thirds of the way down; the 16-inch monitor has two lines, one at about one
third of the way down, and another about two-thirds of the way down the d isplay. 
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The following monitors use a Sony Trinitro n tube: 

13-inch High Resolution RG B Monitm 

14-inch Macintosh Colo r Display 

Macintosh 16-inch Colo r Display 

Macintosh Colo r Class ic 

AudioVision 14 Display 

Macintosh TV 

Macintosh LC 520 

Performa SSO 

The Sony Trinitron has a specially designed grill that produces a sharp image but re lies 
o n a support wire to stabil ize the apertu re grid. The size o f the \·Vire is thinner than a 
human hair. 

Note that the faint horizontal line(s) described above are no t m onitor defects. The lines 
canno t be removed by an adjustment o r a lignment o f the system . They ca nnot be 
removed by any repair procedure. 

Nearby Interference Can Cause Horizontal Lines 
My Apple monitor has a phanto m scan line that scrolls across the screen. What's the 
cause? 

One probable cause of thi s p roblem is 60 cycle (Hz) e lectrical noise som ewhere in the 
vicinity of the monitor. Because the problem is quite no ticeable, the scan rate of the 
monitor is probably around 60 Hz and is susceptible to electr ica l pickup. 

Noise of this kind is usually from electrical lights, appliances, and power tools. Look for 
sources o f magnetic fields in the immediate environment, as well. 

Cure for Jitters In RGB Monitors 
Users of the Hig h-Res RG B monitors have encountered a two prong problem concerning 
their sets. To fix a jitte r problem, logic boards are replaced only to find that a serio us 
con vergence problem results. 

Standard ad justment procedures usi ng \!-Twist and H-Stat pots fa il to effect the repair. 
Convergence ca n be off by as much as 1.8-in ch vertically. Ad justing \/-Twist on ly par
tially aligns the image. If the image is correct in the center, it appears off at the edges or 
at the top and bottom. Di stinct red, blue, and green shadowed images are on-screen in 
differen t sizes. 

To align the unit, adjust pots labeled V- top and \/-bottom o n the logic board. This 
sho uld bring the un it back into proper ad justmen t The o rigin of the problem is most 
likely a jar o r bump of the unit that moved the pots. 
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What You Can Do to Prevent Screen Interference 

If the interference is coming from power lines, a power filter is required for the supply 
lines. 

If the interference is traceable to electromagnetic interference (EM!) in the environment, 
the only option is to relocate the mon itor to ano ther place. Special sh ielding placed 
around the unit can help with EMI problems but is usually not a practical solution. 

Shielding Suggestions for Interference 
Several Apple monito rs are known to wobble incessantly in the workplace while the PC 
monitors are unaffected and stable. Noise from power lines is the prime suspect, but why 
are only the Mac moni tors affected·? Can th is in terference be shielded? 

The electrical lines or arching fluo rescent ligh ts are very li kely the cause of the problem. 
The reason the VGA mon itors appear unaffected is that they operate at a 60Hz refresh 
rate, the same as the electrica l system. If electrical noise o r interruptions occu r at the 
same times the monitor refreshes, the d isturbance may go unnoticed. The Macintosh 
display refreshes faster tha n 60 Hz and is subject to the no ise. 

Find the cause of the no ise and try to remove it. There are no practical shielding solu
tions for a problem like this. As far as a solution is concerned, the best th ing to do is to 
try to find the sou rce of the no ise and remove it o r fi x it . As fa r as Apple recommenda
tions are concerned, there is curren lly no known pract il:al sll ieltling solution for this 
kind of problem. 

Troubleshooting Screen Flicker In 8/24 cards 
The origin of this problem may actually be the 8/24 GC control panel. Restart the com
puter and start with the Shift key down to disable the extensions. If the flicker goes 
away, the problem is in the software. Check for cross conflicts wi th other !NITs and 
CDEVs in the system as well. Also look fo r incompatibilities wi th o ther hardware in
stalled in or with the system. 

Disabling the 8/24 GC COEV will force the ca rd to act like a standard 8/24 model. If the 
problem persists, check fo r EM l problems in the envi ronment. 

Degauss Adjustment In RGB Monitors 
When should a user degauss his monito r and what are the symptoms of need ing to be 
degaussed? 

Degaussing a monitor corrects small patches of color d isto rtion that occur over time as 
the monitor is used. High EMI enhances the problem. The situation is likely to occur if 
the monito r is moved while the power is on. 

Press the degauss switch if there is a straying or separation o f color on-screen. 

No Synch On Green Support In LC Ill, Q660AV, Q840AV, or Power Macs 
Older Macin tosh computers used a technique wherein the video synchronization signal 
is sent along with the green signal. This is referred to as "synch on green" processing. 
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According to Apple technical notes, synch on green was not included in the LC Ill, 
660AV, 840AV, and Power Macs because: 

1. The increasingly popular use of PC-multifrequency displays that do no t support 
synch on green has created too many compatibili ty issues to warrant synch on 
green in newer Macs . 

2. Popular standards like VGA and VESA do not support synch on green. 

3. Current Apple monitors do not support syn ch o n green either. 

4 . Newer power-saving "green" monito rs that "sleep" when not in use have separate 
synch lines to signal the monito r to sleep and save energy. Since separate lines are 
used anyway, no synch on green is required. 

5 . The signal processing of the synch off the green video adds cost to the system. 

If a monito r will no t work without synch on green, there is litt le that can be done 
to remedy the problem. In fa ct, this is only a problem with a small number of dis
plays. 

If the monitor cable does not connect the proper syn ch signals to the monito r, try 
replacing the cable (or adapter) with another one properly wired with the correct 
connections. 

Note 

In most cases, if the synch on green is present in the system, there is no need for cables or adapt
ers to pass the control lines through in physical connections. Since some monitors wind up display
ing a greenish tint when separate synch signals are present, not passing them is a sure-fire cure for 
the problem. 

Video Monitor Screen Disappears In Power Macs 
AV Power Macs have been known to lose the appl ication Video Monitor's window at ful l 
screen suddenly when an external monitor is connected to the HDI-45 port. When the 
monito r is connected to the DB-1 5 video port on the AV card, everything is OK. What is 
the setup for getting the window to appea r on the display when the HDI-45 port is used'! 

The "full screen" setting prompts the Video Manager that there is anoth er display 
connected to the AV card. This sets the Preferences fo r the application accordingly. To 
restore the system to its o riginal state, open the Preferences folder in the System folder 
and destroy the Preferences file fo r the Video Manager. 
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Summary 
In this chapter we looked in to the basics behind Macin tosh video and how the image 
originates in a Macintosh system . System and monitor specifications are addressed along 
with industry standards for video systems and signals (RS-170, -170a, -343, NTSC). Mac
to-NTSC is covered in some detail as it is growing in populari ty for display and presenta
tion systems. 

Several video adapters fo r high resolutions and foreign (VGA-type) display standards are 
discussed and schematics are presented for adapters. Along the same lines, a discussion of 
how to construct a video cable is included with a discussion of sen se codes. 

A brief discussion of Apple video cards is undertaken in this chapter too which outlines 
the basic differences amon g several models. 24-bit color is addressed along with some 
more notes on VRAM upgrades and problems associa ted with VRAM (see chapter 22, 
"RAM: The First Thing to Add" also). 

Although not specifically focused on monitors (see chapter 7, uMonitors," and chapter 
39, "Monitor Problems"), several common monitors and issues surrounding display are 
discussed. The need for in-situ ad justments is considered and procedures for making 
routine ad justments to compact Macs' video displays and modular Macs' monitors are 
given . 



Chapter 25 

Adding Accelerator Cards 
by Ken Grey 

The quest fo r speed, and often the need to extend the va lue of an existing Macintosh 
system, lead users to consider accelerator boards or CPU upgrades. Though not always 
better than a full computer replacement, they are often a more cost-effective answer. And 
in doing so, your CPU can win a major battle in the war against obsolescence and ineffi
ciency, while staving off the inevitable for a while longer. 

Understanding Accelerators 
It makes good sense to use an accelerator when a lot of money has been invested in the 
Maci ntosh and you cannot exchange the unit for a newer model. Users of older Macs 
that have considerable money invested in (older) RAM, hard drives, or software that will 
not be ported to the PowerPC may be wise to look to third-party sources for accelerator 
boards for their aging computers. Fear not, however, there is some kind of accelerator for 
just about everything the Mac does, wi th the real question being one of how to evaluate 
a d imini shing return: how long you can keep shelling out money on an o ld computer 
before upgrading to a new machine with many of the upgrade board features built in. 
Only you ca n decide that, and it helps to know that sentimentality has no place in the 
resale market. 

Of the two general options, it is im portant to realize that the accelerator board (as op
posed to a CPU upgrade) only speeds up certain information paths, such as the SCSI bus 
o r QuickDraw graphic routines. Some cards are application-specific, such as the YARC 
Renderman board (covered later in the chapter) that speeds up Pixar's MacRenderman 
software rendering engine. If you do rendering, or work in Photoshop, and it is the only 
thing you need to speed up, then look for the applica tion-specific accelerators covered 
later in this chapter. 

Another cri ticism against accelerators is that speed ing up the clock and processor is only 
partially effective as an upgrade because the data bus over which data flows to the pro
cessor is still running at its o rig inal (slow) speed. This creates a bottleneck in th e system 
that the processor enhancement cannot work above. To get around the data bus bottle
neck, designers often add high-speed Static-RAM (SRAM) to the accelerator. SRAM acts as 
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a cache between main memory and the accelerator. In o lder compact Macs and some 
020-based designs, a varian t of this technique was to add the memory d irectly to the 
accelerator card so that the data bus was largely bypassed. This is now being revised in 
some new Power PC accelerators that use a high-speed cache and RAM on-board the ac
celerator to optimize performance. 

As a note to the upgrader, this configuration, though better fro m a perfo rmance stand
point, sometimes requ ires that fas ter RAM memory is necessary. On the whole, the use of 
slow SIMMs causes the accelerato r to use more wait-stales, thus slowing the system. Fur
thermore, as the addition of SIMM sockets and memory management chips increases the 
cost of the board, it remains to be seen if vendors apply this design to a wide range of 
products given the cost sensitive nature of the cu rren t: market. Macs have never been 
more inexpensive. This has a serious impact on the accelerator market that grew in the 
years past when new Macs were a bigger part o f the computer user's dollar. 

Factors that can affect perfo rmance of accelerated Macs are the amount of native 
(motherboard) RAM and its speed, the native SCSI transfer rate, data bus speed and 
width (how many bits wide is the bus and the clock speed at which it is running), hard 
drive performa nce, and possibly the presence of an FPU or coprocessor if it is needed for 
a specific application. Additionally, it should be recogn ized that not all accelerator cards 
are designed the same, and some offer more (better) eng ineering than others. Thus, ap
parently equal 33 MHz 040 ca rds will not perfo rm identically even though the core CPU 
is the same. Sometimes what the buyer gets in a more expensive card is better perfor
mance and reliability based on better engineering and optimization of the accelerato r for 
a parti cular Macintosh model. 

Compact Macs such as the Mac Plus, SE, and Classic all have slow SCSI ports. Large file 
access will necessa rily be slow in these systems if the SCSI port is not enhanced. 68030-
and 68040-basecl Macs offer more efficient designs both in thei r system architectures and 
CPU design (caching) tha t greatly enhances the perfo rmance of Macs wi th these chips. In 
addit ion, 68030- and 68040-based Macs have the Paged Memory Management Un it 
(PMMU) for virtual memory. 

Accelerato r boards made for the compact Macs connect o r solder onto the host 
machine's 68000 chip or, if one is avai lable, use the PDS slot on the motherboard. Natu
rally, for the o rdinary user, the ease of plug-in using the PDS slo t is preferable. In the case 
of the Mac Plus however, there is no expansion slo t, so that upgrades require a clip for 
the accelerator to moun t above the main logic board over the 68000, or req uire direct 
soldering of the accelerator o r connector socket to the 68000. Because of this last condi
tion, the Plus owners who are more electrica lly faint of heart may want to have the up
grade done at a dealer o r Apple-au tho rized service shop. Because heat dissipation in early 
com pact Macs li ke the Plus is a problem, these uni ts require fans for hefty upgrades like 
full accelerator boards. In contrast, most modular Macs have pop-in PDS card accelera
to rs. On the who le, any q ualified service center can insta ll and test the boards with litt le 
risk of damage. 

Upgraded Macs that have very old parts and subsystems may turn out to be unreliable. It 
may be wise to upgrade power supplies, check floppy drives, and check in ternal cables if 
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spending a lot on accelerators. As far as problems with the upgrade a re concerned, watch 
for AppleTalk, printer, and general software compatibili ty problems with accelerators. 

Terms 
There's a lo t to understand even when speaking genera lly about computer acceleration. 
There are a number of different ways more speed can be wrung fro m your Macintosh . 
But how that speed is achieved, and where the speed occurs can be confusing. The terms 
covered in the section below may help to discern the varieties of acceleration available to 
users, as well as concisely expla in where the speed occurs and what can be expected from 
the varieties available. 

FPUs and Floating Point Math 
The fl oating point uni t (FPU) or math coprocessor is mostly used in programs that do 
CAD and 3-D rendering. Sometimes it is used in com plex spreadsheets- statistical and 
scientific calculations that use trigonometric functions and square roots. As mentioned 
elsewhere in the book, Macs use SANE routines to process numeric calculations . An FPU 
can speed calculations because SANE traps built into programs route mathematical pro
cesses and instruction s away from the ROM code to the FPU. SANE routines are more 
accurate (they exceed the accuracy recommended by the IEEE standards), but FPU rou
tines are fine for most applications. The clear advantage of the FPU is speed for those 
who are doing floating point calculations. If adding an FPU to a system, clock speeds of 
the FPU and CPU shou ld match. Typical increases in floating point performa nce are in 
the range of 400 to 800 percent depending on cards and clock speeds. 

QuickDraw and Application-Specific Acceleration 
For those who work primarily with graphic images and pre-press applications, a 
QuickDraw accelerator may make a bigger difference in getti ng the job done than a 
st raigh t CPU accelerato r. Images that normally take minutes to paint on the screen can 
take seconds with one of these special purpose accelerato rs. 

QuickDraw accelerators are usually NuBus cards that plug directly into the Macintosh. 
Optio nally, they can be daughter-board cards that plug into a video carcl. Most of these 
cards possess their own microprocessor or digital signal processor (DSP) which, along 
with on-board software, speeds the executio n of QuickDraw commands a nd procedures 
well beyond that normally avai lable on the host Macintosh by off-loading the job to the 
separate processor fo r execution. This greatly reduces the Mac's video overhead and en
hances the video or QuickDraw portion of th e Mac's perfo rm ance. Don 't expect these 
special purpose cards to enhance the overall perfo rmance of the Macintosh, however. In 
contrast to the general CPU accelerators, they are optimized for tasks that use 24-bit 
colo r QuickDraw graphi cs. 

Heavy users of PostScript files and ca lculations are better advised to look in to general 
CPU accelerators rather than specific QuickDraw accelerato rs. PostScript is calculation 
intensive and responds well to an overall enhancement in processor speed and number 
crunch ing ability. Examples of heavy PostScript are those in the desktop publish ing 
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industry who focus o n Quark X press, Ald us PageMaker, Adobe Illustrator, Aldus 
freeHand, and some rendering progra ms. In most modern cases, page layouts include 
both PostScript and 32-b it QuickDraw in documents that have text flowed around 24-bit 
photographs. These applica tions benefit from CPU and QuickDraw acceleration; it is u p 
to the user to determine whether one o r the other is predominant. 

Application specific accelerato rs, as mentio ned in this chapte r's introductio n, use a spe
c ia lized RISC o r DSP chip with accele ra ted d ata pa ths hardwired or cached to a particu lar 
software's internal routines o r particular kind of math fun ct ion. 

SCSI Acceleration 
Users o f programs that access the d isk frequently o r load large files from the hard drive do 
not usually benefit greatly from CPU accelerators. Qu ickTime and da tabase users fall into 
this class no rmally. In these cases an accele rator will a id in the processing of da ta once it is 
loaded in to RAM, but in some cases there is an actual degradatio n in SCSI hard disk access 
time due to an apparen t slippage in timing between the accelerator's faster speed and the 
host system's data bus. As such, there is no remedy fo r the degradation outside of better 
engineering o f the accelerator card. Users of big databases and fi les will greatly benefit from 
faster hard drives o r SCSI accelerators if file access is the main bottleneck. 

In cases where the Mac Plus is the object of a SCSI accele ratio n card, keep in mind that 
the early implementatio n of the SCSI bus in the Plus resulted in this model not possess
ing a controlle r with a handshaking connectio n. Apple strongly recommends against 
blind transfers. To get aro und this bot tleneck, many manufac turers of Maci ntosh accel
erators include an accelerated SCSI port o r option fo r the ir Mac Plus cards. 

Of course, owners of SCS I accelerato rs need hard drives capable o f keeping up with them. 
A slow drive can be accessed quicker from the SCSI accelerato r board, but it cannot be 
made faster by the board . Do uble rotatio n speed drives and SCSI-2 f-ast /Wide drives a re 
the high-end choices for the user needing optimum disk access and throughput times in 
conjunctio n with SCSI accelerato r ca rds. (You can find several examples of these d rives 
in Chapter 8, "Hard Disks.") 

RAM Cache Boards 
All Macs provide a means to put as ide a piece of RAM memory for use in a high speed 
RAM cache. Under System 7, the Memory con trol panel is used to set the amoun t. Sys
tem 6 users set it in the General contro l panel. 

A RAM cache is used by t he Macintosh to store frequently used instructions and data in 
a specia l s to re room near the main processor so tha t the CPU can get to the data very 
quickly when it is needed. Apple recommends that 32K o r cache be rese rved for system 
use for every 1 MB of RAM installed. This is a controvers ia l number and some users re
port that the Mac will actually slow down when large caches are set d ue to a poor search 
a lgorithm used by the Mac to search th rough its cache. Other users report that a particu
la r cache setting resu lts in specific programs "feeling'' faster. Experimentatio n is the key 
to resolving the exact sett ing required for a specific use. 
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The application of cache is more important today because the microprocessors in use in 
modern Macs greatly exceed the speed of memory and hard drive components. One 
common enhancement to Mac llci and newer Macs is the addition of the high-speed 
cache card. 

These cards usually contain 32K, 64K, o r 128K or high-speed SRAM memory rated at 25 
nanoseconds or fas ter that cache the data and instructions normally housed in the RAM. 
They are simple to install and plug directly into the Mac's cache slo t. Depending on the 
manufacturer, a software extension may be included to optimize the use of the card. 
Many third-party accelerators use a fo rm of "smart" cache that permits smaller caches to 
work faster than larger ones. All cache cards are generally inexpensive and provide ap
proximately a 20 percent boost in speed for most applications and systems. 

So successful is the caching scheme that the modern Motorola processors from the 68020 
on up include a cache on-board the IC (integrated circuit) itself. The 68030 has two 256-
byte cach es; one is used for instructions and the oth er for data. 

Selected Accelerators 
The next section details products covering the spectrum of acceleration solutions for 
most Macintosh models. Since products are released on an almost weekly basis, we've 
tried to stick to companies that seem to be keeping up with the n ew model curve; con
tacting them will tell you if your latest model is supported if it is not mentioned here. 
Like any market, Mac accelerator makers come and go, perhaps comi ng from the gargan
tuan PC market, dipping into the Mac market with an adapted PC product. Companies 
who do not meet the general criterion given above usually are no t traditionally "Mac
like" either-definitely harder to figure out where to find help, and no t particularly 
fervent about the Mac itself. As new model lines are introduced, existing third-party 
hardware acceleration companies supporting the Mac will adapt a product and re-release 
it as something else. The compa nies covered in this section h ave a vested interest in the 
Macintosh's future development. Each has several years of Mac platform development, 
or has a product so good that no t listing it may potentially rob you of the speed you 
need. 

As a general rule, the closer you can get to an actual Apple CPU product, the more com
patibility your upgrade wi ll have (not accounting for other sectors of the market, such as 
Apple scanners, old Apple hard drives, or Apple modems). If Apple endorses o r licenses 
its own CPU hardware o r system level software to a third-party developer's board or pe
ripheral, the more compatibil ity you achieve. By the same token, it is best to use caution 
with a company that does n ot base its product line around the Mac. 

The products in this chapter are listed by function and alphabetically by company. A 
description of the board and performance is given for each model, as well as compatibil
ity and any installation detai ls that are necessary. You can fi nd more information about 
installation in Ch apter 4, "Overview of System Software," and Chapter 5, "Connecting 
Periphera ls." 
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BrainStorm Plus/SE Accelerator 
The Bra inStorm Accelerator more than doubles the speed of a Macintosh SE/Pius, making 
it faster than a Macintosh II. The speed of graphics operations is doubled on the Plus and 
tripled on theSE, and hard drive transfer rates are claimed by the company to increase 
up to five times, making your computer dramatically more responsive when launching 
programs, scrolling documents, manipulating graphics, printing, calculating spread
sheets, or using a database. The BrainStorm Accelerator achieves this lightning perfor
mance using Bus Acceleration. Unlike other accelerators, which must wait for the slow 
chips on the o riginal 8 MHz Macintosh m otherboard, the BrainStorm Accelerator incor
porates a specially-design ed chip which reconfigures the Macintosh bus to operate at 16 
MHz. In conjunction with a 16 MHz CPU, th is a llows the existing memory and input/ 
output chips to operate a t two to three times their original speed. 

Also found on-board is the BrainStorm Bus Accelera tor (BBA) chip, which more than 
doubles the speed of the SCSI interface on the Macintosh motherboard with the card 
installed. It also allows you to operate a SCSI hard drive with a one-to-one interleave at 
its top speed, further boosting overa ll performance. The BrainStorm Accelerator's fast 
SCSI reduces the t ime you wait for the hard drive by more than half, smoothing one of 
the most serious Macintosh performance bottlenecks, notoriously found on the o lder 
models like the Plus and SE. 

Compatibility. Th e BrainStorm Plus/SE Accelerator works with an extensive list of pro
grams, including Microsoft Excel and Word, PageMaker, all Claris software, and nearly 
every o ther application, !NIT, and CDEV that has been tested . BrainStorm guarantees 
compatibi lity with any Macintosh software which adheres to Apple 's programming 
guidelines. It supports standard Apple system software, including System 7. 

Other requirements include: 

RAM must be 100 nanoseconds o r faster 

Requires System Softv.rare 6 .0.4 o r later 

Some SCSI hard disks may need updated drivers 

Does no t support HD20 serial hard d isk in floppy po rt 

Installation. BrainStorm requires that an authorized repair shop perform the upgrade on 
tl1e Plus, optional fo r theSE. End-user installation on SE requi res a separate tool set ava il
able from BrainSto rm. 

DayStar Value 040 Card 
A family of lower cost 68040 and 68LC040 upgrades for the Mac LC, LC II, Performa 400, 
405, and 430, the Va lue 040 is ava ilable in speeds ranging from 20 MHz to 40 MHz, has 
an optional EtherNet Module, and a 128K SRAM cache. The Value 040 provides a perfor
mance boost that takes a Mac LC machine up to Centris 610 or even Quaclra 840AV 
speeds. See figure 25.1. 
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Fig. 25.1 
DayStar Value 040 Card. 

The Value 040 utilizes the same technology as DayStar's Turbo 040, which received 
MacWEEK magazine's "five star," excellent overall rating. And because the Val ue 040 was 
designed to run o n the Mac LC, it consumes less power than the Turbo 040 family. The 
Value 040 is available in 20 MHz, 25 MHz, 33 MI-Iz, and 40 MI-Iz speeds and does not 
require an adapter. A 128K Static RAM cache is optional on the 33 MHz and 40 MI-Iz 
models and increases performance up to an additional 70 percent. The Va lue 040 also 
works with the memory you already have, so there are no hidden costs. The Value 040i 
model is available for common business users who don't require the 040's built-in math 
unit. The math unit is only beneficial to those who need advanced math capability for 
performing complex spreadsheet recalcs, rendering, statistical, o r scien tific applications. 

The Value 040 supports an optional EtherNet Module that allows users to add a standa rd 
Quadra-style EtherNet transceiver to their Mac LC. Now Mac LC users do no t have to 
sacri fice high-speed networking when adding an accelera to r board. 

The EtherNet Module supports Direct Memory Access (DMA) to motherboard memory 
for the fastest performance possible. The EtherNet Module works with any Apple com
patible EtherNet transceiver which supports thick, thin, or lOBaseT cabling. 

Compatibility. The Va lue 040 is 100 percent com patible with all Centris and Quadra 
compatible software, including Apple System 6, System 7, QuickTime, virtual memory, 
and AppleTalk Remote Access (ARA). 

The AutoCache software which is included allows most applicatio ns that are not 68040 
compatible to switch to 68030 cache m ode automatically. Once a 68040 incompatible 
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application is added to the AutoCache list, the Image 040 transparently switches cache 
modes while that applica tion is open and reverts to the sta ndard mode when the appli 
cation is closed. 

Installation. The board can plug directly into the moth erboard PDS, or with a DayStar 
SlotSaver adapter, plugs into the CPU socket to leave the PDS and inline NuBus slot 
open. 

Specifications. 
Processor: Motorola 68040 microprocessor and 128K SRAM cache (optional on 33/40 
MHz board models). 

CPU speed: 25, 33, and 40 Ml-lz. 

DayStar Quad 040 Centris/ Quadra 68040 Accelerator 
The Quad 040 combines a 40 MHz 68040 processor with a 128K SRAM secondary cache 
to increase the perfo rmance of the Centris 610,650, and 660AV, and Quadra 700, 800, 
900, and 950. The Quad 040 takes the Centris and Quadra beyond the speed of the 
Quadra 840A V at a fraction of the cost of buying a new machine. 

The Quad 040 provides several o ther features and enhancements: 

• A QUIC (Quadra Un iversal Interface Connector) slot 

• PDS design 

• It can p lug d irectly into the motherboard PDS 

or 

With a SlotSaver adapter, the board plugs into the CPU socket to leave the PDS and 
inline NuBus slot open 

• Transparent operation of non-68040 compatible applications 

The Quad 040, which uti lizes the same technology as DayStar's Turbo 040, couples a 40 
MHz 68040 CPU with a secon dary 1281< Static RAM cache. Together, they boost Centris 
and Quadra performance beyond that of the Quadra 840AV. And unl.ike buying a new 
Mac or NuBus-based accelerato r board, the Quad 040 works with the memory you al
ready have on the motherboard. 

The Quad 040, provides a QU IC (Quadra Universal lnterface Connector) slot, which is 
a high-speed expansion connector fo r DayStar and oth er thi rd-party products. It allows 
daughter cards to communicate at the Mac's Processor Direct Slo t (PDS) speed and bypass 
the relatively slow NuBus interface. DayStar offers the Charger QUIC daughter card to 
upgrade the Quad 040 to the same functionality as th e Image 040 for high-performance 
Adobe Photoshop processing in addition to o ther imaging applications. 

Th e PDS design of the Quad 040, unlike Nu Bus-based accelerators, synchronizes with the 
motherboard. This allows the board to take full advantage of the Centris and Quadra 
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m achines' faster motherboard memory, video, and SCSI subsystems. The PDS architec
ture with the 128K cache allow the Q uad 040 to achieve the absolute fastest perfo rmance 
possible while ensuring 100 percent compatibility with existing hardwa re. 

Installation. The Quad 040 also has a "universal" design that supports seven 
Macintoshes. It installs in seconds into the PDS of the Centris 650, Quadra 700, 800, 
900, or 950. The Quad 040 supports the Cen tris 610 and 660AV with the addition of a 
low-cost adapter. 

Because the Q uadra's PDS connector is in line with a NuBus slot, add ing a PDS ca rd 
blocks a NuBus slot. To overcome this obstacle, users can purchase a low-cost SlotSaver 
adapter which provides a slot for the Quad 040. This adapter connects into the CPU 
socket, t h us leaving the motherboa rd's NuBus and PDS con necto rs open fo r other 
boards. (Th is approach has proved very successful for the DayStar Mac II family of 
PowerCache accelera tors.) 

Compatibility. The Quad 040 is 100 percent com patible with all Centris and Quadra 
software. It completely supports Apple System 7, incl uding Q uickTime, v irtual m emory, 
and AppleTalk Remote Access (ARA), as well as all Centris and Quadra compatible hard
wa re, in clud ing busmasters and accelerated video cards. 

Specifications. 
Processor: Motoro la 68040 CPU with 128K S RA~I cache. 

Speed: 40 MHz. 

On-board Features: Apple- li censed ROMs and bundled imaging utilities. 

DayStar Image 040 CPU Accelerator for Quadra/Centris Macs 
The Image 040 provides speeds up to and beyond Apple's fastes t non-RISC Mac, the 
Quadra 840AV, in every application. The Image 040 utilizes the same Motoro la 40 MHz 
68040 CPU found in the new Quadra 840AV. It also provides a 128K Stati c RAM cache to 
further enhance performa nce. This combinat ion a llows any Quad ra or Centris machine 
to run all applicat ions up to 30 percent faster than the Quadra 840AV (see fig. 25.2). 

The Image 040 also provides" Adobe Charged" performance for speed gains up to 500 
percent in Adobe Photoshop a nd other imaging appl icat ions that utilize the Ph otoshop 
plug-in standard. The Image 040 also features twin AT&T DS Ps to accelerate Pho toshop 
and o ther imaging ap plications up to 500 percent, wh ich is significantly faster than the 
Q uadra 840AV. The Quadra 840AV provides a built-in AT&T DSP 3210 which excels in 
floating poin t environ ments found in speech recognition and other audio applications. 
The Image 040's twin DSPs' architecture is better suited for the acceleration of in teger
based operations like those found in imaging applications. 

The Image 040 comes with DayStar's "Adobe Charged" software, includ ing Charger 
Suites Vol. 1 with PowerPreview as well as Kudo Image Browser, Sto rm PicturePress 2.5, 
XAOS Tools' Pain t Alchemy, and Kodak's Pho to CD Access & Sampler. Additional soft
ware m odules are available to accelerate Kodak Precision Color Management, Kodak 
Photo CD, Kodak DCS 200, and LeafScan . 
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Fig. 25.2 
DayStar Image 040 CPU Accelerator Upgrade Card. 

Compatibility. The Image 040 supports the Cent ris 610, 650, and 660AV, and Quadra 
700, 800, 900, and 950, and is 100 percen t compliant wi th all hardware and software 
able to run on Quadra/Centris- level Macs. 

Installation. The board plugs d irectly into the motherboard PDS. With a DayStar 
Slo tSaver adapter, it can plug into the CPU socket to leave the PDS and inline NuBus slo t 
open. 

Specifications. 
Processor: Motorola 68040 m icroprocessor. 

Speed: The CPU has 40 MI-Iz and the twin DSP chips have 64 MHz. 

On-board Features: Apple-licen sed ROMs and bundled imaging utilities. 

DayStar PowerPro 601 PowerPC Upgrade Card for Centris and Quadra 
The PmverPro 601 is the 1first third-par ty PowerPC coprocessor yet announced fo r the 
Mac (though o thers are sure to follow) . Pluggi ng directly into the PDS connector of the 
Macintosh Quadra 650, 700, 800, 900, and 950, and Centris 650 computers, this 
Power PC processor-based upgrade card is currently available ·in 66 and 80 MHz speeds. 
PowerPro 601, wi th its high-performance memory and cache options, upgrades the 
Quadra or Cen tris to Power Macintosh 71 00 and 8100 levels of performance (see fig. 
25.3) . 
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Fig. 25 .3 
DayStar PowerPro 601 PowerPC Upgrade Card. 

The PowerPro 601 uses genuin e Apple PowcrPC ROMs. This ensures that users who 
purchase DayStar upgrade cards wi ll have the same level o f compatibil ity with current 

Macintosh hardware and softwa re products as Apple's soluti ons. Thi s includes the 
Macintosh software emula t ion capabil ities found on Apple's Power Macintosh . In addi
tion, users who want to avoid runni ng in emulatio n ca n reboot Macs that have been 
upgraded with a PowerPro 601 and operate at full Q uadra speeds. This is an option that 
is importan t to many users who will switch to PowerPC over the course of the next year. 
And, it is an option t hat is no t available fo r users who purchase a Power Macintosh sys
tem or logic board upgrade. 

The PowerPro's p lug-and-play design is m ore convenien t than Apple's Power Macintosh 
logic boa rd upgrades-no boa rd switchouts. In contrast, Apple offers 80 MHz PowerPC 
perfo rmance in the form of a logic board upgrade, but only fo r users of a Quadra 800 o r 
840AV. DayStar's 80 Ml-lz PowerPro 601, by contrast, can support any of six d ifferent 
Quadra and Centris pla tfo rms. Users of the PowerPro 601 will be able to upgrade to 100 
MHz perfo rmance when that chip becomes available. 

W hi le the PowerPro 601 works with the memory already installed on the Macintosh 
computer, DayStar designed it to support up to 128MB of addition al RAM using the 
same 80 nanosecond 72-pin SIMMs required by Power Macintosh com puters. Memory 
added to PowerPro 601 is also con tiguous with the Macin tosh comp uters'; that is, it adds 
onto the motherboard mem ory. This feature works t ransparent ly and does no t requi re 
special configuration. And, if users run in 040 mode, th ey st ill have access to any 
memory on the PowerPro 601. The abi li ty to add DRAM (Dyn amic Random Access 
Memory) to a PowerPC-based, processor-based upgrade card is presently unique to 
DayStar's PowerPro 601. 
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The PowerPro 601 has an "asynchronous" design, allowi ng it to run at the maximum 
speed of the processor, independent of the motherboard's speed. Other manufacturers' 
boards, such as Apple's PowerPC Upgrade Carel, use "syn chronous" designs. Synchronous 
designs canno t take advantage of 80 MHz speeds, because they can double only the 
speed of the motherboard in which they arc installed. The speed that the asynchronous 
design o ffers wi ll appeal to high-end users who need the m aximum level of perfo rmance 
available from their systems. 

Installation/Compatibility. The PowerPro 601 plugs d irectly into the PDS connecto r o f 
the Macintosh Quadra 650, 7.00, 800, 900, and 950, and Centris 6SO. It is compatible 
with all applications compatible with the Apple Power Macs of the same speed and RAM 
configuration. 

Specifications. 
Processor: PowerPC 60 1 microprocessor. 

Speed: 80 and 66 MHz versions flOO MHz version delivered the day the microprocessors 
ship in production volu mes (fourth quarte r 1994)]. 

On-board Features: Apple-licensed PowerPC ROMs, support for up to 128MB of op
tional memory, h igh throughput 64-bit memory access, optional 1 MB secondary cache, 
and bund led imaging u tilities. 

DIIMOCache 030 Accelerator 
The OiiMOCache 030 Accelerato r is a 68030 PDS ca rd run ni ng at SO MHz, with the addi
tion of a 641< SRAM cache. This card comes in several models differentiated by the plug 
adapter fo r each parti cular Mac. Th is card is as fast as a 68030 upgrade gets, even outper
fo rming some 2S MH z 68040 processors (see fi g. 2S. 4). The OiiMOCache SO MHz accel
erato rs support Mac llli ne (llci /cx/vx/vl), LC line, Performa Line, and SE/30 Macs. The 
ca rd accelerates all CPU in tensive fun clions, o ffering twice the performance of most 
68030 Macs. An optional math coprocessor chip helps increase m ath calculation s by up 
to 500 percent. 

Compatibility. All standa rd Mac hardware/softwa re, and all PDS-capable Macs from Mac 
II on (DiiMO sells adapters to fi t many differen t Macs) . System 6.0.7, System 7, or later. 

Specifications. 
Processor: Motorola MC68030. 

Processor Clock Speed: 50 MH z. 

Extreme Systems Vandal 030 SE Accelerator 
The Vandal 030 SE Accelera tor line is based on a 68030 PDS card with a 256K data cache 
and built-in video output support fo r single and dual page monochrome monito rs. Three 
different models running a t 33, 40, o r SO MI-l z accelerate theSE beyond the Ilfx at the 
high end. Aided by an on-board rru coprocessor running at the sa me speed as the CPU, 
the Extreme cards a lso have slots on-board for the addition of SIMMs to further enhance 
performance. 
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Fig. 25.4 
DiiMOCache 030 Accelera tor. 

Installation/Compatibility. Mac SE. All standard Macintosh compatible software. 
System 6.0.7, System 7, or later. 

Specifications. 
Processor: Motoro la MC68030. 

Processor Clock S(JCed: 33, 40, o r SO MI-I z. 

Radius Rocket, Rocket 251, Rocket 33, and StageTwo Rocket 
Radius Rockets are NuBus-based processors, capable of runn ing on models ranging from 
Mac lls up to the present Quadras. Rockets are powered by various speed Moto ro la 68040 
chips, from 25 MHz to 40 MHz. A basic Rocket increases the processing speed of the 
original Mac ll up to six t imes, even exceeding Quadra performa nce in some cases; 
higher-end StageTwo Rockets run as fas t or fas ter than a stock 840AV Quadra . All Rocket 
68040 processors (except fo r 2S i) include an integrated math coprocesso r and are ideal 
for applications, like CAD, 3-D rendering, and scienti fic a nalysis, which utilize floating
point instructions. The low-cost Rocket 2Si, without the integra ted math coprocessor, is 
best suited fo r integer-based publishing and productivi ty applications, such as page lay
out, d rawing, word processing, and presentations. 

Each Rocket includes eight SlMM slots that may be configured with 4 to 128MB of 
standard system memory. The Rocket also includes a processor direct slo t fo r future 
expansion options. 

Rockets also include severa l software enhancements to further improve system perfor
mance. When used with Radius d isplay interfaces, Rockets provide QuickDraw accelera
tion for faster screen response. Select CAD applica tions take advan tage of Rocket's 
QuickCAD display list processing techniques to accelerate zoom s and redraws. And 
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RocketWare allows the user to specify cache settings by applicat ion fo r maximum speed 
a nd compatibili ty. MODE32x from Connectix is also included and enables Rockets in 
Macintosh II, llx, and llcx computers to address more than 8MB of memory with System 
7. In addition, Rockets are com pati ble with nad ius RocketShare multiprocessing softwa re, 
which utilizes m ultip rocessing on supported tasks such as 3-D rendering. 

Other features across the line include a flex ible memory arch itecture in eight SIMM slots 
which supports 4 to 128MB of standard DRAM. Application cache set tings can be ad
justed to a llow users to specify the cache mode used by the 040 for each application for 
maximum speed and com patibi li ty. A buil t-in Processor Direct Slot provides a h igh
speed, 100MB per second in terface for fu ture expansion options. Rockets come with 
built-in QuickDraw acceleration; when used with Rad ius display interfaces, they provide 
faster screen response for routine operations like scrolling, window resizing, and area 
fill s. Additionally, Rockets support QuickCAD display list p rocessing, accelerating vecto r
based functions like zooms, and redraws for select CAD applications. StageTwo Rockets 
have advanced on-board DSPs derived from the DSP booster used as add-ons to the o ther 
Rockets. These StageTwo DSPs work d irectly with Adobe Pho tosho p, accelerating many 
of the o n-board image processing filters. 

Fusion DataSystems TokaMac II FX 
The TokaMac If FX Accelerator line is buil t around the same processor on the Quadra 
line: the 33 MHz Motorola 68040 chi p with a L28K data cache, as well as an in tegrated 
FPU and PMMU coprocessors. This configura tion creates over tv.•ice the speed of a stock 
llfx. See figure 25.5. 

Fig. 25.5 
Fusion DataSystems TokaMac II FX Accelerator card. 
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Installation/ Compatibility. Mac Ilfx. Installs in the PDS slot or NuBus slot of llfx. All 
standard Macintosh compatible software that can run on a IIfx wi ll run with the 
TokaMac. System 6.0.7, System 7, or la ter. 

Specifications. 
Processor: Motorola MC68040. 

Processor Clock Speed: 33 MHz. 

DayStar FastCache Quadra 
DayStar r:astCache Q uadra works in any Quad ra or Centris with a PDS slo t (see fig. 25.6). 
The FastCache works t ransparently inside the Quadra, with no software o r h ardware 
incompatibility. The FastCache contains 128K of high-speed Static RAM (or SRAM) 
which holds data and in structions just outside the CPU fo r "zero-wait" state processing. 
AutoCache sofu-vare included from DayStar allows switching between 030 and 040 cache 
modes automati cally. 

Fig. 25.6 
The FastCache Quadra provides static RAM cache for Quadras and the Centris 610. 

Installation/Compatibility . O ne hundred percent compatible with all Macintosh hard
ware and software that runs on the Quadra/Cent ris li ne (Centris 610 requires an adapter 
supplied by DayStar) . Installs in PDS (Processor Direct Slot) of Centris/Quadra line. The 
r:astCache is CDEV controlled . 

DiiMOCache 128K Cache Card 
DiiMOCache 128K Cache Card comes in two versions: one for the LC Ill and Performa 
450, and one fo r the Mac llci and !lsi (adapter board included). f or the LC Ill, Performa 
450, and !lei, th e card plugs di rectly into the PDS; fo r the !lsi, the DiiM OCache card 
sh ips with a dual slot adapter a llowing fo r other cards such as EtherNet and video. Both 
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versions offer an optiona l FPU chip as well. The DiiMOCache Card works transparently, 
with no software or hardware incom patibility. Like the DayStar FastCache, the 
DiiMOCache Card contains 128K of high-speed Static Ra m (or SRAM), which holds data 
and instructions just outside the CPU for "zero-wait" state processing. DiiMO's five-year 
warranty and free technical support are one of the better packages found in the cache 
ca rd market for the Mac. See fi gure 25.7. 

Fig. 25.7 
DiiMOCache 128K Cache Card. 

Installation/ Compatibility. O ne hundred percent compatible with all Macintosh hard
ware and software running on the particular Macintosh machines in which the card was 
meant to be install ed. Installs in PDS (Processor Direct Slo t). 

Sonnet FPU Upgrades 
For Macs without math coprocessing chips on-board, Sonnet Technologies ca rries a full 
line of products tha t will a llow noticeable improvement when working with math inten
sive applications like spreadsheets, CAD, and graphics applications. Some programs, 
particularly high-end modeling and rendering program s, will not even open on a Mac 
without an FPU. 

All Sonnet FPU upgrades use only Motorola 68882 math coprocessors fo r th eir 68020/ 
68030 upgrade cards. No software is required. See figure 25 .8. 
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Fig. 25.8 
Sonnet FPU/ PMMU Upgrades. 

Installation/Compatibility. Works with all Mac models that do not have math 
coprocessing, depending on the model of Mac you are installing it in. The math 
coprocessor plugs in like a board, or snaps in like a chip. All Macs automatically recog
nize a math coprocessor once installed . Properly installed, the Sonnet FPU accelerators 
do not void the Apple warran ty. 

Radius LeMansGT 24-Bit Display Accelerator Card 
Rad ius' LeMansGT currently stands alone at the top of the Mac display accelerator 
products: it provides the best on-screen performance of any Mac graphics card seen 
presently-delivering between two and three times more speed and performance than 
top-of-the-line products from other industry vendors. Radius' only competition came 
from the SuperMac, a company it recently purchased and whose competing lines will be 
incorporated or di scontinued . 
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LeMansGT accomplishes its high performance by offering highly-optimized ASICs 
(Application Specific Integrated Circuits) desi&rned to deliver fast 32-bit QuickDraw accel
eration. LeMansGT also includes 3 MB of high-speed, on-board VRAM for optimum per
formance when working with photorealistic images at high resolution. The result is an 
interface that Radius claims "performs up to 230 percent faster than the standard built-in 
video of a Macintosh Quadra, and in many instances is up to 4,900 percent faster." 

Radius' Dynamic Desktop software included with the LeMansGT provides the abi lity to 
instantly change display resolution and bit-depth without having to reboot or relaunch 
applications. Dynamic Desktop provides a simple pu ll-down menu that allows instant 
changes in screen resolut ion and bit-depth, making the product extremely easy to use. 

Other specific features of the LeMansGT include a custom ASIC circuitry which acceler
ates commonly used graphics functions to enhance screen performance many times over 
non accelerated graphics boards. With 3 MB of high-speed VRAM on-board, the 
LeMansGT is capable of d isplaying 24-bit images a t resolutions as high as 1152 x 882. 

Installation/Compatibility. The LeMansGT ca n exist inside any regular color NuBus
capable Mac supporting regular specified NuBus card length (and no t the seven-inch
only card length supported by the Quadra 605s, and so on) . Of course, it will thrive and 
fu lfi ll its speed potential in the fastest Mac you can install it in . 

FWB SCSI JackHammer SCSI Accelerator Card 
The SCSI jackHammer is a RlSC-based, fast/wide SCSI-2 accelerato r board for the Mac 
that transfers data directly to NuBus at rates up to 20MB per second, which is a 700 
percent improvement over most native SCSI ports. The jackHammer increases the perfor
mance of hard drives, disk arrays, magneto optical, OAT, and other storage devices. 
Pre-press, graphics art, and d igital video users wi ll be pleased with the leap in disk access 
performance; QuickTime users will also see an enormous leap in disk access time. See 
figure 25.9. 

Fig. 25.9 
FWB SCSI j ackHa mmer Card. 
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The jackHammer delivers data to and from the Mac at the full speed of any hard d rive 
cur rently on the market. Built-in SCS I Manager 4.3 features allow the computer to off
load d rive management tasks to the jackHammer, freeing up the C PU to perform other 
tasks. Advanced fea tures such as disconnect/ reconnect, tagged command queuing, and 
asynch ronous 1/0 maximize the perfo rmance of today's soph isticated Fast SCSI-2 drives 
to increase you r product ivity. Since the j ackHammer installs in a NuBus slot, it does not 
actually replace the o n-board SCSI port, wh ich can still be used. 

Installation/ Compatibility. Fully compatible with all Nu13us Macs, SCSI I, ll1 and Fast/ 
Wide SCSI -2 drives. Installs in a NuBus slot. 

Specifications. The JackHammer has the fo llowing specifi cations: 

40 MHz RISC-based SCSI processor 

33 MHz/sec DMA transfer ra te 

NuBus block mode transfer 

1 6-bi t wide SCSl-2 con necto r 

Active SCSI terminat ion 

Two-year warranty 

Y ARC MacRageous Application-Specific Accelerator 
MacRenderman, Infin i-D, and Presenter Pro modeling and rendering packages arc specifi
cally targeted for an instant and massive speed improvement by insta lling YARC's 
MacRageous RlSC.based coprocessor board . Speed im provemen ts up to 10 t imes the 
fa stest possible lvlacs-even Power Macs-can be achieved with these boards. All YARC 
boards are actually com plete RISC-based com puters that have their own C PU, memory, 
and operati ng system. YARC's interface software allows the performance cri tical portion 
of your application to execute on the coprocessor board, while the host concurren tly 
handles the 1/0 and the user-interface. The MacRageous board offers 1 MB of Stat ic In
struct ion Memory, up to 16MB of Dynamic Data Memory, and 25 MIPs (Mill ions of 
Instructions Per second) performance, putting it squarely in the thick of the workstation 
speed merchants found considerably higher up the expense ladder than the hum ble 
Macin tosh. 

Installation/ Compatibility . All Nu l3us capable Macintosh models. Installs in free 
NuBus slot. Software can only be accelerated by the YARC board if it is specifically writ
ten to do so, fo r example, lnfini-D/ BackBurner from Specular. 

Specifications. The Y ARC accelerato r has the fo llowing specificat ions: 

40 MHz !USC run ning at 40 MIPs 

1 MB Static RAM Instruction Memory 

16MB Dynamic Data Memo ry 
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Summary 
The accelerators listed in this chapter can make your o lder Mac a lot faster, o r make your 
new Mac moderately faster. Some cards, li ke the YARC card described previously, speed 
applications that perform the most intensive math capable on a Macintosh. Instead of 
literally waiting days to see a fin ished product, the YARC board allows you to come back 
to work with in hours. If the task requires it, and your expense can be justified, it can be a 
perfect fit, and certain ly better than upgrading a whole com puter just to do one particu
lar thing faster. 

Add itional info rmation on products that work in conjunction with the video and hard 
drives mentioned here can be found elsewhere in this book. See Chapter 7, "Mon itors," 
and Chapter 8, " Hard Disks." 

Regardless of the solution you opt for, adding an accelerator to your own setup contrib
u tes to the overall satisfaction of using the Mac in m ore ways than just adding speed. It 
is the d irect influence you have undertaken on behalf of your own Mac's ability to work 
that can leave you with an additional but different level of satisfaction-you have 
reached in and added something to your machine, and it rewards you by working more 
efficiently. 



Chapter 26 

Adding Internal Disk Drives 
by Ken Grey 

Considering the cost of labor at most computer shops-not to mention the downtime 
you \•vi ii experience having your computer leave the office-the impetus to install an 
in ternal drive mechan ism in your Mac is a worthwhile venture. A little patience and 
some basic knowledge makes up the bu lk of what you' ll need to successfully accomplish 
an internal drive installation for your Macintosh. We try and cover the details in this 
chapter for doing just that in the quickest and safest way possible. 

General Drive Reminders 
Some general things to remember about floppy, fixed drive, and CD-ROM installation for 
the Macintosh: 

• Mac internal hard drives and CO-ROMs have separate power and da ta cables. 
rloppy drives have one integrated power/data cable. Data connector ribbon cables 
are gray, wide, fla t, and their con nection ends are long and black. Power cables 
are four wires with a small wh ite, female, four-pronged end. Both plug ends are 
"fitted" so that you cannot plug them in upside down (unless you use brute force). 

• Though all extern al floppy and fixed SCSI d rives ca n be used interchangeably with 
all Macs (from the Plus on up), Mac internal hard drives are not in terchangeable 
across the en tire line due to size constraints (in terchanging floppy drives bet\<Veen 
different Macs is not recommended-they are inexpensive enough to start with a 
fresh one). No hard and fast rule governs which physical size internal hard disks 
can be used in different Macs; generally, larger Macs are more fl exible here. For 
example, a Quadra 950 can use the small PowerBook drives internally- but 
PowerBooks can only use "thin line" 1/3-heigh t drives. Refer to the chart below to 
fi nd the fixed hard drive sizes allowed for your Mac. 

Notice that stock Mac 128K, 51 2K, and Plus models do not have internal hard disk 
drive capabili ty. 
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Table 26.1 Internal Drive Bay Capabilities of the Macintosh 

MAC 

SEs/Ciassics 

Performas 

Centris/LC' s 

llci/cx 

llvx 

ll/ llfx/llx 

Quadra 610 

Quadra 605/ 650/660 

Quadra 900/950 

Quadra 700/800/840av 

PowerBooks 

Power Mac Line 

1/3 Height 
2.5 fnch 

• 

• 
• 

1/2 Height 
3.5 Inch 

• 
• 
• 
n/a 

• 

Full Height 
3.51nch 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

• Floppy disk drive mechanisms are physically the same across the line of Macs (ex
cept for PowerBook, which use a thinline design), but they do no t have the same 
read/write capacity across different Macintoshes. It is not recommended that you 
install a lower capa<:ity floppy mechanism in a Mac that is capable of a higher ca
pacity. Though larger capacity drives can read and write to lower capacity disks, a 
400K drive cannot read the larger double-sided 800K and 1.4MB high-density disks 
that are often requi red fo r system installation and ot her key functions on later 
model Macs. 

The 400K drives ca n only read/write to single-sided fl oppy disks. These mecha
n isms use only one read/write head. BOOK and 1.4MB drives use hvo sets of read/ 
wrlte armatures and can use double-sided d isks. 

Floppy drives are the least cost-effective of all storage media and have a slow but 
steady market; con sequen tly, the price for mechanisms is qui te low-prices under 
$100 are not uncommon for external floppy d rive units; internal units can be 
found at half the external price. 

·~~ . . 

128K/512K n/a n/a 

Plus/SE* n/a n/a 

Mac 11*/ llfx n/a • • (FX only) 

All others n/a n/a 

*Till! SE mul Mac I/ were upsmrlenble to SrtperFioppy 1 .4-inc/r drives. Later model SEs came witfl tile 
1.4-inc/r SuperF/oppy meclwnisms. 
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Upgrading Floppy Drives 
Before replacing that floppy drive mechanism, first determ ine that it is tru ly not 
working. Here are a few things to try: 

• Try using different floppy disks- it could just be a bad disk or two; perhaps they 
were near a damaging magnetic source or excessive heat. 

• If you've moved your Mac or had some internal work done on it, did the floppy 
mechanism get unplugged and forgotten? Check the internal connection. 

• Clean the drive; it could be just an accumulatio n of dust and gri me that is causing 
erratic behavior. The ''mouth" of the floppy mechanism is a favorite place for dust 
to collect because the Mac's internal fan is pulling air through any openings on the 
front-and through your floppy mecha nism. It's not recommended that you open 
up the drive mechanism to clean the heads-if something wasn't wrong before you 
did this, the chances of it being wrong after doing so are much greater. Get a "wet" 
cleaning kit-a cleaning d isk that you squirt fluid on to and insert into the drive to 
clean the heads that is similar in form and function to cassette tape head cleaners. 
These can be found at most computer stores quite inexpensively. If you work in a 
consistently smoke filled or dusty environment, clean the drive once a month, or 
base your regimen on the amount of grime you see on the cleaning disk after 
cleaning. 

• If your drive isn't readily accepting disks without an extra push using a pencil or 
paper clip, it may have moved back in its seating inside the Mac and needs to be 
moved forward a nd resecured to the proper seating. Aligning the drive mechan isms 
mouth to the plastic bezel (the plastic face on the Mac's case that has the thin 
horizonta l disk opening the drive sits against) wi ll also take care of any other disk 
insert/ reject problems your dri ve might be experiencing. Tighteni ng the screws 
holding down the drive also keeps any vibrations to a minim um. 

Location 
Locating the floppy drive inside any Mac is established by the position of the front bezel 
where the disks are inserted-the floppy drive is directly beh ind it. Even in ali-in-one 
"integrated" Macs, such as the Plus/SE, where the entire chassis is removed, the floppy 
drive is evident because it is the only obvious mechanism with on ly one flpt"'ribbon" 
cable, no power cable, and a "mouth " that accepts a th in floppy d isk. · 

The floppy mechanism is accessible once the cover is removed in all Macs except for the 
Mac llci/ llcx and Quadra 700, where the floppy drive is located directly underneath the 
interna l ha rd disk drive bay. To access the floppy drive on these machines, the power 
supply and hard drive need to be removed first (see the following section on internal 
hard disk installation for more details). Once the hard drives are unseated, the white 
plastic carriage the hard disk sits inside needs to be removed-a matter of finding and 
carefully unscrewing the Phillips screws that hold it to the Mac's chassis. Once the plastic 
chassis that holds the hard drives on the llci/llcx/Q700 is removed, easy access to the 
floppy d rive is establish ed. 
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Remove Old/ Install New 

Once located, the removal of the d rive from the Mac's chass is can be accomplished with 
a med ium-sized Phillips head screwdriver. 

1. Assuming the Mac is off but plugged in and you've d ischarged any static electricity 
by touching the metal h ousing on the Mac's power supply, you must remove the 
integrated power/data ribbon cable. It is better to do this before dislodging the 
drive mechanism because you can safely tuck away the wires and have more clean 
workspace around the mechan ism and, therefore, no t get into any po tentially 
damaging cable tangles. 

2 . Once un plugged, locate the screws holding the drive to the Mac's chassis. Before 
continuing, it m ight be im portant here again to once and for all stress that you 
have adequate lighting. Poking around with a screwdriver in the dark confines of 
the Mac's chassis is no t only dangerous to yourself, but poten tially costly. 

3. The floppy mechanism is secured differently in di fferent Macs: with later model 
Macs the mecha nism is screwed into a mounting "sled" that cl ips into notched 
brackets inside the Mac; in the case of the large Quadra 950, removing the floppy 
means unscrewing the one Phill ips screw hold ing the floppy mechanism's bracket, 
which is screwed on to the sled holding the periphera l bracket in the bay under
neath it. Both sleds are secured to the Mac's chassis with one Phi llips screw that 
attach es to the rack rail hold ing the other bay brackets. 

4 . After you've unscrewed it, remove the bracket by nudging it back and up to 
dislodge it from its slo tted track. 

In tegrated Macs have the drive secured directly to the Mac's chassis by using the same 
two screw ho les on each side of the d rive (to ta lling four) th at the above men tioned sled 
was secured with- simply remove the four screws after unplugging the mechanism. 

Once removed, be sure to examine the power input ends on the hard d rive plugs fo r any 
browning (in ternal fl oppies don't have power cables); if th.is is evident, the cable leading 
from the disk d rive to the Mac's internal power supply might be damaged and will like
wise damage the new floppy d rive. 

After you've removed the o ld mechanism and checked fo r any anomalies tha t may h int 
at a future problem with the new drive, you are ready to repeat the same steps in reverse 
that you used to remove th e old d rive. Before doing so, it is a good idea to blow out the 
Mac's case with a can of com pressed air (found at any photography supply store). Get
ting ahead of the accumulated dust inside the Mac is a positive step toward preventive 
maintenance and will help to extend the life of the computer. 

Note 

PowerBook's floppy mechanism installation is better left to Apple technicians; Classics and 
PowerBooks are much trickier than modular Macs, and you w ill void the warranty by installing 
the floppy drive yourself, and possibly much worse. 
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Upgrading and Adding Hard Drives 
Unlike floppy drive mechanisms, hard drives are magnetica lly volat ile, and their much 
higher cost necessita tes at least the same level of a ttention to install. The biggest mistake 
you can make is fail ing to back up your existing drive before installing. Use whatever 
media is available to you; obviously, the bigger the drive, the less you'll \•vant to back up 
to floppy disks; but if th is is all you have, make sure to get at least your most precious 
files saved. Before you start p laying with any magnetic media, be careful to ground your
self by touching the Mac's metal power supply housing (this only works if the Mac is 
plugged in) o r by using an anti-static wrist strap that clips to a grounded m etal source. 

Location/Installation 
The internal hard disk is easily recognizable within the confines of the Mac because of 
the separate power and SCSI cables plugged into it. Like the floppy mechanisms, the 
hard d isk is a rectangu lar device with threaded screw holes on its bottom or sides that 
allows it to be secured to the universal bracket for your particular kind of Macintosh. 
The bracket then fits into your particular model of Maci n tosh 's chassis. 

1. Removi ng the drive usually begins with locating the tabs you must release. Diffe r
ent Macs have d ifferen t clips; for instance, the 840AV has a plastic sliding clip that 
allows front removal of the drive by holding a large tab down and sliding it out 
(see fig. 26.1). The llci/llcx and Quadra 700 have an aluminum clip that snaps 
down into the chassis; the Quadra 900/950 has a sled that fits into a tongue and 
grooves and then is secured with a screw. 

Fig. 26.1 
The Quadra 840AV has n clip in the front of the drive bay that allows you to remove the drive from 
the front of the mach ine. Press the clip and slide the drive fo rward. 
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2. When the release tabs are found, you can unplug the power to the hard drive (the 
inch-long, 4-pin white plastic connector) and then the SCSI con nector (the long 
thin gray ribbon cable), pulli ng gently from both edges unti l it is free (see fig. 26.2). 
Be careful not to use a screwdriver or some o ther instrument to dislodge the SCSI 
cable unless you are extremely careful. The pins on the drive bend very easily, and 
though they are made of soft pliable metal, getting them straight again can be 
unbelievably frustrating. 

Fig. 26.2 
Remove the cabling before removing the drive from the bay. 

3. When the SCSI and power cables are free, you can unplug the indicator-light cable 
(the one that runs to the small green /red LED on the front of the Mac) from the 
front of the drive if applicable. 

4. Once unplugged, the drive can be removed by unseating it from the Mac's housing 
using the provided tabs o r clip on the bracket. That m etal bracket can then be re
moved by unscrewi ng it fro m the bottom of the drive and then reused on the new 
mechan ism . 

5 . Insta ll the new drive by reversing this process, but not before you check that the 
SCSI ID number is set to "0" (if this is your primary drive, see the section on SCSI 
for details on setting the ID number for your drive) . Attach the bracket from the 
previous d rive and clip it back into the Mac where the o ld one was {the tabs will 
make a secure "click" wh en the drive is seated correctly), making sure that it is 
seated fac ing the same directi on as the previous d rive. 

6. Then plug the SCSI, power, and indicator cables back into the new drive, being 
careful not to force a nything. Remember that the p lugs are "fitted"-if you are 
forcing them, they are probably upside do\vn. 
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If your old hard drive mechanism still works, it can be used in an external housing for 
more sto rage o r solei for ext ra money. You will find that even the most antiquated hard 
drives get snapped up quickly at the righ t pri ce-most people will sacri fice speed in lieu 
of a good price per megabyte on a drive. 

Adding Internal CD-ROM Drives 
Only a few Macs allow the usage of an internal CD-ROM drive. See the m ini-table follow
ing this section fo r those Macs. If you are buying an internal CD-ROM mechanism to put 
into your Mac, ask the dealer for the mounting kit for your particular computer; it will 
come with the proper mounting cl ip, front bezel, and proper length cables. 

Internal CD-ROM Capable Macs 

Mac IIVX/Performa 600 

Quadra/Centris 61 0/650/660AV 

Quadra 800/840AV 

Quadra 900/950 

All Power Macs 

Location/ Install New 
Aside from removing the Mac's solid bezel and popping the new plastic CD bezel onto 
the fron t o f the Mac (with the slot allowing COs to be inserted), CD-ROM mechanisms 
install the sa me as internal hard d isks-brackets, SCSI, and power cables. The same goes 
for setting th e SCSI ID number. Of course, you wi ll want to set the lD number to some
thi ng other than "0", which is what you r internal drive should be set to. Remember not 
to set the ID number to that of any other existing SCSI device you have on the line; it 
will confuse the SCSI line and possibly cause your Mac not to boot up. This won't 
damage the Mac or the d rive, bu t it is a hassle nonetheless. 

Summary 
In this chapter we've covered the basics and some speci fi cs that might t rip up your inter
nal d rive installa tion project. If what we have covered in this chapter hasn't made the 
process of insta lling a Mac internal drive as easy for you as it should be, it may not be 
your fau lt. Sometimes d rives arrive damaged or broken ; bezels may be poorly manufac
tured, offering the wrong fit; a cable could be bad. There are a number of factors that can 
cause you to think you a ren't do ing something correctly, when you have. But use your 
common sense and don ' t panic. One of the best things about the Mac is the community 
it comes with. Remember tha t the Mac started out as a p irate pro ject wi thin Apple; that 
grassroots mentality still exists to some degree among Mac users. Finding help could be 
as close as a phone call to a local Mac users group to get the number of a local expert or 
going to the back of the store and chatting wi th the repair person, who is usually more 
than happy to chat about some problem. 
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And help can be found right here within this book as well. Much help can be found 
within chapter 5, "Con necting Peripherals,'' which covers a lot of the same ground that 
this chapter does. SCSI interconnect problems almost always account for your project 
going on red alert, and chapter 5 discusses much of what could be happening in your 
own project in deta il. 

Other good chapters to reference are chapter 4 and chapter 10. Chapter 4, "Overview of 
system Software, " provides insight on the capabilHies and limitations of various system 
software running o n your Mac, which may provide clues to what is going wrong with 
your own project. Chapter 10, "Removable Media," goes into deta il about specific mod
els of media and their requirements for successfully using them with the Mac. CD-ROM, 
OAT, and fl oppy d rives are discussed in detai l there as well . 
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Sound and Music 
by Steve Birchall 

This chapter briefly reviews the basic concepts of sound and acoustics that apply to un
derstanding the use of sound and m usic on the Mac. An overview of digital audio and 
MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface), the two principal approaches to the topic, 
follows. This section includes a discussion of the appropriate ways to use each approach. 
The chapter conti nues with an explo ration of the various ways of using sound on the 
Mac, from the basic sound chip and on-board speaker to the recent AV configurations. 
Because of its audio-visual user interface, the Mac h as always been a friendly environ
ment fo r assisting the physica ll y challenged, and a section on applying the Mac's sound 
capabilities to helping people with various kinds of disabilities is included. MIDI hard
ware and software have brought desktop composition and performance to the Mac. In 
this section, you also learn what MIDI does, how it works, and how to configure a MIDI 
chain. In addition, you find in formation on the standard hardware and software used for 
MIDI. The section on d igital audio recording cov'2rs both 8-bit and 16-bit sampling and 
the hardware/software combinations used for digital audio editing. Whether you need to 
set up a corporate video ana m ultimedia production center or a home-based recording 
stud io, this section points you in the right direction. 

To understand music and sound on the Macintosh, you need to know the basic prin
ciples of acoustics and human hearing. In physics, sound is mechanical vibration, carried 
through some medium (usually air). It has three basic properties: Frequency, Intensity, 
and Spectrum. These properties correspond wi th the psychologica l sensations of Pi tch, 
Loudness, and Timbre (or tone colo r). Human hearing is subj ective; what we perceive is 
not always what we measure with test instruments. By using these two parallel sets of 
terms, we can distinguish between human perception and mechanical measurement; 
everyone will know what we m ean when we talk about sound. 

From another point of view, sou11d is a series of tiny changes in air pressure. If the 
changes occur slowly, the frequency of the sound is low; rapid changes are high frequen
cies. If the amount of change in air pressure is sma ll, the intensity is weak (soft). Larger 
changes in air pressure signify greater intensity, or louder sounds. Ears and microphones 
are sensitive devices for measuring these microscopic variations in air pressure. 
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Underst anding Digital Audio and MIDI 
The two basic methods of working with sound and music on the Mac (or any computer) 
are d igi tal audio and MID I (Musical Instrument Digital Interface). The difference benveen 
these two basic methods is substantial. Digital audio is a recording technique that you use 
to capture sounds and music as if the computer were a tape recorder. MIDI is more li ke a 
player piano. MIDI does not record sound, bu t on ly the data necessary to reproduce it on 
a MIDI synthesizer. 

Basics of Digital Audio 
Digita l audio recorders work on the same principle as movies. The digital audio recorder 
takes a series of sn apshots (called samples) of the sound, just as a motion picture camera 
takes a series of snapshots (the individual frames on the film) o f the action . If the ma
chine samples the sound or the action fast enough, the ear, o r the eye, won' t be able to 
perceive them ind ividually. The human perceptual mechan ism merges them into a sen
sation of sound o r motion. 

The sampling rate determines the h ighest frequency the machine can record. According 
to the Nyquist Theorem, the sampling rate must be at least twice as high as the highest 
frequency you want to record. In the case of COs, we wan t to record and reproduce the 
fu ll range of human hearing (20Hz to 20,000 Hz), so the sampling rate is 44.1 KHz. Of
ten, lower sampling rates will suffice, particu larly when storage space is at a premium. 
For intelligible speech, sam pling rates from 16KHz to 22KHz work well enough . 

Quantizing is the process of measuring the intensity of the signal in each sa mple and 
ass igning a digital number to that measured va lue. Each t ime the sampling circui t takes a 
snapsho t, it must measure the intensity of the continuously va rying analog signal (as a 
voltage) at that particular momen t. The ci rcui t then must round off the value to the 
nearest digital number available, because inevitably the measured value will not 
correspond exactly to one of the d igital values. These rounding errors cause noise and 
d istortion, so you want to have as many digita l numbers as possible to represent those 
instantaneous voltage measurements. Th us, 16-bit systems sound better than 8-bit sys
tems. Again, lower quality saves storage space, and is acceptable for many intended uses. 

Uses and Limitations of Digital Audio 
Once you've digitized sound and music, you can man ipu late the data on your Mac. In
stead of the o ld cu t and splice method of editi ng tape wi th a razor blade, you can edit 
down to the individual sa mple. Random access editi ng software allows you to assemble 
the soundtrack for a multimed ia production from a library of short excerpts simply by 
creating a list. You can apply digita l fil ters and other signal processing techniques to 
the sound. Your Mac becomes a complete digital recording studio, and you ca n create 
finished recordings of CD quality. Finding adequate storage space fo r all the data you 
generate is the main limitation of d igital audio. Since one mi nute of stereo at a 44.1 KHz 
sampling ra te with 16-bit quantiza tion occupies about I MB, you should have at least a 
500MB to 1 gigabyte hard disk drive. To permit random access editing, the drives m ust 
have an access time of less than 11 ms and support high speed (SCSJ-2) transfer rates. 
Also, you want to be able to back up your working d isk d rive, and archive o ld projects 
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and their source materials. f-in ally, you need some medium to store and transport the 
finished project, usually a digital audio tape (OAT). 

Basics of MIDI 

The Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MID I) format began as a method of playing 
two synthesizers from one keyboard. To do so, it must ca pture all the data about which 
key was pressed, how long it stayed down, how hard it was pressed, and so on, for every 
controllable parameter of the instrument. It also must capture the exact po int in t ime 
that each event occurs. The on-board microprocessor converts a ll th is information into a 
digita l data stream and sends it down a wire to the other synthesizer. In turn, that 
in strument's microprocessor sorts i t a ll out and sends each signal to the proper device. 
Because it all takes place a t a rapid rate, everything fits together and the syn thesizer plays 
music, automatically "pressing" the keys and holding them down exactly as they were 
pressed on the first synthesizer. Storing the data stream for later p layback was the obvi
ous next step. 

MIDI is an 8-bit system, which means that it can express 256 va lues for each parameter 
of the sound that it is describing. The MIDI system transmits those numbers serially (one 
at a time, in rapid succession) a t the rate of 31,250 bits per second. Each 8-bit byte de
scribes the setting of a particular key, knob, button, or switch. just to keep things 
st raight, serial systems use start and stop bits to tell the microprocessor when each byte 
begins and ends. MIDI thus adds one extra bit at each end of the byte, turning it into a 
10-bit package. The actual data tra nsmission rate in the MIDI cable is 3,125 bytes per 
second. 

MIDI uses two types of bytes: status bytes and data bytes. Every MID I message begins 
with the status byte, and is fo ll owed by one or two data bytes (depending on what is 
needed). The status byte tells the receiving unit what control the following data will 
affect. It could be a Note O n message, the setting of a foot pedal, or a change in a patch. 
To distinguish between the two types, MIDI assigns all da ta bytes to numbers from 0 to 
127, and a ll status bytes a re numbers from 128 to 255. 

A stream of MIDI data would conta in status bytes, fo llowed by one o r two (sometimes 
none) data bytes. The status byte te lls the synthesizer, "This data is fo r the Note On func
tion ." The first data byte tells it what pitch to turn on (which key to st rike). The second 
data byte tells it how hard to st rike the key. That's the end of that message. The next 
message may contain instructions about which instrumental sound (patch) to use, and 
so on. 

Uses and Limitations of MIDI 
Because MID I involves on ly the data needed to play a syn thesizer, it generates a fresh 
performance each t ime you play back the data. One advantage is that you can alter each 
performance in real time. You can change the tempo, transpose the music to another 
key, add a crescendo, or play it with a different set of instrumental sounds. Also, you can 
edit the MIDI data in much the same way you edit a word processor file. The one obvi
ous disadvantage of MIDI is that it cannot record live sounds, because it creates sounds 
by operating synthesizers. 
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Sound on the Macintosh 
The hardware and softwa re arch itecture of the Macintosh has always included sound as 
a basic part of the computer. However, its intended uses were mostly fo r System beeps, 
game sounds, and an elementary, but effective form of speech synthesis called 
Mnc/nTnlk. In fact, when Steve jobs demonstrated that early 128K Maci ntosh in public 
for the f! rst time, he carried it on stage, plugged it in, and it not only displayed the word 
"hello" on-screen, but the Macintosh also spoke it. In 1984, that simple example cap
tured people's attention powerfully and dramatically. Except for some entertainment 
software, speech synthesis has been ignored until recen tly, wi th the advent of the AV 
versions of Quadras and Power Macs. To achieve speech synthesis even acceptably well 
requires massive amounts of computational power. 

The synthesizer chip in the early Macs was monophon ic, but Apple began using a stereo 
chip in the Mac II series. Although you can make music with the built-in synthesizer 
chip, you can' t do much wi th it. But for System beeps and game sounds, the chip serves 
the purpose. Conceptually, it contains an osci llator with selectable wave forms, plus a 
spectrum-shaping filter and an envelope generator (for attack and decay characteristics). 
With it, software developers can create distinctive sounds to alert users to various prob
lems, o r simply to reinforce the fact that you have invoked a particular command. This 
audio feedback remains o ne of the Mac's most powerful features. 

Game developers, on the other hand, find the synthesizer chip limiting. Unique and 
attention-getting sounds can mea n the d ifference between a successful game or a failure 
in the m arket. With the competition from the latest 16-bit video game hardware, com
puter games need striking sound effects. One solution is to use a library of sampled 
sounds. The concept is simi lar to the way wave table synthesizers use sampled sounds. 
Hit a key, and the sampled sound plays back for you (but without pitch changes or other 
a lterations). You can create your sa mpled sounds in a ny way. Record natura l sounds. 
Develop new sounds on a large synthesizer. Alter and manipulate them electronically in 
various ways, and even play them backwards. When you're finished, simply d igi tize 
them and sto re them as Mac sound files. 

Basic Digitizer: The MacRecorder 

The most widely accepted tool for this kind of digitizing has been the Farallon 
MacRecorder (now sold by Macromedia). Think of it as a low end, inexpensive digital 
recorder. Its sound quality seems more like a table radio than a high fidelity system, but 
the storage space requirements are reasonable compared to full CD quali ty sound (COs 
contain over 600MB of data). The hardware is contai ned in a small box tha t connects to 
one of the serial ports on your Mac. It accepts line level inputs from m ixers, preamps, 
and synthesizers, and a lso has a microphone input. The digitizer circuit converts the 
analog signals into digita l data and sends them into your Mac. It can record about 10 
seconds for each data file. The software allows you to star t and stop the recording, edi t 
the sampled sound, ad just levels, and set the sampling ra te. 

Because the d igitizer works at 8 bits, it has a signal-to-noise ratio of about 54 dB. Also, its 
maximum sampling rate of 24 KI-lz means that it can record frequencies only up to about 
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12 KHz. The trick in using devices such as the MacRecorder is to select a sound that has a 
narrow dynamic range, and to record it at the highest level possible without d istortion. 
On playback, the sound will rise above the background noise, either on the internal 
speaker or on small external speakers . lf you record at too low a level, the sound will 
playback noisily; try again at a higher level. Also, select sounds that don' t depend on 
high frequencies for their essential character because MacRecorder will not record any
thing above 12 KHz. 

Newer Macs with Mikes 

In the Mac llsi and most successive models, including the PowerBooks, Apple began 
including a microphone and System software for digitizing sounds. The more powerful 
68030 and 68040 processor chips in these models eliminate the need fo r an external 
digitizer. Some business-oriented applications, such as word processors, spreadsheets, and 
E-mail, allow you to attach audio notes to your documents. For example, your boss can 
cl ick a spreadsheet cell in your expense report and hear a verbal explanation about a 
certain amount. Or, you can attach a note to a word processing document to remind 
yourself to rewrite that section . On a Power Book, the built-in m ike lets you record ran
dom thoughts wh il e you're working on another project. The PowerBook then becomes 
an audio notepad, but the recordings must be short to conserve d isk space. This is a 
handy way to add items to a To-Do List when you're in a hurry. ln applications such as 
MacWrite Pro, you can adjust the fi le size and sampling rate (both affect the time length 
of each audio note). 

QuickTime movies also have aud io tracks, so don't overlook the possibilities of using 
sound in them. You can attach them to documents in much the same way as audio 
notes, if the application accepts them. Particularly when your QuickTime movie is a 
Mac-generated an imated clip, sound effects and voice-over narration will help you get 
your point across. Many collections of clip sounds, the audio equivalent of cl ip art, are 
available both commercia lly and as shareware. 

When using music and sound effects, be aware of the limitations imposed by copyright 
laws. Though you ca n sample a sound bite from a favorite TV show or from a CD, you 
can't use it in a commercial situation. Personal use, in ways equivalent to copying a 
magazine article for your files, is legal. If you're earning money from the use of the 
sound bite, you must obtai n permission from the copyright holder(s). For published and 
recorded music, the two licensing agencies are the American Society of Composers, Au
thors, and Publishers (ASCAP), and Broadcast Music, Jnc. (BM I). So, if you're creating a 
multimedia presentation, an information kiosk, or an in-store demo, don't use copy
righted sounds without obtaining the necessary permission. 

Yes, the recording itself carries copyright protection. Although a recorded performance 
may seem to be an in tangible thing, it is no less protected. Since 1973, by international 
agreement, the industry has used the P in a circle symbol to notify users of the fact that a 
sound recording is copyrighted. For example, Scott Joplin 's Maple Leaf Rag may be out of 
copyright, but a recorded performance by Branford Marsalis probably would carry copy
right protection. You could perform the Maple Leaf Rag yourself, or record someon e else's 
performance, but you can't use an existing copyrighted recording without permission. 
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Even sound effects can get you into trouble. Don't sample R202's cute little bloops and 
bleeps, because those sound effects are part of a copyrighted work. For anything beyond 
personal use, try to use cl ip sounds or create your own. The "fair use" doctrine of the 
copyright laws allows you to sample sounds for "personal use," which would include 
using the R202 sounds as a System beep on your Mac. If you sell it or give it away, you 
are breaking the law. 

Customizing Your Mac with Sounds 
Modifying your System sounds with your own library can be fun. The standard System 
from Apple provides a choice of standard Alert Sounds- the fami liar Boing, Clink-clank, 
Quack, and oth er sou nds avai lable on the Sound Control Panel. However, these sounds 
can become boring after a wh ile. You can attach new sounds to the System simply by 
dragging them in to the System Folder, as you do with fonts. Use either MacRecorder or 
the built-in sound recording capabilit ies of recent Macs to ca pture the sounds. Save them 
as System 7 sound files. 

An intriguing audio application is Kaboom! by Nova Development. This commercial 
version of the old shareware utility, Soundmaster, allows you to add sound effects to 
every Finder command, and change your System beeps. It comes with a large library of 
digitized sound effects, and you can record your own. For example, it can play the sound 
of trash cans rattling, fl ies buzzing, or a toilet flushing every time you empty the Trash. 
Its sound recording and editing capabilit ies are similar to those on the old standby, 
MacRecorder. It also saves sound files in nearly every format currently used. This capabil
ity allows you to add recorded sounds to multimedia presentations, QuickTime movies, 
and custom applications. Table 27.1 lists some common Mac sound file formats. 

Table 27.1 Typical Mac Sound File Formats 

Sound File Format 

FSSD 

System 7 

AIFF 

Movie 

Voice Control 

Description 

A standard sound file format recognized by most Mac sound 
editing applications. 

The sound equivalent of fonts, these 8-bit samples are used 
for System beeps and similar functions. 

Audio Interchange File Format, another format recognized by 
most sound editors. 

The sound track portion of a QuickTime movie also can store 
digitized sounds. 

Voice control allows you to operate your Mac and applications by talking. Simply speak 
the commands, and the computer carries them out, just as if you had used a menu or 
command key. Chapter 13 contains more information on voice control. Articulate Sys
tems was the first company to offer voice control for the Mac. You have to train the 
software to recognize your voice and the way you pronounce each particular command. 
Their voice control application can store recognition files for severa l different users, al
though it can work with only one person at a time. It's especially useful with graphics 
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softwa re, where your hands might be occupied with a graphics tablet when you want to 
save a fi le, clone an object, move an object, or fill it with a pattern. Coupled with mac
ros, voice control can become a g reat time saver in some situations. In a similar way, 
voice control becomes a great help when you work with sequencer software and your 
hands are constan tly moving from computer keyboard to mouse to one o r more 
synthesizer keyboards. Because entering musical notation is a very tedious process, voice 
control can save you time. It won't transla te singing into written no tation-but it will 
execute a series of commands such as "Quarter note. Middle C. Eighth note E. Quarter 
no te. F. Eighth note. G. Quarter note. D." The notes appear on the staff on-screen as you 
speak. Even th is method is a bit cumbersome. To convert singing into musical no tation, 
you need a pitch fo llower. 

The AV Macs 
Th e Quadra AV Macs opened a new door for using both audio and video on the Mac. 
With an AT&T 3210 Digital Signal Processing (DSP) chip, some modifications in the 
hardwa re, and appropriate System software, these Macs became, in effect, hard disk
based d igital recorders with perfo rmance equal to COs (16-bit quantiza tion, 44. 1 KHz 
sampling rate). Recen tly, OSC has introduced Deck II, which allows you to record and 
mix up to eight tracks of CD quality digital audio on a Q uadra AV. Chapter 13 contains 
more in formation on the AV Macs and their capabilities. 

Can you make your own CDs o n the Mac? Well, yes and no. First o f all, the typical opti
cal disk drives do not use the CD format. Most of them use W rite Once Read Many 
(WORM) technology, and a data fo rmat optimized for sto ring and retrieving database, 
word processor, and spreadsheet files quickly. An audio CD d rive must read the data at 
the exact ra te the D/ A converter requires fo r re-creating the sound. That rate turns out to 
be unsuitable for still images and text files, where the goal is to read and display the fil e 
as quickly as possible. That's why CD-ROM drives have noto riously slow data access 
rates. Most o f the curren t models read data fi les at two or three times the ra te of audio 
files, and shift back to no rmal speed for audio. 

Recently, some optical disc drives tha t record in the CD format have been introduced, 
but they are relatively expensive ($3000 to $5000). Li ke ty pesetting and color separation, 
CD mastering remains at the service bureau level fo r most users. Not o nly is the hard
ware expensive, but the skills needed to operate it successfully take time to learn . The 
best approach is to dump your d igital audio files to digital audio tape (DAT) and take 
that to a recording studio that o ffers CD pre-mastering services. They can t ransfer your 
OAT to a si ngle copy CD (playable on any CD player) fo r about $100. 

Storing CO-qua lity d ig ital aud io on a hard d isk requires a high capacity drive. If you 
want to edit it, or back it up, you need more drives. Also, you need a Fast and Wide 
SCSI-2 in terface to handle the vast amounts of data. How big? To record 60 m in utes of 
stereo, you need a one-gigabyte drive. Suddenly that monster 500MB in ternal drive on 
your new Mac becomes rather puny. At least it will store your System Folder and a few 
applications. Editing means you must have some place to store the results, namely an
other high capacity hard disk. If you have a lo t of materia l to edit, you will need more 
high capacity hard d isks to' make it instantly available for random-access editi ng. The 
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high-end disk-based edit ing systems in recording studios generally have a bank of high
capacity, high-speed disk drives connected to them. But- if you work with relatively 
sh ort projects (such as radio spots and jingles, individual songs, and audio for short 
slide shows, training tapes, or store demos)-you can work on a 250 or 500MB drive 
comfortably. 

Other capabilities of the AV Macs include integrat ion of phone, answering machine, 
voice mail, and fax so that you can use all of these items without leaving your Mac. 
Speech recognition (PiainTa lk) jo ins speech synthesis on the AV machines. With 
PlainTalk, you can implement voice control by means of third-party softwa re. Also, Ar
ticulate Systems has developed PowerSecretary, a PlainTalk-based application tha t will 
transcribe your verbal thoughts in to text on a word processor. Don't get too exci ted. 
Right now, speech recogn ition works about as well as the early Optical Character Recog
nition (OCR) applications (which translate scanned text into word processor data). Your 
spell checker will get a healthy workout. However, for circumstances in wh ich you need 
o nly short segments of a limited vocabulary, current PlainTalk applications offer a solu
tion . 

Sound Assistance for t he Physically Challenged 
In addition to the audio feedback portion of the Mac Operating System, the game 
sounds, and all musical capabil ities, the Mac's sound can be greatly helpful to people 
with various types of physical disabili ties. Most applications fa ll into the category of 
either voice in put o r speech synthesis. Any business attempting to help its employees 
and comply with the Americans with Disabi li ties Act should investigate all the possibi li
ties ava ilable on the Mac. Sound is only one of many. 

Conversely, developing applications for people with disabilities offers many new oppor
tuni t ies for independent consultants and vertica l marketers. Though these capabilit ies of 
the Mac open many doors for the physically challenged, they often help everyone else 
use the Mac more effectively, so their inherent utility also applies to a larger, more gener
alized market. For exam p le, speech synthesis helps anyone entering massive amounts of 
numerical data into a spreadsheet by providing spoken feedback to prevent entry errors. 

MaclnTalk and the new Plai nTalk software allow the Mac to read text. Speech synthesis 
can help those with impaired vision by reading aloud text that appears on-screen. For 
people who have d ifficu lt ies with speaking, speech synthesis can make com munication 
with other office workers warmer and more human. Consider the problems of a hearing 
impaired person who usually com municates through sign language but who has d iffi
culty speaking. If the individual simply types the words and asks the Mac to speak them, 
he or she can communicate with others in the office much more easily. The same is true 
for many others who have various forms of speech difficulties. Bridging the gap between 
the market for handicapped people and the general Mac market, Voyager has published 
many books in Mac form for people to read on-screen (such as during a plane fligh t). 
With speech synthesis, the Mac can read these books aloud to th e visuaUy impaired. 

Clearly, voice contro l has applications for those who are no t able to operate a keyboard. 
Several years ago, Articulate Systems pioneered speech recognition and voice control on 
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the Mac. Once you tra in the software to recognize your speech patterns, you can carry 
out every command in the Fin der and any application simply by ta lking. Apple, throug h 
PlainTalk software, now offers simi lar voice cont rol capabilities o n any AV Mac. Re
cently, Articulate Systems in troduced PowerSecretary, w hich t ransla tes spoken language 
into word processor text. Again, vo ice contro l and speech to tex t app lications bridge the 
two markets, because they are usefu l to everyone. People using MIDI sequencers, page 
layou t, and C/\0 applicatio ns frequently like to use voice contro l so they can keep their 
hands on the MIDI keyboard or graphics table t . 

MIDI Hardware 
MIDI synthesizers offer many possibi li ties for c rea ting music and sound effects with the 
Mac. Unli ke hard d isk-based digita l audio recording, MIDI syn thes izers use contro l sig
nals fro m your Mac to p lay music au tomatically. Each perfo rma nce is new, rather than a 
reproductio n o f an ear lie r one. Yo u need a sequencer application running on yo ur tv1ac 
to record, store, and send out the MIDI contro l signals. In additio n, you n eed a MIDI 
interface to connect your Mac's seria l port to a chain of \-1 1 Dl instruments. 

MIDI works in much the same way as Loca iTa lk and SCSI, o ffering a way to send data to 
several devices connected together, and route specific data to specific devices. MIDI also 
lets you cap ture data from your synthesizers and store it as a Mac data file. In o ther 
words, w hen you play music o n a synthesizer, your sequencer records the data needed to 
reproduce that perfo rmance exact ly as you played it. Using your sequencer applicatio n, 
you ca n edit the data to improve the ex pressive aspects o f the perfo rmance, add mo re 
tracks (correspo nding to voca l and in strumental parts), and crea te a finished composi
tio n and perfo rmance. At any po int, you can play it back to hea r how it so unds. 

To send signals, MIDI uses serial communicatio ns pro tocols. The wiring used in MIDI 
systems consists o f common off-the-shelf, inexpensive parts. The connector itself is a 
fi ve-pin DIN connecto r-widely used in Europe for h i-fi system connections. In the US, 
we use DIN con necto rs for vario us specia l purpose equ ipment, such as MIDI. At present, 
MIDI uses o nly pins 4 and 5 fo r signal, and pin 2 fo r gro und . The o ther two pins are 
available fo r expand ing the MIDI fo rmat in the fu ture. 

Why does MIDI usc DIN connecto rs? The basic problem in a MIDI system is tha t you are 
interconnecting severa l distinct systems (Mac, audio , video, MID I), each with its own 
uniq ue cables, con nectors, and sig na l levels. The Mac alo ne uses o ne set o f cables, con
nectors, and voltages fo r Loca iTalk, another for SCSI devices, ano ther for seria l devices, 
ano ther fo r ADB devices, and others fo r connecting video monito rs, p lus power cords fo r 
each device. The reaso n for a ll these different ways of connecting equipment is so that 
you ca n ' t make serio us mistakes. Po r exa mpl e, if you accidentally hook up a hard disk 
input to a mo nitor output, a high voltage o n a particular pin might cause eq ui pment 
damage. At minimum, inco rrect connectio ns can prevent the system from working. 
Similarly, audio systems make distinctio ns between line level connectio ns (for tuners, 
CD players, and tape decks) and powe r level connectio ns (fo r speakers) with to tally dif
ferent types o f connecto rs. The same is true of video equi pment. And, of course, the 
same is true o f MIDI equipment. The DIN connecto rs and cables prevent you fro m plug
ging a data line in to an aud io in put ancl vice versa, because th e two types o f sig nals are 
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carried on two completely d ifferent sets of cables. In a typical MIDI system, audio, com
puter, power, and MIDI cables are running all over the p lace in a con fusing web. Making 
this distinction about signal types by means o f connecto r types not only p revents mis
takes, but also simplifi.es the process of setting up a complete system. That becomes im
po rtant when you take your show o n the road. 

The MIDI cable is o rdinary twisted pair shielded cable, which is commonly available and 
relatively inexpensive. [n fact, Loca!Talk cable for your Mac also is tv,ri sted pair shielded 
cable. A MIDI cable always has a m ale DIN connector on each end. The female connec
tors reside o n t he equipment. The shielding (wire mesh w rapped around the twisted pair) 
reduces the possibili ty of picking up extraneous signals, o r Undio FrequenC)' Interference 
(RFI). 

Every wire acts as a radi o antenna to som e degree, and can pick up interference from 
nea rby radio transmitters (usually CBs, taxis, and police cars). Also, your cables can pick 
up hum from light dimmers, power transformers, and similar sources. Look for MIDI 
cables with industria l-strength construction, and stra in re lief on the connecto rs. Don ' t 
hesita te to replace faulty cables. Always hand le cables with care, especially d uring set up 
and dismantling. Yan king out the plugs pul ls the shield ing loose from the ground pin o n 
the connecto r, leaving th e cable wide open to RFI. Also, winding cables tightly into a 
nea t package and tucking in the ends can stress the shielding not o n ly in the middle of 
the cable, but also at the connecto rs. You can, if you prefer, make your own cables, pro 
vided you have the skills and time to do so. Th e cables you can buy, however, a re better 
than most people can m ake fo r themselves. How much do you trust your own solder 
connections? Unless you play g igs several nights a week, you probably do n' t need the 
quality and re liabili ty of custo m-made cables. 

MIDI-to-Mac Interface 

Every Macintosh needs a MIDI adapter to connect it to a syn thesizer. This device con
nects to one of your serial po rts (Printer o r Modern) and provides the electrical interface 
between the computer and the MIDI system . It h as three connectors, labeled In, Out, and 
Thm. A MIDI interface box serves the sam e functio n as a LocalTalk adapter, but operates 
at a different voltage. A simple, basic MIDI adapter usually costs under $100; you can get 
o ne fro m Apple and many o ther vendo rs. A slightly mo re e laborate versio n, a MIDI Thru 
Box, has several Thru po rts, each of w hich sends out an identical copy of the signal. Thru 
Boxes typically sell fo r about $500 to $600. 

If you have a large and co mplex MIDI system, consider an "intelligent" o r "smart" MIDI 
in terface. Unlike the basic in terface, it contains its own microprocessor. A smart MIDI 
interface can generate its own clock signals and keep the entire system synchronized 
mo re effectively than can a basic MIDI adapter. In add itio n, microprocessor-equipped 
MIDI interfaces usually o ffer Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) 
Time Code, the industry-sta ndard fo rmat for synchro nizing multiple audio, video, and 
fil m devices. Apple does not make an intelligent MIDI in te rface, but they are available 
from Opcode, Mark of the Unicorn, and other com pa nies. Prices vary, but most are 
$1000 or more, depending o n fea tures. 
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MIDI Connections 
Connecting your Mac to a single MIDI instrument is simple. Plug the MIDI interface into 
the Modem or Printer port. Take a MIDI cable, plug one end into the Out connector on 
the interface, and the other end in to the In connector on your instrument. This connec
tion permits MIDI data to travel from the Mac to the instrument. So far, so good. If you 
need to send data back to the Mac, you need to connect the Out port on the synthesizer 
to the In port on the interface. Some MIDI instruments don't have an Out port. Sending 
MIDI data back to the Mac is important because that's how the sequencer records what
ever you play on a MIDI instrument. Playing the notes on a MIDI instrument usually is a 
much easier way to enter musical data than selecting notes from a palette and dragging 
them onto the staff. 

Mac MIDilnstrument 

Mac MIDI Instrument 

If you have more than two MIDI devices {the Mac with its adapter counts as one of 
them), you have mo re choices to make. In most cases, you wi ll want a daisy chain con
nection, using the Thru ports, instead of the Out ports. Because the MIDI Out port only 
sends output data from that unit's microprocessor, you won't be able to control the 
other syn thesizers in the chain from the first one (the Mac). The Thru port copies the 
control signals the unit receives from the Mac, adds the output data from that instru
men t, and passes them on so the next unit can use them. You can daisy chain as many 
instruments as you wish, subject to some practical li mitations. Some instruments route 
the signal th rough the microprocessor before copying it and passing it on to the Thru 
port. This routing process delays the signal slightly. The more times this happens, the 
longer the delay, commonly known as "MIDI lag." After passing through about four or 
five such Thru ports, the signal is so late arriving at the next synthesizer that you can 
hear the delay. It sounds like everyone's playing off the beat, and it's quite objectionable. 
Some instruments have a nondelaying Thru port, enabling you to build long daisy 
chains. Check the owner's manual to find out. 

Mac Synth 1 Synth 2 Synth 3 

Still another configuration is the sta r network, wh ich requires either a smart interface, or 
Thru Box. The Thru Box sends the same signal to all of its Thru ports. The smart interface 
uses its own on-board microprocessor to receive the control signals from the Mac and 
send identical copies, all synchronized in time, to each of its Thru ports. This process 
ensures that all instruments play at exactly the same time, thus preventing "MIDI lag." A 
Thru Box and a smart interface both solve the basic MIDI timing problem. A smart inter
face extends the synchronization capabilit ies by generating its own timing signals so that 
you can control external equipment such as video and audio recorders via SMPTE Time 
Code. A smart interface can translate MIDI Time Code (MTC) and SMPTE Time Code to 
synchronize the synthesizers with the audio and video recorders (usefu l for synching 
music and sound effects with actions on the screen in a video production). 
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Sound and Music Software 
Two major classes of software are available. One of them allows you to record and edit 
digital audio. This sofn.vare deals with actual sound samples. At the high end, this soft
ware turns your Mac into a multitrack recording studio. At the low end, it behaves more 
like an ordinary stereo tape recorder, but with some digital editing capabilities thrown 
in. Another class of software allows you to work with MIDI data, but not actual sound. 
These MIDI sequencer applications operate MIDI synthesizers to produce sound. Most 
sequencer software uses the on-screen metaphor of a mu ltitrack tape deck but only 
records and plays back MID I data, rather than sound itself. 

The distinction is becoming blurred because many sequencers now allow you to add 
digital audio tracks to your MIDI tracks. For example, you can record a vocal on top of a 
complex MIDI arrangement so that the synthesizers accompany the voice in perfect 
synchronization. Obviously, you can record acoustical instruments as well as voices, and 
add narration to the musical background of a radio or TV ad. In fact, the distinction 
becomes even more hazy wh en you start to look at multimedia software that blends 
video, MIDI, and digita l audio. 

Some other types of musical software don't quite fit into these categories. One valuable 
addition to any Mac-based musical system is a patch edit01/libmrian. With one of these, 
you can create and edit the patches (instrument definition s) on your synthesizer. The 
advantages include the capability to work on a larger, more legible screen, and to have a 
dedicated database manager to store and retrieve the patches from your library. Auto
matic composition and accompaniment programs appeal to many users. Some, such as 
Band-in-a-Box and jam, p lay chords and bass lines with the stereotypical accompani
ment figures of a waltz, march, blues, and so on. Others, such as M and Max, create 
complex musical structures similar to the visual process of a kaleidoscope. Finally, some 
applications ca n teach you to play an instrument and tutor you on music theory. 

Putting Music Into the Mac 
Entering musical data poses many problems. No one has found an easy way to do it. One 
solution has been to place a piano-like keyboard across the bottom of the screen. To 
enter notes, you simply click them, and they appear on th e staff. This method works for 
selecting pitches. Now what clo you do about selecting durations and rhythms? Dotted 
notes? Triplets? Usua lly, a pa lette o f note values takes care of that. The down side is that 
you must constantly move back and forth between selecting a pitch value and a rhyth
mic value. It's a slow process. And if you're in the white heat of inspiration, it can kill 
the creative impulse. This approach works best when you transcribe existing music into 
computer fo rmat. 

Another popular method of inputting music is to record MIDI data into a sequencer 
application. just play on your synthesizer, Jet the computer record all the MID I data it 
produces, and you're done. You've ca ptured all the notes, all the rhythms, and most of 
the nuances of expression. This solution seems ideal, but it has its own set of disadvan
tages. First of all, it recor<ls what you play with too much rhythmic precision. When you 
try to translate the MIDI data into musical notation, you find that none of the notes you 
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played fell exactly on the beat. As a result, the notation looks crazy- slightly syncopated 
16th and 32nd notes tied across beats and bar lines in an overly precise attempt to cap
ture the notes precisely as you played them. Four equal quarter notes will all have 
slightly different durations, because you played them that way. The notated music is 
nearly unreadable and unplayable in that form. The old generation of minicomputer
based synthesizers, such as the Synclavier and Fairlight, were plagued by this problem. 
Most sequencer softvvare now includes a n algorithm to average duration values and put5 
them squarely on the beat and its subdivisions, with some latitude for expression. The 
term for this process is quantization, but it is not the same as the quantization process 
that a digital sampler uses. It's the same word, but has a completely different meaning. 

In sequencer applications, a quantizer takes the minute va riations in dura tions that oc
cur whenever a human being plays an instrument, and rounds them off to standard note 
values. That makes the notation on the screen look more recognizable. Usually, a quan
tizer is adjustable so that only durations within a specified range are rounded off into 
standard note values falling on beats and their subdivisions. That leaves the expressive 
portions (slight hesitations, rubato, and so on) of your recorded performance intact. 

People who have traditional musical training become frustrated with the avoidance of 
musical notation that results from entering notes by recording MIDI data as you play. A 
variation of this method, known as step-time entry, allows you to enter pitches one at a 
time by hitting a note on a synthesizer keyboard, and assigning a duration before going 
on to the next note. For entering existing music, this often is the best solu tion. Passport, 
in Master Tracks, used a work around kind of bar chart notation. It shows pitch levels on 
the vertical axis, and durations as horizontal bars. For many people, this notation is 
more than sufficient. For others, it's not especially helpful. The problem comes when 
you try to correct wrong notes or otherwise im prove your MIDI sequence. just where on 
this chart is that E flat 16th note in the third beat that should be an E n atural? You can 
find it, but not as easily as you can on a musical staff. Over time, learning this alternative 
notation scheme is not too difficult, but you must put forth some effort. 

Coda addressed this problem with Finale. It allows you to enter notes on-screen in musi
cal notation and hear them played back through MIDI synthesizers. Or, you can play it 
on a keyboard, quantisize it, and edit the resulting notation, which is about the best 
compromise available so far. Some sequencer applications are now more like integrated 
office applications. Rather than combine word processing, spreadsheet, and database 
applications, they combine sequencing, notation, and patch editing applications. Others 
offer separate applications that can talk to each other. Separate applications can be less 
expensive than integrated types, and require less RAM and processor speed. Integrated 
applications typically cost more, and of course require more computing power. Opcode 
extended the integration process with its Studio Vision sequencer. It allows you to record 
digital audio tracks along with tracks containing MIDI data. Others have followed suit, 
but it remains a rather specialized capability, and requires a sound card with a DSP chip. 

Two new solutions to the note entry problem are on the horizon. The Nightingale nota
tion application works with an optional scanner to input music. It's something like Opti
cal Charact~r Recognition (OCR) for music, which mea ns that you can scan printed (but 
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not handwritten) music in to the com puter. The software converts it to notation and 
MrDl data. Musical OCR will be an in teresting area to watch as more companies intro
duce similar products. Another possibility, although no company has discussed introduc
ing such an application, is to use something like the handwriting recognition on the 
Newton to convert no tation in to MrDI data. 

Evaluating Notation Software 
Printing music requires complex software. Entry level softwa re simply makes a screen 
dump of the graphics. More advanced applications use PostScript symbols and offer page 
layout capabilities comparable to PageMaker and Qua rkXPress. In fact, because of the 
intricacies of musical no tation, music printing applications are even more complex than 
ordinary layout applications. The first solution was to use screen dumps, but bitmapped 
printouts fo r music look dreadfu l. Developers saw the need for a PostScript music type
face, and the Sona ta font was introduced. Since then, many developers have created their 
own music fonts, both in PostScript and TrueType formats. The ability to change the size 
of the characters without losing resolution makes these formats ideal for musical nota
tion. Obviously, you want a PostScript or TrueType compatible laser printer, even one of 
the least expensive models, to prin t music with the clarity needed. Inkjet and dot matrix 
printers are totally unsuitable. 

Some music printing software can extract parts from a full score-a wonderful time
saving convenience. Look for the capability to transpose from scores in C (a ll instru
ments written in concert pitch) to the correct key for each instrument (Trumpet in B flat, 
Clarinet in A, Horn in F, and so on). 

if you write for instruments with unusual notation requirements (lute and gui tar, harp, 
and most percussion instruments), be sure that the sofhvare will accom modate them. 
Also, if you write voca l music, you must be able to type the words in precisely the right 
locations under the no tes. Complete fl exibili ty with fon ts, point sizes, and type styles, 
along with hyphenation and positioning, are crucial. Some applicat ions generate lead 
sheets used in popular m usic. These sheets have the melody and words only, but with all 
chords indicated both in shorthand chord notation (C dim 7, A min) and in guitar 
tablature. Trying to print lead sheets with software lacking this specific capabili ty can be 
frustrating. 

For those who work with nontraditional notation (mostly avant-garde classical and jazz 
composers) , the only answer is to create scores with graphics applications (CAD software, 
with your own custom library of symbols can be a good approach). 

Shopping for Musical Software 
For serious MIDI work, consider software such as Master Tracks, Performer, Vision, o r 
Cubase. Many computer stores don't sell this software (the market is too small); you will 
have to visit a musical instrumen t store that carries both MIDI hardware and software, o r 
buy it through a ca talog. Also, professional audio dealers who sell studio-grade d igital 
aud io equipment often sell MIDI software. If you have difficu lty locating musical appli
cations, call the publishers of the softwa re, and they should be able to recommend deal
ers in your area, o r wi ll sell to you d irectly. 
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Survey: Music Software 
This brief survey of the most widely known musical applications is not a complete list, 
but covers most of the popular products. Though computer music is a niche market, it is 
also a fast-moving market. As with trends and fads in popular musical styles, some com
puter music products change quickly (they must in order to make the lates t, hottest 
sounds), but others don't change much at all. Read th e magazines aimed at the computer 
music market, because the major Mac magazines focus their attention on business prod
ucts, and most music and sound manufacturers don 't even advertise in them. 

Cubase Audio integrates a MIDI sequencer, score printing, and digital audio recording 
in to a powerful high-end package. It features a flexibl e quantiza tion algorithm with six 
different methods. You can ed it on a bar chart or in musical notation, and a list edit 
window lets you assemble pieces of the music in the right order. Cubase also provides a 
drum editor, MIDI mixer, score printing, wave form editor, and the ability to add digital 
audio tracks to the MIDI tracks. For digital audio, it supports the Digidesign Audiomedia 
sound cards. 

Cubase Audio 2.0 
$995.00 SRP 
Steinberg 
17700 Raymer St., Suite 101 
Northridge, CA 91325 
(818)993-4091 Voice 
(818)701-7452 Fax 

Performer was one of the first serious sequencers, and has gone through many changes 
to keep it up to date. It is part of a family of related products (notation and printing, etc.) 
that talk to each other, though it is no t fo rmally an integrated application. Digital Per
former adds digital audio capability (with the Audiomedia cards or Mark of the Unicorn 
Digital Waveboard) to the MIDI sequencer. See the description of Performer below for 
other features. 

Digital Performer 1.4 
$895 SRP 
Mark of the Unicorn 
1280 Massachusetts Ave. 
Cambridge, MA 02138 
(617)5 76-2760 Voice 
(617)576-3609 Fax 

Encore complements Passport's Master Tracks, providing notation entry and music print
ing and layout. For musicians who are accustomed to writing music the old-fashioned 
way (with real notes on a staff), Encore provides all the right tools and layout capabili ties 
to make you feel at home composing on the computer. When you're finish ed, you can 
play it back through a MIDI instrument o r sound card to hear how your music sounds. 
Encore accepts entry from a MIDI keyboard either by recording a performance in real 
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time, or by the step-entry method (one n ote a t a time from the keyboard). O r, you can 
select notes from a palet te. It includes guitar no tation, text insertion, and part extraction 
and transposition. Encore supports both PostScript and TrueType music fon ts, includes 
Anastasia and Frets fonts in both fo rmats, and ca n export EPS files to use in other appli
cations. 

Encore 
$595 SRP 
Passport Designs, Inc. 
100 Stone Pine Rd. 
Half \1oon Bay, CA 94019 
(415)726-0280 Voice 
(415)726-2254 Fax 

Finale takes the notatio n approach to entering musical data, making it comfortable for 
composers and arrangers with trad itiona l tra in ing. You can use a MIDI keyboard or an 
on-screen no te palette fo r both entry and edi ting. Finale offers many notat ion 
flex ibilities and user-definable symbols to satisfy the needs of experimen tal and avant
garde composers. It generates lead sheets and will extract and print parts from full scores, 
b reaking multi-bar rests a t rehearsal marks au tomatically. Its page layout, text insertion , 
and music printing fun ctions are second to none. Finale includes special music fonts in 
both PostScript and TrueType formats. Finale plays back notated music through MIDI 
instruments. 

Finale 3 
$749 SRP 
Coda Music Techno logy 
6210 Bury Drive 
Eden Prairie, MN 55346 
(612)937-95 11 Voice 
(612)937-9760 Fax 

Master Tracks Pro 5 provides the sequencer side of the Passport application suite (Encore 
is the notation side). As its name suggests, Master Tracks Pro 5 has been around for a 
lo ng time, so it has been refined and improved considerably over the years. The MIDI 
sequencer handles up to 64 tracks with automated punch-in and punch-out (for editing 
tracks on the fly), plus an on-screen mixer. An important function for multimedia is a 
lin k from MIDI 'fime Code to SMPTE Time Code, which allows you to synchronize your 
MIDI sequence with audio and video tape or film. You can edit sequences with event 
lists or graphically. Graphic d isplay for individua l contro llers and notes simplifies 
editing. 

Master Tracks Pro 5 
$295 SRP 
Passport Des.igns 
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The Nightingale notation program offers many refinements in ad justing symbols. The 
no tes palette contains 86 symbols fo r no te entry. It also accepts entry v ia MIDI in real
time or step-time mode. For vocal music, it has a Flow In tool that simplifies the process. 
Nightinga le extracts parts and saves them as separate files. The company is developing 
an intriguing OCR application that converts printed music into notation on-screen . 

Nightingale 1.3 
$495 SRP 
Temporal Acuity Products 
300 120th Ave. NE 
Bldg. 1, Suite 200 
Bellevue, W A 98005 
(206)462-1007 Voice 
(206)462-1057 Fax 

Studio Vision gives you all the too ls of a high-end MIDI sequencer, including the abili ty 
to record up to four digital audio tracks. It supports the Digidesign Audiom edia sound 
card, and includes SMPTE Time Code for synchronizing to audio and video tape and 
film. Studio Vision allows you to edit digital audio with Digidesign 's editing software. If 
you 're creating radio a nd TV ads o r m ul timedia productions, or simply need to acid live 
sounds to your MIDI sequences, Studio Vision is widely regarded as one of the best appli
cations ava ilable. 

Studio Vision 
$995 SRP 
Opcode 

TimeBandit performs a variety o f useful functions for h igh-end users. It provides time 
correction for fitt ing an audio track into the time length of a slightly longer or shorter 
video track without changing the pitch. Or, it can raise or lower the pitch of an instru
ment that was ou t of tune with the o ther tracks, but without changing the tim ing. An
other capability is harmonization, o r the process o f thickening the sound by adding one 
or more para llel tracks just sl ightly out of tune (to simulate the effect of a chorus o r 
string section). TimeBandi t supports AIFF and Sound Designer file formats. It works off
line, because these bits o f magic take time to calculate. If you need these utili ties, th is is 
one of the few such packages ava ilable for the Mac. 

TimeBandit 1.5 
$495 SRP 
Steinberg 

Survey: Sound Editing and Recording 
With Audioshop, you can record and edit Macintosh audio by using a famil iar CD 
player-like interface. It allows you to edit a wave form with an on-screen window, where 
you can cut and paste different parts o f the sound, just like editing text. It also plays 
t racks from COs on a CD-ROM drive, using a playlist. It com es with two disks of sound 
samples. 
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Audios hop 
$89.95 SRP 
Opcode Systems, Inc. 
3950 Fabian Way, Suite 100 
Palo Alto, CA 94303 
( 415)856-3333 Voice 
( 415)856-3332 Fax 

With Deck II, you can turn your Quadra 840 AV into an eight-track digital audio re
corder. On the 660 AV, it provides up to six tracks. OSC developed the original software 
for Digidesign, and now markets its products independently. The original Deck recording 
software required Audiomedia, a NuBus card with a DSP chip to digitize the sound. This 
new version takes advantage of the DSP chip on the Quadra A V machines. It also works 
on other Macs wirh the Audiomedia card, the RasterOps MediaTime card, and the Spec
tral Innovations NuMedia card. Deck allows you to record each of the digital audio tracks 
independently, or in combination, so that you can build up a complete musical structure 
by adding more sounds. Punch-in and punch-out let you start recording in the middle of 
a previously recorded track to fix fumbles and wrong notes. With track bouncing, you 
can mix several tracks down to one or two (i.e. all your vocals, or all your drum tracks) 
and then use the newly freed tracks for more sounds. Instant access, non-destructive 
editing lets you assemble all the sections of a piece, as well as edit out glitches and bad 
notes. The mixing panel controls volume and panning for all channels. It supports 
QuickTime movies and displays live video in a window, and imports MIDI Files. 

Deck II 2.1 
$399 SRP 
osc 
480 Potrero Ave. 
San Francisco, CA 94110 
(415)252-0460 Voice 
(415)252-0560 Fax 

Kaboom! enables you to add new and more interesting sounds to your Finder com
mands. It comes with an extensive library of 8-bit samples. For example, you can have 
your Mac say "Lucy, I'm h ome!" instead of chiming at Startup. Or use the Twilight Zone 
theme for closing a file. It also has a nice 8-bil sound editur so that you can record your 
own samples and use them in QuickTime movies and multimedia presentations or as 
Finder additives. You'll need a Mac with a built-in microphone to use the recording 
feature. 

Kaboom! 
$50 SRP 
Nova Development 
23801 Calabasas Rd., Suite 2005 
Calabasas, CA 91302 
{818)591-9600 Voice 
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MacRecorder combines an external 8-bit digitizer with sound editing software. Originally 
sold by Farallon, it is now marketed by Macromedia. It's especially useful with o lder 
Macs that lack a built-in microphone, but works with any Mac through a serial port. 
You'll need a microphone to plug into the digitizer box. 

MacRecorder 
$275 SRP 
Macromind 

Digital Audio and MIDI Hardware 
To work with CD quality digital audio on the Mac, you need a sound card. Most o f them 
cost about $1000, though the studio quality and multi-channel models can cost two to 
three times that amount. Although every Mac ever made has built-in sound capabili ties, 
only the AV models offer the ability to work with CD quali ty sound straight out of the 
box (with appropriate software). Th e Quadra A V models have an on-board DSP chip 
(AT&T 3210), and the Power Macs have enough computing power in the PowerPC chips 
to carry out DSP functions. Nonetheless, any Mac with a NuBus slo t wi ll accept digital 
audio cards (with their own DSP chips). In addition, Digidesign sells a PDS version of its 
Audiomedia card that runs on the LCs. Obviously, you need an amplifier and the best 
qu ality speakers you ca n afford. The desktop "computer speakers" are n o t suitable fo r 
this level of audio production. 

To connect MIDI synthesizers to your Mac, the only hardware you need is a MIDI 
adapter. Basic adapters sell fo r under $100, but more elaborate types with SMPTE Time 
Code can cost up to $3000 or more. 

Which Mac Do You Need? 
All Macs have built-in sound capabilities-even an o ld 512 K Mac can run entry-level 
software, especially musical applications intended for preschoolers. Many low-end MIDI 
sequencers and 8-bit sound editors run on a Mac Plus, although you should have more 
than 1MB of RAM. If you haven ' t upgraded to System 7, you should do so, because m ore 
and more software requires it. The high-end sequencers, and 16-bit recording and editing 
applications, generally require at least the speed of a llci and 8MB of RAM, and assume 
you run System 7. Applications at this level generally are over 3 MB, and you will want 
to switch around from on e to another. This frequent switching is common in desktop 
publishing, where you have large page layout applica tion s open, but may need to have 
one o r more word processors open, along with a few graphics applications. Also, if you 
are using a notation applicat ion, you need a large screen moni tor and at least a Ilci plus a 
lase r printer. 

Where to Shop for MIDI Synthesizers and Sound Cards 
Be prepared to shop outside the usual computer m arket. Music and digital audio are 
specialized markets. Most computer shops don't carry MIDI instruments. Large discount 
department stores may have acres of syn thesizers on display, but none of them will have 
MIDI capability. To find these instruments, you must go to the musical instrument 
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dealers. The manufacturers generally want dealers who specialize in music or audio 
equipment for musicians as retail outlets for their MIDI equipment. The same is true of 
sound cards for digital audio. Some computer shops may carry sound ca rds, but you can 
get better advice from m usical instrument and professional audio dealers. They also carry 
software and peripherals that work in MIDI and digital audio systems. 

MIDI Adapters 
You need a MIDI interface to use a sequencer application. For most people, the simple, 
basic MIDI interface does enough to get started. As your system becomes more complex, 
consider smart MIDI contro llers. Also, MIDI Tbru Boxes and MIDI Patch Bays provide 
g reater flexibility in connecting MIDI equipment. A MIDI Patch Bay lets you re-configure 
your MIDI system conveniently. As you would do with a standard recording studio patch 
bay, you connect all your devices to the patch bay instead of directly to each o ther. 
Whenever you want a d ifferent set of connections, you simply unplug the appropriate 
cable and plug it into a d ifferent in put or output on the patch bay. One advantage is that 
all connections pass through a central point, where you can have convenient access to 
them (instead of crouching and crawling behind racks full of equipment). With on-board 
memory, the patch bay can store several sets of connection patterns, and you can change 
from one set to another without moving any cables. j ust push a button on the patch bay, 
or issue a MIDI command, to re-wire your system. This instant change capabili ty be
comes advan tageous during live performances when you can't make the audience wait 
while you hook things up. 

If you intend to do intricate multimedia work beyond the level of QuickTime, with sev
eral audio and tape decks online, or to transfer audio tracks to fi lm, you need to consider 
the benefits of SMPTE Time Code. This format, developed by the Society of Motion Pic
ture and Television Engineers, puts timing signals on your tapes and film soundtracks, or 
embeds them in MID I sequencer data files. Its purpose is to synchronize all your equip
ment. A good example of the use of SMPTE Time Code is the synchronization of dialog 
with images. Many smart MIDI interfaces include SMPTE synchronization . 

SCSI Accelerators and Sound Cards 
For d igital audio recordings, plan to get as much RAM as you can- massive amou nts of 
data will be moving through your Mac. Also, you wi ll need more hard disk capacity than 
you ever believed possible. One hour of stereo at a 44.1 KHz sampling rate with 16-bit 
quantization occupies 600MB. And you will want to back it up! Beyond that, you must 
have drives wi th an access time of 18 ms or less, plus an accelerated SCSI bus. Some 
recent Macs come equipped with SCSI-2, but you can upgrade older Macs with a SCSI 
accelerator card-required for CD quali ty d igital audio work. Without the Fast SCSI capa
bility, your Mac can't transfer data from the hard disk fast enough to play it back. 

In addition to the SCSI accelerato r, you must have a digita l audio card . Its function is to 
convert analog signals in to digital audio data, and it's normally a NuBus card. It will 
have at least one DSP ch ip for this purpose. The Digidesign Audiomedia, Sonic Solutions 
SSP-3, RasterOps MediaTime, and Spectral Innovations NuMedia are common cards. 
Most available software supports one o r more. A crucial d ifference between these cards 
and the DSP chips built into many lntel-based machines is the signal-to-noise ratio. 
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Although a DSP chip may have 16-bit quantiza tion and a 44.1 KHz sampling rate and 
may be promoted as having CD quality, its actual performance may not be good enough 
for digita l audio recording, editing, and mixing. Less expensive models of these chips 
suffer from interio r digital noise that may reduce their signal-to-noise ratio by as much as 
10 dB. So, instead of the 90 dB you might expect from a 16-bit chip, you start at 80 dB. 

Why is this important? As you bounce tracks in the overdubbing process, noise starts to 
build up, just as it does on an analog multitrack recorder. Also, when you mix down 8 or 
16 channels, the noise on each track gets added to the stereo mix, reducing the signal-to
noise rat io of your output well below even 80 dB. That's why software developers requi re 
a sound card with a better quality DSP chip, such as the Motoro la 56001. The Quadra A V 

machines use an on-board AT&T 3210 chip that delivers similar performance. 

Selecting Synthesizers 
The current trend is away from old style synthesizers and tO\·vard wave table (sampling) 
synthesizers. Soon, FM synthesizers, such as the Yamaha DX-7 and its successors, will be 
antiques-as strange and out-of-date as a Moog synthesizer seems today. The popular 
music market pushes for instruments that are quick to adjust during live performances. 
Changing patches and fiddling with adjustments takes time. What a rock performer 
wants is a bank of button s to push. Also, sampling techniques have improved, and the 
price of memory has d ropped, making sampling synthesizers economically practical and 
desirable. Today, a typical system includes one o r more black boxes loaded with samples 
(many units provide space for user-downloaded samples), plus a keyboard to control the 
sample boxes. Throw in some special effects processors, and you have a modern synthe
sizer system. Some sample boxes, such as Digidesign's Sample Cell, are actually NuBus 
ca rds. 

Libraries of samples, many on CD-ROM, are on the shelves at the musical instrument 
dealers. In a sense, samples on a synthesizer now behave like fonts on a laser printer. 
Creating a sample has become a specialized skill, simi lar to creating a typeface. To do it 
well requires knowledge and skill plus specialized hardware and software. Creating a 
sample becomes easier as the sound quality of synthesizers improves and as they become 
easier to play. 

Keyboard, Wind, and String Controllers 
The keyboard itself becomes an important aspect of the instrument, particularly for those 
who learned to play o n an acoustic piano. The feedback of the size, weight, an d me
chanical resistance of the keys makes a great deal of difference to some people, and 
practically none at all to others. In addition, to achieve fu ll use of the MIDI system's 
expressive capabilities, you may want a keyboard with advanced fea tures. Velocity
sensit ive keys send MIDI data about how hard you pressed them (how loud you played 
that note). Aftertouch creates data about the way you released the key. Some even have 
pressure sensitivity for creating effects such as vibrato. Thus, having a single master con
tro ller keyboard makes sen se. Often, they have no sound-generating capabilities, but 
simply control o ther instruments. Put all your money into one high-end keyboard, and 
play your other synthesizers with it through MIDI rather than buy expensive keyboards 
for all of them. 
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Alternative controllers designed for string and wind players also have their attractions. 
They are less com mon tha n they were a few years ago, but check the used equipment 
market. The Intelligent Wind Instrument (IWI), marketed by Akai, was one of the first on 
the market. Yamaha followed with their WX-1 1 MID I Wind Controller. Guitar synthesiz
ers are ava ilable, and you can even find MIDI violins and cellos. 

No matter what you choose as the ultimate instrument of your dreams, pay attention to 
the operating controls as well as to the feel of the keyboard. Tiny LCD screens that de
liver cryptic information don't make the synthesizer fun to play. Banks of buttons 
smaller than your fingertip and too close together with labels too small to read cause 
nothing but mistakes during performance. Be sure that the human interface makes your 
job as a player as easy as possible. 

Hard Disk-Based Recording 
Storing digital audio data on a hard disk rather than on tape has truly revolutionized the 
audio industry in many ways. Storing to a hard disk has all the advantages of digital 
audio in general- low noise and distortion, the ability to make an exact copy, and 
greater accuracy in editing. In addition, it has the inherent advantage of disk over tape
nearly instant access to any point in the recording, which makes editing faster. Because 
all the operations take place on a desktop computer, software can perform all the equa l
ization, compression, mix ing, and special effects generation that formerly required an 
elaborate collection of equipment in a recording studio. This desktop environment has 
remarkable capabilities. Editing digital audio becomes as easy as editing a word process
ing document. You can make changes without destroying the original or making any 
intermediate steps. You ca n listen to an edit before you commit to it, or even aud ition 
several edits before selecting the one that sounds best. 

If you've ever edited analog tapes with a razor blade and splicing tape, you know all 
about the dangers of cu tting into a master tape (in analog, you can't work with a copy 
because of the added noise). Finding the exact location isn' t easy. Cut the wrong place 
and you can destroy the tape. ff the performer doesn't like the exact way you carried out 
an edi t, changing it is di fficult and sometimes impossible. 

In digital editing, you can specify where the edit takes place, down to the sample (44,100 
of them per second). You can tell the computer to connect Point A to Poin t D or Point Z 
without altering your original recording. Also, you can tell the computer to fade in the 
beginning of Segment 224 while it's fading out the end of Segment 86 (cross-fading), and 
specify how long the cross-fade should last. This sort of editing is not possible with razor 
blade editing. In fact, you can assemble a finished production by making a list of all 
segments you want to use, in the order you need them, and ask the computer to play it 
back fo r you as a continuous piece. Because all data is on the hard disk, the software 
simply reads the appropriate sectors. This process alon e has revolutionized film and 
video production. 

Hardware Survey 
The range of digital audio and MIDI hardware for the Mac is as wide as the software. 
Many 16-bit digital audio cards are available for the Mac, and most manufacturers offer 
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editing software that wo rks with their specific card. Also, special effects cards (such as the 
Lexicon NuVerb) are beginning to appear on the market. The integrated hardware and 
software systems usually include SCSl-2 accelerators and other required accessories. 

Integrated Hardware and Software Systems. Session 8 comes with a 16-bit dig ital 
audio card and a SCSI accelerator card, plus the software for di rect to hard disk recording. 
It requi res a llc i o r faster. Features include digital mixing, track bouncing, random-access 
editing, special effects, SMPTE trigger, and MIDI Time Code. With its internal mix mode, 
a ll mixing, editing, a nd signal processing take place in the digital domain, providing 
clarity and freedom from noise build-up. An optional hardware mixer/controlle r pro
vides the feel of a real recording console, and the ability to o perate more than one fader 
at a time. 

Session 8 
$4000 SRP 
Digidesign 
1360 Willow Rd. 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 
(415)688-0600 Voice 
(415)688-0777 r:ax 

SonicStation II provides 12 tracks of disk playback, with two channel digital input and 
output. It includes two NuBus cards and software. The Sonic Solutions equipment is 
widely used in recording studios, and this is their entry-level package (others approach 
$100,000) . Generally, it is available o nly fro m specialized pro audio dealers, but they'll 
be in a position to offer considerable advice in selecting and setting up a Mac-based pro
fessional studio . SonicStatio n II offers high performance suitable for those who plan to 
start a studio as a money-making business. 

SonicStation ll 
$4995 SRP 
Sonic Solutions 
1891 East Francisco Boulevard 
San Rafael, CA 94901 
(415)485-4800 Voice 
(415)485-4877 r:ax 

Sound Cards. Audiomedia II contai ns a Motorola 56001 DSP chip and the circuitry for 
digitizing analog audio into digital audio. Digidesign's Sound Designer II software lets 
you record, mix, edit, and play back digi tal audio. The Audio media II card offers high 
quality 16-bit sound at a 44.1 KHz sampling rate. It's available either as a NuBus card or 
as a PDS card for the LC. 

Audiomedia II 
$1295 SRP 
Digidesign 
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Note 

Because the LC has only one slot, you can expand it with the LC MAX expansion chassis, available 

by mail order from DGR Technologies. 

1219 West 6th St Suite 250 
Austin, TX 78703 

Call (512)4 76-9855 or fax (512)476-6399 for information. The Audiomedia card runs on the LC 

MAX, and you can have up to three other cards installed with it. 

Oriented toward QuickTime users, NuMedia delivers 16-bit stereo performa nce for 
QuickTime souncllracks. This Nul3us card uses the AT&T 32 10 DSP chip. and also carries 
out compression and decompression for both audio and video. 

NuMcdia 
$1 19SSRP 
SpectraiJnnovat ions 
1885 Lundy Ave. 
San j ose, CA 95131 
(408)955-0366 Voice 
(408)955-0370 fax 

Fig. 27.1 
The NuMeclia sound caret. 

The Pro Tools digi tal audio card offers two 56001 DSP ch ips, and can handle four 
channels (up to 16 with expansion ca pabilities). Intended for exacting studio work, it 
delivers lower noise than the Audiomedia cards, and has ba lanced line ou tputs with XLR 
connectors. 



Pro Tools 
$6000 SRP 
Digidesign 
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Sample Cell II sto res down load ed sampled sounds on a NuBus card. It handles 32 voices 
w ith e ig ht polyphonic outputs, and you can insta ll add itional cards fo r more voices. A 
C D-ROM with a n extensive library of sampled sounds, plus sample editing software 

comes with it. 

Sample Cell II 
$ 1995 SRP 
Digidesign 

Special Effects Processors. NuVerb brings the o uts tanding qua li ty of Lexicon's famous 
reverb systems to a NuBus card. It h as many oth e r effects, and interfaces wi th Digidesign. 

NuVerb 
$1795 SRP 
Lex icon 
100 Beaver St. 
Waltham, MA 02154 
(617)736-0300 Voice 

Vortex does for sound w h at morphing software does for images. This o utboard effects 
processor tra nsforms o ne sound into another, over a specified period of time from 0.01 
to 10 seconds. It's great fo r audio effects that accompany visuals. Fo r example, as a n ear 
of corn becom es a box o f cereal, a synchronized sound effect chan ges a lo ng with t he 
image. That's on ly the begin ning. Vortex has many more capabilities for creating subtle 
musical effects with various kinds of d elay and modulation tra nsform ations. 

Vortex 
$479 SRP 
Lexicon 

MIDI Accessories. Th e Apple tvll DI Inte rface connects to o n e of your seria l ports and 
provides o ne MIDI In a nd o ne MIDI O ut. 

Apple MIDI Interface 
$99.95 SRP 
Apple Computer 

MIDI T ime Piece II includes a 128 c hannel MIDI interface, with eight independent in
puts a n d outputs, plus SlviJYTE interface a nd a MIDI patch bay. 
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MID I Time Piece lJ 
$595 SRP 
Mark of the Unico rn 
1280 Massachusetts Ave. 
Cambridge, MA 02138 
(617)576-2760 Voice 
(617)576-3609 Fax 

An inexpensive, basic 16 channe l MIDI interface, MIDI Transla tor 11 provides one MIDI 
In and three MIDI Out, p lus LED activity indicators. 

MIDI Tran slator II 
$59.95 SRP 
Opcode System s 
1024 Hamilto n Court 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 
(415)321-8977 Voice 

Fig. 27.2 
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The M IDI Translator II provides inexpensive L6 channel interface. 
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Studio 3 offers 32 ch anne ls, with two MIDI In and six MIDI Out, and a SMPTE Interface 
Synchronizer. 



Studio 3 
$319.95 SRP 
Opcode Systems 
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Studio 4 offers 128 channels, with 8 MID I In and 10 MIDI Out, and SMPTE Interface 
Synchronizer. 

Studio 4 
$495.00 SRP 
Opcode System s 

Stud io 5 permits you to expand your MIDI system in many ways. It has 240 channels, 15 
MIDI In and 15 MIDI O ut, activity LEOs, and SMPTE to MIDI Time Code conversion. 
You can chain up to 6 Studio 5 LX units together. 

Studio 5 LX 
$1195 SRP 
Opcode Systems 
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Fig. 27.3 
The StudioS LX. 
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Sound on the Mac: Historical Retrospective 
This chapter has explo red the sound and music capabilities of the Mac. From the begin
ning, the built-in sound capabili ties and the audio-visual user in terface of the Mac have 
set it apart from most o ther computers. Today, the sound chip and on-board speaker are 
primarily useful for System beeps, beca use o ther approaches have surpassed the sound 
ch ip and speaker. Sam pled sounds with 8-bit quantization, low sampling rates, and com
pression algorithms offer more in teresting System beeps and game sounds than the 
sound chip can generate. QuickTime movies, wi th compressed digital aud io tracks, now 
offer still another way to record and playback sampled sound on the Mac. More recently, 
Apple's PlainTalk software fo r the AV models has brought dramatically improved speech 
synthesis and speech recognition to the Mac. Ma ny of the Mac's sound capabili ties apply 
to helping people with va rious physical d isabilities. Voice contro l and speech syn thesis 
have helped many people and compan ies to fi nd solutions for many individuals. 

Because of its easy to learn audio-visual in terface, the Mac became an ideal p latform for 
musicians. MIDI and desktop digita l audio recording both found a home on the Mac in 
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the earliest stages of their development. As the MIDI format grew, developers of se
quencer software saw the advantages not only of the Mac interface but also of the Mac's 
abili ty to display deta iled graphical information on the screen. The combination of these 
two at tributes allowed the early developers (such as Mark of the Unicorn, Passport, and 
Coda) to present musical notation, synthesizer control pa nels, and recording consoles as 
interactive contro llers on the Mac screen. As a result, the Mac has permeated the music 
and recording industries. Its ubiquity has stimulated a rich and varied collection of MIDI 
applications for both composition and performance. 

Later, when 16-bit DSP chips became widely available, d igital audio ca rds for the Mac 
began to proli ferate, making the desktop recording studio a reality. The capabilities of 
the minicomputer-based systems, such as the Synclavier and Fairlight, migrated down
ward to the Mac platform. Digidesign and Son ic Solutions pioneered the concept of the 
Mac-based desktop recording and ed iting studio. The relatively low cost and ease of use 
made them de facto industry standards for digita l aud io editing. You can find them in 
nearly every recording studio because they make editing faster and more precise than the 
old analog tech niques. for the same reasons, Mac-based systems brought multi-track 
digital audio to corporate video and multimedia production centers, as well as to t he 
"garage and basement" record ing studios prevalen t among jazz, rock, and pop groups. 
Today, for under $10,000, you can have a digital audio recording and editi ng system 
with the functionality of half a mill ion dollars worth of recording studio eq uipent. With 
the advent of the Quadra AV models and the AV configurations of the Power Macs, still 
more opportunit ies are becoming possible, at lower costs. 



Chapter 28 

Multiplatform Operation 
by John Rizzo 

Although you can do a lot-and then some-with your Mac, it is the minority machine 
in a world of DOS and Windows PCs. This fact can affect your ability to work electroni
cally in a multiplatform group. As a Mac user in an office full of PCs, you may feel like a 
lost tourist in a foreign city, unable to com municate with or understand what is going 
on around you. 

Fortunately, you don't have to give up your Mac because everyone around you uses Win
dows. You can upgrade your Mac to fit in with the Windows world by enabling it to 
share files and removable media such as floppy disks and magneto optical cartridges with 
PCs. You can even turn your Mac into the ultimate multiplatform machine by enabling 
it to run DOS and Windows applications, giving you access to the best that both Mac 
and PC software vendors have to offer. The software and hardware products mentioned 
in this chapter are available through mail-order distributors that advertise in the 
Macintosh publications, directly from the manufacturers, and sometimes at retail stores. 

Sharing Files with PC Users 
Although the word on the street is that Macs and PCs are " incompatible," the barriers 
between the two aren't as high as many people think. With the right software, you can 
read a file created on a PC, and you can create a file on your Mac that PC users will be 
able to read and edit. There are several stra tegies that can help you share files with PC 
users; these strategies are neither complicated nor expensive. 

The easiest way to share files with a PC user is to install the Mac version of an applica
tion used by your PC-user coworkers. You can use many Mac and PC applications to 
create files that can be used on the other machine. These applicati ons include such 
popular applications as Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Novell, WordPerfect, and 
Adobe lllustrator. 

Not all applications work the same way. Sometimes, all you need to do to share a file is 
move the file between the Mac and PC-both versions of the application can read the 
exact same file. Other applications require you to save a file in a special format in order 
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fo r it to be read by a PC. In the latter case, you can use the application 's Save As 
command to save a file in PC format (see fig. 28.1). 

Fig. 28.1 
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The Save As command in many Mac applications gives you the option to save in the PC file fo rmat 
of the same applica tion. 

Using Mac versions of PC software works well if you and your partner PC user always 
exchange the same types o f fil es. However, if you receive PC files created wi th a variety 
of applications, you have to buy a new application every time you get a new type of file. 
Other times, a Mac version of t he PC application simply does no t exist. In these cases, it 
makes more sense to install file translation softwa re onto your Mac. 

File translators can translate between noncompatible Mac a nd PC file formats, such as 
Lotus AMI Pro for Windows and Microsoft Word fo r Macintosh. In addit ion to text, 
formatting details, such as fonts, page layouts, bold and ita lics, and tables can be trans
lated. The most versatile fi le translator, MacLinkPlus from Data Viz, can translate between 
hundreds of Mac and PC formats, including word processors, databases, and spread
sheets. There are also transla to r packages for gra phics, such as DeBabelizer from Equilib
rium Technologies for bitmap graph ics fo rmats, and TechPool's Tran sverter Pro for 
PostScript and vector formats. 

File t ra nslators are installed like any other applications, either by using an installation 
program or by dragging the files to your hard disk. There can be two types of files in a 
translator package: an application file and translato r files. While the application file can 
be placed just about anywhere on your hard d isk, the t ranslato r files often m ust be sto red 
in a specific folder in the System folder or elsewhere. This placement enables the transla
to r to automatically translate a file when you double-click on a PC file-as is the case 
with MacLinkPlus-or to access the translato rs from ordinary applications, as ls the case 
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with XTND-compatible applications, such as Claris Works. Exactly which folder the 
translator resides in depends on the software; some software will insta ll the translators 
for you. 

Enabling Your Mac to Use PC Floppy Disks 

Sharing files with other computer users also requires a method of moving the fil e from 
one computer to ano ther. You can move a file between a Mac and a PC using a 
multi platform network, a telephone con nection, a floppy disk, or a removable cartridge 
such as magneto optical or Syquest. The floppy disk is still the cheapest and easiest way 
to move many files. 

Although most PCs contain a 3.5-inch, 1.44 MB floppy disk drive, your Mac ordinarily 
can ' t read a floppy disk fo rmatted on a PC. The disks themselves used in Macs and PCs 
are identical, but the manner in which the two computers put down the data is different. 
If you insert a PC floppy disk into a Mac, the Finder will send you a message telling you 
that the disk is not a Macintosh disk and will ask if you want to reformat it. In most 
cases, of course, your answer is a resounding "No." 

Your Mac does come with a way to work with PC floppies, but it is no t an elegant one. 
The Apple File Exchange application that comes on the Tidbits disk in your set of System 
disks allows you to insert a PC disk only after you launch the application. You'll then see 
a list of files on the PC floppy disk, which you can select to move to the Mac (see fig. 
28.2). Apple File Excha nge also does some basic fil e translation , which you can beef up 
with the addition of Data Viz's MacLin kPlus transla tors. 
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Fig. 28.2 
Apple File Exchange is an inelegant but free way to use a PC floppy disk on your Mac. 
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A better way to use PC floppies on your Mac is to buy a utility that enables the Finder to 
recognize the PC floppy d isks. The most common are Access PC from Insignia Solutions, 
DOS Mounter from Dayna Communications, o r Mac-PC Exchange from Apple. Once you 
have one of these utilities installed in the Con tro l Panel fo lder of your System folder, 
your Mac will mount a PC disk on the Desktop instead of asking you if you want to re
format it. Once mounted, PC disks act just like Mac floppies, letting you drag-and-drop 
files between the floppy and your Mac's hard d isk. 

These utili ties also let you format floppies in PC fo rmat. Access PC and DOS Mounter 
will also let your Mac read and write to PC-fo rmatted magneto optical, Bernoulli, and 
Syquest removable cartridges . Mac- PC Exchange works only with floppies. It's important 
to remember that none of these utili ties provide file translation, so you'll still need a 
package such as MacLin kPlus if you want to convert a Mac or PC file to the other's 
fo rmat. 

Similar software is also available fo r the PC, so you can also check with the PC users to 
see if their PCs can read or write Mac disks. Data Viz has a version of MacLinkPlus for 
Windows, ca lled Conversion Plus. However, it doesn't have the number of translators 
that the Mac version has. 

Setting Extension Mapping 
Norma lly, when you double-click on a DOS or Windows file on your Mac, the Finder will 
tell you the application used to create the file ca nnot be found. With Access PC, DOS 
Mounter, or Mac-PC Exch ange, you ca n enable your Mac to launch a particular Mac 
application when you double-click on the PC fil e. You do this by setting up extensio11 
mapping. Extension mapping associates the three-character extension in a DOS file name 
with the type and creatoJ of a Macintosh app.lication. Fo r example, to enable Microsoft 
Word to open DOS and Windows files with the extension .TXT (as in REPORT.TXT) 
when you double-cl ick the files, you would associate .TXT with the file type WDBN and 
creator MSWD. 

Access PC, DOS Mounter, or Mac-PC Exchange already com e with some extension maps, 
which you can view in the utilities' control panels. You can alter these or add other ex
tension maps by typing in the DOS extension and the type and creato r of the application 
you want to open. 

If you don't happen to know the type and creato r codes of your favorite Mac applica
t ions, you can use a utility such as Apple 's ResEdit to find out. Simply open ResEdit and 
choose Get File/Fo lder In fo in the Fi le menu. Select a file created with the application 
you are interested in, and a Window will pop up with the type and creator codes. 

As wi th the floppy-moun ting feature of Access PC, DOS Mounter, o r Mac-PC Exchange, 
extension mapping does not translate fi les. If the applicatio n you choose to map to a 
particular DOS fil e name extension does not have the abi lity to read that type of file, the 
file may open as a list of gibberish. Other times, you may be able to read the text, but 
formatting will be lost. If you have applications that can read PC files, extension map
ping enables you to open the files by double-clicki ng rather than using the application's 
Open dialog box. 
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Running Windows on Your Mac 
When sharing files with PC users isn ' t enough, it's time to take the most radical step in 
making your Mac a multi platfo rm machine-enabling it to run actual DOS and Win
dows applications. There are two methods of running DOS and Windows software on 
your Mac: the use of a software emulato r o f PC hardware, and the use of 486 coprocessor 
hardware. Both methods can run Mi crosoft Windows in its own window on your Mac, or 
fil l an entire monitor screen. Whether you go the software o r hardware route depends on 
how important cost and speed are to you; software emu lation is inexpensive, wl1ile hard
ware coprocessors are fast. 

Insignia Solutions sells n-vo lines of software for running DOS and Windows on Macs: 
SoftPC for 68000-based Macs a nd SoftWindows for the PowerPC-based PowerMacin
toshes. The biggest difference between SoftPC and SoftWindows is speed; the 68000 
doesn't have the power to emulate a PC at real-PC speeds. The Power PC chips do, how
ever, so SoftWindows can emulate at the speed of actual low to mid-range PCs. To get 
high-end PC operation on your Mac, O range Micro 's Orange PC coprocessor boards fea
tu re actual high-speed PC CPUs. Both Insignia Solutions and Orange Micro have been 
sell ing their products for yea rs, and the product li nes are mature ones. 

Soft PC 
There are severa l versions of SoftPC and they all come with DOS. A version called Soft PC 
with Windows also comes with Microsoft Windows. If you already have SoftPC and de
cide you want Windows, don ' t add Windows to the non-Windows versio ns. Instead, 
upgrade to Soft PC with Windows. The version of Windows supplied by Insignia is opti
mized to run with SoftPC, and wil l run faster than an o ff-the-shelf copy of Windows. 

To begin the installation, copy the SoftPC fo lder to you r hard disk. If you have SoftPC 
with Windows, copy the SoftPC Data fil e on the first SoftPC Data disk to your hard disk. 

Memory. Before you double-click on the SoftPC application to continue the insta llation, 
make sure you have enough memory. You' ll need a Mac with at least 4 MB RAM if you 
only plan on using DOS applications on your Mac. While Insignia says you can run SoftPC 
with Windows on a Mac with 8MB of RAM, the company recommends 16. I recommend 
you don 't even th ink about installing SoftPC on a Mac with less than 12MB. A 16 o r 
20 MB Mac is better for running mult iple Windows applications. Do not be tempted to 
use the Mac's Virtual Memory to make up for RAM you don't have, as it will render SoftPC 
too slow for practical use. 

Set the SoftPC application 's Minimum and Preferred memory (called Current Size in Sys
tem 6) in the application's Get Info box . (Wh ile in the Finder, select the SoftPC icon and 
press J:e+l.) This is the amount of your Mac's RAM that you want to devote to DOS and 
Windows, to PC application s, and to the SoftPC application. The amount can range 
anywhere from 6144K to 13,21SK, depending on h ow big in pixels you set your Win
dows desktop, how many colo rs you use for Windows (16 or 256), and, most impo r
tantly, how much PC extended m emory you will set up after launching SoftPC fo r the 
first t ime. 
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Extended and expanded memo ry are two standard ways PCs use more memory than 
640K, an o ld memory limit buil t in to DOS. 

In the SoftPC Setup menu, choose PC Memory. Por best Windows perfo rmance, se t the 
expanded memo ry to zero, and set the extended memo ry to 4 MB. Expanded memory 
sho uld be used only fo r certain DOS applicatio ns that require it. 

Storage. When you first start up SoftPC, the applicatio n creates a file o n your Mac's 
hard drive that will be used as the PC boot drive, or drive C. This SoftPC hard disk file is 
actually an emulated PC hard disk drive, a virtual drive that looks li ke a document file 
from the f-inder. At this point, you' ll be asked to name the SoftPC hard disk file and set 
its size. You'll need at least 15 MB to insta ll Windows, and more if you are installing a lo t 
of PC software. Be sure you set the size of the virtual C: drive hig h enough, because you 
can't change it late r. You can, however, create o ther drive C fil es, which you can use as 
alternative boot drives o r designate as a D:, or supplemental, drive. Once you hit okay, 
SoftPC will ask you to insert the o ther data d isks. During th is time, SoftPC is installing 
DOS and Windows in your drive C fil e. 

The contents of the SoftPC hard disk file can o nly be accessed while you are running 
DOS or Windows. If you double-click o n this file from the Finder, you' ll launch SoftPC 
and DOS. However, you can store fi les o n your Mac hard drive that can be accessed by 
both Mac and PC applications. You do this by designating a Mac folder o r volume (such 
as hard disk or h ard disk par tition o r mounted network volume) as a network drive from 
SoftPC. In SoftPC's Setup menu, choose PC Netwo rk Disks. A Window titled Shared PC/ 
Macintosh Directo ries will appear, giving you a list o f hard drives and folders on the 
Mac. Select a folder or d isk, and designate it as drive E. Yo u can select up to four Mac 
folders (E through H), wh ich ca n be accessed by DOS and Windows in the normal 
manner. 

You can also run PC CD-ROM disks from within SoftPC using your Mac's CD-ROM drive. 
The CO-ROMs must be compatible with the Microsoft CD-ROM Extensions, which come 
with SoftPC's DOS. To enable SoftPC to use CO-ROMs, fi rst make sure the Mac's Exten
sions fo lder in the System folder contains the CD-ROM files called Foreign File Access 
and ISSO 9660. 

Next, launch SoftPC, and type USE_CD at the DOS prompt. This step loads the Microsoft 
CD-ROM Extensions and sets up the M ac's CD-ROM drive as drive F. You can type the 
DOS command HELP MSCDEX to find out about other DOS CD-ROM options. If you 
want to have the CD-ROM access turned o n auto matically every time you start SoftPC, 
acid this line to the AUTOEXEC.BAT file. The line wi ll look like this: MSCDEX I 
D:CDROM$$$ /L:F. 

SoftWindows 
You can obtain SoftWindows preinsta lled o n a PowerMac from Apple, or you can pur
chase it from Insignia So lutions and insta ll it o n any PowerMacintosh. Either way, it's a 
good idea to configure SoftWindows yourself for max.imum performance, as seemingly 
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small misconfigurations can slow down the speed considerably. The setup and user inter
face is basically the same as Soft PC, but there are some additional concerns that you 
should be aware of. 

If you are doing the installation yourself, make sure you have a copy of SoftWindows, 
NOT SoftPC, the version for 68000-based Macs. SoftWindows emulates PC hardware in 
Power PC native mode, but SoftPC on a PowerMac runs in 68000 emulation mode, 
which means you would run double emulation when in DOS or Windows-an emulated 
PC on top of an emulated 68000. While it might actually work, it would be unusably 
slow. 

SoftWindows comes with DOS and Windows, which are copied to your Mac (along with 
the SoftWindows applica tion) by the SoftWindows Installer program. You should not 
replace Insignia versions of Microsoft's system software with your own copies of DOS 
and Windows. The versions that come with SoftWindows are optimized to run on 
PowerMacs with SoftWindows. Insignia's DOS and Windows also contain real Microsoft 
code as well, and look and act like the real thing, so it's best to obtain software upgrades 
from Insignia, not Microsoft. 

Memory. The total memory picture fo r SoftWindows can be a bit confusing, mostly 
because you're dealing with Mac memory, PC memory, Windows memory, and SoftPC 
memory. How you set up the memory for SoftWindows can drastically affect the perfor
mance and usability of Windows software on your PowerMac. 

Windows and Windows applications are memory hogs, so the mo re memory your 
PowerMac has, the better SoftWindows wi ll run, and the more things you will get ac
complished. If you are only interested in DOS applications, you can get away with the 
lower memory requirements. The absolute minimum amount of RAM you can have is 
8 MB, which is the minimum configuration of the PowerMacs, but 16MB is recom
mended by Insignia. (If you bought a PmverMac with SoftWindows already installed, you 
have at least 16MB.) I recommend 24MB in your PowerMac if you are going to run 
multiple Mac and Windows applications at the same time. 

Unlike SoftPC on 68000 Macs, SoftWindows can use the Mac's virtual memory feature 
(which you turn on in the Mac's Memory control panel) to supplement your Mac's real 
RAM. This is because PowerMacs handle virtual memory better than 68000-based Macs. 
However, virtual memory on PowerMacs is still slower than using real RAM, and will 
slow down SoftWindows and Mac applications, so use it sparingly. 

When you run the SoftWindows Installer program, you will see the Application Memory 
Setup dialog box. You're first asked to set the size of the DeltaCache, a space reserved in 
RAM by SoftWindows to store frequently used application code. (It's called "Delta" be
cause it's a third-level cache in the PowerMac; the first is inside the Power PC CPU chip, 
and the second, optional in some models, is on the PowerMac logic board.) If you have 
more than 8MB of RAM in your PowerMac, set the DeltaCache to Fastest (+l MB RAM). 
Anything less will significantly affect performance. 
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The Application Memory Setup dialog box also asks you to set the PC extended memory 
for Windows. For now, choose Windows Optimum (3 MB). Next, set the Windows Desk
top to Small Window (640 x 480 x 256 colors) or choose Other for a smaller desktop. You 
can increase the extended memory and enlarge the Windows desktop later, after the 
SoftWindows application is installed and you have increased its application memory. 

To increase the amount of Mac memory allotted to SoftWindows, go to the Finder, select 
the SoftWindows application icon, and bring up its Get Info box (Control-!). Set the 
Minimum and Preferred memory as high as you can, depending on how much memory 
i s in your PowerMac. Th is is the amount of the Mac's RAM that will be used by the 
SoftWindows application (including the DeltaCache), DOS and Windows (including the 
PC extended memory), and Windows applications. For the best Windows performance, 
Insignia solutions recom mends a minimum memory setting of 6,000K for an 8 MB 
PowerMac, 12,000K fo r a 16 MB PowerMac, and 18,000K for a 24MB PowerMac. If you 
can't devote this much towards Windows, use t his rule of thumb: increase the minimum 
application setting by 1,152K for every 1 MB of PC memory you want to use. 

Now that you've bumped up the memory allotted to SoftWindows, you can go back to 
increase the PC extended memory, so you can run more and bigger PC applications. 
Launch SoftWindows and choose PC Memory in the Setup window. In the upper-right 
corner of the dialog box, you' ll notice the size of the DeltaCache. Increasing extended 
memory will decrease the size of the DeltaCache, so don 't bump up the extended 
memory as high as you can; you want to be sure to leave at least 1MB for the 
DeltaCache. A DeltaCache bigger than 1 MB will give you small speed gains, but a 
smaller DeltaCache will significantly slow SoftWindows. 

The PC Expanded/Extended Memory dialog box presents a new option, Expanded 
memory, which is a standard type of PC memory used in older application s. Expanded 
memory will slow Windows, so keep the expanded memory setting at 0 unless you have 
an older application that requires it. 

Storage. You'll need at least 23 MB of hard disk space to install SoftWindows. You 
should double or triple that amount if you plan on installing several Windows applica
tions. SoftWindows creates a fi le on your Mac hard drive that functions as a virtual DOS 
boot disk- the C drive. You can create alternative boot drives, as well as additional PC 
drives (D, E, and so on) and drives that can be accessed by both Mac and PC applica
tions. You can also access Windows CD-ROM d iscs in the PowerMac's CD-ROM drive. 
Setting up the various types of drives is the same as with SoftPC (see "Storage" in the 
previous "SoftPC" section). 

Miscellaneous Performance Tips. There are a few other things you can do to boost the 
performance of SoftWin dows. The biggest performance gain is a level-2 cache card for 
PowerMac models that don 't already have one. (The cache card is optional on the 6100 
and 7100.) Adding a cache card to th e PowerMac will speed up SoftWindows by about 20 
percent. 
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When running SoftWindows, you' ll get some more speed if you keep the Mac window 
contain ing Microsoft Wi ndows away from the edge of the screen. Also, don' t split the 
window contain ing SoftWindows between two monitors. This wil l significantly slow 
down SoftWindows. However, it is okay to entirely fi ll the screen with Windows. And 
finally, when run ning Windows, keep your Mac's Moni tor's control panel set at the same 
number of colo rs that you h ave Windows set at, either 16 o r 256 colors. 

Orange PC Coprocessor Cards 
Orange Micro's Orange PC cards enable your Mac to run DOS and Windows software as 
fast as high-end PCs. These cards aren 't cheap, but they do let you become a Windows 
power-user on your Mac. The Oran ge PC boards are true coprocessor cards, adding a 
second CPU (usually some type of 486) to your Mac. This means that you can crunch 
away a hefty Windows spreadsh eet without slowing down Macintosh applications run
ning at the same time. 

Hardware. You' ll need a Mac model that contains a ful l-sized NuBus slot, n ot the 
smaller ?-inch slot found in models such as the Mac !lsi. A PDS (Processor Direct Slot) 
won' t work either. Insta ll ing tl1e coprocessor card is no different than installing any 
other NuBus card (see chapter 14, "NuBus and PDS Slo ts''). With the Mac turned off and 
unplugged, you insert the Orange PC card into a Nu Bus slo t. 

The Orange PC cards are almost complete r es on a single card containing your choice of 
a 486 ch ip and a VGA or a SuperVGA graph ics chip, wh ich uses your Mac's monito r to 
display DOS and Windows on the enti re screen o r in a window. Also included are RAM 
SIMM slots for up to 64M B of memory (check with Orange Micro fo r the typ e of SIMM 
for your Orange PC model). Configuring the memory is done from DOS, using the stan
dard DOS commands and ru les. 

Orange PC cards also contain most of the ports of a standard PC, including standard 
serial and parallel ports, enabling you to connect most PC peripherals to the card. Older 
Orange PC models have PC AT slots, into which you can plug PC expansion cards. Begin
ning with the Orange PC Series 200 ca rds, the AT slots were replaced with a PCMClA slot 
for attaching standard cards (the size of credi t cards), including modems, networking 
cards, and other expansion devices. 

Software. The Orange PC card comes wi th Mac-enabling sofhvare that works similarly 
to SoftPC and SoftWindows. To install, copy the Orange PC application and related files 
to your hard d isk. When you launch the Orange PC application, it creates a virtual DOS 
boot drive file (C), in which you sto re all DOS, Windows, o r PC software. The C: file 
setup is sim ilar to that of SoftPC and SoftW indows-you choose a size and name for 
the hard d isk file. 

A standard copy of Microsoft DOS is included, but you' ll have to provide your own copy 
of Microsoft Windows if you want to run Windows applications. Install Windows soft
ware as you would normally do on a PC. You launch DOS, insert the first Windows in
sta llation floppy disk, type WIN.EXE, and follow the o n-screen direction s provided by 
the Windows installer. 
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Summary 
Upgrad ing your Mac to make it more compatible with PCs is no more di fficult than 
upgrading to give your Mac any other set of capabil ities. As far as the Mac is concerned, 
the software and hardwa re products you add are no different than the other products 
discussed in Part IV. The new territo ry you encounter wi ll be when dealing with the 
language and standards of DOS and Windows. 

The mai n thing to remember is that the term PC compntibilit)' can mean many th ings, 
from sharing floppy disks with PC users to translating files to actually running DOS an d 
Windows applications on your Mac. No single upgrade product can give you all these 
capabilities, so it is important to decide what level of PC compatibili ty will serve your 
needs. 
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Software Upgrades 
hy fohn Rizzo 

To upgrade or not to upgrade-that is the question you must ask yourself once you 
plunk down your hard-ea rned cash to buy a piece of software. Upgrades to the software 
you now own will be made ava ilable on a regular basis. The software you bought yester
day may be perfectly adequate today, but will it be enough tomorrow? Despite what the 
software companies preach, you don' t always need to in stall every new version of a pro
gram. However, waiting too long to buy an upgrade may cause you miss out on an 
opportunity to get a hot new version at a bargain price. 

To avoid lining the pockets of software venclors or missing out on im provements you 
need, you have to keep up with what the vendors are d~ i ng with your applications. You 
can keep up by reading the news announcements and product reviews in Macintosh 
magazines, such as lvfacUser, MacWeek, and MacWorld. Advertisements are also a source 
of information, but some minor upgrades are free, and not well-publicized by the soft
ware vendors. Also keep in mind that a software purchase is not forever, so there may be 
a time when buying a competitor's product better meets your needs than upgrading your 
current application. 

Registration Cards 
Keeping up with new versions of software starts with filling out the registra tion card, the 
little piece of cardboard that comes with electrical appliances such as vacuum cleaners 
and hair dryers, and computer software. Wh ile there arc pros and cons to sending in t he 
registration card, there are reasons to send in the card for software. Overall, the pros of 
sending the registration card back to the manufacturer tend to outweigh the cons. 

Registration Card Pros 
Sending in your registration card is a good way to keep in formed about new develop
ments concern ing the application you own. Once you are on a software company's mail
ing list, the company will send you a sales brochure when a new version of the software 
is available, alerting you to th e new features. Some com panies will automatically send 
free copies of upgrades to registered owners, a perk you'd miss out on if your registration 
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card sits un marked in the box. Another perk offered to registered owners is discoun ts o n 
major upgrades. If you don't fill out the registration card, you may have to pay full pri ce 
for a new version. This can be a ma tter of paying $30 instead of $395. 

Sending in the registrat ion ca rd is also a good way (and in some cases the only way) to 
get speedy techn ical support when you call the compan y about a problem you're having 
with the software. Many companies will keep a da tabase of registered users that the tech
nical support person nel wil l access when you ca ll in. If you're not in the database, you 
may have to spend several m inutes on the te lephone answering questions about who 
you are, where you bough t the software, what type of Mac you have, and so forth. 

Caution 

Some registration cards have a piece containing the serial number that you tear off and keep. 

Don't lose this part of the card! You may need the serial number if you ever have to call the 

company for technical support. 

Regist rat ion Card Cons 
Software companies use registration cards to collect marketing da ta on the type of person 
buying the product. Some cards will ask you deta iled questions about where you bought 
t he software, the type of Mac you use, what you are using it for, your business t itle, your 
telephone num ber, the size and na ture of your business, sometimes even your salary 
range. If you object to the personal information sometimes asked by the cards, just leave 
those questions blank. Your name and address should be enough to get you on the mail
ing list for upgrades. 

The biggest drawback to sending in a registration card is that it may increase the amount 
of junk mail you receive. In addition to information about upgrades to the products you 
own, the software company will try to sell you its other products with addit ion bro
chures you may not be in terested in . 

Because marketing data is valuable, mailing lists are commodity items, and software 
companies can sell mailing lists to other com pan ies or groups, who can in turn sell the 
lists again. It is not unusual to start receiving cata logs and other junk mail from all sorts 
of sources, including noncom puter related o rganizations, after filling out a registration 
card. If you are interested to see how far your name will travel, add an odd middle initia l 
to your name, such as an X or a Z. (Using a completely false name on a registration card 
is not a good idea. You might confuse things when it comes time to get technical sup
port or free upgrades.) Then when you receive the Whole Sprocket Catalog addressed to 
j ohn X. Doe, you'll know where the company got your name. Or course, you can always 
call any company and ask to be taken off their ma iling list. If you'd rather not have your 
n ame leave the software company at all , say so on the registration card, wh ich will some
times have an area for comments. 
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Types of Upgrades 
Most applications come out with some sorl of upgrade at least once a year, but all up
grades are not created equally. Software manufacturers create upgrades for a va riety of 
reasons, such as fixing defective software and adding new features or compatibili ty with 
other softwa re o r types of computers. The bigger software companies need a ma jor up
grade every 12 to 18 months to keep up with their competitors, and to take advantage of 
faster computers. Smaller companies with less mainstream products, such as statistics or 
accounting packages, come out with major upgrades less frequently. 

You can tell if a new version of an application is a major or minor upgrade by looking at 
its version number. (Some com panies use bo th release and version numbers, such as 
Release 4 Version 2, but this is more common for UNIX and PC software than with Mac 
software.) Although not foolproof, the version number will usually tell you if the up
grade is a bug fix, a minor upgrade, or a major upgrade. Version numbers are usually two 
or three digits, such as 2.0 or 3.2.1. If a company goes from a versio n 2.5 to a version 4.0, 
don't assume that you somehow missed version 3.0. Companies will often skip version 
numbers when issuing a new release of software so they can use the same version num
ber on t·heir Mac and PC versions, or just to make the upgrade sound more important. 
Macintosh magazines are also a good source for determining if a new version is a major 
or minor upgrade. 

Bug Fixes 
A bug fix is a minor upgrade to fi x a problem in the sofh.vare, a malfunction that slipped 
through the company's quality assurance department. A bug in a piece of software 
doesn't necessarily mea n the manufacturer does shoddy work; in just about every soft
ware company, some problems sli p through every now and then. 

Some bugs are small. For example, a certain feature may no t work with a certain sett ing, 
or may behave incorrectly. Upgrades that fix even minor bugs are worth getting even if 
you've never encountered any malfunction, as you never know what kind of problem a 
minor bug will cause later on when you have added o t·her software. Other bugs are ma
jor, causing your application or Mac to crash. Should you worry about a bug fix causing 
new problems? This is unlikely if no new features are added. 

Because no new features are usually added, a bug fix upgrade is usually considered as the 
most minor upgrade, which is reflected by the version number. A bug fix upgrade is 
sometimes indicated by a third digit o r letter tagged on the end of a two-digit version 
number, as in 2.0.1 or S.2a. Sometimes the company will not change the version number 
at all when issuing a bug fix. 

The cost of bug fixes varies. Bug fixes can often be free, and the company will send it out 
to you automatically. Other times, you can obtain a free or inexpensive bug fix or by 
calling the company. However, thi s is not always the case. Sometimes, bug fix upgrades 
are free only to those who encounter the bug and complain about it-otherwise, the 
company presents the bug fix as just another new version, and requires users to pay for 
it. Here again, the Mac magazines can help you out, thi s time letting you know when 
software is broken. 
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Mino r Releases 
A m inor release will add a few new features and capabili ties, as well as fix a bug o r two. 
Usually, the interface doesn't change much with this type of upgrade. Mino r releases can 
be free to registered users o r ava ilable for a small fee. Mino r releases are usually fa irly safe 
upgrades, in that they usually don't add new problem s o r require new RAM or hard d isk 
space. If you have to pay fo r a m inor upgrade, make sure the new features are worth the 
asking price. 

You ca n te ll an upgrade is m inor when the second or thi rd d igit of the version number is 
increased, so that a version 1.2 would go to a version 1.3 o r to 1.2.1. Releases that end in 
5, such 2.5 o r 3.5, often indicate a more substantial upgrade, wi th a larger number of 
new features. 

Major Releases 
Major upgrades of softvvare contain whole new groups of fu nct ionality, and may look 
and act d ifferently than the previous version, including significant ch anges in the inter
face. Major new releases may have been rewri tten from the ground up, and may use a 
new fi le fo rmat. Th is means that o lder versions of the appli ca tio n won't be able to read 
files created wi th the new version. Th is wil l require you to upgrade everyone in your 
group who shares fi les at the same t ime. The opposite, backwards compatibility-the new 
version 's capability to read files created by older version-is almost always built into the 
new version. However, th is capability may no t extend to two o r th ree major versions 
back. 

Majo r software upgrades are in dicated wi th a version number that ends in zero, such as 
2.0 o r 4.0. Occasio nally, the softwa re company wi ll change the product name sligh tly 
and give it a version 1.0 des ignation, such as going from AcmeWriter 4.5 to AcmeWriter 
Pro 1 .0. 

Majo r upgrades are the most costly types of new version. However, the cost of a major 
upgrade may not end with the upgrade or purchase price. The upgrade may require you 
to beef up your Mac. We'll d iscuss these issues in the next section. 

How to Decide If an Upgrade Is Worth the 
Cost 
One of the myths about the latest and greatest version of software is that you need to 
buy it o r else lag hopelessly behind. In fact, the latest version isn't always the greatest for 
your needs, and the version you already own could serve you better for years to come. 

To decide whether to upgrade to a new version, you need to judge the cost versus the 
benefits to you. First, look at the cost. The price of a ma jor upgrade can be several hun
d red dollars, but it isn' t the only cost. If the in terface has changed and a large num ber of 
new functions are added, there may be train ing costs involved as well. 

Software upgrades can also incur the h idden cost o f additional computer resources. A 
new version may require you to acid memory or an additiona l hard d isk space to your 
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Mac. In the worst case, a software upgrade may require you to replace your Mac with a 
newer, faster model. This is because ma jor upgrades to software are often so packed with 
new features that they run slower than previous versions. 

The benefits of a softvvare upgrade should be tangible, enabling you do something you 
need to do. This could include more connectivity with other Macs, o r with PCs o r other 
com puters used in your group. Other benefits would be the automation of multiple tasks 
that you do frequently, the reduction in the number of steps it takes to accomplish a 
task, or the abili ty to improve the quality of the work you do. You should also determine 
if the upgrade will adversely affect you in any way, such as be incompatible with o ther 
software you use. 

Sa les broch ures alert you tha t a new version ex ists, but are poor guides to base a buying 
decision upon. The following sections show you some things you ca n do to determine 
for yourself if the added benefits make up for the cost. 

Get Your Hands on a Copy 

Magazine reviews are a good source of in fo rmation, but the best way to see if a new ver
sion will add to your productivity is to take a test drive. You can get a demonstration at a 
softvvare sto re, a trade show, from a college or user group. During a software demo, don't 
be satisfied with watching the product representative flash the whizzy new features 
across the screen . Ask if you can run the program yourself. If you succeed in getting your 
hands on the demo Mac, try the following: 

• Do some of the tasks you do with your current version . See if the new version 
accomplishes the tasks any faster o r better than your curren t vers ion. 

• Don't ask for directions at first- try to figure out a new interface yourself. If you 
can't figure out how to operate the software, there may be some retra ining 
required. 

• For new fea tures that require some explanation, make sure you follow each step the 
demonstrator makes, and try to repeat them yourself. Software reps know their 
software forward and backward, and can perform a convoluted set of procedures in 
a flurry of keyboard commands in a second or tvvo. 

• Check the amount of memory being used by the program by looking at the About 
this Macintosh box in the Finder (fi rst item in the Apple menu). Often demonstra
to rs will assign large amounts of memory (memory you might not have on your 
Mac) to make the application run quickly. Also no te the Mac model the demon
stration is run on- is it a faster model than you own? 

• If the software crashes, ask if the version that is running on the demo is a beta 
vers ion, a pre-shipping version that isn' t quite finished . If it is, give the sofhvare 
company the benefit of the doubt, since most beta software has some bugs that 
will be fixed when the product finall y ships. 

If the software company representatives won't let you run the software yourself, ask 
them for a demonstration copy of the softvvare. Many companies will provide you with a 
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demo version that has some of the functiona lity of the ac tual product, but that won't let 
you save a file, or is handicapped in some other way. 

Getting your hands on a copy of the application is particu larly important if you are or
dering multiple copies of upgrades for a department o r an entire company. You really 
don't want to be responsible fo r spending several thousands of dollars of your budget 
only to fi nd that the application doesn't meet the needs of your users. 

Ask for a List of the New Features 
Since it is quite likely there are fea tures in the software you have that you never use, it is 
helpful to sec exactly what fea tures are unique to the newer version. Often software com 
panies wi ll print sales brochures listing new features among the features al ready in the 
version you have. This is done to overwhelm you with the shear number of fea tures in 
the product. Ask specifically what you wi ll gain by upgrading to the new version. 

Avoid features-for-features sake. Ask yourself how you would use the new features. Are 
they really helpful or just flash y? just because somethi ng is technologically advanced 
doesn't mean it's useful. Do you rea lly need a word processor full motion, 3-D animation 
that will d ial your telephone if you talk to it? Perhaps you do, but just be aware that 
software suffering from featuritis wi ll waste your time and your Mac's resources. 

Study the Interface 
User interfaces are largely subjective, but a well-designed interface includes some com
mon elements. A well-designed software interface should build on the interface 
metaphors of previous versions of the software as well as the basic items of Macintosh 
software. Find out if you can turn off interface features that take up screen rea l estate, 
such as toolbars, tool palettes, and status bars. Having the option to display what you 
need is a good sign of a flexible application geared towards the needs of the individual 
user. Look specifically at the basic tasks you use a lot: this may be pouring text in a page 
layout program, plotting a specific type of g raph in a data analysis program, o r run ning a 
spell checker in a word processor. 

A user interface that is substan t ially different than a previous version m ay also be more 
complica ted and less easy to use, in spite of fancy-looking buttons. Look for the trade
offs in a new interface to find out which things are easier to accomplish and which are 
harder to do. Also, check to see how the application docs tasks that are common to other 
programs you own. If the software company insists on inventing its own way to do 
things-such as text changes, zoom, page previews, and so forth-this is a good indica
tion that you' ll be spending a lot of time lea rning how to use the nev,• version. 

Passing Up an Upgrade 
If the interface of the sofh>Va re upgrade is so d ifferent that you do have to retrain, and 
the new features don't seem particularly useful, you may want to consider o ther option s, 
such as keeping your current software for a while longer o r using a competito r's product. 
You can also decide to upgrade your software for some of your computers. For instance, 
you may want to use an o lder version that uses less RAM and hard disk space on your 
PowerBook, wh ile you use the new version on your desktop Mac. 
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Keeping your current software m ay seem low-tech , but ca n be very practical. The 
Macintosh is a very backwards-compatible machine, so that even the newest Power Macs 
ca n run software from the last decade. One thing to keep in mind w ith not upgrading, is 
that you may not be offered a good price for a future version of softwa re. for instance, if 
you ho ld on to version 3.5 when version 4.0 comes out, the software company probably 
won't offer you a discount on version 5.0. 

This is not a problem if you decide to switch to a com petitor's product. Many vendors 
will periodically offer a trade-in to owners of their competitors' products, so that "up
grading" to the latest version of a competitor's product may no t cost more than upgrad
ing to the latest version of the software you own. The same strategies fo r evaluating a 
new version of you r application apply to switching to a competito r's product: check the 
product reviews in magazines, and get hands-on experience. 

You may find yourself in the situation where only some people in the company have 
switched to a competitor's product, while o thers have kept the same software. In this 
case, you can use a file transla tion utility such as Data Viz's MacLinkPlus to convert be
tween the two formats . A fi le translat ion tool is also helpful when different people in the 
company are using different versions of the same softwa re. While the users of a newer 
version will probably be able to read files created with an older version, the reverse may 
no t be true. 

What Happens While Installing an 
Upgrade 
Replacing an application with a new vers ion is an easy process that is usually automated 
with an installer program. This program will place the various new fil es where they be
long on your hard disk, and remove outdated ones. Most applicatio n installers begin 
with a single double-click, asking you to insert the appropriate fl oppy disks when 
needed. 

The most common installer program in use is Apple's Installer, used to install all Apple 
System, application, and server software. Apple's Installer is also included on the installa
tion disks of many third-party sofhvare vendors. 

When you launch Installer, you have the option of clicking the Easy Install button or 
doing a Custom Insta ll. The Easy Install option should be the one you choose for most 
software upgrades. Custom Install is useful if you need to reinsta ll a specific portion of 
the software package at some later date. 

Most installer programs search your Mac to see what you already have installed, remove 
some obsolete files, and then copy files and folders from the installation disks to various 
places inside and outside your System folder. These System folders typically include the 
Extensions folder, Control Panels folder, Apple Menu folder, Preferences folder, and 
fonts folder (if any fonts are in stalled) . Sometimes an application will install its own 
folder inside the System folder. 
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If you are switching to a competitor's product, you may need to remove some fil es 
manually. The most important fi les to delete may be locat ed in the Extensions and Con
trol Panels folders. Keeping Extensions or Contro l Panels files from two different applica
tions that do the same thing could cause conflicts that will interfere with your Mac. 
Preferences files are less important, as they store the settings used in the application. 
Deleting a preference file wi ll reset the application to its default settings next time you 
open it. 

Occasionally, in the case with certain network management applications, an installer 
program wi ll copy invisible files to your hard disk. Invisible fi les do not have an icon in 
the Finder, but exist on your hard d isk nonetheless. To re move these fi les, you will re
quire an application that can see invisible files, such as Ap ple's ResEdit, which can make 
invis ible fil es visible, enabling you to drag them to the Trash. Some utilities, such as 
Dayna's ProFi les, will let you search for and delete invisible fi les. 

For a large-scale upgrade of multiple Macs in a department o r company, you can use a 
network installer program such as Symantec's NetDistributer Pro or FileWave from Wave 
Research. The proga ms enable you to create upgrade packets containing new versions of 
applications, system software, o r th ird-party ex tensions and control panels. These pack
ets can ask users on the network to install a varie ty of softwa re wi th a single double-cl ick, 
or install themselves on users' machines at convenient preset times, such as on weekends 
o r at n ight. 

Summary 
Like addi ng RAM, buying a bigger hard d isk, o r addi ng an expansion card, upgrading 
your software can add new capabilities to your Mac that ca n help solve problem s. Soft
ware u pgrades can provide you with fixes to bugs, handy new features, and increased 
productivity, but are by no means required. Free or inexpensive upgrades should be 
looked at ca refully to make sure they aren't go ing to do any harm to your software setup. 
Expensive upgrad es with ma jor changes in user in terface should be evaluated as carefu lly 
as the purchase of new software. You should take the plunge and go for a new upgrade 
only if it can improve the way you use your Mac in a way tha t is worth the cost. 
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Chapter 30 

Preventive Maintenance 
Philosophy and Practice 
by Darien M. Kruss 

Treating potential ailments before they become serious is a prac tice that began long be
fore there were computers. But the basic reasons we engage in preventive maintenance 
programs are similar whether you are getting a check-up from your doctor, an o il-change 
from your auto mechanic, o r dusting underneath your Macintosh. Each of these tasks 
can avert potential problems that could o therwise be costly or difficult to repair, o r in 
the case of your computer, cause irretrievable data loss. 

Whether you use a Macintosh for a few minutes a week or countless hours each day, the 
work you do is important. You should have peace of mind that your equipment and data 
is always safe and secure. This chapter provides procedures fo r pro tect ing your invest
men t and an overa ll guide to the rule of the five P's: 

Prior Planning Prevents Poor Perfo rmance 

The sections in this chapter cover much of the prio r planning that is necessary to estab
lish a good operating environment for your computer. "Good Computing Environment" 
involves cleaning the equipment and checking for conditions which may pose po tential 
problems. In "Preparing fo r Breakdowns" you will become aware of several ways to an
ticipate and recover from component failure. This section includes a time-reducing 
checklist. 

It is difficul t to anticipate the dest ructive capacity of a natural o r acciden tal disaster. The 
section "Preparing fo r Disasters" suggests procedures which may help. Methods to pre
vent theft and damage due to natural disasters can be found in the section "Physical 
Security of Equipment." Computer equ ipment that is borrowed fro m an office may not 
always return in the same condition . In "Employee Off-Site Use Policies and Protect ions" 
you will learn a few techniques for controlling portable and loaner equipment. 

Lea rn about a new EPA rating to conserve electricity in "Energy Star Issues" and find out 
how to get warranty service in the section titled "Warranty Considerat ions." Read how 
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to pro tect yourself from injury when working near your computer in "Safety Consider
ations." Last, a daily, weekly, and monthly checklist of computer-related chores is pre
sented in "Maintenance Schedule." 

While much of the planning we are about to discuss wil l take only some mental and 
physical effo rt on your part, there are also some peripherals or util ity software packages 
that you will want to co nsider purchasing. In o ther words, it's going to cost you some 
time and money now to save more time and money later. 

Not only will a preventive maintenance program help you achieve years of trouble-free 
computing with your equipment, but you will even preserve much of its resale value in 
the process. 

Cheaper Computers Equals More Expensive 
Repairs 
It's true that computer prices have been dropping steadily: the fastest Macintosh you 
can buy today costs less than a slower one just a few years ago. One way computer 
manufacturers cut costs is by consolidating several functions into one component. 
This consolidation of com ponents can lead to costly repairs if any part of the 
component fails, making preventive maintenance particula rly important. 

One example of this consolidation is the Random Access Memory (RAM) that all Macs 
use. RAM used to be installed in com puters in the form of individual chips. Because each 
chip cou ld hold only a limited amount of memory, several chips were soon permanently 
attached to a small board to form a Single In -line Memory Module (SIMM) that was 
easier to handle. This made it easier fo r the user to upgrade the memory in his compute r. 
Now, however, if only one memory chip on a SIMM is bad, the entire SIMM needs re
placement. The memory chips may cost only $25 each, but if it takes eight chips to form 
the SIMM, it now costs over $200 to replace one bad chip. 

Other components that have been consolidated into the main logjc board of recent Macs 
include: video boards, Ethernet capability, audio and video circuitry, and modem com
munications. If any of these fail, the entire main logic board must be replaced. 

Good Computing Environment 
Two kinds of maintenance can be performed on your computer and its peripherals: 
act ive and pass ive. Active means applying some form of inspection or cleaning to keep 
the system running smoothly. Passive includes instal ling devices or software that protect 
the system from environ mental changes: temperature, vibration, power surges, and com
puter viruses to name a few. 

Have you heard the statistic that says most auto accidents occur within ten miles of 
home? This is because most drivers spend a great deal of time within that ten-mile 
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radius: shopping, fi lling up the gas tank, d ropping o ff mail, eating out, and other com
mon tasks. · 

A reasonable statistic fo r Macs might be that most equipment damage that occurs within 
ten feet of your computer could be prevented . Most o f your equipment probably never 
travels farther than your desk and is therefore subjected to the sa me environmental bur
dens day after day. 

Let's examine some things that are in your com puter's immediate envi ronm ent and how 
they affect the reliabi lity and performance of your equipment. 

Start with a Clean Bill of Health 
A regular and thorough cleaning of your workstation is the fi rst line of defense against a 
fo rm of attack that your computer and many of its peripherals bring upon themselves: 
dust. 

Many computer peripherals, and nearly all Macs, contain a fan assembly to keep the 
internal components cool. The fans funct ion in one of two manners: draw-through o r 
forced ai r. The draw-through systems are the most co mmon. They pull air into the case 
through all vents and o ther openings, then blow it out the back (or side or bottom). This 
process is efficient in keeping the interio r evenly cooled and does no t require the use of a 
filter. 

The forced air system uses a fa n with a filter to blow air into the case, causing it to pres
surize. The air cools the internal components and blows out various vents and other 
openings. The upside to this system is that the air coming into the case is cleaned of dust 
and o ther pollutants. The downside is that the filte r needs regular cleaning or replace
ment. 

The draw-through system lacks a filter because there are too many places wh ere air flows 
into the case. Dust, ciga rette smoke, and other particulate matter that is in the air near a 
draw-th rough fan will even tua lly make its way into th e system and begin to collect on 
everything inside. This buildup can lead to problems if it is no t cleaned out occasionally. 
The added layer of dust acts as an insulator and may cause components to overheat. 
Some poll utants in the air (suc h as cigarette smoke) contain chemicals that accelerate 
corrosion on connectors. 

The amoun t of buildup is especially no ticeable in fl oppy drives because it is usua lly the 
largest ho le where air enters into the case. Hard drives are no t affected at all because they 
are sealed and no t subj ect to a irborne po llu tants. 

Note 

Because dust easily enters the computer through the floppy drive opening, Apple is shipping all 
new Macs with a redesigned floppy drive that has a small door to cover the opening while the 
drive is not in use. 
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Gathering Your Arsenal. You will need a fevv specific tools to get inside your 
computer's case, and some additional equipment to perform the cleaning. If you are 
uneasy about opening up your Mac, you can perform at least one kind of cleaning while 
your Mac is still closed . Buy a floppy drive cleaning disk and follow the directions that 
come with it. Apple recommends and endorses only 3MB floppy cleaning kits. You can 
also place the nozzle of a vacuum cleaner up to the drive's "mouth" for a few seconds to 
pull out any larger bits of dust and debris. Don't ever spray canned air into a floppy 
drive, however, as it can cause the heads to become misaligned . 

Items you will want to have ready include: 

• Standard, TORX, and Phillips screwdrivers 

• Canned air 

• Small brush 

• Lint-free cloth 

The following items are optional, but recommended: 

• Small vacuum clea ner 

• Electrica l groundi ng wrist strap 

Turn off the computer's power but leave the power cord connected. This ensures that the 
power supply is grounded and reduces the risk of static discharge. Do no t open the 
power supply cage while the power cord is connected to the Macintosh. Use the screw
drivers to unlock or remo ve your Mac's case, depending on the model. If you have a 
grounding wrist strap, place the loop around your wrist and attach the other end to the 
power supply case or o ther grounded metal. If you don' t have a strap, touch the metal 
power supply casing with your finger before you begin. 

The canned air must be labeled as sa fe for computer use. This air differs from "regular" 
air because it is moisture and residue free, and costs a bit more. The canned air will be 
used to blow dust and debris off the main logic board and expansion boards. Be careful 
no t to discharge the cann ed air directly onto your skin, as the escaping pressurized 
stream can be extremely cold. 

If you have a small ha nd held vacuum cleaner, and a nozzle or brush end, it can be used 
either with o r as a replacement for canned air. An advantage of the vacuum cleaner is 
that it actually sucks the dust away from the computer rather than just blowing it 
around. A disadvantage is that unless you have a battery-powered or rechargeable model, 
you usually will have to find some place to plug it in. This is more of a problem when 
performing off-site service, and not much of an issue when working in your own office. 

The small brush can be a ny kind with soft bristles, like those used in makeup and pho
tography. If the brush has a bulb on the end, it can perform double-duty as a brush and 
small blower. You can use the brush to loosen dirt and impacted grime before you use 
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the vacuum cleaner o r canned air. You will also want to clean (vacuum) the vents both 
in the case and power supply. 

The lint-free cloth will be used to wipe off the glass o n your mon itor. Typically, you will 
not need to use any kind of glass clean er, unless the main computer operator tends to· 
"point" with his finger on the screen. In fact, used fabric softener sheets that go in to 
your dryer make a perfect screen cleaner: they are lint-free, slightly textured to remove 
grime, and probably st il l contain a bit of the anti-static chemical on them. The monitor 
normally attracts dust as it fun ctions because it generates a charged electron field. Rub 
one of these sheets across the glass a few times to clea n off existing dust, and the anti
static chem ica l will work to repel it for a few more days. 

Now you are armed with enough ammunition for most preven tive mai ntenance cleaning 
tasks. The frequency of cleanings wil l depend on the environment that the Macintosh is 
used in. Most office buildings are relatively pollution free, and cleaning should be per
fo rmed at least once a year. If, after one year, you notice an excessive amount of debris 
has accumulated inside the Mac's case, then you may want to increase the number of 
cleanings. If your Mac is being used on a shop floor or in some o ther harsh environment, 
perhaps regular mont·hly or bimonthly cleanings are in o rder. 

Check for Loose Connections. Wh ile you are inside the Mac, check on a fev.• o ther 
known perfo rmance offenders- loose RAM, expansion board, or cable connecti ons. 

Jiggle each of your RAM SIMMs and expa nsion boards to make sure they are seated cor
rectly. Check internal connectors for SCSI, audio, and power for fastness. If you notice 
any movement at the connection points, reseat the loose component o r connector. You 
may also want to check your expansion boards themselves, as they may have socketed 
chips that are loose. Sometimes just the normal expansion and contraction that occurs 
due to heating and cooling is enough to loosen chips and connectors inside your Mac. 
Vibration ca n also contribute to loose connections. 

Tip 

If you want to remove SIMMs or expansion boards, be sure you are grounded and only handle the 

boards by their edges. Touching the boards anywhere else leaves a small amount of oil on the 
surface that collects dust. 

Ventilation and Heat 
Computers route electri city through many components. A single CPU chip can contain 
well over 1 mil lion transistors. Electric current running through all those switches in 
such a small physical area generates a lot of heat. 

Many computers, printers, and peripherals rely on airflow to cool these com ponents 
before they reach temperatures th at could cause internal damage. Vent holes are a staple 
of nearly every compu ter-re lated device. Many o thers also include a small fan to increase 
the amount of air that circulates inside the compartment. 
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fn a sense, your computer equipment needs to breathe. Here are some guidelines for 
maintaining positive airflow: 

• If you are uncomfortable, so is your computer equipment. These electronic compo
n ents were designed to run reliably in room-tempera ture environments. If your 
particular climate is excessively hot, you may need to find ways to improve the 
airflow inside your equipmen t. 

• Do not cover the ven ts. This in cludes placing books, papers or anything else on top 
o f, or against any com puter equipment that would obstruct the flow of air. 

• Keep your computer equipment out of d irect sunl ight and away from incandescent 
or halogen light bulbs. All of these sources of light also generate a fai r amou nt of 
heat. 

• Do not place computer equipment near building heat vents o r radiators. Ideally we 
want cool air to en ter the devices. 

• If you use a dust cover for your computer equipment, wait several minutes after 
shutting off the device before coveri ng it. The cover will trap heat inside rather 
than let .it d issipate out the vents. 

If you need to improve th e airflow inside your Macintosh, it is sometimes possible to 
install additional intern al and/or external fan s. 

Dirty Air 
With all this air flowing inside your computer equipment, it's no surprise that dust and 
other contam inants begin to collect on your componen ts. Your body has several lines of 
defense against airborne particles, your computer does not. 

Dust is usually pulled in through all those air vents that are supposed to keep your com
puter cool (by your fan, nonetheless) . When dust lands on computer chips, it ac ts as an 
insulator and the chips ac tually get hotter. When dust lands on your floppy d isk drive 
heads, t hey could cause damage to the floppy disk surface that results in data loss. 

Some airborne contamina nts m ay contain chemicals that accelerate the erosion of meta l
Lic parts inside your com puter. Tobacco smoke is particularly harmful because it becomes 
sticky and gummy when it builds up, allowing dust to become glued to even more sur
faces inside your equipment. Anothe r effect of tobacco smoke is t hat your equipment 
chassis becomes discolo red. 

Hair spray, air fresh ener, furniture polish, and other airborne fluids also make their way 
into your computer equi pment, land on your keyboard, and stick to the front of your 
monito r. Keep these things away from your com puter if at all possible. 

Electric Power Concerns 
just as the air that flows Lhrough your computer equipment can be contaminated with 
pollutants, so can the electricity that feeds your equipment be dirty with fluctuations in 
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power. Although dirty electricity does not cause your computer to become discolored or 
sticky, it ca n cause compon ent failure and increase the likelihood of data loss. 

When you plug an appliance into an electrica l outlet, you are supposed to get a steady 
alternating current (AC) of electricity at 60 l-Iz (cycles per second). Here are some possible 
anomalies that can occur with your power: 

• Spike (impulse). When, for a very brief moment, the voltage increases dramatica lly, 
possibly overloading circuits that are not prepared to handle that amount of 
power. Spikes account for 7.4 percent of power disturbances. 

• Surge. A longer, larger, and more dangerous spike usually caused by lightning 
strikes or the dissipation of power from the switching off of large nearby appl i
ances. Computer components receiving surges are prone to premature failure. 
Surges account for 0. 7 percent of power disturbances. 

• Sag (brownout). The most common type of power problem is a reduction in AC 
voltage for a period of time from a few seconds to a few days. Sags are typically 
caused by starting up other electrical devices that have high power requirements 
(such as air conditioners). Computer equipment is "starved" of electricit y and can
not function properly; possibly resulting in system crashes or loss of data. Sags 
account for 87 percent of power disturbances. 

• Chronic low line voltage. This condition is similar to a sag, but is the result of faulty 
wiring or insufficient power distribution to an entire area. The damaging effects are 
identical to sags. 

• Noise. Electromagnetic Interference (EM!) and Radio Frequency Interferen ce (RFI) 
are two kinds of noise that disrupt the smooth flow of power. Many kinds of na tu
ral and artificial phenomena, including lightning and radio transmitters, can be 
responsible. Computers behave erratically when fed with noisy power. 

Notice that most power fluctuations do not result from surges or spikes, but rather from 
undervoltage conditio ns such as sags, brownouts, and blackouts. Even when the occa
sional surge or spike does a ttack, computer manufacturers have designed their systems to 
be reliable in all but the worst cases. Many people still feel more comfortable with a front 
line defense against power dangers. 

The preferred method of protecting your computer equipment is to p lug it into a special 
device, which is in turn plugged into the electrical outlet. There are several categories of 
these protectors, and they can be bough t at many hardware or office supply stores. 

Surge Suppressors. This passive device contains circuitry that is specifically designed to 
dissipate incoming voltage that exceeds tolerable levels. It provides reasonable protection 
against spikes and surges from reaching your computer equipment; sags and other low
voltage anomalies are not prevented, however. A surge suppressor is a required accessory 
for anyone with a computer. Which would you ra ther have destroyed due to a power 
surge: a fifteen-dollar device or your five thousand dollar computer system? 
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Here are some optional features found on the better surge suppressors: 

• On/off switch to control all devices attached to the suppressor 

• Extension cord 

• Status ligh ts to tell you if the surge circuitry is fun ctioning; without them you have 
no way of knowing 

• Multiple, individually monito red outlets to provide different levels of protection 
for various components 

• Noise fi lter to reduce EM! and RFI occur rences 

• Circuit breaker tha t disengages when surge suppression stops functioning to pre
vent additional spikes from reaching your computer equipment 

• Power off/power on alarm that sounds a buzzer when power is lost or when it 
comes back on 

• Warranty and/or monetary reimbursemen t should the suppressor fail to protect 
your computer equipment 

• Telephone line and/or cable TV protection to prevent surges from harming this 
eq uipment 

Don't be fooled, however, by look-alike power strips or extension cords that have no 
surge protection. These devices, while useful for o ther types of electric appliances, do no t 
keep your computer equipmen t from being harmed. Also make sure that the suppressor 
you are buying has been approved by Underwriters Laboratories (UL) for product safety. 

Power Conditioners. With all the features of the better surge protectors, these more 
active devices monitor the incoming electrical current and can dissipate incoming elec
trical spikes without burning t hemselves out. During brownouts, some power condition
ers can draw additional current from the AC line to provide the computer eq uipment 
with the correct amount of voltage for reliable functioning. 

Unlnterruptible Power Supplies. The purpose of an un intermptible power supply 
(UPS) is to provide power conditioning features, as well as a redundant (backup) power 
source in the event that main power is lost. A UPS charges its battery cells wh enever 
there is available power coming from the AC line. When the incoming voltage d rops 
below norma l operating parameters, the battery switches on to deliver electricity to those 
devices plugged into it. 

The time it takes to switch to battery backup when AC power fa ils is a cri tical factor in 
choosing a UPS. If the computer equipment is not supplied with power for more than a 
few cycles (each lasting l / 60th of a second) it experiences electrical "starvation" and 
could shut down, resulting in data loss. 

Some UPS models are not designed for com puter use and allow several cycles to pass 
before backup power is in itiated. Those that are intended fo r use with computer 
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equipment begin functioning in battery mode if only o ne cycle is d ro pped. This type of 
UPS is said to operate in standby mode and is the most commonly sold fo rm of battery 
backup. 

A UPS that operates in on-l ine mode is always feeding the attached equipment from the 
battery and therefore does not need to switch to battery power in the event of AC fail ure. 
However, the size of the battery charger used in this type of UPS must be large enough to 
handle both the continua l draw of power from attached equipment and the recharging 
of the battery cells. An on-line UPS also generates sign ificantly more heat than a standby 
UPS. This loss of efficiency increases the cost of running an on-line UPS significant ly 
over the li fet ime of the unit . 

You need to choose the proper size UPS for the equ ipment you intend to rely on it for 
emergency power. The amount of electricity the batteries can deliver is measured in 
watts. The amount your UPS can deliver during a power fa ilure m ust exceed the total 
wattage required by the devices plugged into it. 

Listed below are some wattage requirements for a few Macintosh computers and periph
era ls. For your specific configuratio n, look on the back or bottom o f each component 
you intend to protect with a UPS. 

Macintosh IJcx 

Macintosh 13 inch color monitor 

Macintosh Ilsi wi th color monito r 

CD-ROM Drive 

LaserWriter 

19-inch color mo nitor 

Quadra 900 with 21 inch color monitor 

78W 

52 w 
130W 

32 w 

585 w 

104 w 

3 J2W 

If your particular piece of equ ipment does not state its wattage, you can calculate watts 
by multiplying volts times amps. 

Power Cycling (On/ Off) . One goal of any good computing environment is to maintain 
a constant operating temperatu re for your Macin tosh that is within acceptable values. 
There arc two ways to do this: leave your computer continuously powered off, or leave 
your computer continuously powered o n . If you choose the second option , you have 
chosen one of the best \·vays to improve your workstation 's life and re liability. 

The reasons behind th is are simple. When a computer is first powered on, every compo
nent inside is scrambling for power at the same moment. This puts an incredible strain 
on the power supply to meet the demands of the rest of the system. The stress on ly in 
creases with each additional SIMM, expansion board, o r internally powered device that 
you add to your Maci ntosh. 

Consider the example of a hard drive motor. It takes m uch more power for the motor 
to spin up from 0 RPMs to 3600 RPMs than it does to maintain a constant velocity. 
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One common malady of hard d rives is their failure to start up. If they are left on con
tinuously, the chance of this ty pe of failure is practically e liminated. 

It is perfectly safe to leave your Macintosh and peripherals on fo r 24 hours a day, year
round. Some people would argue that the little bit of additional electricity being wasted 
somehow exceeds the cost of a single repair-but this is easily dismissed. f-urth ermore, 
more and more of today's compute rs and peripherals are designed to meet the Environ
menta l Protection Agency's Energy Star rating, which is described later in this chapter 
under the section " Energy Star Issues." 

You should know that, if left on continuously, even small monito rs can generate enough 
heat to warm a room by a few degrees. If you don't yet have an Energy Star rated moni
to r, you can turn yours off if you plan on being away fo r more than an hour. If you 
choose to keep your monitor on, buy a screen saver program that will blank the display 
to prevent phosphor burn-in that occurs when the same image is left on over a long 
time. Newer low-phosphor monito rs which are immune from burn-in, and Energy Star 
monito rs which will shut themselves off after a period of non-use may eventually elimi
nate this requirement. 

Static Electricity 
Like a miniature spike, the sudden discharge caused by sta tic electricity can, although 
rarely, harm computer equipment. Controlling static is a concern when working inside 
the computer's case and in cli mates where the relative humidity remains fairly low for 
extended periods of time . 

To thwart the possibility of static affecting your com puting environment, you can imple
ment one or more of these preventive measures: 

• Place an electrica lly grounded mat near o r underneath your computer equipment 
and always touch it prior to using your computer. 

• Use an anti-static spray near your computer equipment on a regular basis. 

• Install special static-reducing carpet around your computer area. 

• Never plug anything into o r unplug anyth ing from your computer equipmen t 
whi le it is turned on. This incl udes mice, keyboards, monito rs, SCSI devices, and 
network cables. 

If a computer receives a static d ischarge, it will sometimes lock up or freeze and require 
restarting. Other times certain components, like the Apple Des ktop Bus (ADB), will cease 
functioning altogether. 

Vibration 
Another cause of problems fo r computer equipm ent is vibration. Like temperature 
changes, vibration can cause movement in parts that should no t move-and result in 
loose connections. More harmful, however, is the probabi li ty of data loss due to hard 
drive malfunction. 
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Place your workstation and peripherals on solid , level desks. Don 't stack devices on top 
of one another unless you are sure of their stabili ty (see fig. 30.1). Avoid the excessive 
vibrat ion caused by slamming desk drawers o r dropping books on your desk surface. 
Even slamming your office door can cause vibrations that may be harmful to your equip
ment. 

Fig. 30.1 
Stacked periphera ls shou ld be stable. 

An often-overlooked source of v ibratio n comes from playi ng loud music in the immedi
ate vici ni ty of your worksta tion . Lastly, always turn off any computer o r peri pheral be
fo re you move it. 

Dust and Pollutants 
Although dust inside your Mac can be an noying, it is fai rly easy to clean out. Dust and 
di rt inside your mouse o r keyboard, however, can be a very di fferen t story. Wi th all the 
nooks and crannies on a standa rd keyboa rd, it's surprising that sma ll insects don ' t make 
a home in them more often. Heaven knows there's usually enough food matter inside 
the typical keyboard to keep a family of beetles happy for a month . The mouse (com
puter variety) is also known fo r collecting bits of d irt and grime; after all, it is constantly 
being ro lled around on a desk o r pad. The ball picks up whatever it touches and deposits 
it inside the case. 

To keep your keyboard free of excess material (not to men tion beetles), you might con
sider the following guidelines: 

• Don't eat nea r your com puter. Th is rule sounds obvious, but nowadays many work
ers sit at their desks during lunch and it's inevitable that crumbs will accumulate 
inside the keyboard. 

• Don't d rink near your computer. When soft d rink cans arc opened, a fine mist o f 
carbonated water, sugar, and flavoring is likely to be released into the air. Where 
th is concoct ion falls is your best guess, but it's best that it no t fa ll in to your key
board or mouse. 

• Don' t use any kind of spray near your com puter. Glass clea ner, furni tu re polish, 
hair spray, and air fresheners all contain some liquid that could fall into your key
board. This sticky surface wi ll cause o ther fa llen crumbs and dust to becom e lodged 
in between, under, and around the keys, making them less sensitive to your touch . 
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• Don't smoke near your computer. Besides d iscolo ring all the various cases, the 
chemicals in ciga rette smoke are also sticky and can cause a film to form on your 
monitor, inside your m ouse, and on your keyboard. 

• If you wa nt to prevent anyth ing fro m falling into your keyboard, you can buy a 
clear molded cover that fits over the keys and the case perfectly, like a second skin. 
This cover will effectively keep out· any contaminant. To keep your mouse dust ' 
free, just wipe the surface you use it on a couple of times a day with a dry, lint-free 
cloth. 

If it's too late to prevent your keyboard and mouse from becom ing fi lled with dirt, read 
about cleaning input devices in chapter 40, "Keyboard and Mouse Problems." 

Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) 
W hen your workstation is experiencing problems that you can no t diagnose, don 't ru le 
out an invisible offender: radio frequency interference. You can find it in any device that 
em its radio waves, including: 

• Portable telepho nes 

• Microwave ovens 

• Some motion senso rs 

• Wi reless in te rcoms (and baby mon itors) 

Sometimes the only treatment necessa ry is to move the offendin g device farther away, or 
reorient it so it faces another direction . In extreme cases, specia l sh ielding around the 
computer, its cables, o r the offending device is necessary. 

If some o ther device near your computer displays symptom s of RFI, keep in mind that 
your workstat ion itself could be ca pable of causing the interference. Turn off one of them 
and see if the other shows signs of improvement". 

Preparing for Breakdowns 
As with most other electrical appliances, the parts that are most likely to break on your 
computer equipment are those that incur some sort of motion during their function. 
These include power switches, keyboard keys, mouse buttons, a ll fo rms of removable 
storage devices, and printers. Purely electrical systems rarely fai l on their own, although 
they may fa il due to something as simple as a static discharge. To minimize the possib il
ity of a moving part breaki ng, move as many of these parts as little as possible. When it's 
not possible to const rain movement, have a spare. 

One such example is a Mac SE/30 that was used as a fi le server. After a single sta tic dis
charge on a dry winter day, the Apple Desktop Bus (A DB) ports fai led-so it could no 
longer use a keyboa rd or mouse. It cost over $250 in parts alone to replace the main logic 
board, just to gain back the use of input devices. 
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The replacement part took nearly two weeks to arrive, but that didn't hinder the use of 
the Mac as a file server. Any function that was necessary to perform could be done using 
Farallon 's Timbuktu, a utility that allows one Mac to take control over another across a 
network-just like operating your television by remote control. 

If a major component such as a main logic board needs repair, you can pretty much 
count on losing the functionality of that piece of equipment fo r the time it takes to get a 
replacement part insta lled. 

Here are some guidelines to help minimize the time wasted by component fa ilure. 
Although some of these were mentioned earlier in this chapter, they are presen ted again 
in this list. 

• Leave your workstation on all the time. By reducing the number of times your 
system warms up and cools down, you decrease the amount of thermal stress each 
component of the system needs to endure. 

• Always ground yourself before you touch your workstation. Small amounts of static 
electricity have been known to wipe out a perfectly functioning component or two. 
Touch something else before you touch your Mac. 

• Plug your computer equipment into a surge pro tector to keep it safe from harmful 
spikes and surges. 

• Keep spare parts on ha nd . Depending on the number of workstation s you are re
sponsible for, you may want to keep an entire workstation around just for its parts. 
It's much easier to deal with a failed video ca rd, mouse, or CD-ROM drive when 
you can replace it with a new one. 

• Know your service provider. Contact your computer dealer or repair center and 
find out about their policies, prices, and availability before you need them. 

• Know your nearest rental company. In a crunch, you may need to rent an entire 
workstation or just one component. f- ind oul what various periphera ls are available 
and their costs. 

While these guidelines may no t get you out of every situation, they address the most 
common problems you are likely to encoun ter. 

Preparing for Disasters 
Fire, flood, hurricane, tornado, earthquake, lightning. All these forces should make you 
think twice about the possibil ity of a d isaster striking your department. The d ifference 
between prepa ring for a breakdown and preparing for a disaster is like the difference 
between night and day. While a breakdown may require that you have a spare part 
handy, a disaster may require that you have a spare roof over your head. In other words, 
it's going to be a lot more difficult to do it right. 
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Here's an example: 

An insurance company was devastated by a fire-everyth ing was lost. But wi thin two 
days time the entire Macintosh department was back to work. How was this possible? 
Beca use the company had prepared a written disaster recovery plan, it was im mediately 
able to assemble all needed electrical system, network management, and communication 
devices in a remote t railer. The company had a source for tempo rary replacement com
puters, and kept accurate daily backups off-si te. Several employees were able to work at 
home on their personal systems and retrieve data by modem. Because the company 
planned and thought of every contingency, what could have been a downfall became no 
more than an annoying obstacle. 

The following list suggests some of the procedures you can follow to prepare for a disas
ter, either natural or accidental: 

• Have proper insurance to cover all your computing needs. rull disaster coverage 
will mean the difference between getting up and running in days, weeks, months, 
or years. The companies that survive d isasters are those that believe in insurance. 

• Maintain current and complete off-site backups of your da ta. It's not enough to 
create backups and leave them in your office if your entire building is destroyed. 
ror more information on backups, see chapter 31, " Hard Drive Backup and Optimi
zation." 

• Create an accurate and reproducible network topology map. Think of your network 
as a jigsaw puzzle. If all the pieces were suddenly d ismantled and strewn about, 
could you put it all back together again? The topology should also include a list of 
all hardware and software models and seri al numbers. Many software companies 
will send replacement d isks if you have suffered from a disaster-but only if you 
can provide the proper serial numbers. 

• Locate a suitable source of power and phone lines for temporary placement. Will 
there be enough elec tricity to re-create your department elsewhere, or might you 
have to bring your own generato rs? Can the pho ne company run the number and 
type of lines you will need? 

• Create a list of employees with their own workstations at home. These employees 
wi ll become an invaluable resource during the time you are rebuilding the depart
ment since they can continue to work. 

While some of these steps may seem obvious and o thers exhausting, all are a necessary 
part of a disaster plan. But they are probably the smallest part. The rea lly exhausting 
work is preparing a written plan , descriptive to the smallest detail, that can be brought 
into action on a moment' s no tke. ALl information needs to be accessible and current, 
and a team needs to be ready to execute the plan and manage it throughout the recovery 
process. Remember the five P's: 

Prior Pla nning Prevents Poor Performance 
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Physical Security of Equipment 
Now that you are aware of some enviro nmental conditions which ca n cause minor prob
lems with your computer equipment, let's examine some more aggressive forms of 
danger: theft and natural d isaster. 

Theft Prevention 
The first defense against computer theft is not to advertise that you have computers. 
If you can't keep th ieves from eyeing your corn puler equi pment, at least you can keep 
them from walking away with it. Here is a li st of several things you can do to secure your 
Macintosh and its peripherals: 

• First, register all hardware with the manufacturer. By notify ing the maker of your 
equipment of who you are, you have a greater chance of recovering any stolen 
property should it ever be found. 

• Keep workstations out of sight of passers-by. Put workstations in offices, or use 
partitions in an open-space environ ment. After working hours, close the windows 
and use dust covers on all equ ipment. The less thieves know about what you have, 
the less likely they will be to attempt to steal it. 

• Lock the actual computers to a desk o r o ther immovable object. Several options are 
available. Metal tabs can be placed into special slots on the back of most Macs. 
Cables can be run through the slots and attached to a secure object. Special plates 
can be attached to desks, and the Macs are held securely in place by clamps. Also, 
metal cages or frames can be mounted around the Mac and locked down, prevent
ing their remova l. 

• For portable Macs, similar locking solutions exist whereby a cable is attached, o r 
the Mac is placed inside a lockable case. For employees who spend time in airport 
or bus terminals, there is even a motion-detector for PowerBooks that sounds a 
high-decibel alarm if the PowerBook is moved without entering the proper access 
code. 

• It's a bit more tricky to lock down peripheral devices such as removable storage 
drives, monitors, and printers because they come in a variety of shapes and sizes. 
Consider having these components permanently tattooed in a highly visible place 
to discourage would-be thieves. Don't just slap on some m etallic label with your 
company name, though. These labels can be pulled off rather easily with pliers and 
some adhesive remover. Instead, engrave your company information into the case 
where it cannot be removed or easily covered up. 

• Last, don't forget to lock your doors and have a professional alarm system installed 
at your workplace. It may also be beneficia l to hire a security consultant for a day 
to examine your o ffice for poten tial break-in locations. A graph ic design firm had 
dozens of Macs in a supposedly secure environment. The firm had a sophisticated 
alarm system wired to all the doors and windows. What the firm didn't prepare for 
was thieves crawling up over the doors into the ceiling and down into the office. It 
took the loss o f many Macs for this company to realize that an alarm alone would 
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not meet its securi ty needs. Now this firm has motion detectors installed inside the 
office, and all the Macs are securely locked to desks. 

Natural Disasters 
Unfortunately, you can do little to protect your computer equipment from damage due 
to a natural disaster. Shou ld a fire, flood, earthquake, or to rnado decide to occur, no lock 
in the world is going to save your equipment. You can take some simple safety measures 
to protect your equipment from lesser calamities: 

• Use a waterproof dust cover on all equipment after hours. If a small fire starts 
somewhere in your building, the sprinkler system will start a downpour of water. 
Even the thinnest dust cover will keep your workstation from getting totally 
soaked. This measure will also keep your equipment dry if a rain sto rm rips a hole 
in your roof. 

• Plug all computer equipment into surge pro tecto rs. One strike of lightning can 
wipe out an entire department of computers unless they are protected from electri
cal surges. Keep in m ind that surge protectors do not last fo rever, and must be 
replaced every few years because the element inside them that protects your equip
ment wears out over time. 

While protecting your computer equipment from natural disasters may be d ifficult, pro
tecting your data is not. See chapter 31, "Hard Drive Backup and Optimization," for 
more information regarding backup options and data security. 

Employee Off-Site Use Policies and 
Protections 
Accidents happen. Even the most careful of people can ha'\e a bad day and misplace or 
d rop something. So before you allow employees to take computer equipment out of their 
offices, make sure you have policies in place to cover all possible accidents. 

Whether equipment is going off-site to a client's office o r to an employee's home, the 
same guidelines must apply. The employee must be responsible for the proper care and 
use of the equipment at all times. Have employees check out each computer or periph
eral device that leaves the office, and sign their names to accept responsibility for its 
care. Check with your insu rance company to see if it will cover equipment that has been 
removed from the office. Employees who wish to use company-owned equipment in 
their homes may have to p urchase their own insurance. 

Besides taking responsibil ity for the equipment, employees should be aware that every
thing taken out must be in the same condition when it is returned. If an employee takes 
out a PowerBook, it should return with a charged battery. Virus detection software is a 
requirement for all hard d rives. 

Another consideration wi th sto rage devices in particular is software. There should be a 
strict policy regulating the addition of software on portable Macs o r hard drives that 
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leave the office. If an employee takes out a hard disk, it should return without any addi
tional extensions or control pa nels that change the operation of the computer. Any da ta 
that was added to the drive is also the emp loyee's responsibility to file away . 

Energy Star Issues 
Computing devices that meet certain requirements by the Enviro nmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) are allowed to be promoted as Energy Star complian t (see fig. 30.2). 

Fig. 30.2 
Energy Star compliant devices can ca rry this logo. 

Basica lly, an Energy Star device is one that uses as litt le electricity as poss ible while being 
opera ted normally. In addition, the device wi ll automatically enter a low-power "sleep" 
mode if left unattended fo r a t ime. 

Manufacturers that build their computers, mo nitors, and printers to meet these specifica
tions are encouraged to disp lay the Energy Star logo on their products. 

Warranty Considerations 
Apple computer provides a o ne-yea r wa rranty on all products it manufactures. Apple will 
repair defects in the product at no charge. If unable to restore your product to good 
working o rder after a reasonable number o f attem pts, Apple will, a t its option, replace or 
refund the product's purchase price. 

If you would like to contact Apple to find your nearest Apple-authorized service provider 
within the United States, call 1-800-538-9696, extension 525 . You will need to provide 
the service center with a bi ll of sale to verify the o rig inal date of purchase. 

Some Apple products may qua lify for on-site o r express freigh t repair with in the United 
States. Call 1-800-SOS-APPL (1-800-707-2775) between 6 am and 6 pm Pacific time, Mon
day th rough Friday, excludin g ho lidays. You also can call a participating authorized 
service provider during normal business hours. You will be asked for the model and serial 
number of your product and the date of purchase. 

See a copy of Apple's one-year limited warranty that came with your equipment for more 
information. 

Other companjes may provide similar warran ties for their own products. Nearly all 
warranties do no t apply to damage caused by accident, abuse, misuse, m isapplication, 
o r service provided by non authorized service providers (includ ing upgrades and 
expansions). 
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Safety Considerations 
Sometimes it's d ifficult to see the fo rest past all the trees. Here are some safety practices 
that should always be followed when working near any electrical appliance, including 
computers and their peripherals. 

• Always turn o ff a compu ter o r peripheral fo r any of the following reasons: 

Frayed power co rds are vis ible. 

Liquid has spilled in to the case. 

Excessive moisture forms on the case. 

The device has been dropped. 

You want to clean the case. 

• Never operate your computer or peripherals if: 

The cover is off. 

Any internal parts have been removed. 

It is not electrically grounded properly. 

Failure to follow the above mentioned points may result in personal injury to yourself or 
others. In addition to possible bodily harm, you could also experience data loss if your 
hard drive becomes sub jected to stray electric charges or vibratio n. 

While studies have not been entirely conclusive, there is a growing concern fo r the 
health of people who work on o r near computer equ ipment for many hours a day. The 
emissions of static discha rge, magnetic fie lds, radiatio n and even noise from your com
puter could have long-term effects that we are no t yet aware o f. There are products avail
able that reduce or eliminate all o f these emissions from your workstation, usually in the 
form of a shield placed around an offendi ng peripheral. 

Maintenance Schedule 
To prevent unnecessary service o r loss of data, here are some general guidelines for main
tenance that should be applied on a regu lar basis. Of course, your needs may vary from 
these. Some of these concepts are covered in later chapters. 

Dally 
Every day, you shou ld take a moment to examine your computer equipment for the 
following: 

• Check your computer equipment for proper ventilat io n 

• Wipe off any accum ulated dust from your monitor 
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• Check the status lights (if available) on your surge suppressor to make sure it is 
fu nction ing 

Weekly 
These tasks should be perfo rmed about once a week, or more often as needed. 

• Inspect your input devices (keyboard, mouse, trackba ll) and clean if necessary 

• Perform a v irus detection sweep on your hard drive 

• Check all input and output connections on you r computer equipment to ensure 
that they are securely fastened 

• Perform a backup of the changed fi les on your hard d rive 

Monthly 
• Remove excess dust from the ventila tion holes in and around your computer 

eq uipment 

• Defragment and optimize your hare! drive to improve its perfo rmance 

• Rebuild the desktop file by ho ld ing the ~ and Option keys down through the 
entire startup process until you are prompted to rebu ild the desktop 

• Perform a backup of your entire hard drive 

Summary 
In this chapter, we discussed the reasons why having a preventive maintenance program 
is beneficial to your workstation, and some of the active and passive measures you can 
take to provide a good com puting environment. 

Among the measures covered were cleaning inside your computer equipm ent, checking 
fo r p roper air flow and maintaining clea n electric power. The dangers of sta tic electricity, 
vibration and dust were explajned. 

vVe also mentioned several steps to fo ll ow in preparation for com puter breakdowns and 
d isaster plann ing. The security of your worksta tion from theft as well as natural disasters 
was d iscussed. You were made aware of some guidelines fo r employee off-site policies, 
Energy Star considerations, and warranty issues. We ended with sa fety considerations for 
you and your equi pmen t. 



Chapter 31 

Hard Drive Backup 
and Optimization 
by Darien M. Kruss 

In the preceding chapter, one of the topics we covered was preparing for hardware break
downs. When this occurs, it's a fa irly easy task to replace a keyboard or broken monito r. 
In this chapter, we discuss m ethods for preventing a different kind of breakdown-loss of 
data. Beside accidentally dragging an icon to the trash, most people experience loss of 
data when their hard drives stop functioning. There are plenty of reasons why this might 
happen, but we can summarize th em with one word: crash. 

If yours is the ki nd of job where the work you do is actually more val uable than the 
eq uipment you do it on, this chapter is of special importance to you. It doesn't take 
much effort for a hard drive to be completely stripped of its fil es; in fact, a trip to the 
Finder's Special menu does the tri ck most o f the time. If you think that your system is 
invulnerable to data loss, be sure and read the paragraphs in the fo llowing section, "It 
Will Never Happen to Me." 

Throughout th is chapter, we discuss performing backups of your files . It is important to 
understand that a backup is not simply a copy o f your information somewhere else on 
your hard drive. If that d rive fails, both th e o riginal and the copy are useless. A backup is 
an en tirely different storage device that ca n be used to restore any data which is lost on 
your main hard d ri ve. 

In the section "Backup Strategy" you lea rn to answer the two most common questions: 
"Which files get backed up?," and "How often should backups be made?" 

Because not everyone works the same way with computers, there ca nnot be just one way 
to backup data. In the section "Schedule" you find examples of backup schedu les for 
various work types, and in "Automation " is a guide to reducing the tedious task of select
ing files to be backed up. Some forms of media are better suited for ho lding backup data, 
and these are d iscussed in the section " Hardwa re." Overviews of three popular software 
utilities for creating and ma intaining backups are presented in "Backup Software." 
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Once the backups are completed, they must be kept physically safe from harm. O ne way 
to do th is is to store them away from the o riginal data. These topics are discussed in the 
sections "Physical Security of Backups" and "Off-Site Storage of Backups," respectively. 

It Will Never Happen t o M e 
If you ' re already a believer in making backups, go on to the next topic; these pa ragraphs 
a re fo r those who haven't ye t decided to invc~ l in t h~ir data. 

In many sta tes, it is now mandato ry fo r licensed d rivers to have auto insura nce. Even 
those who have never been involved in an acciden t appreciate the fact that if they ever 
are, they will not have to bear the fina ncial burden alone. The same philosophy holds 
t rue fo r backing up your hard d rive. You may consider it a burden, but it sure beats hav
ing to re-install your system softwa re, re-load each of your applications, and re-create 
each of your documents. 

Many professions have their own for m of backups. In the circus they use safety nets, in 
construction they use safety lines, and in thea ter they have understud ies. Our insurance 
that we won't ever be caught by surpr ise when we need our valuable data is that we 
make backups. Murphy's Law states that if your hard drive ever does go kablooie, it will 
be at 5:00 the even ing befo re an importan t p roject is supposed to be completed. 

Backup Strategy 
The successful implemen tation of any plan relics on having a solid stra tegy; backups are 
no exception. The first two questions we need to answer to develop our strategy are: 
Which fil es do we need to back up, and how often do we back them up? 

The fo llowing sections exami ne some of the d ifferen t kinds of files that exist on your 
hard drive an d what their roles are. 

Applications 
These are, of course, the actual programs you run to make th ings happen. There are two 
general categories of applications: those that create files, and those that perform a task. 
Many people separate the latter group in to a fo lder ca lled ''utili t ies" somewhere on their 
hard drive. 

Look around and see if you can loca te the master disks that were used to originally insta ll 
your applications. If you have them (although you should always have a copy as well), 
you can re-load the appl ica tions if you ever have to. If you have applica tions that were 
no t loaded from master d isks (like shareware ulilities downloaded from an on-line ser
vice), you should consider maki ng one backup of them on a fl oppy d isk or removable 
ca rtridge for safe keeping. 

These fil es don 't contain data that changes, and therefore they don't need to be backed 
up regula rly. If you will be backing up to a large media device (fixed hard d rive, OAT, 
removable hard drives), you may want to create one working backup of each of your 
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installed applicatio ns to facilitate its recovery. It's easier to res to re the 15 MB of files that 
make up your word processor fro m a backup than it is to go through the loading process 
with each of the 13 floppy d isks that those files are compressed on. 

Application Helpers 
Many applications come with extra files that p rovide additiona l fea tures o r learning 
experiences. These helper fil es may be d ictionaries for your word processor, a set of clip 
art for you r presentation software, or a set of predesigned macros for your spreadsheet. In 
many cases they are no t crit ica l to th e operation of the application. If you need to, they 
also can be re-loaded from the master disks (or their copies). 

These fi les usually don ' t con ta in data that changes and don't need to be backed up regu
larly. However, any hel per files that you crea te or modify such as macros, d ic tionaries, 
and style sheets should be backed up with your norm al documen ts (see below). 

Documents 
Inside these files are the results of your work-many hours o r months may have gone 
into their creation. Documen ts include word p rocessed text, photos, illustrat ions, da ta
bases, spreadsheets, page layouts, sounds, movies, presentation s, and modem connection 
settings. Another type of less-obvious document is the settings files and preferences that 
many applications create. Whi le they are commonly deposited in the Preferences folder 
inside the System Folder, they are occasionally found in other locations. Many people 
overlook these files because they d id n o t explicitly crea te them, but they should be 
treated as documen ts, nonetheless. 

Of all these documents, som e may never change, others m ay change period ica lly, and 
you are probably creating new ones all the time. It is these files, your documents, th at 
are the main focus of your backup efforts. The files that don't change may only need to 
be backed up once; the ones that change often need to be backed up frequently. 

O ne problem many people have regarding their documen ts is that they can't remember 
what's in side the fi le named "Jenny's Letter" or the fi le named "Jenny's Letter 2." The 
Macintosh operating system provides you with the capability to create file names up to 
31 characters long. My advice to you is use them, because looking for a file with a de
scriptive name and a date can save time when trying to recover lost data. 

Note 

The Macintosh Finder allows searching for files by many criteria, including the Get Info comments. 
This information is lost, however, each time the desktop file is rebui lt. 

System Files 
Inside your System Folder are typically h undreds of fi les, each of which can be class
ified into one of several types: control pa nels, extensions, fon ts, Apple menu items, 
preferences, and startup items, just to name a few. Luckily, the Macintosh System creates 
specially named fo lders to contain th ese different classes of files. Because they are all 
placed in their proper fo lders, it's easier to deal with them. 
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You should have at least one backup of your entire System Folder (or at the least the Sys
tem, Finder, and all those folders m entioned above) in case you ever experience a system 
softwa re failu re. This is d ifferent than a hard drive crash, but the resul ts can be just as frus
trating unless you can restore your Macintosh to worki ng condition quickly. See chapters 
41, 42, and 43 fo r info rmation relating to System softwa re. See also chapter 36, " Hard 
Disk Problems" for info rmation regarding data recovery from a crashed hard disk. 

Schedule 
There are no magic form ulas o r calculations you ca n use t·o determine how often you 
should perfo rm backups. lt's reall y up to you because it's your data that is at risk. I know 
some people that back up their systems every day, and I know o thers that only back up 
on ce a month . Bo th of these solu tio ns are acceptable for these users' particular cases be
cause they provide each one with the right amount of security fo r their data . 

Here are some typical backu p strategies. 

• O ne person uses a Macintosh at home mostly for writing le tters, balancing her 
checkbook, a nd keeping track of her music collection. Sh e feels safe backing up her 
documen ts to floppy disks twice a month because none of the documents she creates 
are rea lly critical, and they are only mildly d ifficult to reproduce. 

• At a small office, the system ad ministrato r performs backups once a week. He con
nects a removable hard drive to each Macintosh and drags each user's "Documen ts" 
fo lder onto an 88MB SyQuest cartridge. Then , to acknowledge that the backup took 
place, he changes the label (colo r) of the "Documents" fo lder. The user must save 
his or her work to this predetermined fo lder in order for it to be backed up. 

• In a large networked office environment, several people with their own Macs save 
their work on a fil e server. Each night, fil es that were added or changed since the 
previous night are backed up au tomatica lly to a OAT (digital audio tape) drive. It is 
each user's responsibili ty to put files on to the fil e server if they want them to be 
backed up. 

In any situation, always rotate your backup media. Fo r ins tance, if all your files fi t on a 
single disk, you want to use at least three disks for backing up. The first reason is that you 
n ever want to overwrite your last backup. The second reason is that if you experience a 
progressive disk failure o r virus attack, you will h ave more than one earlier backup from 
which to recover fil es. 

Usually several driving factors are noticeable in a backup strategy. One facto r is the num
ber o f computers that need to be backed up and the need fo r higher capacity devices to 
sto re the data. Another factor is tha t the more valuable the data, the more frequently 
backups need to be perfo rmed. Finally, the larger the amount of data that needs to be 
backed up ancl the mo re frequently backups are perfo rmed, the higher the chance that 
one or more of the fun ctions should be au tomated. 
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In developing your backup schedu le, be sure t.hat the time span benveen backups encom
passes the greatest amount of work you are wil ling to re-create. If you on ly backup on a 
weekly basis, you could find yourself having to re-create a week's worth of files. If you 
backup nightly, the most data you could lose is one day's worth. Unfortunately, you 
cannot equate the amount of data lost with the amount of time it will take to recover 
that data. In the worst case scenario, even with proper backups of your files, it could take 
several hours to re-format a hard disk, install system software and applications, and 
restore the lost data. 

Keep in mind also, that to formulate a backup strategy for more than one Macintosh, 
you need to study (and sometimes regu late) how the computer operato rs around you 
work. 

Automation 
Once you figure out how often your backups need to occur, you need to determine how 
the backups wi ll actually take place. No matter which method you decide to use, there is 
one factor that you have to contend with: t ime. 

Perhaps the most common excuse for not having a current backup of valuable data is, 
" I d idn't have the time." Face it-depending on the number and size of the files you are 
dealing with, it could take a number of hours to manually copy each o f them to another 
storage device. Time is a luxury that very few people have. The last thing you want to 
worry about is making additional copies of your work just in case something goes \·vrong. 

So don't. If the issue of time is of concern to you, use a combination of hardware and 
software soluti ons that don't require th e manual insertion of disks o r the selection of 
individual files. However, if the prospect of spending extra money for an automated 
backup system is no t feasible, perhaps a less-automated solution is for you. 

Fo llowing are several ways to automate o r speed up the backup process. Some require the 
use of hardware or software that may not be part of your current Macintosh environ 
ment. To implement a good backup strategy, the purchase of add itiona l equipment may 
be necessary at this t im e. Some of the software packages that we discuss later in this 
chapter can also automate the backup by choosing to copy only those files th at have 
changed since the last backup. 

Keep Documents Separate 
One way to simplify the backup process is to have all your document files in one loca
tion, rather than scattered all over your hard drive. Optimally, you should store your 
System and applications on one hard drive and your documents on another to reduce 
disk fragmentation. If you don't have multip le hard drives, just create a folder named 
" Documen ts" o r "Active jobs" and store all your current work in it (see fig. 31.1). Within 
this fo lder, your fil es can be further categorized if necessary. At some point, a document 
is finished, and can be moved out of the working fo lder and into a "completed" folder. 
When you prepare to execute a backup, just identify the working folder and back up the 
files in it. 
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Sorting Files by Date 
The Macintosh operating system allows you to view fi les in a window by a number of 
a t tributes, includ ing mod ification da te (see fig. 31.2). By doing this, you can easily bring 
the most recen t ly changed documents to the top of a window for easier selection. 
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Finding Changed Files 
The Find command un der the Fi le menu can assist you in locating all files on your hard 
d rive that have changed since a speci fied date. Choose r ind from the rile menu; click the 
More Choices button; select "Date Modified" from the fi rst pop-up menu; and select "is 
after" from the second pop-up menu . Click the date and use the arrow bu ttons to set it 
to the earlies t date you wa nt to search for. Make sure your hard d rive name appears un 
der the lower pop-up menu, and that an "X" appears inside the check box for "all a t 
once." Click the Find button . You are presented with a single win dow with all directo ries 
expanded and all your recen tly changed fi les highligh ted (see fig. 31.3). 
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Fig. 31 .3 
Finding your most recen tly changed files. 

Perform Backups During Off-Hours 

In m ost cases, once you begin a backup you do not have to stay arou nd to watch it ex
ecute. Dragging fi les to a netwo rked file server o r on to a removable cartridge are bo th 
procedures that, once started , com plete by themselves. Keep in mind that if you wait 
until Friday at 5 o'clock to begin your backup, you won' t actually have the backup fi les 
in your hand until Monday morning. This makes your backup m edia vulnerable to envi
ronmental crash (fire, water sprinkler) o r theft and defeats its p urpose. For this reason 
you may want to consider making your backup day some other day of the week. 

Back Up Across a Network 
When several Macs are networked together, gatheri ng fi les to be backed up can be sim
plified wi th the use of System 7's file sharing capabili ties. Assign one Macintosh with a 
large hard d rive to be the co llection site. Enable fil e shar ing on this Mac and specify a 
sharable co ll ection folder. All the o ther users can use the AppleShare icon in the Chooser 
to log on to the collection Mac and to download the files th ey want backed up onto the 
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hard drive (see fig. 31.4). This way all files a re o n o ne machine and can be organ ized 
more efficiently for backup onto a removable drive o r tape d rive. 

Fig. 31.4 
Use file sharing to collect fi les from networked Macs. 

Hardware 
Every deskto p Macintosh com es with a floppy d isk drive. This is probably the first expo
sure that Mac users have to storage capabilities besides their internal hard drive. As the 
number of files you work on increases, however, the rela tively smal l capacity of fl oppy 
disks becomes apparent. What o th er choices do you have for storing your backups'? Read 
on. 

Several fo rms of storage media are available for the Macintosh: 

• Floppy disk 

• Fixed hard disk drive 

• Removable cartridge 

• Optical d isk 

• Magneto-optical d isk 

• CD-ROM (Compact Disc-Read Only Mem ory) 

• DAT (digital audio tape) 
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Choosing where to store your backup data is almost as m uch a task as choosing what to 
back up. The most impo rtant thing to remember is never to store your backups on the 
same device as your o riginals. If that device fa ils, you've lost both copies of your files. 
Another consideration is the physical location of your backup media, which is covered 
later in this chapter in the section "Physical Securi ty of Backups." 

Each of these media types req ui res a different drive in o rder to use it, so if you're consid
ering a purchase, keep in mind the cost of the drive in addit ion to several d isks or tapes. 
Some of these media types are magnetic in nature and others depend on optical technol-
01:,')'. All except the CD-ROM are capable of both reading and wri ting data (CO-ROMs can 
o nly be written to once), and they all may be d isplayed on your Macintosh desktop as 
icons. The main di fference between these various devices is their capacity. 

Tape is des igned for backup; it's fast, reliable, and inexpensive. If you 're just backing up 
your own dr ive, use floppies or a removable cartridge. They can serve double-purpose as 
both backup media and expandable storage devices. Tape backup systems have been 
around for years, but until recently, they have all relied on analog tech nology. The new 
crop of digita l tape formats, with OAT leading the pack, promises to store your data 
faste r, cheaper, ~nd with more o ptions than ever before. 

OAT 
Digital audio tape (OAT) is a magnetic media format that looks like a miniature version 
of a VI-IS tape. It is a sequential access device, which means t hat the physica l tape must 
be rewound or forwarded to position it at the read/write head. Other types of disks, 
called random access, a llow the head to move to the data. 

For its p rice, OAT provides the greatest amount of storage capacity per dollar. A typical 
1.3G (1300 MB) tape only costs around $10. (Compare that to a $75 removable cartridge 
that stores 44MB.) OAT is also fast when compared against most o ther removable media. 
Not to mention that a OAT tape is small enough to put in your sh irt pocket. 

Depending on the specific brand of drive you purchase and the length of tape you use, 
different configurations are ava ilable for current OAT technology. In fact, breakthroughs 
in compression and SCSI transfer speed have caused OAT technology to change drasti
ca lly over the last few years. 

Here is a typical OAT drive being sold in mid-1993: 

• 2G on a 90-meter tape with transfer rates of 10MB per minute for around $3000. 

Now here is a OAT drive being sold in mid-1994: 

• SG on a 120-meter tape with transfer rates up to 28MB per minute fo r around 
$1600. 

You can see why OAT is the preferred media for professionals who need a cost-effective 
and reliable solution for large amounts of backup data. 
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Everything Else 
The other media types are useful fo r specific backup needs. For instan ce, optical media is 
not sub ject to harm when placed nea r a magnetic field . Magnetic media is useful when 
the data needs to be retrieved insta n tly, or even upda ted several times a day. CD-ROM 
recorders can be purchased fo r about $3,000 which let you create " read-only" discs. 
Although much slower than other media, CD-ROM can sto re around 600MB of non
changing data on a single d isc. Even floppy d isks have their use when sto ring smaller 
files that need to re ta in their transportabi lity from one Macintosh to another. 

Backup Software 
Not everyone needs to use specialized backup software to create and main tain their back
ups. If you are only responsible for the fi les on one Macintosh, you may be able to d rag
and-d rop the fi les onto a floppy or o ther removable d isk. 

If you are responsible fo r an office fu ll of Macs, however, you may want to consider us
ing software that was designed to handle the arduous task of mani pulating thousands 
upon thousands of files. Some programs even use an exist ing network to facili tate the 
collection of files to be backed up. 

CD-ROM and DAT drives requi re that you use some software to wr ite to them, because 
they canno t be mounted to the desktop when em pty. 

Following are some overviews of popular backup software available for the Macintosh . 

Retrospect 
Company: Dantz Development Corporation (510/849-0293) . 

No mat ter what you are backing up to, Ret rospect can handle it. The program can write 
to floppy disks, removable cartridge d rives, and nearly every tape backup device that can 
be plugged in to a Macin tosh . In fact, Retrospect is bund led with most tape d rives you 
can buy. Besides having some very sophist icated, yet easy-to-use backup fea tures, this 
p rogram can also archive your data. In this case, the files are copied to another device 
and then erased from the o riginal hard d rive. 

Each of Retrospect's five m ain hmctions are accessed through an icon in the Directory 
window (see fig. 31.5). Clicking an icon shows the buttons that address that particular 
funct ion. In this exam ple, we walk through some of the steps invo lved in creating a 
backup. 

The firs t window prompts you to select your source volume, o r the location of your orig i
nal data. You may ch oose an entire hard d rive from th e list, o r specify individual fo lders 
by clicking the Subvolumc bu tton . Here we have selected the hard d rive named 
"Murphy" to be backed up (see fig. 31.6). 
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Retrospect's backup function is chosen fro m the Directory window by first clicking the Immediate 
icon, and then Backup. 

Fig. 31 .6 
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If we had previously crea ted a backup of th is volume, all our settings would have been 
saved in a special file called a catalog. Because this is a first-time backup, we must identify 
the type of media we are going to use (see fig. 31.7). Three levels o f security, including 
the U.S. govern ment's DES (Data Encryption Standard), are available options. 

When you have defined the source volume and target location, the backup is ready to 
execute. At this time you can n arrow the search criteria for which files are to be backed 
up. Retrospect provides a very extensive description feature ca lled selectors. By defini ng 
one or more selectors, you can specify exactly which files to mark for backup. Criteria 
can be set based on a file or folder's ela te, file type, flag, label, name, location, and size, 
while also allowing the file to be rejected based on it's ma tching ano ther set o f exception 
cri teria. 
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Fig. 31 .7 
Setting the type of ta rget media. 

f o r those times when you can't personally initiate a backup, Retrospect a llows you to 
c reate scripts tha t auto matically perform scheduled functio ns fro m within the program . 
A script is a set of instructio ns that specifies the o pera tio n to execute, the times to d o it, 
and other o ptio ns. for example, a script can be written to back up on ly certain changed 
folders o n yo ur hard drive to an a lternating set of tapes o n every other Tuesday and 
Thursday, and to create a full backup of a ll your fil es o n the third Mo nday o f each 
mo nth . 

Besides being fu lly fentured for the backup needs of a single workstation, Retrospect has 
an add-on compo nen t called Retrospect Re111ote tha t a llows backup o f several netwo rked 
Macintoshes to a cen tra l loca tion . It is not necessary fo r these Macs to use System 7's fi le 
sharing, you just need to insta ll a Re trospect Contro l Pane l. 

Re trospect is a perfect so lution fo r any backup needs, and is especially well-suited to 
handle com plex sea rch c riteria fo r multiple Mac worksta tio ns. 

Dlskfit Pro 
Also from Oa ntz, this smaller sibling to Retrospect was designed with the same ease-of
use in mind. Nearly a ll settings needed to comple te a backup can be m ade fro m a single 
window. DiskFit Pro is best suited fo r backing u p an ind ividual worksta tion to flo ppy 
disks, hard disks, removable cartridge media, optical disks, or a combination of these. lt 
can, however, be used over a n etwo rk with System 7 file sharing to ga ther data fro m 
several Macintoshes. 

The collectio n o f your backu p disks (DiskFit Pro cannot backup to tape drives) is called a 
SmartSet. Each disk in the set conta ins a small ca ta log file tha t is part o f a master cata log 
o f all the files. By saving catalog informatio n o n each disk, files can be resto red even if 
the maste r cata log in the se t is lost. After you have created a full backup of your files, 
o nly incremental backups are needed to write the changes to the SmartSet. 

All backup data is written as no rmal files to the ta rge t media. Although this process of 
writing data is slower than creating o ne la rge file per disk, it simplifies re trieval o f indi
vidual files tha t ca n be easily dragged back onto your hard d rive. f o r files tha t a re too 
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la rge to fit entirely o n your target disk, DiskFit Pro spli ts them in to smaller segments that 
will auto matically be joi ned during a restore. If you need to sto p a backup during a run 
(for exa mple, if you run out of disks to put files o n), the program le ts you return to 
where you stopped the next time around. DiskFit Pro does not im plement any file corn
pression features during a backup. 

As part of the running sequence, files and folders may be excluded from the backup and 
unattended backups can be initiated. DiskFit Pro even has an optio n to shut off your 
Macintosh when it has completed its jo b. 

To help you remember when it's time to make your next backup, a contro l panel is in
cluded with the package. DiskFit Pro Reminder can be scheduled to no tify you at a speci
fied t ime o n certain days o f the week that a backup needs to take p lace. 

Redux Deluxe 
Company: lnline Software (203/435-4995 o r 800/453-7671) 

If you like programs that mo re-or-less run by themselves, then take a look at Redux De
luxe. Launch the program and choose Backup. After iden tifying your source disk and 
target disk, Redux Deluxe auto m atically names your backup d isks and erases them if 
desi red. That's it . Now for the options. 

Your files will be written in o ne of two fo rmats: no rmal o r pro prie tary. It depends on 
how much data you have selected to backup. If tile data exceeds the space on your target 
disk, the fi les wi ll be written in a compressed format to multiple disks. O therwise the 
backup is written no rmally, as executable fi les. 

Redux Deluxe can create backups o n flo ppy disks, hard disks, removable cartridges, tape, 
or network volumes. The normal opera tion o f the program replaces fi les that have 
changed since the previo us backup, adds new fi les, and removes o ld o nes. To prevent 
this usually undesirable feature, you must choose Anchor Deleted f-il es fro m the 
applica tio n's File List. If a backup is stopped for any reason, Redux Deluxe ca n resume 
fro m the point at which it left off. 

One optio n called f-ilte rs provides the ability to restrict w hich files a re backed up by 
specifying them by name, da te, type, and creator. For mo re customized file selectio n, a 
script can be created that a llows the use of phrases such as "Check all item s newer than 
o ne week. " These scripts can be saved to disk and opened in other copies of Redux De
luxe, e liminating the need to type them more than once. Unattended backups can be 
initiated, and the ac tivity reviewed in a log. 

Others 
O f course, o ther softwa re packages ca n perform rout ine backups and fi le synchroniza
tio n . Most have similar fea tures to the programs reviewed here and d iffer on ly by their 
user interface. Before buying a program, make sure it can handle your backup needs o f 
today, and grow with you to meet tomorrow's needs as well. Magazi nes li ke MacWorld, 
MacUser, and MacWeek can help keep you updated on the latest develo pments and fea 
tu res of the various backup utilities. 
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Physical Security of Backups 
You now have the knowledge to create and implement a backup strategy. But this isn't 
the end of the line. There are a few pointers you should follow to keep your backups (the 
actual disks, cartridges, o r tapes) sa fe and secure in case they ever need to fulfill their 
intended purpose. 

• Keep magnetic med ia away from magnetic fields. These include the unlikely "bell" 
telephones, electric motors, and fluorescent lamp ballasts. 

• Enable the write-pro tect tab o r mechanism on your backup media. This prevents 
someone from accidentally erasing your data. 

• Follow the same sto rage procedures as you would for "live" data. Don' t let the 
backups get too ho t or too cold, wet, bent, or dusty. 

• Consider locking the backups in a safe or a vault, especiall y if your data is confi
dentia l in nature. 

• If you do put your backups into a safe, be sure to note what temperature the safe is 
rated for. Most "document" safes only keep the internal temperature from reaching 
451 degrees Fahrenhei t (the charring point of paper) . Computer media needs to be 
kept much cooler than that o r it will melt. 

• Create alternating sets of backups. For example, if your entire backup fits on one 
tape, use two or more tapes to sto re your backups. This way when one is being used 
to execute a backup, the o thers are safely put away and nearly as current. 

• Keep your backups physically far away from your original data. (See next section. ) 

Off-site Storage of Backups 
Continuing with the idea of keeping your backups sa fe, it is worthy to note the most 
important way you can keep your backup media in good physical shape: store backups 
far, far away from the source of their files. 

Besides hard drive failure and accidental software erasure of your valuable files, it is also 
possible that you wi ll experience data loss from one or more of the following: natural o r 
accidental disaster (flood, earthquake, fire, electrical malfunction), theft , and computer 
virus (see chapter 32, "Virus Detection and Prevention"). By keeping your physical back
ups in a different office, build ing, city, or state, you can avoid losing both your original 
data and your backups to the same tragedy. 

In a home situation , you may consider keeping your backups in your car, a safe-deposit 
box at your bank, or witn a relative. A simple solution to off-site storage at the office is to 
have the system administrator take the backups home each night they are not in use. For 
larger corporations with larger quantities of backups or confidential data, there are com
panies that provide off-site storage services. 
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Summary 
Hard drive backups are necessary. Without them, all the data on your com puter is at risk. 
The guidel ines presented in this chapter can assist you in developing a successful backup 
strategy incl ud ing scheduling and proper choice of backup media. This chapter described 
d ifferences in hardware and software solutions and reviewed several backup utilities. 
Keep in mind that each backup strategy is unique and may undergo severa l revisions 
durin g actual use befo re it is finalized. 

Defragmenting and, more importantly, opti mizing your hard drive will improve system 
performance. To find out more about optimization and about hard d rive recovery tech
niques, see chapter 36, " Ha rd Disk Problems." 



Chapter 32 

Virus Detection and 
Prevention 
by Darien M. Kruss 

Computers fo ll ow th e instructions provided by a program. A computer program that is 
written with the intent of causing harm is called a vims. The name is derived from the 
similarity with which computer viruses behave to bio logical viruses in the way they 
infect a host system. 

People usually receive a v irus by air, water, o r touch. The vi rus rep licates and multiplies, 
spreading to many parts o f the body. Symptoms of the v irus may not be detected for 
some time afte r it has entered the host. A bio logical vi rus contains genetic information 
as does the person it infects; but mutations make detecting similar, though not iden tical, 
viruses diffi cult. To this day, medical scien ce has no t been able to combat most v irus
borne disease, including the common cold. 

Computers can get v iruses by disk, netwo rk, and modem. Th e virus usua lly tries to copy 
itself to o ther d isks, applica tio ns, and documents. Some computer viruses can lie dor
mant waiting for a specified li me, ·date (such as Friday the 13th), o r other event before 
they begin to cause d isruption. Computer viruses are sometimes derived by mod ifying 
existing computer vi ruses to create addit ional strains that must be sought out. Computer 
users ca n protect their data by using vi rus detection and prevention u t ility software. 

The virus si tuation on the Macintosh is not serious, but it m ust be contained with a 
conscious effort on everyone's part to prevent the spread of infected files. j ust a few min
utes per week can keep your Macintosh, and possibly those computers you share files 
with, virus-free. 

Understanding Computer Viruses 
Wh ile not all computer v iruses behave in exactly the same way, there is a general pattern 
to the \·vay in which they fun ction . A vi rus is a piece of software, and as such contains 
certain executable code that is designed to perform some action. Viruses try to conceal 
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this code in invisible fi les or they may append code to ex isting applications. The more 
places the virus can attach its code, the more often the virus has opportunities to spread 
and execute that code. 

Most Macintosh viruses spread by appending code and replicate themselves to other 
system fi les, applications, and documents on disks, networks, or modem connections. 
Eliminating any chance of virus infection means not using removable disks, networks, or 
downloading fi les from bulletin board systems. Although this is the most effective coun
termeasure against viruses, it is anything but practical. 

Very few viruses are created to do damage as they spread, but just the action of replica t
ing uses up large amoun ts of disk space. Some viruses were written poorly and cause 
system crashes as they try to execute. Those viruses that cause damage typically a ttack 
your hard drive, corrupt the directory, or delete o r rename files to random characters. 
Viruses can go undetected for quite some time and cause extensive damage. 

Known Viruses as of This Writing 
It is unlikely that any un known viruses will find their way into your Macintosh comput
ing environment. Changes in the way the operating system fu nctions have reduced some 
of the risk of becoming infected with a vi rus, and the safety practice of using antivirus 
u tili ties has become widespread. However, since the knovm viruses have had many years 
to make their way into Macs all over the world, there is still a small chance you may 
encounter one or more of these. Here is a list of Macintosh vi ruses that have been de
tected as o f this writing. 

Scores 
Scores, also known as Eric, Vult, NASA, and San jose Flu, in fects System, Note Pad, and 
Scrapbook files and creates two invisible files in your System folder named Scores and 
Desktop (not the same as the normal Desktop file). After your system becomes infected, 
Scores t ries to spread to each application you run . This virus only spreads itse lf, but that 
occupies memory and d isk space. 

nVIR 
This virus is also known as nVIR-a, nVIR-b, I-I pat, jude, n FLU, MEV#, AIDS, j -nVIR, prod, 
nv u:-F, nCAM, MODM, and zero. Once the System file is infected, a counter is set to 
1000. The counter is decreased each time the system is sta rted up or an infected appl ica
tion is run. When the counter reaches zero, the virus sometimes says "Don't panic" if 
MacinTalk is installed. The nVIR virus is not m alicious except that it occupies m emory 
and disk space. 

INIT 29 
This rapid ly spreading virus infects system, application, and document fi les. Infected 
applications do not need to be run in order fo r IN IT 29 to spread. System crashes and 
printing problems are common symptoms of this vi rus. 
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ANTI 
Th is virus infects applications and files tha t resemble applications (like the Finder). ANTI 
does no t infect the System fil e o r documen t files. Applications do no t h ave to be ru n to 
become infected. ANTI may dam age applications so that they m ust be deleted and 
reinstalled. 

MacMag 
MacMag, also known as Peace, Drew, Brandow, and Aldus, infected only System files 
un t il March 2, 1988. On this date it displayed a m essage of peace on the screen and then 
deleted itself, making this viru s v irtually extinct. 

WDEF 
This virus infects only the invisible Desktop file used by the Finder. WDEF can spread 
just by mounting a disk on a n infected Maci ntosh . The v irus can not affect System 7 
disks. On other versions of System , WDEF causes system crashes and fon t problems. 

zuc 
This virus infects only applications, and applications do not have to be run to become 
infected. On March 2, 1990 o r two weeks after an infected application is run, the cursor 
begins to act strangely when the mouse button is held down. 

MDEF 

MDH, also knmvn as Garfield and Top Cat, infects applicatio ns, documents, the Desktop 
fi le, and the System fi le. Applications must be ru n in order to become infected. System 
crashes and d isto rted menus are both symptoms of MDEF. 

Frankie 
Not a Macintosh virus, but one that infects Macintosh emulators on Atari com pu ters. 

CDEF 
Similar in symptoms to WDEF, this virus only infects the invisible Desktop file used by 
the f-inder. System 7 canno t be infected by the CDEF virus. 

MBDF 

This virus infects applica tions, the System fil e, and other resource files. Applications 
become infected as soon as they are run on an infected system. 

INIT 1984 
This virus only infects !NITs and is designed to trigger an infected system that is started 
on any Friday the 13th in 1991 or later. The virus changes many folder and file names to 
random characters. File crea tors and fi le types are also cha nged. I NIT 1984 can delete 
some files. There are Friday the 13ths in May 1994, january l 995, and October 1995. 

CODE 252 
This vi rus d isplays the fol lowing message if triggered between june 6 and December 31 of 
any year: You have a virus. Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Now erasing all disks . However, no 
files are deleted. Code 252 infects the System, Finder, and applica tions and may cause 
system crashes. 
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T4 

This virus spreads to other appli cations and to the Finder. It attempts to change the 
System file. Once infected, an application cannot be repaired. 

INIT 17 

This virus infects the System file and application files. The message From the dept hs of 

Cyberspace is displayed o nly the first time an infected Macintosh is started after October 
31, 1993. INIT 17 can cause system crashes. 

INIT-M 
This is a malicious virus that is triggered on any Friday the 13th. IN!T-M damages a large 
number of fo lders and fi les by changing their names, fi le types, and creator codes. This 
virus only spreads under System 7. There are Friday the 13ths in May 1994, january 
1995, October 1995, September 1996, and December 1996. 

CODEl 
This virus infects applicat ions and the System fil e under System 6 and System 7. CODE 1 
renames your hard drive to "Trent Saburo" wh en an infected Mac is started on any Octo
ber 31. The virus can cause system crashes. 

INIT 9403 

INIT 9403, also known as SysX, is very destructive. After infecting a certain number of 
files, IN IT 9403 erases disks that are larger than 16MB mounted to your desktop. 

Understanding Antivirus Utilities 
Fortunately, utilities a re available that ca n detect viruses based on the program code that 
is unique to each one. These antivirus applications scan your disks, search for vi ruses, 
and eliminate them from your system. Some viruses, however, destroy the files they 
infect, and antivirus uti lit ies cannot repair th is damage. 

Because new viruses emerge periodically, you must be sure to use the most recent version 
of the antivirus utility to scan and repair your disks. Rather than upgrade to an entirely 
new application, some of these progra ms allow you to upgrade by typing in codes that 
will detect newfound viruses. These codes are either sen t to you in the mail (if you are a 
registered user) or posted to bulletin board systems such as America Online and 
CompuServe. 

For those periods of time between sca nning fo r viruses, the antivirus utilities also include 
an !NIT (system extension) that continually mon itors your Macintosh for suspicious or 
virus-like activity. When a known virus is spotted, an alert message is displayed. At this 
point, the I NIT usually prompts you to run the application to remove the virus. 

Applications that intentionally perfo rm malicious acts are called Trojan horses. One 
example is a game t hat erased your hard drive while you played. Unlike viruses, these 
programs cannot replicate. Programs that only replicate and do not cause any damage 
(except for taking up disk space) are ca lled worms. A few years ago, a famous worm 
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caused most o f the Internet to be sh ut down in many parts of the world . Antivirus INITs 
canno t usually protect against Tro jan ho rses and worms. 

Symantec AntiVirus for Macintosh (SAM) 
SAM consists o f an application and an INIT. The INIT sits on your Macintosh a nd scans 
inserted disks and mon it·o rs other activiti es that viruses use to infect files. When SAM 
encounters a known virus, it stops it and no tifies the user with an alert box (see fig. 
32. 1 ). In the case of an infected floppy d isk, the user's only allowable response is to eject 
the disk. 

Fig. 32.1 
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SAM Intercept locates viruses on inserted removable disks. 

When SAM is confronted by a suspicious activity of an unknown nature, an alert box is 
displayed and you can choose what action to take (see fig. 32.2). Allowing the action lets 
it proceed just this once. Denying the ac tion prevents it from completing. The Learn 
function adds this action to SAM's database of allowable activ ity so that it doesn't have 
to ask you again. While monitoring the Mac's operation against known viruses is useful, 
showing a dialog every time some possibly legitimate but suspicious-looking activity 
occurs can be irritating to experienced users and cause unnecessary panic among novices. 

Fig. 32.2 
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SAM not ifies the user of suspicious fi le acti vity. 

While all antivirus utilities can sca n di sks with driver-level compression, SAM also has 
the abili ty to scan compressed archives created with Stuffl t and Compact Pro. Further
more, SAM can detect viruses in HyperCard stacks. SAM supports the entry of code 
strings that a llow it to detect (but not remove) new viru ses . 

Disinfectant 
Disinfectant is a free utili ty written by j ohn Norstad of Northwestern University. It 
includes a very detailed d iscussion of viruses and prevention of any virus program. 
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Disinfectant can install an !NIT to watch over your system for known viruses and alert 
you when a virus is detected. 

Disin fectant cannot scan compressed archives and does no t detect HyperCard viruses. 
You cannot teach Disinfectant about new viruses, you must get an update to the pro
gram. You can obtain Disin fectant from on-l ine bulleti n boards, or by sending a self
addressed, stamped disk mailer and floppy d isk to: 

j ohn Norstad 

Virex 

Academic Computing and Networked Services 
Northwestern University 
2129 North Campus Drive 
Evanston, Illinois 60208 

Virex by Microcom uses a technique called SpeedScan to greatly reduce the time it takes 
to search for viruses. Operations that take o ther utili ties several minutes can be com
pleted by Vi rex in a few seconds. 

Virex supports code st ri ngs that allow it to detect (but n ot remove) new viruses. Virex 
can not scan compressed arch ives, but it can detect viruses in HyperCard stacks. 

CP Anti-VIrus 
An antivirus application and IN IT are included with Cen tral Point's general uti lity pack
age, MacTools. Like SAM, CP Anti-Virus can mon itor your system for virus activity. 

CP Anti-Virus can detect known HyperCard viruses and known Trojan horses. It can also 
scan compressed archives created with Com pact Pro. CP Anti-Virus supports signature 
st rings that allow it to detect (but no t remove) new viruses. 

Gatekeeper 
This JNIT/control panel combination is available free from on- li ne services. The program 
monitors your Mac's activity, looking for signs of known viru s activity, and stops it. 
Gatekeeper also stops unkn own suspicious act ivity in the hopes of preventing virus 
attacks. Many genuine applications perform activities that resemble virus attacks. 
Gatekeeper can lea rn which routines should be allowed and which should be prevented 
(see fig. 32.3) . 

Fig. 32.3 
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Gatekeeper prevents unknown acti vity from modify ing your fi les. 

Codes can be entered into Gatekeeper to allow it to detect (but not remove) new viruses. 
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Problems with Virus Prevention Software 
Virus prevention software is a necessary addition to any Macintosh that accepts incom
ing files. However, this software has a few gl itches related to scanning for and detecting 
viruses: 

• Some antivi rus I NITs conflict with the installation of commercial software 
packages. 

• INITs that monito r your system activity may cause unnecessary alerts to appear 
du ring normal appli cation fun ctions. They could also decrease the performance 
of your Macintosh due to increased background processing. 

• Antivirus software needs to be updated whenever a new virus is discovered. Old 
versions of software may be able to detect a new strain of an existing known virus, 
but won' t be able to remove it. 

• Although no t li kely, antivirus !NITs have the po tential to con flict with o ther IN!Ts. 

• No antivirus software is 100 percent effective on Tro jan horses because the destruc
tive routines in these appl ications can be hidden. 

Even without virus detection software, you can employ a few techniques that decrease 
the likelihood of your Macintosh becoming infected by a virus: 

• Keep your original software floppies locked at all times and install only from these 
d isks o r a locked copy of these disks. 

• Make routine backups of your hard drive and lock the backup disks. Check your 
d isks with virus detection softwa re before each backup. 

• Run all new software (commercial, shareware, and freeware) with a virus detection 
utili ty before using it the first time. 

• Look for strange activity on your computer (unusual messages, font d isplay prob
lems, increased disk activity) that might be the symptom of a virus. 

Summary 
In this chapter you learned how viruses attack your computer and how to prevent them 
from infecting your files through the use of simple precautions and antivirus software. 
Keeping current backups of your im portant fi les is a key step in keeping your system 
virus free (see chapter 31, "Hard Drive Backup and Optimizatio n"). 

The number of existing Macintosh viruses is relatively small, but always increasing- so 
it is important to keep up-to-date with the most current antivirus software. All known 
Macintosh vi ruses as of this writing were listed, as were several utili t ies which can detect 
them. The chance tha t your computer wi ll ever become infected with a harmful virus is 
small, but a few minutes a week of prevention can nearly eliminate that chance. 
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Chapter 33 

Problem Isolation 
by John Rizzo 

There's one thing you do know-something is wrong with your Mac. Maybe the screen 
freezes whenever you do something, or perhaps a hard drive has mysteriously disap
peared, or your Mac simply doesn ' t work. What you don' t know is which one of a mil
lion possibilities in the hardware or software is causing the problem, and you haven ' t the 
foggiest idea where to start looking. Locating the problem may seem like finding a 
needle in a haystack, but a little methodical detective work can uncover the source of 
your Mac's malady. 

Don't despair if you can' t pinpoint the problem exactly. just locating the subsystem 
associated with the problem can get your Mac up and running. In this chapter, you will 
learn about the process of problem solving and how to isolate what isn' t working from 
what is working. Other chapters wi ll focus on remedies for problems that you locate. 
Here, you will learn whether to look in the software or hardware, how to narrow the 
suspects to a handful, and where to look when your Mac is acting like a big paperweight. 

Basic Rules 
f-inding the cause of a malfunctioning Mac is detective work. You need to isolate the 
guilty party from the innocent events that are going on in your Mac. You will do this by 
collecting clues that will implicate some hardware and software components and rule 
out o thers. You need to be methodica l-a haphazard approach can only waste time and 
lead you down blind alleys. 

The following rules will be helpful for problem solving: 

1. Keep an eye out for clues. Look for things out-of-the-ordinary-little things that 
you hadn't noticed before. Some of these oddities may turn out to be perfectly 
normal conditions that you sim ply overlooked befo re, but others will be valuable 
clues. 

2 . Accurately record what you discover by keeping a log of what you did and what 
the response was. You may think you have a good memory, but it's the small, 
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overlooked details that can prevent you from fi nd ing a problem. This record wil l be 
helpful if you decide to seek the advice of o ther Mac detectives. With error mes
sages, be sure to no te the message number as well as the text (see fig. 33. 1 ). 

~ Sorry, a sys tem error occurred. 

[ Res tart I [ Resume I 10=12 

Fig. 33.1 
The lD number in system e rror messages can aid tech support staff in determining a problem. 

3. Use the proper tools. The wrong tool for the job can cause addi tional damage to 
your Mac or your data, as well as frustrate your attempts at getting to the root of 
the problem. This applies to software as well as hardware. (Chapter 41 describes 
some of the software tools you can use for troubleshooting.) 

Finding the Culprit 
You will begin the hunt by narrowing the search to the three main components of any 
computer system: the hardware, the software, and the user. Some problems can be 
caused by a combination of hardwa re and software, as is the case when fa ulty hardwa re 
causes the softwa re to ma lfunction. But before you dig into the technicalit ies of hard
ware and software, it's best to start with the user because user-caused problems are the 
easiest to discover and fix. 

The User 
There is an o ld story about a user who complained Lo his company's computer depart
ment that the new Mac installed on his desk wasn't working. When asked what exactly 
the problem \·Vas, the user replied that the machine wouldn't turn on, even when he 
pressed the foot pedal. It soon became apparent to the problem solver that the user had 
no idea what the Mac's mouse was used for. 

While few users are as com puter-naive as this one, there is a moral to this story that can 
be applied to everyday problem solving: don' t assume the user knows what he is talking 
about. This applies even if t he user is you-you could be staring the problem right in the 
face and no t realize it, so be careful about your assumptions. Ask yourself if there is a real 
p roblem. For instance, what seems li ke a frozen or crashed screen may simply be a task 
that is taking a long time to complete, as might be the case during network access. 
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Whether you are the user o r t he problem solver, it's important to be very clear about 
terminology when communicating with another person. If you are working by yourself, 
ver ify terminology with a manual or reference book. 

There are a few places the user could have gone wrong. Thi s includes using software 
incorrectly, forgetting to turn hardwa re o r software fea tures on, and acciden tally deleting 
re lated files, such as extensions and preference files. A good place to start to look for a 
user problem is with settings in a contro l panel or the preference command in applica
tion software. A user may not be aware of all the settings on the Mac hardware or soft
ware, o r even that there are areas that a llow you to change the setting. Also consider the 
possibili ty that som eon e else cou ld have used the Mac and changed a setting while the 
user was away. 

The Software 
Softwa re is the most common locati on of Mac problems; there are many ways for things 
to go wrong with software. Brand new software can come with problems built right in. 
Bugs, or errors, in the code, are not un common, and are usua lly fixed with a minor up
grade. Software in sta lled on your hard drive can become damaged due to random fluc
tuations in magnetic fields near your hard drive, or due to a computer virus. A sector on 
a hard drive can go bad, taking a vital piece of your application or system software with 
it. Software can also be incompatible with o ther programs on your Mac, so that problems 
show up only when two o r more specific pieces of software are running at the same time. 

There are some indications that your problem is based in software rather than h ardware. 
Problems such as application s unexpected ly quitting o r crashing are usually based in 
software. If you are getting error messages while in an application, your problem is most 
like ly software-based. O ther problem s, such as those related to networks or peripherals, 
could be either hardware o r software. 

One of the most common sources of problems is System software, particularly extension 
files (ca lled !NITS in System 6) and contro l panels. Extensio n fil es are small programs 
that load into memory during startup, and are always running in the background. Con
trol panels are similar to extensions, except that they allow you to change settings that 
control hardware and software. Incompatibilities can occur when two or more exten
sions o r control panels claim the same areas in memory. This can cause repeatable or 
random problems, including frozen screens and system crashes. There are usually no 
incompatibil ities with Apple System software; the problems occur with extensions and 
control pa nels from o ther companies. 

Appl ication-based problems are also possible. An applica tion may no t function properly 
if it doesn 't have enough m em ory allocated to it, particularly if you are working with 
large files. Some applications will let you know that they need more memory, whereas 
o thers will perform slowly, quit, o r even crash. You can increase the memory allotted to 
an application by selecting the appli ca tion icon in the Finder and selecting Get Info in 
the Finder's File menu ()::C+l). Figure 33.2 shows the Get Info box. 
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Fig. 33 .2 
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Use the Get In fo box in both System 6 and 7 to increase the memory allotted to an applica tion . 

Reinstalling System and application software using the original installation floppies can 
often clear up problems. Other times, you may just have to remove the problem software 
if it contains bugs o r conflicts with o ther software. 

The Hardware 
Hardware problems tend to be easier to locate than software problems, but are often 
more costly to fi x. Typical hardware problems include Macs and peripherals that have 
malfunctioning subsystems as well as cables that are damaged or just slightly d iscon
nected. The offending subsystems ca n include a RAM SIMM, a power supply, a 
non functioning keyboard, and hard d rives. Disk d rive problems are particularly worri
some, because they can cause you to lose your da ta. Unfortunately, drive problems are 
not uncommon, wh ich is why you should make frequent backups of your data. This is 
particularly true for PowerBooks that are carr ied around a lo t- they are prone to disk 
drive problems. 

A totally dead Mac almost always has hardware at the root of the problem. If the Mac 
does turn on, hardware problems can prevent your Mac from booting. If you don' t see 
the Happy Mac icon at the beginning of the startup procedure, you will get one of sev
eral other icons. A Sad Mac icon and the Sad Mac musical chord often indicate a hard
ware problem, including RAM or sta rtup disk problem s. A disk icon with a question mark 
means the Mac could not find a boot disk, indicating a problem wi th the disk hardware 
o r cables, or System software. A disk icon with an X mean s that the Mac found a startup 
d isk, but the disk or System software is damaged. 

Isolation By Elimination 
One way to uncover the exact cause of a problem is to fin d out what is not causing the 
problem by removing or disabling the item, o r otherwise proving that it is functioning 
correctly. Other sus·pects can be eliminated from consideration because they have an 
alibi- they were turned off, not in use, o r busy doing something else. It's a good idea to 
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take a survey of control panel settings and the state o f hardware (on o r off) before begin
ning a lengthy program of eliminatio n. 

The process of elimination often starts with extension fil es and control panels. First, you 
will want to turn all of these fi les off at the same time to see if the problem disappears. 
You can do this wh ile holding the Shift key down after you restart. If the problem is still. 
there, you've eliminated all extensions and control panels from consideration. If the 
problem has disappeared, you 've narrowed your search to this class of files. 

To eliminate individual extension files and control panels from the suspect list, remove 
them o ne at a time from the System folder, o r turn them off one by one with an exten
sions manager utility such as Apple Extensions Manager. After disabling a file, restart the 
Mac and try to reproduce the problem. If the p roblem is still there, th e file is probably 
not guilty . (I say probably because sometimes a combination of three extension files will 
cause a problem when any two will work fine.) Repeat this until the problem disappears 
and you 've found your incompatible file. 

If you have several dozen con tro.l extensions loading at startup, you may be able to speed 
up this process of eliminat ion by removing half of the extensions and control panels and 
restarting. If the problem is still there, remove the remaining one-half of the files and 
restart. When the problem disappears, you 've discovered the culprit fil e is in the last 
batch you removed. Replace half of the last batch you removed and restart. Keep doing 
this until you fin d your had fil e. vVith th is method, you' ll need to keep close track of 
wh ich files you've eliminated, but it can be faster than removing one file at a time. 

If you determine that the extensions and control panels a re not causing the problems, 
you might want to consider other files in the System fo lder, such as the Finder and Sys
tem fil es. Unlike extensions, tl1ese files ca n't be removed because the Mac requires them 
for normal operatio n. However, you can replace them with fresh copies. Always make a 
backup of your System file before rep lacing it, because you ·may want to reinstall it if 
something goes wrong. Although the Finder can be replaced by a simple drag-a nd-drop, 
you shou ld use an Apple System disk and Installer program to replace your System file; 
otherwise, sounds or fonts stored inside the file can be lost. 

If re installing the System software doesn't clear up the problem, you may need to re
create your System fi le from scratch. In this case, remove the System and Finder files to a 
safe location, such as another disk and reinstall using the Installer application. Never put 
your System file in the Trash ''for safe keeping," as you ca n loose it for good in the event 
o f a crash. Keep your o ld System fil e on a separate disk until you have all your software 
reinsta lled and working correctly. 

If you suspect an application, you can use the process o f elimination to make sure the 
malfunction doesn't occur in other applications. Once you've determined that it is in
deed a single application that has a problem, you can try reinstalling it to correct for 
corrupted code. You can also try turning features off one at a t ime in a preferences box 
to isolate the problem to a specific task and identify a bug. 
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The process of elimination also works with hardware. You can prove that major compo
nents (such as hard drives, monito rs, RAM SIMMs, expansion cards, and cables) are 
working by replacing them with parts that you know are working, o r by t rying them in 
another Macintosh. You may be able to narrow down the problem to one of the Mac's 
ports, all of which reside on the logic board. For problems on the logic board, the best 
you can usually do is narrow down the search to a funct ional group. For example, if 
you've determined that your ADB cable and keyboard are working by trying them on 
another Mac, you can conclude that the ADB circuitry on the logic board is malfunction
ing. However, it is impractical to determine which chips on the board are causing the 
problem. 

After you have isolated a candidate culprit, either hardware o r software, try to reproduce 
the problem by returning the suspect to its o riginal con figuration. If the problem reoc
curs, you have been successful. However, some problems act random ly. In this case, you 
will have to use your Mac for a longer period of time with and without the suspect soft
ware or hardware to see if the problem reoccurs. 

Isolation by Positive Symptoms 
Positive symptoms make it easy to identify the problem but often indicate a severe or 
fatal problem. A positive symptom includes smoke from a piece of hardware, o r a loud 
noise from systems with movin g parts, such as disk drives and printers. Bent, broken, o r 
corroded components o n the logic boa rd, expansion cards, and connectors are other 
symptoms to look for. Excessive heat is ano ther. (Be sure to shut off and unplug the Mac 
before touching internal parts.) Many parts are normally warm wh en operating-85 
degrees Centigrade is not unusual for electronic components-but you should be able to 
touch them for a few seconds without getting burned. If a hard drive is very hot, there is 
a good chance it is dead. 

Software can also exhibit positive symptoms. An example of this would be a problem 
(such as crashing or freeZing of the screen) that regularly occurs when you activate a 
certain feature or h it a certain key combination . 

Totally Dead 
One of the most fru strating problems you can encounter occurs when you press the start 
button on your Mac and nothing happens. Sometimes everything isn't dead, just a ma jor 
compon ent. Sometimes everything is dead. In either case, you have a hardware problem. 
"That's nice," you may say, "but how can I eliminate suspects if no thing works and there 
isn't any smoke or flames?" The answer is to look at each of the few systems that could 
be preventing your Mac from working. Start with the indicato r lights. 

No Power LED 
LED indicator lights are found on your Mac, on external hard drives, modems, prin ters, 
and other peripherals. If the indicator is not lighting, it is possible that the LED itself is 
the problem, but it is not very likely. LEOs use very li t tle power and are almost immortal. 
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You can open up the case to see if the wire connecting the LED to the logic board is still 
plugged in. This is easy to do with most Macs, but not so easy with an external hard 
drive. Un less you've been messing around inside the box, a loose LED wire is not likely 
to be the problem, either. You should check the following items: 

• Is the device turned on'? 

This sounds like a dumb question, and actually, it is a dumb question, but the only 
thing checking can hurt is your pride. Check the power switch of the Mac and all 
hard drives or other devices on the SCSI chain. If the Mac is plugged into a power 
strip, make sure the strip is turned on as well. 

Some Quadras and Apple Workgroup Servers have power keys. Make sure the key is 
inserted and turned to the on ("1") position. 

Occasionally, the keyboard power-on switch may not be fu nctioning. Try unplug
ging the keyboard and restarting with the power-on switch on the back of the Mac. 

• Is your Mac receiving external power? 

Make sure your Mac is getting power from the AC outlet it is plugged into by plug
ging something into it. A radio is good because you hear when it's on and don't 
have to be looking at it while you fidd le with circu it breakers. If the AC outlet 
checks out okay, plug your test device into any power strips your Mac may be 
plugged into. 

If your radio remains silent, check the fuses and circuit breakers in the power 
chain. If you're at home, you may have blown a house fuse or tripped a circuit 
breaker, or an office circuit may have become overloaded . (Your room's lights may 
be on a separate circuit.) Power strips sometimes have fuses of their own to protect 
against power surges, so check those as well. Also check peripherals for built-in 
fuses or circuit breakers. 

• Is your Mac's power supply okay? 

If the external power checks out okay, the problem may be with internal power, 
the power supply. A power supply in a Mac or peripheral takes high-voltage (100 to 
250 volts) AC power and turns it into several lower DC voltages that the various 
circuits can use. Power supplies are analog devices, full of big capacitors and resis
tors, rather than digital chips, which can burn out with age. 

Older Mac models (before theSE) are notoriously prone to power supply problems 
due to lack of cooling fans and to capacitors that have low heat tolerances. How
ever, power supplies can go south in any Mac or peripheral. You can damage a 
power supply by plugging your Mac into an AC outlet that is not properly 
grounded. Plugging your three-pronged plug into a two-pronged outlet using a 
converter plug can also damage the Mac's power supply, unless you ground the 
converter plug to a pipe or o ther true ground source. A power surge in the AC line 
can also damage your Mac's power supply, which is why a surge protector is a good 
idea. 
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If you have a bad power supply, you may h ave experienced a shrinking screen in 
the days or weeks before your Mac went dead. A shrinking screen is a sign that the 
monitor isn ' t getting the power it needs. CD-ROM drives wi th faltering power sup
plies may no t read CD-ROM d iscs properly, and may no t read audio discs at all. 

If your Mac isn 't wo rking, try replacing the power supply with one you know 
works from another Mac of the same model. Although it is difficult to remove the 
power supply in older Macs (such as the Plus, SE, and SE/30), it is a snap in o ther 
models, such as the Tlci and some Quadra models. 

Nothing on the Screen 
If the LED indicators do light up and you hear startup sounds but no thing appears on 
the screen, the Mac is probably on, and its power supply is okay. Once again, it's good to 
start with a dumb quest ion. 

• Is the monitor on? 

The monitor isn't something most of us are used to turning off, so it's often over
looked. However, some users, to con serve energy, will turn the monitor off while 
leaving the Mac on fo r network access. The power switch o n most monitors is usu
al ly at the back. 

Is the monitor plugged in? Remember, there are two cables that n eed to be plugged 
in: the power and the video. The power cable is usua lly plugged in to the back of 
the Mac, but it doesn't have to be. It could be plugged into ano ther power source 
such as a power strip or the back of an externa l hard drive, which may not be 
turned on. 

Are the contrast and brightness turned all the way down? Check these knobs by 
turning them all the way th rough from one extreme position to the opposite 
position. 

• Are the cables OK? 

Check to see that the cables are fully seated on both the monito r and the Mac. 
However, like all cables, mon ito r cables can go bad. With frequen t bending, a wire 
can break on the inside of the cable, or come loose from the conn ector. The best 
way to identify a bad cable is to switch it with ano ther cable on anoth er Mac. If the 
cable is bad, throw it away. Troubleshooting and fixing a cable ca n be clone, but it 
is no t worth the time and will result in a cable of questionable reliability. 

Check fo r bent pins. on the cable. Pins can bend if someone has forced the cable 
into the Mac's port. You can straigh ten bent pi ns with a needle-nose pliers, but be 
careful no t to break the pins. 

No Sounds 
A Mac is not a h1ll Mac without sou nd. ff you get your Mac to start up and display suc
cessfully, but the Mac fa lls silent, check for th ese areas: 
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• Startup Sounds 

If there are no startup sounds, check to see if you have headphones or other cables 
plugged into the sound-out port. A cable in this port will disable all sounds. If you 
have an AV Mac, check to see if the cards are seated, or if cables are plugged into 
the sound-out ports on the A V card. 

If the sound port and AV cards are okay, open the Mac and check to see if the wire 
connecting the internal speaker to the logic board is plugged in on both ends. 

• Volume Setting 

If you do get startup sounds, but nothing after that, the volume setting in the 
Sound contro l panel is probably set to zero (see fig. 33.3). If this is so, the menu bar 
wil l blink whenever a system beep is supposed to occur. This is a convenient set
ting for PowerBook users, who may be working on an airplane or in a library . 

However, even with the Sound volume set to zero, you may hear some sounds 
faintly, such as a dialing modem. 

Sound 
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Fig. 33.3 
The Sound contro l panel can be set to zero to render your Mac silent. 

Summary 
Isolating a problem can take minutes, hours, or days, particularly if the problem is soft
ware. In the worse case of software, if you can't find the problem, you can usually fi x the 
problem by reinstalling everything (after making a backup of your hard drive, of course). 

With hardware, you may not be able to fix it yourself, but someone else most likely can. 
For a price, you can even have data extracted from completely dead hard drives. 

In this chapter, we've identified the general procedures to help you narrow the list of 
suspects. In the nex t chapter, we go through the specific ha rdware areas and the tools 
available to help you troubleshoot. 
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Hardware =Troubleshooting 
by f ohn Rizzo 

The last chapter d iscussed the methodology of isolating problems from the many hard
ware and software operations that are fu nctioning properly. This chapter focuses on the 
tools and methods of locating problems in your Mac's hardware and cabling. You learn 
how to build an effective arsenal of hardware and software tools that can reduce the time 
your Mac spends in the repair shop and how to use tools to isolate problems to specific 
hardwa re subsystems. In this chapter, the main topics are the Mac's hardware infrast ruc
ture, the input/output ports, power supply, and logic board. This chapter will help guide 
you to the subsystem that is causing a problem, and get into some of the solutions fo r 
the problems. More specific discussio n of problems and solutio ns for the Mac's hard 
disks, floppy drives, SCSI, monitors, keyboards, and mice are covered in the chapters 
foll owing this one. 

Primary Hardware Diagnostic Tools 
One advantage that hardware troubleshooting has over software troubleshooting is its 
sensual aspect . While the logica l operations of software can be seen largely in a concep
tual space in our minds, hardware is laid out right in front of us where we can access it 
with our senses as ou r primary tools. 

Eyes 
Take a good look at your Mac before anything breaks. Look at all ports on the back and 
find out what each one is for, even if you have to break unwritten Mac user's code and 
look at the manual. Notice the differences in the type of connector used in each port. 
Open the case, examine the expansion cards, look at the internal cables connecting the 
drives to the logic board. Glance at the chips o n the logic board, and notice how the port 
con nectors are soldered to it. Locate the RAM slots and notice the angle of the SIMMs. If 
your Mac has a PDS slo t, find it. 

Why bother with all this now, when your Mac is behaving perfectl y? There are two rea
sons. The first is to familiarize yourself wi th what the Mac is supposed to look like, so 
that you can spot when something out of the o rdinary occurs. And the second is to 
know the location of the major subsystems. You may not have the luxury of time 
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(or even temperam ent) to locate them if your Mac breaks in the middle of an important 
project. 

When your Mac does break, be a detective. As you inspect cables and electronics inside 
the case, keep an eye out fo r the unusual-bent parts on the logic board, cables not fully 
sea ted in their connectors, RAM SIMMs sitting at a nonuniform angle in their sockets. Is 
the Mac's cover closing smoothly over the expansion cards? Are there any cuts in the 
internal SCSI cables? Is th at a wisp of smoke·? Look fo r what is not there as well, such as 
empty spaces where screws or parts of som ething could have fa llen out. If a screw is not 
in its slot, where is it? If it is resting on the two leads of a chip, it is probably shorting out 
the circuitry. 

Ears 
just as you should famil iarize yourself with what a no rmal Mac looks like, you should 
familiari ze yourself with the no rmal sounds of your Mac. These include the spinning of 
the hard drive, the startup sounds, the monitor's subtle high-pitched whine. Turn your 
Sound contro l panel up to seven, just to discover what the speaker sounds like when 
asked to perform at maxi mum volume. 

The Mac should make th e same types of sounds day after day; if something changes, 
something's up. A changi ng pi tch in the spin ning of a hard disk can sign al the begin
ning of a d rive problem. Listen fo r g rinding no ises-nothing should be making that kind 
of racket. Carefu lly pick up a malfunct ioning Mac, hard drive, or smaller peripheral, and 
gen tly rock it from side to side. Hear anyth ing loose? You shouldn't. Also listen for 
what 's no t there. The disappeara nce of a familiar no ise can be just as tell ing as the ap
pearance of a n unfa miliar one. 

Nose 
Keep a nose out for the sm ell of anything burning. Although parts can get warm during 
no rma l operation, hard d rives, power supplies, cables, expansion cards, monitors, and 
other parts do not normally combust. A slight burn ing smell can indica te that something 
has malfunctioned and is running too hot. 

Diagnostic Utilities 
While lhe senses are you r first level of tools, they often take you to a point beyond 
which you're on ly guessing about a problem. If your Mac is running, software tools cal) 
help you make your guesses considerably more educated. (If your Mac is completely 
dead, chapter 33, "Problem Isolatio n, " discusses techniques to help isolate the problem.) 
No single software util ity is sufficient for troubleshooting every conceivable problem; it's 
no t a bad idea to have several u ti lities on hand. Some products are better at find ing par
ticular problems than o thers. 

\tV hile some of the following uti li ties contain provisio ns that can fix problems on your 
Mac, th is chapter mainly focuses on those products tha t help you loca te a problem. I 
begin with products that can a nalyze and diagnose storage disks-a common source of 
problems and often the first place to suspect when something goes wrong. Many hard 
drive problems are actually problem s with software on the drive, but this softwa re 
doesn't manifest itself in the form of fi les and can on ly be reached with special utilit ies 
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such as those described here. (Hard drive formatting and optimization products are cov
ered in chapter 36, as is a discussion of the causes of hard drive problems.) After the hard 
drive tools, I discuss some of the best general purpose hardware diagnostic software you 
can add to your troubleshooting tool belt. just remember that before using any trouble
shooting utility, it's a good idea to back up your files. 

Disk First Aid 
Disk First Aid comes with Apple's system software disks and is located on the Disk Tools 
disk. It can diagnose and solve simple problems on floppies and hard drives, whether 
they are Apple drives or third-party drives. Disk First Aid is a good utility to try first when 
experiencing disk problems. It's easy to use, and if Disk First Aid can solve your problem, 
it wi ll do so quickly. Recent versions of Disk First Aid have been improved over older 
versions and now provide information about what is being checked and repaired on the 
disk (see fig. 34.1). 
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Fig. 34.1 
Disk first Aid comes with your Mac's System software. 

However, Disk First Aid should not be your only disk troubleshooting tool. The old ad
age, "You get what you pay for," applies here; Disk First Aid is free. It can' t detect or fix 
many problems, and it cannot recover data. 

If Disk First Aid (or any other disk uti lity) repairs a floppy disk, immediately copy your 
data to another disk and throw the fixed floppy away. Floppy disks don't last forever and 
are too inexpensive to risk losing data. If the floppy fai ls again, you could spend an hour 
of your t ime trying (perhaps unsuccessfully) to recover the data with another utility. A 
floppy disk costs at most one dollar, far less than what an hour of your time is worth. 
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Norton Utilities 
Symantec's Norton Utilities for Macintosh is a h ard drive troubleshooting application 
that is very good at what it does. lt does a lot, including diagnosis and repair of common 
problems on hard and floppy disks, as well as d isk optimization and backup. It also pro
vides several methods fo r recovery of data from a crashed disk and from files that have 
been erased. For problem diagnosis and repair, you select the Norton Disk Doctor portion 
of the application (see fig. 34.2). The software is easy to use: just click a button, and Disk 
Doctor runs the diagnostic tests, which are not user-configurable. 

Fig. 34.2 
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Norton Disk Doctor does a good job of bringing damaged disks back to li fe. You can even 
use it on disks that won 't mount on the desktop. When it finds a problem, the utility 
gives you a description of the problem and gives you the option to repair or to ignore the 
problem. Norton Disk Doctor can repair bad boot blocks. Boot blocks are the portions of 
the disks active in the early stages of a Mac's startup procedure. This u t ility checks every 
file on the disk for anomalies, and can find and recover files that have disappeared. If 
Norton Disk Doctor detects a problem and tells you it can't fix it, there may be a prob
lem with the dr ive mechanism. (For more information on Norton Utilit ies, see chapter 
36.) 

MacTools DlskFix 
Central Point Software's MacTools is a collection of disk utilities and control panels that 
include disk optimization, backup, and file recovery. MacTools a lso includes DiskFix, an 
application for conducting diagnosis and repair of hard drive and floppy disk problems. 
You can set DiskFix to run one or more of several disk diagnostic tests, including those 
for bad boot blocks, file problems, and viruses. You can test for indi vidual problems if 
you suspect one and don' t want to run the entire set of tests, which can take a while if 
your disk is large. You can also set DiskFix to test your hard drive automatically when 
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you are not using it and set it to fi x any problems it encounters. DiskFix keeps a record of 
each repair it makes, so you can "undo" any repair at a la ter t ime. 

Given these featur:es, is it better to stock your tool chest with Norton Disk Utilities or 
MacTools with Diskrix"? It's actually worth it to h ave a copy of each . Each program fixes 
certain problems that the o ther misses. (Chapter 36 goes into some deta il on how to 
effectively use these programs.) Both progra ms come with a bootable emergency disk 
that you can use in case your hard drive isn't booting o r mounting. 

MacEKG 
MacEKG from MicroMat Computer Systems is a contro l panel that t ro ublesh oots a vari
ety of hardware problems. At startup, it perfo rms the tests you selected on the major 
hardware subsystems-the more tests you turn o n in the MacEKG control panel, the 
longer your Mac's sta rtup time will be. The available tests include those o n v ideo, RAM, 
and SCSI systems, as well as a veri ficatio n test for disk media and a perform ance test on 
CPU logic functions. MacEI<G logs test performa nce results in a histogram; you can see if 
your Mac has been sliding downhi ll over a period of time. 

Crash Barrier 
Crash Barrier from Casady & Green is a control panel that intervenes in the event of a 
System crash o r freeze to help you recover control o f your Mac to prevent data loss, or to 
quit a crashed applica tio n cleanly (see also chapter 42, "System 7 Problems"). Crash Bar
rier replaces the Mac's System bomb d ia log boxes with its own dialogs that give you 
additional options other than "resta rt. " In the case of a frozen screen, you ca n use a key 
combinatio n to bring up a Crash Barrier dialog box. Messages can also come up to te ll 
you when System memory is low to help you prevent a crash. 

Yo u can set Crash Barrie r at Beginner o r Expert level, each o f which o ffers a different set 
of o ptions to recover fro m a crash. Beginner level offers Fix It, Restart, ancl Quit, while 
the Expert level adds Continue, Resum e, Reenter, and Un-hang to the Beginner options. 
You may see some or a ll of these o pt io ns-which o ptio ns are available to you depends 
o n the type of problem Crash Barrie r detects. Crash Barrier recommends o ptions to fit 
the situation. 

Depending on the software you have installed, Expert level can be a bit annoying be
cause d ialog boxes may interrupt you r work at the slightes t li ttle irregularity. However, 
the notices of these irregularities and the information in the dialog can be helpful for 
t roubleshooting ha rdware o r software. 

Help! 
Help! from Technosis is a good tool fo r detecting problem s that are primarily caused by 
softwa re, but it does have some h ardware tro ubleshooting features. Help! produces a 
repo rt of your en t ire setup and te lls you if you have two o r more pieces o f software (in
cluding extensions, contro l panels, and applications) that a re known to conflict. It does 
this by comparing your installed softwa re to its own database o f known con flicts. For a 
fee, you can subscribe to quarterly updates to Help!'s da tabase. 
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To aid in hardware troubleshooting, Help! also gives you a list of your hardware configu
ration: RAM configuration, SCSI devices, cards, video, and device drivers in addit ion to 
software info rmation on versions of system software, fonts, and so on. 

Port Problems 
Ports are your Mac's way of communicating with the rest of the world . You communi
cate with the Mac through the Apple Desktop Bus (ADB) connected to the keyboard and 
mouse, and the Mac talks to you via the video and sound ports. Hard drives, n etworks, 
and modems al l re ly on the ports on the back of the Mac. 

Troubleshooting Methodology and Tools 
When you are having a problem associated with one of the Mac's ports, you need to first 
determine where the problem lies-with a periphera l, the cable, or the port itself. Isolate 
the problem by proving that two of th e three possibili t ies a re fun ctioning correctly. Ca
bling is the most likely cause of problems; it's a good idea to check it first. The po rt itself 
is the least li kely of the th ree to be defect ive. 

f-irst check to see if the cables are firmly seated in the port. If a cable has a method of 
fastening itself to the port, ma ke sure it is fastened. This is clone with a wire clamp or 
hand screw, depending on the type of cable. A cable that is not fastened down can be 
easily knocked loose. 

Next, try replacing the cable with another tha t is known to work. It's not a bad idea to 
keep a fu ll set o f extra cables on hand to use as troubleshoo ting tools. Buy them, veri fy 
that they work, then keep them together. Don't assume that because a cable fits into the 
port, that it's the correct cable fo r the job. Cables that look identical ca n be wired d iffer
ently internal ly. 

Cabling problems can be a li ttle more complicated on the two ports tha t are buses-SCSI 
and ADB are buses. Bus ports can accept mul tiple devices daisy-cha ined together. With 
these ports, the cables themselves could be fi ne, but the way they are connected may 
cause problems. 

Checking the peripheral is simple if you have o ther Macs around: just p lug it into an
other Mac and see if it works. This is easy enough for keyboards a nd modem s, but ca n be 
a lo t of work fo r a hard dJive o r a 21-inch monito r, another reason lo make sure your 
cabling is okay fi rst. 

You can check the Mac's port by plugging in a device that you know works. It doesn ' t 
n ecessarily h ave to be the same type of device. For exam pie, if you have a scanner 
plugged into a SCSI port, you can use a small externa l hard drive to check the port. 

Modem and Printer (Serial) Ports 
The m odem and pri nter ports are almost identical; the main d ifference is that you can 
attach a LocalTalk network to the printer port. Other seria l devices (and their cables), 
including modems and QuickDraw printers such as th e Apple StyleWriter, can be 
plugged into either port. 
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If a serial port is not working, make sure the software that contro ls the device is set to the 
same port (Modem or Prin ter) that the device is p lugged into. For printers, the setting is 
often in the Chooser. For modems, you select the port in the settings box of your tele
communications software. 

Another problem you can encounter with modems is the cable. Modem s that are 9600 
bps often use a di fferen t cable than slower modem s. The h igh-speed modem cable has 
wi ring that enables hardware handshaking, a type of d ialog between modem a nd Mac. 
Computer retai lers who aren' t particularly Mac-aware have been known to sell customers 
the wrong cable with modems, so be sure you ask. 

If you are using the prin ter port to connect to a LocalTalk network, you could have a 
problem with your Loca iTalk connector. Some connectors need to be terminated with a 
small plug containing a res istor. 

Old Style (DB-9) Connectors. The original Mac 128K, 5 1 2K, and 5 12Ke had 9-pin DB-9 
connectors on the two serial ports. DB-9 connectors have a screw on either side of the 
port to fasten the cable to the port. 

New Style (DIN-8) Connec:tors. All Macs since the Mac Pl us, includ ing PowerBooks, AV 
Macs, and Power Macs, use the 8-pin DIN-8 connectors. These are rough ly the same size 
as the ADB port; make sure you know which port you are pluggi ng a cable in to. Forcing a 
serial cable in to an ADB port can resul t in bent pins o n the cable. 

Internal Modems. PowerBooks often have in ternal m odems that add ano ther port on 
the back of the Mac next to the modem port. This in ternal modem port is identi fied with 
a telephone icon . If the m odem is com pletely internal, the telephone port is an RJ-11 
port that fits a standard teleph one cable. Some older PowerBook modems use a small 
connector ou tside of the Mac to attach to the telephone cable. In this case, the telephone 
port in the PowerBook is round . In either case, the port se tti ng used in telecommunica
t ions software is lhe modem port, although nothing is physically connected to the mo
dem port. 

SCSI Ports 
The Small Computer Systems Interface (SCSI) is used to con nect storage devices such as 
hard drive and optical d rives, as well as scanners, to your Mac. The SCSI con nector has 
25 pi ns in two rows, with a wire cl ip on each side to fas ten the connector to the port on 
the SCSI device. The o ther end of the cable connecting to a sto rage device or scanner can 
either be a 25-pin connector, o r the more common 50-pin ribbon-type connecto r used in 
the vast majo rity of SCSI peripherals. Powerl3ooks use a unique 5-by-6, 30-pin port, 
ca lled HDI-30. 

Some newer devices use o ne of two SCSI-2 connecto rs, a smaller SO-pin connector o r the 
SCSI-2 Wide connector, which has 68 pins. 

The SCSI port is one of the m ost frustrating aspects of Mac troubleshooting. SCSI is the 
least plug-and-play aspect o f the Mac, and the source of many of the problem s you may 
ru n in to. In theory, you can just p lug an SCSI cable into the Mac and it self-confif:,•ures. 
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To add SCSI devices (up to seven to tal), you just plug the new o ne into the last device on 
the SCSI chain. That's the theory. 

The rea lity is that SCSI is a very fini cky system, one that can take m uch t ria l and erro r to 
get to work right, particularly if you have a lot of d isks in the chain. If hard drives are 
not show ing up o n the desktop, chances are the SCSI cha in isn ' t happy about the way 
you set it up. 

SCSI Probe. Troubleshooting a SCSI po rt requires a utili ty that gives you some contro l 
over the SCSI chain, such as SCSI Probe, a control panel by Robert Pol ic. SCSI probe lists 
the SCS I devices connected to your Mac and te lls you their ID numbers. If a device shows 
up in SCSI probe but does not show up o n your desktop, hit the Mount button, and the 
drive wi ll miraculously appear. If a drive o r two doesn 't show up in SCSI probe, you 
p robably have a SCSI ID con fli ct. SCSI probe will tell you if your SCSI chain is improperly 
terminated. 

SCSI Probe is so vi ta l to keeping your Mac running that Apple should have included it as 
part o f the System software yea rs ago. Apple hasn 't done that, but SCSI Probe is ava ilable 
free on computer bu lle tin boards and o n many collectio ns o f shareware and freewa re. It 
is also included with some storage devices. Some disk utilities, such as Hard Disk Toolkit 
from FWI3, have SCSI Probe's capabil it ies built in. 

SCSIID. Each SCS I device needs to be given an ID numbe r, usua lly set by a switch on the 
device. The I D number ca n be from 0 through 6. Zero is usua lly the defau lt SCSI ID of an 
internal hard clrive. The :'viae itself uses the ID number 7. 

If d isks are not mounting o n your desktop, check the 10 numbers of your devices. Two 
or mo re devices w ith the same SCSI ID number can p revent the Mac fro m seeing the 
conflic ting devices, o r from seeing a ll SCSI devices on the chain. 

Termination Power. The first and last device of a SCSI chain must be terminated with a 
term inator con nector tha t plugs into o ne of the ports o n the drive. If you don' t have an 
internal drive, you ' ll need a terminator connecto r o n the first external device and last 
external device o n the chain. For devices with a single SCSI port, the termina to r should 
be placed be tween the cable and the device's port. 

If you have an internal drive, it is the first device in the SCSI chain, and therefore sho uld 
be terminated. (You ' ll still need a te rminato r connector o n the last external device in the 
chain .) Internal drives usually contain built-in terminating resistors that can be turned 
on and off either with a switch o r in software. (Check your manual to see which type 
you have.) If you have more than one internal hard disk o r CD-ROM d rive a lo ng with 
some externa l devices, only the first internal d isk sho uld be te rminated. The others must 
have their term inating resisto rs removed o r turned off. Sim ila rly, if you have multiple 
internal drives bu t no externa l d rives, than the first ancl last in terna l d rives must be ter
minated. 

A pro blem ca n occur when the terminato r does not get the power it needs from the de
vice it is plugged into . Different devices don't a lways provide the required five volts to 
both ports. This lack o f power causes disks to disappear fro m the desktop, and causes 
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SCSI Probe to tell you the chain is no t termi nated , even when you have terminato rs on 
the first and last devices. 

The so lutio n here is to move the terminators and SCSI cable around to different po rts on 
the device. Try the cable an d terminato r on separa te ports, and on the same port. Thi s is 
a trial and erro r process, bu t it usually works. 

Internal Te rmination. Some external SCSI devices include built-in termination and 
don ' t require a terminato r connecto r. A few manufacturers put a SCSI terminatio n switch 
on the ou tside of the device that enables you to turn it on or off. O ther manufacturers 
requ ire you to set DIP switches; the device's manual lists th e settings. In some devices, 
connecto rs are soldered in and you ca nnot tu rn them off at all. These devices m ust be 
placed as the first o r last device in the SCSI chain. If in doubt about which type of con
necto r your device has, check the manual o r call the tech support department of the 
manufacturer. 

Special Cases: the Mac llfx and Mac Plus SCSI. The normal ru les fo r SCSI are a little 
di fferen t fo r the Mac llfx. Terminato rs on all other Macs ca n be either gray or black. The 
Mac llfx uses only a single black terminato r in a SCS I chain. Using more than one black 
terminator on a ll fx can dam age th e circuitry in the Mac o r in the SCSI device. r:o r o ther 
Macs, you can use a black terminator with a g ray one, but don ' t use two black termina
tors together. 

The Mac Plus does no t support in ternal hard drives, and does no t have an in ternal SCSI 
con necto r. Since it doesn ' t supply term ination power to its external SCSI connector, 
terminator connectors m ust always be used on the first and last external dev ices on a 
Mac Plus. 

Powe rBook Connectors. PowerBook SCSI ports use a connecto r that is d ifferen t from 
all o ther Macs. Instead of the 25-pin connector, the Power Book SCSI is square. Other 
than the shape of the port, PowerBook SCSI po rts are set up in the same ma nner as on 
o ther Macs, using the same rules o f termination and ID numbers. 

Video Ports 
Most Macs built in recen t years have bui lt-in video po rts for standard RGB d isplay moni
tors. Macs with expansion slots can also accept video ca rds fo r larger monitors o r fo r 
those that support mo re co lo rs than built-in po rts do. The expansion cards also have a 
video po rt. Mul tiple moni tors can be used simultaneously when plugged into built-in 
po rts and one o r more video cards. You can use the Monito r contro l panel to select 
which monitor upon wh ich you wan t the menu bar to be d isplayed. 

Video cabling is fairly trouble-free on the Mac; it's difficult to con figure a video po rt 
incorrectly. The sta nda rd video Mac po rt uses a 15-pin con necto r with hand screws on 
the edges. If your mon ito r isn' t working, check to see if you' re using the cable that came 
with the monitor. Cables that look the same can be wired differently. Some monitors 
come with a cable that uses a PC-style connecto r called HDI -15. Conver ter connectors 
are available which enable you to use an HDI-1 5 cable in your Mac's v ideo port. 
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Ethernet Port 
The Ethernet port is an alternative, faster networking port to the LocalTalk (printer) port 
ava ilable in some Mac models. If you are not on the network, check to see if you have 
the correct transceiver connected to the port, a nd that the transceiver is working. Trans
ceivers can support three different ty pes of network wiring systems-AU I, lOBaseT, o r 
l013ase2. Some transceivers have all three types built in for fl exibility, though you can 
only connect to one netvmrk at a time. 

If your transceiver looks good but you still have problems getting on the network, go to 
the Network contro l panel and select the EtherTalk driver. If EtherTalk refuses to be se
lected, you probably have a problem with the EtherTalk driver softwa re. Make sure you 
have the correct EtherTalk file-it should be an Apple fi le. Some Ethernet card manufac
turers have their own EtherTalk drivers that won' t work with the Mac's built-in Ethernet 
port. You ca n also try reinsta lling the driver from your Apple System disks. Select Cus
tom Install , then select EtherTalk. 

Audio Ports 
The speaker and microphone ports are the audio out and in ports, respectively. Most Mac 
models have a speaker port, while fewer models have a microphone port. Both ports use 
a standard stereo mini-headphone jack. 

Be sure you know which port you connect to speakers or microphones, as plugging in a 
device to the wrong port can damage the audio circuitry on the logic board. 

Speaker Port. The audio-out port ca n be used to plug in headphones, powered speakers, 
or cables to recordi ng devices. The Mac's speaker is disabled when you plug something 
into this port-a handy feature if you want to use a pair of headphones with a noisy 
application in a public place. 

Microphone Port. This audio-in port on older Mac models will accept the microphone 
that comes with some Mac models, as well as third-party microphones and cables from 
sound producing devices. You can use the Sound control panel in System 7, as well as 
third-pa rty applications, to create sound files. 

However, the port on some newer Macs, including the AV Macs and Power Macs, uses a 
line-level signal, not a Mic-level signal as was previously used. The microphones from 
the older Macs will not work on these newer ports, but you can use the newer PlainTalk 
microphone, or direct ly connect a VCR, tape deck, or CD player. 

ADB Ports 
The Apple Desktop Bus is included in every Mac after the Mac Plus. (Early Macs used two 
separate ports for keyboard and mouse.) Many Macs have two ADB ports. The ADB port 
is used for input devices, including keyboards, mice, trackballs, and pen tablets. The ADB 
port uses a simple 4-pin connector. It is similar in shape to the serial ports; be careful 
that you don't try to force the wrong plug into the wrong port, or you may bend pins. 

Like SCSI, the ADB port is a bus, in that multiple devices ca n be connected to a single 
port by daisy-chaining off each device. ADB is a low-performance bus, and while it can 
handle up to 16 devices, it's best not to use more than three per port for the sake of 
speed. 
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Power Supply 
The power supply takes the high-voltage AC power from the AC socket, and converts it 
to low-vol tage DC power for use by the Mac's ha rdware com ponents. Power supplies in 
most Macs a re relatively stable, though there were problems with early Macs. Power sup
plies can be stressed when the tota l power (measured in watts) used by the expansion 
boards used in a Mac exceeds the recom mended limit for that particular Mac model. 
Heat is a problem for power supplies; Macs in a very hot environment are prone to 
power supply fa ilure. Power surges from brownouts, blackouts, and lightning storms can 
also damage a power supply, which is why a surge protecto r is a good idea. And li ke 
power supplies in televisions and other appliances, com puter power supplies can fai l 
wi th age. 

Unlike the circuit ry o n the logic board, power supplies are analog in nature, use less 
expensive, simpler parts, and can be more easily repaired by trained technicians. The 
power suppl ies in most desk top Mac models are contained in a metal casing, and can be 
eas il y removed. 

Problems on Old Machines 
The fi rst Macs-the 128K, 512K, 512Kc, and Mac Plus-are notorious for having power 
supplies that go south. The S£ fixed many of the problems of the earlier models by add
ing an internal fan to keep the parts cooler, and by using heavy-duty power supply com
ponents '"l ith higher temperature and voltage specifications. On the older models, you 
can tell when a power supply is on its way out when th e screen starts shrinking. 

Repairing Mac Pluses and Others wit h Power Supplies on a Card 
In most models of Macintosh, the power supply is contained inside a metal box. In the 
first Macs (the Mac l 28K, Mac S12K, Mac 512Ke, and the Mac Plus), the power supply 
was contained on a circui t board known as the analog board, wh ich also contained some 
of the video circuitry. These were a bit trickier to remove than more recent power sup
pl ies, but you can replace the analog board with o ne from a used Mac dealer o r another 
deacllvlac. All power supplies in these early Macs are the same. 

Caution 

This procedure is very dangerous and should on ly be performed by users experienced with sub
component-level hardware repair. If you doubt your proficiency even a bit, seek professional help. 

Here are instructions o n how to remove the analog board containing the power supply: 

1. Turn the Mac off and unplug it. 

2 . Place the Mac with the screen facing down. Use a n umber 15 Torx-heacl screw
driver with a long neck to remove the screws. (Don't forget the screw under the 
battery cover in the back of the Mac!) 
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3. Open the case with a case spreader to avoid damage to the case. If you can 't find a 
case spreader, you can also use a wide metal device such as a three-inch letter clip. 
Move the tool around the case and open it little by little. Do not use a screwdriver! 
It's very easy to damage the case. 

4. Pul l the case straigh t up. 

Caution 

Don't touch the neck of the VCR tube! It can have high voltage stored in it. 

S. Locate (but don't touch) the high-voltage cable that starts with a connection on 
the tube that looks like a suction cup and ends on the analog board, the vertical 
board. (The logic board is perpendicular to it, lying horizontally at the bottom of 
the Mac.) 

6. Discharge the tube at the suction cup with an Apple-approved CRT discharging 
tool, which has a 1 0-megohm resistor at the end. If you use a screwd river without 
the resistor, you'll get a big spark that can harm both you and the CRT. Rubber 
gloves are a good idea, and Apple recommends safety goggles for this procedure. 

7. Remove the cable running from the analog board to the logic board. Unplug the 
h igh voltage cable that goes fTom the CRT to the analog board from the CRT. 

8. Remove three Phillips head screws from the back of the ana log board, and remove 
the board. 

Power Supplies In Mac llcx, llci, Quadra 700 
The Astec power supply used in the Mac llcx, I lei, and Quad ra 700 has a tendency to fail. 
The symptom is an inabili ty to start up that can only be "fixed" temporarily by un plug
ging the Mac for a while, and by plugging it back in later. This is due to the failure of a 
.0033uf/100vw capacitor at board reference C34, which in turn is caused by the 
capacito r's proximity to aS-watt resistor that gets and stays hot, even when the Mac is 
powered down. To fix these power supplies, you need to replace the capacitor, and repo
sition it so that it's further from the resistor to prevent recurrence of the problem. 

It's possible for the .0033uf capacitor to generate a high-pitched (12.5 KHz) squeal that 
some people find excessively annoying. You ca n substitute a .0022uf/100vw ca pacitor, 
which wi ll still work, wh ile raising the switching frequency of the standby ci rcuit above 
the range of human hea ring. 

Mac LC and llsl Problems 
Whi le the power suppli es in Mac LC, LCII (but not the LCIII), and llsi are genera lly 
sound, they are on a tight power budget and are not rated fo r high-power expansion 
devices. This is mo re of a problem in the original LC. To prevent a power shortage in 
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your Mac that could potentially damage some of its hardware subsystems, you should 
avoid installing such add-ons as coprocessor cards, RAM disk cards, and multi -gigabyte 
internal hard d isks. 

Logic Board Problems 
After tracking down hardware problem s with the tools and techniques mentioned in this 
chapter, you may find that the trai l leads you to the Mac's logic board. You can easily 
replace parts not soldered to the logic board, such as RAM SIMMs, cables, or the lithium 
battery that maintains the settings in the parameter RAM when the Mac is shut o ff. A 
dead battery can manifest itself as an incorrect date and time (often january 1, 1904), the 
d isappearance of text in the Comments field of your Get Info boxes, or mouse speed 
sett ings going back to Very Slow. 

Aside from these few items, the logic board is where the troubleshooting trail will have 
to end, because there are few things you can do with malfunctioning silicon chips. You 
need professional help, o r you need to replace the logic board. If you want to get a quote 
for repai ring the logic board, be sure to mention the troubleshooting you have done and 
the subsystem to which you have narrowed down the problem. However, it is often less 
expensive to replace the logic board, especially if you can find one used. You might take 
advantage of this opportunity to upgrade your Mac by purchasing a more powerful logic 
board. 

Summary 
With the help of some tools and the knowledge of what various sights and sounds mean, 
hardware t roubleshooting can be a main ly successful venture, and one that is not over
whelmingly time-consuming. One measure of success is to isolate the problem to a spe
cific subsystem, such as hard disk, RAM, video, o r NuBus card. At this po in t, you can 
replace the ma lfunction subsystem with a temporary replacement, and get your Mac up 
and running agai n. Other chapters can help you narrow down the problem further, and 
get your subsystems into working order as well. Though we touched on some of the 
specifics here, the next six chapters, 35 through 40, guide you through problems and 
solutions with printing, hard disks, floppy drives, SCSI, monito rs, keyboa rds, and m ice. 



Chapter 35 

Printing Problems 
by Mike Ken t 

This chapter exami nes genera l problems with printing. Because the best solution for 
problems is to avoid them, we outline some settings to keep you o n the righ t path, as 
well as some solutions when things go wrong. Printing problems fall in to eight categories 
that are discussed in this order: drivers, the chooser, page setup, the Print dia log box, 
printer languages, spoolers, hardware, and colo r. 

Printing Overview 
To prin t, your Macintosh must have a driver for your printer. A driver is a computer fil e 
installed in the System Folder that sends instructions to a specific type of printer. With
out it, your Macintosh can 't identify a printer or transmit instructions. Even the most 
basic task, printing an active window (J:e+Shift+4), will not work without a driver. 

The disks used to install your system software include some drivers fo r specific printers. 
You also must specify printing choices in the Chooser, the Page Setup dialog box, the 
Print dialog box, and sometimes a Document Setup dialog box. Your printer must be 
accessible via a proper connector (usually a cable) to download your printing choices. 
Some printers are connected only to a specific Macintosh, wh ile others are shared by 
multiple Macintoshes over a netvvork. And, of course, the printer must be turned on and 
ready to print. 

Understanding Drivers 
It's important to rea lize that not all System installation d isks contain the same drivers. 
For example, the single System Disk that came with the original Macintosh 128K in 1984 
con tained only an lmageWriter driver for the single printer then available. Now System 
7's Printing d isk contains nine printer drivers, as shmvn in figure 35.1. 
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Fig. 35.1 
Tile print drivers supplied with System 7. 

Additio nal drivers are avai lable from third-party suppliers, including files for printers 
designed to work with IBM-compatible computers and high-end typesetters used in the 
publish ing industry. If you need a specialized driver, try contacting the manufacturer of 
the printer. If that doesn' t produce results, local retailers and mail-order houses sell 
driver/cable packages like PowerPrint. 

Choosing the Right Driver 
Using the wrong driver can prevent printing, so it's important to use the correct one. The 
lmageWriter driver, fo r example, is meant fo r use when that printer is directly connected 
to a single Maci ntosh, and the AppleTa lk lmageWriter d river is used for an lmageWriter 
modified to be shared on a network. Similarly, the LQ lmageWriter driver is used with 
that pri.nter connected di rectly to a single Macintosh and the LQ AppleTalk ImageWriter 
driver is for use on a network. 

It's best to install only the printer drivers that correspond to the printers you will be 
using. lnstalling a ll the d rivers ava ilable on your System in stal ler disks can be confusing, 
and each driver requires disk sto rage space. 

Choosing the Right Version. The driver in your System r ile may be the right one for 
your printer, but the wrong version. That's because drivers with the same names are 
sometimes updated with new System versions. For example, the lmageWriter file that 
came with the Macintosh 128K is the o riginal versio n, w hile the file provided with Sys
tem 7.1 is up to version 7 .0.1 and the Laser Writer driver is 7.1.2. 

Failing to update printer d rivers along with your System file ca n be a source of printing 
problem s. Drivers are often optimized to work with specific System versions. To check a 
driver's version number, select it and choose Get Info ():C+I) from the File menu. A win
dow opens containing the versio n number, as in figure 35.2. 
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Be aware, ho wever, that this doesn't mea n the System and printer driver will have the 
same version number. System 6.0. 7, for example, comes w ith two LaserWriter drivers, 
versions 5.2 and 6.0.2, lmageWrite r 2.7, and LQ ImageWriter 2.0. When in doubt abou t 
printe r driver ve rsio ns, check the version numbers o n the Printing d isk tha t came with 
the package used to install your System fi le. 

Fig. 35.2 
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Checking the version number of <I printer clriver. 

Using Drivers with Network Printers. When a prin ter such as a La serW riter is shared 
o n a network, a ll the Macin toshes on the network should use the same vers ion of the 
LaserWriler file . If not, the first Macintosh to use the printer wi ll set it to be used o nly 
with the version of the LaserWriter and Laser Prep files o n that Macintosh. 

W hen another Macintosh with a different driver version attempts to print, it will be 
greeted with an e rro r m essage. The printe r must then be reset (usually by turn ing it off 
and on aga in) before tha t Macintosh can print. The newest printer driver for System 7, 
LaserWriter 8.0, however, does not appear to have this problem. 

Understanding the Chooser 
Afte r a driver o r drivers has been installed on your Macintosh, you must specify which 
driver the Mac will use. This is done in the Chooser, a prog ram installed in the System 
Fo lder and avai lable under th e Apple-shaped menu, as illustrated in figure 35.3. 

A Chooser wi ndow may simply contain a single printer driver, pe rhaps for a LaserWrite r. 
Or, if it is part of a network, it may contain devices for the network along with ne two rk 
p rinter drivers and a box identify ing zones. Figures 35.4 and 35 .5 illustrate simple and 
complex Choosers. 
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Fig. 35.4 
A simple Chooser 3.5 window with o ne printer driver. 

Non-Networked Printing 
When a non-networked printer is selected, two icons appear in the right-side Chooser 
box as shown in figure 35.4. One is a printer icon and the o ther is a telephone icon. 
They correspond to the two serial ports on the back of your Macintosh, which are also 
marked with these icons. 
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Fig. 35.5 
A Chooser 7.2 window with multiple printer and network devices. The box for zones appears only if 
a Macintosh is connected to a nehvork that supports them. 

The usual choice is to select the printer icon in the Chooser, as shown in figure 35.4. 
This requires that the cable from your printer must be plugged into the corresponding 
printer-icon port on the Macintosh . If the cable is plugged into the telephone-icon port 
and the printer-icon port is selected in the Chooser, any print commands will simply be 
lost. Similarly, if the cable is plugged into the printer-icon port and the telephone icon is 
selected in the Chooser, print commands will be lost. 

Using Two Types of Printers. Using the telephone-icon port is impossible if a modem 
is to be used wi th the Macintosh. But if no modem is con nected, th e port can be used to 
access a non-networked printe r while a printer or printers remain ava ilable on a network 
through the printer port. 

Simply connect a non-networked printer to the modem port and the network cable to 
the printer port. Then select the appropriate non-network printer driver and the modem 
port. The non-networked printer will be accessible only from the Macintosh it is con
nected to. This way, you may print on either the non-netv.rorked printer or on a net
worked printer by selecting the appropriate driver in the Chooser. 

Alternatively, if a modem is to be used, a simple A-B box can be connected to the 
telephone-icon port and be used to switch between the non-networked prin ter or the 
modem. The Chooser procedures are the same. 

My Port Changed. One of the most frustrating experiences for novice users can be the 
discovery that even when a printer driver and the printer port are selected as described 
here, printing suddenly isn 't possible. The printing process appears normal on the 
Macintosh screen, but the printer doesn't respond. 

If this happens to you, open the Chooser and select your print driver. You may discover 
that the port selection has mysteriously switched from the printer port to the modem 
port. However, this change really isn' t a mystery. There are two causes: 
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• Multiple networked and non-networked printer d rivers have been installed in your 
System Folder, regardless o f whether you have those printers. You o r another user 
may have selected a networked printer driver and then switched back to the non
networked driver. 

Because nen·vorked printer d rivers always claim the printer port, selecting one auto
matically moves non-networked printers to the modem port. This makes possible 
the two-printer configurati on described previously. 

A fru strating experience like this is a good argumen t fo r insta ll ing on ly the printer 
drivers that are needed. Then no one wi ll be tempted to experimen t with driver 
changes that ca n cause problems. 

• O n some ea rly System fil e versions, disconnecting the printer cable from a Macin
tosh, perhaps while moving the machine, wi ll also switch the port selection to the 
modem port. 

Networked Printing 
Most LaserWriters are networked printers, and a network can be as simple as a single 
Macintosh connected to a LaserWriter. For this reason, there's no need for separate 
LaserWriter and AppleTalk LaserWriter drivers like the ImageWriter and AppleTalk 
ImageWriter. 

An exception to this rule are some low-end LaserWriters like the Personal LaserWriter SC, 
which ca nnot be networked. If there's any doubt, consul t the ovmer's manual fo r your 
printer; if it supports AppleTaik, it's a networked printer. Some non-networked pri nters 
can later be upgraded to support AppleTalk. In this case, they become networked p rinters 
and require networked printer drivers. 

When a networked printer driver is selected in the Chooser, several options become 
available, and an error in any one of them can cause problems: 

• The box on the right side of the Chooser contains the names of the printer or 
printers tha t are available, as shown in figure 35.5. If only one printer is ava ilable, 
it is automatically selected. If more printers are available, you must select the spe
cific printer you wan t. 

If you select the wrong pri nter, of course, your output appears someplace other 
than where you expected. And if you deselect the printers so none is specified, you 
get a d ialog box instead of printed results, as shown in figure 35.6. 

Fig. 35.6 
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• Background printing becomes available. This involves the PrintMonitor file, which 
is discussed later in this chapter. If you turn background printing off, your Macin
tosh will be tied up until each print job ends. 

• In Choosers before System 7, a user name can be specified in the box provided, as 
shown in figure 35.4. It's a good idea to use your name or the name assigned to 
your Macintosh . The name you choose identifies your Macintosh on a network, 
and makes it easier for other network users to see who is using a printer. 

Not using a name is d iscourteous to o ther users and can lead to problems. For ex
ample, you may start a complex printing job and go out to lunch. While you're 
gone, your Macintosh may crash and tie up the printer. Without a user name, 
other users waiting fo r the printer may have to search each Macintosh on the net
work to find the problem. 

• AppleTalk can manually be made inactive. This simply disconnects your Macintosh 
from the network and makes the printers on the network unavailable. The solution 
is to leave the Active button selected. 

When a non-networked printer driver has been assigned to the printer port, switching to 
a networked driver produces an alert box reminding you to be sure a network is con
nected, as illustrated in figu re 35.7. 

Simi larly, switch ing from a networked to a non-networked driver warns you that 
AppleTalk wil l be made inactive and suggests that you remove any network connections, 
as illustrated in figure 35.8. As we have seen, removing the network connections is not 
necessary if a non-networked prin ter is connected to the modem port. 

Fig. 35.7 

LaserWriter requires Appl elalk. 
Please make sure tha t you are 
connec ted t o an Applela l l:: 
ne twork. 

R OK JJ [ Cance l ) 

The reminder box that appears w hen switching from the lmageWriler driver to the LaserW riter 
driver. 

When a print job is being processed by a non-network driver assigned to the printer port, 
it ties up that port. Consequently, switching to a network d river may no t be possible 
until the job finishes. The Macintosh has several alert boxes to display in this case, and 
figu re 35.9 shows one of the less alarming messages. 
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Fig. 35.8 
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The alert boxes that appear when switching from the LaserWriter driver to the lmageWriler driver. 

Fig. 35.9 
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An alerl· box notifying you that the printer port is busy. 

Unfortunately, some alert boxes with less clear messages may be displayed in certain 
situations. The bo ttom line, however, is that the printer port is tied up. 

In the simplest situations, the solutio n is simply to wail until the print job finishes and 
the printer port is again free. In mo re serious situatio ns, perhaps due to an INIT conflit:t 
o r insufficient RAM, the Macintosh may crash and have to be restarted. Save your work 
frequently! 

Understanding Page Setup 
The Page Setup command is available in the File menu of most applications, and it calls 
up a dialog box in which you ca n make important specifications about your printed 
ou tput. 
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The cho ices that appear in the dialog box depend on the System version in use and the 
pri n te r driver selected in the Chooser. Notice in figure 35.10 tha t the printer driver in
volved is specified at the top of the d ialog box along with its version number. 

Fig. 35.10 
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Page Setup di alog boxes for the standa rd System 7.0 LaserWriter d ri ver and for the newest 

LaserWriter version 8.0. 

Other standard Page Setup dialog boxes are available with o ther printer drivers, as shown 
in fi gure 35 .11. 

Fig. 35.11 
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Page Setup d ialog boxes for the lmageWriter LQ and Personal L<1serWritcr SC. 
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In addition to the standa rd Page Setup dialog boxes avai lable with each type of printer 
driver, some applicat ions make their own modifications. For example, the LaserWriter 
Page Setup dia log boxes for Aldus Freehand and QuarkXpress are shown in figure 35.12. 
These boxes contain advanced featu res specific to those programs, which are popular in 
the publishing industry. 
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The Modified LascrWritcr 8-0 Page Setup dialog box for QuarkXprcss. Note the advanced features 
not available on standa rd dialog boxes. 

A Critical Distinction 
The purpose of the Page Setup dialog box is to contro l the paper you are usi ng to print. 
You ca n specify the size of the paper to be used, whether the type will print horizon tally 
o r vertically, enable some special effects, and even enlarge the prin table area of the pa
per. 

Some applications on ly need t he standard Page Setup dialog box, but others, like Aldus 
Freeha nd and QuarkXpress, provide separate Document Setup dia log boxes that control 
the placement of the image on a page. 

Put ano ther way, Page Setup defi nes the printer's paper stock in relation to the image, 
while Document Setup defi nes the image in relation to the paper stock. This is a critical 
distinction and the source of much confusion and many printing problems. 

While some programs don't h ave a Document Setup dia log box, they do allow adjusting 
margins, either on-screen or in a modified Page Setup dia log box. f-o r proper printing, 
the docu men t and Page Setup specifications must be compatible. 

As an example, a documen t could be created to fi t on U.S. Legal (14 inch) paper but U.S. 
Letter (11 inches) m ight be specified in the Page Setup d ialog box. The resu lt would be a 
document that stops at 11 inches on the first legal-length sheet and continues on a sec
ond sheet. 

U.S. Letter and U.S. Legal, both 8 1/2 inches wide, are standard business paper sizes in 
th e United States. Tabloid is a larger size, 11 inches by 17 inches, popular for graphics 
applications. 
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Some Common Page Setup Problems 
• Image is too sma ll or too big. Check the percentage en largement or reduction in 

the LaserWriter Page Setup d ialog box. This setting affects the entire printed image, 
unl ike the Scale command in some appl ications, which is often used to enlarge o r 
reduce portions of an image. 

Non-network printers like the lmageWriter and Personal LaserWriter SC allow only 
preset reductions. 

• Image doesn' t print vertically. Specify the orientation o f th e page that you want in 
the Page Setup dialog box. The default setting prints across the narrow portion of a 
page, but cl icking the other icon flips th e paper on its side before printing. 

• Images appear distorted. Because printers output at d iffe rent resolutions, a graphic 
that appears fine on one pri nter may need ad justment on another. Special adjust
ments are provided in Page Setup d ialog boxes to address this problem, including 
Tall Adjusted, Text Smoothing, Graphics Smoothing, and Precision Bitmap Align
ment (also called Exact Bit Images). 

If yo~ are using MaclnTax with an lmageWriter, always specify Tall Adjusted for best results 
when printing official IRS tax forms. 

Special Effects May Resolve Some Problems 
• No Gaps Between Pages: Non-networked printers often use continuous-feed paper 

instead of individua l sheets. This option eliminates the top and bottom margins 
that would o therwise appear on a printed page. It's useful for printing items like 
ban ners. 

• Font Substitution: This is usefu l when a document is prepared using a bitmap font 
li ke Geneva. Such a font does not print well on LaserWri ter, so th is option enables 
the substitution of a true LaserWriter font like Helvetica . 

Be careful, h owever, if you use special characters in your text such as characters 
from the bitmap Chicago font. Turning Font Substitu t ion on replaces the special ~ 
character with an open box. 

• Flip Horizontal , Flip Vertica l: The LaserWriter d ialog box contains an Options but
ton, which opens the dia log box shown in figure 35.13. As the names imply, these 
commands flip a document 's image as described . 

• Invert Image: Turns whi te areas black and vice versa for a negative effect. 
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Fig . 15.11 
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The Laser\Nri te r Options d ialog box. 

The LaserWrlter Clipped My Document 
Sometimes an image is o nly partia lly printed on a LaserW rHer, as in figure 35. 14. Com
mon results are missing top, bottom, and side edges, o r the image may have large areas 
m issing and be jammed into one area of the page. 

Fig. 15.14 
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nd5 of who know~ what. 
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reed lho night. "ll's me." screamed a voice !hall soon realized was my own as I fel11he cold and clamr 
nds of who knows what. 
11 was a dark and story night and everyone was afraid. Suddenly, lho lights went out and a horrible sere 
reed the night. "li's me," screamed a voice !hall soon realized was my own as I fel11he cold and clamr 
nds of who knows what. 
11 was a dark and story night and everyone was afraid. Suddenly, the lights went out and a horrible sere 
reed the night. "It's me." screamed a voice I hal I soon realized was my own as I fell the cold and clam 
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II was a dark and story night and everyone was afraid. Suddenly, the lights went out and a horrible sore 
reed the night. "It's me." screamed a voice !hal l soon realized was my own as I feltlhe cold and clam 
nds of who knows what. 

A clipped page. 

Some causes of these problems: 

• Specifying margins that are too narrow. By default, a LaserWriter requires a docu
ment to have margins no sma ller th an 1/2 inch. However, this can be reduced to 
1/4 inch by selecting Larger Print Area in the LaserWriter Options dia log box (refer 
to fig. 35.13). As the command line indicates, selecting this option means using a 
smaller mix of fon ts in a document. 

• Specifying in a modified Page Setup d ialog box-li ke the QuarkXPress example 
shown in figure 35. 12- a d ifferen t printer than specified in the Chooser. Depend
ing on the selection , thi s error may send the wrong instructions to the printer and 
may generate a PostScri pt erro r. 
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• Specifying the wrong PPD fi le in a modified Print dialog box. The Print dialog box 
is covered in the next section. 

The Print Dialog Box: Quicksand for the 
Unwary 
The Print command (J:C+P) from the File menu in most applications calls up a dialog box 
that, like Page Setup, varies depending on the printer d river selected in the Chooser. It 
also may be modifi ed by some applications. Figures 35 .15, 35.16, and 35.17 illustrate 
various Print d ialog boxes. 

Fig. 35.15 
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Fig. 35.16 
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Fig. 35.17 
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Modified Lase rWriter 8.0 Print dia log boxes for QuarkXPress and Aldus Freehand. 

As with Page Setup, the Print dialog box displays the name of the printer driver selected 
at top left and the version number of the driver. In addition, the LaserWriter dialog box 
shows the name of the printer selected. 

With instructions fo r the placement of the image on the page already specified, the Print 
dialog box is for final instructions on print quality. Here is wh ere you specify which 
pages are to be printed, the number of copies, and how the paper will be fed into your 
printer. 

There are many other instructions that can be specified here, depending on the applica
tion, and this chapter looks at some of the options that may give you d ifficulties. 

Options That Can Be Difficult 
• If you are using an application that allows you to change the page numbers, notice 

that the page specifications (Page Range: and Pages: in figures 35.15 through 35.17) 
apply to the physical order of the pages, not the page numbers you have set. 

For example, a document that begins with page 5 and ends with page 10 has six 
physical pages. Page 5 would be the first page and page 10 would be the sixth page. 
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Thus, to print only pages 7 a!ld 8, you would need to specify "From 3 To 4" in the 
dialog box. 

• While the standard lmageWriter dialog box allows three levels of quality, some 
applications may not allow the Faster mode, so be prepared to wait for a document 
to print in Best m ode or to accept Draft quality. Genera lly, such applica tions are 
mean t to be used mostly with high-end typesetters. 

Be careful using Draft mode. The resulting text may be difficult to read, and any 
graphics will be left out. 

• The Cover Page: This option in the LaserWriter dia log box prints a cover page be
fore o r after a documen t. With LaserWriter driver 8.0, it lists the name of the 
Macin tosh in use, the application in use, the name of the document, the date and 
time, the name of the printer, and the number of pages printed. 

• Some LaserWriters come with onl y a paper cassette for U.S. Letter paper. If you 
need to use legal-size paper, you can hand-feed sheets or purchase a legal-size cas
sette. 

Tip . 

Save the cost of a legal-size cassette by placing legal-size paper in the manual-feed area of 
your LaserWriter and specifying Manual Feed in the Print dialog box when you need this 
size paper. 

The Tabloid size that can be set in the Page Setup dia log box is available only on 
printers that can handle paper in that size. Most such printers also offer higher 
resolutions than standard LaserWri ters. 

• The Black & White option in the LaserWriter dialog box is the default and provides 
just what it says-only black and white. (If a color ton er is used in your 
LaserWriter, of course, the choice would be white and whatever colo r is used .) 

The Colo r/GrayScale settings are meant for printers that produce colo rs or half
tones, and for documents that contain colors or shades of gray. 

(To understand halftones, examine the pictures in your local newspaper with a 
good magnifying glass and notice the dot patterns. The larger the do t, the blacker 
it appears.) 

While the Color/GrayScale setting can be used with standard LaserWriters, the 
results may be less than sa tisfactory. LaserWriter printer driver 8.0 offers an addi
tional option, Ca librated Colo r/GrayScale, for printers that support PostScrip t 
Level 2. 

• The option to create a PostScript fil e rather than print a document produces a text 
document containing codes that can be opened by any word processing program. 
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LaserWriter drivers before System 7.0 don't contain this option, but a PostScript file 
can be created by executing :l=C+F immediately after clicking the OK button in the 
Print dialog box. Hold the :F:e and F keys down until a dialog box reports that a 
PostScript file is being created. 

The first PostScript file will be named PostScriptO, followed by PostScriptl and so 
on up to PostScript9 . If you have difficulty finding them, use the Find command in 
the Finder. 

Understanding Print Resolution 
Print resolution is expressed in dots per inch, or dpi. In gen eral, the higher the dpi, the 
better the print quality, although the paper stock being used also affects quality. Low
end printers like the ImageWriter provide 144 dpi, which results in type and graphics 
with ragged edges. By con trast, most LaserWriters are 300 dpi printers, although 600 dpi 
is becoming increasingly com mon. High-end typesetters used in the publishing industry 
can provide more than 2,000 dpi. 

Most people would consider text and line drawings produced at 300 dpi as good as pro
fessionally printed materials, and few can tell any di fference at 600 dpi. However, resolu
tions above 1,000 dpi produce much better halftones. 

While most printers produce "square" resolutions, or 300 dpi horizontally and vertically, 
some "turbo" models are not "square" and can be troublesome. For example, a printer 
that prints at 300 dpi on one dimension and 600 dpi on the other can produce notice
able lines (or dot gaps) in patterns. The simplest solution for this problem is to turn off 
the "turbo" feature, if possible. 

Jagged Edges 
As noted, the low resolution of printers like the Image Writer produces images with 
jagged edges. However, it 's also possible to get rough text and images on a high
resolution printer if the wrong images and fonts are used. Here are two examples: 

• Images produced by "paint" applications such as MacPaint and by low-resolution 
scanners are bitmaps. They are made up of relatively large square dots that can be 
difficult to smooth . 

Such images can be improved somewhat with the Graphics Smoothing and Preci
sion Bitmap Align ment specifications in the LaserWriter Page Setup dialog box. But 
for best results, PICT and EPS images are better choices. 

• Using bitmapped fon ts such as Chicago and Geneva may produce rough type if the 
Font Substitution option in the LaserWriter Page Setup dialog box is not checked. 
Be aware, however, that selecting this option may have unexpected results because 
the substituted font may not m atch the on-screen spacing of the bitmapped fo nt. 

Lines Per Inch 
The Lines Per Inch, or I pi, setting is normally preset at 60 lpi for 300 dpi printers and at 
85 I pi for 600 dpi printers. Some applications, like Aldus Freehand, allow adjustment of 
the lpi setting. Here are some guidelines for use with the LaserWriter d river: 
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• Most LaserWri ters with 300 dpi cannot handle more than 60 !pi. Specifying fewer 
lines per inch increases the spacing between the lines of do ts and generally de
grades image quali ty. However, this can be useful for special effects where a lesser 
quality is desired. 

• For higher-resolu tion printers, the !pi setting should be guided by the paper that 
will ultimately be used. That is, if your printed image will be reproduced in a maga
zine o r newsletter, make your settings based on the paper stock to be used for the 
magazine o r newslette r. 

The glossier the final paper stock, the higher the !pi setting that should be used. A 
high setting for an image to be used on coarse stock like newsprint, however, may 
produce too fine an image for good reproduction. 

Printer Print Description Files 
Printer Print Description files (PPDs) contain codes for specific printers and are used by 
such programs as Aldus f-reehand and PageMaker. The com ments here focus on Aldus 
Freehand. 

Notice the Print button in the modified LaserWriter Print dia log box in figure 35.17. 
It ca ll s up another dialog box in which PPD fil es can be selected, as illustrated in 
figure 35.18. 
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Fig. 35.18 
The Aldus Freehand Print Options dialog box with the PPD for a Varityper VT600W specified. 

These files tell the printer how to handle print jobs by using the specificat ions you pro
vide in the Documen t Setup, Page Setup, and Print d ialog boxes. 

Using a PPD file that differs from your printer can produce unexpected results. However, 
you can substitute files for similar printers. For example, PPD files fo r the Va ri typer 
VT600W ca n be used for other printers that support 600 dots per inch and Tabloid paper 
sizes. 
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With a wide variety o f p rinters o n the market, it's impossible for applications to supply 
PPDs for th em all. If a PPD for your printer isn't part of an application's package, con tact 
the printer's manufacturer. It's best to use specific PPDs where possible. 

Color Separations 
Some appl ications, such as QuarkX Press and Aldus Freehand, modify the Print d ialog 
box to allow the printing of black-and-wh ite color separatio ns. These separa tions are 
designed to be further processed by print shops for presses using a number o f color print
ing schemes, the most common of which are the CYMK and Pan tone models. Color is 
discussed in more detai l later in this chapter. 

A colo r image can be printed in full as a black-and-white com posite o r in color if the 
printer suppo rts it. Separations produce a page with the colors separated in to single black 
and w hile images. 

Depending on the colo r models an application supports and you specify, there may be 
o ne or more separations. If you prin t on ly o ne of several separations, you get an image 
showing o nly the po rtions o f an im age that use a specific color. The separa tions must be 
combined for a complete image. 

Printer Languages 
Most printers used with the Macintosh fall into three categories based on la nguage: na
tive language, QuickDraw, and PostScript. Native-language printers tend to be those 
developed fo r computers other than the Macintosh. This sectio n focuses on QuickDraw 
and PostScript printers, w hich arc more commonly used with Macintosh comput·ers. 

QulckDraw: Slower Printing 
QuickDraw is the language the Macintosh uses to draw screen images. Printers that use 
this language simply accept fully processed images from the Macintosh. Examples of 
such printers are the ImageWrite r, lmageWriter LQ, and the Personal LaserWriter SC. 
Until recently, such prin ters cost far less than PostScri pt printers. 

There are two majo r disadvantages to using QuickDraw printers: 

• The Macintosh must do a ll the processing of an image to be printed . This can tie 
up a Macintosh d uring the processing. Large files and fil es with graphics tend to 
take lo nger tha n a one-page document containing o nly text. 

Special problems may appear with applicatio ns li ke Adobe Illustra to r that bypass 
QuickDraw and use the PostScript language to draw o n-scJeen. In this case, the 
transla tio n back to QuickDraw for printi11g may be less th an perfect and what you 
see o n-screen may differ from the printed output. 

• Print quality may be noticeably less than o n a PostScript printer, depending o n the 
document. However, text can be improved by using a uti li ty such as Adobe 
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System 's /\TM program and the TrueType fonts provided with recent Macintosh 
System d isks. A simple ru le o f thumb is that if an image can be improved on
screen, it wil l be improved on the printed copy. 

PostScript: Faster Printing and Smoother Images 
PostScript is a computer language developed for printers by Adobe Systems and used on 
most LaserWriters and high-end typesetters. Essentially, it translates the on-screen 
QuickDraw image into the PostScript language using the Laser Prep file installed in the 
System Folder. That language is then sent to a networked PostScript prin ter, where the 
image is processed and then printed. 

The adva ntages are as follows: 

• The Macintosh is no t tied up during processi ng of the file, because tha t work is 
handled by the p ri nter. Assembling an image in PostScript also tends to be fas ter 
than QuickDraw. 

• PostScript draws "cleaner" images because it adapts to d ifferent printer resolut ions. 
It wi ll print just as well on a 300 dpi LaserWriter as on a 2,000 dpi typesetter. By 
contrast, QuickDraw is limited in part by the screen resolution of the Macintosh. 

Thus, a PICf circle drawn on a Macintosh Plus with 72 dpi screen resolution will print 
cleanly on any PostScript machine, but wi ll be slightly jagged o n any printer with more 
than 72 dpi resolutio n . 

Understanding the Codes. As noted earlier in this chapter, documents can be con
verted to PostScript fi les in the LaserWriter Print dia log box. The resulting file can be 
opened in any word processor. Here is a portion of the code fo r a circle drawn with a 
g raphics program: 

op 
0 0 xl 
1 1 pen 
0 0 gm 
(nc 0 0 730 552 6 rc)kp 
64 gr 
251 188 396 333 1 OV 

0 0 pen 
0 0 lin 
1 1 lw 
1 1 pen 
0 gr 
251. 5 188.5 395.5 332.5 0 ov 
64 gr 
287 224 360 297 1 ov 
0 0 pen 
0 0 lin 
1 1 lw 
1 1 pen 
0 gr 
287. 5 224.5 359.5 296.5 0 ov 
F T cp 
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While part o f the coding may be comprehensible, most users who wish to learn the lan
guage will benefit from a book devoted to th is sub ject. Adobe Systems has written two 
guides, the PostScript Language Ue(erence Manual and the PostScript Language Tutorial nnd 
Cookbook. 

Clone PostScript: Some Problems 
vVhile PostScript was develo ped and is maintained by Adobe Systems, the language itself 
has been placed in the pu blic do main . That means that no t a ll PostScript printers use 
Adobe PostScript. There a re a number o f printers ava ilable with cloned PostScrip t, and 
while they work well fo r most uses, they sometimes c reate printing problems: 

• At o ne time, o nl y Adobe PostScri pt could prin t fo nts fro m Adobe Systems co rrectly, 
particularly in small sizes. vVhile this problem has la rgely been e li minated in recent 
years, there may sti ll be some sites using older technology where this may be a 
problem. The solutio n is to upgrade the eq uipment. 

• Because clones are a de riva tive of Adobe's PostScri pt, problems in the clo ning 
sometimes appear as applications like Aldus FreeHand arc updated to take adva n
tage of previously un used capabil ities in PostSc rip t, and as Adobe PostScript itself is 
updated. The solution is either to limit purchases to Adobe PostScript printe rs, o r 
ask the clone supplie r to provide updates. 

Spoolers: How to Reduce Printing Time 
To print a file o n the Macintosh , an application must c reate a temporary file on d isk and 
feed that file to th e prin ter. While this is in process, the Macintosh can be ti ed up. To 
red uce the waiting time w hen using the LaservVriter pri n te r driver, Systems since versio n 
5.0 have come with PrintMonilor, a prin t spooler tha t is installed in the System Fo lde r. It 
wo rks with Multi Finder. 

When a prin t job is ordered, the tempo rary disk file is created in a folder inside the Sys
tem Fo lder. Then the fi le is fed to the p rinter in the background as the Macin tosh is freed 
to perfo rm o ther tasks. W hi le PrintMonito r is in usc, you can switch to it under 
MultiFinder and mo nito r the printi ng process if you wish , as illustrated in figue 35. 19. 

While PrintMonito r doesn't work \•vith non-networked printe r drivers like the 
lmageWriter, the re a re n umber o f commercial spoole rs available that do work with those 
d rive rs. 

Common Spooler Problems 
• "I pri n ted a number of documents, but not a ll of them came o ut. " Pri ntMo nitor 

works just like other applicat io ns, claiming a prese t amount of RAM when it starts 
up. Your files ma y be too la rge o r too many to fit in to the amount of RAM Prin t 
Mo nito r claims. So you need to increase the amo unt that Prin tMonitor cla ims at 
startup. 

Close PrintMonitor and select it in the System Fo lder. Open its Get Info (~+ I ) win
dow and increase the number in the Applica tio n Memory Size (K): box shown in 
figure 35.20. 
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Fig. 35.19 
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The Suggested Mem ory Size is 72 K, but the number can be enlarged, and doing so 
allows more and bigger documents to be queued for printing. 

• " l started a print job 10 minutes ago and noth ing has come out. " A slight delay is 
normal when using a print spooler, but if the time seems excessive, check your 
application menu to see if the spooler has loaded. If it has not, you may have too 
many applications open and occupying RAM. 

If there isn ' t enough RAM available, spoolers will not load. Close one of your appli
cations (preferably the last one opened) and that may clear enough RAM for the 
spooler to load and begin printing. 

If PrintMonitor has loaded, check its menu to be sure printing hasn ' t been turned 
off by a previous user. 
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Another possibility is that another network user is tying up the printer with a lo ng 
print job or that user's Macintosh has crashed during printing. The PrintMonitor 
monito ring box should d isplay a message telling you who is using the printer. 

PostScript Errors 
Sometimes a document can 't be prin ted because of a PostScript error. When this hap
pens, a message to that effect may appear in Prin tMonitor. 

You may find the PostScrip t Language Reference Manual helpful in interpreting the 
codes shown in the message. However, most are triggered by errors in the Page Setup and 
Print d ialog boxes already discussed. 

Make sure your specifications in these boxes are correct. For exa mple, speci fying d ifferent 
printers in the Chooser and the Page Setup d ialog box in QuarkX Press can trigger a 
PostScript erro r and halt print ing. 

Keeping Your Printer Running Right 
Most printers of 600 dp i and below require li ttle maintenance beyond loading paper, 
clearing paper jams, and changing the print ca rtridge or ribbon once in a wh ile. Non
laser printers may also require occasional lubrica tion and cleaning of t he print head as 
outlined in the owner's ma nual. 

An exception, however, is the Varityper VT600W, one of the first laser printers to sup
port 600 dpi and Tabloid paper stock. For optimum performan ce, a service contract with 
an outside vendor is a good idea. 

Typesetters above 600 dpi are often limited to profess ional print shops not only because 
of their cost, but because they require con stant maintenance. 

Beyond these issues, a few problems occasionally appear: 

• "My printer's name no longer appears in the Chooser." There are three likely 
causes: 

A break in the n etwork, perhaps a loose cable, that is interrupting printer as well as 
file-sharing t ra ffic. Contact your network administrator for help. 

A change in the printer' s settings, so that it no longer recognizes the network pro
tocol you are using. For example, if the printer was used temporarily on an IBM 
network, it may no t have been rese t to AppleTalk. 

The prin ter may h ave crashed and is not accepting network signals. In itializing the 
printer, usually by turning it off and then on again, should clear this problem. 

• Printed output is not acceptable. Check to see if the cartridge or t he ribbon needs 
to be replaced. If the cartridge is OK on a laser printer that has received high use 
over a long period, open it up and check the ro llers; they could be disintegrating. 
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Problems with Color 
Colo r printing on the Macintosh can be achieved in a variety of ways, from a colo r rib
bon on the lmageWriter II to a colo r LascrWriter. 

Because it's not econo mical to print multiple copies of a single document o n printers o f 
600 dpi and below, most such printers a re used either fo r original documents or to pro
duce colo r proofs for commercial printing. 

It 's in the latter category that most colo r problems occur, and resolving them requi res an 
understanding of the d iffering color systems used on computers and for prin ting. 

An Overview of Color 

A computer uses colors created by light, called additive colors. These center on red, 
green, and bl ue (hence the term RGB monitors). Com bining all three colors produces 
wh ite, and other colors are a combination of the three base colors. For example, combin
ing red and green produces yellow; combining green and blue produces cyan; and com
bining red and blue produces magenta. 

The human eye, however, perceives print colo rs on ly as light is focused on them. Such 
colo rs arc subtractive, and the major components are yellow, magenta, and cyan. Com
bining all three colors produces black. Combining yellow and magenta produces red; 
combining magenta and cyan produces blue; and combining cyan and yellow produces 
green. 

Varying the combina ti on of the base colo rs in both additive and subtractive models 
produces a nearly com plete spectrum of colors. 

Matching Screen and Print Colors 

Whi le a number of solutio ns have been advanced to bridge the gap ben-veen screen and 
print colors, none are tota lly satisfactory. A decision to use one of these systems should 
be based on how exacting your colo r requirements arc. While some solutions are better 
than others and all are better than no thing, some users may find indexing the best route 
to successful color printing. 

Here are two methods of indexing: 

• Create a series of small boxes using the colo r combinations you want and label 
them, as shown in fi gure 35.21. (The illustration is in black and white, but the 
boxes should contain the colo r combinations as labeled.) Print the document con
taining your colors as a color separation usi ng the separation method you prefer. 

Have the separations processed and printed on the press avai lable to you. If you use 
more than one press, run the separations on each press and label them by presses, 
so that you can sec any variations. 

Use the printed result as a guide to colorizing documents. This will not allow you 
to usc either you r Macintosh screen or a color LaserWritcr to proof documents, but 
you will be assured the fin al results will match your specifications. 
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• Use a system of preset colo r inks, like Pantone, tha t a rc provided with some appli
catio ns. 

Such inks are manufactured to match pri nted colo r charts that can be used as 
guides. The applica tio ns o ften also provide matching screen colors, and some color 
printers also use the same sys tems, so proofing is possible. 

However, even in this situation it may be wise to crea te color boxes as described 
and print them to 11 llow fo r any press variat io ns. 

Summary 
This chapter provides a good understanding o f the prin t ing p rocess on the Macin tosh 
and some solu tio ns to co mmon pro blems. It's a good base fo r solving problems that may 
arise with your specific equipment. 

It's impossib le for a single chap ter to cover all the possib le combinatio ns of Macin toshes, 
printers and 1·heir connectors. For that reason, the chapter has focused on general prob
lems shared by differen t types of machines. So it's possible you may run into a problem 
specific to a particu lar p iece of eq ui pment, such as an improperly wired printer cable. In 
that case, try some com mon-sense solut ions, such as trying another cable. Beyond this, 
you may need to contact the manufacturer for help. 

Chapter 9 covers some of the printers available with the Macintosh and may be helpful 
in iden t ifying specific features. Chapter 5 looks at connect ing periphera ls and may be 
helpful in establishing links between your Macintosh and pri n ter. 
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A fi nal word of advice: Wh en printing problems appear, try to avoid becoming frus
trated. That can make it mo re difficult to find solutions. Most problems are fairly simple 
and easily resolved using the information in this chapter. And the most important piece 
of informatio n is at the start o f the chapter: Avoid problems by m aking sure your equip
men t· and software are working properly. 



Chapter 36 

Hard Disk Problems 
by Shelly Brisbin 

Hard disk drives are the primary storage medium for today's computers. Problems with 
disk drives can result in damaged fil es and directories. Problems are a result of hardware 
or media failure, or o f sections of the d isk that become unrecogn izable to the computer 
and operating system. Many disk-related problems can be solved with simple procedures, 
requiring no diagnostic software. Other troubleshooting requires more analysis. In ex
treme cases, physical reconstruction of the disk may be needed. In all cases, the first rule 
of working with troublesome hard disks is back up regularly. 

Problems with hard disks usually manifest themselves as trouble opening or using fi les, 
difficulty booting the computer with the hard disk, o r intermittent problems with copy
ing fi les. Sometimes, it's obvious that the d isk is the problem. In other cases, you need to 
do a little work to find out wh at's wrong. 

If your problem is booting the computer with a given hard disk o r getting the d isk to 
appear on the Desktop, the first thing to do is check your computer's connection to the 
disk. Turn off the computer and its peripherals and rech eck the connections. If the prob
lem persists, your next line of defense is th e SCSI bus. For a full discussion of SCSI hard 
d isk problems and solutions, see chapter 38, "SCSI Problems." 

If you determine that the computer won' t boot, or won't mount a disk despite perfect 
connections and adherence to the ru les o f SCSI, look to the hard disk. If your problem 
relates to worki ng with files, chances are even better that the d isk is the problem. 

Damaged Directories 
The lists of files and folders on your hard disk are call ed d irectories. Directo ries contain 
the name and attributes of each file, and where it is sto red on the hard d isk. Think of a 
d irectory as a road map to your hard d isk. If the road map becomes damaged o r is miss
ing a vital piece, you will have difficulty locating and using files on the d isk. 

The Macintosh Desktop file (under System 6) and the Desktop DB and Df files (under 
System 7) are found on every hard disk, floppy disk, or removable media d isk. The Desk
top contains the disk's directory. The Desktop fi le is invisible. You can ' t double-click it, 
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copy it , or delete it. It ca n become damaged if the hard d isk's media becomes co rrupted, 
o r if contradictory informat ion from two or mo re files is present. Fortunately, it's usually 
easy to fix a battered Desktop file. 

Sometimes, your Mac will tell you that a Desktop file is damaged and needs to be rebuilt. 
Rebuild ing the desktop removes old information and icons. If you get a Desktop is 

damaged message, you should usually allow the Mac to take care of the problem by click
ing OK. If you haven 't backed up the Mac recently, use a disk recovery program to get 
important data off of the damaged disk. 

You m ay also decide to fix the Desktop if you not ice that the Mac is running more 
slowly than usual. As you add and delete fi les from your d isks, their Desktop fi les enlarge 
to keep track of fi lenames, application attributes, and icons. Delet ing a file doesn ' t get rid 
of its entry in the Desktop d irecto ry. 

To rebuild a damaged Desktop, do the fo llowing: 

1. Shut down your Macintosh and all a ttached hard d isks. 

2 . Restart the Macintosh. 

3. If the hard d rive you want to repair is the startup disk (the d isk with the System 
Folder on it), ho ld down the Option and ;):( keys unti l the Welcome to Macintosh 
screen gives way to the Desktop. 

4. When the Macin tosh finishes its startup routine, you see a dialog box asking if you 
want to rebuild the Desktop. Click OK. 

5. The Desktop file is rebuilt. This takes a few minutes. When the process is com plete, 
your files and fo lders should be ava ilable to you. 

Caution 

Rebuilding the Desktop fi le removes the comments stored in the Get Info box for each file on your 
disk. It 's not generally a good idea to store crucial information in the Comments box. 

Damaged Partition Map 
Every d isk has at least one partition. The partition map allocates space on the disk to the 
visible partition and to the hidden areas the disk uses to sto re parameter info rmation. If 
the partition map becomes damaged, you may be unable to mount the disk no rmally. 
The best way to handle a damaged parti tion ma p is to use d iagnostic software to check 
and repair the d isk. If problems persist, reformat (completely erase ancl reconstruct) the 
disk. This re-creates the partition m ap for you. 
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It may no t be obvious that your problem is a damaged partition map. If you experience 
problems with access ing files, o r get unexplained disk errors, you may have one of sev
eral disk-related problems. Most damaged partition maps are discovered with diagnostic 
software, such as Norton Uti lities o r MacTools. 

Optimization Software 
By now you are aware that the hard drives connected to your Macintosh do qui te a b it of 
work during the course of a normal computing sessio n. Information is almost constantly 
being written, changed, o r deleted from the drive. 

One side effect of the constant shuffling o f data is called rlisk frag111e11tation. It occurs 
because of the way computers keep track of used and free space on a disk. When data is 
first written to a disk, files are placed next to each o ther in contiguous blocks of space. 
After files are deleted or modified, holes o f free space open up where there used to be 
data. This creates the potential for new files wri t ten to the disk to be broken up into two 
or mo re fragments. Since files arc always being added, deleted, and modified, this frag
mentation of files becomes an ongoing occurrence. Eventually, more and more of the 
files on your hard drive are bro ken up into fragments, and fewer fil es exist as contiguous 
blocks. See figure 36.1 for a representation of a typical disk with numerous fragmented 
fi les. 

Fig. 36.1 
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Contiguous files are represented by light areas, fragmented fi les by dark areas. Free space is whi te. 

When the hard drive needs to read a file from disk, the read/write head must be posi
tioned directly above the blocks on the di sk that contain data belongi ng to that file. If 
the fil e is broken up into several pieces scattered around the disk, it could take several 
passes for th e drive head to read the en tire fil e. Your Macintosh suffers a performance hit 
in an area where speed is already a growing concern for most users. 

De{mg111CIIti11g the hard drive, o r putting all the pieces back together to form contiguous 
fil es, is one way to combat the effects o f fi le fragmentation. Software packages that per
fo rm this function are available. Most defragmenting utilities, however, still leave the 
free space of a hard disk fragmented. 
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Note 

One optimization technique that requires no additional software is to occasionally rebuild your 
disk's Desktop fi le. Turn on or restart your Mac and hold down the ~ and Option keys throughout 

the entire startup sequence. As the Finder loads, you will be asked if you want to rebuild the Desk
top file. WARNING: Any comments stored in your files' Get Info box wi ll be lost. 

Som etimes, simply defrag ment ing a drive is not enough. f- iles that are commonly 
accessed may exist at opposite sides of the disk, separated by fi les that never change 
(such as fon ts, applicat io ns, and system fi les). This requires the read/write head to travel 
extra distances before the Macintosh can retrieve the da ta. The reordering of files so that 
groups of data are stored in the same location is ca lled opti111izing. 

Disk Express II 
This powerfu l con trol pa nel goes a few steps above and beyond the call of defragment ing 
and optimizing your hard drive. While you work o n your Mac, Disk Express II monitors 
a ll the fil es you access, an d, depending on their usage, assigns them to o ne of three cat
egories: active, sporadic, and do rmant. 

W hen you perform an o p timizatio n using Disk Express II, the software in telligently 
defragments files and positions them on the hard d rive acco rdi ng to their category. By 
default, active fil es a re placed a t the front of the disk, next to the direc tories. Then the 
free space is positioned next to these freq uently used files to reduce any fu rther fragmen
tation beh-veen optimizations. Next, fi les that are used o nly spo radically and those that 
a re considered dormant are placed a t the end of the hard d rive. See figure 36.2 for an 
illustratio n o f Disk Express's default optimization. 

Fig. 36.2 
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Disk Express monitors files and places them on the disk according to their frequency of use. 
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Disk Express has several features that make it the optimizer of choice for anyone who 
desires the most efficient hard drives. 

• Optimizations can be performed unattended and in the background at scheduled 
days/times. 

• An optimization index can be set from 1 to 100 to specify the "tightness" of the 
optimization. 

• Disk Express can be set to monito r only specific volumes, o r any volume that is 
mounted on the Macintosh (including removable media). 

• Optimization can be set to Packed (a ll fil es), Split (a ll files), o r Quick (active files 
only) mode depending o n the level of control and file placement desired. 

• Disk Express has the option of performing a full disk verification before optimizing 
files. The program also recognizes when you attempt to regain use of your 
Macintosh and stops moving files until the system becomes idle again. 

• To prevent data loss due to unexpected power fai lure or other sudden interruption, 
Disk Express uses a fail -proof method of moving files. 

For more information, contact: 

AISoft, In c. 

(713)343-4090 

Everything Else 
All o ther optimization utilities pale in comparison to the feature set and soph istication 
of Disk Express II. But they still provide the useful service of defragmenting and optimiz
ing your hard drive according to file types. Most of these other programs move files on 
the hard drive into the following configuration: directory, system, extension, fo nt, appli
cation, documen t, and free space. 

Note 

Some driver level compression programs recommend not performing disk optimization when they 
are used. 

File Recovery 
Whether you lost a file because of a hard disk crash or accidentally deleted it from your 
hard drive, it is sometimes possible to retrieve the lost information. Your ability to get a 
file back depends on how quickly you take action. 
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When a disk crash causes a file to disappear o r to become damaged, the file is actually 
still on the disk until another file overwrites it or until the disk is formatted. Many 
crashes simply remove a fi le from the directory, meaning that if you can le t the directory 
know that the file actually exists, you can once again use it. 

Several software packages allow you to look at the contents of your hard disk below the 
directory level. The software also includes the abi lity to bring a lost file back to life. 

Norton Utilities and MacTools are actually collections of software utilities. Each includes 
fil e and d isk repair utilities, the abi lily to recover lost files, and an optim izer/ 
defragmenter to keep your hard disk running its best. The packages differ mostly in style. 

Norton Utilities 
Norton Utilities, from Symantec, is a disk diagnostic and recovery package. Norton in
cludes several applications that can help you prevent problems with hard d isks, and 
recover from them if disaster strikes. In addition, Norton Utili ties includes a d isk optimi
zation application, a backup utility, and severa l other programs. 

Norton Uti lities is a valuable component of your emergency diagnosis and recovery ki t. 
In addition to a h ill set of tools that you can keep on your hard d isk for regular mainte
nance and troubleshooUng, the package includes a boatable floppy for emergencies. If 
your startup hard disk will not mount, use the Norton emergency disk to get info rmation 
about your damaged drive, and possibly recover its files. 

The Norton manual gives lots of troubleshooting tips, which will walk you through a 
variety of problems and solutions . 

The Norton com ponents you need to fix your hard disk are: 

FileSaver 

Disk Doctor 

UnErase 

Volume Recover 

Speed Disk 

UnErase, Disk Doctor, Vo lume Recover, and Speed Disk appear in the program's main 
window (see fig. 36.3). You'll see this window when you double-cl ick the Norton Util ities 
application. 

For more information, contact: 

Symantec Corp. 

10201 Torre Ave. 

Cupertino, Ca 95014. 

(800)441-7234 

Price: $149 
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Fig. 363 
1\orton Utilities' main window. 

Norton FileSaver. W hen you install Norton Ut ilities fo r Macintosh, you have the o pti on 
of applying a little preventive medicine to your ha rd drive. FileSaver is a Contro l Panel 
(CDEV under System 6) that keeps a log of fil es you create, move, and delete from the 
disk, as well as the insertion and removal o f floppies and removable d isks. If you have a 
disk crash, FileSaver's record h elps 1\'orton's d isk recovery util ities find and repair dam
aged files. 

FileSaver le ts you choose to track fi le activity o n one o r more currently moun ted vol
umes. 

The Expert Level configura tion (see fi g. 36.4), le ts you choose to track a specified number 
o f files per volu me, and de term ine whether to mainta in find er comments associated with 
files. The more files you choose to track, the more d isk space FileSaver needs for its log. 
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Fig. 36.4 
FileSaver's Expert Level d ia log box. 

Norton Disk Doctor. Disk Docto r is o ne of Norto n's core applications (see fig. 36.5). It is 
a diagnostic too l tha t can find and fix man y disk and file problems o n both hard disks 
and fl oppies. You can use Disk Doctor even if there are no known or suspected p roblems 
with a disk to find bad resource fo rks, incorrect ly dated files, a nd other problems that 
haven't yet caused trouble. The process is q uick and easy. 
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Fig. 36.5 
Norton Disk Doctor, performing a scan of a disk drive. The disk repa irman moves from box to box 
as the scan progresses. 

Disk Docto r's scans, whose progress you ca n track with a graphic display are: 

• Check Volume info: Determines whether the disk ca n be mounted on your Mac's 
desktop. 

• A11nlyze Director)!: Looks fo r d irectory inconsistencies, unlocks files that can't be 
removed, fi xes fo lders that won' t open, and generally cleans up the d irecto ry struc
ture. 

• Check Hierarchy: Com pa res the directo ry to actual files present on the d isk. 

• Check Allocation: Sea rches out po rtions of the d isk (blocks) that are improperly 
allocated to more than one fi le and resolves the confl ic ts. 

• Look for Lost Files: rinds and fixes sectors of the disk that the d irectory thin ks are 
being bussed, but which are really available to ho ld new information. 

• Analyze Files: Looks fo r files with missing icons, resource forks, o r invalid dates. 
Identifies and attempts to fix corrupted files. 

If Disk Docto r finds problems with the structure of your d isk o r fi les, it offers the option 
of fixing the problem or continuing with the scan. It's usually a good idea to let Disk 
Doctor fix problems it fi nds. If you a re in doubt about a change the software wa nts to 
make, click No when you are asked about a particular file o r group of files. Disk Doctor 
wi ll report on all problems it finds. 

You may want to run Disk Doctor again after you back up your di sk d rive. 

UnErase. When you use the Empty Trash command to get rid of files you no longer 
need, information about the files is removed from your hard d isk's d irectory. The file is 
sti ll sto red on your disk, however, until you overwrite it with a new file, or use software 
to erase the file. Since files remain on the disk for awhile, you ca n often retrieve those 
you accidentally deleted. That's UnErase's specialty. Your options appear in the UnErase 
window (see fig. 36.6). 
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• Quick UnErase: Locates all fil es and file fragmen ts still on the volu me you've se
lected to search. If you have ins talled Norton FileSaver, the search is q uicker and is 
based o n the log FileSaver has created. 

• Senrc/1 for specific f'ile type: Th is option lets you p ick from a list of common file types. 
Each application p rogram you use has its own file type, and using th is option le ts 
you search fo r, say, a ll Microsoft Word files . 

• Text Search: As a last resort, you can enter a phrase, word, or other b it of text in the 
file you're looking for. The Text Search o ption fi nds portions of a file, wh ich you 
must then piece toge ther to recover the entire file. If you can locate a ll of the 
pieces, Norto n performs the repair for you. 

Fig. 36.6 
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Your chances of recovering a file are displayed in the fa r r ight column of the Un Erase window. 
Select the file or files you want to recover, and click UnErase to begin. 

Volume Recover. If you h ave a bad ly damaged o r accidentally in itial ized hard d isk, 
Volume Recover is your bes t bet. Where Un Erase goes after e rased files, Volume Recover's 
forte is reconstructing an enti re disk. 

Li ke UnErase, Volume Recover works much be tter when Fi leSaver has been installed 
before a di sk crash. W hen you choose a drive to scan with Volume Recover, the softwa re 
looks fo r the FileSaver information associated with the d rive. 

If you haven 't insta lled FileSaver, you can choose from a Directory Scan or Vol ume Scan 
for hard d isks, or a Flo ppy Tags search fo r flo ppy disks. If di recto ry information is rela
tively intact, the Directo ry Scan option is best. Volume Scan finds and collects fi le frag
men ts, from which you may be able to piece you r files together. 

Speed Disk. Speed Disk is p rimarily a tool for preventive maintenance, although yo u 
may use it a t the first sign o f d isk trouble o r if you feel tha t your hard disk should be 
perform ing faster. 
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Speed Disk optimizes and defragments hard d isks and floppies. When you choose Speed 
Disk from the main Norto n menu, you see a "map" of your hard disk (see fig. 36.7). The 
map shows where data is sto red o n the d isk and how m uch of it is fragmented, or spread 
across various parts of the d isk. When data is fragmented, the hard disk's heads must 
scan lo nger to find the da ta they need. Wh en you copy files onto your hard d isk, the 
informatio n occupies whatever space is ava ilable, whether it's contiguous or not. If the 
file is split over differen t parts of the d isk, the d isk is fragmented. Using Speed Disk, you 
defragment and optimize the di sk by moving data in to co ntiguo us blocks. 

Fig. 36.7 
Speed Disk's Easy Level window shows a d isk in need of opti mization. 

Mac Tools 
Like Norto n Ut ilities, MacTools, from Central Point Software, is a modular package com
posed o f several disk repair and maintenance utilities. MacTools also includes virus pro
tection and backup softwa re. 

MacTools comes o n fo ur disks, and includes its own insta ller program. With this applica
tion, you can decide which applications and utilities to install, w here they should be 
placed, and whether the installer sho uld build bootable emergency and optimizat ion 
disks (see fig. 36.8). 

MacTools' disk fixing and maintenance functions are fou nd in severa l applications: 

DiskFix 

U ndele te/TrashBack 

File Fix 

Optimizer 
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The MacTools installer walks you through the process of getting the program's various applications 
onto a h<ITd disk and building em ergency disks. You can also update or remove old MacTools 
versions with the installer. 

For more information, contact: 

Central Point Software 

15220 N.W. Greenbriar Pkway, Suite 200 

Beaverton, OR 97006 

(800) 445-4208 

Price: $149 .95 

DiskFix. The DiskFix applicatio n has several functions. You can use it to look for and 
repair a varie ty of problems with hard d isks, floppies, and removable m edia . Central 
Point divides the problem s you can fix by their impact on your system. 

• Startup. Difficu lty booting the computer with the affected d isk. 

• Disk mounting. The disk in question doesn't appear o n the desktop, o r a message 
tells you that the disk is damaged. 

• File or folders . Files o r folders d isappea r o r won't open. 

• Vimses 

• Bad blocks. Som e areas of the disk are damaged, making fi les stored there unread
able. 

• Cross-linked files. A sing le sector on a disk is a llocated to more than one file. 

• Damaged desktop. A disk's master d irectory (Desktop file) is damaged, so that file 
hierarchy, icons, elates, and Finder comments are corrupted. 
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With Diskrix open and all available disks visible in the window, you can run a complete 
check of a disk's media, file structure, boot blocks, and other parameters, as displayed in 
figure 36.9. You can choose which parameters to work with in the Options dialog box. 

Fig. 36.9 
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The Options dialog box lets you pick and choose among Disk Fix's various checks. 

If DiskFix finds a problem, it prompts you with a dialog box, giving you the opportunity 
to have DiskFix repair the problem and continue its check. You may choose not to fix a 
problem if you haven't backed up a disk or are otherwise uncertain of the repair's im
pact. DiskFix dialogs usually offer an explanation of the pros and cons of making repairs. 

You can also choose to have DiskFix make a report of the check you've made, and the 
repairs completed or deferred. 

When you've set all these options, you can save the configuration as a Setup file. 

DiskFix checks can help you overcome problems with hard disks, and can also serve as a 
preventive measure. Running checks regularly can fix minor problems before they grow. 
Using DiskFix's AutoCheck and Scheduler features, you can have DiskFix automatically 
perform checks and repaits unattended. To use this feature, you must be running System 
7, or System 6 with Multif inder. 

If you didn't build emergency disks when you installed MacTools, DiskFix lets you build 
them. You might want to create more than one. 

Undelete. Undelete can correct your mistakes. If you have accidentally thrown away a 
file or folder full of files, Undelete can search your hard d isk for them and help you get 
them back. As discussed earlier, files thrown in the trash are not really deleted until they 
are overwritten, o r until you erase free space o r reformat the disk. 

Undelete is MacTools' first li ne of file recovery. With it, you can scan a disk for files of a 
certain type or for files that contain a specified text string. You can then restore the files. 

If you activated the TrashlSack exten sion when you first installed MacTools, you can use 
this utility to recover files that have accidentally been thrown away. 
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Undelete may have trouble reconstructing deleted fi les if they have been partially erased. 
The Undelete File list te lls you whether the chances for recovery are perfect, excellent, 
good, fai r, poor, o r destroyed. 

FlleFix. Where DiskFix focuses on getting hard disks, floppies, and removable media back 
in working o rder, FileFix concentrates on the integrity of individual files. With it, you 
can scan a whole volume, a folder, o r a file to determine whether one of several common 
fi le problems have occurred, including the following: 

• Invalid dates 

• Bad blocks 

• Damaged resource forks 

• Incorrectly set bundle bits 

FileFix also has the uniq ue ability to recover and extract data from damaged Microsoft 
Word and Microsoft Excel files. 

The main FileFix window, like the DiskFix window, displays each mounted d isk and an 
icon bar o f commands (see fig. 36.10). Choosi ng Options le ts you pick the problems you 
want to look for and repair. 

Fig. 36.10 
FilcFix's Options dialog box lets you pick scanning and repair choices. 

FileFix le ts you scan a whole volume, o r just a file or folder. You can then choose tore
pair problems it finds, and how to report those problems. 

If you choose the Repair Automatically option, FileFix's report lets you know what fi les 
were fixed. 
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Note 

File Fix has special talents when repairing Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel files. If you are un

able to open a particular Word or Excel file in the normal way, select it in the FlleFix window. If the 

file was created by Microsoft Word, select the Scan For Text Only option in the Options dialog 

box, and then scan the file. FileFix extracts the text from the file, and prompts you to create a new 

file that is readable with any word processing program, including Microsoft Word. You lose your 
Word formatting, but the fi le will otherwise be intact. 

FileFix offers two options for damaged Excel fi les. First, you can choose to automatically repair 
corrupt files. Using the Expert button in the Options dialog box gives you more options. If you are 

having trouble with Excel f iles that were once linked to other files, use the Strip External References 
option. The file will then open on its own. 

Optimizer. Think of MacTools' Optim izer as a tune-up fo r your hard d isk. Over time, 
files o n the disk become fragm ented. As they a rc saved, moved, and deleted, they be
come scattered across the disk, requiring the disk head to spend more time looking for 
the files you need. Optimizer puts fi le fragments back together, and moves all files o n the 
disk into the same area of the d isk. 

Of cou rse, an y app lication tha t moves your fi les a ro und should be used with caution . 
Whether you use Optimizer on a regular basis o r w hen the disk's speed is noticeably 
slow, it's very important to back up your disk before o ptimizing. 

Don't optimize a disk if you plan to retrieve deleted fi les. Moving data around during the 
optimiza tio n process may overwrite a ll o r part o f the file you want to undelete. 

Optimizer can perform a qu ick optimlzati'on o r a fu ll one. Because you can' t perform fu ll 
optimiza tio n o f a sta rtup disk, o r o n any other d isk with open files, the quick optimize 
option lets you remove most fragmen ta tion from the media. Use full optimize on non
startup disks with no open files or applicatio ns. 

Tip 

To optimize startup disks and the hard disk where you store Optimizer fully, build an Optimizer 
startup disk when you open MacTools, or within DiskFix. Boot your Mac from the Optimizer floppy 
and perform a full optimization on all your hard disks. 

Like DiskFix and FileFix, Optimizer presents a window with a ll available d isks and several 
choices fo r you to make. You wil l d o most of the configu ratio n for your optimization in 
the Optio ns dialog (see fi g. 36. 1 1). 
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Optimizer's options let you decide where files should be located, and which o nes should be given 
priority. 

Signs of Impending Failure 
Some hard disk problems appear all at once: you can't boot the d rive, o r files can ' t be 
opened or copied . Other problems take longer to surface, but taking no te of them can 
help you head off disaster before it strikes. 

Expected Life Span 

I\ hard d isk is composed of electronics, mech anical parts, and platters where your data 
resides. ·rhe mechanical parts and the platters will eventually wear out. Hard disks usu
ally come wi th at least a one year warranty. Some warranties are as long as five years. 

While it is impossible to predict how long a hard disk will last, you 'll p robably find that 
you want a larger or faster d rive to replace your o ld one long befo re the data stops stick
ing to the disk. 

Warning Signs 
Some warning signs of hard disk trouble are: 

• Disk crashes intermitten tly. 

• f- iles will no t open normally. 

• You are unable to copy files to o r from a hard disk. 

• You are unable to install software due to disk errors. 

• The hard d isk makes odd sounds while accessing data. 

Solutions 
lf you experience any of these disk maladies, it's a good idea to take a few general precau
tions. 
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• Make sure your disk is completely backed up. 

• Check you r SCSI connections and termination (see chapter 38, "SCSI Problems"). 

• Use Norton Disk Doctor o r MacTools DiskFix to make a quick check of your d isk. 

• Delete or repair problem files. 

• Optimize and defragment your disk. 

Using the Latest Versions of Drivers 
Hard disks work with your Macintosh because they contain driver software that 
communicates between d isk and computer. Drivers are often updated as technology 
improves, and as new Mac models are released. If you have trouble with your ha rd disk 
(and even if you don't), it's a good idea to make sure that you have the latest version o f 
your hard disk's driver software. 

Some third-party drivers are available to speed up your drive, or help it work better with 
new versions of the Mac operating system. System 7, for example, introduced some com
patibil ity problems for o lder hard drives. You may be able to get a new driver from your 
disk manufacturer, o r yo u can use a product like Casa Blanca Works' Drive? or FWB's 
Hard Disk Toolkit, both of which update drivers. 

Hard Disk Utilities 
Several vendors sell utili ty packages that can help you manage your hard disks. Their 
main functions are: 

• Formatting!initinlization: erasing everything from the d isk 

• Partitio11i11g: dividing a hard disk into sections, which appear on your desktop as 
tota lly separate d isks 

• Updating disk drivers: updating the software on each disk, so that it works at top 
efficiency with your Mac and the latest version of the operating system 

Like the disk diagnostic tools we've discussed, hard disk uti li ties come in bunches. 

Drlve7 
CasaBlanca Works' Drive? can format your disk, partition it, and update its dr iver. 
Drive? also includes con tro l panel (CDEV under System 6) for managing removable 
disks, such as SyQuests, Bernoulli cartridges, and optical d isks. 

Driver Update: System 7 caused some problems for those with o lder hard disks. In 
some cases, it's necessary to update the disk's driver in o rder to use it with System 7. In 
others, the problems show up when you try to use 23-bit addressing o r virtual memory. 
In any case, Drive7's new SCSI driver can ensure your d isk's compatibility with System 7. 
Just boot your Mac from the Drive? floppy, or update your non-startup disks while run
ning your norma l startup hard d rive. To update the startup drive, you'll need to boot 
from the floppy. 
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Formatting: All versio ns of the Macintosh Finder include an erase disk command, 
w hich works on floppies, hard disks, and removable med ia. That command, however, 
isn ' t as thoro ugh as it sho uld be. If you want to e rase a ll vest iges of the prev ious contents 
of your d isk, or would like the job done fa ster, Drive7's fo rmatter is o ne solution . For
matting also installs the Drive7 driver. 

If you ho ld down the Shift key while clicking Format in the main Drive7 window, the 
button changes to Initia lize. Initializing a hard disk does no t completely erase it, but it 
does discard directory informatio n. It's also a lot quicker than formatting. 

Partitioning: Most Macintosh users have one partition o n their hard disk. A partit ion 
is an area of the d isk where your fi les are sto red, which appea rs as one icon on the Desk
top. Some users choose to create multiple partitions as a way of splitting a drive up 
among people or tasks. You can also partition a drive in o rder to run differen t versions of 
the Macintosh System, o r Apple's A/UX UNIX operating system (see fig . 36.12). 

Fig. 36.12 
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Drive7's partition window lets you select from several standard partition styles. You can customize 
partitions, which Drive7 then learns and makes ava ilable the next time you want to partition d isks. 
You can use the grow box to change the size or partitions. 

Drivc7rem: Drive7rem, a control panel (CDEV under System 6), is designed to replace 
contro l panels for different typ es of removable drives li ke SyQuests, Io mega, and Ber
noull i dr ives. When you open it, Drive7rem presents a picture of your SCS I bus and the 
devices attached to it. You can also use Drive7rem to alte r partition attributes on bo th 
removable and hard d isks. 

For more information, contact: 

Casa Blanca Works 

148 Bon Air Cen ter 

Greenbrae, CA 94904 

(415) 461-2227 

Price: $79.95 
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Hard Disk Toolkit 
FWB's Hard Disk Toolkit includes a wide array of utilities a nd one of the most compre
hensive user manuals around. Its stock in trade is digging deeply into the inner workings 
o f a hard disk to find problems, or a llowing you to custo mize the disk's operatio n . 

FWB sells two versions of l-Ia rd Disk Toolki t: the complete versio n, and Hard Disk Toolkit 
Personal Ed itio n . The Personal version does not include benchmarking software, World 
Control, or 1-IDT Uti!. The Personal Edition also lacks the extrem ely de tailed user guide, 
with its multi-chapter explanatio n of hard disks and SCI basics. 

HOT's main components are the fo llowing: 

• HOT Pri mer 

• HOT World Control 

• HOT Extension 

• HOT Prober 

DDT Primer: If you want to ge t a good loo k a t the to p level features of Hard Disk 
Toolkit, you ' ll find them in HOT Primer. With Primer, you can fo rmat, parti tion, and 
update drivers fo r hard d isks and removable media. 

HOT Primer's low-level fo rmatting p rovides mo re o ptions than most fo rmatters. You 
have total contro l of the drive and its a ttributes. When you format a disk with HOT 
Primer, the software installs an FWB driver, which gives you access to the rest of Too lkit's 
special features. You can install the d river without refo rmatting your hard drive. 

Primer includes a disk testing suite (see fig. 36.13) . You can configure a quick test, which 
runs a batch of scans to determine whether the disk contains bad blocks. You can also set 
up a custom set o f tests that verifies the med ia and tests read, write, and seek integrity. 

Fig. 36.13 
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HOT Primer includes 13 hard disk tests . 

DDT World Control: O pening HOT World Contro l takes courage. World Control is 
designed to help d isk ddve experts set and tune a variety o f internal parameters. You 
shouldn't a ttempt to use it unless you are su re of wha t you are do ing and have fully 
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backed up your hard disk. World Con tro l lets you view and edit a disk's page para meters, 
the parameters that contro l the inner workings o f disk hardware. 

You can use HOT World Control to alter a hard disk's microcode. You do this by modi fy
ing the parameters set by the drive's manufacturer. The goal is im proved performance. 
You ca n man ipulate more than 150 SCSl-1 and SCSl-2 parameters. 

With Wo rld Contwl's caching parameters, you can alter o r o ptim ize the hardware caches 
within your hard drive. 

World Contro l lets you dig deeply in to the disk, even locating defects that were presen t 
when your drive left the facto ry. You can scan for new defects, called grown defects, as 
well. 

HDT BenchTest: With BenchTest, you ca n put a disk drive through its paces, compar
ing its performance to o ther d rives o r to previo us scans o f a given drive. You can also 
change parameters in Wo rld Cont ro l based o n weaknesses you find w hen running Bench 
tests (see fig. 36.14). 
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Fig. 36.14 
BenchTest creates an index of test results based on six tests. You <:an compare your drive's perfo r
mance with that of selected f.WB products, o r other d rives >'OU test . 

You ca n create your own benchmark index by choosing amo ng eight testing para meters. 

HDT Extension: Removable media, such as SyQuest cartridges and o ptical d isks, do not 
mount like hard d rives when you start up the Mac, if there is no media loaded in to the 
drive. HOT Extension is an ex tensio n you install in to the System Fo lder. O nce installed, 
HOT Extensio n mounts drivers wh en you insert a removable disk in to the d rive. The 
extension also compensates fo r slower (usually older) hard drives, which may not mount 
pro perly. 

HDT Prober: Prober is a contro l panel that helps you keep tabs o n the SCSI bus (see fig. 
36.1 5). With it, you can view all devices o n the SCSI chain, and mount those that d idn't 
mount at startup. 
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Fig. 36.15 
I-IDT Prober gives more information than o the r SCSI bus contro l panels, including a d rive's block 
size and parti tion sch eme. 

For more information, contact: 

FWB Inc. 

2040 Polk Street 

San Francisco, CA 94109 

(415)474-8056 

Price: Hard Disk Toolkit Personal Edition: $79 

Hard Disk Toolkit: $199 

Summary 
This ch apter has described several common problems associated with hard d isks, and 
d iscussed h ow to diagnose them and how to fix them. We've also looked at several tools 
fo r tun ing, d iagnosing, and repairing hard disks at both basic and advanced levels. 

For more info rmation about problems rela ted to hard disks, see Chapter 38, "SCSf Prob
lems." 



Chapter 37 

Floppy Drive Pro 
by Kelley Boylan 

Originally, the fl oppy disk was the sole storage method available to Mac users and the 
predominant form of storage for users of many other platforms. They ranged in sizes up 
to 8 inches and were, well ... floppy. The 5 1/4-inch floppy disks of old (still popular on 
DOS machines and used wi th the Apple II) were encased in a flex ible sheath and could 
be easily damaged or destroyed, and some platforms used disks in excess of 8 inches in 
diameter. Keeping them fl at and safe was a job unto itself, and they were so fragi le that 
writing on one with a ballpoint pen could take it out of action. Not so of the newer, 
hard-cased diskettes. 

Because the floppy disk is such a popular and convenient way to store and move data, 
keeping your disks and their drive in good shape means you're keeping your data in 
good shape. The size and shape of the disk and drive haven't changed much over time, 
but the media's changed quite a bit. The hardware that handles it has gone through a 
few variations, too. This chapter will outline many of the problems you could have with 
a floppy disk or its drive, and it will lay out what you can do to fix them, from simply 
being aware of the appropriate storage environment through pulling out your toolkit 
and taking apart the drive. 

Floppy Disks and Their Maintenance 
Standard 3 1/2-inch floppy disks don't look like they are floppy. The older 5 1/4-inch 
floppies from the Apple II were actually flexible and subject to damage because of it. 
Sony designed and Apple installed a drive for the curren t standard floppy we all know so 
well, the one with the hard case and the metal shutter that would seem to last forever. 
Unfortunately, floppy disks do fail-and they fail fairly frequently-but at least when 
they die, they stil l make great, inexpensive coasters. The drives, on the other hand, don't 
even make great doorstops when they fail. Keeping yours tuned and aligned is an impor
tant duty. 
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Protecting Disks and Drives 
Erro rs can occur fo r a n umber of reasons, rang ing from plain dirt to a dead drive. You 
can correct or prevent most problems yourself. If you're not familiar with how a drive 
works, see Chapter 10, "Removable Media." 

Cleaning the Heads 
The simplest way to keep a d rive running is to keep it clea n. Apple recommends using 
the 3M floppy cleaning kit whenever the drive begins to misbehave, failing to fo rmat or 
read disks properly. Cleaning wi ll keep oxides from building up on the drive's head. Do 
not use it too often- it's mildly abrasive and can prematurely wear out your read/ write 
head. This isn't to say it's bad for your Mac, only that you shouldn' t overdo it; once 
every few months is enough. Cleaning consists of simply putting a little cleaning fluid 
on a special floppy disk and running it through the drive for a few seconds, allowing the 
abrasive surface of what would be the disk part o f the floppy (but is instead a soft, papery 
cloth) to wipe the dirt and debris off the heads. 

Keeping Abrasives Out 
It is all too easy to write o n a disk case with a pencil; it is also po tentially damaging. Th e 
graphite in the pencil lead can get into the drive and do serious damage to the heads. 
When you write on a floppy, write with a pen. It's okay to use a ballpo int (which was 
not a good idea on the o lder, soft-cover 5 1/4-inch disks). 

Keeping Away from Magnets 
Some Macs generate their own disk-kill ing electrical fields. A compact Mac's power sup
ply is on the left side of the case. If you have an external floppy drive, keep it on the 
right side. Leaving the d rive o r a stack of floppies on the left side of a compact Mac can 
destroy your data. Likewise, the lmagewriter has a magnet in its cover (it tells the printer 
if the cover's open o r no t); don't leave floppies on top of it. O ld telephones a lso generate 
current via their ringers. Stereo system speakers generate powerful magnetic fi elds, so 
unless you h ave computer-specific, well -shielded speakers, keep floppies away from 
them. In general, keep your drive and disks away from anything that can generate sig
n ificant electrical curren t. 

Avoiding Physical Damage 
Many of us carry our fl oppies as if they were immortal. They aren ' t, and some of the 
damage isn't obvious. A broken shutter or bent case is obvious damage, but a clamp disk 
m ay not be. 

Throwing and Bending Are Bad Ideas. Not all o ffi ces are networked well; sometimes it 
is easier to carry a floppy across a room than it is to pipe something through the net. If 
you are carrying a floppy, just carry it. Not long ago, a few of us used what we called The 
Ninja Net. One person in need of data would yell across the room, "Hey, give me a floppy 
with last week's images!" and the owner of those images would load a floppy, stand up, 
and fling the disk like an oriental throwing sta r. Not surprisingly, we destroyed more 
than one floppy, although it was a relatively simple, effective, and fun way to transport 
data. This case may be ex treme, but the po int is, don't batter your disks. 
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The danger isn ' t to the d isk itself so much as to the read/write heads inside the drive. A 
fl oppy with a bent shutter can jam inside and even shear off the top of the read/wri te 
head, which is not easy or cheap to fix. If you have a floppy that contains vita l data and 
has a bent shutter, very ca reful ly remove the shutter, move the data to a safer place, and 
then throw the damaged floppy away. 

Drinking Around Your Disks Can Be Dangerous. If you spill water or soft drinks o n a 
disk, your data may survive the event, but don 't try to find out immediately. Wait a few 
days. Even if it's cri tica l data, don' t put it in your drive un less you ' re ready to pay fo r 
repairs on the drive. Let the fl oppy dry and then open the shutter and check the m edia. 
O nly afte r you've verified that there's no moisture anywhere inside can you put the disk 
in . Ro tate the disk inside its case to look a t the entire floppy befo re putting it in the 
drive. In a worst-case scenario, if you really have to have the da ta, you can pop the 
fl o ppy's case open and very carefu lly-without touching the surface of the disk-remove 
the media and let it d ry in the o pen. Take a second fl o ppy, pop it open, a nd put the dry 
disk in the new case, and then tape the who le thing shut and try it in the drive. There 
are no guarantees-a blob of suga r from a soft drink ca n still gum up the vwrks-but 
bette r that than have a company collapse for lack o f proper accounting data. 

Forcing Things Is Not a Good Idea. Removing a fl oppy from its drive is usually easy. 
Hit :i=(+Y or d rag the d isk image to the Trash. If the d rive won't let go o r doesn ' t recog
nize the d isk, here are a few things to try, in this order: 

1. Push a paper cl ip th rough the manual eject hole. 

2. Restart your \1ac while holding the mo use bu tto n clown. 

3. Push a paper clip th rough the manua l eject ho le wh ile very carefully li fting up the 
d isk with a th in object, a le tter-opener, fo r exam ple. (This one's dangerous. Don' t 
force anything. If it's stuck, it's stuck, and you ' ll have to take the dri ve apart.) 

Never force a disk into a drive. ff something's in the way, you ca n do a lo t of damage. It's 
possible that the rack that holds the floppy drive case in p lace has sli pped o r been bent. 
Look th ro ugh the slo t to see if there is anyth ing in the way. If it looks like the case of the 
drive itself is in the way,..--sort o f li ke an elevator between floo rs, you can see in the o pen
ing, but the roof's coming clown o r floor's corning up-open the Mac and try to line it 
up again . (A description o f open in~ the case comes a little later in this chapter.) 

Read/Write Errors and Unreadable Disks 
The number of reasons a disk can fail is no t qui te innu merable, but there are a lot of 
them, so check into as many as you can before pan icking. After yo u've checked them all, 
then pan ic. 

Formatting Properly 

By far the simp.lest fix fo r a disk is to have it in the righ t format. Did the guy down 
the hall give you the disk with the assu rance it was already formatted, on ly you find it 
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unreadable? Firs t, what kind of computer was he o r she using? If it was a DOS machine, 
he o r she may well have given you a DOS disk, which is a n enti rely d iffe ren t fo rmat. 
Fortuna te ly, Apple supp lies a ut ility ca lled Apple Fi le Exchange (ArE), which enables 
your Mac to read and write to DOS disks, as do many third-party utili ties such as Access 
PC and DOS Moun ter. They' re a ll extensio ns, so be su re you have at leas t o ne (and no t 
mo re than on e) loaded. Even if the person who gave you t he d isk was using a Mac, he o r 
she s til l might have been reading and writing to a DOS disk. 

Another, sligh tly more insidio us issue is the grad ua l change in ha rdware over t ime. The 
128K, S12K, Plus, and some SEs and Mac lis can only read 400K and 800 K disks. There's 
no way to make a 128K, S12K, or Plus read the now-popu lar 1.4MB d isks. An o lder SE 
and a Mac II can be taugh t to read them, but o n ly by buying a new drive for each , and 
the Mac ll a lso req uires a new ch ip o n its mo the rboard. The way to te ll if a disk is a 
1.4MB is to coun t the holes in the upper edge o f the disk. A double-density (DO) d isk 
ho ld s no more than 800 K, although it may be formatted as a 400K disk. It will have 
on ly o ne ho le. 

High-density disks ho ld as m uch as 1.4MB and have a second hole on the o pposi te side. 

Rem ember tha t if you have an o lde r drive tha t doesn 't recogn ize 1.4 MB flo ppies and 
you pu t a 1.4M B floppy in, the Mac w ill th ink it's unfo rmatted and ask you if you'd li ke 
to format it. Formatt ing a 1.4 MB as an 800K can lead to data loss. A q u ick fix is to cover 
the second ho le w.ith a piece o f tape and forma t away, but it's a haza rdous operatio n that 
should be used on ly in emergencies. It won' t h u rt your drive, but you r data migh t not be 
saved to the floppy. 

If you're thinking about adding a hole to an BOOK floppy in order to make it into a 1 .4 MB floppy, 
it's risky. In a pinch it might hold your data for awhile, but the two use different media designed 
for different specifications. It will more than likely fa il. Format BOOK floppies as BOOK and 1 .4 MB 
floppies as 1 .4 MB unless you're in rea l need. 

It is possible to use a 400K disk as an 8001<-if t he 400K fo rma ts properly the first ti me 
it's probably okay. The o n ly d ifference between an 800K and 400K d rive is the number of 
heads; an 800K has o ne o n top and o ne on the bottom, whereas the 400K o n ly has one 
o n the top. 

A caveat: If th e 400K disk has long been used as a 400K, don' t try to make it into an 
800K. The 400K drives have a pad where the second head would be in an 800K d rive, 
m uch li ke a casset te recorder's . It presses the media up into the u ppe r head and wea rs 
o ut the med ia o n the botto m. That lower med ia hasn ' t been closely ch ecked by the 
manufacturer, ei ther. The un used side o nly has media to keep the floppy from cur ling 
up. 
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That particular issue is not too hard to track down, but there's another that's even 
sneakie r. 128K and Sl2K Macs can' t read I-I FS d isks. Apple changed the way the Mac file 
system works with the in troductio n of the Plus, so if you ' re wondering whether your 
machine will read HFS d isks, Apple very conveniently put a p ixel in every window to tell 
you. It's in the upper left corner at the edge of the double line that separates the 
window's header info from the icons themselves. 

Non- I-I FS system s are by-and-large pre-SE machines, but check the p ixel to be sure. The 
pixel was no longer used after System 7, which requ ires the HFS fi li ng system, so rest 
assured tha t your Q uadra is an HFS m achine. 

Wandering Alignment 
Not all d rives behave exactly the sam e way. A read/write head jumping back and forth 
madly for hou rs and hours can gradually move out of a lignment. It may not be exactly 
cen tered over the tracks that were written when the d isk was formatted. One drive may 
run a litt le to the inside of the ideal, another to the o u tside. A disk taken from one ma
ch ine may not work properly on another. If the machine in questio n seems to format, 
read, and wri te disks of its own but no other machine's, its head may be out of 
a lignment. 

It is also possible the d isk itself has changed. If it was formatted in a cold environment 
and you' re trying to read it in a hot environment, the variance between machi nes may 
have been exaggerated just eno ugh by the disk's expansion or contraction to cause an 
error. Find out where it came from, and then e ither cool it or warm it and try again. 

Falling Media 

The media on fl oppy disks isn ' t permanen t and does wear o ut. Sometimes it comes from 
the facto ry with physically bad blocks, but the sta ndard System 7 Finder formatt ing pro
cess marks them so they can 't be used. If you're using System 6 or earlie r, th e Finder will 
simply tell you the disk is bad, but you may be able to mark the bad blocks with a third
party uti li ty such as MacTools or Symantec Utilities and contin ue using the disk. Do this 
only if you rea lly need it, because errors tend to propagate. If an error develops after the 
d isk has been formatted, you may have to use an applicatio n to retrieve data from the 
d isk. For example, if you insert an often-used disk and the Finder asks if you'd like to 
format it, don't do so-fo rmatt ing w ill destroy all the da ta on the floppy (un like on a 
hard d rive). If you have a problem flo ppy, see Chapter 36, "Hard Disk Problem s," for 
information o n data-retrieval tools. 

Reformat ting wi ll fail in at least one special case. Apple's DiskCopy utility reformats disks 
in o rder to make an exact copy of another disk, and every physical b lock must be func
tional for DiskCopy to work. lf you're trying to make a copy of a disk and DiskCopy 
returns with an error -84, it's found a bad b lock. Tha t doesn ' t mean the disk is all bad
formatting it with the Finder will m ark tha t bad b lock (or b locks)-bu t if you do a lot of 
DiskCopy work, you migh t as well label that d isk as a -84 and keep it in a separate stack. 

Avoiding Known PowerBook Problems 
The PowerBook 140 d isk drive does not seem to be properly shielded from its display's 
back light. Apple wi ll install a new sh ield at no charge if you ask, but it's probably easier 
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to simply switch off the back light when you encounter a disk that can't be read. If you 
suffer a failure with a 1..4 MB disk, you are probably having other problems. SOOK disks 
seem to be the only ones affected. 

Watching Time 
Disks fa il over time. The magnetic media on their surfaces isn't permanently stable, and 
the data sto red on them will eventually randomize. If you have data that you need to 
keep for several years, don 't sto re it on a disk. In several years you may find you have 
errors on every on e of them, possibly terminal erro rs. Th ey may last without a problem, 
but don't count on it. ro r long-term storage, look into magneto-optical (MO) drives o r 
even CD-ROM, depending on your budget. They' ll remain stable for decades. 

Cleaning a Drive 
This is not meant to be a full repair manual, but if you're handy with a screwdriver, you 
can clean a floppy drive yourself. It's not for the mechanically challenged, but it can be 
done. Always use a sta tic strap. See Chapter 5, "Connecting Peripherals," for more infor
mation on personal safety. 

Start by opening the case. Refer to Part I for information on the internal design of your 
Mac. Remove the logic board so you won't accidentally damage it. 

Remove the four screws on the outside of the drive's metal case. Carefully slide the drive 
out of the fro nt of the m etal case, and give the case a good cleaning. You can blow out a 
lot of dust with a ca n of compressed air, but be very carefu l blowing canned air on the 
heads; you can knock them out of a lignment. Do not use a standard vacuum cleaner
they generate a lot of stat ic electricity that can fry your hardware. 

Again, as you pull the drive out, be sure not to touch the drive heads; it's too easy to 
throw them out of alignment. Head cleaning is best don e by your regular cleaning disk, 
and any dust around the assembly ca n be blown out, or removed with a very light paint 
brush. 

Now that you have the d rive, find the drive head, the slider rod, and the worm drive. 
Viewing the drive from the front, the slider is a smooth, usually polished rod that's be
low and to the left o f the head . The worm d rive is to the right. There's also a small pin 
connected to the worm gear that drives the head latera lly over the disk. To the rear and 
left of the head is an optical switch. A bar on the left of the lower head passes through i.t 
and determines where track zero is on the disk. 

Make sure both the optica l switch and the bar that marks track zero are clean . Likewise 
for the slider and worm gear. If they' re dusty, the head wi ll occasionally fail to reach 
track zero, causing read/wri te errors. Carefully clean the slider rod and worm with a soft 
cloth and gentle solvent. The grease used in drives often becomes sticky with age; you 
may have to pick out clumps of grease from around the moving parts with a cotton 
swab. 
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After everything's clean, coat the moving parts with a very light layer of TeflonnA_based 
lubricant. Duralube will do the job. Do not use graphite; it will destroy your read/write 
head. To keep the drive clean in the future, you can put on a dust protection sleeve, 
which is available from Apple (part #076-0439). 

Reassemble the pieces and put the drive back into the machine. If you put a floppy in 
the drive and it either fails to slide in easily or won't eject properly, the drive may not be 
lined up with the slot on the Mac case. You may have to adjust the screws and brackets 
that hold the drive. 

While you're inside the Mac's case and floppy drive, you will probably find piles of dust. 
The cooling fans on the Mac llcx, ci, and Quadra 700 are located in such a way that they 
draw air through the floppy drive. Again, if you have a vacuum cleaner with a reversible 
flow, don't use it in your Mac. They create great quantities of static electricity that can 
fry your hardware. Buy a can or two of compressed air from a computer or photo supply 
store and clean the computer in a well-ventilated area. {It won't do you much good to 
blow all the dust out if it settles right back in.) 

Before putting in a valuable disk, be sure to clean the drive with a floppy cleaning disk, 
just in case some lubricant or dust dropped onto the read/write heads. It's also a good 
idea to put the drive through its paces, reading and writing a noncritical floppy before 
going back to the daily grind. 

Summary 
Keeping a floppy drive in good working order is a matter of keeping it clean and away 
from hazardous circumstances, be they a desktop stereo system or a forgotten cup of 
coffee. By cleaning the drive with a cleaning disk every few months, your drive should 
last years, and if it should fail anyway, you can climb in and fix it. Remember that all 
floppies are no t the same-some read formats that others can' t handle-but once you 
know the difference between one format and another, it's a simple matter to keep every
thing up and running. 
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SCSI Problems 
by Shelley Brisbin 

Thi s chapter describes problems and solutions associated with SCSI devices attached to 
your Macintosh. Almost all Macintosh hard disks, tapes and CD-ROM drives, and many 
scanners use the SCSI (Small Computer System Interface) port to connect to the Mac. 
Pronounced "scuzzy," the SCSI bus can support up to seven disk d rives, CD-ROMs, scan
ners, o r tape backup systems, connected first to the Mac and then to o ne another. Every 
Macintosh since the Mac Plus has included an external SCSI port (see fig. 38.1). Every 
Mac since the Mac SE has also included a SCSI connector for in ternal h ard d rives. 

In th is chapter, you learn abou t several important concepts for SCSI troubleshooting: 
device moun ting, SCSI cables, SCSI IDs, termination, and special problem s. 

Fig . 38.1 
Connect SCSI devices to your Mac via the SCSI port on a ll desktop models since the Mac Plus. 

Identifying a SCSI Problem 
Problems with SCSI devices are usuall y caused by fa ulty o r improper cabling. Several 
rules govern the connection of these devices to the Mac. If you don't follow these rules, 
hard disks, CD-ROMs, and other devices will not be visible o r mounted on your Mac's 
desktop, and will th us be unusable, even if the SCSI devices and the Mac are in good 
working order. 

While it is not always obvious what causes a problem with a SCSI device, tell-tale signs 
that the d ifficulty migh t lie with a hard disk or other SCSI device include the following: 
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• Inabili ty to boo t the Mac (a question mark appears on-screen) 

• Inconsistency when booting (the Mac sometimes boots, or boots more slowly than 
normal) 

• A SCSI drive sounds as if it is mounting no rmally, but does not mount on the 
desktop or boot the Mac 

• A hard d isk's icon does no t appear on the desktop 

• Multiple icons for the same SCSI device appea r on the desktop 

• A tape d rive or optical drive does not appea r when using backup softwa re 

• SCSI drives that no rma ll y work fin e fail to mou nt when used with other devices 

It is possible that SCSI is not the culprit when you experience these problems, but it's a 
good idea to troubleshoot SCSI first. Making certain that your SCSI house is in order can 
save lo ts of time. 

Mounting SCSI Devices 
In most cases, the icon of a SCSI device connected to your Macintosh will appear on the 
desktop. Th is indicates that the device is mounted properly and is ready for use. If a d isk 
drive does not appear on the desktop, you have the first indication that a problem exists. 
To determine what's wrong, you need to see what the Mac sees. A utility like SCSJ Probe 
is your window into the Mac's SCSI connections. 

SCSI Probe 
SCSI Probe is a freeware u til ity, written by Robert Polick and available from on-line ser
v ices like America Online, and from user groups. The control panel (System 7) o r CDEV 
(System 6) should be insta lled in your System Folder. When you choose the SCSI Probe 
control panel, a window displays the name, vendor, and SCSI Identification number (ID) 
for each SCSI device currentl y running and connected to the Mac. 

Sometimes, a SCSI device will no t mount at startup. Using SCSI Probe to upda te the list 
of devices or to mount them ca n cause a hidden device to become available without the 
necessity o f restarting th e computer (see fig. 38.2). 

SCSI Probe can also show you devices that do not normally disp lay desktop icons. Because scan
ners and tape drives don't offer double-clickable access, you won't see icons for them on your 

desktop. Removable media drives, such as optical disks, SyQuest drives, and CO-ROMs, do not 
appear on the desktop unless media is inserted. 
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If upda ting and mounting with SCSI Probe does not d isplay an entry fo r o ne of your 
SCSI devices, it's time to explore other options. 

Fig. 38.2 
Choose Mount in the SCSI Probe window to make hidden SCSI devices appear. 

Other Mounting Options 
Many hard drives and removable media devices include utility software, which can be 
used, like SCSI Probe, to mount troublesome drives and perform other useful functions. 
Several software vendors also sell hard d isk util ities with mounting capability . FWB's 
Hard Disk Toolkit, for example, includes HOT Prober, a control panel w hich looks and 
acrs a lot like SCSI Probe, with the additional ca pability of d isp laying w hich d isk driver 
software (like FWIJ's own driver) is installed with each mounted device. All APS drives 
ship with an applicatio n and a contro l panel for scanning the SCSI bus and mounting 
drives. 

A few contro l panels (System 7) and CDEVs (System 6) can even force uncooperat ive 
SCSI devices to mount at sta rtup by putting the system through a mounting procedure 
soon after the Mac is booted. If you have had no trouble mounting SCSI devices, these 
solut ions just add t ime to your startup process. 

Contro l panels and/or CDEVs load when you boot the Macintosh, along with other 
startup programs. They complete their sca n o f the SCSI devices attached to the Mac 
before you see the Desktop. You may prevent the contro l panei/CDEV from scanning 
the bus and mounting drives by removing them from your System Fo lder, or disabling 
startup functions. 
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SCSI Cables 
Cables used to connect SCSI drives to a Macintosh and to each other can cause trouble if 
they are damaged, if their combined length is too great, or if they are of poor quality to 
begin with. Cables often become unreliable over time because their ex ternal shielding 
becomes separated from the connector at the end, exposing the internal wiring to dam
age. You can tape up SCSI cables, but it's often a good idea to replace them. 

Cables with no visible damage also cause problems. It's a good idea to keep a spare cable 
or two around in case you have d ifficulty. 

Using SCSI Cables 
Most SCSI devices come with a short (no more than 3 feet long) cable. One end has a 2S
pin connector fo r the Macintosh end, while the o ther connector is a SO-pin variety. Plug 
this end into the external SCSI device's ports. If you are buying your second external 
SCSI device, you need a cable with SO-pin connectors at both ends. One end goes into 
the second port of your fi rst SCSI device, the other connects to the n ew one. 

When you buy the second device, ask your vendor for the 50-pin connector, rather than the 25-

pin. Otherwise, you'll need to buy an extra cable for $15-$30. 

Caution 

Never connect or remove SCSI cables (or any other Macintosh cable, for that matter) while the 

computer or SCSI device is turned on. 

Cable Length 
The total length of your SCSI cabling should not exceed 18 feet, regardless of the number 
of devices you have con nected to a Mac. As a genera l ru le, t ry to keep your cables as 
short as possible. 

Internal hard drives are connected to the Mac's motherboard with SCSI cables, and the 
length of these internal cables should be included as you calculate the total for your SCSI 
cha in. 

Cable Troubleshooting 
If using SCSI Probe does n ot successfully mount one or more of your SCSI devices, look 
next to the cabling, par ticularly if you have recen tly connected o r rearranged your SCSI 
devices. Cabling is a likely suspect if only one of your devices refuses to mount with SCSI 
Probe. 
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To check for cable problems, try this: 

1. Check your cable connections. Are they tight? Do clamps on the connectors fi t 
snugly? It's OK if clamps are missing, but use them if you have them, and be care
ful not to jar SCSI drives, particularly while the Mac and the devices are turned on . 
When you've secured a connection, try SCSI Probe again. 

2 . Look at the cables connecting your Mac and SCSI devices. If you have more than 
three devices (including any internal hard disks or CD-ROM drives), take a look at 
your cabling. Are any of the cables extra long or are there a lo t of them? You may 
want to find shorter on es. 

3. If one of your drives sti ll won't moun t, turn off all devices a nd the Mac. Replace 
one of the cables leading to the problem device. If you don' t have an extra cable, 
switch a cable connected to a problem device with on e that appears to work. 

SCSI IDs 
Each device on a SCSI chain has a unique ID number between 0 and 6. The Macintosh 
always has ID# 7. If two devices on the chain have the same ID n umber, one or more of 
them will not mount properly. Knowing the rules fo r setting SCSI IDs and how to set 
them on your peripherals can solve another set of SCSI problems. 

Mounting Order 

The Macintosh uses SCSI ID numbers to determine the o rder in which devices are 
mounted. You can choose the order in which drives mount by changing their IDs. If 
your Mac has an internal hard d isk, its ID is factory-set to 0. When you start your Mac, 
the computer looks to SCSI ID# 0 as its default boot disk. Unless you have used the 
Startup Device control panel to pick another startup disk, the System and Finder \·Viii 
load from the internal disk. 

Once the ID# 0 device has booted, the Mac will look along the SCSI chain for device 6, 
not 1. The Mac mounts SCSI devices in the following order: 

ID# 0, 6, S, 4, 3, 2, 1 

This order applies regardless of the drive's position in your physical SCSI chain. 

If you want to boot the Mac from a disk oth er than your interna l hard disk, don' t try to 
change the internal disk's ID. Instead, use the Startup Device control panel (see fig. 38.3). 
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Fig. 38.3 
Choose a startup device from the Startup Disk control panel. Make sure the disk you pick has a 
System Folder. Restart your Mac. 

Setting the SCSI ID 
To change the SCSI ID on most lvt'aci ntosh hard d isks, tape drives, and opticals, use the 
switch on the back. Do th is \·vhen the Mac is turned off. Push the top button for a higher 
SCSI 10, push the lower button to lower it. Although the buttons can set an ID greater 
than 6, you shou ld use only those between 0 and 6. 

Some SCS I d rives do no t include external 10 buttons. These devices may use internal DIP 
switches o r include software to set the device's ID. Check your drive's documentation for 
detai ls on setting SCSI IDs with DIP switches. 

Termination 
When you connect two or more SCS I devices to your Mac, the result is a SCSI chain. If 
you have difficulty getting devices mounted properly, or if they aren' t as fast as th ey 
should be, your problem may be termination. 

A terminator is actually a resistor, which keeps signals passed down the SCSI chain from 
echoing back from the end of the chain to o ther devices. Proper terminati on keeps data 
on its assigned path along the SCSI chain. 

A properly terminated SCSI chain has a terminator at each end. Terminators can either 
be internal to the SCSI device or external plugs you connect to the unused SCSI port on 
the back. Devices in the middle of the chain should not be terminated. 
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If your Mac has an internal hard disk, this d isk is the first device in the SCSI chain and is 
internally terminated. If you add an external disk drive, you must either attach an exter
nal terminator o r be certa'in that the drive is internally terminated. If you add more 
drives to the chain, you should either remove the termination from the drive you added, 
or make it the last device in the chain. 

Internal versus External Termination 
Many current Mac hard drives are internally term inated, particularly those designed for 
use inside your Mac. Older drives had no te rmination a nd often came with an external 
plug. If your new hard d rive is terminated, the documentation should tell you so, and 
should o ffer instruction s fo r removing the terminato r. This process usually involves 
open ing the drive's case and removing a resistOL'. If your drive manual does not offer 
instructions, and if you are not comfortable opening the drive, have your vendor remove 
the offending terminator. Keep track of it, though, in case your SCSI arrangement 
changes. 

If you want to change the o rder of your SCSI chain at will , remove terminators from all 
your external de'-:ices and obtain an external plug to use at the end of the SCSI chain. 
That way, you don't have to keep track of which devices are internally terminated. 

If you have a Macintosh llfx and need to terminate a SCSI chain externa lly, you should 
get a special black termi nator, supplied by Apple. This terminator differs slightly from a 
standard terminator in that it includes an extra internal pin, but works the sam e way (see 
fig. 38.4) . 

Fig. 38.4 
Interna l, external, and black terminators. 
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Caution 

Don't confuse termination with SCSI I D. Changing a device's ID number to make it the last to 

mount on the desktop does not alter termination rul es. You might, for example, have an external 

hard drive with SCSI ID# 2 at the end of the physical SCSI chain. The optical drive at SCSIID# 1 
sits between your Mac and the hard drive. The hard drive should be terminated, the optical disk 

should not. Because the hard drive has a higher SCSI ID number, it appears on the desktop before 

the optical shows up (assuming you have a disk inserted). 

Special SCSI Situations 
In addition to the genera l rules o f SCSI connection, there a re a few special concerns fo r 
PowerBook and Quadra owners. These computers use SCSI in a slightly diffe rent way 
than o ther Macs. 

PowerBooks and Duos 

Apple's po rtable compu ters, PowerBooks and Duos, use SCSI to connect peripherals, just 
as desktop Macs do. The PowerBooks' ports, however, are somewhat different, requiring 
special cables. Termination issues are also d ifferent for portables. 

All PowerBooks include an internal SCSI hard drive. They also have an external 30-pin, 
HDI-30 SCSI port on the back. Duos are a bit different. They include internal drives, but 
only support external SCSI th rough the Duo Dock, MiniDock, or a third-part y dock. 

To connect your PowerBook o r Duo to an external device, you need an HD-30 cable with 
either a DB-25 o r DB-50 connecto r on the o th er end (see fig. 38.5). Alternatively, you can 
choose a cable adapter, such as APS Technologies' SCSI Boy, which has an HDI-30 on one 
end and a fe male 25-pin connecto r on the other. This arrangement le ts you plug the 
PowerBook o r dock into a standard 25-pin SCSI cable, which then connects to an exter
nal hard drive or other SCSI device. See figure 38.5. 

Some PowerBooks h ave a unique feature. The 100, 160, 165, 16Sc, 180, and 180c can be 
con nected to desktop Macs in such a way that thei r disk dr ive appears on the other Mac's 
Desktop. Use an HDI -30 to DB-25 connector, plugging the 25-pin end into the back of 
the oth er Mac. Of course, no connections should be m ade o r broken while either com
puter is turned on. W hen you tu rn on both computer s, th e PowerBook's internal d rive 
appears on the o ther Mac's desktop. 

All PowerBooks and Duos have special termination needs because their internal disks are 
not terminated and they don 't include power fo r terminatio n. If you connect an external 
SCSI device to a PowerBoo k, you need to supply powered termination. 

You may be able to get ex ternal devices connected to a PowerBook to function, but you 
will probably experience t he kind of termination-rela ted trouble we discussed in the 
section, "Term ination," in th is chapter. You ca n either use external devices that provide 
their own termination power, or purchase a terminator with its own pO\·Ver source, such 
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as APS Technologies' SCSI Sentry, an external device that terminates the chain and 
provides power to it. 

Fig. 38.5 
You can con nect a PowerBook to an external device using an HD-30 cable with a 0 13-50 connector. 

Quadras 
The Macintosh Quadra 900 and 950 have a unique SCSI arra ngement. Th ese high-end 
Macs have not one, but two separate SCSI buses. That means that while you are normally 
limi ted to 7 SCSI devices attached to a single Mac, the Quadra's internal bus allows more 
connections. 

The Quadra 900/050 case has room fo r four internal devices: hard d rives, a CO-ROM, 
and/o r a removable m edia drive. These internal devices all share a sing le SCS I bus. You 
ca n attach the normal compliment of ex ternal devices to either Quadra via the external 
SCSI port. Termination and SCSIIO rules apply separately to each bus. The internal bu s 
is faster, supporting speeds of up to 5 MB per second. Apple says that because of cable 
length and unreliability, using the Q uadra's internal bus may provide you with better 
performance. 
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Summary 
This chapter has discussed the rules and requirements for connecting SCSI devices to 
your Macintosh. You lea rned how SCSI Probe, a simple diagnost ic tool, can solve the 
most basic SCSI problems. You learned about cables, SCSI ID numbers and termination, 
all of which will help you use mult iple devices without problems. The chapter also ex
plained how PowerBook, Duo, and Quadra own ers h ave special SCSI issues to deal with . 

Por more information on using your SCSI devices, see chapter 8, "Hard Disks," chapter 
26, "Adding Internal Disk Drives," chapter 34, "Hardware Troubleshooting, " and chapter 
36, "Hard Disk Problems." 
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Monitor Problems 
by Kelley Boylan 

From the original 9-inch black-and-white display to a 37-inch presentation display, a 
monitor is a different beast from the rest of the Mac system. Unlike most of the rest of 
the computer, which is solid state, electronic, Hght, and fast, the monitor is a large, glass 
vacuum tube that carries tremendous electrical charges and is a va riation on technology 
from the 1940s. 

Why isn't it a small, solid-state electronic device? Cost. The first of those monitors, t he 
Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) monitors, are just hitting the market, and they're ex
pensive, fragile, and small. However, they are great for portable use, with a few caveats. 
See the section, "Problems in PowerBooks," later in this chapter. 

Because the monitor is your interface with the computer (along with the keyboard), 
maintaining it and knowing how it works can make working at the computer consider
ably more pleasant. A hard drive can be fragmented, a SCSI improperly terminated, and 
your floppies may be in hopeless disarray-they are peripheral to direct interaction with 
the computer. Not having a stable, comfortable monitor to work with will be obvious in 
seconds, and the effects may linger for hours. A fragmented h ard drive does not cause 
physical discomfort, whereas a distorted monitor certainly does. 

You may feel that your monitor is fine where it is and that what you really need is a new 
one. Possibly not. Rotating it a few degrees, adjusting a window sh ade or two, and turn
ing off a light can turn an old, washed-out display that you can hardly see into a nearly 
new device. This chapter starts with the assumption that you haven't set up your moni
tor at all and goes into increasing detail. 

Setting Up Properly 
Spending thousands, even tens of thousands of dollars on a new workstation won't im
prove your productivity if that workstation's not set up properly. A simple thing such as 
moving a display from place to place can reduce your productivity by putting you in the 
hospital or damaging the mon itor. Done correctly, it's easy. 
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Moving the Monitor 
The first thing you have to do is get the monitor of your choice to the work area of your 
choice, presumably your desk (though you can create comfortable setups on futons and 
floors). In an office environment, usually plenty of people are around to help move a 
workstation, if you don't have a staff dedicated to it. If not, or if you're at home alone, 
you may need to find help. A small, 14-inch monitor like the Apple RGB or the plethora 
of similar multisync monitors are easy enough for one person to handle, but a large 
monitor of 17 inches or more is better dealt with by two people. While it's an acceptable 
practice to grunt a bit when you pick up your monitor, it is not acceptable to scream in 
excruciating pain when either you or your monitor breaks. 

When you have to move a monitor, do so in the following manner: 

1. First, dust off the display area with a soft, nonabrasive cloth. If you don't, you may 
scratch it or end up with a square patch of dirt on your shirt. 

2. If you're wearing a belt with a metal buckle or have buttons that could scratch the 
display surface, rotate the belt, cover the buttons, or change clothes. 

3. Slide the monitor to the edge of the desk with the display facing you. 

4. Grab the bottom of the monitor as close to the middle as possible, and press the 
face of the monitor against your abdomen. Don't grab the monitor stand, which 
will move and tip and give you the queasy feeling that you're about to drop the 
monitor, which you may. 

5. Lift with your legs (how many times have you heard this one?) and stand up slowly 
if you had to squat to reach it. If the desk is taller than your abdomen, lift the 
monHor off the desk before backing away, just to be sure you can handle it. 

The heaviest part of a mo nitor is the front of the display, which is basically a wall of 
glass; the object is to keep the monitor near your center of gravity. Don't pick it up with 
the back in one hand ancl the front in the other; not only is it awkward, it'll throw you 
off balance, and dropping a monitor is not a good idea. It is, after all, a glass vacuum 
tube, and there's lots of aJr outside it that really wants to get inside. If you drop it, the air 
rushes in, has a remarkably noisy and violent celebration, and blows the glass back out 
and into you, your workmates, and everything else around it. 

If you can find help, do so. Even if you can lift the monitor by yourself, there will be 
cables, and according to I)oylan's First Law of Cables, any person lifting a device that has 
cables will necessarily put that device down on those cables. If you're moving a small 
device, you are unlikely to damage the cables if they get in the way. However, if you are 
moving a 37-inch presentation display that weighs 200 pounds, setting it down on the 
cables can cut or damage either the power or the display cable. If you're moving a large 
display, use either two people or a dolly, and have someone on hand to manage doors, 
cables, and traffic. Keeping cables out of the way is possible-you can tie them in a knot 
and put the knot on top of the monitor-but do not under any circumstances drape 
them around your neck or carry them in your teeth. It's quick and convenient, but it's 
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also a g reat way to break your neck o r make a bad day much worse. The hazard of having 
them around your neck is obvious. If the cables are in your teeth and you fall , your teeth 
wi ll clamp down and the weigh t of the monitor will pull you down into the middle of a 
serious mess. The monitor will hit the floor, followed immediately by your falling body, 
and if hitting the floor doesn ' t cause the monitor to explode, your impact may do so. 
Either way, it's going to be a bad day. 

Lighting the Desk 
Ligh t is the easiest variable to manage in your monitor's environment. Possibly one of 
the best ways to improve the world around your monitor is to light it properly. ln an 
office this can be tough, but a little creativity goes a long way. 

The Glaring Facts. rirst, make sure there is no glare directly on the monitor; no lamp or 
window shines right on its face. If your work area has a window, it would seem rather 
pleasant to si t facing the window so that you can glance up and outside every few min
utes. It even makes sense in a way. Close-focusing on a monitor that's only two or three 
feet away all day isn't good for your eyes, but don't position your computer so that you 
face a window. You will back-l ight your display and driving your eyes into frenzies of 
annoyance. The area behind your monitor should be about the same luminosity as the 
monitor itself. You don't want to look beyond the display into either darkness or bri l
liance, which cause your pupils to do unnecessary gymnast ics. 

Likewise, it would seem to be nice to have bright sunshine illuminating your work area, 
copy-stand, and desk, but do n't put the monito r with its face to the window (your back 
to the window). All you will see is the window reflected from your monitor. 

Avoiding Reflection. Next, sit clown in front of your monitor with it turned off. Can 
you see your reflection ? Smile, it's a nice day. Can you see your smile? Can you see the 
reflection of any lamps or windows? If you can, not good. Stop smi ling. Move the moni
to r or cover the lam ps and windows so that as few as possible are visible in reflection. 
You probably won't be able to eliminate all reflections. 

Once you eliminate as many reflections as you can, turn on your workstation and set up 
an average working environ ment with the applications you normally use, as well as the 
lighting you normally use. Now check your reflection. Smile again . Can you see your 
teeth ? How about your white shirt? (Assuming you're wearing a white shirt.) No doubt 
your parents spent plenty getting those pearly whites so pearly and white, and you've no 
doubt worked hard to buy nice white shirts, but if either are so brightly lit that you can 
see them with the monitor on, you're doing extra work. Try to d im the lighting o r 
rearrange the room. If that's not possible, your eyes will learn to ignore the reflections 
for the most part, but it will add just a li tt le bit to the amount of work you have to do in 
order to work. You want to remove as many of those distractions as possible to avoid 
eyestrain. 

It's possible you're already removing distractions wi thou t realizing it. Do you sit leaning 
to one side or the o ther? Do you keep your monitor tipped at an odd angle? If so, you 
may be unconsciously removing extraneous deta ils from the picture. Check your posture 
and your surroundings and ad just the surroundings, not yourself, to compensate. 
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Avoiding Fluorescent Lights. One majo r area that o ffice workers aren 't likely to be able 
to affect is lighting, which is generally fl uorescent. f-o r more information on refresh ra tes 
and in terference sec chapter 24, "Video Upgrades." 

For now, if you can get riel o f fluo rescence and replace it wi th incandescence, you ' re 
probably better off. If you have a private o r semiprivate o ffi ce, bring a lamp from home 
and turn off the overheads. You will notice the change immediately. If you' re in a large, 
open area, try to convince everyone to bring a lam p from home. (Highly unlike ly, but 
why no t try?) 

Using Hoods, Filters, and Fine Etchings. Your objective is to make the monito r clearly 
visible and free from reflection a nd glare, an ideal to wh ich hoods and filters aspire. 
Hoods shade the face of the monitor, and fil ters a ttach to the m onito r itself. Etchings are 
sometimes applied at the factory and have the same effect as fi lters, but not without a 
trade-off o r two. 

Hoods. If you've clone all you can with lighting and it's still a problem, you may need to 
alter your display. Ligh t ing from above is d ifficult to deal with, a nd the simplest solution 
is a hood. I have an incandescent la mp directly overhead. It's as fa r in front o f me as 
possible without shining in my eyes, and as fa r behind me as possible witho ut shining 
on the monito r. It's a compromise. Too far forward and I need to wear a baseball hat. 
Too far back and the mo nito r needs to wear a baseba ll ha t. In the compromise, the 
monito r lost- it wears a hat. 

In a pinch, almost anything will do, the po int being to keep light from shining directly 
on the fa ce of the di splay. This isn't the same as keeping the light from reflecting off the 
d isplay. The objective here is to pu t the monito r's face in a shadow, because light com
ing straight down from above tends to wash out colo rs and re flects off of any dust par
ticles or fingerprints on the display. A cardboard file fo lder, ben t in to th ree sect ions and 
laid on top of the monitor, makes a fi ne hood. Be careful no t to cover up the vents on 
top because you could overheat and really ruin the hardware, but a folder, a pair of scis
sors, and a bit o f cellophane tape can improve your com puting world in a minute or two 
fo r next to no thing. With a little creativity and some colo rful cardboa rd, you can make a 
remarkably decora tive device (see fig. 39.1). 

Filters and Meshes. If a hood is unacceptable o r if you still have problems with reflec
tions, try a filter. They come in a va riety of sizes and types, but the two most common 
are screens and polarizen. A scree11 is li terally a screen of fin e, matte-black wires embed
ded in a glass or plastic sheet, and the fibers break up the light, thereby increasing the 
apparent contrast o f the d isplay and making much glare go away. 

Alternatively (and more expensively) are polnrizers, po larized fil ters that a llow ligh t to 
enter from only a sing le d irection, just li ke po larized sunglasses. Assuming that your 
brigh test light source is not in the direction of the po lariza tion, and it probably isn't, 
polarizers also improve contrast, remove glare and refl ections, and (some) have the 
added advantage of privacy. Someone viewing from the side may well be unable to read 
your display and see o nly a black field. Check your loca l office-supply sto res for prices 
and availabili ty and how they would affect your envi ronment-there are scores of 
models. 
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Fig. 39.1 
A monitor shaded by a homemade file fo lder hood. 
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Note 

Want to see a neat trick? Put on a pair of polarized sunglasses and look at a monitor with a polariz

ing filter. It will either look exactly the same or go dark, possibly solid black. Rotate your head to 

change the angle. Watch the screen go light and dark, light and dark. Now look at your friends 

who are now looking at you, certain you're having a fit. Explain. Let them try. It's good clean fun. 

Using Monitors with Special Surfaces. Some monitors ship with a nonglare coating, 
which is sometimes a plastic coating and sometimes an etching o f fine lines in the sur
face of the glass. In e ither case, cleaning is a diffe rent d eal. If you have a coated mo nitor, 
don't use ordinary glass cleane r o n it; find out what the manufac turer recommends. 
Spraying the wrong cleaner ca n make a fine mo nitor into a fin e mess. Etched surfaces a re 
also a little harder to handle because dust, dirt, and spray cleaner clog up the etch ings. 

Avoiding Problems with Meshes and Surfaces. One would think that after moving 
the furniture and applying a filter and a hood, a ll is well. W ell, the re are trade-offs, 
mostly when you're covering the mo nitor. An e tched screen or a filter may cut the glare 
and reflection to almost zero, but it also dims the mo nito r's output. Make sure that 
you're able to turn the brightness up to a comfortable level witho ut washing out its col
ors. Also, the kind of work you do and the type o f monitor you have may preclude using 
a screen. High-end image technicians and designers o ften use displays with highly pol
ished surfaces because they want the clea nest possible image. Etchings and screens tend 
to blur the image just a bit, which might not be noticeable unless you are a high-end 
image technic ian. If you o r your company just spent thousands of dollars o n a large 
display at 100 dpi, and you put a mesh screen on it, you 've just thrown some mo ney out 
the proverbial window. (A polarizer is much less like ly to blur the image.) 

If you have eno ugh control over your env iro nment, you might d o what those high -end 
designers do-create a monitor room. Such rooms are dim ly lit, segregated from the rest 
of the office or area by walls o r curta ins, and con tain monitors with highly polished 
display surfaces. A mirror- like glass surface is not much good in a brightly lit open-area 
office, but in a monitor room it transm its the action of every pixel with the greatest 
accuracy. 

Avoiding Screen Burn-In 
Burn-in used to be a serious problem, bu t newer display technology has made it less so. 
In the past, leaving a mon itor on for ho urs and ho urs would b urn the image into the 
phosphor on the insid e of the glass tube. The image was permanent because the 
phospho r's phospho rescence has li terally been worn out. Automatic teller mach ines a re 
prime examples o f phosphor burn, where you could sec "Welcome to Blank Bank" 
printed pe rmanently behind "Welcome to Flake Ban k," which had just bought Blank 
Bank. 

Fortunately, techno logy has made the issue a moot point for the most part. It would take 
years for a modern monito r to show significant signs, but if you're still concerned, the 
simplest way to prevent screen burn-in is to simply turn the brightness down. This 
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action cuts the power use by about 20 percent, and it's fast and easy. It is not, however, 
nearly as nifty as having a screen saver. Theoretically, screen savers prevent burn-in by 
randomizing the pixels being used and, as a side benefit, display interesting images. If 
you're really serious about preventing a burn, just tu rn the brightness down (but there's 
really no need to be really serious about it). 

Changing Easily Altered Settings 
Now that you're seated comfortably at a properly lit workstation, it's t ime to turn it on 
and see what it looks like. You can fine-tune a number of areas on the monitor itself, 
ranging from twisting knobs and punching buttons on the outside to climbing inside 
and twisting potentiometers (pots) inside. 

f- irst, a lesson in monitor care. A monitor develops a considerable static charge that at
tracts dust and particulate matter and, if left dirty, will even tually make the image d im. 
Always wipe it down with a soft, nonabrasive cloth, and if you can find it, use monitor 
cleaner. If you can't, most commercial glass cleaners work, unless you have one of the 
aforementioned coated displays. If so, see your manufacturer for recommendations. Al
ways spray the glass cleaner on the cloth, not on the monitor. Spraying fluids on an 
elect rical device is generally not a good idea. 

A tip on pointing: If you must point, avoid touching the g lass, as this will leave an oi ly 
fingerprint. If you must touch the g lass, an easy way to avoid fingerprints is to turn your 
palm upward and point wi th the tip of your fingernail (see fig. 39.2). 

Fig. 39.2 

This method of pointing is handy for keeping the viewer's attention too; you can tap 
your fin gernail on the glass to make a point. 
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Deepening the Color Saturation 

Do your colors seem pa le and weak? Is cobalt blue comi ng out more li ke robin 's egg? 
Fix ing it is as simple as tw isting a pair o f knobs, namely the brightness and contrast 
knobs. A low contrast and h igh brightness setting ca n turn everything a pale gray, while 
having them both turned up too high can turn everything a bright, pale gray. Follow 
these steps to give yourself colors as saturated (deep and clear) as possible: 

1. Find an image with colors you recognize and display it on-screen. If you have an 
image that's both electronic and either live o r a pho tograph, all the better. 

2 . Turn both the brightness and con trast a ll the way down. 

3. Gradua lly turn the contrast up until you have a visible image with deep, rich colo r, 
but still a bi t dark. 

4 . Turn the brightness up until the whites are white, not gray. 

5. Ad just both knobs a litt le in either direction until you are satisfied. Experiment
no two mon ito rs are quite a li ke. 

Fixing a Wandering Color 

This problem occurs particularly in larger monito rs and is a resu lt of the Earth 's magnetic 
field. For example, Sony monito rs are set at the facto ry in an east-west orientation, just 
to keep them cons istent, but when you rotate a monito r, you may notice tha t whiles are 
no longer whites bu t fuzzy colors, and the edges of the display are out of line. Techni
cally, it's a convergence problem, but it has a differen t cause and can have a different 
cure. If the mon itor has exterior convergence settings, try them (most large monitors 
have these settings) . If you have to open the case, try the interior settings. If neither of 
those work, try rota ti ng your monitor and desk 90 degrees. Alternatively, you could ro
tate the Earth 90 degrees (but be aware that you're going to th row everyone else's moni
to rs out of alignment). 

Ordinary magnetic fields wi ll also affect your monito r. Keep it away from large appli
ances, unshielded stereo speakers, and magnets in general. The little red or g reen t inge in 
the corner caused by a standard speaker that you might be using for multimedia will 
eventua lly stay there after you remove the spea ker and may throw the whole monitor 
out of line. (To fix that, see the following section, "Degaussing the Display.") 

Apple also includes an application called Gamma with each system. Gamma controls 
how the moni tor displays color and levels of brightness so tha t you can match your on
screen display as closely as possible to that of your output device and/or the rea l world. 
See your Apple manual for its use. 

Fixing a Monitor That's Forever Green 
Another possible problem with using SVGA monito rs is that they use d ifferent pins in 
the monito r cable fo r different things. In particular, some expect to find a synchroniza
t ion signal on the same wire as the green signal , and when some monitors sit atop some 
Macs, the screen has a green cast. The fo llowing Macs do no t use a sync-on-g reen and 
sh ou ld not encoun ter the problem: 
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• LC 111 / Performa Series 

• Centris/Quadra 660AV and 840AV 

• All PowerMacs 

If your monito r suffers from overtly emerald hues, contact Apple Support fo r a copy of 
the Basic Color Moni tor System Extension. It should fi x the green cast in most monito rs. 

De gaussing the Display 
If only one area on the display is out of focus, o r if odd colo r splotches are on an o ther
wise no rmal display, you m ight need to degauss the monitor. 

Most modern monito rs degauss automatically when you turn them on, but som e o lder 
and less expensive m onito rs do n ot. Why degauss? The powerful magnetic field created 
by the electron guns in the monitor gradually magnetize the mon itor's casing, causing 
blurring and color splo tches. Magnets left near the monito r fo r long periods of time also 
can induce color splotches and areas of fuzziness. The moni tor's electron gun is literally 
being thrown out of li ne by its own magnetized case. First, check your manual fo r in
structions on how to degauss (it might be a built-in feature) . Look for a degaussing 
button. 

If you don 't know whether it degausses automat·ically, turn it off and on again quickly a 
time o r two. If the screen comes back on waving rapidly with bands of ligh t and colo r 
that stop sudden ly with an audible click, you've been degaussed. If not, get professional 
help. 

Any television service shop can handle the job, as can ma ny computer shops. They use a 
powerful oscillating m agnet that ca ncels ou t any and all magnetic fields. just make sure 
your monitor is far away fro m any data you need, because a powerful degausser can wipe 
data o ff of just about any media from several feet away. Random izing a magnetic fi eld is 
another way of erasing an enti re d isk. This can be a real problem fo r compact Mac own
ers. Everything's in the case, and while hard drives are usually well-shielded, do a backup 
before taking it in . If you borrow a degausser, make sure th at you move the mo nito r into 
another room, away from your work area. 

Using the Entire Display (or, That Big Black Band around the Edge ) 
You've probably no ticed that not all the d isplay area is fi lled with im age, and there's a 
reason for it that we'll go into in the section on Convergence. What you' re no doubt 
interested in is filling that area, and there are two ways to do so. The most elegant is to 
use either MaxAppleZoom (MAZ), written by Naoto Horii , or Moni to r Expander (ME) by 
Sigurour Asgeirsson. MAZ only works with o lder Toby cards and only on 13 and 14-inch 
monitors. Na med after Toby Fa rrand of Apple, it's the o riginal d isplay card that shipped 
with the Mac Il , and it has a programm ing anomaly that allows MAZ to d isplay more 
than the usual 640 x 480 pixels. See chapter 7, "Monito rs," and Que's Using the 
Macintosh. 

MAZ won ' t work on newer Macs or wi th most in ternal video schemes, but it's shareware, 
and if it doesn ' t work, it's very poli te about telling you that it won't run on your 
configurat ion. Mon ito r Expander has more opt ions and works with either Toby or Apple 
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High Resolution v ideo ca rds. It h as the added advantage that it will work in a multiple
m onito r setup. While MAZ will only work wi th the primary m onito r, ME checks the slo ts 
to see what video cards are available and will fill that unused black band on your second
ary display. 

Another method, while somewhat less elegant, is to simply stretch the display to cover 
the available glass area. This method increases the size of a ll pixels being d isplayed and 
makes the image slightly coarser, but not too noticeably. Most mo nitors have either 
screws or knobs to accomplish the task. Less expensive models generally have set screws 
on the back, wh ile higher-end models have knobs or d igital contro ls on the face of the 
m onito r. (The Apple Colo r Plus has two set screws on the back, as does the Apple Basic. ) 
In either case, they are clearly labeled. 

Compact Macs like theSE, SE/30 and Classic ra rely n eed adjustment, but they have two 
set screws on th e inside of the case a t the top of the motherboard. You have to crack the 
case to get to them. 

There is a special case in which you should adjust them , and you will already have the 
case open if it occurs. W hen you add RAM to a compact Mac, it uses some of the power 
tha t would have gone to the video subsystem, which in turn makes the display shrink. 
Add a lo t of RAM to, say, an SE/30, and your display area will shrink from 9 inches to 
almost 8 inch es in one fe ll swoop. There are just as m any pixels as before, but they're 
m ore tightly packed. Whenever you add or remove RAM in a compact Mac, check your 
display before closing the case. Please be aware that turning on a computer without the 
case is dangerous! Touch ing the wrong part at the wrong time can give you a serious case 
of dea th, not to mention ruin your Mac. 

All this stretching and fi lling isn ' t without its ri sks, though. Manufactu rers sell their 
monito rs based on how much glass is in the box, not on how big the image is. You m ay 
have noticed that your 1.4-inch display isn 't really 1.4 inches and is more like 1.2.5 inches. 
Some go as small as 11..9 inches. This apparent shrinking occurs because of convergence 
and focus, which are discussed later in the chapter. 

Maintaining WYSIWYG 
If you alter your monitor's settings and you do work that requires true WYSIWYG (what
you-see-is-what-you-get), make sure you stre tch or reduce it properly. The easiest way to 
make sure is to open an application that uses rulers-Aidus PageMaker o r Freehand, o r 
QuarkXPress, fo r example-and measure its rulers with your own desk ruler, inch for 
inch. Does six inches in the applications match six inches on your ruler? If not, tune the 
monito r to m atch. W hen it gets right down to it, does it really matter if you have a 
WYSIWYG display? If the final output doesn't really have to look like what you see on
screen, and you really thin k Monaco font looks better a little narrower (I do), squeeze the 
display a bit. You m igh t also take into account how your printer handles output. If it 
tends to print ten percen t narrower than. your monitor d isplays, increase your monitor's 
width by ten percen t. To ·~est it, just print out a square that's slightly smaller than a sheet 
o f paper and measure it, comparing the printout to the rulers in the application to the 
ruler in your hand. 
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Fixing Problems, Some Inside the Case 
Climbing inside the case of a monitor is not a good idea if you' re not com fortable with 
h igh-voltage electronics, but there are a number of things you can ad j u~t. fo r some, 
there's no other way to do it. Check your manual to find out if you might have digital 
controls on your mon itor that will allow you to adjust some of the following parameters. 

Caution 

Opening a monitor is dangerous! If you are not familiar with CRT design and components, do not 
open the case! Capacitors inside carry current for weeks after a display has been unplugged, 

enough voltage to cause serious injury or death. This book is not a technical repair manual, so 

please leave such repairs to service technicians if you are not familiar with CRT design. 

Adjusting Convergence 
When a mon itor d isplays an image, it has to sweep an electron gun back and fo rth across 
considerable rea l estate, and the fa rther from the midd le the gun goes, the mo re li kely it 
is to miss its target. The edges of a display area are quite often out of focus for this very 
reason, so the manufacturers set their monitors to d isplay a sma ller area. If you stretch 
your d isplay, you may discover you have a fuzzy image out on the edge, with colors 
spi ll ing out in t iny rainbows. The colo r in the electron guns just can't hit as accurately, 
so the colors spill a bit, and the focus isn ' t qui te as sharp. It's subjective, so if you feel 
like giving it a try, there is no harm done. You can always shrink it again. If only parts 
of your display have odd colors, skip down to the section on focus and read about 
degaussing. 

Adjusting convergence usually means open ing the monito r's case; manufacturers allow 
for adjustment in a number of ways. Read you r manua l first because some monitors have 
digital controls that allow for many adjustments that aren't obvious. If you do have to go 
inside, generally speaking, a panel of pots (potentiometers) wi ll be on one side of the 
CRT in larger displays. If it's a really big d isplay, 19 inches or larger, the d isplay area may 
be broken down into sections, each pot controlling one color in one area. If your moni
tor doesn't come with convergence software that displays a grid of lines, you ca n create 
your own grid. 

Make the lines as narrow as possible, and check each section of the display to see if it's in 
sharp focus, making sure that no colo rs spil l out of the white and into the black. This 
test makes it possible to iso late problems even if you don't want to open the case, and if 
you do open the case, be aware that the po ts are often laid out without markings; it may 
take some time to figure out the arrangement. 

Another convergence test involves the General Control Panel. On a color Mac, set the 
desktop pattern to solid black except fo r three pairs of pixels- h-vo red, h-vo blue, and two 
green. This test covers the enti re display, and you will be able to see the same color spill
age and out of focus pixels, though it may be harder to t rack areas that have problems. 
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Move the pixels into vertical and horizontal arrangements to check all alignment direc
tions. If you are determ ined to reach for perfection, grab a magn ifying glass and get a 
close-up view. It may seem like overkill, but if you do image-editing work, it's importan t. 

Adjusting Focus 
While it may seem the most obvious, focus is not always the easiest feature to check. If 
the entire display is out of focu s, you may no t be able to tell- there's no thi J1g to com
pare to. Use the aforem entioned grid or simply create a text file that covers your enti re 
display area and compare one area to another. Are all characters sharp and clear? Do any 
areas of the display seem less than perfectly focused? If you no tice an overall lack of 
focus, pixels aren ' t quite as sharp as they should be; you may be able to refocus the 
monitor from the outside. Some mon itors, though n ot a ll , have a small, round ho le in 
the case through which you can put a very small screwdriver. Look closely at the sides of 
the case. lt's on the left <Jn many monito rs, halfway back, near the bottom. Lower-priced 
monitors li ke the Apple Basic do no t have an ad justment on the outside and must be 
opened and adjusted on the inside. The wide variation in focus points is beyond the 
scope of this book, but a friendly technician ca n often tell you if you m ake t he proper 
inquiry with the proper tone. It's not a difficult adjustment. 

Focus only adjusts the overall. If only part of the image is out of focus, it could be a con
vergence problem, o r the monitor could be in need of degaussing. 

Hardware Tune-ups 
Sometimes it takes more than adding an extension or turning a screw to bring things 
back into line. Sometimes you need to climb in side the case with a soldering iron, other 
times you only need to move the equipmen~. and st ill o ther times you need to buy a 
new piece of hardware. 

Caution 

Opening a monitor is dangerous! If you are not familiar with CRT design and components, do not 
open the case! Capacitors inside carry current for weeks after a display has been unplugged, 

enough voltage to cause serious injury or death. This book is not a technical repair manual, so 
please leave such repairs t o service technicians if you are not familiar with CRT design. 

Fixing a Wavy Display 
Typically, four things can cause your display to wave like a fl ag in the wind. 

A bad power supply 

Failing solder jo in ts on the motherboard 

Fluctuating current coming out of the wall 

Interference from a nearby electrical device 
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By far the most com mon is electrica l interference. If your monitor wiggles back and forth 
as if it were a flag on a windy day, find and remove everything in the area that creates a 
current, from the clock radio through the external hard d rive; move them as far from the 
moni tor as possible. You may have to take the monito r to ano ther area to fully remove it 
from the environment. Even an overhead fluorescent light can interfere (that buzz is the 
dreaded 60-cycle hum), o r an air-condi tioning motor. If you have two badly shielded 
monito rs right next to each other, they' ll be having a party all their own, wobbling like 
they've lost their m inds. Well-shielded mon ito rs can sit close enough for their cases to 
touch, but it only takes one to make the situation unpleasant. One un shielded monitor 
can affect o r be affected by a relatively well-shielded monitor. Eight to ten inches is 
usually enough to clear things up, but the closer they get, the more they wobble as the 
transformer in each creates a magn etic field that plays havoc with the o ther. 

The Plus is renowned for its faulty power supply. If you have a Plus wi th a waving 
monitor, your best bet is to take it straight to a service technician and have it checked 
out. It could be no thing more than an nular (ring-shaped) cracks in the solder, causing a 
weakened video signal, but more than likely it's the power supply, which will need to be 
replaced because it's dying before your eyes. 

One pa rticularly insidious wave-creator is bad electrici ty. The curren t coming from the 
wall socket might not be as smooth and stable as it ought to be, giving rise to more than 
just a wobbly picture. Bad power can cause problems ranging from system erro rs to ha rd
wa re failure. Fortunately, power conditioners are available from most computer dealers; 
they sit in the power line between your equipment and the wa ll, turning the rough cur
rent coming from the power company into smooth current that won't give your monitor 
such fits. Conditio ners have the added adva ntage of coming with power strips and surge 
protectors, bo th very handy to have. See Chapter 5, "Connecting Periphera ls.'' 

In com pact Macs, the internal ha rd drive can interfere with the monitor. Upon adding a 
d rive, the technician should also add a magnetic shield to keep the d rive's activities away 
from the monitor. If you've recently had a drive installed o r changed and have noticed a 
wavy pattern on your desktop, the technician probably forgot to install (or to rei nstall) 
the sh ieldi ng. 

Ungarbllng a Garbled Image 
Although it's mostly a problem with the newer mu ltisync displays, you may set up a 
monito r only to find there's noth ing on it but ga rbage, seemingly random visual noise 
with perhaps vague outlines of a desktop. You might have enough of an image to tell 
that it is a Mac but little more. If you're using an SVGA monitor that wasn't specifically 
designed fo r the Mac, you're necessarily also using an adapter to attach its cable to the 
Mac. The adapter does more than change the shape of the connector at the end of the 
cable; it changes connections between the wires (pins) in the cable, pins that the moni
tor uses to communicate with the computer. Your Mac reads the pins in the cable to 
identi fy what monitor you're using, its resolution, its size, and a few other details. If the 
pins aren 't what the Mac expects, th e d isplay isn 't what you expect; it's a mess. You can 
fix a bad adapter in two ways. The first is to go to the reta iler who sold you the moni tor 
and descri be the problem. Sometimes cables and adapters fail- it's no t uncommon for 
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them to just go bad-and a replacement wi ll fix things. Because of the plethora of mon i
tors and associated adapters, it's possible you simply ended up with the wrong adapter, 
which is also easily fixed by the retailer and/or manufacturer. 

You can build a cable and/or adapter to do the job. Building cables is not as easy as it 
sounds-a bit of solder in the wrong place puts you righ t back where you started-a 
garbled image-but if you get it right, you will have a certain intimacy with your system 
that few people have. 

Note 

Not all monitors were created equal. The Toby card, Apple's orig inal display card, works with 

almost every monitor sold by Apple. The exception is the Apple Basic Color Monitor, a device with 

a refresh rate of 60 Hz and a dot pitch of 0.39 mm. It was designed to work with the Performa 

series; it is not a high-end display; and it won't work with the Toby card. It will work with the 
internal video of any of the newer Macs as well as that of many of the older Macs. If you plan to 
use it as a second monitor, however, be aware that you will need an Apple 8024 card or better to 

drive it. Having a 60 Hz refresh rate at the edge of your peripheral vision (which is highly sensitive 

to motion) may prove distracting and is likely to give you a headache. 

Catching Ghosts 
If you've noticed ghosting on your display, shadowy words and images fl oating behind 
their originals, you may have a bad or over-long cable. The signals going from the Mac 
to the monitor are remarkably sensitive and are subj ect to interference. If you're using a 
particularly long, possibly custom-made monitor cable to keep that Mac at a distance, 
you may have created your own ghosts. In the case of short cables, the ghosting is gener
ally caused either by interference or by a short-circu it. For either short or long cables, 
check your cable route-does it pass any major electrical appliances·? Stereos, stereo 
speakers, large drives-anything that generates current can annoy the cable shielding 
that filters out noise. If you can't reroute it, or if you do and the problem persists, try 
using a more heavily shielded cable. Today's savings of three or four dollars on an inex
pensive monitor cable will probably come back to haunt you tomorrow with a regiment 
of ghosts. The metal weaves that shield cables are not all created equal, nor are the con
nectors at either end. 

If you've built or bought a particularly long cable and are sure it's both well shielded and 
far from electromagnetic influences, the length alone may be the source of your woes. 
The longer the cable, the greater the chance that video signals will bounce around and 
lose signal strength. Try not to let monitor cables exceed five feet. Every few inches over 
that is asking for t rouble. This isn't to say it won't work, only that the chances that it 
will cause problems rise with considerable speed. 

Setting Odd Resolutions 
Some monitors can handle more resolution than you would expect, and as the multisync 
is still new in the Mac market, getting a multisync to work can take a li ttle doing. 
Macs used to work only with Mac monitors, but now they'll work with a number of 
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third-party monitors if you can find the right adapter. If you buy a third-party multi
sync, be sure you buy an adapter that works with it. For exam ple, Sony owners can use 
the Sony MacView Cable Adapter to sense and synchronize to any valid resolution for 
the particular Mac and mo nitor combination. It has a wheel with 16 and 9 DIP switches. 
Three of the DIPs select synchronization rates, and the rest of the settings select resolu
tions. ft ca n convince your Mac you're running any of the following: 

Apple's 14-inch, 16-inch, 19-inch o r 21-inch 

Apple RGB 

Apple portrait 

Apple two-page monochrome (which might turn blue) 

Two PAL resolutions 

Two NTSC resolu tions 

It can be used in conjunction with a utili ty called Monitor Switch, which also alters reso
lution. ?vlonitor Switch seems to work properly only if the adapter is set to specific reso
lutions. For example, on the Sony 17sel, if the adapter is set to 1152 x 870, Monitor 
Switch can only handle 1024 x 768 . Set to 832 x 624, Monito r Switch can handle 4 reso
lution s. 

If you're using a d ifferent monitor, you might want to hunt local electronics shop for a 
similar com bination cable/adapter. It switches between the four Apple resolutions of 14-
inch, I 6-inch, I 9-inch, and 21-inch if your monitor supports it. One place to look or ca ll 
is Fry's Electronics (Califo rnia). You ca n also try Cables-To-Go at 1-800-826-7904. 

Bringing Back an All-Blank Display 
It would seem that a completely dark d isplay would indica te a very serious, possibly 
terminal problem. rt could be a bad power supply, which a service technician should 
handle. It could be a number of things, but if the Mac turns on and everything seems to 
work with the single exception of the fact that the monito r remains dark, you might just 
have a bad case of annular cracks. Turn on the Mac and, if you can, open a file or two 
blind. You'll have to know what's where on your desktop o r use keyboard equivalents, 
but if you can make the drive spin, the machine shut down, or play a sound, you can 
probably solve the problem. 

When a device heats up and cools down, it expands and con tracts, and the solder hold
ing its connections has to expa nd and contract too. Older Macs, particularly the Plus and 
512, have a tendency to develop ring-shaped (annular) cracks in the solder on their 
motherboards. The cracks are nearly invisible; don ' t spend a lot of time looking for 
them. Don 't attempt this solution if you're not handy with a soldering iron, because 
you can take a fixable machine and turn it into a doorstop in a matter of seconds. 

If you are comfortable with a soldering iron, follow all procedures outlined in other 
chapters for getting inside the Mac, and resolder every point on the motherboard. 
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(There aren't as many as you might think, particularly in the 512K.) Some joints may 
need retinning and a litt le extra solder, but with a little luck, it will b ring your monitor 
back to life. 

Caution 

Opening a monitor is dangerous! If you are not familiar with CRT design and components, do not 
open the case! Capacitors inside carry current for weeks after a display has been unplugged, 

enough voltage to cause serious injury or death. This book is not a technical repair manual, so 

please leave such repairs to service technicians if you are not familiar with CRT design. 

In the older Apple 13-inch mon ito rs, the most common fa ilure is probably a high volt
age resistor (or high voltage block) that sits in series between the flyback transformer and 
the CRT. This is not a problem you can fix. 

Circumventing a Failed PowerBook Brightness Cont rol 
If the brightness button on your Duo dies, you' re not out of luck. It wi ll respond to soft
ware; a copy of CPU 2.0 o r sim ilar PowerBook uti li ty should help you along. As fo r fixing 
the button itself, off to Apple with it. The number o f tiny parts crammed into PowerBook 
and Duo cases is beyond belief. 

Problems You Cannot Fix 
Nothi ng can be done about certa in problems. They have to do with physical design for 
the most part, or they're too dangerous for fo lks who aren't service technicians. 

Glaring without End 
Did you move your workstation, rearrange all the lights, cover the windows, and still see 
glare? If you have a spher ical monitor with a highly po lish ed surface, you may be stuck 
with it . There are two main types of tubes-spherical and cylindrical. The spherical tubes 
literally bulge li ke bubbles, have highly curved surfaces, and are typical of less expensive 
designs. Cylindrical d isplays are much flatter, curving only along a vertical axis and so 
are much easier to work from. The bulge of the highly curved display tends to catch 
ligh ts from a ll angles like a fish-eye lens. You can't turn one into the o ther without a trip 
to your local retailer to spend money on a new model. Polarizers will help more than 
anything else. 

Flickering Monitors 
Your monitor m ay be flickering, especially if it's under a fluo rescen t light. Flickering is 
different from waving. In o rder to create the image you see, an electron beam li terally 
flicks back and forth across the back of the d isplay's glass at anywhere from 60 Hz to 
around 90Hz. Fluorescen t lights are also flickering; only they do it on and off at 60 Hz. A 
monitor at 60 Hz is going to have problems in a flu orescent-lit environment; you cannot 
do much about it except remove either the monito r o r the lights. This particular 
monitor's des ign has no knobs. 
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Note · 

Want to catch your display in the act of refreshing? Eat a few potato chips or carrots (or anything 
hard and crunchy) while looking at your monitor. The flickering is caused by interference between 
your eyes' vibration and the screen's refresh rate. 

Bringing a Display from a Single Dot or a Line 
Unlike the fully blank display that can sometimes be fixed with a little solder, if your 
mo nitor has nothing o n it but either a sing le, white dot, or a single line, you can do 
noth ing but take it to a technician. Ma jor parts of the mo nito r have fa iled and a service 
technician will have to repair the display. 

Problems in PowerBooks 
PowerBooks and their LCD displays suffer a number of ill nesses that you can't do an y
th ing about. f-ortunate ly, none o f them are too serious. 

Dying Pixels. You can' t fix them, but if your PowerBook is under warranty, Apple w ill 
replace the display. The criteria for Apple to fix it is one or more p ixels stuck on b lack, or 
five or more pixels stuck on white. Apple is aware that some PowerBook owners will have 
displays that have five (or fewer) pixels stuck o n white, but given that the Mac is based 
o n a black-on-white disp lay, white p ixels a re much less noticeable. The makers of LCD 
displays a lready throw away a great number o f their productio n because of bad p ixels; 
it's st ill a cutting-edge techno logy. Apple has decided that five white pixels is an accept
able number for the user to deal with, given the alternative of astronomical p rices. 

Lines That Are ( But Shouldn't Be) There. If you've seen dark vertical li nes o n your 
mo nitor, you've seen the resu lt of a passive matrix d isplay, particula rly o n the 210 and 
230. The lines extend from any vertical lines that are part of your windows or deskto p 
pattern . These displays are remarkably sensitive to changing ambient ligh t, and you can 
tempo rarily remove the li nes by adjusting the d isplay's contrast, but move to another 
location and they' ll return. If they a re truly t iresome, adjust the contrast whenever you 
sit down to work. 

Lines That Are (And Should Be) There. Sony Trinitro n d isplays use a unique technol
ogy that gives them a sharp image but that requires them to use an image stabilizing 
wire. The wire's horizontal, about two-thirds of the way down the mon itor, and it causes 
a faint li ne on the screen . It's on ly v isible with a solid white image on-screen, and you' ll 
probably have to look for it to find it if you haven't seen it a lready. O n la rger monitors 
there a re two of them, one at o ne-t hird down and ano ther at two-thirds down. They're 
normal and should be there. 

Complications in the Houdini Card 
This problem may be fixed by the time you read this, bu t at press time, the Apple 14-
inch mo nitor suffered from serious wavy monitor problems in Windows, and th e high
resolution drivers did not work. You may not be able to reach 256 colors in Wi ndows, 
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though you may in DOS. Different adapters and different monitors may achieve 256 
colors in either DOS or Windows, but not at 800 x 600 resolution. A 14-inch monitor 
may reach 640 x 480 with 256 colors, and a 16-inch monitor may reach 800 x 600 with 
16 colors or 640 x 480 with 16 colors, but there are problems reaching 256 colors in Win
dows with a 16-inch monitor. Confused? Houdini has since been discontinued, but if 
you have a Houdini board, you may run into the preceding problems. 

Special PowerMac Considerations 
With the introduction of the PowerMac, we've been given a ne\',' architecture and new 
problems and considerations. Most are easily handled. 

Not Removing the AV VIdeo Board 

A PowerMac's NuBus video board is not like those of previous Macs; it should not be 
removed. The pins that hold it in and commun icate with the rest of the machine are 
particularly fragile, and the boa rd itself is a NuBus termination that must remain in place 
when the machine is powered up. If you need to remove the board, see an Apple service 
representative first. Powering on the machine while the board is disconnected can do 
permanent damage to your machine. 

Connecting a Standard Monitor to a PowerMac 6100 
The PowerMac 6100 is a little different from the 7100 and 8100 in that it has only one 
monitor port on the back, a port designed for the AV monitor. If you don't want an AV 
monitor, you can buy an adapter from Apple for about $30. This adapter allows a stan
dard monitor to do your display work. The 7100 and 8100 each have two ports, and the 
same adapter will handle the AV port if you want to use both with standard monitors. 

Watching TV on a PowerMac 
It is possible to watch TV on your PowerMac's monitor, but you may see some distortion 
along the top and bottom of the display. It's caused by the confusion inherent in the 
meeting of computer and television technologies. When you watch TV on a standard 
television, you do not see the entire image; the top and bottom of the picture have been 
intentionally clipped off, because they may be carrying anything from unused video 
(microphones hanging from the ceiling on a talk show) to synchronization signals used 
by the TV stations. If you see distortion at the top and bottom or notice the fram e isn't 
quite what you thought it would be, you're probably seeing the overscan that TV sta
tions don't intend you to see but that your computer d isplays because, unlike your tele
vision, the computer is unable to differentiate between what should and should not be 
displayed. 

Retrieving (and Keeping) a Cursor 
If you have a PowerMac 7100 or 8100 with a standard monitor hooked up to the built-in 
video (the lower port), you may have noticed that your cursor seems capable of jumping 
off the edge of the monitor as if another monitor is n ext to it. The Mac believes there is. 
It sees the AV card in its slot and assumes there's a monitor connected . To find out, open 
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the Monitors control panel and see if there's a second monitor there. If so, you have two 
choices-you can buy an AV adapter and put the standard monitor on the AV port, or 
you can move the nonexistent monitor out of the way electronica lly. 

To hide the nonexis tent monitor, open the Monitors contro l panel and set the two 
monitors. Th e nonexistent monitor is still out there, but your cursor won' t end up 
off-screen and lost. 

Summary 
The Mac monitor has gone from a proprietary black-and-white 9-inch to a variety of 
models with color and many more features. A monitor is a beast un to itself, a la rge and 
rather cumbersome beast next to the relatively elegant electronics of a CPU. It contai ns 
enough sto red electricity to knock a person flat and is basically a gian t, g lass vacuum 
tube. Being a physical device, many of its tuneups and repairs are physical activities. 

It's important to put that monitor in the right place, especially considering the variety of 
models and features. Over time, its colo rs may wander, its focus may fade, and odd arti 
facts may develop, but these problems are often easily fi xed with the twist of a knob or 
the application of a tool. Some things ca n ' t be easily fixed or fixed at all, but if you know 
what they are, you can amelio rate o r at least avoid exacerbating the problem. 



Chapter 40 

Keyboard and Mouse 
Problems 
by Kelley Boylan 

The monitor, the keyboard, a nd the mouse are your interface to the computer, but it's 
the keyboard and mouse that are o n the receiving end of your physical effo rts. Obvi
ously, they take a lo t of abuse, so keeping them clean and in good working o rder is all 
the more important, and fortunately it's not too d ifficult. Years of technology have gone 
into keyboards and mice, so you'd havP to work pretty hard to do serious damage in day
to-day use. This chapter tells you how to best maintain your keyboa rd and mouse. 

The ABCs of ADBs 
A simple way to extend the li fe of your keyboard and mouse is to avoid plugging them in 
while the Mac is running. Unplugging is less of an issue, but if one has come unplugged 
o r you want to try out a new keyboard o r mouse, shut the Mac down first and then plug 
it in . The ADB (Apple Desktop Bus) port is very sensitive to static electricity, and one 
little spark too small to see can end your input until a repairperson installs a new con
troller chip. 

Repeated plugging and unplugging isn't a good idea either. ADB ports are rated for sev
eral thousand plugs and unplugs, but over the course of years you' ll run up quite a few if 
you add a tablet to your ADB chain every other day. 

If you do need to plug and unplug a device now and then, it would probably be easier to 
daisy-chain the devices (see fi g. 40.1). Apple keyboards come with two ADB ports: one 
can go to the back of your Mac, the other ca n be used fo r a mouse o r tablet o r trackball, 
and many third-party tracking devices have yet another port. (Some Macs only have one 
ADB port on the back, so you won't have any choice in the matter.) It's possible to put 
five or six ADB devices in a single chain without any problems, though if you' re doing so 
with a PowerBook, be aware that you are goi ng to use a lot o f battery power keeping all 
those devices going. 
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To Computer 

Fig. 40.1 

Track 
Ball 

Many devices can be daisy-chained from a single ADB port. 

Changing and Lengthening Cables 

Graphic 
Tablet 

Mouse 

An ADB cable more than six or seven feet long may cause da ta e rrors, producing typos 
that you didn ' t make, but the standard Apple ADB cable isn' t the only one ava ilable. Any 
S-video cable will do the trick and ca n be found in much lo nger lengths at video supply 
stores. They use the sam e connector and pinout, though the length maxi mum remains. 

Various Connection Schemes 
Earlier Macs used a different connector and cable, an Rj-11 jack and an RJ -11 connector. 
{The RJ-11 looks like a te lepho ne cord.) If you need to replace your older keyboard, 
Keytron ics and DataDesk make keyboards that accept both ADB and RJ-1 1 jacks. The RJ-
11 has a d ifferent pinout and is not compatible with an ADB port, so don't bother trying 
your o ld Mac Plus keyboard as a spare for your Quaclra. The pinouts to the ADB are as 
fo llows: 

1. Data 

2. Reserved 

3. Power (+v) 

4. Return 

The pinouts for the DB-9 are obviously very d ifferent: 

1. Ground 

2 . +SV 

3. Gro und 

4. Mouse x2 

5. Mouse X1 

6. Not used 

7 . Mouse switch 
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8. Mouse y2 

9. Mouse yl 

Also be aware that DataDesk ADB keyboards have been known to have problems with 
some Macs, so try before you buy. They are not quite as compatible as they could be and 
have been known to mix mouse movements and keyboard inputs, as well as cause the 
keyboard to lock up when the machine is powered on. It seems to be specific to several 
machines, among them the IIci, Ilsi, and Centris 650. Try the keyboard before you buy it, 
or make sure there's a return policy and no restocking fee. (DataDesk is working on the 
problem.) 

If you have an IBM keyboard that you're considering for your Mac, the good news is it's 
not a complicated decision. The bad news is it won't work, so there's no reason to 
bother. ADB is a proprietary Apple bus format that is not used by any IBM-only key
boards. Some manufacturers make keyboards that work with both machines though, so 
shop around if you need to swap keyboards in a multiplatform environment. (There's 
also a device that fits between a PS/2 keyboard and an ADB device, but it costs as much 
as a new keyboard.) 

Maintaining Mouse Health 
The single easiest way to keep a mouse running well is to keep it clean, and in that vein, 
use a mouse pad. They're inexpensive and make your mouse move more effectively than 
an average tabletop alone, which tends to be too slippery to allow the ball to get a good 
grip. The mouse pad will eventually build up a layer of grime from the oil on your hand 
and dust in the air, but it's easi ly cleaned with soap and water. If enough grime is trans
ferred from the pad to the workings inside the mouse, you will need to remove the 
mouse ball and clean it. Removal is a matter of simply rotating the cover on the bottom 
of the mouse counterclockwise or sliding it off sideways, depending on what model 
mouse you have (see fig. 40.2). You may need to clean the rollers that do the actual 
tracking, which is easily handled by a cotton swab or even the tip of your finger. If 
they' re really a mess, a little-a ve1y li ttle- isopropyl alcohol will help take it off (see 
figs. 40.3, 40.4, and 40.5). 

Parts That Wear Out 
The most obvious point of wear on a mouse is the TeflonTM "feet" on the bottom of the 
mouse that allow it to slide smoothly. 

They last a long time, many years, but heavy use (or heavy-handed use) does wear them 
out eventually, and they have been known to come off, though it's rare. If your mouse's 
feet have worn out or come off, you can shop hardware stores for small pieces of Teflon 
and simply cut them to fit and glue them on. If you can't find Teflon or if you need a 
quick fix, stick-on felt pads work just fine. They do wear out relatively quickly, but a 
sheet of felt pads costs very little, and each pad is easily replaced. There is a caveat though: 
Those pads release bits of felt and even bits of glue if they wear far enough , so be prepared 
to either clean your mouse often or replace it if you have to use felt pads exclusively. 
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Mouse Ball 

Mouse Ball 

Fig. 40.2 
The procedure for removing the mouse ball. 

Retaining Ring 

To open. tum retaining ring as 
indicated by the arrow from 
L (for locked) to 0 (for open) 

Retaining Ring 
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Fig. 40.3 
Clean ing the mouse is a straight forward process. Turn the mouse over and remove the cove r. 

Fig. 40.4 
Remove the ball and clean it with m ild detergent and allow to dry. 
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Fig. 40.5 
Clean the rollers inside the mouse as well. After the ball dries, place it back in the case and replace 
the cover. 

The second wear part is ~he mouse ball itself. There was a shortage a few years ago when 
Apple ran out of mouse balls. All the mice built when the Mac was released had mouse 
balls with a life expecta ncy of about five years, so five years later all the first-generation 
balls wore out. Production had to be ramped up quickly to catch up with demand, and 
the computer publications had a fie ld day with headlines about mouse ball shortages. 
Now that Apple has multiple suppliers, it shouldn't be a problem again. 

If you notice that your mouse is skipping, no t tracking sm ooth ly, and genera lly not go
ing where you want it to, first clean the mouse ball and the roller bearings inside. Clean 
or replace the mouse paql, too. If that doesn't work, you may need a new mouse ball, 
available from Apple. If <;leaning doesn ' t do the trick, you may need a new m ouse. You 
might even look into buying a di fferent device, a trackball o r tablet, if the mouse isn't 
quite what you need to do the job. See Chapter 6, 11 Keyboards, Mice, and Other Input 
Devices." 

All Mice Are Not Created Equal 
Apple contracts its mice from different places, and not all the producers used to build the 
same part. These problems have since been resolved, but if you're thinking about buying 
a used mouse o r a used computer with accompanyin g mouse, be aware that some of the 
mice are bi t lame. 

Taiwan versus Malays!~. The better of the two models that came out in 1993 was 
manufactured in Malaysia. It has a heavier, gray ball, and its Teflon feet are thicker. The 
lesser model has a lighter, black ball and th in Teflon feet that are a ligh ter co lor, almost 
white. It was manu factu red in Taiwan. 
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Pressing the button on the Taiwanese model appears to push the nose of the mouse 
down into the mouse pad, lifting the ball very slightly so that it no longer turns the 
rollers inside. The only "fix," if it can be called that, is to use a very hard mouse pad or to 
adjust the way you press the mouse button so that you' re pressing closer to the center of 
the mouse than the nose. If you find the latter causes shooting pains in your hands, buy 
a new mouse. 

Optical Variations. Cursors have been known to keep going or bounce around after the 
mouse has stopped moving. Th ere may be times that you're sure you hit the icon you 
were shooting for, but it just didn't happen. The problem occurs in mice with slide-off 
(rath er than twist-off) covers. They use a mechanical device to keep track of the mouse 
ball's movements rather than an optical device. The mechanica l device wears out. The 
optical device (an optical interrupter) doesn't wear out. 

Making the Mouse Go Faster 
If you've set your mouse to the fastest setting in the mouse control panel, and it's sti ll 
not fast enough, there are a number of extensions on the market that will speed it up. 
However, if you're already suffering from an extension overload, here's a ResEdi t alter
ation that enables you to speed your cursor: 

1. Open ResEdi t. 

2. Open a copy of the System file. 

3. Double-click the mcky resource. 

4. Double-click ID 6 therein. 

5. Change the las t three numbers (which are usually 9, 15, and 21) to lower numbers. 

6. Move the copy into the system folder and the o lder system fil e out. 

7 . Restart the machine. 

Keep them seq uential to avoid confusion. The lower the number, the faster your cursor 
wi ll accelerate as it moves across the monitor. Keep a copy of your original System just in 
case something goes awry. 

Table 40.1 Mouse Fix-it Table 

Problem 

Moving mouse affects cursor 
only when button is pressed. 

Mouse skips or will not respond. 

jittery, unpredictable movement. 

Mouse too slow at highest speed setting. 

Solution 

Taiwanese model. 
Replace mouse. 

Clean mouse ball, rollers, pad. 
Possibly replace ball. 

Failed mechanical interrupter. 
Replace interrupter. 

ResEdit your System file. 
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Maintaining Keyboard Health 
Your keyboard takes mo re physical use and abuse than any other single component, and 
just as with the mouse, keeping it clean is a top priority. Before going further, you may 
want to read Chapter 6, "Keyboards, Mice, and Other Input Devices." 

Cleaning the Keyboard 
It's obviously a little more difficult to take a keyboard apart and clean it. The key caps on 
most keyboards are removable with a special tool-check local electronics shops. If you 
can't find the right tool, don't try it. It's too easy to break a key or its mounting pin. 
Without even removing the key caps, you can often fix a sticky key by just spraying 
contact cleaner around the offending key. 

If that doesn't work, o r you really have a mess to clean up, just removing the keys and 
cleaning out the gunk won't do it. A spilled soft drink, fo r example, is a major cleaning 
job. Start by removing the screws on the underside of the keyboard and, without touch
ing the printed circuits inside, clean off as much as you can. Be aware that a single spark 
of static can fry your keyboa rd, so don ' t move around on carpet before or during a clean
ing, and if you have a st~ tic strap, use it. Isopropyl alcohol makes a good cleaning solu
tion. 

Misbehaving Keyboards 
Does your keyboard seem to h ave remapped itself to another character set? Do keystrokes 
come out of nowhere or fail to come out at all ? Read on . 

Changing Keymaps. If you're using a system that has several keymaps installed (for 
different languages or layouts), pressing ~+option+space will toggle between them. Lan
guage types that could be installed include Deutsch, Deutsch Schweiz, Espanol, France, 
France-numerique, Italiano, Suisse Roman d, and of course, U.S. There's also the QWERTY 
and DVORAK layouts. 

Some applications use J:\+option+space as a dedicated command, which can be a real 
problem. You can remove the additional keymaps-they'll be installed in the System-or 
remap the :l=C+option+sp~ce sequence in the application, assuming the application wi ll 
allow it. Alternatively, yqu can use ResEdit and the following procedure to make the 
keyboard icon visible in the menu bar: 

1. Open ResEdit. 

2. Open a copy of the System fil e. 

3. Double-click the itlc resource. 

4. Double-click ID 0. 

5 . Select 1 in "Always show keyboard icon." 

6. Move the copy into the system folder and the o lder system fi le out. 

7. Restart the machine. 
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The adjustable keyboard handles keymapping a li tlle differently than the rest of the keyboard line, 
but the problem seems to be limited to a few applications. If you're having problems with your 
new adjustable keyboard, try out a standard keyboard before resorting to drastic issues. If it's the 
adjustable keyboard that's causing problems, you can either replace the application, replace the 
keyboard, o r try to find an extension on the bulletin boards or local services that remaps things 
correctly. A few have been written, but they are not widely distributed. 

When All the Keys Aren't There. Not all keyboards are created equal, and some of 
them are missing a few keys, relative to others. If you have a keyboard without function 
keys but rea lly need those function keys, check the on-line services for a copy of Key
board Plus. It allows you to emulate F1 through FlS, Page, Page Down, Home, End, 
Delete, and Insert/ Help. It also contains mappings for a numeric keypad. 

On o lder Macs or others without an Escape key, t ry the tilde/grave-accent key (- and ' ). 
It should do the trick. 

If you 'd rather not have a keyboard o r a mouse on a server, you can usc a tool li ke Server 
Manager as a remote keyboard. It also gives you control over who has access to the sys
tem via password optio ns, and while it's an extreme method, maintaining access to your 
Mac is also an extreme situation. (Server Manager is a product of Technology Works, 
1-800-688-7 466.) 

PowerBook Considerations 

Wh ile it is possible to hook an external keyboard to your PowerBook (thereby allowing 
you to use a fu ll size keyboard rather than the 88 percent of fu ll size built-in keyboard), 
there are considerations. A keyboard draws power, so try to keep your PowerBook on AC 
rather than battery power when the external keyboard is a ttached, lest you run out of 
juice a lot sooner than you expect. There's no danger of overdrawing the power supply; 
just be aware that you' ll run the battery down faster with each device you attach to the 
ADB chain. 

Summary 
If ei ther mouse or keyboard should die, this chapter contains d irections on cleaning and 
repair, from a simple mouse-ball wash through disassem bly of a keyboard. Enduring 
hour upon hour of battering, keyboards and mice do occasiona lly fail, but as often as 
not, a cleaning is all that 's necessary. Eventually you' ll probably have to clea n either a 
keyboard or mouse, if no t both because keyboards and mice come into direct contact 
with human hands-they will eventually get grimy. Treating the equi pment properly by 
not plugging AD13 devices in '"'hile the power's on and keeping food and drink away will 
extend their lives a great dea l. Hand le them with care, and they' ll last through several 
generations of CPUs. 



Chapter 41 

Softwar@ Troubleshooting 
by Shelley Brisbin 

Th is chapter describes the methods and tools you need to solve problems with software 
on your Maci ntosh. It discusses troubleshooting methodology and thought processes, 
and then covers some software d iagnostic tools and how you can prepare for and solve 
software problems. 

Troubleshooting Methodology 
Troubleshooting is the process of discovering what's wrong, why it's wrong, and how to 
fi x it. It is important to th ink logica lly and clearly about the problem, eliminate what 
variables you can, and take a systematic approach to so lving the problem. It is also 
important to be prepared fo r trouble before it happens. To do this, you need a n under
standing of what resources are available lo you ancl what actions can make you r task 
easier. ror a thorough discussion of how to determine the source o f Mac problems 
(hardware, software, o r human erro r), see chapter 33, "Problem lsola tion ." 

Start with the Right Approach 
Because no two Macs have exactly the same software installed, and because everyone 
uses that software in a slightly di fferent way, troubleshooting problems that you believe 
are caused by softvvare can be tricky. That's the bad news. The good news is that you 
have plenty of resources to turn to . The first is your com mon sense. As discussed in chap
ter 33, finding the true source of the problem by eli minating variables is an important 
early step. It's also important to take a methodical, calm approach to troubleshooting, 
especially as your frustration grows. 

First Things First 
When you experience a problem- the computer freezes, crashes, o r bombs, your Mac 
refuses to startup, software wo n' t load, and so on- the fi rst thing to do is find out 
whether the problem is a one-time occurrence o r a t rue source of trouble. Shut down 
your Mac and re-create the problem situation. Turning off the computer resets the soft
ware, flu shes the memory, and gives you a clean slate. If the problem recurs, it's time to 
take a closer look. 
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The Human Factor 
While you eliminate possible culprits, make sure that the problem you are having is not 
the result of human erro r. If, fo r example, you can't fin d a document you are certain you 
created and saved, be sure you saved the file in the proper place. Often, when the Save 
dialog box appears, your default folder is not the one you want your documents saved to. 
Use the Find command in System 7, or the Find File DA in System 6, to search for m is
placed files. 

O ther human erro rs occur when you load a piece of software that isn 't compatible wi th 
your Macintosh o r its system softwa re. You usually fi nd a list of the min imum require
ments, both hardware and software, in the documentation of commercial applications 
you buy, or in Read Me files on d isk. Check these before you panic. 

Most avoidable mistakes occur because you try to take shortcuts, or don 't adequately 
read documentation. Many Mac users avoid manuals because the Mac is so easy to use. 
If that's the way you WOJk best, remember that when something goes wrong, a wealth of 
information may be ava ilable in a place that's near at hand, the software documentation. 

Utilizing Troubleshoot;ing Methods 
Using proble m isolat ion strategy to trim the list of possible prob lems with softw·are to 
the min im um, begi n your d iagnosis by stating the problem you have in specific, con
crete terms. It's no t enOlJgh to say "My Mac won't start up." Better to say "When my 
Mac starts, it freezes o r restarts whi.le tile icons of control panels and extensions are 
appearing at the bottom of my screen." 

Your next task is to find out whether the problem occurs all the t ime or in termi ttently. 
Re-create the conditions under which the problem occur red. Try to re-create the problem 
several times, being carefu l no t to change anything so that the circumstances are identi
caJ each time. If you're stumped by a particularly thorny problem, you may choose to 
alter conditions slightly (changing one variable at a t ime) to see what effect these 
changes have. 

When you have a lead on a problem, it's possible to determine what isn't at fau lt. If, for 
example, you get a system error only when you open Microsoft Excel, chances are that 
the trouble is with that program, and not with the prin ter, the Chooser control pan el, o r 
Microsoft Word . 

The Nature of Softwar~ 
Software problems usually fall into one of several categories: 

• Incom patibili ty 

• Data corruption 

• Configuration problems 

Software incompatibiliti¢s are particularly no ticeable at startup. The system software, 
control panels (CDEVs), and extensions that load when you start the computer can often 
clash wi th o thers loading in the same sequence. Software vendors don't always write the 
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programs in accordance with Apple's guidelines, and even when they do, the sheer num
ber of startup files available means that not every product has been tested with every 
other product. 

Incompatibilities also occur between applications, but they are less of a problem because, 
unlike startup files, applications aren't constantly running in the background, interact
ing with the operating system. The solution to software compatibility is usually to elimi
nate a problem program from your startup routine. 

Corrupted or damaged software can lead to crashed and frozen computers. Software can 
become corrupted by defective media (hard disks or floppies) or at the time of a crash. 
You may have corrupted files or applications. The solution is usually to replace the prob
lem fi le. If you're having trouble with application software, getting a fresh copy from 
your original program disks is your best bet. lf it's a data file, or a file that supports a 
software application (like a preferences file), you should use a backup copy to replace it. 

Older Macintosh software can often be loaded onto your hard disk simply by dragging 
an icon from a floppy to the disk. In the past few years, setting up a large application has 
meant running an installer program, which puts the program and supporting fi les in 
special locations, with the proper folder names. Misplacing a component file may cause 
a software problem. 

Another configuration woe is memory. Using the Get Info box for each application 
on your Mac, you can see how much memory the program uses and needs. Often, the 
default memory setting isn' t enough to reliably run the software. If you're having prob
lems opening fil es or you' re experiencing application errors, use Get Info, as shown in 
figure 41.1, to boost the memory allocation. 

Fig. 41.1 
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In the Finder, click once on an application program's icon and choose Get Info from the File men u . 
Increasing the amount of memory ava ilable for the application may stave off some errors. 

Using Documentation 
Getting your list of possible causes down to a manageable number makes th e next 
important task easier. You need to look for help, either from your software docu menta
tion, vendor technical support, o r another source. 
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Many software manuals do a fine job of explaining the progra m's fea tures, but trouble
shooting is usually a big weakness. Many do not print the error codes you see when a 
problem crops up, making those codes pretty useless. Others don't organize their trouble
shooting sections very well. Still o thers, perhaps on the theory that Mac users don' t read 
documentation, omit problem solving altogether. Apple's user manuals, of course, are 
only useful if you have t rouble with system software. Even if the troubleshooting section 
of a software manual is poor, a good glossary of terms or index can often help you find 
reasons for odd behavior. 

Seeking Outside Help 
If the user manual doesn' t contain the answer you need, it may have one last bi t of infor
mation to offer: the phone number or electronic mail address of the company's technical 
support staff. It may be tempting to call tech support the minute you suspect trouble 
with software, but your ~all will be much more produ ctive if you try to solve the problem 
yourself before calling. First of all, the process of finding out wh ere your problem actu
a lly lies is similar to the questions you are asked by a technical support representative. 
You need to know details about your Mac's configuration, the versions of system and 
application software you are usin g, when the problem you're calling about appeared, and 
so on . You spend less t ime on the phone (and probably save long distance charges) if you 
do your homework and \.ISe the resources you already have to solve problems, before 
taking them to technical support. This is even more relevant as software companies' tech 
support lines become busier, and as a few companies begin charging users for support. 

Most major Macintosh spftware vendors maintain a presence of one or more on-line 
services, such as America Online, CompuServe, GEnie, or AppleLink. If you have an 
account on one of these services, you may find that reading through messages posted in 
the software vendo r's forum or bulletin board area can answer some of your questions. If 
not, post your problem and await the solution. This process may take awhile, depending 
upon how well-staffed the on-line area is and how much other traffic is there. 

You do have other techn ical support options. Many consultants specialize in recom
mending and installing Macintosh products and solving Mac problems. A consultant can 
take the time to work through a problem with you, and evaluate it in the context of your 
whole system. The cons t.Jltant may advise you on the phone or in person, and may even 
solve your problem for you, with know-how an d/or diagnostic tools. This person al ser
vice usually comes at a high price: between $50 and $100 an hour. 

A less costly way to get hands-on support is th rough a local user group: people who 
gather to share the joys and problems of Mac ownership. User group members may have 
experienced problems similar to yours. Like on-line technical support, though, a user 
group does not provide instantaneous help. 

Software Di~gnostic Tools 
This section offers an i n -~epth look at how your Macintosh works, how files interact 
with one another and t11e operating system, and where problem areas lie. Having one or 
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more of these tools installed on your Mac before trouble starts can help you diagnose 
crashes and o ther problem s. 

Conflict Catcher II 
Casady and Greene's Conflict Catcher enables you to search your system fo r startup files 
that don ' t work well with one another, o r that aren't compatible with the Mac's system 
software. Confl ict Catcher also manages your startup fi les, a llowing you to turn the pro
g rams on and off at startup. Like the sta rtup programs it is designed to manage, Conflict 
Ca tcher loads at startup. Whether or not you 're experiencing software related problems, 
install ing Conflict Catcher can help you identi fy and eli minate t rouble caused by startup 
programs. 

Once installed , the Conflic t Catcher contro l panel loads every tim e you sta rt the Mac, 
before the rest o f your control panels, extensions, and startup files load. Con fl ict Catcher 
examines the rest of your sta rtup files, looking for incom patibi li t ies am ong them. 

The varie ty of startup fi les produced by commercial vendors and shareware writers 
means tha t some are no t necessarily compatible with o thers. The Macintosh System also 
expects star tup files to behave a certain way. When a developer hasn't followed Apple's 
rules, problems in load ing can resul t. Some startup fil es simply aren ' t com patible wi th 
one another. These incompatibi lities can prevent the Mac from complet ing its startup 
process. A problem startup fil e m ay freeze the machi ne, o r simply not load, when a fi le it 
doesn't like is present. Even if the startup process is complete, incompatibili ties may 
show up when you use a control panel or an application that relies on a startup file. The 
computer may once agai n freeze or d isplay a system error. Conflict Catcher's startup file 
tests can locate problem programs, letting you remove them if they're incompatible with 
your system, o r install a new copy if the startup file has become corrupt. 

You can configure Conflict Catcher, set up startup tests, and enable/disable your startup 
files from the Conflic t Catcher con trol panel. To modify the course of a startup, hold 
down the space bar after your Mac begins to boot, but befo re you see icons appearing at 
the bo ttom of the screen. Keep the space bar held down until Conflict Catcher's window 
appears (see fig. 41.2). You can now use the program 's featu res. 
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Conflict Catcher's main window shows control panels and ex tensions, and a llows you to enable and 
disable them. 
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You can tell Conflict Ca tcher to test your startup fil es as the boot sequence progresses. 
If Conflict Catcher finds a problem, you have the option of disabling the problem file, 
restarting the Mac, or ignoring Conflict Catcher's warning. 

Several other startup ma nagers, including th e freeware Extension Manager, allow you to 
turn startup files on and off, preventing them from loading. Unlike Conflict Catcher, 
they don't offer the testing feature . 

Even in the area of startup management, Conflict Catch er's clean interface offers a lot of 
flexibility. You can create sets-groups of startup files to be enabled under differen t cir
cumstances. For example, you may choose to d isable all network-related control panels 
and extensions when you're not printing or using other network services. That saves 
memory and time in booting the Mac. When you need the network again, restart and 
use Conflict Catcher to enable a network set, which includes the appropriate startup 
files. Sets are also a great way to automatical ly load a set of applications at startup: a 
spreadsheet program and a charting application, for exam ple. If you're using your 
PowerBook with battery power, use a minimal set of startup programs to speed the boot 
process and save batteries. When you're plugged in, enable the network, your favorite 
control panels, and startup applications. 

You may create as many Conflict Catcher sets as you like. Un less you choose a new 
Conflict Catcher set, the last set you used will be used at your next startup. You can 
also assign keys to Conflict Catcher sets. Hold down a key during startup to activate 
the appropriate set. 

Conflict Catcher links are yet another way to group files. Grouped links establish rela
tionships between startup files. Some applications, such as CE Software's DiskTop and 
AppleTalk Remote Access, use several extensions and control panels. Putting them 
together in a grouped link lets you enable or disable the group according to your n eeds. 
Incompatible links point out startup files that are known to be incompatible. Using Now 
Software's Super Boomera ng with Symantec's Directory Assistant doesn' t work. You 
could create an incompatible link that tells Conflict Catcher to disable Directory Assis
tant if Super Boomerang i$ loaded, and vice versa . Force Order links establish a loading 
order for startup files. Sorne files must be loaded in a certain order, because they are 
either dependent upon previously loaded files, o r must precede others. 

Casady and Greene 
22734 Portola Dr. 
Salinas, CA 93908 
(800)359-4920 
Price: $79.95 

Crash Barrier 
Crash Barrier from Casady and Greene can soften the blow of a Mac crash. It is a con trol 
panel that loads when yotl start the Mac, and helps you recover if the computer freezes 
o r gives a system error. 

When a Mac freezes, the q trsor, keyboard, and mouse don't move, and the computer's 
operations come to a halt. You're stuck. Crash Barrier lets you use a keyboard sequence 
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you define o r the Interrupt button o n the Mac to enter a dialog box with optio ns you 
can use to unstick the Mac, most o f the ti me. That's be tter than trying to find or remem
ber the Interrupt code, and your chances of recovery are better. Some Mac users don ' t 
install the restart/ interrupt switch o n their computers, and because a few Macs, like the 
Duos, lack interrupts, Crash Barrie r's keyboard interrupt access can be a lifesaver in these 
cases. 

If your Mac crashes, Crash Barrier can also help you get back on your feet. Its dialog box 
gives you the chance to save your work, recover from the crash, o r restart (see fig. 41.3). 
You will be warned that a crashing Mac is a sign of possible trouble, and that w hile Crash 
Barrier can save you fo r the mo ment, it's probably tim e to find o ut why the Mac is caus
ing problems. 

Fig. 41.3 
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In Expert Mode, the Interrupt dialog box gives you several courses of action to choose from. 
Beginner mode displays only the Fix It!, Restar~, and Quit options. 

Crash Barrier can fix some problems it finds when crashes occur. You can specify how 
and w hether Crash Barrier monitors your Mac's memory to determine whether memory 
is becoming corrupted. When this monito ring is enabled, Crash Barrie r can warn you o f 
corrupt ion and allow you to fix the problem . You can also choose to have Crash Barrie r 
fix corrupted mem ory automatically, at the time of a crash . Bo th o f these features req uire 
you to use Crash Barrie r in Expert mode. 

Casady and Greene 
22734 Porto la Dr. 
Sa linas, CA 93908 
(800)359-4920 
Price: $79.95 

Apple Personal Diagnostics 
Apple's Personal Diagnostics (APD) is a software package designed to gather information 
about your Mac to help you solve problems. Most o f APD's tests look at your Mac's hard
ware: log ic board, memory, disk d rives, video, and so o n. APD also includes a software 
testing module, which performs checks o n your system and o ther software configurations. 

You can run APD's tests individuall y o r as a group, and you can set the software to run 
diagnostics a t regular intervals, if you ' re using System 7, as shown in figure 41.4. 
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Fig. 41.4 
APD's automatic diagnost ics run w hen your Mac has been idle fo r an in terval you select. To use it, 
you must be using System 7, and must have the APD extension in your System folder. 

APD's system software test examines your system file and d irecto ry structure, and Lets 
you know if APD fin ds more than one System fo lder on your sta rtup disk. Mult iple Sys
tem folders are bad news tor your Mac. The computer looks to the system fil e for startup 
and other instructions. If there are two system files, the Mac may freeze o r crash because 
it's unsure where to get i t~ operating instructions. If APD fin ds a problem with your sys
tem software, it'll fix it if you give it permission by clicking OK. 

Apple Personal Diagn ostics package includes a boatable floppy d isk that le ts you run the 
diagnostics from a fl oppy d rive, enabling you to fix problem s it fi nds on your usual 
startup drive. You can 't fix the startup d rive that is currently in use. 

APD can gather a wide var iety of information about your Mac and software including 
hardware configura tion, system software version, applications, control panels, extensions 
present, and more. By creat ing a report, you can view and evaluate your Mac's configura
tion and deal with problem s APD has found. Use the list o f applications, fo r example, to 
locate and remove o ld ver~ions of applications that you d id n' t know were still on your 
hard disk. 

One of APD's handiest features, and one that is missing from many diagnostic products, 
is a series o f troublesh ootipg tables in the user manual. In these tables, you find the mes
sages APD displays o r sends in repo rts, and a list o f steps you can take to deal with t he 
problem. Tables are d iv ided by the type of test that generates the message. 

Emergency Preparations 
If you experience serious problems-so serious that you' re unable to boot the Iv!acin tosh 
normally-it's essential thf! t you find a way to get the computer working again so that 
you can solve your problem. The best way to do this is to create on e or more emergency 
startup d isks. Booting the Mac from an emergency floppy also allows you to perform 
d iagnostics and repairs on a startup hard d rive. 
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Minimal System 
If you have looked at your system folder lately, you know that it contains lots of files. 
Your system folder is probably more than 2 MB, and could be as much as 5MB, in size. 
You can 't get that much information onto a floppy disk. High density floppies have a 
maximum capacity of 1.4 MB, while the older double-density variety can hold 800K. 
Getting a working system folder onto a floppy is called creating a minimal system. To 
create it, you must eliminate any unnecessary files from the System folder. 

There are several ways to create a minimal system disk: 

• Use Disk Tools disks. Macintosh systems include a floppy disk called Disk Tools. This 
disk contains a stripped-down version of the system and two Apple utilities for 
repairing damaged Macs. You can do little more than run this software, but it may 
be enough to get your normal sta rtup disk back in working condi tion . 

• Use the Installer. The Apple Installer disks, which came with your Mac, can put a 
fres h copy of the operating system on your hard disk. If you choose to install a 
minimal system, you can place it on a high density floppy for use as a startup disk. 
When you use the Installer, be sure to select the minimal system configuration th at 
is specific to your Macintosh . Different Macs require different software to start up 
properly. 

• Use a Diagnostic Tool. Diagnostic tools such as Apple Personal Diagnostics, Norton 
Utilities, MacTools, and others include emergency disks with m inimal versions of 
the operating system, as well as their diagnostic applications. 

• Create your own startup disk. If you use System 6, it may be possible for you to drag 
the files you need fo r a minimal system disk onto a blank floppy, along with the 
diagnostic software of your choice. System 6 and its accompanying files are much 
smaller than those associated wi th System 7. If you take this approach, be sure that 
the copy of the system and Finder you drag to the blank disk are not corrupted. To 
make the file fi t, you may have to remove fonts and desk accessories with the Font/ 
DA Mover, available on your Apple-supplied system disks. 

Disk First Aid 
Apple includes Disk First Aid with every Macintosh. You find it on the Disk Tools disk. 
Disk First Aid takes a cursory look at your Mac's system and directory structure and 
makes minor repairs. Using the copy of Disk First Aid on your Disk Tools disk, you 
can repair a damaged startup d rive when booting from the Disk Tools floppy. 

Disk First Aid lets you verify your hard di sk-check to see that the med ia is without 
defects that could corrupt files- and check the structu re of the disk's directory. If Disk 
First Aid finds problems, you can repair them (see fig. 41. 5) . 

You can run Disk First Aid on any disk (hard disk, floppy, or removable media). The 
program does not possess the advanced features of commercial disk diagnostic software, 
but it's a good first step as you work to eliminate possible causes of difficulty. 
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Disk First Aid reports its progress in analyzing }'Our disk drive. 
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HD SC Setup is another Apple utili ty found on your Disk Tools disk. With it, you can test 
or partition your hard disk . Partitioning the disk d ivides it into as many volumes as you 
li ke, making it appear that you have several disks. This is useful for o rganizing your files 
or using multiple copies of the Macintosh system at the same time. l-ID SC Setup does 
not have the sophisticated partitioning features of tools like r:WB's Hard Disk Toolkit (see 
chapter 36, "Hard Disk Problems"), but it can create bas ic partitions and perform a quick 
test of your hard disk's in tegrity. Use HD SC Setup if you're having trouble mounting or 
using hard d isks with your Mac. 

VIrus Protection Programs 
Com puter viruses can, unfortunately, find their way into your computer when you copy 
fi les from a fr iend, or even when you install new software. A virus may corrupt data, 
cause your computer to crash, or erase your hard disk. It may also lie dormant un til 
something triggers it. Because a virus's actions can't be predicted or eas ily recovered 
from, it's important to defend your system against them. 

Virus detection and protection softwa re loads when your Mac star ts up. Some programs 
scan disks as you insert or mount them, and some allow you to perform a virus scan at 
any time. The software looks for corrupted files o r files with viruses attached to them. 

If you experience unusual problems with your Mac that can't be traced or that seem 
intermittent, you may have a virus. If you do have virus checking software installed, 
use it to scan your disks (particularly your startup hard djsk) while the system is in use. 
If you find viruses, let the software remove them, or follow the software's instructions 
for deletin g problem files. 

Serious virus attacks affect multi ple files and folders. If your system becomes infected, it's 
a good idea to reinstall your system and software, even if the infection has been elimi
nated by a virus checker. The system softvvare is a particular target of virus writers. Fortu
na tely, it's easy to rein stal) . Jf you have a good backup of your disk, t ry reinitializing 
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(erasing) the disk and reinstalli ng everything. I.f you do this, be sure that your backup is 
not infected by vi ru ses. 

Because new viruses are created and found on a regu lar basis, virus detection software 
m ust frequently be updated. If you buy a commercia l package, like Virex or SAM, the 
vendor wi ll make updates available regularly. Two freeware virus checkers, Disinfectant 
by John Norstad and GateKeeper by Chris j ohnson, are also very popular, and are up
dated as new viruses are discovered. If you have an account on an on-line service like 
CompuServe or America Online, you may be able to download updates of commercial 
and freeware programs soon after they become avai lable. For more information on virus 
detection, see Chapter 32, "Vi rus Detection and Prevention." 

Correct Enablers 
When Apple released System 7.1, it introduced the System Enabler, a system extension 
that contain s software specific to each new Mac model. In order for your System 7.1 Mac 
to work properly, you must use the correct System Enabler. 

The Macintoshes li sted in table 41.1 require System 7. 1 and the specified enabler. 

Table 41 .1 Macintosh System Enablers 

Macintosh System Enabler Used Curr. Versio n 

Macintosh Centris 610 System Enabler 040 1.1 

Macintosh Centris 650 System Enabler 040 1.1 

Macintosh Centris 660AV System Enabler 088 1.1 

Macintosh Color Classic System Enabler 401 1.0.5 

Macintosh llvii ' System Enabler 001 1.0.1 

Macintosh llvx System Enabler 001 1.0.1 

Macintosh LC Ill System Enabler 003 1.0 

Macintosh LC 475 System Enabler 065 1.0 

Macintosh LC 520 System Enabler 403 1.0.1 

Macintosh PowerBook 160 System Enabler 1 31 1.0.3 

Macintosh PowerBook 165c System Enabler 1 31 1.0.3 

Macintosh PowerBook 180 System Enabler 131 1.0.3 

Macintosh PowerBook 180c System Enabler 131 1.0. 3 

Macintosh PowerBook Duo 210 PowerBook Duo Enabler 1.0 

Macintosh PowerBook Duo 230 PowerBook Duo Enabler 1.0 

Macintosh PowerBook Duo 250 PowerBook Duo Enabler 1.0 

Macintosh PowerBook Duo 270c PowerBook Duo Enabler 1.0 

Macintosh Quadra 605 System Enabler 065 1.0 

Macintosh Quadra 61 0 System Enabler 040 1.1 

Macintosh Quadra 650 System Enabler 040 1 .1 

Macintosh Quadra 660AV System Enabler 088 1.1 

(continues) 
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Table 41 .1 Continued 

Macintosh Quadra 800 System Enabler 040 1.1 

Macintosh Quadra 840AV System Enabler 088 1.1 

Macintosh TV System Enabler 404 1.0 

® 1993, Apple Computer 
Apple llfls also released n System enabler wil/1 n different purpose. 

Installing the 32-bit System Enabler in a Mac ll, llx, llcx, o r SE/30 that runs System 7.1 
lets these computers use 32-bit addressing-the means by which Macs can access up to 
128MB of RAM, if that m uch is installed. These o lder Macs require System 7.1 and the 
enabler to access this amount of memory. 

Summary 
This chapter discussed how to find and solve problems with Macintosh software. You 
learned troubleshooting methodology and the types of problems you can solve with 
software diagnostic tools. You also learned h ow to use software diagnostic too ls to find 
and remove problems. 

The chapter discussed how to deal with emergency si tuations, when it's impossible to 
boot your Mac from its norma l startup disk, and how to use an emergency floppy to fix 
your problem. We also d iscussed how viruses and improper or missing system enablers 
can cause trouble. 



Chapter 42 

System 1 Problems 
by fohn Rizzo 

System 7 is several years old now, and has proven to be no more problematic than Sys
tem 6. Overall, it's more extensible, more versatile, and just plain more usefu l than Sys
tem 6. Each new system software release has brought System 7 more functiona lity (and 
therefore more software), adding features to applications that just don't work in System 
6. However stable this new base of code, more features means more places to look for 
a problem when things go wrong-more settings, extensions files, and more control 
panels. 

To make problem solving a bit more complex, not all versions of System 7 arc alike. Sys
tem 7.1 changed the way fonts were handled, and System 7.5 added ma jo r new software 
such as PowerTa lk and QuickDraw GX. (See chapter 4, "Overview of System Software," 
for details of the various versions of system software.) In this chapter, you wi ll learn how 
to deal with the problems you may encounter .with System ?-frozen screens, system 
crashes, incompatibility between hardware and software, and incorrect memory settings. 

Losing Control 
The Mac is on ly usefu l when you are at the helm, but occasionally, the Mac stops work
ing for what seem s like no reason at all. This forces you to restart your computer, result
ing in lost data and time. There are a few methods for getting back contro l o f your Mac, 
and there is even software that can help you make the best of an unpleasant si tuat ion. 
The situation becomes more than unpleasant if the Mac stops working on a regular basis, 
but there are ways you can get to the bottom of things. 

Regaining Control of a Hung Mac 
A frozen screen, also referred to as a Jumg computer, is a common m ethod the Mac uses to 
deal with an upset stomach (temporary o r systemic software conflicts in 1\AM). Babies 
burp, but the Mac hangs. The Finder o r your application just stops dead in its tracks in 
the m iddle of whatever it was doing, suspended in time. Sometimes you can move your 
cursor around freely, no t rea lizi ng your screen has frozen. In this case, you will notice 
that the buttons and menus work, but are mere pictures. Other times, your cursor freezes 
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to the spot along with the rest of the screen, or disappears altogether. In any of these 
cases, you have lost control of your Mac. 

You can do severa l things to regain control of a hung Mac. Preferably, you will want to 
rega in contro l without having to shut the power off because cutting the Mac's power 
with open applicat ions can damage them. 

1. Wait a minute or two. Make sure your Mac rea lly is hung, and not just working out 
a complex problem o r waiting for a network procedure. If a watch indica tor o r time 
thermometer is displayed, make sure it is frozen as well- if it is moving, your Mac 
is working. In normal operation, indicators and thermom eters can stop for a sho rt 
while if the Mac is too busy doing something else, so be sure to study them fo r any 
motion . 

2 . If your screen rea lly is frozen, press ~+period. Th is step can stop a process that has 
gone haywire and is running in loops. If you get control of your application, save 
your data immediately. 

3. If ~+period doesn ' t work, force your application to quit using ~+Option+Escape. 

This works in the Finder as well as in any other program. A message will come up 
giving you the options to force a quit or to ca ncel (see fig. 42.1), warning you that 
unsaved changes will be lost. These aren ' t the g reatest of options; fo rcing your 
application to quit wi ll result in the loss of any work you did since the last time 
you saved, while press ing Cancel returns you to a frozen screen. Un fortunate ly, 
you don't have much of a cho ice a t th is point. 

Fig. 42.1 

rorcc "Microson Word" 10 qul17 
Unsound chongcs will be los1. 

(Force Qu11) (E) 

Forcing an application to quit is one way to release a frozen screen. 

4. If you have successfully returned to your application (step 2) o r to the Finder (step 
3), quit out of any o ther applications that may be open and shut down your Mac 
by using the Finder's Shutdown commaml in the Special menu. Sta rl up as no rma l. 
You could also select Restart, but Shutdown will reset RAM more effectively. 

S. Sometimes hHting the Force Quit button in figure 42.1 wil l do no thing- the Force 
Quit d ialog box also freezes. If your screen is sti ll frozen, hit the restart switch, 
located on the fron t or side of most Macs, and on the back of PowerBooks. 

6. Occasionally, the restart bu tton will be ineffect ive as well . Shut off your Mac using 
the power off button located on the back. 

7 . If all else fails, rem ove the power cord from the AC outlet. Use this step as a last 
resort if your power button isn't responding. In this case, you may have a cabl ing 
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misconfiguration or malfunction that is playing games with the voltages in your 
power system. 

System Crashes 
You know your Mac has crashed when you get a message with a bomb icon in it saying 
something very informative such as, "Sorry, a system error has occurred." A system crash 
is more serious than a frozen screen; you cannnot gain control of your Mac without 
restarting. 

The crash message sometimes contains two buttons, Restart and Resume. You should try 
th e Restart button, because pressing Resume usually results in a frozen system crash win
dow. Quite often the Restart button won' t work either, forcing you to hit your Mac's 
resta rt switch or shut off the power. 

Tools for Frozen Screens and Crashes 
If you aren't happy with the choice of staying frozen or fo rcing a quit without having 
the chance to save your data, there arc some software tools that will help when your Mac 
h <~ ngs and crashes. 

Crash Barrier from Cassady & Green (discussed in chapter 34, "Hardware Troubleshoot
ing") gives you a keyboard combination that will help you get control of your Mac. In 
the case of a system crash, Crash Barrier presents a dialog box that g ives you options that 
attempt to regain contro l of your Mac. Crash Barrier doesn't always work, but when it 
does, you get a chance to save your work before restarting. Crash Barrier can also auto
matically save your file for you as you work, so that you don' t lose a lo t when something 
docs go wrong. 

NowSave from Now Software will save your file every time a certain number of key
strokes is hit, or after a certain number of mouse clicks or minutes. You can set a differ
ent save frequency for each application, and you ca n set NowSave to create a buffer of 
your most recent keystrokes, which you ca n recover in case you need to restart. 

Fixing the Problem 
Sometimes you wi ll find that a frozen screen or crash is a one-time occurrence, and not 
indicative of any problem. In these cases, restarting the Mac will get you up and running 
without any fu rther problems. Other times, the problem wi ll come back again to haun t 
you. Continuing crashes and frozen screens are usually caused by software-document 
files, applications, or system software that have been corrupted or are conflicting with 
each other. Occasionally, the problem wi ll be wi th your hard d isk, and a good hard disk 
uti lity may help locate and fix the problem (see chapter 36, "Hard Disk Problems") . 

Whether the cause is software or your hard disk, a problem is easier to track down if it is 
repeatable, in that it predictably occurs when a certain set of conditions come together. 
It may be a particular application that needs to be reinstalled, o r a conflict between two 
or more extension files or control panels. Random crashes are more difficult to pinpoint, 
and you may resolve the problem only after reinstalling a lo t of your application and 
system software, without ever discovering exactly what was broken. 
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Multiple System Flies. An easy thing to check for are multiple copies of the System fi le 
(use the Find command in the Finder). You should have no more than one System file 
on each disk or partition. Having two can cause random crashes and frozen screens, as 
both fight for control of the Mac. 

You can break this rule if you use a program designed to manage more than one System 
file and folder. System Picker, Blesser, or Switcher are shareware or freeware utilities that 
can be found on many computer bulletin boards and disk collections of shareware. With 
any of these programs, you select the System folder that you want to use, and the pro
gram prevents any o thers from loading into memory. This is useful if you are t rying out 
different versions of system software, and want to switch back and forth between them. 
It is a safer practice, !Jowever, to decide on one System and delete any others. 

Conflicts. A common cause of crashes and frozen screens is extension file conflicts (see 
chapter 33, "Problem Isolation," for the methodology of isolating the offending exten
sion files). Applications can also be incompatible with each other, although this is rarer. 
A utility that can help is Help! from Teknosys. Help! looks at all your system software 
and applications, and notes wheLhcr you have any files that are known to be incompat
ible. It can also tell if you have files that are damaged, or if you have duplicate copies of 
software, including fonts or device drivers. 

Other Possible Problems. If the problem only happens in an application, try reinstall
ing the application from the original set of floppy or CD-ROM disks. You can also try 
reinstalling the System software from your Apple d isks. 

Repeatable or random crashes can also be caused by softwa re that is incompatible with 
your Mac's processor, or an incorrect setting in the Memory control panel. We discuss 
these next. 

Processor Incompatibilities 
Incompatibilities between older software and newer CPU chips are common in the PC 
world, but are rare in Macintosh computing. Apple has done a better job th an any other 
operating system manufacturer in successfu lly making compatibility with future hard
ware a reality. Decade-old applications written for the 68000 CPU can run flawlessly on 
Macs using 68040 and PowerPC chips. 

However, incompatibilities do occur when the software developers don 't follow Apple 
programming guidelines, so that software that runs fine today unexpectedly crashes with 
a new model of Mac. The bad news is that even major software houses are guilty of occa
sionally producing software that doesn' t work on major new Mac lines. The good news is 
that major incompatibilities have only occurred three times during the Mac's history. 

The first time was in 1987 with the Introduction of the Mac II, which used the 68020, a 
processor that was not used for very long in Macs. All applications have long since been 
rewritten to compensate for any Incompatibility. The second time was with the introduc
tion of the first Quadras, which use a 68040 chip. The third time was at the introduction 
of the Power Macs in 1994. There were no incompatibili ty problems with the 030 chip. 
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68040 Incompatibility 

Besides the PowerPC chips, the 68040 has been the main chip used in Macs built for the 
past few years. These include any Quadra models, the LC III, several Perfo rmas, and re
cent PowerBook models. Almost all sofh¥are written today is completely compatible with 
68040 CPUs, but you may have some older versions of applications that will crash on 
these machines. 

f-ortunately, most of the incom patible applications will run if you disable the cache in 
the 68040 processor. You can do this in the Cache Switch con trol pa nel. Th is control 
panel gives you a choice of two settings: Faster (cache is enabled) and More Compatible 
(cache is d isabled). 

PowerPC Compatibility 
It is rare that a problem is caused by application sofhvare incom patibility with the 
PowerPC chips in the Power Macs. In fact, there were more problems with incompatibil
ity when the first 040 Macs were launched than with Power Macs. The incompatibilities 
that do occur with Power Macs are usually older extension files o r control panels. How
ever, unli ke the 040, there are no work-arounds for incompatible software on Power 
Macs-they just wo n' t run. 

Programs that don't work on the Power Mac incl ude o lder versions of MacDraw from 
Claris, the After Dark screen saver from Berkeley Systems, and Symantec's Th ink C before 
version 6.0.1. Some older versions of Apple's networking software won 't work on Power 
Macs, namely AppleTalk Remote Access version 1.0, AppleSea rch 1.0, and AppleShare 
4.0. AU/X, Apple's version of UNIX for the Mac, also won' t run on Power Macs, but 
Power Macs will be able to run Apple's PowerOpen, based on IBM's UNIX. Connectix 
Virtual and RAM Doubler don' t work because they make calls d irectly to the memory 
management unit in 68030 and 68040 ch ips. 

Still, al most all Mac applicat ions ever written will run on Power Macs, so the phrase 
"Power Mac compatible" used by some software companies doesn't really mean much. 
The phrase that is significant is native PowerPC software, which can take advantage of 
the PowerPC chip and will run many times fas ter than non-na tive software. However, 
native software is completely incom patible with non-Power Macs, that is, th ose with 
68000, 68020, 68030, o r 68040 processors. 

Some vendors put two sets of code on their insta llation disks-one fo r 680x0 and o ne for 
PowerPC- along with an installer program that can recognize which type of Mac you 
have. Others sell two different versions in separate boxes. 

To get the best speed from your hard d isk, Power Mac users should also format their disk 
with formatt ing software, Disk Toolki t from FWB, that can take adva ntage of at least 
version 4.3 of SCSI Manager, part of the system software sh ipped with Power Macs. Hard 
disks formatted with software that is not SCSI Manager 4.3-savvy will run significantly 
slower. Unfortunately, the drives Apple shipped on the first Power Macs were not format
ted wi th th is software, and are no t as speedy as they could be. If you were one of the 
early Power Mac pion eers, you should consider reformatt ing your Power Mac's hard disk 
with some of the new formatting software. 
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Memory Control Panel Settings 
System 7's Memory control panel (see fig. 42.2) con t ro ls what the Mac does with the 
available RAM. This control panel ca n set aside portio ns o f your Mac's RAM to be used 
for functions other than the no rmal RAM function, which is to hold the portions of 
software and data that the CPU uses when running appl ica tio ns. The four setti ngs-Disk 
cache, Virtual Memory, 32-bit addressing, and RAM Disk-can d ramatically affect the 
performance of your Mac as well as prevent or cause crashes, depending on the software 
you're running. Any changes you make to any of these settings take affect o nly when 
you restart your Mac. 
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Fig. 42.2 
The Memory control panel. 

Disk Cache 
The Disk Cache (incorrectly called "RAM cache" in System 6) is a piece of RAM used to 
hold portions of applications or data fi les that are freq uently used by the CPU. Applica
tions are too big to fit enlirely into RAM, so the disk cache acts as a kind of RAM over
flow container to hold applica tion information. Because accessing RAM is many times 
faster than accessing a hard disk, using the RAM cache wi ll speed up your Mac. 

Unlike System 6, the d isk cache in System 7 is always on, at a m inimum setting of 32K. 
Increasing this amount will increase your Mac's performance, but the rate of increase 
becomes negligible at some point. In addition, the disk cache takes away the amount of 
RAM available to applications, so you don't wan t to set il too high; too little available 
RAM wi ll prevent some appli ca tions from launching. A good rule of thu mb is to set 32K 
fo r each megabyte of to tql RAM in your Mac, or 2561< for a n 8MB mach ine. Disk Cache 
is the leas t critica l of the Memory settings as far as System 7 problems go, because it 
won't cause your Mac to crash. 
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Virtual Memory 

Virtual m em o ry is a feature of System 7 th at uses an inv isible file o n your h ard d isk as if 
it were rea l RAM to extend th e RAM available for applica tio n s. Vir tu a l mem ory is slower 
than real mem ory for m any reasons, o ne of which is tha t a h a rd d isk is slowe r th an RAM. 

Not all Macs can use v irtual m emory. Macs with a 68000 processor cannot use it. Macs 
with both a 68020 an d the optional 68851 P:\II:-.1U chip (such as a Mad!) can use virtual 
memory, bu t t he original LC can't because there is n o slo t for t h e 6885 l. All 68030, 
68040, and PowerPC Macs can use vi rtua l memory. Don 't worry too m uch if you don't 
know what your Mac mode l ca n do-if your Mac can 't u se virtual mem ory, it won't be 
ava ilable in the Memory contro l panel. 

O lder d river sofuvare for h ard d isk d rives may be incompatib le w ith System 7's virtual 
m em ory. In these cases, you ca n simply upgrad e with a later driver. The Apple HD SC 
Setup uti li ty that comes with Mac system installer disks will update th e driver for Apple 
hard drives. For o ther h a rd drives, you can use d river update software such as FWB 
Software's Ha rd Disk Toolkit (see chapters 36 and 38 fo r a d iscussio n o f h a rd disk format
ting and mainte nance software). 

Even if you can ru n vi rtual mem ory, you may decide to keep it tu rned off if you have a 
680x0-based Mac. The biggest p ro blem with vi rtua l m em o ry in n o n-Power Mac models is 
speed, or lack o f it. Vi rtua l m em ory can reduce your speedy Qu adra to a crawling whim
per. Not o nly is a ha rd disk s lower t han real RAM, bu t Apple's implementa t ion of the 
virtua l mem o ry techno logy is not the best in the com p uter indus try, as its disk access is 
no t very e ffic ient. You sh o uld defin itely avoid using v irtua l mem o ry in PowerBooks o n 
battery power. Virtua l mem o ry keeps th e h ard disk constan t ly spinning, an d wil l q uic kly 

d rain your battery. 

The story is d ifferen t for Power Macs, where vi rtual mem o ry works better than it does in 
68020, 030, and 040 Macs. Your Power Mac will still be slower t h an it would be with 
virtua l m em o ry turned off, b ut it won't bring the m achine clown to a crawl. 

You sho uld follow o ne rule if you do decide to use virtua l memory o n any Mac-use it 
sparingly. Virtua l memory sho uld be a tem pora ry method o f getting you through a RAM 
jam, ei the r u n til your requirem ent for m o re memory e nds, o r un t il you can b uy more 

real RAM. 

When you fi rst turn on virtual memory, the default setting adds on enough virtual 
memory to double the amoun t of RAM in your yfac. (As figu re 42.2 shows, the disp lay 
shows the to ta l amount of m emory, real RAM plu s v irtua l.) It is best not to inc rease th is 
amo unt, but rath er to decrease it to the m in im um amo u nt you thin k you will n eed. 

Another way to improve the performance of virtual memory is to set it up on a disk or partition 
that does not contain system software and applications. This way, the disk calls that are busy 
servicing virtual memory do not compete with the disk needs of application and system software. 
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32-bit Addressing 
The 32-bit addressing opt io n in the Memory control panel refers to the width of the data 
path to RAM. With 32-bit address ing turned off, the data path is reduced to 16 bits, 
which mea ns you can on ly usc a maximum of 8MB of RAM in your Mac. Virtual 
memory is also limited to 14MB total (vir tual plus real RAM) with 32-bit addressing 
turned off. Generally, you should keep 32-bit addressi ng turned on, not only for the 
memory benefits, but to prevent some modern applications from crashi ng. However, you 
may need to turn 32-bit addressing off when running an o lder application that is not 
"32-bit clean ." Such 32-bit-incompatible software may crash if 32-bit addressing is turned 
on. 

If you have an old Mac, you may find yourself unable to turn on 32-bit addressing. Macs 
with a 68000 CPU do not support 32-bit addressing-the o riginal Mac, the Sl2K, Sl2Ke, 
Mac Plus, Mac SE, the first Mac Classic, and the original Macintosh Portable, and the 
Power Book 100. The Classic II and Color Classic have 68030 CPUs, and do support 32-bit 
addressing. 

Some o lder Macs (the Mac SE/30, II , llx, and the ll cx) have the righ t CPU, but lack the 
code in their ROM chips to support 32-bit addressing. This latter group can be 32-bit
enabled with the addition of an extension file called MODE32, available from Apple, 
Connectix (the original developer), and from many electro nic bulletin boards and on
line services. 

RAM Disk 
A RAM disk is kind of the opposite of virtual memory: it d imi ni shes the amount of RAM 
available to applications in o rder to create a virtual storage disk (see fig. 42.3). This disk 
mounts on the desktop like any other disk, and al lows you to copy software to it by drag
ging and dropping icons. 

Fig. 42.3 
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Configure the size of a RAM disk from the Memory control panel. 
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However, there are two big d ifferences between a virtual disk and a real disk: 

1. A virtual disk is much faster than a real disk because RAM is faster than a hard disk. 
Applications copied to a RAM disk will run faster than those run from your hard 
disk. You can even make a RAM disk your startup disk, if you create a pared-down 
System folder that can fit on a RAM disk. In addition, Powerl3ook users can gain 
extra battery li fe by using a RAM disk because RAM uses far less power than a rea l 
hard disk. 

2. A virtual disk is only a te mporary container for files. Like the rest of RAM, a RAM 
disk is erased when the power is turned o ff. This means you will lose your data and 
applications whenever you shut clown, during a power fa ilure, when your 
PowerBook battery dies, and when your Mac crashes. (You can, however, restart 
your Mac a nd retain fi les kept on a virtual disk.) For this reason, da ta on a vi rtual 
disk should be frequently saved to a floppy o r hard d isk. 

Other System 7 Problems 
You may run into a few other problems with System 7 that warrant some attention. 

Vanishing Files 
Users o f versions 7.0 and 7.0.1 of the System software Inay experience problems with 
files and folders disappearing. This was a bug in the system software that Apple fixed 
with a program called System 7 TuneUp and in System 7.1. This bug causes the Finder to 
lose track of a fi le in the list of files that is kept on the hard disk. 

System 7 TuneUp is a small program that installs some lines of code in your System file. 
W hen System 7 TuneUp has been installed, you' ll see a bulle t (•) next to the version 
number in the About This Macintosh dialog box, as in 7.0.1•. 

If you have System 7 TuneUp insta lled, or have System 7. 1 or later and are still missing 
files, you may have a problem with the directory on your hard disk. A disk repair pro
gram such as Norton Utilities can often fix th ese types of problem s (see chapter 34, 
"Hardware Troubleshooting"). 

Another thing you can try for disappearing files and folders is to rebuild the Desktop, as 
described in the next section. 

Desktop That Needs Rebuilding 
Rebuilding the desktop is a proced ure that can solve Finder problems as well as speed up 
a d rive that has become sluggish. Every Macintosh d isk has at least one invisible desktop 
file which is a database of every fil e on the disk. It keeps t rack of file names, their loca
tions, and all the information in the Get Info box, including anything you may have 
typed in the Comments field. Floppies have a single desktop file. Hard d isks, CD ROMs, 
and other storage devices bigger than 2MB have two invisible fi les called Desktop DB 
and Desktop DF. (System 6 uses a single desktop file. ) 
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The desktop files continue to collect new information every time you add or move a file 
or folder, and need lobe rebuilt from time to time to get rid of older info rmation abou t 
files that have been dele ted. To rebuild the desktop fi les, hold down ;):(+Option while 
sta rting up the Mac. For ~ach d isk you have a ttached to you r Mac, a dialog box wi ll come 
up asking you if you want to rebuild the desktop fi les for tha l disk (see fig. 42.4). The 
drawback to rebui lding the desktop files is that you lose the text you may have typed in 
the Com ments fi eld in toe Get In fo dia log boxes fo r each fi le. 

Fig. 42.4 

Are you ~ure uou wnnt lo rebuild the 
desktop m e on the disk "Mocintosh IIW'? 
Commenls In Info winnows will be los I . 

I Conrel l (: OK I 

Rebuilding the cleskt·op periodically can improve performance. 

This dialog box w ill also come up when you restart after switching from System 6 to 
System 7. You should choose OK in this case to prevent an y problems with your files. 
If your Mac wants to rebu ild you r desktop file when you haven' t p ressed ):(+Option or 
switched system versio n :;, you may have a problem with your disk. Go ahead and choose 
OK to rebu ild the files, but run a disk repair utility afterwa rd to check it o ut. 

Broken Aliases 
An a lias is broken when it no lo nger brings up its parent file when you double-click it. 
(Broken a liases are somet imes referred to as "orphaned.") This happens when you change 
the path to the original file by moving it to another folder. Trad ing up to a new hard 
d isk by copying your files wi ll cause you to break all your a liases, even if you give the 
new hard disk the same name as the old one. You can also confuse an alias if the original 
file is on a network and you r network lin k isn't established {AppleTalk is turned off in 
the Chooser, your network cable is unplugged, or some other problem occu rs). 

An easy fi x is to drag the o ld alias to the trash, em pty the trash, and create a new one. 
However, this cou ld be difficult if you have a lot of aliases in several folders. The 
shareware prog rams called Al ias Assassin and Auto Assassin , available on ZiffNET/Mac on 
CompuServe and o n E-World, will find and delete dead a liases fo r you. Now Software's 
Now Utili ties contains a program called Now Pro fil e tha t will find dead a liases and dupli
cated fil es fo r you. Ano ther commercial product ca lled Server Tools from Santorini Con
sulting and Designs o f Sitn Francisco includes a utility ca lled Disk Clea ner, which creates 
a list o f dead a liases, du plicate files, and empty folders. 
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Summary 
Problems encountered in System 7 can be simple no-brainers, or can be mysterious phe
nomena akin to UfOs and large hairy mountain bipeds. However, learning the leading 
causes of crashes and frozen screens-software incompatibili ties and misconfigured con
trol panels-can make some of System 7's problems more deterministic, and more under 
your control. for those of you who still haven't made the switch to System 7, the next 
chapter will deal with problems that are specific to System 6. 



Chapter 43 

System 6 P-roblems 
by Peter Durso 

This chapter deals with problems and workarounds specific to System 6 of the Macintosh 
operating system. System 6 has been around for quite some time and continues to be a 
stable and less RAM hungry alternative to System 7. As with any computer operating 
system, hardware and s9ftware sometimes interact in seemingly mysterious ways, and 
System 6 on the Mac is no exception. This chapter covers problem s that can arise whi le 
using System 6 in o rder of increasing severity and complexity. 

The problems that wi ll be discussed include an overview of the importance of under
standing the loading order of !N ITs and CDEVs, along with a description of how to alter 
the loading order. This topic is also covered in chapter 44, "Startup Sequence Problems." 
Next, there will be a d iscussion of the mysteries of the System Heap, and two uti lities 
that can help alleviate problems associated with INITs and CDEVs that don't "behave." If 
you occasionally are getting -42 erro rs, one of the programs that helps with the System 
Heap, Boa tman, may provide the relief you need. Zapping the PRAM is considered next. 
Finally, when all attempts to stabilize your system have not helped, you can re-install 
your system. 

Why System 6? 
vVhy use System 6, when Apple is currently up to System 7 and publicly discussing futu re 
operating system versions? 

System 6 remains a viable way to run system software that uses less precious RAM than 
System 7 on Macs that have 4 MB o r less. It is also the operating system of choice when 
the decision has been made to forego being "current" tech nically, where System 6 runs 
the user's applications quite well, with the added benefit of demanding less RAM. Even 
in networks where the standard operating system is declared to be System 7, as long as 
the "errant" System 6 user has the right device driver(s) insta lled on their machine, they 
can print and use most other networked resources without much problem. Thus, there 
will continue to be a significant, though dwindling, base of System 6 users for quite 
some time into the future. 
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Sample Problems 
System 6 is very stable, having been in use for many years. There are times, however, 
when even the most well behaved software and hardware loses it's balance. 

System crashes and problems booting indicate that the delicate balance of !NITs, CDEVs, 
applications programs, commercial products, freeware, shareware, and even home 
brewed solutions that coexist on your computer has been upset. What follows can help 
you determine if these are the grem lins destabilizing your system. Consider the following 
situations: 

• You've just insta lled a new Control Panel o r database program, and now your 
Macintosh will not boot up. It starts booting up fine, the disk drive starts as usual, 
the monito r comes on, you even see the Happy Mac. So why won' t the desktop 
appear? Or, if your Mac does boot OK after loading in the new CDEV or program, 
why does it crash during otherwise normal act ions, like double-clicking your 
resume, which is a word processing document that has been around for two yea rs? 

• For what seems like no good reason, you keep getting not enough memory messages 
(there's plenty of memory) o r applications unexpectedly quit. 

• At startup, your Macintosh goes righ t back to the beginning of the startup process 
over and over again. It should be showing the normal desktop, with the icons of 
your hard disk and you r most freq uently used folders right where you left them 
before you shut down o r res tarted. Instead, you keep hearing the start-up beep/ 
cho rd, and the grind ing of the hard disk, and the desktop just starts to draw itself 
and then "beeeep" again! 

Examining the Load Order of INITs and 
CDEVs at Startup 
Special utility programs, ca lled CDEVs (Control Panel DEV ices) a nd TNITs (INITialization 
files) are run every time you start o r restart your Macintosh . These utility programs per
form many tasks, from protecting your hard disk against computer viruses, to insta lling 
the proper device driver for your CD-ROM drive, to ensuring that your Macintosh's inter
nal clock is automatical ly in synch during the year with Daylight Savings Time and Stan
dard Time. 

Sometimes these marvelous little wonders clo not co-ex ist peacefu lly, either with each 
other, with applicatio n programs such as word processors a nd spreadsheet progra ms, or 
with the Macintosh operating system itself. 

Sometimes they conflict with each other because they usc the same part of the operating 
system to achieve their goals. An example of th is kind of conflict would be between a 
screen capture CDEV that takes "snapshots" of the screen, and a screen saver CDEV that 
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b lanks the screen (sometimes with an imated figures) when a specified period of inactiv
ity occurs. 

Understanding the Load Order 
Another kind o f conflic t occurs due to the o rder in w hich the programs are loaded. INlTs 
and CDEVs are so rted alphabetically so that " Filesaver" so rts before "TypeAiign ." 

l'o r maximum protectio n aga inst infectio n, computer virus protectio n programs should 
always load first (see fig. 43.1 ). Another common and very useful p rogram , ATM (Adobe 
Type Manager), insists that it be loaded last. 
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Fig. 43.1 
This text is contained in the help fi le for the exce llent Freeware a ntivirus pro tectio n program, 
Disinfectant. Note the care with which the author specifies that his program MUST load first 
in order to be effect ive. 

The solutio n here is to rename the o ffending !NIT o r CDEV so that it "sorts" either be
fo re o r afte r the program it con flicts with. You don 't have to com ple tely rename it. Fo r 
example, a tilde (-) at the beginn ing o f the ATM CDEV name, for example AA TM, forces 
it to load last in my system (see fig. 43.2) . 

Note 

Software developers are becoming less prone to just dismissing other companies programs out of 
hand when there are conflicts like these that are easily overcome. I have made many frantic calls to 
a Customer Service or Tech Support g roup after I've loaded a new CDEV/INIT/Extension, only to 
be told " Don' t worry, the Blavat Softworx Cool ray should load after our own UtiliSoft UltraZoom 
Pop-Up, that's all!" 

863 
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a 
,... A. TMn-1 

Fig. 43.2 
Here you cnn see the special character (") that forces ATM to load last at Sta rtu p lime. 

Changing the Load Order 
In o rder to test any of this out, though, your first step towa rd resolution is to start your 
computer with an "Emergency First Aid Disk" which is c reated as follows: you can use 
the installer ut ili ty from your Macintosh system d isks that came with your computer to 
insta ll a "min imum system" onto a fresh, initialized floppy d isk. Make copies of this 
disk, lock them, and keep them safe. 

If you did not create an Emergency First Aid Disk yet, restart your system with your System 6 Disk 
Tools disk or any disk that was provided with any of you r applications that contained a system 
folder. Right now it's less important exactly which version of the system you run than it is to just 
get a system running. Luckily, before System 7, a bare bones System 6 fit onto a floppy disk, and 
many software vendors supplied bootable disks with thei r product. 

The approach to solving this problem o nce you can boot again is as follows: you want to 
determine wh ich of your other I NITs and CDEVs, if any, are conflicting with the one you 
just installed, or if the new u tility itself just plain doesn ' t work wi th your Macintosh. 

Proceed as fo llows: 

1. Open your System folder and take out the newest CDEV o r INIT, and then restart 
fro m your hard disk. 

2 . If you start up normally, you now have a n idea of what was causing the Mac to 
behave the way it was when you tried to start it up. 

3. If not, try to remember what other changes you may have recently made to your 
Macintosh, however inco nsequentia l they may seem. 
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Tip . 

The most recent changes could include that new external hard disk you installed last 
month, with its very own device driver, and those hard disk management utilities that you 
downloaded from the BBS right after that. Multiple changes made at once to a system, 
while each may have a valid purpose and individually may seem insignificant, can compli
cate the process of troubleshooting substantially by making it more difficult to isolate the 
one change that upset the balance of your operating environment. This is especially true 
when time has passed and it is diff icult to piece together exactly what has changed and 
when. 

4. If retracing your steps hasn't helped yet, the next th ing to do is try to isolate the 
CDEV or !NIT that is causing the problem. First d rag all but the most essential of 
them from your System folde r. Be ruthless and take your system down to the bare 
minimum. 

5. Restart your system. 

6. If the system boots successfully, keep adding items back int.o your System Folder 
one at a time and restarting unt il you fi nd the offending !NIT. If the system boot 
fails, start removing even more !NITs until you can boot successfull y. 

7 . If you simply cannot do without the "bombing" !NIT, you can try to change its 
place in the loading o rder by adding a letter or character before the first cha racter in 
the name. This forces the !NIT to load earlier or later in the startup process, which 
may solve the problem altogether. These programs ca n be finicky about \•vhat loads 
before them o r wha t loads after them, and wha t memo ry resources are used along 
the way. 

8 . There are system tools available that help to a lleviate m uch of the pain of a ll this 
trial and error. They are Extensions Manager and the INIT Picker. They are ava il
able from user groups and on-line services. Remember, while these tools can make 
it easier to do what's needed, it still helps to understand the underlying concepts 
that are involved . 

If, a t this point, you feel as if you've exhausted your investiga tion of lNITs/CDEVs as the 
problem, you m ight try looking at the System Heap, discussed next. 

Examining the System Heap 
The Mac has a fi xed memory limit defined by the amount of RAM there is in your sys
tem. Thi s memory is split into different sections, and the sect ion we' re looking at here 
is the System Heap. 
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The System Heap is a section of memory reserved for the operating system, and !NITs use 
part of the System Heap . Applications will let go of the section of the System Heap that 
they were using when they quit, but !NITs cause the Heap to grow because they hold 
onto their allocation thrpughout the work session. Under Multi Finder, the System Heap 
can increase itself when ;m INIT asks for more memory, but the Heap will not shrink 
back to its pre-request state when the INTT no longer has the immediate need for the 
memory. 

Well written !N ITs behave. That is, they make a reasonable guess as to how much 
memory they will need and they request that much from the Memory Manager. The 
Memory Manager is that portion of the operating system that is responsible for keeping 
track of such things. 

However, not all !NITs are well behaved. That is, they are not all well written. Such pro
grams don't check with t he Memory Manager before greedily just taking what they can 
get away with. 

As you can guess, th is kind of memory acquisition can only be supported for so long. 
Since every memory request made by !NITs is irreversible under System 6, eventually an 
!NIT will overflow the allotment available to the System Heap and crash right into a 
memory area being used by another program, either another INIT or an application 
program. 

Some relief can be obtained by using Boa tman or HeapTool to allocate more memory to 
the System Heap. 

Adjust System Heap Using Hootman or Heaptool 
Under System 6 MultiFinder, increasing the System Heap can help with memory alloca
tion problems, but not always. Remembering the discussion of INITs in the last section, 
both well-behaved and not so well-behaved, you can see that there is a definite benefit in 
allowing more space for the orderly growth that occurs when well-written INlTs make 
their memory requests. The odds are definitely in your favor when fNITs that are not 
well-behaved just barge in and grab memory, too. 

Two utilities that are wrHten fo r this purpose are Boatman and HeapTool. Both are 
readily avai lable from on-line services such as CompuServe and America Online, as 
well as Macintosh user groups. 

Boatman is the tool of cl1oice for this task, and it's free (see fig. 43.3). 
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Here is a side-by-side view of the different interfaces of l-leapTool (left) and Bootman (right). 

Boatman is an applicatio n, HeapTool is a CDEV. That alone is a vote for Boatman' s sta
bil ity and orderly execution when you are trying to alleviate an already fragile system. 

Note . 

I haven't been able to "break" Heap Tool, mind you. I'm probably overthinking this, but I think this 
is a point worth bringing up-it's just that you are using an I NIT to diagnose an already shaky I NIT 
environment. 

Bootman has a more readable and straightforward display compared to Heap Tool. (Notice that I 
said "straightforward compared to HeapTool.") That really has to be explained. The whole area of 
"System Heap fine tuning" is not to be taken lightly. Believe me, after you've digested the excel
lent documentation that comes with Bootman and you've allocated enough memory to the Sys
tem Heap to get your system to not break, all you'll really have is a vague sense of relief when the 
system crashes stop, but you really won't be much closer to truly understanding what this System 
Heap business is all about. Trust me. 

When Boatman is the frontmost application under Mu ltiFinder, it presents you with a 
full display that includes a pictorial representation of the System Heap area and the 
editable allocations for the System Heap, the Maximum Open Files Count, and the Maxi
mum Number of 0/S events (see fig. 43.4). You can put your override values into any of 
the three boxes. The System Heap is updated when you press OK, while the other two 
entries are updated when you re-boot after pressing OK. 

When another application is in the foreground, Bootman shrin ks to show just the picto
rial representation of the System Heap (see fig. 43.5). This can aid you in determining 
how m uch the System Heap changes as you open and close applications and !NITs, since 
Boatman's d isplay is updated every two seconds whether or not it is the foreground ap
plication. 
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Fig. 43.4 
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Here 13ootri1ill1 is the foreground application and the word processing document is in the back
ground. Notice the full disp)ay of Boatman and compare it to the look of 13oobnan in figure 43.5. 

Fig. 43.5 
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The word processing docun1ent is now the foreground application. Notice how Boatman has 
changed to display o nly the current state of the System Heap. 
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Both HcapTool and Boatman m ake recommendations for the optimum System Heap 
size. You can accept these, or you can determine your own allocations. Generally 20 
percent free space is a helpful figure. You can increase this figure incrementally until the 
system's troubles stop, or you can add to the allocation the full 20 percent righ t off the 
bat. Whatever works. 

Open Files Count 
If you are getting system crashes that identify them selves as -42 errors, you are exhaust
ing the Maximum O pen Fil es Count. Boatman gives you access to this parameter so that 
you can remedy this condition. Changing the Max imum O pen Files Count by any num
be r actually increases the number of a llowed files by a mult iple of four. So, in o rder to 
increase this allocation by 20 files, simply increase the existing number by 5. 

Zap PRAM 
Parameter /~AM or PRAM (pronounced PEE-RAM) is a battery backed memory area that 
remembers the elate, time, system control panel settings, and what is connected to the 
modem and printer ports. These settings are lost if you remove the battery. 

If a printer behaves erratically, and exhibits such behavior as printing out senseless 
streams of numbers and letters, o r if the General Controls control panel settings change 
back to their defaults without explanation, the PRAM may be corrupted. 

If the PRAM becomes corrupted, zap the PRAM by: 

1. Ho ld clown Shift+Option+~ while you select the Contro l Panel under the Apple 
menu. 

l 
2. Answer YES to the message You Are About To Zap the PRAM. 

3. After the PRAM has been zapped, the sound (volume and type), rate of insertion 
point b linking, and all other control panel settings (except for time and date) re
turn to their defaults. Any settings that were other than the default settings will 
have to be redone. 

Reinstall System 
None of the previous solutions may have solved your system crashes, or it is possible 
your hard d isk may be infected with a virus that damages your system file (as indicated 
by using one of the v irus detection programs in chapter 32). Programs and machines also 
sometimes just simply malfunction, and one of the victims can be your system file. 
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The beauty of the Macintosh operating system, whether you are using System 6 or Sys
tem 7, is that you can customize, fi ne tune, and customize some more, to your hearts 
content. The problem is that the many permutations and combinations possible ca n 
produce outcomes not foreseen by any of the individual developers involved. 

If you find that you've reached a point where nothing seems to help reduce the number 
of system crashes or unstable program executions, it's time to re-install your system files. 
Here is how you do it. 

Before you run the installer: 

1. Power up with the System Tools or System Startup floppy. 

2. Drag the system file out of the current System Folder. 

3. Copy a fresh System File into the System Folder from the floppy disk. 

4. Press ):t-Option while double-clicking the Finder file (this "blesses" the Finder file 
as the official Finder for that volume). 

5. Now, restart with the floppy again and run the Installer. 

6. Next, use the Font/DA mover to copy any user installed fonts and DA's from the 
o ld System File into the new System. 

7. Finally, drag the old System file to the Trash (be sure to Empty Trash immediately). 

Summary 
The techniques described in this chapter, together with those in Part V, "Preventive 
Maintenance," form the foundation of a strategy to protect yourself against many of the 
calamities that can attack your system, and can allow you to bounce back from disaster 
when it strikes. 



Chapter 44 

Startup Sequence Problems 
by Peter Stoller 

With a healthy Mac, getting to the desktop is someth ing most of us take for granted. The 
startup tone, Happy Mac icon, the fa mil ia r "Welcome to Macin tosh" greeting and the 
parade of icons across the bottom of the screen are certainly reassuring to the user (and 
the technician!). One could be fo rgiven fo r assuming tha t all th is is just warmth and 
fuzziness for the benefit of the com puterphobe, and of li ttle use to us. 

Don' t you believe it. There's a lo t more than meets the eye in the startup process, but 
what does meet the eye (and ear and nose) provides valuable in formation for the t rouble
shooter and service person. The more we know about it, the more effectively and effi
ciently we can address common startup problems and get those Macs back to work. 
That's what this chapter is all about. 

In the first part of the chapter, we run down the entire startup sequence from beginning 
to end in a comprehensive list of all the normal Macintosh startup processes. We define 
the two main stages of the startup sequence, and then explain each step in detai l. 

In the second part, we confront the common problems you 're likely to encounter during 
startup; roadblocks on the road to the desktop. We examine the d ifferen t types of erro r 
messages and o ther signals that the Mac gives us to tell us what's wro ng. Then, directly 
applyi ng that information, the knowledge gleaned from the fi rst pa rt of th is chapter, and 
lessons learned from the rest of the book, we quickly d iagnose the p robable causes, and 
propose likely cures. 

Finally, we discuss that infamous "icon parade," the software that loads at startup: exten
sions (or INITs, as they're called under System 6). We cover what they are, what prob
lems they can cause, and how to manage them, including a roundup of com mon 
management tools. 
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The Startup Sequence 
From the time you hit the power switch to the time the Mac reaches the desktop, dozens 
of processes take place in a very specific sequence, known as the startup sequence. With 
every group of processes, the Mac will provide visual and/or audible cues signifying that 
a process has succeeded or fa iled. If you know this sequence, as well as the cues, you will 
discover that the Mac is often quite eloquent in describing its condition . If it's healthy, it 
will say so. If it's not, it will tell you where it hurts. 

The startup sequence has two ma in stages: Initialization and System Startup. Let's define 
each of these stages and break them down into their component steps as they occur in a 
fully functioning Macintosh. 

Stage 1: Initialization 
In th is stage, the Mac checks ou t its hardware and firmware and loads those portions of 
the System from ROM necessary to proceed to the second stage. Initialization mea ns the 
setting of variables to their starting values and the clearing of data in RAM in preparation 
for use. (We d iscuss d isk initia liza tion in chapter 36, "Hard Disk Problems"; RAM initial
ization is similar in principle.) The sequence is as follows: 

1. Startup: You hit the power switch, or issue a res tart command. 

2. Logic board test ancl initialization: The Apple Sound Chip (ASC), Serial Communi
cations Controller (SCC), Small Computer Systems In terface (SCSI) controlle r, 
Super \Nozniak Integrated Machine (SWIM) o r Integra ted Woz Machine (IWM), 
and Versati le Interface Adapter (VIA) chips are all subjected to a series of d iagnostic 
routines. If they pass, they are initialized. 

3. Startup tone: On Macs prio r to the Mac II , this is a single tone. From the 
Mac II up to the PowerBooks and Quadras, the Mac plays a three note chime. The 
PowerBooks and Quadras introduce a new sound, a synthesizer "pad" plays a major 
chord. The AV Macs play a lower, longer chord with a slightly d ifferen t synthesizer 
sound. (No, it 's not the regular Quadra sound slowed down.) The Power Macs play 
a chmd of guitar ha rmo nics; trivia buffs will want to no te that it's courtesy of jazz 
guitaris t Stanley jordan. 

4. RAM test: A complete RAM test is run at power up. After a Restart, the Mac per
fo rms a much shorter test. 

5. Start Manager: The Start Manager is initialized, then checks the type and clock 
speed of the CPU and stores the results in RAM for use by the OS and applications. 
(Note that this accommodates accelerators, rather than assumes the Mac will have 
the CPU that shipped with the unit.) If the Mac has a 68020 or later, the instruc
tion caches are enabled. 

6 . RAM initialization: ,Essentia l RAM values used by the OS are initialized. 

7 . Memory mode setting: 32-bit Macs prior to the Quadra AVs are set to 24-bit mode 
by default, or if 24-bit addressing was last selected in the Memory control panel. 
The AV Macs and Power Macs run only in 32-bit mode. 
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Note 

If you have been running in System 7 with 32-bit addressing enabled and have just 
switched to System 6 without resetting the memory addressing, the Mac will display an 
error message telling you that it has switched to 24-bit addressing, and it will ask you to 
restart. However, this doesn't happen until much later in the boot process. Why? For one 
thing, the Mac doesn't know what version of the System it's going to be running yet; that 
explains why the adjustment isn't automatic. Also, essential resources necessary to d isplay 
and process the error haven't been loaded yet, including QuickDraw, the Error Manager, 
and ADB (Apple Desktop Bus) routines so you can use the ADB mouse on all Macs from the 
SE on to click Restart. You wouldn't get this error until after step 1 2 in the System Startup 
stage. 

8. System hea p: The area of RAM used by the System is reserved. 

9 . Slot Manager: The Slot Manager is initialized; ROMs on NuBus/ P.DS cards are read 
and, if applicable, init ialized. 

10. ADB Manager: The ADB (Apple Desktop Bus) Manager is initialized, except on the 
Mac Plus and earlier. Mouse tracking is not ye t enabl ed, but keyboard tracking is. 

11. Video initia lization: In m odular Macs, the Start Manager chooses between internal 
and card-based video for the primary display. 

12. QuickDraw is initialized. 

13. Gray desktop appea rs. 

14. SCSI, Disk and Sound Ma nagers are all initialized. 

15. Pointer appears on desktop. 

Note that we have not yet seen the Happy Mac icon. All this happens very quickly; by 
fa r, the longest part o f the initia liza tion stage is the RAM test. 

Stage II: System Startup 

In this second stage, the Macintosh operating system-along with exten sions to it- is 
loaded into RAM from disk as fo llows: 

1. Default startup disk: The Mac reads the PRAM to determine the SCSI 10 of the 
device selected in the Startup Disk contro l panel. If there is an 10 selected, and the 
Mac finds a drive at that ID, the Mac will wait 15-30 seconds for the drive to spin 
up. (Fifteen seconds is the default; the wait time is adjustable with numerous SCSI 
utilities.) Otherwise, it will go directly to step 2. 

2. Startup device scan: The Start Manager scans for a startup device in the following 
order: internal floppy drive(s); external floppy drive; serial (non-SCSI) hard drive; 
default startup device (see above); any other va lid startup device on the SCSI bus. 
The Mac scans the SCSI bus in this sequence: First, it checks device ID# 0, then the 
Start Manager cycles continuously from ID# 6 down to 0. The floppy drives are also 
polled each cycle. 
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Note 

In the first generation of Mac Pluses, the Start Manager cycled through the SCSI addresses 

only once. Apple fixed this and related bugs in the later ROM revisions. 

3. Boot blocks: The Start Manager reads the boot blocks from the startup d isk. These 
contain crucial info rmation required to sta rtup from a volume. 

4. SCSI drivers: The SCSI device drivers are loaded by the SCS I manager, starting with 
the boot drive and continuing in the same order as the Start Manager's scan. 

S. The Happy Mac is d isplayed as the startup device's SCS I d river loads. 

6. System file: The Mac now opens the System file on the startup volume. 

7. The Resource Manager, System Error handler and Font Manager are initialized . 

8. Welcome to Macintosh: Thi s message is read from the System's 'DSAT' resource 
and displayed. 

9 . Debugger: If MacsBug o r another debugger is present, it loads now, and disp lays a 
message beneath the System's "Welcome to Macin tosh " message to let you know 
that it's insta lled. 

10. ROM patches: Patc]Jes to the ROM are now read from the o pen System file and 
loaded into RAM. 

11 . ADB: On all Macs after the Mac Plus, the ADB rou tines are loaded into RAM. 

12. Mouse tracking is no w enabled . 

13. NuBus drivers: Drivf r software for some NuBus cards will load a t this time. Other 
NuBus drivers may be loaded with the extensio ns. 

14. Disk Cache: The Disk Cache in System 7, o r "RAM cache" in System 6, is created. 

15. Application heap: The area of RAM used for applications is reserved and initia lized . 

16. Extensions: Extensi4) ns containing INIT code are loaded into the System heap in 
sequence. Most display icons o n-screen as they load. Fo r mo re informatio n, see the 
sectio n on extensions later in this chapter. 

17. Heap ad justment: T,he System heap is adjusted to account for the extensions 
loaded. 

18. Finder: The Finder !pads into memory. 
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Note 

If you're running under System 6 in Finder mode, and have selected a startup application 
with the Set Startup dialog, then that application will load instead of the Finder. Installer 
and commercial utility emergency disks use a similar mechanism to launch directly into their 
applications under System 7. 

19. Desktop: Assuming you are run n ing the Finder, the desktop now appears. As vol
umes mount on the desktop, items in thei r desktop folders appear. 

20. Startup Folder: Any items in the Startup Folder will now open. In MultiFinder 
under System 6, a pplications selected in Set Startup will launch after the Finder. 

After all that, the Mac is finally ready fo r the user to get to work. "Welcome to 
Macintosh," indeed! 

Error Handling and the 11Stopup Sequence" 
Now we know what happens when everything works. Grea t. Unfortunately, we have to 
deal with Macs where not everything works. How can we apply all this information in 
the real world of troubleshooting"? 

First, we need to understand the Mac's basic vocabulary for info rming us about its 
problems. As we've seen, the Macintosh has some sophistica ted methods of testing for 
p roblems. Well, it has some similarly sophisticated methods of reporting them. Let's 
familiarize ourselves \<\' ith the Mac's error reporting mechanisms: the error codes, or Sod 
Mnc; and th e error sounds, or Dentli Tones. 

The Sad Mac 
You' ll recall that, during the System Startup stage of th e startup sequence, the Mac
once it has found a valid sta rtup volume-flashes an icon on-screen known as the Happy 
Mac. In the Stopup Sequence, we have to confront the Happy Mac's alter ego, the Sad 
Mac. Like the Happy Mac, the Sad Mac is an icon resembling a compact Macintosh, d is
played by the Mac ROM and appearing in the center of the screen . The resemblance, 
however, ends there. First, the icon is obviously different; it has a distinctly somber 
appearance. Second, the Sad Mac always appea rs on a black screen, rather than a gray 
one. Third, the Sad Mac stays on-screen until you either restart or turn off the Mac. Fi
nally, the Sad Mac displays beneath it a one or two line hexadecimal error code. That 
error code tells us a great deal about what's wrong wi th the Mac; o ften, it tells us all we 
need to know. 

Sad Mac error codes appear in one of two formats. The first format is a single line, six 
character error code fo rmat. Figure 44.1 illustrates the way that Macs up to and including 
the Mac Plus display errors. 
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'r'r2ZZZ 

Fig. 44.1 
Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Sad Mac YY ZZZZ. 

The format is YY ZZZZ, wh ere YY is the class code, and ZZZZ is the sub code. The class 
code indicates the part of the Mac's diagnostic program that has identified the error, and 
the sub class code te lls what the erro r is. In the case of a bad RAM chip, the sub class 
identifies the bad chi p. 

Thereafter, Apple adopted a 32-bi t error code format consisting of two lines of eigh t char
acters each. It looks like figure 44.2. 

Fig. 44.2 
Sad Mac XXXXYYYY /ZZZZZZZZ. 

XXXXYYYY 
22222222 

Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

In the new format, XXXX is information on the internal test manager state; you can 
ignore this. The YYYY and ZZZZZZZZ codes correspond to their counterparts in the 
o ld format, but they cover a considerably wider range of problems, and present more 
detailed information. 

Appendix A contains a complete table of these error codes. Nevertheless, Jet's outline the 
basics here. 

• In both error formats, if theY fi eld ends in $01, you have a ROM failure. The Z 
field is insignificant. ROM failu res are relatively rare. 

• If theY field ends in $02-$05, you have a RAM test failure, and the Z field identifies 
the bad chip(s) or, in the case of a value of $0005, a bad add ress line. 

• If theY field ends in $OF, you have a 680x0 exception, genera lly-though no t 
always-due to corrupted System o r SCSI driver software, o r a damaged partition 
map; the last two characters in the Z fi eld ind icate the nature of the exception . 

In addition to these, the 32-bit erro r code fo rmat adds the following: 

• $0006-$0000 repres~nt component fa ilures on the logic board; the Z field is not 
applicable. Like ROM failures, these errors are rare. 

• $000£ is a data bus test failure, and the Z fi eld indicates the bad bit; this may be 
due to a bad data bus, but could also be a bad SIMM. This error is also unusual; 
standard RAM errors are much more common. 
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Let's take the real-world example of a bad SIMM. On a Mac Plus, we might see the fol
lowing error code: 

030100 

The first two digits tell us that the RAM write test has failed, while the remaining four 
tell us which chip has failed- in this case, it is chip 8. If more than one chip fails, the 
Sad Mac displays a summed va lue. For instance, had chips 8 (0100) and 9 (0200) failed, 
we'd have seen an error code of 030300. 

How would the same bad SIMM look on an SE or Mac Il? Like this: 

00000003 
00000100 

In this case, the 0003 at the end of the first line indicates that a SIMM in bank B has 
failed. (Had the SIMM been in bank A, line one would have ended with 0002.) The 0100 
at the end of the second line identifies the bad chip. 

There is yet another error code format, this one for the Macintosh Portable. These errors 
appear like figure 44.3. 

Fig. 44.3 
Sad Mac XXXXyyYY/ZZZ:Z.ZZZZ. 

XXXXyyYY 
zzzzzzzz 

Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Again, the XXXX field contains various flags that are used by the start-up test routines 
and can be ignored. The yy field iden tifies an exception if there has been one, or reads 
$00 if there hasn' t, while the YY fi eld iden tifies the test during which the failure 
occurred. The Z field contains additional information about the failure. 

Here's an example of how a memory failure might appear on a Mac Portable: 

00000102 
00003C5B 

The firs t four digits in line one might be anything; we don't care. The 01 tell us that a 
bus error occurred, while the fo llowing 02 tells us that the error occurred during the 
RAM test. The second line iden tifies the bits that failed. (However, as the Mac Portable 
uses a single RAM expansion card, we wouldn' t care; we'd just swap the card.) 

For further details on error codes, see appendix A, "Error Codes and Common Viruses." 

Death Tones 
From the Mac II on up, when the Mac crashes during startup, it plays an error sound, or 
combination of sounds. What you hear will vary from model to model. The Mac II series 
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(including the SE/30) plays a minor chord, and then an ascending series of notes that 
step through a major chord. These notes may be preceded by one or two other notes; 
their signi ficance is explained in context in the next section. Quadras and PowerBooks 
will play the opening four notes of the Twilight Zone theme. (Yes, it's deliberate.) The 
Power Macs add a charm ing new voice to the choir: the sound of a car crash, complete 
with screeching tires and shattering glass. 

Depending on the timing of the error tones, the associated symptoms, and even the 
notes played, we can determine a lot about the nature of the problem-even with 
nothing on the display. 

Other Signs of Trouble 
These error handling mechanisms work beautifully as long as the errors are ones the 
mechanisms are designed to handle. When problems fa ll ou tside those parameters, how
ever, things get slightly more complicated. Even the Mac, amazing though it is, can' t 
perform brain surgery on itself while it's in a coma! 

Fortunately, we can use other signs to determine the source of these problems. We cover 
most of these signs on a <;ase-by-case basis in the next section, but there are a couple of 
general categories of symptoms that are obvious signs of tro uble. 

If you smell anything burning, or a strong scent of ozone, shut down the Mac as soon as 
possible. This is nearly always indicative of a power supply failure, even if there are no 
other outv.•ard signs. In the worst cases, there is a poten tial fire hazard, but even when 
there's no real danger of that, continued use of the Mac without repairs is likely to lead 
to further damage. 

If you hear unusual noises, even if everything is otherwise working properly, be suspi
cious. Electronic whistling and squealing are common signs of flyback transformer fail
ure in compact Macs. Mechan ical squealing or grinding is the hallmark of a hard drive 
getting ready to fail. If the sounds only started recently, make sure your hard drive is 
backed up! 

Sounds, however, can be deceptive. Some older hard drives make what sounds like a 
death rattle whenever they' re accessed, yet they' re perfectly fine. Some newer Quantum 
hard drives emit a high-pitched whine right out of th e box; the vendor may replace the 
unit for a quieter one, but often the whine will fade as the drive is broken in. There are 
antistatic tabs over the htJbs of the spindles on old Seagate and MiniScribe drives that get 
worn down and no isy; simply lifting the tab out of the way wi ll solve this. Finally, some 
frightening sounds can come from fans. The old "rat cage" fans in SEs are notorious for 
this, while wear and tear can turn the fans in some peripherals into squealers. Stray wires 
can make it sound as if your external drive is ready to explode when all that 's needed is 
to pull the wires to the side, and perhaps hold them back with a tie-wrap. Nevertheless, 
the safest thing is to assume the worst when dealing with these signs until you can iso
late the cause. 

Have all your senses on tj:le alert when you' re troubleshooting, and you'll have a good 
chance at success. 
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Defining the Stopup Sequence 
Now, it's time to put all this together in context. Sad Macs, freezes, flashing disk icons, 
blank screens, discouraging sounds and smells; all these symptoms can and do surface 
during startup. More to the point, they all happen in very specific places in the startup 
sequence. Once we know what the symptom is, and what happens immediately before 
the symptom occurs, troublesh ooting becomes much less like a shot in the dark, and 
more like shooting fish in a barrel. 

So, let's construct a second sequence, only this time, everything is going to fail. Think of 
it as the startup sequence's evil twin, or a Mac manifestation of the Dark Side of The 
Force. It's your worst tech support nightmare. We' re going to call it the Stopup Sequence. 

Because we've discussed some of these problems in depth throughout the book and have 
a general troubleshooting guide in chapter 33, we aren't exhaustive here. Rather, we 
address the most common symptoms briefly, dispense the odd quick-fix tip, and point 
you towards the relevant chapters for deta iled information. 

I. Initialization. As you'll recall, all that happens prior to the startup tone is a logic 
board test and initialization. If we don't hear that tone, our problem is hardware, and it 
must be the logic board, the power supply, or something between the power source and 
the logic board. Let's look at the most common variations. 

Symptom: You hit the power switch, and nothing happens; no lights, no sounds, no 
smells. 

Likely suspects: 

• Check your power cables at both ends, and try a different cable. If you're using a 
power strip, make sure it's plugged in, turned on, and that its circuit breaker or fuse 
hasn't blown. 

• A capacitor in the Astec power supply in a Ilcx, llci, or Quadra 700 has gone bad. 
Unplugging and replugt,r:ing the power cable causes the power supply to work for 
a single startup. You can repair this fairly easily if you're handy with a soldering 
iron. For details on power supply problems, see chapter 34, "Hardware Trouble
shooting." 

• The li thium batteries on the Mac II or llx logic board have gone dead. If they test 
below 3.3v, replace them. 

• The power supply is dead. It may be just the switch, or it may need major repairs. 
For deta ils on power supply problems, see chapter 34, "Hardware Trouble
shooting." 

Symptom: The LED lights up and/or the fan comes on, but nothing else happens. You 
hear no accessing of the startup disk. 
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Likely suspects: 

• The logic board in a compact Mac isn 't getting power from the power supply. The 
cable may be broken, the con tacts may be bad, solder joints may be cracked, o r a 
technician (surely n o t you!) m ay have forgotten to reattach the cable after perform
ing service. Fo r details on power supply problems, sec chapter 34, "Hardware 
Troubleshooting." 

• The HMMU o n a Mac II logic board is damaged o r, if it has a PMMU, the chip is 
either bad o r poo rly seated. Replace or reseat the chip. 

• The logic board is dead. For details on logic board problems, see chapter 34, ~~ l-Iard

ware Troubleshoo ting." 

Symptom: On a compact Mac, all you get is whining, squealing, chirp ing, buzzing o r 
flupping (a low, dull , repetitive sound). There is either no video, o r disto rted video. You 
may smell burning o r ozone. 

Likely suspects: 

• The power supply/analog board is damaged. Any of a large number of components 
has failed. ror details on power supply problem s, see chapter 34, 11 Hardware 
Troubleshooting.~~ 

Sytn)Jtom: O n a compa~t Mac, all you get is a pattern of regular horizontal or vert ical 
lines or a checkerboard o n-screen. 

Likely suspects: 

• You have a stuck programmer's switch. Try removing it. 

• The ROMs are damaged, poorly seated, flipped o r reversed. Try replacing o r 
reseating them. 

• A cl ip-on enhancement to the logic boa rd has failed, come loose, or the contacts 
have gone bad. Try removing or reseating it. 

• The IC at analog board reference U2 on the Plus and earlier, or U 1 on the SE and 
SE/30, has go ne bad, resulting in a pattern of thin, clean horizontal lines. Replace 
it. 

Symptom: Immediately aft er startup, you see a Sad Mac. There is no startup tone. 

Likely suspects: 

• A logic board com ponent has failed. Check lhe Sad Mac error code against the table 
in appendix A to d~te rm i ne which component has fa iled. For details on logic board 
problem s, see chapter 34, ''Hardware Troubleshooting." 

• You have a bad o r bad ly seated ROM chip or RO M SIMM. If you have a Sad Mac, 
check to see if the Y field (the first two characters in a one line error code, or last 
four characters in the top line of a two li ne error code) ends in $01. 
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Symptom: There is no startup to ne, but everything e lse appears to be working perfectly . 

Likely suspects: 

• The wire from the logic board to the speaker is broken or disconnected, o r the 
speaker itself is dead. Check your connections and, if necessa ry, try another 
speaker. 

Once we've repaired a ll these problems, tl t l! Mac plays its startup tone. f' rom I1ere, it 
proceeds-or tries to p roceed- to the RAM test. In our ''stopu p sequence," of course, it 
migh t no t even ge t as fa r as the test; when it does, it wi ll fai l. When it fa ils, the Mac uses 
the error reporting mechanisms discussed above to te ll us why. 

Symptom: Immediately after the startup tone plays, the Mac plays an error tone. The 
display rem ains da rk. 

Likely suspects: 

• You r logic board is shorting out. Check for dust, loose screws, washers, stray solder 
or o ther cond uctive foreign materia l on or beneath the logic boa rd. Remove it; be 
careful to remain grounded so as not to damage the logic board with a static dis
charge. 

• You have a poorly installed SCSI cable on the bus. Make sure a ll cables arc securely 
fastened. 

Symptom: Shortly after the startu p tone plays, the Macintosh plays an error tone, and/ 
o r a Sad Mac appea rs. If there is no Sad Mac, the screen will be b lack. 

Likely suspects: 

• You have a bad o r bad ly seated SIMM. If a Sad Mac appears, you ca n use the e rror 
code and the table in appendix A to identify the bad SIMM. On any Mac II series 
computer, a single note preceding the ascending majo r cho rd a rpeggio indicates a 
RAM fai lure in bank A. If two not es sound (playing an ascend ing fifth) prior to the 
arpeggio, the RAM failure is in bank 13. r:or deta ils of RAM configuration and instal
latio n in all Mac models, see chapte r 22, "RAM: The Fi rst Thi ng To Add." 

• You have a damaged SIMM socket. Th is is common on those Macs with a ll-plastic 
SlMM sockets, especially those with white plastic, as opposed to black. Apple used 
all-p lastic SIMM sockets in Macs from the Plus up to the early I lei; thereafter, they 
switched to SlMM sockets with metal clips to hold the SIMMs in place. Even then, 
it's possible that one of the pins in the socket is bent o r broken-look carefully. If a 
Sad Mac appea rs, you can use the error code and the table in appendix A to iden
tify the bad socket, in case you ca n 't al ready see the da mage. f or detai ls on logic 
board prob lems, see chapter 34, "Hardware Troubleshooting." 
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Tip , 

SIMM sockets cannot be repaired; they must be replaced with new sockets. While this is much less 

expensive than a new logic board, it is still costly, as it is a tedious soldering job on your vital logic 

board. Authorized Apple service centers generally won't even perform this service; they only offer 
board swaps. Often, however, you can solve the problem of a broken clip with a cheap and easy 

workaround. Apply a dab pf hot glue where the clip meets the SIMM, while holding the SIMM in 

place until the glue sets-4!Jsually about a minute. This is virtually as secure a bond as the original 
clip, and you can easily remove the glue whenever you want to upgrade RAM. You can find hot 

glue and glue guns at any good hardware store. Never use epoxy or other permanent glue! 

Symptom: The startup tone plays, but the display remains clark. There is no error tone. 

Likely suspects: 

• Your monitor is turned off, disconnected, or has the brightness turned all the way 
down. Check all these things. 

• Your video card, monitor or monitor cable is defective. Replace each one until you 
ftnd the culprit. 

Passing the RAM test is a major hurdle. The next step is usually a cinch. However, in the 
stopup sequence, nothing is quite so easy. If it's not RAM, what could it be? Examining 
the startup sequence makes it clear. 

Symptom: After the tone plays, the Mac freezes; there's no display, no disk activity, and 
no error tones. 

Likely suspects: 

• You have a problerp with an accelerator, and are frozen at th e point where the Start 
Manager is checking the CPU. Try reseating o r removing it. 

• You have a problem with a NuBus card, and have frozen ei ther at the point where 
the Slot Manager is reading/initializing the ROM, or where the Start Manager is 
initializing video. Remove cards to determine which is causing the problem. Check 
to see if it needs repairs or requires a ROM upgrade. 

Symptom: The Mac gets to the gray desktop, but the pointer never appears; the screen 
remains gray. 

Likely suspects: 

• You have a NuBus video card that has caused a problem as the Start Ma nager is 
initializing video. fn this case, all disk activity will cease when the gray desktop 
appears. Remove qt rds to determine which is causing the problem. Check to see 
whether the culprit needs repairs or requires a ROM upgrade. 
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• The Mac is configured to use more than one display, and you are not viewing the 
startup monitor. Disk activity continues after the gray desktop appears. You may 
need to move, reinstall, or attach a monitor to your other video source, or zap the 
PRAM and restart. 

If the Mac gets as far as the gray desktop and pointer, we know that the initialization 
stage of the startup sequence is complete. Now we proceed to the system startup stage. 

II. System Startup. In this stage, the first thing the Mac does is search for the startup 
device. This is often a problem spot. 

Symptom: After the pointer appears, the Mac freezes on the gray desktop or crashes 
with a Sad Mac. 

Likely suspects: 

• The boot blocks on your startup drive are corrupted. The drive is spinning nor
mally. For details on directory problems, see chapter 36, "Hard Disk Problems." 

• The partition map on your startup drive is corrupted. The drive is spinn ing nor
mally. For details on partition map problems, see chapter 36. 

• The PRAM is coHupted. Zap the PRAM and restart. For details on how to zap the 
PRAM under Systems 6 and 7, see chapters 42 and 43, "System 7 Problems," and 
"System 6 Problems." 

• You have a drive with a failed SCSI controller; probably a Conner mechanism. You 
will not hear the usual sound of the drive spinning, nor feel it vibrate. See chapter 
36 for deta ils on hard drive problems. 

• There is a problem on the SCSI bus. With the Mac and all SCSI devices turned off, 
make sure all power and SCSI cables (internal and external) are securely fastened, 
and that termination is properly configured. Make sure all devices have unique 
SCSI IDs. For details on SCSI problems, see chapter 38, "SCSI Problems." 

Symptom: On the gray desktop, an icon of a floppy disk appears in the center of the 
screen with a flashing question mark in it. 

Likely suspects: 

• No hard drive is connected to the Mac, or none of the attached drives has a valid 
System Folder. Boot from another disk. If a drive is connected, install a System on 
it. 

• The boot blocks on your startup drive are corrupted. The drive is spinning nor
mally. For details on directory problems, see chapter 36, "Hard Disk Problems." 

• The partition map on your startup drive is corrupted. The drive is spinning nor
mally. See chapter 36 for detai ls on partition map problems. 
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• Your startup drive i:; not spinning due to stiction, or other fail ure of the drive 
mechanism or SCSI controller. You will not hear the u sual sound of the drive spin
ning, nor feel it vibrate. You may hear a clicking or clunking sound. See chapter 36 
for details on hard ~rive problems. 

• There is a problem pn the SCSI bus. With the Mac and all SCSI devices turned off, 
make sure all power and SCSI cables (internal and external) are securely fastened 
and that termination is properly configured . Make sure all devices have unique 
SCSI IDs. See chapter 38, "SCSI Problems." 

• On a Mac Plus, the external hard drive did not come up to speed in time for the 
Start Manager's SCSI bus scan. Restart the Mac. 

• The PRAM is corrupted. Zap the PRAM and restart. See chapters 42 and 43 for 
deta ils on how to zpp the PRAM under Systems 6 and 7. 

Symptom: When attempting to start from a floppy d isk, the Mac spits the disk out. 
It may or may not display an icon of a floppy disk with an X on it. 

Likely suspects: 

• The floppy disk does not contain a valid System r:older. Use a different floppy disk. 

• The boot blocks on your startup disk are coHupted. See ch apter 36, "Hard Disk 
Problems." 

• The floppy drive is dirty, damaged or misaligned. If this is the case, sta rtup disks 
known to be good will not work. See chapter 37, "fl oppy Drive Problems." 

• The floppy disk is an original, commercial master disk that was produced in a disk 
duplica tor. These c.reate problems in some Macs. Try making a copy using Apple's 
DiskCopy or a similar util ity, and boot from the copy. 

Symptom: When attempting to start from a fl oppy disk, the Mac does not recognize the 
disk, nor does it e ject it. The floppy disk does not spin, and the drive makes no sound. 
The Mac displays a fla shing question mark, or boots from another attached startup 
device. 

Likely suspect: 

• The floppy drive is damaged or disconnected. See chapter 37, "Hoppy Drive 
Problems." 

Once the Mac successfully reads the boot blocks of a startup disk, it's on to the Happy 
Mac, the loading of the SCSI drivers and the very beginning of loading the System fi le. 
This is a vulnerable point in the startup sequence, so expect trouble! 

Symptom: The Happy 11ac appears, then disappears. It may continue to reappear and 
disappear, or disappear once and present you with the flashing question mark. 
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Likely suspects: 

• The startup disk has a corrupted System file. Boot from another disk and perform a 
clean reinstall of the System on your startup disk. See "Performing a Clean Insta ll," 
la ter in this chapter. 

• The startup disk has a damaged directory or partition map. See chapter 36, " l-Ia rd 
Disk Problems." 

Symptom: The Happy Mac appears, followed immediately by a crash. The screen wil l 
usually display a Sad tvlac or go black. Sometimes, you wi ll get ga rbage on-screen, 
and hear odd electronic no ises. 

Likely suspects: 

• The startup disk has a corrupted o r incompatible SCSI driver. See chapter 36 for 
details on SCSI dr ivers and hard drive utilities. 

Tip 

Corrupted SCSI drivers can cause problems on any drive, not just the startup drive. In order 
to update the driver on the disk, it will be necessary to prevent the bad SCSI driver from 
loading into RAM. There are two ways to do this. The first is to make sure the drive is off 
when you start up, and only turned on after you begin booting from another disk. This is 
harder with internal drives, but it can be done. Make sure the four lead power cable-not 
the SCSI ribbon cablel-is unplugged from the drive mechanism when you start up. Plug it 
back into the mechanism after you begin booting from another drive. 

A second method is to hold down ~-Option-Shift-Delete when starting up. This key combi
nation will inhibit the SCSI driver for the device at ID# 0, which the Mac presumes to be the 

internal hard drive. Once you see the Happy Mac, it's safe to release the keys. If this doesn't 
work, it may be a problem created by a third-party SCSI driver, or a third-party keyboard 

that doesn't properly handle triple modifier keystrokes. 

• The startup disk has a damaged d irectory or partition map. See chapter 36, "Hard 
Disk Problems." 

• Th e startup disk has a corrupted System fi le. Hoot from ano ther disk and perform a 
clean reinstall of the System on your startup d isk. See " Perfo rming a Clean Install," 
later in this chapter. 

Our next stop after the Happy Mac is the "Welcome To Macintosh " message. This is the 
actual loading of the System file. If there's anything seriously wrong with the System o r 
the directory structures pointing to it, you' re unlikely to get much past this point, 
although it's possible. 

Symptom: Instead of the Welcome to Macintosh screen, you get an empty, shimmer
ing, rectan gular message box. 
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Likely culprits: 

• The sta rtup disk ha> a corrupted System fi le. Boot from another disk and perform a 
clean reinsta ll of the System o n your startup d isk. See "Performing a Clean Install," 
later in this chapte r. 

• The startup disk does not have a Finder on it. This is common when people make 
d rag-copies of commercial insta ller and emergency floppy disks. Use Apple's 
DiskCopy or a similar utility to make a sector copy of the o riginal d isk, and boot 
from that. 

• The startup disk has a damaged d irectory. See chapter 36, "Hard Disk Problems." 

Symptom: Welcome to r,lacintosh appears, followed immediately by a System error or 
heeze. There are no icons on t he bottom of the screen. 

Likely suspects: 

• The startup d isk has a corrupted System file. Boot from another disk and perform a 
clean reinsta ll of the System o n your startup d isk. See "Perform ing a Clean Install," 
later in th is chapter. 

• The sta rtup d isk h <\S a corrupted o r incompatible SCSI driver. See chapter 36 for 
deta ils on SCSI d rivers and hard drive ut ili ties, and the tip on corrupted SCSI driv
ers, above. 

• The startup disk has a damaged d irectory or pa rt ition map. See chapter 36. 

• The startup disk has a corrupted or incompatible debugger installed, or possibly a 
copy of the old AutoBiack screensaver that insta lls in the debugger slot, masquerad
ing as MacsBug. Boot fro m another startup disk and remove the debugger/ 
screen saver. 

• The fi rst extension to load is corrupted or incom patible. Under System 7, t ry boot
ing with the Sh ift key held clown. Under System 6, the most dependable method is 
to boot from another disk and remove the ex tension. 

Symptom: Instead of W(!lcome to Macintosh, you get an erro r message that te lls you that 
System 6 does not run in 32-bit mode, and the Mac will reboot in 24-bi t mode. 

Likely suspects: 

• The Mac was last booted under System 7 in 32-bit mode, and was not reset to 24-
bit mode in the M~mory control panel before boo ting under System 6. Just cl ick 
Resta rt, and le t the Mac boo t again. 

Symptom: Instead of W!!lcome to Macintosh, you get an error m essage that tells you that 
the model Mac you have req uires a newer version of the System. 
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Likely suspects: 

• Your startup disk has a version of the System insta lled that predates the Macintosh 
model with which you're working. Use another startup disk, or update th e System 
on the one you have. 

• You are attempting to boot up a System 7.1-dependent Mac with System 7.1, but · 
you do not have the necessa ry enabler file installed. Boot from a startup disk that 
has the enabler, and copy tha t enabler to the System Folder of the problem startup 
d isk. See chapter 4, "Overview of System Software," for details on enablers. 

Once you see the first extension icon , problems that arise between that point and the 
appearance of the desktop are nearly always due to extensions. 

Symptom: After extensions start loading, the Mac crashes or freezes. 

Likely cui(Jrit: 

• You have a corrupted or co nflicting extension. Hold down the Shift key at startup 
to d isable extensions under System 7. Boot from another disk under System 6 and 
remove the suspect extension(s). See the next section in this chapter for details on 
extension management. 

• The startup disk has a corrupted System fi le. Boot from another disk and perform a 
clean reinstall of the System on your startup disk. See "Performing a Clean In stall," 
later in this chapter. 

• 'T'he startup disk has a damaged directo ry. See chapter 36, "Ha rd Disk Problems." 

The last extension icon appears, the screen clears, the desktop shows up-but don' t get 
your hopes up. We're not out of the woods yet! 

Symptom: Right after the desktop appears, you get a System error. 

Likely suspects: 

• The Finder is corrupted. Perfo rm a clean reinstallatio n of the System. See "Perform
ing a Clean Install," later in this chapter. 

• You have a corrupted o r conflicti ng extension. Hold down the Shift key at startup 
to d isable extensions under System 7. Boot from another disk under System 6 and 
remove the suspect extension(s). See the last section in this chapter for details on 
extension management. 

• The startup d isk has a damaged directo ry. See chapter 36, "Hard Disk Problems." 

• The startup d isk has a corrupted Desktop file. Rebuild the Desktop. See "Rebuilding 
the Desktop," later in this chapter. 
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• You have insufficient memory installed to accommodate the entire contents of the 
System heap. Start up with extensions off, remove some extensions, or install more 
RAM. See chapter 22, "RAM: The Fi rst Th ing to Add." 

• You have a corrupted or incompatible program in the Startup Items folder under 
System 7, o r confi~urecl as a startup application under System 6. Remove or re
install the program. 

That ends the "stopup sequence"; we've made it to the desktop! It would be wonderful 
if we could say that this anticipates every possible problem. Unfortunately, there are 
always exceptional situations. By following this guide, however, you can quickly identi fy 
and resolve the vast ma jority of startup sequence problem s. 

No doubt you've noticed that many of these symptoms stem from the failure of a few 
specific hardware and software components: power supplies, logic boards, disk drives and 
SIMMs; SCSI drivers, System fil es, and extensions. There's also the ever popular corrupted 
PRAM. Even when the symptoms you experience don't match up with anything on our 
list, you can't go too wrong by taking a methodical "shotgun" approach encompassing 
all these components. 

We need to delin ea te two other basic procedures before proceeding to the extensions, 
procedures that should pe part of any startup and general performance troubleshooting 
routine: rebuilding the clesktop, and performing a clean in stall. 

Easy Fixes 
If you work with Macs, you will eventually have to rebui ld the Desktop and reinstall the 
System. Indeed, you're likely to do both many times. Rebuilding the Desktop is the nu m
ber one an tidote for generic icons and the Application not found alert, while System 
reinstallation is the cure for a whole catalog of ills. Both opera tions are easy and effec
tive. Although we go into lengthy detail here, once you know the procedures, it takes 
less t ime and effort to do them than it does to read about them-let alone write about 
them! So, it's a good id t:~a to familiarize yourself with bo th these routines. The time spent 
on them wi ll more than pay for itself in time saved troubleshooting the problems that 
they address. 

Rebuilding the Deskt?p 
The Finder has a great deal to remember. It has to keep track of icons, aliases, file types 
and their parent applications, window positions and views, and more. Because this vital 
information is di fferent from Mac to Mac, disk to d isk, and clay to day, the Finder needs 
a good place to store all this data. This place is the Desktop database. 

Under System 6, there is a single, invisible Desktop file per volume, and it stores much of 
its information as resources. This vmrked fine for sma ller volumes with limited numbers 
of files, but larger volumes posed a problem due to limitations of the Resource Manager. 
Apple addressed t his first in AppleShare 2.0, their file server software, by including an 
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exten sion called the Desktop Manager. The Desktop Manager stores all this Finder infor
mation in two invisible data files per volume: Desktop DB and Desktop OF. By switching 
from resource to data format, Apple eliminated .the o ld li mita tions. (As an added bonus, 
the new Desktop files are also impervious to viral infectio':.) They then ro lled the Desk
top Manager into System 7 as an integrated component rather than an extension . 

Every time you switch between System 6 and System 7, if you have done anything in the Finder at 

all, the Desktop files will be rebuilt. If you need to switch Systems often and wish to avoid excessive 

Desktop rebuilding, you can install the Desktop Manager extension from AppleS hare 2.0.x into 

your System 6 System Folder. The two Systems will then use the same Desktop file format. Apple 

does not sanction this, and there is no official source of the Desktop Manager extension other than 

an old copy of AppleShare, but many people have used this method successfully. 

Because these files are con stan tly open and modified by the Finder, they are highly sus
ceptible to corruption. This corruption can manifest itself in any number of ways, from 
file icons disappearing and files not opening their parent applications when double
clicked, to sluggish behavior and crashes in the Finder. When these files get corrupted, 
we need a way to regenerate the data, to correct th e errors causing these problems. This 
process is call ed rebuilding the Desktop. 

Even if you're not having any problems you can pin on the Des ktop files, it 's a good idea 
to rebuild them every mo nth or so. When you're having problems you can' t figure out, 
zapping the Desktop fi les- a long with zapping the PRAM-should be one of the first 
things you try. It may not solve your problem, but it usually doesn't hurt. 

Caution 

When you have a disk from which you need to recover data, or that is having problems and is not 

completely backed up, do not rebuild the desktop until the data is secure. If a disk has directory 
damage or is having trouble with SCSI transfers, any w rite operation, including Desktop rebuilding, 

runs the risk of overwriting valid data and further complicating any existing directory corruption. If 
you have any doubts, verify the disk with Apple's Disk First Aid or any of the commercial disk utility 
programs before proceeding. 

Apple's sanctioned method of rebuilding the Desktop is fa irly simple. During startup, 
hold down the Command and Option keys simultaneously until d isks start to mount in 
the Finder. The Finder will then present you with a dia log asking if you're sure you want 
to rebui ld the desktop. If you click 01<, the Finder wi ll scan the disk(s) and fix the prob
lems. 
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Som etimes, Apple 's method isn' t good enough . Why? Som e types of Desktop fil e corrup
tion are resistant to the fixing methods used in the Finder' s standard rebuild routine. So, 
to get around this, the best thing to do is delete (or "zap") the o ld Desktop files al to
gether and have the Finder build new ones from scratch. There a re several ways to do 
this. You can use a uti lity such as ResEdit to make the Desktop files visible, then d rag 
them to the trash and restart. Under System 7, you ca n create a fo lder named Desktop at 
the roo t level o f the drive, and the Finder-thinking you've recently been running Sys
tem 6-will build new System 7 Desktop files on restart. Several utilities also are designed 
to handle thi s problem. Th e best of these is MicroMat's freeware TechTool, which allows 
you to choose which disks wi ll have their Desktop files rebui lt, and initiate the process a t 
the click of a button. For more info rmation on TechTool, see the Diagnostic Utilities 
section of chapter 34, " Hardware Troubleshooting." 

A Clean Install 
When a System fil e is corrupted, o r you wish to install a la ter version of the System, the 
correct procedure is to run th e Insta ller. If you do a no rma l install , this will replace or 
update files in your exist ing System Folder. A clean install is different. Rather than 
update the current System Folder, it creates a new one, leaving your o ld files in place in 
the o ld System Fo lde r. 

The Benefits of a Clean Install. What are the benefits o f a clean install? There are sev
eral. First, if you are try ipg to address System corruption, installing over the o lcl System 
runs the risk of retaining, and even compounding, the corruption. Brand new fi les are 
safer. You can also be mo re certain that, if a problem is no t resolvecl, it is not clue to any 
residual corruption. A no rmal install doesn' t necessa ri ly update all files associated with 
the System; it might fail to replace a problematic component. Clean installs replace 
everything. Some fo rms of d irecto ry damage also can cause problems with specific fo ld
ers. By doing a clean in stall, you create a new folder, sidestepping any such damage. In 
addition to these di rect benefi ts, a clean install tends to encourage general housekeeping, 
which is beneficia l in keeping your system stable. 

Apple recommends the no rmal install under normal circumstances, and th e clean install 
specifically fo r troubleshooting. We recommend the clean insta ll for all System installa
tions. W hy? System co.rruplion is not always obvious; th e clean install is a good preemp
tive strike against futu re problems. Also, in some circumstances, a normal insta ll can 
actually create corru ption where none was before, especially when one runs the Installer 
while third-party extensions are active. Apple's no rmal install procedure doesn' t allow 
that, but sticking to a strict clean insta ll makes certain no such potentially deleterious 
shortcu ts are taken. 

Performing a Clean Install . There are several va ria tions on the clean install, but the 
fo llowing procedure is tho rough and reliable. 

As a preliminary to the jnstall , ma ke sure you have the correct disks for your Macintosh. 
lf you have a Mac with 11n 800K d rive, be sure you have 800K disks. Use a version of the 
System known to be com patible with your Macintosh model. This includes being sure 
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yo u have an Tn sta ll disk with th e proper enab le r if your Mac requires one. W hen u pgrad
ing to System 7, make sure you have suffic ien t RAM in sta ll ed; 4MB is a realistic mini
m u m. Always use original maste r d isks, or secto r copies made with Apple's DiskCopy o r a 
similar utili ty; don't use Finder copies. Always keep th e Installe r d isks locked. 

From there, take the fo llowing steps: 

1 . Start up from the Disk Tools disk, or ano ther s ta rtup d isk with a clean, Apple-only 
System, Disk First Aid, and (for an Apple brand hard drive) H D SC Setup. Because o f 
the way extensions patch the System in RAM, they can interfe re w ith any software 
insta llation. 

2. Run Disk First Aid to make sure the re a re no problems with the target d isk's direc
tory. Optionally, you also can run one or mo re curren t third-party d isk utilities 
such as Norton Utili t ies, Public Utilities, or MacTools, as these programs can fin d 
some things that Disk Fi rst Aiel will miss . This is to be certa in that you do not suffe r 
from or compound an existing d irectory problem. We recommend that you check 
the drive with a curren t antivirus utility. 

Caution 

Always back up any data on the drive before attempting any directory repairs! If Disk First 
Aid finds and fixes-or fails to fix-a problem, always verify w ith another utility. If you 
cannot get them to agree that the drive is completely fixed, always reformat the drive. 

3. Make sure your h ard d ri ve's SCSI driver is current. If it is an Apple hard drive, use a 
compatible version of I-10 SC Setup, p referably the latest ava ilable . You will find a 
sui tab le version on the Apple Disk Tools disk, but the re may be a more recen t ver
sio n posted on-line, or on a support d isk such as Apple's System Update distrib u
tio n disks. If you use a third-pa rty fo rma tter, contac t the vendor for vers ion infor
mation. This s tep is especia lly crucia l when upgrading to System 7, as older SCSI 
drivers can cause severe problems that ca n lead to data loss. Olde r drives may 
require that you refo rmat in o rder to install a current driver. Make sure you a re 
backed up before re format ting o r "taking over" a d rive previo usly fo rmatted with 
anothe r product. 

4. Make sure you have at least S M B free space o n the ta rget d isk. 

S. Move the Pinder to ano ther fo lder, o r onto the Deskto p. Rena me it "Old Finder." 

6 . Rename the System Fold er to "O ld System Folder. " You sho u ld see that the System 
Fold er's icon has changed fro m its usua l, unique icon to that o f a regular folder. 
(If the fo lder has had a custom icon pasted on, you can check this by cu tting the 
icon in the Get Info window for the System Folde r.) 

7. Restart the Mac. You sho uld sec a fl ashing questio n mark icon. If the Mac boots 
from the target disk instead, there is another System fo lder o n the disk. Use the 
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Finder's Find featwe to search for "System" to fi nd it, then move that folder's 
Finder to the deskto p, and beside it that System folder, earmarked for the Trash. 
If there are any o thers, throw them away. 

8. Restart from an Insta ll disk (System 7) or System Tools disk (System 6) . If you're 
install ing System 7.1 on a Mac with an 8001< drive, you will need to boot from a 
hard disk other than the ta rget disk with a clean System (no extensions). 

9 . Install the System by fo ll ow ing the instructions given by the Insta ller. If the target 
disk is to be used with o ne Macintosh, it's preferable to do a Custom Insta ll for that 
model Mac, adding printer drivers and network softwa re as appropriate. 

10. If you are insta lli ng System 7.0 or 7.0.1, the next thing you should do is insta ll 
System 7 Tune-U p 1.1.1. If you are installing System 7. l.x, you should install the 
latest System Update. As o f this wri ting, version 3.0 is current. 

11. After perform ing a clean insta ll, verify that you have resolved the problem before 
add ing anything back to your System fo lder. Adding items to the new System folder 
before resolving )"OUr problem will defeat the purpose of perfo rming the clean 
insta ll. 

12. Once you have confirmed that the insta ll is successfu l, you can reinstall or recover 
all your no n-Apple software. Reinstalling is "cleaner," and always recommended . 
Stil l, you can dra~ extensions, preferen ces, fonts, and so o n, from your Old System 
Folder to the ne'"' o ne, if you prefer. Do not replace a nyth ing tha t is in your new 
System fo lder, o n ly add items that are not already th ere . 

13. Yo u can open th e o ld System suitcase by double-cl icking to see if you can recover 
resources in System 7, or use Font/DA Mover to do this under System 6, but it is 
not advisable, especially when you are addressing System corruption . You may 
wa n t to check the System fi le, however, so that you know wha t you need to 
reinsta ll . 

14. Once you are sure you have recovered everything o f value from the Old System 
Folder, th row il an d the Old Finder away. 

If you need to install Systems frequently, having a hard drive, partition or removable cartridge set 

aside and configured for th is purpose can be a real time saver. Make sure you have a volume with 
a valid, "virgin" System folder. Next, create a folder called "Net Install Folder" (or whatever else 
you prefer). Insert each of the disks in the set and drag its icon onto the icon of the Net Install 
Folder. A new folder w ith the exact same name as the disk will be created within the Net Install 

folder. Do not rename these new folders! You can now use these folders in lieu of a set of System 

disks, without needing to swap any floppies or put up with slow floppy i/o. 
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Some people use a similar method, called the image insta ll. They use a utility to mount disk images 
created by Apple's DiskCopy. These images then behave as virtual floppies, w ith all the advantages 
of the Net Install. Unfortunately, we can't recommend this, as image mounting has proven to be 
rather unreliable in the field . If you can't be talked out of it, you are much better off using a regis
tered copy of the shareware utility DiskDup+ than the freeware extension Mountlmage. DiskDup+ 
is more reliable, allows you to mount an unlimited number of images, and works without any 
extensions. Mountlmage, by working as an extension, is counter to the whole idea of the clean 
install. 

Extensions 
Extensions are the boon and bane o f Macintosh existence. Vi rtually a nything you m igh t 
want to do to customize and en ha nce the Mac OS, you can do with extensions. Because 
o f the way they patch the o perating system, they are extremely powerful. They are also 
extremely subject to conflic ts. It's wo rth learning about how they work, how they break, 
and how we can most effectively manage them . 

A Brief History of Extensions 
Extensio ns started life as !NITs, o r initiali zation resources, so named because they in itia l
ize at startup along with the System. They are also known as stnrt11p documents, wl1ich is 
how the Finder identifies them in Jist views, up through System 6. They were Apple's 
answer to te rminate-and-stay-resident programs, or TSRs, in the DOS world. 

When develo pers first started writing them, the o nly way to use !NITs was to h ave an 
applicatio n ins tall them directly into the System fil e. This is not a great idea; the risk o f 
System co rruption is high , and identi fying and disabling INlTs thus installed is exceed
ingly d iffi cu lt. So, in System 3 .2, Apple in troduced a mechanism called !NIT 31. This is 
an !NIT in the System file that, when run, searches for extensions in the System fo lder to 
load th em. I t identifies them by fil e type. 

Then, in System 4.0, Apple introduced control panel devices, or CDEVs. These provide a 
con t ro l interface accessed in a newer, modular version o f Apple 's Control Panel DA. 
Some CDEVs contain !NIT code, with the controls used to change the behavior o f the 
!NIT. Others, such as the System's General CDEV, contain no I NIT code, and may be 
used to contro l System param eters, hardware peripherals, and so on . Nevertheless, the 
term !NITs has come to refer to both !NITs proper, and CDEVs (whether they co ntain 
I NIT code o r not). 

With the release of System 7, many things changed. First, the nomenclature is different. 
Apple introduced the term extemions to be used in place of !NITs. Simi larly, CDEVs are 
now control panels. The o ld Contro l Panel DA is gone; indi vidua l con trol panels can be 
launched by double-clicking. Ex tensio ns are also organ ized di fferently. Under System 6, 
they are a ll sto red loose in the System Folder, and loaded in alphabetical order. 
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In System 7, they a re d iv ided into two subfo lders: the Extensio n s folder and the Control 
Panels folder. Load o rder is as fo llows: Extensions fo lder in a lphabetical order; Control 
Panels folder in a lphabetical o rder; System folder in alphabetica l order. 

There is one exception, to date: extensions of type 'scri' will load alphabetically ahead of all other 
extensions. Apple has reserved this file type for critical extensions. The fi rst was the System 7 Tuner 
extension in System 7 Tune-Up, and the System Update extension is also type 'scri'. 

Several o ther kinds o f ex tens ions are not JNITs. IN ITs show up in the Finder as system 
extensio ns, but so clo fi les of type 'aclev', 'ddev', and 'th ng' , fo r exa mple. All these are 
stored in the Ex tension~ fo lder. So are printer drivers and network drivers, which show 
up as Chooser extensio ns, because they are accessed through the C hooser DA. Tools used 
by the Communication~ Toolbox are stored in the Extensions folder. Under System 7.0.x, 
PostScript font fi les a re treated as extensions. In System 7.1 , they are stored in the r:onts 
fold er, and t rea ted as a ~epa rate class (as indeed they a re). 

Apple a lso decided to ac;knowledge the problem of extension conflicts by including a 
bypass mechan ism in System 7. Now, holding down the sh ift key at s ta rtup will disable 
a ll extensions, includ inS Apple's extensions. Benea th Welcome To Macintosh, you' ll see 
another message: Exten$ions off. 

As in System 6 \•vith the term IN ITs, the term extensions is used to refer to a ll these rela ted 
types o f files. Also as in System 6, it is those extensio ns that contain !NIT code wi th 
which we need concern o urselves. 

How Extensions Work and Fail 
As the name implies, extensions a re sma ll programs tha t extend the functionality o f the 
System. Extensions modify System routines used by a ll applica t ions, and so ca n provid e 
global services. They do thi s by various methods. The most significan t is the appl ication 
o f patches to code in ROM called tmps. Programs use these traps to access standard Sys
tem toolbox routines. W hen an extensio n patches a trap, the extension's code is substi
tuted for the o rigina l ROM code whenever a program makes use o f that trap. Most 
conflicts arise from two o r more ex ten sion patching the same trap, specifically if one o r 
more of t\lem applies its patch improperly. This is why reorde ring extensions is so crucial 
in resolving conflicts; the o rder in which patches to the same trap are applied can be the 
difference between repeated crashing and stable performance. 

The other likely cause o f conflicts involves lowlllelltOt)' globnls. These values are stored in 
RAM by the System; some extensions work their magic by changing one or more of 
them . If two extension s change the same low memo ry g lobal, you can run into trouble. 

When we discussed the sta rtup seq uence, we noted that the Mac sets aside an area of 
RAM for the System kn9wn as the System heap, ancl that the System later loads extensions 
into th is area. Each extctn sio n ca n occupy anywhere from LK to over 400K of RAM. 
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Depending on how ma ny extensions you load, which ones, and how th ey're con figured, 
th is can rea lly add up. If you run low on memory, crashes are li kely to occur. If you have 
a limited amount of RAM to spare, run a limited number of extensions. 

We also need to consider how the ex tensions request memory. Most extensions have a 
System zone expansion ('sysz') resource, which they use to te ll the System how much 
RAM they need. The System reads the 'sysz', expands the heap accordingly, and loads 
the extension into the newly reserved RAM. If an extension lacks a 'sysz' resource, o r 
requests an insufficient amount of memory with it, problem s can arise. 

Furthermore, some extensions will request more memory after the startup sequence. If 
such an extension does not properly reserve th is m emory in advance, that m emory may 
no t be available when the extension needs it. System 7 is very good about expand ing the 
heap to accommodate requests for add itio nal RAM an d releasing that RAM when it is no 
longer needed. Not so System 6: MultiFinder will expand, but no t contract, and even 
that expansion is less re liable than System 7's, while System 6 in Finder m ode and previ
ous Systems offer no post-startup heap expansion at all. In System 6, therefore, it is often 
wise to take precaut ions and reserve some extra heap space fo r the System yourself. This 
is d iscussed in chapter 43, "System 6 Problems," in the section on Boatman and 
HeapTool. 

Extension Management 
Despite all these problem s, extensions are more popular than ever. Part of thi s is clue to 
the increasing qual ity of both extension programmers and the System; extensions today 
under System 7.1 are more stable than even a couple of years ago under System 7.0. Even 
so, there are still plen ty of conflicts, and this proliferation of extensions dem ands an 
effective management system for juggl ing and troubleshooting. 

W hen !NIT fil es were introduced in System 3.2, there was only one way to manage them: 
pull them out of the System Folder and reboot. This time hono red m ethod still works 
today, of course, but even then, it was apparent that a more convenient m ethod of 
enabling and d isabling extensions was needed. Enter the extension manager. 

Extension Managers: The Past. Although these products have no t a ll been discontin
ued, they have all gone fo r some time without an update. Nevertheless, they're still in 
circulation, and you may find yourself working with them when you troubleshoot other 
people's Macs. 

Aask. The first extension manager was CE Software's Aask, bundled with their 
MockPackage collection of utilities. Aask is a control panel. It scans the System fo lder for 
extensions whenever you open it, and presents you with a graphk display of your exten
sion icon s. Clicking on each icon toggles the extension on or off; when it's o ff, there's an 
X over th e icon. 

Aask's method of preventing extensions from loading is fairly simple: it changes the type 
code of INITs to xN IT, and cdevs to xdev. This method is effective, but it has its draw
backs. For one thing, the disabled extensions lose their icons. (There was ano ther exten
sion called Transform, the sole purpose of which was to res to re icons to extensions 
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disabled by the Aask m ethod .) Fo r another, if you wan t to pass on your great shareware 
and freeware extensions to your friends, but forget to enable the extensions first, the fi les 
are to tally useless without Aask o r a similar u tility, un less you have a utili ty tha t edits 
type codes. 

Aask was very popular in its day, and-unfortunately-widely pi rated. However, it lacks 
all bu t the most rudi mentary of features-enabling and disabli ng extensions- and the 
mechanism it em ploys has justifiably fallen out o f favor. MockPackage 4.4 is now avail
able from PrairieSoft, a11d it still includes Aask 1.0(!), but nobody should be using this 
today. 

After Aask came a slew of competitors. They all worked, but not all found favor. Natural 
In telligence's INIX, Steve Bryan's freeware Answer, and Bob Hablutzel's shareware rresh 
Start were amongst the contenders that never qui te made the big time. 

INIT cdcv. Larry Rote11stein 's !NIT cdev, on the other hand, was very popular, not least 
because it was HappiWare; a ll Larry asked was a smile and a postcard . !NIT cdev uses a 
scro lling list of extensio n na mes that are enabled when high ligh ted, disabled when not. 
This in terface conven tion is used in most extension managers today. It's faster then 
Aask, and at least as easy to use. It also introduced a new method of extension con tro l. 
I NIT cclev 3.0 toggles a "No !NITs" file flag, made available by Apple in System 6.0.4, 
which tells the System ~hat no !NITs are in the fil e, thus p revent ing it from loading. You 
get to keep your icons, put this method is even more pernicious than Aask's because it is 
more d ifficul t to detect. As with Aask, !NIT cdev is out o f clate-v3.0 was the final ver
sion, and dates from j anuary of 1990-and users are encouraged to switch to something 
more curren t. 

IN ITPicker. The first serious, professional extension manager would have to be lnl ine 
Softwa re's !NITPicker. Originally published by Microseeds, it was the fi rst p roduct to 
offer a host of essential features, the most prom inen t o f which was extension reordering. 
With previous utilities, the only way to change the load o rder of extensions was to 
rename them so that their alphabetical position changed. !NITPicker 1.0 let you d rag 
extensions up and down its scrolling list. Subsequent versions include yet more innova
tive features. These include: 

• BombGuard, which restarts after a crash in the startup sequence, d isables the 
culpri t, and tells you which extension it is. 

• Creating and saving custom sets of extensions. 

• Creati ng a subfo lder fo r extensions within the System fo lder under System 6. 

• Accessing m ultiple fo lders to load extensions. 

• Load ing extensions from aliases. 

• Logging extension activity during startup. 

You're li kely to com e a~ross !NITPicker in the field, but it's no longer the market leader it 
once was . Several other utilities have com e out with all !NITPicker's fea tures, p lus some 
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crucial ones that are missing. Notably absent is the ability to link extensio ns that are 
mutually dependent, mutually exclusive, o r need to load in a certain o rder. !NITPicker 
also uses yet another no nstandard method of disabling extensions. Currently at v3.0.2, 
the last majo r revision was in 1990. However, Inline has recently announced plans for a 
new version that will be in native PowerPC code fo r the Power Macs. Hopefu lly, this new 
release will also address !NITPicker's other shortcomings, and restore it to the forefront of 
the ex tension manager market. 

INIT Manager. Baseline Publishing's !NIT Manager is rough ly similar to !NITPicker. It 
has most of the same features: reordering, sets, crash protect ion, !NITs folder under Sys
tem 6, e tc. It also has similar limitations: it has no links, uses a nonstandard method to 
control extensions, and it hasn' t been updated since 199 1, nor does an update appear 
imminent. It also suffers from an arcane distinction between "controlled" and "uncon
trolled" extensions. It does, however, have a good report generating and analyzing util
ity, !NIT Analyzer, the precursor to such features in o ther extension managers. 
I NITPicker generates reports, too, but I NIT Analyzer wi ll prepare a Possible Conflicts 
repo rt that lists by name the traps patched by more than one extension, and the exten
sions that patch them. It's probably also the first extension manager to have separate 
extension and control panel files to support early loading of the !NIT code and access 
from the Control Panels folder. 

OnStartup. Viacom New Media's OnCue II 2.0.1 bundled an extension manager called 
011Star/11p. Essentially similar to !NITPicker and !N IT Manager minus the reporting fea
ture, it did at least use the currently accepted disabled folder method of con tro ll ing 
extensions (see "Extensions Manager 2.0.1," later in this chapter). The product, however, 
was a late entry into the extension management market wi th no thing exceptional to 
offer, and thus never gained much market acceptance. Viacom has discontinued support 
fo r the whole OnCue II package. 

Extension Managers: The Present. These extension managers are not the only ones in 
usc today; others may be comparable in quality, but th ese are the most popular and 
important ones. 

Extensions Manager 2.0.1. Extensions Manager is a freeware program from Apple's 
Ricardo Batista. It lacks many of the features common in its commercial brethren, but it's 
still very popular, because the features it does have are powerful and well implemented. 

Extensions Manager introduces the concept of the disabled folder. Rather than changing 
file types or file flags of extensions, or using any o ther heavy-handed and invisible 
method of controlling them, Extensions Manager expands on the concept o f Apple's 
Extensions folder and Control Panels folder. It creates parallel folders named Extensions 
(Disabled) and Control Panels (Disabled); it's simple, it's clear, it's unobtrusive, and it 
works. This is now tile method of contro ll ing extensions, and all contemporary extension 
managers use it. 

Extensions Manager extends this contro l to other types of fil es. It manages startup items, 
it manages Apple Menu items, it manages fonts, and it even manages items loose in the 
System folder. 
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Extensions Ma nager also gives you sets; allows you to easily customize the file types it 
will recognize and contm l; lets you bring up the control panel at startup to change your 
extensions on-the-fly; and it recovers extensions modifi ed by previous extension manag
ers using the o ld, file-modifying methods. One especia lly impressive feature is that you 
can create a set ca lled Network, and Extensions Manager will automatica lly load that set 
when it detects the presence of a network at startup (see fig. 44.4). Th is is terrific for 
PowerBook owners! 

Fig. 44.4 
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The ability to custom ize the file types that can be controlled is just one of Extensions Manager's 
unique fea tures. 

So, what don't you get? You get no reordering, no li nks, no extension analysis or in for
mation, no crash protection, and no support for aliasing extensions. These omissions 
keep Extensions Manager from being a power user's tool. However, it is the top choice to 
replace prim iti ve extension managers in the System folders of novices and intermediate 
end users. Even if you don 't use it, keep a copy handy to distribute to those still using 
Aask ur I NIT cdev, and possibly even some of the more powerful but outmoded exten
sion ma nagers. Also, if you have another extension manager that you prefer, but would 
like to add management of fonts, Apple Menu items et al, you can use Extensions Man
ager in con junction with the other uti li ty. Because Extensions Manager is separated into 
two par ts- an extension and a contro l panel-you can load just the control panel wi th
out fear of conflicts. 

Extensions Manager works with System 6 and System 7. 

Symbionts 2.4. B. Kevin Hardman's shareware Symbio nts picks up where Exten sions 
Man ager leaves off, omitt ing on ly the Network set and extension recovery features, and 
adding some significant new ones. You sti ll don't get reordering or li nks. However, 
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Symbionts gives yo u plenty o f info rma tio n on your extensio ns, and in a completely 
unique way: it d isplays the names and mem o ry usage of extensio ns beneath their icons 
as they load at startup. You can even pause the startup sequence with the caps lock key 
so that you have time to read everyth ing. Symbionts also d isplays icons for a ll exten
sions, regardless o f whether they have code to disp lay them, and it wra ps icons on
screen-in its own inimitable fa sh ion-so you' re sure to see them all. 

In the Symbionts contro l panel, you can view a scro lling list of your extensio ns (or o the r 
System files) in either la rge o r small icon view, by name o r by size in RAM (see fig. 44.5). 
Disabled items show with an X over the icon, harking back to the days of !\ask, but up
dated to more resembl e a spruced-up I NITPicker. (Symbionts may be the most a tt ractive 
extension manager ye t.) Each extension's memory consumption is displayed in the list. 
As with Extensions Manager, this makes a fin e replacement for earlier extension manag
ers, and the control panel can be separated fro m the extension to supplement a commer
cia l extension manager with mo re ad va nced extension contro l featu res. 
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Fig. 44.5 
Symbionts' unique " By Size" view lets you ide ntify the RAM guzzle rs at a gla nce. 

Symbionts has separate extensio n and control panel files. The extensio n is named 
!Symbio n ts so it will load early; "!" is the first visible character in the Mac's alphabet, and 
Hardman wants the user to see th e leading character, rather than using a space. Also, 
under System 7.1 or later, Symbionts will change its file type from ' INIT' to 'scri' in order 
to load earlier. Symbionts is the fi rst extension manager (or extension of any kind) to do 
this. It remains to be seen if o thers w ill fo llow because Apple has expressed the desire to 
reserve this file type for themselves. 

Symbionts works with System 6 and System 7. 
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Startup Manager 4 .0 .2. Now Software's Now Uti lit ies has a reputation not on ly for 
cramming the m aximum number of features into a reasonably priced package, but also 
fo r implementing those features well and thoroughly. Startup Ma nager, the extension 
manager in the Now Uti)ities package, lives up to the repu tation, which accounts fo r its 
great popularity. See figure 44.6. 

Fig. 44.6 
Startup Manager icon. 

Startup Manager star ts by giv ing you all the classic features from !NITPicker: sets, 
reorderi ng, and crash protection . You also get links, ho t keys for your sets, temporary 
changes at startup, the option of whether to run new extensions, icon wrapping, invis
ible extensio n display, r~serva tion of extra hea p "headroom," and more (see fig. 44.7). 
Startup Ma nager will d isplay the amoun t o f memory used by each extension from within 
the contro l panel. If you need more information, Now Profil e, an other Now Uti lities 
component, can prepare as detailed a report as you wan t. You can eve n swi tch startup 
volumes on-the-fly. As of version 4.0, it uses the disabled fo lder meth od; ea rlier vers ions 
change file types. 

Fig. 44.7 
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One of Startup :'vlanager's many powerful features is the abil ity to create several types of links 
between extensions. 
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Startup Manager is almost the perfect extension manager. What keeps it from being per
fect? It's not a problem that it doesn't control Apple Menu items and fonts; those are 
covered in spades by NowMenus and WYSIWYG Menus, respectively . However, it is 
missing support fo r aliasing extensions; that is, loading extensions by using a liases that 
point to a locatio n outside the System folder. This is not necessari ly a major point, but 
I would expect Now to address it in a future version of Startup Manager. Now has 
announced that they're hard at work o n Now Utilities 5 .0, so there may be some signifi
can t changes by the ti me you read this, o r shortly thereafter. Meanwhile, expect to see 
this util ity on many Macs. 

Startup Manager 4.0.x works o nly with System 7; System 6 users need to use version 
3 .0.2. In an unusual move, Now is pursu ing paralle l development of versio ns 3.0.x and 
version S; they have announced that v3.0.3 is in beta as of this writing. 

Conflict Catcher II 2.1. Casad y & Greene's Conflict Catcher II has emerged as the 
preeminent extension manager of the clay. Start with every thing that Startup lvlanager 
does. Add the abi lity to lock extensions, control fonts, recover modified extensions, and 
load a liasecl extensio ns-even fro m a networked volume-and you've got yourself one 
pmverful extension manager. It's even the first extension manager available in native 
PowerPC code, and it can report the impact o n performance of non-native extensio ns. It 
doesn't control Apple Menu items, but why quibble? It does do one thing that no other 
extension manager does: it actually does the grunt work in tes ting for and resolving 
ex tension con flic ts. This is how it earns its name and a great deal o f admiration. See 
fi gure 44.8. 
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Fig. 44.8 
Con fl ict Extension and Confl ict Catcher icons. 

W hen running a Conflict Test, Confl ict Catcher will configure your extensions, ask you 
to check fo r the existence o f the problem, and then restart, reconfiguring your exten
sions as it goes unti l it find s your con flict by process of elimination. It can even track 
down those nasty three-way or more-way con flic ts that defy human to lerance. If you 're 
concerned that Conflict Catcher itself might be part of your problem, you can disable 
the portio ns of it that patch traps, then test without them. Un til somebody comes o ut 
with a product tha t can isolate bugs by reading them righ t o ut of RAM, Conflict Catcher 
belongs in every tro ubleshooter's gig bag (see fig. 44.9). Conflict Catcher II works on ly 
with System 7. 
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Fig. 44.9 
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Conflict Catcher's automated confl ict testing. 

II 

Binary Search and Replace. Conflict Catcher's automation of the process of isolating 
conflicting extensions iS no small thing; afte r a ll, automating repetitive, mathematica l 
tasks is what com puters are good at. Still, with a little patience and a methodical ap
proach, you ca n accomplish the sa me thing on you r own, o r with the aid of another 
extension manager. It's simpl y a process of elimination, a nd it's usually very effective. 

The binary method invo lves dividing your extensions into halves, testing fo r the prob
lem, then repeatedly test ing in htrther d ivisions until you' re down to the culprit. I' ll 
assume fo r th is example that you have an extension manager, since they're so ubiqui
tous, but you can manually drag extensions in and out of the System folder if you don't 
have an extension manager handy. 

Let's say that your word processor crashes every lime you select a certain fun ction, such 
as Save. Here's how the binary method works: 

1. Start up with a ll extensions off via the shift key in System 7, or by dragging all 
third-party extensions to the desktop under System 6. Confirm that the problem 
disappears with no extensions. 

2. Re-enable half of your extensions. If you have some good guesses as to what's 
li kely to be responsible, such as recent addition s o r extensions that modify menus, 
include those in th is group. 

3. Test to see if the symptom is there. If not, disable this en lire group and start with 
the other half. Test for the sym ptom. 
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4 . If either half from your original d ivision generates the symptom, d ivide that group 
in half, and test each of those halves to see which causes the problem. Keep going 
unti l you are down to one extension that causes the problem. 

5. If at any stage, neither group produces the symptom, you have a conflict involving 
two or more extensions. In this case, keep one group, and add back half of the 
group most recently d isabled. If this does not bring back the symptom, swap it for 
the other half of that group. When you get the sym ptom back, discard half of the 
previously kept group, test, then, if necessary, re-enable those and discard t he o ther 
half. 

6. Keep switching between the procedures outli ned in steps 4 and 5 unt il you arrive at 
the deadly combination. 

Clearly, the more complicated the problem, the harder it is to remember which exten
sions were disabled in which groups. This is where you can use the Sets feature of your 
extension manager. For each group tha t you en able o r d isable, create a set. You can num
ber the sets progressively, so tha t you remember which you tried most recen tly. Remem
ber, exte nsions can be in more than o ne set; label them carefully and you should be able 
to muddle through wi thout undue confusion. 

If you don ' t have an extension manager, you ca n do the same thing with fo lders. If you 
need to include an exten sion in more than one group, ma ke a copy of the extension . 

Summary 
The Macintosh startup sequence is com plex, but, thanks to its orderly nature, it's fairly 
easy to troubleshoot. Once you are able to re late recogn izable symptoms to specific steps 
in the sequence, you're most of the way to having the problem solved. The Macintosh 
helps you further by giving you clear, visual and audible error messages. Even when 
wrest ling with problems at startup for which the Macin tosh can give you no help, by 
applying some simple methodology and with the aid of a few readily accessible uti lities
disk util ities, SCSI formatters and extension managers-you can usually have the Mac up 
and running again in short o rder. 

As always, the best defense is a strong offense. By sticking with the regimen outlined in 
Part V, "Preventative Maintenance, " you ca n avert most of the problems addressed in 
this chapter and in the rest of Part VI. When trouble does come-as it inevitably will
using the techniques learned here and in chapter 33, "Problem Isolat ion," you'll be able 
to get the most out of chapters 34 through 43. 

In the end, the key to successful troubleshooting is knowing where to look. When you 
don't recognize the problem, the best place to start looki ng is righ t here in Part VI, 
"Troubleshoot and Repair.'' Then , you can make short order of your maintenance work, 
and get back to get ting the most out of your Macintosh-with the aid of the rest of this 
book. 



Appendix A 

Error Codes and Common 
Viruses 

The following information on error codes, vi ruses, and Tro jan Horses is used by permis
sion from version 2.2 of Chiron's Mac Error Code List by Robert ) . Cummings. 

Positive ID Codes 
DS Error Table 

dsBusError 

2 dsAddressErr 

3 dsiLLinstErr 

4 dsZeroDivErr 

5 dsChkErr 

6 dsOvflowErr 

7 dsPrivErr 

8 dsTraceErr 

9 dsLineAerr 

10 dsLineFErr 

11 dsMiscErr 

12 dsCoreErr 

13 dslrqErr 

14 dsiOCoreErr 

15 dsLoadErr 

16 dsFPErr 

17 dsNoPackErr 

18 dsNoPk1 

19 dsNoPk2 

20 dsNoPk3 

Bus error 

Address error 

Illegal instruction error 

Zero divide error 

Check trap error 

Overflow trap error 

Privilege violation error 

Trace mode error 

Line 101 0 trap error 

Line 1111 trap error 

Miscellaneous hardware exception error 

Unimplemented core routine error 

Uninstalled interrupt error 

10 Core Error 

Segment Loader Error 

Floating point error 

Package 0 not present [List Manager] 

Package 1 not present [Reserved by Apple] 

Package 2 not present [Disk Initializat ion] 

Package 3 not present [Standard File] 

(continues) 
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DS Error Table 
21 dsNoPk4 Package 4 not present [Floating-Point Arithmetic] 

22 dsNoPk5 Package 5 not present [Transcendental Functions] 

23 dsNoPk6 Package 6 not present [International Utilities] 

24 dsNoPk7 Package 7 not present [Binary/Decimal Conversion] 

25 dsMemFuiiErr Out of memory! 

26 dsBadlaiJnch Can't launch file 

27 dsFSErr File system map has been trashed 

28 dsStknHeap Stack has moved into application heap 

30 dsReinsert Request user to reinsert off-line volume 

31 dsNotThel Not the disk I wanted (obsolete) 

33 negZcbFreeErr ZcbFree has gone negative 

40 dsGreeting Welcome to Macintosh greeting 

41 dsFinderErr Can't load the Finder error 

42 shutDownAiert Handled like a shutdown error (obsolete) 

43 dsSystemFileErr Can't find system file to open (obsolete) 

51 dsBadSiotlnt Unserviceable slot interrupt 

81 dsBadSANEopcode Bad opcode given to SANE Pack4 

84 menuPrgErr Happens w hen a menu is purged 

85 dsMBarNfnd SysErr-cannot find MBDF 

86 dsHmenuFindErr SysErr-recursively defined Hmenus 

87 dsWDEFnFnd Could not load WDEF 

88 dsCDEFnFnd Could not load CDEF 

89 dsMDEFnFnd Could not load MDEF 

98 dsNoPatch Can't patch for particular Model Mac 

99 dsBadPatch Can't load patch resource 

101 dsParityErr Memory parity error 

102 dsOidSystem System is too old for this ROM 

103 ds32BitMode Booting in 32-bit on a 24-bit system 

20000 dsShutDownOrRestart User choice between ShutDown and Restart 

20001 dsSwitchOHOrRestart User choice between switching off and Restart 

20002 dsForcedQuit Allow the user to ExitToShell, return if Cancel 

32767 dsSysErr General system error (catch-all used in 
DSAT)General 

Negative System Error Codes 
System Errors (VBL Mgr, Queue, Etc.) 
0 noErr 0 for success •OR* 

0 smNotTruncated No truncation necessary 



Negative System Error Codes 907 

System Errors (VBL Mgr, Queue, Etc.) 
- 1 qErr Queue element not found during deletion *OR* 

- 1 smTruncErr 

-2 vTypErr 

- 3 corErr 

-4 unimpErr 

- 5 SlpTypeErr 

-8 seNoDB 

Color Manager Errors 
-9 iTabPurgErr 

- 10 noCoiMatch 

- 11 qAIIocErr 

- 12 tbiAIIocErr 

-13 overRun 

- 14 noRoomErr 

- 15 seOutOfRange 

- 16 seProtErr 

- 17 i2CRangeErr 

-18 gdBadDev 

- 19 reRangeErr 

-20 selnvRequest 

-21 seNoMemErr 

1/0 System Errors 
- 17 controiErr 

- 18 statusErr 

- 19 read Err 

- 20 writ Err 

- 21 badUnitErr 

-22 unitEmptyErr 

- 23 open Err 

- 24 closErr 

-25 deRemovErr 

-27 abort Err 

Truncation indicator alone is w ider than the 
specified width 

Invalid queue element 

Core routine number out or range 

Unimplemented core routine 

Invalid queue element 

No debugger installed to handle debugger 
command 

From Color21ndex/ITabMatch 

From Color21ndex/ITabMatch 

From MakeiTable 

From MakeiTable 

From MakeiTable 

From MakeiTable 

From SetEntry 

From SetEntry 

From SetEntry 

From SetEntry 

From SetEntry 

From SetEntry 

From SetEntry 

Driver can't respond to Control call 

Driver can' t respond to Status call 

Driver can't respond to Read call 

Driver can't respond to Write call 

Driver ref num doesn't match unit tab le 

Driver ref num speci fies NIL handle in unit tab le 

Requested read/ write permission doesn't match 
driver's open permission, or Attempt to open RAM 
serial Driver failed 

Close failed; Permission to close .MPP driver was 
denied 

Drvrlnstall couldn't find driver in resources 

10 call aborted by Kii iiO; publ isher has written a 
new edition *OR* 

(continues) 
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1/0 S)'stem Errors 
-27 iLoAbortErr 

-28 notOpenErr 

-29 unitTbiFuiiErr 

-30 dceExtErr 

File System Errors 
-33 dirFuiErr 

-34 dskFuiErr 

- 35 nsvErr 

- 36 ioErr 

- 37 bdNamErr 

-38 fnOpnErr 

-39 eofErr 

-40 posErr 

-42 tmfoErr 

-43 fnfErr 

-44 wPrErr 

-45 fLckdErr 

-45 fLckdErr 

-46 vLckdErr 

-47 fBsyErr 

-48 dupFNErr 

-49 opWrErr 

-50 paramErr 

-51 rfNumErr 

-52 gfpErr 

-53 voiOffLinErr 

-54 perm Err 

-55 voiOnLinErr 

-56 nsDrvErr 

-57 noMacDs~Err 

- 58 extFSErr 

-59 fsRnErr 

-60 badMDBErr 

-61 we Perm Err 

10 abort error (Printing Manager) 

Couldn' t rd/wr/ctl/sts because driver not opened 

Unit table has no more entries 

dee extension error 

Directory full 

Disk Full 

No such volume; volume not found 

1/0 error (bummers) 

Bad fi le name; there may be no bad names in the 
final s stem! 

File not open 

End of file; no additional data in the format 

Tried to position to before start of file (r/w) 

Too many fi les open 

File not found; folder not found; edition container 
not found; target not found 

Disk is write protected; volume is locked through 
hardware 

File is locked 

Publisher w riting to an edition 

Volume is locked through software 

File is busy (delete); section doing 1/0 

Duplicate file name (rename); fi le found instead of 
folder 

File already open with write permission 

Error in user parameter list 

Reference number invalid 

Get file position error 

Volume is off line 

Software lock on fi le; not a subscriber [permissions 
error on file open] 

Drive volume already on-line at MountVol 

No such drive (tried to mount a bad drive num) 

Not a Mac diskelle (sig bytes are wrong) 

External file system -file system identifier is 
nonzero 

File system internal error: during rename the old 
entry was deleted but could not be restored 

Bad master directory block 

Write permissions error; not a publisher 



Negative System Error Codes 909 

Font Manager Errors 
-64 fontDecError Error during font declarat ion 

-65 fontNotDeclared Font not declared 

- 66 fontSubErr Font substitution occurred 

Disk, Serial Port, Clock Specific Errors 
-64 lastDskErr Unknown 

-64 noDriveErr Drive not installed 

- 65 offlinErr R/w request for an off-line drive 

- 66 noNybErr Couldn't find 5 nibbles in 200 tries 

- 67 noAdrMkErr Couldn't find valid addr mark 

- 68 dataVerErr Read and veri fy compare failed 

- 69 badCksmErr Addr mark checksum didn't check 

- 70 badBtSipErr Bad addr mark bit slip nibbles 

- 71 noDtaMkErr Couldn't find a data mark header 

- 72 badDCksum Bad data mark checksum 

- 73 badDBtSip Bad data mark bit slip nibbles 

- 74 weUnderrun Write underrun occurred 

- 75 cantStepErr Step handshake failed 

-76 tkOBadErr Track 0 detect doesn't change 

- 77 initiWMErr Unable to initialize IWM 

- 78 twoSideErr Tried to read 2nd side on a 1-sided drive 

- 79 spdAdjErr Unable to correctly adjust disk speed 

-80 seek Err Track number wrong on address mark 

-81 sectNFErr Sector number never found on a track 

- 82 fmtl Err Can't find sector 0 after track format 

- 83 fmt2Err Can't get enough sync 

-84 verErr Track failed to verify 

- 84 firstDskErr Unknown 

-85 clkRdErr Unable to read clock value twice 

- 86 clkWrErr Time written did not verify 

- 87 prWrErr Parameter RAM written didn't read-verify 

- 88 prlnitErr lnitUtil found the parameter RAM uninitialized 

-89 rcvrErr sec receiver error (framing, parity, OR) 

-90 breakRecd Break received (SCC) 

AppleTalk Errors 
- 91 ddpSktErr Error opening socket *OR* 

- 91 eMultiErr Invalid address or table is full 

- 92 ddpl enErr Data length too big *OR* 

- 92 el enErr Packet too large or first entry of the w rite data 
structure did not contain the full 14-byte header 

- 93 noBridgeErr No router avai lable [for non-local send] 

(continues) 
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AppleTalk Errors 
-94 lapProtErr 

-94 LAPProtErr 

-95 excessCollsns 

-97 portlnUse 

-98 portNot<;:f 

-99 memR02EErr 

-99 memROZEError 

-99 memROZWarn 

Scrap Manager Errors 
- 100 no Scrap Err 

- 102 noTypeErr 

Storage Allocator Errors 
- 108 memFuiiErr 

-109 noiHandleErr 

- 110 memAdri:rr 

- 111 memWZErr 

-112 memPurErr 

-113 memAZErr 

-114 memPCErr 

- 115 mem8CErr 

-1 16 memSCErr 

-117 memLockedErr 

HFS Errors 
- 120 dirNFErr 

-121 tmwdoErr 

- 122 badMovErr 

-123 wrgVoiTypErr 

- 124 voiGonet;.rr 

-125 updPixMemErr 

-127 fsDSintErr 

Error in attaching/detaching protocol *OR• 

Protocol handler is already attached, node's 
protocol table is full, protocol not attached, or 
protocol handler pointer was not 0 

Hardware error [excessive collusions on write] 

Driver Open error code (port is in use) 

Driver Open error code (parameter RAM not 
configured for this connection) 

Hard error in ROZ 

Hard error in ROZ 

Soft error in ROZ 

No scrap exists error 

Format not available [no object of that type in 
scrap] 

Ran out of memory [not enough room in heap 
zone] 

GetHandleSize fails on base Text or 
substitution Text; NIL master pointer [hdndle was 
NIL in HandleZone or other] 

Address was odd or out of range 

Attempted to operate on a free block; 
GetHandleSize fails on baseText or substitutionText 
[WhichZone failed (applied to free block)] 

Trying to purge a locked or non-purgeable block 

Address in zone check failed 

Pointer Check failed 

Block Check fai led 

Size Check failed 

Trying to move a locked block (MoveHHI) 

Directory not found 

No free WDCB available 

Move into offspring error 

Not an HFS volume [wrong volume type error or 
(obsolete) operation not supported for MFS] 

Server volume has been disconnected 

Insufficient memory to update a pixmap 

Internal file system error 
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Menu Manager Errors 
- 126 dsMBarNFnd System error code for MBDF not found 

- 127 dsHMenuFindErr Could not find Hmenu's parent in Menu Key 

- 128 userCanceledErr User canceled an operation 

HFS File ID Errors 

- 130 fidNotFound No file thread exists 

- 131 fidNotAFile Directory specified 

- 132 fidExists File id already ex ists 

Color QuickDraw lit Color Manager Errors 
- 147 regionTooBigError Region too big or complex 

- 148 pixMapTooBigErr Pixel map record is deeper than 1 bit per pixel 
[passed pixel map is too large] 

- 149 notEnoughStack 

- 149 mfStackErr 

- 150 ctvlatchErr 

- 151 cTempMemErr 

- 152 cNoMemErr 

- 153 cRangeErr 

- 154 cProtectErr 

- 155 cDevErr 

- 156 cResErr 

- 157 cDepthErr 

-158 cParmErr 

Not enough stack space for the necessary buffers 
*OR* 

Insufficient stack 

Color21ndex failed to find an index 

Failed to allocate memory for temporary structures 

Failed to allocate memory for structure 

Range error on colorTable request 

ColorTable entry protection violation 

Invalid type of graphics device 

Invalid resolution for MakeiTable 

Invalid pixel depth 

Invalid parameter 

Resource Manager Errors (other than 1/0 Errors) 
- 185 badExtResource Extended resource has a bad format 

- 186 CantDecompress Resource bent ("the bends") 

- 188 resourcelnMemory Resource already in memory 

- 189 writingPastEnd Writing past end of file 

- 190 inputOutOfBounds Offset or count out of bounds 

- 192 resNotFound Resource not found 

- 193 resFnotFound Resource file not found 

- 194 addResFailed AddResource failed 

- 195 addRefFailed Add Reference failed 

- 196 rmvResFailed RmveResource failed 

- 197 rmvRefFailed RMVEReference failed 

- 198 resAttrErr Attribute inconsistent with operation 

- 199 map Read Err Map inconsistent with operation 

(continues) 
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Sound Manager Errors 
-200 noHardware 

-201 notEnoughHardware 

-203 queueFull 

- 204 resProblern 

-205 badChan[lel 

- 206 badForm!lt 

-207 notEnoughBufferSpace 

-208 badFileFormat 

-209 channel 

-210 buffersTooSmall 

-211 channeiNotBusy 

-212 noMoreReaiTime 

- 213 badParam 

-220 siNoSou11dlnHardware 

-221 siBadSoundlnDevice 

-222 siNoBufferSpecified 

- 223 silnvalidC:ompression 

-224 si Hard Disk T ooSiow 

-225 si lnvalidSampleRate 

-226 silnvalidSampleSize 

-227 siDeviceBusyErr 

- 228 siBadDevice Name 

-229 siBadRefNum 

-230 silnputDeviceErr 

-231 siUnknow nlnfoType 

-232 siUnknow nQuality 

MIDI Manager Errors 
-250 midiNoCiientErr 

-251 midiNoPortErr 

-252 midiTooly1anyPortsErr 

- 253 midiToo!y1anyConsErr 

-254 midiVConnectErr 

-255 midiVConnectMade 

-256 midiVConnectRmvd 

-257 midiNoConErr 

-258 midiWriteErr 

-259 midiNamelenErr 

-260 midiDupiDErr 

- 261 midilnvalidCmdErr 

Required sound hardware not available [no 
hardware support for the specified synthesizer] 

Insufficient hardware avai lable [no more channels 
for the specified synthesizer] 

No room in the queue 

Problem loading the resource 

Channel is corrupt or unusable [invalid channel 
queue length] 

Resource is corrupt or unusable 

Insufficient memory available 

File is corrupted or unusable or not AIFF or AIFF-C 

Channel is busy 

Buffer is too small 

Channel not currently used 

Not enough CPU time available 

A parameter is incorrect 

No sound input hardware available 

Invalid sound input device 

No buffer specified 

Invalid compression type 

Hard drive too slow to record 

Invalid sample rate 

Invalid sample size 

Sound input device is busy 

Invalid device name 

Invalid reference number 

Input device hardware failure 

Unknown type of information 

Unknown quality 

No client with that ID found 

No port with that ID found 

Too many ports already installed in the system 

Too many connections made 

Pending virtual connection created 

Pending virtual connection resolved 

Pending virtual connection removed 

No connection exits between specified ports 

Couldn't write to all connected ports 

Name supplied is longer than 31 characters 

Duplicate client ID 

Command not supported for port type 



Notification Manager Errors 
- 299 nmTypeErr 

Start Manager Errors 
- 290 smSDMini tErr 

- 291 smSRTinitErr 

- 292 smPRAMinitErr 

- 293 smPriln itErr 

- 300 smEmptySiot 

- 301 smCRCFail 

-302 smFormatErr 

- 303 smRevisionErr 

- 304 smNoDir 

- 305 sm LWfstBad 

- 306 smNoslnfoArray 

- 307 smResrvErr 

-308 smUnExBusErr 

-309 smBLFieldBad 

- 310 smFHBiockRdErr 

- 311 smFHBikDispErr 

- 312 smDisposePErr 

- 313 smNoBoardsRsrc 

- 314 smGetPRErr 

-315 smNoBoardld 

- 316 smlntStatVErr 

- 317 smlntTbleVErr 

- 318 smNo)mpTbl 

-319 smBadBoardld 

-320 smBusErrTO 

-330 smBadReflrl 

- 331 smBadslist 

- 332 smReservedErr 

-333 smCodeRevErr 

- 334 smCPUErr 

-335 smsPointerNil 

-336 smNilsBiockErr 

-337 smSiotOOBErr 

Negative System Error Codes 913 

Invalid qType- musl be ORD (nmType) 

SDM could not be in itialized 

Slot Resource Table could not be in itialized 

Slot Resource Table could not be in itialized 

Cards could not be init ialized 

No card in slot 

CRC check failed for declaration data 

FHeader Formal is not Apple's 

Wrong revision level 

Directory offset is Ni l 

Long Word test field <> $5A932BC7 

No slnfoArray. Memory Mgr error. 

Fatal reserved error. Reserved field <> 0. 

Unexpected Bus Error 

Bytel anes field was bad 

Error occurred during sGetFHeader 

Error occurred during _sDisposePtr (Dispose of 
FHeader block). 

DisposePointer error 

No Board sResource 

Error occurred during _sGetPRAMRec (see 
SIMStatus) 

No board ID 

The initStatusV field was negative after primary or 
secondary in it 

An error occurred w hile trying to initialize the Slot 
Resource Table 

SDM jump table could not be created 

Boardld was wrong, re-init the PRAM record 

BusError t ime out 

Reference ld not found in list 

Bad sResource [slist] structure: ld1 <ld2<1d3 ... 
format is not followed 

Reserved field not zero 

Code revision is wrong 

Code revision is wrong 

LPointer is nil {From sOffset Data. If this error 
occurs, check slnfo rec for more information) 

Nil sBiock error {Don't alloca te and try to use a nil 
sBiock) 

Slot out of bounds error 

(continues) 
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Start Manager Errors 
- 338 smSeiOOBerr 

-339 smNewPErr 

-340 smBikMoveErr 

-341 smCkStatusErr 

-342 smGetDrvrNamErr 

-343 smDisDrvrNamErr 

-344 smNoMoresRsrcs 

-344 smNoMoresResources 

-345 smsGetDrvrErr 

- 346 smBadsP~rErr 

-347 smBytelanesErr 

-348 smOffsetErr 

- 349 smNoGoodOpens 

-350 smSRTOvrFIErr 

-351 smRecNotFnd 

Misc. Device Manager Errors 
-360 slotNum Err 

-400 gcrOnMFMErr 

Edition Manager Errors 
-450 editionMgrlnitErr 

-451 bad Section Err 

-452 notRegisteredSectionErr 

-454 badSubPartErr 

- 460 multiplePublisherWrn 

-461 containerNotFoundWrn 

-463 notThePublisherWrn 

SCSI Manager Errors 
-470 scsiBadPBErr 

-471 scsiOverrun Err 

-472 scsiTransferErr 

-473 scsiBusTOErr 

-474 scsiSelec~TOErr 

-475 scsiTimeOutErr 

-476 scsiBusResetErr 

-477 scsiBadStatus 

-478 scsiNoStillusErr 

-479 scsilinkFaiiErr 

-489 scsiUnimpVctErr 

Selector out of bounds error; function not 
implemented 

NewPtr error 

BlockMove error 

Status of slot= fail 

Error occurred during sGetDrvrName 

Error occurred during sDisDrvrName 

No more sResources *OR* 

Specified sResource data structure not found 

Error occurred during sGetDriver 

Bad pointer was passed to sCaldsPointer function 

Bytel anes field in card 's format b lock was 
determined to be zero 

Offset was too big (temporary, should be fixed) 

No opens were successful in the loop 

SRT over flow 

Record not found in the SRT 

Invalid slot II error 

gcr format on high density media error 

Manager not initialized or could not load package 

Not a valid section type 

Not registered 

Bad edition container spec or invalid edition 
container 

Already is a publisher 

Alias was not resolved 

Not the publisher 

Invalid field(s) in the parameter block 

Attempted to transfer too many bytes 

Write flag conflicts with data transfer phase 

Bus error during transfer 

scsiSeiTO exceeded (selection failed) 

scsiReqTO exceeded 

Bus was reset, so your request was aborted 

Non-zero (not "Good") status returned 

Device did not go through a status phase 

Linked command never executed 

Unimplemented routine was called 



DeBugger Errors 915 

DeBugger Errors 
(SysErrs used instead of lnllne $A9FF & $ABFF) 
-490 userBreak User debugger break 

-491 strUserBreak User debugger break - display string on stack 

-492 exUserBreak User debugger break -execute commands on stack 

Misc. QulckDraw, TextEdlt and 0/S Errors 
-500 rgnTooBigErr Bit map would convert into a region greater than 

64K 

- 501 teScrapSizeErr 

- 502 hwParamrErr 

Process Manager Errors 
- 600 procNotFound 

- 601 memFragErr 

- 602 appModeErr 

- 603 protocol Err 

- 604 hardwareConfigErr 

- 605 appMemFuiiErr 

- 606 applsDaemon 

-607 bufferlsSmall 

- 608 noOutstandingHLE 

- 609 connectionlnvalid 

-610 noUserlnteractionAIIowed 

VIrtual Memory Dispatch Errors 
- 620 notEnoughMemoryErr 

- 621 notHeldErr 

Scrap item too big for text edit reco.d 

Bad selector for HWPriv 

No eligible process with specified process serial 
number 

Not enough room to launch application with 
special requirements 

Memory mode is 32-bit, but application is not 32-
bit clean 

App made module calls in improper order 

Hardware configuration not correct for cal l 

Partition size specified in 'SIZE' resource is not big 
enough for launch 

Application is background-only 

Buffer is too small 

No outstanding high-level event 

Connection is invalid 

Attempted PostHighLeveiEvent from background 
and no session yet established 

Insufficient physical memory 

Specified range of memory is not held 

- 622 cannotMakeContiguousErr Cannot make specified range contiguous 

- 623 notLockedErr Specified range of memory is not locked 

- 624 interruptsMaskedErr Called with interrupts masked 

-625 cannotDeferErr Unable to defer additional user functions 

Database Access (PACK13) Errors 
- 800 rcDBNull The data item was NULL 

- 801 rcDBValue Data available or successfully retrieved 

- 802 rcDBError Error executing function 

-803 rcDBBadType Next data item not of requested data type 

- 804 rcDBBreak Function timed out 

(continues) 
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Database Access (PACK13) Errors 
- 805 rcDBExec 

-806 rcDBBadSessiD 

-807 rcDBBadSessNum 

-808 rcDBBadDDEV 

- 809 rcDBAsyncNotSupp 

- 810 rcDBBadAsyncPB 

-811 rcDBNoHandler 

-812 

- 813 

Balloon Help Manager Errors 
-850 hmHelpDisabled 

-85 1 hmResNotFound 

.. -852 hmMemFuiiErr 

-853 hmBalloonAborted 

- 854 hmSameAslastBalloon 

- 855 hmHelpManager 

- 856 hmBadSelector 

- 857 hmSkippedBalloon 

- 858 hmWrongVersion 

-859 hmUnknownHelpType 

- 860 hmCouldNotloadPackage 

-861 hmOperationUnsupported 

- 862 hmNoBalloonUp 

-863 hmCioseViewActive 

AppleTalk PPC Toolbox Errors 
- 900 notlnitErr 

-902 nameTypeErr 

- 903 noPortErr 

- 904 noGiobalsErr 

- 905 locaiOnlyErr 

- 906 destPortErr 

-907 sessTableErr 

- 908 noSessionErr 

Query currently executing 

Session 10 is invalid 

Invalid session number 

Couldn't find the specified database extension, or 
error occurred in opening database extension 

Database extension does not support asynchronous 
calls 

Invalid parameter block specified 

No handler for this data type installed for the 
current application 

Wrong version number 

lnit08Pack function has not yet been called 

Help balloons are not enabled 

Uknown 

Uknown 

Because of constant cursor movement, the help 
balloon wasn't displayed 

Menu and item are same as previous menu and 
item 

Notlnited Help menu not set up 

Uknown 

No balloon content to fill in 

Wrong version of Help Manager resource 

Help message record contained a bad type 

Uknown 

Bad method parameter 

No balloon showing 

User using Close View won't let you remove 
balloon 

PPC Toolbox has not been initialized yet 

Invalid or inappropriate locationKindSelector in 
location name 

Invalid port name; unable to open port or bad port 
reference number 

System unable to allocate memory, critical error 

Network activity is currently disabled 

Port does not exist at destination 

PPC Toolbox is unable to create a session 

Invalid session reference number 



AppleTalk PPC Toolbox Errors 
-909 badReqErr 

- 91 0 portNameExistsErr 

- 911 noUserNameErr 

- 912 userRejectErr 

- 915 no Response Err 

-916 portCiosedErr 

-917 sessCiosedErr 

- 919 badPortNameErr 

- 922 noDefaultUserErr 

- 923 notloggedlnErr 

- 924 noUserRefErr 

- 925 network Err 

- 926 nolnformErr 

- 927 authFaiiErr 

- 928 noUserRecErr 

- 930 badServiceMethodErr 

- 931 badlocNameErr 

- 932 guestNotAIIowedErr 

AppleTalk NBP Errors 
-1024 nbpBuffOvr 

-1025 nbpNoConfirm 

-1026 nbpConfDiff 

- 1027 nbpDuplicate 

-1028 nbpNotFound 

- 1029 nbpNISErr 

AppleTalk ASP (XPP Driver) Errors 
- 1066 aspBadVersNum 

- 1067 aspBufT ooSmall 

- 1068 aspNoMoreSess 

- 1069 aspNoServers 

- 1070 aspParamErr 

- 1071 aspServerBusy 

- 1072 aspSessCiosed 

- 1073 aspSizeErr 

-1074 aspTooMany 

-1 075 asp NoAck 

DeBugger Errors 917 

Bad parameter or invalid state for this operation 

Another port is already open with this name 

User name unknown on destination machine 

Destination rejected the session request 

Unable to contact application 

The port was closed 

The session has closed 

PPC port record is invalid 

User has not specified owner name in Sharing 
Setup control panel 

Default user reference number does not yet exist 

Unable to create a new user reference number 

An error has occurred in the network 

PPCStart failed because target application did not 
have an inform pending 

User's password is w rong 

Invalid user reference number 

Service method is other than ppcServiceReaiTime 

Location name is invalid 

Destination port requires authentication 

Buffer overflow in LookupName 

Name not confirmed on ConfirmName 

Name confirmed at different socket 

Duplicate name exists already 

Name not found on remove 

Error trying to open the NIS 

Server cannot support this ASP version 

Buffer too small 

No more sessions on server 

No servers at that address 

Parameter error 

Server cannot open another session 

Session closed 

Command block too big 

Too many clients (server error) 

No ack on attention request (server error) 

(continues) 
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AppleTalk ATP Errors 
-1096 reqFailed 

- 1097 tooManyReqs 

- 1098 tooManySkts 

- 1099 badATPSkt 

- 1100 badBuffNum 

- 1101 noReiErr 

- 1102 cbNotFound 

-1103 noSendResp 

- 11 04 noDataArea 

-1105 reqAborted 

AppleTalk DSP Errors 
- 1273 errOpenDenied 

- 1274 errDSPQueueSize 

- 1275 errFwdReset 

- 1276 err At tention 

- 1277 errOpening 

- 1278 errS tate 

- 1279 err Aborted 

- 1280 errRefNum 

New HFS Errors 
- 1300 fidNotFound 

- 1301 lid Exists 

- 1302 notAFileErr 

-1303 d iffVoiErr 

-1304 catChangedErr 

-1305 desktopDamagedErr 

AppleEvent Errors 
- 1700 errAECo~rcionFa i l 

- 1701 errAEDescNotFound 

- 1702 errAECorruptData 

- 1703 errAEWrongDataType 

- 1704 errAENotAEDesc 

- 1705 errAEBadlistltem 

- 1706 errAENewerVersion 

Request to contact router failed: retry count 
exceeded 

Too many concurrent requests 

Too many concurrent-responding sockets 

Bad ATP-responding socket 

Bad response buffer number specified 

No release received 

Control Block not found; no pending asynchronous 
calls 

AddResponse issued without SendResponse 

No data area for request to MPP 

ERdCancel function called for this ERead 
[SendRequest aborted by ReiTCB) 

Open request denied by recipient 

Send or receive queue is too small 

Read terminated by forward reset 

Attention message too long 

Attempt to open connection failed 

Bad connection state for this operation 

Request aborted by dspRemove or dspCiose 
function 

Bad connection reference number 

File 10 not found [No file thread exists] 

File 10 already exists 

Specified file is a directory 

Files on differen t volumes 

Catalog has changed and CatPosit ion may be 
invalid 

The desktop database has become corrupted-the 
Finder will fix this, but if your application is not 
running with the Finder, use DTReset or DTDelete 

Data could not be coerced to the requested 
descriptor type 

Descriptor record was not found 

Data in an Apple event could not be read 

Wrong descriptor type 

Not a valid descriptor record 

Operation involving a list item failed 

Need a newer version of the Apple Event Manager 
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AppleEvent Errors 
-1 707 errAENotAppleEvent Event is not an Apple event 

- 1 708 errAEEventNotHandled Event wasn't handled by an Apple event handler 

- 1709 errAEReplyNotValid AEResetTimer was passed an invalid reply 

- 1710 errAEUnknownSendMode Invalid sending mode was passed 

- 1711 errAEWaitCanceled User canceled out of wait loop for reply or receipt 

- 1712 errAETimeout Apple event timed out 

- 1713 errAENoU serl nteraction No user interaction allowed 

-1714 errAENotASpeciaiFunction Wrong keyword for a specia l function 

-1 715 errAEParamMissed Handler did not get all required parameters 

- 1716 errAEU nknownAddressType Unknow n Apple event address type 

- 1717 errAEHandlerNotFound No handler found for an Apple event or a coercion 

- 1718 errAEReplyNotArrived Reply has not yet arrived 

- 1719 errAEIIIegallndex Not a va lid list index 

AppleTalk ATP Errors 
- 3101 buf2Sma11 Err Packet too large for buffer; partial data returned 

- 3102 noMPPErr No MPP error 

-3103 ckSumErr Check sum error 

-3104 extractErr Extraction error 

- 3105 readQErr Read queue error 

-3106 atpl enErr ATP length error 

- 3107 atpBadRsp ATP bad response error 

-3108 recNotFnd Record not found 

-3109 sktCiosedErr Socket closed error 

Print Manager with LaserWriter Errors 
-4096 Unknown No free Connect Control Blocks available 

-4097 Unknown Bad connection reference number 

-4098 Unknown Request already active 

-4099 Unknown Write request too big 

-4100 Unknown Connection just closed 

-4101 Printer not found, or closed 

File Manager Extension and AppleTalk AFP Errors 
- 5000 access Denied Incorrect access for this file/folder 

- 5006 DenyConflict 

- 5015 NoMorelocks 

-5020 RangeNotl ocked 

-5021 RangeOverlap 

Appletalk AFP Errors 
-5000 afpAccessDenied 

Permission/Deny mode conflicts w ith the current 
mode in which this fork is already open 

Byte range locking failure from Server 

Attempt to unlock an already unlocked range 

Attempt to lock some of an already locked range 

AFP Access denied 

(continues) 
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APPLETALK AFP ERRORS 

-5001 afpAuthContinue AFP Authorization continue 

-5002 afpBadUAM AFP Bad UAM 

-5003 afpBadVersNum AFP Bad version number 

- 5004 afpBitmQpErr AFP Bit map error 

-5005 afpCantMove AFP Can't move error 

- 5006 afpDenyCon flict AFP Deny confl ict 

- 5007 afpDirN9tEmpty AFP Dir not empty 

- 5008 afpDiskFull AFP Disk full 

-5009 afpEofError AFP End-of-File error 

- 5010 afpFileBvsy AFP File busy 

-501 1 afpFiatVo AFP Flat volume 

- 5012 afpltemNotFound AFP Information not found 

- 5013 afplockErr AFP Lock error 

-5014 afpMiscErr AFP Mise error 

- 5015 afpNoMorelocks AFP No more locks 

- 5016 afpNoServer AFP No server 

- 5017 afpObjectExists AFP Object already exists 
I 

- 5018 afpObjectNotFound AFP Object not found 
I 

- 5019 afpParm,Err AFP Parm error 

- 5020 afpRangeNotlocked AFP Range not locked 

- 5021 afpRangeOverlap AFP Range overlap 

-5022 afpSessCiosed AFP Session closed 

-5023 afpUserNotAu th AFP User not authorized 

-5024 afpCaiiNotSupported AFP Call not supported 

-5025 afpObje~:tTypeErr AFP Object-type error 

-5026 afpTooManyFilesOpen AFP Too many files open 

- 5027 afpServerGoingDown AFP Server going down 

-5028 afpCantRename AFP Can't rename 

-5029 afpDirN9tFound AFP Directory not found 

- 5030 afplconTypeError Size of new icon and one it replaces don't match 

-5031 afpVoiLocked Volume is Read-Only 

-5032 afpObje~tlocked Object is M /R/D/W inhibited 

Negative ID Codes 
SysEnvlrons Errors 
- 5500 envNotPresent SysEnvirons trap not present - returned by glue 

-5501 envBadVers Version non-positive 

-5502 envVersTooBig Version bigger than call can handle 



Gestalt Errors 
-5550 gestaltUnknownErr 

- 55 51 gestaltUndefSelectorErr 

- 5552 gestaltDupSelectorErr 

-5553 gestaltlocationErr 

LaserWrlter Driver Errors 
-8132 Unknown 

- 8133 Unknown 

-8150 Unknown 

-8151 Unknown 

- 8150 Unknown 

- 8160 Unknown 

Plctlnfo Errors 
- 11 000 pictlnfoVersionErr 

- 11 001 pictlnfoiDErr 

- 11 002 pictlnfoVerbErr 

- 11 003 cantl oadPickMethodErr 

- 11004 colorsRequestedErr 

- 11 005 pictureDataErr 

Power Manager Errors 
- 13000 pmBusyErr 

-13001 pmReplyTOErr 

- 13002 pmSendStartErr 

- 13003 pmSendEndErr 

- 13004 pmRecvStartErr 

- 13005 pm RecvEnd Err 

MacTCP Errors 
- 23000 ipBadl apErr 

- 23001 ipBadCnfgErr 

- 23002 ipNoCnfgErr 

- 23003 ipl oadErr 

- 23004 ipBadAddr 

- 23005 connectionCiosing 

- 23006 invalid l ength 

-23007 connection Exists 

- 23008 connectionDoesntExist 
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Could not obtain the response 

Undefined selector 

Selector already exists 

Function not in system heap 

Manual Feed time out 

General PostScript Error 

No LaserWriter chosen 

Version mismatch between LaserPrep dictionaries 

No laserPrep dictionary installed 

Zoom scale factor out of range 

Version number not zero 

Invalid Pictlnfo ID 

Invalid verb combination specified 

Custom pick method not in resource chain 

Number out of range or greater than passed to 
NewPictlnfo 

Inva lid picture data 

Power Manager IC stuck busy 

Timed out waiting to begin reply handshake 

Power Manager IC did not start handshake 

During send, Power Manager did not finish 
handshake 

During receive, Power Manager did not start 
handshake 

During receive, Power Manager did not finish 
handshake 

Bad network configuration 

Bad IP configuration error 

Missing IP or LAP configuration error 

Error in MacTCP load 

Error in getting address 

Connection in closing 

Unknown 

Request conflicts with existing connection 

Connection does not exist 

(continues) 
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MacTCP Errors 
-23009 insufficientResources Insufficient resources to perform request 

-23010 invalidStreamPtr Unknown 

- 23011 streamAfreadyOpen Unknown 

- 23012 connection Terminated Unknown 

-23013 invalidBI,lfPtr Unknown 

- 23014 invalidROS Unknown 

-23014 invalidWDS Unknown 

- 23015 openFailed Unknown 

- 2301 6 commandTimeout Unknown 

- 23017 duplicateSocket Unknown 

-23030 ipOpen~rotErr Can't open new protocol, table full 

-23031 ipCioseProtErr Can't find protocol to close 

- 23032 ipDontFragErr Packet too large to send w/o fragmenting 

- 23033 ipDestDeadErr Destination not responding 

-23034 ipBadWDSErr Error in WDS format 

-23035 icmpEchoTimeoutErr ICMP echo timed out 

-23036 ipNoF ra~MemErr No memory to send fragmented pkt 

- 23037 ipRoutegrr Can't route packet off-net 

- 23041 nameSyntaxErr Unknown 

-23042 cacheFat,Jit Unknown 

- 23043 noResultProc Unknown 

- 23044 noNameServer Unknown 

-23045 authNameErr Unknown 

- 23046 noAnsErr Unknown 

- 23047 dnrErr Unknown 

- 23048 outOfM~mory Unknown 

Slot Manager Primary or Secondary lnlt Code Errors 
- 32768 svTempOisable Temporarily disable card but run primary init 

-32640 svDisabled Reserve - 32640 to -32768 for Apple temp disables 
Internal 

Sad Mac Error Codes on the Original ROMs 
(128K, 512K, 512Ke, Plus) 
vVhen you p ress the inte rrupt bu tton on the side o f your Macintosh when booting, you 
should get a sad Mac ico,n with 'Or:GOOD' and some bi ts cycling under the ico n indicating 
it is performing a m emory test. 

This n umeric code is in two pa rts: the first two characters a re the class code, and the 
second four are the sub c;ode. The class code tells what part of th e d iagnostic program 
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found the error and the sub class code tells what the error was. In the case of a bad RAM 
chip, the sub class identi fies the bad chip (this was very helpful to homegrown 
upgraders). 

Class Code Sub Code 

1 = ROM test failed Meaningless 

2 = Memory test - bus subtest Identifies bad chips 

3 = Memory test - byte write Identifies bad chips 

4 = Memory test- Mod3 test Identifies bad chips 

5 = Memory test - address uniqueness Identif ies bad ch ips 

Single Chip Identification 

Data Bit Location Sub Code Bits 

0 F5 0001 

1 F6 0002 

2 F7 0004 

3 F8 0008 

4 F9 0010 

5 F1 0 0020 

6 Fll 0040 

7 F1 2 0080 

8 G5 0100 

9 G6 0200 

10 G7 0400 

11 G8 0800 

12 G9 1000 

13 G10 2000 

14 Gll 4000 

15 G12 8000 

Class Code Sub Code 

F = Exception 0001 Bus error 

0002 Address error 

0003 Il legal instruction 

0004 Zero divide 

0005 Check instruction 

0006 Traps instruction 

0007 Privilege violation 

0008 Trace 

(continues) 
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Class Code Sub Code 

0009 Line 1010 

OOOA Line 1111 

OOOB Other exception 

OOOC Nothing 

0000 NMI (normal indication) 

0064 Couldn't read system file into Memory 

Macintosh SE and Macintosh II ROMs 
The Sad Mac error codes have been changed to incorporate additional power for testi ng 
and to support the 32-bit world. Generally, the same codes are used for 68000 exceptions 
as the Macintosh; however they are displayed differently. 

The traditiona l Macinto~h error codes are d isplayed li ke this: 

OF0003 

Where "F" indicates an exception occurred, and "3" indicates an illegal instruction oc
curred. On the Macintosh SE and If, the d isplay would appear as: 

OF0003 

Please note that 00000003 is a hex number. 

The new power-on erro r codes h ave the following format: 

XXXXYYYY 
ZZZZZZ2Z 

Where XXXX is interna l test manager state info rmation (ignore this), YYYY contains 
codes that indicate either an exception code or the test n umber for a power on test fa il
ure. The ZZZZZZZZ code contains additiona l failure info rmati.on to h elp track down the 
problem. 
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VYYY Error Codes 

$0001 

$0002 

$0003 

$0004 

$0005 

$0006 

$0007 

$0008 

$0009 

$000A 

$000B 

$000( 

$000D 

$000E 

$000F 

$FFxx 

The ROM checksum test fai led. Ignore the Z field. 

The first small chunk of RAM to be tested failed. The Z field indicates which RAM 
Bit(s) fa iled. This small chunk of RAM is always in bank B. 
Example: $AABBCCDD 

AA=8-bit mask for bits 31-24 
BB=8-bit mask for bits 23- 16 
CC=8-bit mask for bits 15- 8 
DD=8-bit mask for bits 7-0 

The RAM test fai led while testing bank B, after passing the chunk tested for code 
$0002. The Z field indica tes which bits failed as in code $0002. 

The RAM test fai led w hile testing bank A. The Z field indicates which bits failed as 
in code $0002. 

The RAM External addressing test failed. The Z field indicates a failed address line. 

Unable to properly address the VIA 1 chip. The Z field is not applicable. 

Unable to properly address the VIA2 chip (Macintosh II only). The Z field is not 
a licable. 

Unable to properly access the Front Desk Bus. The Z field is not applicable. 

Unable to properly access the MMU. The Z field is not applicable. 

Unable to properly access NuBus. The Z field is not applicable. 

Unable to properly access the SCSI Chip. The Z field is not applicable. 

Unable to properly access the IWM chip. The Z field is not applicable. 

Unable to properly access the SCC Chip. The Z field is not applicable. 

Failed data bus test. The Z field indicated the bad bit(s) as a 32-bit mask for bits 
0- 31. Th is may indicate either a bad SIMM or data bus fai lure. 

Reserved for Macintosh compatibility. 

A 680xx exception occurred during power on testing. The xx indicates the 
exception: 

$01 - Bus Error 

$02 - Address Error 

$03 - Illegal Instruction Error 

$04 - Zero Divide 

$05 - Check Instruction 

$06 - cpTrapCC, Trap CC, Trap V 

$07- Privilege violation 

$08 - Trace 

$09- Line A 

$0A- Line F 

$0B- Unassigned 

$0C - CP protocol violation 

SOD - Format exception 

$0E - Spurious in terrupt 

$OF - Trap 0- 15 exception 

(continues) 
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VVVV Error Codes 
$10 - Interrupt Level 1 

$11 - Interrupt Level 2 

$12 - Interrupt Level 3 

$13- Interrupt Level 4 

$14 - Interrupt Level 5 

$15 - Interrupt Level 6 

$16 - Interrupt Level 7 

$17 - FPCP bra or set on unordered condition 

$18- P:PCP inexact result 

$1 9- FPCP divide by zero 

$1A- FPCP underflow 

$1 B- FPCP operand error 

$1 C - FPCP overflow 

$1 D - FPCP signalling NAN 

$1 E- PMMU configuration 

$1 F - PMMU illegal operation 

$20 - PM MU access level violation 

Macintosh Portable ROMs 
The bootup code in the Macin tosh Portable contains a series of startup tests that are run 
to ensure that the fundamental operations of the machine are working properly. If any 
of those tests fa il, a Sad Mac icon appears on-screen with a code below that describes 
wha t failure occurred. Here is a typical example of a Sad Mac d isplay with an erro r code 
below it: 

The two codes are actually the conten ts o f the two CPU data registers 06 and 0 7. The 

[! 
____.., 07 .L 

054 6 0 28 3---
ee oeB 6 DB ............... 

~ OO .L 

upper word (upper 4 hex digits, in this case 0546) of 07 contains miscellaneous flags that 
arc used by the start-up test rout ines and are unimportant to just about everybody except 
a few test engineers with in Apple. The lower word of 0 7 is the ma jor error code. The 
majo r erro r code identifies the general area the test rou tines were in when a failure oc
curred . 0 6 is the minor ~rror and usually conta ins additional info rma tion about the 
fail ure, someth ing like a failed bit mask. 



05460293 

test ....... ~ 
1

~major 
flags error 

00906506 

minor error 
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The major erro r is further broken into the upper byte that contains the number of any 
68000 exception that occurred ($00 meaning that no exception occurred) and the lower 
byte that usually contains the tes t that was being run at the time of failure. If an unex
pected exception occurred during a particular test, the exception number is logically 
ORed into the major error code. This way bo th the exception that occurred as well as the 
test that was running can be decoded from the majo r error code: 

8203 

58000 ,.....-~test 
e xcep tion code 

In this example, the code says that an address error exception ($0200) occurred during 
the RAM test for bank A ($03); $0200 ORed with $03 = $0203. 

Major Error Codes 
Below is a brief description of the various test codes that might appear in the ma jor error 
code: 

Caution 

Some of these codes may mean slightly different things in Macintosh models other than the 
Macintosh Portable. These descriptions describe specifically how they are used in the Macintosh 
Portable. 

$01 

$02 

$05 

$06 

ROM test fai led. Minor error code is $FFFF, means 
nothing. 

RAM test fa iled. Minor error code indicates which 
RAM bits failed. 

RAM external addressing test failed. Minor error 
code indicates a fai led address line. 

Unable to properly access the VIA 1 chip during VIA 
initialization. Minor error code not applicable. 

(continues) 
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$08 

SOB 

$0C 

$00 

$0E 

$10 

$11 

$12 

$13 

$14 

$15 

$16 

Data bus test at location eight bytes off of top of 
memory failed. Minor error code indicates the bad 
bits as a 16-bit mask for bits 15-00. This may 
indicate either a bad RAM chip or data bus failure. 

Unable to properly access the SCSI chip. Minor 
error code not applicable. 

Unable to properly access the IWM (or SWIM) chip. 
Minor error code not applicable. 

Not applicable to Macintosh Portable. Unable to 
properly access the SCC chip. Minor error code not 
a licable. 

Data bus test al location $0 fai led. Minor error 
code indicates the bad bits as a 16-bit mask for bits 
15-00. This may indicate either a bad RAM chip or 
data bus failure. 

Video RAM test fa iled. Minor error code indicates 
which RAM bits failed. 

Video RAM addressing test failed. M inor error code 
contains the following: 
upper word failed address(1 6-bit) 
msb of lower word = data written 
lsb of lower word data read 
Data value written also indicates which address line 
is being actively tested. 

Deleted 

Deleted 

Power Manager processor was unable to turn on all 
the power to the board. This may have been due 
to a communication problem with the Power 
Manager. If so, the minor error code contains a 
Power Manager error code, explained in the next 
section. 

Power Manager failed its self-test. Minor error code 
contains the following: 

msw = Error status of transmission to power 
manager. 

lsw = Power Manager self-test results (0 means it, 
non-zero means it failed) 

A failure occurred while trying to size and configure 
the RAM. Minor error code not applicable. 

Minor Error Codes-Power Manager 
Processor Failures 
I f a communicatio n problem occurs during communicat ion w ith the Power Manager , the 

following erro r codes appear som ewhere in t he minor error code (usually in the lower 

h alf of the cod e but not a lways): 
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$CD38 Power Manager was never ready to start handshake. 

$CD37 Timed out waiting for reply to initial handshake. 

$CD36 During a send, Power Manager did not start a handshake. 

$CD35 During a send, Power Manager did not finish a handshake. 

$CD34 During a receive, Power Manager did not start a handshake. 

$CD33 During a receive, Power Manager did not fi nish a handshake. 

Diagnostic Code Summary 
Below is a summarized version of the Sad Mac error codes: 

Test Codes 

$01 ROM checksum test. 

$02 RAM test. 

$05 RAM addressing test. 

$06 VIA 1 chip access. 

$08 Data bus test at top of memory. 

$06 SCSI chip access. 

$0C IWM (or SWIM) chip access. 

$0D Not applicable to Macintosh Portable. sec chip access. 

$0E Data bus test at location SO. 

$10 Video RAM test. 

$11 Video RAM addressing lest. 

$14 Power Manager board power on. 

$15 Power Manager self-test. 

$16 RAM sizing. 

Power Manager Communication Error Codes 

$CD38 Initial handshake. 

$CD37 No reply to initial handshake. 

$CD36 During a send, no start of a handshake. 

$CD35 During a send, no finish of a handshake. 

$CD34 During a receive, no start of a handshake. 

$CD33 During a receive, no finish of a handshake. 

CPU Exception Codes {As Used by the Startup Tests) 

$0100 Bus error exception code 

$0200 Address error exception code 

(continues) 
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CPU Exception Code s (As Used by the Startup Tests) Continued 

$0300 Illegal error exception code 

$0400 Zero divide error exception code 

$0500 Check inst error exception code 

$0600 cpTrapcc,Trapcc,TrapV exception code 

$0700 Privilege violation exception code 

$0800 Trace exception code 

$0900 Line A exception code 

$0AOO Line F exception code 

$0800 Unassigned exception code 

$0COO CP protocol violation 

$0000 Format exception 

$0EOO Spurious interrupt exception code 

$0FOO Trap inst exception code 

$1000 Interrupt level 1 

$1100 Interrupt level 2 

$1200 Interrupt level 3 

$1300 Interrupt level 4 

$1400 Interrupt level 5 

$1500 Interrupt level 6 

$1600 Interrupt level 7 

Virus Listing 
The following is a listing of known Macintosh Viruses. Thanks to j ohn Norstad's excel
lent Disinfectant Program for some of the Virus .I nfo used here. 

HC 
This virus infects only HyperCard stacks and can only spread through HyperCard stacks. 
When an infected stack is run, the Macintosh may hum strangely and HyperCard paint
ing tool symbols appear a t random parts of the screen. 

The Scores VIrus 
The Scores v irus was writ~en by a disgruntled programmer. It attacks only two applica
tions which were under development at h is former company. Neither of the two applica
tions were ever released to the general public. Scores was first discovered in the spring of 
1988. 

Scores is also sometimes referred to as the "Eric," "Vu lt," "NASA," and "San jose Flu" 
virus. 

There is an easy way to see if you have a Scores infection. Open your System folder and 
check the icons (View by Icon under the Views menu) for the Note Pad and Scrapbook 
files. They should have distinctive icons under System 7 o r look like little Maclntoshes 
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under System 6. If instead the icons look like blank sheets of paper with turned-down 
corners, there is a good chance your sofhvare may have been infected by scores. 

D . ~ D 
Note Pad File Note Pad File Note Pad File 

~ 
. ~ D 

Scrapbook File Scrapbook File Scrapbook File 

Norma 1 Healthy Normal Healthy Macintosh 

System 7 System 6 Infected 

Macintosh Macintosh with Scores 

It is possible to be on ly partiall y infected by the Scores virus and still have no rmal Note 
Pad and Scrapbook icons. I sti ll recommend that you run Disinfectant to make sure your 
Macintosh is not infected, even if you have no rmal icons. 

Scores infects your System, Note Pad, and Scrapbook system files. It also creates h'Vo in
visible fifes in your System folder named "Scores" and "Desktop." You cannot see invis
ible fi les without the aid of ResEdit (available from most online services). Do not confuse 
Scores' invisible Desktop file with the Finder's invisible Desktop fife; they have nothing 
to do with each o ther. The Finder's Desktop file lives a t the root level o n your disk, out
side the system folder. On the other hand, Scores' Desktop file fives inside the System 
fo lder. Also, Scores' Desktop file has an extra space character at the end of its name. 

Scores canno t and does no t infect o r modify document fil es, only applications and 
system files. 

Sco res gets its name from the invisible "Scores" document it creates. 

Two days after your system becomes infected, Scores begins to spread to each application 
you run. The infection occurs between two and three minutes after you begin the appli 
cation. The Finder and DA Handler usually also become infected . For technical reasons, 
some applications are immune to infection . 

Scores does not intentionally try to do any damage o ther than to spread itself and attack 
h'Vo specific appl ications (never released to the public). It does occupy memory and disk 
space, however, and thi s can cause problems all by itself. People have reported errors 
printing and using MacDraw and Excel. There are also several errors in Scores which 
could cause system crashes or other erroneous behavior. 

There is a serious conflic t beh'Veen Scores and Apple's System Software release 6.0.4 and 
later System 6 releases. ln System 6.0.4, Apple began using some resources with the same 
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type 10 as those used by Scores. When Scores infects the system file, it replaces Apple's 
versions o f these resources with the Scores viral versions of the resources. Once the virus 
has been deleted you should immediately replace the System with an original "clean" 
copy of the system file. 

The nVIR Virus 
The nVIR virus first appeared in Europe in 1987 and in the United states in ea rly 1988 . 
At least one variation of the virus was written. We know of two strains, which are called 
"nVIR A" and "nVIR B." This virus is a lso known as Hpat, nPLU, AIDS, MEV#, nCAM, 
and prod. 

There are reports of an ea rlier version of nVIR which was malicious. It destroyed fi les in 
the System folder. This earlie r version appears to be extinct, and anti-virus programmers 
have been unable to obtl}in a copy. 

nVIR is simpler than Scores. It infects the system file, but it does not infect the Note Pad 
o r Scrapbook fi les and does no t create any invisible fi les. nVIR begins spreading to other 
applications immediately, without the two-day delay of the Scores virus. Whenever a 
new application is run, it becomes infected immediately. As with Scores, some applica
tions are immune to in fection; the Finder and DA Handler usually become infected, and 
document files are no t infected o r modified. 

At first nVIR A and 13 o n ly replicate. When the system file is first infected, a counter is 
ini tialized to 1000. The counter is decremented by o ne each time the system is started 
up and it is decremented by t\VO each time an infected application is run. 

When the counter reaches zero, nVIR A will sometimes either say "Don't panic" (if 
MacinTalk is insta lled in the System folder) o r beep . This wi ll happen o n system startup 
with a p robabili ty of 1/1 6. It will a lso happen, with a probability of 15/128, when an 
infected application is run. In addition, when an infected application is run, nVIR A may 
say "Don't panic" o r beep twice with a probability of l/256. 

When the counter reaches zero, nVIR B will sometimes beep. The beep will happen o n a 
system startup with a probabi li ty of I/8. A single beep wi ll happen, with a probability of 
7/32, when an infected application is run. A double-beep will happen, with a probability 
of 1/64, when an infected application is run. 

It is possible for nVIR A and nVIR 13 to mate and reproduce, resulting in new viruses 
combin ing parts of their parents. 

Unlike Scores, there is no way to tell that you have an nVIR virus unless you run an anti
virus program. 

The nVIR v irus got its name because one of the viral resources added to infected fil es is 
resource type "nVIR." 

The INIT 29 Virus 
The JNIT 29 v irus appeared in late 1988; not much is known about its origin. 
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!NIT 29 is extremely virulent, and it spreads very rapidly. Unlike Scores and nVIR, you do 
not have to run an application for it to become infected. Also, unlike Scores and n VIR, 
I NIT 29 can and will infect a lmost any file, including applicatio ns, system files, and 
documen t files. Document files a re on ly infected; they are no t contagious. The virus 
spreads only through system files and application fi les. 

I NIT 29 has one side effect which reveals its presence. If you try to in sert a locked floppy 
d isk o n a system infected by IN IT 29, you get the follow ing a lert: 

The disk "xxxxxx" needs minor repairs. 

Do you want to repai r it? 

If you see this alert whenever you insert a locked floppy, it is a good indicatio n that your 
system is infected by INIT 29. 

As with Scores and nVIR, INIT 29 does not intentionally try to do a ny damage o ther than 
spread itself. Nevertheless, it can cause problems. In particular, some people have re
ported problem s printing on systems infected with !NIT 29. Users have also experienced 
many system crashes, problem s with Mult i Finder under System 6, and in compatibilities 
with several startup documents o n Macs with INIT 29. 

One of the v iral resources added to infected files by !N IT 29 has the resource type "!NIT" 
and the resource 10 29, after w hi ch the virus was named. 

The ANTI Virus 
There a re two known strains o f the ANTI vi rus. Both stra ins were first discovered in 
France. The ANTI A stra in was d iscovered in February 1989 , fo llowed by the ANTI B 
strain discovered in September 1990. 

ANTI d oes not infect the system file. It o nly infects applicatio ns and other files which 
resemble applicatio ns, for example, Finder. ANTI does not in fect document files. It is 
less contagious than the !NIT 29 virus, but mo re con tagio us than the Scores and n VIR 
viruses. It is possible for an application to become infected even if it is never run . 

Due to a technical quirk, ANTI does not spread at all under System 7 or under System 6 
when MultiFinder is in use. It o nl y spreads when f-inder is used under System 6. 

There is an e rro r in ANTI which causes it to sligh tly damage applications. Usually Disin
fectant o r other anti-virus programs ca n repair them, but not perfectly. If you experience 
problems with the applicatio n it sho uld be replaced with a clea n copy o f the application. 

For the technically inclined, the error in ANTI is that it clears a ll the resource a ttributes 
of the CODE 1 resource. Disinfectant has no way to know the values of the original at
tributes, so it leaves them clea red o n the repaired application. The o nly effect of this 
error is that the repaired application may use memory slightly less effici ently than the 
original version, especially o n o ld Maci ntoshes with the 64K ROMs. 

As with other viruses, ANTI does not inten tionally attempt to do an y damage o ther tha n 
spread itself. As with all viruses, however, it can sti ll cause problems. 
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The string 11 ANTI" appears within the virus, giving it its name. 

Even though the B strain of ANTI was not d iscovered until about 19 m onths after the A 
strain, it appears that the B strain was actually written before the A stra in . The A strain of 
the virus contains a special code which neutralizes any copies of the B strain which it 
encounters. It is possible for an application to be infected by both the neutra lized vers ion 
of the B strain and by the A strain. 

Other than the special code in the A strain which looks for and neutralizes the B strain, 
there are only minor technica l differences between the two versions of the v irus. 

The MacMag Virus 
The MacMag vi rus appecued in December 1987. This virus is also known as 11 Drew," 
"Brandow," "Aldus," and 11 Peace." It was named after the Montreal offices o f MacMag 
magazi ne from where it o riginated. 

Unlike the other viruses, MacMag does no t infect applications, only system files. It o rigi
nated as a HyperCard stack named "New Apple Products." The stack conta ined some 
exceptionally poorly d igitized pictures o f the then new Apple scanner. When the stack 
was run, the vi rus spread to the currently active system file. When other floppy disks 
containing system files were subsequently inserted in a floppy d isk drive, the virus 
spread to the system files on the fl oppies. 

Since applications are not infected by MacMag, it spreads much more slowly than the 
o ther v iruses (people share system files much less frequen tly than they share applica
tions). Even though the virus originated on a HyperCard stack, it does not spread to 
other stacks, only to system files. 

MacMag was programmed to wait until March 2, 1988, the anniversary of the introduc
tion of the Mac II. The fi rst time the system was started up on March 2, 1988, the virus 
displayed a m essage of peace on-screen and then deleted itself from the system file. 

Since MacMag was program med to self-destruct, it is unlike ly that your software is in
fected with this virus. 

There are two slightly different versions of MacMag. The differences were minor, and 
bo th versions were programmed to behave identically. 

The WDEF Virus 
The WDEF virus was first discovered in December 1989 in Belgium and in one of our labs 
at Northwestern University. Since the initial discovery, it has also been reported at many 
other locations, and we now know that it is very widespread. We know of two strains, 
which we call "WDEF A" and "WDEF B." 

WDEfo only infects the invisible "Desktop" files used by Finder. With a few exceptions, 
every Macintosh d isk contains one of these files. WDEF does not infect applications, 
document files, or o ther system fil es. Unlike the other viruses, it is not spread th rough 
the sharing of appl ications, but rather through the sharing and distribution of disks (usu
ally floppy disks). 
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WDEF spreads from disk to disk very rapidly. It is no t necessary to run an application fo r 
the vi rus to spread. 

Fortunately for al l o f you System 7 users, System 7 is com plete ly immune to the WDEF 
virus. 

The WDEF A and WDEF B strains are very similar. The o nly significant d ifference is that 
WDH B beeps every time it infects a new Desktop fil e, whereas WDEF A does no t beep. 

Although the virus does no t in tentio nally try to do any damage, WDEF contains errors 
which can cause very seri ous p roblems. In particular, the virus causes newer Mac models 
to crash almost immediately afte r insertion o f an infected fl oppy (I lei and la ter comput
ers). The virus also causes o ther Macs to crash more frequent ly than usual and it can 
damage disks. The virus also causes problems with the proper disp lay of font sty les. In 
particular, it often causes problems with the "outline" font style. Many other symptoms 
have also been reported and it appears that the errors in the vi rus can cause almost any 
kind of problem with the proper function ing of your Macintosh. 

You can remove a WDEF infection from a disk by rebuild ing the deskto p. This is a lso the 
o nly way to get rid of a WDEF in fection under System 7. 

Even though AppleSharc servers do not use the no rmal Finder Desktop file, m any servers 
have an unused copy of this file. If the AppleShare administrato r has granted the "make 
changes" privilege to the root d irectory o n the server, then any infected user of the 
server can infect the Deskto p file on the server. If a server Desktop fi le becomes infected, 
performance o n the network will be severely degraded. For this reason, administrators 
sho uld never grant the "make ch anges" privi lege on server root di rectories. We also 
recom mend dele ting the Desktop file if it ex ists. It does not appear that the virus can 
spread from an AppleShare server to other Macs o n the network. 

The WDEF virus ca n spread from a TOPS server to a TOPS cl ient if a published volume's 
Desktop file is infected and the client mounts the in fected volume. It does n ot appear, 
however, that the vi rus can spread from a TOPS client to a TOPS server. 

If you use ResEdit to search for WDEF resources, do not be alarmed if you find them 
in fil es other than the Finder Desktop files. WDEF resources are a no rmal part of the 
Macintosh operating system. Any WDEF resource in a Finder Desktop file, however, 
is a reason for concern . 

The ZUC Virus 

There are three known strains of the ZUC virus. All o f them were discovered in Ita ly. The 
virus is named after the reported discoverer of the first strain, Don Ernesto Zucch ini. 
ZUC A was discovered in March 1990, ZUC B in November 1990, and ZUC C in june 
1991. 

ZUC o nly infects applicatio ns. It does not infect system files o r document files. Applica
tions do not have to be run to become infected. 

ZUC A and B were timed to activate on March 2, 1990, o r two weeks after an applicatio n 
becomes infected, whichever is later. Before that date, they o nly spread from application 
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to application . After that date, approximately 90 seconds after an infected application is 
run, the cursor begins to behave unusually whenever the mouse button is held down. 
The cursor moves diagona lly across the screen , changing direction and bouncing like a 
billiard ball whenever it reaches any of the four sides of the screen . The cursor stops 
moving when the mouse button is released. 

ZUC C is very similar to ZUC A and B. The only significant differences are that ZUC C 
was timed to cause the unusual cursor behavior only during the period between 13 and 
26 days after an application becomes infected but no t earlier than August 13, 1990, and 
ZUC C causes the cursor to behave unusually approximately 67 seconds rather than 90 
seconds after an infected application is run . 

The behavior o f the ZUC virus is similar to that of a desk accessory named "Bouncy." The 
virus and the desk accesso ry are different and should no t be confused. The desk accessory 
does not spread and it is not a virus. ZUC does spread and it is m ost definitely a virus. 

ZUC has two no ticeable side effects. On some Macintoshes, the A and B strains can cause 
the desktop pattern to change. All three strains can also sometimes cause long delays and 
an unusually large amoun t of disk activity when infected applications are opened. The 
virus also adds 1256 bytes o f code to the end of the first executed CODE resource. 

ZUC can spread over a network from ind ividual Macintoshes to servers and from servers 
to individua l Macintoshes. 

Except for the unusual cursor behavio r, ZUC does not attempt to do any damage. 

ZUC does not change the last mod ification date when it in fects a file, so it is almost 
impossible to trace its source. 

The MDEF VIrus 
There are four known strains of the MDEF virus. All of them were discovered in Ithaca, 
New York. The MDEF A strain was discovered in May 1990 and is also sometimes called 
the "Garfield" virus. The MDEF B strain was discovered in August 1990 and is also some
times called the "Top Cat" virus. The C and D strains were discovered in October 1990 
and january 1991, respectively. 

Prompt action by computer security personnel and investigators of the New York State 
Police resulted in the iden tification of the autho r. The author, a juvenile, was released 
into the custody of his parents after consultation with the district a tto rney. The sam e 
person was responsible for writing the CDEF virus. 

The A, B, and C strains o f MDEF infect bo th applications and the system file. They can 
also infect document files, other system fi les, and Finder Desktop files. The finder and 
DA Handler also become infected. The system file is infected as soon as an infected appli
cation is run. Other applications become infected as soon as they are run on an infected 
system. 

The D strain of MDEF only infects applications, not system files or document files. Appli
cations can becom e infected even if they are never run. An application infected by MDEF 
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D beeps every t ime it is run. We do not believe that the D strain of MDEF was ever re
leased to the public. 

The MDEF viruses do not in tentionally attempt to do any damage, yet they can be harm
fu l. They do not display any messages or pictures. 

The MDEF Band C strains attempt to bypass some of the popular protection !NITs. 

The MDEF C strain contains a serious error which can cause crashes and other problems. 

The MDEF D virus can damage some applications in such a way that they cannot be 
repaired. You should delete any infected applications you have and replace them with 
a clean copy. 

The MDEF viruses are named after the type of resource they use to infect files. MDEF 
resources are a normal part of the Macintosh system, so you should not become alarmed 
if you see them with ResEdit. 

The MDEF, WDEF, and CDEF viruses have similar names, but they are completely differ
ent and should not be confused with each other. 

The Frankie VIrus 

The Frankie virus is very rare. Frankie only affects some kinds of Macintosh emulato rs 
running on Atari computers. We have reports that it was targeted against pirated ver
sions of the Aladdin emulator. It does not affect the Spectre emulator. 

Frankie does not spread o r cause any damage on any of the regular Apple Macintosh 
computers. 

After a time delay, Frankie draws a bomb icon and the message "Frankie says: No more 
piracy!" at the top of the Atari screen, and the proceeds to crash the Atari. 

Frankie only infects applications, not system files or document files. The Finder also 
usually becomes infected . Applications do not have to be run to become infected. For 
technical reasons, the virus only spreads under Finder, not MultiFinder. 

The CDEF VIrus 

The CDEF virus was first discovered in Ithaca, New York, in August 1990. The same per
son who wrote the MDEF virus also wrote the CDEF virus. See the description of the 
MDEF virus for details. The CDEF virus is quite widespread. 

CDEF is very similar to the WDEF virus. It only infects the invisible "Desktop" files used 
by the Finder. It does not infect applications, document files, or other system files. It 
spreads from disk to disk very rapidly. 

Fortunately, System 7 is completely immune to the CDEF virus. 

Although the behavior of the CDEF virus is similar to that of the WDEF virus, it is not a 
clone of WDEF. It is a completely different virus. 

The virus does not intentiona lly try to do any damage. As with all viruses, however, the 
CDEF virus is sti ll dangerous. We have had many reports of problems on CDEF-infected 
systems. 
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As with the WDEF vi rus, you can remove a CDEF infection from a disk by rebuilding the 
desktop. 

The CDEF virus is named after the type of resource it uses to infect files. COEr resources 
are a normal part of the Macintosh operating system, so you should not become alarmed 
if you see them with ResEdit or some other tool. Any CDEF resource in a Finder Desktop 
file is cause for concern. 

A new version of the CDEF virus was discovered in February 1 99:~. There arc only minor 
technical differences between the new version and the original vi rus. 

The MBDF Virus 
The MBDF vi rus was first discovered in Wales in February 1992. Several popular Internet 
archive sites contained some infected games for a short period of time, so a number of 
people around the world were affected. The games were named a "10 Tile Puzzle" and 
"Obnoxious Tetris." 

In addition to these·two games, a third game named "Tetricycle" or "Tetris-rotating" was 
a Tro jan horse which installed the virus. 

Two undergraduate students at Cornell University were quickly appreh ended shortly 
after the virus was discovered. They pleaded guilty to charges of second-degree computer 
tampering fo r writing and spreading the MBDF virus. They were sentenced to commu
nity service and restitution of damages. A third student at Cornell also pleaded guilty to 
a charge for helpin g to spread the virus and was sentenced to community service. 

The MBDF virus infects both applica tions and the system file. It also usually infects the 
Finder and several o ther system files. The system fi le is infected as soon as an infected 
application is run . Other applications become infected as soon as they are run on an 
infected system. 

The MBDF virus is non-malicious, but it can cause damage. In particular, the virus takes 
quite a long time to infect the system file when it first attacks a system. The delay is so 
long that people often th ink that their Mac is hung, so they do a restart. Restarting the 
Mac while the virus is in the process of writing the system file very often results in a 
damaged system file which cannot be repai red. The on ly solution in th is situation is to 
reinstall a new system file from scratch. 

There are also reports that the MBDF vi rus causes problems with the BeHierarchic 
shareware program and reports o f o ther menu-related problems on infected system s. 

The MBDF virus is named after the type of resource it uses to infect files. MBDF resources 
are a normal part of the Macintosh system, so you should not become alarmed if you see 
them with ResEdit. 

Special thanks goes out to the people at Claris who included self-check code in thei r 
Macintosh software products. Their foresight resulted in an early detection of the virus 
and has thus helped the entire Mac community. It is strongly encouraged that other 
vendors consider doing the sa me with their products. 
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There are two known strains of the MBDF virus, MBDF A and MBDf B. There are no sig
nificant differences between the two strains. 

The INIT 1984 Virus 

The !NIT 1984 virus was d iscovered in the Netherlands and in several locations in the 
USA in March 1992. 

!NIT 1984 is a malicio us v irus. It is designed to trigger an infected system if it is resta rted 
on any Friday the 13th in 1991 or later years. The virus damages a la rge number of fold 
ers and fi les. File and folder na mes are changed to random 1-8 character st ri ngs. File 
creators and file types are changed to rando m 4 character strings. Th is changes the icons 
associated with the files and destroys the relationsh ips between program s and their docu
ments. Creation and modificatio n dates are changed to jan. 1, 1904. In add ition, the 
vi rus can delete a small percentage (less than 2 percent) o f files. 

The virus ca used signifi ca nt damage to the hard drives of severa l users o n Friday, March 
13, 1992. Because only a rela tively smal l number of reports of damage were received, we 
hope that the virus is no t widespread. 

The virus o n ly infects I NITs (known as startup documents o r system extension s). It does 
not infect the system file, desktop fil es, con trol panel fil es, applications, o r document 
fi les. Because I NIT files a re shared less frequently than programs, the I NIT 1984 virus 
does not spread as rapidly as most o ther viruses. 

The virus spreads fro m I NIT to !NIT at startup time. 

The virus affects all types of Macintoshes. It spreads and causes damage under both Sys
tem 6 and System 7. On very o ld Macintoshes (the Mac 128k, 5 12k, and XL), the virus 
will cause a crash at startup. 

The CODE 252 Virus 
The CODE 252 v irus was discovered in Cal ifornia in Apr il 1992. 

The virus is designed to trigger if an infected applica tio n is run o r an infec ted system is 
started up between june 6 and December 31 of any year, inclusive. When triggered, the 
virus d isplays the following message: 

You have a virus 
Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha 
Now erasing al l disks_ 
Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha 
P.S. Have a nice day 
Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha 
(Cl ick to continue_ ) 

Despite th is message, no files o r di rectories are deleted by the v irus. However, a worried 
user might tu rn off or restart a Macintosh upon seeing this message, and th is could cor
rupt the disk and lead to sign ificant damage. 

Between january 1 and j une 5 of any year, inclusive, the virus simply spreads from appli
catio ns to system fi les and the n on to other application files. 
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Due to errors in the virus, it only spreads to n ew application s under System 6 without 
Mul tif inder. The Finder is also usually infected. 

Under System 6 with MultiFinder, the virus infects the system file and the "Mult i finder" 
file, but it does spread to new applications. 

Under System 7, the virus in fects the system file, but it does not spread to new applica
t ions. An error in the virus can cause crashes or damaged fi les under System 7. 

Under any system, the virus infects the system fil e, and it can and wi ll trigger the d isplay 
of the message. 

The virus contains a nu mber of additional errors which could cause crashes, damage, or 
o ther problems on any system. 

The T4 Virus 
Th e T4 vi rus was d iscovered in several locations around the world in j une 1992. 

The virus was included in versions 2.0 and 2.1 of the game GoMoku. Copies of this game 
were posted to the USENET newsgroup comp.binaries.mac and to a number of popular 
bulletin boards and anonym ous FTP archive sites. 

The games were distributed under a fa lse name. The name used in the posting and em
bedded in the game's about box is that of a completely uninvolved person. Please do not 
use this person's name in reference to the virus. The actual virus author is unknown, and 
probably used this person's n ame as a form of harassment. 

The virus spreads to other applica tions and to the Finder. It also attempts to alter the 
system file. 

When the virus infects an application, it damages it in such a way that the application 
cannot be repai red. 

The change to the system file results in alterations to the startup code under both. 

Under System 6 and System 7.0, the change results in INIT fil es a nd system extensions 
no t loading. Under System 7.0.1, the change may render the system unbootable or cause 
crashes in unpredictable circumstances. The system file cannot be repaired and has to be 
reinstalled with a clean system file. 

If your system suddenly stops loading I NITs and system extensions for no good reason, it 
is a good ind ication that you may have been attacked by the T4 vi rus. 

The virus masquerades as Disinfecta nt in an attem pt to bypass general-purpose suspi
cious activity monito rs like Gatekeeper. If you see an alert from such an anti-viral tool 
telling you that "Disinfecta nt" is trying to make some change to a fil e, and if Disinfec
tant is not running, it is a good indication that T4 is attacking your system. The vi rus 
also sometimes actually renames files to "Disin fectant." 
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O nce insta lled and active, the virus does no t appea r to perform any o ther overt damage. 
The virus may display the following message: 

Application is infected with the T4 virus. 

There are four known strains of the T4 virus: T4-A (contained in GoMoku 2.0), T4-B 
(contained in GoMoku 2.1), T4-C (discovered in February 1993), and a version which 
appears to have been used for testing which we caii "T4-beta." The strains are very simi
lar. The only signi ficant difference is the trigger date. The trigger date fo r T4-A is August 
1 S, 1992, while the trigger date for T4-B is June 26, 1992. The virus does not do anyth ing 
before its trigger date. After the trigger date, the virus begins to spread to other files and 
attempts to at ter the system file. The T4-C virus has no trigger date. T4-C begi ns spread
ing immediately. 

The INIT 17 Virus 
The INIT 17 virus was discovered in New Brunswick, Canada, in April 1993. 

The vi rus infects both the system fi le and application fi les. It does not infect docum ent 
files. 

The vi rus d isplays the message From the depths of Cyber space the first time an infected 
Maci ntosh is restarted afte r 6:06:06 A.M. on October 31, 1993. After this message has 
been displayed once, it is not d isplayed again. 

The virus contain s man y errors which ca n ca use crashes and other problems. In particu
lar, it causes crashes on Macintoshes with the 68000 processor such as the Mac Plus, SE, 
and Classic. 

For technical reason s, the virus does not infect some applications; on some systems, it 
does no t spread at all. It does, however, spread under both System 6 and System 7. 

The INIT-M Virus 
The INIT-M virus was discovered at Dartmouth College in April 1993. 

INIT-M is a ma licious v irus. It is designed to trigger on any Friday the 13th. The virus 
severely damages a large number of folders and files. File names are changed to random 
8 character strings. Folder names are changed to random 1-8 character strings. This 
changes the icons associ a ted with the files and destroys the relation ship between pro
grams and their documen ts. File creation and modification dates arc changed to 
Janua ry 1, 1904. In some cases, one file or folder on a disk may be renamed to "Virus 
MindCrime." In some very rare circumstances, the virus may also delete a file o r files. 
(Note that the next Friday the 13th is in January 1995.) 

The virus can also sometimes cause problems with the proper display of windows. 

The virus only spreads and attacks under System 7.0 or later. It does not spread o r attack 
earlier than System 6. 

The virus infects a ll kinds of fil es, including extensions, applications, preference files, 
and document files. 
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The virus creates a fi le named "FSV Prefs" in the Preferences folder. 

The damage caused by the INIT-M virus is very similar to that caused by the JNIT 1984 
vir us. Despite the similarity, the two viruses are very differe nt in o ther respects and 
should n ot be confused . 

The CODE 1 VIrus 
The CODE 1 virus was ctiscovered at several colleges and universities on the east coast o f 
the United States in November 1993. 

The virus infects bo th applications and the system file. lt does not infect document fil es . 
It spreads under bo th System 6 and System 7. 

The virus renames the sytem hard rive to "Trent Saburo" whenever an infected Mac is 
restarted on any October 3 1. Although the vi rus does not contain any other intention
ally destructive code, it can cause crashes and o ther problems. 

The INIT 9403 Virus 
The INIT 9403 virus was d iscovered in Italy in March 1994 

Unlike most of the o ther Mac vi ruses, INJT 9403 is very destructive. After a certain num
ber o f other files have been in fected, the virus will erase d isks connected to the system; it 
attempts to destroy disk in fo rmation on all connected hard drive, (greater then 16 MB) 
and attempts to completely erase the boot volume. 

The virus on ly spreads under the Italian version of the Mac system . 

It appears that the v irus was initia lly spread by an altered version of some pirated soft
ware. The software, when run, installs the virus on the affected system. 

Once present, the virus al ters the Finder fil e, and may insert copies of itself in various 
compaction, compression, and archive programs. These infected files then spread the 
virus to other Macintoshes. 

The v irus spreads under bo th System 6 and System 7. 

Trojan Horses 
The following is a list o f a ll known Tro jan Horses. A Tro jan Horse is a p rogram that 
seems useful and may be functional but does damage to your system behind the scenes 
(mU<:h like the mythical Trojan Horse). 

Font Finder 

Befo re the trigger date, February 10, 1990, this appl ication would d isplay fonts and point 
sizes located in the system file under System 6. 

On or after the date this Trojan Horse destroys d irecto ries of all currently mounted vo l
umes, thus destroying all your data. 
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MOSAIC 

This will mount all avai lable SCSI hard drives and destroy the directories, rendering them 
useless and then renames the disks to "Gotcha." 

STEROID 
Steroid claims to insta ll an extension (!NIT under System 6) that increases Quicktime 
performance on Macs with 9-inch screens. What it did instead was to destroy data on 
all available hard disks. 

Unamed Postscipt Hack 
For those who don't know, Postscipt is the "programming language" of most laser print
ers. It's the raw data your Macintosh sends to the printer to tell it what should be on the 
paper. Apparently, this "hack" renders your printer useless and requires the replacement 
of a chip on the printer logic board. 

Tetrlcycle or TetrlsRotatlng 
Claims to be a game, but Tetricycle instead installs the MBDF virus (see chapter "Virus 
Listing" for description of the MBDF virus) onto your system. 

ChinaT 
ChinaT claims to be an extension (INlT under System 6) that can produce an o riental 
voice through Macintalk. It has nothing to do with Macin talk though; it erases all avail
able hard disks. 

CPro 1.41 
CPro 1.41 claims to be a new version of Compact Pro (1.41). This is not an upgrade. It' ll 
erase the startup volume and any disk inserted in drive one. It contains a 312K snd re
source called " Log jingle." 

Please note: Compact Pro is a legitimate file compression program that is very popular in 
the Macintosh world. Only an application masquerading as Compact Pro version 1.41 is 
the Trojan Horse. All other version s are known to be the legitimate Compact Pro com
pression software. 
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Apple Parts and Upgrades 

This Appendix contains selected Apple parts and upgrades by category. 

Apple Cables 
Product 

SCSI CABLES 
M0206 

M2538LL/A 

M0207 

M0208LL/B 

M3503LL/A 

M5871 G/A 

LOCAL TALK CABLES 
M2066LL/B 

M20681LL/B 

Ml657Z/A 

Description 

Apple SCSI System Cable 
Connects CPU to the first SCSI peripheral. 

Apple HDI-30 SCSI System Cable 
Connects a PowerBook, Duo Dock or Duo MiniDock to o SCSI device. 

Apple SCSI Peripheral Interface Cable 
Connects any two SCSI peripherals together. 

Apple SCSI Cable Extender 
Extends SCSI cables by one meter. 

Apple SCSI Cable Terminator 
Filters noise on SCSI cabling. One terminator is required between each CPU 
and the first (and last) SCSI peripheral. 

Apple SCSI Cable Terminator II (black) 
For connecting a hard disk to the LaserWriter Pro 630 external SCSI 
port - also requires HDI-30 SCSI System Coble (M2538LL/A). 

LocaiTalk Locking Cable Kit-1 0 meter 
Includes 1 0-meters of Loco/Talk cable and one cable extender plug. 

LocaiTalk Locking Connector Kit-dinS 
Includes one Loco/Talk connector with mini-circular 8-pin plug, one 2-meter 
Loco/Talk cable for Apple 1/GS, Macintosh Plus, and later, and the 
LaserWriter liNT, 1/NTX, /If, 1/g, Personal LaserWriter NT, NTR, or 
LaserWriter Pro 600 or 630. 

LocaiTalk Rill Connector Kit-DB9 
Includes one Loco/Talk UTP Connector with mini-circular 8-p in plug, one 2· 
meter UTP cable and one terminating resistor for Apple 1/GS, Macintosh 
Plus and later, LoserWriter liNT, 1/NTX, /If, 1/g, Personal LoserWriter N T, 
NTR, or LaserWriter Pro 600 or 630. 

(continues) 
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Product 

LOCAL TALK CABLES 
M2065 

Ml661Z/A 

M2069 

Description 

LocaiTalk Locking Connector Kit-DB9 
Includes one Loco/Talk connector with 089 plug, one 2-meter Loco/Talk 
cable, and one cable extender plug for Macintosh 512K, Loco/Talk PC Card, 
LaserWriter, LaserWriler Plus. 

LocaiTalk Rill Connector Kit-DB9 
Includes one Loco/Talk Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP) Connector with 089 
plug, one 2-meter UTP cable, and one terminating resistor for Macintosh 
512K, LaserWriter, LaserWriter Plus or Loco/Talk PC Card. 

LocaiTalk Locking Cable Kit-25 meter 
Includes one 25-meter Loco/Talk cable, 20 preassembled plugs, 20 cable
splicing mechanisms and 4 cable extender plugs. 

PRINTER/MODEM CABLES 
A2C0312 

A9C0314/b 

M0196 

M0197LL/ B 

Ml099 

Apple II Modem - 8 Cable 
Connects the Apple Personal Modem to Apple lie and Apple 1/GS equipped 
with a Super Serial Card. Connects lmageWriter II to Macintosh XL and 
Apple Ill. Connects AppleLine to Macintosh Plus, II, or SE. Connects 
lmageWriler I to Apple lie Plus. 

Apple II Printer - 8 Cable 
Connects the lmageWriter II or LQ to Apple II+, Apple 1/e, and Apple JIGS 
equipped with a Super Serial Card. 

Macintosh Peripheral - 8 Cable 
Connects the lmageWriler li or Apple modems to Macintosh 512K. 

Apple System Peripheral - 8 Cable 
Connects Image Writer II or LQ and Apple modems to Apple JIGS, Apple 1/c 
Plus, (and AppleFax modem to) Macintosh (except 512K). Connects 
Personal LoserWriter LS and StyleWiiter to Macintosh. 

Macintosh Peripheral Adapter 
When connected to Macintosh (except 512K), this adopter (circular 8 to 
089) will enable use of peripherals and cables that require a 089. 

Apple Scanner and Peripherals 
Product 

B0634LL/D 

B0842LL/ B 

A9M0338 

B0993LL/A 

Description 

Apple OneScanner with Accessory Kit (requires appropriate SCSI cables) 

Apple OneScanner with Accessory Kit (for Windows) 
Includes SCSI Card, Cable, and Terminator. 

Apple Scanner Replacement Lamp 

Apple Color OneScanner with Accessory Kit 
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Macintosh Memory (DRAM) 
Product 

M2091 LL/A 

M0219 

M5952LL/A 

N1507LL/A 

M0294LL/A 

M1508LL/A 

Description 

Macintosh llci 1 MB Memory Exp. Kit (4-256K SIMMs) 

Macintosh 2 MB Memory Exp. Kit (2-1 MB SIMMs) 
(Plus, SE, LC, 2 MB Classic, Classic II only) 

Macintosh 4MB Memory Exp. Kit (4-1 MB SIMMs) 
(SE/30, II, 1/x, /lex, /lei, 1/vx, /lsi, Quadra 100, 900, 950, LaserWriter Iff & 
II ) 

Macintosh 4 MB Memory Exp. Kit (1 -4 MB SIMMs) 
(LC Ill, Centris/Quadra 670, 650, 660AV, Quadra 605, 800, 840AV, AWS 
60 & 80, Power Macintosh) Required 2 SIMMs for use in Power 
Macintosh.) 

Macintosh llci 4 MB Parity Memory Exp. Kit (4-1 MB Party SIMMs) 

Macintosh 8 MB Memory Exp. Kit (1-8 MB SIMM) 
(LC Ill, Centris/Quadra 610, 650, 660AV, Quadra 605, 800, 840AV, 
AWS 60 & 80, Power Macintosh) Requires 2 SIMMs for use in Power 
Macintosh. 

Second-Level Memory Cache and DRAM 
These products require installation by an authorized Apple Service Provider. 

The Workgroup Servers 60 and 80 use the same memory as the Centris 610 and 
Quadra 800. 

Product 

M6810Z/A 

M6815Z/A 

Description 

Workgroup Server 95 1 28K/Tag Second-level Memory Cache Upgrade 
Kit 
Adds 2 - SRAM SIMMs to the Workgroup Server 95 PDS Card. Brings total 
second-/eve/ memory cache on the Workgroup Server 95 PDS Card. 

Workgroup Server 9516MB Parity Memory Exp. Kit (4-4MB Parity 
SIMMs) 

Macintosh Accessories 
Product 

A9M0103 

M2706LL/A 

M14811 LL/A 

Description 

Apple MIDI Interface 
Connects Apple 1/GS or Macintosh CPUs to MIDI equipped musical 
instruments. Cables included. 

Apple DeskTop Bus Mouse II 

Apple Omni-Directional Microphone 

(continues) 
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Product 

M3261 LL/A 

M4475LL/B 

M8168LL/A 

M8169LL/A 

M9060Z/A 

M1644LL/A 

M2851 LL/A 

M2655G/A 

M2848G/A 

M1867LL/A 

Description 

AppleDesign Powered Speakers II (compact) 

AppleDesign Powered Speakers 

1 MB Apple Double-Sided Disks (double-density 1 0/bx) 

2 MB Apple Double-Sided Disks (high-density 1 0/ bx) 

Apple Plain Talk Microphone (for Quadra 605 and Power Macintosh) 
Already included with all AV configurations. 

Apple Quick Take 1 00 for Macintosh 
Software for Power Macintosh compatibil ity 

AC Adapter for QuickTake 1 00 

Apple QuickTake 1 00 Battery Booster Pack 

Apple Quick Take 1 00 Travel Case 

Apple Headphone 
Also for use with CD-ROM drive or external speakers equipped with an 
audio-out jack. 

All periphera ls should be o rdered with the appropriate cable. 

Macintosh Upgrades 
These products requi re installation by an autho rized Apple Service Provide un less o ther
wise noted. 

System software is p rovided by reseller unless o then..,•ise noted. 

As outlined in the Apple Authorized Service Provider Agreement, all Apple authorized 
service providers can perfo rm repair service and upgrades o n the Performa product li ne. 

Macintosh Entry Level Upgrades 

Product 

M2139LL/A 

M 1386LL/A 

M6775LL/A 

M1545LL/A 

M6052/B 

Description 

Macintosh LC 475 Logic Board Upgrade 
To upgrade Macintosh LC/1 or LC/11 to Macintosh LC 475. Also includes 
4 MB RAM and name plate. 

Macintosh LC Ill Logic Board Upgrade 
To upgrade Macintosh LC or LCI/to Macintosh LC/11. Also includes 4MB 
DRAM, 5 12K VRAM, system software and case. 

Macintosh Math Co-processor (for Macintosh LC Ill and Color Classic) 

Macintosh Classic II Logic Board Upgrade 
To upgrade Macintosh Classic to Macintosh Classic II. Also includes 2 MB 
RAM, system software, microphone and new case. System Software requires 
hard disk (not included). 

Macintosh SE SuperDrive Upgrade Kit 
To upg rade Macintosh SE to Macintosh SuperDrive SE. Includes Macintosh 
SE SuperDrive Rom Kit (M0242), and lntema/SuperDrive (M0247). 



Product 

M0444ll/D 

M1222ll /C 

Macintosh II Upgrades 

Product 

M60.S1/C 

M037.Sll/B 

M0326Ll/B 

M0480ll/B 

M0481 Ll /A 

M1 330ll/A 

Macintosh Upgrades 949 

Description 

Apple lie Card for Macintosh lC v2.2 
Compatible only with the Apple 5.25 drive-A9M01 07 and Apple UniDisk 
3.5 drive-A2M2053. Supports internal M acin tosh LC drives and up to 3 
external drives (maximum combination of up to two Apple 5 7 /4-inch 
drives and one UniDisk 3 7 / l-inch drive). Customer instal/able. 

Apple lie Card Upgrade Package (software to upgrade prior versions to 
v2.2). Customer instal/able. 

Description 

Macintosh II SuperDrive Upgrade Kit 
Includes Internal SuperDrive (M0247) and ROM/SWIM Kit (0244). 

Macintosh ll fx Logic Board Upgrade 
To upgrade Macintosh II (w/M2041) or fix to Macintosh ll fx. DRAM is 
required (4 MB) and must be purchased separately. 

Macintosh llci Cache Card (Customer instal/able) 

Macintosh llsi 030 Direct Slot Adapter Card (Customer installable) 
Allows addition of one 030 Direct Slot Expansion Card. Includes 6BBB2 
floating point math coprocessor. 

Macintosh llsi NuBus Adapter Card (Customer instal/able) 
Allows addition of one NuBus Expansion Card. Includes 6B8B2 floating 
point math coprocessor. 

Macintosh Centris 650 logic Board Upgrade 
To upgrade Macintosh llvx to a Macintosh Centris 650. Also includes B MB 
DRAM, 512K VRAM, Ethernet & FPU. 

Macintosh Centris/ Quadra Upgrades 

Product 

M1402ll/A 

M l .S34LL/A 

M9049ll/A 

M1 848Ll/A 

M2843ll/A 

M2343LL/ A 

Description 

Macintosh Centris/Quadra 610 NuBus Adapter Card 
For addition of NuBus cords up to 7 inches in length. Customer instal/able. 

Macintosh Quadra 660AV l ogic Board Upgrade 
To upgrade Centris/ Quadra 610 to a Quadra 660AV. Also includes 4MB 
DRAM, System 7. 7, Apple Plain Talk Microphone and name plate. 

Macintosh Centris/Quadra 660AV NuBus Adapter Card 
For addition of NuBus cards up to 7 inches in length. Customer instal/able. 

Macintosh Quadra 840 AV Logic Board Upgrade 
To upgrade Quadra BOO to a Quadra B40AV. Uses same DRAM as Quadra 
BOO. Also includes 8MB DRAM, System 7.1, Apple Plain Talk M icrophone 
and front panel assembly. 

Power Macintosh Upgrade Card (Customer instal/able) 
To upgrade Macintosh Quadra/Centris 6 7 0, 650 or Quadra 700, BOO, 
900, 950. Includes Upgrade Card and System Software. 

Power Macintosh 61 00/60 l ogic Board Upgrade 
To upgrade Macintosh Quadra/Centris 670, 660AV. Also includes System 
Software, B MB DRAM, name plate and Power Macintosh Display Adapter. 

(continues) 
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Product 

M2901LL/A 

M2474LL/A 

M2840LL/A 

M2344LL/A 

M2902LL/A 

Description 

Power Macin tosh 61 00/60AV Logic Board Upgrade 
To upgrade M acintosh Quadra/Centris 6 7 0, 660AV. Also includes System 
Software, 8 MB DRAM, 7MB VRAM Plain Talk Microphone, cables for 
S-video to composite video and name plate. 

Power Macintosh 7100/66 Logic Board Upgrade 
To upgrade Macintosh 1/vx, Performa 600, Quadra/Centris 650. Also 
includes System Software, 8 MB DRAM, 7 MB VRAM and new top cover. 

Power Macintosh 71 00/66AV Logic Board Upgrade 
To upgrade Macintosh 1/vx, Performa 600, Quadra/Centris 650. Also 
includes System Software, 8MB DRAM, 2MB VRAM, PloinTalk Micro
phone, cables for S-video to composite video and new top cover. 

Power Macintosh 81 00/80 Logic Board Upgrade 
To upgrade Macintosh Quadra BOO, 840AV. Also includes System 
Software, 8 MB DRAM, 2 MB VRAM and new top cover. 

Power Macintosh 81 00/80AV Logic Board Upgrade 
To upgrade Macintosh Quadra 800, 840AV. Also includes System 
Software, 8MB DRAM, 2MB VRAM, Plain Talk Microphone, cables 
for S-video to composite video, and new top cover. 

Power Macintosh Upgrades 

Product Description 

M2337LL/A Power Macintosh 6100/60 NuB us Adapter Card (Customer instal/able) 

M2385LL/A Power Macintosh 256K Cache Card (61 00/60 & AV, 7100/66 & AVonly) 

Workgroup Server Products 
Workgroup Server 60 CPUs 
Includes System 7.1 and AppleS hare 4.0 preinstalled, Ethernet, on-line and hard-copy 
docu mentation. Keyboard, display, and appropriate Ethernet transceiver sold separately. 

Product Description 

M1780LL/B Workgroup Server 60 8 MB HardDisk 230 CPU 

M1 781 LL/B Workgroup Server 60 8 MB HardDisk 500 CPU w/CD-ROM 

Workgroup Server 80 CPUs 

Includes System 7.1 and AppleShare 4.0 preinsta lled, Ethernet, FPU, on-line and hard
copy documentation. Retrospect Remote backup software included in configurations 
with OAT Tape Backup with compression. Keyboard, d isplay, and appropria te Ethernet 
transceiver sold separately. 

Product 

M 1681 LL/A 

M1685LL/A 

Description 

Workgroup Server 80 16MB Hard Disk 1000 CPU w /DAT Drive 

Workgroup Server 80 16MB Hard Disk 1000 CPU w/DAT Drive and 
CD-ROM 
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Workgroup Server 95 CPUs 

CPUs include p reinstalled tuned server versio n o f A/UX 3.1 o perating system. Pa ri ty 
DRAM, Ethernet, FPU, O n-line and hard-copy documentatio n, and Retrospect Remote 
A/UX backup software also included. Some configurations also include OAT Tape 
Backup Drive with compression. Keyboa rd, d isplay, and appropriate Ethernet transceiver 
sold separately. Server Applications, such as AppleShare Pro, sold separately unless other
wise noted. CO-ROM drive needed to reinstall the A/UX system softvvare. 

Product 

M16855LL/A 

File/ Print Environment 

Product 

M3074LL/A 

Database Environment 

Product 

M6895LL/A 

M3075LL/A 

Description 

Workgroup Server 95 16 MB Hard Disk 230 CPU (128K second-level 
memory cache) 

Description 

Workgroup Server 95 32 MB Hard Disk 2000 CPU w/DAT Drive 
(57 2K second-level memory cache) 

Description 

Workgroup Server 9548MB Hard Disk 230 and Hard Disk 1000 CPU 
with OAT Drive (51 2K second-level memory cache) 

Workgroup Server 9548MB Hard Disk 250 and Hard Disk 1000 CPU 
with DAT Drive (57 2K second-level memo1y cache) 

Workgroup Server 95 Upgrade Kits 
Kits require installation by an authorized Apple Service Provider. 

Overall system performance may vary depending o n CPU being upgraded and/or hard 
d isk d rive selection. Each Kit includes Processor Direct Slot (POS) card with 128K second
level memory cache, documentation, and CD-ROM containin g system software, on-line 
documenta tion, and Retrospect Remote backup software. CO- ROM drive needed to in
stall system sofhvare. 

Product 

M6940Z/A 

M6945Z/A 

Description 

Workgroup Server 95 PDS Card Upgrade Kit 
To upgrade o Macintosh Quadra 900 or 950 to a Workgroup SeNer 95. 

Workgroup Server 95 PDS Card/ DDS-DC Drive Upgrade Kit 
To upgrade a Macintosh Quadra 900 or 950 to a Workgroup SeNer 95 
with internal DDS-DC backup drive. 
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PowerPC Processor Workgroup 
Server Products 
RAID software (included with PowerPC-based Workgroups Servers and logic board 
upgrades) ship separately. Be sure to return your warranty card for fastest delivery. 

Workgroup Server 61 50 CPUs 
The Workgroup Server 6150 runs the PowerPC 601 processor at 60 MHz. Includes System 
7.1.2 preinstalled, 256K second-level cache, Ethernet, FPU, on-line and hard-copy docu
mentation . AJso includes RAID software for disk mirroring to protect data (RAID level 1) 
or data stripping to improve disk throughput (RAID level 0). Use of either RAID feature 
requires the addition of approved external disk drive or drives (for a fax of approved 
drives, call 1-800-462-4396). Keyboard, display, and appropriate Ethernet transceiver sold 
separately. 

Product 

M33S8LL.A 

Description 

Workgroup Server 6150 8 MB Hard Disk SOO CPU w /CD-ROM with 
AppleShare 4.0.2 preinstalled . 

Workgroup Server 81 50 CPUs 

The Workgroup Server 8150 runs the PowerPC 601 processor at 80 MHz. Includes System 
7.1.2 preinstalled. 256K second-level cach e, Ethernet, FPU, on-line and hard-copy docu
mentation. Also includes RA£0 software for d isk m irroring to pro tect data (RAID level 1) 
or data stripping to improve disk throughput (RAID level 0). Use of either RAID feature 
requires the addition of approved external di sk drive or drives (for a fax of approved 
drives, call 1-800-462-4396). Retrospect Remote backup software included and 120-meter 
DAT drive with DDS-2 data compression . Keyboard, display, and appropriate Ethernet 
transceiver sold separately. 

Product 

M3300LL/A 

M33S9LL/A 

Description 

Workgroup Server 81 SO 16 MB Hard Disk 1000 CPU w/DAT Drive and 
CD-ROM . 

Workgroup Server 81 SO 16 MB Hard Disk 1000 CPU w/DAT Drive and 
CD-ROM w/AppleShare 4.0.2 preinstalled. 

Workgroup Server 91 50 CPUs 
The Workgroup Server 9150 runs the PowerPC 601 processor at 80 MHz. Includes System 
7.1.2 preinstalled, 512K second-level cache, Ethernet, FPU, on-line and hard-copy docu
mentation. Also includes RAID software for disk mirroring to protect data (RAID level 1) 
or data stripping to improve disk throughput (RAID level 0). Retrospect Remote backup 
software included and 120-meter DAT drive with DDS-2 data compression . Keyboard, 
display, and appropriate Ethernet t ra nsceiver sold separately. 



Product 

M3272LL/A 

M3357LL/A 

Networking and Communications Products 953 

Description 

Workgroup Server 9150 16 MB w/2-Hard Disk 1000 CPU w/ DAT Drive 
and CD-ROM. 

Workgroup Server 9150 16 MB w/2-Hard Disk 1000 CPU w/ DAT Drive 
and CD-ROM with AppleShare 4.0.2 preinstalled. 

Workgroup Server PowerPC Logic Board 9150 CPUs 

These products require installation by an authorized Apple Service Provider. 

Overall system perfo rmance may vary depending on server application. 

The Workgroup Server 95 running A/UX req uires a separate PowerPC processor upgrade 
path to include mig ration of UNI X applications and data-deta ils to be released at a 
future date. 

Product 

M 2913LL/ A 

M2915LL/A 

M3262LL/A 

Description 

Workgroup Server 6150 Logic Board Upgrade 
To upgrade a Workgroup Server 60 to a Workgroup Server 6 150. Includes 
System Software, AppleShare 4.0.2 update kit, 8 MB DRAM, 256K second
level cache, RAID 0/1 software, nome plate, and Power Macintosh Display 
Adapter. 

Workgroup Server 8150 Logic Board Upgrade 
To upgrade a Wotkgroup Setver 80 to a Workgroup Server 8150. Includes 
System Software, AppleShore 4.0.2 update kit, 8MB DRAM, 256K second
level cache, RAID 0/ 1 software, Retrospect Remote upgrade, new top cover, 
and Power Macintosh Display Adapter. 

Workgroup Server 9150 Logic Board Upgrade 
To upgrade a Quodra 900 or Quodro 950 to a Workgroup Server 9150. 
Includes System Software, 8MB DRAM, 512K second-level cache, RAID 0/ 1 
software, and new top cover. Quodra 900/950 DRAM is not compatible 
with this Workgroup Server 915 0 logic board upgrade. The updated 
Workgroup Server 97 50 requires Power Macintosh DRAM (M1 5071 LL/A or 
M1508LL/A). For customers with Apple Share 4 and Retrospect Remote, 
upgrade kits are available separately. 

Networking and Communications Products 
Apple Development Products are ava ilable fro m APDA (AppleLink path: Developer 
Support-> Developer Services->APDA). 

Product Description 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE 

M1694LL/A 

M3127LL/A 

Apple GeoPort Adapter (Centris/Quodra 660AV & Quadra 840AVonly) 
Allows data and fox send/receive at up to 7 4.4 kbps. For use with analog 
telephone lines only. Includes disk (with GeoPort and Express Modem 
software) and phone cable. Communications software not included. 

Apple GeoPort Adapter (Power Macintosh) 

(continues) 
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Product Description 

NETWORK HARDWARE 

M0417LL/B 

M3345Z/A 

M1768Z/A 

M0443LL/C 

M3346Z/A 

M2406Z/A 

M3348Z/ A 

M3349Z/A* 

M3350Z/A* 

M0437Z/B 

M0329Z/B 

M3347Z/A 

M0833LL/B 

M0436LL/B 

M0432LL/A 

A2B2088 

Apple Ethernet NB Card (transceiver required) 
Requires a NuBus Adapter Card when used with the /lsi and Centris 6 10. 

Apple Ethernet NB Thin Coax Connection 
Includes EtherNet NB Card and Thin Coax Transceiver for use with 
Macintosh computers with a NuBus slot NuBus adopter required for 
Macintosh /lsi, Centris/Quadra 610 and Power Macintosh 6100/60. 

Apple Ethernet NB Twisted-Pair Card (for use with a 1 OBASE-T 
compatible hub) 

Network cable not included. Separate transceiver not required. Requires 
NuBus Adapter Card when used with the /lsi and Centris/Quadra 6 10. 

Apple Ethernet LC Card (t ransceiver required) 

Apple Ethernet LC Thin Coax Connection 
Includes Ethernet LC Card and Thin Coax Transceiver for use with 
Macintosh computers with an LC PDS Slot (such as Color Classic, LC and 
Quadra 605). 

Apple Ethernet LC Twisted Pair Card (for use with 7 DBASE- T compatible 
hub) 
Network cable not included. Separate transceiver not required. 

Apple Ethernet 3 Meter Tw isted Pair Cable (for use with 1 OBASE-T 
compatible hub) Industry standard Category 3 cable for use with Twisted 
Pair Transceiver, Ethernet LC or NB card. 

Apple Ethernet 7 Meter Twisted Pair Cable 

Apple Ethernet 13 Meter Twisted Pair Cable 

Apple Ethernet Twisted Pair Transceiver 

Apple Ethernet Th in Coax Transceiver (cable not included) 

Apple Ethernet 2 Meter Thin Coax Self-Terminating Cable 

Apple Ethernet 5 meter Thin Coax Cable 

Apple Ethernet 1 3 meter Thin Coax Plenum Cable 

Apple Ethernet AUI Adapter 

Apple II Workstation Card 

NETWORK SOFTWARE 
See the Workgroup Server Products section for Client/Server software. 
A2D2059 

M8101 Z/B 

M8062Z/D 

M8068Z/A 

M8096Z/B 

M0502Z/B 

M811 2Z/A 

M811 1Z/A 

Aristotle (requires Apple Share) 

MacX.400 Single Domain v1 .1 

MacX25 v1.2 

MacX25 Router Extensions 
Requires Basic Connectivity Package (M0502ZIB) and MacX25 v1 .2 
(M0711Z/D). 

OSI Connection for Macintosh v1 . 1 

Apple Internet Router Basic Connectivity Package v.3.0. 1 

Apple Internet Router AppleTalk/IP Wide Area Extension 
Requires Basic Connectivity Package (M0502Z/B). 

Apple Internet Router AppleTalk/X.25 Wide Area Extension Includes 
MacX25 software. Requires Basic Connectivity Package (M0502l/ B). 



Product 

M8066Z/A 

M8069Z/A 

M8065Z/A 

M8114Z/A 

M81 13Z/A 

M8115Z/A 

Networking and Communications Products 955 

Description 

Apple Talk Administration for Macintosh 

AppleTalk Connection for Macintosh 

Apple Talk Connection for Macintosh, 20-user license 
Requires Apple Talk Connection for Macintosh (M8069Z/A). 

TCP/ IP Administration for Macintosh 

TCP/IP Connection for Macintosh 

TCP/ IP Connection for Macintosh, 20-user license 
Requires TCP/IP Connection for Macintosh (M8113Z/A). 



Index 

Symbols 

+++ (Command) AT 
command, 344 

;):( +Option+ Escape keys 
(forced application quit), 
850 

;):( + keys (stopping hung 
programs), 850 

1/3 height hard drives, 219 
1013ase-T hubs, 379 
lOBase-T transmission 

medium, 368-377 
12-inch RGB monitor 

support, 591 
1725 Print System laser 

printer, 241-242 
2-Page Mono Video Card, 

529 
2.5 inch hard drives, 219 
24-bit color, 576 
3 1/2-inch diskettes, 789 

see nlso diskettes 
3.5 inch hard drives, 219 

see nlso hard drives 
32-bit addressing option 

(Memory control panel), 
856 

32-bit Enabler RAM 
expander, 493 

32-bit QuickDraw, 555-556 
Display Card 8/24 GC, 

578 
hardware requirements, 

556 
software, 556 
see nlso Quick Draw 

3210 Digital Signal 
Processing chip, 326, 631 

3270 terminal emulation, 
384 

3270 terminals (IBMs), 382 
35 mm slide scanners, 291 
3M Company, 255-257 
4•8 video display cards, 

529, 574-585 
-42 error message, 869 
420 Print System laser 

printers (QMS), 236-239 
5 1/4-inch disks, 789 

see also diskettes 
5.25 inch hard drives, 219 

see nlsu hard drives 
68030 chips, 629 
68030 PDS expansion 

cards, 339 
68040 chips, 111 

68040 PDS expansion 
cards, 339 

software conflicts, 853 
8•24 GC video display 

card, 529, 574-585 
860 Plus laser printers 

(QMS), 245-246 
860 Print System laser 

printers (QMS), 240-242 
8mm camcorders, 293 
8MM tape drives, 265, 271 

A 

A (answer phone) AT 
command, 344 

A/UX operating system, 
381, 386-387 

A3 Mouse, 164 
Aask Extension Manager, 

895 
AAUI connectors, 380 
Abbate Video, 321 
accelerating 

CPU (Central Processing 
Un it), 599-600 

FPU (Floating Point · 
Unit), 599,612-6 13 

screen painting, 577, 
599-600, 609 

SCSI, 644-645 
accelerator cards, 280, 282, 

597 
appl ication-speci fie 

accelerator cards, 597 
PostScript programs, 

599-600 
BrainStorm accelerator 

cards, 602 
cache cards, 601 
compact Macs, 

installation, 598 
DaySta r FastCache 

Quadra accelerator card, 
611 

DavStar Image 040 CPU 
a~celerator card, 605-606 
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DayStar PowerPro SOl 
PowerPC upgrade card, 
606 . 

DayStar Quad 040 
accelerator card, 
604-605 

DayStar Value 040 ca rd, 
602-604 

DiiMOCaclte 030 
accelerator card, 608 

DiiMOCache 128K cache 
card, 611-612 

jackHammer SCSI 
accelerator card, 
614-615 

MacRageous application 
special accelerator card, 
615 

modular Macs, 
installation, 598 

performance limitations, 
598 

QuickDraw, 599-600 
Radius LeMansGT 24-Bit 

Display accelerator ca rd, 
613-614 

Radius Rocket accelerator 
card, 609-610 

Rocket 2Si accelerator 
card, 609-610 

Rocket 33 accelerator 
card, 609-610 

SCSI accelerator card, 600 
Sonnet FPU upgrade ca rd, 

612-613 
SRAM (Static-RAM), 597 
StageTwo Rocket 

accelerator card, 
609-610 

TokaMac II FX accelerator 
card, 610-611 

Vandal 030 accelerator 
card, 608-609 

Vandal 030 SE accelerator 
card, 609 

Access PC application, 656 
access speeds (ha rd drives), 

216 
ACJ US 4D bcnchmarl< 

tests, 481 

acoustic couplers, 345 
acoustic modems, 345 
Actio n! application, 317 
active star topology 

(networks), 372-377 
actuators (hard drives), 

215 
adapters 

GeoPort, 330, 953 
MID I, 634, 644 
monitors, 194, 82 1, 824 
networks, 379-380 

ADB (Apple Desktop Bus), 
157, 738 

cables, 828 
daisy-chains, 827 
keyboa rds, 827-829 
graphics tablets, 173 
mouse, 163-164 
pinouts, 828 
static electricity, 827 
troubleshooting, 738 

ADB (Apple Desktop Bus) 
Manager, 873 

add-in card connectors, 
380 

'adcv' extensions, 894 
adjustable keyboards, 

keymaps, 835 
administrators (networks), 

389 
maintenance 

responsibilities, 392-394 
file servers, 394 
network inspection, 

394 
policy-making 

responsibil ities, 389-391 
auto-login guidelines, 

390 
backup policies, 390 
password guidel ines, 

390 
security responsibilities 

servers, 392 
users, 391 

software responsibilities 
li censing, 390-391 
updating, 395 
upgrading, 391 

Adobe Photoshop 
application, 605 

Adobe Systems, 318 
Advanced Gravis 

Computer Technology, 
171-172 

After Effects 2.0 
application, 317 

AIFf sound files, 630 
air fi ltration devices, 146 
air intake (hardware 

equipment), 150 
ala rms (PowerBool<s), 687 
Aldus Fetch pictorial 

da tabase software, 282 
Aldus Freehand 

application 
benchmark tests, 481 
Document Setup dialog 

box, 752 
Aldus virus, 934 
a lert sounds, 630 
aliases 

broken, 858 
System 7 .0, 121-122 

alignment 
monitors, 591 
read/write heads (fl oppy 

disk drives), 793 
All My Hummingbirds 

Have Alibis interactive 
CD, 309 

a lpha channels of pixels, 
577 

AISoft, Inc., 773 
Altec Lansing ACS300 

speakers, 311-312 
Altec Lansing Mu ltimedia, 

312 
Altra, 164 
American Society of 

Composers, Authors, and 
Publishers (ASCAP), 629 

analog boards, power 
supply removal (early 
Macs), 739 

ANALOG phone lines, 346 
Answer Extension 

Manager, 896 
answering machines 

(A V Macs), 632 



Anthro Cart desks, 149 
ANTI virus, 711, 933-934 
antialiasing (dye 

sublimation printers), 
257 

antistatic straps, 151 
antivirus utilities, 712-714 
Anubis utility, 221 
AOCE (Apple Open 

Collaborative 
Environment), 131-132 

Apple Adjustable 
Keyboard, 161 

Apple AudioVision 14 
Display, 311 

Apple Basic Color 
Monitors, 820 

The Apple Catalog, 188 
Apple Design Powered 

Speakers, 3ll 
Apple Desktop Bus (ADB), 

157, 738 
cables, 828 
daisy-chains, 827 
keyboards, 827-829 
graphics tablets, 173 
mouse, 163-164 
pinouts, 828 
static electricity, 827 
troubleshooting, 738 

Apple Disk First Aid, 731 
Apple Events (System 7.0), 

127 
error codes, 918-919 

Apple Extended Keyboard 
II, 161 

Apple File Exchange (AFE), 
655, 792 

Apple High Resolution 
video cards, 816 

Apple lmageWriter II 
dot-matrix printer, 232 

Apple Keyboard II, 161 
Apple Mac-PC Exchan ge 

program, 656 
Apple menu, 137 
Apple menu commands 

(Ch ooser), 377 
Apple Menu Items Folder 

(System 7.0), 122-123 

Apple Multiple Scan 20 
display monitor, 202 

Apple Person al Diagnostics 
ut ility, 843-844 

Apple Real Time 
Architecture (ARTA), 326 

Apple Remote Access 
(ARA), 351 

Apple Seria l NB Card, 383 
AppleScript 

System 7 Pro, 132 
System 7.5, 137 

AppleShare Admin 
software, 394 

AppleSharc file server 
software, 355 

AppleShare software, 357 
AppleTalk network 

protocol, 364, 381 
com municating with 

UN IX machines, 385 
error codes, 909-91 0, 

917-920 
networked printers, 748 
turning on/off, 376 

AppleTalk ImageWriter 
driver, 744 

applications 
accelerator cards, 597-600 
backups, 694-695 
compatibili ty, 839 
forced quits, 850 
System 7.0 aliases, 121 
system performance, 

testing, 480-483 
troubleshooting, 723 
see nlso programs; 

software; utili ties 
APS 128 Magneto-Optical 

drive, 268 
APS SQ 3270 Syquest drive, 

266 
APS Technology, 155 
ARA (Apple Remote 

Access), 351 
armatures (hard drives), 

213 
arrays (diskettes), 219-220 
ARTA (Apple Real Time 

Architecture), 326 

AV Macs 959 

Articulate Systems, 187, 
190, 630 

ArtZ graphics tablets, 174 
Asante lOT hubs, 379 
ASCAP (American Society 

of Composers, Authors, 
and Publishers), 629 

ASCH file transfer 
protocol, 344 

aspect ratio (monitors), 
192, 194 

Astec power suppl.y, 740 
AT commands, 343-344 
AT&T 3210 Digital Signal 

Processing chip, 326, 631 
audio 

CO drives, 631 
notes (applications), 629 
ports, 738 
PowerPCs, 111 
QuickTime movies, 

629-630 
see nlso music; sound 

Audio/ Visual Macs, see 
AV Macs 

Audiomedia sound cards, 
643, 647 

Audioshop software, 
641-642 

AudioVision 14-inch 
monitor, 198-200, 
330-331 

AUI ports (Ethernet), 370 
auto-login (networks), 390 
automated backup 

systems, 697 
autosync monitors, 194 
A V Macs, 323-326 

CPUs, 11 , 324 
faxes, 632 
GeoPort, 329-330, 349 
modems, 349-350 
monito rs 

AudioVisio n 14-inch 
monitor, 330-331 

composite moni tors, 
571 

Video Monitor screen 
d isappearance, 595 

multi-processing, 325 
phone calls, 632 



960 AV Macs 

Plain talk Microphone, 
327 

RCA inputs, 328 
S-Video inputs, 328 
speech recogni tion, 

323-328 
teleconferenci ng, 323 
r rs (Tex t-to-Speech) 

translation, 325 
video 

full motion video, 329 
video capture, 328-329 
f-usion Recorder, 329 
vidcocon ferenci ng, 

329 
voice mail, 632 

Avid Technology, 314-316, 
321 

B 

backing up 
applications, 694-695 
files, 694-696 
hard drives, 219-220, 

621, 693-694, 769, 845 
networks, 390, 393 
power supply, 680 

backup software, 702-706 
backups, 686 

OAT (digital audio tape), 
265, 271-272 

diskettes, 272, 845 
off-si te storage, 706 
physical security, 706 

backwards compa tibili ty 
of new programs, 666 

bad blocks (diskettes), 793 
balloon help, 118 
Balloon Help Manager 

(error codes), 916 
Band-in-a-Box softw are, 

636 
ba nded images, 575 
bar code readers, 180-183 
Basic Color Monitor 

Syste m Extension, 815 
The Ba t cho rd ing 

keyboard, 184-186, 189 

b a tteries, see power supply 
Bell 103 modulation 

protocol, 342 
Bell 212A modulation 

protocol, 342 
benchmark tests, 4 39 

developing for 
applications, 480-483 

programs 
MacBench, 462-477 
Speedometer 4.0, 7, 

440-447 
test resul ts, 468-476 

Bernoulli drives, 264, 267 
cartridges, 267 
IoMega Bernoulli drive, 

267-268 
on-line storage, 265 

Bernoulli Effect, 264 
Beta camcorders, 293 
b ina ry language (modem 

com munications), 345 
bina ry sea rch and replace 

extensions, 902-903 
bits (hard disks), 214 
bits per second (bps), 

modems, 341 
b lack termina tors, 803 
blac kouts (electricity), 679 
blan k d isplay (monitors), 

821-822 
blinking question ma rk 

(SCSI periph era ls 
installation), 154 

blocked colors, 575 
BLP Eclipse laser printer, 

237, 239 
BLP Eclipse2 laser printer, 

235 
BLP Elite laser prin ter, 

236-238 
BLP Eli te l laser prin ter, 

235 
BMI (13roadcast Music, 

Inc.), 629 
BNC conn ectors, 370 
booting hard disks, 

fa ilures, 769 

Boatma n program, 866 
Boston Acoustics, 312 
Boston Acoustics HD5v 

sp eakers, 312-313 
bouncing cursors, 833 
bps (bits per second), 

m odems, 341 
BrainStorm accelera tor 

card, 602 
Brainstorm Bus Accelerator 

(BBA) chip, 602 
Brandow virus, 934 
breakdowns, preven ting, 

684-685 
bridges (internetworks), 

374 
brightness (mo n itors) 

phosph or burn-in, 812 
tuning, 812, 814 

broadcast video systems 
Media 100, 316 
Media Composer 400s, 

316-317 
broken aliases, 858 
Brother , 250, 252 
brownou ts (electricity), 

679 
Bubble Sort test 

(Speedo meter 4.0), 442 
buffers 

memory, 486 
modems, 348 

bug fixes in software, 665 
burn-in (monitors), 682, 

812-813 
bus topology (networks), 

372-377 
buses 

ADB (Apple Desktop Bus), 
157, 163-164, 827-829, 
738 

DB-9, 828 
NuBus, 214 
PowerPCs, 110 
SCSI bus, 214-216, 336, 

797 
business cards, creating, 

131 
Bus iness Technology 

Manufacturing, 161 



buying 

c 

hardware equ ipment, 
416-417 

modems, 345-346 
monitors, 194, 204 
mouse, 832-833 
printers, 230-231 
scanners, 280-288 
SIMMs, 487 
speakers, 310-311 

cabl e plug ends (icons), 
141 

cable run, 148 
cables, 147-148 

AD B (Apple Desktop Bus) 
cables, 828 

cable run, 148 
coiled "phone cord" 

cables, 147 
data connector ribbon 

cables, 617 
Ethernet cables, 142 
fiber-optic cables, 3 71 
gold-plated cables, 147 
labe li ng, 141 
LocalTalk cables, 945-946 
MIDI cables, 634 
modems, 946 

hardware handshaking 
cables, 345, 348 

Mac cables, 347 
monitors, 808-809 
pins, 146 
power cables, 617 
printers, 946 
RJ-11 phone cables, 143 
SCSI cables, 945 

50 pin SCSI cable, 153 
length restrictions, 

800 
troubleshooting, 

800-801 
shielding, 147, LSO 
th ick coax ial cables, 370 
thin coaxial cables, 369 
troubleshooti ng, 726, 734 
video, 564 
see nlso connectors 

Cables-To-Go, 821 
cache cards, 601 
CAD (Computer Aided 

Design) monitors, 194 
Caere, 286 
CalComp, 175, 252 
calculation abilities (FPUs), 

testing, 441-443, 599 
calendar servers, 356 
call waiting (modems), 

disabling, 344 
camcorders, 293-294 
cameras, 293 

st ill video cameras 
Canon RC-360, 

294-295 
Dycam Model 3 , 295 
Kodak Professional 

DCS 200, 295-296 
Leaf Digital Camera 

Back, 297 
QuickTake 100, 294 

video cameras, 293-294, 
297 

video capture bot~rds, 
297-302 

Canon BJ C-820 color 
printer, 250 

Canon Company Systems, 
250 

Canon FV-540 video 
capture board, 299 

Canon RC-360 still video 
camera, 294-295 

Cano n lJSA, 295 
capture boards, 297-302 
carbon paper forms, 

printing, 231 
cards 

accelerator cards, 597 
application speci fie 

accelerator ca rds, 597 
BrainStorm accelerator 

cards, 602 
cache cards, 601 
DaySta r FastCache 

Quadra accelerator 
card, 611 

DayStar Image 040 
CPU accelerator card, 
605-606 

cards 961 

DavStar PowerPro SO l 
PowerPC upgrade 
card, 548, 606-608 

DayStar Quad 040 
accelerator ca rd, 
604-605 

DayStar Value 040 
accelerator card, 
602-604 

DiiMOCache 030 
accelerator card, 608 

DiiMOCache 128K 
cache card, 611-612 

jackHammer SCSI 
accelerator card, 
614-615 

MacRageous 
application-specia l 
accelerator card, 615 

modular Macs, 598 
performance 

limitations, 598 
QuickDraw, 599-600 
Radius LeMansGT 

24-Bil Display 
accelera tor card, 
613-614 

Radius Rocket 
accelem tor card, 
609-610 

Rocket 25i accelerator 
caid, 609-610 

Rocket 33 accelerator 
card, 609-610 

SCSI accelerator cards, 
600 

Sonnet f-PU upgrade 
cards, 612-613 

SRAM (Static-RAM), 
597 

StageTwo Rocket 
accelerator card, 
609-610 

TokaMac II foX 
accelerator cards, 
610-6.11 

Van dal 030 accelerator 
card, 608-609 

business ca rds, crea ting, 
131 



962 cards 

expansion ca rds 
NuBus expansion card, 

335-338 
PCI standard, 335 
PDS expansion card, 

335-336, 339 
PowerPC upgrade cards, 

543 
DayStar PowerPro 501 

PowerPC, 548, 
606-608 

PPC Upgrade Card, 
414, 545-547 

sound cards 
Audiomedia, 643, 647 
digital audio recorders, 

643 
NuMedia, 648 
Pro Tools, 649 

video cards, 529 
2-Page Mono video 

card, 529 
4•8 Video Display 

card, 529 
8•24 G~cYsideo 

Displ<1y card, 529 
8•24 Video Display 

card, 529 
Apple High Resolution 

video ca rds, 816 
Houdini Card, 823-824 
Mac II Ext Hi Res Video 

card, 529 
Mac II HiRes Video 

card, 529 
Mac II Mono Video 

card, 529 
Mac II Portra it Video 

card, 529 
Mac II Video ca rd, 529 
PowerPC upgrades, 

549 
Toby cards, 815,820 

carpal tunnel syndrome, 
157, 160 

cartridges 
Bernoulli cartridges, 264, 

267 
SyQuest cartridges, 266 

Casa Blanca Works, 785 
Casady & Green, 733, 

842-843, 851 
casings 

cleaning, 146, 620 
opening, 495 

integrated Macs, 
496-497 

Mac Portable, 497 
modular Macs, 497 
PowerBooks, 497 
safety concerns, 

495-496 
catalogs 

The Apple Catalog, 188 
Markertek Video and 

Audio Supply Catalog, 
148 

PowerTalk, 131 
scans, 282-283 

CI38000X color thermal 
wax printer, 252, 254-255 

CCD (charge coup led 
devices) (scanners) , 277, 
284 

CCITI v.42bis data 
compression protocol, 
343 

CD-ROM (Compact Disk 
Read-On ly Memory) 
drives, 263-265, 274, 794 

aud io CD drives, 631 
COs, 263 
cables, 617 
internal CD-ROM drives, 

623 
installation, 623 
SCS I ID numbers, 623 
upgrade kits for 

PowerPCs, 415 
Mac Plus, 12 
NEC Multispin 4X Pro 

CD-ROM, 274 
Photo CD, 278, 281 
PowerPC upgrades, 551 
SCSI mounting problems, 

798 
CO-Writer, 263, 274 

Micronet CD Writer 
System, 275 

Photo-CO writers, 263 
CDEF virus, 711, 937-938 
CDEVs (Control Panel 

Devices), 116, 893 
load order at startup, 

862-865 
COs (compact djscs), 263 

audio CD drives, 631 
creating 

optical disc drives, 631 
service bureaus, 631 

interactive CDs, 309 
Photo CD, 278, 281 
Sample Cell II (sound 

samples), 649 
WORM (Write Once Read 

Many) technology, 631 
Central Point Software, 

732, 779-783 
Centris 610, 51-52 

A/UX operating syststem, 
387 

accelerator cards, 604, 
606 

benchmark test results 
(MacBench), 546 

CD-ROM drives, 623 
enablers, 128, 847 
expansion slots, 336 
hard drives (internal 

drive bays), 618 
input capabilities, 144 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 488 
monitors, 196 
upgrading, 426-428, 430 

interna l CD-ROM 
drive, 415 

RAM, 51 1 
to PowerPC, 543-544, 

550 
VRAM, 528 

video pin-outs, 566-567, 
569-570 

Centris 650, 52-54 
A/UX operating system, 

387 
accelerator cards, 604, 

606 



benchmark test results 
(MacBench), 546 

CD-ROM drives, 623 
enablers, 128, 847 
expansion slots, 336 
hard drives (interna l 

drive bays), 618 
input ca pabili ties, 144 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 488 
monitors, 196 
upgrading, 426-428, 430 

internal CD-ROM 
drive, 415 

RAM, 511-512 
to PowerPC, 543-544, 

550, 606-608 
VRAM, 528 

video pin-outs, 566-567, 
569-570 

Centris 660AV, 55-56, 
69-71 

accelerato r cards, 604-606 
benchmark test results 

(MacBench), 546 
CD-ROM drives, 623 
c rus, 324 
enablers, 128, 847 
memory (RAM 

configurati.on), 488 
upgrading, 426-430 

RAM, 512-513 
to PowerPC, 543-544 
VRAM, 528 

video pin-outs, 566-567, 
569-570 

see also A V Macs 
CGA (color graphics array), 

differences from Mac 
d isplays, 557 

chains 
ABO (Apple Bus Device) 

ports, 827 
SCSI peripherals, 153-155 

Charger accelerator image 
processing cards, 280-282 

ch eckerboard pattern 
(monitors), 880 

ChinaT Trojan Horse, 943 

chips 
Bra in storm Bus 

Accelerator (BBA) chip, 
602 

DRAM (dyna mic-RAM) 
chips, -!86 

DSP (Digital Signal 
Processor) chips, 111, 
325-326 

Motorola 68020 chips, 
601 

PowerPC 601 RISC chip, 
59, 109, 325, 544-545 

PowerPC 603 RISC chip, 
110, 325 

PowerPC 60-! RISC chip, 
110, 325 

PowerPC 620 RISC chip, 
j] 0, 325 

RAM chips, 486, 674 
sound 

68030 chip, 629,631 
680-!0 chip, 629 
stereo chip, 628 
synthesizer chip, 628 

transis tors, 111 
Chooser (printer drivers), 

745-750 
Chooser command (Appl e 

menu), 377 
chording keyboards, 157, 

160, 184-186, 189 
chronic low line voltage 

(electricity), 679 
chronic system crashes, 

851 
Cj-10 Color Bubble-Jet 

Copier, 250 
ClarisWorks benchmark 

test results, 481 
class code (Sad Mac error 

codes), 876, 922, 924 
class ificds (America 

Online), 230 
cleaning 

casings, 146, 620 
fans, 675 
floppy disk drives, 619, 

676, 790, 794-795 

color printers 963 

hardware, J 5 L, 676-677 
cigarette smoke, 675 
dust, 675-677, 683-684 

keyboards, 834 
monitors, 81 2-8 13 
mouse, 163, 829, 833 
pri nters, 230 

client servers, 355, 375-377 
clip sounds, 629 
clock (error codes), 909 
cloned PostScript, 762 
CLUT (Color Look Up 

Table) mode (Color 
QuickDraw), 555 

CMYK (Cyan, Magenta, 
Yellow, Black) color 
model, 277-278 

Coax/Twinax Card, 383 
coaxial cable transmission 

mediums, 369-377 
Coda Music Technology, 

640 
CODE 1 virus, 712, 942 
CODE 252 virus, 711 , 

9.39;'l(h9 orinters 
cotleet' phone cord" 

cables, 147 
color blocking, 575 
co lor displays (monitors), 

556-557 
standards, 55 7-558 
MS-DOS standards, 557 
VRAM, 559 
see also monitors 

color graphics modes, 
testing, 442-443 

Color Manager 
colo r matching, 575 
error codes, 907, 91 1 

color monitors, see 
mo nitors 

Color OneScanner flatbed 
scanner, 288-303 

color PICT files, screen 
shots, 127 

color p rin ters, 248 
dithering, 248 
dye sublimation printers, 

249, 255-259 



964 color printers 

antialiasing, 25 7 Houd ini Card, 823-824 commercial on-line 
paper, 257 photographs services, 346 

imagesetters, 260-261 ed iting, 282 Communications 
Iris printers, 260 Photo CD, 281 Intelligence, 179 

inkjet printers, 249-250, sca nners compact Macs 
258-259 drum scanners, 285 accelerator ca rds, 598 

paper, 249, 254-255 flatbed scanners, 278, monitors 
speed, 248 284 checkerboard patterns, 

thermal wax printers, handheld scanners, 880 
252, 254-255, 258 284 lines, 880 

fonts, 25 4 slide sca nners, 291 video alignment tools, 
resolution, 254 ColorScript 2101 color 591 

color printing, 765-766 thermal wax printer, 252 transformer fai lures, 878 
Color QuickDrav,r ColorStream /DS printer, comparing system 

CLUT (Color Look Up 255-257 performance with other 
Table) mode, 555 ColorStream/ Pius color systems, 466-480 

software, 556 thermal wax printer, 252, compatibility of software 
Speedometer 4.0 test 254 programs, 838 

resu Its, 442 ColorTonc printer, 255-257 Compatibility Checker 
see nlso QuickDraw command (:l=C) + period (.) (System 7.0), 117-118 

color reproduction (video keys, stopping htmg composite monitors (A V 
cards), 575-576 programs, 850 Macs), 571 

color separations, 760 com mand overhead (hard composite video, 305 
Color TPG video test drives), 215 compressed air, cleaning 

program, 588 commands hardware equipment, 151 
ColorExtreme software, Apple menu compressed files, disk 

281 Chooser, 377 optimizations, 773 
ColorGetter drum scanner, AT commands, 343 compression (modems), 

292-303 +++(Command), 344 342-343, 346 
ColorMastcr Plus 1 color A (answer phone) , 344 computer furniture, see 

thermal wax printer, 252, DP n (Pulse Dial), 344 furniture 
254 DT n (Tone Dial), 344 Computer Sllopper 

ColorMate PS color H n (Hook), 344 Magazine, 194 
thermal wax printer, 252, M n (speaker), 344 computer viruses, see 
254 0 (on-line), 344 viruses 

ColorPoint PSX Model 41 S7=n (wait time), 344 Compu terEyes/Pro video 
color thermal wax SO=n (answer rings), capture board, 299 
printer, 252, 254-255 344 ComputerEyes/RT v ideo 

colors Z (Reset), 344 capture board, 299 
models File menu (Find), 125 configurations 

OvfYK (Cyan, I-lide, l1 8 expansion slots, 336 
Magenta, Yellow, Show Balloons, 119 monitor adjustments, 
Black), 277-278 Special menu 588-591 

RGB (Red Green Blue), (Shutdown), 11 6, 495, Conflict Catcher II 
279 850 Extension Ma nager, 901 

monitors, 814 Tests menu (MacBench) Conflict Catcher ll utility, 
brightness, 812-814 Settings, 465 841-842 
contrast, 814 View menu connections 
Gamma application, View by Name, 119 expansion boa rds, 677 

814 voice commands, floppy disk drives, 619 
green cast, 814-815 630-631 



hard drives (external), 
2 L7 

keyboards 
ADB (Apple Desktop 

Bus), 828-829 
1~-11 con nections, 

828-829 
mainframes, 382 

3270 emu lati on, 384 
direct connections, 

382 
LA~ connections, 383 
Mac front-end 

software, 384 
UNIX, 385 

MIDI 
instruments, 633-635 
synthesizers, 643 

modems 
A V Macs, 349-350 
external modems, 347 
phone lines, 346 

operating systems, 381, 
385 

peripherals, 141--147 
environ mental 

concerns, 144-146 
safety concerns, 

144-146 
SCSI peri pherals, 

152-1 56 
SIMMs, 677 

connectors 
desktop bus conn ectors, 

142 
Loca iTalk Locking 

connectors, 363 
miniplug jacks, 143 
networks, 3 79-380 

AAUI con nectors, 380 
add-in cards, 380 
BI'\C con nectors, 370 
EtherNet connectors, 

380 
LocaiTalk Locking, 

365, 379-380 
PhoneNet connectors, 

362-363, 366-368, 
379-380 

Rj-11 connectors, 367, 
828 

RJ-1 l phone cables, 143 
RJ-45 connectors, 

142, 368 
see nlso cables 

consu lta nts, 840 
con trast (m onitors), 814 
control panel devices, see 

CDEVs 
contro.l pa nels, 893 

eli m ina t i ng as problems, 
723 

General Control Panel 
(System 7), 126 

Memory (System 7), 
854-857 

Monitor (underscan 
mode), 571 

Sound Control panel, 630 
System 6.0.x, 117 
System 7, 125 
Views Con trol Pa nel 

(System 7), 121 
controllers (hard drives), 

215,220 
convergen ce settings 

(monitors), tuning, 814, 
817-818 

convolution filters, 576 
cooling systems (externa l 

hard d rives), 218 
Coolscan (Nikon ) slide 

scann er, 291 
co-operative mul titasking, 

137 
coprocessors, 661 
copyright laws 

fa ir usc doctrine, 630 
music, 629 
sca nners, 283 
sou nd, 629 

CorrectPri nt 300i p rinter, 
255-257 

corrupted PRAM (System 
6), 869 

CoSa, 317 
cost/benefit an alysis of 

upgrading software, 
666-669 

CoStar, 170 
covers (keyboards), 160 
CP Anti-Virus (Centra l 

Point), 714 

cylindrical monitors 965 

CP-3000D f ull Color 
Printer, 255-257 

CPro Tro jan Horse, 943 
CPU 2.0 ut ility, 822 
CPUs (Cent ra l Processing 

Units), 324 
accelerating, 597-600 
AV Macs, 111 
DSP (Digital Signal 

Processor), 11 1, 325 
exception codes (Sad Mac 

error codes), 929-930 
PowerPCs, 112 
RISC (Reduced 

Instruction Set 
Computer), 325 

testing, 4-!3, 462-483, 479 
power, 441-442 
speed, 442 

upgrades, 597 
Workgroup Servers, 

950-953 
see nlso chips 

Crash Barrier utili ty, 733, 
842-842, 851 

crash es, 887 
death tones, 877-878 
hardware crashes, 

220-221 
softvvare crashes, 220 

cross platform networks, 
373-374, 653 

EtherNet, 373-377 
LocaiTalk, 373-377 
software requirements, 

374 
CRT m oni tors 

radia tion, 111 
radio frequency 

emissions, 111 
touch screens, 1 76 

Cubase Aud io MIDI 
software, 638-639 

cursors 
bouncing cursors, 833 
freezes, 850 
jumping cursors, 824-825 
speeding, 833 

Curtis Manufactu ring, 169 
cylin drica l m onitors, 822 



966 daisy-chains 

D 

daisy-chains 
' ABO (Apple Bus Device) 

ports, 827 
SCSI periphera ls, 153-155 

Dantz Development Corp., 
702-704 

OAT (digital audio tape) 
d rives, 4, 265, 271-272 

backups, 701-702 
near-line storage, 265 

data bytes (MIDI), 627 
data cables 

CD-ROM drives, 617 
floppy disk drives, 617 
hard drives, 617 

data cassette tape d rives, 
265, 271 

see also DAT (digital 
audio tape) drives 

data compression 
(modems), 342-343, 346 

data Jinks (networks) 
LANs, 375-377 
protocols, 362, 364-3 77 

EtherNet, 363, 
365-377 

LocaiTa lk, 364-377 
Token Ring, 365 

Data Translation , 316 
Database Access (PACK 13) 

error codes, 915-916 
database servers, 356 
databases 

scanned documents, 
282-283 

SCSI accelerator cards, 600 
Workgroup Servers, 95 l 

DataDesigns, 182 
Datadesk International, 

162 
OataDesk keyboards, 828 
DataGiove, 184 
Dataproducts Corp., 250 
OataViz MacLinkPius 

program, 654 

OATs {digital audio tapes), 
627 

backups, 701-702 
converting to COs, 631 
near-line storage, 265 

Oayna Communications, 
656 

DayStar FastCache Quadra 
accelerator card, 611 

DayStar Image 040 CPU 
accelerator card, 605-606 

DayStar PowerPro SOl 
PowerPC Upgrade card, 
606 

DayStar Quad 040 
accelerator card, 604-605 

DayStar Value 040 card, 
602-604 

DB-15 v ideo connectors, 
561 

DB-9 video connectors 
pinouts, 828 
troubleshooting, 735 

DC2000 tape drives, 271 
DC6000 tape drives, 271 
'ddev' extensions, 894 
dead aliases, 858 
dead batteries, 

t roubleshooting, 741 
dead Macs, 

troubleshooting, 724-727 
death tones, 877-878, 881 
DeBabelizer p rogram, 654 
DeBugger error codes, 915 
debuggers, 874 
Deck II software, 642 
Deck II sound recorder, 

631 
DEClaser 1152 laser 

printer, 235-238 
deductions, see tax 

deductions 
defragmenting hard 

drives, 771-772 
degaussing monitors, 591, 

594,815 
deleted files, recovering, 

773 
demos of software 

upgrades, 667-668 

depreciation schedules 
(hardware equipment), 
401-405 

desk accessories 
System 6.0.x, 122 
System 7.0, 122, 125 

Deskj et 1200c/ ps co lor 
inkjet printer, 258-259 

desks 
Anthro Cart desks, 149 
ergonomics, l 48-150 
MacTables, 149 
security, 149 

DeskTape software, 265 
desktop bus connector, 

142 
Desktop DB files, see 

Desktop files 
Desktop DF files, see 

Desktop files 
Desktop fi les, 769 

rebuilding, 770, 857, 
888-890 

desktop patterns (System 
7.0), 126 

desktop-video production 
packages 

DigitaiFilm, 302 
MoviePak2 Pro Suite, 303 
Premiere, 314 
VideoSpigot capture card, 

314 
VideoVision Studio, 302 

DeskWriter inkjet printer, 
232-234 

Device Manager error 
codes, 914 

DGR Technologies, 648 
Dhrystones test 

(Speedometer 4.0), 441 
diagn ostic machin es, 151 
diagnostic uti li t ies, 

730-731 
hard drives, 771 
MacTools, 771 
Norton Utilities, 771 

d ia log boxes 
Document Setup, 752 
LaserWriter Options, 754 
Page Setup, 751-755 
Print, 755-760 



dictation devices 
(PowerSecretary), 
186-187, 190 

see also speech 
recognition 

dictionaries, backups, 695 
digital audio recorders, 

626 
IJecl< II, 631 
distortion, 626 
hardware equipment, 

646-652 
MacRecorder, 628-629 
noise, 626 
quantizing recordings, 

626 
RAM, 644 
recordings 

editing, 626-627 
storing, 626 

sampling rate, 626 
sound ca rds, 643 

digital a udio sound, 
326-327 

di&>ita l a udio tapes, 627 
backups, 701-702 
converting to COs, 631 
near-line storage, 265 

Digital Equipment 
Corporation, 235 

digita l filters (sound), 
626-627 

DIGITAL phone lines, 346 
digital signa l processing 

(DSP) chip, 111, 325-326, 
631 

Digital Vision, 299 
Digitalfilm, 302 
Digitalfilm Deluxe 1.5, 

314 
OiiMOC.ache mo 

accelerator card, 608 
DiiMOCache 128K cache 

card, 611-612 
DIN connectors 

MIDI, 633 
troubleshooting, 735 

direct color, see 24-bit 
colo r 

direct con nect modems, 
345 

direct connections to 
mainframes, 382-383 

Director 3.1.3 application, 
318 

directories (hard drives), 
repairing, 769-770 

disabled users, HH~-190 
disasters 

cliaster-proofing 
equipment/netwo rk 
operation, 686 

insurance, 686 
Disinfectant program, 847, 

713 
Disk Cache option 

(Memory control panel), 
854 

Disk Doctor (Norton 
Utilities), 775-776 

disk drives, see hard drives; 
floppy d isk drives 

Disk Express II 
optimization software, 
772-773 

Disk First Aid utility (Disk 
Tools), 731, 845 

disk mirroring, 219 
disk optim izer softwa re, 

443 
disk space requireme nts 

(scan ners), 280-288 
Disk Tools utility, 845-846 
OiskCopy utility, 793 
diskettes, 789, 948 

3 1/2-inch diskettes, 789 
5 1 /4-inch diskettes, 789 
bad blocks, 793 
cleaning diskettes (floppy 

disk drives), 676 
emergency backup 

diskettes, 845 
error codes, 909 
floptical disks, 264 
formatting, 784, 79 L-793 
fragmenta tion, 77 L-772 
HFS disks, 792 
inserting, 619 
lifespan, 794 

dithering colors 967 

magnetic fields, 790 
moisture damage, 791 
partition maps 

rebuilding, 770-77 1 
testing, 770-771 

rebuilding, 777 
reformatting, 793 
removing from floppy 

disk drives, 619, 791 
scan ning for viruses, 846 
starting system, 884 
temperature factors, 793 
tes ting, 619 
transporting, 790 
writing on cases, 790 

Diskfit Pro program, 704 
Diskfix (MacTools), 

779-780 
disks (hard drives), 

213-214 
bits, 214 
failures, 769 
floptical disks, 264 
optical disks, 268 
reading/writing, 213 
thin-film media, 213 
tracks, 214 

display adapters, 
specifications for 
monitor resolution sense 
adapters, 565 

Display Card 4/8, 574, 585 
Display Card 8/ 24, 5 72, 

575 
Display Card 8/24 GC, 575 

32-bit QuickDraw, 578 
screen flicker, 594 

display cards, see video 
display cards 

display screens (monitors) 
filling, 815-816 
interlaced, 554 
RAM upgrades, 816 
raster, 554-555 
see nlso monitors 

distortion (sound 
recordings), 626 

d ithering colors 
color prin ters, 248 
monitors, 575 



968 DMA 

DMA (Direct Memory 
Access) Quan tum 
ProDrive LPS 170 S, 221 

d ocument feeders 
(scanners), 285 

Document Setup dialog 
box, 752 

documents 
backups, 695 
jagged edges, 758 
scans, 283 
startup documen ts, 116 

Donjohnston, fnc., 190 
DOS (Disk Opera ting 

System ) 
color display standards, 

557 
running, 657 

DOS Mounter program , 
656 

dot-matrix printers, 228, 
231-232 

dot pitch (mon itors), 192, 
586 

DP n (Pu lse Dia l) AT 
command, 344 

d pi (dots per inch}, 191 
prin ters, 228, 758 

DRAM (dyna mic-RAM), 
486,947 

chips, 486 
video system, 486 

DrawingSiate graphics 
tablet, 175 

Drew virus, 934 
Drive 7 (Casa 111anca 

Works), 784-785 
drive bays, 217 
drivers 

foreign language 
keyboard drivers, 159 

hard drives, 214, 784 
PC video, 55 7 
prin ter drivers, 743-744 
SCSI drivers, 885 
softwa re drivers 

insta llation, 1.46 
SCS I periphera ls, 

1.54-155 

drives 
audio CD drives, 631 
Bernoulli drives, 264, 

267-268 
CD-ROM, 263-265, 274, 

794 
cables, 617 
installation, 623 
internal CD-ROM 

drives, 623 
Photo CD, 281 

floppy disk drives, 265, 
272, 618 

cables, 617 
clean ing, 619, 676, 

790, 794-795 
installation, 620 
locating, 619 
read/write capacities, 

618 
read/write head 

al ignment, 793 
removing, 620 
testing, 619 

fl optical drives, 270 
hard drives, 213-216, 

222-226, 769 
2.5 inch, 219 
3.5 inch, 219 
5.25 inch, 219 
actuators, 21 5 
backing up, 621, 769 
buses, 214, 216 
command overhead, 

215 
controllers, 2 L5 
defragmen ting, 

771-772 
diagnostic software, 

771 
directories, 769-770 
drive bays, 21 7 
drivers, 214, 784 
external ha rd drives, 

217-218 
gigabytes, 214 
grinding sounds, 878 
installation, 622-623 
internal hard drives, 

217 

locating, 621 
magnetic fields, 621 
megabytes, 214 
MTBF (Mean Time 

Before Failure) rati ng, 
220 

optimizing, 772-773 
partitioning, 784 
platters, 213-214 
PowerBooks, 216 
PowerPCs, 112 
recovering fi les, 

773-783 
removeable hard 

drives, 265, 273 
removing, 621, 622 
saving musical 

recordings, 646 
SCSI, 214 
speed, 215-217 
squealing sounds, 878 
throughput levels, 

216, 219 
warra nties, 783 
Workgroup Servers, 

95 1 
Magneto-Optica l drives, 

264,268,794 
SyQuest drives, 264-267 
tape drives, 271 

8MM tape drives, 265, 
271 

OAT (digital audio 
tape) tape drives, 
265, 271 

Data Cassette tape 
drives, 271 

DC2000 tape drives, 
271 

DC6000 tape drives, 
271 

drum scanners, 277-279, 
285-286, 292-303 

ColorGette r, 292-303 
colors, 285 
Magnascan Plus, 292-303 
PMTs (photomultiplier 

tubes), 278-279, 285 
ScanMate Magic, 293 
scanning heads, 285 
speed, 285 



DSP (digital signal 
processing) chip, 111, 
325-326, 631 

DT n ('fon e Dial) AT 
command, 344 

Du Po nt Printing and 
Publishing, 292 

DuaiTouch Technology, 
177 

DuaiTouch touch screen s, 
177 

dumb termin al programs 
(modems), 350 

Dura Wand bar code 
reader, 182 

dust covers, 678 
keyboards, 160 
waterproof dust covers, 

688 
dust screens (external hard 

drives), 218 
duty cycles (printers), 230 

laser printers, 235 
portable printers, 246 

Dvorak keyboards, 
158-159, 834 

Dycam, 295 
Dycam Model 3 still video 

camera, 295 
dye sublimation printers, 

228, 249, 255-258 
antialiasing, 257 
paper, 257 

E 

e-mail 
PowerTalk Mail, 131, 137 
servers, 356, 393 

earthquake-proofing, 
150-151 

Eastman Kodak Compa ny, 
247, 255,296 

Easy Access Control Pa nel, 
188 

Eclipse 8 laser printer, 
240-242 

Edit Decision List (video 
clips), 305 

Edition Manager error 
codes, 914 

Edmark, 177 
Edmark TouchWindow 

touch screens, 177 
EGA (enhanced graphics 

array), differences from 
Macintosh display, 557 

electricity 
blackouts, 679 
brownouts, 679 
chronic low line voltage, 

679 
damage, 145 
disaster plan power 

supply, 686 
emissions (monitors), 193 
fail ures, 878 
grounding, 685 
noise, 679 
protection devices 

power conditioners, 
680 

power cycling, 
681 -682 

surge suppressors, 
679-680, 685, 688 

UPS (uninterruptible 
power supply), 
680-681 

safely concerns, 690 
spikes, 679 
stalic electricity, 682 

ADB (Apple Desktop 
Bus) port, 827 

anti static strap, 151 
gremlins, 145 

surges, 679 
electro magnetic 

interference (EMl), 594, 
679 

electromagnetic shie lding 
(externa l hard drives), 
218 

electronic cameras, see 
ca meras 

electronic test equipment, 
151 

ELF (Extremely Low 
Frequency) radiation, 193 

error codes 969 

Elographics, 177-178 
Elographics Touchscreen , 

177 
Emergency First Aid Disk, 

864 
employee guidelines for 

off-site use of equipment, 
688-689 

enablers, 127 
installation, 130 
naming, 128 
obtaining, 128 
release history, 129 
versions, 128-129 
see also System enablers 

Encore MIDI software, 
639-640 

energy 
consumption, 192 
monitors, 111 

Energy Star ratings, 192, 
689 

environmenta l concerns 
air fi lteration devices, 146 
dust, 145 
electrica l emissions, 145, 

193 
energy consumption, 192 
lighting, 145 
magnetic emissions, 193 
moisture, 144, 145 
negative ion generators, 

146 
radiation, 193 
radio frequency 

emissions, 193 
smoking, 1 46 

EPL-8543 color thermal 
wax printers, 252-254 

Epson America, 289 
Equilibrium Technologies 

DeBabelizer program, 654 
ergonomics, 158 

computer furniture, 
148-150 

keyboards, 160-163 
Eric virus, 930-932 
error codes 

negative 10 error codes 
Gestalt errors, 921 
LaserWriler drivers, 

921 



970 error codes 

MacTCP, 921-922 
Pictlnfo, 921 
Power Manager, 921 
Slot Manager, 922 
SysEnvirons, 920 

negative system error 
codes 

AppleEvents, 918-919 
AppleTalk, 909-910 
AppleTalk AFP, 

919-920 
AppleTalk ASP (XPP 

Driver), 917 
AppleTalk ATP, 

917-919 
AppleTalk DSP, 918 
AppleTalk NBP, 917 
AppleTalk PPC 

Toolbox, 916-9 L 7 
Ba lloon Help Manager, 

916 
clock, 909 
Color Manager, 907, 

911 
Database Access (PACK 

13), 915-916 
DeBugger, 915 
Device Managers, 914 
d iskettes, 909 
Edition Manager, 914 
File Manager 

Extension, 919 
fi les, 908 
Font Manager, 

908-909 
HFS, 910, 918 
HFS File 10, 911 
1/0 System, 907-908 
Menu Manager, 

910-911 
MIDI Manager, 912 
Notification Manager, 

913 
0/S, 915 
Print Manager, 9 L9 
QuickDraw, 911 , 915 
Resource Manager, 91 l 
Scrap Manager, 910 
SCSI Manager, 9"14 
serial ports, 909 

Sound Manager, 
911-912 

Start Manager, 
913-914 

Storage Allocator, 910 
system errors, 906 
TextEdit, 915 
Virtual Memory 

Dispatch, 915 
positive ID codes, 

905-906 
Sad Mac icon error codes, 

875, 927-928 
class code, 876, 922, 

924 
CPU exception codes, 

929-930 
identifying, 876-877, 

922-927 
internal test manager 

state code, 876 
in tern a I test manager 

state information 
code,924 

Power Manage r, 
928-929 

sub class code, 876, 
922,924 

System errors, 886-888 
test codes, 929 

error correction 
fi le transfer protocols, 

344 
modems, 342, 346 

error handling 
mechan isms 

death tones, 877-878 
Sad Mac error codes, 

875-877 
error m essages, 42, 869 

10 numbers, 720 
PostScript printer 

language, 764 
System 6 does not run in 

32-bit mode, 886 
Wrong system version 

error message, 886-887 
ES-800C (Epsom) flatbed 

scan ner, 289-303 
Escape key, 835 

ESoF2F videoconferencing 
software, 329 

EtherNet network 
connections, 380, 954 

cross platform networks, 
373-377 

data li nks, 363, 365-377 
hubs, 379 
LANs, 375-377 
ports, 738 
twisted pair transmission 

medium, 368-377 
UNIX net\•VOrks, 385 
R.J-45 connectors, 142 

EtherTalk, 365 
eve nts, see Apple Events 
Excel benchmark tests 

resul ts, 481 
expa nsion cards 

NuBus expansion cards, 
335-338 

installation, 339 
PowerPCs, 338 

PCI standard, 335, 339 
PDS expansion ca rds, 

335-336, 339 
installation, 339 
PowerPCs, 338 

removing, 677 
testing connections, 677 

expansion slots, 336 
NuBus '90 expansion slot, 

335-338 
NuBus expansion slot, 

335-338 
PDS expansion slot, 

335-338 
PPC Upgrade Card, 548 

Express Fax/Modem 
sofh vare, 330 

express modems 
(PowerBook m odem s), 
348-349 

extended sense codes, 
568-569 

extension cord s (surge 
suppressors), 680 

extension file conflicts, 
723, 852 

Extension Managers, 125, 



895 
Aask Extension Manager, 

895 
Answer Extension 

Manager, 896 
Conflict Catcher II , 901 
Extensions Manager 

2.0.1, 865, 897-898 
Fresh Start Extension 

Manager, 896 
!NIT cdev Extension 

Manager, 896 
!NIT Manager, 897 
!NITPicker Extension 

Manager, 896 
IN!X Extension Manager, 

896 
OnStartup Extension 

Manager, 897 
Startup Manager 

Extension Manager, 
900-901 

Symbionts Extension 
tvlanager, 898-899 

extension mapping, 656 
extensions, 893 

'adev' , 894 
binary search and 

replace, 902-903 
'ddev', 894 
disabling, 894 
low memory globals, 894 
memory requi rements, 

895 
patching traps, 894 
'scri', 894 
System 6, 893 
System 7, 125, 894 
System zone expansion 

resource, 895 
' thng', 894 

Extensions Manager 2.0.1, 
865, 897-898 

external hard drives, 
217-218 

connecting, 217 
cooling systems, 218 
cost, 2 ·17 
dust screens, 218 
electromagnetic 

shielding, 218 
placement, 150 
portabi lity, 218 
power supply, 218 
radio frequency 

shielding, 218 
switchable active 

term ination, 218 
Zero-Footprint drive 

enclosu res, 218 
external modems 

cables 
hardware handshaking 

cables, 348 
Mac cables, 347 

connecting, 347 
external power problems, 

725 
externa l terminators, 803 
eye stra in, 192, 809 

F 

fair usc doctrine 
(copyright law), 283, 630 

fans 
cleaning, 675 
compact Macs, 598 
sounds, 878 

Fargo Electronics, 258 
Fargo Primera Dye-Sub/ 

Theraml Wax Colo r 
Printer, 258 

Fast fourier Analysis test 
(Speedometer 4.0), 442 

fax modems, 351 
faxes 

receiving, 351 
sending, 351 

PowerBooks, 352 
OCR (Optica l Character 

Recognition), 352 
Pax Software, 351-352 
faxes, 632 

fax modems 
receiving, 351 
sending, 35 1 

OmniScan, 286 
pre-printed fa xes, 

sending, 352 

fi les 971 

Felix mouse, 164-166 
ferrite metal beads 

(reducing effects of radio 
frequencies), 150 

fiber-optic cable 
transmission medium, 
371 

fi le Manager Extension 
error codes, 919 

Fi le menu commands 
(Find), 125 

f ile Saver (Norton 
Utilities), 775 

file servers, 355 
AppleShare, 355-357 
maintenance, 393-394 
networks, accessing, 377 
personal file sharing, 

356-357 
Workgroup servers, 

358-359 
file sharing, 356-357 

network backups, 700 
System 7.0, 126 
System 7.1, 130 

fi le s torage hardware, 
700-702 

file transfer protocols, 344 
file translators, 654 
Filefix (MacTools), 

781-782 
f ileMaker Pro benchmark 

test results, 481 
fi les 

backups, 694-696 
colo r PICT files (screen 

shots), 127 
Desktop files, 769 

rebuilding, 770, 
888-890 

error codes, 908 
extensions, 723 
find ing, 699, 838 
fragmentation, 771-772 
PPDs (Printer Pri nt 

Description fi les), 759 
sharing with PCs, 

653-656 
sorting by dale for 

backups, 699 
sound files 



972 files 

AIFF, 630 
deleting from System 

7.0, 124 
FSSD, 630 
inserting in System 

7.0, 123 
Movie, 630 
System 7, 630 

System files, 723 
System 6 fi les, 869 
System 7.0 fil es 

aliases, 121 
finding, 122, 125 
viewing, 119 

vanishing, 857 
filling monitor display 

screens, 815-816 
filmstrips, scanning, 291 
filtering power supply, 147 
filters 

Kai's Power Tools, 282 
monitors 

polarized filters, 810 
screen fil ters, 810-812 

Photoshop software, 282 
Finale 8000 laser printer, 

236-239 
Finale MIDI software, 637, 

640 
Find command (File 

menu), 125, 699 
Finder, 115-116 

System 6, 115-116 
System 7, 116, 125 
troubleshooting, 723 

Finder windows (System 
7.0), customizing, 121 

findi ng 
conflicting file 

extensions, 902-903 
files, 122, 125, 838 

FireWirc bus, 110 
fixed disk drives, see hard 

drives 
fixing 

Desktop fil es, 770 
partition maps (disks), 

770-771 
flatbed scanners, 277-278, 

284,288 
ceo (charge coupled 

devices), 277, 284 
Color OneSca nner, 

288-303 
colors, 278, 284 
copyright issues, 283 
document feeders, 285 
ES-800C (Epsom), 

289-303 
fair use doctrine, 283 
light sources, 284 
OneScanner, 288-303 
operating software, 284 
photodiodes, 278 
resolution, 284 
Scanj et lie, 288-303 
ScanMaker Ill , 289-303 
ScanMaker MS-Il SP 

(Microtek), 289-303 
Silverscanner, 289-303 
UMAX UC1260, 290-303 

flexCam video camera, 
297 

flicker-free video 
(Touchstone 
Technology), 329 

flickering 
Display Card 8/24 GC, 

594 
monitor picture, 192, 

822-823 
NTSC video, 573 

floating point m alTix 
multiply test 
(Speedometer 4.0), 442 

floating point units (FJ>Us), 
599 

test ing, 463 
upgrades, 612-613 

fJoppy disk drives, 265, 
272, 618 

cables, 617 
cleaning, 619, 676, 790, 

794-795 
fil e storage, 700 
in serting diskettes, 619 
installation, 620 
locating, 619 
PLI SuperFloppy floppy 

disk drive, 272 

read/wri te capacities, 618 
read/write head 

alignment, 793 
removing, 620 
removing diskettes, 619, 

791 
testing, 619 

floppy disk icon, 884 
floppy disk with question 

mark icon, 883-884 
floppy disk with "X" icon , 

884 
floppy disks, 948 

3 1 /2-inch disks, 789 
5 1/4-inch disks, 789 
bad blocks, 793 
emergency backup 

diskettes, 845 
error codes, 909 
formatting, 791-793 
HFS disks, 792 
inserting in floppy disk 

drives, 619 
li fespan, 794 
magnetic fie lds, 790 
moisture damage, 791 
PC-formatted, using on 

Macs, 655-656 
reformatting, 793 
removing from floppy 

disk drives, 619, 791 
scanning for viruses, 846 
starting system, 884 
temperature factors, 793 
transporting, 790 
writing on cases, 790 

floppy drive cleaning 
disks, 676 

floptical disks, 264 
floptical drives, 264, 270 
flow control (modems), 

345, 348 
fluorescent lighting, effect 

on monitors, 810, 
822-823 

focusing monitors, 590, 
817-818 

folders (System 7.0) 
aliases, 121 
Apple Menu Items Folder, 

122-123 



Font Finder Trojan Horse, 
942-943 

Font Manager error codes, 
908-909 

Font/ DA Mover, 122, 130 
fonts 

color thermal wax 
printers, 254 

laser printers, 236-237 
Sonota font, 638 
System 7 .0, .1 22 
Svstem 7.1 

· Fonts folder, 130 
suitcases, 130 

TrueType fonts, 126 
Fonts folder (System 7.1), 

130 
foreign languages 

keyboard drivers, 159 
keymaps, 834 

formatting diskettes, 784, 
791-793 

forums, 467 
rrus (floating point units), 

599 
testing, 463 
upgrades, 6 12-613 

fragmented disks, 771-772 
frame buffer controller, 

577 
frame &rrabbers, 297-302 
FrarneMaker 4.0 

benchmark tes t results, 
482 

Frankie virus, 937 
freezes (screen/system), 

849-851, 882-883, 
886-887 

frequency (sound), 625 
Fresh Start Extension 

Manager, 896 
front-end software (Mac 

terminal emulation), 384 
FSSD sound files, 630 
full motion video (AV 

Macs), 329 
full-height hcud drives, 

219 

full-m etal RF/ EMI (Radio 
Frequency/ 
Electromagnetic) 
shielding (external hard 
drives), 218 

function keys, 835 
furnitu re 

desks, 149 
ergonomics, 148-150 

FusionRecorder, 329 
FWB Hard Disk Toolkit 

pro&rram, 799 
FWB Inc., 788 
FWB PocketHammer 

530FMF hard drive, 222 

G 

G5241-PSI color t hermal 
wax printer, 252, 254 

Gamma application, 814 
garbled display (monitors), 

819-820 
Garfield virus, 936-937 
Gatekeeper program, 714, 

847 
gateways, 382 

LAN gateways, 383-384 
SNAn ps Gateway, 382 

GCC Technologies, 235, 
247,255 

General Control Panel 
(System 7.0), 126 

General Pa rametrics Corp., 
252 

geometric distortion 
(m onitors), 592 

GeoPort 
adapters, 350, 953 
A V Macs, 329-330, 349 
Phone Pod, 330 
RJ -11 phone cables, 143 

GeoPort Telecom Adapter, 
350 

Gestalt erro r codes, 921 
ghosting (monitors), 820 
gigabytes, 214 
glare (monitors), 809 

cylindrical monitors, 822 
etched glass surfaces, 812 

grounding electricity 973 

nonglare coatings, 812 
spherical moni tors, 822 

Global Village modems, 
353 

gold-plated cables, 147 
Gracelan Network 

Manager software, 394 
GraceLan Server Manager 

software, 394 
GraceLan Update Manager 

software, 395 
Grani te Digital, 155 
graphics 

accelerated, 577 
basis fo r screen images, 

553 
distortion (monitors), 592 

graphics system statistics 
(Speedometer 4.0), 446 

graphics tablets, 158, 172, 
174 

ADB (Apple Desktop Bus), 
173 

ArtZ, 174 
DrawingSia te, 175 
hardware requirements, 

174 
Microgrid, 1 75 
pens, 158, 173 
resolution, 1 73 
SummaSketch FX, 175 
Wacom, 175 

Gravis Game Pad joystick, 
171 

grayscale output, 576 
DeskWriter inkjet printer, 

233 
Style Wri ter I I inkjet 

printer, 233 
green cast (monitors), 

814-815 
gremlins, 145 
grinding sounds, 878 
grounding electricity, 685 



974 H n (Hook) AT command 

H 

H n (Hoo k) AT com mand, 
344 

h alf-height ha rd d rives, 
219 

h andheld scanners, 
277-279, 284-288 

colors, 284 
copyrigh t issues, 283 
document feeders, 285 
fair use doctrine, 283 
LightningScan 400, 

286-288 
Ligh tningScan Portable, 

288 
OmniScan, 286-288 
operating software, 284 
resolution, 284 
Sca nMan Model 32, 

286-288 
ThunderScan, 284 
The Tray, 288-290 

handicapped users, 
inpu t devices, 188-190 
speech recognition, 

632-633 
speech synthesis, 632-633 

h a ndwriting recognit i9 n 
technology, 111 

Happy Mac icon, 874 
disappeari ng, 884-885 

h ard covers (keyboards), 
160 

Ha rd Disk Toolkit utility 
(FWB), 221, 784, 786-788, 
799 

hard disk d rives, 213-216, 
222-226, 769 

2.5 inch, 219 
3.5 inch, 219 
5.25 inch, 219 
actuators, 215 
armature, 213 
backing up, 621, 693-694, 

769 
bits, 214 
booting fa ilures, 769 
buses, 214,216 
command overhead, 215 

con trollers, 215 
crashes, 220 
defragmenting, 771-772 
diagnostic software, 771 
directories, repairing, 

769-770 
drive bays, 217 
d rivers, 214, 784 
external hard drives, 

217-218 
con necting, 217 
cooling systems, 218 
dust screens, 218 
electromagnetic 

shielding, 218 
moun ting, 798 
placement, 150 
portabili ty, 218 
power supply, 218 
radio frequency 

shielding, 218 
Zero-Footprint drive 

enclosures, 218 
fa ilures, 783 
gigabytes, 214 
grinding sounds, 878 
internal ha rd drives, 217, 

617 
da ta cables, 617 
insta llation, 622-623 
locating, 621 
power cables, 617 
removing, 621-622 

li fespan, 783 
magnetic fields, 621 
megabytes, 214 
MTBF (Mean Time Before 

Failure) rating, 220 
on-line storage, 265 
opti mizing, 772-773 
parti t ioni ng, 784 
platters, 213-214 

fa ilures, 769 
head crashes, 221 
reading/wri t ing, 213 
rebuilding, 777 
RPMs, 215 
sectors, 214 
tes ting, 770-771 

PowerBooks, 216 

PowerPC upgrades, 112, 
549 

RAID (Redundant Array 
of Inexpensive Disks), 
219-220 

recovering files, 773-783 
removeable hard drives, 

265,273 
saving musical 

recordings, 646 
SCSI accelerator cards, 600 
SCS I buses, 214-215 
SCSI ha rd drives, 221 
space requirements 

(System 6.0.x), 116 
speed, 216-217 

access speed, 216 
latency time, 215-216 
seek time, 216 
spind le speed, 215-216 

squealing sounds, 878 
tes ting, 480, 845-846 
therma l recalibration, 223 
t roubleshooting, 730 
throughpu t levels, 216, 

219 
warranties, 783 
vVorkgroup Servers, 95 1 
see nlso removeables 

hard djsks, see disks; 
platters 

hardware 
32-bit QuickDraw 

requi rements, 556 
breakdowns, preventing, 

684-685 
buying, 416-417 
cleaning, 151, 676-677 

cigarette smoke, 675 
dust, 675-677, 683-684 

crashes, 220-221 
deprecia tion sched ules, 

401-405 
digital audio equipmen t, 

646-652 
disassembling, 495-497 
earthquake-proofing, 

150-151 
fil e storage, 700-702 
locking up, 687 
maintenance schedules, 



690-691 
MIDI equipment, 

646-652 
registering, 687 
securing, 150 
spa res, 685 
static electricity, 682 
tax deductions, 400-401 
trading, 416 
troubleshooting, 722, 

729-734 
ventilation, 150, 677-678 
vibrations, 682-683 
warranties, 689 

hardware handshaking 
cables (modems) , 345, 
348 

hardware requirem en ts 
graphics tablets, 174 
servers, 35 7 

hardware system statistics 
(Speedometer 4.0), 444 

Hardware System Update 
1.0, 133 

Hayes Express 96 
modulation protocol, 342 

Hayes modems, 353 
HC virus, 930 
HD SC Setup utility (Disk 

Tools), 846 
head crashes (hard drives), 

221 
Headmaster Plus, 189-190 
headphones, 310-311, 948 
health con cerns, 690 

carpal tunnel syndrome, 
157, ] 60 

eye strain, 192, 809 
radiation, 193 
repetitive stress injuries, 

159 
Heapfixcr utility, 1 17 
Heaptool program, 866 
height adjustment 

keyboards, 160 
monitor displays, 590 

helican scans 
8lvllvl lape drives, 265 
OAT (digita l audio tape) 

tape drives, 265 

Help 
balloon help, 118 
System 7.5, 138 
see also technical support 

Help! program, 733 
Hewlett-Packard inkjet 

printers, 250, 233-234, 
288 

HFS 
disks, 792 
erro r codes, 910-911, 918 

Hide command, 118 
high-fidelity speakers, 310 
home keys (Q\1\'ERTY 

keyboards), 158-159 
hoods (lighting), 8 10 
hot switching (printers), 

228 
Houdini Card, 823-824 
HP DcskWriter 550C color 

inkjet printer, 250 
HP DeskWriter C color 

inkjet printer, 250 
HP Paintjet XL300 color 

inkjet printer, 250 
HP Paintjet XL300-PS 

color inkjet printer, 250 
HS-1PS color printer, 250 
HT-500PS color thermal 

wax printer, 252, 254 
hubs (networks), 372, 

379-380 
hung Macs, 

troubleshooting, 849-851 
hungup programs, 

stopping (Com m and (~) 
+ period (.) keys_, 850 

HyperCard 2.2, 318 
HyperCard stacks 

interactive mullimedia 
productions, :~09 

vi ruses, 930 
HyperTrac trackball, 169 

I 

1/0 System error codes, 
907-908 

IBM, 109-110 

INIT 29 virus 975 

IBM 4039 16L laser printer, 
240-242 

IBM 4079 Color printer, 
250 

lBM keyboards, 829 
lBMs 

3270 terminals, 382 
ma inframes, connecting, 

382 
SNA (System Network 

Architecture) 
networking protocol, 
382 

icons 
cable plug ends, 141 
floppy disk icon, 884 
floppy disk with quest ion 

mark icon, 883-884 
floppy disk with "X" 

icon, 884 
Happy Mac icon, 874 

disappearing, 884-885 
input po rts, 141 
missing icons, 797 
question mark icon, 

884-885 
Sad Mac icon, 875, 880 
System 7.0, 119 

lD numbers (SCSI devices), 
153-154, 720, 736, 
801-802 

image processing cards, 
280, 282 

image s ize (mon itors), 191 
im age stabilizer circuits 

(camcorders), 294 
imagesetters, 228, 260 

Iris printers, 260 
Laser Master 

DisplayMaker Pro, 261 
Linotron ic 330 

lmagesetter, 261 
Image Writer driver, 744 
impulses (electricity), 679 
incompatibilities between 

processors and software, 
852-853 

lnfogrip, 184, 189 
INIT 17 virus, 712, 941 
INlT 29 virus, 710, 932-933 



976 I NIT 1984 virus 

IN IT 1984 virus, 710, 
932-933 

IN IT 9403 virus, 712, 942' 
IN IT cdev Extension 

Manager, 896 
!NIT Manager, 897 
I NIT Picker program, 125, 

865 
INIT-M virus, 712, 941-942 
initialization (system 

startup), 872-873 
initializing disks, 784 
INITPicker Extension 

Manager, 896 
INITs (initialization 

resources), 116, 862, 893 
INl X Extension Manager, 

896 
ink (printers) 

DeskWriter inkjct printer, 
23 4 

inkj et printers, 232 
portable p rinters, 246 
StyleWriter II in kjet 

printer, 233 
inkjet printers, 228, 232 

color printers, 249 
Canon BJC-820, 250 
Cj-10 Color Bubble-jet 

Copier, 250 
Desk}et 1200c/ps, 

258-259 
HP DeskWriter SSOC, 

250 
HP DeskWriter C, 250 
HP Paintjet XL300, 

250 
HP Paintjet XL300-PS, 

250 
IBM 4079 Color, 250 
je tprinter PS, 250 

DeskWriter, 232-234 
ink, refilling, 232 
networking, 232 
paper, 232 
speed, 232 
sponges, 232 
StyleWriter II , 232-233 
WideWriter 360 in kjct 

printer, 232-233 
Inlinc Software Redux 

Deluxe program, 705 
input devices, 157 

ADB (Apple Desktop Bus), 
157 

bar code readers, 180-183 
DataG iove, 184 
graphics tablets, 158, 

172-175 
handicapped users, 

188- 190 
Interactive Brainwave 

Visual Analyzer, 
184-1 86 

j abra Ea r PHONE, 
186-187 

joysticks, 158, 170-1 72 
keyboards, 161-1 63 

chording keyboards, 
157, 160, 184-186 

Dvorak keyboards, 
158-159. 

numeric keypads, 160 
QWERTY keyboards, 

I 58-159 
magnetic stripe readers, 

181-183 
mouse, 158 

A3 Mouse, 164 
Apple Desktop Bus 

Mouse II , 164 
Felix, 164-1 66 
Kidz Mouse, 166 
MouseMan, 1 66 
UnMouse, 166-1 68 

pens, 1 78-179 
MacHandwriter, 179 
Message Pad 1 I 0, 

1 79-180 
pins, 146 
pon s 

pa rellel ports, 158 
serial ports, 159 

PowerSecretary, 186-187 
speech recognition 

technology, 11 2 
touch screens, 159, 

176-178 
trackballs, 159, 168-1 70 
Voice Navigator II , 

187-188 
input ports (icons), 141 
Insignia Solutions, 656-657 
installation 

A/UX operating system, 
387 

accelerator cards, 598, 
602-606, 609 

cache cards, 601 
drivers (software d rivers), 

146 
expansion cards, 339 
floppy disk d rives, 620 
fonts (System 7.0), 122 
hard drives, 622-623 
logic board upgrades, 400 
modems (express 

modems), 348-349 
RAM, 490, 498-499 
software, 669-670, 839 
System, 890-893 
System enablers, 130 

instruments (MIDI), 
633-635, 645-646 

insurance, 686, 688 
integer matrix multiply 

test (Speedometer 4.0), 
442 

integrated Macs 
d isassembling, 151, 

496-497 
RAM installation, 

498-499 
Intelligent Wind 

Instrument (JWI), 646 
lntelliTools, 190 
intensity (sound), 625-626 
Interactive Brainwave 

Visual Analyzer, 184-186 
interactive media, 305, 309 

COs, 309 
videodiscs, 309 

interface boxes (MIDI), 634 
interfaces 

MIDI, 634, 649-651, 947 
patch bays, 644 
SMPTE Time Code, 634 
thru boxes, 644 

PowerPCs, 112 
software upgrades, 668 
System 0.97, 115 



System 1.0, 115 
Svstem 2.0 , 11 5 
System 3.0, 1 16 
System 3.1, 116 
System 3.2, 116 
System 3.3, 116 
System 4.1, 116 
System 4.2, 116 
System 6.0.x, 116 
System 7 Pro, 130-132 
System 7.0, 116, 117-127 
System 7.0.1 , 116 
System 7.0.1P, 116 
System 7. 1, 116, 127-1 30 
System 7. 1.2 , 11 6 
System 7.1P, 116 
System 7.5, 136-138 

interferen ce (m onitors), 
594 

interlaced m onitors, 195, 
325, 554 

interna l CD-ROM drives, 
623 

installa tion, 623 
SCSllD numbers, 623 

interna l hard d rives, 21 7, 
219,61 7 

backing up, 621 
data cables, 617 
instn lla tion, 622-623 
locating, 621 
power cables, 617 
removing, 621-622 

inte rnal m odem s, 735 
see also modem s 
internal power supply 

problem s, 725 
Interna l Revenue Service, 

tax deductions for 
computers, 400-401 

internal terminato rs, 803 
internal test m a n ager state 

code (Sad Mac error 
codes), 876, 924 

internetworks, 362, 374 
bridges, 3 7 4 
repeaters, 374 

interpola ted resolution 
(scanners), 278 

IoMega Bernoulli drives, 

267-268 
IPC (inter-process 

commun ication), 5 77 
Iris pri n ters, 260 

J 
j 3 Pin-outs, Apple v ideo 

cards, 563 
j abra Ea rPHONE, 186-187, 

327 
j ackH ammer SCSI 

accele rator card , 614-615 
jacks 

miniplug jacks, 143 
RJ-1 1 jacks, 828 

jagged edges in prin ted 
d ocuments, 758 

j am software, 636 
j etprinter PS colo r pri n ter, 

250 
jittery 

mouse, 833 
RGB moni to r images, 593 

j o lt PS color prin ter, 250 
joyst icks, 158, 170-171 

Gravis Game Pad 
joystick, 171 

MouseStick II joystick, 
171-1 72 

QueStick joyst ick, 1 72 
Thunderstick joys tick, 172 

jumpers, setting SCSI rD 
numb ers, 153 

jumping cursor 
(PowerPCs), 824-825 

j X-700 p rinter, 255-257 
j X-7000 PS prin ter, 255-257 

K 

K-ASHARE, 385 
K-Spool, 385 
Kaboom! softwa re, 630, 

642 
Ka i's Power Tools, 282 
Ke:nx, 190 
Ken s ing ton Microware, 

keyboards 977 

161, 170 
Kens ington Notebook 

KeyPad, 161 
Key Cha in (PowerTalk), 

131 
Key Tronic, 162, 1 70 
Keyboard Deluxe, 162 
Keyboard Plus, 835 
keyboard shor tcu ts 

(System 7.0 ), 123 
keyboa rds, 827 

Apple Ad justable 
Keyboard, 161 

Apple Extended Keyboa rd 
II, 161 

Apple Keyboard II, 161 
arranging order o f keys, 

159 
chord ing keyboards, 157, 

160, 184-186, 189 
clean ing, 834 
con nections 

ADB (Apple Desktop 
Bus) po rts, 827-829 

Rj -11 connections, 
828-829 

DataDesk keyboards, 828 
desktop bus co nnecto r, 

142 
dust covers, 160 
Dvorak keyboards, 

158-1 59 
fo reign language 

keyboard d rivers, 159 
hand icapped users, 189 
ha rd covers, 160 
heigh t ad justment, 160 
IBM keyboards, 829 
Kensington No tebook 

KeyPad, 161 
Keyboard Deluxe, 162 
ke},maps 

ad justable keyboards, 
835 

DVORAK keyboards, 
834 

ed iting, 834 
fo reign languages, 834 
QWERTY keyboa rds, 

834 
System 7.0, 123-124 



978 keyboards 

keys 
Escape key, 835 
function keys, 835 
home keys, 158-1 59 

Keytron ics keyboards 
828 I 

Mac-101 E Enhanced 
Keyboard, 162 

MacPro Plus keyboard, 
162-1 63 

MIDI instruments 
645-646 I 

numeric keypads, 160 
plastic skins, 160 
PowerBooks, 835 
QWERTY keyboards, 

158-159 
Server Man ager remote 

keyboard, 835 
speech recogn ition 

software, 112 
sticky keys, 834 
U~icorn keyboards, 190 
wnst rests, 160 

keymaps (keyboards) 
adjustable keyboards, 835 
DVORAK keyboards, 834 
editing, 834 
foreign languages, 834 
QWERTY keyboards, 834 
System 7.0, 123-124 

Keytronics keyboards 828 
Kidz Mouse, 1.66 ' 
kiosks, 306 
knobs (monitors) 

brightness, 814 
contrast, 814 

Koala Acquisi t ions, 300 
Kodak Diconi x 701 

pr inter, 24 7 
Kodak Professional DCS 

200 still video camera 
295-296 I 

Kodak XL T 7720 Digital 
Continous printer, 
255-257 

Kraft, 172 
Kudo Image Browser 

pictorial database 
software, 282 

L 

labeling cables, 141 
LaCie, 289 
lan guages 

foreign languages 
keymaps (keyboards) 
834 ' 

ga teways, 382 
printers 

PostScript, 229-230 
QuickDraw, 229-230 

LANs (local area 
networks), 361, 375-377 

accessing, 377-378 
clients, 376-377 
connections, 383 
data links, 375-377 
gateways, 383-384 
internetworks, 362, 374 
network services, 376-377 

laser printers, 228, 234 
420 Print System (QMS), 

236, 238-239 
420 Printer System 

(QMS), 237 
860 Plus (QMS), 245-246 
860 Prin t System, 

241-242 
860 Print System (QMS) 

240 I 

1725 Print System, 
241-242 

BLP Eclipse, 237, 239 
13LP Eclipse2, 235 
13 LP Elite, 236-238 
13LP Eli te1, 235 
cost, 235 
DECiaser 1152, 235-238 
duty cycles, 235 
Eclipse 8, 240-242 
fin ale 8000, 236-237 239 
Finale 8000 (QMS), 238 
IBM 4039 16L, 240-242 
Laserj et 4M, 240-242 
Laserjet 4MP, 243-244 
Laserj et 4si MX, 240-242 
LaserPrinter 4039-1 0H 

235 -239 I 

LaserPri nter 4039-12H 
235-239 

1 

LaserWriter Pro 630 
240-242 I 

LaserWriter Pro 810 
240-242, 244-245 I 

LaserWriter Select 300 
235-238 I 

LaserWriter Select 310, 
235-238 

LaserWriter Select 320 
laser p rin te r, 243 

LZR2080, 240-242 
microLaser Plus PS17 

237-239 I 

MicroLaser Pro 600, 240-
242 

micro Laser Turbo 236-
239 I 

Microl aser XI Turbo 
241-242 I 

M~croLaser XL Turbo, 240 
mtcroWriter PS23 

236-239 I 

OL850 (Okidata), 
236-242 

PageMarq 20, 240-242 
Personal LaserWriter 300 

235-238 I 

Personal LaserWriter 
NTR, 235-238 

PL-41 0 (QMS), 238-239 
PLP, 236 
PLP ll, 235, 238 
PLP If laser printer, 237 
PostScript, 234 
PS-410 (QMS), 236-237 
QuickDraw, 234 
SelectPress 600, 240 
SelectPress 600 laser 

printer, 240-242 
Silent Writer Model 95F 

236-239 I 

toner, 243-245 
Turbo PS/6608, 240-242 
:rurboPS/300p, 237-239 
f urboPS/300p2, 236 
;urboPS/400p, 237-239 
rurboPS/400p3, 236 
Uni ty 1200X L-O, 240-242 



Laser]et 4M laser printer, 
240-242 

Laser}et 4MP laser printer, 
243-244 

Laser]et 4si MX laser 
printer, 240-242 

LaserMaster DisplayMaker 
Pro imagesctter, 261 

LaserPrinter 4039-10R laser 
printer, 235-239 

LaserPrinter 4039-12R laser 
printer, 235-239 

LaserWriter drivers error 
codes, 921 

LaserWriter Ilf printer 
(RAM upgrades), 531-532, 
536, 540 

LaserWriter Jig printer 
(RAM upgrades), 531-532, 
536,541 

LaserWriter liNT printers 
(RAM upgrades), 536 

LaserWriter IINTX printer 
(RAM upgrades), 531, 
536,540 

LaserWriter USC printer 
(RAM upgrades), 536 

LaserWriter Options dialog 
box, 754 

LaserWriter Plus printer 
(RAM upgrades), S36 

LaserWriter printer (RAM 
upgrades), 536 

LaserWriter Pro 600 (RAM 
upgrades), 533-S36, S41 

LaserWriter Pro 630 laser 
printer, 240-242 

RAM upgrades, 533-534, 
538, 541 

LaserWriter Pro 810 laser 
printer, 240-24S 

LaserWriter Pro 810 
printer 

RAM upgrades, 534-535, 
538, 541 

LaserWriter Select 300 
laser printer, 235-238 

RAM upgrades, 532, 538, 
541 

LaserWriter Select 310 
laser printer, 23S-238 

RAM upgrades, 532, 538, 
541 

LaserWriter Select 320 
laser printer, 243 

LaserWriter Select 360 
printer {RAM upgrades), 
S32-S33, S38, S41 

LaserWriters printing 
problems, 754 

latency time (hard drives), 
21S-216 

LC MAX expansion 
chassis, 648 

LC-VGA adapter wiring 
diagram, SS9 

LCD (Liquid Crystal 
Display) 

monitors, 807 
bad pixels, 823 
lines, 823 

touch screens, 17 6 
lead sh eets (musica l 

notation), 638 
Leaf Digital Camera Back 

still video camera, 297 
LED indicator lights, 

problems, 724 
length restrictions for SCSI 

cables, 800 
lenses (camcorders), 294 
Lexicon, 649 
Lexmark, 23S 
Liberty SO Series tloptical 

drive, 270 
Liberty System s, 218 
Liberty Systems SO Series 

105MB Syquestdrive, 267 
libraries 

scans, 282-283 
sounds, 628, 649 

licenses (software), 
390-391 

light sources {flatbed 
scanners), 284 

lighting (monitors), 
809-812 

eyestrain, 809 
fi lters, 810, 8 12 
flickering, 822-823 
fluorescent ligh ting, 810 

logic board upgrades 979 

glare, 812 
hoods, 810 

LightningScan 400 
handheld scanner, 
286-288 

LightningScan Portable 
handhe ld scanner, 288 

lines (monitor display 
screens), 823 

color moni tors, S92 
compact Macs, 880 
PowerBooks LCD 

monitors, 823 
linking hard drives, 

219-220 
Linotronic 330 

lmagesetter, 261 
liquid crystal disp.lay 

(LCD) 
monitors, 807 

bad pixels, 823 
lines, 823 

touch screens, 176 
load order (CDEVs/INITs), 

862-865 
local area networks, see 

LANs 
LocalTalk 

cables, 945-946 
connectors, 379 

Locking connectors, 
363-365, 380 

twisted pair, 365-377 
cross platform networks, 

373-377 
clata link, 364-377 
hubs, 379 
LANs, 375-377 

locking up h ardware 
equipment, 687 

logic board upgrades, 399, 
410, 948-9SO 

installation, 400 
Mac 128K to Mac Plus, 

4] 0-411 
Mac 512K to Mac Plus, 

410-411 
Mac 512Ke to Mac Plus, 

410-411 
Mac Classic to Mac 

Classic II , 412 



980 logic board upgrades 

Mac II to Mac llfx, 412 
Mac II to Mac llx, 412 
Mac llci to Quadra 700, 

413 
Mac llcx to Mac llci, 

412-413 
Mac llvx to Power Mac 

7100/44, 413 
Mac llvx to Quadra 6SO, 

413 
Mac llx to Mac Ilfx, 412 
Mac LC ll to Mac LC 47S, 

413 
Mac LC Ill to Mac LC 

47S, 413 
Mac LC to Mac LC II, 413 
Mac SE to Mac SE/30, 411 
Performa 400 to Mac LC 

47S, 413 
Performa 400 to Performa 

4S0,414 
Performa 40S to Mac LC 

47S, 413 
Performa 40S to Performa 

4SO, 414 
Performa 410 to Mac LC 

47S,413 
Perform a 410 to Perfo rma 

450, 414 
Perfo rma 430 to Mac LC 

47S, 413 
Performa 430 to Performa 

4S0,414 
Perfo rma 4SO to Mac LC 

47S, 413 
Performa 460 to Mac LC 

47S, 413 
Performa 466 to Mac LC 

47S,413 
Performa 467 to Mac LC 

47S, 413 
PowerPCs, S43-S4S 

kits, S4S 
Power Mac 6100/66, 

414 
PowerPC 6100AV/60, 

414, S5 1 
PowerPC 7100/66, 

414, SS 1 
PowerPC 7100AV/66, 

414, SS1 

PowerPC 8100/80, 
414, 5S1 

PowerPC 8100AV/80, 
414, S51 

Quadra 900 to 
Workgroup Server 95, 
414 

Quadra 950 to 
Workgroup Server 9S, 
414 

system performance, 409 
Workgroup Servers, 953 

logic boards 
removing, 495 
troubleshooting, 741 

Logitech , 166, 170,286 
lost files, recovering, 

773-783 
loudness (sound), 625 
low memory globals 

(extensions), 894 
low-profile hard drives, 

219 
lpi (Lines Per Inch) 

(printers), 758 
LQ AppleTalk ImageWriter 

driver, 744 
LQ ImageWriter driver, 

744 
LZR2080 laser printer, 

240-242 

M 

M and Max software, 636 
M n (speaker) AT 

command, 344 
Mac 128K, 8-10 

floppy d isk drives, 6 18 
Hrs disks, 792 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 487 
ROMs (Sad Mac erro r 

codes), 922-924 
Torx-15 driver tool, 151 
upgrading to Mac Plus, 

410-411 
Mac 512K, 8-10 

floppy drives, 618 
HFS disks, 792 

memorv (RAM 
configuration), 487 

R0\1s (Sad \!lac erro r 
codes), 922-924 

Torx-15 driver tool, 151 
upgrading to Mac Plus, 

410-411 
Mac 512Ke, 10-12 

memory (RAM 
configuration), 487 

ROMs (Sad Mac error 
codes), 922-924 

upgrading to Mac Plus, 
410-411 

Mac cables (modems), 347 
Mac Classic, 24-25 

benchmark test resu lts 
(MacBench), 546 

expansion slots, 336 
Finder 6.1.6, 116 
floppy disk drives, 620 
hard drives (internal 

drive bays), 618 
input capabilities, 144 
yfac Cracker tool, 15 1 
memorv (RAM 

configuration), 487 
SCSI ports, 598 
System 6.0.6, 116 
Torx-15 driver too l, 151 
upgrading 

RAM, SOl 
to \!lac Classic II, 412 

video system, 529 
Mac Classic II, 29-30 

expansion slots, 336 
inpu t capabilities, 144 
Mac Cracker tool, 151 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 487 
Torx-1 5 d river tool, 151 
upgrading, 424-426 

RAM, SO l 
video system, 529 

Mac Color Classic 
enablers, 128 
expansion slo ts, 336 
input capabilities, 144 
Mac Cracker tool, 151 
memory (RAM 

configura tion), 487 



System Enabler, 847 
Torx-15 driver tool, 151 
upgrading, 420-422 

RAM, 501-502 
VRAM, 528 

Mac Cracker tool, 151 
Mac front-end software 

(terminal emulation), 384 
Mac II, 15-16 

A/UX operating system, 
386 

benchmark test results 
(MacBench), 469 

expansion slots, 336 
Finder 5.5, 116 
floppy drives, 618 
hard drives (internal 

drive bays), 6 18 
input capabilities, 144 
ROMs (Sad Mac erro r 

codes), 924-926 
System 4.1, 11 6 
upgrading, 420-424 

floppy drives, 41 2 
RAM, 503-504 
to Mac llfx, 412 
to Mac llx, 4 12 

video card pin-outs, 
561-564 

video system, 529 
Mac ri Ext HiRes Video 

Card, 529 
Mac II HiRes Video Card, 

529 
Mac II Mono Video Card , 

529 
Mac ll Portrait Video Card, 

529 
Mac II Video Card, 529 
Mac Ilci, 20-21 

A/UX operating system, 
386 

accelerator cards, 608 
Astec power supply, 740 
benchmark test results 

(MacBench), 469 
expansion slots, 336 
Finder 6.1.4, 116 
fl oppy disk dr ive, 619 

hard drives 
in ternal drive bays, 

618 
removing, 621 

input capabilities, 144 
mo nitors, 196 
System 6.0.4, 116 
upgrading, 420-422 

RAM, 508-509 
to Quadra 700, 413 

video system, 529 
Mac Ilcx, 19-20 

A/UX operating system, 
386 

accelera to r cards, 608 
Astec power supply, 740 
expansion slots, 336 
fl oppy disk drives, 619 
hard d rives 

internal d rive bays, 618 
removing, 621 

input capabilities, 144 
monitors, 196 
upgrading, 420-424 

R/\M, 506-508 
lo Mac Ilci, 41 2-413 

video system, 529 
Mac llfx, 23-24 

A/UX operating system, 
386 

benchma rk test results 
(MacBench), 470 

expansion slots, 336, 339 
floppy disk drives, 618 
hard drives (internal 

drive bays), 618 
input capabili ties, 144 
memory (RMvl 

configuration), 488 
SCS I termination, 156 
System 6.0.5, 116 
upgrading, 426-430 

RAM, 509 
video system, 529 

Mac ll si, 25-27 
A/UX operating system, 

386 
benchma rk tes t rcsul ts 

(MacBench), 469 

Mac llx 981 

expansion slots, 336, 339 
Finder 6.1 .6, 116 
input capabilities, 144 
monitors, 196 
System 6.0.6, 1 1 6 
upgrading, 424-426 

RAM, 506 
video system, 529 

Mac Ilvi, 49 
accelerator cards, 608 
benchmark test results 

(MacBench), 546 
enablers, 128, 847 
input capabilities, 144 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 488 
upgrading, 543-544 

to PowerPC, 549 
Mac llvx, 47-49 

accelerator ca rds, 608 
benchmark test results 

(MacBench), 469, 546 
CD-ROM drives, 623 
enablers, 128, 847 
hard drives (internal 

drive bays), 618 
input capabilities, 144 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 488 
monitors, 196 
upgrading, 424-426, 

543-544 
internal CD-ROM 

drive, 415 
RAM, 509-51 0 
VRAM, 528 
to PowerPC, 549 
to Quadra 650, 413 

Mac Ilx, 16-17 
A/UX operating system, 

386 
expansion slots, 336 
Finder 6.1.1, 116 
hard drives (internal 

drive bays), 618 
input capabilities, 144 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 488 
monitors, 196 
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System 6.0.1, 116 
upgrading, 420-424 

RAM, 503-504 
to Mac Ilfx, 412 

video system, 529 
Mac LC, 27-28 

accelerator cards, 602, 
608 

expansion slots, 339 
Finder 6.1.6, 1 16 
hard d rive (interna l drive 

bays), 618 
input capabilit ies, 144 
LC MAX expansion 

chassis, 648 
monitors, 196 
System 6.0.6, 1 1 6 
upgrading, 420-422 

RAM, 504 
VRAM, 528 
to Mac LC II , 413 
to Mac LC Ill , 413 

VRAM problems, 585 
Mac LC 475, 76-78 

enablers, 128, 847 
input capabilities, 144 
LC MAX expansion 

chassis, 648 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 488 
upgrad ing, 426-430 

RAM, 506 
VRAM, 528 

VGA monito rs, 559 
Mac LC 520 

enablers, 128, 847 
LC MAX expansion 

chassis, 648 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 488 
upgrading, 424-426 

RAM, 506 
VItAM, 528 
to Mac LC 575, 414 

Mac LC 550, 78-79 
LC MAX expansion 

chass is, 648 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 488 
upgrad ing, 424-426 

Mac LC 575, 93-94 
LC MAX expansion 

chassis, 648 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 488 
upgrading, 430-432, 506 

Mac LC II, 37-38 
accelerator cards, 602, 

608 
benchmark test results 

(MacBench), 468 
expansion slo ts, 339 
hard drives (internal 

drive bays), 6 18 
input capabilities, 144 
LC MAX expansion 

chass is, 648 
memory (RAM 

configura tion), 487 
upgrading, 420-422 

RAM, 504-505 
to Mac LC 475, 413 
to Mac LC Il l, 4 L3 

VGA monitors, 559 
Mac LC Ill 

benchmark test rcsulls 
(MacBench), 468 

enablers, 128, 847 
expa nsion slots, 339 
hard drives (in t·crnal 

drive bays), 6 18 
input capabi lities, 144 
LC MAX expansion 

chassis, 648 
memory (RAM 

configuration), -1-87 
upgrading, 420-422 

RAM, 505-506 
VRAM, 528 
to Mac LC 475,4 13 

VGA mon ito rs, 559 
Mac ' n' Touch touch 

screen, 177-178 
Mac Plus, 12-13 

accelerator ca rds 
Bra insto rm 

Accelerato r, 602 
installation, 598 

Finder 5.0, 116 
Finder 5.2, 116 

floppy disk drives, 
618-619 

input capabili ties, 144 
Mac Cracker tool, 151 
ROMs (Sad Mac error 

codes), 922-924 
SCSI ports, 598-600 
SCSI termination, 155 
System 3.0, 116 
System 3.1, 116 
Torx-15 driver tool, 151 
upgrading, 411 

RAM, 499 
video system, 529 
wavy monitors, 819 

Mac Portable, 21-22 
expansion slots, 339 
Finder 6.1.4, 116 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 520 
opening hardware 

casings, 497 
ROMs (Sad Mac error 

codes), 926-927 
System 6.0.4, 11 6 
upgradi ng RAM, 524 

Mac SE, 13-14 
accelerator cards, 602, 

608 
benchmark test results 

(MacBench), 468 
expa nsion slo ts, 336, 339 
Finder 5.5, 116 
Finder 6.1.4, 116 
floppy d isk d rives, 

618-619 
hard drives (internal 

drive bays), 618 
input capabilities, 144 
Mac Cracker tool, 151 
ROMs (Sad Mac error 

codes), 924-926 
SCSI ports, 598 
System 4.1, 116 
System 6.0.3, 116 
Torx-1 5 driver tool, 15 1 
upgrading 

RAM, 499-500 
to Mac SE/30, 411 

video system , 529 



Mac SE/30, 17-19 
A/VX operating system, 

386 
accelerator cards, 608 
expansion slo ts, 336, 339 
Finder 6.1.4, 116 
input capabilities, 144 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 487 
System 6.0.4, 116 
upgrading, 41 I 

RAM, 500-501 
video system, 529 

Mac TV, 83-85 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 488 
upgrading 

RAM, 502 
VRAM, 528 

Mac-101E Enhanced 
Keyboard, 162 

Mac-PC Exchange, 656 
MacBench, 462 

benchmark data results, 
468-476 

memory requirements, 
464 

obtaining, 467-477 
ratings for PowerPC 

upgrades, 546-547 
results window, 465-480 
subsystem tests, 462-483 

disk subsystem test, 
464-480 

processor subsystem 
test, 462-483 

selecting settings, 
465-480 

video subsystem test, 
463-483 

system informatio n, 
464-480 

technical support, 
467-480 

MacEKG benchmark 
testing program, 477-478, 
733 

MacHandwriter pen, 179 
MaclnTalk, 628, 632 

Macintosh 12-inch 
monochrome monitor, 
203-204 

Macintosh 12-inch RGB 
display monitor, 203 

Macintosh 14-inch color 
display monitor, 201 

Macintosh 14-inch color 
plus display monitor, 
201-202 

Macintosh 16-inch color 
display monitor, 200-201 

Macintosh 21-inch disp lay 
monitor, 202 

Macintosh Portrait display 
monitor, 203 

MacLinkPius program, 654 
MacMag virus, 711, 934 
MacPro Plus keyboard, 

162-163 
MacRageous application

special accelerator card, 
615 

MacRecorder, 628-629, 643 
Macromedia, 317 
macros, 326, 695 
MacsBug, 874 
MacTables desks, 149 
MacTCP, 137, 386 

error codes, 921-922 
MacTools utility, 443, 732, 

771, 778-783 
MacUser forum, 467 
MacView Cable Adapter 

(Sony), 821 
MacVision Color Video 

Digitizer, 300 
MacWEEK forum, 467 
Magnascan Plus drum 

scanner, 292-303 
magnetic emissions 

(monitors), 193 
magnetic fields 

floppy disks, 790 
hard d rives, 621 
monitors, 814, 815 

magn etic file storage, 112, 
702 

magnetic shielding 
(speakers), 311 

megabytes 983 

magnetic stripe readers, 
181-183 

Magneto-Optical (MO) 
drives, 264, 794 

APS 128 Magneto-Optical 
drive, 268 

disks, 268 
Micronet Tahiti 11!1300, 

269-270 
Mail (PowerTalk), 131, 137 
majnframes, connecting, 

382 
3270 emulation, 384 
direct connections, 382 
LAN connections, 383 
Mac front-end software, 

384 
maintenance, 674-675 

preventive maintenance, 
673-674 

printers, 764 
schedules, 690-691 

malfunctions, locating, 
719 

Mannesmann Tally, 
247-248 

Mark of the Unicorn, 639, 
650 

Markertek Video and 
Audio Supply Catalog, 
148 

master disks, 694 
Master Tracks MIDI 

software, 637-640 
math coprocessors, 599 
MaxApplcZoom, 815 
Maximum Open Files 

Count, 869 
MBDF virus, 711, 938-939 
MDEF virus, 711, 936-937 
Media 100, 314-316 
Media Composer 400s, 

314-317 
media errors (hardware 

crashes), 221 
Media Suite Pro, 313-315 
MediaTime video capture 

board, 301-302 
megabytes, 214 



984 memory 

memory 
alloca ting, 839 
RAM (Random-Access 

Memory), 485 
adding, 485 
DRAM (dynamic

RAM), 947 
expanding, 493-495 
installation , 490, 

498-527 
PowerPC upgrades, 545 
RAM cache, 600-601 
SIMMs, 486, 490-491 
speed, 487-490 
static-RAM, 486 
System 6.0.x, 491 
System 7, 126, 491-492 
upgrades, 499-527 

screen buffers, 486 
SoftPC program 

requirements, 657 
System Heap (System 6), 

866 
testing, 441-480, 
video displays, 577 
virtual memory (System 

7), 126 
memory addressing 

System 6, 873 
System 7, 873 

Memory control panel 
(System 7), 854-857 

Memory Manager (System 
6), 866 

memory requirements 
extensions, 895 
MacBench, 464 
scanners, 280-288 
software, 839 
sound files, 631 
System 6.0.x, 116-117 
System 7, 11 8, 491 

mentally handicapped 
users, 188-190 

Menu Manager error codes, 
910-911 

menus (Apple menu), 137 
mesh screens (monitors), 

810-812 
MessagePad 110 pen, 

179-180 

Microcom Virex, 71.4 
Microgrid graphics tablet, 

175 
microkernel (System 7.5), 

137 
microLascr Plus PS17 laser 

printer, 237-239 
MicroLascr Pro 600 laser 

printer, 240-242 
mic ro Laser Turbo laser 

printer, 236-239 
MicroLaser XI Turbo laser 

printer, 241-242 
MicroLaser XL Turbo laser 

printer, 240 
MicroMat Computer 

Systems, 733 
Micronet CD Writer 

System, 275 
MicroNet MicroData 

Shuttle removeable ha rd 
drive system, 273 

Micronet Raven 040 Disk 
Array hard drive, 225-226 

Micronet Tahiti JT1 1300 
Magneto-Optical drive, 
269-270 

microns, 213 
microphones, 629, 947-948 

j abra EarPHONE, 
186-187, 327 

miniplug jacks, 143 
Plaintalk Microphone, 

327 
ports, 738 
PowerPCs, 112 

Micropo lis 2210AV ha rd 
drive, 222-223 

Micro polis Microdisk A V 
LT removeable hard disk 
system, 273-274 

MicroQuc, 172 
Microsoft Windows, 

running on Macs, 657 
MicroSpeed, 169 
Microtek Lab, 289, 291 
MicroTouch Systems, 166, 

177 
microWriter PS23 laser 

printer, 236-239 

MIDI (Musical Instrument 
Digital Interface), 
626-627 

cables, 634 
data bytes, 627 
DIN connectors, 633 
hardware, 646-652 
instruments, 633-635, 

645-646 
interfaces, 634, 649-651, 

947 
interface box, 634 
patch bays, 644 
smart interfaces, 634 
thru boxes, 634, 644 

MIDI lag, 635 
patch edi tor/librarian, 

636 
recordings, editing, 627 
RFI (Radio Frequency 

In terfercnce), 634 
sequencers, 633 

musical notation, 636 
quantization, 637 

serial comm unication 
protocols, 633 

SM PTE Time Code, 
634-635, 644 

sofn.va re, 636 
Cubase Audio, 

638-639 
Encore, 639-640 
Finale, 637, 640 
Master Tracks, 637-640 
Nightingale music 

notation software, 
637, 641 

Performer, 638-639 
Studio Vision, 637, 641 
TimeBandit, 641 
Vision, 638 

status bytes, 627 
synthesizers, 633, 643 

MIDI Manager error codes, 
912 

MIDI Time Code (MTC), 
synchron izing wit h 
SMPTE, 635 

miniplug jacks, 143 



MIPS (m illions of 
instructions per second), 
7 

Mitsubishi International 
Corporation, 252, 255 

MNP 4 error correction 
protocol, 342 

MNP 5 data compression 
protocol, 343 

MNP 10 error correction 
protocol, 342 

MobileWriter PS printer, 
247-248 

MODE32 RAM expander, 
493 

modems, 341 
acoustic modems, 345 
Apple modems, 354 
Apple Remote Access 

(ARA), 351 
AT commands, 343-344 
A V Macs, con necting, 

349-350 
bps (bits per second), 341 
buffers, 348 
buying, 345-346 
cables, 946 

hardware handshaking 
cables, 345, 348 

Mac cables, 347 
ca ll waiting, disabling, 

344 
compression, 342-343, 

346 
direct connect modems, 

345 
error correction, 342, 346 
express modems 

(PowerBooks), 348-349 
fa x modems, 351 

Fax Software, 351 
PowerBooks, 352 
receiving fa xes, 351 
sending fa xes, 351 

fi le transfer protocols, 
344 

flow control, 345, 348 
Global Village modems, 

353 
Hayes modems, 353 

modulation protocols, 
342 

negotiation, 343 
off-line, 342 
on-li ne, 342 
on-line services, 346-347 
phone lines, connecting, 

346 
ports, 734 
Prometheus modem, 353 
RJ- L 1 phone cables, 143 
Supra modem, 353 
terminal emulation 

programs, 350 
V. Past sta nclard, 34 7 
Zoom modem, 353 

modular Macs 
accelerator cards, 598 
opening hardware 

casings, 497 
upgrading RAM, 502-503 

modulatio n protoco ls 
(modems), 342 

moisture damage, 144-145 
diskettes, 791 

Monitor control panel 
(underscan mode), 571 

Monitor Expander, 815 
Monitor Switch util ity, 821 
monitors, 191, 807 

12-inch RGB support, 591 
adapters, 821, 824 
Apple Basic Color 

Monitors, 820 
Apple Multiple Scan 20 

d isplay monitor, 202 
aspect ratios, 1 92- 194 
AudioVision 14-inch 

monitor, 198-200, 
330-33 1 

autosync monitors, 194 
blank display, 821-822 
buying, 194, 204 
cables, 808-809 
CAD (Computer Aided 

Des ign), 194 
cleaning, 813 
color publishing, 193 
colors, 814 

Gam ma appli cation , 
814 

monitors 985 

green cast, 814-8 15 
Houdin i Card, 823-824 
visible lines, 592 

compact Macs 
checkerboard patterns, 

880 
li nes, 880 
video alignmen t tools, 

591 
composite monitors 

(AV Macs), 5 71 
configuration 

adjustments, 588-591 
CRT monitors, 11 1 
degaussing, 591, 594 
display screens 

fil ling, 815-816 
RAM upgrades, 816 

clot pit, 192, 586 
electrica l emissions, 193 
EMI (electromagnetic 

in terfcrcnce), 594 
EnergyStar ratings, 192 
etched glass surfaces, 812 
eye strain, 192, 809 
fl ickering, 192, 822-823 
garbled display, 819-820 
geometric distortion, 592 
ghosts, 820 
glare, 809-812 

cyli ndrical mon itors, 
822 

spherical moni tors, 822 
height of display, 590 
image size, 191 
interlaced mon itors, 195, 

325 
LCD (Liquid Crystal 

Display) monitors, 807, 
823 

lighting 
filters, 810, 812 
fluorescent lighting, 

810 
hoods, 810 
lines, 823 

Macintosh 12-inch 
monochrome monitor, 
203-204 

Macin tosh 12-inch RGB 
display, 203 
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Macintosh 14-inch color 
display monitor, 20 l 

Macintosh 14-inch color 
plus display monito r, 
201 -202 

Maci ntosh 16-inch color 
display monitor, 
200-201 

:VIacintosh 21-inch 
display monitor, 202 

Macintosh Portrait 
display monitor, 203 

magnetic emissions, 193 
magnetic fields, 814-815 
monitor rooms, 812 
moving, 808-809 
Multiscan, 564 
multiscan monitors, 194 
mu ltisync monitors, 194 
multisynch, 558 
NEC MultiSync 4FGe I S-

inch mon itor, 207-208 
noise at startup, 591 
nonglare coatings, 812 
noninterlaced monitors, 

325 
NTSC moni tors, 195-198 

compatibil ity with 
television, 195 

overscan, 195 
refresh rates, 195 
underscan, 195 

NuBus slot expander, 587 
opening, 817-818 
Phi lips Brilliance 1720 

17-inch monitor, 206 
phosphor burn-in, 682, 

812-813 
picture waviness, 150 
pixel clocks, 576 
placement, 150 
Power Books 

brigh tness button 
fa ilures, 822 

lines, 823 
PowerPCs, 111 
problems, 726 
radia tion, 111 
radio frequencies, 111, 

150, 193 

Radius PrecisionColor 
Pivot monitor, 204-205 

refresh rates, 192 
resolution, 191, 820-821 

sense codes, 564-569 
RGB jitters in images, 593 
scan rates, 554 
screen savers, 682, 

812-813 
sense adapters 

(resolution), 565 
Sigma MultiMode 150 

1 9-i nch gray-scale, 
208-209 

single dot display, 823 
sleep modes, 111, 1 92 
Super VGA monitors, 

194-195 
SuperMac PressView 21 

Display System 
monitor, 209-210 

synch on green 
processing, 594 

television 
connecting to Macs, 

570-573 
radio frequency 

emissions, 193 
Toby cards, 820 
touch screens, 159, 176 
TouchMon itors, 178 
Trinitron, 585-586 
tuning, 813 

brightness, 812-814 
contrast, 814 
convergence settings, 

814, 817-818 
focus, 590, 81. 7-818 

uniformity, 586 
VGA monitors, 194-195, 

558-559 
Virtual Vision NTSC 

monitor, 210-211 
wavy picture, 818-819, 

823-824 
width of displays, 589 
WYSIWYG, 816 

mo nochrome monitors 
(dot pitch), 586 

MOSAIC Tro jan Horse, 943 

Motorola, 109-l.l.O 
Motorola 68020 chips, 601 
m ounting SCSI devices, 

798-799 
mouse, 158, 163-164, 827, 

947 
A3 Mouse, 164 
ADB (Apple Desktop Bus), 

1.63 
Apple Desktop Bus Mouse 

II, 164 
ball bearing suspensions, 

163 
buttons, 163 
buying, 832-833 
cleaning, 163, 829 
costumes, 163 
cursors 

bouncing cursors, 833 
speeding, 833 

desktop bus connector, 
142 

feet, replacing, 829 
Felix, 164-1 66 
handicapped users, 

189-190 
height adjustment, 163 
ji ttery mouse, 833 
Kidz Mouse, 166 
models, 832 
mouse ball 

cleaning, 833 
mechanical interrupter 

tracki ng device, 833 
optical interrupter 

tracking device, 833 
removing, 829 
replacing, 832 

mouse pads, 163, 829 
MouseMan, 166 
Teflon sliders, 163 
U n Mouse, 166-168 
wrist rests, 163 

mouse pads, 163, 829 
Mouse Systems, 164 
MouseMan, 166 
MouseStick II joystick, 

171-172 
Movie sound files, 630 
MoviePak2 Pro Suite, 

303,315 



movies (QuickTime 
movies), 306, 310 

m oving monitors, 808-809 
MS-DOS color standa rds, 

557 
MTBF (Mean Time Before 

Failu re) rating, 220 
m ul ti-processing (AV 

Macs), 325 
Multi Finder 

System 6, 117, 866 
System 7.0, 118 

m ultimedia productions, 
305-308 

composite video, 305 
interactive media, 305 
interactive programs, 309 
kiosks, 306 
linear programs, 309 
QuickTime movies, 306, 

310 
SM PTE Time Code, 306 
software 

Action!, 317 
After Effects 2.0, 317 
Director 3.1.3, 318 
HyperCard 2.2, 318 
Premiere 3.0, 318-319 
Producer Pro, 318 
QuickFiix! , 319 
VideoFusion, 319-320 
VideoMaker +, 

320-321 
VideoScript, 321 
VideoShop 2.0, 321 
VideoToolkit 2.0, 321 

sound 
head phones, 310 
speakers, 310-313 

video clips 
Edit Decision List 

(EDL), 305 
video editing systems, 

313-314 
multipla tform operations 

of Macs w ith PCs, 653 
multiple moni tors (NuBus 

slo t expander), 587 
Multiple Scan 17 Display, 

578-580 

negative system error codes 987 

Multip le Scan 20 Display, 
580-582 

multiprocessors, see chips; 
CPUs 

multiscan monitors, 194, 
564 

multisync monitors, 194, 
558 

mult itasking, 137 
Murder, Anyone? 

videodisc, 309 
music, 651-652 

audio CD drives, 631 
chi ps 

stereo chips, 628 
synthesizer chips, 628 

clip sounds, 629 
copyrigh t laws, 629 
d igital audio recorders, 

626, 631 
distortion, 626 
MacRecorder, 628-629 
noise, 626 
quantizing recordings, 

626 
RAM, 644 
sampling rate, 626 

edi ting and recording 
software, 641-643 

memory requirements, 
63 1 

micropho nes, 629 
MIDI (Musicial 

Instrument Digita l 
Interface), 626-627 

cables, 634 
connecting 

instruments, 635 
da ta bytes, 627 
editing, 627 
instruments, 645-646 
interfaces, 634 
MID I lag, 635 
notation programs, 641 
RFI (Radio Frequency 

Interference), 634 
sequencers, 633 
software, 638, 639-641 
status bytes, 627 
synthesizers, 633, 645 

patch editor/librarian, 636 
recordings 

edi ting, 646 
saving on hard drives, 

646 
reverb systems, 649 
sound cards, 644-645 
system requirements, 643 
voice commands, 

631-633 
QuickTime movies, 629 

musical notation, 636-638 
MVP Mouse t rackball, 169 

N 

n a m ing 
enablers, 128 
icons (System 7.0), 119 

NASA virus, 930-932 
Nationa l Television 

Standards Committee 
(NTSC), 306 

near-line sto rage, 265 
NEC Multispin 4X Pro 

CD-ROM, 274 
NEC MultiSyn c 4FGe 15-

inch moni tor, 207-208 
NEC Tech nologies, 235, 

252 
negative ID error codes 

Gestalt errors, 921 
LascrWriter drivers, 921 
MacTCP, 921 
Pictlnfo, 921 
Power Manager, 921 
Slo t Manager, 922 
SysEnvirons, 920 

n egative ion generators, 
146 

n egative system error 
codes 

AppleEvents, 918-919 
AppleTalk, 909-910 
AppleTalk AFP, 919-920 
AppleTalk ASP (XPP 

Driver), 917 
AppleTalk ATP, 917-919 
AppleTalk DSP, 918 
AppleTalk NBP, 917 



988 negative system error codes 

AppleTalk PPC Toolbox, inkjet printers, 232 remote access, 395 
916-91 7 servers, 376-377 securi ty issues, 390 

Balloon Help Manager, networking protocols screen savers, 392 
916 AppleTalk, 381 servers, 392 

clock, 909 SNA (System Network users, 391-392 
Color Manager, 907, 911 Architecture), 382 servers, 377 
Database Access (PACK TCP/lP, 382 software, 954-955 

13), 915-916 networks, 361-363, licenses, 390-391 
DeBugger, 915 375-377 updating, 395 
Device Managers, 914 adapters, 379-380 upgrading, 391 
diskettes, 909 administrators, 389 topologies, 362, 372-377 
Edition Manager, 914 backing up, 393 bus topolOh'Yr 372-377 
File Manager Extension, connectors, 379-380 hubs, 372, 379 

919 AAUI, 380 star, 372-373 
fi les, 908 add-in cards, 380 transmission mediums, 
Fon t Manager, 908-909 BNC, 370 362, 365-3 77 
HFS, 910,918 EtherNet, 380 fiber-optic cab les, 371 
HFS File ID, 911 LocalTalk, 379 Locarra lk with Twisted 
1/0 System, 907-908 LocalTalk Locki ng, Pair, 365-377 
Menu Manager, 910-911 363-365, 379-380 th ick coaxial cables, 
MIDI Manager, 912 PhoneNet, 362-363, 370-377 
Notification Manager, 366, 379-380 thin coaxial cables, 

913 R]-11, 367 369-377 
0/S, 915 RJ-45, 368 twisted pair, 365-377 
Print Manager, 919 SCSI, 380 UNIX ut:!tworks, 385 
QuickDraw, 911, 915 cross platform networks, WANs, 361 
Resource Manager, 91 1 373-374 wiring, 393 
Scrap Manager, 910 device sharing, 375-377 NewGen Systems 
SCSI Manager, 914 Ethernet connections, Corporation, 236 
serial ports, 909 954 Nighti ngale musical 
Sound Manager, 911-912 information sha ring, 375 notation program, 637, 
Start Manager, 91.3-914 inspecting, 394 641 
Storage Allocator, 910 LANs, 361, 375-377 Nikon Electric Imaging, 
system errors, 906 accessing, 377-378 255, 291 
TextEdit, 915 data links, 375-377 No-Rad shields, 150 
Virtual Memory lnternetworks, 362, nodes (networks), 362-363 

Dispatch, 915 374 n oise 
negotiation (modems), 343 maintenance, 392-393 electricity, 679 
NetWare software, 356, nodes, 362-363 moni tors, 591 

360 packets, 362-363 sound recordings, 626 
n etwork backups with file passwords, 390 non-networked prin ting, 

sharing, 700 policies, 389-390 746-748 
n etwork protocols, printers, 377 no ninterlaced moni tors, 

362-364 protocols, 362-364 325 
n etwork topology maps, data links, 362-365 Norton Utilities, 732, 771, 

686 network protocols, 774-778 
networking 362-364 nota tion (music), 636-638, 

printers, 230, 376-377, OSl (Open Systems 641 
748-750 Interconnection) Notification Manager erro r 

dot-matrix printers, model, 362-364 codes, 913 
231 



PageMaker benchmark test results 989 

Nova Development, 642 Ofoto software, 281-288 OmniPage, 283 
NowSave program, 851 Okidata, 236 TextBridge, 283 
NTSC (Nation al Television OL850 laser printer optical disc drives, CD 

Standards Committee), (Okidata), 236-242 recording capab ilities, 
306, 561 OmniPage OCR software, 631 

NTSC devices, connecting 283 optical disks, 268, 798 
to Macs, 570 OmniSca n handheld op tical drives (Magneto-

NTSC encoder boxes, 5 72 scanner, 286-288 Optical drives), 264, 
NTSC monitors, 195-198 OmniWand bar code 268-270 
NTSC video encoding reader, 182 optical m edia file storage, 

(Display Card 8/24), 572 on -line (modems), 342 702 
NTSC video flicke r, 573 on-line services optical resolution 
NTSC/RGB simultan eous commercial on-line (scanners), 278-280 

video output, 574 services, 346 optical storage (PowerPCs), 
Nu Bus '90 expansion slot, private on-line services, 112 

335, 338 347 optical systems 
Nu Bus expansion cards, technincal support, 840 (camcorders), 294 

110, 214, 335-337 ZiffNet, 467 optical/floppy d rives, 264, 
configurations, 336 on-line storage, 265 270 
Euro-DIN 96-pin OneScanner flatbed OptiMem RAM expander, 

connectors, 338 scanner, 288-303 494-495 
installation, 339 OnStartu p Extension optim izatio n software, 
monitors, 587 Manager, 897 772-773 
PowerPCs, 338 Opcode System s, In c., 642, Optimizer (MacTools), 
slots, 336-338 650 782-783 
video card data transfer, Open Files Count optimizin g hard dr ives, 

577 Maximum, 869 772-773 
Nu Bus video boards, 824 OpenDoc (Taligent Optronics, 292 
NuMedia sound cards, 648 tech nology), 137 Orange Micro Oran ge PC 
n umeric keypads, 160-161 open in g cards, 661 
NuVerb software, 649 hardware casings, 495 osc, 642 
nVlR vinas, 710, 932 integrated Macs, OSI (Open Systems 
Nyquist Th eorem, 626 496-497 Interconnection) network 

Mac Portable, 497 protocol model, 362, 364 

0 modular Macs, 497 overscan 
PowerBooks, 497 NTSC monitors, 195 
safety concerns, video resolution, 567, 577 

0 (on-lin e) AT comma nd, 495-496 
344 mo nitors, 817-818 p 

0/S error codes, 915 operating software 
Oce Graph ics, 252 (scanners), 284 
OCR (Optical Character operating systems Pacer Software, Inc., 385 

Recognition) software, A/UX, 381, 386-387 PacerShare, 385 
278 connecting, 381 packets, 362-363 

Fax Software, 352 licensing, 111 page d escription languages 
OmniPage, 283 UNIX, 381, 384 {printers), 229-230 
TextBridge, 283 OCR (Optical Ch aracter Page Setup d ialog box, 

off-hours backups, 699 Recognition) software, 751-755 
off-line (modems), 342 278 PageMaker benchmark test 
off-site backup storage, 

706 
Fax Software, 352 results, 481 



990 PageMarq 20 laser printer 

PageMarq 20 laser printer, 
240-242 

Painter benchmark test 
results, 482 

PAL color broadcast 
format, 306 

PAL video format display 
cards, 576 

Panasonic 
Communications, 252 

paper 
col or printers, 249 
color thermal wax 

printers, 254-255 
dye sublimation printers, 

257 
in kjet printers, 232-234 
laser printers, 238-239 
laser writers, 242-247 

partition maps (diskettes), 
770-771 

pa rtitioning hard drives, 
784 

passive star topology 
(networks), 372-377 

Passport Designs, Inc., 318, 
640 

passwords 
networks, 390 
PowerTalk, 131 

patch bays (MIDI 
interfaces), 644 

patch editor/librarian 
(music files), 636 

PC video drivers, 557 
PC-formatted floppy disks, 

655-656 
PCI (Peripheral 

Component 
Interconnect) standard, 
335, 339 

PCI (Peripheral 
Component 
Interconnect) bus, 110 

PCs, sharing files with, 
653-656 

PDS expansion cards, 
335-336, 339 

PDS expansion slo ts, 
335-336, 338 

Peace virus, 934 
pens, 178-179 

graphics tablets, 158, 173 
MacHandwriter, 179 
MessagePad 1 10, 179-180 

Percon, 183 
Percon Series 20 bar code 

reader, 183 
Performa 200, 40-41 

benchmark test results 
(MacBench), 470 

memory (RAM 
configuration), 488 

video system, 529 
Performa 400, 41-42 

accelerator cards, 602 
benchmark test results 

(MacBench), 470 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 488 
monitors, 198 
upgrading 

to Mac LC 475, 413 
to Mac LC Il l, 413 
to Performa 450, 414 
VRAM, 528 

Performa 405 
accelerator cards, 602 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 488 
monitors, 198 
upgrading 

to Mac LC 475, 413 
to Mac LC Ill, 413 
to Performa 450, 414 
VRAM, 528 

Pcrforma 410, 74-75 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 488 
monitors, 198 
upgrading 

to Mac LC 475, 413 
to Mac LC Ill, 413 
to Perfo rma 450, 414 
VRAM, 528 

Performa 430 
accelerator cards, 602 
memory (RAM 

con figuration), 488 
monitors, 198 

upgrading 
to Mac LC 475, 413 
to Mac LC III , 413 
to Performa 450, 414 
VRAM, 528 

Performa 450 
enablers, 129 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 488 
monitors, 198 
upgrading 

to Mac LC 475, 413 
VRAM, 528 

Pcrforma 460, 75-76 
enablers, 129 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 488 
monitors, 198 
upgrading, 424-426 

to Mac LC 475, 413 
VRAM, 528 

Performa 466, 75-76 
enablers, 129 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 488 
monitors, 198 
upgrading, 424-426 

to Mac LC 475, 413 
VRAM, 528 

Pcrforma 467, 75-76 
enablers, 129 
memory {RAM 

configuratio n), 488 
monitors, 198 
upgrading, 424-426 

to Mac LC 475, 413 
VRAM, 528 

Performa 475, 76-78 
enablers, 129 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 488 
monitors, 198 
upgrading, 426-432 

VRAM, 528 
Performa 476, 76-78 

enablers, 129 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 488 
monitors, 198 
upgrading VRAM, 528 



Performa 550, 78-79 
enablers, 129 
memory (RAM 

configu ration), 488 
upgrading, 426-430 

to Yfac LC 575, 414 
VRAM, 528 

Perfo rma 550CD, 78-79 
Performa 560, upgrading, 

426-428, 430 
Performa 575 model, 93-94 
Performa 577 model, 93-94 
Performa 578 model, 93-94 
Performa 600, 43-44 

benchmark test results 
(MacBench), 470, 546 

CD-ROM drives, 623 
enabler, 129 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 488 
monitors, 198 
upgrading 

to PowerPC, 543-544, 
549 

VRAM, 528 
Performa 600CD 

CD-ROM drives, 623 
mon itors, 198 

performance 
comparing with other 

systems, 466-480 
measuring, 439-440 

applications, 480-483 
benchmark data, 439 
calculation abilities, 

442-443, 479 
calculat ion abili ty, 441 
color graphics modes, 

442-443 
CPU (Central 

Processing Unit), 
441-443, 479 

hard drives, 443, 464, 
480 

memory, 441, 479 
video system, 479 

upgrades, 409 
Performan ce Rating Tests 

(Speedometer 4.0), 
443-483 

Perform as 
Finder 7.0.1P, 116 
hard drives (internal 

drive bays), 618 
System 7.0.1 P, 116 
System 7.1 P, 11 6 

Performer MID.I software, 
638-639 

Peripheral Component 
Intercon nect (PCI) bus, 
110 

Peripheral Land 
Incorporated, 267 

periphe rals 
connecting, 141-144, 

146-147 
environmental 

concerns, 144-14 6 
sa fety concerns, 

144-146 
input pins, 146 
power supply, 147 
SCSI peripherals, 152-153 

daisy-chains, 153-155 
lD numbers, 153-1 54 
software drivers, 

154-155 
securing, 151 
security lD labels, 687 
setting up, 150 
wireless peripherals, 147 

permutations test 
(Speedometer 4.0), 442 

Person a l ColorPoint PSE 
color thermal wax 
printer, 252-255 

Personal ColorPoint PSE 
printer, 259-260 

personal entertainment 
eyeware, 210-211 

personal file servers, 
356-357 

Personal LaserWriter 300 
laser printer, 235-238 

RAM upgrades, 536 
Personal LaserWriter 320 

printer (RAM upgrades), 
530-531 

Personal LaserWri ter LS 
(RAM upgrades) , 530, 536 

photographs 991 

Personal LaserWriter NT 
(RAM upgrades), 530, 536 

Personal LaserWriter NTR 
laser printer, 235-236, 
238 

RAM upgrades, 530, 536 
Personal LaserWri te r SC 

(RAM upgrades), 536 
PGC (profession al graphics 

card), differe nces from 
Macintosh display, 557 

Phaser 200e Co lo r Printer, 
252, 254-255 

Phaser 200i Color Printer, 
252, 254-255 

Phaser Ill PXi color 
printer, 250 

Phaser IISD Color Printer, 
255-257 

Philips Brilliance 1720 
17-i nch monitor, 206 

phones, see te lephones 
phone lines 

ANALOG phone lines, 
346 

DIGITAL phone lines, 346 
modems, connecting, 346 

Phone Pod (GeoPort), 330 
PhoneNet connectors, 

362-363, 366, 379-380 
PhoneNet StarController 

hub, 379-380 
phosphor burn-in 

(monitors}, 682, 812-813 
Photo CD, 278-283 
Pboto-CD writers, 263 
photodiodes (flatbed 

scanners), 278 
ph otographs 

35 mm slide scan ners, 291 
colors, 282 
editing, 280 
filters, 282 
Photo CD, 278-283 

colors, 281 
editing, 281 
resolution, 281 

Pho toShop software, 
280-288 

retouch ing, 282 



992 Photolmpress software 

Photo Impress softwar e, 
281 

PhotoShop image editing 
software, 280 

benchmark test results, 
482 

filters, 282 
Kcli 's Power Tools, 282 

ph ysical security of 
backups, 706 

physically handicapped 
users, 188-190 

Pictlnfo error codes, 921 
pictorial databases, 282 
picture waviness 

(monitors}, I SO 
pinouts 

ADB (Apple Desktop Bus), 
828 

DB-9, 828 
pins 

cables, 146 
peripheral inputs, 146 

pitch (sound), 625-626 
pixel clocks (monitors), 

576 
pixels (monitors), 7, 191 

alpha channels, 577 
aspect ratio, 192 
display dimensions, 557 
dithering, 575 
dot pitch, 192 
filling display screen, 8 16 
LCD monitors, 823 
maximum depths, 583 
scanners, 279 

PL-410 laser printer (QMS), 
238-239 

PlainTalk, 325-327, 632 
Plaintalk Microphone, 327 
plastic skins (keyboards), 

160 
platforms, connecting in 

networks, 373-374 
p latte rs, 21.3-214 

head crashes, 221 
reading/writing, 213 
RPMs (revolutions per 

minute), 215 
sectors, 214, 22 1 

thin -film media, 213 
tracks, 214 

PLI Infinity 88/ RW44 
Syqust drive, 267 

PLI SuperFioppy floppy 
disk drive, 272 

PLP II laser printer, 
235-238 

PMTs (photomultiplier 
tubes) (drum scanners), 
278-279, 285 

pointers, freezing, 883 
pointing device, see mouse 
pola rized filters 

(monitors), 810 
policies (networks), 389 
poll utants 

preventing from entering 
equipment, 678, 
683-684 

removing build-up, 
675-677 

portabi lity 
ex ternal hard drives, 218 
PowerPCs, 11 2 

portable printers, 246-248 
duty cycles, 246 
ink, 246 
Kodak Diconix 70 I, 247 
MobileWriter PS, 247-248 
Portable Style Writer, 247 
power supply, 246 
thermal wax, 246 
Wri teMove II, 247 

portable scanners, 288 
Po rtable Style Writer 

printer, 247 
ports 

ADB (Apple Desktop Bus) 
port, 827-829 

GeoPort, 329-330, 953 
input ports, 141 
parallel ports, 158 
printers, 255-256 
SCSI ports, 152 

compact Macs, 598 
device independent, 

154 
serial ports, 159 

error codes, 909 
troubleshooting, 734-738 

positive ID codes (error 
codes), 905-906 

PostScript printer 
language, 761-762 

cloned, 762 
errors, 764 

PostScript printers, 
229-230 

imagesetters, 228 
laser printers, 234 
tro jan horses, 943 

power cables, 617 
power conditioners, 680 
power cycling, 681-682 
Power Mac 6100/60, 85-86 

benchmark test resul ts 
(MacBench), 473-474, 
547 

input capabilities, 144 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 489 
monitors, 824 
non-compatible 

programs, 853 
upgrading, 432-436 

RAM, 515-517 
video monitor screen 

disappearance, 595 
Power Mac 6100/60AV, 

86-88 
benchmark test resul ts 

(MacBench), 473-474, 
547 

logic board upgrade kit, 
414, 551 

non-compatible 
programs, 853 

upgrading, 432-436 
video monitor screen 

disappearance, 595 
Power Mac 7100/66, 88-89 

input capabilities, 144 
jumping cursor, 824-825 
logic board upgrade ki t, 

414 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 489 
non-compatible 

programs, 853 
upgrading, 432-436 

RAM, 517-518 
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v ideo monitor screen 
disappearance, 595 

Power Mac 7100/66 L2 
model 

benchmark test results 
(MacBench), 547 

Power Mac 7100/ 66AV, 
89-90 
benchmark test results 

(MacBench), 547 
logic board upgrade kit, 

4 14 
upgrading, 432-436 
video moni tor screen 

disappearance, 595 
Power Mac 8100/80, 90-91 

benchmark test resul ts 
(MacBench), 547 

input capabi l ities, 144 
jumping cursor, 824-825 
logic board upgrade kit, 

414 
memory (RAM 

configu ration), 489 
upgrm.ling, 436-438 

RAM, 518-519 
v ideo monitor screen 

disappearance, 595 
Power Mac 8100/80AV, 

92-93 
logic board upgrade kit, 

414 
upgrading, 436-438 
v ideo monitor screen 

disappearance, 595 
Power Manager 

error codes, 921, 928-929 
Sad Mac error codes, 929 

power off button, 850 
power stri ps, 147, 680 
power supply 

analog board removal 
(early Macs), 739 

blackouts, 679 
brownouts, 679 
ch ronic low line vol tage, 

679 
disaster p lan power 

supply, 686 
external hard drives, 218 
fa i lures, 878 

filtering, 147 
noise, 679 
peripherals, 147 
portable printers, 246 
power strips, 147 
protection devices 

power conditioners, 
680 

power cycl ing, 
681-682 

surge suppresso rs, 
679-680, 685, 688 

UPS (uninterruptible 
power supply), 
680-681 

sa fety concerns, 690 
spikes, 679 
surges, 679 
troubleshooting, 725, 

739-741 
upgrades (accelerator 

cards), 598 
UPS (uninterruptible 

power supply), 147 
PowcrBook 100, 33-34 

memory (RAM 
configuration), 520 

upgrading RAM, 524 
Powerl3ook 140, 34-35 

floppy disk drives, back 
lighting sh ield ing, 
793-794 

memory (RAM 
configuration), 520 

upgrad ing RAM, 524 
PowerBook 145, 39 

memory (RAM 
configuration), 520 

upgrading RAM, 
524PowerBook 145 B, 
67-69 

memory (RAM 
configuration), 520 

upgrading RAM, 524 
PowerBook 160, 44-45 

enablers, 128, 847 
m em ory (RAM 

configuration), 520 
monitors, 198 
upgrading RAM, 526 

PowerBook Duo 250 993 

PowerBook 165, 72-74 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 521 
mon itors, 198 
upgrading RAM, 526 

PowerBook 165c, 54-55 
enablers, 128, 8-!7 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 521 
mon i tors, 198 
upgrading RAM, 526 

PowerBook 170, 36-37 
memory (IV\M 

configuratio n), 521 
monitors, L 98 
upgrading RAM, 524-525 

PowerBook 180 
enablers, 128, 847 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 522 
mo n itors, 198 
upgrading RAM, 526 

PowerBook 180c 
enablers, 128, 84 7 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 522 
m on itors, 198 
upgrading RAM, 526 

PowerBook 520, 98-100 
PowcrBook 520c, 100-102 
PowerBook 540, 102-104 
PowerBook 540c, 104-105 
PowerBook Duo 210, 46-47 

enablers, 128, 84 7 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 522 
monitors, 198 
SCSI devices, 804 
upgrading RAM, 526 

PowerBook Duo 230, 61-63 
enablers, 128, 847 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 523 
monitors, 198 
SCSL devices, 804 
upgrading RAM, 526 

PowerBook Duo 250 
enablers, 128, 847 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 523 



994 PowerBook Duo 250 

monitors, L98 
SCSI devices, 804 
upgradi ng RAM, 526-527 

PowerBook Duo 270c 
enablers, 128, 847 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 523 
SCSI devices, 804 
upgrading RAM , 526-527 

PowerBook Duo 280, 
105-106 

PowerBook Duo 280c, 
107-108 

PowcrBooks 
expansion slots, 336 
fl oppy disk drives, 618, 

620 
hard drives, 216, 618 
keyboards, 835 
microphones, 629 
modems 

acoustic couplers, 345 
express modems, 

348-349 
fax modems, 352 

monitors, 822-823 
opening hardware 

casings, 497 
portable printers, 246 
portable scanners, 288 
SCSI device concerns, 

804-805 
securing, 68 7 
Torx-10 driver tool, 151 
Torx-8 driver tool, 151 

PowerMac SoftWindows 
program, 658 

PowerPC Netware 
software, 360 

PowerPC processors, 
109-112 

PowerPC 601, 59, 109, 
544 

PowerPC 603, 110 
PowerPC 604, 110 
Power PC 620, 11 0 
software conflicts, 853 
transistors, 111 

PowcrPC Workgroup 
Servers, 360 

PowerPCs, 59, 109-11 3 
audio capabilities, 1 l 1 
buses 

FireWire bus, 110 
Nubus, llO 
PCI (Peripheral 

Component 
Interconnect) bus, 
110 

QuickRing bus, I LO 
CD-ROM drives, 623 
chips, 59, 109-112, 544 
Finder 7.1.2, 11 6 
handwri ting recognition 

technology, 111 
hard drives, 112, 618 
interfaces, 1 12 
microphones, 112 
monitors, 111 
NuBus cards, 338 
NuBus expansion slots, 

338 
NuBus video board, 824 
optical storage, 112 
POS cards, 338 
portability, 112 
real time capabilities, ll2 
speech recognition 

technology, 111-112 
System 7.1.2, 116 
television, 824 
upgrades, 414, 548-549, 

551 
CD-ROM drives, 415, 

551 
compatible systems, 

543-544 
hard drives, 549 
logic board upgrades, 

543-545 
PowerPC 6100AV/60 

Logic Hoard Upgrade, 
551 

PowerPC 7100/66 
Logic Board Upgrade, 
551 

PowerPC ?lOOAV/66 
Logic Board Upgrade, 
551 

PowerPC 8100/80 
Logic Board Upgrade, 
55 1 

PowerPC 8100AV/80 
Logic Board Upgrade, 
551 

RAM (random-access 
memory), 545 

system 
recommendations, 
549-551 

upgrade cards, 414, 
543-548, 551, 
606-608 

upgrading vs. buying, 
550-552 

video cards, 549 
internal CD-ROM 

drives, 415 
virtual reality, 111 
visual abilities, 111 

PowerPrint printer driver/ 
cable pacl<age, 744 

PowerPro Cards (DayStar 
Digital), 548 

PowerSecretary, 186-187, 
632-633 

PowerTalk, 131 
catalogs, 131 
configuring for traveling 

users, 131 
Key Chain, 131 
Mail, 131, 137 

PPC Upgrade Card, 414, 
545-547, 551 

benchmark test results 
(MacBench), 547 

compatible systems, 547 
expansion slots, 548 
performance limitations, 

548 
PowerPC 601 chip, 545 

PPDs (Printer Print 
Description files), 759 

PR (Performance Rating), 
443-480 

PRAM (Parameter RAM), 
869 

Premiere 3.0 application, 
314, 318-319 



Prcntke Romich , 189 
PrePress Direct Catalog, 

281 
preventing breakdowns, 

684-685 
Print dia log box, 755-760 
Print Manager error cod es, 

919 
print resolution, 758 
print ribbons (d ot-matrix 

printers), 231 
print servers, 356 
printer languages, 760-762 
printer ports, 734 
printers, 227, 231 

AppleTalk neh·vorked, 
748 

buying, 230-231 
cables, 946 
color printers, 248, 

250-255 
dye sublimation 

printers, 228, 249, 
255-256 

fonts, 254 
imagesetters, 260-261 
inkjet printers, 249 
paper, 249, 254-255 
resolution, 254 
speed, 248 

dot-matrix prin ters, 228, 
231 

networking, 231 
resolution, 231 
sheet feeding, 231 
speed, 231 

drivers, 743-744 
duty cycles, 230, 235 
dye sublimation printers, 

228, 249-255-256 
hot switching, 228 
imagesetters, 228, 

260-261 
inkjet printers, 228, 

232-234 
ink, 232 
nenvorking, 232 
paper, 232 
speed, 232 
sponges, 232 

laser printers, 228, 234-
245 

cost, 235 
QuickDraw, 234 
toner, 243-245 

lpi (Li nes Per Inch) 
setting, 758 

maintenance, 764 
networking, 230, 

376-377, 746-750 
portable prin te rs, 246 

duty cycles, 246-248 
in k, 246 
power supply, 246 
thermal wax, 246 

PostScript printers, 
229-230 

tro jan horses, 943 
QuickDraw printers, 

229-230 
RAM, 530 

upgrades, 530-542 
resol u lion, 228-229 
speed, 229 
System 7.6, viewing, 137 
thermal wax printers, 228 

printing 
carbon paper forms, 231 
color documents, 765-

766 
color separations, 760 
jagged edges in 

documents, 758 
musical notation, 638 
non-networked, 746-748 
receipts, 231 
screen color matching, 

765,816 
PrintMonitor print 

spooler, 762-764 
private on-line services, 

347 
Pro Tools sound card, 649 
problem solving, see 

troubleshooting 
processors, see chips, CPUs 
Producer Pro, 318 
Professional ColorPoint 

PSH printer, 255-257 

programs 995 

programs 
Access PC, 656 
Apple Mac-PC Exchange, 

656 
Bootma n, 866 
CP Anti-Virus (Central 

Point), 714 
Crash Barrier, 733, 851 
DeBabelizcr, 654 
Disinfectan t, 713 
Diskfit Pro, 704 
DOS Mounter, 656 
Extensions Manager, 865 
file translation, 654 
Ga tekeeper, 714 
Hard Disk Toolkit (FWB), 

799 
Heaptool, 866 
Help!, 733 
INIT Picker, 865 
Mac/PC version file 

sharing, 653 
MacEKG (M icroMat 

Computer Systems), 733 
MacLinkPius (Data Viz), 

654 
MacTools DiskFix, 732 
non-Power Mac 

compatible, 853 
Norton Utilities, 732 
NowSave, 851 
Redux Deluxe, 705 
Retrospect, 702 
Retrospect Remote, 704 
SAM (Symantec AntiVirus 

for Maci ntosh), 713 
SCSI Probe, 736 
SoftPC, 657-658 
SoftPC with Windows, 

657 
SoftWindows, 658-661 
stopping hangups 

(Comma nd (:J:C)+period 
(.) keys), 850 

System 7 TuneUp, 857 
Transverter Pro, 654 
video test, 586 

Color TPG, 588 
Snooper, 588 

Virex, 714 
virus protection, 863 
see also software 



996 projectors 

projectors, 570-573 
Prometh eus modem, 353 
protocols, 362-364 

data links, 362, 364-377 
AppleTalk, 381 
EtherNet, 363, 
365-377 

LocalTalk , 364-377 
OS! (Open Systems 

Interconnection) 
model, 362, 364 

SNA (System Network 
Architecture), 382 

TCP/IP, 382 
Token Ring, 365 
tra nsrn ission 

mediums, 368-377 
MIDI serial 

communication 
protocols, 633 

modems 
data compression 

protocols, 343 
error correction 

protocols, 342 
fi le transfer, 344 
modulation, 342 

PS-410 laser printer (QMS) 
236-237 I 

Public Utili ties disk 
op~mizer program, 443 

Publish ~nd Subscribe, 126 
purchasm g 

hardware equipmen t, 
41 6-41 7 

modems, 345-346 
monitors, 194, 204 
mou se, 832-833 
prin ters, 230-231 
scanners, 280-288 
SIMMs, 487 
speakers, 310-311 

Puzzle test (Speedo meter 
4.0), 442 

Q 

QMS, 236, 252 
Quadra 

700/900 maximum pixel 
depths, 583 

video pin-outs, 569-570 
video/display pin-outs, 

566-567 
VRAM problems, 585 

Quadra 600A V 
sound, 631 
upgrading to PowerPC 
544 I 

Quadra 605, 76-78 
hard drives (internal 

drive bays), 618 
input capabilities, 144 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 489 
moni tors, 196 
System Enabler, 847 
upgrading, 430-432, 432 

RAM, 510-5 11 
VRAM, 528 

Quadra 610, 80-81 
A/UX operating system 

387 • 
benchmark test results 

(MacBench), 471-483 
546 • 

CD-ROM drives, 623 
enablers, 128, 847 
expansion slots, 336 
hard drive (internal drive 

bays), 618 
input capabilities, 144 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 489 
monitors, 196 
upgrading, 431-432 

internal CD-ROM 
drive, 415 

RAM, 511 
to PowerPC, 550, 

543-544 
upgrade cards, 544 
VRAM, 528 

Quadra 610 DOS 
compatible, 56-57 

upgrading, 431-432, 432 
Quadra 650, 81-83 

A/UX operating system 
387 I 

benchmark test results 
(MacBench), 471-483 
546 • 

CD-ROM drives, 623 
enablers, 128, 847 
expa nsion slots, 336 
hard drives (internal 

drive bays), 618 
input capabilities, 144 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 489 
moni tors, 196 
upgrading, 431-432 

internal CD-ROM 
drive, 415 

RAM, 511-512 
to PowerPC, 550, 

543-544, 606-608 
VRAM, 528 

Quadra 660 
hard drives (internal 

drive bays), 618 
Quadra 660AV, 69-72 

benchmark test results 
(MacBench), 471 -483 
546 I 

CD-ROM drives, 623 
CPU, 324 
enablers, 128, 847 
input capabilities, 144 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 489 
sound, 631 
upgrading, 432-434, 436 

RAM, 512-513 
VRAM, 528 

monitors, 196 
upgrading to PowerPC, 

543, 550 
Quadra 700, 30-31 

A/UX operating system 
387 I 

accelerator cards, 604-606 
Astec power supply, 740 



bench mark test results 
(MacBench), 546-547 

expansion slots, 336 
floppy disk drives, 619 
hard drives 

internal drive bays, 
618 

removing, 621 
input capabilities, 144 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 489 
monitors, 196 
upgrading, 430-432 

RAM, 5 13 
to PowerPC, 544, 550, 

606-608 
VRAM, 528 

Quadra 800 
A/UX operating system, 

387 
accelerator cards, 604, 

606 
benchmark test results 

(MacBench), 546 
CD-ROM drives, 623 
enablers, 128, 848 
expansion slots, 336 
hard drives (internal 

drive bays), 618 
input capabilities, 144 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 489 
monitors, 196 
upgrading, 432-436 

internal CD-ROM 
drive, 415 

RAM, 514 
to PowerPC, 543-544, 

550, 606-608 
VR.AM, 528 

Quadra 840 A V 
benchmark test results 

(MacBench), 547 
CD-ROM drives, 623 
CPU, 324 
enablers, 128, 848 
hard drives 

internal drive bays, 
618 

removing, 621 

memory (RAM 
configuration), 489 

monitors, 198 
sound, 631 
upgrad ing, 432-434, 436 

RAM, 514-515 
to PowerPC, 543-544, 

550 
VRAM, 528 

Quadra 900, 31-32 
A/UX operating system, 

387 
accelerator cards, 604, 606 
benchmark test results 

(MacBench), 547 
CD-ROM drives, 623 
expansion slots, 336 
hard drives 

internal drive bays, 618 
removing, 621 

input capabilities, 144 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 489 
monitors, 198 
SCSI buses, 805 
upgrading, 431-432 

Apple Workgroup 
Server 95, 414 

internal CD-ROM 
drive, 415 

RAM, 515 
to PowerPC, 544, 550, 

606-608 
VRAM, 528 

Quadra 950, 59-61 
A/UX operating system, 

387 
accelerator cards, 604, 606 
benchmark test results 

(MacBench), 547 
CD-ROM drives, 623 
expansion slots, 336 
hard drives 

internal drive bays, 618 
removing, 621 

input capabilities, 144 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 489 
monitors, 198 
SCSI buses, 805 

QuickTime movies 997 

upgrading, 432-434, 436 
Apple Workgroup 

Server 95, 414 
internal CD-ROM 

drive, 415 
RAM, 515 
to PowerPC, 544, 547, 

550, 606-608 
VRAM, 528 

quantizing 
MIDI sequencers, 637 
sound recordings, 626 

Quantum Daytona 256 S 
hard drive, 222 

Quantum Grand Prix 4280 
S hard drive, 224-225 

Quantum ProDrive LPS 
170 Shard drive, 221 

QuarkXPress, 752 
Queens Problem test 

(Speedometer 4.0), 442 
QueStick joystick, 172 
question ma rk icon, 

884-885 
QuickDraw 

32-bit, 55-556 
Display Card 8/24 GC, 

578 
hardware 

requirements, 556 
accelerators, 599-600 
color 

CLUT (Color Look Up 
Table) mode, 555 

software, 556 
error codes, 911, 915 
printer language, 760-761 
printers, 229-230, 234 
screen draw routines, 554 

QuickFlix!, 319 
Quicklmage 24 video 

capture board, 299 
QuickRing bus, 110 
Quicksort test 

(Speedometer 4.0), 441 
QuickTake 100, 294, 948 
QuickTime movies, 293, 

297,306,310 
SCSI accelerator cards, 

600 



998 QuickTime movies 

soundtracks, 629-630, 648 
video editing systems, 

313-314 
quitting frozen 

a pplications (:0: + Option 
+ Escape keys), 850 

QWERTY keyboards, 
158-159, 834 

R 

Radar 4.0 soft\¥are, 394 
radiation, 193 

ELr (Extremely Low 
rrequency) radiation, 
193 

monitors, 111 
VLr (Very Low 

rrequency) radiation, 
193 

radio frequency emissions 
(m onitors), 111, 193 

radio frequency 
interference (RFI), 679, 
684 

MIDI, 634 
monitors, 150 
shielding external hard 

drives, 218 
Radius, 300 
Radius LeMansGT 24-Bit 

Display accelerator card, 
613-614 

Radius PrecisionColor 
Pivot monitor, 204-205 

Radius Rocket accelerator 
card, 609-610 

Radius VideoVision video 
capture board, 300 

RAID (Redundant Array of 
Inexpensive Disks), 214, 
219-220 

RAM (Uandom-access 
Mem ory), 485 

add ing additiona l, 485 
caches, 600-601 
chips, 486 
digital audio recorders, 

644 

DRAM (dynamic-RAM), 
486, 947 

expanders 
32-Bit Enabler, 493 
MODE32, 493 
OptiMem, 494-495 
RAM Doubler, 493-494 

insta llation, 490, 498-499 
printers, 255-256, 530 
scanners, 280-288 
SIMMs, 490-491 

replacing, 674 
speed, 487-490 
static-RAM, 486, 603-605, 

608 
System 6.0.x, ll6-117, 

491, 600 
System 7, 126, 491-492, 

600 
System heap, 894 
upgrades, 499-527 

monitor display 
screens, 816 

PowerPCs, 545 
printers, 530-542 

VRAM (video-RAM), 486, 
528-529 

RAM disk option (Memory 
control panel), 856-857 

RAM Doubler, 493-494 
RAM-puller tool, 151 
random-access sound 

editing software, 626-627 
raster displays, 554-555 
RasterOps Corp., 255, 301, 

315 
RCA inputs (AV Macs), 328 
read/ write h eads 

floppy disk drives, 793 
hard drives, 771 

reading platters, 213 
real-time capabilities 

(PowerPCs), 112 
real-time processing, 325 
rebuilding 

Desktop fil es, 770, 857, 
888-890 

disks, 777 
parlition maps (disks), 

770-771 

receipts, printing, 231 
receiving faxes from fax 

m odems, 351 
recorders, see digita l audio 

recorders 
recording sounds, 626, 

630, 646 
see nlso music; sound 

rt!<.:overing files 
deleted files, 773 
lost fi les, 773-783 

Redux Deluxe program, 
705 

refilling ink in inkjet 
printers, 232 

reflections monitors, 
eliminating, 809 

reformatting diskettes, 
770-771, 793 

refresh rates (monitors), 
192, 195, 554 

registering 
hardware equipment, 687 
software, 663-664 

reinstalling System 6 files, 
869 

rem ote access to networks, 
395 

remo te access servers 
(Apple Remote Access), 
351 

Remote Access software, 
395 

removables, 263-264 
Bernoulli drives, 264, 

267-268 
CD-ROMs, 263-265, 274 
floppy disk drives, 265 , 

272 
floptical d rives, 264, 270 
hard drives, 265, 273-274 
Magneto-Optical drives, 

264, 268-270 
SyQuest drives, 264-267 
tape drives, 271 

8MM tape drives, 265, 
271 

OAT (digital aud io 
tape) tape drives, 
265, 271 



Data Cassette tape 
drives, 271 

DC2000 tape drives, 
271 

DC6000 tape drives, 
271 

removing diskettes from 
floppy disk drives, 791 

rendering (accelerator 
cards), 597 

repairs 
SIMM sockets, 882 
tools, 151 

repeaters (internetworks), 
374 

repetitive stress injuries, 
159 

ResEdit 
keyboard keymaps, 834 
mouse settings, 833 

resolution 
dpi (dots per inch), 191 
graphics tablets, 173 
monitors, 191, 820-821 

sense adapters, 565 
sense codes, 564-569 

Photo CD photographs, 
281 

pixels, 7, 191 
printers, 228-229 

color thermal wax 
printers, 254 

dot-matrix printers, 
231 

dye sublimation 
printers, 256 

inkjet printers, 233 
laser printers, 238-239 

scanners 
flatbed scanners, 284 
handheld scanners, 

284 
interpolated 

resolution, 278 
optical resolution, 278, 

280 
slide scanners, 291 

Resource Manager error 
codes, 911 

Scanjet lie flatbed scanner 

restart switch, 850 
results window 

(Macllench), 465-480 
retouching photographs, 

282 
Retrospect program, 702 
Retrospect Remote 

program, 704 
reverb systems, 649 
RF (Radio Frequency) 
shielding, 193 

RFI (Radio Frequency 
Interference), 679, 684 

MIDI, 634 
monitors, 150 
shielding external hard 

drives, 218 
RGB monitors, 279, 591 

jitters in images, 593 
RGB-to-NTSC converters, 

571-572 
RGB/NTSC simultaneous 

video output, 574 
ribbons (dot-matrix 

printers), 231 
RISC (Reduced Instruction 

Set Architecture) chips, 
109-110, 325 

RJ-11 connectors, 367, 828 
RJ-11 jacks, 828 
Rj-11 phone cables, 143 
Rj-45 connectors, 142, 368 
Rocket 25i accelerator 

card, 609-610 
Rocket 33 accelerator card, 

609-610 
ROMs (Sad Mac error 

codes), 922-924 
RPMs (revolutions per 

minute) (platters), 215 
RS-170 standard video 

signal, 560 
signal specifications, 563 
video timing/display 

specifications, 562 
RS-170a standard video 

signal, 561 
RS-343 standard video 

signal, 560 

s 
S-vid eo 

expanders, 572 
inputs (AV Macs), 328 

S3600-30U1 printer, 255, 
256-257 

S7=n (wait time) AT 
command, 344 

Sad Mac icon, 875, 880-881 
error codes, 875, 927-928 

class code, 876, 
922-924 

CPU exception codes, 
929-930 

identifying problems, 
876-877, 922-927 

internal test manager 
state code, 876, 924 

Power Manager, 
928-929 

sub class code, 876, 
922-924 

test codes, 929 
safety concerns 

connecting peripherals, 
144-146 

electricity, 690 
opening hardware 

casings, 495-496 
removing floppy drives, 

620 
sags (electricity), 679 
SAM (Symantec AntiVirus 

for Macintosh) virus 
protection program, 713, 
847 

Sample Cell 11 CD, 649 
samples (sounds), 325, 649 
sampling rate (digital 

audio recorders), 626 
Samsung Electronics 

America, 236 
San jose Flu virus, 930-932 
scan converters, 572 
scan rates (monitors), 554-
Scan View, 293 
Scanjet lie flatbed scanner, 

288-303 



1000 ScanMaker 35T slide scanner 

ScanMaker 35T slide 
scan ner, 291 

ScanMaker III flatbed 
scanner, 289-303 

ScanMaker MS-IISP 
(Microtek) flatbed 
scan ner, 289-303 

ScanMan Model 32 
handheld scanner, 
286-288 

ScanMate Magic drum 
scanner, 293 

scanners, 277-279, 286, 
946 

buying, 280-288 
ceo (cha rge coupled 

devices), 277 
copyright issues, 283 
disk space requirements, 

280-288 
document feeders, 285 
drum scanners, 277-279, 

285-286, 292-293 
colors, 285 
PMTs {photomultiplier 

tubes), 278-279, 285 
scanning heads, 285 
speed, 285 

fair use doctrine, 283 
flatbed scanners, 

277-278, 284, 288-290 
ceo sensors, 284 
colors, 278, 284 
light sources, 284 
operating sofhvare, 

284 
photocl iodes, 278 
resolution, 284 

handheld sca nners, 
277-279, 284-290 

colors, 284 
operating software, 

284 
resolution, 284 
The Tray, 288-290 

memory requirements, 
280-288 

OCR {Optical Character 
Recognition) software, 
278 

Photo CD, 281-283 
pixels, 279 
placement, 1 SO 
portable scanners, 288 
resolution 

interpolated 
resolution, 278 

optical resolution, 278, 
280 

SCSI mounting problems, 
798 

slide sca nners, 291 
softwilre 

OCR (Optical 
Character 
Recognition), 283 

Ofoto, 281-288 
PhotoShop image 

editing software, 280 
transparency adapters, 

28S 
see also Photo CD 

sca nning diskettes for 
viruses, 846 

scanning heads (drum 
scanners), 285 

scans 
documents, 283 
libraries, 282-283 
photographs, 280, 

282-288 
scheduling backups, 

696-697 
Scores virus, 710, 930-932 
Scrap Manager erro r codes, 

910 
screen and print color 

matching, 765 
screen buffers (memory), 

486 
screen draw routines w ith 

QuickDraw, 554 
screen fil ters (m onitors), 

810-81 2 
screen fli ckers, see 

m onitors 
screen painting, 

accelerating, 599-600, 
609 

screen savers, 392, 682, 813 

screen shots (color PlCT 
fil es), 127 

screens, see monitors 
screwdrivers, 151 
'scri ' extensio ns, 894 
scripting capabilities 

AppleScri pt, 132, 137 
WorldScript, 130 

SCSI termination , 215 
SCSI (Small Computer 

System Interface), 
152-153, 797 

accelerator cards, 600, 
644-64S 

buses,214, 336,797,805 
hard drives, 216 
cables, 945 

SO pin SCSI cable, 1S3 
length restrictions, 

800 
problems, 800-801 
troubleshooting, 

800-801 
chains, 802 
connectors, 380 
drivers, 88S 
hard drives, 214, 221 
I D numbers, 153-154, 623 
SCSI devices 

Duos, 804 
IDs, 801 -802 
mounting problems, 

798-799 
PowerBooks, 804-805 
problems, 797-798 
termination, 802-804 

SCSI Manager, 154, 914 
SCSI peripherals 

daisy-chains, 1 S3-1SS 
10 numbers, 153- 154 
software drivers, I 54-1S5 

SCSI ports, 152 
compact Macs, S98 
device independent, 1S4 
termination, 736 
troubleshooting, 73S-737 

SCSI Probe program, 736, 
798-799 

SCSI Sentry terminator, 
155 



SCSI termina tors, 155 
SCSivue Diagnostic 

Terminator, 155 
Seagate Ba rracuda II hard 

drive, 223-224 
sea rching scanned 

documents, 283 
SECAM color vidoe format, 

306 
Second Wave, Inc., 587 
Section 179 tax deductions 

(computer hardware), 
401 

sectors (platters), 214, 221 
securing ha rdware 

equipment, 150-151 
secur ity, 687 

alarms, 687 
backups, 706 
desks, 149 
networks, 390-392 

seck time (hard d rives}, 
215-216 

Seiko Electron ics 
Corporation, 255 

Seiko Instruments USA, 
252, 255 

SelectPress 600 laser 
printer, 240-242 

sending faxes 
fax modems, 351 
pre-printed faxes, 352 

sense adapters (monitors), 
565 

sense codes 
extended, 568-569 
monitor resolution, 

564-569 
sequencers (M IDI), 633 

musical n otation, 636 
quantizing, 637 

seria l co mmunication 
protocols (MIDI), 633 

seria l numbers (software}, 
664 

seria l ports, 159 
error codes, 909 
MIDI instruments, 633 
problems, 735 
see nlso ports 

SmartTouch 17 touch screen 1001 

Server Ma n ager (remote 
keyboard), 835 

Server Sentry (Sonci 
System) software, 394 

servers, 355-356 
calendar servers, 356 
clients, 355, 375 
c r us, 950 
database servers, 356 
e-mai l servers, 356, 393 
file servers, 355, 393-394 
hardware requiremen ts, 

357 
increasing speed, 357-358 
networking, 376-377 
networks 

accessing, 377 
security issues, 392 

personal file sharing, 
356-357 

print servers, 356 
softwa re 

AppleShare, 355-357 
NctWare, 356 
requirements, 357 

Workgroup servers, 
358-360 

service b ureaus, CD 
pre-mastering service, 
631 

Session 8, 647 
Settings command 

(MacBench Tests menu), 
465 

sh a ring fi les with PCs, 
356-357, 653-656 

sheet feeding (dot-matrix 
prin ters}, 231 

shielding 
cables, 147, 150 
external hard drives, 218 
RF (Radio Frequency), 

193 
Show Ba lloons command, 

119 
Shutdown command 

(Specia l menu), 116, 495, 
850 

The Sieve of Eratosthenes 
test (Speedo meter 4.0), 
442 

Sigma MultiMod e 150 
19-inch gray-scale 
mo nitor, 208-209 

sign al standards for v ideo 
syste ms, 559 

Silent Writer Model 95 r: 
laser prin ter, 239 

SilentWriter Model 95F 
laser printer, 236-237 

Silverscanncr fla tbed 
scanner, 289-303 

SIMMs (Si ngle In-line 
Memory Modules), 486, 
674 

accelera tor cards, 598 
buying, 487 
connections, testing, 677 
installa t ion, 490, 498-499 
removing, 677 
sizes, 487, 490-491 
sockets, 490, 498 

repairing, 882 
speed, 490 
upgrades 

PowerPC, 545 
printers, 535 

VRAM, 528-529 
s imultaneous RGB/ NTSC 

video output, 574 
single dot (monitor display 

screens), 823 
single line (monitor 

display screens), 823 
SLED (Single La rge 

Exp ensive Drive), 2 19 
sleep m odes (monitors), 

111, 192 
slide scanners, 291 

colo rs, 291 
Coolscan (Nikon), 

291 -303 
resolution, 291 
Scan Maker 35T slide 

sca nner, 291 
Slo t Manager, 873 

error codes, 922 
slo ts, see expansion slots 
Sm a ll Computer System 

Interface, see SCSI 
SmartTouch 17 touch 

screen , 178 



1002 smoke damage 

smoke (cigarette smoke) 
damage, 146 

SMPTE Time Code, 306 
MIDI, 634-635, 644 

SNA (System Network 
Architecture )networking 
protocol, 382 

SNA•ps 3270 terminal 
emulation software, 384 

SNA•ps gateway software, 
383-384 

SNAnps Gateway, 382 
Snooper benchmark 

testing program, 478-480, 
588 

SO=n (answer rings) AT 
command, 344 

SoftPC program, 657-658 
SoftPC with Windows 

program, 657 
software 

32-bit QuickDraw, 556 
Adobe Charged software, 

605 
ApplerShare, 355-35 7 
backups, 702-706 
benchmark tests 

Macl3ench, 462-477 
MacEKG, 477-478 
Snooper, 478-480 
Speedometer 4.0, 

440-447 
broadcast video systems 

Media 100, 316 
Media Composer 400s, 

316-317 
bug fixes, 665 
COs, 263 
Color QuickDraw, 556 
compatibility, 838 
composition and 

accompaniment 
software, 636 

data corruption, 839 
DeskTape, 265 
disk optimizer software, 

443, 772-773 
drivers 

Drive 7, 784-785 
Hard Disk Toolkit, 

784-788 

ESoF2F 
videoconferencing 
software, 329 

Express Fax/Modem 
software, 330 

Extension Manager, 125 
Fax Software, 351-352 
GraceLan Update 

Manager software, 395 
Heapfixer utility, 117 
Init-Picker, 125 
installation, 839 
licences, 390-391 
major upgrades, 666 
MaxAppleZoom, 815 
memory requirements, 

839 
MIDI software, 636 

Cubase Audio, 
638-639 

Encore, 639-640 
f- inale, 637, 640 
Master Tracks, 637-640 
Nightingale musical 

notation program, 
637, 641 

Performer, 638-639 
Studio Vision, 637, 

641 
TimeBandit, 641 
Vision, 638 

minor releases, 666 
Monitor Expander, 815 
multimedia 

Action!, 317 
After Effects 2.0, 317 
Director 3.1.3, 318 
HyperCard 2.2, 318 
Premiere 3.0, 318-319 
Producer Pro, 318 
Quickf.l ix!, 319 
VideoFusion, 319-320 
VideoMaker +, 

320-321 
VideoScript, 321 
VideoShop 2.0, 321 
VideoToolkit 2.0, 321 

music printing software, 
638 

NetWa re, 356, 360 

network administrators 
AppleShare Admin 

software, 394 
Gracelan Server 

Manager software, 
394 

Server Sentry (Sonci 
System) software, 394 

network inspection 
GraceLan Network 

Manager software, 
394 

Radar 4.0 software, 394 
networks, 954-955 
NuVerb software, 649 
OCR (Optical Character 

Recognition), 283, 278 
OmniPage, 283 
TextBridge, 283 

Ofoto, 281 -288 
photographic image 

editing 
ColorExtreme, 281 
Photolmpress, 281 
PhotoShop, 280-282 

pictorial databases 
Aldus Fetch, 282 
Kudo Image Browser 

software, 282 
processor 

in compatibili ties, 
852-853 

random-access sound 
editing software, 
626-627 

registration cards, 
663-664 

Remote Access, 395 
Session 8, 647 
SNA•ps gateway sofhvare, 

383-384 
SonicStation II, 647 
sound editing and 

recording software, 636 
Audioshop, 641 -642 
Deck II, 642 
Kaboom!, 642 
MacRecorder, 643 

System Enablers, 847-848 



technical support, 
840-841 

terminal emulation 
programs, 350 

Mac front-end 
software, 384 

SNA•ps 3270, 384 
troubleshooting, 721-722, 

839-840 
upgrading, 391, 663 

cost/benefit analysis, 
666-669 

installation process, 
669-670 

types of upgrades, 665 
uti li ties 

Anubis, 221 
Apple File Exchange, 

792 
Apple Personal 

Diagnostics utility, 
843-844 

Conflict Catcher II 
utility, 841-842 

CPU 2.0 utility, 822 
Crash Barrier utili ty, 

842-843 
DiskCopy utility, 793 
Hard Disk Toolkit, 221 
MacTools, 771, 

778-783 
Monitor Switch uti lity, 

821 
Norton Utilities, 771, 

774-778 
video editing systems 

DigitaiFilm Deluxe 
1.5, 314 

Media 100, 314 
Media Composer, 314 
Media Suite Pro, 

313-315 
MoviePak2 Pro Suite, 

315 
Premiere, 314 
VideoSpigot capture 

card, 314 
VideoVision Studio, 

315-316 
virus protection software 

Disinfectant 
(freeware), 847 

GateKeeper (freeware), 
847 

SAM, 847 
Virex, 847 

viruses, 846 
Vortex softvvare, 649 
see also programs 

software crashes, 220 
software drivers 

installation, 146 
SCSI peripherals, 154-1 55 

software interfaces 
(upgrades), 668 

software requirements 
cross platform networks, 

374 
servers, 35 7 

software upgrade demos, 
667-668 

Software Utility Update 
1.01., 133 

Software Utility Update 
2.0.1, 133-134 

software versions 
(Speedometer 4.0), 446 

SoftWindows program, 
658-661 

soldering irons, 151 
Sonic Systems HubLite 

hubs, 379 
Sonic Systems, Inc., 394 
SonicStation II, 647 
Sonnet FPU upgrade cards, 

612-613 
Sonota font, 638 
Sony, 255, 585, 592 
sorting fi les by date for 

backups, 699 
sou nd, 625, 651-652, 878 

Alert sounds, 630 
audio CD drives, 63 1 
chips 

stereo chip, 628 
synthesizer chips, 628 

clip sounds, 629 
copyrigh t laws, 629 
death tones, 877-878 
digital audio, 326-327 
digital audio recorders, 

626 

sound 1003 

Deck II, 631 
distortion, 626 
editing, 626-627 
MacRecorder, 628-629 
noise, 626 
quantizing recordings, 

626 
RAM, 644 
sampling rate, 626 
sound cards, 643 
storing, 626 

editing and recording 
software, 641-643 

fans, 878 
frequency, 625 
grinding sounds, 878 
intensity, 625, 626 
memory requirements, 

631 
microphones, 629 
MIDI (Musical 

Instrument Digital 
Interface), 626-627 

data bytes, 627 
editing, 627 
headphones, 310 
instruments, 645-646 
speakers, 310-311 
status bytes, 627 

synthesizers, 645 
problems, 726 
recording, 630 
recordings 

editi ng, 646 
saving, 646 

reverb systems, 649 
sampled sounds, 325, 

628, 649 
sound cards, 644-645 
sound ed iting and 

recording software, 630, 
636 

spectrum, 625 
speech recognition , 

630-633 
speech synthesis, 628-629 
squealing sounds, 878 
sys tem requirements, 643 
QuickTime movies, 

629-630, 648 
whistli ng sounds, 878 
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sound cards, 644-645 
Audiomedia sound cards, 

643, 647 
cligi ta l audio recorders, 

643 
NuMedia, 648 
Pro Tools sound card, 649 

sound chips, 629, 631 
Sound Control panel, 630 
sound files 

AIFl', 630 
FSSD, 630 
Movie, 630 
System 7, 630 

deleting, 124 
inserting, 123 

Sound Manager error 
codes, 911-912 

soundtracks (QuickTime 
movies}, 629-630, 648 

speakers, 310-313, 948 
buying, 310-311 
high-fideli ty speakers, 310 
magnetic shielding, 311 
ports, 738 

Special menu commands 
(Shutdown}, 495, 850 

SpectraStar Q10 color 
thermal wax printer, 254 

SpectraStar Q102 color 
thermal wax printer, 
252-254 

spectrum (sound), 625 
Speech Macro Editor, 328 
speech recognition 

A V Macs, 323-324, 326 
handicapped users, 

632-633 
jabra EarPHONE, 186-187 
macros, 326 
microphones, 327 
PlainTalk, 327, 632 
PowerPCs, 111 

input devices, 112 
keyboards, 112 

PowerSecretary, 632-633 
voice commands, 

630-631 
Voice Navigator II, 

187-188 

speech synthesis 
audio notes, 629 
handicapped users, 

632-633 
MaclnTalk, 628 

Speed Disk (Norton 
Utilities), 777 

Speed Disk disk optimizer 
program, 443 

speeding 
calculation abilities 

(l'PUs), 599 
CPUs (Central Processing 

Un it), 599-600 
screen painting, 599-600, 

609 
Speedometer 4.0, 7, 

440-447 
Analysis Window, 447 
Bubble Sort test, 442 
Color QuickDraw Tests, 

442 
Dhrystones test, 441 
Fast Fourier Ana lysis tes t, 

442 
fl oating point matrix 

multiply test, 442 
integer matrix mult iply 

test, 442 
obtaining, 447 
Performance Rating Tests, 

443-483 
permutations test, 442 
Puzzle test, 442 
Queens Problem test, 442 
Quicksort test, 441 
system information, 

444-446 
The Sieve of Eratosthenes 

test, 442 
The Tower of Hanoi~s~ 

441 
Whetstones test, 441-480 

spherical monitors, 822 
spikes (electricity), 679 
spindles (hard drives 

crashes, 220 
speed, 215-216 

sponges (Inkjet printers), 
232 

spoolers 
PrintMonitor, 762-764 
problems, 762-764 

squealing sounds, 878 
SRAM (Static-RAM) 

accelerator cards, 597 
StageTwo Rocket 

accelerator card, 609-610 
star topologies (networks}, 

372-377 
Start Manager, 872-874 

error codes, 913-91 4 
startup documents, 116, 

893-894 
see also extensions 

Startup Manager Extension 
Manager, 900-901 

startup sequence, 871 -872 
ini tia lization, 872-873, 

879, 881 
stopup sequence, 875-888 
system startup, 873-875 

startup sound problems, 
727 

startup tone, 872, 879-881 
static electricity, 682 

ADB (Apple Desktop Bus) 
port, 827 

antistatic strap, 151 
gremlins, 145 
grounding, 685 

static-RAM, 486 
Static-RAM (SRAM) 

accelerator cards, 597 
Static-RAM cache 

DayStar Image 040 CPU 
accelerator card, 605 

DayStar Quad 040 
accelerator card, 604 

DaySta r Value 040 card, 
603 

DiiMOCache 030 
accelerator card, 608 

stationary, creating, 126 
stationary pad (System 

7.0), 126 
statistics 

graphics systems 
(Speedometer 4.0), 446 

hardware systems 
(Speedometer 4.0), 444 



system managers 
statistics (Speedometer 
4.0), 446 

status bytes (MIDI), 627 
Steadicam Jr. cam corder, 

294 
Steinberg, 639 
step-time entry (musica l 

notation), 637 
stereo chips, 628 
STEROID Trojan Horse, 

943 
still video cameras, 

293-297 
Stingray trackba ll, 170 
stopping hungup programs 

(Command (:l:C) + period 
(.) keys), 850 

stopup sequence, 875-888 
death tones, 877-878, 881 
Sad Mac icon, 875, 880 
sta rtup tone, 881 
troubleshooting, 879-888 
''Welcome to Macintosh" 

empty message box, 
885-886 

storage 
magnetic storage, 112 
near-line storage, 265 
on-line storage, 265 
optical storage, 112 
removeable hard drive 

storage, 265 
see nlso drives 

Storage Allocator error 
codes, 910 

stretching monitor display 
screens, 816 

string controJlers (MIDI), 
645-646 

stripe pitch (Sony 
Trinitron monitors), 587 

Studio Vision MIDI 
software, 637, 641 

Style Writer II inkjet 
printer, 232-233 

sub class code (Sad Mac 
error codes), 876, 922-924 

subsystem tests 
(Macnench), 462-483 

disk subsystem test, 
464-480 

processor subsystem test, 
462-483 

selecting settings, 
465-480 

video subsystem test, 
463-483 

Suitcase 2.x (System 7.1), 
130 

Summagraphics, 175 
SummaSketch FX graphics 

tablets, 17 5 
Super VGA monitors, 

194-195 
aspect ratio, 194 
enabli ng, 569 

SuperMac PressView 21 
Display System monitor, 
209-210 

SuperMac ProofPositive 
Family printers, 259 

SuperMac Technology, 
178, 314 

Supra modem , 353 
surge suppressors, 679-680, 

685, 688 
extension cords, 680 
power strips, 680 

surges (electricity), 679-680 
SVGA monHors, 194-195 

garbled display, 819-820 
green cast, 814-815 

switchable active 
termination (externa l 
hard drives), 218 

Switcher program, 116 
Symantcc Corp., 732, 774 
Symbionts Extension 

Manager, 898-899 
sync, 325 
sync o n green processing 

monitors, 594 
Synex, 181 
synthesizer chips, 628 
synthesizers, 633-634, 645 

System 7 1005 

SyQuest drives, 264-267 
cartridges, 266 
SCSI mounting problems, 

798 
capacities, 265 
on-line storage, 265 

SysEnvirons error codes, 
920 

System installation , 
890-893 

System 0.97, 115 
System 1.0, 115 
System 2.0, 115 
System 3.0, 116 
System 3.1, 116 
System 3.2, 116 
System 3.3, 116 
System 4.1, 116 
System 4.2, 116 
System 6.0.x, 116-117 

CDEVs/INITs load order, 
862-865 

Desktop file, rebuilding, 
888-890 

control panels, 11 7 
desk accessories, 122 
extensions, 893 
fonts, 126 
hard drive space 

requirements, 116 
memory addressing, 873 
memory requi rements, 

116-117, 491 
Multifinder, 11 7 
PRAM (Parameter RAM) 

corruption problems, 
869 

RAM cache, 600 
System Heap, 865-869 
Trash Can, 117 
troubleshooting, 861 
upgrading to System 7, 

132-133 
System 6 does not run in 

32-bit mode error 
message, 886 

System 7, 116-11 7 
aliases, 121-122 
Apple events, 127 
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Apple Menu Items Folder, 
122, 123 

balloon help, 118 
Compatibility Checker, 

117-118 
control panels, 121, 

125-126, 893 
Desktop DB file, 

rebuilding, 889-890 
Desktop DF file, 

rebuilding, 889-890 
desk accessories, 122, 125 
desktop patterns, 126 
extensions, 125, 893-894 
files 

sharing, 126, 356-357 
viewing, 119 

Finder, 125 
Finder windows, 

customizing, 121 
fonts, 122, 126 
icons, 119 
keyboard layouts 

deleting, 124 
inserting, 123 

keyboard shortcuts, 123 
memory addressing, 873 
memory requirements, 

118,126,491-492 
Multifinder, 118 
Publish and Subscribe, 

126 
RAM cache, 600 
screen shots (color PICT 

fi les), 127 
sou ncl files, 630 

deleting, 124 
inserting, 123 

stationary pad, 126 
System File, 123 
System Folder, 123 
Trash Can, 121 
troubleshooting, 849 
upgrading 6.0.x, 132-133 

System 7 Pro, 116, 130 
AppleScript, 132 
PowerTalk, 131 

System 7 TuneUp program, 
857 

System 7.0.1, 116 
System 7.0.1P, 116 

System 7.1, 116, 127 
file sharing, 130 
fonts, 130 
System Enablers, 847-848 
WorldScript, 130 

System 7.1.2, 116 
System 7.1P, 116 
System 7.5, 116, 136-138 
System 7.6, 137 
system crashes, 851-852, 

862 
System Enablers, 847-848 
system error messages 
system errors, 886-888 

error codes, 906 
ID numbers, 720 

system files 
backups, 695-696 
copying to diskette, 845 
eliminating as problems, 

723 
multiple copy problems, 

852 
reinstalling for System 6, 

869 
System 7.0, 123 

System Heap (RAM), 
865-869, 894 

system information 
MacBench, 464-480 
Speedometer 4.0, 44-446 

system managers statistics 
(Speedometer 4.0), 446 

System Network 
Architecture (SNA) 
networking protocol, 382 

system performance, 
see measuring 
performance 

System Release 5.0, 116 
System Release 6.0, 116 
system requirements 
system software 

enablers, 130 
upgrading, 132-1.33 

system startup, 873-875 
System Update 3.0, 

134-136 
System zone expansion 

resource (extensio ns), 895 
SysX virus, 712 
'sysz' extension, 895 

T 

T4 virus, 712, 940-941 
tables, see desks 
tablets, see graphics tablets 
Taligent technology 

(OpenDoc), 137 
tape hackups, 701 
tape drives, 271 

8MM tape drives, 265, 
271 

OAT (digital audio tape) 
tape drives, 265, 271 

Data Cassette tape drives, 
271 

DC2000 tape drives, 271 
DC6000 tape drives, 271 
SCSI mounting problems, 

798 
tax deductions for 

hardware equipment, 
400-401 

TCP/IP 
networks, 386 
networking protocol, 382 

technical support, 623 
consultants, 840 
MacBench, 467-480 
on -line services, 840 
software, 840-841 
user groups, 840 

Technology Works, 
394-395, 835 

Technosis, 733 
TechPool Transverter Pro 

program , 654 
TechWorks HubWorks-8 

hubs, 379 
Tech Works TechStar hubs, 

379-380 
TecMar QT/DAT 4 tape 

drive, 272 
Tektronix, 252, 255 
Telebit PEP modulation 

protocol, 342 
teleconferencing, 112, 323 
telephones 

answering, 632 
GeoPort, 329-330 
jabra Ear PHONE, 

186-187 



telephony, 325 
television 

compability with NTSC 
monitors, 195 

connecting to Macs, 
570-5 73 

monitors (radio 
frequency emissions), 
193 

NTSC (National 
Television Standards 
Committee), 306 

PowerPCs, 824 
temperature requirements 

for storing diskettes, 793 
Temporal Acuity Products, 

641 
terminal emulation 

IBM 3270 termainal 
emulation, 382 

Mac front-end software, 
384 

modems, 350 
termination 

SCSI, 155, 215, 736, 
802-804 

switchable active 
termination external 
hard drives, 218 

test codes (Sad Mac icon), 
929 

testing 
connections 

expansion boards, 677 
floppy drives, 619 
SIMMs, 677 

disks, 61 9 
ex tensions, 902-903 
hard drive, 845-846 
network wiring, 393 
system performance, 

439-480 
Tests menu commands 

(MacBen ch), 465 
Tetricycle Trojan Horse, 

943 
Texas Instruments, 236 
Text-to-Speech (TI'S) 

translation, 325 

transmission medium (networks) 1007 

TextBridge OCR software, 
283 

TextEdit error codes, 915 
thermal recalibration 

(hard drives), 223 
thermal wax printers, 

252-255, 228 
fonts, 254 
paper, 254-255 
portable printers, 246 
resolution, 254 

thick coaxial cable 
transmission medium, 
370-377 

thin coaxial cable 
transmission medium, 
369-377 

Thin EtherNet, 369, 372 
thin-film media (platters), 

213 
ThinNet, 369 
'thng' extensions, 894 
Threads Manager (System 

7.5), 138 
throughput levels (hard 

drives), 216, 219 
thru boxes (MINI 

interfaces), 634, 644 
ThunderScan handheld 

scanner, 284 
Thunderstick joystick, 172 
ThunderStorm image 

processing cards, 280-282 
Thunderware, 286, 288 
Tiger Software, 288 
timbre (sound), 625 
time savings gained from 

upgrades, 405-409 
time thermometer freezes, 

850 
TimeBandit MIDI 

software, 641 
Toby cards, 815, 820 
TokaMac II FX accelerator 

cards, 610-611 
Token Ring 4/16 NB Card, 

383 
Token Ring data link, 365 
toner (laser printers), 

243-245 

tools, 151 
Top Cat virus, 936-937 
topologies (networks), 362, 

372-377 
bus, 372-37 7 
hubs, 372, 379 
star, 372-377 

Torx-10 driver tool, 151 
Torx-15 driver tool, 151 
Torx-8 driver tool, 151 
touch screens, 159, 

176-178 
CRT mon itors, 176 
kiosks, 306 
LCD screens, 176 

TouchMonitors touch 
screens, 178 

Touchstone Technology, 
329 

TouchWindow touch 
screen, 177 

The Tower of Hanoi test 
(Speedometer 4.0), 441 

TPS bar code readers, 183 
TPS Electronics, 183 
TPS magnetic stripe 

readers, 183 
trackballs, 142, 159, 

168-169 
Trackman trackball, 170 
tracks (platters), 214 
trading hardware 

equipment, 416 
TrakMate trackball, 170 
transform er failures, 878 
transitors (chips), Ill 
translation programs for 

files, 654 
transmission medium 

(networks), 362, 365-377 
EtherNet with twisted 

pair, 368-377 
fiber-opt ic cable, 3 71 
LocalTalk with twisted 

pair, 365-377 
thick coaxial cables, 

370-3 77 
thin coaxial cables, 

369-377 
twisted pair, 365-377 
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transparency adapters 
(scanners), 285 

Transverter Pro program, 
654 

Trash Can 
System 6.0.x, 11 7 
System 7 .0, 121 

The Tray, 288-290 
Trinitron monitors, 585 

stripe pitch, 587 
visible lines, 592 

Trojan Horses, 942-943 
troubleshooting, 719-720, 

729-734, 837-840 
black screen, 881-882 
booting fa ilures, 769 
burning smell, 878 
crashes, 887 
dead Macs, 724-727 
death tones, 881 
disappearing Happy Mac 

icon, 884-885 
disk errors, 770-771 
empty message box, 

885-886 
error messages 

System 6 does not run 
in 32-bit mode, 886 

Wrong system version 
error message, 
886-887 

floppy disk icon, 884 
floppy disk with question 

mark icon, 883-884 
floppy disk with "X" 

icon, 884 
freezes, 882-883, 886-887 
gray screen, 882 
hard drives, 769, 783 
monitor problems 

blank display, 821-822 
checke rboa rd pattern 

screen display, 880 
flickering picture, 

822-823 
garbled picture, 

819-820 
ghosts, 820 
line screen display, 

880 

single dot display 
screen, 823 

single line display 
screen, 823 

wavy picture, 1 SO, 
818-819. 823-824 

ports, 734-738 
question mark icon, 

884-885 
Sad Mac icon, 881 
SCS I devices, 797-799 
software, 838-840 
sounds, 878 
starting system, 879, 

879-880 
startup tone, 881 
System 6, 861 
System 7, 849 
system crashes, 851-852 
System errors, 887-888 
System Heap (System 6), 

865-869 
viruses, 846-847 

TrueType fonts, 126 
Truevision, 321 
Truevision Bravado24 

video capture boa rd, 
297-298 

ITS (Test-To-Speech) 
translation, 325, 327 

tuning monitors, 813 
brightness, 8 12, 814 
contrast, 814 
convergence settings, 

814,817-818 
focus, 817-818 

Turbo Mouse 4.0 trackball, 
170 

TurboPS/300p laser 
printer, 237-239 

TurboPS/300p2 laser 
prin ter, 236 

TurboPS/400p laser 
printer, 237-239 

Turbo t>S/400p3 laser 
printer, 236 

Turbo PS/6608 laser 
printer, 240-242 

turn ing on/off AppleTalk , 
376 

Tweek contact-enhancing 
Iiquicl, 151 

twisted pair connections, 
365-377 

u 
U.S. Robotics HST 

m odulation protocol, 342 
UMAX Technologies, 290 
UMAX UC1260 flatbed 

sca nner, 290-303 
Undelete (MacTools), 780 
undeleting files, 773 
underscan (monitors), 195, 

567-577, 571 
UnErase (Norton Utilities), 

776-777 
uniformity of monitors, 

586 
Unity 1200XL-O laser 

printer, 240-242 
UNlX operating system, 

381, 384 
AIUX, 386-387 
networks, 385 

UnMouse, 166-168 
unshielded twisted pa ir 

wires, 363 
see also connectors, 

PhoneNet con nectors 
UP-07000 Digita l Color 

Printer, 255-256 
upgrades, 417-438 

cost considerations, 
399-400 

depreciating value of 
equipment, 401 -405 

time savings, 405-409 
CPU (Central Processing 

Unit) accelerator cards, 
597 

FPUs, 6 12-613 
intern al CD-ROM 

upgrades for PowerPCs, 
415 

logic board upgrades, 
948-950 

Mac 128K to Mac Plus, 
4 10-411 



Mac 5 12K to Mac Plus, 
410-411 

Mac 512Ke to Mac 
PI us, 41 0-411 

Mac Classic to Mac 
Classic II upgrade, 
412 

\!lac II to Mac ll fx 
upgrade, 412 

Mac II to Mac llx 
upgrade, 412 

Mac llci to Quadra 
700, -t 13 

Mac llcx to Mac llci, 
412-4 13 

Mac llvx to Power Mac 
7100/44, 413 

Mac llvx to Quaclra 
650,413 

Mac llx to Mac II fx 
upgrade, 412 

Mac LC 520 to Mac LC 
575, 414 

Mac LC II to Mac LC 
475, 413 

Mac LC II to Mac LC 
Ill, 413 

Mac LC Ill to Mac LC 
475,413 

Mac LC to Mac LC II, 
413 

Mac LC to Mac LC Ill , 
413 

Mac SE to Mac SE/30 
upgrade, 411 

Performa 400 to Mac 
LC Ill, 413 

Performa 405 to Mac 
LC Ill, 413 

Performa 410 to Mac 
LC Il l, 413 

Performa 430 to Mac 
LC Ill , 413 

Performa 400 to Mac 
LC 475, 413 

Performa 400 to 
Performa 450, 41 4 

Performa 405 to Mac 
LC 475, 413 

Perfo rma 405 to 
Performa 450, 414 

Perfo rma 410 to Mac 
LC 475, 413 

Perfo rma 410 to 
Perfo rma 450, 4 14 

Perfo rma 430 to Mac 
LC 475, 413 

Performa 430 to 
Perform a 450, 414 

Performa 450 to Mac 
LC 475, 413 

Performa 460 to Mac 
LC 475, 413 

Performa 466 to Mac 
LC 475, 413 

Performa 467 to Mac 
LC 475, 413 

Performa to Mac LC 
575,4 14 

Power 7100/66, 414 
Power \!lac 6100/ 

60AV, 414 
Power Mac 6100/66, 

4"14 
Power Mac 7100/ 

66AV, 414 
Power Mac 8100/80, 

414 
Power Mac 8100/ 

80AV, 414 
Quadra 900 to 

Workgroup Server 
95,414 

Quadra 950 to 
Workgroup Server 
95, -!14 

Workgroup Server 80 
to Workgroup Server 
8 150,953 

Workgroup Server 90 
to Workgroup Server 
9150,953 

Workgroup Server 60 
to Workgrou p Server 
6150,953 

moni tors (video cards), 
587-588 

power supply accelerator 
cards, 598 

utilities 1009 

PowerPCs, 414, 543-544, 
548-549, 551, 606-608 

cards, 414, 544-547, 
548-549, 551 

CD-ROM, 551 
compatibile systems, 

543-544 
hard d rives, 549 
logic board upgrades, 

543, 545, 55 1 
RAM (random-a ccess 

memory), 545 
system 

recommendations, 
549-551 

upgrading vs. buying, 
550-552 

RAM, 485, 490-491, 
499-527 

monitor display 
screens, 816 

printers, 530-542 
system performance, 409 
system software, 132-133, 

663 
cost/ benefit analysis, 

666-669 
installation, 669-670 
types of upgrades, 665 

VRAM, 528-529, 583-584 
warranties, 400 

UPS (uninterruptible 
power supply), 147, 680, 
681 

user groups, 840 
users 

employee guidelines for 
off-site use of 
equi.pment, 688-689 

ha ndicapped users, 
632-633 

network security, 391-392 
troubleshooting, 720-721 

utilities 
a ntivirus, 712-714 
Anubis, 221 
Apple File Exchange, 792 
Apple Personal 

Diagnostics utility, 
843-844 

backups, 694 
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v 

Conflict Catcher II 
uti li ty, 841-842 

CPU 2.0 utility, 822 
Crash Barrier utility, 

842-843 
diagnostic, 730-731 
Disk Express IT, 772-773 
Disk Tools, 845-846 
DiskCopy utility, 793 
Hard Disk Toolkit, 221 
I-leapfixer utility, 117 
MacTools, 771, 778-783 
Monitor Switch utility, 

821 
Norton Uti li ties, 771, 

774-778 
SCSI Probe, 798-799 

v.22 bis modu lation 
protocol, 342 

v.32 bis modulation 
protocoL 342 

v.42 error correction 
protocol, 342 

V.Fast standard (modems), 
347 

V.fast/V.terbo/V.34 
modulation protocol, 342 

Vandal 030 accelerator 
card, 608-609 

Vandal 030 SE accelerator 
card, 609 

vanishing files, 857 
ventilation (hardware 

equipment), 677-678 
version numbers 

(software), 654, 665 
VGA (video graphics array) 

mon itors, 194-195 
differences from Mac 

d isplays, 55 7 
aspect ratio, 194 
connecting, 558-559 
Super VGA enabling, 569 

VGA-LC adapter wiring 
d iagram, 559 

VGA-to-Mac video adapter, 
570 

VHS camcorders, 293 
vibration, effects on 

hardware equipment, 
682-683 

video 
alignment tools, 591 
cables, 564 
Centris display pin-outs, 

566-567 
DB-15 connector, 561 
DRAM (dynamic-RAM), 

486 
fl icker-free video 

(Touchstone 
Technology), 329 

full motion video, 329 
multimedia productions, 

305 
NTSC encoding, S 72 
NTSC flicker, 573 
NTSC standa rd, 561 
pin-outs, 569-570 
ports, 737 
Quadra display pin-outs, 

566-567 
resolution (undersca n/ 

oversca n), 567-577 
RGB/NTSC simultaneous 

output, 574 
RS-170 standard signal, 

560,562 
RS-343 standard signa l, 

560 
signal standards, 559-564 
testing, 463-483, 586-588 
upgrades, 553 
VGA-to-Mac adapter, 570 
video-out ports (A V 

Macs), 571 
VRAM (video-RAM), 486 

video cameras, 277, 
293-294, 297 

video capture boards, 
297-302, 328-329 

video cards, 529, 824 
2-Page Mono Video Card, 

529 
4•8 Video Display Card, 

529 
8•24 GC Video Display 

Card, 529 

8•24 Video Display Ca rd, 
529 

Apple High Resolution 
video cards, 816 

color reproduction, 
575-576 

Houdini Card, 823-824 
j3 Pin-outs, 563 
Mac 11 Ext HiRes Video 

Card, 529 
Mac 11 HiRes Video Card, 

529 
Mac II Mono Video Card, 

529 
Mac II Portrait Video 

Card, 529 
Mac 11 Video Card, 529 
Macintosh 11 pin-outs, 

561-564 
NuB us data transfer, 5 77 
Toby cards, 815, 820 
upgrades, 549, 587-588 

video clips, editing, 305 
video drivers for PCs, 557 
video ediliug systems, 

. 313-316 
video monitor screen 

disappearance (AV Macs), 
595 

videoconferencing, 293, 
297,329 

videodiscs, 309 
VideoFusion, 319-320, 482 
VideoLabs, 297 
VidcoMaker +, 320-321 
VidcoScript, 321 
VideoShop 2.0, 321 
VideoSpigot capture card, 

314 
VideoToolkit 2.0, 321 
VideoVision Studio, 302, 

315-316 
Videx, 182 
View by Name command 

(View menu), 119 
viewing 

files (System 7.0), 119 
printers (System 7.6), 137 

Views Control Panel 
(System 7.0), 121 

Virex program, 714, 847 



virtua l memory, 126 
Virtual Memory Dispatch 

error codes, 915 
Virtual Memory option 

(Memory control panel), 
855 

virt ua l reality 
personal en tertain men t 

eyeware, 210-211 
PowerPCs, 111 

Virtual Vision NTSC 
monito r, 210-211 

viruses, 709-710, 846-847 
ANTI virus, 933-934 
COEr virus, 937-938 
CODE 1 virus, 942 
CODE 252 vi rus, 939-940 
Frankie virus, 937 
HC vi rus, 930 
lNlT 17 virus, 94 1 
lNlT 1984 virus, 939 
lNlT 29 virus, 932-933 
INIT 9403 virus, 942 
lNlT-M virus, 941-942 
MacMag vi rus, 934 
MBDr virus, 938-939 
MDEF virus, 936-937 
nVIR virus, 932 
protection programs, 863 
scanning diskettes, 846 
Scores virus, 930-932 
T4 virus, 940-941 
WDEF virus, 934-935 
ZUC virus, 935-936 
see nlso Trojan Horses 

Vision MIDI softwa re, 638 
visual abilities of 

PowerPCs, 111 
VLF (Very Low Frequency) 

radiation, 193 
voice coil actuators, 215 
voice commands, 328, 

630-631 
voice ma il, 632 
Voice Navigato r IJ , 187-188 
voice recognition 

technology, 186-1 8 7 
voltmeters, 151 
volume (sound), 625 
Volume Recover (Norton 

Utilities), 777 

Vortex software, 649 
Voyager interactive COs, 

309 
VPL Research, 184 
VRAM (video-RAM), 486 

color d isplays, 559 
exchanging modules, 584 
SIMMs, 528-529 
troubleshooting, 585-588 
upgrades, 528-529, 

583-584 
Vult virus, 930-932 

w 
Wacom graphics tablets, 

175 
Wacom Technology, 

174-175 
WANs (wide area 

n etworks), 361 
Warner New Media COs, 

309 
warra nties, 689 

hard drives, 783 
upgrades, 400 

watch indicator freezes, 
850 

wavy picture (monitors), 
818-819, 823-824 

WDEF virus, 711, 934-935 
"Welcome to Maci ntosh" 

message, 874, 885-886 
W hetsto nes test 

(Speedometer 4.0), 
441-480 

w histling sounds, 878 
wide a rea n etwo rks 

(WANs), 361 
WideWrite r 360 inkjet 

printer, 232-233 
wid th of mon ito r displays, 

589 
VVinch ester hard drives, 

219 
Wind Controller, 646 
wind instruuments (MIDI), 

645-646 
Windows, runn ing on 

Macs, 657-661 

WriteMove II printer 1011 

w ireless perip herals, 147 
wiring (networks), 393 
wiring diagra ms (VGA-LC 

adapter), 559 
Wo rdPerfect ben chmark 

test results, 480 
Workgroup Server 60, 

63-64, 358 
c rus, 950 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 489 
upgrading to Workgroup 

Server 6 160, 953 
Workgroup Server 80, 

64-65, 358-359 
CPUs, 950 
memory (RAM 

configuration), 489 
upgrad ing to Workgroup 

Server 8150, 953 
Workgroup Server 90, 953 
Workgroup Server 95, 

66-67, 359 
CPUs, 95"1 
memory (RAM 

configura tion), 489 
Workgroup Server 6150, 

94-95, 952 
Workgroup Server 8150, 

95-97, 952 
Workgroup Server 9150, 

97-98, 952-953 
Workgroup Servers, 358 

da tabases, 951 
hare! drives, 951 
PowerPC Workgroup 

Servers, 360 
upgrades, 951, 953 
see nlso servers 

working backups, 695 
Wo rldScript, 130 
WORM (Write Once Read 

Man y) tech nology (CDs), 
631 

w ren ches, 151 
wrist rests 

keyboa rds, 160 
mo use, 163 

WriteMove II prin ter, 247 



1012 writing 

writing 
floppy disk cases, 790 
platters, 213 

Wrong system version 
error message, 886-887 

WYSIWYG (What-You-See
Is-What-You-Get), 191, 
816 

X-V-Z 

Xinet, 385 
XMODEM file transfer 

protocol, 344 
XMODEM-1K file transfer 

protocol, 344 

Y ARC Renderman 
accelerator card, 597 

YMODEM file transfer 
protocol, 344 

Ymodem-G file transfer 
protocol, 344 

Z (Reset) AT command, 
344 

Zero-Footprint drive 
enclosures, 218 

Zero-Footprint Macs, 151 
Ziff-Davis Benchmark 

Operation (ZDBOp), 467 
Zi~etforurn,467 
ZMODEM file transfer 

protocol, 344 
Zoom modern, 353 
ZUC virus, 711, 935-936 



GO AHEAD. PLUG YOURSELF INTO 
MACMILLAN COMPUTER PUBLISHING. 
Introducing the Macmillan Computer Publishing Forum 
on CompuServee 
Yes, it's true. Now, you can have CompuServe access to the same professional, friendly folks who have 
made computers easier for years. On the Macmillan Computer Publishing Forum, you'll find additional 
information on the topics covered by every Macmillan Computer Publishing imprint- including Que, Sams 
Publishing, New Riders Publishing, Alpha Books, Brady Books, Hayden Books, and Adobe Press. In addition, 
you'll be able to receive technical support and disk updates for the software produced by Que Software and 
Paramount Interactive, a division of the Paramount Technology Group. It's a great way to supplement the 
best information in the business. 

WHAT CAN YOU DO ON THE MACMILLAN COMPUTER 
PUBLISHING FORUM? 

Play an important role in the publishing process-and make our books better while you make your work easier: 

• Leave messages and ask questions about Macmillan Computer Publishing books and 
software-you're guaranteed a response within 24 hours 

~ 
Download helpful tips and software to help you get the most out of your computer 

Contact authors of your favorite Macmillan Computer Publishing b?oks through electronic mail 

Present your own book ideas 

• Keep up to date on all the latest books available from each of Macmillan Computer Publishing's 
exciting imprints 

JOIN NOW AND GET A FREE COMPUSERVE STARTER KIT! 
To receive your free CompuServe Introductory Membership, call toll-free, 1-800-848-8199 and ask for 
representative #597. The Starter Kit Includes: 

• Personal ID number and password 

• $15 credit on the system 

• Subscription to CompuServe Magazine 

HERE'S HOW TO PLUG INTO MACMILLAN COMPUTER PUBLISHING: 
Once on the CompuServe System, type any of these phrases to access the Macmillan Computer Publishing 
Forum: 

GO MACMILLAN 
GO QUEBOOKS 
GO SAMS 
GO NEWRIDERS 

GO BRADY 
GO HAYDEN 
GO QUESOFT 
GO ALPHA 

Once you're on the CompuServe Information Service, be sure to take advantage of all of CompuServe's 
resources. CompuServe is home to more than 1, 700 products and services-plus it has over 1.5 million 
members worldwide. You'll find valuable online reference materials, travel and investor services, electronic mail, 
weather updates, leisure-time games and hassle-free shopping (no jam-packed parking lots or crowded stores). 

Seek out the hundreds of other forums that populate CompuServe. Covering diverse topics such as pet care, 
rock music, cooking, and political issues, you're sure to find others with the same concerns as you-and expand 
your knowledge at the same time. 



Add Power To Your Documents & Presentations 
with Macintosh Books from Que! 

Using PngcMaker 5 for lhc Mac, S )>Ccial Edition 
Rick Wallace 

Vers ion 5 

$34.95 USA 
1-56529-001-1.650 pp., 73/ ; X 91h 

Using Word 5.1 for lhc Mnc, S pecial Edition 
Brya11 Pfaf!euberger 

Through Latest Versiou 

$29.95 USA 
1-56529- 143·3. I ,000 pp .. 73/a x 91/s 

More Macintosh Titles from Que! 
Q ue's Big Mac Book. 41h Ed ition 

Neil Saiki uti 
Systems 6, 7, & 7. / 

$29.95 USA 
1·56529·075-5. 1.000 pp .. 71/s X 91/& 

Q ue's Lillie Mac Book, 4th Edition 

Doug \V!Jite 

Systems 6, 7, & 7. I 

$14.95 USA 
1-56529·074-7, 335 pp .. 43/, X 8 

Using Microsol't Works 3 for I he Mac 

Greg Slmltz 

Versiou 3 

$24.95 USA 
0-88022-833·4, 500 pp .. 73/s X 91/• 

Using WordPcrrecl 2.1 for lhc Mac 
David Reiser & Holly Morris 

Versiou 2. 1 

$24.95 USA 
0-88022· 739· 7. 500 pp .. 73/s x 91/s 

0 ue To Order, Call: (BOO) 428-5331 OR (317) 581-3500 



Complete Computer Coverage 

Que's Computer User's Dictionary, 
4th Edition 

Btyan Pfajfenberger 

Que's 1994 Computer Hardware 
Buyer's Guide 

Que Development Group 

This absolute must-have guide 
packed with compcuisons, recommendations, 
and tips for asking aU the right questions 
fatniliatizes the reader with terms they 
wiU need to know. This book offers a 
complete analysis of both hcudware and 
software products, and it's loaded 
with charts and tables 
of product compcui sons. 
IBM-compatibles, Apple, & Macintosh 
$16.95 USA 
1-56529-281 -2,480 pp., 8 X I 0 

This compact, practical reference contains 
hundreds of defmitions, explanations, exan1ples, 
and illustrations on topics from progrcu11ming 
to desktop publishing. You can master the 
"language" of computers and learn how to make 
your personal computer more efficient and more 
powerful. Filled with tips ;md cautions, Que's 
Computer User's Dictioncuy is the perfect 
resource for anyone who uses a computer. 

IBM, Mltcintosh, Apple, 
& Programmbzg 

$12.95 USA 

J-56529-604-4, 650 pp., 43/4 X 8 cue 
To Order, Call: (800) 428-5331 



Macintosh Spreadsheets 
are easy with Que 

Using Excel 4 for· the Macintosh, 
Special Editit~n 
Clu istopher Von Buren 

Vet"fion 4 

$27.95 USA 
0-8!!022-967-5. 750 pp., 73/M X 9'/• 

Excel4 
FOR \X/IN DOW~ 

Excel 4 for Windows Su re Steps 

Rick Wimer & Pauy Wimer 

Version .J 

$24.95 USA 
1-56529-24 1-3. 300 pp., 71/. X 9 1/x 

Excel for the Mac 
Ron Person 
Ver.\·iou 4 
$ 12.99 USA 
1-56529-162-X. 224 pp .. 51h X S'h 

oue To Order, Call: (800) 428-5331 OR (317) 581-3500 
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